
INTERIM EQUAL OPPORTUNITY STATEMENT 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Initial Appointment 

I i~1 tqe~iZri~ ~PoP.°rtunity OffIce Use Only 

C. Dates Listed in Employment Opportunities (EPA Non-Faculty Only) 

School/College Arts & Sciences 

3 years 

I1. RECORD OF APPLICATIONS 

Summary tabulation of all applicants (an applicant is any person recommended, nominated or who makes written 
application to or is solicited by a University department, school or other employing unit for employment as a faculty 
or EPA non-faculty employee). 

African 
American 

Women 
Men 

Unknown 
Total 

White 
3 

Asian Hispanic 
Native 
American Unknown Total 

25 28 

III. RECORD OF CONSIDERATIONS TO DATE 

A. SummaQ/tabulation of all applicants who have been 

Women 
Men 

Unknown 
Total 

excluded from furiher consideration. 
African Native 
American White Asian Hispanic American Unknown Total 

24 

B. Give specific reasons for the exclusion from further consideration of any minority and women applicants. 
- Applicants did not meet minimum requirements for the position 
- Applicants had lack of experience with student population 

C. List each person remaining under consideration. 
NAME 

D. Other comments on the selection process. 

RACE GENDER 
White Female 
White Female 
Unknown Female 
White Female 

IV. We certify that at each state of the recruitment and selection activities that the process has conformed to 
the principles and objectives of the Equal Employment Opportunity Plan. 

DEPARTMENT EQUAL OPPORTUNITY OFFICER Tammy McHale 

DEPARTMENT HEAD/DIRECTOR Fred Clark 

DEAN Bernadette Gray-Little 

UNIVERSITY EQUAL OPPORTUNITY OFFICER 

DATE 

DATE 

DATE 

DATE 

EOF-2 



Robed J. Cannon 

Equal Opportunity Policies and Guidelines for Initial Appointments 

The Interim Equal Opportunity Statements are required to be submitted after the application 
deadline and before interviews are offered to candidates. Exceptions to this policy require 
prior approval of the Equal Opportunity Officer. 

Please contact the Equal Opportunity Office (966-3576) if you have any questions concerning 
the required procedures for completing this form. Keep a copy for your dept. files. 

Send Original to: 
The Equal Opportunity Office 
CB# 9160, 100 Pettigrew Hall 
Carolina Campus 

EOF-2 



~artll TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT (tobecompletedaf~ertravel) ~OT~-~ 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA A T CHAPEL HiLL 

TRAVEL REQUEST FOR~I 

Part I TRAVEL AUTHORIZATION (to be completed prior to travel) NOTES 



I     ¯ 

Date 



160325 



~artll TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT (tobecompletedaffertravel) 



Travel Au~he riza~ie n/Reim bur seme nt 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 





160325 











FINAL EQUAL OPPORTUNITY STATEMENT 
The University of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Initial Appointment 

Interim Number 

Depariment or Unit Academic Support Program 

Name of Person Recommended 

Title of Appointment Assistant Director 

Effective Dates (From) 8/01/03 

Race White Gender Male 

School/College 

(To) 8/g1/g6 

Recommended Salm~ 

Arts & Sciences 

1. Special conditions of appointment, if any: 

2. Summa~# tabulation of persons offered interviews: 

White 
African    Asian/Pacific Native 

American Islander Hispanic American Unknown 
Women 

Men 
Unknown 

Total 

Other Total 

3. For each person offered an interview provide the information requested below (attach additional pages if necessmy): 

Name Race/Gender Reason Not Recommended 

We certify that at each stage of the recruitment and selection activities that the process has conformed to 
the principles and objectives of the Equal employment Opportunity Plan. 

DEPARTMENT EQUAL OPPORTUNITY OFFICER Tammy McHale 

DEPARTMENT HEAD/DIRECTOR Fred Clark 

DATE 

DATE 

DEAN Risa Palm 

UNIVERSITY EQUAL OPPORTUNITY OFFICER 

RobeR J. Cannon 

DATE 

DATE 

EOF-3 



I. Instructions for submitting Final Equal Opportunity Statement 

1. This form should be typed using the online form; attach additional sheets if necessary. 
(This form is periodically revised.) 

II. Equal Opportunity Policies and Guidelines for Initial Appointments 

1. The Final Equal Opportunity Statement should be submitted at the point following the approval of 
the Interim Equal Opportunity Statement: 

- when the department has completed interviews and is ready to recommend a candidate for 
appointment who has agreed to be recommended 

Please contact the Equal Opportunity Office (966-3576) if you have any questions concerning the 
required procedures for completing this form. 

Mail to: The Equal Opportunity Office 
CB# 9160, 100 Pettigrew Hall 
Carolina Campus 

EOF-3 















CAROLINA 

ATHLETICS 

EXPENSE 

REPORT 

Date 

Date 

7/18/02 

7/18/02 

**HOTEL 

City, State 

NAME 

HOMEADDRESS 

PURPOSE 

DATE 

Date 

3hapel Hill, NC Aurora Restaurant 

3hapel Hill, NC Owens 501 Diner 

Signed 

Soc Sec # 

Breakfast/Dinner with Football Counselor job candidate i 

7/31/02 

[] Recruiting Visits [~Game exper6es 

Cost Center (Sport) 

Meals/Banquets []Other 

3-19030 

Itinerary (Description) 

TRANSPORTATION EXPENSES (including tolls, parking and gas) 
(List names of prospe~ive student-athletes or others involved orl separate sheet) 

Miles Traveled Cost Per Mile Milage Amount 

$0 00 

$0.00 

$0 00 

$0.00 

$0 00 

Miscellaneous 
Only) Daily Total 

$0 00 

$0.00 

$0 00 

$0.00 

$0 00 

$0.00 

Billed to 

Paid A~hletics 

$0 0( 

$00( 

$0 0( 

$00( 

$0 0( 

$o.ol $o.oo 

City/State 

SUBSISTENCE EXPENSES (including Enter[ainment) 
(List names of prospe~ive student-athletes or others involved orl separate sheet) 

$11458 

Lodging Daily Total 

$11458 

$0 00 

$0.00 

$0 00 

$126.22 

Billed to 

Paid A~hletics 

$0 0( 

$00( 

$0 0( 

$126.2~ $0.00 

Total Expenses Paid 

*Advance Check Amount 

Due From UNC-AA 

Due to UNC-AA 

*Advance Check # 

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES 

Miscellaneous Expenses 

Total Paid Out + Total Billed AA - Grand Total 

$126.22 0.00 126.22 

$126.22 

Daily Total 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 $00( 

$0.00 $00( 

$0.00 $0.01 

Billed to 
Paid Athletics 

$00( 

$00( 

$00( 

$0,00 

Date 

( BUSINESS OFFICE USE ONL~’ 

ACCOUNT OBJECT DEPT AMOUNT 

Approved Date 



To: Mike Pope 
Anthony Travel 

From: Doug Roberts 
Academic Support 

Date: 1/22/02 

John G. Blanchard 

Director, Academic Support 
Assoc. Director of Athletics 

(office) 919.962.9533 
(cell) 
(home) 

Attending 
CHAMPS Management Symposium 
Dallas TX February 25 & 26 

Arrive DFW* 
Sunday, Feb. 24*~’ would like to leave as late as possible in the 
afternoon.., but would like to arrive no later than 8pm. 
Leave DFW* 
Tuesday, Feb. 26t~’ The symposium ends at noon and is located at the 
Hilton DFW Lakes Executive Conference Center.      would like to fly out 
as early as possible after the symposium. The Hilton will be offering 
complimentary airport transportation. 

* a direct flight, if possible, would be great! 

Payment 
VISA 

Exp 



To: Dean Fred Clark 

Date: July 30, 2007 

From: Rober~ Mercer 

Re: Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

EPA Non-Faculty Position(s) 

Cynthia R. Reynolds, Associate Director {Football) 
Beth Bridger, Learning Specialist (Football) 

Octavus Barnes, Academic Counselor (Football) 
Jaimie Lee, Academic Counselor (Football) 

- Full Legislative % 
- Full Legislative % 
- Full Legislative % 

*starts work on 8/6/07 

Wayne Walden, Associate Director (Men’s Basketball) - See attached letter 

Brent Blanton, Associate Director (Olympic Sports) 

Mary Brunk, Academic Counselor (Olympic Sports) 
Kym Orr, Academic Counselor (Olympic Sports) 

Mary Willingham, Learning Specialist {Olympic Sports) 

- See attached letter 
- FullLegislative % 

- FullLegislative % 

- See attached letter 
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PERSON_ID NAME PID SPORT      COURSE_SUBJECTCOURSE NUMBER 
COURSE_SECTION INSTRUCTOR_LAST_NAME INSTRUCTOR_Ii~ITIALS 
INSTR_PID DEPARTMENT EMAIL_ADDRESS SPORTCODE 

R R 

R R 

S S 

B BS 

P P 

P P 

R RF 

T T 

T T 

T T 

T T 

T T 

T T 

T T 

T T 

T T 

T T 

T T 

T T 

AERO I SCHMOLDT, R 
AERO schmoldt@email.unc.edu WFE 

AERO SCHMOLDT, 
AERO schmoldt@email.unc.edu MFE 

AERO WORKMAN, S 
AERO sworkman@email.unc.edu WFE 

AFAM ANDERSON, 
AFAM banders l@email.unc.edu MFB 

AFAM HALL, P 
AFAM HALLPA~.EMAIL.UNC.EDU MLA 

AFAM HALL, 
AFAM HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU WBB 

AFAM 
AFAM              HILDEBRAND, R    RF 

AFAM hildebra@email.unc.edu    MFB 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 

AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu MFB 

T T 

AFAM 
AFAM MCMILLAN, TT 

AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu WBB 
AFAM 

AFAM              MCMILLAN, TT 
AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu WBB 

AFAM 
AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu MFB 

AFAM 
AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu MFB 

AFAM 
AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu MFB 

AFAM 
AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu MFB 

AFAM 
AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu MFB 

AFAM 
AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu WTE 

AFAM 
AFAM timl~email.unc.edu MFB 

AFAM 
AFAM timl@email.unc.edu MFB 

AFAM 
AFAM              MCMILLAN, TT 

AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu MBB 
AFAM 

AFAM              MCMILLAN, TT 
AFAM timl@email.unc.edu MFB 

AFAM 

MCMILLAN, T 

MCMILLAN, T 

MCMILLAN, T 

MCMILLAN, T 

MCMILLAN, T 

MCMILLAN, T 

MCMILLAN, T 

MCMILLAN, T 



T 

T 

T 

T 

T 

T 

T 

T 
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T 

T 

T 

T 

T 

T 

AFAM 
AFAM tjml@email,unc,edu MFB 

AFAM 
AFAM tjml@email,unc,edu WSB 

AFAM 
AFAM tjml@email,unc,edu MTI 

AFAM 
AFAM tim1 (~em~il,unc,edu 

AFAM tjml @em~il,unc,edu 

AFAM tjml @em~il,unc,edu 

AFAM tjml @em~il,unc,edu 

AFAM tjml @em~il,unc,edu 

AFAM tim1 @em~il,unc,edu 

AFAM tjml @em~il,unc,edu 

AFAM tjml @em~il,unc,edu 

AFAM tim1 ~.em~il,unc,edu 

AFAM tjml @email,unc,edu 

AFAM tim1 @email,unc,edu 

AFAM 
AFAM tjml @em~il,unc,edu 

AFAM tjml @em~il,unc,edu 

AFAM , 
AFAM tjml @email,unc,edu 

AFAM tjml @email,unc,edu 

AFAM tim1 ~.email,unc,edu 

AFAM tim1 @email,unc,edu 

AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu 

AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu 

MCMILLAN, TT 

MCMILLAN, TT 

MCMILLAN, T 

AFAM 
MCMILLAN, TT 
MTE 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
MBB 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
MFB 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
MFB 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
WBB 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
MFB 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
MFB 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
MFB 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
MTI 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
WBB 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
MFB 

AFAM 
MCMILLAN, TT 
MFB 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
MFB 

AFAM 
MCMILLAN, TT 
WBB 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
MBB 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
MFB 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
MFB 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
MBB 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
MFB 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
MFB 
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AFAM 
AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu WSO 

AFAM 
AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu MFB 

AFAM 
AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu MFB 

AFAM 
AFAM timl~.email.unc.edu MTE 

AFAM 
AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu WBB 

AFAM 
AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu 

AFAM 
AFAM timl@email.unc.edu 

AFAM 
AFAM timl~email.unc.edu 

AFAM timl~.email.unc.edu 

AFAM timl~.email.unc.edu 

AFAM 
AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu 

AFAM 
AFAM timl(~email.unc.edu 

AFAM 
AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu 

AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu 

AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu 

AFAM timl@email.unc.edu 

AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu 

AFAM 
AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu 

AFAM tjml@email.unc.edu 

AFAM 
AFAM timl~.email.unc.edu 

AFAM 

MCMILLAN, T 

MCMILLAN, T 

MCMILLAN, T 

MCMILLAN, T 

MCMILLAN, T 

MCMILLAN, TT 
MFB 

AFAM 
MCMILLAN, TT 
MFB 

AFAM 
MCMILLAN, TT 

MFB 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
MBB 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
MBB 

AFAM 
MCMILLAN, TT 
MFB 

AFAM 
MCMILLAN, TT 
MFB 

AFAM 
MCMILLAN, TT 
MFB 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
MFB 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
MBB 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
MBB 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
MFB 

AFAM 
MCMILLAN, TT 

MFB 
AFAM MCMILLAN, T 
WBB 

AFAM 
MCMILLAN, TT 
MFB 

AFAM 
MCMILLAN, TT 
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Professor Stephan Rowley 

PSYC 
Department of Psychology 

CB# 3270 

Dear Professor Rowley: 

This is to inform you that                          , has been invited to be a member of 
the                   Team            is competing in      and will return on 

She understands that she is responsible fbr making up all class 
assignments and tests missed during this time 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me 

Sincerely, 

John G Blanchard, Director 

JGB: dr 



Professor William L Barney 
Department of HistolT 
CB# 3195 
HIST     SEC 

Dear Professor Barney: 

This is to inform you that , PID# , will not be able to 
attend class He has been invited to participate in the 
US in i understands 
that he is responsible for making up all class assignments and tests missed during this 
time 

I appreciate your willingness to work with     in that this competition, although not a 

part of his official UNC athletics participation, represents a unique opportunity for him 
and is a compliment to his abilities 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me 

Sincerely, 

Dr Janice Hilliard, Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Cc: Dr Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor Paul Shinkman 
Department of Psychology 
CB# 3270 

PSYC SEC 

Dear Professor Shinkman: 

This is to inform you tl~at PID# will not be able to 
attend class He has been invited to participate in the 

U S in understands 
that he is responsible for making up all class assignments and tests missed during this 

time 

I appreciate your willingness to work with     in that this competition, although not a 
part of his official UNC athletics participation, represents a unique opportunity for him 
and is a compliment to his abilities 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me 

Sincerely, 

Dr Janice Hilliard, Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor Jan Boxill 
Department of Philosophy 
CB# 3125 
PHIL SEC 

Dear Professor Boxill: 

This is to inform you that PID# will not be able to 
attend class He has been invited to participate in the 

U S in understands 
that he is responsible for making up all class assignments and tests missed during this 

time 

I appreciate your willingness to work with     in that this competition, although not a 
part of his ofticial UNC athletics participation, represents a unique opportunity for him 
and is a compliment to his abilities 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me 

Sincerely, 

Dr Janice Hilliard, Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor Chappell 

Department of Physical Education 
CB# 8700 
PHYE , SEC 

Dear Professor Chappell: 

This is to inform you that PLY)# will not be able to 
attend class He has been invited to participate in the 

U S in understands 
that he is responsible for making up all class assignments and tests missed during this 

time 

I appreciate your willingness to work with     in that this competition, although not a 
part of his official UNC athletics participation, represents a unique opportunity for him 
and is a compliment to his abilities 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me 

Sincerely, 

Dr Janice Hilliard, Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor ~FirstName~ Bar-On 
Philosophy Department 
Caldwell Hall 

Dear Professor Bar-On: 

This is to confirm that ~, , will be competing in the 
NC/U~. at the 
He w-ill be competing Friday, through Sunday, We 
understand that you have arranged for       to take his exam on Wednesday, 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 

John G. Blanchard 
Director 

JOB:dr 



Professor Velasquez 
AFRI/AFAM Department 
CB# 3395 

Dear Professor Valesquez: 

This is to inform you that , , is playing in the U S 

Championship He will be competing in during the month of and 

will not be attending your class, AFAM -- SEC , from He 

understands that he is responsible for making up all class assignmems and tests missed 
during this tPne 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me 

Sincerely, 

John G Blanchard, Director 

JGB:dr 



SOCI , Sect 
Sociology Dept 

CB# 3210 

Dear Professor Powers: 

This is to inform you that             ,            , has been invited to the USA 
He will be attending the     and will miss classes on 

Wednesday,             through Friday,              He understands that he is 
responsible for making up all class assignments and tests missed during this time 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me 

Sincerely, 

John G Blanchard, Director 

JGB: dr 



Department of <<Departmenb~ 

CB# 3285 

~<Class~ 

Dear Professor <<LastName~: 

This is to inform you that , will not be able to attend class April 

She will be in intelwiewing with the 

( ) understands that she is responsible tbr making up 

all class assignments and tests missed during this time 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me 

Sincerely, 

John G Blanchard, Director 

JGB: dr 



Professor David Shoup 
Department of Dramatic Arts 

CB#3230 

DRAM    , SEC 

Dear Professor Shoup: 

This is to inform you that 
attend class through 
US 

, PID#           , will not be able to 
He has been invited to panicipnte in the 

understands that 

he is responsible fbr making up all class assignments and tests missed during this time 

I appreciate your willingness to work with     in that this competition, although not a 

part of his official UNC athletics pa~icipmion, represents a unique opportunity for him 
and is a complPnent to his abilities 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me 

Sincerely, 

Dr Janice Hilliard, Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor of Soci    , Sec 
Department of Sociology 

CB#3210 

SOCI , SEC 

Dear Professor: 

This is to inform you t|]at                  . PID#           , will not be able to 
attend class through He has been invited to participate in the 
US in understands that 
he is responstNe tor maktng up all class assignments and tests missed during this time 

I appreciate your willingness to work with     in that this competition, although not a 

part of his official UNC athletics panicipmion, represents a unique opportunity for him 
and is a complPnent to his abilities 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel fi-ee to call me 

Sincerely, 

Dr Janice Hilliard, Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor ((FirstName~ Armstrong 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
((Class~ 1 
CB# 

Dear Professor Armstrong: 

This is to confirm that (~Student~, , will be competing for the U.S. 
¯ in from through 

understands that she is responsible for making up all 
class assignments and tests missed during this time. 

I appreciate your willingness to work with     in that this competition, 
although not a part of her official UNC athletics participation, represents a 
unique opportunity for her and is a compliment to her abihties. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Jardce Hilliard, Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr. Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Susan((FirstName~ Irons 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
((Class~ 1 
CB# 

November 05, 1999 

This is to confirm that (~Student~,           , will be competing for the U.S. 
National i                   in         from               through 

understands that she is responsible for making up all 
class assignments and tests missed during this time. 

I appreciate your willingness to work with     in that this competition, 
although not a part of her official UNC athletics participation, represents a 
unique opportunity for her and is a compliment to her abihties. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Jardce Hilliard, Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr. Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor hinda ((FirstName~Bowen 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
((Class~3 
CB# 

Dear Professor Bowen: 

This is to confirm that (<Student,s,           , will be competing for the U.S. 
National             Team in         from               through 

understands that she is responsible for making up all 
class assignments and tests missed during this time. 

I appreciate your willingness to work with     in that this competition, 
although not a part of her official UNC ath!etics participation, represents a 
unique opportunity for her and is a compliment to her abihties. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Jardce Hilliard, Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr. Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor~FirstName~ Corrine Orovier 
Department of Romance Languages 
FREN    , Sec 
CB# 3170 

Dear Professor Orovier: 

This is to confirm that <<Student,s,           , will be competing for the U.S. 
National i                   in         from               through 

understands that she is responsible for making up all 
class assignments and tests missed during this time. 

I appreciate your willingness to work with in that this competition, 
although not a part of her official UNC ath!etics participation, represents a 
unique opportunity for her and is a compliment to her abilities. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Jahice Hiliiard, Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr. Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor Matt Raney 
Department of Psychology 
PSYC 
CB# 3270 

Dear Professor Raney: 

This is to inform you that , , is a member of the 
¯ He will be competing in from 

through                            ~ understands that he is responsible for 
making up all class assignments and tests missed during this time. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 

John G. Blanchard, Director 

JOB:dr 



Professor Petrutza Caragea 
Department of Statistics 
ST..q.T 

Dear Professor Caragea: 

This is to confirm that , has competed for the U.S. 
in from through 

understands that she is responsible for malting up all 
class assignments and tests missed during this time. 

I appreciate your willingness to work with     in that this competition, 

although not a part of her official UNC athletics participation, represents a 
unique opportunity for her and is a compliment to her abilities. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Jahice Hilliard, Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr. Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor Bonnie Marks 
Department of Exercise & Sport Science 

CB# 8700 

Dear Professor Marks: 

This is to confirm that , , has competed for the National 
in from through 

understands that she is responsible for making up all class assignments 
and tests missed during this time. 

I appreciate your willingness to work with     in that this competition, 
although not a part of her official UNC athletics participation, represents a 
unique opportunity for her and is a compliment to her abilities. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Jahice Hiliiard, Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr. Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor ((FirstName~ Armstrong 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
((Class~ 1 
CB# 

Dear Professor Armstrong: 

This is to confirm that (~Student~, , will be competing for the U.S. 
in from through 

understands that she is responsible for malting up all 
class assignments and tests missed during this time. 

I appreciate your willingness to work with     in that this competition, 
although not a part of her official UNC athletics participation, represents a 
unique opportunity for her and is a compliment to her abilities. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Jardce Hilliard, Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr. Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor ((FirstName~ Irons 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
((Class~ 1 
CB# 

This is to confirm that (~Student~, , will be competing for the U.S. 
in from through 

understands that she is responsible for making up all 
class assignments and tests missed during this time. 

I appreciate your willingness to work with in that this competition, 
although not a part of her official UNC athletics participation, represents a 
unique opportunity for her and is a compliment to her abilities. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Jardce Hilliard, Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr. Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor ((FirstName~ Bowen 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
((Class~3 
CB# 

Dear Professor Bowen: 

This is to confirm that (<Student,s, , will be competing for the U.S. 
in from through 

understands that she is responsible for malting up all 
class assignments and tests missed during this time. 

I appreciate your willingness to work with in that this competition, 
although not a part of her official UNC ath!ellcs participation, represents a 
unique opportunity for her and is a compliment to her abilities. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Jardce Hilliard, Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr. Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor ~PirstName~ Orovier 
Department of Romance Languages 
FREN 051, Sec 001 
CB# 3170 

Dear Professor Orovier: 

This is to confirm that ~Student~, , will be competing for the U.S. 
in from through 

understands that she is responsible for malting up all 
class assignments and tests missed during this time. 

I appreciate your willingness to work with     in that this competition, 
although not a part of her official UNC athletics participation, represents a 
unique opportunity for her and is a compliment to her abilities. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Jahice Hilliard, Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr. Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor of Spanish    , Sec 
Department of Romance Languages 

CB# 3170 

SPAN , See 

Dear Professor: 

This is to inform you that                       , PID#           , will not be able to 
attend class through She is a member of the United 
States and will be competing at the 

for                  in                understands that she is responsible for 
making up all class assignments and tests missed during this time 

I appreciate your willingness to work with      in that this competition, although not a 

part of her official UNC athletics pa~icipation, represents a unique opportunity for her and 
is a complPnent to her abilities 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me 

Sincerely, 

Dr Janice Hilliard, Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor ~PirstName~ Shinkman 
Department of Psychology 
PSYC B, Sect 
CB# 3270 

Dear Professor Shinkman: 

This is to confirm that , will be competing for the 
U.S. Team in until 

understands that she is responsible for making up all class assignments 
and tests missed during this time. 

I appreciate your willingness to work with       in that this competition, 
although not a part of her official UNC athletics participation, represents a 
unique opportunity for her and is a compliment to her abilities. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Jahice Hiliiard, Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr. Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



~PTITLE~ ~PFN~ Meredith Petschauer 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
CB# 8605 
EXSS 

Dear Professor Petschauer: 

This is to coiz[irm to you that . PID# , was not be able to 
attend class on is a member of the UNC 

team and was invited to represent the University at the annual 
in                        understands that he is 

responsible for making up all class assignments and tests missed during this 
time. 

I appreciate your willingness to work with      in that this media interview, 
although not a part of his official UNC atlfletics participation, represents a 
unique opportunity for him and is a compliment to his abilities. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 

Robert J. Mercer, Interim Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

RJM:dr 

Cc: Dr. Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



~PTITLE~ ~PFN~ Kathy Maboll 
Department of Communication Studies 
CB# 3285 
COMM , Section 

Dear <<PTITLE>> Maboll: 

This is to inform you that , PID# , will not be able to 
attend class and is a member of the U.S. 

and will be participating in 
competition in            understands that she is responsible for malting up 
all class assignments and tests reissed during this time. 

I appreciate your willingness to work with     in that this competition, 
although not a part of her official UNC athletics participation, represents a 
unique opportunity for her and is a compliment to her abilities. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 

Robert J. Mercer, Intei4m Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

RJM:dr 

Cc: Dr. Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor ((PFN~ (~P~,N~ 
Department of ((DEPT~ 
aCI~SS~ 

CB# 

Dear Professor ~PLN~: 

This is to inform you that, ~ PID# 
to attend class from through 
representing the U.S. in the 

in 

, will not be able 
is 

understands that she is responsible for making up all class 
assignments and tests missed during this time. 

I appreciate your willingness to work with         in that this competition, 
although not a part of her official UNC athletics participation, represents a 
unique opportunity for her and is a compliment to her abilities. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 

Robert J. Mercer, Jr., Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Cc: Dr. Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor Elizabeth Foreman 
Department of Philosophy 
PHIL 
CB# 3125 

Dear Pro~essor Foreman: 

This is to inform you that, 
attend class from through 
attend 
during the indicated dates. 

, PID# , will not be able to 
has been invited to 

understands that he is responsible for making up all class assignments 
and tests missed during this time. 

I appreciate your willingness to work with     in that this competition, 
although not a part of his official UNC atlfletics participation, represents a 
unique opportunity for him and is a compliment to his abilities. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 

Robert J. Mercer, Jr., Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Cc: Dr. Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor Peter Robinson 
Department of Geography 
~,E O~, 
CB# 3220 

Dear Professor Robinson: 

This is to inform you that, , PID# , vcill not be able to 
attend class on Friday, . Mr. was selected to be on the 
NC/~ Team and will be traveling to attend the 

banquet in during the indicated date. 

understands that he is responsible for making up all class assignments 
and tests missed during this time. 

I appreciate your willingness to work with    in that this recognition banquet, 
although not a part of his official UNC athletics participation, represents a 
unique opportunity for him and is a compliment to his abilities. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 

Robert J. Mercer, Jr., Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Cc: Dr. Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor B. Mutima 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
SWAH 

Dear Professor Mutima: 

This is to confirm that                  :, PID#            ~ is a member of the UNC 
and will be traveling and competing Thursday,        and Friday, 

NC!L~ Division I Tournament in 
at the 

Attached is the       sport travel schedule for the student athlete in your course. This student 
understands that he is responsible for all the work of all class meetings and must make 
arrangements with you to turn in late assignments. Please note that because travel rosters often 
change, the student is responsible for notifying you prior to each expected absence. 

The Faculty Council’s policy is stated in The Underm-aduate Bulletin: 

"Students who m’e members of regulm’ly orgamzed m~d authorized Umversity 
acdvides m~d who may be out of tuv~ ta]dng part m some scheduled event are to be 
excused during the approved period of 8bsence. Notlflca~on of such an absence 
must be sent by the responsible Urdvers~ly offic~ai to ~}e instructor before d}e date(s) 
of the scheduled absence.. 

A list of traveling student-athletes is maintained in my office. Should you wish to consult this list 
please contact me at 966 4102. I also welcome any questions or concerns regaxding team travel or 
any academic maker concerning student-athletes. 

Sincerely, 

Robert J. Mercer, Jr. 
Director 

Cc: Dr. Fred Clark, Associate Dean - General College 

STUDENT NAME: 





Professor Smith 
History 

HIST , Sec 
CB# 3195 

Dear Professor Smkh: 

This is to inform you that , , is a traveling member of the 
US He will be competing in during the month of 

and will not be your class, H IST           , until            He understands 
that he is responsible for making up all class assignments and tests missed during this time 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel flee to call me 

Sincerely, 

John G Blanchard, Director 

JGB:dr 



Professor Zhenwei Zhou 
Department of Mathmatics 

STAT , 12:00pro 

Dear Professor Zhou: 

Please excuse 
class today He has a 
coach at 12:00 

, social security number            , from your 12:00 
which begins at 1:00 pm and he must report to his 

If I can answer any questions that may arise regarding this matter, please feel fiee to call 

me at 966-4102 

Sincerely, 

Gloria Jean B~?cant 
Assistant Director 

G/B:bb 



Professor Dickison 
Biology 
Biol ,Sec001 
CB# 3280 

Dear Professor Dickison, 

This is to inform you that.,                         , is a traveling member of the US 
She will be competing in          from            until 

and will not be in your class She understands that she is responsible for 
making up all class assignments and tests missed during this time 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel flee to call me 

Sincerely, 

John G Blanchard, Director 



Professor Eisner 
Communication Studies 
COMM    ,, Sec 001 
CB# 3285 

Dear Professor Eisner: 

has been selected as a member of the 
which will represent the United States in the                       in 

begins will be in until the games end 
She will return to Chapel Hill to attend class on Tuesday, 

Please do not drop       from your roll due to her absence          through 

She understands that she is responsible for making up all class assignments 
and tests missed during this tPne 

Sincerely, 

John G Blanchard, Director 

JGB:bb 



Professor Madison 
Communication Studies 
COMM , Sec 001 
CB# 3285 

Dear Professor Madison: 

has been selected as a member of the 
which will represent the United States in the 

begins                       will be in      until the games end 
She will return to Chapel Hill to attend class on Tuesday, 

Please do not drop       from your roll due to her absence          through 

She understands that she is responsible for making up all class assignments 
and tests missed during this tPne 

Sincerely, 

John G Blanchard, Director 

JGB:bb 



Professor Bobo 
Communication Studies 
COMM    Sec 001 
CB# 3285 

Dear Professor Bobo: 

has been selected as a member of the 
which will represent the United States in the 

begins                       will be in      until the games end 
She will return to Chapel Hill to attend class on Tuesday, 

Please do not drop Marion from your roll due to her absence          through 

She understands that she is responsible for making up all class assignments 
and tests missed during this tPne 

Sincerely, 

John G Blanchard, Director 

JGB:bb 



Professor Walden 
Journalism & Mass Communication 

JOMC     Sec 001 
CB# 3365 

Dear Professor Walden: 

has been selected as a member of the 
which will represent the Unked States in the 

begins                       will be in      until the games end 
She will return to Chapel Hill to attend class on Tuesday, 

Please do not drop       from your roll due to her absence          through 

She understands that she is responsible for making up all class assignments 
and tests missed during this tPne 

Sincerely, 

John G Blanchard, Director 

JGB:bb 



Professor Kilpatrick 
Psychology 
PSYC Sec 005 
CB# 3270 

Dear Professor Kilpatrick: 

has been selected as a member of the 
which will represent the United States in the 

begins                       will be in      until the games end 
She will return to Chapel Hill to attend class on Tuesday, 

Please do not drop       from your roll due to her absence          through 

She understands that she is responsible for making up all class assignments 
and tests missed during this tPne 

Sincerely, 

John G Blanchard, Director 

JGB:bb 



Professor Uyeha~N 

Communications Dept 

CB# 3285 

Dear Professor Uyeha~N: 

This is to inform you that , , is playing in the US 

He will be competing in during the month of and 

will not be attending your class, COM - SEC    , fiom He 

understands that he is responsible for making up all class assignmems and tests missed 
during this tPne 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me 

Sincerely, 

John G Blanchard, Director 

JGB: dr 



Professor ~FirstName~ Mitchell 
Department of Dramatic Art 
DRAMA 
CB# 3230 

Dear Professor Mitchell: 

This is to confirm that                       will be competing for the 
in          from        through 

understands that she is responsible for making up all class 
assignments and tests missed during this time. 

I appreciate your willingness to work with    ¯ in that this competition, 
although not a part of her official UNC ath!ellcs participation, represents a 
unique opportunity for her and is a compliment to her abilities. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Janfce Hilliard, Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr. Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor ~PirstName~ Mitchell 
Department of Dramatic Art 
DRAMA 
CB# 3230 

Dear Professor Mitchell: 

This is to confirm that.                      competed for the 
in          from        through 

unaerstan~ts that she is responsible for making up all class assignments 
and tests missed during this time. 

I appreciate your willingness to work with     in that this competition, 
although not a part of her official UNC athletics participation, represents a 
unique opportunity for her and is a compliment to her abilities. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Jahice Hilliard, Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr. Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor l<aislulmnoorth? 
Department of Mathenlatics 
CB# 3265 

MATH 

I appreciate your willingness Io work with        in Ihat this compelilion, allhough nol a pan of his 
official UNC athletics participatiom represents a umqne opportmtit) for lfim mtd is a compliment to his 
abilities 

If you bare rely questions regmdhlg tiffs nmRer, please feel flee to call nle 

Sincerely, 

Dr Janice Hilliard_ Director 
Academic Support Program for StudenI-Alhleles 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr Fred Clink Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor J Stilnson 
Departlnent of Political Science 
CB# 3265 

POLl 

l appreciate your willingness Io work with        in Ihat this compclilion, allhough nol a pan of his 
official UNC athletics participatiom represents a umqne opportmtit) for lfim mtd is a cmnpliment to his 
abilities 

If you have mty questions regarding tiffs lnaUer, please feel flee to call me 

Sincerely, 

Dr Janicc Hilliard_ Director 
Academic Support Program for StudenI-Alhlclcs 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr Fred Clark Associate Dean 
General College 



Department of Political Science 
CB# 3265 

POLl 

I appleciate ?our willingness to woik with        in flint this competition, alfltough not a part of his 
official UNC athletics participatioit represents a umqne opportmfit~ for lfim mid is a compliment to his 
abilities 

Sincerely, 

Dr Janice Hilliard_ Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor Rui Tortes 

PORT 

l apprcciat¢ your willingncss Io work with        in Iha/this compclilion, allhough nol a parl of his 
official UNC athletics participafiolz represents a umque opportulfit~ for lfim m~d is a compliment to his 
abilities 

If you have troy questions regarding tiffs matter, please feel flee to call me 

Sinccrcly, 

Dr Janicc Hilliard_ Dir¢clor 
Academic Supporl Progrmn for StudcnI-Alhlclcs 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor ScoR Magness 
Department of ffiolog3" 
CB# 3280 

BIOL 

l appreciate your willingness Io work with        in Iha/this compelilion, allhough nol a parl of his 
official UNC athletics participatiolt represema u mtiqlle opportulfiD for lfim and is a colnpliment to his 
abilities 

If you have rely questions regardhlg tiffs mai~er, please feel flee to call nle 

Sincerely, 

Dr Janice Hilliard_ Director 
Academic Support Program for StudenI-Alhleles 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor DeSaix 

BIOL 

Dear Professor DeSaix: 

l appreciate your willingness Io work with        in Iha/this compelilion, allhough nol a parl of his 
official UNC athletics participatiom represents a umque opportmtit) for lfim m~d is a cmnpliment to his 
abilities 

If you have mU questions regardhlg tiffs lnatler, please feel flee to call me 

Sincerely, 

Dr Janice Hilliard_ Director 
Academic Support Program for StudenI-Alhleles 

JH:dr 

Cc: Dr Fred Clark Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor ~PFN~ Tony Smith 
Department of Philosophy 
PHIL 
CB# 3125 

Dear Professor Smith: 

This is to confirm that is a member of the 
and will be training with this 

team from         through         .    _ understands that she is 
responsible for making up all class assignments and tests missed during this 
time. 

I appreciate your willingness to work with     in that this competition, 
although not a part of her official UNC athletics participation, represents a 
unique opportunity for her and is a compliment to her abihties. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 

Robert J. Mercer, Jr., Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Cc: Dr. Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Professor ~PFN~ Carla Prichard 
Department of English 
ENG’r.    SECT ~SE CT:,:, 

CB# 3520 

Dear Professor Pi4chard: 

This is to confirm that is a member of the 
U.S. and will be training with this 

team from         through         .     understands that she is 
responsible for making up all class assignments and tests missed during this 
time. 

I appreciate your willingness to work with     in that this competition, 
although not a part of her official UNC athletics participation, represents a 
unique opportunity for her and is a compliment to her abihlles. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to c~]l me. 

Sincerely, 

Robert J. Mercer, Jr., Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Cc: Dr. Fred Clark, Associate Dean 
General College 



Athletic Director’s Scholar-Athlete Award 

Sport 

I Baseball 

2 Men’s Basketball 

3 Women’s Basketball 

4 Men’s Cross Country 

5 Women’s Cross Country 

6 Men’s Fencing 

7 Women’s Fencing 

8 Field Hockey 

9 Football 

10 Men’s Golf 

11 Women’s Golf 

12 Gymnastics 

13 Men’s Lacrosse 

14 Women’s Lacrosse 

15 Rowing 

16 Men’s Soccer 

17 Women’s Soccer 

18 Softball 

19 Men’s Swimming and Diving 

20 Women’s Swimming and Diving 

21 Men’s Tennis 

22 Women’s Tennis 

23 Men’s Indoor Track and Field 

24 Women’s Indoor Track and Field 

25 Men’s Outdoor Track and Field 

26 Women’s Outdoor Track and Field 

27 Volleyball 

28 Wrestling 

Student-Athlete GPA Year 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior (RS) 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior (RS) 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior 

Junior 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior 

Junior 



c      I       D      I E I 
LIST OF CANDIDATES FOR 

The Univelsity of NorLh Calolina 40 Jun 

Have padicipated for the full school year (September to June) in one of the intercollegiate spods recognized by this 

9 

20 

22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

52 

examp~; Foo~afl &42 

Men’s Swimming 3.205 

Women’s Lacrosse 3 256 

Men’s Soccer 3.184 

Women’s Tennis 3 535 

Women’s Basketball 3.067 

Women’s Basketball 3 252 

Women’s Soccel 3.655 

1o’6 



A F 

9 
56 
57 

62 
63 
64 

66 
67 
68 
69 

72 
73 
74 
75 
76 

92 

D E 

Men’s Fencing 3.925 

Women’s Tlack 3.236 

Women’s Swimming 3 126 

Women’s Swimming 3.556 
Women’s Lacrosse 3 437 

Rowing 3 407 

Cross Country 3.303 

Volleyball 3.238 

Women’s Soccer 3 967 

Softball 3.553 
Women’s Track 3 560 

Men’s Fencing 3.75 

Women’s Diving 3 128 

Women’s Soccer 3.875 

Rowing 3 217 

Men’s Diving 3.271 

Women’s Soccer 3.176 
Women’s Lacrosse 3 132 

Women’s Swimming 3.400 

Rowing 3 15 

Men’s Fencing 3.212 
Softball 3 144 

Men’s Lacrosse 3.666 
Men’s Soccer 3 188 

Women’s Laclosse 3.484 

Men’s Swimming 3 262 

Rowing 3.196 
Women’s Track 3 422 

Men’s Swimming 3.087 

Men’s Lacrosse 3 648 

Men’s Tennis 3.121 

Men’s Tennis 3 190 

Women’s Fencing 3.680 

Men’s Lacrosse 3 285 

Rowing 3.02 
Women’s Lacrosse 3 671 

Women’s Fencing 3.513 

Women’s Soccer 3 372 

Women’s Tennis 3.217 

Women’s Soccer 3 15 

Field Hockey 3.16 

Men’s Fencing 3.348 
Men’s Tennis 3 860 

Men’s Lacrosse 3.360 

Gymnastics 3.830 
Softball 3 24 

Rowing 3 160 

Women’s Fencing 3.324 
2o’6 



12( 



9 

D          E 

Football 3.550 
Women’s Golf 3 333 

Rowing 3.365 

Women’s Diving 3 175 

Women’s Soccer 3.267 

Cross Country 3 696 

Softball 3 175 

Men’s Lacrosse 3.226 

Men’s Lacrosse 3 033 

Women’s Laclosse 3.625 

Women’s Fencing 3 510 

Men’s Lacrosse 3.068 
Women’s Track 3 589 

Women’s Swimming 3.032 

Rowing 3 600 

Rowing 3.030 

Baseball 3 040 

Field Hockey 36 
Women’s Golf 3 067 

Rowing 3.406 

Men’s Swimming 3 808 

Football 3.722 

F 

4o’6 



A B C D E F 

Football 3.000 

Men’s Fencing 3 041 

Volleyball 3.340 

Women’s Swimming 3 962 

Women’s Tennis 3.096 
Women’s Lacrosse 3 290 

Men’s Track 3 51 I 

Men’s Golf 3.088 

Women’s Fencing 3 668 

Rowing 3.375 

Women’s Soccer 3 792 

Gymnastics 4.000 
Women’s Lacrosse 3 804 

Football 3.140 
Men’s Basketball 3 368 

Women’s Diving 3.904 

Rowing 3 504 

Rowing 4.000 

Men’s Swimming 3 644 

Men’s Tennis 3.115 

Women’s Swimming 3 481 

Women’s Lacrosse 3.597 

Women’s Basketball 3 338 

Cross Country 3.24 

Wrestling 3 164 

Gymnastics 3.958 

Women’s Soccer 3 046 

Women’s Swimming 3.330 

Rowing 3 716 

Football 3.244 

Baseball 3 044 

Rowing 3.487 

Cross Country 3 916 

Women’s Lacrosse 3.17 
Men’s Soccer 3 229 

Men’s Swimming 3.?42 

Women’s Lacrosse 3 755 

Women’s Soccer 3.652 

Volleyball 3 436 

Women’s Lacrosse 3.147 

Gymnastics 3 039 

Men’s Basketball 3.250 

Cross Country 3 740 

Cross Country 3.807 

Baseball 3 096 

Gymnastics 3.796 

Rowing 3 075 

Men’s Swimming 3.313 

Cross Country 3 193 

Women’s Fencing 3.225 

Women’s Golf 3 75 

Baseball 3.370 

Football 3 868 

Men’s Diving 3.737 
5of6 



A B C D E F 

Football 3.337 

Men’s Lacrosse 3 930 

Men’s Soccer 3.487 

Rowing 3 490 

Rowing 3.45 

Men’s Tennis 3 138 

Rowing 3 793 

Men’s Swimming 3.210 

Women’s Swimming 3 096 

Football 3.126 

Rowing 3 770 

Football 3.204 

Gymnastics 3 744 

Women’s Soccer 3.411 

Rowing 3 855 

~:etur n bv Fddav 

Fracey Haith 

~,CC Office, PO Drawer ACC 

3r~ensboro NC 27417-6724 
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To: John Swofford 

From: John Blanchard 

Date: 

Subject: ACC Senior Scholarship Award 

John, I would like to recommend the following student-athletes for the ACC Senior 
Scholarship Award: 

Men’s                 GPA 

Women’s                 GPA 

has the highest GPA among the senior men and is a contributing member of the 
team        has the second highest GPA among the women athletes in 

their last year of competition but is a significantly better athlete than the person with the 
highest GPA 

If you have any questions or concerns, please let me know 

JGB:bl 

cc: Dick Baddour 
Beth Miller 

Susan Strobel 



Sport 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

15 

16 

17 

18 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Athletic Director’s Scholar-Athlete Award 

Student-Athlete GPA 

2924 

3772 

2891 

3573 

3062 

343 I 

3720 

3464 

3158 

3274 

3225 

3949 

Year 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior (RS) 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior 

Senior 

3251 Senior 

2813 Senior 

3928 Senior 

3704 Senior 

3721 Senior (RS) 

3502 Senior 

3959 Senior 

3729 Senior 

3 181 Junior 

3219 Senior 

2808 Senior 

3029 Senior 

3979 Senior 

3209 Senior 

3819 Senior 

3408 Junior 



A B 

2 Nomen’s Golf Sally Austin 
3 ¢len’s Basketball Roy Williams 

4 Nomen’s Basketball Sylvia Hatchell 

5 3ymnastics Delek Galvin 
6 =ootball John Bunting 

7 Nomen’s Swimming and Diving Frank Comfor[ 
8 ~len’s Swimming and Diving Frank Cemfod 

9 ~owing Sarah Haney 
10 ~len’s Soccer Elmar Bolewich 

11 Nomen’s Soccer Arisen Dorrance 

12 ~len’s Golf John Inman 

13 ~offball Donna Papa 

14 3aseball Mike Fox 

15 =ield Hockey Karen Shelton 

16 Nemen’s Lacrosse Jenny Slingluff-LeW 

17 ~en’s Lacrosse John Haus 

18 ~len’s Fencing Ren Miller 

19 Nomen’s Fencing Ron Miller 
20 Nemen’s Tennis Brian Kalbas 

21 ¢len’s Tennis Sam Paul 
22 Nemen’s Cross Country MichaelWhittlesey 

23 ¢len’s Closs Countl¥ MichaelWhittlese~ 
24 Nemen’s Outdoor Track and Field Dennis Craddock 

25 ¢len’s Indoor Track and Field Dennis Craddock 
26 Nemen’s Indoor Track and Field Dennis Craddock 

27 ¢len’s Outdoor Track and Field Dennis Craddock 

28 Nrestling C D Mock 

29 Zolle~ball Joe Sa£ula 

Mary Brunk 



LIST OF CANDIDATES FOR 
Institution Point Grading System | Today’s 

Name A | B 

l 

Date 
University of Nodh Carolina 4.0 J 3.0 
lexample: Wake Folest Umvers~ty)                              (example: 40)               (example: 30)            example: Ju104-2003 

The following student-athletes have complied with the following requirements, as well as those specified in the cover letter, thereby qualifying them 
1. Have padicipated for the full school year (September to June) in one of the intercollegiate spods recognized by this institution. 

example.    Student-Athlete’sFirstJames Name 

Student-Athlete’s 
Last Name 

Smith 

Sport(s) 

(Letter Winner) 
Football 

Grade 
Average 

3.42 
Class 
Junior 

Women’s Golf 3.640 
Women’s Golf 3.013 
Women’s Golf 3.113 
Women’s Golf 3.050 
Baseball 3.263 
Baseball 3.238 
Baseball 3.130 
Baseball 3.315 
Baseball 3.213 
Baseball 3.136 
Baseball 3.060 
Baseball 3.145 
Women’s Lacrosse 3.060 
Women’s Lacrosse 3.540 
Women’s Lacrosse 3.588 
Women’s Lacrosse 3.675 
Women’s Lacrosse 3.343 
Women’s Lacrosse 3.154 
Women’s Lacrosse 3.372 
Women’s Lacrosse 3.029 
Women’s Lacrosse 3.260 
Field Hockey 3.905 
Field Hockey 3.630 
Field Hockey 3.359 
Field Hockey 3.175 
Field Hockey 3.760 
Field Hockey 3.080 
Field Hockey 3.668 
Field Hockey 3.363 
Men’s Lacrosse 3.313 

1 of 8 



Student-Athlete’s 1 Student-Athlete’s 
First Name Last Name Class 

Sport(s) 

(Letter Winner) 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Mel~S Soccer 

Mel~S Soccer 

Mel~S Soccer 

Mel~S Soccer 

Mel~S Soccer 

Mel~S Soccer 

MeR’s TeRnis 

MeR’s TeRnis 

MeR’s TeRnis 

MeR’s TeRnis 

MeR’s TeRnis 

MeR’s Track 

MeR’s Track 

MeR’s Track 

MeR’s Track 

MeR’s Track 

MeR’s Track 

MeR’s Track 

MeR’s Track 

MeR’s Track 

MeR’s Track 

MeR’s Track 

MeR’s Track 

MeR’s Track 

MeR’s Track 

Womel~S Track 

Womel~S Track 

Grade 
Average 

3.342 
3.366 
3.154 
3.273 
3.640 
3.063 
3.352 
3.153 
3.270 
3.163 
3.050 
3.323 
3.770 
3.383 
3.266 
3.367 
3.189 
3.000 
3.509 
3.145 
3.115 
3.145 
3.598 
3.205 
3.097 
3.003 
3.278 
3.453 
3.529 
3.163 
3.288 
3.137 
3.213 
3.223 
3.296 
3.361 
3.280 
3.400 
3.018 
3.875 
3.378 2of8 



Student-Athlete’s Student-Athlete’s 
First Name Last Name Class 

Sport(s) 

(Letter Winner) 

Gymnastics 
Gymnastics 
Gymnastics 
Gymnastics 
Gymnastics 
Gymnastics 
Gymnastics 
Gymnastics 
Gymnastics 
Gymnastics 
Gymnastics 
Gymnastics 
Gymnastics 
Wrestling 
Wrestling 
Wrestling 
Wrestling 

Grade 
Average 

3.629 
3.136 
3.416 
3.294 
3.325 
3.195 
3.530 
3.572 
3.125 
3.036 
3.540 
3.000 
3.039 
3.735 
3.043 
3.172 
3.033 
3.450 
3.653 
3.508 
3.925 
3.897 
3.388 
3.181 
3.865 
3.127 
3.838 
3.838 
3.470 
3.281 
3.785 
3.187 
3.644 
3.513 
3.783 
3.850 
3.250 
3.198 
3.300 
3.018 
3.153 3of8 



Student-Athlete’s Student-Athlete’s 
First Name Last Name Class 

Sport(s) 

(Letter Winner) 
Wrestling 
Wrestling 
Wrestling 
Wrestling 
Wrestling 
Wrestling 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Football 
Men’s Basketball 
Men’s Basketball 
Men’s Basketball 
Men’s Basketball 
Men’s Swimming 
Men’s Swimming 
Men’s Swimming 
Men’s Swimming 
Men’s Swimming 
Men’s Swimming 
Men’s Swimming 
Men’s Swimming 
Men’s Swimming 

Women’s Swimming 
Women’s Swimming 
Women’s Swimming 
Women’s Swimming 
Women’s Swimming 
Women’s Swimming 
Women’s Swimming 
Women’s Swimming 
Women’s Swimming 

Grade 
Average 

3.552 
3.330 
3.040 
3.128 
3.777 
3.307 
3.237 
3.241 
3.450 
3.462 
3.421 
3.464 
3.168 
3.050 
3.170 
3.444 
3.875 
3.204 
3.168 
3.760 
3.413 
3.212 
3.000 
3.156 
3.165 
3.947 
3.638 
3.344 
3.740 
3.679 
3.076 
3.385 
3.844 
3.330 
3.443 
3.182 
3.153 
4.000 
4.000 
3.378 
3.928 4of8 



Student-Athlete’s Student-Athlete’s 
First Name Last Name Class 

Sport(s) 

(Letter Winner) 
Women’s Swimming 
Women’s Swimming 
Women’s Swimming 
Women’s Swimming 
Women’s Swimming 
Men’s Golf 
Men’s Golf 
Volleyball 
Volleyball 
Volleyball 
Volleyball 
Volleyball 
Volleyball 
Volleyball 
Volleyball 
Volleyball 
Women’s Tennis 
Women’s Soccer 
Women’s Soccer 
Women’s Soccer 
Women’s Soccer 
Women’s Soccer 
Women’s Soccer 
Women’s Soccer 
Women’s Soccer 
Softball 
Softball 
Softball 
Softball 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 

Grade 
Average 

3.350 
3.875 
4.000 
3.390 
3.287 
3.394 
3.561 
3.300 
3.500 
3.520 
3.610 
3.350 
3.160 
3.110 
3.490 
3.060 
3.112 
3.797 
3.383 
3.536 
3.236 
3.454 
3.407 
3.199 
3.457 
3.710 
3.510 
3.355 
3.630 
3.197 
3.900 
3.453 
3.104 
3.264 
3.675 
3.635 
3.463 
3.107 
3.225 
3.566 
3.936 5of8 



Student-Athlete’s Student-Athlete’s 
First Name Last Name Class 

Sport(s) 

(Letter Winner) 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Men’s Fencing 
Men’s Fencing 
Men’s Fencing 
Men’s Fencing 
Men’s Fencing 
Men’s Fencing 
Men’s Fencing 
Men’s Fencing 
Men’s Fencing 
Men’s Fencing 
Men’s Fencing 
Men’s Fencing 
Men’s Fencing 
Men’s Fencing 
Men’s Fencing 
Men’s Fencing 
Rowing 
Rowing 
Rowing 
Rowing 
Rowing 
Rowing 
Rowing 
Rowing 
Rowing 
Rowing 
Rowing 
Rowing 
Rowing 

Grade 
Average 

3.091 
3.613 
3.204 
3.620 
3.626 
3.493 
3.569 
3.676 
3.849 
3.355 
3.748 
3.650 
3.717 
3.563 
3.693 
3.418 
3.800 
3.219 
3.490 
3.116 
3.413 
3.935 
3.468 
3.436 
3.394 
3.073 
3.009 
3.057 
3.678 
3.588 
3.420 
3.740 
3.340 
3.050 
3.560 
3.270 
3.930 
3.460 
3.260 
3.390 
3.040 6of8 



Student-Athlete’s Student-Athlete’s 
First Name Last Name Class 

Sport(s) 

(Letter Winner) 
Rowing 
Rowing 
Rowing 
Rowing 
Rowing 
Rowing 
Rowing 
Rowing 
Rowing 
Women’s Basketball 
Women’s Basketball 
Women’s Basketball 

Grade 
Average 

3.440 
3.300 
3.560 
3.710 
4.000 
3.340 
3.190 
3.380 
3.590 
3.170 
3.015 
3.270 

7of8 



Return by Frida¥~ 
Tracey Haith 

ACC Office, PO Drawer ACC 
Greensboro, NC 27417-6724 

First Name Last Name (Letter Winner) Average Class 
Certified: 

8of8 



D 

3 640 

3113 

3.050 

3.263 

3 238 

3.130 

3315 

3.213 

3 136 

3.060 

3 145 

3.060 

3 540 

3.588 

3 675 

3.343 

3 154 

3.372 

3.260 

3 905 

3.630 

3 359 

3.175 

3.080 

3 668 

3.363 

3313 

3.342 

3.184 

3 273 

3.640 

3 063 

3.352 

3 183 

3.270 

3 163 

3.050 

3 323 

3.770 

3 383 

3.266 

3 367 

3.189 

3 000 



D 

~len’s Soccer 3 509 

¢len’s Soccer 3.145 

~len’s Tennis 3 115 

¢len’s Tennis 3.145 

¢len’s Tennis 3.598 

~len’s Tennis 3 205 

¢len’s Tennis 3.097 

~1 en’s Track 3 003 

¢len’s Track 3.278 

~1 en’s Track 3 453 

¢len’s Track 3.529 

~1 en’s Track 3 163 

¢len’s Track 3.288 

~1 en’s Track 3 137 

¢len’s Track 3.213 

~1 en’s Track 3 223 

¢len’s Track 3.296 

~1 en’s Track 3 361 

¢len’s Track 3.280 

~1 en’s Track 3 400 

¢len’s Track 3.018 

h/omen’s Track 3 875 

Nomen’s Track 3.378 

Nemen’s Track 3 629 

Nomen’s Track 3.138 
h/omen’s Track 3 418 

Nomen’s Track 3.284 

Nemen’s Track 3 325 

Nomen’s Track 3.185 

Nemen’s Track 3 530 

Nomen’s Track 3.572 

Nemen’s Track 3 125 

Nomen’s Track 3.038 

h/omen’s Track 3 540 

Nomen’s Track 3.000 

Nemen’s Track 3 039 

Nomen’s Track 3.735 

Nemen’s Track 3 043 

Nomen’s Track 3.172 

Nemen’s Track 3 033 

Nomen’s Track 3.450 

Nemen’s Track 3 653 

Nomen’s Track 3.508 

Nemen’s Track 3 925 

Nomen’s Track 3.897 

h/omen’s Track 3 388 

Nomen’s Track 3.181 

3ymnastics 3 865 



D 

3yrnnastics 3 127 

3ymnastics 3.838 

3yrnnastics 3 838 

3ymnastics 3.470 

3ymnastics 3.281 

3ymnastics 3 785 



A I ~ I c D E 

3 844 

3.330 

3 443 

3.182 

3.153 

4 000 

4.000 

3 378 

3.926 

3 350 

3.675 

4 000 

3.390 

3 287 

3.394 

3 561 

3.300 

3 500 

3.520 

3610 

3.350 

3 160 

3.110 

3 490 

3.060 

3112 

3.797 

3 383 

3.536 

3 236 

3.454 

3 407 

3.199 

3 457 

3.710 

3510 

3.355 

3 630 

3.197 

3 900 

3.453 

3 104 

3.264 

3 675 

3.635 

3 463 

3.107 

3 225 



D E 

3 566 

3.936 

3 091 

3.613 

3.204 
3 620 

3.626 

3 493 

3.569 

3 676 

3.649 

3 355 

3.746 

3 650 

3.717 

3 563 

3.693 

3418 

3.800 

3219 

3.490 

3116 

3 935 

3.468 

3 436 

3.394 

3 073 

3.009 

3 057 

3.676 

3 588 

3.420 

3 740 

3.340 

3 050 

3.560 

3 270 

3.930 

3 460 

3.260 

3 390 

3.040 

3 440 

3.300 

3 560 

3.710 

4 000 



D E 

3 340 

3.190 

3 380 

3.590 

3.170 

3015 

3.270 



LIST OF CANDIDATES FOR ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE HONOR ROLL 

The Universky of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Date: 

Point Grading System: A B 

STUDENT NAME 

SPORT 
CODE 

YEAR 
GPA    CLASS MAJOR 

IR HISTORY 
SR ELEMENTARY EDUC 
FR UNDECIDED 
FR COMMUNICATIONS 
JR PHYSICAL EDUC 
SR INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 
SR RELIGION 
SR BUSINESS 
JR BIOLOGY 
FR UNDECIDED 
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To: Mack Brown 

From: John Blanchard 

Subject: Various Concerns 

Mack, Dick Baddour and I met on Wednesday, 
were having in my area We addressed the following: 

to discuss concerns you 

I. Testing Incoming Freshmen: We have had some freshmen tested this year beginning 
in the flail The UnNersity proved to be extremely slow in getting us results in a timely 
fashion Next year we will have another system in place Dick and I met with Carolyn 
Cannon on Tuesday,              to discuss establishing a system for testing What the 
University will not accept is blanket testing of all freshmen football players for learning 
disabilities That is not a problem for us as we have no need for 

or others to be tested for LD However, each of the freshmen will be 
given tests to help us and them learn about their academic strengths and weaknesses 
These tests will also "red flag" those who should be referred for further testing The first 
tests will be given in early       when we have the freshmen for two days of academic 
orientation The exact process will be worked out with the UniversitT Dick Baddour, 
Carolyn Cannon and I will be meeting with a University Psychologist shortly to begin 
working out the process 

2. Class Selection: The conflicts this semester seem to be a minimum The attached 
memo from Brian to the assistant coaches delineates all conflicts even with medical 

and inj ured players like We encourage 
students to take labs in the spring rather than the fall We also do not hesitate to get 
assistant coaches involved when needed              was told to change his 2:00 pm 
class, as were numerous others All of them did as they were told except for In his 
defense, he did have trouble with registration 

3. Major Selection: 1 sent you a memo last week on this issue Brian and I are 

proceeding as outlined Dick suggested that we invite a faculty member to make a short 
speech related to this topic or on academics in general I think that this is a good idea 
iViy first choice is Chuck Stone 



4. Career Night: As we discussed at the end of the last career night, we will have a 
1996 edition using the same basic format                   will coordinate this year’s 

event I will be working closely with her We hope to have a meeting of the Career Night 
committee the last week of      or the first week of      Dick will represent John 

Swofford on this year’s committee Monk’s assistance will once again be needed, as will 
Stick Williams’ Mack, you are more than welcome to be involved if you would like I 

also would like to have      involved again She brought in a number of key 
community people which was a big help Would you let me know about the level in 

which you want to be involved and if     would help us again 

5. 9-hour, 1.0 rule: This rule seems to be immovable but we do receive a great amount 
of consideration around appeals time This consideration, however, is due to 
relationships and personalities The future concerns me because when the individuals 
involved change we could be facing maj or problems My guess is that Don Jicha will 
retire in two years This will be a major blow to us He has been great for us in the past 
couple of years                                             are the players we lost 
that we really wanted to save in the last four or five year On the other hand, we won 
appeals for 

As you can see by the long list of names, if the rule did not exist we would 
have far less pressure at appeals time Our main problem is the tenuous nature of what 
we have going and the threat of a stiffening of requirements that Dean Bobbi Owen is 
proposing She wants the students to maintain a minimum gpa after the fall semester, not 
just a I 0 gpa and 9 hours This will be disastrous for us A senior who enters fall 
semester with a 1 9 and passes 12 hours of C- work in the fall will be declared ineligible 
by what Dean Owen is proposing We will have a significant increase in appeals and 
ineligibles if this is enacted 

6. Middle School Projects: Brian, the rest of the Academics staff and I would be glad to 
make an academic presentation to the middle school football teams I think that it can be 
a valuable experience for them I would think it would be even more valuable if we can 
use some of our players and maybe a "Corey Holliday" type to join us Dick was going to 
speak with Monk about organizing the event with the middle schools and I will be 
responsible for the programming 



Mr Dave Thompson 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Post Office Drawer ACC 

Greensboro, NC 27417-6724 

Dear Mr Thompson, 

I am requesting a medical absence waiver on behalf of                    had to leave 
school during the Spring Semester of due to medical reasons This withdrawal fi-om 
the Spring Semester has made ineligible based on the NCAA rules of 
satist~actotT progress         has transferred to the                     and needs 
this waiver to meet the one time transfer exception 

Thank you for your consideration in this manner 

Sincerely, 

John G Blanchard 
Assi~antDirector of Athletics 



Adimssioits Office 
LSU School o f Medicine 
1901 Perdido Street 
New Orlc~ms. Louisi~ma 70112-1393 

mnaged to maintain an adnfirabhi acadeimc record while competing at rite Nghest hivel of 

round comlnitlnent Tlte training attd competition can be arduous The abilits" to be successliJl in the 

the 1993 Athinha Coast Colfference Men’s High Jmnp Chalnpion 

i have also had tlte pleasure of working with in the Carolina Athletes Cmmng Togeflter (ACT) 

student-athletes with file transition to college it is our hope that Carolhta ACT will also help pre~ ent drug 

was an active attd enthusiastic member of tiffs first-?ear progmnl 

Shtcerel?, 

Jolm G Bhinchard, Director 
Academic Supporl Program for S/udcnt-Alhl¢l¢s 
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May 3 I. 2000 

Ms Angola S Davis 
Univcrsily Casl0cr 
103 Bynum Hall 
CB# 1400 

Please reimburse the following studem-athlete for her Summer Sessiun 2000 (#1) required course nmterials: 

StudentName Personal ID # Course(s) $ Amount 

MATH ] 12185 

Director 



ACADEMIC HONORS AND POST GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS 

To be eligible for the Dean’s List, students must meet one of the following requirements: (I) a 
3 2 quality-point average with no grade lower than "C" if enrolled in fifteen or more hours of 
letter-grade credit, exclusive of physical education activities course; (2) a 35 quality-point 
average with no grade lower than "C" if enrolled in at least twelve but fewer than fifteen hours of 
letter grade credit, exclusive of physical education activities courses 

Phi Beta Kappa 
The following students in the College of Arts and Sciences are eligible for membership: 

I) Students who have completed at least seventy-five semester hours of graded academic 
course work taken at UNC-CH with a quality point average ofnt least 375 

2) Students who have completed at least 105 semester academic course hours (which 
include at least forty-five semester hours of graded course work taken at UNC-CH 
with a quality point average of at least 3650) 

Deilrees with Distinction 
To graduate "with Distinction" or "with Highest Distinction" one must have completed at least 
forty-five academic hours at UNC-CH and have an overall grade point average of 35 (with 
Distinction) or 38 (~vith Highest Distinction) 

ACC Honor Roll 

¯ A student must have participated (played ancL/or practiced) in an intercollegiate sport 

¯ A student must be a F/T student and have attained a "B" average for the full academic year, 
September to June 

¯ The ACC Honor Roll will include December graduates providing that the students were F/T 
students in the fall semester of the academic year and that the qualifying GPA be based on 
their last 24 credit hours 

¯ Students who are considered "medicals" qualify as well, as long as the medical situation was 
incurred during the current academic year 

¯ Redshirts will qualify, if they are on the team roster and practicing 

¯ Students that either go abroad or student teach for a semester are also eligible for this honor 

as long as they were enrolled full-time through a UNC program 
¯ The Associate Director coordinates this process A FOCUS Program has been developed 

which generates the ACC Honor Roll List The List is verified by each counselor and the 
Sports Information Off]ce before being sent to the Registrar’s After the list has been checked 
the Director has both the Registrar and Faculty Athletics Representative sign the necessary 
forms All forms are then sent on to the ACC Office 



POST-GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS 

The NCAA, ACC, NACDA and other organizations annually award numerous postgraduate 
scholarships to dese~w-ing student-athletes who intend to continue their studies beyond the 
undergraduate level Nominees are selected based on demonstrated excellence both in the 
classroom and in their sport 

ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

Weaver James Requires a minimum cumulative gpa and performance with distinction as a 
member of a varsity team (January deadline) 

Jim Tatum Awarded to the top senior student-athlete among league fbotball players This 

award is based 60% on academics and 40% on football (November deadline) 

NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 

Walter Byers 
Annually awarded to one male and one female student-athlete in recognkion of 
outstanding academic achievement and potential for success in postgraduate study 
(January deadline) 

NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship 
Requires a minimmn cumulative gpa and peri’ormance with distinction as a member 
ofa varsity team (October& April deadlines) 

NCAA Ethnic Minority Post-graduate Scholarship for Careers in Athletics 
Requires acceptance in a graduate program in sports administration (Februal~y 
deadline) 

NCAA Ethnic Minority and Women’s Internship Programs 
Provides internships in various groups or fi~nctional areas at the NCAA National 
Office (February deadline) 

NCAA Women’s Enhancement Program Post-graduate Scholarship 
Annual grants to women accepted in graduate programs in sports administration or 

a related field (Februal~ deadline) 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS 

NACDA Preseason Games Scholar Athlete Award 
Offers postgraduate scholarships to students who have demonstrated excellence in 

the classroom as well as in athletics (December deadline) 



OTHERS 

Carolina Panthers Scholarship Fund 
Awards two graduate level scholarships per year to athletes in North Carolina and 
South Carolina on the basis of leadership, citizenship, and academic merit One 
scholarship will be fbr a female athlete and one scholarship will be for a football 
player (March deadline) 

Hitachi College Football Association Promise for Tomorrow Post-graduate Scholarship 
Awards scholarships to a football player or member of the football support stall" 
who intends to continue in a postgraduate program designed to pursue a career in 
education or counseling (December deadline) 

PROCEDURE: 

¯ Scholarships are fox.yarded to our office 
¯ The Director and the counselors decide who will be nominated, often in consultation with 

coaches 
¯ The student-athletes are notified and obtain the application packet from the Scholarship 

Coordinator 
¯ The students are told to return the completed application along with any letters of 

recommendation by a specific deadline, decided by the scholarship coordinator, and based on 
the due date of the application 
Recommendations and signatures flora the Faculty Athletics Representative, and/or Athletic 
Director is usually the responsibility of this office All other signatures and recommendations 
are the responsibility of the students being nominated for the scholarships 

¯ The administrative assistant keeps a file and checklist for all necessatT documents and 
signatures needed 

¯ The student must obtain an official transcript fiom the Registrar’s Ot~ce if requested 
¯ The administrative assistant types the application if the student(s) is unable to do so 
¯ Aller evet2¢ document has been returned to this office, it is checked to make sure everything is 

in order before mailing it certified or overnight A copy is kept by the scholarship 
coordinator 



(Director distributes this form at the Fall All-Coaches meeting) 

GUIDELINES FOR COACHES 
IN WORKING EFFECTIVELY WITH ACADEMIC COUNSELORS 

Beginning of Fall semester: 
¯ Team phone & address list sent to counselors 

Before each semester: 
¯ Team meeting date & time arranged 
¯ Directed study assignments confirmed 
¯ Individual meetings assigned (names of students) by counselors and confirmed by coaches 
¯ Updated rosters sent to counselors 

Ongoing: 
¯ Return phone calls 
¯ Relay important information about team or students to counselor 
¯ Assistance in locating students 
¯ Recruiting appointments made in advance Drop-ins are disruptive to counselors busy 

schedule 
¯ Consequences assigned & implemented by coach for students not meeting study requirements 

such as tutor meetings, meetings with counselors, class attendance 
¯ Consistency with roles, decisions, policies of the Academics Center 
¯ Support for counselor’s decisions 
¯ If the head coach appoints a liaison, then responsibilities of the liaison need to be spelled out 

clearly 
¯ Coaches are not to advise students on class registration 



(Director distributes this form at the Fall All-Coaches meeting) 

SERVICERS; TO EXPECT FROM COUNSELORS 

Weekly written reports: 
¯ Directed Study 

¯ Tutor use 
¯ Individual meetings & progress 
¯ Concerns/problems w-ith specific students 

Grade reports: 
¯ Midterm grade reports 

Other services: 
¯ Recruiting (with advanced notice/appointment) 
¯ Programming (career planning, rASP, Carolina ACT, etc) 
¯ Information on students as needed (problems, concerns) 

THINGS COUNSELORS DO NOT/CANNOT DO: 
¯ Access and give out student PIN numbers 
¯ Register students for classes (except in cases when team travel conflicts with a prefer date) 
¯ Change grades or ask faculty to do so 
¯ Write appealletters for students 
¯ Influence professors in any manner 
¯ Student-athletes have the responsibility of contacting their professors and arranging for the 

make up of tests and other assignments missed due to team travel or sickness 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 
¯ Each counselor has multiple responsibilities and must per[’orm many tasks 
¯ Counselor does not work only with one team or certain students fi-om one team 





ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM 
for STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SERVICES 

Academic advising: Counselors assist studems with the effecftve negotiation and navigation of the university" 

advise st~dents on all academic issues policies and procedures, help studems develop leanfing strategies 

gndde them in selecting a n~ior and provide on-going course selection advice 

FASP (Freshmen Academic Success Program): A weekly program in the ~all semester to help selected freslunen 
develop college-level skills 

Tutoring: Available to all studem-athletes covering almost all sul~iects 

Computer Lab: Housing IBM and Macintosh computers and laser primers for the use of studem-athletes 

Carolina ACT (Carolina Athletes Coming Together): A peer memoring progiam for ft eshmen atlfletes that 
foetuses on the transition to college life as a strident-athlete 

Book Scholarship Program: If books m’e included in a student-atlflete’s GIA awm’d the emire cost of required 

/¢xlbooks a~c furnished Requited Icx/books. as defined by NCAA b31aws, include only Ihosc books required 

STAFF 

Football. Stud) Hall Coordinator. GIA Book Purchas¢ Coordinator 

Caroline Furry, Associate Director 
Baseball, Women’s Basketball Men’s and Women s Fencing, Mens and Women s Swimnfing 

Volle)bali FASP Coordinator Pro-Active Coordinator Assistam Eiigibilit~" Coordiimtor 

Men’s Basketball 

Jean Bryant, Assistant Director 
Women’s Lacrosse, Men’s and Women’s Soccer, Softball, Men’s and Women’s Tennis, Men’s and 
Women’s Track, Carolina ACT Co-Director, Scbolarslfip/Awards Coordilmtor, Database Mmmgement 
Coordinator, Leanfing Disabilities Liaison 



SCHOLARSHIP BOOK PURCHASES 

If books are included in a student-athlete’s C~-ant-ln-Aid award, the entire cost of required 
textbooks are furnished for the student through his/her scholarship Required textbooks, as 
defined by the NCAA bylaws, include only those books required for use in academic courses for 
which the student is currently enrolled Supplies such as pens, paper, notebooks, art supplies, 
science kits, and non-required reference books are not included, and must be purchased by the 
student-athlete 

In order to obtain books through the scholarship program, student-athletes must follow the 
fullowing procedures: 

I Fill out a"Book Purchase Form" provided by the Academic Support Program Books 
required for each course are listed on syllabi provided by instructors or on print-outs at the 
Academics Center 

2 The Associate Director must sign the completed book form The completed and signed 
form is then taken to the textbook department of the Student Stores, where the student must 
pick up books and check out t~ough the special "Grant In Aid" counter A picture II) is otten 
required before books can be purchased 

Some books or course packs required by instructors may not be available at Student Stores If 
this is the case, student-athletes must purchase the materials on their own and then bring the 
receipt to the Associate Director and/or their counselor in order to receive a reimbursement 
fiom the scholarship fund (it may take 2-4 weeks to receive the reimbursement) The 
Associate Director or Academic Counselor will take the original receipt, initial the receipt and 
make sure that the student’s name, social security number and course number are written on 
the receipt The receipt is then given to the Administrative Assistant 

Student-athletes are allowed to keep their books at the end of the term, as long as they have 

completed the term and the course for which the books were purchased Ira student drops a 
class or withdraws fiom the term, the student-athlete is responsible to return all books 
purchased for that course or courses Failure to return books to the Associate Director are 
considered potential honor code violations and NCAA infracfions 

In order to verify that student-athletes only keep books for completed courses, the Associate 
Director must reconcile original authorized purchases (white copy) with the yellow/pink 
copies, that are returned with the billing receipt from Student Stores Books actually 
purchased for courses that were subsequently dropped must be returned, or restitution must be 
made to the scholarship fund (l~ducmion Foundation) Both the student-athlete and his or her 
coach will be notified in writing that no other book purchases will be authorized until books are 
returned or paid for by the student-athlete 



ABSENCE FROM CLASS 

ABSENCE FROM CLASS DUE TO TEAM TRAVEL 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill follows the University Guidelines for Class 
Absences, as approved by the Faculty Senate The University recognizes team athletic trips as 
university-sponsored actMties, therefore, instructors are requested not to penalize the student- 
athlete if an authorized Class Absence Letter has been filed with the student’s College and/or the 

instructor prior to the absence It is the student-athlete’s responsibility to make up all work 
missed 

ACADEMIC COUNSELOR’S ROLE: 

1 The Academic Office generates the class absent request letter at the beginning of each 
semester The Director signs the letters, and distributes to the Counselors 

2 The administrative assistant provides a # of copies to each Coach at the beginning of 
the semesters usually 5 per traveling student 

3 Each Counselor announces, at August and January team meetings, that eve~ay student is 
required to meet with their instructors during the first few weeks of classes The 
students are to hand each instructor a copy of their travel schedule and review it with 

them Conflicts with class work should be discussed at the beginning of the semester, 
eliminating the chance of problems occurring later in the semester 

4 If an instructor will not allow a student-athlete to make up missed class work, the 
student is instructed to report this to their assigned Counsehlr The Counsehlr will 
consult with Director in order to determine an appropriate plan of action 

COACH’S ROLE: 

1 The coach will receive Class Absence Request letters tbom the administrative assistant 
at the beginning of each semester 

2 The coach attaches the travel schedule to the letter and gives appropriate number of 
copies to each potentially traveling student-athlete The student-athlete then gives them 
to the instructor 

3 The coach will instruct and remind their students to meet with their professors and 
review travel dntes/conflicts The coach should be distributing copies of team 
schedules to their student-athletes at the beginning of each semester in which their team 
is involved in travel 

STUDENT-ATHLETE’S ROLE: 

1 At the beginning of each semester the students are required to notify each of their 
professors about team travel dates and class conflict through the letter and schedule 
provided them 

2 A week prior to leaving for away competitions the students are to remind their 
professors of team depagure times/days and returns 

3 The student should confirm with the professor assignments to be completed and make 
up test/quiz times 



4 The student-athlete will turn in all make-up assignments before or after returning from 
the team trip, depending on the agreement 

5 If necessary, the student will reschedule tutorial sessions, advisor meetings, and other 
standard appointments 

ABSENCE FROM CLASS- ILLNESS/INJURY OR FAMILY CRISIS. 

If prolonged illness/hospitalization or a family emergency occurs, a student-athlete, should contact 
either his/her counselor and/or his/her College Dean’s Office The Dean’s Office is the only office 
that can send an oftlcial absentee notice to the student’s professors if it meets one of these 
conditions Documentation fi-om a physician or professional might have to be obtained before 
letters are sent to Professors A counselor can call the Dean’s Oftlce for the student if the student 
is unable to complete this task For expediency, counselors are to call Dean Cannon’s secretary, 
Teresa Smith (962-1046) 

It is the student-athlete’s responsibly to make up all missed assignments 
These processes are only used for serious situations with prolonged absences. 

ABSENCE FROM CLASS- NON-SANCTIONED UNC ATHLETIC EVENT: 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill does not recognize non-university-sponsored 
activities, therefore, instructors are not obligated to make arrangements for the student-athlete It 
is the student-athletes’ responsibility to talk to their instructors regarding non-sanctioned athletic 
events Student-athletes are not to miss final exams for non-sanctioned events The academic 
support program for student-athletes does not initiate any forms or letters in this situation Also, 
the student-athletes are required to notify their academic counselor of any upcoming non- 
sanctioned athletic events In rare cases, the counselor will notify instructors ifa student is going 
to miss the first few days of school because of an away competition or the student-athlete has an 
unusual opportunity and needs verification of the activity Copies of these lerters are included on 
the following pages We do not support, in any form, missing final exams for any form of athletic 
competition 

ABSENCE FROM A FINAL EXAM- AWAY COMPETITION 

COUNSELOR’S ROLE: 

Check the competition schedule of all assigned sport teams at the beginning of each 
semester If there are any final exam conflicts notify the Director 

If the Director confirms that this is an approved competition, then he will notify Dean 
Cannon that a particular sport has an approved competition during the final exam period 

If the Director decides it is not an approved athletic competition, then the Director will 
discuss this situation directly with Senior Associate Director of Athletics responsible for 
Olympic Sports The Director also will notify Associate Dean of Academic Services of 
these situations 

STUDENT’S ROLE: 



1 The student should confirm wkh his/her counselor that a final exam competition has been 
approved by the Department of Athletics 

After he/she confirms that a competition is approved then the student is directed to: 
1 Immediately talk to his/her professor regarding the situation 
2 If the professor requests dean’s approval the student will go to the appropriate 

dean 
3 A & S students go to 3rd Floor Steele and see Dean Bobble Owen 

4 GC students go to 2nd floor Steele and see Dean Jicha 
5 Business School- see Jeff Cannon, Carroll Hall 
6 JOMC- see Dean Cole, Howell Hall 
7 Education- see Dean Spiegal, Peabody Hall 

3 The student should also keep his/her counselor abreast of the situation 



CORRES;PONDENCE COURS;ES 

Note: The academic support program does not recommend or support the completion of 
correspondence courses to regain academic eligibility during the summer. 

Approval & Enrollment Procedures 
¯ Correspondence courses are coordinated and administered through Independent Studies (# 

962-1134), located at the Friday Center 
¯ Students obtain the catalog of courses from the Friday Center, complete the application, and 

have the course approved by their dean/application signed by their dean prior to being allowed 
to enroll in the course 

¯ Approval by the dean is rare during the fall and spring semesters, since students who are 
enrolled flail-time are usually not approved for correspondence courses (However, if the 
athletic department is to pay for the course, as listed below, the student must be enrolled full- 

time!) 
¯ Payment is made to Independent Studies 
¯ Books are purchased in the UNC student bookstore (Student Stores) 

Payment of Correspondence Course by Athletics 
¯ The student must be enrolled fi~ll-time when requesting enrollment for correspondence course 
¯ The student must have prior approval by the dean to enroll in the course 
¯ The student must be on scholarship for tuition grant-in-aid 
¯ If the student is on book scholarship, then he/she will need to complete scholarship book 

procedures 

Procedures for Completion of Correspondence Course 
¯ Students have a maxPnum of 9 months to complete the course (Extensions are granted only 

by approval from the appeals committee) 
¯ The minimum time permitted for completing a correspondence course is 12 weeks from 

receipt of the first assignment fiom the instructor Students should allot about 6 months to 
complete a course 

¯ Students may not submit at one time more than one-fitCh of the total number of required 

submissions in the course 
¯ Students may not submit assignments until all previously submitted assignments are returned 

by the instructor, unless 2 weeks have elapsed 
¯ If the student is taking the final exam at the Friday Center, he/she must arrange to take the 

final at least one week in advance If the student is taking the final exam elsewhere, he/she 
must arrange to take the final exam at least 3 weeks in advance 

¯ Students may not schedule the final exam unless four-fifths of the required assignments have 
been submitted, graded, and returned by the instructor 

¯ The final exam may not be taken until all assignments have been submitted 
¯ Students must pass the final exam to pass the course 



POLICIES AND ACCOMMODATIONS FOR 
STUDENTS WITH DIAGNOSED LEARNING DISABILITIES 

Admissions policy for students with diagnosed learning disabilities. 

Non- recruited student athletes with diagnosed learning disabilities can go through 
admission subcommittee "D" Recruited student-athletes are admitted through the Faculty 
Committee on Athletic Admissions 

Recruited Student athletes should have their files reviewed by sub-committee "D" after 
being admitted through the Faculty Committee on Athletic Admissions It is ve~’y 
important for student-athletes with diagnosed learning disabilities to go through sub- 
commirtee "D" because this group will be able to evaluate the student-athlete’s learning 
disability documentation Ira student is missing a form or it is outdated then this can be 
taken care of before he/she enters UNC Student-athletes should not be coming to UNC 
thinking they will receive services and then being turned down because of incomplete 
documentation 

Documentation needed to receive services: 

Refer to the LDS booklet There are specific forms of documentation needed before any 
services can start. 

List of accommodations available to students with diagnosed learning disabilities: 

Tape recorded textbooks, notetaking services, verification of needs to professors, 
extended time for test taking, alternative test sites, exam readers, exam writers, early 
registration, regular meetings with academic consultants, and tutoring fbr math and 
foreign language Also, only Dean Cannon can approve a student for course 
substitutions in math and/or foreign language, and a reduced course load 

NOTE: Not all student s with diagnosed learning disabilities qualify fbr the above 
accommodations Each student’s needs has to be assessed by the LD team 
Accommodations and services are based on individual student’s needs 
** Make sure student-athletes are aware that they do not automatically qualify for any of 
the above services Also, participation in these programs are voluntary Only students 
who actively seek help will receive it The LDS staffdoes not force anyone to participate 

The LDS office does not do any form of academic advising They will not help when it 
comes to a student’s schedule 



OL YMPIC WAIVER PROCE~;~; 

If a student plans to participate in Olympic training for a semester and, thus, must be away fi-om 
UNC for a semester, the student must do the following for UNC and for the NCAA: 

For UNC 

If enrolled at tPne of decision to leave school then the student must obtain dean’s permission 
to withdraw for the semester and complete any necessary paperwork to ensure withdrawal 
The student must be in good academic standing with UNC in order to be considered for 
withdrawal 

After the semester is completed and before returning to UNC, apply for readmission with the 
office of undergraduate admissions The student must complete the readmission application 
form and submit it with the required fee before the deadline for readmission Note that 
admissions is particularly strict with the deadline for readmission; ve~T rarely are exceptions 
made 

For the NCAA 

1 The student notifies the academic counselor of his/her intentions to request a waiver 
The counselor, in turn, notifies the director 

2 The academic counselor then writes a memorandum to the athletic department’s compliance 
director outlining the student’s academic eligibility criteria and eligibility for an Olympic 
waiver from the satisfacto~’y progress rule (See two sample letters enclosed) 

3 Compliance office then processes the waiver with NCAA 

4. If/when the waiver is granted, the athletic department forwards a copy of the waiver letter 

fi-om the NCAA to the academic counselor, who in turn files the letter in the student’s folder 
while noting Olympic waiver status on the satisfacto~ay progress worksheet 



APPLICATION FOR READMI,~;,~;ION 

Studems who have been away from the universky for a semester (ie wkhdrawn for any reason, 
left to play in professional ball, medical reasons) must apply for readmission to UNC The 
process is as follows: 

¯ Student obtains application for readmission from Undergraduate Admissions Office 
¯ Student returns completed application with the required fee to Undergraduate Admissions 

before the deadline The deadlines are generally two weeks before the summer session or 
semester in which the student is intending to return Note that Admissions adheres to this 
deadline; exceptions are not made. 

¯ After the student’s papel~vork is processed (about I 0 days), the student will be cleared to 
register for classes, etc 

¯ Please refer to the enclosed Application for Readmission for further information 



RECRUITING 

List of Services 
¯ Counselors meet with recruits and parents at the Academics Center during the week, some 

nights, and/or week-ends 
¯ When speaking with recruits, describe the services we offer at the Academics Center (refer to 

enclosed list), detailing academic requirements (listed on enclosed General College 
Worksheet), majors at UNC (see enclosed list), etc 

¯ Give the recruits a tour of the building to show them the tutor rooms, language lab, computer 
lab, study rooms, etc 

¯ Recruits are strongly encouraged to sign up for the SAT II Level I or II Math exam during 
their senior year UNC students are not allowed to sign up for a Math course without having 
a score from this exam 

Letter to Recruits an~l Parents 
¯ If the coach request a letter fiom us to the recruits, send either one of the enclosed letters, 

changing necessalN parts/names 



STUD Y AB ROAD PROCESS 

1 A scholarship student-athlete interested in studying abroad must obtain a brochure or 
catalogue from study abroad program/UNC Study Abroad Office and submit information to 
the academic counselor 

The academic counselor submits program information to the director who then verifies with 
Athletics and Study Abroad if the program meets the financial aid and scholarship criteria for 
the Department ofAthlefics (ie to verify if Alhlefics pays for the semester abroad) 

The scholarship student-athlete then makes his/her decision to attend the study abroad 
program once he/she knows the financial aid/scholarship status for the program 

The academic counselor notes on the satisfactot’y progress worksheet that the student is away 
fbom UNC fbr the semester abroad 

Once the semester is completed, the academic counselor receives academic credit information 
for the student’s semester abroad fiom the Study Abroad Ot~]ce and adds the information to 
the student’s satisfactory progress worksheet and major worksheat (in student’s folder) If 
this information is not received, the counselor contacts: 

Alice Dawson, Academic Advisor 
Study Abroad 
UNC-CH 
Caldwell Hall, CB #3130 
Tel#: 962-7001 
Fax: 962-2262 
Email: Abroad@unc edu 



SUMMER CAMPS 

Every summer a few teams ask their counselor to work their sport camps Since this is not pa~ 
of the stat~’s job duties, he/she can turn down the request or pass it on to another academic staff 
member if the coach approves Since the camps are also money making endeavors for the 
coaches, the staNhas agreed that we will not work camps unless compensated by the coach The 
coaches usually want the counselors to review academic requirements (NCAA/core classes, 
SAT/ACT, ) Also, study skill material has been included in this material Attached are some 
packets that have been used in the past at camps 

Coaches need to contact the counselor in a timely f~shion The Counselor will need to complete 
the "Outside Activities" form in the AD’s once 

TEAM ORIENTATION" 



Each counselor is required to meet with his/her teams during the first 2 weeks of school during 
the Fall and Spring semesters The counselors review all the academic support program’s policies 
and procedures See attached outline for orientation sessions 

Counselors need to review the following information: 

* The Academics Center’s hours of operation 
* Academic eligibility requirements 
* Book form procedures 
* Class requirements (attendance, drops, ) 
* Computer lab hours and resources 
* Correspondence courses (ottlce policy) 
* Dean’s list requirements and students that have been honored 
* FASP and/or ACT dates 
* lhe Honor Code 
* Items graduating seniors need to complete 
* Items juniors need to complete 
* Items sophomores need to complete 
* Items fieshmen need to complete 
* Individual meeting requirements 
* Important upcoming academic dates (swPn test, drop/add, ) 
* Repeated courses and level one of a foreign language 
* Directed Study policies, procedures, hours, and assignments 
* Travel Letter 
* Tutor use and procedures 

Counselors do not run individual orientation sessions tbr freshmen athletes FASP and ACT both 
incorporate adjustment to college life into their series The Football Freshmen do arrive a few 
days early in August and the Football Counselor does put on an orientation program tbr these 
students Also, all fieshmen have to attend C-TOPS during the summer time This is a University 
sponsored orientation program in which students meet with university advisors and take 
placement exams. Again, all students have to participate in the C-Tops program See the 
incoming fi-eshmen section of this manual for more information 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

1997-98 

ACADEMICS CENTER STAFF 

Full-time staffmembers include: 

John Blanchard 
Brian Davis 

Caroline Furry 

Burgess McSwain 

Jean B~yant 

Robert Mercer 

Doug Roberts 

Director 

Associate Director; Academic Counselor for Football; 
Study Hall Coordinator, Book Purchase Coordinator 

Associate Director; Academic Counselor for Baseball, W-Basketball, 
Volleyball, M-Fencing, W-Fencing, M-Swimming, W-Swimming; 
FASP Coordinator, Pro-Active Coordinator 
Associate Director for Men’s Basketball 

Assistant Director; Academic Counselor for W-Lacrosse, M-Track, W- 
Track, M-Soccer, W-Soccer, M-Tennis, W-Tennis, Sot~ball; ACT 
Coordinator, Data Base Management Coordinator 
Assistant Director; Academic Counselor Ibr M-GolI; W-GolI; Field 
Hockey, Wrestling, G3qnnastics, M-Lacrosse, W-Rowing; Tutor 
Coordinator, Career Services Coordinator 
Office Manager 

Part-time staffmembers and Interns include: 

Study Hall Monitor 
Study Hall Monitor 
Study Hall Monitor 
Intern 
Graduate Assistant 
C~-aduate Assistant 

Academics Center Hours of Operation 
Monday-Thursday 8:00 am to 5:00 pm&7:00 pmtomidnight 
Friday 8:00 amto 5:00 pm 
Sunday 6:00 pmtomidnight 

Mandatory Night Hall 
Tutor Sessions 

7:30-9:30 pm Sunday-Thursday (re.stricled) 
8:30-9:30 pm Sunday-Thursday 
7:30-9:30 pm Sunday-Thursday (Ram’.sRoom) 

Office Telephone: (919) 966-4102 Fax: (919) 962-8247 



IMPORTANTDATES: FallSemester 1997 

Last day to add (Caroline): 
Last Day to Drop (Caroline): 
Last Day to Drop (w/Dean): 
Last P/D/F date: 
"IN" turns to "F": 
"AB" turns to "F": 
ACT begins: 
FASP begins: 

Tuesday, August 26 
Tuesday, September 2 
Tuesday, September 30 
Tuesday, September 30 
Tuesday, October 14 
Friday, December 12 
Monday, September 8 
Monday, September 15 

DIRECTED STUD Y POLICIES AWD PROCEDURES 

Students under a 2.0 Cure will be required to: 
¯ To meet with their assigned counselor or intern on a weekly basis 
¯ Complete at least one tutorial for each class (except for electives) that they are enrolled in 

each week This is non-negutiable Ifa student chooses to see a tutor for the same course 
more than once in the same week, he/she is still required to see at least one tutor for each of 
their other courses that week Students will have a minimum of 4 tutorials a week 

¯ Meetings with Professors, TA’s, study groups and review sessions (held outside our facility) 
do not count towards their required tutorial hours 

Selected new students and returning students who are between 2.0 and 2.2 Cum will be 
required to: 
¯ Complete 3 tutorials a week These tutorials may or may not be specifically assigned i e A 

student in English, Math, Histoiay, Spanish, and Drama just needs to see 3 tutors a week The 
student might end up seeing 2 English tutors and a Math tutor, and that would fulfill the 
requirement 

¯ Meetings with Professors, TA’s, study groups and review sessions (held outside our facility) 
do not count towards their required tutorial hours 

BEHAVIOR 

Study hall is designed to maintain a comfortable academic environment For the benefit of all, the 
following rules apply to all student-athletes using the facility 

Disrespect of the staff and/or tutors will result in immediate disciplinary action 
No food or beverages are permitted 
No tobacco products are permitted 
Profane and inappropriate language will not be tolerated 
Proper dress is expected: Wear shirts and shorts/pants over all lycra spandex garments 
No personal stereos are allowed in the building 
NCAA rules require that staff phones and copier be OFF LIMITS 



TUTOR USE AND PROCEDURES 

Your teaching assistant or professor is your best tutor If you are having difficulty in a class, meet 
with one of them 

Student-athletes will be admitted into the Academics Center during mandatory study hall hours to 
see tutors BY PRIOR PERMISSION ONLY Requests must be made in person or over the 
phone, not by fbiends or teammates You must sign the Tutor Sign-Up sheet located in the 
reception area This must be done BEFORE 5 pm and allows you to come to see a tutor at 8:30 
pm if there is space available DO NOT CALL atier 5 pm to ask permission to see a tutor 
Space is limited, so plan ahead 

Tutor schedules are posted on the bulletin boards in the Academics Center and coaches also have 
copies Consult the schedule; do not call the staff 

If you need an individual tutor, see your counselor Tutors are not a substitute fbr class 
attendance 

COMPUTER LAB 

The computer lab is equipped with MACs and IBM-compatibles You must see the lab monitor 
and sign in before using these computers During peak hours you will be limited to one hour at 
the computer CD-ROM so~ware can be checked out from the lab monitor or fbom the office 
assistant 

LAB MONITOR HOURS: 
Mon-Thurs 9am-3pm; 7pm-1 lpm 
Friday 9am-3pm 
Sunday 7pm-1 lpm 

SPECIAL NOTES: 
7:30-9:30 pm computer lab use is restricted 
If you need to be trained to use the computers, check with the lab monitor fbr a training 
appointment THERE IS NO TIME for computer training at night 

BOOK FORMS 

For students on book scholarship, book forms will be available and can be signed only by Brian 
Davis, Associate Director Mr Davis will be available to sign book forms throughout the day 
and in the evening the first three class days of each semester 



CLAA’S REQUIREMENTS 

Class attendance is lVIANDATORY Your coach will furnish you with letters to give to your 

professors BEFORE you miss a class because of a game/match It is your responsibility to give 
the letters to your professors Your coach will attach a travel schedule to each letter 

¯ Some classes have a maximum number of misses regardless of the reason Know the policy in 
each class 

¯ Be on time and do not leave early 
¯ Sit near the front; do not sit in "athlete groups" 
¯ Proper dress is required; do not wear hats in class 
¯ Do not read the paper, sleep in class, wear headphones, or use tobacco of any kind 
¯ Thoroughly read your syllabus for each class Do not be surprised by tests shown on your 

syllabus, especially common exams You are responsible for eve~3~hing on the syllabus 
¯ Know your final exam schedule; it CANNOT be changed 
¯ Write your name in all your books and notebooks 
¯ If you miss class because of illness you need to call your professor(s) and notify him/her and 

then bring in a note fiom the clinic/doctor 

TRA VEL LETTEIg~; 

All students in their competition season need to contact their professors during the first two 
weeks of school and make them aware of their travel schedule by handing them a copy of your 
travel letter and the team’s travel schedule with the conilint dates highlighted Students need to 
make arrangements for these conflicts as soon as possible, and remind professors each week of 
pending conflicts[ 

MINIMUM ACADEMIC" ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
FOR UNC 

To enter 

3rd semester: 

5th semester: 

7th semester: 

9th semester: 

10th semester: 

1 5and 24 hours 

1 751"1.8 NCAA) and 51 hours 

1 9(1 9 NCAA) and 78 hours 

20(19 NCAA) and 105 hours 

Prior approval by a dean is required 

You must pass 9 hours wkh a 1 0 each semester 

FOR NCAA SATISFACTORY PROGRESS--APPLIES TO EVERYONE 
75% of hours passed (minimum of 18) must be during regular academic year, ie 
f~ll and spring semester 



GPA & HOURS REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPETITION 
(Applies to students entering, 1992 and qfter) 

To enter 

5th semester: 

7th semester: 

9th semester: 
hours 

1 8 and 48 total (or 24 hrs in the previous two semesters)--30 degree program hours 

1 9 and 72 total (or 24 hrs in the previous two semesters )--60 degree program hours 

1 9 and 96 total (or 24 hrs in the previous two semesters )--90 degree rogram 

Physical education activity classes DO NOT count as academic hours or towards NCAA 
eligibility It is possible for you to test out of another PE Contact the PHYA oit]ce at 205 
Woollen GTm 

DEAJV’S LIST 

Criteria: 15 graded academic hours or more and a 3 2 semester gpa (no grade below "C") 
12-14 graded academic hours and a 3 5 semester gpa (no grade below "C") 

FULL- TIME ENROLLMENT NECESSARY 

All students need to be registered for a minimum of 12 academic hours, not including Phys Ed 
actMty courses Only seniors in their last semester may apply for an underload These 
graduating seniors must certify with their college dean fbr this underload and bring copies of their 
certification to the Registrar’s office and the Academic Support Program 

REPEA TED CO URSES 

If a student repeats a course in which he/she originally earned a passing grade then the semester 
hours (credit) does not count the second fune around Also, the hours do not count for NCAA 
SntisfactotT Progress or graduation the 2rid time around In the case of a course where a "C" or 
better is needed and a student does not receive a ~’C" then the hours do not count for NCAA 
SntisfactotT Progress The hours always count towards UNC and NCAA full-rime enrollment In 
addition, the first grade does not get removed fiom the transcript Repeated graded hours do not 
count towards NCAA eligibility, but do count tbr UNC eligibility Contact assigned counselor if 
you are repeating a course 

LEVEL ONE- FOREIGN LANGUAGE 
If a student takes 2 years of a high school £breign language and then takes level one of the same 
foreign language it does not count toward NCAA Satisfacto~T Progress unless it is taken during 
his/her £beshmen year These hours never count towards graduation The hours do count 
towards UNC and NCAA full-time enrollment 



CORRESPONDENCE COURSES 
Correspondence courses taken over the summer are not recommended to regain eligibility 
Scholarships cover tuition costs only if the student is on G&A and is enrolled while taking the 
course They cannot be used for 75% (F/SP course) but do count towards the 24 total hours 
needed per year tbr the NCAA Dean’s approval is needed to take a course 

THE HONOR CODE 

¯ To conduct all academic work within the letter and spirit of the honor code which prohibits 
the giving or receiving of unauthorized aid in all academic processes 

¯ To consult with faculty and others sources to clarify the meaning of plagiarism 
¯ To maintain the confidentiality of examinations by not divulging information concerning an 

examination 
Academic Cheating- copying, unauthorized collaboration, or use of notes or books on exams 

without permission 

Consequences of being found guilty: 
1 A failing grade for the ourse 

2 Suspension: suspension is the normal sanction for cases involving academic cheating 
3 Probation: probation permits continuation of the relationship between the student and the 

university this action may be definate or indefinate (can practice, not compete) 

A student can receive one or a combination of penalties for violatin~ the Honor Code 

GRADUATING SENIORS 

* 2 PHYA’s needed (your sport only counts as one) 
* Swim test required 
* May graduates: Certify with your Dean by mid-January 
* Job Hunt 101 (Reg) 
* Job Hunt 102-103 (Resume & Intetw-iew) 
* Resume on file with University Career Services 
* Career Guide 

JUNIORS 

* Career Planning Seminar 
* Job Hunt 102-103 
* PHYA and SwPn Test 

SOPHOMORES 

* You must select a major during the 4th semester 
* Career exploration class: EDUC 31 

FRESHMEN 
* Career exploration class: EDUC 3 1 



HOW TO APPLY FOR A 10TH SEMESTER 

If a student has eligibility remaining, his/her coach should have notified his/her academic 

counselor in July Students should confirm this with their counselor 

If a student does not have eligibility remaining, the student must go to his/her college Dean’s 
ot~]ce, and appeal for a IOth semester The student will have to fill out the appeal form stating the 
reasons he/she needs a I Oth semester. Remember, there are no guarantees that a student will 

be granted a lOth semester. This is a serious and complex issue If requested, a student may 
also have to meet with his/her Dean 



CAREER PROGRAM 

The Job Hunt Series 
¯ In the Fall and Spring semesters, the academic support program offers this series in 

conjunction with University Career Services 
¯ The career coordinator arranges for Jackie Gist from UCS to conduct the Job Hunt Series 

with senior student-athletes during the first month ofeach semester (JobHunt 101 registers 
students to use the recruiting and resume drop services at UCS, and Job Hunt 102-3 covers 
resume writing and inte~wiewing ) 

¯ The Career Coordinator posts a sign-up sheet for students, and sends a flyer to each counselor 
to advertise the program to seniors 

The Major Exploration Activity 
¯ The career coordinator conducts this workshop for Freshmen in the FASP program 
¯ The students complete the major exploration activity (enclosed) during the workshop and then 

discuss their results with the career coordinator 

The Career Planning Seminar 
¯ The Career Planning Seminar for junior student-athletes discusses the steps in the career 

planning process and provides students with a forum in which to ask career-related questions 
¯ The seminar discusses the contents of the (’areer P/amlmg Gui&,, beginning with the 

checklist on page three and then reviewing each sections of the guidebook 
¯ At the beginning of Februalay of each year, the career coordinator sends a memo to each head 

coach requesting the participation of the team’s juniors in the seminar to take place in March 
and April of each year 

¯ An office assistant contacts each coach to schedule the thirty to forty five minute seminar with 
each team Three phone calls provides the coaches with plenty of opportunity to schedule the 

¯ In April, the career coordinator notifies Beth Miller of any teams that did not pa~icipate in the 
seminar during the Spring semester 

The Career Planning Guide 
¯ The (~2weer Pkmni~T Guide is a guidebook for student-athletes that covers in written form all 

major aspects of the career planning process Students are allowed to have a copy ofthe 
guide, and all juniors are given a copy during the career planning seminar 

Carolina Athletic Connection 
¯ The Carolina Athletic Connection is a database of 400 alumni student-athletes interested in 

helping current student-athletes in the career planning process 
¯ EvelN few years, the database needs to be updated by contacting the alumni for updated 

address and career information 
¯ Hard copies of the database information are kept in largu blue notebooks in the reception area 

cabinet 



Career Counseling 
¯ The career coordinator counsels individual students on career planning issues and job search 

correspondence, such as resume writing, cover letter writing, etc on an appointment or drop- 
in basis 

Football Career Exploration Night 
¯ Football Career Exploration Night is an event that provides a forum in which junior and senior 

football student-athletes meet professionals and discuss specific career fields 
¯ The career coordinator pinpoints student career interests by contacting players in April before 

the upcoming Fall semester Career Night 
¯ In addition, at the same team meeting in April, the career coordinator discusses resume 

writing with the students, giving them handonts to follow in writing a resume The students 
are given until the first day of summer school to submit a draft of their resume to the career 
coordinator 

¯ Once the career interests are compiled and outlined (see enclosed Excel data sheet), the career 
night committee meets to come up with a list of corresponding professionals to participate in 
Career Night 

¯ John Blanchard and Sally Brown phone the participants to verbally invite them to attend 
Career Exploration Night, generating a list of attendants 

¯ In the beginning of August, the administrative assistant fiom this office sends a letter to the 
invitees to formerly invite them and to explain Career Exploration Night in further detail 

¯ At the end of August, the administrative assistant sends the second letter invites describing the 
types of topics to cover with the students, and provide the participants with the names, 
majors, and hometowns of the students with whom they are matched at dinner 

¯ At the end of August, the career coordinator reminds the students about completing their 
resume for Career Night, notifying the Football coaches of any students who have not turned 
in their resume 

¯ Associate Director for Football Operations arranges for the facilities and menu at the Alumni 
Center for Career Exploration Night 



CAROLINA ATHLETES COMING TOGETHER (ACT) 

TOPICS FOR MONTHLY MEETINGS {Subject to chan~e): 

¯ Date and Acquaintance Rape Prevention 
¯ Transition Issues 
¯ Drug & Alcohol Abuse Prevention 
¯ Academic Issues 
¯ Nutrition 
¯ Violence 
¯ Careers and Majors 

CALENDAR FOR TRAINING AND MEETINGS: 

September - Training session week before freshmen Orientation!Dinner 

Responsibilkies?Duties for Orientation Dinner: 

Olympic Sports Office: 1 
2 

Reserve Bowles Room 
Get names of fieshmen from coaches 
and make name tags 
Order food for meal 
Distribute name tags at meeting 
Invite Student-Athlete Development 
Committee 

Carolina ACT 

2 

3 

4 

Plan meeting program with advance 
copy of agenda to Athletic Director 
Contact Smith Center regarding set-up 
of room 
Put group numbers on name tags, if 
needed 
Assist with distributing name tags at 
meeting 

October - Training week before fieshmen meeting (Date/Acquaintance Rape) 

November - Training and freshmen meeting (Topic #3) 

December - Training and fieshmen meeting (Academic Issues) Also Pizza Party paid for by 
Olympic Sports Ottlce Get approval tbom Beth Miller 

¯ January- Same (Topic #5) 



¯ Februa~ay - Same (Topic #6) 
Also start to distribute application for new mentors 

¯ March- Same (Topic #7) 
Continued accepting application until mid-March Review application and 
schedule interviews 

¯ April - Same (Academic Issues) 
Finish interviews/invite new mentors to training session 

December and April meetings are always Academic Issues because of semester exams 

PROCEDURE FOR SELECTING NEW MENTORS: 

¯ Current mentors are invited to return but, must complete top portion of application 
(Application attached) 

¯ Applications for new mentors are distributed by current members, coaches, academic 
counselors or can be picked up at the Academics Center or Student Health Se~w-ices 
(February/Mid-March) 

¯ Applications are reviewed by co-directors and candidates are invited in for an inte~w-iew 
(Late March/Early April) 

¯ New mentors are contacted and invited to attend April training session 



TIME LINE- DATABASE MANA GEMENT/PRIMAR Y FUNCTIONS 

Month/Date 

August / last week 

Task Contact 

Order transcripts -- Check with registrar’s office to see if Summer 
grades/graduation have been posted If"yes" to both, request order 
transcripts through AIS Order 4 sets (counselor (2), Director, and Beth 
Millet-) See Director about men’s basketball and football 

September/I st week I) 

2) 

3) 

September/mid I ) 

2) 

September/late I) 
2) 

Call AIS re: date for"snapshot" After snapshot, you should: 
AIS 

Request rosters (through AIS) Send a copy of cover letter (located in 
"memo" section), to all head coaches Begin setting appointments to 
review the data 
Request standard reports (see notebook tbr Athletic Report Request 

Form) Always request report using previous Spring Semester roster 

Begin work on preparing charts/data for coaches’ meetings 
Director 

Solicit progress report names fiom all counselors Call AIS re: day to 
enter names and SS#’s and run progress forms Return date on 
progress forms should be approx, one ~veek prior to ’last day to 
drop’           Admin Assist 

Meet with Director about progress and scheduling meetings 
Meet with Admin Assist about copying and compilation of notebooks 

Admin Assist 

October/all month 

October/lnte 

November/all month 

November / mid 

I) Continue work on coaches’ meetings 
2) Continue meetings individual w/coaches re: retention roster updates 

1) Check with Director re: BOG report Exec Assoc AD 
2) Call AIS re: running lists of BOG data AIS 
3) Begin review/clean-up of dnta for BOG report Director 

1) Continue work onBOG data 
2) Continue Fall roster clean-up 

I) Solicit 2nd round progress report names from all counselors 
2) Call AIS re: date to run letter Coordinate mailing with Admin Asst 

Return date near Thanksgiving Break either immediately before or 
immed, afteO. 



December/all month 1) Finalize BOG report/data. Exec Assoc AD 
AIS 

Month/Date Task Contact 

JanuatT¢ / first week 

JanualT / late 

I) Meet with AIS, Director, and Exec Assoc AD re: BOG report 
Sublnit report 

2) Check with registrar re: December grades and graduates When posted, 
order transcripts on-line through retention 

3) Request retention roster to begin Spring update 

1) Solick progress names from counselors Call MS re: scheduling/mailing, 
etc 

February / early 

February / early 

Feb / all month 

March / all month 

April / early 

1) Mail Progress Report letters with return date approx, one week prior 
to ’last day to drop’. 

2) Call all coaches and schedule appointments to review retention rosters 

IMPORTANT: BEGIN NCAA GRAD RATES REPORT Exec 
Assoc AD 

I) See Director re: NCAA forms/guidelines 
2) When forms are available, call MS to set up time to review new report 
3) Have MS generate working lists as soon as possible 

1) Continue work on NCAA Grad Rates Report, complete at least one 
month prior to deadline 
(Must be by Director, Athletic Director, Chancellor, etc) 

2) As time allows, continue with Spring retention roster update 

I) Retention rosterupdate 

I) Solicit names for second round of’progress reports Call AIS re: data 
entry and return date Return date should be approx, two weeks prior 

to the end of classes (mad approx. 4/12 with return date of 4/19. 

May/after 15th 1) Check wkh Registrar re: degree postings Ordertranscripts 



ANNUAL COACHES’ ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE REVIEWS 

WHAT: Summary sheets detailing each team’s academic per[’ormance over the past five 
years Broken down into three major reporting groups: All ( includes current 
athletes AND any recruited athlete, regardless of current status); Participating (all 
student-athletes currently active on the team); and Exceptions (those students 
admirted as exceptions to the University’s old standard admissions policy) Some 
comparative data should also be compiled if at all possible 

WHO: Informmion will be presented to coaches in a meeting also attended by the Director 
of Athletics, the Senior Associate Director of Athletics, the Senior Associate 
Athletic Director for Olympic Sports, the Faculty Athletics Representative, the 
chair of the Faculty Athletics Committee, and the Director of the Academic 
Support Program fbr Student Athletes 

WHEN: Request a set of STANDARD REPORTS from AIS as soon as possible after 
"snap-shot" (usually the Ist or 2rid week in September) Begin transferring data 
to summatay sheets as soon as possible Meet with Director frequently to review 
progress and discuss implications of data He will then schedule meetings through 
the AD’s office Meetings usually begin shortly after Fall Break. 

KEY CONTACTS: 

Joe Bray (AIS) 966-5816 
John Blanchard 
Jack Evans (Fac Athl Rep) 

Dick Baddour (Director of Athletics) 962-6000 

Early in the semester, contact JOE BRAY (6-5816) of AIS to determine the date of"Snapshot" 
Immediately at~er "snapshot", submit Request fbr Standard Reports to AIS (always request the 
reports using the previous Spring semester roster) Fol~vard the request form directly to Joe 
Bray 

I. SUMMARY SHEETS 

SUMMARY SHEETS have already been created using EXCEL 50 and are located on 

the hard drive The file (coach-95 xls) is located in the folder "coaches" All information fbom 
previous years has already been entered into the worksheets Comparative charts have also been 
started and already included data prior to this year Comparative charts are also located in the 
folder "coaches" 

The STANDARD REPORTS, which you will receive fbom AIS, contain a ton of 
information, much of which you will never actually use One set will contain summary 
information for all athletic teams; the other set will contain team-by-team reports Use these 
team-by-team reports for easiest access to the data you need Most data is sPnply transferred 
from the team report to the summa~N sheet - no calculations are required 



However, we do calculate the RETENTION RATE and PARTICH~ATION RATE for 
each team RETENTION RATE looks at the total nmnber of RECRUITED STUDENT- 
ATHLETES over a five year period and determines what percentage is either (1) still enrolled or 

(2) stayed at UNC through graduation Use the All Recruited Athletes list to determine this 
number Those students with academic categories of ENROLLED or GRADUATED are those 
actually retained Divide this number into the total roster number for your retention rate The 
number you get will be DEFLATED because you are not including students who graduated mid- 
year last year You can add these students in (take their names fbom the previous years’ reports) 
OR simply use the unadjusted numbers and make a note that this figure does not include the 
previous years’ mid-year graduates 

For PARTICIPATION RATE, again take the recruited nthietes roster Count those 
students who are (I) participating, (2) red-shirted, (3) injured, (4) grant-in-aid, non-participating, 
and (5) other These are the students still considered to be participating Divide this by the total 
number to get the participation rate Again, you will not be including student’s from last year’s 
roster who graduated mid-year You can either go back and add these students to your count OR 
simple use the unadjusted number Just be sure to be consistent and clear about the number you 
choose to report 

All other informmion is found directly in the team reports If you have any questions, 
please discuss them with the Director 

II. COMPILING NOTEBOOKS FOR THE COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

Each committee member will get a copy of each team’s summary sheets and ALSO a copy 
of pertinent sheets fi-om individual team reports (See last year’s notebook for an idea of back-up 
data to be included with each summary sheet) All of this information is compiled in a notebook 
(see the Administrative Assistant for help with this) and given to committee members prior to the 
first coach’s meeting 

In the past, we have included summary/comparative informmion as available 
you should include a chart which lists each team’s: 

1) all gpa 
2) participating gpa 
3) retention rate 
4) participation rate 
5) graduation rate (fbr the past five years) 

If possible, 

If you do create comparative charts, be sure to scramble the order of teams If they’re 
simply left alphabetical, eve~’y coach will be able to figure out the team gpa’s, etc of their 
colleagues 

III. COACHES’ INFORMATION 



Each coach in also given a fblder containing all information pertinent to his/her team In 
the folder, you should include: the complete team report, the summa~?¢ sheet, the "pertinent" 
sheets that you copied fbr the committee members, and a copy of the comparative cha~ (if 
available) For the comparative chart, DO NO]- INCLUDE TEAM NAMES Select codes to 
identify each team and highlight the appropriate row fbr the team in question 

IV. OTHER POINTS TO REMEMBER 

At least two weeks in advance of the meetings, the Director will need to review the data 
and prepare a brief summary of points to be covered at the meetings These summaries should be 
shared with the coaches in advance We realized that it is not quite f’~ir to call coaches onto the 
carpet without any forewarning of what will be discussed 



RETENTION DATABASE 

¯ Sign on as usual using your personal security code and password 
¯ To request transcripts/rosters and to update retention system -- select "7 -SH)E - SI DATA 

ENTRY" (See appendix) 
¯ On screen identified as "STUDENT INFORMATION DATA ENTRY SYSTEMS", enter 

"ret" (See appendix) 
¯ Select "2 - ATHLETIC RETENTION" (See appendix) 
¯ You may select either Option 1, 2, 3, or 4 (See appendix) For our purpose, select "2 - 

UPDATE BY SINGLE STUDENT ll)" or "3 - UPDATE BY TEAM ROSTER" (See 
appendix) 

¯ Enter student’s ID number and press <ENTER> Proceed to update information by filling in 
the spaces using the "Standard Data Elements" (See appendix) 

¯ Information should already have been updated by coaches and database coordinator befbre 
starting the updating process 

¯ After entering information on the screen, be sure to press <ENTER> at the end of the 
page or before going to the next screen or the new data will not be retained 

¯ Once all the information has been entered, press <PAUSE~BREAK> to get out of the 

database and back to the main menu 

¯ PFI Help Screen 
¯ PF5 Main Menu 
¯ PF7 Prior Screen 
¯ PF8 Next Screen 
¯ PAUSE/BREAK ESCAPE 



MAINTAINING THE RETENTION DATABASE 

When: Bi-annually, during each major semester 

Key Contacts: AIS --966-5816 (Joe Bray) 
Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

The retention database selwes as the basis for numerous standardized reports such as the Board of 
Governor’s Report and the NCAA Graduation Rates Disclosure Form It is also used in-house 
for the Annual Coaches’ Reports, bi-semesterly progress reports, and student schedule / class 
enrollment information It is crucial that it be maintained in an accurate and timely manner. 

The database is updated twice yearly, once in each of the major semesters You can request 
rosters "on-line" (through the ’side-ret’ system) sometime in September after "snapshot" 
’~Snapshot" refers to the date on which the University "takes a picture" of the currently enrolled 
student body Contact is JOE BRAY at AIS (966-5816) each semester to find out when 
’~snapshot" is scheduled See John Blanchard for training on accessing the retention study 
database 

Once you receive the semester’s rosters, you should make copies and mail them to each head 
coach Include a cover letter (a sample is attached) The letter states that you will be calling each 
coach to schedule a time to review the information I would strongly advise meeting with each 
coach personally, although some will have few changes and could basically take care of 
eve~’ything via phone Its a great opportunity to get to know all of the coaches 

During your meetings, proceed through the roster, reviewing EVERY student’s record and noting 
any changes (ie in scholarship status, athletic status, or NCAA year) The roster should reflect 
each student’s standing AS OP THE BEGINNING OF THE SEMESTER OP REVIEW SO if 
an incoming freshman sta~s out with the team in the Fall but has quit by the time you complete 
the update, YOU SHOULD STILL CODE THAT STUDENT AS PARTICIPATING since they 
were pa~icipating at the semester’s onset However, you will change their status at the beginning 
of the next semester IMPORTANT NOTE: NEVER change a student from recruited to 

non-recruited UNLESS THE NCAA SQUAD LIST CONFIRMS THAT THE STUDENT- 
ATHLETE IS INDEED NON-RECRUITED. 

Once you have reviewed all changes with the coach, double-check the retention roster (and 
changes) against the team’s NCAA SQUAD LIST In the case of a discrepancy, ask the coach 
for clarification, but remember that THE NCAA SQUAD IS AN OFFICIAL DOCUMENT and 
should be accepted as correct unless there is a compelling reason, confirmed by Mr Blanchard or 
the Compliance ofllcer, to act otherwise If the squad list is not yet available, you should trust the 
coach’s recollection but check against the squad list when it is made available 

THE gALL SEMESTER clean-up is most difficult Most new student-athletes are entered into 
the database by the Admissions Office By default, they are listed as being on FULL scholarships, 
given INITIALLY This is rarely accurate and should be checked carefully Also, MANY 
STUDENT-ATHLETES, especially ~valk-ons, ARE OMITTED FROM THE DATABASE. 



Be sure to review the team roster and make sure ALL PARTICIPATING athletes are included in 
the database 

THE SPRING SEMESTER - With most teams, few changes occur mid-year Still, the Spring 
update is important for fine-tuning the database and keeping records as accurate as possible 
Remember again that the roster should reflect how the team looked as of the BEGINNING of the 
semester 

DELETIONS - Recruited athletes remain on the database for five years, regardless of whether 
they’ve transferred or quit the team Recruited athletes can be deleted Ibom the database only 
alter five fi~ll years of records 

Non-recruited student-athletes (~valk-ons, coded as ’N’) may be deleted alter quitting or being cut 
from the team They should remain on the database only as long as they are participating 
During the semester in which they quit or are cut, their record will contain either code ’7’ or ’8’ in 
the athletic status file and an ’N’ in the scholarship status column They should be deleted Ibom 
the database in the semester FOLLOWING their termination from the team 

A form for deletions is in the appendix This fbrm should be completed semesterly, always 
PRIOR TO the end of the semester If completed at too late a date, files that should have been 

deleted will be ’rolled over’ to the next semester’s records and will have to be deleted AGAIN 
from those records The completed fbrm should be sent to A~S The deletions fbrm should be 
signed by the Director, and a copy should be kept in your permanent files 

For any questions about the retention database and its maintenance, contact the Director 
(Academic Support) or AIS. 



ON LINE REQUEST (SIS-C ACCESS) 

ON-LINE REQUEST PERSON FOR OUR DEPT: Kent Penning*on (FAC S Coordinator) 

To request access to SIS-C fbr a new full-time counseling staff member: 

1 Contact Kent Penning*on to request an on-line FAC S ID 

To create an on-line FACS ID 
Enter the main AIS menu 
Hit #7 (on line fac) and enter 
Hit enter again 
The request screen should be up 
Go to the AT field and type in the initials of the new employee (needs 3 

characters) and hit enter 
Go to Last Name, First Name and Middle Initial Fields, type in information 
Go to I1) field, type in SS# 
Hit F2 to submit request 
Look at bottom left hand corner of screen it should say request has been submitted 
After request has been submitted contact Paula Carson, Registrar’s Oftice (Student 

Information System’s Ofrice) to get necessary forms to complete request 
Paula’s number is 2-4750 

On-line coordinator should then check mail in AIS menu and there should be a 
note back from DanTl saying requested was received 

To Delete an employee who has left: 
Enter the main AIS menu 
Hit #7 (on line fac) and enter 
Hit enter again 
The request screen should be up 
Go to the AT field and type in the initials of the employee leaving (needs 3 

characters) and hit enter 
Then go to the Change field and hit "Y" and enter 
Then go to Delete field next to Change and put in D 
Then hit F2 
The character should now be in the comment field and indicate why you are 

changing the status of the person (termination,) 
Then hit F2 and the request has been submitted 
Look at bottom left hand corner of screen to verify that the request has been 

submitted 

To Change information on an employee in the system: 
Enter the main AIS menu 

Hit #7 (on line fac) and enter 
Hit enter again 
The request screen should be up 



Go to the AT field and type in the initials of the employee leaving (needs 3 
characters) and hit emer 

Then go to the field you are changing and enter this information and enter 
Then go to the Change field 
Then go to the Change field and hit "Y" and enter 
Then hit F2 
The character should now be in the comment field and indicate why you are 

changing the status of the person (added ss#, ) 
Then hit F2 and the request has been submitted 
Look at bottom left hand corner of screen to verify that the request has been 

submitted 

Default password is @AT for our office 

If the office has any fi~vther questions they should call Dar@ Mills (962-1457) or Kent 
Pennington (962-6000) 



COMPUTER LAB 

Computers 
¯ The computer lab is equipped with 12 Macintosh computers, 3 PC-compatible computers, and 

3 laser printers 
¯ PC #1-#3 connect to printer # l, Mac #1-7 connect to printer #2, and Mac 8-12 connect to 

primer #3 
¯ All the computers’ applications and printing functions are on a central file server network, 

with the exception of Mac #8-12 As for Mac #10-12, they are only capable of maintaining 
system 60, which is incompatible to system 75 from which the other computers run, and are 
too old to merit networking As a result, in order to avoid printing problems, they should be 
replaced 

¯ Since OIT completed the networking job in the Spring 1996 semester, any major networking 
problems or concerns should be directed to Kent Peuuiugton (962-6000, KP@UNCAA) 

Staffing 
¯ The computer lab has a lab manager who works about 20 hours per week (day and night 

hours), and l0 lab monitors (some being substitutes) 
¯ The lab is staffed with a manager or monitor for all hours that the lab is open (See enclosed 

schedule) 
¯ The lab monitors attend the semester’s tutor meeting, and hand in a form (enclosed) with their 

availability for the semester The lab manager than completes the schedule that stays the same 
for the course of the semester 

¯ The lab manager reports to the administrative assistant, meeting weekly to report issues and 
concerns The lab monitors report directly to the lab manager 



FOREIGN LA NGUA GE LA B 

The foreign language lab provides student-athletes with access to tape recorders and tapes in a 
monitored lab setting The students are able to listen to foreign language tapes, which is a 
required activity in all entry level fbreign language courses, during lab hours The tapes can be 
checked out in the main office area of the center and are available to all student-athletes The 
foreign language lab is equipped with 8 recorders and 8 headphones The lab is open during 
working hours The Academic Support Program provides tapes for Span I-IV, Fren I-IV, Port I- 
IV, Ital I-IV, and Germ I-IV 

The Counselor in charge of the lab updates the foreign language tapes each academic year in the 
beginning of August Ira number of tapes are stolen during the fall semester, replacements 
would be made again in Januatay (This is a good project for the intern to complete) 

To check out tapes: 

1 Students go to the main ottice and locate the tape rack 
2 Students select the appropriate tapes fi-om the rack 
3 Students sign the tapes out on the log sheet 
4 Students are only allowed to listen to tapes within the Academics Center 

Students can not check tapes out over night 

5 Students listen to the tapes in the lab and when finished return the tapes to the 
rack and sign out on the log sheet 

To replace and update tapes (August and January project): 

I The counselor in charge of the lab or intern takes an invento~ of the tapes 
during July 

2 The counselor or intern then contacts the Foreign Language Lab on campus 
(106 Dey Hall) 

3 The contact person in the Lab is Marianne Wolf, 962-1002 
4 The counselor or intern ask Marianne if any of the Language classes have changed text 

books 
5 If a class has a new textbook then there are new tapes for the class 
6 The counselor or intern then review what tapes have changed and make sure we still 

have a full set of tapes for all the other foreign language courses 
7 The counselor or intern purchase a number of blank tapes at the bookstore and bring 

them to the Dey Hall Lab 
8 The counselor or intern make all necessa~’y copies 
9 The new tapes are to be placed in the tape rack in the main ottlce area of the 

Academics Center 
Also, the counselor should check the lab equipment during the summer months for any necessa~ay 
repairs or replacements David Golden fi-om Logik Electronics is the contact person for 
equipment He checks the lab annually and makes the appropriate adjustments to equipment 



FRESHMEN A CADEMIC SUCCESS PROGRAM 
FOR OLYMPIC SPORTS 

This academic assistance program is coordinated by the Counselor in charge of FASP 

The Freshmen Academic Success Program (FASP) for Olympic Sport Teams is ofl’ered 
during the Fall semester on Monday evenings to selected freshmen student- athletes 
Students selected to pa~icipate in this academic assistance program are targeted based on 
their high school pev[’ormance and SAT/ACT scores The program is most effective with 
limited numbers of student s involved Several student s had complained in the past that 
they were either bored or that the information was repetitive Many of these same 
students had already possessed the academic skills that the staff was presenting Some 
were involved in the Pro-Active Monitoring program and were receiving similar 
information on a weekly basis from their counselor This larger, un-screened population 
IPnits the group interaction and lowers the productivity and overall quality of the program 

The program is most effective when the counselors target the students who need to 
strengthen their study skills and are not just lazy students Also, students that need the 

most specialized study skill help are only placed into the Pro-Active program These 
students receive individualized help thus eliminating the possibility of students becoming 
bored and restless with FASP The seminar series focuses on study strategies, time 
management, test taking, note taking, reading strategies, and stress management skills 

All Olympic sport teams are invited to participate Numbers should be held to 40 or less 
Student-athletes are required to attend a 7 week workshop series on Mondays at 7:30 
pm A variety of professionals in the past have assisted in conducting workshops 

To select the proper FASP population counselors review their list of incoming freshmen 
students and contact their assigned coaches with a list of students who will benefit from 
the program The counselors then work with their coaches to finalize the FASP list 

Basic FASP criteria: Students should not have over a 1020 on their SAT’s Students 
should not be also in the Pro-Active Program Students in FASP are involved in directed 
study Coaches should be aware that once a student is placed within the program, it is 
mandato~?~ for the student to attend The counselor in charge of FASP takes attendance 
during each FASP session and copies each counselor with the information on the 
following Tuesday morning Each counselor then contacts their assigned coaches to 
report unexcused absences The Director should receive a final list of unexcused 
absences from each counselor Student-athletes that are involved in the program receive 
tutorial credit for the 1 hour workshop Each student is expected to show up on time and 
student-athletes are not given credit for a tutorial if they show up late The FASP 
counselor will indicate which students were tardy on the sign in sheets 

The FASP counselor coordinates the program and schedules guest speakers The 
counselor should t~T to get comp tickets for an event or some athletic item for the 
volunteer speakers An evaluation form is completed by the students during the last 



meeting 
S~dy Assistant 

(FOOTBALL FASP) 

The objective of the Freshman Academic Success Program (FASP) for fbotball is to assist 
students in developing strong academic success skills Study groups are created at the beginning 
of each Fall semester Students are assigned to a study group based on their class schedule No 
more than 6 students will be in each group Study Assistants are assigned to facilitate groups, one 
Study Assistant per group Each group will focus on one academic subject throughout the 
semester Study skill material will be introduced by the Assistant each week and the students will 

apply these strategies to the subject matter the group is studying In addition, the Study Assistant 
will closely monitor the academic progress of his/her students in their academic course 

The Study Assistant is not intended to replace the instructor; rather the Assistant helps develop 
various learning strategies in the students (oilErs alternative modes of learning) 

Study Assistants’ Initial Assignments 

Meetings will be everT Monday from 2 PM to 3 PM and/or 3 PM to 4 PM 
Students assigned to these FASP groups are required to attend weekly 

I Obtain the required course books for the class you will be tutoring from Caroline Furry 
2 Study assistant takes attendance weekly and hands in attendance sheets 
3 Obtain a copy of the students’ syllabus for the class you will be tutoring 
4 Go over the course requirements with the students, even if the students say they understand 

them 
5 Have the students create a time line for the class outlining important due dates Ga-ades for 

these assignments and tests are to be handed in each week 
6 Begin reviewing assigned readings and course work and incorporating appropriate study 

strategies into the FASP meetings 
7 After each FASP meeting write up a brief summat?¢ on each student and submit this to 

Caroline FunT and Brian Davis 
8 Bi-monthly meetings will be required with the academic staff to review students’ 

performance 
9 If a situation occurs with a student or students that you cannot handle or that you should not 

be required to handle, refer the problem immediately to the Academic Counseling State 

Progress Sheets 

The progress sheets should be completed at the conclusion of each FASP session Indicate the 
objective of the session, reviewing study skill material covered, whether the objective was met, 
grades received to date tbom students, and any pertinent comments as to each student’s 
performance during the session 



Comments should refer to the following: 

- attendance 
- Student’s effort to cover material outside of session 
- Student’s effort in following directives of Study Assistant 
- Student’s attitude toward material 
- Student’s attitude toward Study Assistant 
- Student’s performance level on material 
- Any other observations that would effect the student’s academic success 
- Additional comments 

These forms will be filed each week in the Study Assistant Notebook located in the main office 
area It is imperative that entries be made in the Study Assistant Notebook before leaving the 
Academics Center 

Payroll and time sheets 

Please follow the same procedure that you do for tutoring 
Please add 30 - 60 min each week to your time sheet for prep time 

Student Confidentiality 

Study Assistants are to maintain confidentiality in all areas regarding student-athletes You may 
discuss a student’s academic concerns with the student and the Athletic Academic Support 
Program Counseling staffing You may not discuss the student’s academic concerns with other 
students, faculty or members of the media This would be a violation of the student’s right to 
privacy under the Buckley Amendment 

Maintainin~ Professionalism and Relationships with Students 

The relationship with the student must be a professional one at the highest level Staffmay 
appropriately serve as a role model, a guide fbr the student’s intellectual growth and 
understanding of course material and study strategies Stafficannot conduct personal or casual 
relationships with any member of our sport teams while employed by the Athletics Depa~ment 
To do so is a violation of University policy and NCAA Guidelines Any staffimember violating 
NCAA or departmental guidelines will be subject to dismissal 

Tutoring supplements, but in no way substkutes for, a student’s own preparation or eflbrt Study 
Assistants are not required to provide students with texts or other class materials, or to substitute 
for the functions of faculty and teaching assistant Study Assistants are encouraged to supply 
students with materials that foster interest in the subject, provide additional practice with 
important concepts, and promote independent learning 

Study Assistants may not use their knowledge of testing or grading procedures to give students an 
unfair advantage or undermine the students’ responsibility for learning and academic performance 
Activities such as providing questions or answers to take-home examinations, or supplying 



responses to any aspect of a written assignment are specifically prohibited 

Study Assistants are expected to establish specific goals for each session, prepare activities that 
assist students in attaining these goals, and actively guide the session so that each meeting is a 
positive learning experience for the student In a sPnilar way, students are expected to respect the 
Study Assistants’ preparation and commitment and to study thoroughly, arrive promptly, and 
participate actively in each gASP session 

Referrals 

If a student is not progressing, call it to the attention of the appropriate academic start; both in 
writing via the progress sheets and in person 

Study Strategies 

The Study Assistant should be an expert in study strategies Review the material we have 
prepared on the following areas The staff has resource books you can review throughout the 
semester 

Time Management 
Paper Writing 
Note Taking 
Test Taking 
Textbook Reading 

Communication 

-- With the Academics Staff 

It is essential that the appropriate (Academics Center) counselor knows at all tPnes the academic 
status of the students in your assigned groups 

* class attendance 
* efforts in independent study 
* effort and attitude with group 

* progress in class 

Study Assistants are to communicate orally to the academics staff as well as with written 
documentation Our goal is to help the student The sooner we have informmion, the sooner we 

can act upon it 

-- With the Student-Athletes 

Study Assistants will emphasize progress by asking the students to report grades on exams, 
projects, etc Praise the progress, attributing it to their ability, intelligence, and effort Make the 
praise real and make it count Be sure to document the good work so that we can give positive 
feedback to the student 



It is important to attribute the poor grades to the student’s lack of efl’ort and time allotted to 
studying, if this is the case Be specific and give concrete suggestions for Pnprovement 

When a student shares infurmation with you that is unfavorable, emphasize what effect that 
behavior will have on his/her future success here and help him!her plan a different course of action 
for the future An example of this would be showing up for class late 

Student-Athlete’s Responsibilities: 

For FASP to be most beneficial, sessions with your Study Assistant should be regular and 
stari promptly 

You must understand that the FASP series is a process to help you understand and analyze 
course content Study Assistants will not do your homework or assignments Therefore, 
you are to come to FASP sessions having already completed your homework or 
assignments 

3 Come to each session with prepared questions to ask and come ready to discuss 
texts, and other assignments 

4 If you miss or come late to a session your coach will be notified immediately 

If you must miss a session you will need permission from the Academic Counseling 
Statt~ 

* If you use additional material, please share the material with the group Any assistance 
in Pnproving this program is much appreciated 

ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORTS 



¯ Progress reports are sent to professors twice during each semester (September, November, 
FebruatT, and April) 

¯ Data Base Management Coordinator solicits progress report names fiom each counselor 

¯ Data Base Management Coordinator will call AIS regarding day to enter names/social security 
numbers and run progress forms RETURN DATE FOR SEPTEMBER AND FEBRUARY 
PROGRESS FORMS SHOULD BE APPROXIMATELY ONE WEEK PRIOR TO LAST 
DAY TO DROP! 

¯ Make sure letters have the correct professors’ names and the return date on the letter should 
be approximately one week prior to ’%st day to drop" 

¯ Send forms directly to the appropriate department The return date for November and April 
progress forms should be approximately three weeks before the end of classes 

¯ Coordinate mailing with Administrative Assistant 

¯ Progress reports are returned to Academics Ctr and Intern or Administrative Assistant collate 
information 

¯ Progress reports are given to appropriate counselors 

¯ C~ades are sent to coaches- weekly by the counselors 

¯ Counselors contact students who are experiencing diitlculties 

¯ Counselors respond to any professor who has concerns and requests feedback and inform 
director of such responses There is a form in this manual that can be used for such responses 



OFFICE INTERN 

HIRING PROCESS: Graduate students in their first year of the Masters Program in Sports 
Administration identi~y areas of the Athletics Department in which they would want to do their 
internship They are then assigned interviews (2 or 3) with Athletics Department personnel 
Inte~w-iews are in April The Director and the Assistant Director assigned to supe~w-ise the intern 
interview the prospective interns individually Assignments are made by the Chair of the Graduate 
Program, Dr John Billing, and the Director of the Academic Support Program, John Blanchard 

INTERN’S RESPONSIBILITIES: 

The following is a list of suggested projects along with the approximate weekly time commitment 

PROJECT TIME    STAFF 

I Monitor approximately 8-10 students in the 
Proactive program (weekly) 

8 hrs Counselor’s name 

2 Assist in coordinating FASP acfivkies 
(run a football supplemental learning group) 

8 hrs Counselor’s name 

3 Assist in the coordination of 
the career education program and/or ACT 

I 0 hrs Counselor’s nalne 

4 Compile weekly team study hall reports and 
update tutor data base 

4 hrs All 

5 Assist in other assigned duties                        10 hrs    Counselor’s name 
(check transcripts, update for lang tapes, input midterm grade report info, ) 

Second semester would change slightly because the FASP component would be completed The 
intern will assist the director with Exit Interviews in the Spring and may assume some 

responsibilities with ACT and/or the Career Program 



INCOMING FRESHMEN 

List of Incoming Freshmen 
¯ In May, the academic counselor compiles a list from each coach of the names and addresses of 

the incoming fieshmen for each team (See enclosed list/letter fiom coach and compiled list of 
students) 

¯ The counselor then refers to the SIS-C database (screens 184 and 221) fbr SAT scores and 
admission index rank per student 

¯ The counselor then compiles a written list of incoming fi-eshmen, addresses, and scores which 
are helpful in deciding on Directed Study and FASP status 

Introductory Letter to Freshmen from Academic Counselor 
¯ In May, the academic counselor sends each incoming freshman an letter to introduce the 

student to the counselor, outline the upcoming process of CTOPS (Carolina Testing and 
Orientation Programs), and course preregistration (See enclosed letter) 

¯ There is also a letter, for at-risk students only, that outlines supplies the student will need for 
school (See enclosed letter) 

¯ In addition, the counselor sends a different letter (enclosed) to transfer students explaining the 
preregistration process ( Jr Transfers are exempt from CTOPS) 

CTOPS 
¯ CTOPS is a testing and overall orientation program required of all freshmen 
¯ CTOPS sessions mn for about 3 days, and are offered weekly during June and July If a 

fbeshman lives more than 400 miles from UNC, then he/she is allowed to attend the last 
CTOPS session in August, right before classes resmne, if they sign-up for it early enough! 

¯ During CTOPS, students take the placement test for foreign language (English placement is 
based on the student’s verbal SAT scores and Math placement is based on the student’s Math 
SAT II level I or II scores) 

¯ Also during the first week of classes, tests are offered that allow students the chance to 
receive credit by examination for certain natural science courses (Bioll 1, Cheml 1) certain 
math courses, and a few other courses Students arrange to take these tests with the specific 
depa~ment 

Pre-registration Process 

¯ In May and June, each incoming Freshman will receive a Pre-Registration Guide(Self Advising 
Manual) fiom the General College This guide explains the pre-registration process and 
University perspectives/course requirements 

¯ There is a worksheet in the middle of the Guide that must be completed by the student 
¯ Students who are attending June or July CTOP’s bring the completed worksheet with them to 

orientation Students will meet with their advisor during CTOP’s and register for classes 
¯ Students who are not attending CTOP’s until August return the completed worksheet to the 

General College by the date listed on the worksheet (generally in the beginning of July) 
¯ The General College advisors then review the worksheets, sending back to the incoming 

freshmen: 



A list of classes for which the student is approved to pre-register 

The student’s PIN # (Personal Identification Number) for the Pall semester 
The date on which the student is allowed to sta~ pre-registering for courses via 
CAROLINE (the university’s telephonic registration system) 
A Fall Directory of Classes book 

¯ Generally, the students will contact their academic advisor in athletics during the summer to 
discuss the information in the self advising manual and to outline courses in which the student 
should attempt to enroll 

¯ The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes staff will conduct pre-advising 
workshops on the first day ofeve~?¢ CTOP session Students will be contacted by mail 
regarding Pre-Advising workshops times and days 

¯ In August, the academic counselor checks SIS-C (screens 113 or 109) for students’ Fall 
registration, putting a copy in the students’ files 

¯ The Sunday before the first day of classes, the fieshmen attend a mandatol?~ advising meeting 
with their General College Advisor At this meeting they receive their schedule and other 
important items This meeting is mandatol?~ 



TRANSFER STUDENTS 

List of Transfer students 
¯ In May, the academic counselor compiles a list from each coach of the names and addresses of 

the transfer students for each team (See enclosed list/letter from coach and compiled list of 
students) 

¯ The counselor then refers to the SIS-C database (screens 150 and 153) fbr transfer work 
accepted by UNC-CH 

¯ The counselor then compiles a written list of transfer students, addresses, and scores which 
are helpful in deciding on Directed Study and Pro-Active Monitoring 

Introductory Letter to Transfer Students from Academic Counselor 

¯ In May, the counselor sends a letter (enclosed) to transfer students explaining the 
preregistration process (Transfers are exempt from CTOPS ) 

Preregistration Process 
¯ In June, each transfer student will receive a Pre-Registration Guide(Transfer Manual) from the 

College of Arts and Science This guide explains the pre-registration process and University 
perspectives/course requirements Pre-registration is usually Pnmediate The student can 
register when they receive this packet 

¯ Included in the packet are: 
I The student’s PIN # (Personal Identification Number) for the Pall semester 
2 The date on which the student is allowed to start pre-registering for courses via 

CAROLINE (the university’s telephonic registration system) 

3 A Fall Directo~?~ of Classes book 
¯ Students are encouraged to contact their assigned Major Advisor for assistance on course 

selection 
¯ Generally, the students will contact their academic counselor in athletics during the summer to 

discuss the information in the self advising manual and to outline courses in which the student 
should attempt to enroll 

¯ In August, the academic counselor checks SIS-C (screens 113 or 109) for students’ Fall 
registration, putting a copy in the students’ files 

¯ The Sunday before the first day of classes, transfer students attend a mandato~?~ advising 
meeting with their Major Advisor At this meeting they receive their schedule and other 
important items This meeting is mandato~?~ 



PRO-ACTIVE MONITORING 

The Academic Counselor meets weekly wkh selected student-athletes to develop study skills, and 
monitor results fiom tests and papers, class attendance, and the ability to meet assignment due 
dates Pro-active monitoring improves communication among the Academic Counselors, student- 
athletes, coaches, university advisors, and instructors 

ACADEMIC COUNSELOR’S ROLE: 

I The counselor will identify student-athletes requMng academic assistance before each 
semester 

2 The counselor will discuss with the coach those students who will be involved in the 
proacfive program (before each semester) 

3 The counselor, with assistance fiom the coaches, will contact students selected to 
participate in this program during the first week of school 

4 The counselor will receive a folder of syllabi and a weekly appointment schedule fiom 
the student by the second week of school 

5 The counselor will generate a file for the student-athlete with class schedule, pro-active 
monitoring form, study skill material, and appointment schedule 

6 The counselor will meet weekly with the student-athlete to review assignment due 
dates, study skill material, tutorial appointments, papers, grades, attendance, and other 
areas affecting academic performance 

7 The counselor will complete and file weekly reports Copies are fo~w~-arded to the 
coach and director 

8 The counselor will communicate with the coach, faculty, advisor or parents as 
necessary 

COACH’S ROLE: 

1 Counselor meets with the coach before the start of each semester 
2 The coach will assist with identifying student-athletes requiring academic 

assistance 
3 The coach requests that identified student-athletes submit a syllabus for each course to 

the counselor by the end of the first week of school 
4 The coach will confirm with the student-athletes his/her weekly meeting tPne with the 

Academic Counselor by the second week of school 
5 The coach will receive a weekly report fiom the academic counselor indicating the 

student-athlete’s academic perfbrmance level 
6 The coach will continuously reinforce to the student-athlete the purpose and the 

importance of the pro-active monitoring eflbrts 



STUDENT-ATHLETE’S ROLE: 

1 A student can request pro-active assistance but is more likely going to be referred by 
the coach or counselor 

2 The student will agree to meet the expectations outlined by the counselor 
3 The student will provide the counselor with a syllabus fiom each course by the 

beginning of the second week of classes 
4 The student will meet weekly with the academic counselor 
5 The student will provide completed tests, notes, papers, and other assignments as 

requested 
6 Study skill material will be introduced to the student throughout the semester 

See attached material on forms used with this program 



CLASS REGISTRATION 

FALL/SPRING REGISTRATION 

A registration notice tbom the University is mailed to all continuing, new, transfer, and readmitted 
students during the first week of the pre-registration period Registration notices are mailed to 
the student-athlete’s local address and contain the registration call-in date, University stop 
information, and a mailing address verification form The mailing address verification form 
contains the student-athlete’s grade/billing address It is vetT important to insure this address is 
correctly recorded with the University Registrar’s Oft]ce, 105 Hanes Hall 

If a STOP/HOLD is reflected under the University Stop section of the registration Notice, the 
student must clear the stop/hold with the oftlce listed before he/she will be able to register 
Counselors check for holds a few weeks before preregistration begins, this way a student can be 
notified before the registration period begins Counselors notify the students and the coaches 
with this information and strongly encourage to remove holds ASAP Questions regarding holds 
can probably be answered by Charlotte Hines, Cashier’s Oftlce (962-1368) 

Students should set up appointments with their university advisor either in the General College 
(Freshmen and Sophomores) or within their major program Appointment slots fill up quickly and 
it is the student-athletes’ responsibility to schedule their advising meetings The only way for 
student-athletes to register for classes is to obtain their Personal Identification Number (PIN) and 
a list of approved classes from their advisor The acadetNc support staff cannot provide student- 
athletes with their PIN A student-athletes’ PIN is a 4 digit nmnber and is used as a password 
that permits the student s to register A student cannot register through the telephone without 
entering a PIN Each semester a student’s PIN changes 

After the student-athlete has set up an appointment with his/her advisor, he/she may schedule one 
with his/her academic counselor Student-athletes should review course selection, 
major/perspective requirements, career exploration issues, grades, UNC/NCAA rules, and 
eligibilit y t opics with their academic counselor The student-athlete’s university advisor, though, 
is the oft]cial advisor in this situation The academic counselor pre-advises on classes but the 
assigned university advisor signs offon the approved classes and distributes PINs 

Students may call CAROLINE at 962-8612 or 1-800-599-2044 using a touch-tone telephone 
anytPne on or after his/her call in-date to add, drop, inquire, wait list, or hear a listing of classes 
while the system is operating Students cannot call before assigned call in-dates Counselors send 
general registration material and call in-dates to the coaches Coaches post this information and 
encourage students to meet deadlines on time 

SUMMER SCHOOL REGISTRATION 



STUDENTS PLANNING ON ATTENDING SUMMER SCHOOL AT UNC: 

1 Register t~ough the CAROLINE phone system during the March pre-registration period 

STUDENTS PLANNING ON ATTENDING SUMMER SCHOOL AT ANOTHER 
INSTITUTION: 

COUNSELOR’S ROLE: 
1     The counselor sends information to the coaching staff in March on how to get approved 

for taking a summer class at another institution 
2 The counselor advises their student-athletes on the proper course approval steps and can 

assist the students on selecting a summer school class by reviewing the catalog 

STUDENTS’ ROLE: 
1     The student-athlete obtains a summer school catalog from the institution he/she is planning 

to attend (Student can call institution and request one to be sent) 
2 The student-athlete brings the catalog to the Admissions Office (Jackson Hall) and 

completes the "Summer School Course Approval" form 
3 The student-athlete brings this form to his/her university advisor along with the summer 

school catalog 
4 The university advisor can help the student-athlete select appropriate classes to take 

during summer school 
5 Once university advisor completes the "Summer School Course Approval" form, the 

student-athlete would return the form to the Admission’s Office 
6 After the student-athlete completes the summer school course, the student needs to have 

his/her official summer school transcript sent to the UNC Undergraduate Admission’s 

ONce 

Note: 
Only approved courses will be accepted at UNC-CH 
The transfer credit section of the Office of Admissions (Jackson Hall) is responsible for 
the final approval on whether a course will be accepted for transfer credit 
Only grades of "C" or higher will be considered for transfer credit 
Ifa student earns a passing grade of less then a "C", then the student can use that class to 
fi21fill a perspective but not an elective or major course requirement ie If the student 
earns a "D" in Span II, then the Span II perspective is fulfilled but the hours are not 
counted towards minumum NCAA satisfacto~T progress or towards graduation 
Grades earned at another institution are not computed in to the students’ UNC GPA 

Summer School Scholarships and the Student-Athlete 



Coaches nominate student-athletes to attend summer school The list is fol~varded to the Director 
of Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, who shares the names with the appropriate 
counselors The counselors provide the Director with their input The Director then sends the 
final list of summer school students on to the Athletic Administration Most students can only be 
awarded up to tuition for summer school Room and Board are not included The only teams to 
receive full scholarships during the summer months are tbotball and men’s and women’s 
basketball other students can receive a fi~ll GIA for summer ira coach chooses to use his/her 
scholarship money in such fashion Students who have questions regarding scholarship money for 
summer school should be directed to their coaches The Academic Support Program Office does 
not determine who is on scholarship 



STUD Y HA LL AND DIRECTED STUD Y POLICIES & PROCEDURES 

Prior to the sta~ of each semester, the football and w’basketball counselors and coaches choose 
students who would benefit fiom study hall hours Students are assigned based on a variety of 
academic informntion including SAT scores, Admission Indexes, high school gpa, and maturity 
level Upperclassmen are placed in study hall based on their past academic performance at UNC 
and overall cure gpa Usually the coaches are more familiar than the counselors with the new 
students and, therefore, can provide important information for assignments General guidelines 
to follow: Upperclassmen below a 22 cure should be in study hall Freshmen below a 1000 on 
their SAT’s should be involved in study hall their first semester and second semester only if they 
have less then a 25 sere gpa fbr their Fall term 

Once a list has been generated the counselor decides if students should be involved in night hall or 
flex time study Students are usually more productive if they can choose they hours they want to 
study 

The number of hours student-nthletes are required to complete each week is also decided upon 
before classes begin Generally fieshmen are required to complete I 0 hours a week and 
upperclassmen are required to complete up to 10 hours The counselor decides the exact number 
of hours for upperclassmen Student-athletes are notified of study hall requirements during the 
first week of classes through the coaches Study hall requirements and rules are reviewed during 
team meetings and on an indMdual basis Study hall begins during the second week of school 
Weekly reports are sent each Friday to the coaches, containing the names of students and hours 
they have completed for the week Also, tutor contact information should be added to this report 

Therearetwoformsofstudyhall: Flex time and mandntory hall Themajorityofstudentsare 
placed on Flex time Students are required to complete a certain number of hours each week and 
can complete these hours during a variety of times and at various locations For example, 
Students can check in and out of the Academics Center whenever it is open for study hall 
(excluding mandatota£ hall times) Students can also use the Ram’s Room to complete hours 
(when they are being supe~w-ised) Academics Department run tutorials, academic appts, field 
trips, required class activities, and class run study sessions do not count towards study hall hours 
Study hall hours can only be earned in the Academics Center and Ram’s Room (7:30- 9:30 pro) 

The Study Hall Coordinator is also responsible for hiring Night Hall personnel for the Study Hall 
locations At the beginning of each semester the tracking system is checked to make sure it is 
properly working Also, the Administrative Assistant would input Study Hall students’ names and 
SS# into the computer tracking program 

COMPUTERIZED TIME CLOCK 

The computerized time clock is to be used for study time in the ACADEMICS CENTER ONLY, 

~lo/ Ram’s Room Study time is earned between Sunday at 6:00 p.m. and Friday at 1:00 
p.m. each week. Students do not receive credit for hours earned after 1:00 p.m. on Friday. 

BEHAVIOR 



Study hall is designed to maintain a comfortable academic environment The fbllowing rules apply 

to all student-athletes using the facility 
No food or beverages are permitted 
No tobacco products are permittud 
Profane and inappropriate language will not be tolerated 
Proper dress is expected: Wear shirts and shorts/pants over all lycra spandex garments 
No personal stereos are allowed in the building 
NCAA roles require that staffphones and copier be OFF LIMITS 
Disrespect of the staff and/or tutors will result in immediate disciplinary action 

DIRECTED STUDY PROGRAM 

The Directed Study Program has replaced study hall for Olympic Sport Teams This program 
assists students in focusing their academic priorhies Students are required to attend specific 
tutorials coordinated by the Academic Support Program Some also are required to meet weekly 
with their assigned counselor or intern 

Students are selected to participate in this program based on one of the following criteria 
1. Selected first seinester students (transfer or freshmen), 
2. Students under a 2.2 Cure. 
¯ To meet with their assigned counselor or intern on a weekly basis (If they are on scholarship 

they get priority for appts since we have limited meeting times) 
¯ Complete at least one tutorial for each class (except for electives) that they are enrolled in 

each week This is non-negotiable Ifa student chooses to see a tutor for the same course 
more than once in the same week, he/she is still required to see at least one tutor for each of 
their other courses that week Students will have a minimum of 4 tutorials a week 

¯ Meetings with Professors, TA’s, study groups and review sessions (held outside our fScility) 
do not count towards their required tutorial hours 

¯ Ira counselor does not have space to meet weekly with a non-scholarship student-athlete they 
will be required to complete the tutorial condition also under this category Our office needs 
to access our true needs and not become overloaded as we have been doing in the past 

Selected new students and returning students who are between 2.0 and 2.2 Cum will be 
required to: 
¯ Complete 3 tutorials a week These tutorials may or may not be specifically assigned i e A 

student in English, Math, Histu~?¢, Spanish, and Drama just needs to see 3 tutors a week The 
student might end up seeing 2 English tutors and a Math tutor, and that would fulfill the 
requirement 

¯ Meetings with Professors, lA’s, study groups and review sessions (held outside our facility) 
do not count towards their required tutorial hours 

Students that do not fit in to either of these areas will not be required to participate in this 
directed study program Each team can elect to set up their own system for those not included in 
the Directed Study Program but the academic support office will not be involved in supervising or 
monitoring it 



TUTOR PROGRAM 

The Tutor Notebook 
¯ All tbrms, correspondence, and schedules related to the tutor program (and computer lab 

program) are kept in the tutor notebook (~vhite UNC notebook) in the tutor coordinator’s 
office (Please refer to the notebook’s contents for information needed) 

Hiring New Tutors 

¯ There is a list of reserve tutors (people interested in tutoring in the program but not yet 
needed and thus not yet hired) in the tab section titled "unsure" in the tutor handbook 

¯ If a tutor is needed for a specific subject or class, and we have no one fiom our regular list or 
fbom the reserve list, then we advertise fbr a tutor within the specific depa~ment (refer to the 
flyer/advertisement sent to the department administrator for posting) 

Tutor Handbook 
¯ The Tutor Handbook is revised and reprinted each semester A master copy is kept so 

revisions and printing can be done with ease (Refer to Tutor Handbook sample, and to the 
master copy kept in the file cabinet of the tutor coordinator) 

Payroll Procedures 
¯ The administrative assistant is in charge of processing the employee time records bimonthy 

(Enclosed is an outline of the procedures to fbllow ) 
¯ Also, periodically there are payroll issues that need resolving Our payroll contact in the 

depa~ment of athlefics works with us on all these issues The position is currently held by B 

Dawson (962-6000) 

Before Semester 
¯ The tutor coordinator and administrative assistant contact tutors (see the enclosed Excel 

sheet with data) the week before classes sta~ about their availability and remind them of the 

upcoming tutor meeting 
¯ The tutor coordinator organizes a tentative tutor schedule for the upcoming semester 
¯ The tutor coordinator holds a tutor meeting on the first night of classes in Academics Center 

Auditorium At the meeting Honor Court and Writing Center Representatives are there to 
review university guidelines 

¯ The tutor coordinator finalizes semester tutor schedule within a week, and post and distributes 

schedule for tutors, staIt~ coaches, and students 

During Semester 

¯ The tutor coordinator arranges review sessions for popular courses and assist counselors in 
arranging indMdual tutor sessions with students and specific tutors 

¯ The tutor coordinator responds to tutor and student requests and concerns 

End of Semester 
¯ The totor coordinator contacts each counselor and requests a list of specific needs 
¯ The tutor coordinator completes the final exam tutor schedule (copy enclosed) The final 



exam tutor schedule adds tutor sessions during the day and at night to the regular schedule so 
as to add preparatory tutor sessions for the final exam period for the most needed/populated 
courses 

¯ ]-he tutor coordinator pinpoints days when additional sessions are needed (based on final 
exams for each section of the most populated courses), requests corresponding tutors’ 
availability during final exams, and schedules tutor sessions accordingly 

¯ lhe tutor coordinator distributes copies of schedule to staft~ tutors (posted on tutor bulletin 
board with a stack left in the tutor mailbox), and to students {copies stacked on table in 
lobby) 

¯ At the end of each semester, students and tutors are asked to evaluate the tutor program by 
completing the tutor program evaluation form (enclosed is one form for students and another 

for tutors) lhe tutor coordinator reads and assesses the feedback fiom students and tutors, 
responding to issues and making appropriate changes in the program if merited 

¯ The tutor coordinator begins to prepare for the next semester’s tutor meeting by posting a 
sign for the tutors of the date, time, and location of the meeting Usually the meeting is held 
the first day of classes at 6:30pm in the Academics Center Auditorium (reserve room with 

Administrative Assistant in office) 

During Summer 
¯ The tutor coordinator reviews individual tutor performance with the Director, and may make 

recommendations for pay raises, effecfive tbr the summer or the Ibllowing semester Note 
that raises are not automatically granted after each semester 



UNC/NCAA A CA DEMIC R ULES, REGULATIONS, 
& GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 

UNC- CH ACADEMIC REGULATIONS 

To be eligible to remain in the University: a student must meet the following minimum 
requirements: 

1 50 cumulative grade point average and 24 academic semester hours (cumulative) to 
begin the third semester in residence 

1 75 cumulative grade point average and 51 academic semester hours (cumulative) to 
begin a fifth semester in residence 

1 90 cumulative grade point average and 78 academic semester hours (cumulative) to 
begin a seventh semester in residence 

200 cumulative grade point average and 105 academic semester hours (cumulative) to 
begin a ninth semester in residence 

Students wanting a 10th semester in residence must see their academic counselor one year in 
advance to begin the necessatay process with their college or school Students do not always 
receive University permission for a 10th semester in residence 

Each academic counselor will verify with their coaches in July which of their athletes will be in 
need ofa 10th semester because of athletic competition A student will be allowed a 10th 
semester if he/she redshirted The list of students the counselor receives from the coaches will be 
given to the Director who will fol~vard it to the Dean of" each College 

Required physical education actMty courses (Phya) do not count as academic semester hours 

Students who do not earn at least a 100 grade point average and pass nine academic hours in any 
semester must appeal to be readmitted by the appeals committee of the schools or colleges in 
which the students are enrolled 

THE APPEALS PROCESS 

All students who do not meet the above academic standards have to appeal to stay enrolled at 
UNC-CH Appeals occur each semester Students who need to appeal are contacted in writing 
by their college about their academic status If the student is not automatically re-admitted then 
they have to follow these procedures 

I The student needs to write a short, clear letter to his/her College Dean stating: 



* Why the student is writing to the Dean 
* Reason(s) why the student performed poorly during the semester 

(Note that transition to college is not sufficient enough reason to grant an appeal, 
students need to be more specific) 

* Steps the student plans to take during the next semester to overcome the dift]culties 
encountered in this semester 

Students in General College and Arts & Sciences may FAX their letter of appeal to their College 
Dean Since the letter is due fairly quickly after notification it is wise to use this method rather 
than the regular mail to avoid any delays 

General College 
Dean Jicha 
Steele Bldg 50A 
CB#3110 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919/966-5166 
FAX: 919/962-6888 

Arts & Sciences 
Dean Owen 
317 Steele Bldg 
CB #3105 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Mill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919/962-1164 
FAX: 919/962-6888 

The student prepares his/her letter and calls his/her Academic Counselor at 
the Academics Center (919/966-4012) no later than a day before it is due in the 
Dean’s Office The student and the counselor can work together on proofieading the 
letter before f~xing it in 

3 General College students can request information regarding their appeal by calling (919) 
966-5116 two days at~er the appeals deadline Arts and Sciences students need to call 
(919)962- I 164 for the results of their appeal 

NCAA ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS 

To be eligible for athletic competition students must (I) pass 24 academic hours within the span 
of one calendar year (from the start of one season to the start of the next), or (2) pass an average 
of 12 academic hours per semester for eve~?¢ semester that has transpired since the students 
initially enrolled at the University In addition, 75"/,, of these hours ( 18 hours) must be earned 
during the f~ll and spring semesters Further, NCAA regulations require students to officially 
declare a major by the start of their fifth semester in residence 

Also, the following requirements apply to students entering the University after August I, 1992: 
to be eligible for athletic competition, students must meet the following minimum degree 
requirements: 

NCAA 



emer the third semester: 
The student must pass at least 24 academic semester hours 

enter the fifth seme.ster: 
The student must pass at least 48 academic semester hours or 24 hours in the previous 
2 semesters (UNC requires 51 hours passed) 

The student must have a 1 80 cumulative GPA (UNC only requires a 1 75) 
The student must have completed 25% of his/her degree program (30 hours) 

1 The student must pass at least 72 academic semester hours or 24 hours in the previous 
2 semesters (UNC requires 78 hours passed) 

2 The student must have a 190 cumulative GPA 
3 The student must have completed 50% of his/her degree program (60 hours) 

emer the m~lth seme,sler: 
The student must pass at least 96 academic semester hours or 24 hours in the previous 
2 semesters (UNC requires 105 hours passed) 

The student must have a 190 cure (UNC requires a 2.0 eum) 
The student must have completed 75% of his/her degree program (90 hours) 

* Hours that count towards eligibility do not include repeated graded classes 
* Phya activity hours do not count towards eligibility 
* High School tbreign language level I taken after freshmen year does not count towards NCAA 

Satisfactu~2! Progress 

Counselors are constantly updating coaches on the eligibility status of their students Transcripts 
are ordered each semester and are reviewed Counselors check for repeated courses and HS 
foreign language courses There is an eligibility grid in each student’s tblder that is updated on a 
semester basis Counselors are always anticipating the eligibility status of their students and 
discussing these situations with both the student and coach Documentation of this information is 
vet2/important 

Maximum Number Of Hours Per Semester 

FALL/SPRING: Students may not enroll in eighteen academic hours during a semester unless 
they have earned at least a 20 gpa the preceding semester and may not enroll in 19 or the 
maximum of 20 academic hours during a semester unless they have earned a 3 0 gpa the 
preceding semester 

SUMMER: A student with a 20 cum gpa may enroll in a maximum of 9 hours during a summer 

session only with the approval of their advisor or dean 

GRADING SYSTEM 



A letter grade and plus-minus system for evaluating academic pertbrmance are employed for all 
undergraduates Each letter grade receives a numerical value (quality points) for the purpose of 
determining a student’s grade point average for a semester’s work and fbr averaging grades fbr all 
semester’s work to find a student’s cumulative grade point average 

The letter grades and the quality points represented by each are as follows: 

A 40 B+ 33 C+ 23 D+ 13 IN 00 

A- 37 B 30 C 20 D 10 AB 00 

B- 27 C- 17 F 00 

Temporary/grades: 
Tempora~J grades of I N or A B car~J the force of an F until replaced by a permanent grade 
Courses assigned a grade (or notation) of PS, NG, NR, or W are not considered in establishing a 
grade point average 

Pass?D~’ail classes: 
A student may register for a maxPnum of four credit hours per semester under the "pass/D/F" 

grading system and a total of 11 may be applied to graduation requirements Course content and 
requirements are the same for pass/fail registers as for regular registrants The minPnum 
performance for a PS grade is equivalent to the minimum pev[’ormance of the letter grade "C-" 

A student can only sign up for a Pass/D/F grade in class they wish to use for an elective 

To take a course Pass/D/Fail a student must complete the Pass/Fail course registration form It is 
obtained tbom their academic advisor or dean’s office The period for making Pass/D/Fail 
declarations begins on the 5th day of classes of each semester and concludes at the end of the 
sixth week of classes Once a form is submitted the declaration cannot be changed 

PI~?BE notations: 
A notation of PL (Placement) is entered in the grade column of students’ academic transcripts if 
they are awarded credit for a course as a result of evaluation by the depa~ment for placement out 
of that course This is to be distinguished from any placement examination taken before 
enrollment in a course 

A notation of BE (by examination) is entered in the grade column of students’ academic 
transcripts of they are awarded credit for a course as a result of an evaluation that would 
ordinarily place them in a succeeding course For example, AP credit 
PL and BE credit count towards both UNC and NCAA eligibility requirements 

UNC GRADUATION REQUHI_EMENTS 

To quali~J for an undergraduate degree, a student must successfiMly complete at least 120 



semester hours, not including physical education activities’ courses (some programs’ requirements 
are higher than this minimum) Also, the student must have a 20 average in all work attempted at 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill The required 20 average must be earned in a 
total number of hours not to exceed 45 hours beyond the minimum graduation requirements for 
the degree being sought 

A minimum of 45 hours of academic credit must be taken at UNC-CH 24 of the last 30 hours 
must be taken on the UNC-CH campus In the College of Arts and Sciences, at least 18 semester 
hours of work with grades of’~C’’ or higher are required in the Student’s major, and at least half 
the student’s major must be completed in this University 

Students who are going to graduate need to: 
I File an application for a degree at least one semester before the expected date of graduation 

with the ottlce of the dean 

2 At least one semester before the expected date ofgradumion see their advisor to complete an 
ot~Scial degree audit form Students should verify their graduation status with their advisor 

3 Students must pay all tuition, fees and other obligations owed the University before receiving a 
diploma 

REQUIRED SWIM TEST: 

Every student at UNC-CH has to successfully complete a swim test before graduating Only 
varsity swimming and diving student-athletes are exempt from this exam The swim test is offered 
twice during the semester, but not in the summer Student-athletes report to the Bowman Gn-ey 
Pool next to Woolen Gym on the day of the test and they bring either their Student I13 or a 
picture ID Students are required to swim 100 yards and to tread water for 5 minutes It might 
also be possible to exempt tbom the test if the student currently has valid lifeguard certification 

Counselors send swim test notices to the coaches each semester encouraging student-athletes to 
take the exam before their senior year 

PHYE ACTIVITY COURSE PROFICIENCY TESTS 

Student-athletes who are not in their last semester of enrollment may take a proficiency test to 
place out of their PHYE activity course requirement Each varsity student-athlete earns one 
PHYE activity course credit for the sport they participate in A student-athlete on both Football 
and Track only receives one activity course credit, not two Ifa student-athlete is interested in 
taking a proficiency test they would: 

I Decide on the sport/activity they would like to request to take a proficiency test 

2 Go to the Activity Test Office, Woolen Gym, and sign up for a test 
* The tests are oniy offered at the beginning of the Fall and Spring Semesters, not in the 

summer 



3 The tests are given at the intermediate level of the sport/activity 

4 Students must earn at least an 80% on the written test to be able to move on to the skill 
section of the test 

5 If the student passes the skill test the student receives a PHYE activity credit for the 
sport/activity completed 

6 Students cannot take proficiency tests during their last semester at UNC-CH or in their sport 



THEHONORCODE 

In recognition of the seriousness of violating the Honor Code, an introduction to the 
honor code is given during team meetings in August and Janua~’y 

It shall be the responsibility of evel?~ student at the UNC-CH to obey and to support the 
enforcement of the Honor Code, which prohibits lying, cheating, or stealing when these 
actions involve academic processes or University, student, or academic personnel acting in 
an official capacity The code is expanded on in the Undergraduate Bulletin on page 255- 
256 

Honor Code Violation Process: 

I The student will be notified by the course instructor that the Office of the Student 
Attorney General has been made aware of a "potential honor violation" 

2 The student then waits until the Student Attorney General’s Office contacts hPn/ber to 
schedule a time for a meeting to review the "potential honor violation" (The student 
does not initiate the meeting) 

3 The student has a private meeting with the Student Attorney General and discusses the 
charge(s) All the parties involved in this incident will meet individually with the Office 
of the Student Attorney General This step is tbr gathering information 

4 The Office of the Student Attorney General then makes a ruling on the charge 
If there is insufficient evidence against the student, the charges will be dropped 
If there is sufficient evidence against the student then the case will go to Honor Court 

5 If’the case goes on the student will be contacted by the court and a trial date is 
scheduled 

6 The student is assigned a student defense person 
7 Student s can bring wimesses and supporting material to the trial in their defense 
8 Ifastudentisfoundguiltythereareavarietyofactionsthatcanbetaken Please refer 

to the Undergraduate Bulletin and the Instrument of Judicial Governance fbr more 
details However, the normal sanction for cheating is a "F" in the course and 
suspension for a semester 

9 This process can be ve~’y slow and can take months to complete 



The Honor Code 

THE RESPONSI1~IJ~ITY OF STUDENTS: 

¯ To conduct all academic work within the letter and spirit of the Honor Code which prohibits 
the giving or receiving of unauthorized aid in all academic processes 

To consult with faculty and other sources to clari~y the meaning of plagiarism; to learn the 
recognized techniques of proper attribution of sources used in the preparation of written 
work; and to identify allowable resource material or aids to be used during examination or in 
completion of any graded work 

¯ To sign a pledge on all graded academic work certifying that no unauthorized assistance has 
been received or given in the completion of the work 

¯ To comply with faculty regulations designed to reduce the possibility of cheating -- such as 
removing unauthorized materials or aids tbom the room and protecting one’s own examination 
paper fi-om the view of others 

¯ To maintain the confidentiality of examinations by divulging no informmion concerning an 
examination, directly or indirectly, to another student yet to write that same examination 

¯ To report any instance in which reasonable grounds exist to believe that a student has given 
unauthorized aid in graded work Such reports should be make to the Office of the Student 
Attorney General or the Office of the Dean of Students 

¯ To cooperate with the Office of Attorney General in investigation and trial of any incident of 
alleged violation, including the giving of testimony when called upon 

(Instrument of Student Judicial Governance, IAga I-7) 

This information was taken fi-om the booklet Ho.or, which was written by the University of 
North Carolina - Chapel Hill Judicial Branch 

REFERRA L LIST 



Registrar’s Ottlce 

Cashiers 

Admissions 

Housing 

Financial Aid 

Arts & Science 

AIS 

General College 

C-Tops 

Bus School 

JOMC 

Educ 

Pre-Med/Health Pro£ 

LDS 

Learning Center 

Student Affairs 

Health Education 

Writing Center 

Nancy Jo Black 962-0495 
Lisa Gaines 

Charlotte Hines 962-1368 

Sue Klapper 966-3987 

Jean Girtman (Sum Tr) 966-3995 
Readmission 966-3994 

Wayne Kuncl, Director 962-5405 

Eleanor Morris, Director 962-2193 
Bill Wells- Federal Programs 962-4173 

Betsy Taylor (Worksheets) 962-1164 
Menessah Beasley (Petitions) 

Joe Bray 966-5816 

ShMey Gunter 966-5116 
Shelby Harris 

Shirley Hunter, Director 962-8521 
A~ita Walton, Ass’t Dir 

Jeff Cannon, Director 962-3027 
Jean Riggsbee 962-1649 

Dean Richard Cole 962-1204 

Dixie Spiegal, Assoc Dean 966-1346 

Dr Tony Hilger 966-301 I 

Jane Byron, Director 962-7227 

Mimi Keever, Director 962-6389 

Margaret Barrett 966-404 I 

Sue C~-ay, Director 966-6586 
Matt Sullivan 966-2281 

962-7710 Kimberly Abels, Director 
JOB DESCRIPTIONS 

105 Hanes Hall 
CB #2100 

103 Bynum Hall 

Jackson Hall 
CB # 2200 

Carr Bldg 

300 Vance Hall 
CB # 2300 

3rd Fl Steele 
CB #3105 

2nd F1 Steele 
CB#3110 

311 Carr Hall 
CB # 5490 

Carroll Hall 
CB # 3490 

Howell Hall 

101 Peabody Hall 

2nd F1 Steele 

Wilson Libral~J 

Phillips Annex 

Steele Bldg 

James A Taylor Bldg 

Phillips Annex 



The following job descriptions are included in this section: 

I Academic Counselor 

2 Office Assistant IV 

3 Lab Manager 

4 Lab Monitor 



FILLING VACANTSTAFF POSITIONS 

The Director contacts the Associate Dean of’Academic Se~w-ices to announce the vacant 
position and to obtain a current copy of the job description 

General College will folwcard an approved copy of the job description to the Director 

The Director will verify with the Associate Dean that the Academics Center can now post the 
advertisement for the position 

The administrative assistant can call Human Resources and request to have the advertisement 
ran in academic/athletic journals and newspapers The Department of Athletics will pay the 
cost of advertising in print media Please have the journaFs classified repayment send the bill 
to the Athletics Department in care of Joyce Dalgleish 

NEW STAFF MEMBERS- PROCEDURES TO FOLLOW 

¯ The Director or an Assistant will contact Teresa Smith, General College, and notifies her of 
the new staffmember’s start date 

Teresa Smith will need to see the new staffmember as soon as he/she arrives to have person 
complete payroll and other necessatT/pape~vork 

The office FACS Coordinator will need to request an AT code for the new employee The 
FACS Coordinator will contact AIS through an on-line procedure The procedure is listed in 
this section of the manual DanT1 Mills, AIS, is the contact person if difficulties arise (966- 

1457) 

The office FAX Coordinator then contacts Paula Carson, Office of Student Information 
Services, to request SIS-C assess for the new employee Paula’s number is 962-4750 
(Registrar’s Ot~]ce) 

The Administrative Assistant will call the Athletic Department Computer Person to set up a 
new password for the employee 

The Administrative Assistant will contact Human Resources and find out when the new 
employee should go to new employee orientation 

The Director or Administrative Assistant will contact Becky in Football to obtain a parking 
pass and keys for the new employee 

The Director will contact Darren Lucas, Ticket Office, to obtain athletic passes for the new 
employee 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

ACADEMIC COUNSELOR 

The College of Arts and Sciences at the University of North Carolina is seeking an academic 
counselor for its Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, beginning August 15, 1996 
The program provides academic support and assistance for all student-athletes at the University 
Support services include: academic advising, counseling, orientation and learning strategies/skills 
sessions, tutorial support, study hall and career counseling 

The academic counselor will be a member of a professional staff of six under the supe~w-ision of 
the Director of the program, and will have responsibility for academic, personal and career 
counseling of student-athletes, monitoring academic progress of assigned teams, and other duties 
as assigned by the Director 

The poskionrequires: 1) aMaster’sDegreeinEducmion, Counseling, or an appropriate area of 
specialization; 2) professional experience in one of the following areas; an academic support 
program for student athletes, a learning assistance programs, academic advising and personal 
counseling of undergraduates, high school and/or college teaching; 3) excellent communication 
and interpersonal skills relating to constituents from various backgrounds 

Interested candidates should send a letter of application, vita, and the names, addresses and 

telephone numbers of three references to: Carol}a1 C Cannon, Associate Dean, Academic 
Services, CB# 3110, 211 Steele Building, UNC-CH, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 Salma£ range 
is: 

Minorities and females are encouraged to apply and identify themselves The University of North 
Carolina is an Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity Employer 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office Assistant IV - Position #38062 

Principal Functions and Performance Expectations 
(Amended 6/26/97) 

I. GENERAL INFORMATION 

This position is assigned to the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes under the direct 
supervision of the director of the program The program is responsible fbr providing academic 

support to the student-athlete population at UNC Chapel Hill The staffincludes a director, an 
associate director, three (3) full-time assistant directors, a full-time intern, one (1) part-time 
assistant, three (3) part-time study hall supervisors, and 50-65 part-time tutors This position 
assists the staffin a variety of functions to carry out the mission of the program Work requires 
considerable public contact with students, tutors, coaches, faculty, parents, visitors, and telephone 
contacts Administrative secretarial and receptionist assistance is provided to the full-time stafl~ 
Some assistance is provided to the director of Athletic Photography and Data Processing 

Employee has a wide range of responsibilities and must exercise independence in establishing 
priorities and work-flow patterns of assigned duties as this position has a steady 8:00 am to 5:00 
pm schedule 

H. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

A. Principal Function: Public Contact 

Answers and screens telephone calls fbr oflice using a 3-line Northern Telecom Meridian 
telephone system Messages are promptly relayed with all pertinent information and/or 
written on phone message pad and left in mail slot on office assistant’s desk Employee 
returns calls and schedules appointments for director when requested to do so 

Greets visitors and students and directs to appropriate ot~ce or provides requested 
assistance, if appropriate 

Schedules meeting for director, with the Faculty Advisory Committee to the Academic 
Support Program for Student-Athletes, Student-Athlete Development Committee, Life 
Skills Management Team, and with University and athletic administration, coaches and 
students 

Assists in the organization of the football guest coaching program, Major Exploration Night 
and Career Exploration Night by preparing correspondence, fbllowing up on response to 
invitations, and preparing a d updating proposed schedule for the director 

Directs University personnel and outside contractors to perform renovation, maintenance 
and repairs in the facility, including but not limited to interior painting, carpet installation, 
mechanical repairs, and minor construction 



Arranges all travel for the director, the associate director, and the assistant directors by 
calling the travel agency and hotels after being given travel plans; ensures that arrangements 
are best suited to staff member’s plans and needs at the most economical cost Processes 
travel request forms for departmental approval; follows up requests for travel advances 

Coordinate and schedule Psychoeducmional Evaluations for student-athletes Handle all 
pape~vork flow as well as accounts payable for the Director 

B. Principal Function: Records and Reports 

Piles budget statements fiom the UNC Accounting ot~]ce in a notebook for tracking 
expenses and assists director in determining and prioritizing future expenses 

Processes Academic Progress forms printed by Administrative Data Processing twice each 
semester by preparing labels and sending forms with cover letter to instructors 

Distributes athletic travel rosters notifying professors of student-athlete class conflicts due 
to athletic competition Photocopies form letter for distribution to each team at the start of 
their playing season 

Keeps a log of annual and semi-annual tasks to be performed throughout the year and 
distributes appropriate lists or memos as reminders Tasks include preparation for progress 
reporting, redshirt letters, study hall rosters, updating of forms, updating of rules and 
procedures, and distribution of travel letters, notices, and other materials 

Maintains Health and Safety Manual and displays in a prominent location 

Organizes notebooks for director for several purposes: budget tracking, class schedules, 
transcripts, presentations Prepares notebooks for other athletic administration personnel on 
request 

Obtains estPnates fiom vendors or fiom Purchasing for work or products needed to Pnprove 
office environment and reports results to director 

Attends annual strategic planning meetings with the director, associate director, and 
assistant directors, and prepares detailed report of dialogue for use in subsequent meetings 
and for planning future needs 

Tallies study hall hours weekly or as needed by assistant directors 

Schedules tutor appointments when requested 

Copies tutor timesheets on a bi-weekly basis for tutor coordinator 

Updates tutor database using Microsot~ Excel or trains part-time assistant to perform the 
task when changes occur 



Compiles daily tutor reports and verifies tutor timesheets at the end of each pay period 
Handles contact with depa~mental payroll representative to administer tutor payroll 

Collects receipts and keeps records of book purchases for reimbursement to Gram-in-Aid 
student-athletes; sends receipts with request for rePnbursement to University cashier via 
athletics administration Follows up with University cashier and/or athletics department 
personnel on any requests that are not processed in a tPnely manner 

Works with sports administration intern to track receipt of student exit intelwiews and to 
tbllow up receipt of same once each semester 

Schedules use of the auditorium in the Academics Center and verifies schedule with 
associate director or assistant athletic director for football operations to avoid conflicts 

Assists scholarship coordinator with submission of post-graduate scholarship applications 

Assists and coordinates the eligibility program with the director Eligibility duties will 
include filing, copying, and arranging meetings 

C. Principal Function: Files 

Employee photocopies and files the director’s outgoing correspondence and retains same 
one to two years Employee is responsible for setting up new files and updating files for the 
director of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Forms used in the operation of the Academics Center are filed and made accessible to staff 
members 

Files are maintained for all purchases, statements received, and check requests prepared at 
employee’s request Any contact with vendors or athletic department personnel is recorded 
in each file 

Team travel itineraries received from coaches are distributed to the appropriate counselor 
and to the colleges indicated for each student-athlete One copy is retained for general 
office files 

D. Principal Function: Composition 

Composes or edits correspondence, agendas, reports, proposals, and special projects for 
director and sta~ Proofieading and editing performed includes checking for spelling, 
grammar, punctuation, and rewriting of passages for clarity of meaning Assembles some 
reports and projects into binders for more professional presentation Document setting and 
text are formatted for maximum readability, and appropriate headers and/or footers are 
inserted 

Assists in drafting proposals by proofreading and editing documents Assembles proposals 
in binders 



Edits an assembles tutor handbook annually 

Creates and assembles office calendar annually 

Creates and modifies fbrms and worksheets fbr use in the efficient operation of the program 
(See examples) 

Composes correspondence regarding meal cards, correspondence courses, and physical 
education credit fbr student-athletes 

Composes and distributes notices, invitations, and memos as needed for communication 
with start; tutors, students, athletics department administrators, coaches, and faculty 

E. Principal Function: Office Equipment Operation 

A Dataflow 486 computer is used for all the computer-generated work produced by this 
position Microsoft Word is the program used to produce correspondence, update lists, 
type memos and reports, merge-printing jobs and labels, office calendar, newsletter, tutor 
handbook, resume handbook, and special projects that require an attractive or versatile 
presentation Microsoft Excel is the program used for spreadsheet development, including 
tutor database management and budget tracking 

An I/3M Correcting Selectric III typewriter is used periodically to type labels, fbrms, and 
applications Xerox facsimile machine and an AB Dick 54 folder are also used periodically 

Troubleshoots problems and calls fbr additional service when needed Also troubleshoots 
problems and calls for se~w-ice on computer equipment, language lab equipment, and tPne- 
clock 

Initiates all hardware and software purchases 

F. Principal Function: Mail 

Coordinates University and public mail systems for the office by sorting outgoing mail and 
placing in appropriate outgoing mailboxes in Kenan Field House Employee picks up 
incoming mail from Kenan Field House, sorts and places it in each staffmember’s box 
Employee opens mail for director and removes items that can be handled directly by this 
position 

Coordinates mailings of UPS, Federal Express, and other mail for office by preparing 

postage chargu authorization slips, if necessat?¢, and Federal Express or UPS forms 

G. Supervision Received 

General supervision as to office and departmental policy and scheduling is provided by the 



director of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes Employee must be able to 
work independently on routine daily and weekly tasks See "Resource and Guideline 
Availability" for additional aids 

H. Resource and Guideline Availability 

Supervisor has available an NCAA Manual, UNCAA Staff Manual, and Human Resources 
Manual for SPA employees in the ot~ice Staff members are available for direction on work 
assigned to them 

I. Principal Function: Other 

Acts as once manager by taking invento~T and ordering ot~]ce supplies, completing printing 
requisitions for sufficient copies of commonly used forms and letterhead stationetT, 
processing purchase requisitions, and submitting work orders for maintenance and repairs 
needed in the Academics Center All orders are checked in by this position to verify receipt 
of correct product Receiving reports are used to verify statement amounts before 
forwarding to the director for approval Any errors found are handled by this position (ie 
returning incorrect or damaged products, or contacting vendor to correct errors in charges, 
or contacting the business ot~ice to correct the account or line item charged) 

Opens and readies the Academics Center each work day Copies tutor reporting forms for 
circulation among staffmembers, and fotwv-ards English progress reports and foreign 
language lab use data to appropriate depa~ments 

Keeps record of computer and once equipment inventot2¢ Loans recording devices to 
students through a check-out system; follows up return of equipment at the end of each 
semester 

Orders photographs and framing at the request of the director Hangs framed photos in the 
Academics Center 

Orders miscellaneous furnishings and equipment as requested 

Assists in the publication and distribution of the office newsletter by proofreading articles 
and advising on layout; produces 700 double-sided copies when intern is not available to 
perform the task 

Assists students with proofreading and/or editing of resumes, cover letters, and business 
letters Assistance often involves instructing students in the use of Microsoft Word 
formarting commands to set up document layouts on Apple and IJ3M-compatible computers 

Provides back-up technical assistance in the computer lab regarding hardware and sot~ware 
training and troubleshooting 

Troubleshoots hardware and software problems for some staNmembers 



Creates and updates spreadsheets with student information for various programs to assist 
director and/or counselors in administering the programs 

Creates and updates form for use in the daily operation of the Academics Center (See 
examples) 

IlL PERCENTAGE OF TIME AND RANK OF IMPORTANCE BY FUNCTION 

FUNCTION 
Public Contact 

Records & Reports 
Files 
Composition 

Office Equipment Operatic 
Mail 
Supervision 

Other 

Percentage Rank 
25 

25 
5 

7 
18 

1 
5 

24 

3 
7 
4 
6 
8 
5 
2 

IV. SUPERVISION EXERCISED 

Instructs/trains work students and part-time employees in answering and screening telephone 
calls, taking messages, copying and mailing of materials, and other miscellaneous duties in the 
overall operation oftheprogram Supe~isesComputer Lab Monitors 

V. QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED 

A General knowledge of clerical skills and experience in proofreading and editing; skill in 
establishing priorities; ability to work well with the public; ability to adhere to policies and 
rules set by the office, the Athletics Department, the NCAA, and the University 

Completion of high school or equivalent and four years of progressively responsible 
secretarial experience or completion of a two-year secretarial science or business 
administration program and two years of progressively responsible secretarial experience, 
or completion of a four-year program in a college or university, preferably with major 
emphasis on course work in business-related field; or equivalent combination of education 
and experience 

Must be able to type 35 wpm on electric typewriter and word processor, and operate 
other office machines such as photocopier, facsimile machine, muhi-line telephone, folding 
machine, I~M and Macintosh computers, dot-matrix and laser printers Ability to use and 
troubleshoot problems with hardware and software is increasingly more important as 
computer systems in the ottlce are upgraded 

D Due to the complexity and variety of duties performed during the academic year, one year 



of on-the-job training would be required to become fully able to perform the duties and 
responsibilities of this position 

COMPUTER STAFFING 

LAB MANAGER POSITION 

RESPONSIBILITIES 

¯ Familiarization of network system components; must possess the ability to provide on-going 
maintenance of the computer lab and computers 

¯ Assist students with computer usage 
¯ Maintain the technical aspects of the computers This requires the manager to oversee 

maintenance of computers, to report specific computer problems to the athletic department’s 
technical support person, to deliver computer hardware for repair, to purchase needed 
computer supplies, and to arrange training sessions with coaches for students 

¯ Provide computer training to students Computer training would occur at the beginning of 
each semester with students from every team, and would cover usage of Macintosh and PC 
computer systems and the operation of basic applications such as MSWord, Excel, 
Powerpoint, and Word Perfect 

REPORTING LINES 

¯ The lab manager will be supervised by an Academic Support Program staff member, while 
reporting to the departmental computer staffperson for technical support 

HOURS 

¯ We propose hiring a lab manager to work 15 hours per week and paid on an hourly basis 



LAB MONITORS 

RESPONSIBILITIES 

With students 
¯ Track daily computer usage by students 
¯ Provide ongoing, helpful, and effective computer guidance to students in lab 
¯ Educate each student about ~a~les against adding unauthorized applications to computers, 

playing and/or saving games on computers, and bringing food and drink into the lab 

With computers 
¯ Maintain neatness of lab 
¯ Delete unauthorized documents, applications, and games from hard drives 
¯ Replenish paper supply in printers 
¯ Check for virus 

Additional duties 

¯ When unoccupied, provide clerical support to Academic Support Program administrative 
assistant 

REPORTING LINES 

¯ The lab monitors report to the lab manager for all staffing, technical, and student-related 
problems (The lab manager in turn reports to the Academic Support Program staff’member 
or the Athletic Department computer staffperson, depending on the issue) 

HOURS 

Due to the high cost and fragility of computers, we staffthe lab with monitors during all hours 
the lab is open for student use Since the lab will be open apwoximately 70 hours per week 
(Sun 6-12pro; Mon-Thurs 8am-5pm & 7-12pro; Fri 8am-5pm), with the lab manager coveting 
20 of those hours per week, there are 50 hours remaining for lab monitor staffing 



TO REQUEST ACCESS TO SIS-C FOR A 
NEW FULL-TIME COUNSELING STAFF MEMBER: 

ON-LEqE REQUEST PERSON FOR OUR DEPT : 
Coordinator) 

Kent Pennington (FACS 

To request access to SIS-C for a new fi~ll-time counseling staff ember 

I Contact Kent P to request an on line FACS ID to be sent to Dar@ Mills (AIS) 

To create an on-line fax 
Enter the main AIS menu 
Hit #7 (on line fax) and enter 
Hit enter again 
The request screen should be up 
Go to the AT field and type in the initials of the new employee (needs 3 

characters) and hit enter 
Go to Last Name, First Name and Middle Initial Fields, type in informmion 
Go to ID field, type in SS# 
Hit F2 to submit request 
Look at bottom lePt hand corner of screen it should say request has been submitted 
Atter request has been submitted contact Paula Carson, Registrar’s Ottlce (Student 

Information System’s Office) to get necessary forms to complete request 
Paula’s number is 2-4750 

On-line coordinator should then check mail in AIS menu and there should be a 
note back from Dar@ saying request was received 

To Delete an employee who has lePt: 
Enter the main AIS menu 
Hit #7 (on line FACS) and enter 
Hit enter again 
The request screen should be up 
Go to the AT field and type in the initials of the employee leaving (needs 3 

characters) and hit enter 
Then go to the Change field and hit "Y" and enter 
Then go to Delete field next to Change and put in D 
Then hit F2 
The character should now be in the comment field and indicate why you are 

changing the status of the person (termination,) 
Then hit F2 and the request has been submitted 
Look at bottom left hand corner of screen to verify that the request has been 

submitted 



To Change information on an employee in the system: 
Enter the main AIS menu 

Hk #7 (on-line FACS) and enter 
Hit enter again 
The request screen should be up 
Go to the AT field and type in the initials of the employee leaving (needs 3 

characters) and hit emer 
Then go to the field you are changing and enter this information and enter 
Then go to the Change field and hit "Y" and enter 
Then hit F2 
The character should now be in the comment field and indicate why you are 

changing the status of the person (added ss#, ) 
Then hit F2 and the request has been submitted 
Look at bottom left hand corner of screen to verify that the request has been 

submitted 

Defauk password is @AT for our office 

If the office has any further questions they should call DanTl Mills (962-1457) or Kent 
Pennington (962-6000) 



FORMi�; 

SAMPLE FORMS: 

¯ REGISTRATION/DROP/ADD 

¯ PASS-FAIL COURSE REGISTRATION 

¯ I~XAMINATION EXCUSE 

¯ APPROVAL TO REGISTER FOR EXTRA HOURS 

¯ CHANGE O1: PROSPECTIVE MAJOR FIELD (c~C) 

THESE FORMS CANNOT BE FOUND IN THE ACADEMICS CENTER. THEY CAN 

ONLY BE PICKED UP IN GENERAL COLLEGE OR THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND 

SCIENCE. THESE ARE ONLY SAMPLE FORMS. 



FRESHMEN ACADEMIC SUCCESS PROGRAM 

FALL 1995 

MONDAYS AT 7:30 P.M. IN THE KENAN FIELDHOUSE AUDITORIUM 

TIME MANAGEMENT: September 18th Presenter: Caroline Furry 
* How to juggle athletics, academics and a social life 
* How to plan effectively-- weekly and semester planning 

NOTE-TAKING SKILLS: September 25th Presenter: Jan Boxill 
* How to get the most out of class lectures and taking notes 

TEST- TAKING STRATEGIES: October 2nd Presenter: Caroline Fur~’y 
* How to prepare for different kinds of tests: essay, mukiple choice, true/false; 

other exam tips 

EFFECTIVE READING TECHNIQUES: October 16th Presenter: Janet Lewis 
* How to study effectively 
* How to improve your reading comprehension 
* How to actively read textbooks! 

CAREER AND MAJOR EXPLORATION: October 23rd Presenter: Elizabeth Ancara 
* The importance of creating a game plan for life 
* Career invento~T test and major exploration information 

PRE-REGISTRATION TIPS: October 30th Presenters: Caroline Furry, 

Jean B~?~ant, Elizabeth Ancarana 
* How to pre-register for Spring courses 
* General College requirements- what are they? 
* How to schedule an appt with your academic advisor 

STRESS MGT/FINAL EXAM SURVIVAL: November 13th Presenter: Paul Salitsk~ 
* How to avoid final exam stress Review test taking strategies 



FRESHMEN ACADEMIC SUCCESS PROGRAM (FASP) EVALUATION 

NAME (OPTIONAL): 

SPORT: 

In an effort to evaluate and improve the First-Year Academic Success Program we are asking for 
your input For each session listed below, please rank the usefulness of each Rank each on a 
scale of I - 3: 

1 not useful, 2 useful and 3 vetay useful If you were not present, write "0" 
Thank you 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

v 

vI 

vii 

Time Managemem 

Lecture Notes 

Test Taking Strategies 

Effective Reading Strategies 

Major/Career Selection 

Pre-Registration 

Stress Management/Balancing Academics-Athletics 

WERE THERE ANY AREAS YOU WOULD ADD TO THE SERIES? 

COMMENTS: 



April I 0, 

Dear                           : 

I am writing to introduce you to the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I understand that your daughter,     is in the 
process of choosing where to go to college, and UNC is one of her major considerations In 
assisting you in this important decision, I would like to describe for you the se~w-ices that we offer 
exclusively for student-athletes here at Carolina (Enclosed is a list of the services that I explain 

below) 

As a student-athlete,     will meet with her academic counselor, Jean B~Tant, who will assist 
in developing successful college-level academic skills     will be helped with proper course 

selection, the development of effective study skills, tPne management and organizational abilities, 
obtaining tutoring fbr her courses, the selection of a major, and the overall monitoring of her 
academic success while at UNC Matched fiom the start with a professional academic counselor, 

has the chance to develop a strong working relationship with her counselor, thus beginning 
her academic career fiom a position of strength and security 

In addition to the effective academic counseling offered to student-athletes, the Academic 
Support Program monitors the academic progress of each student-athlete, pinpointing in advance 
any student in jeopardy of reaching the minimum academic requirements for UNC or the NCAA 
Consequently, we can respond pro-actively, minimizing potential problems before they happen 

As for programs offered to Freshmen student-athletes, we run the Freshman Academic Support 
Program (FASP) and Carolina Athletes Coming Together (ACT) FASP, designed for selected 
fieshmen, assists students in developing specific college-level skills such as reading skills, note- 
taking, paper writing, and test-taking ACT is a peer mentoring program for Freshmen student- 
athletes that addresses issues related to the Freshman adjustment and transition to college 

As a student-athlete, one’s time is limited and thus supplemental instruction often becomes 
necessa~T As a result, we have a solid tutor program that provides quality supplemental 
instruction to our student-athletes from Sunday through Thursday nights for all subjects 
be able to receive as much tutoring as necessary so as to succeed in her courses 

will 



In our facility, we have study rooms, tutor rooms, a well-equipped computer lab, and a language 
listening lab for the use of our students The Academics Center provides student-athletes with a 
place to meet with their counselor, study, work with tutors, work on a computer, and complete 
foreign language assignments The convenience and centrality of the Academics Center will 
benefit     in her academic pursuits 

As     begins her final years at Carolina, she will participate in our Career Program that offers a 
Career Planning Seminar fbr juniors and seniors, and will receive ithe Career Plaml#tg Guide 
designed specifically for student-athletes Furthermore, she will have access to the Carolina 
Athletic Connection database of tbrmer student-athletes interested in assisting current student- 

athletes in the career planning process Inaddhlon, she will have a plethora ofresources available 
to her from University Career Services, such as career planning and placement information, 
internship opportunities, networking setw-ices, recmhlng with employers, and career fairs 

As a student at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,     will have the opportunity to 
pa~icipate in the diverse services and resources offered on campus As a student-athlete at UNC, 

will have the chance to explore the array of opportunities and activities that are available to 
her, while being guided and encouraged by specific staff at Carolina who know her and will care 
for her The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes in particular functions as a mini- 
college within the larger university, and will guide in the process of exploration and 
development that is the college experience 

I believe that     can not go wrong by choosing the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
As a student-athlete at Carolina, she will receive the benefits and services of our program, while 
exploring all that awaits her in Chapel Hill 

I hope this letter has helped to explain our program and its benefits If you would like more 
infurmation, please feel fi-ee to contact me at 919/966-4102 I wish you luck in the decision- 
making process 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Ancarana 
Assistant Director 



ALL STUDENTS! 

IMPORTANT SUMMER SCHOOL INFORMATION 

STUDENTS ATTENDING SUMMER SCHOOL AT UNC: 

1) Register through CAROLINE telephonic registration system. 

STUDENTS PLANNING ON ATTENDING SUMMER SCHOOL AT 
A SCHOOL OTHER THAN UNC: 

Before leaving UNC this Spring: 
1) Obtain the other school’s Summer School Catalog that describes the 
course. 

2) Go to Undergraduate Admissions (Jackson Hall) and verify that 
course credit will officially transfer back to UNC (very important!). 

Before returning to UNC this Fall: 
1) Have Summer School course grade and transcript sent to UNC 
Undergraduate Admissions (so that course hours are added to UNC 
transcript). 

* NOTE THAT APPROVED COURSES FROM ANOTHER SCHOOL TRANSFERRED TO 

UNC COUNT TOWARDS HOURS PASSED TO GRADUATE AND CAN SATISFY 

REQUIREMENTS; HOWEVER, THE GRADE IS NOT COMPUTED INTO YOUR GPA! 



DATE: April 5, 1997 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

NAME 

TUTOR REPORT 

TUTORIALS 

REQUIllED 

COMPLETED 
TUTORIALS 

4 tutors (I X Geog, Span (2), Soci or Hist) 3 

4 tutors (2 x Hist, lx Phil & Port) 4 
4 tutors (I x Hist, Port, Engl, & other) 4 

3 tutors (1 x GEOG) 3 
3 tutors (I x soci) 2 
3 tutors 3 
3 tutors (I x comm) 3 

3 tutors (Anth- Tues) 3 

STUDENTS WHO PARTICIPATED IN TUTORING THIS WEEK: 

Hist- prepared for final 
Port (twice)- prepared for dialogue 
Engl- reviewed final paper 

Port- preparing for final 
Hist    reviewed for the medieval exam 
Hist- went over notes 

Soci- studied for final 
Hist- went over notes 

Span (twice)- reviewed oral presentation 
Geog- reviewed for map quiz 

Span- reviewed vocabulary 
Geog- went over rocks 
Hist- reviewed for quiz 

Comm- went over paper 
Dram- reviewed for exam 

Geog- studied for map quiz 
Port (twice)- studied for vocab quiz 
Soot- went over notes 
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CAROLINA 

ATHLETICS 

EXPENSE 

REPORT 

Date 

Date 

**HOTEL 

City, State 

NAME 

EMAILADDRESS 

HOMEADDRESS 

PURPOSE 

DATE 

Date 

3rix’x Pizza, Chapel Hill, NC 

Signed 

Brent Blanton 

blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 
Soc Sec # 

Lunch with Candidate ~ for Learning Specialist Position 

6/22/06 

[] Recruiting Visits r~Game exper6es 

Cost Center (Spod) 

Meals/Banquets DOther 

3-19036 (Academic Support) 

Itinerary (Description) 

TRANSPORTATION EXPENSES (including tolls, parking and gas) 
(Lisl nar~s of prospective st udent~thletes or ethers involved oll separate sheet) 

Miles Traveled Cost Per Mile Milage Amount 

$0 O0 

$0.00 

$0 O0 

$0 O0 

$0.00 

Miscellaneous 
Only) Daily Total 

$00( 

$00( 

$0.0( 

Billed to 
Paid A~hletics 

$0 O0 

$000 

$0 O0 

$0 O0 

$000 

$o.0o SO.CO 

City/State 

SUBSISTENCE EXPENSES (including Entedainment) 
(Lisl nar~s of prospective st udent~thletes or ethers involved oll separate sheet) 

$23 O0 

Lodging 

Total Subsistence 

Daily Total 

$00( 

$00( 

$00( 

$23.0( 

Paid 

$23 O0 

$000 

$000 

$0 O0 

$000 

$23.00 

Billed to 
A~hletics 

Total Expenses Paid 

*,~dvance Check Amount 

Due From UNC AA 

Due to UNC-AA 

*Advance Check # 

Total Paid Out + 

$23.00 

$23.00 

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES 

Miscellaneous E:,q~e nses 

Total Billed AA - 

0.00 

Grand Total 

23.00 

Daily Total 

$00( 

$00( 

$00( 

$00( $000 

$00( $000 

$o.o~ $o.oo 

Paid 

$000 

$000 

$000 

Billed to 

Athletics 

$0,0g 

Date 

ACCOUNT OBJECT )EPT AMOUNT 

Approved Date 



CAROLINA 

ATHLETICS 

EXPENSE 

REPORT 

Date 

Date 

**HOTEL 

City, State 

NAME 

HOMEADDRESS 

PURPOSE 

DATE 

Date 

3hapel Hill, NC 

Signed 

Soc Sec # 

Lunch expense - candidate for Football Counselor position 

7/31/02 

[] Recruiting Visits [~Game exper6es 

Cost Center (Sport) 

Meals/Banquets []Other 

3-19030 

Itinerary (Description) 

TRANSPORTATION EXPENSES (including tolls, parking and gas) 
(List names of prospe~ive student-athletes or others involved orl separate sheet) 

Miles Traveled Cost Per Mile Milage Amount 

$0 00 

$0.00 

$0 00 

$0.00 

$0 00 

Miscellaneous 
Only) Daily Total 

$0 00 

$0.00 

$0 00 

$0.00 

$0 00 

$0.00 

Billed to 

Paid A~hletics 

$0 0( 

$00( 

$0 0( 

$00( 

$0 0( 

$o.ol $o.oo 

Spa nky’s Restaurant 

City/State 

SUBSISTENCE EXPENSES (including Enter[ainment) 
(List rlar~es of prospe~ive student-athletes or others involved orl separate sheet) 

$43 87 

Lodging Daily Total 

$43 87 

$0.00 

$0 00 

$0.00 

$0 00 

$43.87 

Billed to 

Paid A~hletics 

$43 8; 

$00( 

$0 0( 

$00( 

$0 0( 

$43.8; $0.00 

Total Expenses Paid 

*Advance Check Amount 

Due From UNC-AA 

Due to UNC-AA 

*Advance Check # 

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES 

Miscellaneous Expenses 

Total Paid Out + Total Billed AA - Grand Total 

$43.87 0.00 43.87 

$43.87 

Date 

Amounts Daily Total 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 $00( 

$0.00 $00( 

$0.00 $0.01 

ACCOUNT 

( BUSINESS OFFICE USE ONL~’ 

OBJECT DEPT 

Billed to 
Paid Athletics 

$00( 

$00( 

$00( 

$0,00 

AMOUNT 

Approved Date 
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A                            B                 C               D                E        I       F             O 

__ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIl~tfr’/,q~F’~l~l~ .,#.~q~l~ ,q’t~q~ ,~    IIIIIIIIII!lilllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

Z004-2005 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

!004~005 

Z0032004 

Z00t 2002 

19992000 

1998-1999 
1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

1994-1995 

2 

3 3 8 

4 3 9 

1 2 4 

4 0 2 

3 2 6 

:all 2004 Semester GPA = 

__ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII MIIIIIIIIII]IIHIIIIIIIIII~ t~l~d #,~i ~1]111111 ]llllllllH~lllllllllllqllllllllJ~llllllll 
2004              2003           2002             2001            2000 

~.00 & Above 5 3 2 2 6 

__ ~1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIII1~!~11111 :,~111 ~if~lll ,llfi~l#t~llll~’~L~ 
Jnadjusted 86%               83% 64% 17% 17% 

&djusted 86% 100% 70% 25% 33% 

~t~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll IIIIIh~i~l~llllll 
~,PR 952% 

of Students 31 

Not Elig. 0 

Not Retained 6 

Graduated 2 

Submitted ~ Approved Name 

__ ~Nf~r¢~lllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
_--nrolled                                    Name           CUM GPA 

1999 

80% 

80% 

Current Status 

Lef~ eligible 

Left School Eligible 

Currently enrolled 

Left eligible 

Currently enrolled 

Currently enrolled 

Quit team; Transferred eligible 

Currently enrolled 



Cum. GPA Dean’s List 

Fall Spring 

ACC Honor 

Roll 

!004-2005 

!003-2004 

!002-2003 

!001-2002 

!000-2001 

1999-2000 
1998-t999 

1997-1998 

1996-t997 

1995-1996 
1994-t995 

0 

4 

3 

5 

4 

5 

:all 2004 Semester GPA = 2.24 

__ llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll ((ll ~,YVVP~’I~ ~ Nh$~l N(~i~ #~,l~hi~)~lii I llllllll IIIIIUI I I IIIIIII~IIIIIIIU~ lllllllll 
2004              2003           2002           2001           2000          1999 

L00 & Above 2 3 4 3 5 

!.50-2.99 4 2 9 10 6 

3elow 2.00 1 2 1 1 0 

__ i~~~i~1gh‘~i~M~gh‘~d~iN~ Ill~t~(q~ltNllfllf~i~ll 

# Submi~ed # Approved Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

Graduated 

Graduated 
Left school ineligible for the 

Transferred to lef~ eligible 

Currently Enrolled 

Currently Enrolled 

Currently Enrolled 

Currently Enrolled 

Currently Enrolled 

Currently Enrolled 

Currently Enrolled 



A I [~ I c I ~ J_ E    I ~ 
Currently Enrolled 

Cunently Enrolled 

Currently Enrolled 

Curlentl~ Enrolled 



2004-2005 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004~005 

20032004 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 

1998-1999 
1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

6 9 14 

12 9 20 

9 6 12 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

__111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIII1|111111 IIl~+#i++l~#~t~ll +111111111~111111111 IIIIIIIII1~|~111111111 
2004           2003           2002            2001             2000 

Above 3.00 29 13 18 13 14 
2.50-2.99 5 13 9 4 5 

2.00-2.49 6 7 4 4 2 

Below 2.00 3 1 1 1 2 

IIIIIIIIIB|IIIIIII 
1999 

__,~/#~111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 P~I~ IP~I~’ +~++~11 ~++~1I I1~+~11 I~al~l 
Unadiusted na na na na na na 

Adjusted na na na na na 

__[’~<~f~+llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll lll’~m,~+~ ~t~ II 
APR                                      100% 

of Students 1 

Not Elig. 0 

Not Retained 0 

# Graduated 0 

# Submitted ~ Approved Name 

_~i~N~~~~~ 
~nrolled                                 Name        CUM GPA                              Current Status 

NONE 



A         /       "      I    c    I    [~    /    ~    I     ~     I    ~ 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl&~l~ I~’a~,~ ~ ~l~l~l~lf~l~ IIIIIIIIII1~11111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllll 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List AOC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

8 

13 

12 

5 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I I I I ~ t~llR~’~’~ ~"=~ ||llllllllilllllllllfl H IIIIIIIllllllllllll IIIIIIIll IIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllll I IIIIIIII 
2004               2003           2002           2001            2000            1999 

Above 3.00 12 10 9 6 10 
2.50-2.99 29 24 16 19 23 

2.00-2.49 51 41 42 49 59 

Below 2.00 25 31 44 27 21 

~Hh’~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll MIIIIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIII~#~IIIIIIII~ ~t~lllllll~ail~ll IIII~W~ ~llllllll~t~ ~ll 
APR                                         97% 

of Students 96 

Not Elig. 2 

Not Retained 8 

# Graduated 20 

~ Bubmitled ~ Approved Name 



B 

CUM GPA Current Status 

Graduated 

Transferred to Eligible 

Graduated 

Graduated 

Witlndrew Eligible 

Graduated 

Graduated 

Withdrew Eligible 

Dismissed hem team Left Eligible 

Graduated 



B 

CUM GPA CurrentStatus 

Walk.on. Quit team. Currently enrolled 

First Enrolled 



A                         B               C               D               E                 F                G 

Jl                       lll,~tft,~p~ r++~i~+~t~r~ l~I~F~++i+ ~/~+"-’II IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII hlllllllllllllllllllll 

2004-2005 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004~005 

20032004 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 

1998-1999 
1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

2 

2 1 2 

1 2 5 

0 2 6 

1 2 4 

2 0 5 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

__111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIII1|111111 IIl~f+~l++l+~l+~+~ll ~111111111~111111111 IIIIIIIIII~B~IIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIB|IIIIIII 
2004           2003           2002            2001             2000             1999 

Above 3.00 3 3 3 4 4 
2.50-2.99 3 5 6 5 6 

2.002.49 5 5 3 5 6 

Below 2.00 0 1 1 1 I 

__,~1~/#~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 P~I~’~ ~i~IP +~i~ll IP~I~I~’~ II~J~i~ll 
Unadiusted                              100%           60%            50%           100%            100% na 

Adjusted                                 100%           100%           50%           100%            100% 

_rl~+~J<~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll III~+M~II IIIl~i~P~lll IIIP~J~P~II IIIl~’+f~P~lll IIIIll~l~?r~llll IIIl~f~l~l~lll 
APR 90% 

# of Students 1 I 

# Not Elig. 2 

# Not Retained 2 

# Graduated 3 

__lllllllllllllllli+++~,l’+i+N+E+~i+~ 11 I]+]11’,111~ BDII llh It P~ ~ 1]]]]]]]]]]] 

__l~l~i~l~NIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~~~h~ 



__ ~~i~r~&~,j?~i~    IIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUlilllllllllllllllllll 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

!004-2005 
!003-2004 

!002-2003 

!001-2002 

!000-2001 

1999-2000 

1998-1999 

1997-t998 

1996-1997 

1995-t996 

1994-1995 

15 

12 

10 

10 

:all 2004 Semester GPA = 

__ ~~i~|~|~~i~ IIIIIIII1~|~1111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1~11111111~111111111 
2004             2003           2002            2001            2000          1999 

L00 & Above 15 9 12 10 9 

!.00-2.49 15 13 16 22 16 

3elow 2.00 2 6 8 4 9 

__ ~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllJllll~lll~h~l;lll~4~ll IA~I~&~ I~hl~l~ 

_ III    IIIII    I( 

~ Submitted # Approved Name 

~nrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

Withdrew Eligible & again 

Currently enrolled 

Currently enrolled 

Currently enrolled 





Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

6 

6 

4 

8 

12 

12 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

__111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIIl~lllllllllll~l~’&~ff111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIII 
2004            2003           2002           2001            2000            1999 

3.00 & Above 9 7 10 11 9 
2.50-2.99 8 7 7 6 12 

2.00-2.49 4 2 4 4 3 

Below 2.00 4 I I 0 0 

__,~)~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 I~ N ~{~II~I~N~t~III~N~t~IIIII~ ~1~t~ 
Unadiusted 67%             63%            40%           63%            63%            70% 

Adjusted 83%             75%           100%           83%            100%           100% 

__~l~dlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll III~IIIIIIIIN~IIIIIII~IIIIII~N,JI~II IIIII~NIIIIIIII~I~ 
APR 95.7% 

ff of Students 24 

# Not Elig. 2 

# Not Retained 2 

# Graduated 2 

I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1~1~1 ~f~ig~ ii.~ IIIIIIllll’~JI ~t Illllll~l~t ~! ~ 
# Submitted ~ Approved Name 

1 1 M Storey 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Name         CUM GPA                            Current Status 

Left eligible 

Left eligible 
Left eligible 



~1~ I- A I B L ~ I [~ L    E    I E J G I 
In~ligibl~ Enrolled PIT 



Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004~005 

20032004 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 

1998-1999 
1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

6 5 9 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

__IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIII|IIIIII III~P++I++I~+P~II +IIIIIIIIIHHIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIH|HHIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIII|H|IIIIIII 
2004           2003           2002            2001             2000             1999 

Above 3.00                                15 16 17 16                20 

__,~#~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 P~I~’#,+~ ’/~1~11 +1+~1~11 IP~’~I~’#,+~ I1~+~+~,:~11 I~al~l 

_r~<~f~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll lll,~m,~+~t~ll ,lll,~i~tP~lll lll,4+1~P~tP~ll llll,~’tf~P~lll llllll,~i~llll 

__IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl~!+++~i+~ 11 I],]ll’.lllJ~ P.I+jll I/lJ 11 [~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~ ~l~l~l~l~l~l~l~l~l~l~l~l~m 

I~i~N~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~I 





A                         B               C               D               E                 F                G 

lll,~t,#/,~p~ r++~’~+~t~r~ l~F~E,~+/i+ ~Ii~li,r+++’-"l IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII hlllllllllllllllllllll 

2004-2005 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004-2005 3 

2003-2004 3 2 5 

2002-2003 1 0 1 

200t-2002 0 0 2 

2000-2001 g 0 4 
1999-2000 0 1 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

1994-1995 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

__111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIII1|111111 III~P+i+I++lfB~+PN~I~II +llllllllll+lllllllll IIIIIIIIIlIBIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIllB|IIIIIII 
2004           2003           2002            2001             2000             1999 

3.00 Above 6 1 2 3 5 
2.50-2.99 6 6 3 4 4 

2.00-2.49 4 1 2 3 2 

Below 2.00 0 4 2 0 I 

__,~1~#~111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 P~I~’~ ~++lll +~11 IP~I~I~’~ I1~+~11 
Unadiusted 100%           100%           67%           100%            100%              0% 

Adjusted 100%           100%           100%           100%            100%              0% 

__rl~+3~ftf<lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll III~P~II IIIl~l~tP~lll IIIP~’~P~tP~II IIIl~/~’+?~tP~lll IIIIIl~l~llll IIIl~t~l+l~l~lll 
APR 972% 

# of Students 10 

# Not Elig. 0 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 2 

__lllllllllllllllli+++~,~’+i+N+t.,~/~ 11 l~,]ll’.lllJ 

__l~Jf~i~ ~I~NIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~~~h~ 



2004-2005 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004~005 

20032004 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 

1998-1999 
1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

7 

8 9 9 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

2004 2003 2002 2001 2000 

3.00 & Above 10 11 10 14 14 
2.50-2.99 15 12 8 7 4 

Below 2.00 4 4 4 9 6 

IIIIIIIIIB|IIIIIII 
1999 

__,~/#~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 P~I~#,+~ ’/~l~t~l~ll +1~1~t~1~11 I~’~1~#,,~ IIl~N~t~+~,;~ll II~al~l 
Unadiusted 68%            69% 71% 67% 67% 83% 

Adjusted 82% 77% 100% 80% 80% 83% 

_rl~flf<+llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll lll,~P~ll 
APR                                     938% 

of Students 20 

Not Elig. 3 

Not Retained 2 

# Graduated 1 

__lllllllllllllllll++~!+++i+N+E+~i+~ 11 I],Jl11’+lllJ~ B+]Jll I/h It B+]]]]]]]]]]]] ~’.]]]]]]]]]]]]. 

NONE 





A B C D E F O 

__ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I~r~lN ~1@~@~ ~@e~?~ ~1@t,~ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2 

3 

6 

7 

8 

9 

2O 

23 

24 

25 

26 

28 

29 

30 

32 

33 

35 

36 

37 

39 
40 

42 
43 
44 

Z004-2005 Roster 

!004~005 

Z0032004 

Z00t 2002 

19992000 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

1994-1995 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List 

Fall Spring 

5 3 

2 2 

4 6 

2 4 

6 3 

ACC Honor Roll 

7 

6 

9 

:all 2004 Semester GPA = 

-- IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII [111111111[1111 ~llll~r~h@~ ~1~@@@ IIIIIIII[BIIIIIIIII IIIIIII1[~11111111 
2004          2003           2002            2001            2000 

~bove3.00 4 6 8 8 8 

~.502.99 15 8 5 5 3 

!.002.49 8 7 7 10 12 

3elow2.00 6 4 7 7 4 

-- ~1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~r~)ll @@~@~ill ~!~@~illl 
Jnadjusted                                            68%            69%            67%            33% 

--!~i~lt~ff@lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll[ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIla#,~lll II1@~1~11 IIIla@l@~lll IIl~ll~ll 

1999 

III1~11 
44% 

# Submitted ~ Approved Name Remains Ineligible 

_--nrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

W/D 
pad time Full time 



A B    I c I D I E F    I    C 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~lll~r~l~Ml~l~l~,l~l~ll~ IIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
!0035004 Roster 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

3 

2 

3 

3 

_--nrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

Transferred Eligible 

Transferred Eligible 

Left School Eligible 

Currently enrolled 

Currently enrolled 

Currently enrolled 

Currently enrolled 

Currently enrolled 



A B C D E F O 

J IIl~/#~gl~ r~l~l;~l~ I~TI~iLS~ ~I~1~ IIIIIIII JIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

2004-2005 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004~005 

20032004 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

16 20 23 

16 17 25 

12 9 20 

9 4 12 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

__111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIII1|111111 II1~1~t1~1~1~11 IIIIIIIIIIIIII1~1111111111 IIIIIIIl~|llllllll IIIIIIIIIB|IIIIIII 
2004           2003           2002             2001             2000            1999 

3.00 & Above 28 24 16 17 17 
2.50-2.99 7 5 9 4 10 

2.00-2.49 3 3 1 1 1 

Below 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 

__,~1/tI~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ~II1~1~ ~l~i~ti~l~ll ~t~l~i~ti~l~ll III1~1~1~1~ti~1~111 I~IN~t~ II~alN~t~l 
Unadiusted na na na na na na 

Adjusted na na na na na 

_r~i~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll II1~1~11 IIIl~l~lll II1~I~11 IIIIII1~11111 II1#~1~1~11 IIIl~f~l~l~lll 
APR na 

# of Students na 

# Not Elig. na 

ff Not Retained na 

# Graduated na 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIll~!~i~ 11 I1]11’.111~ [’.]JII I/1~ 11 ~.1]]]]]]]]]]] 
# Bubmitted ~ Approved Name 

0 0 

__~ilt~l~N~llllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~~~h~ 
~nrolled                                 Name        CUM GPA                              Current Status 

NONE 



2004-2005 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004~005 

20032004 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

5 6 8 

2 4 6 

4 4 6 

5 4 6 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

__111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIII1|111111 IIl~l~tl~t~ll IIIIIIIIIIIIII1~1111111111 IIIIIIIl~|llllllll IIIIIIIIIB|IIIIIII 
2004           2003           2002             2001             2000            1999 

3.00 & Above 10 8 8 9 9 
2.50-2.99 6 6 6 7 5 

2.00-2.49 4 2 5 4 3 

Below 2.00 0 0 1 0 0 

__,~#~111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ~1~’~ ~ll ~11 IIl~lll ~IN~ I~alN~l 
Unadiusted 100%           100%           100%             88%             100%           80% 

Adjusted 100% 100% 100% 88% 100% 100% 

_r~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll II1~11 IIIl~l~t~lll II1~11 IIIIII1~11111 IIl~l~l~ll IIIl~f~l~l~lll 
APR 1000% 

# of Students 15 

# Not Elig 0 

# Not Retained 0 

# Graduated 3 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIll~!~i~ 11 I1]11’,111~ [’.]JII I/1~ 11 ~.1]]]]]]]]]]] 
# Bubmitted ~ Appreved Name 

0 0 

__~ilt~l~N~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~~~h~ 
~nrolled                                 Name        CUM GPA                              Current Status 



2004-2005 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004~005 

20032004 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

0 2 4 

1 2 4 

0 0 2 

0 0 I 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

__111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIII1|111111 IIl~l~tl~l~ll IIIIIIIIIIIIII1~1111111111 IIIIIIIl~|llllllll IIIIIIIIIB|IIIIIII 
2004           2003           2002             2001             2000            1999 

3.00 & Above                              5 3 2 2 2 

__,~#~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ~1~#~ ~i~lll ~i~lll IIl~i~llll ~1~ I~al~l 

__r~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll II1~11 IIIl~l~lll II1~11 IIIII1~11111 II1#~1~1~11 IIIl~f~l~l~lll 

__11111111111111111~,~ ’~ Illlll’.l~l~ [~i~Jl~ I/J~ ’1 

__~l~f~l~llllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 



~- IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllll I~lllllllllll~t~t~t~lllllllllllllll III IIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIII1~1111 IIIIIIII IIIIIIII1|~11111111 

-- ~/~~i~i~f~f~i~f~i~ 

~- ~l~,l~l~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~@L~lll I IIIl~’,~llllllll~h~ ,~1111111111~,~ ~lllllllll~;f~ ~l~lll ~lli~t~’lll 

~1|1~1~1 l!~ll~llllllllll ~t Illllll~l~ ~! ~l~r II~l~r ~ 

4~ ~h5~~~~~~ 



IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIll~l~l~ %~k~fl~    IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2004-2005 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004~005 

20032004 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

7 

9 

7 

9 

14 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIII1|1111111111 ~d~d}A~H~~H~H~ IIIIIII 
2004             2003           2002             2001             2000            1999 

3.00 & Above 9 4 5 8 13 

2.50-2.99 12 10 7 12 I1 

2.00-2.49 7 7 13 5 6 

Below 2.00 0 3 2 4 3 

~N~,~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIII~IN~IIIIIIIIINNItl~II~III~III~IIIIII~N’~ ~111111111~ ~l[:hlll~NII 
APR 990% 

If of Students 25 

# Not Elig. 0 

If Not Retained I 

# Graduated 3 

~l~t~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll III1~ ~/~,~1111~ ~/~11~I~ ~i~llJllll~l~ ~i~lllll~1~f~lll~1~l 
Unadjusted na na 100% 100% 100% 100% 

AdJusted na na q 00% 100% q 00% q 00% 

# Submitted # Approved Name 

0 0 

#~i~N~~~~~~ 
~nrolled                                   Name          CUM GPA                              Current Status 



A B C D E F G 

2004-2005 Roster 
Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004-2005 t5 

2003-2004 23 14 23 

2002-2003 26 14 26 

2001-2002 24 2g 26 
2000-2001 17 18 27 

1999-2000 2g 13 26 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

2004 2003 2002 200g 2000 g999 

3.00 & Above 26 29 37 

2.00-2.49 t 5 6 

Below2.00 1 0 2 

Adjusted na na na na 100% 

APR 1000% 

#ofStudents 16 

# Not Elig. 0 

# Not Retained 0 

# Graduated 2 

# Submi~ed # Approved Name 

Enrolled Name GUM GPA Current Status 



A           I     ~          C         U          ~          ~    I    ~ 
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllflll~r~lp~ ~vCr,q~,~ t~l~ !t~     IIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 
1999-2000 

1998-1999 

1997-t998 

1996-1997 
1995-t996 

1994-1995 

8 

3 7 9 

3 4 6 

3 4 10 

5 5 13 

8 8 14 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllH|Ol IIIIIIII I~ ~,~i~lll ~111111111~11~1111111111 IIIIIIIllll IIIIIIIII IIIIIIIllOl IIIIIIII 
2004            2003           2002             2001             2000            1999 

&O & Above 13 10 14 10 15 

2.50-2.99 7 8 9 9 7 

2.00-2.49 5 5 7 6 7 

Below 2.00 4 1 1 I 1 

~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ~11~’~1~4~v~}11 ~¢#~f~t’~ll ~i~ f~t’~ll IIl~f~t’~ll IN,~l~l~,t~ 
Llnadlusted 80%            100%           67%              71%              71%            86% 

Adjusted 100%            100%           100%             83%              83%            86% 

¥�t~ltl~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli~lf~’l~llll II1#~t~’~11~1 I1~’~,~11~ IIIIIl~r~l~l~lllll IIIl’~d~’l~lll IIl’~’~l~’l~ll 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllt~l~li~,~lllll|lllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIR IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1= IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 





2004-2005 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004~005 

20032004 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

6 

3 4 5 

3 0 8 

5 0 5 

3 3 5 

3 0 3 

Fall 2004, Semester GPA = 

__111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIII1|111111 IIl~#i~{l~#e~ll IIIIIIIIIIIII I1~1111111111 IIIIIIIHH|IIIIIIII 
2004           2003           2002             2001             2000 

3.00 & Above 7 8 5 5 5 
2.50-2.99 6 5 4 5 4 

IIIIIIIIIB|IIIIIII 
1999 

__,~1/#~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 k~l~#~ ~1~1~t~1~11 ~1~1~t~1~11 III1~1~1~1~ti~1~111 I~11~t~ II~all~t~l 
Unadiusted 50%            71% 60% 100% 100% 100% 

Adjusted 50% 71% 75% 100% 100% 100% 

_r~i=llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll iil~k~l~ll 
APR                                     974% 

of Students 20 

Not Elig. 1 

Not Retained 1 

# Graduated 6 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl~}~,~ I~ I~ll’,lll~ ~.;lll I|~, II 
# Bubmitted               ~ Approved 

__~ilt~l~N~llllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
~nrolled                                 Name        CUM GPA Current Status 

NONE 



Z004-2005 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

!004~005 

Z00t 2002 

Z0002001 

19992000 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 

5 

14 

14 14 25 

7 9 19 

:all 2004 Semester GPA = 

__ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIII1~|~1111111111~I~I~I~#4,P~IIII~IIIIIIIIII~BIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~ IIIIIIIIlllllllllll BIIIIIII 
2004            2003           2002             2001             2000            1999 

1.00 & Above 13 20 21 22 16 

Z.502.99 11 7 3 5 8 

!.00-2.49 3 5 7 5 4 

3elow 2.00 t I 0 1 I 

__ ~]1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 II[~l~#~t~tll~l~l~llll ~tf~l~llllllll~,#lt~a%~]llllll~l~l~llll~l~l~l 

__ !~l~lt~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll IIIIl~B~’~llllllll~tllllll~tlllllllll~ll~llllllllll~r~ ~11111111~1111 

__ I~1111 ~.~#~W J~|~J|Jl~|~’J~ ’1 !~ll~l~l~ "                                               ~[~’ ............ ’ .......... JI 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

Graduated 

Currently enrolled 

Currently enrolled 



20042005Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004~005 

20032004 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

3 

0 0 I 

2 0 5 

0 1 3 

2 1 3 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

__111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIII1|111111 IIl~l~tl~’~l~ll IIIIIIIIIIIIII1~1111111111 IIIIIIIl~|llllllll IIIIIIIIIB|IIIIIII 
2004           2003           2002             2001             2000            1999 

3.00 & Above 3 4 4 3 3 
2.50-2.99 4 2 6 3 5 

2.00-2.49 1 0 0 2 1 

Below 2.00 0 1 0 0 0 

__,~#~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ~1~ ~i~ll ~i~ll II1~1~111 ~IN~ I~alN~l 
Unadiusted 100%           100%           100%             50%             100%           100% 

Adjusted 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

_r~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll II1~11 iiil~l~lll II1~11 IIIII1~11111 ii1#~1~1~11 iiil~f~l~l~lll 
APR 969% 

# of Students 8 

# Not Elig. 1 

# Not Retained 0 

# Graduated 1 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIll~!~i~ 11 I1]11’.111~ [.]JII I/1~ 11 ~.1]]]]]]]]]]] 
# Bubmitted ~ Approved Name 

0 0 

__~ilt~l~N~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~~~h~ 
Enrolled                                 N~m~=        CUM GPA                              Current Status 

Cunently enrolled 

Currently enrolled 



2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

13 12 27 

16 15 24 

16 10 20 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

2004 2003 2002 2001 2000 1999 

3.00 & Above 22 22 19 20 21 

2.00-2.49 9 5 7 10 12 

Below 2.00 3 3 3 1 0 

Unadjusted 92% 91% 88% 56% 56% 83% 

100% 100% 100% 82% 82% 100% 

APR 97 0% 

# of Students 25 

# Not Elig. 1 

# Not Retained 1 

# Graduated 6 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
# Submi~ed                 # Approved          Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 
Left ineligible 

Currently enrolled 



A B C [3 E F O 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

9 

9 

9 

7 

9 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

__ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I I Illllllllll ~ ~L~fl~’~l~llllll IIIIIIIIIIIIHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlll I IIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIHHHI IIIIIIII 
2004             2003           2002             2001             2000            1999 

3.00 & Above 8 9 9 6 9 
2.5-2.99 5 4 3 3 5 
2.0-2.49 1 2 2 2 2 

Below 2.0 0 0 0 1 0 

Unadlusted 100% 67% 50% 100% 100% 75% 

Adjusted 100% 67% 100% 100% 100% 75% 

100% 

# of Students 12 

# Not Elig. 0 

# Not Retined 0 

# Graduated 2 

~ Submitted ~ Approved Name 

0 0 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

Currently enrolled 



UNC CH STUDENT ATHLETE COHORT 

A 

Men’s Baseball 

Men’s Baseball 

Men’s Baseball 

Men’s Baseball 

Men’s Baseball 

Men’s Baseball 

Men’s Baseball 

Men’s Baseball 
Men’s Basketball 

Men’s Basketball 

Men’s Fencing 

Men’s Fencing 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 

F 

Fall 2.928 

Fall 4 000 

Fall 2 769 

Fall 3.500 

Fall 3 142 

Fall 3.307 

Fall 2 769 

Fall 21750 

Fall 2 407 

Fall 4.000 

Fall 4 285 

Fall 2.773 

Fall 2 384 

Fall 2.376 

Fall 3 500 

Fall 2.500 

Fall 2 653 

Fall 2.615 

Fall 2 616 

Fall 2.500 

Fall 3 074 

Fall 2.461 

Fall 3 076 

Fall 3.076 

Fall 2 785 

Fall 3.000 

Fall 2 153 

Fall 3.230 

Fall 2 961 

Fall 2.615 

Fall 2 500 

Fall 3.536 

Fall 2 730 

Fall 3.733 

Fall 3 230 

Fall 3.037 

Fall 3 538 

Fall 4.000 

Fall 3 185 

Fall 3.423 

Fall 4 346 

Fall 3.364 

Fall 2 307 

Fall 3.076 

Fall 3 846 

Fall 2.666 

P 

R 

P 

P 
F 
F 
R 
R 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
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v~omen’s Volleyball 

~omen’~ Volleyball 

B C D E      F 

Fall 3 766 

Fall 3857 

Fall 3 300 

Fall 5 000 

Fall 3939 

Fall 3 107 

Fall 3857 

Fall 3 939 

Fall 3945 

Fall 3 466 

Fall 4000 

Fall 3 733 

Fall 2941 

Fall 3 500 

Fall 5000 

Fall 4 357 

Fall 3103 

Fall 3 448 

Fall 5000 

Fall 3517 

Fall 4431 

Fall 3 357 

Fall 3500 

Fall 4 500 

Fall 3214 

Fall 3 785 

Fall 3765 

Fall 3 932 

Fall 3866 

Fall 4 250 

G 

P 

P 

F 

R 

R 

P 

R 

F 

P 

F 

F 

R 

F 

R 

R 

P 

P 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

F 

R 

F 

R 

R 

F 

R 

P 

i I    J 

Updated 



UNC CH STUDENT ATHLETE COHORT 

A 

Men’s Baseball 

Men’s Baseball 

Men’s Baseball 

Men’s Baseball 

Men’s Baseball 

Men’s Baseball 
Men’s Basketball 

Men’s Basketball 
Men’s Basketball 

Men’s Basketball 
Men’s Basketball 

Men’s Fencing 

Men’s Fencing 

Men’s Fencing 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 
Men’s Football 

Men’s Football 

E F G 

Transfer Elig (UNC&NCAA) 



UNC CH STUDENT ATHLETE COHORT 

A 

Men’s Swimming 

Men’s Swimming 

Men’s Swimming 

Men’s Wrestling 

Men’s Wrestling 

v~omen’s Basketball 

v~omen’s Basketball 

v~omen’s Basketball 

Fall 3.551 

Fall 2 678 

Fall 2 857 

Fall 3.142 

Spring 4 071 

Fall 4.571 

Fall 3 954 

Fall 4.000 

Fall 3 142 

Fall 3.172 

Fall 4 035 

Fall 3.180 

Fall 4 071 

Fall 3.321 

Fall 3 733 

Fall 3.909 

Fall 3 176 

Fall 2.964 

Fall 3 586 

Fall 4.60? 

Fall 3 142 

Fall 4.]85 

Fall 3 428 

Spring 2.857 

Fall 3 214 

Fall 4.178 

Fall 5 000 

Fall 2.833 

Fall 2 768 

Fall 2.607 

Fall 2 642 

Fall 3.300 

Fall 3 642 

Fall 3.676 

Fall 2 500 

Fall 3.142 

Fall 4 000 

Fall 2.517 

Fall 3 857 

Fall 3.]50 

Fall 4 178 

Fall 3.389 

Fall 2 689 

Spring 3.175 

Fall 3 214 

Spdng 3.450 



UNC CH STUDENT ATHLETE COHORT 

A 

v~omen’s Field Hockey 

~omen’s Field Hockey 

¢Jomen’s Field Hockey 

v~omen’s Field Hockey 

E F 

Fall 3.415 

Spring 3 464 

Fall 3 714 

Fall 3.225 

Fall 4 642 

Fall 3.[300 

Fall 4 071 

Fall 4.142 

Fall 3 962 

Fall 3.135 

Fall 3 392 

Fall 3.448 

Fall 2 714 

Fall 3.[300 

Fall 2 900 

Fall 3.535 

Fall 3 275 

Fall 4.448 

Fall 3 571 

Fall 3.285 

Fall 4 465 

Fall 4.500 

Fall 4 551 

Fall 3.285 

Fall 4 866 

Fall 4.214 

Fall 4 285 

Fall 3.[300 

Fall 3 875 

Fall 2.692 

Fall 3 107 

Fall 3.35? 

Fall 3 500 

Fall 4.781 

Fall 4 785 

Fall 4.053 

Fall 4 071 

Fall 4.534 

Fall 3 350 

Fall 3.428 

Fall 4 259 

Fall 4.275 

Fall 3 823 

Fall 4.142 

Fall 3 714 

Fall 3.089 



UNC CH STUDENT ATHLETE COHORT 

Fall 3.142 R 

Fall 3 285 F 

Fall 4 000 F 

Fall 4.428 P 

Fall 2 965 F~ 

Fall 4.285 F 

Fall 3 935 F 

Fall 3.964 R 

Fall 2 964 R 

Fall 3.285 P 

Fall 3 642 F 

Fall 4.000 R 

Fall 4 000 R 

Fall 3.822 F 

Fall 4 000 F 

Fall 4.178 F 

Fall 4 000 R 



UNC-CH STUDENT-ATHLETE COHORT 

~1 en’e Baseball 

~len’e Baseball 

~len’s Baseball 

~1 en’e Baseball 
~en’s Baseball 

~1 en’e Baseball 
~en’s Baseball 

~len’e Baseball 
~en’s Baseball 

~len’e Baseball 
~en’s Baseball 

~1 en’e Baseball 
~en’s Baseball 

~1 en’e Baseball 
~en’s Baseball 

~1 en’e Basketball 

~1 en’e Basketball 

~1 en’e Basketball 

~1 en’e Football 
~len’s Football 

~1 en’e Football 

~1 en’e Football 
~len’s Football 

~1 en’e Football 

~1 en’e Football 
~len’s Football 

~1 en’e Football 

~1 en’e Football 
~len’s Football 

~1 en’e Football 

~1 en’e Football 
~len’s Football 

~1 en’e Football 

~1 en’e Football 
~len’s Football 

~1 en’e Football 

E     F 

Fall 4000 

Fall 3535 

Fall 4214 

Fall 2758 

Fall 3 642 

Fall 3035 

Fall 2 529 

Fall 4137 

Fall 4 500 

Fall 3206 

Fall 3 800 

Fall 3214 

Fall 3 571 

Fall 4214 

Fall 3 642 

Fall 2535 

Fall 3285 

Fall 2928 

Fall 2 172 

Fall 3214 

Fall 2 571 

Fall 3000 

Fall 3 500 

Fall 2765 

Fall 2 285 

Fall 2765 

Fall 4 551 

Spring 2758 

Fall 2 500 

Fall 2892 

Fall 2 607 

Spring 2310 

Fall 2 642 

Fall 2392 

Fall 3714 

Fall 2500 

Fall 2 678 

Fall 3000 

Fall 2 500 

Fall 2571 

Fall 2 285 

Fall 2214 

Fall 3 250 

Fall 4107 

Spring 3 925 

G 

R 

P 

R 

P 

P 

P 

R 

P 

P 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

R 

F 

F 

F 

R 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

R 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

i I    J 

Updated 



UNC-CH STUDENT-ATHLETE COHORT 

I    c    ! D E F 

Fall 2 714 

Fall 2607 

Fall 4 678 

Fall 4089 

Spring 3142 

Fall 3 660 

Fall 4000 

Fall 2 071 

Fall 4071 

Fall 3 241 

Fall 3615 

Fall 3 285 

Fall 3275 

Fall 2 714 

Fall 2642 

Fall 3 482 

Fall 3785 

Fall 2 931 

Fall 3714 

Fall 3 446 

Fall 3267 

Fall 3 428 

Fall 3188 

Fall 4 500 

Fall 3962 

Fall 3 787 

Fall 4000 

Fall 4 500 

Fall 4071 

Spring 2 633 

Fall 3714 

Fall 3 678 

Spring 4461 

Fall 3 142 

Fall 3824 

Fall 3 642 

Fall 3937 

Fall 3 800 

Fall 3642 

Fall 4 571 

Fall 4321 

Fall 3 321 

Fall 4000 

Fall 4 000 

Fall 3615 

Fall 3 571 

Fall 3571 

Fall 3 035 

Updated 



UNC-CH STUDENT-ATHLETE COHORT 

c 1    D E F 

Fall 3 035 

Fall 4071 

Fall 4 392 

Fall 4714 

Fall 4178 

Fall 3 964 

Fall 2892 

Fall 3 035 

Fall 2677 

Fall 3 642 

~pdng 4000 

Fall 3 178 

Fall 3765 

Fall 3 035 

Fall 3250 

Fall 3 878 

Fall 2714 

Fall 2 946 

Fall 2692 

Fall 3 821 

Fall 4774 

Fall 4 000 

Fall 3741 

Fall 3 875 

Fall 3428 

Fall 3 538 

Fall 3825 

Fall 3 785 

Fall 4928 

Fall 4 000 

Fall 4000 

Fall 4285 

Fall 3071 

Fall 3 379 

Fall 2933 

Fall 3 464 

Fall 3423 

Fall 2 892 

Fall 3933 

Fall 3 093 

Fall 2898 

Fall 3 766 

Fall 4000 

Fall 4 000 

Fall 3571 

Fall 4812 

Fall 4392 

Fall 4 000 

G 

R 

R 

R 

P 

R 

F 

F 

R 

R 

F 

R 

R 

P 

R 

F 

F 

R 

P 

R 

K 

~uit team prior to stad of school 

Updated 



UNC-CH STUDENT-ATHLETE COHORT 

A 

~/emen’s Soccer 

~Vomen’e Soccer 

~/emen’s Soccer 

~Vomen’e Soccer 

~omen’e Softball 
~/omen’s Softball 

~omen’e Softball 

~/emen’s Softball 

~omen’e Softball 

~/emen’s Softball 

~omen’e Swimming 

~/emen’s Swimming 

~omen’e Swimming 

~/emen’s Swimming 

~omen’e Swimming 

~/emen’s Swimming 

~omen’e Swimming 

~Vomen’e Volleyball 

~omen’s Volleyball 

~Vomen’e Volleyball 

~emen’s Volleyball 

~Vomen’e Volleyball 

I    c    I D E F 

Fall 3 428 

Fall 3724 

Fall 3 655 

Fall 3159 

Fall 4225 

Fall 5 000 

Fall 4642 

Fall 2 642 

Fall 4777 

Fall 3 357 

Fall 3071 

Fall 3 000 

Fall 4500 

Fall 3 642 

Fall 4571 

Fall 3 897 

Fall 4571 

Fall 3 275 

Fall 3785 

Fall 3 642 

Fall 3035 

Fall 4 071 

Fall 4642 

Fall 3 571 

Fall 3750 

Fall 4 000 

Fall 3964 

Fall 4 785 

Fall 3178 

Fall 3 678 

Fall 3571 

Updated 



Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

UNC CH Student Athlete Cehori 

D 



UNC CH Student Athlete Cehori 

K 



UNC CH Student Athlete Cehori 

A D 



UNC CH Student Athlete Cehori 

K 



Men’s Swimming 

Men’s Swimming 

Men’s 8wimminl 

Women’s Swimming 

Women’s Swimming 

Women’s Swimming 

Women’s Swimming 

INomen’s Swimming 

Women’s Swimming 

Men’s Track 

Men’s Track 

Men’s Track 

Men’s Track 

Men’s Track 

Men’s Track 

Men’s Track 

Men’s Track 

Men’s Track 

Volleyball 

UNC CH Student Athlete Coholl 

C D 



UNC CH Student Athlete Cehori 

K 



UNC CH Student At hle~e Cehori 

A B 



153 Fall 

157 

158 

UNC CH Student Athlete Cehori 

F G K 



A B C D E F G 

Z006-2007 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

~005-2006 

~003-2004 

~002-2003 

:all 2006 Semester GPA= 

4 3 9 

2 4 5 

2 2 8 

3 3 8 

4 3 9 

I 2 4 

4 0 2 

3 2 6 

Spring 2007 Semester GPA = 

2006~7 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 2002 03 2001 02 

Z.50-2.99 26 22 18 15 16 10 

3elow 2.00 0 0 0 2 1 8 

Jnadjusted 54% 38% 80% 17% 17% 64% 

S, diusted 100% 75% 80% 33% 25% 70% 

:ed Rate 50% 67% 0% 63% 

=ed Rate (4yr) 38% 30% 43% 43% 60% 65% 

3SR (4yr) 68% 61% 65% 

B, PR 952 983 (988) 961 (980) 934 (973) 
of Students 31 33 26 35 

Not Elig. 0 0 0 0 

Not Retained 6 4 4 10 

Graduated 2 6 1 2 

3raduation Bonus 

# Submi~ed # A##roved Name # Submitted # A##roved Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

1999-00 



57 

6O 

62 

63 

64 

A 

1999-00 

2000 01 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2004 05 

2005-06 

2006 07 

2006-07 



A B C D E F G 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

20 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

45 

47 

!006-2007Roster 

=all 2006 Semester GPA = 

~pring 2007 Semester GPA = 

Gum. GPA 

0 

2 

2 

3 

3 

Spring 

0 

3 

2 

2 

3 

3 

ACC Honor Roll 

2 

2 

4 

3 

5 

4 

5 

2006-07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 2002 03 2001 02 

L00&Above 0 2 3 2 3 4 

!.00-2.49 5 4 9 9 7 2 

Jnadjusted 0% 50% 100% 33% 33% 100% 

~djusted NA 50% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

:ed Rate 0% 100% 75% 100% 

=ed Rate (4yr) 60% 64% 75% 67% 55% 67% 

3SR (4yr) 86% 70% 82% 

~,PR 1000 980 (989) 1000 (993) 981 (989) 
of Students 11 13 11 13 

Not Elig. 0 1 0 0 

Not Retained 0 4 0 1 

Graduated 0 3 0 1 

3raduation Bonus 

# Submi~ed # A##roved Name # Submi~ed # A##roved Name 

0 0 



I B I c I ~ I     ~    I 
Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A B C D E F 

2006-2007 13 11 18 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

NONE 





Z006-2007 Roster 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

1999-2000 

1998-t999 

1997-1998 

1996-t997 

1995-1996 

1994-t995 

=all 2006 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2007 Semester GPA = 

&bove 3.00 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

3elow 2.00 

Jnadjusted 

~djusted 

:ed Rate 

=ed Rate(4yr) 

3SR (4yr) 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

3raduation Bonus 

Cum. GPA 

3 

5 

8 

6 

8 

4 

2 

Spring 

4 

8 

2 

3 

ACC Honor Roll 

5 

2006-07 2005 06 

46 

47 

2004 05 

53 

5O% 

100% 

2003 04 2002 03 2001 02 

29 24 16 

51 41 42 

25 31 44 

67% 

89% 

43% 48% 54% 

56% 59% 68% 

5O% 

64% 

79% 

0 63 

061 

07 

75% 

57% 

64% 

67% 35% 52% 

53% 53% 56% 

971 

96 

3 

7 

915 (943) 
92 

944(946) 
96 

9 

22 

940 (946) 
98 









I B I    c    I D I    E    I      F     I    G 
Name CUM GPA Current Status 

A 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 



A B C D E F G 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 
2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2 2 5 

2 3 7 

2 1 2 

1 2 5 

0 2 6 

1 2 4 

2 0 5 

Fall 2006 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2007 Semester GPA = 

2006-07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 2002 03 2001 02 

Above 3.00 4 5 4 3 3 3 

2.50-2.99 4 4 4 3 5 6 

2.00-2.49 2 4 4 5 5 3 

Below 2.00 1 0 0 0 1 1 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

#ofStudents 

#Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

67% 100% na 100% 100% 50% 

67% 100% na 100% 100% 50% 

82% 91% 82% 

90% 100% 90% 

900 938(917) 1000(950) 978(958) 

2 1 0 0 

Submitted # A##roved Name # Submitted # A##roved Name 



Name CUM GPA Current Status 

NONE 



A B C D E F O 

2006-2007 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

Fall 2006 Semester GPA = 

2007 Semester GPA = 

15 

12 

10 

10 

2006~7 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 2002 03 2001 02 

3.00 & Above t2 13 13 15 9 12 

2.50-2.99 20 20 19 11 14 6 

Below 2.00 2 0 0 2 6 8 

Unadjusted 90% 60% 78% 78% 78% 56% 

100% 100% 76% 100% 100% 71% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 76% 71% 72% 

#,PR 957 1000 (982) 1000 (988) 1000 (991) 

~ of Students 31 29 27 26 

~ Not Elig. I I 0 0 

~ Not Retained 4 1 0 1 
~f Graduated 9 10 7 2 

3raduation Bonus 

~ Submitted # Approved Name ~ Submitted ~ Approved Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A J ~ J c __ 
2001-02 

2001 02 
2002-03 

2002 03 
2004-05 



A B C D E F G 

2006~007Roster 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

7 

8 

13 

6 

4 

8 

12 

12 

Fall 2006 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2007 Semester GPA = 

2006-07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 2002 03 2001 02 

3.00 & Above 9 I1 15 9 7 10 

2.50-2.99 11 10 4 8 7 7 

Unadjusted 50% 100% 70% 63% 63% 40% 

AdJusted 75% 100% 100% 100% 83% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yQ 

APR 

# of Students 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

Graduation Bonus 

61% 67% 50% 

74% 70% 67% 

957 989(978) 965 (974) 897 (959) 

24 27 23 23 

2 1 0 2 

2 3 3 6 

# Approved Name ~ Bubmitled # Approved 

0 

Name 

Enrolled Name CUI~ GPA Current Status 
2000-01 



A 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2003 04 

2007-08 

I B I__ C J D [ E    ] F L    G 



A B C D E F G 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

Z002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 
1999-2000 

1998-1999 

1997-t998 

1996-1997 

1995-t996 

1994-1995 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

9 8 15 

6 5 9 

8 8 14 

Fall 2006 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2007 Semester GPA = 

2006-07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 2002 03 2001 02 

Above 3.00 19 12 13 15 16 17 

Unadjusted 89% 90% 100% 83% 83% 83% 

~,djusted 89% 90% 100% 100% 100% 83% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

~ofStudents 

~ Not Retained 

~Graduated 

Graduation Bonus 

83% 83% 88% 

86% 94% 100% 

1000 957(977) 1000 ~8~ 1000 ~9~ 

27 30 27 27 

0 3 1 0 

0 2 0 0 

6 4 5 8 

# Bubmitted ~ Approved Name # Bubmitted ~ Approved Name 

0 0 



Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

NONE 



A B C D E F G 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 
2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

1 2 5 

3 5 10 

3 2 5 

0 0 2 

1 0 4 

0 1 5 

Fall 2006 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2007 Semester GPA = 

2006-07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 2002 03 2001 02 

3.00 Above 10 10 10 6 I 2 

2.50-2.99 1 3 6 6 6 3 

2.00-2.49 3 1 0 4 I 2 

Below 2.00 1 0 g 0 4 2 

Unadjusted 100% 100% 0% 100% 100% 67% 

Adjusted 100% 100% 0% 100% 100% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

#ofStudents 

#Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

57% 50% 50% 

75% 75% 71% 

972 1000 (98~ 1000 (992) 1000 (994) 

0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 

2 0 3 3 

Submitted # A##roved Name # Submitted # A##roved Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2002-03 





A B C D E F G 

Fall Spring 

2006-2007 9 7 9 
2005-2006 3 10 12 

2004-2005 7 7 8 
2003-2004 1 I 6 14 

2002-2003 g 10 14 

200t -2002 8 9 9 

2000-2001 7 10 13 
1999-2000 8 5 I1 

1998-1999 
1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

Fall 2006 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2007 Semester GPA = 



55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

62 

63 

A I ~ c D E    I     F 
0 0 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2005 06 

2006-07 

2007 08 



!006-2007 
!005-2006 

!003-2004 

:all 2006 Semester GPA = 

~pring 2007 Semester GPA = 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

1 0 3 

1 0 3 

1 4 5 

5 3 10 

2 2 7 

4 6 6 

2 4 8 

6 3 9 

2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 2002-03 2001-02 

~,bove 3.00 5 2 4 4 6 

3elow 2.00 3 3 5 6 4 7 

Jnadlusted 40% 63% 50% 44% 33% 67% 

~djusted 50% 71% 67% 50% 43% 75% 

:ed Rate (4yr) 50% 45% 48% 

3SR (4yr) 64% 59% 62% 

~,PR 900 969 (939) 929 (935) 986 (949) 
~ of Students 13 16 18 18 

Not Elig. 2 1 2 1 

Not Retained 3 I 3 

Graduated 2 0 0 4 

# Submitted ~ Appreved 

Enrolled 

2000 01 

2000-01 

Name CUM GPA Current Status 



55 2002-03 

2004 05 



A B C D E F G 

2006-2007 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2006-2007 
2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

200t-2002 

2000-2001 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

1 2 3 

2 2 4 

0 2 3 

3 2 3 

1 0 2 

1 2 3 

0 1 3 

Fall 2006 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2007 Semester GPA = 

2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 2002-03 2001-02 

3.00 & Above 2 4 3 2 5 3 

Fed Rate 50% 0% 50% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 54% 50% 64% 71% 83% 86% 

GSR (4yr) 64% 56% 64% 

APR 946 982 (982) 1000 (989) 931 (975) 
# of Students 15 14 18 15 

# Not Elig. 0 1 0 3 

ff Not Retained 3 2 0 I 

# Graduated 2 1 5 3 

Graduation Bonus 

# Submi~ed # A##roved Name # Submi~ed # A##roved Name 

Enrolled 

1997-98 

1999 00 

2000-01 

Name CUI~I GPA Current Status 



62 

64 

A 

2000-01 

2001 02 

2002-03 

2003 04 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2006 07 

2007-08 

2007 06 

D I E I F I C 







A B C D E F O 

Z006-2007 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

!006~007 

Z0052006 

!0042005 

Z0032004 

!0022003 

Z00t 2002 

19992000 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

1994-1995 

5 

8 

8 

6 

--all 2006 Semester GPA = 

2007 Semester GPA = 

2006-07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 2002 03 2001 02 

~.00 & Above 8 8 10 10 8 8 

# Submit[ed # A#proved Name # Submit[ed # A#proved Name 

0 0 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A I B I c I ~    I     ~ I ~ I o 

2004 05 WfD Fall 04 

2007-08 Enrolled 







A B C D E F G 

Z006-2007 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

!006~007 

Z0052006 

!0042005 

Z0032004 

!0022003 

Z00t 2002 

19992000 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

1994-1995 

6 5 7 

8 5 10 

5 6 9 

7 3 9 

--all 2006 Semester GPA = 

2007 Semester GPA = 

2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 2002-03 2001-02 

3elow 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

~djusted 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

3SR (4yr) 100% 100% 100% 

1000 976 (988) 1000 (992) 1000 (994) 
of Students 10 11 9 1 I 

Not Elig. 0 0 0 0 

Not Retained 0 0 0 0 

Graduated 2 4 3 2 

~ Submitted ~ Approved Name # Submitted ~ Approved Name 

0 0 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



NONE 



A B C D E F G 

2006-2007 Roster 

2006-2007 
2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

200t-2002 

2000-2001 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

7 9 14 

4 5 9 

4 1 7 

7 4 9 

8 5 12 

8 8 14 

Fall 2006 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2007 Semester GPA = 

2006~7 200506 200405 200304 200203 200102 

3.00 & Above tl 15 11 9 4 5 

2.50-2.99 14 13 13 12 10 7 
2.00-2.49 7 5 4 7 7 11 

Below2.00 2 0 0 0 3 2 

APR 

#ofStudents 

Not Elig. 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

990 1000 (995) 1000 (997) 1000 (998) 

25 27 25 26 

0 0 0 0 

3 4 4 8 

Unadjusted 60% 75% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Adjusted 100% 86% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

66% 92% 100% 

90% 96% 100% 

# Submitied # A##roved Name # Submitted # A##roved Name 

0 0 



A 

Enrolled 

2001 02 

2003-04 

2004 05 

I 8 J c I o J E L 
Name CUM GPA Current Status 



2006-2007 Roster 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

1999-2000 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

3t 22 33 

17 16 26 

15 9 20 

23 14 23 

26 14 26 

24 21 26 

17 18 27 

21 13 26 

Fall 2006 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2007 Semester GPA = 

2006-07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 2002 03 2001 02 

3.00 & Above 32 25 18 26 29 37 

2.50-2.99 13 8 14 13 14 15 

2.00-2.49 5 9 3 I 5 6 

Below 2.00 1 0 1 1 0 2 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 

#Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

na 

na 

100% 50% 

100% 100% 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na na 

100% 100% 100% 

1000 1000(1000) 944(983) 1000(991) 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 3 0 

2 4 1 4 

na 

na 

# Submitted 

0 

# A##roved Name # Submitted 

0 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current S~at us 



A 

NONE 



A B C D E F 

2006-2007 Roster 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List AGO Honor Roll 
Fall Spring 

~PR                                      971 1000(985) 879(955) 985(970) 
eofStudents 21 18 19 19 

~ Not Retained 2 0 5 2 

~Graduated 3 3 3 3 

Graduation Bonus 

# Submitted # Ao#roved Name # Submitted # Ao#roved Name 



A J     ~    I    C    I    ~    I    E    I     ~ I ~ 
Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2001 02 



A B C D E F O 

2 
3 
4 

6 
7 
8 
9 

22 
23 
24 
25 

27 

45 

47 

~006-2007 
~005-2006 

~004-2005 
~003-2004 

~002-2003 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

9 

8 

9 

5 

8 

5 

5 

3 

:all 2006 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2007 Semester GPA = 

20064~7 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 2002 03 2001 02 

3.00 & Above 6 4 7 7 8 5 

~.50-2.99 10 6 6 6 5 4 

~.00-2.49 2 6 4 4 4 2 

3elow 2.00 1 0 0 1 2 3 

Jnadjusted 71% 80% 100% 100% 100% 60% 

S, djusted 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 75% 

:ed Rate (4yr) 

3SR (4yr) 

~ofStudents 

~ Not Retained 

~Graduated 

82% 89% 83% 

95% 94% 94% 

974 953(964) 1000(977) 974(976) 

20 17 19 20 

1 2 0 2 

6 2 4 5 

# Submitted 

0 

# A##roved Name # Submi~ed 

0 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



55 " 2005-06 -- 
2006 07 



A B C D E F G 

2006-2007 Roster 

2006-2007 
2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

200t-2002 

2000-2001 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

7 7 18 

8 5 14 

7 9 19 

Fall 2006 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2007 Semester GPA = 

2006~7 200506 200405 200304 200203 200102 

3.00 & Above t8 17 13 13 20 21 

2.50-2.99 11 7 10 11 7 3 

Unadjusted 100% 100% 80% 100% 100% 88% 

Adjusted 100% 100% 90% 100% 100% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

#ofStudents 

Not Elig. 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

92% 90% 86% 

96% 95% 95% 

1000 989(995) 1000(997) 1000(998) 

26 24 30 31 

0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 

# Submi~ed 

0 

# A##roved Name # Submitted 

0 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2000-01 



A 
2001-02 

2002 03 



2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 
2001-2002 

2000-2001 
1999-2000 
1998-1999 

t997-t998 

1996-1997 

t995-t996 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

0 2 6 

2 2 4 

3 2 6 

0 0 I 

2 0 5 

0 1 3 

2 1 3 

Fall 2006 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2007 Semester GPA = 

2006-07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 2002 03 2001 02 

3.00 & Above 6 4 5 3 4 4 

2.50-2.99 3 5 2 4 2 6 

2.00-2.49 3 2 1 I 0 0 

Below 2.00 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Unadjusted 50% 100% 100% 100% 50% 100% 

Adjusted 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

#ofStudents 

#Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

86% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

969 1000(984) 969(979) 1000(984) 

1 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

1 3 0 3 

# Submitted # A##roved Name # Submitted # A##roved Name 



A J    B    ~    ¢    J    D    ~     E     J    ~ L Q 
Enrolled Name CU~I GPA Current Status 

2001 02 
20[33-[34 



A B C D E F 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ADD Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

:ed Rate 75% 100% 50% 50% 86% 

:ed Rate (4yr) 71% 59% 60% 67% 73% 84% 

3SR (4yr) 80% 76% 78% 

I, PR 970 963 (967) 990 (975) 968 (973) 
of Students 25 21 27 24 

Not Elig. 1 1 1 0 

Not Retained 1 2 0 3 

Graduated 6 2 6 4 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



2000-01 

2004 05 

2006-07 







A          ~ / C I [~       ~ / ~ I~ 
L IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIl~lt~Ml~l~l~l~l~’~ ~#~11111111111111111~! ~1111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

~- ~ ~Yhtlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~ 
36 :ed Rate 67% 0% 

37 =ed Rate (4yr) 30% 43% 43% 

49 

5O 

# Submitted # A#proved Name # Submitled # A##roved Name 

Enrolled Nal~le CUM GPA Current Status 

Left eligible 



57 

6O 

62 

63 

64 

Left 8ohool Eligible 

Graduated 

; Left eligible 

Enlolled PT S~ill Eligible 

Transferred eligible summer 

Curlently enlolled 

Currently enrelled 

Currently enrelled 



A B C D E F O 

:all 2005 Semester GPA = 

~pring 2006 Semester GPA = 

2 

2 

3 

3 

2 

2 

4 

3 

5 

4 

5 

2005-06 2004 05 2003 04 2002 03 2001 02 2000 01 

~.00&Above 2 3 2 3 4 3 

!.50~.99 7 4 4 2 9 10 

Z.00~.49 4 9 9 7 2 I 

Jnadjusted 50% 100% 33% 33% 100% 50% 

50% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

__ }ff#f l llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll|llllln  ,   llllll 
:ed Rate 100% 75%                            100% 50% 

64% 75% 67% 55% 67% 60% 

1000 980 (989) 1000 (993) 
of Students 11 13 11 

Not Elig. 0 1 0 

Not Retained 0 4 0 

Graduated 0 3 0 

3raduation Bonus 

# Submi~ed # A##roved Name # Submi~ed # A##roved Name 





A                         B               C       I       D               E                 F                G 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ,lll~t~ ~’¢t##~ ~1~ I~t~;~,,~III IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ,11111111111111111111 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

1999-2000 

t998-t999 

1997-1998 
t996-t997 

1995-1996 

t994-t995 

6 9 14 

12 9 20 

9 6 12 

Fall 2005 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2006 Semester GPA = 

I[~l[~llllllllllllllll ~,~r~tl~l ~ff~Rl~l ,~,111,1111111111111111 ~l~lllllll]llll~,Jlll,I IIIIIIII]lllllllllllll 
2005-06        2004 05        2003 04        2002 03          2001 02          2000 01 

Above 3.00 16 16 29 13 18 13 

2.50-2.99 5 7 5 13 9 4 
2.00-2.49 3 6 6 7 4 4 

Below 2.00 0 2 3 

~10#~1111111111111111111111111111111111111 ~il~tlll 
Unadjusted 50% 

Adjusted 50% na na na na na 

¢A~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~11~1 I~f~’~l ~111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ]1111111111111111111111111 ~11111111111111111111 
GSR (4yr)                               50%             na 

~I~11111111111111111111111111111111 IIIl~a~aff~lll IIIP~I~II Illl~lll III~?~NI~III IIIIIll~lllll II~l~lll 
APR 1000 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 
# of Students 1 4 7 

# Not Elig. 0 0 0 

# Not Retained 0 0 0 

# Graduated 0 0 0 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~ae~t~ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~ff~ ~t111111111111111111111 ~11111111111111111111 
# Submitted               ~ Approved        Name        # Submitted     ~ Approved          Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 





A            I       ~            c                       ~                  I    ~    I     ~     I    o 
__]IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIII~I~ !~,l~!~ i~’~i‘~i~i’~’~~J~~~ 

2005-2006 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

__ ~,~Jlllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIILNI~r~I+~ IIIIIIIIIIIII +l~i~ ~A~+~II ~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~I~A~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII r~’~li~% #i~l ~l~.~llllllll~dl~1~lll 

Fed Rate 63% 75% 67% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 61% 57% 53% 

GSR (4yr) 70% 

__i~i,~l~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~l~llllllll 
APR                                               971              915 (943)                             944 (948) 

35% 52% 55% 

53% 56% 59% 

__lllllllllllllllllllllll~ll~lll l~,~l~l~l~illllllllilllllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIII~’IIIIIIIIIIIII ~1~i~~i~ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 





A B C D E F O 

Enrolled Name Current Status 

Graduated 

Transferred to Eligible 



A B C D E F O 

Enrolled Name GUM GPA Current Status 

Left ineligible Spring 

Left Eligible 

Left eligible Spring 

Left ineligible Spring fEnrolled Fall 

Left eligible after Spring 

Left ineligible Summer 

Left eligible after Fall 



~L A I B C D I E I ~ I 0 



C                       D 

Current Status 

Left eligible after Fall 

Spring           GPA 

Left eligible aRer Sum 

Did net enroll Fall 

parlially approved initial eligibility waiver 



A B C D E F G 

~1~1#i ~,@~@&Uflt~lq ~1~ ~9~111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII Idllllllllllllllllllll 

2005-2006 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2005-2006 
2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-200t 

1999-2000 
1998-1999 

1997-1998 

1996-1997 

1995-1996 
1994-1995 

2 3 7 

2 1 2 

1 2 5 

0 2 6 

1 2 4 

2 0 5 

Fall 2005 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2006 Semester GPA = 

__~allllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~@ff~t~$Jll I~@@1~¢~1 I~1@~ 11~1@~¢~1 ~1111111 
Unadjusted                                   100% na 100% 100%             50%              60% 

Adjusted 100% na 100% 100% 50% 100% 

__~’gs~C:t~:~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 1~t~@@’~’1@ Jl~t~l I~’~@~1 [1~’~@@~1 III1~@~111 ~R~@~l 
Fed Rate (4yr) 91% 82% 

GSR (4yr) 100% 90% 

__@~@~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Illd~l11111~4~,~111 Illl~M~ll 
APR 900 938 (917) 1000 (950) 

of Students 11 8 13 

Not Elig. 2 1 0 

Not Retained 2 1 0 
Graduated 3 1 3 

__1111111111111111111111111111~@@1~’@@~IIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII !t~&~l@/f~ @dllllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
# Submitted                 # AoDroved        Name        # Submitted     # AoDroved          Name 



Name CUl~ GpA Current 

NONE 



A I ~    / c    I    ~    I     ~     I    ~ ~ 
t11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 JIII~Ni?,~ ~l#~¢r,~.~’~l~’~l~llgl~,~t~lllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-200t 

1999-2000 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 
1996-1997 

1995-1996 
1994-1995 

Fall 2005 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2006 Semester GPA = 

20054~6 2004 05 2003 04 2002 03 2001 02 2000 01 

3.00 & Above t3 13 15 9 12 10 

2.50-2.99 20 19 11 14 6 9 

Below 2.00 0 0 2 6 8 4 

N~’~ ~~‘‘‘~~[~[~i~/~ 
#,PR 957 1000 (982) 1000 (988) 

of Students 31 29 27 

Not Elig. I I 0 

Not Retained 4 1 0 
Graudated 9 10 7 

# Submitied # A##roved Name # Submitied # A##roved Name 



A J ~ J c L ~ J ~ I 
Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

Withdrew Eligible & again 
Graduated 

Graduated 

Graduated 

Cunentl~ enrolled 



2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

8 

9 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

29 

32 

33 

34 

36 

37 

38 

42 

44 

46 

47 

48 

52 

54 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

Z003-2004 

2002-2003 

Z001-2002 

2000-2001 

1999-2000 
1998-t999 

1997-1998 
1996-t997 

1995-1996 

1994-t995 

4 5 8 

6 7 13 

0 5 6 

4 4 8 

8 3 8 

4 7 12 

6 7 12 

=all 2005 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2006 Semester GPA = 

,IIIIIIIIIIIII]IIIIIIIIII~I~I~AI~RI,I,I,,, ~llllllllll,~i~ll,|,,~il,lll,llllll,,ll~,l,l,lll,q~lllllllllllll,~llll 
20054~6         2004 05         2003 04        2002 03         2001 02         2000 01 

~.50-2.99 10 4 8 7 7 6 
Z.00-2.49 5 8 4 2 4 4 

3elow 2.00 0 0 4 1 1 0 

--f~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll IIl~’~ll~l~l,~ ~,~1(~1 P~l,~t,~ I~,l~t~l~,l~l,~lP~,R(,~lllll ~#~ 
Jnadjusted                              100%            70%            63%           63%            40%            63% 

S, djusted                                100%            100%            83%           100%           100%            75% 

~1]11~1111111111111111111111111111 IIl~lll]l~l~ll lightS,fill Ill~it~llllll~lll 
:ed Rate(4y~ 67% 50% 

~SR Hyr) 70% 67% 

1111111111111111~.11 II|~l~]~ff= IIIIl~dl IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl~lllllll!llllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1,~ ,~#~1111~1111111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 



Enrolled Name CUM GPA 
L D    J E    L r 

Current Status 
~raduated 

Left eligible Summer 

Lef~ eligible December 



~IP~,~.~,~ ~l~l~l~iH,~,.l~lll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
I 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

200%2002 

2000-2001 

1999-2000 
1998-t999 

1997-1998 

1996-t997 

1994-t995 

6 5 9 

8 8 14 

Fall 2005 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2006 Semester GPA = 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII LIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~l[~r~l ~i~i~ll dlllllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2005-06        2004-05        2003-04        2002-03          2001-02          2000-01 

Above 3.00 12 13 15 16 17 16 

2.00-2.49 5 8 9 6 7 6 

Below 2.00 1 2 2 2 4 4 

Unadjusted 90% 100% 83% 83% 63% 92% 

Adjusted 90% 100% 100% 100% 83% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 83% 86% 

GSR (4yr) 94% 100% 

ApR 1000 957 (977) 1000 (968) 
of Students 27 30 27 

Not Elig. 0 3 1 

Not Retained 0 2 0 

Graduated 6 4 5 

# Submitted # Approved Name # Submitted # Approved Name 

¢,~+r~ ~ I ~ ,,~,l,h,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,, ,~1 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A 

NONE 



qlllllllllllllllllllll~d~l~tl~I IIIIII1~1111111111111 ]1111111111111111111 3111111111111 ~111~ tv~ ~’f ~v~’lllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~11111111111111111111 





A B C D E F G 

~ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl~ff~ ~I~++~ ~g1~t~ hllllllllllllllllllll1,1111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2 

4O 

42 
43 

45 

--;;tF~l~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll ~1~+~i~,~ lll++~ltlll I~lfl~l llt~,~l~ll ~ll+J~:~#vJllll ~li~+~rlqll 
:ed Rate 75% 75% 100% 71% 

=ed Rate (4yr) 67% 69% 70% 68% 68% 67% 

3SR (4yr) 79% 83% 

~PR 938 950 (944) 950 (944) 
~ofStudents 20 22 16 

Not Retained 2 3 1 

~Graduated 1 9 3 

~- IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII JlIII~I~i~I~,~q~RRRRRIII IIIIllllllllllllllJlll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIB,hhlll,I IlJllllllllllllllllll ~,~;~ ~I[/qlIIIIISRRRIEJ 
53 # Submi~ed # Approved Name # Submitted # Approved Name 

54 



55 

56 

59 

60 

Name 

C D E F G 



A B C D E F 

~1~1#i ~,#.~,~Uflt~lq ~1~ ~9~111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I, IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

2005-2006 Roster 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2005-2006 1 0 3 

2004-2005 1 4 5 

2003-2004 5 3 10 

__lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll( llllllllllllllilllll ,(i~IfeJ~1 I~IIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

_~(~111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 i~, i1~,1 ~)~,~@~ ~)~,~@~ ~(~, 

__lllllllllllllllllllllllllll~l~II~lll IIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIII Jlllllllllllllllllll ]llllllllllll J~llll ~d~ ~IIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

W/D Spring Enrolled 
Left ineligible Fall 



Currently enrolled 

Left ineligible per NCAAAug. /Elig UNC 



A          I       B    / C           B            E          ~         G 
~~h~P’~‘~.A~‘~’~1~i ~It~ $~’~1111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2005-2006 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2005~006 

20042005 

20032004 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 
1998-1999 

1997-1998 
1996-1997 

1995-1996 
1994-1995 

0 2 3 

3 2 3 

1 0 2 

1 2 3 

0 I 3 

Fall 2005 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2006 Semester GPA = 

2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 2002-03 2001-02 2000-01 

3.00 & Above 4 3 2 5 3 1 

~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllll/~lllllllll~lll#~llll llllll~t~lllll 
APR 946 982 (982) 1000 (989) 

of Students 15 14 18 

Not Elig. 0 1 0 

Not Retained 3 2 0 

Graduated 2 1 5 

Graduation Bonus 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11111111111~ ~I~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~HIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
~ Bubmitled ~ Approved Name 

0 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA 

IIIIIIIH III11111111111~ ’~)~l~f~/~ Jllllllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIII1~111111111 
~ Bubmitled # Approved Name 

0 





A                         B               C       I       D               E                 F 

2o0s-2o0slllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllRo,t,r ,1111~1~ ~ ~ f!l’ft##~ ~ ~ I~ ~TI~k~F~I ~,1t~1~,,~III IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ,11111111111111111111 

Dum. GPA             Dean’s List                             ADD Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

$~11~1111111111111111 ~l,,~tl~l ~I~1tt~11~ ,r,lll,llllllllllllllll ~l~lllllll]llll~r,l,lll,I IIIIIIII]lllllllllllll 

~@@J/11111111111111111111111111111111111111 I~1~I(~t111 I~I~NI~’~I If~1~l~l If~1~l~’~l rf#~l(~llllllll 

,#~iel~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll I1~,~1 I~,~1 HIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 31111111111111111111111111 ~11111111111111111111 

~11111111111111111111111111111111 III1~1~111 II1~’~1~11 III1~I~111 Ill~ll IIIIIINi~IIII~ II~g~lll 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~14~i~ t~l~t, IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~,~k~q~,~ ~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~11111111111111111111 



A 

NONE 



A B C D E F G 

~mPt~Ul~l#i ~,#.~&Uflt~lq ~.t~’~l@#Pktl~(( ~9~111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I, IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

2005-2006 Roster 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2005-2006 3 5 5 

2004-2005 4 6 10 

2003-2004 5 6 8 
2002-2003 2 4 8 

2001-2002 5 6 11 

2000-200t 4 4 8 

1999-2000 5 4 5 
1998-1999 

1997-1998 
1996-1997 

1995-1996 
1994-1995 

Fall 2005 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2006 Semester GPA = 

_Ullllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll( llllllllllllllilllll I   IIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII  IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 2002-03 2001-02 2000-01 

3.00 & Above 8 10 10 8 8 9 
2.50-2.99 1t 6 6 6 6 7 

2.00-2.49 3 2 4 2 5 4 

Below 2.00 0 0 0 0 I 0 

Unadiusted 100% 80% 88% 100% 100% 100% 

Adjusted 100% 100% 88% 100% 100% 100% 

__h~fhhl~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll Ilt~,~t~l II~,~t~ll ~)~,~,IH~ h)~,~,IH~ 0f~/t~t~IT, ~t~J 
Fed R~te (4yr) 92% 92% 

GSR (4yr) 100% 100% 

APR 1000 980 (991) 983 (988) 
# of Students 15 14 19 

# Not Elig 0 0 1 

# Not Retained 0 1 0 

# Graduated 3 3 3 

__llllllllllllllllllllllllllli~Rl~fl~lll Illlll(lllllllllllll Jlllllllllllllllllll ]lllllllUlll)llll ~,de~#~t ~lllll Illllllllllllll ~llllllllllllllllllll 
# Submitted ~ Approved Name # Submitted ~ Approved Name 

0 0 
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2o0s-2o0slllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllRo,t,r ,111~ ~’~t##~l~ ~t~;~11 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ,11111111111111111111 
Dum. GPA Dean’s List ADD Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIII IIH|IIIHIIIII IIl~I~l ~1~111 IIIIIIlll IIH|IIII IIIIIIIIHIIIHIHHIIIIIIII IIIIIHIIIHI|HIIIII 

~111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ~l~i~tll, ~l~t~ I~1~ ~1~’~ ~IIIIIIP 

~f~lll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII II1~1 II~A~ IIl~t~ll II~l~l IIII1~t}~111111~1 

~If~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll IIIIh~lll IIl~kle~ll Illl~lll II1~1~III IIIII1~1111~ lightS,Ill 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~ ~11111111111111111111 ~11111111111111111111 



A 

NONE 
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2o0s-2o0slllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllRo,t,r ,111~ ~’~t##~l~ ~1t~;~,,~III IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ,11111111111111111111 
Dum. GPA Dean’s List ADD Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIII IIH|IIIHIIIII IIl~I~l ~111 IIIIIIlll IIH|IIII IIIIIIIIHIIIHIHHIIIIIIII IIIIIHIIIHI|HIIIII 

~111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ~tl~l~i~r¢ll, I~1~t1~ I~1~1~ ~1~1~ ~)~I~IIIIIIP 

~f~l~lll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII II1~/~1 I1~,~/~1 ,ll~t~l~ll I1~1~I~1 IIIIl~tt~llll I1~1~1 

~I~11111111111111111111111111111111 IIIl~tt~lll IIl~’~it~ll IIIIl~l~t~lll IIII~W}it~II IIIII1~1~11111 II~ill~lll 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~ ~11111111111111111111 ~11111111111111111111 



A 

NONE 



2005-2006 Roster 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2005-2006 
2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-200t 

1999-2000 
1998-1999 

1997-1998 

1996-1997 

1995-1996 
1994-1995 

7 9 14 

4 5 9 

4 1 7 

7 4 9 

8 5 12 

8 8 14 

Fall 2005 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2006 Semester GPA = 

__1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~1111111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIII ~I~R~ ~,~[~llll ,,~,111,111111111111111~ q~Rl~lllllll]llll~,hlll, IIIIIIIII]IIIIIIIIIIIIH 
2005~6          2004 05        2003 04        2002 03          2001 02          2000 01 

3.00 & Above 15 1 I 9 4 5 8 

2.50-2.99 13 13 12 10 7 12 

__~,~l~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~t~llll IIlI~r~,~lll Illiq~l~e~ll 
APR 990 1000 (995) 1000 (997) 

of Students 25 27 25 

Not Elig. 0 0 0 

Not Retained 1 1 0 

Graduated 3 4 4 

__,~#~111111111111111111111111111111111111111~1~I~1111111 I~1~ ~1~ I~l~t~~ ~l~t~t~llllll ~i~t~11 
Unadjusted 75%             100%           100%           100%            100%              na 

Adjusted 86%             100%           100%           100%            100% 

__~t~I?~lll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1~1~1~1111 ,ll~,f~,~/~l II~,f~t~!l~l IIl~,f~l~!l~ll IIIlafti~ft~lll II1~1~t~11 
Fed Rate (4yr) 92% 100% 

GSR (4yr) 96% 100% 

_~~~J~ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1~ !~1~ I~llllllllllllllllllll 
# Submitled # A~nroved Name # SubmiKed # A~nroved Name 

0 0 



Currently enrolled 

Currently enrolled 



Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2005-2006 17 16 26 

2004-2005 15 9 20 

2003-2004 23 14 23 

2002-2003 25 14 26 

2001-2002 24 21 26 

2000-2001 17 18 27 
t999-2000 21 13 26 

Fall 2005 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2006 Semester GPA = 

2005-06 2004 05 2003 04 2002 03 2001 02 2000 

3.00 & Above 25 18 26 29 37 

2.00-2.49 9 3 1 5 6 

Below 2.00 0 1 1 0 2 

~1111111~1111111111111111111111111111111~ I#]!~ i~l~l IR~ I~It~ I~l~l~Id~]llllllli~l~l 
Unadjusted 100% 50% na na na 

Adjusted 100% 100% na na na 

~ellllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll! I~f~l II~f~ll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~llllllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ]1111111111111111111 
Fed Rate (4yr) na 

GSR (4yr) 100% 100% 

~’611111111111111111111111111111111~ I1~111111~ll~ II~,~t~*~ll 
APR 1000 1000(1000) 963(989) 

# of Students 16 16 14 

#Not Elig. 0 0 0 

# Not Retained 0 0 2 

# Graduated 2 4 1 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl~l~hll~t~ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1~ 1~61~: ~111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
# Submitted               # AoDroved        Name        # Submitted     # AoDroved          Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A 

NONE 



A                            B        I        C                D               E                 F                G 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I~r~lP~vCt#~l~~ ~P~ ~1~11111111 ~1111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

__1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIII IIII II IIIIIIl~l~ ~t,~ ~!~llgllllK IIIIIg~BIII IIIII IIIIIIIIIIg~lll I IIIIIII IIIIIIIIIII II IIIIIII 
2005-6          2004-05         2003-04        2002-03          2001-02          2000-01 

3.0 & Above 15 17 13 10 14 10 
2.50-2.99 4 5 7 8 9 9 

2.00-2.49 5 6 5 5 7 6 

Below 2.00 I 2 4 1 I 1 

~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll I~l~ll~f~l I~( I~ Ill~l~ll ~#~l( 
Unadjusted 80%             86%             71%            71%              67%             100% 

Adjusted 100%             86%             83%            83%             100%             100% 

I~/~1111111111111111111111111111111111111111~ IIIl~/l~llllJllll~l~lll III~111 
APR 971 1000(985) 679(955) 
#ofStudents 21 18 19 

# Not Elig. 0 1 3 

Graduation Bonus 

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllll~((~/l~l~! Illllllllllllllllllllll~llllllllllllllllllllllll Illllllllllllllllllll~ l~ifl~ ’~llllllllllllllllllll Illllllllllllllllllll( 
# Submitted # AoDroved Name # Submitted # AoDroved Name 

0 0 



A I B I c I g I E I r I c 
Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

Left Ineligible Spring 



Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2005-2006 
2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-200t 

1999-2000 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 
1996-1997 

1995-1996 
1994-1995 

4 3 8 

6 5 9 

3 4 5 

3 0 8 

5 0 5 

3 3 5 

3 0 3 

Fall 2005 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2006 Semester GPA = 

~~W~ ~F~# ~!~;~alllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2005-06         2004 05        2003 04        2002 03          2001 02          2000 01 

3.00 & Above 4 7 7 8 5 5 

2.50-2.99 8 6 6 5 4 5 
2.00-2.49 6 4 4 4 2 8 

Below 2.00 0 0 

~’~I~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII]IlYHI~I~II I~1~11 ~I~l~{~l I~I~l~ll ~i~llllllll 1~1~I~3111 
Llnadjusted 80% 100% 100% 100% 60% 71% 

Adjusted 100% 100% 100% 100% 75% 71% 

Fed Rate (4yr)                                 89%             83% 

3SR (4yr)                                     94%             94% 

~,~If!ffftllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli!l~llll ~ll#i~llll II1~I~111 
&PR 974 953 (964) 1000 (977) 

of Students 20 17 19 

Not Elig. I 2 0 

Not Retained 1 1 0 
Graduated 6 2 4 

# Submitted # A#oroved Name # Submitted # Ao#roved Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



~ 
Currently enrelled 

Currently enrolled 



2005-2006 Roster 

Cum. GPA 

c I D 

Dean’s List 

Fall Spring 

E F G 

ACC Honor Roll 

2005-2006 
2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-200t 

1999-2000 
1998-1999 

1997-1998 

1996-1997 

1995-1996 
1994-1995 

5 8 16 

8 5 14 

14 14 25 

7 9 19 

Fall 2005 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2006 Semester GPA = 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIBIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIll I~#~ ]~&~l~ak~llll IIIIIIlfilllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2005~6         200405        200304        200203          200102          200001 

3.00 & Above t7 13 13 20 21 22 

2.50-2.99 7 10 11 7 3 5 
2.00-2.49 10 5 3 5 7 5 

Below2.00 0 0 1 1 0 1 

~111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~I~11 I~#l~ 11~15’~11~15’~ ~[(~IL~IIIIIIII ~1~11 
Unadjusted 100% 80% 100% 100% 88% 88% 

Adjusted 100% 90% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 90% 86% 
GSR (4yr) 95% 95% 

~f~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~llll IIl~if~ll IIl~f~lll 
APR 1000 989 (995) 1000(997) 

of Students 26 24 30 

Not Elig, 0 0 0 
Not Retained 0 1 0 

Graduated 12 1 7 

# Submitied # A##roved Name # Submitted # A##roved Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

Graduated 



A 



A B C D E F G 

~1~i ~,#.~&Uflt~lq ~ R~IIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I, IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

2005-2006 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2005-2006 2 2 4 

2004-2005 3 2 6 

2003-2004 0 0 1 
2002-2003 1 1 5 

2001-2002 2 0 5 

2000-200t 0 1 3 

1999-2000 2 1 3 
1998-1999 

1997-1998 
1996-1997 

1995-1996 
1994-1995 

Fa112005 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2006 Semester GPA =: 

__ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIII IIHHIIIHIIII [~.l~ri ~11111 IIIIIIIIII HIHHIIIII IIIIIIIIHIIIHIHHIIIIIII IIIIIIHIIIHIHHIIIII 
2005-06        2004-05        2003-04        2002-03          2001-02          2000-01 

3.00 & Above 4 5 3 4 4 3 
2.50-2.99 5 2 4 2 6 3 

2.00-2.49 2 1 1 0 0 2 

Below 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 

__,~/#~1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ~l~t~#~4t~ I~1~ ~l~#~t~ I~l~t~~ ~1~111111 ~i~t~11 
Unadjusted 100%           100%           50%           100%            100%             100% 

Adjusted 100%           100%           100%           100%            100%             100% 

__~t~f~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll I1~,~1,11~,~,~1 II~,~t~l II1~,~11 IIIla~fi~WIII II1~t~11 
~ed ~te (4yr) 100% 100% 

GSR (4yr) 100% 100% 

__lf~#~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll II1~III IIl1~II1 II1~III IIII~?~N~II[ IIIIll~’~llll IIl~f1~llll 
APR 969 1000 (984) 969 (979) 
# of Students 8 8 8 

# Not Elig. 1 0 0 

ff Not Retained 0 0 1 

# Graduated 1 3 0 

__lllllllllllllllllllllllllll ~ae~t~l~llll Illllllllllllllllllll Illllllllllllllllllllll Illllllllllllllllllll ~(; ~lllllllllllllllllllll ~llllllllllllllllllll 
# Bubmitted ~ Approved Name # Bubmitted ~ Approved Name 

0 0 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



Currently enrolled 



A          I     ~     I    c    /    [~    I    ~    I      ~     I    o 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1~ ~’~,l~/l~l~O,~ ~Ollllllllfllllllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII, flllllllllllllllllllll 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List AOC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

13 12 27 

16 15 24 

16 10 20 

:all 2005 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2006 Semester GPA = 

2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 2002-03 2001-02 2000-01 

1.00 & Above 15 15 22 22 19 20 

!.00-2.49 6 6 9 5 7 10 

3elow 2.00 3 5 3 3 3 I 

Jnadjusted 100% 83% 56% 56% 88% 91% 

~djusted 100% 100% 82% 82% 100% 100% 

:ed R~te 100% 50% 50% 86% 88% 
:ed Rate (4yr) 59% 60% 67% 73% 84% 79% 

# Submit[ed # Approved Name # Submit[ed # Approved Name 

0 0 

I:,~A,.~,~ ~ ’IIIIIIt"--LIIIIII~I~" 
Enrolled Name CUM GPA CurrenL Status 

Left ineligible 



~_ A I     ~     I    c    I    [~    J ~    I     ~ I    o 
Outtently enrolled 



A B C D E F G 

2005-2006 Roster 

Oum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2005~006 

20042005 

20032004 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 
1998-1999 

1997-1998 
1996-1997 

1995-1996 
1994-1995 

7 

2 

6 

2 

7 

8 

9 

9 

9 

7 

9 

Fall 2005 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2006 Semester GPA = 

I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH ,=~L~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII [I ,=~#~#~,ll[l~l ~, ~, II1,11111 I IIIIIIII1~, ~ ~, ~iI, II1,1111 IIIIIIIIIIIII I~1111111111111 I IL~, 
2005-06          2004 05        2003 04        2002 03          2001 02          2000 01 

3.00 & Above 10 8 8 9 9 6 

2.5-2.99 4 5 5 4 3 3 

2.02.49 2 2 I 2 2 2 

Below 2.0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Unadjusted 100% 75% 100% 100% 50% 67% 

100% 75% 100% 100% 100% 67% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 91% 82% 

100% 100% 

APR 1000 977 (989) 1000 (993) 

# of Students 12 12 14 
If Not Elig. 0 0 0 

# Not Retined 0 1 0 

If Graduated 2 3 4 

~~i~]~~;i~i~)~m~ 
# Submi~ed                # Approved         Name       # Submi~ed     # Approved          Name 





ACADEMIC YEAR FOOTBALL COMPOSITES 

A     IB c I D E rig o PI a I R I s     T I U I V 



ANNUAL REPORT 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

1996-1997 

INTRODUCTION 

I am pleased to write this report as the end of the academic year draws to a close It has 
been a dynamic and progressive year We welcomed a new staffmember and two new 
full-time interns, initiated changes in several of our programs, and completed a year-long 
project of writing a staffmanual We also developed our first program brochure In 
addition, we witnessed some outstanding academic performances of our students both 
individually and collectively 

NEW TITLES AND STAFF 

This year two staff‘members received new titles due to their excellent work Burgess 

McSwain was appointed Associate Director as was Caroline Furry Ms McSwain’s work 
with the Men’s Basketball Program has continued to be superb and warrants the change in 

title Ms FunT has likewise done excellent work and has assumed new duties with the 
Olympic Sports 

For the third successive year the Academic Support Program brought three new members 

to its staff‘ In August,            and          joined our staff‘as interns fiom the 
Master’s program in Sports Administration Both          ~nd        contributed 

greatly to the work of the office Their specific assignments and contributions are 
delineated in the reports of their respective supervisors, Caroline FunT and Jean B~Tant 

Robert Mercer was hired as an assistant director in October, replacing Ms Elizabeth 
Ancarana Ms Ancarana left UNC to move to Boston where her husband was to begin 
school Elizabeth had a tremendously positive impact on our ottlce and is missed greatly 
However, Mr Mercer is a velT qualified and excellent replacement who has made the 
transition smoothly Robert was fbrmerly working in the Department of Housing and 
brought with hPn a thorough knowledge of the University Mr Mercer was also a 
volunteer and tutor in our program so was familiar with our ottlce and state He was able 

to step into his position and immediately assume control of his responsibilities 

Robert has made significant contributions to our efforts in a short period oftPne His 
attached report details his responsibilities and accomplishments in his first six months 

I could not be more pleased and personally satisfied with the new stat’f members and the 
manner in which they have handled their first year with the program They are exceptional 
individuals who ably incorporated themselves into an equally fine existing statt~ Brian 
Davis, Caroline Fun’y, Jean B~Tant, Burgess McSwain and Doug Roberts are to be 
commended as well fbr the manner in which they received and oriented the new state 



We have a staff of talented professionals who work extremely hard, are committed to our 
mission and who have a strong rapport and respect for one another I could not be more 
thankful to be their supel~isor and to have the privilege of working with each of them It 
is a rare occurrence to work with a staff void of tension and conflict We have exceptional 

working relationships that facilitate effectiveness in our individual positions This 

becomes especially helpful when our mission is questioned by other professionals on 
campus who mistrust Athletics 

CHANGES IN PROGRAMS 

Last year several changes were initiated in programs offered by our of~ce Revisions in 
the Freshmen Academic Success Program, the Career Program, the Proactive Program, 

and the Orientation Program for ICreshmen Football Student-Athletes all occurred This 

year there was only one major revision and that was in the Study Hall Program for the 
Olympic Sports 

The staff thought that study hall was se~w-ing too much a ’~holding" function and was not a 
productive use of time The Study Hall Program was successful in having students in the 

building but there was no assurance that the tPne was productively spent Therefore, we 
initiated the Directed Study Program This program substituted meetings with staff and 

tutors for study hall tPne Students previously assigned study hall tPnes were required to 
meet weekly with their academic counselor and a certain number of tutors The purpose is 

to ensure productive use of the student’s tPne while they are using our resources The new 
Directed Study Program is a more effective means to not only bring students to the 

Academics Center but make sure that their time is sensibly spent 

Last year I discussed our conviction that our services are best delivered in small groups or 
to individuals who need the se~w-ice and are aware of their need Directed Study is in line 
with this thinking and appears to be adding to the effectiveness of our operation This 
program is also discussed in the reports submitted by the assistant and associate directors 



DIRECTOR’S REPORT 

I. Program Organization 

A. Most Important Activities 

The activities of the program remained consistent with past years with moderations due to 
the new statt~ The prima~ay function of our unit is to provide academic support services to 
UNC student-athletes Academic counseling is the prPnary sel~ice we provide Other 
services offered by the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes include the 
Freshman Academic Success Program, monitoring of academic progress, directed study, 
study hall, tutoring, study skills, career counseling, and the use of the resources contained 
in the Academics Center These resources include a computer lab, a language lab, study 
and tutor rooms, a resource room and an auditorium In addition, our staff co-directed 
Carolina Athletes Coming Together (ACl), a peer education and mentoring program 
involving student-athletes 

These services and programs are described later in the report or in the appendices that 
contain reports submitted by the associate directors and the assistant directors 

B. Principal Problems 

Our students face a tremendous amount of pressure to compete in the classroom at a 
rigorous academic institution and to perform athletically at the highest collegiate level 
The demand on their time and on their mental and physical energy is immense College 

athletics is too big an enterprise at the Division I level and is most taxing to the students 

The Department of Athletics at The University of North Carolina does an excellent job in 
supporting its student-athletes, perhaps better than any department of athletics in the 
country However, the demand even on our students is great There have been recent 

attempts at the NCAA level to limit athletic participation time but student-athletes are still 
complaining of the demands I think that team competition should be limited to one 

semester so as to lessen the athletic impact on the college careers of student-athletes 
Since this would have tremendous financial impact on athletic programs I do not think that 
this will ever be adopted but it would allow student-athletes to have a more well rounded 

college experience 

It is critical to note that in this context students who do not have a reasonable chance to 
graduate and are admitted to this academically rigorous university can have a difficult 
experience The difficulties they encounter in the classroom are so severe that it impacts 
eve~T area of their lives I urge the Department of Athletics and the Faculty 
Subcommittee on Athletic Admissions to continue their scrutiny of recruits They must 
not waiver at the admissions table when these critical decisions are made The 
consequences on the young people are too severe and the integrity of this great university 
is challenged when students who have IPnited chances of competing in the classroom at 
UNC are admitted Students who reach the NCAA minimum standards the last semester 



of their senior year of high school should raise considerable doubts to admission ot~cials 
regarding their prospects of attaining a degree from The University of North Carolina 

C. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 

Our unit is administratively under Academic Support Services of the College of Arts and 
Sciences My direct reporting line is to the Associate Dean of Academic Support Setw-ices, 
Carolyn Cannon We are fully funded by the Depa~ment of Athlmics and I, as director, 
have a broken line of reporting to the Executive Associate Director of Athletics, Dick 
Baddour All full-time staff of the program report directly to me 

Associate director, Brian Davis, supervises staffin my absence Mr Davis also supervises 

three part-time study hall supe~wisors; Walter Bailey, Tommy Thigpen, and Ken Sheppard 
Associate Director Caroline FurtT supervised , an intern in our ottice Ms 
Jean Bt2cant, Assistant Director, supetw-ised also an intern for the Program As 
stated earlier in the report,      and    are graduate students from the UNC Master’s 

Program in Sports Administration Ms Bt2cant was also co-director of Carolina Athletes 
Coming Together and in that capacity co-supervised a graduate student 

in the Master’s Program in Sports Psychology Robert Mercer se~wed as our tutor 
coordinator and supervised 45 tutors this past year 

IlL PROGRAMS/SERVICES 

A. Student Participation 

There are between 600 and 650 UNC students participating in athletics each year Some 

of our services are mandatory for selected students All student-athletes have access to 
our se~wices A breakdown of the student participation in our programming is as follows: 

I Academic counseling included such a large number of students that we do not have 

specific figures However, we saw approximately 75 % of our students in the Center this 
year for academic counseling The reports submitted by the staffmembers delineate the 
number of students seen in required individual meetings The figures tbr fall semester 

include 57 freshmen, 32 sophomores, 23 juniors and 4 seniors for the fall semester, 
totaling 116 students The spring semester numbers were reduced due to the progress of 

some of the students Spring figures included 61 freshmen, 20 sophomores, 15 juniors, 

and 1 senior for a total of 97 students 

2 The Freshman Academic Success Program (FASP) is a valuable program for freshmen 
We reduced the number of freshmen required to attend the program and split the 
participants into two groups In my observation the program was more successful this 
year then in past years due to focusing on the specific needs of the two groups and the 
reduced number ofpa~icipants For a more complete description of this program see 
Caroline Furry’s report 



3 Study hall is a supel~ised tPne of study for selected students Its purpose is to help 
institute a habit of study among the students and to do so in a structured environment It 
also helps staffto monitor study tPne and, thus, predict academic performance Each of 
the staff report the number of students by class and their required number of weekly study 
hall hours in their reports Aggregate figures for the fall include 162 students required 
study hall hours while in the spring 86 students were required study hall hours 

4 The tutoring program is coordinated by Assistant Director Robert Mercer His report 
contains information about the program At the end of this year there were 45 tutors 

regularly used in the program (29 graduate students, 4 undergraduate students, and 12 
non-students) working an average of 240 hours per week This is up fiom an average of 

160 per week last year Additional tutoring was scheduled during final exams (60 hours) 

5 The Pro-Active Monitoring Program is a program instituted by Associate Director 
Caroline Furry It targets students experiencing or expected to experience significant 
academic challenges The program entails weekly meetings with a staffmember, close 
monitoring, and the development of study skills such as time management and study 
strategies Ms FunT’s report on this program is quite detailed 

6 The Career Counseling Program is now run by Robert Mercer Robert has done an 
excellent job with this program during his short tPne with us He has had an excellent 
series of Career Planning Seminars for all juniors this spring This was in addition to fall 
workshops in which we worked cooperatively with University Career Sel~ices Our 
thanks go to Jackie Gist from UCS for her participation in our workshops In addition, 
Ms Mercer, with the assistance of           updated the data in the Carolina Athletic 
Connection, a database of athlete alumni who have volunteered to help current student- 
athletes in career exploration activities 

7 Carolina Athletes Coming Together (ACT) is a peer education and mentoring program 
that has just completed its fourth year of operation Although not directly an academic 
support service it is co-directed by Jean B~Tant along with Matt Sullivan from Health 

Education The mission statement for the program reads, "Carolina ACT seeks to guide 

peers by orientating, supporting, and increasing awareness of relevant issues pertaining to 
the college student-athlete" The 40 members reached approximately 185 freshmen 
student-athletes through monthly mandatory meetings Forty new and returning mentors 

will be ready to work with the fieshmen next year 

8 The Faculty Guest Coaching Program continued under my direction for the eighth 

year Facuhy and staff are given intimate exposure and insight into the football and 
academic support programs through the four day experience 



B. Employment Distribution 

I The major duties and responsibilities assigned to staNare: 

John Blanchard-Director: Oversight and direct supelwision of the entire program; Direct 

supervision of full-time staff; Faculty Guest Coaching Program; Recruiting; University 
Representative to the National Consortium for Academics and Sports; Member, Rape 

Awareness Committee; Member, No Name Committee; Assistant Director of Athletics 
responsible for eligibility, the exit intelwiew and questionnaire process for senior student- 
athletes and the Athletics point person for the internship program with the Master’s 

Program in Sports Administration 

Brian Davis-Associate Director: Assume oversight of program in director’s absence; 
Academic Counselor for tbotball; Study Hall Coordinator including supervision ofpa~- 
tPne study hall supe~w-isors; Book Purchase Coordinator; Study Skills; High School 
Transcript Review for tbotball prospects; Recruiting; General College Advisor 

Caroline Furry-Associate Director tbr Olympic Sports: Act in place of the director, when 
appropriate, in all academic matters pertaining to Olympic Sports; Academic Counselor 
tbr Baseball, Women’s Basketball, Men’s and Women’s Fencing, Men’s and Women’s 
Swimming, and Volleyball (approxPnately 180 students); Coordinator of Pro-Active 
Monitoring Program; Coordinator of Freshman Academic Success Program; Study Skills; 
Recruiting; General College Advisor 

Burgess McSwain-Associnte Director: Academic Counselor for Men’s Basketball; Study 
Skills; Recruiting 

Jean B~’yant-Assistant Director: Academic Counselor for Women’s Lacrosse, Softball, 
Men’s and Women’s Soccer, Men’s and Women’s Tennis, and Men’s and Women’s Track 
(approximately 220 students); Coordinator of Retention Database; Codirector, Carolina 
Athletes Coming Together (ACT); Coordinator, Honors and Awards; Recruiting 

Robert Mercer-Assistant Director: Academic Counselor for Field Hockey, Men’s and 
Women’s Golf, Gymnastics, Men’s Lacrosse, and Wrestling (approximately 170 students); 
Tutor Coordinator; Career Program Coordinator; Study Skills; Recruiting 

Doug Roberts-Office Assistant: Office Manager; Administrative Support to all staff, 
Receptionist; Supe~w-isor of part-time once staN 

Tommy Thigpen-Study Hall Supe~w-isor: Supe~w-ises night study hall in Academics Center 

Kenneth Sheppard-Study Hall Supe~wisor: Supe~wises night study hall in Academics 
Center 

Walter Bailey-Study Hall Supervisor: Supervises night study hall in Academics Center 



-Intern: Academic Counseling, Pro-active Program, Career Counseling 
Program (Carolina Athletic Connection update), Reports, Recruiting 

-Intern: Academic Counseling, Pro-active Program, Carolina ACT, Database 
Management, Post-C~-aduate Scholarship Program, Exit Inte~w-iew Process, Reports, 
Recruiting 

C. STAFF DEVELOPMENT 

1 In the summer of 1996 Brian Davis, Jean Bryant and I attended the national convention 
of the National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics (N4A) in Washington 

DC This was an excellent opportunity to attend helpful workshops and interact with 
colleagues fi-om around the countl?~ In addition, we hosted Sue C~ay, Director of Health 
Education and Matt Sullivan, Coordinator of Substance Abuse Programs We had an 

excellent exchange on the clPnate oPthe campus as it relates to drug and alcohol use and 

abuse We also set up a simple referral system for our ottlce for student-nthletes in need 
oPcounseling Ms C~-ay and Mr Sullivan were most helpfi~l in the meeting and continue 

to be so In addition, we had Dean Margaret Barrett and Ms Kim Abels meet with our 
tutor staff at the beginning of the spring semester to review proper writing tutor strategies 
Finally, Dean Carolyn Cannon attended a staffmeeting in April to clarify policies and 

procedures regarding the registration process of student-athletes 

This summer Caroline Fur~T, Robert Mercer and I will be attending the National 

Convention for the N4A in Phoenix In addition, since summer will allow time for 
planning and other activities than the normal work with students we plan to engage in 

planning sessions for the upcoming year and may include some staff development 
activities 

2 Evaluation of staff is done on an annual basis using the State of North Carolina 
procedure Informal evaluations are done regularly so that performance can be assessed 
as pertinent situations arise I have scheduled weekly or biweekly meetings with staff to 
make sure that I am aware oPthe concerns of each staffmember and that I can give 
feedback to them regarding their performance 

3 We have a staff of tutors that are primarily graduate students They are evaluated 
through the exit inte~wiew process conducted by the Department of Athletics and periodic 
questionnaires given to the students Our interns are evaluated on an on-going basis by 

their direct supe~wisor 

IlL RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 
N/A 



IV. PUBLIC SERVICE 

A Panelist at the National Convention of the National Consortium for Academics and 
Sport: "Challenges Today’s College Student-Athlete" (JolmBlanchard) 
B Panelist, Morehead Scholars Alumni Meeting, "Student-Athlete: How Much Student, 
How Much Athlete" (John Blanchard) 

V. RECRUITMENT 

A We followed State of North Carolina, University and Federal guidelines in the 
recruitment and hMng of the three new staff members Adequate advertisement was given 
with ads running in the Raleigh News and Observer, The Chronicle of Higher Education 
and the NCAA News. 

VI. ACADEM IC ACCOM PLISHM ENTS 

Many of the academic accomplishments of the student-athletes are not official at the time 
of this report is written Spring grades are not submitted and many awards are yet to be 
announced Each summer this office does a complete list of academic accomplishments 
However, there are some accomplishments that can be listed here: 

¯ A total of 231 student-athletes earned a 30 gpa for the fall semester This is an 
increase tbom 222 last fall and represents over 35 % of the student-athlete population 
at UNC This is also the highest number of student-athletes reaching this level since 
we have kept such records 

¯ Included in this ~rouo are 10 student s with ~zoa’s-- and 

¯ Four student-athletes had    gpa’s in the fall-- 

¯ The Dean’s List included 115 student-athletes, an increase of six tbom f~ll of 1995 
This is the second highest total for student-athletes on the Dean’s list In the fall of 

1994 there were 117 student-athletes on the Dean’s List 

¯ are 
recipients of the 1996-97 ACC Weaver-James-Corrigan Postgraduate Scholarship 
Award They were two out offiffeen winners of the award in the ACC this year 

¯ The UNC gymnastics team placed a record 13 student-athletes on the Academic All- 
East Atlantic Cumnastics League (EAGL) Team In total, the league recognized 64 
gymnasts on the team, which represent eight schools from the Atlantic Coast 

Conference, the Big East, and the AMERICA EAST Conference UNC student- 
athletes recognized include: 



was named to the Academic AII-ACC football team 
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INTRODUCTION 

I am pleased to review the past year’s accomplishments of the Academic Support 
Program. Overall, we enjoyed many successes within a) our student-athlete’s 
academic performances b) within our staffin] and c) within the academic 
programs that we offered. The fo[lowin] will detail each of these areas. 

STAFF 

In July, we sadly lost one of the pioneer Academic Counselors in the country, 
Burgess McSwain. Burgess had been at the University for over four decades and 
served dozens of coaches, and literally hundreds of student athletes. It goes 
without saying that her death was a toss to aU of us. Her primary responsibility 
was that of men’s basketbaU, and that has been taken over by Wayne Walden. 

In early October, Marisa Brnardic. Assistant Director for O[vmoic Soorts. resigned 
her position after five years. 

Marisa was replaced by Brent Blanton, who joins our 
staff after two years at the University of Southern California and the previous 
three years at Florida State University. Brent brings experience as an academic 
counselor and significant experience in the area of continuing eligibility. 

In October, I hired Mary WiUingham as a full-time Learning Specialist for the 
Olympic sport teams. This is a new position that I had identified a need for in 
last year’s EOY Report and subsequently created over the summer. 

In late January, Jenny Otson resigned, 
Also in January, Miche|te Nixon i 

Both were Learning Specialist positions working primarily with the 
football team. The opportunity to reorganize the footbaU counseling structure, 
created by the departure of Jenny and MicheUe has been a welcome one. It has 
allowed Cynthia Reynolds and me the ability to change one of the existing 
learning specialist positions back to an academic counseling position (a position 
that we believe will more adequately benefit the program and the footbaU 
team). As of this writing, Octavus Barnes has accepted the position as 
academic counselor working exclusively with the football team. We continue to 
work to replace the Learning Specialist and will hopefuUy have someone in place 
by the beginning of June 2005. 

PROFESSIONAL AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT 

As in past years, I participated in the National Consortium for Academics and 
Sports in Orlando, Florida and the National Association of Academic Advisors for 
Student-Athletes Convention in Indianapolis, Indiana. This summer, I wiU again 
be participating in the National Association of Academic Advisors for Student- 
Athletes Convention, to be held in Raleigh, NC. 



In my continuing effort to offer staff development, in August I purchased a copy 
of the book ’The Present’ for each staff member. The staff had the fall 
semester to read the book and then several opportunities to discuss the book 
with other staff members. 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

The Academic Support Program for Student-Athtetes is administratively located 
in the CoUege of Arts and Sciences and is one of several academic support 
services at the university. The FacuLty Advisory Committee, appointed by the 
Dean of the CoUege of Arts and Sciences, provides me with supervision, support 
and advice in the operation of the program. I report to the Associate Dean of 
the CoUege of Arts Et Sciences, Fred Oark. My liaison in Athtetics is John 
Blanchard, Senior Associate Director of Athtetics for Student-Athtete Services. 

Following is an overview of the current structure: 

Director - Robert Mercer 
Provide leadership and direction for the entire staff 
Directly responsible for two Associate Directors, one Assistant Director, 
three fuU time and one part time Academic Counselors, two Learning 
Specialists, one Administrative Assistant and one graduate intern 

Associate Director - Cynthia Reynolds 
Oversees football academic operations 
Directly supervises one full-time counselor and one full time Learning 
specialist 

Associate Director - Wayne Walden 
Co-coordinates men’s basketball academic operations 
Academic Counselor for two Olympic sport teams 

Assistant Director - Brent B[anton 
Academic Counselor for six Olympic sport teams 
Oversees tutorial program 
Directly supervises two academic counselors, one fuU-time Learning 
specialist, one intern and aU tutors and study haU monitors 
Oversees daily operation of the Academic Support Center in my absence 

Academic Counselor - Kym Orr 
Counselor for six Olympic sport teams 
Coordinates the Academic Team Captains Program 



Academic Counselor - Mary Brunk 
Counselor for seven Olympic sport teams 
Coordinates all Scholarships Et Awards 

Academic Counselor (part time) - Jan Boxi[[ 
Counselor for women’s basketball 

Learnin8 Specialist for Football open 
Learnin8 Specialist for Olympic Sports /~ary Wii[insham 
Academic Counselor for Football - Octavus Barnes 
Administrative Assistant -Dou~l Roberts 
Graduate Intern - 

STUDENT-ATHLETE ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

The number of academic scholarships and awards earned by our student- 
athletes every year is a direct reflection of the talent and dedication of the 
student athletes that we recruit at UNC. It is also reflects the or~lanization and 
dedication of the Academic Support Program staff and in particular, Mary Brunk. 
Mary continues to do an exceptional job coordinatin8 this pro~Iram for the entire 
athletic department. This year several existin~l awards were moved under 
Mary’s coordination due to her skills in this area. 
Below is a brief description of some of the accomplishments, awards and 
scholarships earned this past year by our student-athletes: 



NEW ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM ACTIVITIES 

We have added a number of academic prosrams and services to our prosram this 
year. I am happy to hishlisht five new initiatives be[ow: 

¯ Supplemental Instruction 
¯ Participation with C-TOPS 
¯ Student-Athlete Graduation Reception 
¯ African American Faculty Mentorin~ Program 
¯ Collaborative Efforts with Campus Faculty and Staff 

Supplemental Instruction 

In the faU we made a shift in our tutorial prosrammin~l to include Supplemental 
Instruction. As defined by the Center for Supplemental Instruction at the 
University of Missouri-Kansas City, SI is "a mode[ of academic assistance he[pin8 
students in historicaUy difficult c[ass’s master content white they develop and 
inte~lrate [earnin8 and study strate~lies." Earlier in the year, Mary Wi[lin~Jham 
and Assistant Dean Shade Little attended a conference at UMKC where they were 
trained as SI trainers. Since that time both are coordinatin8 our SI instructor 
trainin~l and SI classes. More information on SI is located in Mary Wi[lin~Jham’s 
EOY report. 

Participation with CTOPS 

Assistant Director, Brent B[anton and I met with Judy Deshote[s from the New 
Student Orientation and Parent Prosram Office (formally CTOPS) earlier in the 
year to develop new opportunities for our staff and students at summer 
orientation. For the first time, our staff writ be able to offer an information 
session to both new student-athletes and their parents durin8 the orientation 
sessions. We wit[ participate in orientation trainin8 and our prosrams writ be 
advertised on the orientation schedule that at[ new students receive. 



Graduation Reception 

This May, our staff and the Student Services staff coordinated a Graduation 
Reception for ~raduatin~ student-athletes and their families. We offered food, 
picture opportunities and opportunities for staff and student’s to say ~oodbye. 
The program was fun, well attended and very welt received. I look forward to 
expandin~ the reception next May. 

African American Mentorin8 Program 

This semester I met with several African American faculty members to discuss 
the need for a mentorin~l prosram for our African American student-athletes, 
especially those who enter our institution through the sub committee on 
athletics. After initial discussions I brought the idea to Corey HoUiday and 
Cricket Lane, both on the Student Services staff. The three of us had a series of 
meetings with faculty and staff on campus and I am happy to report that Corey 
and Cricket aton~l with several faculty and staff members wilt offer the 
mentodn~ prosram be~linnin~ in the faU. This is especially satisfyin~l for me 
because I had been seekin~ support for a program like this for some time. 

Collaborative Efforts with Campus Faculty and Staff 

This past academic year we have continued to create opportunities to 
collaborate with faculty and staff from campus. This entire year MaH[yn Wyrick, 
Assistant Director of Advisin~ in the College of Arts and Sciences, has 
participated in all of our staff meetings and staff functions. Shade Little, 
Assistant Dean of Academic Services, has worked ten hours a week in our 
department counselin8 student-athletes, has participated in all of our staff 
trainin~llworkshops, and has helped coordinate our supplemental instruction 
pro~Iram. In the sprin~, we hosted a faculty and staff reception at the women’s 
ACC basketbaU tournament in Greensboro. This was an opportunity for our staff 
to meet and socialize with new and existin~l campus faculty and staff members. 
We offered lunch, parkin~l, and tickets to the tournament. The program was 
very welt attended and welt received. Our plan is to continue this faculty 
reception every year at the women’s ACC tournament (or at a similar event). 

CONCLUSION 

l’m pleased with our department’s successes this past year. This year we’ve 
experienced some chanties in two main areas: personnel and the academic 
services field (the new NCAA Academic Reform Legislation). 

First, personnel chanses continue to present both chaUen~les and opportunities 
for the Prosram. White it’s difficult to replace experienced employees who’ve 
served the University for decades and to handle the potential upset this may 



have to the consistency of the advising that we offer our student athletes, the 
chance for new staff members to bring fresh energy and ideas to our Program 
has been a welcome addition. 

Up to this point in my tenure as Director, I have underestimated the amount of 
time that I would be involved with working through staff changes and the 
subsequent dynamics that these changes present. Throughout the course of this 
past academic year, I believe that I have grown as a supervisor, mentor, and 
Director as a result of my leadership through these changes. 

Second, we’ve just now begun to feel the effects of the NCAA Academic Reform 
Legislation that was introduced two years ago. The amount of personnel time 
that is now devoted to continued monitoring of degree progress and 
measurement of academic progress has increased dramatically. Due to the 
dedication of our staff members, both present and past, we have been 
successful in producing a strong APR for this first year of reporting and 
measurement. 

I continue to enjoy my role as Director. We have excellent student athletes, 
dedicated personnel, and great support from both the College and the 
Department of Athletics. Ultimately, this combination is what truly makes an 
Academic Program successful. 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

END OF YEAR REPORT 
2004-2005 

Cynthia R. Reynolds 
Associate Director 

Academic Coordinator ~rFootball 

1. Football 

Scholarship: 
85 
Non-Scholarship: 
45 
Total: 
130 

Overall Comments: 
This year has been an interesting year due to the Learning SpedaHsts staff changes. 

and consequently I was down 2 staff members during the 

entire Spring 2005 semester,            a graduate assistant, he~ped during this shortage of 
staff by meeting with identifies individual p~ayers and he~ping to run study table during the week 
and on Sunday nights. 
Statistics associated with the entering 2004 scholarship class: 

Total Fall 2004 Class: 22 

Admissions Review Cases: 11 

Academic Index 
<2.00 16 
>2.00 but <2.20 3 
>2.200 but <2.60 1 
AI Unknown 2 

SAT / ACT 
>700 but <- 8003 
,800 but ,- 9006 
,900 but ,- 1000 8 
,1000 but <- 1100 4 
>1100 but <- 1200 1 

Fall 2004: 
¯ 2.00 fall cum gpa 5 
¯ 2.00 cure gpa 4 

,- 0.500 but < 1.500 
>- 1.500 but < 1.800 
>- 1.800 but < 2.000 

>- 2.00 fatt cum gpa 22 
>- 2.00 cum gpa 18 



2.000 17 

December 2004 Academic Appeals Cases: 
Freshmen: None 
Upperclassmen: I (Ist year transfer from LSU) 

-Appeal granted 
For the overall Football team, I feel the composite statistics are improving in the areas that are 
indicators that the support sewices given are impacting the students. In addition, bringin2 in 
stron2er and more prepared students wi[[ help with the overall success of the team. A[thou2h 
statistics do not te[[ the whole story, they can 2ive a "picture" of where the team is 2oin2 
academically. 

APR (Academic Performance Rate): 971 (Reported 2111105) 

2. ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

a. Structured and Drop-in Meetings 

Meetings with student3 were structured and on a drop-in basis. Michette met with 
approximately 11 of the freshmen on a re2u[ar basis and I met with the other freshmen on a 
scheduled basis as needed. As I was sensitive to the lack of staff, I arranged my schedute such 
that study tabte woutd be a time to interact and meet prior to or after the structured study 

time. This seemed to work welt with the students as many felt they did not need constant 
supervision, yet wanted to be able to "check-in" and talk whenever they needed guidance or 
help. In addition, I met with the remaining upper-class football students on an on-going basis. I 
have atways had an open door poticy due to the time constraints on student-athtetes. I 
encoura2e students to make an appointment, but wi[[ always 2ive them time if I am not in a 
meeting or seeing another student. Although some students f~e[ I should be available at 
times when they stop by, the comptaints are not such that I feet it necessary to chan2e the 
structure of my office time. 

b. Structured Study 

Freshmen were required to have 8-10 of mandatory study table hours. The Fall 2004 
study hours were Sunday, 7:30-9:30pm, Monday -Thursday, 12:30-2:00. These did not include 
hours at the university Writin2 or Learnin2 Center. The spring 2005 semester hours were Sunday, 
6-Spin and Monday throu2h Thursday 12:30-2:00. There were occasionat study hour exceptions 
based on the students’ individual classes. This flex time did not work as welt as I had hoped and 
wilt try to minimize the classes that interfere with structured study table in the future. 

c. Monitoring of Continuing Eligibility 

The monitoring of continuing eNgibiNty is consistent with the other academic advisors as 

determined by the Director, Robert Mercer, Susan Ma[oy and Lance Markos in Academic 
Comptiance. I keep individuat rites on each student that contain the fottowing: continuing 
etigibitity form, major worksheet, advisin2 comment form, semester transcript, and any other 

pertinent paperwork, emai[s, or other communication regarding the individual student. Meetings 
each semester with Susan or Lance provide a review of their status. In addition, progress reports 
are sent to Professors twice a semester for their feedback, comments and grades to-date. These 

reports are summarized and updated weekly in another report form and provided to the head 
and position coaching staff for their information. I am increasing the number of faculty 

contacts, both emait and phone ca[Is, to develop more relationships across campus. Hopefully 
this wi[[ increase the communication in a more timely manner so if there are any issues that 

I0 



faculty are concerned about, they will feel more comfortable ca~Ung or emaiBng me right away 

rather than waiting for progress reports to be sent out. 

3. PROGRAMS 
Guest CoachinB and Luncheon: The proBram is improving, a[Lhough Last minute issues 

wilt continue to naturaLLy come up. I sent out emaits and Letters in [ate JuLy to invite faculty to 
specific games as a guest coach. Some were able to commit at that time but most were not. 
The issues were related to teaching obBgations, travel times, Last minute meetings, exam 
schedu[es~ tack of inLeresL, as weLL as persona[ (hea[Lh). The inability to have the facu[Ly 
commit ahead of time has ted Lo [ast minuLe scrambhnB for a guest coach, just as it did in the 
prior year. ALthough I wit[ continue to nurture relationships and try and obtain commitments 
ahead of time, I understand that there will be these issues which are unavoidable. The 
luncheons went very welt this year. The number of people, departments, and staff increased 
significanUy. This was [arBe[y due Lo RoberL’s abihLy to take charge of makinB the caLLs once we 
discussed who shou[d be invited and when. This is vel¥ time consuminB and I was able Lo focus 
on Lhe prioriLy of Lhe freshmen class, particuLarLy since Jenny was in and out for the b or 7 weeks 
she was stilt working fuLL-time. I was able to be at the Luncheons for their entirety and stay to 
speak to the guests, which was beneficial to the footbaLL program and to me for the relationships 
that it Benerates. 

The MasterinB College ProBram for FootbaLL: I want to continue to improve the necessary 
support services that are needed for the student profile that is beinB admitted into UNC. 
Beginning summer 2005, the entering freshmen class wilt be given scholarships to attend second 
session summer schooL. Many of the fatt workshops wit[ now be given during this time at night or 
in the afternoons. This frees up much needed time in the fatt to devote to more academic issues 
and issues related to what the students are experiencing at that time. We also can re-visit 
some of the topics presented in the summer that are important to reiterate (honor code, time 
management, speaking to facu[ty).With the addition of a new advisor/mentor as we[[ as the 
hirinB of a new Learning speciahst, I Look forward to exploring new ideas to improve the 
proBram. 

Other programs associated with FootbaLL are the Academic Day, Recruiting and other 
requested formal or informal "taLks/programs" with footbaLL related activities. Depending on 
staff availability, we are at[ responsible and parLicipate in these events. 

4. OTHER ACTIVITIES 
In the position of Associate Director of the Academic Support Program, I supervise 2 

professional staff members and act on behalf of the Director as needed. I also have direct input 
and supervision of tutors that were hired specificaLLy for the needs of the footbaLL student- 
athletes. I hold weekly meetings with my staff members to discuss problems, academic 
performance, behavioral issues and ways to improve the services we provide. I meet with tutors 
regularly to discuss progress as welt as any problems that need to be addressed. I also meet 
with the coaching staff on a reBuLar basis to discuss many of the issues stated above. ALthough 
not perfect, communication has improved between Coach BunUnB, position coaches, staff and 
me. I wit[ continue to make a concerted effort to facilitate scheduled and spontaneous 
conversations with the coaching staff. 

Recruiting for football is a yearlong process. Unofficial and official visits are conducted 
from the start of the school year and continue throughout a 12-month period. Most unofficial 
visits beBin in September durinB the footbaLL season, endinB in November when official weekend 
recruitinB beBins. The official recruiting season ends in February at siBninB day. There is a short 
lull and unofficial visits begin again. Recruiting is a 12-month expectation, not only for coaches, 
but also for support staff. Almost every weekend from September through February is an 
established recruiUnB period. InvoLvement can require attendance from Friday afternoon 

II 



through Saturday night dinner. There are other weekends after February that require a time 
commitment for recruitin8. For example, "Junior Day" is an orsanized weekend recruitin8 event 

that happens in March. Other weekends as needed by Coach Buntin2 and his staff are 

determined throushout the sprin2 and summer. 

Other activities are orsanized team meetinss to discuss academic issues, weekly 

meetings with the entire coachin~ staff and other events that promote the footbaLL program. I 

wilt also hold informational meetings with freshmen and their parents durin~ the summer at 
nisht. I contact every incomin2 scholarship and preferred waLk-on student once they have been 

admitted to discuss their up~omin2 year, answer questions they may have or direct them to the 

resources they need for their future at CaroLina. Communication is onsoin8 throushout the 

summer until camp besins in August. 

5. NEW and/or IMPROVED 

First, Let me "taLk" improved. Mary wittin~ham’s maturity, energy, organization and 
humor have been a ~reat addition to the football program. She worked one-on-one with a 

couple of the highest risk students and was able to be successful despite the Limitations that 

were provided by the students themselves. She orsanized, overall, the footbaLL LD students in a 

way that helps me keep abreast of schedulin8 appointments, medication refiLLs, paperwork 

completion and just knowing, in detaiL, what is ~oin2 on with the students who need the LD 

services. Her foLLow-up with aLL my requests and concerns has been outstandin2. She has always 
jumped in and accepted additional work from me and the students. As I did not have any 

Learnin8 specialists workin8 for the sprin8 2005 semester, she took it upon herself to "volunteer" 

for increased work and responsibility. She has been a tremendous help this semester and 

continues to be~ as we head into the summer months. 
The added help of Ron Brewer has been a welcome addition. He has done a 2reat job in meetin2 

with students and bein~ a mentor for the 2uys who need a "different voice" than what others 

can provide here. He is dependable and reliable and offered a 8reat deal to the students he 

worked with in the program. 

The "new" is [e2is[ation that aLLows incomin2 freshmen to take classes that are paid for by their 

scholarship. This puts additional stress on aLL staff associated with the football prosram, but 

certainly impacts the academic staff and its resources. I do not believe, now, there is adequate 

time to THINK about aspects of the prosram and prepare and improve what we already have in a 

time frame that is beneficial to staff. But, once a template is made and improved on in the 

comin~ years, hopefuLLy, we can intake aLL the 2reat thin~s about brin~in~ in the students for the 

summer to work in their favor as well as the staff, athletic department and the university. As 
the football prosram will have the larsest number of increased students in the summer (approx. 

18-24), I hope that there continues to be support where it is needed to be successfuL. 

6. CONCLUSION 
OveraLL, and despite bein~ down 1 staff member in the FaLL and 2 staff members in the 

Sprin~ 2005, I feel very positive about the academic program and the success of the students. 

The number of students who had Less than a 2.00, particularly freshmen, was sisnificant[y 
reduced at the end of the FaLL 2004 semester. Freshmen did exceptionally well (onLy 5 had less 

than a 2.00 sere 2pa, as compared to FaLL 2003, that had 14 with Less than a 2.00 sere ~pa) and 

the footbaLL team as a whole continued to improve on their ovela[[ academic standings. The 

Freshmen class had NO December appeals. Despite havin8 the same number of Admissions 

Review Cases as Last year and similar Academic Index scores, this year’s class has been more 

academicaLLy motivated, in my opinion, than the prior year class. We have not had as many 
behavioral issues as the prior year, yet they continue to be at risk due to their Lack of stron2 

academic preparation. If the number of total committee cases remains constant or increases on 

an annual basis, I expect that we wiLL continue to have the overaLL 2pa’s reflect this trend. 

Although we wiLL continue to improve the support services to help our students, the academic 

deficits and lack of academic preparedness of the student-athletes with this continuin~ profile 
present significant cha[[en2es. TypicaLLy these students do not become seLf-reguLated Learners 
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(i.e. develop the necessary skiLLs and competencies to be successful at CaroLina) in one academic 
year. Therefore with each enterin~ class of this similar profile the demand on the staff and 

resources quickly becomes compounded. The imp[icaUons of the aforementioned factors create 
significant concern about the realistic possibility to make satisfactory de~ree progress and have a 

meaningful undergraduate academic experience. 
I wi[[ continue to develop more and better relationships with university departments, 

faculty and staff~ become more visible and active in my role, not only as the football academic 

coordinator, but as the associate director in the academic support unit. I hope to serve on 
university committee’s if possible, improve the ~uest coachin~ program, examine and continually 
improve~ with my staff’s input~ the football support program in the Academic Center. This wi[[ 

also lead to better services for the student-athlete at CaroOna as the entire academic staff 
continues to improve and share ideas and suggestions for the overall effectiveness and success of 

the Academic SupporL Program for Student-Athletes. 

Attachment: Academic Year Football Composites 
I have attached a Footbatt Composite to show you the direction of the program. I was 

hired in August 2002. For reference purposes, I compited the data for 2 years prLor to my hire 
date. As you can see~ the stats have improved~ specificatty in the "E~etow 2.00 Cure" cotumns~ as 

weLL as the ’Cum GPA" columns. ALthough I wiLL always expect improvement, there wiLL probably 
be a LeveLin~ off of numbers if the footbaLL student-athLete profiLe continues to be the same and 
the SAT/ACT test scores of the non-student-athLete continues to increase. 
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ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 2004-05 

WAYNE WALDEN 

I. Teams 

Team # of Students 
Men’s Basketball 15 
Men’s Swimmin8 ~t Diving 37 
Women’s Swimmin8 ~t Divin8 30 
VoUeybaU 15 
Total 97 

II. Academic Counselimz 

A. Weekly/~eetings 
During the fail semester, I held regular meetin~Js with the two freshmen in 

men’s basketbalL, twelve men and ei~.lht women on the swimmin~.l and div~n~.l 
teams (all freshmen) and four freshmen on the voLleybaLl team (althou~Jh I did 
not start workin~ with the volLeybalL team until Marisa left in October). I met 
weekly with these students for the first few weeks of the fall semester and then 
some of these students met weekly and others met every other week for the 
remainder of the semester. Each of the freshmen filled out a calendar at the 
be~innin~ of the semester which contained test and quiz dates, due dates for 
papers, etc. With most of the freshmen, I spent several weeks deveLopin~ some 
time management strategies and discussed some basic study skill strategies as 
welL. These meetings were also used to monitor their academic progress, 
discuss possible majors, select courses for the upcomin~J semester, and discuss 
any other transition issues that they encountered. 

During the sprin~ semester, there were some freshmen who continued in 
weekly meetin~Js but most of them met with me every two to four weeks. Most 
of the freshmen were a~ain required to complete a semester calendar but more 
time was spent durin~ this semester discussin~ possible majors. 

B. Structured Study 

FaLL Spfin~ 
8 3 
4 0 
4 3 

During the faLL semester, 12 of the freshmen and sophomores on the swimmin~ 
and diving teams were required to spend six hours each week at the Academic 
Center in a combination of independent study sessions and tutorin~ sessions. 
The voLLeybaLL freshmen were required to spend four hours each week. During 
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the spring semester, the vo[leyba[l freshmen were only required to spend two 
hours each week at the Academic Center. 

For men’s basketba[l, required study hours were determined individua[ly 
and almost a[l of the hours were required with tutors. A[most at[ of the 
members of the team were required to meet with tutors each week during the 
fat[ semester. The tutoring sessions occurred at Kenan Fieldhouse and the Smith 
Center. During the daytime hours, a[most a[l of the sessions occurred at Kenan 
Fie[dhouse and much of the night tutoring was done at the Smith Center. On 
some occasions, I wou[d assign some independent study hours to a student to do 
some required work outside of tutoring sessions. 

C. Registration and Drop-In Student/~eetings 
During the fall semester, I met with almost all of my student-athletes to discuss 
courses for the upcoming semester. During these meetings, we would also 
discuss eligibility issues and progress towards graduation. During the spring 
semester, I did meet with all of my student-athletes who would be returning 
next year to discuss class schedules for summer and fall. In addition to these 
meetings, I also had many drop-in meetings during the course of the year to 
answer questions and discuss various issues. 

D. /~onitoring of Continuing Eligibility and Academic Progress 
During the course of the year, I update the academic major worksheet for each 
student-athlete on my teams. I also maintain contact with Susan Matoy and 
Lance Markos about various eligibility issues. 
In addition to monitoring progress towards a degree, it is also important to 
monitor the academic progress of students in their current courses. Our office 
sends progress reports to instructors of selected students twice during each 
semester. This is supplemented by self-reported information from the student 
and other contact that I might have with instructors about the progress of these 
students. I then compile this information and discuss it with the coaches. 

III. Other Activities 

A.    Recruiting 
One of my responsibilities is to assist my coaches in the recruiting process. For 
the swimming and diving and voUeybaU programs, this assistance involves 
visiting with prospective student-athletes and their parents during their official 
campus visits and corresponding via e-mail to answer questions that they may 
have about degree programs. For men’s basketball, in addition to the above 
duties, my responsibilities also include evaluating transcripts of prospects, 
serving as a liaison to the Office of Admissions, and communicating with high 
school counselors regarding the eligibility status of the prospects. 
B. Long-Term Degree Plans 
I have always found it helpful to construct a tong-term degree plan with a 
student after they have decided on a major. While this tong-term plan is always 
subject to revision, it does give the student an idea of how many hours will be 
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required each semester to ~raduate and how much summer school will be 
necessary to ~raduate on time. Graduation plans are in place for most of my 
juniors and some of the sophomores. 

C. Other Possible Selves Exercise 
Durin~ the sprin~ semester, I have used the "Other Possible Selves Exercise" 
with some of the freshmen. This exercise is done over several weeks and asks 
the student to develop some 8oals athletically, academically, and personally for 

their career at UNC. It also causes them to look further into the future and try 
to determine some character qualities and personal achievements that will be 
important to them over the course of their life. Finally, it helps them think 
about some career alternatives that will hopefully help them in the selection of 
a major in the not too distant future. 

D. Tutoring 
I was involved in tutorin~ some of the student-athletes on the basketball team 
durin~ the course of the year. I was also involved in the hirin~ process of some 
tutors and coordinated the meetin~ times and locations for tutorin~ sessions. 
Most of the tutorin~ sessions durin~ the day took place at Kenan Fie[dhouse and 
most of the evenin~l tutorin~ sessions took place at the Smith Center. Movin~l 
the tutorin~ sessions for the student-athletes in basketball to Kenan Fie[dhouse 
durin~ the last two years has been much more difficult than I had anticipated. 
The upperclassmen have always been reluctant to meet in the Academic Center. 
Parkin8 is one issue and space limitations can also be an issue in the early 
afternoon and nishttime hours. 

We had 11 tutors who worked with student-athletes in men’s basketball 
this year. Six of these individuals are community residents and five were 
students. I hope to be able to retain the community residents and find a few 
more as the continuity that they provide is essential to the pro~Iram’s success. I 
have very much appreciated Mary Wi[[in~ham’s emphasis on tryin~l to locate 
these community people as she has done an excellent job in findin~l some 
talented people. 

E. Travel Responsibilities 
I travel with the men’s basketball team and have two primary responsibilities. 
One responsibility is to coordinate study times for selected individuals and tutor 
where needed. The other responsibility is to handle the ticket distribution for 
the players and coaches. 

F. Career Development 
Durin8 June of 2004, I attended the N4A Conference in Indianapolis, IN. A 

bib reason for this was to become more educated on the new NCAA requirements 
(APR, GSR, etc.). 

IV. Conclusion 
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There were some positive thin~s that have occurred in our department 
over the last year. The addition of some tutors who are community members 
(and hopefully wii[ be workin) with us for a few years) has been very positive 
and I think Mary WiiIin)ham deserves much of the credit for that. I think the SI 
program is also a positive for our students. I think we continue to face 
challenges with Math 10 and I anticipate even ~reater challenges with no 

classroom instruction for this course be~innin) in the fall We wiIi need some 
very qualified math teachers/tutors to help our students with this course. 
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ACADEhtlC SUPPORT PROGRAhl FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

END OF YEAR REPORT 
2004-2005 

Brent Blanton, Assistant Director 

TEAMS 

TEAM # of Students (SPRING) 
Women’s Soccer 20 
Women’s Tennis 8 
Softball 17 
Wrestling 28 
Men’s Golf 10 
Total 83 

II. ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

Ao 

TEAM 

Women’s Soccer 

Women’s Tennis 

Softball 
Wrestling 

Men’s Golf 

Total 

Structured Study 

# of Students (SPRING) 
4 
0 
4 
6 

Upon arriving in January, my first responsibility was to touch base with the student-athletes for 
which I am responsible and begin creating relationships. The first group I reached out to was the 
academically at-risk population those with tower GPA’s and proven struggles in the classroom. 
First, these students needed assistance in trying to regain their footing as they continued their 

pursuit of a degree. Second, since the spring semester is crucia~ when pointing towards fall 

NCAA certification, it was important that I identify the student-athletes that were in jeopardy of 
becoming ineligible if their previously displayed academic struggles continued. These students 
were required to meet with me each week and update me on all class happenings so I could 
accurately keep up with, assist and forecast academic accomplishment. I developed tools that I 

wi~ e~aborate on ~ater to assist in this process. These meetings mostly consisted of grade self- 
reports fo~owed by discussion of what habits and methods wou~d help them improve and 
succeed. Communication was one of the most often mentioned toots-both communication with 
me and, more importantly, with their professors. 

On the whole, these students were good in meeting these appointments; or, if they were not 

able to meet, they at least catted or emailed me to keep me abreast of their situations. In the 

case of someone repeatedly skipping appointments, I would seek them out either by phone, 
email or attendance to practice in attempts to keep up with and possibty identify the reason for 
their missing. 

These students were also required to study in our facility, either in study hall or tutorial, a 
minimum of six hours each week. I found this to be the area in which most struggled. Reasons 
were always given for why they were unable to meet their requirements, but, simply put, their 
behavior was proof for why they were in the Structured Study Program to begin with. 
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At week’s end, I then prepared reports for coaches to explain the efforts of their at-risk 
students. These reports reflected study hours in our facihty and any appointments that were 
expected and/or met by the student that week. These reporLs were accompanied by a ]rade 
report every other week to help explain the progress each student was makin]. Additional 
comments were posted at the bottom of each report ref[ectin] any concerns or kudos I wanted 
to pass a[on]. 

B.    General Advising 

Each student was encouraged to come into our facitity for a meetin~ at [east once durin~ the 
term. I realized after arrivin~ here that our total population was, in many ways, disconnected 
from our services. In attempts to ~et them re-acquainted with our office, we encouraged each 
student to come in and sit down to ~o over, if nothin~ else, their de~ree and eh~ibihty status 
~oin~ into the next term. I also tried to determine how the current semester was pro~ressin~ for 
them and to simply establish a rapport that would be invitin~ for them in the comin~ terms. My 
~oa[ with my students is not to simply be the "police", or someone to see when trouble arises, 
but rather someone to see because they realize I am a source of support on every [eve[. 
Sometimes students simply need a soundin~ board, and I am more than happy to serve in that 
role if ~iven the opportunity. In this kind of role, I saw approximately 65 students durin~ the 
sprin~ semester. 

C. Elisibility Monitorins/Resistration Preparation 

Durin] student appointments, we discussed their current pro]ress towards de~ree and how that 
met appropriate UNC and NCAA eligibility standards. These appointments helped me Learn the 
UNC curriculum and cha[[en~ed me to stay one step ahead of the student so I could appropriately 
advise them towards their next term. Durin] these times, the student and I would update their 
Major Worksheet and project how this and their summer/fat[ terms would impact ]raduation and 

Major Worksheets and E[i]ibi[ity Profiles for each student are kept in binders that are used to 
effectively track student and team eligibility. My first administrative ~oa[ was to update these 
binders and make sure that they were, in fact, effective toots for trackin] purposes. Given 
binders from four different advisors, it was difficult for me to make sure they were at[ uniform in 
their presentation and detail This took a major overhaul, inc[udin] the development of a 
database which I wilt describe tater. 

D.    Team Meetings 

I had several team meetings with each of my squads durin~ the term. First, it was important 
that I ~et in front of each team and introduce myself as their new advisor. These meetings 
happened within the first two weeks of the semester. Second, I had meetings to ~o over the 
pendin~ summer and fatt registration processes, durin~ which handouts were ~iven detailin~ 
timing, possible hurdles for individuals advisin~ and financial stops and the encouragement to 
see me for advisement. 

E.    Prosress Reports 

Twice durin~ the semester, progress reports were sent out for a[[ students who I deemed as 
needin~ monitoring. The response probably hovered around the 40-45% mark, and everythin~ 
that was returned was recorded and passed a[on~ to coaches every two-three weeks. Coaches 
need to be involved in their students’ academic progress because it is the coach who has the 
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most impact on a student. Whether encouragement or discipline is needed, the coach shows us 

the most support when they are fully-informed. 

III. AD/~INISTRATIVE RESPONSIBILITIES 

Staff Supervision 

As Assistant Director, I supervise two academic counselors and one learning specialist. I 
routinely met with each one of them to go over current progress and concerns. It is important 

that I realize what is on each of their agendas so I can assist and/or direct in any way possible. 
This has been one of the most pleasant facets of my transition from my previous job at the 

University of Southern California. This responsibility is a challenge, since no two people are the 

same and they have different approaches to every situation, but I have grown considerably from 
this part of my job alone. 

Tutorial Coordinator 

Coming in January, this has been the toughest responsibiUty to get my hands around. Mary 
Willingham, the learning speciaUst I supervise, has done a marvelous job of handUng these 
responsibiUties this entire year. In conjunction with her, we are going to shift the focus of our 
tutoria~ program with Supp~ementa~ Instruction (Sl) for the Genera~ Co~ege perspectives 
becoming the core and having constant Math, English and Science tutorials dai~y. There will be 
other requests as we[[, and we will address each one of those requests, but our primary 

programming focus w~ll be on the new~y-developed Sl core. 

Registration Liaison 

It was my responsibility to gather all of the names of student-athletes traveling on registration 
openings and submit these lists to Jeanette Florence in the College of Arts and Sciences. Once 
these lists were submitted, it was then my responsibility to register those individuals who could 
not register themselves on registration day because of tsaveL This number amounted to 
approximately 200 students, and their registrations were carried out on the Friday before their 
registration day. 

Each student had to fill out a request fist and have it signed by their advisor. I then went off of 
those fists and attempted to register the students for the schedutes they requested. When 
probtems occurred, I made note of them and communicated them to the advisor responsible for 
that student. In the case of my own students’ problems, I emai[ed them on that Friday detailing 
the problem faced. When a student’s registration was complete, I printed copies of the work 
done, stapled them to the request submitted and fired them in the appropriate file according to 
date of registration. 

Academic Team Captains 

We had four meetings during the spring term, three w~th guest speakers. Our first meeting was 
simpty a clarification of our goats and how we were going to try and accomptish these goats. We 
want our students with readership potentia[ to be able to influence their peers and read them in 
directions not previousty taken. We also want to reward these readers with good inspiration 
from proven leaders in the community. These introductions can also serve as possible 
networking opportunities for the students in the future. Our final three meetings all had guest 
speakers, Eric Montross, Les Strayhorn and Matt Kupec. The evenings were, for the most part, a 
success because the interaction between students and speakers was good; it showed that the 
students were involved in the presentations and hopefutty with our mission as wetL 
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C-TOPS Liaison 

This summer will be our first attempt at becomin~ a vital part of the C-TOPS programming. 
Because of issues in the past, Ms. Judy Deshotets invited us to become a part of the proBram by 

Bivin~ presentations to participatinB student-athletes on our services and thin~s to be aware of 
as they transition into the university. I had severa~ meetings with Judy and her assistant 
director, Michelle Stauffer, to fully understand our ro~e and the setup of the events and then 
reported the products of those meetings to our staff. 

Database Development 

One of the reasons I was hired for my position was my experience with NCAA eli81bility and the 

developments that I had made at my previous institutions. Upon arrival, I surveyed the UNC way 
of trackin~ eB~ibiBty and immediately began desi~nin8 a database that combined that function 

of our jobs and the daily thin~s, such as documentinB student appointments and trackin~ Brades. 
We now have a database that effectively allows us to document each appointment and input 
Brades in a format that is similar to the old way of doin~ thin~s but much more easily done. Now 

that we have only one student-athlete listins, we can join information from various applications 
and effectively only do thin~s once, as opposed to redundantly enterin~ information that is 
already stored in other areas. 

This development has dramatically improved the presentation of information and, at the same 
time, preserved much of the previously-estabUshed method of production. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The tast four months have been a true joy for me professionatty. I enjoyed my previous posts at 
the University of Southern Ca[ifornia and Florida State University~ but they did not afford me the 

amount of responsibi[ity, and freedom within which to naviBate those responsibi[ities, that this 
position affords me. Our director a[[ows us to experiment as IonB as we do not [ose focus on the 

resu[ts expected, and the program and personne[ supervision for which I have responsibi[ity, 
although a ~reat chaUen~e, is the further development that I was tookin~ for in my career. I 

look forward to continuin~ to develop as a professionat in this very accomplished department, 
but I look even more forward to advancinB what we do as an office and how we do it. 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 

2004-2005 
Mary Weeden 

1. TEAMS 

Team # of Students 
Baseball 35 
Field Hockey 22 
Women’s Golf 8 
Men’s Lacrosse 46 
Women’s Lacrosse 30 
Total 141 

2. ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

a. Weekly Meetings 

# Fall # Spring 
Team 2003 2004 
Baseball 13 4 
Field Hockey 5 0 
Women’s Goif 3 0 
Men’s Lacrosse 14 4 
Women’s Lacrosse 7 2 

Total(s) 42 10 

During the fall semester, each freshman was required to meet with me on a 
weekly basis. These weekly meetings lasted approximately 20 minutes each. In 
the fall, I held mandatory weekly meetings with 42 student-athletes from five 
teams; in the spring, my weekly meetings numbered 10. While I did meet with 
freshmen and some upperclassmen in the fall, I did not meet with any 
upperclassmen in the spring (on a regular basis). This overall decrease in the 
number of weekly meetings, from the fatl to the spring was based on several 
factors- the individuals’ fall semester performance, the coaches’ decisions to 
not require a weekly meeting, and the addition of Mary WiUingham to our fuU 
time staff as a Learning Specialist (who continued to take over weekly meetings 
with my students with ADD/ADHD and/or learning disabilities). 

Based on the specific strengths, weaknesses, and needs of each student/team 
and the time of year (i.e. registration, exams, etc.), the focus of my weekly 
meetings with student-athletes varied. In addition to developing positive 
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workin~ relationships with my student-athletes and establishing myself as a 
resource and "safe" contact point for them, I used our time to~ether each week 
to introduce various skills- test-taking, time management, organizational, and 
communication. Those student-athletes who struggled academically or 
developed poor academic habits were ~iven learning strategies and offered 
suggestions to increase the effectiveness of their studyin~ and academic 
performance. A common message that I strove to convey to each of the student- 
athletes with whom I met was the wide availability of resources on campus and 
the importance of taking advantage of those resources. I also encouraged 
individuals to develop relationships (and recognize the importance of doing so) 
with people across campus whose help they should utilize- professors, tutors, 
counselors, TA’s, etc. Meeting individually with these student-athletes allowed 
me to develop rapport with them while maintaining an awareness of their 
academic progress. 

Upon the full-time addition of Mary Willingham to our staff, I was able to refer 
several of my student-athletes to her. The individuals I referred to her were 
previously diagnosed with learning disabilities or in the process of being tested. 
Not having a strong background in identifying and working with students with 
such learning differences, it has been great to have Mary Wi[lingham’s help and 
expertise. Working together as a team, her knowledge has also assisted me in 
learning more about working with these individuals. In doing so, my interest and 
desire to become more educated and skilled in the area of learning disabilities 
has grown, and I look forward to continued collaboration with Mary Wi[lingham 
in the future (see PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT). 

***Upon the Jenny Olson, Marisa Brnardic, and Michelle Nixon’s departure, I had 
the opportunity to work with two additional teams for the majority of the fall 
semester- Men’s Golf and Softball I enjoyed this opportunity to connect with 
more athletes and coaches. 

b. Structured Study 

# Fall 
Team 2004 # Spring 2005 
Baseball 16 11 
Field Hockey 4 4 
Women’s Golf 3 1 
Men’s Lacrosse 16 7 
Women’s Lacrosse 14 7 
Total(s} 46 34 

The freshmen on all of my teams were required to attend Study Halt in the fall. 
Upperclassmen who did not meet the academic requirements (of our department 
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and/or their coach) were also expected to attend Study Halt. "In season" teams 
were required to fulfill 4-6 hours of Study Halt each week, white "out of season 
teams" were expected to fulfill 6 hours each week. (The requirements varied by 
team, depending on competition schedule, coaches’ expectations, and my 
concerns.) Based on their fat[ performance, the coaches and I determined which 
student-athietes wouid be required to fuifii[ study halt hours (and how many 
helshe would be required to fulfill). Student-athietes on my teams took 
advantase of supplemental instruction (SI), tutoHns, study skit[ workshops, and 
review sessions- in addition to structured study (study hat[). All of these options 

contributed to their study halt hours for the week. Every Friday morning I sent 
each coach a "Weekly Report" documenting hislher team’s Study Halt hours, use 
of tutors, and weekly meeting attendance. The consequencelenforcement of 
failing to meet the Study Halt requirements varied by team and was left to the 
coaches’ discretion. 

c. "Drop-In" Student Meetings 

Throughout the fall and spring semesters, I met regularly with individuals on a 
"drop in" basis. I did not establish set hours for these meetings to take place in 
part because I know their schedules are hectic and I want to be available to 
them when they have time. This did pose some chaUenges for me, as I had to be 
prepared at any time to stop what I was doing and shift my focus to their needs. 
Although this approach created more interruptions in my schedule, I found that 
it did work for me (a[thoush I will still encourase individuals to schedule 
appointments when they know ahead of time that they need to meet v~th me.) 
The content of these meetinss varied, inciudin8 issues related to personal 
problems, schedulins, course selection and resistration, available resources to 
assist them with their courses, working with professors, grades, and progress 
reports. I experienced the most drop-in meetings leading up to and during 
registration. This is when I did the majority of my academic advising 
(particularly in the spring, when it was required that each of my student- 
athletes meet with me). 

d. /~onitoring of Continuing Eligibility 

Team #of Students #of Students 
(with whom I (who failed to 
met during meet with 
the Fall) me) 

Basebatl 34 1 
Field Hockey 21 I 
Women’s Golf 8 0 
Men’s Lacrosse 43 3 
Women’s Lacrosse 29 I 
Total 135 6 
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During the faU semester, I required every one of my 141 student-athletes to 
have an "Eligibility Meeting" with me. Approximately 6 individuals failed to 
fulfill this requirement. Each month was dedicated to one class. For example, 
the seniors were to schedule their meetings with me in September, juniors in 
October, sophomores in November, and freshmen in December. However, due 
to the student-student-athletes’ varying schedules, I did meet with all classes 
throughout the semester in order to complete as many as possible. During these 
meetings, we reviewed each athlete’s NCAA and UNC continuin8 eligibility. I 
also used this time to discuss registration for the sprin8 semester. I created an 
academic worksheet for every student in order to monitor their academic 
progress and to verify their compliance with the eligibility standards. During the 
beginning of the spring semester, I took advantage of our office’s "Eligibility Day" 
which allowed me to dedicate an entire day to updating each student-athletes 
file and worksheet. Later in the spring, Lance Markos and I met on several 
occasions in order to review each student’s worksheet, transcript, and 
Satisfactory Progress Form. Having this opportunity was an important 
experience for me, as it offered a system of checks and balances and time for 
me to have specific questions answered about my student-athletes and their 
eligibility. (***With the development of our new database, the process of 
monitoring eligibility is becoming much more manageable and efficient.) 

During the spring semester, I required each of my student-athletes to meet with 
me, preferable BEFORE they registered for the upcoming summer or fall 
semesters. The purpose of these meetings was to convey to our student-athletes 
the importance of meetin~ the NCAA’s eligibility requirements, particularly 
those related to Progress Towards Degree/De~ree Applicable Hours. Meetin~ 
with all of my student-athletes ~ave me a chance to more closely monitor 
potential eligibility concerns and see some of my athletes who I would otherwise 
not see. 

Team # of Students # of Students 
(with whom I (who failed to 
met during meet with 
the Spring) me) 

Baseball 27 6 
Field Hockey 13 2 
Women’s Golf 8 0 
Men’s Lacrosse 41 2 
Women’s Lacrosse 29 0 
Total 

Throughout the year (two times each semester), our office requested progress 
reports on selected students from their professors. While the response rate has 
not been perfect, it does present the opportunity to follow up with professors on 
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an individual and more persona[ [eve[. I often e-mait professors directty in an 
effort to receive feedback on certain student-athtetes about who I am 
concerned. After compitin8 the Prosress Reports 8rades and comments into the 
database, I contacted the coaches of my teams and shared this information with 
them. Overa[t, professors are appreciative of my concern for our students and 
our wi[tinsness to fo[tow up with them. I took forward to continuin8 the 
devetopment relationships with more professors. 

2. PROGRAMATIC RESPONSIBILITIES 

a. SCHOLARSHIPS AND AWARDS 

In addition to my rote as an Academic Counsetor for severat Otympic sports 
teams, I am atso the Coordinator for Schotarships and Awards for UNC’s 
Department of Athtetics. Within this rote, I act as the main contact for 
students, coaches, and administrators resardin8 avaitabte schotarship and 
awards opportunities. I atso orsanize and facititate the apptication process in 
order to hetp nominees submit the stronsest apptications possibte. My primary 
responsibitities as the Coordinator for Schotarships and Awards are as fottows: 

Identification and Nominations 

It is my responsibitity to identify potentiat candidates for schotarships and 
awards. Atthough there are recosnition opportunities avaitabte for student- 
athletes, coaches and administrators within the Department of Athtetics, a[t of 
the nominees thus far this academic year have been student-athletes. Upon my 
identification of these individuats, I contact them personatty to inquire about 
their interest in pursuing the opportunity(ies). Once the apptication process is 
reviewed and exptained to the individuals, we work together to produce, 
correct, and submit the necessary apptication materiats (such as transcripts, 
resumes, endorsements, personat statements, etc.) The fottowing schotarships 
and awards represent those for which I assisted in the apptication process and 
submitted nominations this academic year: 

¯ ACC Jim Tatum Award (Footbat[) 
¯ ACC Top Six for Service Award 
¯ ACC Weaver-James Corrigan Honorary Award 
¯ ACC Weaver-James Corrisan Postsraduate Scholarship 
¯ A[t-ACC Academic Footbat[ Team 
¯ ACC Futures Internship Program 
¯ ACC Senior Schotar Athtete Award (The responsibitity for this award 

was passed on to me this year.) 
¯ Arthur Ashe, Jr. Sport Scholars Award 
¯ Athtetic Director’s Schotar Athtete Awards (UNC) 
¯ Mitdred McCaskitt Award (The responsibitity for this award was 

passed on to me this year.) 



¯ National Football Foundation Scholar Athlete Award 
¯ NCAA Leadership Conference 
¯ NCAA Today’s Top VIII Award 
¯ NCAA Ethnic Minority and Women’s Enhancement Post~Iraduate 

Scholarship 
¯ NCAA Post~Iraduate Scholarship Prosram (Fail, Winter, Sprin~l 

Sports) 
¯ NCAA Ethnic Minority and Women’s Internship Prosram 
¯ NCAIAW Postsraduate Scholarship 
¯ NIKE Internship 
¯ Phi Beta Kappa 
¯ William Rand Kenan, Jr. Award (UNC) (The responsibility for this 

award was passed on to me this year.) 
¯ Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence in Student Activities and 

Leadership 
i. Jim Tatum MemorialAward 

Recipients 

I am proud of the individuals who dedicated their time and effort to the pursuit 
of these opportunities and look forward to producin8 even more recipients next 
year. Of the individuals I nominated so far this year, the fo[iowin8 have been 
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Collaboration with Athletic Communications 

Although much of my contact with Athletic Communications has been with Dana 
Gelin, others have also offered some assistance over the course of the year. 
Dana has been very helpful in providing me with information to identify 
candidates initially and in addition to completing nomination forms for our 
candidates. My goal in working with their department is two-fold- to obtain 
necessary information for applications and to identify and recognize candidates 
and nominees. Dana’s knowledge and willingness to help in my effort has been 
valuable, as she recommends individuals to contact, formats and prints STAR 
Heel News, and updates TarHeelB[ue.com with our student-athletes’ 
accomplishments. I greatly appreciate her assistance and look forward to 
maintaining and developing my relationship with Dana. 

STAR Heel News 

The STAR Heel News continues to be distributed on a monthly basis to specific 
athletic administrators, all head coaches, and the Student-Athlete Support 
Services staff. Copies of the newsletter are also available to students through 
their coaches and the Scholarships and Awards Bulletin Board in the Academic 
Center. The newsletter provides information on the following: upcoming 
scholarships and awards deadlines, last year’s recipients and where they are 
now, the current year’s winners, and my contact information, should anyone 
have further inquiries. 

Bulletin Boards 

-Scholarships and Awards Bulletin Board 

In order to promote scholarships and awards opportunities and the successes our 
student-athletes have had, I created a Scholarships and Award Bulletin board in 
the front lobby area that displays pertinent information, such as upcomin~ 
deadlines, past and current issues of STAR Heel News, the Scholarships and 
Awards Chart, and photographs of this year’s recipients. 

-"Heels in the News" Bulletin Board 

In an effort to recognize the athletic accomplishments of our student-athletes, I 
created a second bulletin board in the lobby of the Academic Center. On this 



board, I display newspaper ctippinss, articles, and photosraphs of the ~reat 
strides our athletes make. I update the postin~s on this board throughout the 
week. Thus far, the feedback re~ardin~ this board has been positive. 

Information Session 

I held an Informational Meetin8 on Thursday, October 7, 2004 at 7:00 pm in the 
Academic Center Auditorium. This meetin8 was deisned to provide potential 
scholarships and awards candidates with the necessary information they need to 
become competitive candidates for the opportunities. The younser students who 
were there 8ained insisht to what they can do prior to becomin8 a senior so that 
they may improve their eddie. The upperclassmen were informed of the 
opportunities available and steps they should take to pursue these opportunities. 
The fotlowin~l topics were covered dudn8 the meetins: nominations, application 
components (academic, athletic, ’other’), and the Scholarships and Awards 
Chart. Cricket Lane and I shared their thou~lhts about the athletic and ’other’ 
components- how individuals may become involved, who to contact for specific 
information, etc.) Attendees at the meetin~l then took the opportunity to ask 
questions. There were approximately 13 student-athletes at the meetin~l. 

b. Graduation Reception 

This year, our office has decided to hold an informal open house immediately 
prior to and foi[owin8 the 8raduation ceremony on May 15, 2005. I will be 
coi[aboratin8 with and he[pin8 Robert and Cricket with this event which is open 

to coaches, administrators, 8raduatin~l seniors, and their families. 

c. MATH 10 

Due to my interest in workin~l with "at-risk" student-athletes from diverse 
back~Irounds (such as basketbaU), I am pursuin~l an opportunity with Wayne 
Walden to 8el involved by tutorin~l one or two of the men’s basketbaU players in 
the fall and possibly help out in other capacities. I am also workin~l 
coUaborativety with Mary Witlin~lham to develop a MATH 10 
Instruction/Supplemental Instruction prosram for aU of our students enrolled in 
Math 10 next semester due to the department’s shift to online self-paced 
sections only. Thus far I have met with Mimi Keever and Mark McCombs for their 
feedback, and I wilt continue to work with them throushout the summer. 
Atthoush I am at the be~linnin8 sta~les of exploration and brainstormin~l avenues 
throu~lh which I can ~let involved, I am Iookin~l forward to the opportunity to 
learn from Wayne and become involved with his pro~Iram. 
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3. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

From ApH{ 6th-10th, I attended the American Counseling Association’s National 
Convention in Atlanta, Georgia. This conference served as a helpfu[ reminder 
for me regarding my background and foundation- counseling. I had the 
opportunity to attend a Learning Institute one evening, during which I learned 
more about the DSV-IV-TR, which I fee[ with be increasing helpful as I [ook to 
utilize my counse{ing skills even more in the future. During the convention, I 
was able to network and brainstorm with other professiona[s in the counse[ing 
fie[d. I a[so attended sessions that provided me with information re[ated to text 
anxiety counseling, an eco[ogica[ view of ADHD, meeting the performance, 
developmental, and psychological need of coL[ege student-ath[etes, academic 
preparation for athletic counse[ors, and working with first-generation coL[ege 
students. 

I also attended the 4th Annual North CaroLina Drive-In Conference at NC State on 
April 15th, 2005. I was able to interact with Local professionals in my specific 
field of student-athlete services. With close to two professional years of 
experience, I felt I was able to offer valid insight, attending breakout sessions 
related to TechnoLogy, Learning Needs, and How to Become a Director. 

In the faLL 2004 semester, I began taking classes toward the Special Education 
General CurricuLum Licensure Program at UNC. My original intention was to 
take advantage of the HR Benefit the University provides to its employees (2 
courses paid for per year). However, with my growing interest in wanting to 
become more educated in the area of Learning disabilities so that I can work 
effectiveLy with such students, I decided to pursue the six-course program. I am 
currently in my second class and wiLL take one class this summer. Mary 
WiLLingham has been a great resource with whom I can coLLaborate and from 
whom I can Learn firsthand. 

During the summer, from June 9th- 14t~, I wiLL also be attending the N4A National 
Conference in Raleigh, NC. 

4. OTHER ACTIVITIES 

a. Recruiting 

This year, I assisted my assigned teams/coaches in the recruiting process upon 
their recruits’ arrival to campus. Meeting with them during the week and on the 
weekends, recruits were often accompanied by their parents and occasionaLLy 
other family members. The information I conveyed to them was consistent, 
whether meeting one-on-one with a recruit (such as on an official visit) or 
speaking with a larger group of recruits and their families (such as on a Junior 
Day). I discussed topics ranging from my role as their Academic Counselor and 
the available resources within the Academic Center and on campus, to the 
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course curriculum and the programs we offer in the Academic Center. Following 
this discussion, I had the opportunity to answer questions and address any 
concerns the students or their parents’ voiced. Throughout the school year, I 
met with recruits for various teams, including men’s lacrosse, women’s lacrosse, 
field hockey, women’s golf, and baseball (and softball). 

b. Team /~eetings 

I met with each of my times at [east twice in the fall and again in the spdn8. My 
initial meeting with each team gave me a chance to introduce myself and the 
expectations I have for my student-athletes. I discussed our department’s 
policies and procedures and was able to answer any initial questions that arose. 
My second meeting with each team was devoted primarily to registration, 
including necessary steps each student must take, upcoming deadlines, etc. 

c. Academic Team Captains 

Throughout the year, I met with my Academic Team Captains on a monthly 
basis. Due to difficulty scheduling small group meetings, our interaction was 
primarily one on one and allowed us to confer and address any concerns the 
team captains or their teams had. This semester, I will be working with my 
coaches to select new Academic Team Captains for the upcoming year. I hope 
to help develop these individuals into even more effective liaisons between our 
office and their teams. 

d. Guest Coaching 

This spring, I helped organize a "Guest Coaching Program" for the baseball team. 
The winner of an auction brought his family a game vs. Duke. They threw out 
the first pitch, met the coaches and players, and received gifts and autographs 
from the team. This year, the Guest Coaching Program did not take off as I had 
anticipated. 

5. CO/~/~ENTS/CONCLUSION 

As I near the end of my second year as an Academic Counselor, I continue to be 
excited about what I have accomplished and learned, as well as my growth as a 
professional, particularly during this past year. I look forward to improving upon 
these things- making them better and more effective- in the year ahead. I plan 
to continue making connections on campus, strengthening those already made 
and establishing new ones, while being proactive in the work I do. I hope to 
explore future opportunities to implement programs, such as Guest Coaching, in 
the future. With more contacts on campus and a greater comfort level, I feel 
confident that the program can be put in place, assuming the coaches with 
whom I work would like to head in that direction, as it provides professors with 
valuable insight to the commitment of student-athletes. 
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ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 
Fall2OO4-Spring 2005 

Kym N. Orr 

1. TEAMS 

Team # of 
Students 

Men’s Track ~t 33 

Field/Cross 
Country 

Men’s Soccer 27 

2. ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

a. Weekly Meetings 

Team # Fall 2004 # Spring 2005 

Men’s Trace 
8: Field/Cross 
Country 
Men’s Wrestling 7 n//a 

Comments: This past year I monitored the academic progress of student athletes for 6 
Olympic Sport teams as it re[aLes to UNC, NCAA eligibility and de~ree comptetion. I was 
counselor for the Men’s Wrestlin~ team through the Fall 2004 semester until the 
responsibility for the team moved to the new Assistant Director, Brent B[anton. At the 
be~innin~ of both the Fa[t and Spring semester, I hetd meetings with each of my teams 
to review the Academic Support Center’s policies and procedures and also reiterate my 
role as academic counsetor. Students who met with me on a weekty basis were required 
to do so according to their academic profile from high school or their previous academic 
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record as an upperclassman at UNC. I also consulted with each coach to determine who 
was to meet with me weekly. During these weekly meetings, we discussed various 
study strategies, time management as well as progress in their current classes. Student- 
athletes also discussed personal issues that may have affected their academic 
performance. I a[so communicated with each of my coaches on a weekly basis to 
discuss each student-athlete’s academic progress along with submittin~ weekly reports 
to them. I have maintained a standard with each one of my teams that was supported 
by the coaches, "Athletic participation is tied directly to academic performance". 

b. Structured Study 

Comments: Students were placed in Structured Study based on class status (most of 

the first year students were required to attend), current GPA and discussions with their 
coaches who I consulted with early in the semester. The discussions with each coach 
atso determined how many hours each athlete was required to comptete each week. 

Last year we a[towed student athletes to use Structured Study time to utilize our tutors. 

It is evident that students are meeting with the tutors much more with this policy in 

ptace. A number of my student athletes also participated in our Supp[ementat 
Instruction program and academic strategies workshops held by our Learning Specialist, 
Mary Willingham. These workshops were also held during Structured Study time. Also, I 

sent a report to each coach every week resarding participation a[on8 with any concerns 
that I may have had about their athletes. 

c. "Drop-In" Student/~eetings 

Approximately 50% of the student-athletes that I met with this past year were on a 
"drop-in"basis. Thesestudentsusuallycame tomyofficeseekin~adviceabout 
registration, tutorin~ and other campus resources. The number of students referred to 
me by coaches and fellow teammates based on positive feedbocl~ received about the 
Academic Support Center remained consistent with last year. I was able to maintain a 
certain amount of control over these numbers by utilizinoo the UNC Web Calendar, 
which I will elaborate on later in the report. 
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d. Monitoring of Continuing Eligibility 

In the Sprin~ semester, the Assistant Director created a database for both the 
academic counselors and the Compliance office to use to monitor eligibility. 
Previously, binders were kept for each team. Documentation in these binders 
included: updated academic major worksheets, current Satisfactory Progress 
Evaluation forms (NCAA and U~IC information)~ and other pertinent academic 
information. With the databose, trackin~ sbould streamline the amount of paperwork 
that we keep on file. I met with Susan Maloy~ Director of Certification and Lance 
/~arkos~ Assistant Director of Compliance in the Fall and Sprin~l semesters to make sure 

that each student-athlete was adherin~ to UNC and ~ICAA eligibility requirements for 
pro~Iression towards a de~ree. We discussed each student athlete and determined 
appropriate action to be taken to ensure their continuin~ eligibility. Information was 
forwarded to each coach re~ardin~ any of their athletes who may have had potential 
academic eligibility concerns. 

e. Eligibility/Registration Meetings 

In the FaLL semester, each Academic CounseLor was required to meet with each one of 
the student athletes on their teams to discuss FICAA and UNC e[igibitity requirements. 
This would ensure that each individual was aware of their current etisibi[ity status and 
what was required to maintain their eligibility for the upcoming year. I also met with 
students durin8 the early registration period each semester. This 8ave me the 
opportunity to update aLL my academic worksheets, discuss academic plans (chan~e in 
major, status on the team, ~raduation, etc.) and advise on course selection with each 
student. In the past, it has been a challenge gettin~ students to come in and meet with 
the staff because of schedute conflicts, inadequate foLLow up by coaches and poor 
student response. This year I utilized the University Web Calendar which is a web-based 
calendar that is accessible to at[ students, faculty and staff. I developed easy to use 
instructions for all my student-athtetes so that they woutd be abte to sisn up to use it 
and make appointments. Below is chart of the results for early registration meetings in 
the Spring semester: 

10o 
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3. PROGRAMS 

a. Academic Team Captains 

The Academic Team Captain program completed its full 2’~° year. In the Fail semester, 
Jim UUman of Appleseed Consulting came in and presented a series of leadership 
workshops for the Academic Team Captains. The workshops were tailored for them and 
covered such topics as characteHsUcs of leadership, diversity and leadership and trust 
and leadership. 

In the Spring semester we had three notable guest speakers. Eric Montross, former 
UNC and NBA basketball p[ayer; Les Strayhorn, former Dal[as Cowboy who p[ayed under 
tegendary Tom Landry and Matt Kupec, Former UNC quarterback and present Vice 
Chance[lot for University Advancement. 

4. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

, I was not able to 
participate in any professional development activities. I am planning to attend the N4A 
Annual Conference that wiU be held in Raleigh in June. Also, I plan to complete a 
certificate program in Leadership with the Training and Development program here at 
UNC in the Fall 

5. OTHER ACTIVITIES (RecruitinR, etc.) 

I played an active role in the recruiting activities for each of my teams. All of my 
team’s coaches built a meeting with me into the itinerary for the visiting recruit. 
Whenever a recruited athlete made an official campus visit, I met with each individual 
to make sure that these student-athletes were given information about the Academic 
Support Center’s programs and also gave them a tour of our facilities. Also, I served as 
the bus tour guide for the UAIC Football Recruit Program this year. 

6. COMMENTS/CONCLUSION 

In conc[usion, I would say that my second year as an Academic Counselor has been very 
cha[[enging. I am realizing more and more how to balance my passion of working with 
student athletes with the technical aspects of the job. I fee~ that I have grown as a 
professional and have made great strides in understanding the needs of the student 
athlete popu[ation. I have a[so worked hard to maintain and so[idify the image of the 
Academic Support Center as vital resource in developing our student athletes. I have 
had the opportunity to work with an exce[lent staff and develop meaningful connections 
with each team, its coaching staff and individua~ ath[etes. I stiU maintain that one of 
my major 8oa~s is to estab[ish the Academic Support Center as one of the premier 
academic support programs in the country. I wil[ still continue to provide the best 
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academic support that I can for our student-athletes to help them achieve all-around 
success here at UNC. 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 

2004-2005 
Mary Willingham, Learning Specialist 

1. TEAMS/Academic Coachin~ 

Team #ofStudents 

Field Hockey 1 

W Tennis 1 

M Lacrosse 1 

W Lacrosse 2 

W Basketball 4 

Baseball 2 

Total(s) 23 

Comments: Meetings included skit[ development and strate~lies for or~lanization, 
how to have effective professor meetin~Is and tutor sessions. Students worked 
on papers and/or reviewed materials for tests. Students discussed 
accommodation issues/concerns. 

2. Supplemental Instruction 
Review Sessions and Workshops 

SI Series # Fall 2004 # Spring 2005 

Geog 10/11 22 9 

Supplemental Instruction (SI) 

Pilot program UNC 

Academic Support Pro~Iram for Student Athtetes 

¯ Identified ’at risk’ Freshman/Sophomores 
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¯ Identified Perspective Classes with 12 or more of our students (SI sessions 
count towards study hall hours and are mandatory) 

¯ Hired and Trained SI Leaders to attend classes and run sessions 
collaborated with the Learning Center 

¯ Approval from Professors/Departments/Coaches 
¯ Posted SI classes/session times 
¯ Fall 2004- 6 SI Classes 
¯ Spring 2005 6 SI Classes 
¯ Fall results - 72 students participated with 97% pass rate (A’s. B’s and 

C’s) - overall fall GPA for athletes was highest on record 

Review Sessions included Geog 20, Education 41, and Psychology 10. Workshops 

included Organization Skills, Test Taking, and Readin~ for Content, Paper 
Writing, Citation and Finals Preparation. 

3. "Drop-In" Student Meetings 
Two to three times per week, students would drop-in to ask a question or 

discuss possible LD/ADD diagnosis/testing. Students would also enquire about 
skills/strategies workshops and the potential of settin~ up extra review sessions 
or organized group study sessions. 

4o LD/ADD Testing 
Students that requested testing services (pre-screenin~ assessments were 
completed in advance of referral). 19 students were referred to testin~ 
this year. All were eligible to receive LDS services. 

5. PROGRAMS 

Tutor/Structured Study Coordinator 

I was the interim Tutor/Structured Study Coordinator this year (after October). 
The center hires approximately 25 tutors, 5 study hall monitors, and 2 computer lab 
monitors. Our tutoring hours are from 12-2pm, Monday and Wednesdays (Math, English 
and Foreign Language) and 7:30-9:30pm, Sunday-Thursday (General Co|[ege subjects). 



All of our tutors attended a 1 Y2 hour tutor training session at the beginning of 
the fall and spring semester including NCAA training. 

At the end of each semester we conduct eva~uations of our tutorin~ program 
that approximately 100 students and 23 tutors participated in 

Our structured study program was monitored by 5 nightly monitors who kept the 
bufldin~ secure and quiet for a studyin~ environment. Our facility was open from 7- 
10pm for nightly studyin~ time and computer ~ab usage. 

6. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

I continue to be the hoard Chair for the Augustine Project, a Chapel Hill non- 
profit organization that provides free literacy tutoring to low-income children. I 
am currently enrolled in the MALS program at UNC Greensboro, and have signed 
up to be a leader for the Freshman Summer Read Discussion group. I attended 
the three day training on Supplemental Instruction at UMKC (received 
supervisory certification). I will also assist with our Summer Bridge Program. 

7. OTHER ACTIVITIES (campus support) 

¯ I worked closely with Shade Little, Assistant Dean, to coordinate LDS 
support for our students. 

¯ I met with many of our Supplemental Instruction Faculty members to 
help coordinate/receive feedback for the program. 

¯ Mary Weeden and I met with Professor McCombs to initiate a pilot Math 
10 program for this coming fall 

¯ It was a pleasure to help coordinate our faculty event at the ACC 
Women’s Basketball Tournament. 

¯ I had the opportunity to work with Dr. Jan BoxiU this semester to 
coordinate tutoring for our Women’s basketball team. 

8. COMMENTS/CONCLUSION 

¯ I was hired as a full-time staff member and continue to mix up day and 
evening hours in order to facilitate workshops/SI and reviews. 

¯ The LD/ADD screening and testing is a growing area of need. It wiU be 
important to continue to meet our student’s accommodation needs. 

¯ It wiU also be important to continue to develop ’pro-active’ academic 
support programs in order to improve student’s grades, and increase the 
graduation rate amongst student athletes. 
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I am encouraged by the overall support from the entire staff here at the 
Academic Center as well as across the campus. It is a pleasure to work 
a [earning community that supports the needs of students, and is willing 
to meet the challenges of this changing population. 
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ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 

2004-2005 
Ronald Brewer 

1. TEAMS 

Team # of 
Stude 
nts 

Rowing 37 
Men’s Fencing 33 
Women’s 38 
Fencing 
Football 150 

Total (s) 258 

2. ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

a. Weekly Meetings 

Team # Fall # Spring 
2004 2005 

0 0 
Rowin~ 

Men’s Fencing 0 0 
Women’s 0 0 
Fencing 
Football 0 5 

Total(s) 0 5 

Comments: The purpose of these weekly meetin~Is was to monitor the weekly 
assi~Inments and attitude levels for at-risk student-athletes. I met with these 
individuats twice a week (Mon. Et Fri.). Once to discuss what assi~Inments were 
due for the week, and once to determine whether or not those assi~Inments were 
completed. Every meetin~ was documented, which included ~Irades that were 
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reported, time mana8ement skills discussed, study habits, and class/review 
attendance. How thin8s were 8oin8 in their parficu[ar sport was discussed atso 
to devetop a ffiendty relationship with the student-athtete. 

b. Structured Study Hall 

# Fall 
Team 2004 # Spring 2005 
Rowin~l 33 9 

Men’s Fencin~l 0 0 

Women’s Fencin~ 0 0 
Footbatl 0 24 

Total(s) 33 33 

Comments: This year was the first year the Rowin~ team made use of the 
structured study prosram. Coach Haney had a number of individuals quitfin~ 
because of a decrease in ~rade production and she insisted on more use of the 
academic program. Air freshman and upperOassmen as appointed by the coach 
were required to attend study hair in the fair semester. The students responded 
weU to the requirements as only 9 were required to return in the faU. They took 
advantage of the tutors and SI program for their respective courses. 

Air scholarship freshmen footbatl players were required to attend 1 .Shrs of study 
halt 4 days/wk and 2hrs on Sunday. Their dairy attendance was monitored and 
reported to the coaches as needed. Monday-Thursday a majority of the student- 
athtetes were assisned specific review sessions and tutors accordin8 to their 
crass schedute. I monitored the actuat coursework that was bein8 compteted 
durin8 study hart of which I ran into a number of probtems with the use of 
taptops for thinss other than educational work. A number of adjustments had 
to be made to determine which 8roup of individuats coutd work tosether and 
actuat[y set somethin8 done. We also made tutorin8 adjustments after receivin8 
input from the prayers on the effectiveness of the tutorin8 prosram. Some 
prayers also took advantase of the SI prosrams, but the attendances to SI besin 
to die down as the semester prosressed. 

I conducted an SI for Soci 10 dufin8 the fat[ semester, attendin8 the crass MWF 

and hotdin8 the review on TTH nisht. Every session we did an in-depth review of 
the notes and readinss for that particutar section. Before exams we reviewed 
at[ the class material up to that point. This was atso the time period when most 
student-athtetes attended. It was important to [et the students do most of the 
tatkin8 and answerin8 questions in order to keep the session from bein8 dry. 
This was a 8reat experience for me, 8rades came out wet[, and it is definitety a 
prosram that shoutd be kept as a part of the Academic Center curriculum. 
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Every Friday I put together the study hall reports for student-athletes from every 
team that was required to attend. This included the number of tutoring hours, 
SI attendance, and other studying hours put in by the student-athlete. Reports 
were distributed to the appropriate Academic Advisors who in turn verified the 
hours and then emailed them to the respective coaches. 

c. Drop-In Meetings 

A number of meetings with Rowing and Fencing were conducted mainly for the 
purpose of registration and poor/good performance received from progress 
reports. We discussed career and major possibilities, along with studying 
techniques, meetings with the professor, and the use of our tutor/SI programs. 
These students responded wet[ to these meetings, there were a number of grade 
increases as a result of seeing what their grades were on the progress reports. 

d. /~onitoring of Continuing Eligibility 

The Rowing and Fencing teams both have individual binders where I keep a 
record of their eligibitity status, inctuding academic worksheets, satisfactory 
progress sheets, and other important academic information. I also monitored 
ctass registration ptacing prospective courses on academic worksheets to 
anticipate the number of hours that would count towards graduation. In team 
meetings, each student was instructed to report to me before making any 
classes or major changes, and their prospective dates of graduation. Susan 
Ma[oy, Lance Markos, and myself went through every student-athlete to ensure 
eligibility and what would be needed to maintain eligibility into the next 
semester. I had one student who, after the fall semester, needed to get an 
appeat from the NCAA to remain etigibte for the current semester. AU coaches 
were aware of the midterm/semester grades and etigibitity status of each 
student-athlete. 

e. Team Eligibility/~eetings 

Twice per semester I held team meetings with the Rowing and Fencing teams 
informing them of the eligibility requirements for every class. These meetings 
also gave them information concerning dates of registration, programs at the 
academic support center, and my persona[ hours of operation. 

3. Other Activities 

The Spring semester I was much more invo[ved in recruiting for the rowing, 
fencing, and footbal[ teams. I gave tours of the academic facility, including 
student-athlete deve[opment. Information about my experiences here as a 
student-athlete, graduate student, and professiona[ were given to parents who 
wanted to know direct[y from someone who has been here what its [ike to be at 
Carolina. When Cynthia was unable to meet with prospective football student- 
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athletes, I met w~th them and their parents both in the academic center and 
after the spHn~ football ~ame in the Kenan Center. 

4. Comments/Conclusions 

Overall my experience as an intern here this past year was a good one, more so 
the second semester than the first. My responsibilities increased when Jenny 
and Miche[ie [eft in the spring semester. This was a positive as it allowed me to 
take on more responsibility in addition to the Rowing and Fencing teams. I was 
ab|e to mentor, monitor study hal|, work with at-Hsk students, etc. Future 
interns may want to be more involved with specific programs, have an additional 
team outside of Rowin~ and Fencing, and ~et some experience workin~ with 
Cricket in Life SkilLs/Student-AthLete development. 
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ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 

2004-2005 
Cynthia R. Reynolds 

Associate Director 
Academic Coordinator for Football 

1. Football 

Scholarship: 85 

Non-Scholarship: 45 

Total: 130 

Overall Comments: 
This year has been an interesting year due to the Learning Specialists staff changes. 

and consequently I was down 2 staff members during the 
entire Spring 2005 semester            a graduate assistant, helped during this shot[age of 
staff by meeting with identifies individual players and helping to run study table dudng the week 
and on Sunday nights. 
Statistics associated with the entering 2004 scholarship class: 

Total Fall 2004 Class: 22 

Admissions Review Cases: 11 

Academic Index 
<2.00 16 
>2.00 but <2.20 3 
>2.200 but <2.60 1 
AI Unknown 2 

SAT / ACT 
>700 but <= 800 3 
>800 but <= 900 6 
>900 but <= 1000 8 
>1000 but <= 1100 4 
>1100 but <= 1200 1 

Fall 2004: 
< 2.00 fall cure gpa 5 >= 2.00 fall cure gpa 22 
< 2.00 cure gpa 4 >= 2.00 cure gpa 18 

Breakdown: 
>= 0.500 but < 1.500 1 
>= 1.500 but <1.800 3 
>= 1.800 but < 2.000 1 
>= 2.000 17 

December 2004 Academic Appeals Cases: 
Freshmen: None 
Upperclassmen: 1 (1 ~t year transfer from LSU) 



-Appeal granted 
For the overall Football team, I feel the composite statistics are improving in the areas that are 
indicators that the support se~ices given are impacting the students. In addition, bdnging in 
stronger and more prepared students will help with the overall success of the team. Although 
statistics do not tell the whole story, they can give a "picture" of where the team is going 
academically. 

APR (Academic Performance Rate): 971 (RepoSed 2/11/05) 

2. ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

a. Structured and Drop-in Meetings 

Meetings with students were structured and on a drop-in basis. Michelle met with 
approximately 11 of the freshmen on a regular basis and I met with the other freshmen on a 
scheduled basis as needed. As I was sensitive to the lack of staff, I arranged my schedule such 
that study table would be a time to interact and meet prior to or after the structured study time. 
This seemed to work well with the students as many felt they did not need constant supervision, 
yet wanted to be able to "check-in" and talk whenever they needed guidance or help. In addition, 
I met with the remaining upper-class football students on an on-going basis. I have always had 
an open door policy due to the time constraints on student-athletes. I encourage students to 
make an appointment, but will always give them time if I am not in a meeting or seeing another 
student. Although some students feel I should be available at all times when they stop by, the 
complaints are not such that I feel it necessary to change the structure of my office time. 

b. Structured Study 

Freshmen were required to have 8-10 of mandatory study table hours. The Fall 2004 
study hours were Sunday, 7:30-9:30pm, Monday -Thursday, 12:30-2:00. These did not include 
hours at the university Wdting or Learning Center. The spring 2005 semester hours were 
Sunday, 6-8pm and Monday through Thursday 12:30-2:00. There were occasional study hour 
exceptions based on the students’ individual classes. This flex time did not work as well as I had 
hoped and will try to minimize the classes that interfere with structured study table in the future. 

c. Monitoring of Continuing Eligibility 

The monitoring of continuing eligibility is consistent with the other academic advisors as 
determined by the Director, Robed Mercer, Susan Maloy and Lance Markos in Academic 
Compliance. I keep individual files on each student that contain the following: continuing 
eligibility fo~, major worksheet, advising comment form, semester transcript, and any other 
per[inent paper-work, emails, or other communication regarding the individual student. Meetings 
each semester with Susan or Lance provide a review of their status. In addition, progress repor[s 
are sent to Professors twice a semester for their feedback, comments and grades to-date. These 
reports are summarized and updated weekly in another report form and provided to the head and 
position coaching staff for their information. I am increasing the number of faculty contacts, both 
email and phone calls, to develop more relationships across campus. Hopefully this will increase 
the communication in a more timely manner so if there are any issues that faculty are concerned 
about, they will feel more comfontable calling or emailing me right away rather than waiting for 
progress reports to be sent out. 

3. PROGRAMS 
Guest Coaching and Luncheon: The program is improving, although last minute issues 

will continue to naturally come up. I sent out emails and letters in late July 1o invite faculty to 
specific games as a guest coach. Some were able to commit at that time but most were not. The 
issues were related to teaching obligations, travel times, last minute meetings, exam schedules, 
lack of interest, as well as personal (health). The inability to have the faculty commit ahead of 
time has led to last minute scrambling for a guest coach, just as it did in the prior year. Although I 



will continue to nurture relationships and try and obtain commitments ahead of time, I understand 
that there will be these issues which are unavoidable. The luncheons went very well this year. 
The number of people, departments, and staff increased significantly. This was largely due to 
Robert’s ability to take charge of making the calls once we discussed who should be invited and 
when. This is very time consuming and I was able to focus on the priority of the freshmen class, 
particularly since Jenny was in and out for the 6 or 7 weeks she was still working full-fime. I was 
able to be at the luncheons for their entirety and stay to speak to the guests, which was beneficial 
to the football program and to me for the relationships that it generates. 

The Mastering College Program for Football: I want to continue to improve the necessary 
support services that are needed for the student profile that is being admitted into UNC. 
Beginning summer 2005, the entering freshmen class will be given scholarships to attend second 
session summer school. Many of the fall workshops will now be given dudng this time at night or 
in the afternoons. This frees up much needed time in the fall to devote to more academic issues 
and issues related to what the students are experiencing at that time. We also can re-visit some 
of the topics presented in the summer that are important to reiterate (honor code, time 
management, speaking to faculty).With the addition of a new advisor/mentor as well as the hidng 
of a new Learning specialist, I look forward to exploring new ideas to improve the program. 

Other programs associated with Football are the Academic Day, Recruiting and other 
requested formal or informal "talks/programs" with football related activities. Depending on staff 
availability, we are all responsible and pariicipate in these events. 

4. OTHER ACTIVITIES 
In the posifion of Associate Director of the Academic Support Program, I supervise 2 

professional staff members and act on behalf of the Director as needed. I also have direct input 
and supervision of tutors that were hired specifically for the needs of the football student-athletes. 
I hold weekly meetings with my staff members to discuss problems, academic performance, 
behavioral issues and ways to improve the services we provide. I meet with tutors regularly to 
discuss progress as well as any problems that need to be addressed. I also meet with the 
coaching staff on a regular basis to discuss many of the issues stated above. Although not 
perfect, communication has improved between Coach Bunting, position coaches, staff and me. I 
will continue to make a concerted effort to facilitate scheduled and spontaneous conversations 
with the coaching staff. 

Recruiting for football is a yearlong process. Unofficial and official visits are conducted 
from the start of the school year and continue throughout a 12-month pedod. Most unofficial 
visits begin in September during the football season, ending in November when official weekend 
recruiting begins. The official recruiting season ends in February at signing day. There is a short 
lull and unofficial visits begin again. Recruiting is a 12-month expectation, not only for coaches, 
but also for support staff. Almost every weekend from September through February is an 
established recruiting period. Involvement can require attendance from Friday afternoon through 
Saturday night dinner. There are other weekends after February that require a time commitment 
for recruiting. For example, "Junior Day" is an organized weekend recruiting event that happens 
in March. Other weekends as needed by Coach Bunting and his staff are determined throughout 
the spring and summer. 

Other activities are organized team meetings to discuss academic issues, weekly 
meetings with the entire coaching staft and other events that promote the football program. Iwill 
also hold informational meetings with freshmen and their parents during the summer at night. I 
contact every incoming scholarship and preferred walk-on student once they have been admitted 
to discuss their upcoming year, answer questions they may have or direct them to the resources 
they need for their future at Carolina. Communication is ongoing throughout the summer until 
camp begins in August. 

5. NEW and/or IMPROVED 
First, let me "talk" improved. Mary Willingham’s maturity, energy, organization and humor 

have been a great addition to the football program. She worked one-on-one with a couple of the 
highest risk students and was able to be successful despite the limitations that were provided by 
the students themselves. She organized, overall, the football LD students in a way that helps me 



keep abreast of scheduling appointments, medication refills, paperwork completion and just 
knowing, in detail, what is going on with the students who need the LD services. Her follow-up 
with all my requests and concerns has been outstanding. She has always jumped in and 
accepted additional work from me and the students. As I did not have any learning specialists 
working for the spring 2005 semester, she took it upon herself to "volunteer" for increased work 
and responsibility. She has been a tremendous help this semester and continues to be, as we 
head into the summer months. 
The added help o           has been a welcome addition. He has done a great job in 
meeting with students and being a mentor for the guys who need a "different voice" than what 
others can provide here. He is dependable and reliable and offered a great deal to the students 
he worked with in the program. 
The "new" is legislation that allows incoming freshmen to take classes that are paid for by their 
scholarship. This puts additional stress on all staff associated with the football program, but 
certainly impacts the academic staff and its resources. I do not believe, now, there is adequate 
time to THINK about aspects of the program and prepare and improve what we already have in a 
time frame that is beneficial to staff. But, once a template is made and improved on in the coming 
years, hopefully, we can intake all the great things about bringing in the students for the summer 
to work in their favor as well as the staff, athletic department and the university. As the football 
program will have the largest number of increased students in the summer (approx. 18-24), I 
hope that there continues to be suppori where it is needed to be successful. 

6. CONCLUSION 
Overall, and despite being down 1 staff member in the Fall and 2 staff members in the 

Spring 2005, I feel very positive about the academic program and the success of the students. 
The number of students who had less than a 2.00, particularly freshmen, was significantly 
reduced atthe end ofthe Fall 2004 semester. Freshmen did exceptionally well (only 5 had less 
than a 2.00 sem gpa, as compared to Fall 2003, that had 14 with less than a 2.00 sem gpa) and 
the football team as a whole continued to improve on their overall academic standings. The 
Freshmen class had NO December appeals. Despite having the same number of Admissions 
Review Cases as last year and similar Academic Index scores, this year’s class has been more 
academically motivated, in my opinion, than the prior year class. We have not had as many 
behavioral issues as the prior year, yet they continue to be at dsk due to their lack of strong 
academic preparation. If the number of total commiilee cases remains constant or increases on 
an annual basis, I expect that we will continue to have the overall gpa’s reflect this trend. 
Although we will continue to improve the support se~ices to help our students, the academic 
deficits and lack of academic preparedness of the student-athletes with this continuing profile 
present significant challenges. Typically these students do not become selFregulated learners 
(i.e. develop the necessary skills and competencies to be successful at Carolina) in one 
academic year. Therefore with each entering class of this similar profile the demand on the staff 
and resources quickly becomes compounded. The implications of the aforementioned factors 
create significant concern about the realistic possibility to make satisfactory degree progress and 
have a meaningful undergraduate academic experience. 

I will continue to develop more and better relationships with university departments, 
faculty and staff, become more visible and active in my role, not only as the football academic 
coordinator, but as the associate director in the academic suppori unit. I hope to se~ze on 
university committee’s if possible, improve the guest coaching program, examine and continually 
improve, with my staff’s input, the football support program in the Academic Center. This will also 
lead to beiler services for the student-athlete at Carolina as the entire academic staff continues to 
improve and share ideas and suggestions for the overall effectiveness and success of the 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 

Attachment: Academic Year Football Composites 
I have attached a Football Composite to show you the direction of the program. I was 

hired in August 2002. For reference purposes, I compiled the data for 2 years prior to my hire 
date. As you can see, the stats have improved, specifically in the "Below 2.00 Cure" columns, as 
well as the ’Cure GPA" columns. Although I will always expect improvement, there will probably 



be a leveling off of numbers if the football student-athlete profile continues to be the same and the 

SAT/ACT test scores of the non-student-athlete continues to increase. 



INTRODUCTION 

For so many years the theme ofthis report has been "transition" Onceagain, changein 
the staff and structure of the Academic Support Program is prominent this year 
Encouragement, however, is found in the fact that the changes this year have been made 
to insure stability in the program We are very excited about the plan for the future which 
will propel us to be one of the top providers of academic support to student-athletes in the 
countlN These changes will probably take a year to fully implement and will be detailed 
in next year’s report 

Continued success of our students in the classroom, on the campus and in the community 
is the result of the caliber of student-athlete we have at the University of North Carolina, 
as well as the outstanding se~w-ices provided to them by the start2 The College of Arts and 
Sciences and the Department of Athletics provide the leadership and support necessary 
tbr the success of the program The educational demands of new technology, national 
athletics issues, changing campus structures, education of our constituents, and an ever- 
changing student-athlete population continue to influence the programs and services 
provided at the Academics Center 

STAFF 

This year, like several successive years in the past, opened with changes I returned to 
the director position of the program after a three year absence Robert Mercer had just 
completed his second term as interim director Although there were no other changes in 
staffmake-up, I did make several staffreassignments 

In August I reassigned Dr Kathy Parker, moving her from academic counselor for 
ibotball to academic counselor ibr Olympic sports At that time, I assigned Heather 
Murphy as football academic counselor Robert Mercer retained his associate director 
title, but was assigned added responsibilities Mr Mercer became the direct supervisor of 
the academic counselors except for Burgess McSwain, academic counselor for men’s 
basketball I supervised Ms McSwain as well as Susan Maloy, Director of Certification 
In addition Dr Carl Carey was promoted to Senior Associate Director and given total 
responsibility for the academic support provided the football team The other football 
counselor reports directly to him The new learning specialist will also report to Dr 
Carey We are interviewing learning specialist candidates as this report is being written 

Our sports administration intern,                has been a pleasant addition to our 
staffthis year She was helpful to our program and gained all the experiences necessary 
to becoming an outstanding professional in the field 

All members of the staffparticipated in professional development activities Some of 
these included: Regional N4A Conference, annual conference academic and compliance 
meetings, CHAMPS/Life Skills Conference, National N4A Conference, NCAA 
Compliance Seminars and Workshops 



Presentations and committee memberships of’the staff are contained in individual reports 
I gave the keynote presentation at the "Summit on Athletics: Academic Integrity Issues" 
at Virginia Tech In addition, I serve on the Carolina Leadership Development 
Committee and chair the Student-Athlete Adviso~T Committee In 2001-02, staff 
members taught courses in the departments of philosophy and African and Afro- 
American Studies 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

The academic support program fbr student-athletes is administratively located in the 
College of Arts and Sciences and is one of several academic support se~w-ices at the 
university The Faculty Advisory Committee, appointed by the Dean of’the College of 
Arts and Sciences, provides me with support and advice in the operation of the program 
I report to the Associate Dean of the College of Arts & Sciences, Fred Clark My liaison 
in Athletics is, Larry Gallo, the Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

Under my direction, a staff of one pad-time and eight full-time professionals provide 
academic, personal, crisis, and career counseling, and numerous services to the 
department’s 700+ student-athletes on 28 sports teams Additionally, the Academic 
Center provides several broad-based programs including a comprehensive tutoring 
program, an evening structured study program, specialized academic skills group study 
sessions, first year academic success programs, career-related and mentoring programs, 
and advising and registration assistance Ancillary program activities include annual 
NCAA certification of student-athlete eligibility, faculty guest coaching programs, 
recruiting activities, the Student-Athlete Development Committee, NCAA Exit 
Interviews and the Master’s Internship Program in Sport Administration The 
organizational chart in the appendix of this report displays Academic Center staff titles 
Later in this report individual staffreports are included 

STUDENT-ATHLETE ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

Carolina student-athletes continue to achieve tremendous success both in and outside the 
classroom This year was no different; in fact please notice the significant improvement 
over last year A very brief list of these accomplishments is listed below: 



NEW ACADEMICS CENTER ACTIVITIES 

Since the director position was not filled until August of 200 I, there was little time to 
plan for this year Much of the activity of the Center had to do with making the 
adjustment to a new director and continuing the programming of the past year However, 

we did directly address the issue of continued transition in the program by bringing in an 
outside consultant, Jim Ullman, from Appleseed Consulting, to work with the staff on 
transition issues and improving communication and cohesion This has been a ve~T 
worthwhile activity and one that continues 

A brief listing of major accomplishments of the academic support program this year 
include: 

¯ Revised Freshman Academic Success Program 
¯ Formally evaluated major Academic Center programs 
¯ hnplemented Olympic sports guest coaching programs 
¯ Sponsored new Center programs and services including: NFL Campus 

Visitation Program, Football academic integrity workshop, specialized tutor 
training on NCAA academic integrity issues, Football Coaches Academic 
Orientation, development of student-athlete listservs and program content for 
the department web page, formalized process for assisting former football 
student-athletes continue their studies at Carolina and elsewhere, 

¯ Invited campus individuals to staff and coaches meetings from the Academic 
Advising Programs, Depa~ment of Education, Registrar’s Office, and School 
of Journalism 

CONCLUSION 

]-he staff and programs of the Academics Center have enjoyed tremendous success over 
the past fifteen years In order to continue these outstanding services and programs, the 
Center and staff must prepare proactively to face the following challenges: 

¯ Upgrading the Academic Center to include additional space, adequate 
numbers of computers and technological accommodations 



¯ Continued staff’professional development 
¯ Continued development, implementation and allocation of resources to 

address increasing needs of academically-challenged and learning disabled 
student-athletes 

¯ Development and implementation of an appropriate life skills/career education 
program in conjunction with existing similar athletics department and campus 

programs 
¯ Continued education of athletics depa~ment stafi~ faculty and campus offices 

regarding the mission and functioning of the academic support program 
¯ Continued relationship building with faculty, academic departments, and key 

campus oft]ces 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
End of Year Report 

2001-2002 

Submitted by: 
Robert Mercer 

Associate Director of Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Academic Counseling/Team Coordination: 

I have academic counseling responsibilities for six varsity sports: baseball, field hockey, 
gymnastics, men’s and women’s lacrosse, and women’s gol£ My primary responsibility 
is to provide advisement on course selection as it relates to their previous academic work, 
major selection, and UNC, ACC, and NCAA eligibility The advising/counseling 
relationship began during the summer when l met with incoming fi-eshmen during C- 
Tops In the fall and spring, I met weekly with fieshmen fiom all of my teams and a 
number of upperclassmen who were under a 20 cure gpa In these meetings we 
discussed a number of topics ranging from course and major selection, structured study 
and tutor availability, eligibility, and time management If there was a question I could 
not answer or a subject matter that I was not confident in dealing with ! referred the 
student to the appropriate campus resource At the end of each week I compiled all of the 
information discussed in the meeting and sent it to my team’ s coaches 

Supervision of Staff: 

This year I have had supe~wisory responsibility for four counselors, two interns, and one 
administrative assistant I found this to be a welcome and natural progression in my 
professional development since I had, as recently as the summer, been Interim Director, a 
position I held for the second time Since we have a somewhat "seasoned start" of 
counselors and administrative support, supe~w-ising this group mostly consisted of providing 
direction and support for department programs (eg tutoring, FASP, and careers) Working 
with the two interns provided a much greater amount of supervisory time Training, weekly 
meetings, and professional development was how the majority of my time with the interns 
was spent However, I must say that              our intern fi-om Vocational and 
Rehabilitation, was my most pleasant surprise of the spring semester This intern position 
was new to our department, so I had relative free reign to develop the position in the manner 
in which I saw fit After reviewing        resume, putting considerable thought to our 
student population needs, and reviewing our current counseling/advising procedures, I 
decided to take a "break from tradition’’ with the development of this internship 
Specifically, I decided to have      be a counselor not a person to report grades to only to 
then be reported to coaches, not a person to advise students based on eligibility instead of 
students interest, but a counselor in the truest since of the word I told      the only 



information she needed to report to me was pertinent academic information (eg failing out 
or leaving school) I would then make a determination of who was in the need to know 
Other information that was shared with       more personal information, was kept in 
confidence by       (Note that any information thai      determined to be out of her 
counseling preparation!experience was referred out to appropriate university resources) I 

met witk on a weekly basis to discuss these instances on a case by case basis Further, I 
met with departmental supervisor Dr Laura Cudy-Ruiz on two occasions to review 

progress/development What was so inspiring was to find out that in ahnost every 
cas~ the student did not miss their appointments with      shared intbrmation that was 

pertinent in helping discover why they struggled academically, and genuinely put forth a 
greater ePi’ovt academically While it is too early to develop any real data on the impact of 
this position, my strong sense is that a counselor in this type of work setting will have a 
greater, more positive impact on our students and due to this impact will increase the 
likelihood that these students will have a better overall experience at UNC that will culminate 
in their graduation I have been so happy with this internship that I have secured another 
intern from Vocational Rehabilitation for next year and John Blanchard and I are working to 
develop a full time counselor position in the same mold as        internship 

Registration of Traveling and Competing Students: 

During registration time I was responsible for all registration activity in the depa~ment 
Most notably, developing a registration process for our traveling and competing student 
athletes This year i arranged for Beth Jordan from Arts & Sciences to meet with our 
staffto go over any new registration policies and procedures After this meeting, I wrote 
a registration announcement/memo explaining registration procedures that was 
distributed to all of our students at each counselor’s team registration meetings I also 
developed a traveling/competing registration form that once completed was returned to 
our office, compiled and used when I register the students Each student that I registered 
was listed on a memo that I sent for approval to Dean’s Clarks office each week of 
registration 

C-Tops: 

In February I met with Shirley Hunter, Director of C-Tops, to review C-Tops dates, 
programs, and registration procedures Aider this meeting I wrote a memo that our 
counselors sent to all incoming freshmen that describe C-Tops, its importance, and how 
to register on-line for one of the orientation weekends I am in the process of developing 
a summer schedule for our counselors, assigning who will be on duty for each C-lops 
session Counselors then meet with incoming tbeshen at C-Tops to begin the 
advising/counseling relationship 

Other Activities: 

¯ Planning and t~acilitation of weekly staff meetings 
¯ Recruiting for each of my 6 teams 



¯ Various walk-in meetings with students concerning graduation, job search 
¯ Assuming the role of director in the director’s absence 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
End of the Year Report 

2001-2002 

Submitted by: 
Carl E Carey, Jr 

Senior Associate Director/Academic Counselor for Football 

I. Academic Counseling 

During the 2001-2002 academic year, I had academic counseling responsibilities 
for sophomores (cohort 2000), juniors (cohort 1999) and seniors (cohort 1997 & 1998) on 
the football team I also supervised the work of another counselor who was responsible 
for advising the freshmen on the team Much of my time was geared towards assisting 
students in their transition to campus life and helping them adjust to the academic 
environment here at UNC During the year, I held I on I academic meetings with 
students to assess their academic progress During the meetings, I received updated 
grade information from students, as well as discussed upcoming assignments and study 
plans with them The meetings with students helped me to get to know them better, as 
well as understand the type of academic support they were in need o£ I met with the 
majority of students on an "as needed" basis, however, there were several who have had a 
history of academic difficulty that I met with on a regular basis 

Approximate # of academic meetings conducted per week in the fall semester:    25 
Approximate # of academic meetings conducted per week in the spring semester: 20 

Perhaps the most notable accomplishment in academic counseling was the 
graduation of 13 members of the team this past December Additionally, four other team 
members are expected to graduate in May or August of this year 

In addition to meeting with students, I was involved in a number of other 
academic counseling activities including: 

¯ communicating with coaches, faculty and university administrators on issues 
related to students’ academic progress 

¯ se~w-ing as a resource for graduating seniors as to their career options 
¯ educating students on issues related to maintaining their NCAA and UNC 

eligibility 
¯ counseling students on personal issues 
¯ referring students to other campus offices where appropriate 
¯ assisting former football players in obtaining information needed to complete 

their bachelor’s degree 



Academic Center Programs 

S’II~II)ES LC;mdent-AthleW,s Tak#tg Respon,sibi#O’ In Di,s~’over#tg Ed~ca#onal 
Success) 

STRIDES is an academic support program designed for football student-athletes 
who have struggled while in college Principally, the program targets those 
students whose level of prior preparation for the educational environment 
indicates that their academic skills may need to be enhanced in order for them to 
be successful The goal of STRIDES is to assist these students in developing 
skills and in improving their academic performance Participants’ low 
pev[’ormance in the classroom is linked to a number of contributing factors 
including, lack of prior preparation, low motivation and in some cases, learning 
disabilities Primarily, the program utilizes graduate and professional students to 
act as academic mentors for the student-athlete experiencing difficulty Mentors 
use a variety of approaches to motivate students and help them build their skill 
and confidence levels The program employed 6 mentors in the fall semester and 
3 this past spring Many of our mentors were new to our program this year 
Overall, they report that their experience with our program was good 

Registration 

During both the fall and spring semesters, I counseled approximately fifty 
players on issues related to course selection and making progress towards completing 
their degree It should be noted that our office has helped to significantly increase the 
number of students who pre-register Nearly 100% of the team has participated in 
pre-registration for the upcoming semester 

Other Program/Center Activities 

¯ On several weekends in the months of January and February, I 
participated in recruiting activities with the Football Program Primarily, I 
pa~icipated in a presentation for recruits and their f~milies, which 
highlighted the University and its academic programs and services During 
this time period, I interacted with approximately forty prospective student- 
athletes and their families 

¯ Each semester, I was involved in an academic team meeting designed 
to educate the team on issues related to their academic progress 



¯ As part of my job, I maintain student records and files as well as 
initiate correspondence to coaches, faculty and campus administrators 

¯ I have also acted as a liaison between our Program and the University’s 
Student Attorney General’s OflSce in instances of potential violations of the 
Honor Code 

¯ This year, I had the opportunity to coordinate the search process for our 
new learning specialist position for the football team 

The Year Ahead 

Wkh a promotion to Senior Associate Director and structural changes wkhin the 
Academic Center reporting lines, there is an opportunity to continue to define my role 
and responsibilities New superviso~T responsibilities oftwo professional staff members 
will also enhance my professional development The year ahead will be one of change, 
but it also appears that the changes will benefit the overall effectiveness of our Program 
in meeting the needs of students 
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2001-2002 ANNUAL ACADEMIC REPORT 

Susan Maloy 

Associate Director for Academic Support/Director of Athletic Certification 

OUTLINE OF REPORT AND RESPONSIBI!~ITIES 
I     Certification of Eligibility 

A Certification of Initial Eligibility/Admissions Reviews 

B NCAA Initial Eligibility Clearinghouse Institutional Contact 

C Initial Eligibility Waiver Processing 
D Certification of Continuing Eligibility for all 28 sports 
E Monitor Full-Time Enrollment Status 

F ACC Eligibility Paperwork Maintenance for all 28 Sports 
II Textbook Issuance Program 
IlI Retention Database 

A. Complete Academic/Graduation Rates Reports 

B    Progress Reports 
C     Compliance Liaison with Athletic Administration 

IV NCAA Rules Education Academic Fraud 

V Student-Athlete Adviso~T Council 

In June 2000 1 became the Associate Director for Academic Support charged with the 
duty of Director of Athletic Certification for the entire Athletic Department With the 
large number of student-athletes who we work with and the vast number of unique 
academic records with respect to eligibility, the need to develop this position presented 
itsel£ My prima~?~ focus is to se~we as the liaison between the Registrars Office and the 
Admissions Office 

I. CERTIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY 
A. CERTIFICATION OF INITIALELIGIBILITY/ADMISSIONS REVIEWS 
One of my primary responsibilities this year was to coordinate the entire initial eligibility 
certification process and to work closely with Sue Klapper in the Admissions Office in 
reviewing the academic records of prospective student-athletes with respect to NCAA 
minimum requirements and the minimum admission requirements (MAR) Coaches were 
expected to give me a copy of each recruit’s transcript and SAT score for my review 
Using the list of approved core courses for the high school on the NCAA Clearinghouse 
website I complete a preliminary 48C worksheet to determine that he/she is making 

progress toward completing the NCAA initial eligibility requirements I also make notes 

to alert the Admissions Office of any possible MAR deficiencies as necessa~?~ This 
information is then sent back to the coach and to Sue Klapper So far this year I have 
reviewed 160+ prospective freshman and transfer student records This process will 
continue throughout the summer months Much time is spent in communication with 
each coach and the admissions office throughout this process This year, I have been 
fortunate to se~we as an ex-officio member of the Sub-Committee on Athletic Admissions 
providing insight into a prospect’s record as necessary 
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B. NCAA-INITIAL-ELIGI~ILITY-CLEARINGHOUSE 
INSTITUTIONAL CONTACT 

This year I continued to serve the role of our institutional contact with the NCAA Initial 
Eligibility Clearinghouse All fi-eshman and transfer student-athletes must be certified as 
eligible to compete by the Clearinghouse Head coaches fi-om each of our 28 sports 
submit an Institutional Request List (INL) to me listing the names of students whom they 
are recruiting I review this list to ensure that all information is complete and submit the 
names to the Clearinghouse via the Internet On a regular basis throughout the semester, I 
generate Weekly Status Reports fiom the Clearinghouse website and fox.yard them to 
coaches making sure to highlight the deficiencies of each individual Once the student 

has graduated tbom high school and the official certification decision has been 
determined, Final 48C forms are mailed to me indicating that the student is eligible to 
compete I fox.yard these forms to each coach and to Sue Klapper, Senior Assistant 
Director of Undergradunte Admissions, and the students are then flagged as a student- 

athlete in the institutional maintbame 

C. INITIAL ELIGIBILITY WAIVER PROCESSING 
This past fall we had 2 incoming freshman student-nthletes who did not qualify through 
the NCAA Clearinghouse as eligible to compete due to reasons beyond their control As 
a result, I completed an Initial Eligibility Waiver for each student and processed it 
through the NCAA Each student was determined to be a fi~ll qualifier 

D. CERTIFICATION OF CONTINUING ELIGIBILITY 
One of my greatest responsibilities is to coordinate and monitor the certiflcntion of 
continuing eligibility process and maintain accurate records for all 28 sports In many 

ways I se~e as a consultant to the Academic Counselors on staffin reviewing each 
transcript in search of repeat courses, PE activity courses, etc, completing NCAA 
sntist~antotay progress worksheets and updating major worksheets tbr each of their student- 
athletes, particularly those with unique eligibility situations These three steps to this 
process enable us to ensure that each of our 700 plus students is meeting all UNC and 
NCAA eligibility regulations such as the 75/25 Rule, the 90/95 Rule and the 25/50/75 
Percentage toward Degree Rule I also communicate this intb to the Registrars Office for 
their review and official signature on the ACC eligibility forms as the certifying officer 

SATISFACTORY PROGRESS WAIVER 
Through the certification of continuing eligibility process, one 
student was found ineligible for reasons beyond his control As a 
result, I was able to submit a Sntist’actotay Progress Waiver to the 
NCAA, which was later approved and the student-athlete was then 

declared eligible to compete 

SATISFACTORY PROGRESS WORKSHEET 
This year I recreated our satisfacto~3z progress worksheet with the 
assistance fiom John Blanchard’s experience at Rutgers and 
simplified it fbom 3 pages to one I believe this fbrm will be a 
better record of tracking hours passed toward degree 
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E.    MONITOR FULL-TIME ENROLLMENT STATUS 
Throughout the time period when our students may drop classes I monitored the process 
for reviewing full-time enrollment status for all sports This is especially important 

because the moment a student drops below 12 academic hours he/she becomes 
immediately ineligible for practice and competition At the present time, this process 
consists of pulling up each student individually in the university database system to check 
on his or her semester enrollment Steps to computerize this process in which regular 

reports can be generated are currently under review 

F. ACC ELIGIBILITY PAPERWORK MAINTENANCE FOR ALL 28 
SPORTS 

In the beginning of the academic year I assisted in organizing and conducting eligibility 
team meetings where UNC and NCAA rules are discussed and the eligibility paperwork 
is completed by each student-athlete From this paperwork I coordinated the completion 
and submission of the ACC eligibility forms before each team was permitted to compete 
Additions to many of these squads are made throughout the year, which causes 
maintenance of these eligibility forms to be a continuous process 

II. TEXTBOOK ISSIJANCE PROGRAM 
Approximately 360 student-athletes receive textbooks as part of their athletic scholarship 
This program is coordinated through our office As the individual assigned to monitor 
this process our main concern is to review each book requisition to ensure that each 
student-athlete is in fact on a book scholarship and to ensure that only textbooks fbr 
courses that each student has registered fbr are listed and approved according to NCAA 
guidelines 

IlL    RETENTION DATABASE 
The database is the information storage center for the data needed to compile the Board 
of Governor’s Report and the IPEDS/NCAA Ga-aduation Rates Disclosure Form We 
also use the information to prepare the Annual Coaches’ Academic Reports and to 
generate academic progress reports on students twice each semester, student schedules, 
full-time enrollment lists, and transcripts It is my responsibility to update the team 
rosters twice each year (October and February) with the assistance of each head coach for 
all 28 sports Joe Bray, ADP, continues to be a valuable resource in this area This year 
John Blanchard and I have spent a considerable amount of time meeting with Larry 
Gallo, Jack Evans, Dan O’Neal tbom AIS and JeffHilts from AdmissionPros to explore 
the possibility of incorporating a new web-based database system within the Athletic 
Department We believe that this will enhance our level of reporting, ie graduation rates 
reports, annual academic reports Ibr coaches, etc, as well as our ability to create new 

reports 
A.    COMPLETE ACADEMIC/GRADUATION RATES REPORTS 

With printouts from the retention database, I completed major portions of the Board of 
Governor’s Report, the IPEDS report, the NCAA Supplemental Graduation Rates Report, 
and the Annual Coaches’ Academic Reports 
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B. PROGRESS REPORTS 
Wkh the help of Joe Bray, I coordinated the process fbr requesting progress reports for 
more than half of our student-athletes twice each semester 

C. COMPLIANCE LIAISON WITH ATHLETIC ADMINISTRATION 
My responsibilities with the database and the ACC eligibility forms has allowed me to 
assist Lisa Deibler, Director of Compliance, in maintaining accurate squad lists for each 
sport My previous compliance experience has enabled me to se~-e as the liaison fiom 
the Academic Center to the Compliance Office within the Athletic Administration Office 
Oi~en times I will meet with the other counselors in our department to discuss students’ 
academic records in light of NCAA eligibility roles 

IV. NCAA RULES EDUCATION Academic Fraud 
In addition to helping to keep the academic counselors abreast of NCAA rules and rule 
changes, I conducted a tutor training program for approximately 35 tutors and monitors 
regarding academic fraud and NCAA roles that apply to academic support personnel 
identified as "Institutional StaffMembers" 

This year, John Blanchard and I met with each academic counselor on staff’as well as 
some prominent tutors individually to perform an intet~-iew assessment of their 
knowledge of activities that constitute academic tbaud This has helped us to gain a better 

understanding of how each individual is working with our student-athletes I am 
currently doing research to determine clarity on what type of activities would be 
considered academic fraud All of this information will be compiled into a 
comprehensive education program for the fi~ture 

V. STUDENT-ATHLETE ADVISORY COUNCIL 
This year I have attempted to maintain contact with the leadership group of student- 
athletes by attending the Student-Athlete Advisory Council meetings twice each 
semester 
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Annual Report 
2001-2002 

Kathy B. Parker, Ph.D. 

where to begin? 

I continue to enjoy, and receive professional gratification from, being an athletics 
counselor It is the best job in the world Numerous articles have been written about the 
"burn-out" nature of the field and the helping professions in general I know we have all 
seen friends and colleagues in the "business" drop like flies It never has been that way 
fbrme, though SinceI’vebeenaprofessionalathleticcounselorfbrtenyearsnow, and 
since I have been in the counseling area all of my adult life in some form or fashion, and 
since I have never felt the slightest crisp edges of burn-out in the work itself’, I can only 
assume that being an athletics counselor is a natural fit for me 

I continue to enjoy the "ah-ha’s" of the student-athletes when an idea or strategy finally 
takes hold I enjoy the age group in which, if we are lucky, we see children turn into 
responsible, decision-making, independent adults with a degree and a career Even the 
"tough nuts," the poorly prepared students, and the issues of the learning disabled are 
rewarding most rewarding All many of them need is to look at things in a different 

way, and their smiles and accomplishments are the most special of all 

I continue to enjoy working with coaches, even when we coming from different 
perspectives I am not sure how I would react in a field in which my job hinged on 
winning and losing instead of encouraging the development of responsible adults While 
I do not know my new coaches ve~T well yet, I find them fair and caring There is a 
mutual respect in our relationship, I feel I believe that we could disagree on strategies 
while maintaining a productive professional relationship, knowing that the welfare of the 
student-athlete is agreed-upon common ground 

I continue to enjoy my work with various campus ent~t~es Usually, these interactions are 
with advisors and members of other support units I have found advisors to be extremely 
helpful Although she is not a true advisor, Betsy Taylor is one with whom I talk 
fi-equently I include her in the ’~extremely helpfi31" list There are those in the support 
areas who have their philosophical issues with athletics; yet I have found them ve~?~ 
helpful and warm with me as an individual counselor 

I continue to enjoy my office window on the world, and it is nice to be able to raise it 
Being able to watch the seasons change and the students come and go is comforting The 
new carpet and paint really have made for a prettier space in the building 

where to end? This is probably a good place 
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Outline: 

2000-2001 ANNUAL ACADEMIC REPORT 
MARISA MARUCCI 

Academic Counselor for the Academic Support Center 

I. Teams 
2. Academic Counseling 

a Pre-Registration 
b Weekly Meetings 
c Drop-In Meetings 
d Structured Study 
e Monitoring Academic Progress 
£ Eligibility Tracking 
g Recruiting 

3 Tutor/Structured Study Program 

4. Freshman Academic Success Program Coordinator 

5 Other Activities 

My responsibilities included the following teams: 

Team # of Students 
Men’s Golf 15 

Softball 19 
*Men’s Swimming 33 (FALL) 
*Women’s Swimming 34 (FALL) 
Men’s Track 40 

Women’s Track 40 
Volleyball 16 

Total 253{ Fall)/186(Spring) 

*1 only worked with Swimming/Diving in the Fall 2001 semester 

2. Academic Counseling: 

A Pre-Regi~r~ion 
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During each registration period I tried to educate the student-athletes about how 
the advising system on campus works and, what NCAA eligibility issues they need to be 
concerned with as a student-athlete I met with and counseled between {80-100) student- 
athletes about their schedule of classes for each semester I held individual team 
meetings one week prior to the registration period to explain the procedures and dates of 
registration Most of my assistance was provided to the freshman and sophomore 
population My counseling sessions consisted of preparing the students for their 
advising appointments on campus by helping them choose the appropriate classes 
towards graduation each semester I also kept each individuals progress towards 
graduation on a major worksheet, which was helpful to see what classes they still needed 
tu take These counseling sessions were also used to help students choose a major 
depending upon their strengths and weakness 

B. Weekly Meetings 

During the fall semester I meet with a total of(36) student-athletes on a regular 

weekly and monthly schedule During the spring semester, I meet with a total of(23) 
student-athletes on a regular weekly and monthly schedule 

Sport Fall ] Spring 
Men’s Golf 

Softball 
Men’s Swimming 

Women’s Swimming 
Men’s Track 

Women’s Track 
Volleyball 

Totals 38 I 21 

Meeting topics varied from week to week depending upon what I thought the 
student needed to focus on at the time Most meetings focused on time management and 
test taking skills, academic study plans (ie meeting with tutors and professors) and grade 
reports ! also collected each of the student-athletes course syllabi and gave every 
student a blank calendar and had them fill in their test, projects and paper dates This 
way I knew what their schedules looked like for each week and how they planned to use 
their structured study time and tutors for the week Most meetings lasted between 10 to 
20 minutes and became a huge part of my day, which allowed me to better understand my 
student population 

C Drop ~n Student Meetings 

In conjunction with my mandato~7/meetings, I encouraged all of my student- 
athletes to come by my office with any questions or concerns Most students who came 
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by had questions regarding registration, their majors, tutors, the advising system on 
campus, etc Approximately 65% of my meetings were on a drop-in basis tbr the year 

D Structured Study 

All of my first year students (freshman and transfers) were required to participate 
in our structured study program Other student-athletes were assigned hours depending 
upon the recommendations of the coaches and my sel£ The breakdown of student- 
athletes in study hall was as follows: 

Sport Fall ] Spring 
Men’s Golf 
Sot~ball 
Men’s Swimming 
Women’s Swimming 
Men’s Track 
Women’s Track 
Volleyball 
Totals 46 I 27 

Most student-athletes had different requirements each week and would report 
back to me on what work they had completed I tried to be more flexible with those 
students who had to complete a lot of work outside the center (ie computer labs, library, 
review sessions) for a class Student-athletes schedules are constantly changing and I 
allowed them the flexibility because each week was so very different for them I made 
tutoring a major focus of gaining structured study hours during a week I also referred 
many student-athletes to the learning center and the writing center to receive outside 
assistance 

I would create a structured study report each Friday of every week The report 
detailed the student-athlete’s completed hours and weekly meeting attendance Coaches 
would receive a documented report/memo no later than the following Monday afternoon 
Some reports would note how certain students were doing academically (see also, section 
E) 

E Monitoring Academic Progress 

One of the most important aspects of my job is to send out progress reports on 
those student-athletes who ! felt needed to be monitored closely, in particular all 
freshman Reports are sent out twice a semester and filter back into our office all 
semester long I would instantly contact my student-athletes and their professor(s) ifI 

received a report that showed poor performance and/or attendance in a certain class I 
strongly encouraged my students to meet with their professor(s) to find a way to improve 
their performance in the class 
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I recorded all progress report grades on an excel spreadsheet weekly and send 
each coach an updated version every 2-3 weeks throughout the semester This way 
coaches had some sense of how their student-athletes were pertbrming during various 
parts of the semester Final grades and cumulative GPA’s were generated fiom these 
same spreadsheets alter all final grades are reported 

F Eligibility Tracking 

I kept an academic/eligibility tracking binder on each team, which contains major 
worksheets, academic histories and eligibility tracking worksheets regarding each 
student-athlete I am responsible for updating these worksheets at the end of each 
semester and making sure each student-athlete is accurately progressing towards 
graduation while complying with all UNC and NCAA standards 

G Recruking 

I met with approximately (56) recruits between the fall and spring semesters 
These meetings would be on an individual or group basis (some parents included) and 
would last no more than 20 to 30 minutes I discussed with them what services and 
programs we offer in the Academic Center and their current academic interests and 

status Alter answering any questions or concerns the recruit might have, I would tour 
the recruit/family through our facility pointing out all of the important areas I 
encouraged all recruits to contact me if they had any questions alter they left 

3 Tutoring/Structured Study Program 

This year our center employee approximately 21 tutors, 4 study hall monitors, and 
4 computer lab monitors Our tutoring hours were from 12-2pro, Monday-Friday (Math, 
English and Foreign Language) and 7:30-9:30pm, Sunday-Thursday (General College 
subjects) ThisyearweaddedaLearningSkillstutorthispastfall She worked with us 
two nights a week with approximately I 0-15 students 

All of our tutors attended a I Vz tutor training session at the beginning of the fall 
semester I facilitated the presentation which included Associate Director of the 
Academic Center, Dr Carl Carey, Assistant Dean of Students Dave Gilbert, and Director 
of the Writing Center Kimberly Abels Topics covered were the Honor Court, tutor 
responsibilities, expectations, plagiarism, and skills program Associate Directors Robert 
Mercer and Susan Malloy also provided NCAA training to all tntors At the end of each 
semester we conducted an evaluation of our tutoring program that approximately 57 

students participated in 

4. Freshman Academic Success Program (FASP) 

FASP was designed to assist a select group of fieshman become oriented to UNC 
and develop strong academic skills to ease the transition from high school to college 
Approximately 35 students participated in FASP I and 40 in FASP II 
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Academic Center intern and Heather Murphy, Academic Center Counselor helped me 
coordinate the FASP program and presenters Both programs were held on Monday 
evenings and guest speakers ranged from Student Organizations, Honor Court, Career 
Sel~ices and the Learning Center At the end of the semester we gave the students the 
chance to do evaluations on both FASP I and II programs put together 
an end of the year FASP evaluation report 

I I I. Other Activities 

A Team Meetings/C ommunication 

I conducted academic team meetings at the beginning of the spring semester to 
outline major academic highlights of the up coming semester and announce important 
dates and eligibility information 
I would also send my coaches updates of any important workshops, dates or up coming 
events throughout the year 

B. Professional Development 

I attended a one day statewide Athletic Academic Advisors conference at North 
Carolina State University There we discussed issues about tutoring, structured 
study and shared ideas and strategies on how to better serve our student-athlete 
population I also coordinated two guest speakers from the school of Education 
and Journalism to present to our staffabout their programs This helped the staff 
to become better equipped to counsel students in these academic areas 

C. Guest Coaching 

I coordinated a guest coaching program for the softball team ! invited several 
t~aculty members on campus to be guest coaches for 5 home softball games We had 
representatives from Psychology, History, Biology and Exercise in Sports Science 
and the Academic Center participate in this program Each guest coach threw out the 

fist pitch of the game and was honored with a gift package and a seat in the dugout 
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2001-2002 ANNUAL REPORT 
JAN BOXILL 

IL 
PART TIME ACADEMIC COUNSELOR 

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL 

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES: 

The goals for women’s basketball are that each player achieve academic success 
and graduate with a minimum 25 GPA To facilitate this we have several rules 
or components: 

20 Rule 
One of the rules set up by the coaching staffis that each player must have a 20 in 
the Fall ofthe academic year to be eligible to play This standard is higher than 
what the University or the NCAA requires, but one that the program feels is 
realistic, is good for the program, but most of all for the students-athletes This 
ensures each person will always meet the University and NCAA criteria As a 
result at the beginning of the 2000-2001 Academic year, every player had a 
minimum of a 20 

25 Rule 
The goal for the team is that eachplayer hasaminimum25 GPA Once a player 
has a 25, she is not required study hall However, anyone under a 25 has 
mandato~7 study hall hours and mandato~7 tutor sessions Ofthe 13 active 
players, 9 have above a 25 

Study Hall 
Any player under a 25 has required study hall hours; the hours vary according to 
the GPA All first year students were required 8 hours in the Fall semester; if at 
the end of their first semester they have over a 25, hours are reduced 4 students 
are presently required study hall hours I attended Study Hall every Monday 
evening, and others as necessary Those in study hall are required to see tutors as 
needed or assigned, one of which must be the English tutor, Rebecca Bailey 

Class Attendance 
Class attendance is mandatory for all players, but is pa~icularly monitored for 
those under a 25 

Individual Meetings 
Weekly meetings are required for all those in study hall and all first year players 
These take place during the Monday evening Study Hall for those in study hall, 
othel~vise on Mondays in my oflSce in Caldwell In these meetings we discuss 
their weekly assignments and progress I met weekly with 8 students 

Travel 
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If travel days are more than overnight, I hold study hall and/or meet individually 
with each player Fortunately academically, (but unfortunately for basketball) this 
year the team did not go to any post season tournament 

OTHER COUNSELING DUTIES: 

RECRUITING: 

Academics are integral in recruiting student-athletes Throughout the year I met with 
prospective student athletes during their official and unofficial visits to discuss the 
se~w-ices offered through the Academic Support Program, tour the facility, discuss 
academic requirements for graduation and specific majors This is an opportunity to 
define the expectations of student-athletes with both the student and her parents or 
guardians These meetings will hopefi~lly provide information that will assist them in 
making a decision to attend UNC It also gives me the opportunity to gain an 
understanding of their expectations and concerns, to allow me to advise them properly 
over the summer before they first attend UNC 

FASP 

As part of the FASP program, I presented workshops on Time Management and How to 
Make the Most out of the Classroom, "Study Smart, not Hard," October 2001 

PUBLICATIONS: 

Issues in Race and Gender. edited anthology, Kendall Hunt Publishers, 2001 
"Affirmative Action Revisited," with Bernard Boxill, in Christopher Wellman, Reader in 

Applied Ethics, Blackwell Publishers, Forthcoming, Fall 2002 
Ethics in Sports Reader, Blackwell Publishers, Forthcoming, Fall 2002 
"Ethics of Competition," in Ethics in Sports Reader 
"Affirmative Action as Reverse Discrimination," forthcoming in Essays in Honor of 

Bernard Boxill, Spring 2002 

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS, PRESENTATIONS, WORKSHOPS 

MC of Women’s Basketball Recognition Banquet, April 2002 
"Sport as a Public Forum for Ethics," International Association of Philosophy of Sport 

Conference, William & Ma~T, Williamsburg, Va, October 2001 
"Gender Bias in Sports Journalism & the Media," Ethics and Sports Media Conference, 

Institute for International Sport, University of Rhode Island, Kingston, RI, June 
2001 
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Academic Workshop presented, "How To Achieve Academic Success," Sylvia 
Hatchell’ s Basketball Camp, July 2001 

"How to Turn Dreams into Reality," Workshop and Discussion 
Asheville-Buncombe Community College, August 2001 (two groups) 
Jesse Hehns Leadership Program, Jesse Helms Center, July 200 I 

Careers in Sports, Networking Night, UNC Career Services, February 2002 
"Ethics in Sports: Developing Respect for Self and Others," 2001 C-TOPS Program, 

June, 2001 

UNIVERSITY SERVICE: 

Public Address Announcer for Women’s Basketball and Field Hockey 
Executive Board Member, Academy of Distinguished Teaching Scholars 

Chair of Outreach Committee 
Member, Faculty Council of the University 
Member, Agenda Committee of the Faculty Council 
Member, Summer Reading Program for Incoming Students 
Member, Student Union Board of Directors 

Member of Space Allocations Committee 
Committee Member, Teaching Awards Committee 
Committee Member, Chancellor Awards Committee 
Member, Student Judicial Hearings Board 
Pa~icipant in Carolina Concepts 
Participant in Admissions Phonathon for recruiting outstanding students across the US 
Executive Board Member, BRIDGES Alumnae 
Member of Organizing Committee for BRIDGES Alumnae Conference, April 2002 
Member, Advisory Board for Carolina Orientation Program 
Associate Chair, Depa~ment of Philosophy 
Director of Undergraduate Studies, Depa~ment of Philosophy 
Teaching Coordinator, Department of Philosophy 
Advisor, Phi Sigma Tau Eta Chapter, International Honor Society for Philosophy 
Advisor, Carolina V-Day Initiative 
Member, Speakers Bureau for the University of North Carolina 

STUDENT THESIS COMMITTEES: 

GRADUATE COMM ITTES: 

Committee Member, Brian Thomas, PhD Committee 
Committee Member, PhD Dissertation in Philosophy 
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UNDERGRADUATE HONORS THESES: 

Director, 
Director, 

Director, 
UNDERGRADUATE INDEPENDENT STUDIES PROJECTS: 

Director, 
Director 
Director 
Director 
Director 
Director 
Director 
Director 

Director, 
Director 
Director 

Summer Research Director: Monique Hall African American Women in Politics 

AWARDS: 

Awarded an Ethics Fellowship at the Institute for the Arts and Humanities, Fall Semester 
2002 

Nominated for Undergraduate Advising Award 
Nominated for Tanner Teaching Award 
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2001-2002 ANNUAL ACADEMIC REPORT 
HEATHER MURPHY 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT CENTER FOR STUDENT ATHLETES 

Outline 
I. Teams 
2. Academic Counseling 

a Mandato~7/Weekly Meetings 
b Pre-Advisement 

c Drop Ins 
d Directed Study Program 

e Monitoring of Progress 
3. Other Activities 

1. Teams 
I am responsible for the following teams: 

Team Number of Students 

~otball 32 

~ccer 
26 

Wrestling 40 

2. Academic Counseling 

a. Mandatory Weekly Meetings 
Primarily, my role as an academic counselor is to monitor students’ academic 
progress as it relates to UNC and NCAA eligibility and degree completion I 
usually have academic meetings with my teams at the beginning of each semester 
to discuss policies and procedures of the academic center and my role as an 
academic counselor Certain students fiom each team are required to meet with 
me for about 15-30 minutes once a week during the semester We discuss study 
skills, time management, tutoring, other campus resources, as well as, progress in 
their current classes and class scheduling for the next term Sometimes, students 
will discuss personal issues that may be affecting their academic performance I 
send a weekly report to each coach outlining their students’ academic progress in 
each class and other related information 

Team 

Freshmen Football 

Men’ s Soccer 
Wrestling 

Totals 

Fall Spring 

38 10 

b. Registration Advisement 
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All of my students are welcomed and sometimes encouraged to meet with me 
concerning their class schedules for the next semester either before or at~er 
meeting with academic advisors During this meeting, we review their UNC and 
NCAA eligibility as well as their progress towards a degree I use their Arts & 
Sciences worksheet and the Unofficial Course Planning Form as tools to 
determine their progress in the previously mentioned areas Not only do I want 
my students to be able to get registered for relevant courses, but to also 
understand their role/responsibility in their academic progress 

Freshmen Football 
Men’s Soccer 
Wrestling 
Totals 

Fall Spring Totals 

58 56 114 

c. Drop-Ins 

The majority of students that I see are on a drop-in basis These students are 
usually seeking information about eligibility, graduation, tutoring, and other 
campus selwices About 65% of the student-athletes that utilized my setwices do 
so on a drop-in basis 

d. Structured Study Program 

The purpose of the Structured Study Program is to maximize students’ academic 
time through monitoring their time management Students are placed in the 
program through recommendations by coaches and academic counselors 
depending on GPA, class status, or current course load Each student’s program 
is tailored to meet their particular needs They may have a program that consists 

of any combination of individual weekly meetings with me, study hall hours, and 
tutorials 

Team 

Freshmen Football 

Men’ s Soccer 
Wrestling 

Totals 

Fall 

39 

Spring 

31 

e. Monitoring Progress 

There are several ways that I monitor students’ academic progress I send weekly 
reports to my coaches that include information concerning individual meetings, 
tutor use, study hall hours, and other pertinent material Progress reports are sent 
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to professors twice a semester I fol~vard the information fiom these grade reports 
to the coaches, as well as, contact individual students who may be struggling to 
come in tbr a meeting I also maintain records in my oft~ce tbr each student that 
pertains to their UNC and NCAA eligibility and progress towards graduation 
]-his information is used during the certification process When needed, I 
communicate my concerns about my student athletes to f~culty members 

4. Other Activities 

a. Career Programs 

I planned the Sophomore Major Exploration Night, Resume Writing Workshop, 
and Inte~wiew Skills Workshop during the Spring 2001 semester The Sophomore 
Major Exploration Night was attended by 26 sophomore student-athletes About 
7 student-athletes attended the Resume Writing Workshop and 7 came to the 
Inte~wiew Skills Workshop Both workshops were comprised of mostly juniors 
and seniors We evaluated all 3 programs 

We also started working with Competkive Resources Group (CRG) this year 
Representatives from their group came to our campus for 3 days in the fall and 3 
days in the spring In the fall, they conducted a Developing Your Career Planning 
Game Plan seminar for tbeshmen and sophomores and a How to Sell Yourself As 
A Student-Athlete seminar for juniors and seniors They also met individually 
with graduating seniors to help them with intetw-iew skills and job placement 
They did the same thing in the spring with the exception of the Developing Your 
Career Planning Game Plan seminar We evaluated the program both semesters 

b. Guest Coach Program 

Men’s Soccer participated in the Guest Coach Program this year I invited UNC 
faculty and staff members that had been nominated by student-athletes from each 
team to participate in game day activities Some of the activities included 

attending the pre-game meal, touring the f~cilities, watching warm-ups, listening 
to the pre-game and half’time speeches, and sitting on the bench during the game 
I also gave them a poster, media guide, and t-shirt 

I also assisted Carl Carey wkh the Football Guest Coach Program 
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INTRODUCTION 

As we end the 2000-01 school year, the staff and student-athletes of the Academic Support Program have 
much to celebrate and look fo~-ard to in the fi~ture Continued success of our students in the classroom, 
on the campus and in the community is the result of the kind of athlete we are fortunate to have at this 
university, as well as the outstanding services provided to them by the staff The Athletics Department 
and the College of Arts and Sciences continue to provide leadership and support necessary fbr the success 
of the program Continued academic and athletics challenges await both students and staff as teamwork, 
creativity and communication are essential to our success ]-he educational demands of new technology, 
national athletics issues, changing campus structures, education of our constituents, and an ever-changing 
student-athlete population continue to influence the programs and services provided at the Academic 
Center 

STAFF 

This year, like several successive years in the past, opened with changes The staff is now complete and 
includes Dr Kathy Parker, who joined the staff" last July Kathy was previously the Coordinator of 
Learning Programs for Student-Athletes at New Mexico State University and the Sr Academic Football 
Advisor at the University of Wyoming Kathy has an earned doctorate in Sports Psychology/Motor 
Behavior fiom the University of Tennessee and a masters of science and baccalaureate degree in 
Psychosocial Aspects of Sport from the University of North Texas and Psychology from Northeast 
Louisiana University Kathy has been a tremendous addition to the staffand we look forward to her 
continued contributions to the program 

In early August, Heather Murphy joined our staff as Academic Counselor Heather was previously an 
Academic Counselor at the University of Alabama-Birmingham where she earned a masters degree in 
counseling Her undergraduate degree is in Exercise and Sport Science from East Carolina University 
Heather’s training in counseling and diverse experiences as an academic counselor are tremendous 
additions to our program Kathy, Heather and Marisa Mamcci (hired in Janua~?~ 2000) have all 
contributed greatly to lilting our program to another level Their educational training and backgrounds in 
counseling, as well as their athletics experiences, complete an already outstanding staf’t~ I remain 
enthusiastic and pleased with their contributions, commitment to academic excellence and loyalty 

Other staff changes included the creation of an Eligibility Specialist position by the Department of 
Athletics Susan Maloy, previously Academic Counselor on the start; assumed this Associate Director 
position in early fall and is doing an outstanding job developing her new responsibilities in the Academic 
Center, Athletics Department and on the campus Dr Carl Carey was promoted to Associate Director and 
now has the added responsibility of developing a career education and community outreach program for 
football student-athletes Finally, I was promoted to Associate Director of Athletics in August 2000 
The remaining staff of Robert Mercer, Associate Director, Burgess McSwain, Associate Director, Jan 
Boxill, part-time Academic Counselor, and Doug Roberts, Off]ce Assistant, continues to do outstanding 
work in the Academic Center Our sports administration intern,                   was a tremendous 
addition to our staf’f this year She was invaluable to our program and contributed to and gained all the 
experiences necessary to becoming an outstanding professional in the field        recently accepted an 



Academic Coordinator position in the academic support program at Bowling C~een State University in 
Ohio We wish her much success[ 

All members of the staff participated in professional development activities Some of these included: 
Regional National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics (N4A) Conference, annual conference 
academic and compliance meetings, CHAMPS/Life Skills Conference, Annual Learning Disabilities 
Services Office Conference, National N4A Conference, NCAA Compliance Seminars and Workshops, 
NCAA Learning Disability Committee, campus technology workshops and The Sports Management 
Institute 

Staff" publications included: Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes Master Plan, August 2000 
and Athletic Academic Tutoring Programs: Addressing Academic Integrit,~ 

Workshops and Presentations included: "African American Celebration of Culture V," "Meeting the 
Needs of Low-Income, First Generation and Educational Disadvantaged Students: Issues, Challenges and 
Opportunities," "Preparing the College-Bound Learning Disabled Student-Athlete," and "Challenges 
Facing the College-Bound Afiican American Student" 

Campus committees participated on included: The Academic Advising Program Search Committee, the 
New Student Se~wices Coordinating Committee and the Student Affairs Judicial Programs Coordinator 
Search Committee Staffmembers taught courses in the departments of Philosophy and African and 
Afro-American Studies, as well as university freshman seminars 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

The academic support program for student-athletes is administratively located in the College of Arts and 
Sciences and is one of several academic support services units at the university The Faculty Advisory 
Committee, appointed by the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, is the oversight entity for the 
program I report to the Associate Dean of the College of Arts & Sciences, Fred Clark, and to the Sr 
Associate Director of Athletics, Larry Gallo, Jr 

Under my direction, a staf’f of one part-time and eight full-time professionals provide academic, personal, 
crisis, career and eligibility counseling, and numerous setw-ices to the depamnent’s 700+ student-athletes 
on 28 sports teams Additionally, the Academic Center provides several broad-based programs including 
a comprehensive tutoring program, an evening structured study program, specialized academic skills 
group study sessions, first year academic success programs, career-related and mentoring programs, and 
advising and registration assistance AncillatT program activities include annual NCAA certification of 
student-athlete eligibility, faculty guest coaching programs, recruiting activities, the Student-Athlete 
Development Committee, NCAA Exit Interviews and the Master’s Internship Program in Sport 
Administration The organizational cha~ in the appendix of this report displays Academic Center staff 
titles Later in this report individual staffreports are included 
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STUDENT-ATHLETE ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
Carolina student-athletes continue to achieve tremendous success both in and outside the classroom This 
year was no different Below is a brief list of these accomplishments: 

NEW ACADEMIC CENTER ACTIVITIES 

The completion of our Five-Year Master Plan has been the greatest accomplishment of our staff and 
program This ’working’ document serves as a guide tbr evaluating existing services, programs and 
activities of the Academic Center, as well as tbr providing a vehicle tbr future program development 
Every staff member contributed to and participated in the development of the Plan Our continuous 
discussions, review, evaluation and implementation in close consideration of the program mission and 
vision, will determine the ultimate success of the Plan A copy of the Plan accompanies this report A 
brief listing of major accomplishments of the academic support program this year include: 

¯ Expanded Freshman Academic Success Program 
¯ Compiled student-athlete awards and scholarships into one chart 
¯ Doubled number of traveling student-athletes assisted with registration 
¯ Formally evaluated major Academic Center programs 
¯ Implemented Olympic sports guest coaching programs 
¯ Sponsored new Center programs and services including: NFL Campus Visitation Program, 

Football academic integrity workshop, specialized tutor training on NCAA academic integrity 
issues, Football Coaches Academic Orientation, development of student-athlete list selwes and 
program content tbr the depa~ment web page, and tbrmalized process tbr assisting former 
tbotball student-athletes continue their studies at Carolina and elsewhere 



¯ Invited campus individuals to staff and coaches meetings from the Academic Advising 
Programs, Dean of Students Oft]ce, Friday Center tbr Continuing Education and University 
Career Services 

CONCLUSION 

The staff and programs of the Academic Center have enjoyed tremendous success over the past fifteen 
years In order to continue these outstanding selwices and programs, the Center and staff must prepare 
proactively to face the tbllowing challenges: 

¯ Upgrading the Academic Center to include additional space, adequate numbers of computers 
and technological accommodations 

¯ Continued staffprofessionaldevelopment 
¯ Continued development, implementation and allocation of resources to address increasing 

needs of academically-challenged and learning disabled student-athletes 
¯ Development and implementation of an appropriate life skills/career education program in 

conjunction with existing similar athletics depa~ment and campus programs 
¯ Continued education of athletics depa~ment staft; t~aculty and campus oft]ces regarding the 

mission and fi~nction of the academic support program 
¯ Continued relationship building with faculty, academic departments, and key campus offices 
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2000-2001 ANNUAL ACADEMIC REPORT 
ROBERT MERCER 

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF ACADEMIC SUPPORT SERVICES FOR STUDENT ATHLETES 

I. Outline 

1. Teams 
2. Academic Counseling 

a MandatolT Weekly Meetings 
b Pre-Advisemem 
c Drop-Ins 
d Directed Study Program 

e Monitoring of Progress 
3. Career Planning Program 

a SophomoreMajorExplorationNight 

b Career Exploration Night 

c Other Career Related Activities 
4. Tutor Program 
5. Freshman Academic Success Program 
6. Other Activities 

I am responsible for the following teams: 

Team Number 
of 
Students 

Baseball 29 
Field Hockey 23 
Women’s Golf 10 
Gymnastics 14 
Men’ s Lacrosse 45 

2. Academic Counseling 

a. Mandatory Weekly Meetings 

Primarily, my role as counselor is to monitor students’ academic progress as it pertains to degree 
completion, UNC eligibility and NCAA eligibility Typically I meet with all of my teams for 
academic meetings at the beginning of each semester and discuss my role as counselor On each 
team there is a certain number of students who are required to meet with me; however I oiler my 
services to all of the students on all of my teams During these weekly meetings we discuss 
scheduling, study skills, time management, and tutoring Also, these meetings are the time that 
students update me on their progress in each class The class progress and other pertinent 
information is then sent to the coaches in a weekly report At times, these meetings take on a 



more personal nature as students will discuss personal issues that may be impacting their academic 
performance 

Team Fall I Spring 
Baseball 

Field Hockey 
Women’s Golf 
Gymnastics 

Men’s Lacrosse 16 I II 

b. Registration Advisement 

I offer time to all of my students to come in and discuss their schedules fbr the next 
semester either befbre or afier meeting with their academic advisors in Arts & Sciences 
At this meeting, I review their academic record for UNC and NCAA eligibility as well as 
for progress toward degree A goal for each of these sessions is to use the Arts & 
Sciences worksheet as an educational tool to help my students understand their role/ 
responsibility in their academic progress Approximately seventy-five students met with 
me for advising 

c. Drop-Ins 

Approximately sixty-five percent of my students visit with me on a drop-in basis 
Typically, students are seeking information about tutoring, degree completion, eligibility, 
and campus se~wices 

d. Structured Study Program 

The purpose of the Directed Study Program is to maximize my student-athletes’ academic 
time through monitoring of their time management A student-athletes’ semester GPA or 
cumulative GPA, class status, or current course load (ie, particularly heavy or dirt]cult) 
determines a student-athletes’ placement in the program Students may have a program 
that primarily consists of a certain number of study hours a week, a certain number of 
tutorials a week or both Approximately forty-five students participated in this program in 
the fall and approximately thirty- three in the spring 

e. Monitoring of Progress 

Weekly, I send an academic report to each of my coaches These reports outline pro- 
active meetings, tutor use, and highlight important dates on the UNC academic calendar 
and the NCAA academic calendar Two times during each semester I receive 
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grade reports fiom professors I discuss these reports with my student athletes, coaches, 
and when necessary t~aculty members I also maintain records in my office of student’s 
degree progress and eligibility 

3. Career Planning Program 

a. Sophomore Major Exploration Night 

Sophomore Major Exploration Night is designed to help our sophomore student athletes 
make a more informed decision about choosing a major This year Heather Murphy and I 
invited Matt Yager, an advisor in Arts & Sciences to meet with our students Matt provided 
information on methods to help students select their major, different majors to choose 
fiom, and the procedure for declaring a major Twenty-two students participated in this 
program A copy of this program’s evaluation is available in our oftSce 

b. Career Exploration Night 

Career Exploration Night is designed to assist our junior and senior student athletes to be 
better prepared tbr the job market, make more informed career choices and to provide an 
opportunity for job contacts Chris Simcoe, Employee Development Manager for Hershey 
Foods; Scott Cooper, Senior District Marketing Manager for Federated Insurance; and 
Vergie Taylor, Assistant Director of Career Planning and Counseling in University Career 
Services t~acilitated a two night "career workshop" tbr our students The three speakers 
discussed, among other things, se~wices available thiough career se~wices, resume tips, 
networking, and how to market the skills they acquired through participating in college 
athletics Thirty-four students participated in this program 

c. Other Career Related Activities 

On an ongoing basis I meet with a number of prospective employers to discuss job opportunities 
for our students I also meet with a number of students to discuss career choices, resumes, internships 
interviews, etc This year I have facilitated an inibrmation seminar tbr the Newell Rubbermaid 
Corporation as well as interview times and locations for Newell Rubbermaid and other companies 

4. Tutor Program 

This year we employed approximately 30 tutors, 3 study hall monitors (2 in the spring) and 3 
computer lab monitors Our tutor hours are Monday - Friday, 12:00pm to 2:00pro for Math, 
Foreign Languages, and English and Sunday - Thursday 7:30pm to 9:30pro tbr a variety of 

subjects This year, we expanded our study groups/skill sessions to include Portuguese, Spanish 
and general study skills (previously we had ofi’ered study skills in Math and Histot2¢ only) The 
majority of our tutors are graduate students from their respective fields or local professionals The 
tutors attended a training session in the fall t~acilitated by Carl Carey, Assistant Dean of Students 

Don Appairius, Director of the Writing Center Kimberly Abels, and me Topics at the training 
session included tutoring rules and responsibilities, skills program, and the Honor Court In the 



spring we offered an NCAA training session facilitated by Susan Malloy and mysel£ In the fall 
thirty students completed an evaluation of the tutor program The students’ evaluations of 
tutoring/study hall was reviewed with our tutors at the semester spring tutor meeting A copy of 
this evaluation is available in the Academics Center At the end of the spring semester the 
tutoring and monitor staffwi11 complete an evaluation of the program This evaluation will be 
available this summer 

5. Freshman Academic Success Program (FASP) 

FASP is designed to assist select fbeshmen student athletes in developing strong academic skills 
and to help orient them to UNC Thirty-six students participated in FASP I and new this year, we 
introduced FASP II to include another population of forty-five students Both programs were 
offered during the fall semester on Monday evening This year the seminars ranged fbom learning 
strategies to an Honor Court presentation Marissa Marucci,                   and I put together 
the list of topics and       and I arranged for speakers At the end of the semester students were 
given an opportunity to evaluate the programs of which thirty-six participated Marissa and 

shared the supervision of the programs with me and nt the end of the fall put together an 
End of Year Review of FASP This review is available in the Academics Center 

6. Other Activities 

¯ During registration time I registered Olympic sport athletes who were traveling for competition 
and were unable to register themselves This year I registered approximately two hundred and 
forty nine in the fall and two hundred and sixty in the spring At the end of the year, I provide a 
report to the Director of all registration activity within our department 

¯ A considerable amount of my time this year was spent training our new staff members, Marisa 
Marucci, Heather Murphy,                  and to a lesser degree Dr Knth Parker Training 
consisted of general office procedure, UNC advising procedures and eligibility, NCAA eligibility, 
and various program responsibilities 

¯ In the Director’s absence, my duties also include covering the Center and assuming the role as 
Director of the Center, including facilitating weekly staff meetings and responding to inquiries by 
coaches, administrators, faculty, and parents 

¯ I was responsible for organizing the center’s CTOPS programming to student athletes; perfbrming 
recruiting activities for five teams, guest coaching activities for 5 teams, putting together various 
reports for the Director such as a semester/year team grade compilation and the ACC Athletic 
Director Scholar Athlete Award 

¯ Finally, I attended two professional development activities this year, the Learning Disabilities 
Seminar at the Friday Center and the N4A Regional Conference in Raleigh 



2000-2001 ANNUAL ACADEMIC REPORT 
Susan Maloy 

Associate Director for Academic Support/Eligibility Coordinator 

OUTLINE OF REPORT AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
I     Certification of Eligibility 

A Certification of Inifial Eligibility/Admissions Reviews 

B NCAA Initial Eligibility Clearinghouse Institutional Contact 

C Initial Eligibility Waiver Processing 
D Certification of Continuing Eligibility tbr all 28 sports 

E Monitor Full-Time Enrollment Status 
F ACC Eligibility Pape~vork Maintenance for all 28 Sports 

G Monitoring Eligibility for Student-Athletes with special cases 
II Textbook Issuance Program 

III Retention Database 
A Complete Academic/C~-aduation Rates Reports 
B Progress Reports 
C Compliance Liaison with Athletic Administration 

IV NCAA Rules Education 
V Master Plan 
VI NCAA Division I Initial-Eligibility Learning Disability Waiver Committee 
VII Student-Athlete Leadership Council 

VIII Student-Athlete Handbook 

In June 2000 I received a promotion to the position of Associate Director for Academic Support charged 
with the duty of Eligibility Coordinator for the entire Athletic Department With the large number of 
student-athletes who we work with and the vast number of unique academic records with respect to 
eligibility, the need to develop this position presented itsel£ My primary focus is to serve as the liaison 
between the Registrars Office and the Admissions Office 

I. CERTIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY 
A. CERTIFICATION OF INITIAL ELIGIBILITY/ADMISSIONS REVIEWS 

One of my primary responsibilities this year was to coordinate the entire initial eligibility certification 
process and to work closely with Sue Klapper in the Admissions Office in reviewing the academic records 

of prospective student-athletes with respect to NCAA minimum requirements and the minimum 
admission requirements (MAR) Coaches were expected to give me a copy of each recruit’s transcript 
and SAT score for my review Using the list of approved core courses for the high school on the NCAA 
Clearinghouse website I complete a preliminary 48C worksheet to determine that he/she is making 
progress toward completing the NCAA initial eligibility requirements I also make notes to alert the 
Admissions Office of any possible MAR deficiencies as necessary This information is then sent back to 

the coach and to Sue Klapper If the prospect meets the criteria set for a Committee Review, I prepared 
all of the necessa~T information for Janice Hilliard to present on behalf of the student So far this year I 
have reviewed 115+ prospective fieshman and transfer student records This process will continue 
throughout the summer months Much time is spent in communication with each coach and the 
admissions office throughout this process 
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B. NCAA INITIAL ELIGIBILITY CLEARINGHOUSE INSTITUTIONAL CONTACT 
This year I continued to serve the role of our instkutional contact with the NCAA Inkial Eligibility 
Clearinghouse All freshman and transfer student-athletes must be certified as eligible to compete by the 
Clearinghouse Head coaches from each of our 28 sports submit an Institutional Request List (IRL) to me 
listing the names of students whom they are recruiting I review this list to ensure that all infurmation is 
complete and submit the names to the Clearinghouse via the Internet On a regular basis throughout the 
semester, I generate Weekly Status Reports from the Clearinghouse website and forward them to coaches 
making sure to highlight the deficiencies of each individual Once the student has graduated from high 

school and the official certification decision has been determined, Final 48C forms are mailed to me 
indicating that the student is eligible to compete I forward these forms to each coach and to Sue Klapper, 
Assistant Director of Undergraduate Admissions, and the students are then flagged as a student-athlete in 
the institutional mainfi-ame 

C. INITIAL ELIGIIMLITY WAIVER PROCESSING 
This past fall we had 4 incoming freshman student-athletes who did not qualify through the NCAA 
Clearinghouse as eligible to compete due to reasons beyond their control As a result, I completed an 
Initial Eligibility Waiver for each student and processed it through the NCAA Three of the four students 
were determined to be full qualifiers, and the NCAA deemed one of the students a partial qualifier 

D. CERTIFICATION OF CONTINUING ELIGIBILITY 
One of my greatest responsibilities is to coordinate and monitor the certification of continuing eligibility 
process and maintain accurate records for all 28 sports In many ways I setwe as a consultant to the 
Academic Counselors on staff in reviewing each transcript in search of repeat courses, PE activity 
courses, etc, completing NCAA satisfactory progress worksheets and updating major worksheets for each 
of their student-athletes, pa~icular those with unique eligibility situations These three steps to this 
process enable us to ensure that each of our 700 plus students is meeting all UNC and NCAA eligibility 
regulations such as the 75/25 Rule, the 90/95 Rule and the 25/50/75 Percentage toward Degree Rule I 
also communicate this infu to the Registrars Office for their review and official signature on the ACC 
eligibility forms as the certifying officer 

E.     MONITOR FULL-TIME ENROLLMENT STATUS 
Throughout the time period when our students may drop classes I monitored the process for reviewing 
full-time enrollment status for all sports This is especially important because the moment a student drops 
below 12 academic hours he/she becomes immediately ineligible for practice and competition At the 
present time, this process consists of pulling up each student individually in the university database 

system to check on his or her semester enrollment Steps to computerize this process in which regular 
reports can be generated are currently under review 

F.     ACC ELIGIBILITY PAPERWORK MAINTENANCE FOR ALL 28 SPORTS 
In the beginning of the academic year I assisted in organizing and conducting eligibility team meetings 
where UNC and NCAA rules are discussed and the eligibility paperwork is completed by each student- 

athlete From this pape~-ork Doug Roberts and I coordinated the completion and submission of the ACC 
eligibility furms befure each team was permitted to compete Additions to many of these squads are made 
throughout the year, which causes maintenance of fuese eligibility forms to be a continuous process 

G. MONITORING ELIGIBILITY FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES WITH SPECIAL 
CASES 

This year we have had several student-athletes either miss school or officially withdraw for a semester 
due to opportunities to compete in international competition in preparation for the World Cup Several 
also withdrew for medical reasons, etc Each scenario has definite implications on their overall NCAA 
eligibility I have spent numerous hours working with Lisa Deibler in Compliance to secure proper 
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documentation in order to apply the appropriate eligibility waiver and providing guidance to each 
individual on the applicable rules and regulations as well as the readmission process and course 
suggestions 

1I.    TEXTBOOK ISSUANCE PROGRAM 
Approximately 360 student-athletes receive textbooks as part of their athletic scholarship This program 
is coordinated through our office As the individual assigned to monitor this process our main concern is 
to review each book requisition to ensure that each student-athlete is in fact on a book scholarship and to 
ensure that only textbooks for courses that each student has registered for are listed and approved 
according to NCAA guidelines 

111. RETENTION DATABASE 
The database is the information storage center for the data needed to compile the Board of Governor’s 
Report and the IPEDS/NCAA Graduation Rates Disclosure Form We also use the inibrmation to prepare 
the Annual Coaches’ Academic Reports and to generate academic progress reports on students twice each 
semester, student schedules, full-time enrollment lists, and transcripts It is my responsibility to update 
the team rosters twice each year (October and Febmat-y) with the assistance of each head coach for all 28 
sports Joe Bray, ADP, continues to be a valuable resource in this area This year Janice and I have had a 
series of meetings with Larry Gallo, Joe Bray and Jack Evans to review the current database and attempt 
to tailor it more to our needs in Academics This is a complex project and one that will take quite a bit of 
time to complete 

A. COMPLETE ACADEMIC/GRADUATION RATES REPORTS 
With printouts fiom the retention database, 1 completed major portions of the Board of Governor’s 
Report, the IPEDS report, the NCAA Supplemental Graduation Rates Report, and the Annual Coaches’ 
Academic Reports 

B. PROGRESS REPORTS 
With the help of Joe Bray, I coordinated the process for requesting progress reports tbr more than half of 

our student-athletes twice each semester 
C. COMPLIANCE LIAISON WITH ATHLETIC ADMINISTRATION 

My responsibilities with the database and the ACC eligibility forms has allowed me to assist Lisa Deibler, 
Compliance Coordinator, in maintaining accurate squad lists ibr each sport My previous compliance 
experience has enabled me to serve as the liaison from the Academic Center to the Compliance Office 
within the Athletic Administration Office Often times I will meet with the other counselors in our 
department to discuss students’ academic records in light of NCAA eligibility rules 

IV. NCAA RULES EDUCATION 
In addition to helping to keep the academic counselors abreast of NCAA rules and rule changes, I 
conducted a tutor-training program for approximately 35 tutors and monitors regarding academic fraud 
and NCAA rules that apply to academic support personnel identified as "Institutional Staff Members" 

V. I~IASTER PLAN 
This year Dr Janice Hilliard continued to implement a process for developing a Five Year Master Plan 
We have met on many occasions as a staff’to brainstorm and reevaluate our academic support program 
After the meetings we were each charged with producing portions of the plan relative to our role within 
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the unit; ie missions statement, entlT assumptions, and goals and objectives Our work has now been 
compiled into one document for our continued review as a state 

VI. NCAA DMSION I LEARNING DISABILITY INITIAL-ELIGIBIlITY WAIVER 
COMMITTEE 

During the time that I served as the Assistant Athletic Director for Compliance and Academic Services at 
Campbell University, I was nominated by the Trans America Athletic Conference office and selected by 
the NCAA to setwe on the Division I Learning Disability Initial Eligibility Waiver Committee instituted 
with the new governance structure within the NCAA This tremendous opportunity followed me to UNC 
in the summer of 1998 As a member of this committee, I reviewed several waivers each week submitted 
by graduating high school seniors across the country with attached documentation of officially diagnosed 
learning disabilities including Attention Deficit Disorder As a committee we convened on a conference 
call everT Thursday afternoon At this time decisions are made to deem the student a qualifier, a partial 
qualifier, or non-qualifier This committee reviews approximately 400+ waivers each year Afier a busy 
Pall semester, my term on this committee ended in January 2001 

VII. STUDENT-ATHLETE LEADERSHIP COIJNCIL 
In Fall 2000,       soccer player,             , established a Student-Athlete Leadership Council that 
consists of l0 members seeking to improve the communication among and the effectiveness of all 
student-athletes at UNC The primary purpose of this group is to provide sufficient and accurate student- 
athlete input to the coaches and athletic directors of our programs, to raise the profile of community 

service among our student-athletes, to tailor the services provided by our athletic depa~ment to the needs 
and desires of the student-athletes, and to improve the camaraderie among the teams while easing the 
transition tbr freshman student-athletes This Leadership Council is a recognized student organization on 
campus My role has been to setwe as their Athletic Department Staff Advisor and to attend their monthly 
meetings to assist them in whatever way that I can 

VIII. STUDENT-ATHLETE HANDBOOK 
This year I have been working on updating the Academic Support and Eligibility sections of the Student- 
Athlete Handbook We hope to utilize this valuable resource in our Academic Team Meetings in the 
upcoming year 
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Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
End of the Year Report 

2000-2001 

Submitted by: 
Carl E Carey, Jr, PhD 

Associate Director/Academic Counselor for Football 

Academic Counseling 

During the 2000-2001 academic year, I had academic counseling responsibilities for 29 fi-eshmen 
(cohort 2000), 18juniors (cohort 1998) and 32 seniors(cohort 1996& 1997) on the footballteam Much 
of my time was geared towards orienting the new freshmen to campus life and helping them adjust to the 

academic environment here at UNC In an effort to ease the transition for freshmen, 1-1 academic 
meetings were held regularly During the meetings, I received updated grade information fi-om students, 

as well as discussed upcoming assignments and study plans with them The meetings with students 
helped me to get to know them better, as well as understand the type of academic support they were in 
need o1~ At the beginning of the spring semester, members of the freshmen class who had a difficult fall 
term continued to meet with me on a regular basis, while others were encouraged to stop by 
approximately eve~?z other week to keep me informed as to their academic progress 

In terms of academic meetings for the upperclassmen, I met with the majority of them on an "as 
needed" basis, however, there were several who have had a history of academic difficulty that I met with 
on a regular basis 

Approximate # of academic meetings conducted per week in the fall semester: 25 
Approximate # of academic meetings conducted per week in the spring semester: 20 

In addition to meeting with students, I was involved in a number of other academic counseling 
activities including: 

¯ communicating with coaches, i~acuky and university administrators on issues related to students’ 
academic progress 

¯ se~wing as a resource for graduating seniors as to their career options 
¯ educating students on issues related to maintaining their NCAA and UNC eligibility 
¯ counseling students on personal issues 
¯ referring students to other campus offices where appropriate 
¯ assisting former football players in obtaining information needed to complete their bachelor’s 

degree 
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Academic Center Programs 

SllUDES (5’tudem-A/hh,/e.s Taking RespottsibifiO’ In Di,s~.over#tg EdT¢ca#o~tal Success) 

STRIDES is an academic support program designed for football student-athletes who have 
struggled while in college Principally, the program targets those students whose level of prior 
preparation for the educational environment indicates that their academic skills may need to be 
enhanced in order for them to be successful The goal of STRIDES is to assist these students in 
developing skills and in improving their academic performance Participants’ low performance in 
the classroom is linked to a number of contributing t~actors including, lack of prior preparation, 
low motivation and in some cases, learning disabilities 

Primarily, the program utilizes graduate and professional students to act as academic 
mentors for the student-athlete experiencing difficulty Mentors use a variety of approaches to 
motivate students and help them build their skill and confidence levels Currently, the Program is 

directly assisting 8 students, five freshmen, two sophomores and one junior, and has continued to 
work on a limited basis with some of the students who were a part of STRIDES last year 

The program employed 6 mentors in the fall semester and 4 mentors this past spring Next 
year will be a pivotal year for the program Three of the four remaining mentors will graduate 

from their respective graduate and professional programs This creates an opportunity to evaluate 
the program and to recruit and train new staffmembers 

FASP (Freshman Academic Success Program) 

Eighteen fieshmen football players (scholarship recipients) participated in a weekly 
program designed to orient them to college I facilitated sessions focusing on time management, 
study skills, effective note taking and other skills needed for college success Some of the time 
designated for FASP activities was used as additional study time for the students 

Career Programming 

Part of my new responsibilities this year included the development of a career program for 
the team This year, we implemented a career/resume writing workshop for juniors and seniors on 
the team, and expanded our Career Night program to include potential employers as well as former 
Carolina football players Thirty-two seniors developed resumes, and approximately twenty-five 
of them attended the Career Night dinner In addition to the expansion of our career program, we 
also initiated the beginnings of a relationship with the National Football League designed to 
educate players on a variety of issues related to their success after college 

Registration 

During both the fall and spring semesters, I facilitated students’ meetings with their 
campus advisors and counseled approximately sixty players on issues related to course selection 
and making progress towards completing their degree It should be noted that our office has helped 
to significantly increase the number of students who pre-register Nearly 100% of the team has 
pa~icipated in pre-registration for the upcoming semester 
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Other Program/Center Activities 

¯ On several weekends in the months of January and February, I participated in recruiting 
activities with the Football Program Primarily, I participated in presentations for recruits 
and their families, which highlighted the University and its academic programs and setwices 
During this time period, I interacted with approximately fbrty prospective student-athletes 
and their t~amilies 

¯ Each semester, ! was involved in an academic team meeting designed to educate the 
team on issues related to their academic progress 

¯ As part of my job, I maintain student records and files as well as initiate co~lespondence 
to coaches, faculty and campus administrators 

¯ I have acted as a liaison between our Program and the University’s Student Attorney 
General’s Office in instances of potential violations of the Honor Code 

¯ Last spring and summer, I was on a search committee to hire an assistant 
director/academic counselor fbr football 

¯ I completed the American Football Coaches’ Association graduation rate report, which 
gave statistical information regarding the graduation rate of the football team 

¯ During football season, 1 worked closely with the Director and Assistant Director to co- 
coordinate our guest-coaching program 

¯ In an eftbrt to increase class attendance on the football team, I coordinated a class 
checking system 

¯ Last summer, I served as a liaison to the Summer Bridge Program fbr the fbotball 
players who participated 

¯ I have conducted a tutor-training workshop fbcusing on tutoring strategies I also have 
worked to hire and train mentors who work with our most challenged student-athletes 

¯ This year, I worked to establish an evening structured study program for our freshmen 
football players 

¯ Last summer, I had the opportunity to teach an undergraduate course (Foundations of 
Black Education) in the Department of African and African-American Studies 

¯ In October, I attended an Ethics in Sports conference in Dallas, Texas 
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2000-2001 Annual Report 
Kathy B. Parker, Ph.D. 

Assistant Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Academic Cmmselor for Football 

According to the job description for my position, my main responsibility is to counsel student athletes 
regarding academic and eligibility expectations in compliance with University, ACC and NCAA rules and 
regulations I am also to provide academic counseling assistance in course selection, registration, and 
study skills development; provide personal and career counseling; and coordinate orientation, registration, 
evening structured study, tutoring, recruiting, and other academic development programs 

Since I came here in mid-July, 2000, I have attempted to accomplish all of the above responsibilities while also 
learning the requirements of the position, develop relationships with student-athletes in my charge, and learn the 
styles, philosophies, and expectations of the Academic Support Staffand two football coaching staffs Providing 
the stipulated counseling above is my primary emphasis and focus, and will continue to be so for the 2001-2002 
academic year I currently counsel the Football student-athletes who matriculated to the University in Fall, 1999 
(numbering between 35 and 40 individuals, depending on the time of year), and I look fotw~-ard to counseling the 
incoming class of Fall, 2001 

My duties that do not directly involving counseling student-athletes include those related to communicating with 
the Director, coaches and faculty Over the past year, ! have attended weekly staffmeetings, weekly football 
coaches’ meetings, Master Plan meetings, and various other meetings impacting the position I have also met 
with or communicated with advisors, university staft’, other campus support units, and f~culty in appropriately 
advocating for the student-athletes in my charge and for the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 1 
have also focused on learning about the issues, challenges, benefits, and uniqueness of becoming a member of the 

UNC professional community 

My position is also responsible for preparing and maintaining accurate academic and statistical UNC, ACC and 
NCAA reports and records Additionally, I am charged with maintaining files on assigned student-athletes and 
monitoring academic eligibility in cooperation with Susan Maloy I believe I have done a guod job with this 
assignment to date My files are updated (including establishing that the 1999 class members have all declared 
majors, that major degree plans have been exchanged for "undeclared" forms, all NCAA SatisfactulN Progress 
forms have been made current through Fall, 2000 grades, etc) 

I was assigned other duties which include: (I) acting as liaison for the Academic Support Program for Student- 
Athletes to UNC-CH Learning Disability Support (LDS) and off-campus learning disability/ADHD examiners; 
(2) acting as coordinator of the Football Faculty Guest Coaching Program; and (2) participating as a member of 
the Faculty Advisot3z Committee I continue to follow through with those assignments 

I have many goals for the following year, one in which all of the information I accumulated in my first partial 
year will be of great value It is my understanding that there will be another format to express these goals and 
expectations, so they will not be itemized here 
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Outline 
1. 
2. 

2000-2001 ANNUAL ACADEMIC REPORT 
HEATHER MURPHY 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Teams 
Academic Counseling 

a Mandatory Weekly Meetings 

b Pre-Advisement 

c Drop Ins 
d Directed Study Program 

e Monitoring of Progress 

Other Activities 

1. Teams 

I am responsible for the following teams: 

Team Number of Students 

Rowin~ 58 

Women’s Lacrosse 27 

Men’ s Soccer 28 
Women’s Soccer 29 

Men’s Tennis 9 
Women’s Tennis l0 

Wrestling 31 

2. Academic Counseling 
Mandatory Weekly Meetings 
Primarily, my role as an academic counselor is to monitor students’ academic progress as it relates 

to UNC and NCAA eligibility and degree completion I usually have academic meetings with my 
teams at the beginning of each semester to discuss policies and procedures of the academic center 
and my role as an academic counselor Certain students from each team are required to meet with 
me for about 15-30 minutes once a week during the semester We discuss study skills, time 
management, tutoring, other campus resources, as well as, progress in their current classes and 
class scheduling for the next term Sometimes, students will discuss personal issues that maybe 
aft’ecting their academic performance I send a weekly report to each coach outlining their 
students’ academic progress in each class and other related information 

Team 

Rowing 
Women’s Lacrosse 

Men’s Soccer 

Women’s Soccer 

Men’s Tennis 

Women’s Tennis 
Wrestling 

Fall Spring 
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a. Registration Advisement 

All of my students are welcomed and sometimes encouraged to meet wkh me concerning their 
class schedules for the next semester either before or after meeting with academic advisors 
During this meeting, we review their UNC and NCAA eligibility as well as their progress towards 
a degree I use their Arts & Sciences worksheet and the Unofficial Course Planning Form as tools 
to determine their progress in the previously mentioned areas Not only do I want my students to 

be able to get registered for relevant courses, but to also understand their role/responsibility in 
their academic progress 

Rowing 

Men’ s Soccer 

Men’ s Tennis 

Women’s Tennis 
Wrestling 

Totals 

Fall Spring Totals 

69 50 119 

b. Drop-Ins 

The majority of students that I see are on a drop-in basis These students are usually seeking 
information about eligibility, graduation, tutoring, and other campus se~wices About 65% of the 
student-athletes that utilized my services do so on a drop-in basis 

c. Structured Study Program 

The purpose of the Structured Study Program is to maximize students’ academic time through 
monitoring their time management Students are placed in the program through recommendations 
by coaches and academic counselors depending on GPA, class status, or current course load Each 
students’ program is tailored to meet their particular needs They may have a program that 
consists of any combination of individual weekly meetings with me, study hall hours, and 
tutorials 

Team 

Rowing 

Women’s Lacrosse 

Men’s Soccer 

Women’s Soccer 

Men’s Tennis 

Women’s Tennis 
Wrestling 

Fall Spring 
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Monitoring Progress 

There are several ways that I monitor students’ academic progress I send weekly reports to my 
coaches that include information concerning individual meetings, tutor use, study hall hours, and 
other pertinent material Progress reports are sent to professors twice a semester I fo~w~-ard the 
information from these grade reports to the coaches, as well as, contact individual students who 
may be struggling to come in for a meeting I also maintain records in my office for each student 
that pertain to their UNC and NCAA eligibility and progress towards graduation This 
information is used during the certification process When needed, I communicate my concerns 
about my student athletes to faculty members 

4. Other Activities 

a. Career Programs 

I assisted Robert Mercer in planning the Sophomore Major Exploration Night, Resume Writing 
Workshop, and Inte~w-iew Skills Workshop during the Spring 2001 semester The Sophomore 
Major Exploration Night was attended by 22 sophomore student-athletes About 34 student- 
athletes attended the Resume Writing Workshop and 25 came to the Interview Skills Workshop 
Both workshops were comprised of mostly juniors and seniors We evaluated the Sophomore 
Major Exploration Night 

b. Guest Coach Program 

Men’s Soccer, Women’s Lacrosse, and Wrestling pariicipated in the Guest Coach Program this 
year I invited UNC faculty and staff members that had been nominated by student-athletes fiom 
each team to participate in game day activities Some of the activities included attending the pre- 
game meal, touring the facilities, watching warm-ups, listening to the pre-game and halt~ime 
speeches, and sitting on the bench during the game I also gave them a poster, media guide, and t- 
shirt (depending on what each team was able to provide) 
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2000-2001 ANNUAL ACADEMIC REPORT 
MARISA MARUCCI 

Academic Counselor for the Academic Support Center 

Outline: 

I. Teams 
H. Academic Counseling 

a Pre-Registration 
b Weekly Meetings 
c Drop-In Meetings 

d Structured Study 

e Monitoring Academic Progress 

£ Eligibilky Tracking 

g Recruiting 

HI. Other Activities 
a Team Meetings 
b Freshman Academic Success Program 

c Student-Athlete Development Committee Member 

I. Teams: 
My responsibilities included the following teams: 

Team # of 
Students 

Men’ s Fencing 29 

Women’s Fencing 3 I 

Men’s Golf" 15 

Softball 19 
Men’s Swimming 33 

Women’s Swimmin~ 34 

Men’ s Track 40 

Women’s Track 40 
Volleyball 16 

Total 253 

II. Academic Counseling: 

A. Pre-Registration 

During each registration period I tried to educate the student-athletes about how the advising 
system on campus works and, what NCAA eligibility issues they need to be concerned with as a student- 
athlete I met with and counseled between (90-120) student-athletes about their schedule of classes for 
each semester I held individual team meetings one week prior to the registration period to explain the 
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procedures and dates of registration    Most of my assistance was provided to the fieshman and 
sophomore population My counseling sessions consisted of preparing the students for their advising 
appointments on campus by helping them choose the appropriate classes towards graduation each 
semester I also kept each individuals progress towards graduation on a major worksheet, which was 
helpful to see what classes they still needed to take These counseling sessions were also used to help 
students choose a major depending upon their strengths and weakness 

B. Weekly Meetings 

During the tMl semester I meet with a total of (36) student-athletes on a regular weekly and 
monthly schedule During the spring semester, I meet with a total of(23) student-athletes on a regular 
weekly and monthly schedule 

Sport Fall I Spring 
Men’ s Golf 
Softball 

Men’ s SwimminN 
Women’s Swimming 
Men’ s Track 
Women’s Track 

Volleyball 

Totals 36 I 23 

Meeting topics varied from week to week depending upon what I thought the student needed to 
focus on at the time Most meetings focused on time management and test taking skills, academic study 
plans (i e meeting with tutors and professors) and grade reports I also collected each of the student- 
athletes course syllabi and gave eve~3z student a blank calendar and had them fill in their test, projects and 
paper dates This way I knew what their schedules looked like for each week and how they planned to 
use their structured study time and tutors for the week Most meetings lasted between 10 to 20 minutes 
and became a huge pa~ of my day, which allowed me to better understand my student population 

C. Drop -In Student Meetings 

In conjunction with my mandatory meetings, I encouraged all of my student-athletes to come by 
my office with any questions or concerns Most students who came by had questions regarding 
registration, their majors, tutors, the advising system on campus, etc Approximately 65% of my 
meetings were on a drop-in basis for the year 

D. Structured Study 

All of my first year students (freshman and transfers) were required to participate in our structured 
study program Other student-athletes were assigned hours depending upon the recommendations of the 
coaches and mysel£ The breakdown of student-athletes in study hall were as follows: 
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Sport Fall I Spring 
Men’s Golf 

Softball 
Men’ s Swimming 

Women’s Swimming 

Men’ s Track 

Women’s Track 
Volleyball 

Totals 45 I 30 

Most student-athletes had different requirements each week and would report back to me on what 
work they had completed I tried to be more flexible with those students who had to complete a lot of 
work outside the center (i e computer labs, library, review sessions) fbr a class Student-athletes 
schedules are constantly changing and I allowed them the flexibility because each week was so vetT 
different for them I made tutoring a major focus of gaining structured study hours during a week I also 
referred many student-athletes to the learning center and the writing center to receive outside assistance 

One night each week I would attend evening structured study from 7:30pm-8:30pm to help with 
the monitoring of the building I would create a structured study report each Friday of every week 
The report detailed the student-athlete’s completed hours and weekly meeting attendance Coaches 
would receive a documented report/memo no later than the following Monday afternoon Some reports 
would note how certain students were doing academically (see also, section E) 

E. Monitoring Academic Progress 

One of the most important aspects of my job is to send out progress reports on those student- 
athletes who I felt needed to be monitored closely, in particular all freshman Reports are sent out twice a 
semester and filter back into our office all semester long I would instantly contact my student-athletes 
and their professor(s) ifI received a report that showed poor peribrmance and/or attendance in a certain 
class I strongly encouraged my students to meet with their professor(s) to find a way to improve their 
performance in the class 

I recorded all progress report grades on an excel spreadsheet weekly and send each coach an 
updated version every 2-3 weeks throughout the semester This way coaches had some sense of how 
their student-athletes were performing during various parts of the semester Final grades and cumulative 
G PA’s were generated from these same spreadsheets after all final grades are reported 

F. Eligibility Tracking 

I kept an academic/eligibility tracking binder on each team, which contains major worksheets, 
academic histories and eligibility tracking worksheets regarding each student-athlete I am responsible 
for updating these worksheets at the end of each semester and making sure each student-athlete is 
accurately progressing towards graduation while complying with all UNC and NCAA standards 
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G. Recruiting 

I met with approximately (67) recruits between the fall and spring semesters These 
meetings would be on an individual or group basis (some parents included) and would last no 
more than 20 to 30 minutes I discussed with them what services and programs we offer in the 
Academic Center and their current academic interests and status After answering any questions 
or concerns the recruit might have, I would tour the recruit/family through our facility pointing out 
all of the important areas I encouraged all recruits to contact me if they had any questions after 
they left 

HI. Other Activities 

A. Team Meetings/Communication 

I conducted academic team meetings at the beginning of the spring semester to outline major 
academic highlights of the up coming semester and announce important dates and eligibility information 
I would also send my coaches updates of any important workshops, dates or up coming events throughout 
the year 

B. FASP I and H (Freshman Academic Success Program) 

I helped to organize and develop a new theme fbr FASP I (36 students-athletes), and a whole new 
program with FASP i1 (45 student-athletes) i also worked on making the FASP itinerary of speakers and 
presenters each week My pa~icipation in the FASP program was a good way to establish relntionships 
with student-athletes on each team and get to know them outside of the office 

C. Student-Athlete Development Committee Member 

I became a member of the Student-Athlete Development Committee this past fall The committee 
exists to discuss and form a plan of action regarding issues that affect the student-athlete experience and 
how we can make it better The committee is made up of(2) coaches, (3) athletic administrators, (1) 
professor (3) student health members and mysel£ I was responsible fbr the agendas, minutes and 
coordinating meeting times and topics 
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2000-2001 ANNUAL REPORT 
JAN BOXILL 

PART TIME ACADEMIC COUNSELOR 
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL 

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES: 

The goals for women’s basketball are that each player achieve academic success and graduate with 
a minimum 25 GPA To facilitate this we have several rules or component s: 

20 Rule 
One of the rules set up by the coaching staff is that each player must have a 20 in the Fall of the 
academic year to be eligible to play This standard is higher than what the University or the 
NCAA requires, but one that the program feels is realistic, is good for the program, but most of all 
for the students-athletes This ensures each person will always meet the University and NCAA 
criteria As a result at the beginning of the 2000-2001 Academic year, eve~?z player had a 
minimum of a 20 

25 Rule 
The goal for the team is that each player have a minimum 25 GPA Once a player has a 25, she 
is not required study hall However, anyone under a 25 has mandato~y study hall hours and 
mandatory tutor sessions Ofthe 13 active players, 7 have above a 25 

Study Hall 
Any player under a 25 has required study hall hours; the hours va~?z according to the GPA All 
first year students are required 10 hours in the Fall semester; if at the end of their first semester 
they have over a 25, hours are reduced 5 students are presently required study hall hours I 
attend Study Hall every Monday evening, and others as necessary Each is also required to see 
tutors as needed or assigned, one of which must be the English tutor, Rebecca Bailey 

Class Attendance 
Class attendance is mandato~ay for all players, but is particularly monitored for those under a 25 

Individual Meetings 
Weekly meetings are required for all those in study hall and all first year players 
These take place during the Monday evening Study Hall for those in study hall, otherwise on 
Mondays in my office in Caldwell In these meetings we discuss their weekly assignments and 
progress I met weekly with 8 students 

Travel 
If travel days are more than overnight, I hold study hall and/or meet individually with each player 
Fortunately academically, (but unfortunately for basketball) this year the team did not go to any 
post-season tournament 
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OTHER COUNSELING DUTIES: 

RECRUITING: 

Academics are integral in recruking student-athletes Throughout the year I met wkh prospective student 
athletes during their official and unoftlcial visits to discuss the services offered through the Academic 
Support Program, tour the facility, discuss academic requirements for graduation and specific majors 
This is an opportunity to define the expectations of student-athletes with both the student and her parents 
or guardians These meetings will hopefully provide infbrmation that will assist them in making a 
decision to attend UNC It also gives me the opportunity to gain an understanding of their expectations 
and concerns, to allow me to advise them properly over the summer before they first attend UNC 

FASP 

As part of the FASP program, I presented workshops on Time Management and How to Make the Most 
out of the Classroom, "Study Smart, not Hard," October 2000 

PUBLICATIONS: 

Issues in Race and Gender, edited anthology, Kendall Hunt Publishing Co 2000 

"Iitle IX and Gender Equity," in Issues in Race and Gender 166-173 

"Affirmative Action as Reverse Discrimination," in Issues in Race and Gender, 127-132 

Ethics in Sports Reader, Blackwell Publishers, Forthcoming, Fall 2001 

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS~ PRESENTATIONS, WORKSHOPS 

Panel Pa~icipant, "Pursuing Victotay With Honor" Sports Awareness Seminar, UNC April 2001 
MC of Educational Foundation Donors Dinner, April 2000 & 2001 
MC of Women’s Basketball Recognition Banquet, April 2000 & 2001 
Academic Workshop presented, "How To Achieve Academic Success," Sylvia Hatchell’s Basketball 

Camp, July 2000 
"The Role of the Academic Counselor," Walter Raleigh Cabinet, Banquet held at UNC, April 17, 2001 
"The Significance of Sport as a means to Self Respect," Newcomers Club of Chapel Hill, November 

2000 
Participant in Carolina Law and Philosophy Workshop: Egalitarianism and the Law, Humanities Center, 

September 2000 

UNIVERSITY SERVICE: 

Public Address Announcer for Women’s Basketball and Field Hockey 
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Executive Board Member, Academy of Distinguished Teaching Scholars 
Chair of Outreach Committee 

Member, Faculty Council of the University 
Member, Status of Women Committee of the Faculty Council 
Member, Student Union Board of Directors 

Member of Space Allocations Committee 
Committee Member, Teaching Awards Committee 
Committee Member, Bell Awards Committee 
Member, Student Judicial Hearings Board 
Participant in Carolina Concepts 
Participant in Admissions Phonathon for recruiting outstanding students across the U S 
Executive Board Member, BRIDGES Alumnae 
Member of Organizing Committee for BRIDGES Alumnae Conference, April 200 I 
Member, Advisory Board for Carolina Orientation Program 
Associate Chair, Department of Philosophy 
Director of Undergraduate Studies, Department of Philosophy 
Teaching Coordinator, Department of Philosophy 
Advisor, Phi Sigma Tau Eta Chapter, International Honor Society for Philosophy 
Member, Speakers Bureau for the University of North Carolina 
Chair of Search Committee for Director of the Campus Y 
Member of Search Committee for Assistant Director of Carolina Orientation 

STUDENT THESIS COMMITTEES: 

GRADUATE COMMITTES: 

Committee Member, 
Committee Member, 
Committee Member, 
Committee Member, 
Committee Member, 

UNDERGRADUATE HONORS THESES: 

Committee Member, 
Director, 

UNDERGRADUATE INDEPENDENT STUDIES PRO~ECTS: 

Director, 
Director, 
Director, 
Director, 
Director, 
Director, 
Director, 
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ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM ORGANIZATIONAL CHART 2000 2001 

Dean 
College of Arts & 

Scienccs 

Associate Dean 

Director Office 
Academic Support Assistant 

Program Doug Roberts 

Dr Jmfice Hilliad 

Associate 
Director 

Assistant 
Director 

Dr Kafl~y Pmker 

Director 

Burgess McSwain 

Dircctor 

Robert Memer 

Academic 
Counselor 
(Part-thne) 

Dr Jan Boxill 

Associate 
Director 

Academic Academic 

Marisa Mantcci Heather Mnrphy 
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INTRODUCTION 

As we end the 2000-01 school year, the staff and student-athletes of the Academic Support Program 
have much to celebrate and look fol~vard to in the f~ture Continued success of our students in the 
classroom, on the campus and in the community is the result of the kind of athlete we are fortunate to 
have at this university, as well as the outstanding services provided to them by the staff The Athletics 
Depa~ment and the College of Arts and Sciences continue to provide leadership and support necessary 
for the success of the program Continued academic and athletics challenges await both students and 

staff as teamwork, creativity and communication are essential to our success ]-he educational demands 
of new technology, national athletics issues, changing campus structures, education of our constituents, 

and an ever-changing student-athlete population continue to influence the programs and services 
provided at the Academic Center 

STAFF 

This year, like several successive years in the past, opened with changes The staff is now complete and 
includes Dr Kathy Parker, who joined the staff" last July Kathy was previously the Coordinator of 
Learning Programs for Student-Athletes at New Mexico State University and the Sr Academic Football 
Advisor at the University of Wyoming Kathy has an earned doctorate in Sports Psychology/Motor 
Behavior fiom the University of Tennessee and a masters of science and baccalaureate degree in 
Psychosocial Aspects of Sport from the University of North Texas and Psychology from Northeast 
Louisiana University Kathy has been a tremendous addition to the staffand we look forward to her 
continued contributions to the program 

In early August, Heather Murphy joined our staff as Academic Counselor Heather was previously an 
Academic Counselor at the University of Alabama-Birmingham where she earned a masters degree in 
counseling Her undergraduate degree is in Exercise and Sport Science from East Carolina University 
Heather’s training in counseling and diverse experiences as an academic counselor are tremendous 
additions to our program Kathy, Heather and Marisa Mamcci (hired in Janua~T 2000) have all 
contributed greatly to lilting our program to another level Their educational training and backgrounds 
in counseling, as well as their athletics experiences, complete an already outstanding staff I remain 
enthusiastic and pleased with their contributions, commitment to academic excellence and loyalty 

Other staff changes included the creation of an Eligibility Specialist position by the Department of 
Athletics Susan Maloy, previously Academic Counselor on the start; assumed this Associate Director 
position in early fall and is doing an outstanding job developing her new responsibilities in the 
Academic Center, Athletics Department and on the campus Dr Carl Carey was promoted to Associate 
Director and now has the added responsibility of developing a career education and community outreach 
program for fbotball student-athletes Finally, I was promoted to Associate Director of Athletics in 
August 2000 

The remaining staff of Robert Mercer, Associate Director, Burgess McSwain, Associate Director, Jan 
Boxill, pad-time Academic Counselor, and Doug Roberts, Oft]ce Assistant, continues to do outstanding 
work in the Academic Center Our sports administration intern,                   was a tremendous 
addition to our staff this year She was invaluable to our program and contributed to and gained all the 



experiences necessa~3z to becoming an outstanding professional in the field        recently accepted an 
Academic Coordinator position in the academic support program at Bowling Green State University in 
Ohio We wish her much success[ 

All members of the staff participated in professional development activities Some of these included: 
Regional National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics (N4A) Conference, annual 
conference academic and compliance meetings, CHAMPS/Life Skills Conference, Annual Learning 

Disabilities Selw-ices Ofi]ce Conference, NCAA Compliance Seminars and Workshops, NCAA Learning 
Disability Committee, campus technology workshops and The Sports Management Institute 

Staff publications included: Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes Master Plan, August 2000 
and Athletic Academic Tutoring Programs: Addressing Academic Integrit,/ 

Workshops and Presentations included: "African American Celebration of Culture V," "Meeting the 
Needs of Low-Income, First Generation and Educational Disadvantaged Students: Issues, Challenges 
and Opportunities," "Preparing the College-Bound Learning Disabled Student-Athlete," and 
"Challenges Facing the College-Bound African American Student" 

Campus committees participated on included: The Academic Advising Program Search Committee, the 
New Student Se~wices Coordinating Committee and the Student Affairs Judicial Programs Coordinator 
Search Committee Staffmembers taught courses in the departments of Philosophy and African and 
Afro-American Studies, as well as university freshman seminars 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

The academic support program for student-athletes is administratively located in the College of Arts and 
Sciences and is one of several academic support services units at the university The Faculty Advisory 
Committee, appointed by the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, is the oversight entity for the 
program I report to the Associate Dean of the College of Arts & Sciences, Fred Clark, and to the Sr 
Associate Director of Athletics, Larry Gallo, Jr 

Under my direction, a staff of one part-time and eight full-time professionals provide academic, 
personal, crisis, career and eligibility counseling, and numerous se~wices to the department’s 700+ 
student-athletes on 28 sports teams Additionally, the Academic Center provides several broad-based 
programs including a comprehensive tutoring program, an evening structured study program, specialized 
academic skills group study sessions, first year academic success programs, career-related and 
mentoring programs, and advising and registration assistance Ancillary program activities include 
annual NCAA certification of student-athlete eligibility, faculty guest coaching programs, recruiting 
activities, the Student-Athlete Development Committee, NCAA Exit Interviews and the Master’s 
Internship Program in Sport Administration The organizational cha~ in the appendix of this report 
displays Academic Center staff titles Later in this report individual staff reports are included 
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STUDENT-ATHLETE ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
Carolina student-athletes continue to achieve tremendous success both in and outside the classroom 
This year was no different Below is a brief list of these accomplishments: 

NEW ACADEMIC CENTER ACTIVITIES 

The completion of our Five-Year Master Plan has been the greatest accomplishment of our staff" and 
program This ’working’ document serves as a guide fbr evaluating existing services, programs and 
activities of the Academic Center, as well as for providing a vehicle for fi~ture program development 
Every staff member contributed to and participated in the development of’the Plan Our continuous 
discussions, review, evaluation and implementation in close consideration of the program mission and 
vision, will determine the ultimate success of the Plan A copy of the Plan accompanies this report A 
brief listing of major accomplishments of the academic support program this year include: 

¯ Expanded Freshman Academic Success Program 
¯ Compiled student-athlete awards and scholarships into one chart 
¯ Doubled number of traveling student-athletes assisted with registration 
¯ Formally evaluated major Academic Center programs 
¯ Implemented Olympic sports guest coaching programs 
¯ Sponsored new Center programs and selw-ices including: NFL Campus Visitation Program, 

Football academic integrity workshop, specialized tutor training on NCAA academic 
integrity issues, Football Coaches Academic Orientation, development of student-athlete list 



setw-es and program content for the department web page, and formalized process for 
assisting former football student-athletes continue their studies at Carolina and elsewhere 
Invited campus individuals to staff and coaches meetings from the Academic Advising 
Programs, Dean of Students Office, Friday Center for Continuing Education and University 
Career Selwices 

CONCLUSION 

The staff and programs of the Academic Center have experienced tremendous success over the past 
fifteen years In order to continue the Center and staff must prepare proactively to face the following 
challenges: 

¯ Upgrading the Academic Center to include additional space, adequate numbers of computers 
and technological accommodations 

¯ Continued staff professional development 
¯ Continued development, implementation and allocation of resources to address increasing 

needs of academically-challenged and learning disabled student-athletes 
¯ Development and implementation of an appropriate life skills/career education program in 

conjunction with existing similar athletics department and campus programs 
¯ Continued education of athletics department staff; faculty and campus offices regarding the 

mission and function of the academic support program 
¯ Continued relationship building with faculty, academic departments, and key campus offices 
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2000-2001ANNUAL ACADEMIC REPORT 
ROBERT MERCER 

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OFACADEMIC SUPPORT SERVICESFORSTUDENT 
ATHLETES 

I. Outline 

1. Teams 
2. Academic Counseling 

a Mandatory Weekly Meetings 

b Pre-Advisement 

c Drop-Ins 
d Directed Study Program 
e Monitoring of Progress 

3. Career Planning Program 
a Sophomore Major Exploration Night 

b Career Exploration Night 
c Other Career Related Activities 

4. Tutor Program 
5. Freshman Academic Success Program 
6. Other Activities 

1 am responsible for the following teams: 

Team Number 
of 
Students 

Baseball 29 
Field Hockey 23 
Women’s Golf I 0 
Gymnastics 14 
Men’s Lacrosse 45 

2. Academic Counseling 

a. Mandatory Weekly Meetings 

Primarily, my role as counselor is to monitor students’ academic progress as it pertains to degree 
completion, UNC eligibility and NCAA eligibility Typically I meet with all of my teams for 
academic meetings at the beginning of each semester and discuss my role as counselor On each 
team there is a certain number of students who are required to meet with me; however I oiler my 
se~wices to all of the students on all of my teams During these weekly meetings we discuss 
scheduling, study skills, time management, and tutoring Also, these meetings are the time that 
students update me on their progress in each class The class progress and other pertinent 
information is then sent to the coaches in a weekly report At times, these meetings take on a 



more personal nature as students will discuss personal issues that may be impacting their 
academic performance 

Team Fall I Spring 
Baseball 

Field Hockey 
Women’s Golf 
Gymnastics 

Men’s Lacrosse 16 I I I 

b. Registration Advisement 

I oiler time to all of my students to come in and discuss their schedules Lbr the next 
semester either beLbre or afier meeting with their academic advisors in Arts & Sciences 
At this meeting, I review their academic record for UNC and NCAA eligibility as well as 
for progress toward degree A goal for each of these sessions is to use the Arts & 
Sciences worksheet as an educational tool to help my students understand their role/ 
responsibility in their academic progress Approximately seventy-five students met with 
me for advising 

c. Drop-Ins 

Approximately sixty-five percent of my students visit with me on a drop-in basis 
Typically, students are seeking information about tutoring, degree completion, eligibility, 
and campus se~wices 

d. Structured Study Program 

The purpose of the Directed Study Program is to maximize my student-athletes’ 
academic time through monitoring of their time management A student-athletes’ 
semester GPA or cumulative GPA, class status, or current course load (ie, particularly 
heavy or difficult) determines a student-athletes’ placement in the program Students 
may have a program that primarily consists of a certain number of study hours a week, a 
certain number of tutorials a week or both Approximately tbrty-five students 
pa~icipated in this program in the fall and approximately thirty- three in the spring 

e. Monitoring of Progress 

Weekly, I send an academic report to each of my coaches These reports outline pro- 
active meetings, tutor use, and highlight important dates on the UNC academic calendar 
and the NCAA academic calendar Two times during each semester I receive 
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grade reports fiom professors I discuss these reports with my student athletes, coaches, 
and when necessary t~aculty members I also maintain records in my office of student’s 
degree progress and eligibility 

3. Career Planning Program 

a. Sophomore Major Exploration Night 

Sophomore Major Exploration Night is designed to help our sophomore student athletes 
make a more informed decision about choosing a major This year Heather Murphy and I 
invited Matt Yager, an advisor in Arts & Sciences to meet with our students Matt 
provided information on methods to help students select their major, different majors to 
choose fiom, and the procedure for declaring a major Twenty-two students participated 
in this program A copy of this program’s evaluation is available in our oft5ce 

b. Career Exploration Night 

Career Exploration Night is designed to assist our junior and senior student athletes to be 
better prepared for the job market, make more informed career choices and to provide an 
opportunity for job contacts Chris Simcoe, Employee Development Manager for Hershey 
Foods; Scott Cooper, Senior District Marketing Manager for Federated Insurance; and 
Vergie Taylor, Assistant Director of Career Planning and Counseling in University Career 
Services t~acilitated a two night "career workshop" for our students The three speakers 
discussed, among other things, se~wices available thiough career se~wices, resume tips, 
networking, and how to market the skills they acquired through participating in college 
athletics Thirty-four students participated in this program 

c. Other Career Related Activities 

On an ongoing basis I meet with a number of prospective employers to discuss job opportunities 
for our students I also meet with a number of students to discuss career choices, resumes, internshi;" 
interviews, etc This year I have facilitated an information seminar for the Newell Rubbermaid 
Corporation as well as interview times and locations for Newell Rubbermaid and other companies 

4. Tutor Program 

This year we employed approximately 30 tutors, 3 study hall monitors (2 in the spring) and 3 
computer lab monitors Our tutor hours are Monday - Friday, 12:00pm to 2:00pro for Math, 
Foreign Languages, and English and Sunday - Thursday 7:30pm to 9:30pro for a variety of 

subjects This year, we expanded our study groups/skill sessions to include Portuguese, Spanish 
and general study skills (previously we had offered study skills in Math and Histot2¢ only) The 
majority of our tutors are graduate students fiom their respective fields or local professionals 
The tutors attended a training session in the tall facilitated by Carl Carey, Assistant Dean of 

Students Don Appairius, Director of the Writing Center Kimberly Abels, and me Topics at the 
training session included tutoring rules and responsibilities, skills program, and the Honor Court 



In the spring we offered an NCAA training session facilitated by Susan Malloy and mysel£ In 
the fall thirty students completed an evaluation of the tutor program The students’ evaluations 
of tutoring/study hall was reviewed with our tutors at the semester spring tutor meeting A copy 
of this evaluation is available in the Academics Center At the end of the spring semester the 
tutoring and monitor staff will complete an evaluation of the program This evaluation will be 
available this summer 

5. Freshman Academic Success Program (FASP) 

FASP is designed to assist select fbeshmen student athletes in developing strong academic skills 
and to help orient them to UNC Thirty-six students participated in FASP I and new this year, 
we introduced FASP II to include another population of’forty-five students Both programs were 
offered during the fall semester on Monday evening This year the seminars ranged fbom 
learning strategies to an Honor Court presentation Marissa Marucci,                   and I 
put together the list of topics and Rachel and I arranged for speakers At the end of the semester 
students were ~iven an opportunity to evaluate the programs of which thirty-six participated 
Marissa and       shared the supervision of the programs with me and at the end of the f’~ll put 
together an End of Year Review of FASP This review is available in the Academics Center 

6. Other Activities 

¯ During registration time I registered Olympic sport athletes who were traveling for competkion 
and were unable to register themselves This year I registered approximately two hundred and 
forty nine in the fall and two hundred and sixty in tbe spring At the end of the year, I provide a 
report to the Director of all registration activity within our department 

¯ A considerable amount of my time this year was spent training our new staff members, Marisa 
Marucci, Heather Murphy,                  and to a lesser degree Dr Knth Parker Training 
consisted of general office procedure, UNC advising procedures and eligibility, NCAA 
eligibility, and various program responsibilities 

¯ In the Director’s absence, my duties also include covering the Center and assuming the role as 
Director of the Center, including facilitating weekly staff meetings and responding to inquiries 

by coaches, administrators, faculty, and parents 
¯ I was responsible for organizing the center’s CTOPS programming to student athletes; 

performing recruiting activities for five teams, guest coaching activities for 5 teams, putting 
together various reports for the Director such as a semester/year team grade compilation and the 
ACC Athletic Director Scholar Athlete Award 

¯ Finally, I attended two professional development activities this year, the Learning Disabilities 
Seminar at the Friday Center and the N4A Regional Conference in Raleigh 



2000-2001 ANNUAL ACADEMIC REPORT 
Susan Maloy 

Associate Director for Academic Support/Eligibility Coordinator 

OUTLINE OF REPORT AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
I     Certification of Eligibility 

A Certification of Inifial Eligibility/Admissions Reviews 

B NCAA Initial Eligibility Clearinghouse Institutional Contact 

C Initial Eligibility Waiver Processing 
D Certification of Continuing Eligibility tbr all 28 sports 

E Monitor Full-Time Enrollment Status 
F ACC Eligibility Papel~vork Maintenance for all 28 Sports 

G Monitoring Eligibility for Student-Athletes with special cases 
II Textbook Issuance Program 

III Retention Database 
A Complete Academic/G~-aduation Rates Reports 
B Progress Reports 
C Compliance Liaison with Athletic Administration 

IV NCAA Rules Education 
V Master Plan 
VI NCAA Division I Initial-Eligibility Learning Disability Waiver Committee 
VII Student-Athlete Leadership Council 

VIII Student-Athlete Handbook 

In June 2000 1 received a promotion to the position of Associate Director for Academic Support charged 
with the duty of Eligibility Coordinator for the entire Athletic Department With the large number of 
student-athletes who we work with and the vast number of unique academic records with respect to 
eligibility, the need to develop this position presented itself My primary tbcus is to serve as the liaison 
between the Registrars Office and the Admissions Office 

I. CERTIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY 
A. CERTIFICATION OF INITIAL ELIGIBILITY/ADMISSIONS REVIEWS 

One of my primary responsibilities this year was to coordinate the entire initial eligibility certification 
process and to work closely with Sue Klapper in the Admissions Office in reviewing the academic 
records of prospective student-athletes with respect to NCAA minimum requirements and the minimum 
admission requirements (MAR) Coaches were expected to give me a copy of each recruit’s transcript 
and SAT score for my review Using the list of approved core courses for the high school on the NCAA 
Clearinghouse website I complete a preliminary 48C worksheet to determine that he/she is making 
progress toward completing the NCAA initial eligibility requirements I also make notes to alert the 
Admissions Office of any possible MAR deficiencies as necessary This information is then sent back 

to the coach and to Sue Klapper If the prospect meets the criteria set for a Committee Review, I 
prepared all of the necessary information for Janice Hilliard to present on behalf of the student So far 
this year I have reviewed 115+ prospective fieshman and transfer student records This process will 
continue throughout the summer months Much time is spent in communication with each coach and the 
admissions office throughout this process 
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B. NCAA INITIAL ELIGIBILITY CLEARINGHOUSE INSTITUTIONAL 
CONTACT 

This year I continued to serve the role of our institutional contact with the NCAA Initial Eligibility 
Clearinghouse All freshman and transfer student-athletes must be certified as eligible to compete by the 
Clearinghouse Head coaches fiom each of our 28 sports submit an Institutional Request List (IRL) to 
me listing the names of students whom they are recruiting I review this list to ensure that all 
information is complete and submit the names to the Clearinghouse via the Internet On a regular basis 
throughout the semester, I generate Weekly Status Reports from the Clearinghouse website and fo~v-ard 
them to coaches making sure to highlight the deficiencies of each individual Once the student has 
graduated from high school and the official certification decision has been determined, Final 48C forms 
are mailed to me indicating that the student is eligible to compete I forward these forms to each coach 
and to Sue Klapper, Assistant Director of Undergraduate Admissions, and the students are then flagged 
as a student-athlete in the institutional mainfiame 

INITIAL ELIGIBILITY WAIVER PROCESSING 
This past fall we had 4 incoming freshman student-athletes who did not qualify through the NCAA 
Clearinghouse as eligible to compete due to reasons beyond their control As a result, I completed an 
Initial Eligibility Waiver for each student and processed it through the NCAA Three of the four 
students were determined to be full qualifiers, and the NCAA deemed one of the students a partial 
qualifier 

D. CERTIFICATION OF CONTINUING ELIGIBILITY 
One of my greatest responsibilities is to coordinate and monitor the certification of continuing eligibility 
process and maintain accurate records for all 28 sports In many ways I serve as a consultant to the 
Academic Counselors on staff in reviewing each transcript in search of repeat courses, PE activity 
courses, etc, completing NCAA satisfactotTi progress worksheets and updating major worksheets for 
each of their student-athletes, pa~icular those with unique eligibility situations These three steps to this 
process enable us to ensure that each of our 700 plus students is meeting all UNC and NCAA eligibility 
regulations such as the 75/25 Rule, the 90/95 Rule and the 25/50/75 Percentage toward Degree Rule I 
also communicate this infb to the Registrars Oft5ce for their review and official signature on the ACC 
eligibility Ibrms as the certifying officer 

E. MONITOR FULL-TIME ENROLLMENT STATUS 
Throughout the time period when our students may drop classes I monitored the process for reviewing 
full-time enrollment status for all sports This is especially important because the moment a student 
drops below 12 academic hours he/she becomes immediately ineligible for practice and competition At 
the present time, this process consists of pulling up each student individually in the university database 
system to check on his or her semester enrolhnent Steps to computerize this process in which regular 
reports can be generated are currently under review 

F. ACC ELIGIBILITY PAPERWORK MAINTENANCE FOR ALL 28 SPORTS 
In the beginning of the academic year I assisted in organizing and conducting eligibility team meetings 
where UNC and NCAA rules are discussed and the eligibility pape~v-ork is completed by each student- 
athlete From this paperwork Doug Roberts and I coordinated the completion and submission of the 

ACC eligibility Ibrms before each team was permitted to compete Additions to many of these squads 
are made throughout the year, which causes maintenance of these eligibility forms to be a continuous 
process 

G. MONITORING ELIGIBILITY WITH SPECIAL CASES 
This year we have had several student-athletes either miss school or officially withdraw for a semester 
due to opportunities to compete in international competition in preparation for the World Cup Several 
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also withdrew for medical reasons, etc Each scenario has definite implications on their overall NCAA 
eligibility I have spent numerous hours working with Lisa Deibler in Compliance to secure proper 
documentation in order to apply the appropriate eligibility waiver and providing guidance to each 
individual on the applicable rules and regulations as well as the readmission process and course 
suggestions 

II. TEXTBOOK ISSUANCE PROGRAM 
Approximately 360 student-athletes receive textbooks as part of their athletic scholarship This program 
is coordinated through our office As the individual assigned to monitor this process our main concern 
is to review each book requisition to ensure that each student-athlete is in Pact on a book scholarship and 
to ensure that only textbooks for courses that each student has registered for are listed and approved 
according to NCAA guidelines 

III.    RETENTION DATABASE 
The database is the infbrmation storage center fbr the data needed to compile the Board of Governor’s 
Report and the IPEDS/NCAA Cn-aduation Rates Disclosure Form We also use the information to 
prepare the Annual Coaches’ Academic Reports and to generate academic progress reports on students 
twice each semester, student schedules, full-time enrollment lists, and transcripts It is my responsibility 
to update the team rosters twice each year (October and February) with the assistance of each head 
coach for all 28 sports Joe Bray, ADP, continues to be a valuable resource in this area This year Janice 
and I have had a series of meetings with Larry Gallo, Joe Bray and Jack Evans to review the current 
database and attempt to tailor it more to our needs in Academics This is a complex project and one that 
will take quite a bit of time to complete 

A.    COMPLETE ACADEMIC/GRADUATION RATES REPORTS 
With printouts fi’om the retention database, I completed major portions of the Board of Governor’s 
Report, the IPEDS report, the NCAA Supplemental Graduation Rates Report, and the Annual Coaches’ 
Academic Reports 

B.     PROGRESS REPORTS 
With the help of Joe Bray, I coordinated the process for requesting progress reports for more than half of 
our student-athletes twice each semester 

C. COMPLIANCE LIAISON WITH ATHLETIC ADMINISTRATION 
My responsibilities with the database and the ACC eligibility tbrms has allowed me to assist Lisa 
Deibler, Compliance Coordinator, in maintaining accurate squad lists for each sport My previous 
compliance experience has enabled me to se~we as the liaison from the Academic Center to the 
Compliance Office within the Athletic Administration Office Often times I will meet with the other 

counselors in our department to discuss students’ academic records in light of NCAA eligibility rules 

IV. NCAA RULES EDUCATION 
In addition to helping to keep the academic counselors abreast of NCAA rules and rule changes, I 
conducted a tutor-training program fbr approximately 35 tutors and monitors regarding academic fraud 
and NCAA rules that apply to academic support personnel identified as "Institutional Staff Members" 

V. MASTER PLAN 
This year Dr Janice Hilliard continued to implement a process for developing a Five Year Master Plan 
We have met on many occasions as a staff to brainstorm and reevaluate our academic support program 
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Alter the meetings we were each charged with producing portions of the plan relative to our role within 
the unit; ie missions statement, entry assumptions, and goals and objectives Our work has now been 
compiled into one document for our continued review as a stat~ 

VI. NCAA DIVISION I LEARNING DISABILITY INITIAL-ELIGIBILITY WAIVER 
COMMITTEE 

During the time that I served as the Assistant Athletic Director for Compliance and Academic Services 

at Campbell University, I was nominated by the Trans America Athletic Conference office and selected 
by the NCAA to sel~e on the Division I Learning Disability Initial Eligibility Waiver Committee 
instituted with the new governance structure within the NCAA This tremendous opportunity followed 

me to UNC in the summer of 1998 As a member of this committee, I reviewed several waivers each 
week submitted by graduating high school seniors across the count~3z with attached documentation of 
officially diagnosed learning disabilities including Attention Deficit Disorder As a committee we 
convened on a conference call every Thursday alternoon At this time decisions are made to deem the 
student a qualifier, a partial qualifier, or non-qualifier This committee reviews approximately 400+ 
waivers each year Alter a busy fall semester, my term on this committee ended in January 2001 

VII. STUDENT-ATHLETE LEADERSHIP COUNCIL 
In Fall 2000, senior soccer player, Michael Bucy, established a Student-Athlete Leadership Council that 
consists of l0 members seeking to improve the communication among and the effectiveness of all 
student-athletes at UNC The primary purpose of this group is to provide sufficient and accurate 
student-athlete input to the coaches and athletic directors of our programs, to raise the profile of 
community service among our student-athletes, to tailor the services provided by our athletic department 
to the needs and desires of the student-athletes, and to improve the camaraderie among the teams while 
easing the transition for freshman student-athletes This Leadership Council is a recognized student 
organization on campus My role has been to serve as their Athletic Department Staff Advisor and to 
attend their monthly meetings to assist them in whatever way that I can 

VHI. STUDENT-ATHLETE HANDBOOK 
This year I have been working on updating the Academic Support and Eligibility sections of the 
Student-Athlete Handbook We hope to utilize this valuable resource in our Academic Team Meetings 
in the upcoming year 
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Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
End of the Year Report 

2000-2001 

Submitted by: 
Carl E Carey, Jr, PhD 

Associate Director/Academic Counselor fbr Football 

Academic Counseling 

During the 2000-2001 academic year, I had academic counseling responsibilities for 29 fieshmen 
(cohort 2000), 18 juniors (cohort 1998) and 32 seniors (cohort 1996 & 1997) on the football team 
Much of my time was geared towards orienting the new freshmen to campus life and helping them 
adjust to the academic environment here at UNC In an eftbrt to ease the transition for freshmen, 1-1 
academic meetings were held regularly During the meetings, I received updated grade information 
fiom students, as well as discussed upcoming assignments and study plans with them The meetings 
with students helped me to get to know them better, as well as understand the type of academic support 
they were in need o£ At the beginning of the spring semester, members of the freshmen class who had a 
difficult fall term continued to meet with me on a regular basis, while others were encouraged to stop by 
approximately event other week to keep me informed as to their academic progress 

In terms of academic meetings fbr the upperclassmen, I met with the majority of them on an "as 
needed" basis, however, there were several who have had a history of academic difficulty that I met with 
on a regular basis 

Approximate # of academic meetings conducted per week in the fall semester: 25 
Approximate # of academic meetings conducted per week in the spring semester: 20 

In addition to meeting with students, I was involved in a number of other academic counseling 
activities including: 

¯ communicating with coaches, faculty and university administrators on issues related to students’ 
academic progress 

¯ se~ing as a resource for graduating seniors as to their career options 
¯ educating students on issues related to maintaining their NCAA and UNC eligibility 
¯ counseling students on personal issues 
¯ referring students to other campus offices where appropriate 
¯ assisting former football players in obtaining information needed to complete their bachelor’s 

degree 
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Academic Center Programs 

SllUl)E,~’ (,S’t~tden/-Athle/e.s Tt~kmg Re.~pott.sibifit)’ ltl Di.s~.overittg Ed~ca/io~tal ,�;~ccess) 

STRIDES is an academic support program designed for football student-athletes who have 
struggled while in college Principally, the program targets those students whose level of prior 
preparation for the educational environment indicates that their academic skills may need to be 
enhanced in order for them to be successful The goal of STRIDES is to assist these students in 
developing skills and in improving their academic performance Participants’ low perfurmance 
in the classroom is linked to a number of contributing t’~ctors including, lack of prior preparation, 
low motivation and in some cases, learning disabilities 

Primarily, the program utilizes graduate and professional students to act as academic 
mentors for the student-athlete experiencing difficulty Mentors use a variety of approaches to 
motivate students and help them build their skill and confidence levels Currently, the Program 

is directly assisting 8 students, five t’reshmen, two sophomores and one junior, and has continued 
to work on a limited basis with some of the students who were a part of STRIDES last year 

The program employed 6 mentors in the fall semester and 4 mentors this past spring 
Next year will be a pivotal year for the program Three of the t’our remaining mentors will 

graduate t’rom their respective graduate and proI’essional programs This creates an opportunity 

to evaluate the program and to recruit and train new staff members 

FASP (Freshman Academic Success Program) 

Eighteen freshmen football players (scholarship recipients) participated in a weekly 
program designed to orient them to college I facilitated sessions t’ocusing on time management, 
study skills, effective note taking and other skills needed for college success Some of the time 
designated for FASP activities was used as additional study time for the students 

(7t~reer Progrt~mmmg 

Part of my new responsibilities this year included the development of a career program 
for the team This year, we implemented a career/resume writing workshop t’or juniors and 
seniors on the team, and expanded our Career Night program to include potential employers as 
well as former Carolina football players Thirty-two seniors developed resumes, and 
approximately twenty-five of them attended the Career Night dinner In addition to the 
expansion of our career program, we also initiated the beginnings of a relationship with the 
National Football League designed to educate players on a variety of issues related to their 
success after college 

Registration 

During both the fall and spring semesters, I facilitated students’ meetings with their 
campus advisors and counseled approximately sixty players on issues related to course selection 
and making progress towards completing their degree It should be noted that our ot’t]ce has 

helped to significantly increase the number of students who pre-register Nearly 100% of the 
team has participated in pre-registration for the upcoming semester 
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Other Program/Center Activities 

¯ On several weekends in the months of January and February, I participated in 
recruiting activities with the Football Program Primarily, I participated in presentations 
for recruits and their families, which highlighted the University and its academic programs 
and services During this time period, I interacted with approximately forty prospective 
student-athletes and their families 

¯ Each semester, ! was involved in an academic team meeting designed to educate the 
team on issues related to their academic progress 

¯ As part of my job, I maintain student records and ~]les as well as initiate 
correspondence to coaches, t~aculty and campus administrators 

¯ I have acted as a liaison between our Program and the University’s Student Attorney 
General’s Office in instances of potential violations of the Honor Code 

¯ Last spring and summer, I was on a search committee to hire an assistant 
director/academic counselor for football 

¯ I completed the American Football Coaches’ Association graduation rate report, 
which gave statistical information regarding the graduation rate of the football team 

¯ During football season, I worked closely with the Director and Assistant Director to 
co-coordinate our guest-coaching program 

¯ In an eft’ort to increase class attendance on the football team, I coordinated a class 
checking system 

¯ Last summer, I served as a liaison to the Summer Bridge Program for the football 
players who participated 

¯ I have conducted a tutor-training workshop focusing on tutoring strategies I also 
have worked to hire and train mentors who work with our most challenged student-athletes 

¯ This year, I worked to establish an evening structured study program for our freshmen 
football players 

¯ Last summer, I had the opportunity to teach an undergraduate course (Foundations of 
Black Education) in the Department of African and African-American Studies 

¯ In October, I attended an Ethics in Sports conference in Dallas, Texas 
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2000-2001 Annual Report 
Kathy B. Parker, Ph.D. 

Assistant Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Academic Counselor for Football 

According to the job description for my position, my main responsibility is to counsel student athletes 
regarding academic and eligibility expectations in compliance with University, ACC and NCAA rules 
and regulations I am also to provide academic counseling assistance in course selection, registration, 
and study skills development; provide personal and career counseling; and coordinate orientation, 
registration, evening structured study, tutoring, recruiting, and other academic development programs 

Since I came here in mid-July, 2000, I have attempted to accomplish all of the above responsibilities while also 
learning the requirements of the position, develop relationships with student-athletes in my charge, and learn the 
styles, philosophies, and expectations of the Academic Support Staff and two tbotball coaching staffs 
Providing the stipulated counseling above is my primary emphasis and tbcus, and will continue to be so for the 
2001-2002 academic year I cmlently counsel the Football student-athletes who matriculated to the University 
in Fall, 1999 (numbering between 35 and 40 individuals, depending on the time of year), and I look fox.yard to 
counseling the incoming class of Fall, 2001 

My duties that do not directly involving counseling student-athletes include those related to communicating 
with the Director, coaches and faculty Over the past year, I have attended weekly staff meetings, weekly 
football coaches’ meetings, Master Plan meetings, and various other meetings impacting the position I have 
also met with or communicated with advisors, university stafl~ other campus support units, and faculty in 
appropriately advocating for the student-athletes in my charge and for the Academic Support Program for 
Student Athletes I have also tbcused on learning about the issues, challenges, benefits, and uniqueness of 
becoming a member of the UNC professional community 

My position is also responsible tbr preparing and maintaining accurate academic and statistical UNC, ACC and 
NCAA reports and records Additionally, I am charged with maintaining files on assigned student-athletes and 
monitoring academic eligibility in cooperation with Susan Maloy I believe I have done a guod job with this 
assignment to date My files are updated (including establishing that the 1999 class members have all declared 
majors, that major degree plans have been exchanged tbr "undeclared" forms, all NCAA Satisfactutaj Progress 
forms have been made current through Fall, 2000 grades, etc) 

I was assigned other duties which include: (I) acting as liaison for the Academic Support Program for Student- 
Athletes to UNC-CH Learning Disability Support (LDS) and off-campus learning disability/ADHD examiners; 
(2) acting as coordinator of the Football Faculty Guest Coaching Program; and (2) participating as a member of 
the Faculty Advisory Committee I continue to follow through with those assignments 

I have many goals for the tbllowing year, one in which all of the inIbrmation I accumulated in my first partial 
year will be of great value It is my understanding that there will be another format to express these goals and 
expectations, so they will not be itemized here 
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Outline 
1. 
2. 

2000-2001 ANNUAL ACADEMIC REPORT 
HEATHER MURPHY 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Teams 
Academic Counseling 

a Mandatory Weekly Meetings 

b Pre-Advisement 

c Drop Ins 
d Directed Study Program 

e Monitoring of Progress 

Other Activities 

1. Teams 

I am responsible for the following teams: 

Team Number of Students 
Rowing 58 

Women’s Lacrosse 27 

Men’s Soccer 28 
Women’s Soccer 29 

Men’s Tennis 9 
Women’s Tennis I 0 

Wrestling 3 I 

2. Academic Counseling 
Mandatory Weekly Meetings 
Primarily, my role as an academic counselor is to monitor students’ academic progress as it 
relates to UNC and NCAA eligibility and degree completion I usually have academic meetings 
with my teams at the beginning of each semester to discuss policies and procedures of the 
academic center and my role as an academic counselor Certain students from each team are 
required to meet with me for about 15-30 minutes once a week during the semester We discuss 

study skills, time management, tutoring, other campus resources, as well as, progress in their 
current classes and class scheduling for the next term Sometimes, students will discuss personal 

issues that may be affecting their academic performance I send a weekly report to each coach 
outlining their students’ academic progress in each class and other related information 

Team 

Rowing 

Women’s Lacrosse 

Men’ s Soccer 

Women’s Soccer 

Men’ s Tennis 

Women’s Tennis 
Wrestling 

Fall Spring 
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a. Registration Advisement 

All of my students are welcomed and sometimes encouraged to meet wkh me concerning their 
class schedules for the next semester either before or after meeting with academic advisors 
During this meeting, we review their UNC and NCAA eligibility as well as their progress 
towards a degree I use their Arts & Sciences worksheet and the Unofficial Course Planning 
Form as tools to determine their progress in the previously mentioned areas Not only do I want 
my students to be able to get registered for relevant courses, but to also understand their 
role/responsibility in their academic progress 

Rowing 

Men’ s Soccer 

Men’ s Tennis 

Women’s Tennis 
Wrestling 

Totals 

Fall Spring Totals 

69 50 119 

b. Drop-Ins 

The majority of students that I see are on a drop-in basis These students are usually seeking 
information about eligibility, graduation, tutoring, and other campus se~wices About 65% of the 
student-athletes that utilized my services do so on a drop-in basis 

c. Structured Study Program 

The purpose of the Structured Study Program is to maximize students’ academic time through 
monitoring their time management Students are placed in the program through 
recommendations by coaches and academic counselors depending on GPA, class status, or 
current course load Each students’ program is tailored to meet their particular needs They may 
have a program that consists of any combination of individual weekly meetings with me, study 
hall hours, and tutorials 

Tetlm 

Rowing 
Women’s Lacrosse 
Men’ s Soccer 
Women’s Soccer 
Men’ s Tennis 
Women’s Tennis 
Wrestling 

Fall Spring 
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Monitoring Progress 

There are several ways that I monitor students’ academic progress I send weekly reports to my 
coaches that include information concerning individual meetings, tutor use, study hall hours, and 
other pertinent material Progress reports are sent to professors twice a semester I fo~w~-ard the 
information from these grade reports to the coaches, as well as, contact individual students who 
may be struggling to come in for a meeting I also maintain records in my office for each student 
that pertain to their UNC and NCAA eligibility and progress towards graduation This 
information is used during the certification process When needed, I communicate my concerns 
about my student athletes to faculty members 

4. Other Activities 

a. Career Programs 

I assisted Robert Mercer in planning the Sophomore Major Exploration Night, Resume Writing 
Workshop, and Inte~w-iew Skills Workshop during the Spring 2001 semester The Sophomore 
Major Exploration Night was attended by 22 sophomore student-athletes About 34 student- 
athletes attended the Resume Writing Workshop and 25 came to the Interview Skills Workshop 
Both workshops were comprised of mostly juniors and seniors We evaluated the Sophomore 
Major Exploration Night 

b. Guest Coach Program 

Men’s Soccer, Women’s Lacrosse, and Wrestling pariicipated in the Guest Coach Program this 
year I invited UNC faculty and staff members that had been nominated by student-athletes fiom 
each team to participate in game day activities Some of the activities included attending the pre- 
game meal, touring the facilities, watching warm-ups, listening to the pre-game and halt~ime 
speeches, and sitting on the bench during the game I also gave them a poster, media guide, and 
t-shirt (depending on what each team was able to provide) 
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2000-2001 ANNUAL ACADEMIC REPORT 
MARISA MARUCCI 

Academic Counselor for the Academic Support Center 

Outline: 

I. Teams 
H. Academic Counseling 

a Pre-Registration 
b Weekly Meetings 
c Drop-In Meetings 

d Structured Study 

e Monitoring Academic Progress 

£ Eligibilky Tracking 

g Recruiting 

HI. Other Activities 
a Team Meetings 
b Freshman Academic Success Program 

c Student-Athlete Development Committee Member 

I. Teams: 
My responsibilities included the following teams: 

Team # of 
Students 

Men’ s Fencing 29 

Women’s Fencing 31 

Men’ s Golf 15 

Softball 19 
Men’s Swimming 33 

Women’s Swimming 34 

Men’ s Track 40 

Women’s Track 40 
Volleyball 16 

Total 253 

II. Academic Counseling: 

A. Pre-Registration 

During each registration period I tried to educate the student-athletes about how the advising 
system on campus works and, what NCAA eligibility issues they need to be concerned with as a student- 
athlete I met with and counseled between (90-120) student-athletes about their schedule of classes for 
each semester I held individual team meetings one week prior to the registration period to explain the 

2O 



procedures and dates of registration Most of my assistance was provided to the fieshman and 
sophomore population My counseling sessions consisted of preparing the students for their advising 
appointments on campus by helping them choose the appropriate classes towards graduation each 
semester I also kept each individuals progress towards graduation on a major worksheet, which was 
helpful to see what classes they still needed to take These counseling sessions were also used to help 
students choose a major depending upon their strengths and weakness 

B. Weekly Meetings 

During the tMI semester I meet wkh a total of (36) student-athletes on a regular weekly and 
monthly schedule During the spring semester, I meet with a total of(23) student-athletes on a regular 
weekly and monthly schedule 

Sport Fall I Spring 
Men’ s Golf 
Softball 
Men’ s Swimming 
Women’s Swimming 
Men’ s Track 
Women’s Track 
Volleyball 
Totals 36 I 23 

Meeting topics varied from week to week depending upon what I thought the student needed to 
focus on at the time Most meetings focused on time management and test taking skills, academic study 
plans (i e meeting with tutors and professors) and grade repotts I also collected each of the student- 
athletes course syllabi and gave event student a blank calendar and had them fill in their test, projects 
and paper dates This way I knew what their schedules looked like for each week and how they planned 
to use their structured study time and tutors for the week Most meetings lasted between 10 to 20 
minutes and became a huge pa~ of my day, which allowed me to better understand my student 
population 

C. Drop In Student Meetings 

In conjunction with my mandato~?~ meetings, I encouraged all of my student-athletes to come by 
my office with any questions or concerns Most students who came by had questions regarding 
registration, their majors, tutors, the advising system on campus, etc Approximately 65% of my 
meetings were on a drop-in basis for the year 

D. Structured Study 

All of my first year students (fieshman and transfers) were required to participate in our 
structured study program Other student-athletes were assigned hours depending upon the 
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recommendations of the coaches and mysel£ The breakdown of student-athletes in study hall were as 
follows: 

Sport Fall I Spring 
Men’s Golf 

Soflball 
Men’ s Swimming 

Women’s Swimming 

Men’ s Track 

Women’s Track 

Volleyball 
Totals 45 I 30 

Most student-athletes had different requirements each week and would report back to me on 
what work they had completed I tried to be more flexible with those students who had to complete a lot 
of work outside the center (i e computer labs, library, review sessions) for a class Student-athletes 

schedules are constantly changing and I allowed them the flexibility because each week was so very 
difl’erent for them I made tutoring a major focus of gaining structured study hours during a week I 
also referred many student-athletes to the learning center and the writing center to receive outside 
assistance 

One night each week I would attend evening structured study fiom 7:30pm-8:30pm to help with 
the monitoring of the building I would create a structured study report each Friday of every week 
The report detailed the student-athlete’s completed hours and weekly meeting attendance Coaches 
would receive a documented report/memo no later than the following Monday afternoon Some reports 
would note how certain students were doing academically (see also, section E) 

E. Monitoring Academic Progress 

One of the most important aspects of my job is to send out progress reports on those student- 
athletes who I felt needed to be monitored closely, in particular all freshman Reports are sent out twice 
a semester and filter back into our ofl]ce all semester long I would instantly contact my student-athletes 
and their professor(s) ifI received a report that showed poor performance and/or attendance in a certain 
class I strongly encouraged my students to meet with their professor(s) to find a way to improve their 
performance in the class 

I recorded all progress report grades on an excel spreadsheet weekly and send each coach an 
updated version every 2-3 weeks tha-oughout the semester This way coaches had some sense of how 
their student-athletes were performing during various parts of the semester Final grades and cumulative 
G PA’s were generated from these same spreadsheets after all final grades are reported 

F. Eligibility Tracking 

I kept an academic/eligibility tracking binder on each team, which contains major worksheets, 
academic histories and eligibility tracking worksheets regarding each student-athlete I am responsible 
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for updating these worksheets at the end of each semester and making sure each student-athlete is 
accurately progressing towards graduation while complying with all UNC and NCAA standards 

G. Recruiting 

I met with approximately (67) recruits between the fall and spring semesters These 
meetings would be on an individual or group basis (some parents included) and would last no 
more than 20 to 30 minutes I discussed with them what setw-ices and programs we offer in the 
Academic Center and their current academic interests and status After answering any questions 
or concerns the recruit might have, I would tour the recruit/family through our facility pointing 
out all of the important areas I encouraged all recruits to contact me if they had any questions 
after they left 

IlL Other Activities 

A. Team Meetings/Communication 

I conducted academic team meetings at the beginning of the spring semester to outline major 
academic highlights of the up coming semester and announce important dates and eligibility 
information 
I would also send my coaches updates of any important workshops, dates or up coming events 
throughout the year 

B. FASP I and II (Freshman Academic Success Program) 

I helped to organize and develop a new theme for FASP I (36 students-athletes), and a whole 
new program with FASP II (45 student-athletes) I also worked on making the FASP itinerary of 
speakers and presenters each week My participation in the FASP program was a good way to establish 
relationships with student-athletes on each team and get to know them outside of the oftSce 

C. Student-Athlete Development Committee Member 

I became a member of the Student-Athlete Development Committee this past fall The 
committee exists to discuss and form a plan of action regarding issues that affect the student-athlete 
experience and how we can make it berter The commirtee is made up of (2) coaches, (3) athletic 

administrators, (1) professor (3) student health members and myself I was responsible for the agendas, 
minutes and coordinating meeting times and topics 
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2000-2001 ANNUAL REPORT 
JAN BOXILL 

PART TIME ACADEMIC COUNSELOR 
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL 

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES: 

The goals for women’s basketball are that each player achieve academic success and graduate 
with a minimum 25 GPA To facilitate this we have several rules or components: 

20 Rule 
One of the rules set up by the coaching staff is that each player must have a 20 in the Fall of the 
academic year to be eligible to play This standard is higher than what the University or the 
NCAA requires, but one that the program feels is realistic, is good for the program, but most of 
all for the students-athletes This ensures each person will always meet the University and 
NCAA criteria As a result at the beginning of the 2000-2001 Academic year, every player had a 
minimum of a 20 

25 Rule 
The goal for the team is that each player have a minimum 25 GPA Once a player has a 25, she 
is not required study hall However, anyone under a 25 has mandato~y study hall hours and 
mandatory tutor sessions Ofthe 13 active players, 7 have above a 25 

Study Hall 
Any player under a 25 has required study hall hours; the hours va~?z according to the GPA All 
first year students are required 10 hours in the Fall semester; if at the end of their first semester 
they have over a 25, hours are reduced 5 students are presently required study hall hours I 
attend Study Hall every Monday evening, and others as necessary Each is also required to see 
tutors as needed or assigned, one of which must be the English tutor, 

Class Attendance 
Class attendance is mandato~ay for all players, but is particularly monitored for those under a 25 

Individual Meetings 
Weekly meetings are required for all those in study hall and all first year players 
These take place during the Monday evening Study Hall for those in study hall, otherwise on 
Mondays in my office in Caldwell In these meetings we discuss their weekly assignments and 
progress I met weekly with 8 students 

Travel 
If travel days are more than overnight, I hold study hall and/or meet individually with each 
player Fortunately academically, (but unfortunately for basketball) this year the team did not go 
to any post-season tournament 
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OTHER COUNSELING DUTIES: 

RECRUITING: 

Academics are integral in recruiting student-athletes Throughout the year I met with prospective 
student athletes during their oft~cial and unofficial visits to discuss the services offered through the 
Academic Support Program, tour the t~acility, discuss academic requirements for graduation and specific 
majors This is an opportunity to define the expectations of student-athletes with both the student and 
her parents or guardians These meetings will hopefully provide infurmation that will assist them in 
making a decision to attend UNC It also gives me the opportunity to gain an understanding of their 
expectations and concerns, to allow me to advise them properly over the summer before they first attend 
UNC 

FASP 

As part of the FASP program, I presented workshops on Time Management and How to Make the Most 
out of the Classroom, "Study Smart, not Hard," October 2000 

PUBLICATIONS: 

Issues in Race and Gender, edited anthology, Kendall Hunt Publishing Co 2000 

"Iitle IX and Gender Equity," in Issues in Race and Gender 166-173 

"Affirmative Action as Reverse Discrimination," in Issues in Race and Gender, 127-132 

Ethics in Sports Reader, Blackwell Publishers, Forthcoming, Fall 2001 

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS~ PRESENTATIONS, WORKSHOPS 

Panel Pa~icipant, "Pursuing Victotay With Honor" Sports Awareness Seminar, UNC April 2001 
MC of Educational Foundation Donors Dinner, April 2000 & 2001 
MC of Women’s Basketball Recognition Banquet, April 2000 & 2001 
Academic Workshop presented, "How To Achieve Academic Success," Sylvia Hatchell’s Basketball 

Camp, July 2000 
"The Role of the Academic Counselor," Walter Raleigh Cabinet, Banquet held at UNC, April 17, 2001 
"The Significance of Sport as a means to Self Respect," Newcomers Club of Chapel Hill, November 

2000 
Participant in Carolina Law and Philosophy Workshop: Egalitarianism and the Law, Humanities Center, 

September 2000 

UNIVERSITY SERVICE: 

Public Address Announcer for Women’s Basketball and Field Hockey 
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Executive Board Member, Academy of" Distinguished Teaching Scholars 
Chair of Outreach Committee 

Member, Faculty Council of the University 
Member, Status of Women Committee of the Faculty Council 
Member, Student Union Board of Directors 

Member of Space Allocations Committee 
Committee Member, Teaching Awards Committee 
Committee Member, Bell Awards Committee 
Member, Student Judicial Hearings Board 
Participant in Carolina Concepts 
Participant in Admissions Phonathon for recruiting outstanding students across the U S 
Executive Board Member, BRIDGES Alumnae 
Member of Organizing Committee for BRIDGES Alumnae Conference, April 200 I 
Member, Advisory Board for Carolina Orientation Program 
Associate Chair, Department of Philosophy 
Director of Undergraduate Studies, Department of Philosophy 
Teaching Coordinator, Department of Philosophy 
Advisor, Phi Sigma Tau Eta Chapter, International Honor Society for Philosophy 
Member, Speakers Bureau for the University of North Carolina 
Chair of Search Committee for Director of the Campus Y 
Member of Search Committee for Assistant Director of Carolina Orientation 

STUDENT THESIS COMMITTEES: 

GRADUATE COMMITTES: 

Committee Member, 
Committee Member, 
Committee Member, 
Committee Member, 
Committee Member, 

UNDERGRADUATE HONORS THESES: 

Committee Member, 
Director, 

UNDERGRADUATE INDEPENDENT STUDIES PRO~ECTS: 

Directo~ 
Directo~ 
Directo~ 
Directo~ 
Directo~ 
Directo~ 
Directo~ 
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INTRODUCTION 

I am pleased to review the past year’s accomplishments of the Academic Support 
Program Overall, we enjoyed many successes within a) our student-athlete’s academic 
pefi’onnances b) within our staffing and c) within the academic programs that we ofi’ered 
The following will detail each of these areas 

STAFF 

Three new staff members were added to the Academic Support Staffthis past year: 

Mary Bmnk replaced                  (who resigned her position in June to transfer 
with her husband to LSU) as Academic Counselor and Coordinator of Scholarships & 
Awards Mary Brunk had most recently interned for both Wake Forest’s and Elon’s 
Academic Support Program’s In addition to         departure,              ourpart- 
time learning specialist for Olympic Sport’s completed her Master’s Program and moved 
tbrward seeking full-time employment      was replaced by Mary Willingham Mary 
had worked at The Hill Center in Durham and in Orange County public schools as a 
Learning Specialist before joining our staff 

In addition to the changes in personnel we also created a new Assistant Director position 
for Men’s Basketball Wayne Walden had worked for the Academic Support Program 
and with the Men’s Basketball team at Kansas for nearly fifteen years Wayne followed 

Coach Williams here to work in the same capacity In addition to Wayne’s duties with 
Men’s Basketball he also counsels the Men’s and Women’s Swimming and Diving 
teams 

All three staff members were able to start with the program by the beginning of the new 

academic year, which was crucial to having a smooth transition for our student-athletes 
After eight months in their respective positions, I’m glad to report that they are all doing 
well and working effectively with their student-athletes 

PROFESSIONAL AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT 

This past year I participated in the National Consortium tbr Academics and Sports in 
Orlando, Florida I also plan to attend the Drive-In Counselor Conference at NC State 
University as well as the National Association of Academic Advisors for Student- 
Athletes Convention in Indianapolis, Indiana in June Many members of the staff 
participated in professional development activities as well and they are outlined in their 
individual reports 

In an effort to promote staff" development I arranged for two development activities this 
year The first was to break the staf’f up into discussion groups and have them read the 
book A 5’~ason ojLijb by Jeffi-ey Mal~ The book details the academic and leadership 



principles that a high school football coach shares with his team during a season I felt 
the book/discussion groups gave the staff an opportunity to interact on both a social and 
professional level; discussing ideas and theories from the book and how they might apply 

to our student population The second activity is a Learning Disability Seminar to be 
presented by staff members Jenny Olson and Michelle Nixon in April The program will 
give participants an opportunity to experience what a LD or ADD student experiences in 
the classroom The program will take place at an oil-campus location and lunch will be 
setw-ed This program will give the staffanother opportunity to socialize with each other 
within a structured, professional environment 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes is administratively located in the 
College of Arts and Sciences and is one of several academic support services at the 
university The Faculty Advisory Committee, appointed by the Dean of the College of 
Arts and Sciences, provides me with support and advice in the operation of the program 
I report to the Associate Dean of the College of Arts & Sciences, Fred Clark My liaison 
in Athletics is, John Blanchard, Senior Associate Director of Athletics fbr Student- 
Athlete Se~wices 

Following is an overview of the current structure: 

Director Robert Mercer 
¯ Provide leadership and direction for the entire staff 
¯ Directly responsible for three Associate Directors, two Assistant Directors, two 

and a half Academic Counselors, two and a half Learning Specialist, one 
Administrative Assistant and one graduate intern 

Associate Director Cynthia Reynolds 
¯ Oversees football academic operations 
¯ Directly supervises two full-time learning specialists 

Associate Director Burgess McSwain 
¯ Co-coordinates men’s basketball academic operations 

Assistant Director Marisa Brnardic 
¯ Academic Counselor for six Olympic sport teams 
¯ Oversees tutorial program 
¯ Directly supe~wises two academic counselors, one part-time learning specialist, 

one intern and all tutors and study hall monitors 
¯ Oversees daily operation of the Academic Support Center in my absence 

Assistant Director Wayne Walden 
¯ Co-coordinates men’s basketball academic operations 
¯ Academic Counselor for two Olympic sport teams 

Academic Counselor Kym Orr 
¯ Counselor for six Olympic sport teams 
¯ Coordinates the Academic Team Captains Program 



Academic Counselor Ma~T Bmnk 
¯ Counselor for seven Olympic sport teams 
¯ Coordinates all Scholarships & Awards 

Academic Counselor (part time) Jan Boxill 
¯ Counselor for women’s basketball 

Learning Specialist for Football Jenny Olson 
Learning Specialist for Football Michelle Nixon 
Learning Specialist for Olympic Sports (part-time) Ma~N Willingham 
Administrative Assistant Doug Roberts 
C~-aduat e Intern 

In total, we have nine full time and two part time professional staff members It remains 
a goal fbr me to create another full-time learning specialist position fbr the Olympic sport 
teams (alleviating the need for a part-time learning specialist) 

STUDENT-ATHLETE ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

The number of academic scholarships and awards earned by our student- athletes every 
year is a direct reflection of the talent and dedication of the student athletes that we 
recruit at UNC It is also reflects the organization and dedication of the Academic 

Support Program staff and in particular, Mary Bmnk This year Ma~T picked up where 
Rachel left off and seamlessly administered the scholarship and awards program MalN 
used her contacts within our department and created new ones outside the department to 
develop a strong pool of candidates for all of our scholarship and award opportunities 
Further, MatN created several bulletin boards within our center to both recognize and 
celebrate the winners 

Below is a brief description of some of the accomplishments, awards and scholarships 
earned this past year by our student-athletes: 

¯ 286 earned a 3 0 or higher for the Fall semester, 2003 
¯ 247 earned cumulative GPA’s of a 3 0 or higher for the Fall semester, 2003 
¯ 143 were on the Fall semester, 2003 Dean’s List 

Individual Recipients 



NEW ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM ACTIVITIES 

We have added a number of academic programs and selwices to our program this year I 
am happy to highlight four new initiatives below: 

¯ Academic & Administrative Partnering 
¯ Progress Toward Degree Meetings 
¯ Learning Skills and Review Sessions 
¯ On-Line Progress Reports 

Academic & Administrative Partnering 

In an ePi’ort to communicate more effectively with other academic units, provide more 
services to our student-athletes, and to more unify our student-athletes’ academic 
experience, I am continually emphasizing to my staff the importance of partnering with 
other academic and administrative units In cooperation with Carolyn Cannon, Dean of 
the Advising Programs, we have arranged for Beth Jordan, Assistant Director of the 
Advising Programs, to attend our regularly-scheduled staffmeetings and staff 
development activities Beth serves as a resource for our staff and student-athletes, to 
develop a better understanding of the issues their office may have with our student 
population and to help her staff understand the unique issues that our student-athletes 
have Dean Cannon, Corey Holliday and I have expanded this partnering to include Matt 
Yager, Assistant Director of the Advising Programs, who also attends some of our staff 
functions and (more importantly) advises a pre-designated population of football players 

Progress Toward Degree Meetings 

With the new NCAA Progress Toward Degree requirements and the vitalness of ensuring 
that each of our student-athletes were aware of their institutional progress toward degree, 
our staff set an ambitious goal to meet with every student-athlete; approximately seven 
hundred and fifty student-athletes In the fall we started meeting with seniors then 
juniors, then sophomores (Freshmen were met with on a continual basis) In the 
meetings we provided each student with a major worksheet, eligibility worksheet and a 



graduation/eligibility plan I am happy to report that alter the fall semester we had met 
with all but sixty three of our student athletes (all of whom we have continued to tin to 

meet with this semester) 

Learning Skills and Review Sessions 

The method of tutoring our student athletes changed during the course of the year In an 
attempt to improve the effectiveness of our tutoring selwices, we departed fiom offering 
traditional one-on-one tutoring and instead sought to again develop partnerships with 
academic departments We asked for their help in identifying teaching assistants or 
outstanding upperclassmen who would be capable of teaching review sessions to large 
groups of our students 

Making use of the new student-athlete database, developed by Student Athlete Services, 
we were able to group students by their course and section number We then contacted 
the students and offered them the opportunity to come in for various review sessions that 
were scheduled accordingly to the course’s test schedule Several of these review 
sessions were also offered to the general student population in an eft’ort to mainstream 
our student-athletes and to "demystify" our services Further, Mary Willingham worked 
with the English Composition Department, the Writing Center, and The Division of 
Student Affairs to develop an on-going workshop to help our English I 0 students better 
understand citations and other rules associated with writing research papers This 
program was oft’ered to both football tbeshmen and Olympic sport athletes 

Online Progress Reports 

In making an effort to improve our return rate on progress reports we chose to use the 
new database to deliver online faculty/progress reports Faculty received a letter tbom me 
explaining the new reporting system They were to then connect online to a secure web 
site which listed only the student athletes in their classes They could then report grades 
and make comments online Unfortunately, it is clear to me that I over-estimated the 
faculty’s comfort level with email and the internet Numerous emails tbom f~culty either 
questioning the need, security, or ease of operation of this program led me to believe that 
this may be an idea ahead of its time Consequently, we have suspended sending 
progress reports online until a summer committee can evaluate the effectiveness of this 
program (As an aside, I do believe the University will move to an online reporting 
method for progress reports in the near future) 

With the exception of online reporting, these aforementioned new programs are proving 
themselves to be valuable I appreciate my staff’s willingness to always seek and 
consider new methods for improving our department’s effectiveness 

CONCLUSION 

As I’ve moved through this year I have realized that my personal mission for the 
Academic Support Program is based in my philosophy that our students, our staft~ the 



athletic department and the University benefit when we are consistently partnering with 
other academic and administrative departments within the University The best result of 
this philosophy is that our students have one University experience and that the 
University community gains an increased appreciation for the value of our students and 

our program 

I am satisfied with the current state of the Program, and I look forward to the upcoming 
year to build on this year’s accomplishments With this in mind, I have as two main 
priorities that will guide my work: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Develop a mission statement that is communicated to all stafl~ student- 
athletes, parents, coaches, and members of the University community 
Continue to partner our setwices with other academic and administrative unit 
so our student-athletes will have the one University experience that is my 
personal mission 
Increase the University’s knowledge and appreciation of our Program as well 
as an understanding of our mission 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 

2003-2004 
Cynthia R. Reynolds 

Associate Director 
Academic Coordinator for Football 

1. TEAM 

Team # of 
Students 

Scholarship 85 

Non- 43 
Scholarship 

Total 128 

Overall Comments: 
This year has been a very challenging year for my staffand me A few of the statistics 
associated wkh the entering 2003 scholarship class are as follows: 

Academic Index ** SAT** 
20 <200 10 < 900 
2 200 8 > 900 but < 1000 

I 237 4 > 1000 but < II00 
> ]100 

(**Includes 2 January 2004 admits) 

At the end of the Fall 2003 semester, 14/21 of the scholarship students had < 2 00, I I of 
which had<180 Seven (7) had> 200 
There were 3 freshmen who appealed in December 2003 for re-admittance in January 
2004 All three had academic indexes of<l 50 and SAT’s of<930 All three were 
readmitted 
Although numbers do not indicate how well a student may perform in the long run, I 
knew that the support needed for this class, pa~icularly for their Ibeshmen year must be 
comprehensive, consistent, and intensive The structure of study table, the review and 
tutoring sessions and the role of the skills and learning specialists of the football support 
program that we are developing is explained in the End-of-Year Reports by Jenny Olson 



and Michelle Nixon, my Learning specialists and support staff ]-he academic 
expectations of the students, by my staffand me, are clear and consistent We must 
continue to build and reinforce the skills necessary to be successful at Carolina 
During the fall, my staffand I met with Coach Bunting and his staffon Thursday 
mornings to discuss the academic side of the students I had additional meetings with 
Coach Bunting on a per needed basis Corey Holliday was always present at those 
meetings We have documented most of the attendance, tardiness, missed appointments 
andbehaviorissuesthroughouttheyear Oneoftheconcernsofthe football staffwas 
they were not being notified of the behavior issues as they occurred These issues were 
usually discussed during the f~ll meetings, but were not necessarily put in writing for 
documentation Therefore, in the spring semester on a daily basis, all issues related to 
negative behavior were emailed and usually discussed with Corey Holliday, the academic 
liaison for Coach Bunting I do not know how Corey disseminated this information, but 
all correspondence from my staffhas been detailed, accurate and timely 
Communication is getting better between football and my stafl~ but it still needs 
improvement 
In August 2003, we hired Michelle Nixon, a new learning specialist for football Rather 
than hire another advisor, I felt we needed more support with students who have learning 
disabilities and/or Attention Deficit Disorder as well as the students who are committee 
cases and are considered academically at risk Approximately 29% of the scholarship 
football students have a Learning Disability Overall, approximately 45% of the football 
team has been a committee case The amount of time and resources needed to 
accommodate and support these types of students continues to grow 

2. ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

a. Weekly Scheduled or Drop-in Meetings 

Team Per 
Semester 

Football 25- 
35 

Comments: 
During the Fall 2003 semester, my time was needed to help train and supetwise a 

new employee as well as set up the structure of study table Since Jenny had been a 



member of my staff for a year, she was aware of how I wanted study table, tutoring and 

the review sessions to be setup As I need to have a presence for the freshmen, I split my 

time between meeting with this class and the upperclassmen I met with upperclassmen 

on a per needed basis as issues, problems, or concerns arose These issues consisted of 

scheduling, faculty communication, tutoring se~wices needed, honor court violations, 

study table requirements and graduation discussions among others I also met with 

particular upperclassmen that had low GPA’s or had other issues that affected their 

academic progress I met with them every couple weeks to see how they were handling 

their class load and academic expectations 

In the spring semester, I met with several students at least once a month to monitor their 
progress Although some of them utilized the tutoring services provided, many did not 
despite not doing well in classes As I have no "hammer" to force them to seek tutoring, 
I could only continue to develop a relationship with them in which they hopefiJlly see my 
continued insistence for them to seek help as one of concern and caring Many must also 
learn the "hard way" tbr them to take 
advantage of the support program 

b. Structured Study 

Freshmen were required to have 8-10 of mandatory study table hours The Fall 
2003 study hours were Sunday, 7:30-9:30pm, Monday -Thursday, 12:30-2:00 These did 
not include hours at the university Writing or Learning Center The spring 2004 semester 
hours were Sunday, 7-9 and Monday through Thursday 1:15 3:00 For more details 
regarding what the set-up of the study table hours entailed refer to Jenny or Michele’s E- 
O-Y report There were some study hour exceptions based on the students’ individual 
cases During spring ball, hours decreased or were flexed due to the time commitment 
for football 

c. "Drop-In" Student Meetings 
This year, like last year, many of my student contacts were drop-ins Although I 
meet with numerous students per week, most were scheduled with specific issues 
in mind Jenny and Michelle meet with most of the at-risk students, but on a 

regular basis I needed to follow-up with student meetings that supported what my 
staffwas doing, both in their individual meetings as well as issues related to study 
table I also met with approximately 5 of the freshmen students who did not need 
as much individual attention as others that were assigned to Jenny and Michelle I 



have tried to provide a consistent advising model and relationship in the 
Academic Support Program, which will help to build trust and confidence in the 
students Therefore, I have had an open door policy and have tried to be in my 
office as much as possible as I continue to build those relationships I have seen a 
dramatic increase fi-om last year to this year in the number of upperclassmen who 
regularly stop by the office for advice and to ask questions regarding their classes, 
majors, registration, career issues, graduate school, as well as other issues that 
affect their academic and personal lives They are becoming more pro-active with 
our relationship, rather than reactive, which has alleviated many of the problems 
tbom the prior year 

d. Monitoring of Continuing Eligibility 
The monitoring of continuing eligibility is consistent with the other academic 

advisors as determined by the Director, Robert Mercer and Susan Maloy, Academic 
Compliance I keep individual files on each student that contain the following: 
continuing eligibility form, major worksheet, advising comment form, semester 
transcript, and any other pertinent papetax-ork, emails, or other communication regarding 
the individual student Meetings each semester with Susan Maloy provide a review of 
their status In addition, progress reports are sent to Professors twice a semester for their 
feedback, comments and grades to-date These reports are summarized and updated 
weekly in another report form and provided to the head and position coaching staff for 
their information I am increasing the number of t~aculty contacts, both email and phone 
calls, to develop more relationships across campus Hopefully this will increase the 
communication in a more timely manner so tF there are any issues that faculty are 
concerned about, they will feel more comfortable calling or emailing me right away 
rather than waiting for progress reports to be sent out 

3. PROGRAIMS 
Guest Coaching: Although the organization of the program dramatically 

improved, the issues related to having a smooth running program still exists I sent out 
letters in July to invite faculty to specific games as a guest coach Some were able to 
commit at that time but most were not The issues were related to teaching obligations, 

travel times, last minute meetings, exam schedules, lack of interest, as well as personal 
(health) Some could not commit that far ahead of the academic year The inability to 
have the faculty committed ahead of time, at times led to last minute scrambling for a 
guest coach Ahhough I will continue to nurture relationships and try and get 

commitments ahead of time, I understand that there will be these issues which are 
unavoidable 

The Mastering College Program for Football: Supetwision and input into the 
program being developed by Jenny and Michelle I want them to continue to improve the 
necessary support services that are needed for the student profile that is being admitted 
into UNC With my 18 years of experience and their educational background in working 
with high risk students, we will continue to improve this program, by learning fiom other 
top notch programs and professional development in this field Jenny and Michelle have 
done an exceptional job in their brief time at Carolina 
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Other programs associated with Football are the Academic Day, Recruiting and 
other requested formal or informal "talks/programs" with football related activities 
Depending on staffavailability, we are all responsible and participate in these events 

5. OTIJER ACTMTIES 
In the position of Associate Director of the Academic Support Program, I 

supervise 2 professional staff members and act on behalf of the Director as needed I also 
have direct input and supervision of tutors that were hired specifically for the needs of the 
football student-athletes I hold weekly meetings with my staff members to discuss 
problems, academic performance, behavioral issues and ways to improve the services we 
provide I meet with tutors regularly to discuss progress as well as any problems that 
need to be addressed We also meet, as a staft; with tutors who are teaching review 
sessions to give input and direction to those sessions We also meet with the coaching 
staff" on a regular basis to discuss many of the issues stated above 

Recruiting for football is a yearlong process Unofficial and official visits are 
conducted from the start of the school year and continue throughout a 12-month period 
Most unofficial visits begin in September during the football season, ending in November 

when official weekend recruiting begins The official recruiting season ends in Februa~?z 

at signing day There is a short lull and unofficial visits begin again Recruiting is a 12- 
month expectation, not only for coaches, but also for support staff‘ Almost every 
weekend from September through February is an established recruiting period 
Involvement can require attendance from Friday afternoon through Saturday night dinner 
There are other weekends after Februa~?z that require a time commitment for recruiting 
For example, "Junior Day" is an organized weekend recruiting event that happens in 
March Other weekends as needed by Coach Bunting and his staffare determined 
throughout the spring and summer 

Other activities are organized team meetings to discuss academic issues, weekly 
meetings with the entire coaching staff and other events that promote the football 
program I will also hold brief informational meefings with freshmen and their parent s 
during the summer at night I contact every incoming scholarship and preferred walk-on 
student once they have been admitted to discuss their upcoming year, answer questions 
they may have or direct them to the resources they need for their future at Carolina 
Communication is ongoing throughout the summer until camp begins in August 

6. COMMENTS/CONCLUSION 
The number of students who had less than a 200, particularly freshmen, increased 

at the end of the Fall 2003 semester Although this is disappointing, it is not a surprise 
based on the profile of the freshman class If the number of total committee cases 
remains constant or increases on an annual basis, I expect that we will continue to have 
the overall gpa’s reflect this trend Although we will continue to Wy and improve the 
support se~ices to help our students, the academic deficits and lack of academic 
preparedness of the student-athletes with this profile present significant challenges 
Typically these students do not become self-regulated learners (ie develop the necessary 
skills and competencies to be successful at Carolina) in one academic year Therefore 
with each entering class of this similar profile the demand on the staff and resources 
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quickly becomes compounded The implications of the aforementioned factors create 
significant concern about the realistic possibility to make satist~actory degree progress and 
have a meaningful undergraduate academic experience 

I will continue to develop more and better relationships with university 
departments, faculty and staff; become more visible and active in my role, not only as the 
football academic coordinator, but as the associate director in the academic support unit 
I hope to serve on university committee’s if possible, improve the guest coaching 
program, examine and continually improve, with my outstanding staff" s input, the 
football support program in the Academic Center This will also lead to better se~3zices 
for the student-athlete at Carolina as the entire academic staff continues to improve and 
share ideas and suggestions for the overall effectiveness and success of the Academic 
Support Program for Student-Athletes 
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To: Robert Mercer 

From: Burgess McSwain 

Date: April 5, 2004 

Subject: Annual Report 

ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

I have worked wkh the Men’s Basketball fbr over twenty-five years and during that time I 

have worked closely with the students concerning their academic program and progress 

This year I again continued to provide academic counseling to each of our students My 

fbcus was, as it always is, on our fbeshmen but I spent a significant number of hours with 

all the students 

My counseling eftbrts centered mainly in strategies fbr addressing the demands of their 

individual courses With the small number of students I have to work with I can provide 

individual attention to them I work with some of the students each and eve~3z day I 

have all of the students keep a calendar of their assignments I also keep a master 

calendar of their assignments It is ve~3z important that our students stay current in their 

classes because of’the hectic schedule they must keep during both semesters 

REQUIRED STUDY 

We so not have a required Study Hall but required each student to meet a certain number 

of’hours of’supetw-ised study each week The time fluctuated with their schedule and 

even, at times, the nights Study takes place at the dorm, library, or at the Smith Center, 

depending on the schedule 
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TUTORING 

The students took advantage of the full array of tutoring services that the program oilers, 

however, Catherine Frank, Janet Huffsteler, Wayne Walden, and I did much of it 

Catherine and Janet are excellent tutors and are a big reason why our students have been 

so successful in the classroom 

II. SUMMER SCHOOL 

This past summer we again brought the freshman in for summer school We brought our 

incoming freshmen to campus second session I was very much against the idea when it 

began but it proved to be one of the best things we have never done They each took two 

courses (six hours) Having the fieshmen here without the responsibilities of basketball 

allowed them to concentrate fully on academics and I think helped them a great in 

adjusting to a full Fall schedule which included learning how to balance academic 

responsibilities and basketball responsibilities 

RECRUITING 

I have been involved in the recruiting of prospective students to the University I have 

met with the prospective student and his parent(s) and informed them of our academic 

support system and how it works 
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ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 

2003-2004 
Marisa J. Brnardic, Assistant Director 

I. TEAMS 

Team # of # of 
Students Students 
{FALL) {SPRING) 

M-Golf 15 15 

W-Soccer 29 29 

Softball 21 21 

Rowing) 48 43 
W-Tennis 10 10 

Volleyball 15 15 

Total (s) 138 135 

2. ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

a. Weekly Meetings 

Team # Fall # Spring 
2002 2003 

M-Golf 

W-Soccer 
Softball 

Rowing 
W-Tennis 

Volleyball 
25 116 Total(s) 

Comments: I held weekly meeting appointments with (25) students during the fall and 
(16) during the spring Meeting topics varied from week to week depending upon what I 
thought the student needed to focus on at the time Most meetings focused on time 
management and test taking skills, academic study plans (ie meeting with tutors and 
professors) and grade reports I also collected each of the student-athletes course syllabi 

and gave every student a blank calendar and had them fill in their test, projects and paper 
dates This way I knew what their schedules looked like for each week and how they 
planned to use their structured study time and tutors for the week Most meetings lasted 
between 15 to 20 minutes and became a huge pa~ of my day, which allowed me to better 
understand my student population 
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There were 6 student-athletes with or suspecting a possible learning disability or 
ADD/ADHD that I referred to MatT Willingham (pad-time Learning Specialist) There 
were 3 students who MatT screened and then set up with LD testing between the fall and 
spring semesters She then met with those students on a weekly basis to help coordinate 
their LD testing and work with them on study skills and strategies 

I also held pre-registratio~Jacademic eligibility meetings during registration time 
In these meetings I would educate the student-athletes about how the advising system on 
campus works and their academic eligibility progress ~ee rnonitori~g qicontinui~ 
eligibilio: seczion D) I met with and counseled between (50-80) student-athletes about 
their schedule of classes for each semester I held individual team meetings one week 
prior tu the registration period to explain the procedures and dates of registration Most 
of my assistance was provided to the fieshman and sophomore population 

My counseling sessions consisted of preparing the students for their advising 
appointments on campus by helping them choose the appropriate classes towards 
graduation each semester I also kept each individuals progress towards graduation on a 
major worksheet, which was helpfi~l to see what classes they still needed to take These 
counseling sessions were also used to help students choose a major depending upon their 
strengths and weaknesses 

b. Structured Study 

Team # Fall # Spring 
2002 2003 

M-Golf 

W-Soccer 
Softball 
Rowing 
W-Tennis 
Volleyball 

Total(s) 25 I 19 

Comments: All of my first year students (freshman and transfers) were required tu 
participate in our structured study program and do six hours per week (excluding 
Rowing) Five of those hours were done in our study lounges and one hour was done 
with meetings with tutors 

Upperclassmen student-athletes were assigned hours if they had a 20 cum gpa 
and below If upperclassmen met this requirement they had to participate in our 
structured study program and do eight hours of structured study per week 

I would create a structured study report each Friday of every week The report 
detailed the student-athlete’s completed hours and weekly meeting attendance Coaches 
would receive a documented report/memo no later than the fbllowing Monday afternoon 
Some reports would note how certain studenls were doing academically 
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c. "Drop-In" Student Meetings 

In conjunction wkh my mandatotT meetings, I encouraged all of my student- 
athletes to come by my office with any questions or concerns Most students who came 
by had questions regarding registration, their majors, tutors, the advising system on 
campus, etc Approximately 60% of my meetings were on a drop-in basis for the year 

d. Monitoring of Continuing Eligibility 

This year I helped implement individual academic eligibility meetings by 
developing a fbrm that we used to infbrm student-athletes of their academic eligibility 
progress both fbr UNC and NCAA I held individual academic eligibility meetings (20- 
30 rain a session) during the fall semester with approximately I l0 student-athletes to 

educate them on their academic eligibility status             our intern assisted me in 
the spring semester to complete the Women’s Rowing team These sessions also doubled 

as advising and registration meetings (~ee academic coutt~elittg section A) to prepare for 
the upcoming semester These meetings also helped us predict who needed a certain 
number of credit hours for the spring and summer terms to be eligible for next Fall 

Team # Fall    # Spring 
2002      2003 

M-Golf 
W-Soccer 
Softball 

Rowing 
W-Tennis 

Volleyball 
Total(s) I 10 

I kept an academic/eligibility tracking binder on each team, which contains major 
worksheets, academic histories and eligibility tracking worksheets regarding each 
student-athlete I am responsible fbr updating these worksheets at the end of each 
semester and making sure each student-athlete is accurately progressing towards 
graduation while complying with all UNC and NCAA standards I had a meeting each 
semester with Susan Maloy, Director of Eligibility to go over each individual student to 
make sure all the paperwork was correct 

One of the most important aspects of my job is to send out progress reports on 
those student-athletes who I felt needed to be monitored closely, in particular all 
freshman This year we were able to send these reports via email twice a semester 
However, since this was a new process of sending them we didn’t seem to get a high 
volume of return Therefore, I would personally email faculty to get a better estimate of 
certain student’s academic progress I would instantly contact my student-athletes and 
their professor(s) ifI received a report that showed poor peribrmance and/or attendance 
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in a certain class I strongly encouraged my students to meet with their professor(s) to 
find a way to improve their performance in the class 

I recorded all progress report grades on an excel spreadsheet weekly and send 
each coach an updated version every 2-3 weeks throughout the semester This way 
coaches had some sense of how their student-athletes were pev[’orming during various 
parts of the semester Final grades and cumulative GPA’s were generated from these 
same spreadsheets afier all final grades are reported 

3. PROGRAMS 

Tutor/Structured Stu@ (’oordinator 

My duties included being the Tutor/Structured Study Coordinator and this year 
our center employee approximately 25 tutors, 5 study hall monitors, and 2 computer lab 
monitors Our tutoring hours were from 12-2pm, Monday and Wednesdays (Math, 
English and Foreign Language) and 7:30-9:30pm, Sunday-Thursday (General College 
subjects) 

All of our tutors attended a 1 ’/) tutor training session at the beginning of the Pall 
semester I facilitated the presentation which included Learning Skills Specialists, 
Michelle Nixon and Jenny Olson, Assistant Dean of Students Dave Gilbert, and Director 
of the Writing Center Kimberly Abels Topics covered were the Honor Court, tutor 
responsibilities, expectations, plagiarism, and learning skills Director of Eligibility, 
Susan Maloy also provided NCAA training to all tutors 

At the end of each semester we conducted an evaluation of our tutoring program 
that approximately 100 students and 23 tutors participated in I then used the evaluations 
to produce a comprehensive report that shows the areas were we excel and need to 
improve 

Our structured study program was monitored by 5 nightly monitors who kept the 
building secure and quiet for a studying environment Our facility was open from 7- 
10pm for nightly studying time and computer lab usage 

First Year Enrichment Program Coordinator 

Coordinating the First Transition Program along with Kym Orr, we tried to design 
the program to assist a select group of fieshman become oriented to UNC and develop 
strong academic skills to ease the transition from high school to college Approximately 
60-70 students participated in this program The First Year Transition Program was 
held on Monday evenings through the month of September and guest speakers topics 
ranged fiom study skills, learning styles, honor court, and getting to know your 
professors At the end of the semester we gave the students the chance to do evaluate the 
programs and then we put together an evaluation report to see what we needed to work on 
for next year 
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4. OTHER ACTMTIES 

Stqff Supervision 

As Assistant Director I was responsible for the supelw-ision of(I) intern, (3) 
counselors, (25) tutors and (5) study hall monitors This supervision experience is 
always one of the most challenging pa~s of my job and something that continues to add 
invaluable experience to my professional career My direction and supervision for my 
staff included continued training for new counselors with a standing appointment once 
per week I supervised their day to day work and lead a staffmeeting which I created an 
agenda for each week 

Also, my duties included covering the Academic Center and assuming the role of 
Director if the Director was not present This included facilitating extended staff 
meetings and responding to administrative questions from stafl~ coaches and athletics 
administration 

Recruiting 

I met with approximately (35) recruits between the fall and spring semesters 
These meetings would be on an individual or group basis (some parents included) and 
would last no more than 20 to 30 minutes I discussed with them what se~w-ices and 
programs we oiler in the Academic Center and their current academic interests and 
status After answering any questions or concerns the recruit might have, I would tour 
the recruit/family through our facility pointing out all of the important areas 1 
encouraged all recruits to contact me if they had any questions after they lett 

Stq[f Development 
I participated in the staffreading and discussing the book "A Season of Life" 

Atter being divided into smaller discussion groups we were given the book to read over 
the holiday season We then met with our smaller group for a 2 hour session that gave 
us the opportunity to have staff discussion about how the book parallels our profession 
It also allowed us as a staffto share dift’erent ideas about working with students 

I will be pa~icipating in a LD workshop that staff members Jenny Olson and 
Michelle Nixon will be conducting at the end of April 

Team Meetings 

I conducted academic team meetings at the beginning of the spring and fall 
semesters to outline major academic highlights of the up coming semester and announce 
important dates and eligibility information I would also send my coaches updates of any 
important workshops, dates or up coming events throughout the year 

Registration 

During registration time I was responsible for passing along all registration 
information to the staff This year I arranged for Beth Jordan fiom Arts & Sciences to 
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come to our staff meeting to go over any new registration polices I then devised a 
registration handout that briefly explained all the policies to give out to staff and our 
student-athletes 

Each semester I would register for our traveling/competing students who were 
unable to register themselves due to athletic competition I would send a memo that 
listed each student-athlete and their competition to Dean Clark’s office for approval each 
week of registration 

6. COMMENTS/CONCLUSION 

Eve~3z year continues to be a brand new learning experience I look fox.yard to the 
future and taking on additional challenges and responsibilities in my professional career 
I believe this year has been a year of advancement with the addition of new programs and 
staff members 
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ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 2003-04 
WAYNE WALDEN 

1. Teams 

Team # of Students 
Men’s Basketball 16 
Men’s Swimming & Diving 32 
Women’s Swimming & Divin~ 3 I 
Total 79 

2. Academic Counseling 

A. Weekly Meetings 
During the f~ll semester, I met weekly with the freshmen student-athletes in men’s 

basketball I also held regular meetings with the 21 freshmen on the men’s and 
women’s swimming and diving programs Seven of these students met on a weekly 
basis to begin the semester and then we met every other week after midterms The 
remaining fourteen students met with me usually every two or tha-ee weeks 
Each of the freshmen filled out a calendar at the beginning of the semester which 
contained test and quiz dates, due dates for papers, etu With most of the freshmen, I 
spent several weeks developing some time management strategies and discussed 
some basic study skills strategies as well These meetings were also used to monitor 
their academic progress and to discuss any other transition issues that they may have 
encountered 

Also during the fall semester, I met with the sophomores and juniors on the 
basketball team on a regular basis before or after tutoring sessions either at the Smith 
Center or Kenan Fieldhouse Each of these students also filled out a semester 

calendar and the general nature of these meetings was to ensure that they had the 
appropriate tutoring appointments set up for the upcoming week and that they were 
prepared for upcoming assiguments, tests, etu 

During the spring semester, I met weekly with tha-ee of the freshmen on the men’s 
swimming and diving team who were academic concerns I also met with seven of 
the fieshmen on the men’s and women’s teams every other week 
During the spring semester for men’s basketball, I communicated with the scholarship 
student-athletes on a weekly basis to ensure proper tutoring appointments were set up 
and tasks were being completed on fime Sometimes these were regular meetings in 
my office and other times they were short meetings before or after tutoring sessions 
I would certainly prefer to have more scheduled, structured meetings with my 
students, especially the fbeshmen I had much fewer of these meetings than I have in 

the past because of the office location and the extra time required by the students to 
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B. Structured Study 

Men’s Swimmin~ and Divin~ 
Women’s Swimming and Diving 

Fall Sprin~ 

During the fall semester, seven of the tbeshmen on the swimming and diving teams 
were required to spend six hours each week at the Academic Center in a combination of 
independent study sessions and tutoring sessions These hours could be spent any time 
during the day or evening that the Academic Center was open Three of these fieshmen 
were required to spend eight hours each week at the Academic Center during the spring 
semester 

For men’s basketball, required study hours were determined individually and ahnost 
all of these hours were required with tutors The tutoring sessions occurred at Kenan 
Fieldhouse and the Smith Center On some occasions, I would assign some independent 
study hours to a student to do some required work outside of tutoring sessions For this 
population, I believe that the most effective strategy is individual tutoring 

C. Rellistration and Drop-In Student Meetimls 
During the fall and spring semesters, I met with almost all of my student-athletes to 

discuss courses for the upcoming semester During these meetings, we would also 
discuss eligibility standards and progress towards graduation In addition to these 
meetings, I also had many drop-in meetings during the course of the year to answer 
questions and discuss various issues 

D. Monitoring of Continuing Eligibility 
During the academic year, I completed an academic major worksheet for each of my 

student-athletes Even though worksheets had previously been maintained on continuing 
students before I arrived, I chose to complete new ones as a means to learn the degree 
requirements at UNC I also met with Susan Maloy, Director of Certification, during the 
spring semester to review each student’s academic progress 

In addition to monitoring progress towards a degree, it is also important to monitor the 
academic progress of students in their current courses Our oPiSce sends progress reports 
on selected students twice during each semester to their instructors This is supplemented 
by self-reported information by the students and other contact that I might have with 
instructors about the progress of these students I then compile this information and 

fo~w~-ard it to the coaches 

3. OTHER ACTIVITIES 

A. Recruiting 
One of my responsibilities as an academic counselor is to assist my coaches in the 

recruiting process For the swimming and diving programs, this assistance involved 
visiting with prospective student-athletes and their parents during their official campus 
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visits and corresponding via e-mail to answer questions that they may have about degree 
programs For men’ s basketball in addition to the above duties, my responsibilities also 

include evaluating transcripts of prospects, serving as a liaison to the OftSce of 
Admissions, and communicating with high school counselors regarding the eligibility 

status of the prospects 

B. Long-Term Degree Plans 
I have always found it helpful to construct a long-term degree plan with a student after 

they have decided on a major While this long-term plan is always subject to change, it 
does give the student an idea of how many hours will be required each semester in order 

to graduate and how much summer school will be necessary to graduate on time I met 
with many of the current juniors and some sophomores on my teams to map out their 
remaining semesters I will normally have long-term degree plans in place for every 
junior and senior on my teams 

C. Other Possible Selves Exercise 
During the spring semester, I have used the "Other Possible Selves Exercise" with 

nine of the freshmen This exercise is done over several weeks and causes the student to 
develop some goals athletically, academically, and personally for their career at UNC and 
then to determine some character qualities that they would like to develop and some 
achievements that they would like to accomplish during their lives It also causes them to 
think about some career alternatives which will hopefully help them in selecting a major 
One goal of the exercise is that the student would be able to write a mission statement for 
their life after completing the tasks 

D. Tutoring 
I was involved in tutoring some of the student-athletes on the basketball team during 

the course of the year I was also involved in hiring some tutors to work with students 
in math, geology, political science and English I coordinated the meeting times for these 
tutoring sessions Many of the tutoring sessions for the basketball student-athletes are 
conducted by Burgess McSwain, Janet Huffstetler, and Catherine Frank who have been 
working with the students for a number of years Burgess has coordinated Janet and 
Catherine’s schedule 

4. Conclusion 

As I complete my first year at UNC, I can certainly say that I have experienced a lot 
of new things I cannot compare it to my last 15 years at Kansas because there are so 
many differences between the academic support programs at the two schools My 
first year has been focused mainly on familiarizing myself with requirements, 
procedures, policies, etc I believe that I have established some good contacts in 
various depa~ments and I look fbrward to establishing others as I get to know more 
people I plan to do a lot of evaluation during the summer months and look fbrward 
to a very careful reflection of the past year 
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ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 

2003-2004 
Mary Brunk 

TEAMS 

Team # of Students 
Baseball 35 
Field Hockey 22 
Women’s Golf 7 
Men’s Lacrosse 48 
Women’s Lacrosse 28 
Men’s Fencing 40 
Women’s Fencing 3 I 
Total 211 

2. ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

a. Weekly Meetings 

Team 

Baseball 

Field Hockey 
Women’s Golf 

Men’s Lacrosse 
Women’s Lacrosse 
Men’s Fencing 

Women’s Fencing 
Total{s) 

# Fall 
2003    # Spring 2004 

36 16 

Comments: 

During the fall semester, each fieshman was required to meet with me on a weekly basis 
These weekly meetings lasted approximately 20 minutes each In the Pall, I held 
mandatot2¢ weekly meetings with thirty-six student-athletes fiom five teams; in the 
spring, my weekly meetings numbered 16 While I did meet with fieshmen and some 
upperclassmen in the fall, I met with just one upperclassmen in the spring This overall 
decrease in the number of weekly meetings was based on the individuals’ fall semester 
per[’ormance, the coaches’ decisions to not require a weekly meeting, and the addition of 
Mary Willingham to our staff as a Learning Specialist (who took over weekly meetings 
with my students with ADD/ADHD and/or learning disabilities) 

Based on the specific strengths, weaknesses, and needs of each student/team and the time 
of year (ie registration, exams, etc), the focus of my weekly meetings with student- 
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athletes varied In addition to developing positive working relationships with my 
student-athletes and establishing myself as a resource and "safe" contact point for them, I 
used our time together each week to introduce various skills- test-taking, time 
management, organizational, and communication Those student-athletes who struggled 
academically or developed poor academic habits were given learning strategies and 
oft’ered suggestions to increase the effectiveness of their studying and academic 
performance A common message that I strove to convey to each of the student-athletes 
with whom I met was the wide availability of resources on campus and the importance of 
taking advantage of those resources I also encouraged individuals to develop 
relationships (and recognize the importance of doing so) with people across campus 
whose help they should utilize- professors, tutors, counselors, TA’s, etc Meeting 
individually with these student-athletes allowed me to develop rapport with them while 
maintaining an awareness of their academic progress 

Upon the addition of Mary Willingham to our staff, I was able to refer several of my 
student-athletes to her The individuals ! referred to her were previously diagnosed with 
learning disabilities or in the process of being tested Not having a strong background in 
identifying and working with students with such learning differences, it has been great to 
have Mary Willinghams’s help and expertise Working together as a team, her 
knowledge has also assisted me in learning more about working with these individuals 

b. Structured Study 

Team 

Baseball 
Field Hockey 

Women’s Golf 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Women’s Lacrosse 
Men’s Fencing 

Women’s Fencing 

Total(s) 

# Fall 2003 # Spring 2004 

46 34 

Comments: 

Excluding Fencing, the fi-eshmen on all of my teams were required to attend Study Hall 
in the fall Upperclassmen who did not meet the academic requirements (of our 
depa~ment and/or their coach) were also expected to attend Study Hall (8 hours) "In 
season" teams were required to fulfill 4 hours of Study Hall each week, while "out of 
season teams" were expected to fi~lfill 6 hours each week (The Baseball team was 
required to fi~lfill six hours both semesters per Coach Fox) My student-athletes took 
advantage of our tutors, study skill workshops, and review sessions- in addition to 
structured study All of these options contributed to their study hall hours for the week 
Eve~3z Friday morning I sent each coach a ’~Weekly Report" documenting his/her team’s 

Study Hall hours, use of tutors, and weekly meeting attendance The 
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consequence/enforcement of failing to meet the Study Hall requirements varied by team 
and was lefi to the coaches’ discretion 

c. "Drop-In" Student Meetings 

Throughout the fall and spring semesters, I met regularly with individuals on a "drop in" 
basis I did not establish set hours for these meetings to take place in part because I know 
their schedules are hectic and I want to be available to them when tlmy have time This 
did pose some challenges for me, as I had to be prepared at any time to stop what I was 
doing and shift my focus to their needs Although this approach created more 
interruptions in my schedule, I found that it did work for me (although I will still 
encourage individuals to schedule appointments when they know ahead of time that they 
need to meet with me) The content of these meetings varied, including issues related to 
scheduling, course selection, and registration, available resources to assist them with their 
courses, working with professors, grades, and progress reports I experienced the most 
drop-in meetings leading up to and during registration This is when I did the majority of 
my academic advising 

d. M onitoring of Continuing Eligibility 

Team # of Students # of Students 
(with whom I (who failed to 

met during the meet with me) 
Fall) 

Baseball 
Women’s Golf 
Meffs Lacrosse 
Field Hockey 
Women’s Lacrosse 
Men’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Total 181 30 

During the fall semester, I required every one of my 211 student-athletes to have an 
"Eligibility Meeting" with me (Approximately 30 individuals failed to fulfill this 
requirement Consequently,            (our intern) held meetings with these student- 
athletes in the spring) Each month was dedicated to one class For example, the seniors 
were to schedule their meetings with me in September, juniors in October, sophomores in 
November, and freshmen in December During these meetings, we reviewed each 
athlete’s NCAA and UNC continuing eligibility (I also used this time to discuss 
registration for the spring semester) I created an academic worksheet for eveW student 
in order to monitor their academic progress and to verify their compliance with the 
eligibility standards During the beginning of the spring semester, I took advantage of 
our oftice’s "Eligibility Day" which allowed me to dedicate an entire day to updating each 
student-athletes file and worksheet Later in the spring, Susan Maloy and I met on three 
occasions in order to review each student’s worksheet, transcript, and SatisfactotT 
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Progress Form Having this opportunity was an important experience for me, as it 
oft’ered a system of checks and balances and time for me to have specific questions 
answered about my student-athletes and their eligibility 

Throughout the year (two times each semester), our office electronically requests 
progress reports on selected students from their professors Unfortunately, the response 
rate has not been as promising as I had hoped As a result, I ofien e-mail professors 
directly in an effort to receive feedback on certain student-athletes about who I am 
concerned Alter entering these grades into Grade Sheets, I contact the coaches of my 
teams and share this information with them I have found that, overall, professors are 
appreciative of my concern for our students and our willingness to follow up with them 
I look fotax-ard to developing relationships with more professors 

3. PROGRAMS Scholarships & Awards 

In addition to my role as an Academic Counselor for several Olympic sports teams, I am 
also the Coordinator for Scholarships and Awards for UNC’s Department of Athletics 
Within this role, I act as the main contact for students, coaches, and administrators 
regarding available scholarship and awards opportunities I also organize and facilitate 
the application process in order to help nominees submit the strongest applications 
possible My primatT responsibilities as the Coordinator for Scholarships and Awards 
are as follows: 

a. Identification and Nominations 

It is my responsibility to identify potential candidates for scholarships and awards 
Although there are recognition opportunities available for student-athletes, coaches and 
administrators within the Department of Athletics, all of the nominees thus far this 
academic year have been student-athletes Upon my identification of these individuals, I 
contact them personally to inquire about their interest in pursuing the opportunity(ies) 
Once the application process is reviewed and explained to the individuals, we work 
together to produce, collect, and submit the necessary application materials (such as 

transcripts, resumes, endorsements, personal statements, etc) The following scholarships 
and awards represent those for which ! assisted in the application process and submitted 
nominations this academic year: 

¯ ACC Jim Tatum Award (Football) 
¯ ACC Top Six for Setw-ice Award 
¯ ACC Weaver-James CorriganHonorary Award 
¯ ACC Weaver-James Corrigan Postgraduate Scholarship 
¯ AII-ACC Academic Football Team 
¯ ACC Futures 
¯ Athletic Director’s Scholar Athlete Awards (UNC) 

i The responsibility for this award was passed on to me this year 
From now on, I will be responsible for initiating the 
nomination process 
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¯ National Football Foundation Scholar Athlete Award 
¯ NCAA Today’s Top VIII Award 

¯ NACDA John McLendon Memorial Minority Postgraduate Scholarship 
¯ NCAA Ethnic Minority and Women’s Enhancement Postgraduate 

Scholarship 
¯ NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship Program (Fall, WinteL Spring Sports) 
¯ NCAA Sportsmanship Award (w/Ron Brewer) 
¯ NCAA Ethnic Minority and Women’s Internship Program 
¯ Nike Internships 
¯ Socrates Award (w/Dana Gelin) 
¯ NCAA Leadership Conference (w/Cricket Lane) 

¯ William Rand Kenan, Jr Award (UNC) 
¯ Women’s Sports Foundation Internship 
¯ Black Coaches Association Ethnic Minority Postgraduate Scholarship 

Program 
¯ NACMA Postgraduate Scholarship 
¯ Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence in Student Activities and Leadership 

i Jim Tatum Memorial Award 
1 Beginning nent year, I will initiate the process of 

collecting nominations for this award from coaches 

¯ UNC Student Honorary Societies 
i     Order of the Golden Fleece 

During the spring I have had time to do some research in order to find more scholarship 
and awards opportunities Thus far, I have added approximately six opportunities to the 
Scholarships and Awards chart 

In order to more efficiently identify potential scholarship and awards candidates for the 
2004-05 academic year, I will be meeting with Jack Evans, Robert Mercer, Dick 
Baddour, and John Blanchard early in the fall During this time, I hope to establish a core 
group of student-athletes with whom I can contact early on about the opportunities 
available to them 

b. Recipients 

Unfortunately, this year does not appear to have been as successful as last in terms of the 
number of scholarships and awards for which our student-athletes have been recognized 
so far However, I am proud of the individuals who dedicated their time and ePi’ort to the 
pursuit of these opportunities and look forward to producing even more recipients next 
year Of the individuals I nominated so far this year, the following have been recognized 
as winners: 
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c. Collaboration with Athletic Communications 

Although much of my contact wkh Athletic Communications has been with Dana Gelin, 
Dave Lohse, Kevin Best, and Steve Kirschner have also offered some assistance over the 
course of the year Dana has been very helpful in providing me with infurmation to 
identify candidates initially and in addition to completing nomination fbrms for our 
candidates My goal in working with their department is two-fold- to obtain necessa~T 
information for applications and to identify and recognize candidates and nominees 
Dana’s knowledge and willingness to help in my eftbrt has been valuable, as she 
recommends individuals to contact, formats and prints STAR Heel News, and updates 
TarHeelBlue corn with our student-athletes’ accomplishments I greatly appreciate her 
assistance and look forward to maintaining and developing my relationship with Dana 

d. STAR HeelNews 

The STAR Heel News continues to be distributed on a monthly basis to specific athletic 
administrators, all head coaches, and the Student Athlete Support Staff Copies of the 
newsletter are also available to students through their coaches and the Scholarships and 
Awards Bulletin Board in the Academic Center The newsletter provides infurmation on 
the fbllowing: upcoming scholarships and awards deadlines, last year’s recipients and 
where they are now, the current year’s winners, and my contact infbrmation, should 
anyone have further inquiries 

e. Bulletin Boards 

Scholarships and Awards Bulletin Board 

In order to promote scholarships and awards opportunities and the successes our student- 
athletes have had, I created a Scholarships and Award Bulletin board in the fbont lobby 
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area that displays pertinent information, such as upcoming deadlines, past and current 
issues of STAR Heel News, the Scholarships and Awards Chart, and photographs of this 
year’s recipients 

Heels in the News Bulletin Board 

In an eftbrt to recognize the athletic accomplishments of our student-athletes, I created a 
second bulletin board in the lobby of the Academic Center On this board, I display 
newspaper clippings, articles, and photographs of the great strides our athletes make I 
update the postings on this board a couple times each week 

f. Information Session 

I held an Informational Meeting on Thursday, October 9, 2003 at 8:00 pm in the 
Academic Center Auditorium This meeting was deigned to provide potential 
scholarships and awards candidates with the necessary information they need to become 
competitive candidates for the opportunities The younger students who were there 
gained insight to what they can do prior to becoming a senior so that they may improve 
their edge The upperclassmen were infbrmed of the opportunities available and steps 
they should take to pursue these opportunities The following topics were covered during 
the meeting: nominations, application components (academic, athletic, ’other’), and the 
Scholarships and Awards Cha~ Cricket Lane and Dana Gelin shared their thoughts 
about the athletic and ’other’ components- how individuals may become involved, who to 
contact for specific information, etc) Attendees at the meeting then took the opportunity 
to ask questions There were approximately 13 student-athletes at the meeting 

g. Collaboration with Office of Distinguished Scholarships 

In September 2003, Cricket Lane and I attended an infbrmation session hosted by the 
Office of Distinguished Scholarships During this session, I learned about the academic 
scholarships our University offers as well as the criteria for each I hope to learn more 
about these opportunities and to identify some of our student-athletes as candidates fbr 
them 

4. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

th From March 9 -12 , 2004 1 attended the American College Counseling Association’s 
National Convention in Biloxi, Mississippi I had the opportunity to network and 
brainstorm with other professionals in the counseling field I also attended sessions that 
provided me with information related to text anxiety counseling, healing messages and 
proverbial counseling, an intervention for female athletes with eating disorders, working 
with students who have not decided upon a major, and strategies for reducing stress I am 
also looking fox.yard to attending a day conference with Jenny Olson on April 22~a, 2004 
at NC State that will allow me to interact with professionals in my specific field of 
student-athlete services I hope to draw from both experiences- counseling-related and 
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athletics-related, in order to improve my work as an Academic Counselor for Student 
Athletes 

5. OTHER ACTMTI~S 

a. Recruiting 

This year, I assisted my assigned teams/coaches in the recruiting process upon their 
recruits’ arrival to campus Meeting with them during the week and on the weekends, 
recruits were ot~en accompanied by their parents and occasionally other family members 
The information I conveyed to them was consistent, whether meeting one-on-one with a 
recruit (such as on an offScial visit) or speaking with a larger group of recruits and their 
families (such as on a Junior Day) I discussed topics ranging fiom my role as their 
Academic Counselor and the available resources within the Academic Center and on 
campus, to the course curriculum and the programs we offer in the Academic Center 
ICollowing this discussion, I had the opportunity to answer questions and address any 
concerns the students or their parents’ voiced Throughout the school year, I met with 
recruits for various teams, including men’s lacrosse {approximately 15), women’s 
lacrosse {approximately 5), field hockey (approximately 20), women’s golf 
(approximately 10), and baseball (approximately 35) 

b. Student Athlete Database 

With Susan Maloy’s assistance, 1 have become comfortable with the use of 
AdmissionPros, a database of all student-athletes at UNC It has been particularly useful 
in tracking progress reports, identifying potential scholarship and awards candidates 
based on GPA, sport, major, etc, and targeting students in the same classes for organized 
study sessions Having the ability to create queries based on specific criteria is very 
useful, and I look forward to using this database even more in the future 

c. Team Meetings 

I met with each of my times at least twice in the Pall and again in the spring My initial 
meeting with each team gave me a chance to introduce myself and the expectations I 
have for my student-athletes I discussed our department’s policies and procedures and 
was able to answer any initial questions that arose My second meeting with each team 
was devoted primarily to registration, including necessary steps each student must take, 
upcoming deadlines, etc 

d. Academic Team Captains 

Throughout the year, I met with my Academic Team Captains on a monthly basis These 
small group meetings allowed us to confer and address any concerns the team captains or 
their teams had This semester, I will be working with my coaches to select new 
Academic Team Captains for the upcoming year I hope to help develop these 
individuals into even more effective liaisons between our oftice and their teams 
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e. Guest Coaching 

This spring, I helped organize a "Guest Coaching Program" for the baseball team The 
winner of an auction at the Rape Crises Center brought her family and fiiends to a game 
vs Florida State They threw out the first pitch, met the coaches and players, and 

received git~s and autographs from the team I am in the process of pursuing an 
opportunity to invite a Guest Coach to another baseball game but am experiencing 
difficulty getting names of possible invites (professors) from the team I hope to delve 
more deeply into Guest Coaching during the next academic year, as it provides professors 
with valuable insight to the commitment of student-athletes I would like to organize the 

experience with Field Hockey as well as baseball next year 

6. COMMENTS/CONCLUSION 

As I near the end of my first academic year as an Academic Counselor, I am excited 

about what I have accomplished and learned; however, I am even more excited about 
improving upon these things- making them better and more effective- in the year ahead 

Devoting much of my time over the past year to "learning the ropes" of UNC, the 
Athletic Department, and our own office, I hope to spend more time in the fi~ture 
connecting myself with individuals and offices across campus I am excited about 
developing closer relationships with the individuals I already know, while initiating new 

ones with less t~amiliar faces In the end, I think this will benefit me and the work I do, in 
addition to the role our office plays within the student-athlete population and on campus 
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ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 

2003-2004 
KYM N. ORR 

I. TEAMS 

Team # of 
Students 

IH. Men’s 44 
Track & 
Field/Cr 
oss 
Country 

Men’s 33 
Wrestling 

Men’s Soccer 25 

Men’s Tennis 13 
Women’s 16 

Gymnastics 
Women’s Track 
and Field/Cross 43 
Country 

Total (s) 174 

2. ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

a. Weekly Meetings 

Team 

Men’s Track & 

Field/Cross 

Country 

Men’s Wrestling 

Mell’S Soccer 

Gymnastics 

Women’s Track 

& Field/Cross 

Country 

Total(s) 37 

# Fall # Spring 
2003 2004 

18 
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Comments: Over the past year I have been monitoring the academic progress of student 
athletes tbr 6 Olympic Sport teams as it relates to UNC, NCAA eligibility and degree 
completion At the beginning of the Fall and Spring semester, I hold meetings with each 
of my teams to discuss the Academic Support Center’s policies and procedures and my 
role as academic counselor My weekly meetings were composed of students who were 
required to meet with me based on either their academic profile from high school or past 
peribrmance as an upperclassman at UNC We discussed various study strategies, time 
management as well as progress in their current classes Student-athletes also discussed 
personal issues that may have affected their academic performance I also communicated 
with each of my coaches on a weekly basis to discuss each student-athlete’s academic 

progress and other pertinent information along with submitting weekly reports to them 
Over the past year, I established a standard with each one of my teams that was supported 

by the coaches, "Athletic participation is tied directly to academic performance" 

b. Structured Study 

Team # Fall # Spring 
2003      2004 

Men’s Track & 

Field/Cross 

Country 

Men’s Wrestling 

Mell~s Soccer 

Mell~S Tennis 

Gymnastics 

Women’s Track 

& Field/Cross 

Country 

Total(s) 35 16 

Comments: Students were placed in Structured Study based on class status (most of 
the first year students were required to attend), cmlent GPA and discussions with their 
coaches who consulted with me early in the semester The discussions with each coach 
also determined how many hours each athlete was required to complete each week This 

past year we allowed student athletes to use Sttaactured Study time to utilize our tutors I 
saw a definite increase in the nmnber oftuturs hours this year A nmnber of my student 
athletes were required to utilize a tutor at least once a week along with being required to 

attend a certain number of academic strategies workshop held by our Learning Specialist, 
Mary Willingham These workshop were also held during Structured Study time Also, I 
sent a report to each coach every week regarding participation along with any concerns 
that I may have had about their athletes 
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c. "Drop-In" Student Meetings 

Approximately 60% of the .student-athletes that i met with thLs pa.st year were on a "d~op- 

ill" b(tsis. These stltdeltts usually came to nO~ ~?ff~ce seekwg advice about registration, 
tutorin~..andothercampusresources. 7herewasa~ti~wreasemthem~mber~?/stttdents 

who were r~fetT’ed to me by eoaehe,s and fellow teammates ba~ed on positive feedback 
received about the Academic Support (’enter attd me. i was able to maintain a certai~t 

amount oj co~ttrol over these ~mmbers by creating., a ~ eekly schedtde u’hich inch~ded time 
each day dedicated to %alk-i.s". 

d. Monitoring of Continuing Eligibility 

lhe binders that i keep on each team inchtde both academic and N(MA el~Tibility 

#~formation. lhi.s it!formation wa.s continual/y updated throughout the year. 

Docume~tt~#on m these binders i~whtde: updated academic m(~r work~heets, current 

A~t#,~cmry Prosiness Evahm#on./?)rms ~L’AA a.d ~(7 #~brma#o~O, copies (~ the 
’7/nqff!cml Course Y[altn#tg l,brm" arid other pertinent academic #forma#on. i met 

with Susan Mako’, Director of Cert(f!cation, in the l,ktP attd,5~t’#tg seme.stet;s to make 

sure theft e~wh stttdent-athlete ~ as adhering to ~( 7 and NCAA el~#bi#o: requirements 
./?)r progmessio~t towards" a de~mee. We discussed each stude~tt athlete a~td determined 
appropriate actiott to be taken to ettsm’e the#’ cotttinuit~q el~ibifiO’, hforma#on wa~ 

f!)rwarded to each coach regardit~q att)’ of their alhlele.s who may have had poletttial 

academic eligibi#o: co~tcertts. 

e. Studeut Athlete Eligibility Meetings 

Team # of Student 
meetings 

IV. Men’s 36 
Track & 

oss 
Country 

Meu’s 31 
Wrestling 
Men’s Soccer 21 
Men’s Tennis 11 
Womeu’s 12 

Gymnastics 
Women’s Track 30 
and Field/Cross 
Country 

Total (s) 141 
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This past year, each Academic Counselor was required to meet with each one of the 
student athletes on their teams to discuss NCAA and UNC eligibility requirements This 
would ensure that each individual was aware of their current eligibility status and what 
was required to maintain their eligibility for the upcoming year It also gave me the 
opportunity to update my academic worksheets and discuss their academic plans (change 
in major, status on the team, graduation, etc) 

3. PROGRAMS 

a. First Year Transition Series 

During the Summer of 2003, Marisa Brnardic and I met to revamp the FASP (First Year 
Success Program) component of the Academic Support Center We determined that the 
acronym for the program was awkward and easily confused with other programs Also, 
the program was a bit long with the weekly seminars lasting over the whole semester 
The program will now be referred to as the "First Year Transition Series The program 
was condensed to one month (September) instead of the entire Fall semester 

b. Academic Team Captains 

The Academic Team Captain program had a successful first year In the Fall semester, 
we had three notable guest speakers, Sue Walsh, VP of Endowment for the Educational 
Foundation; Bob Love, tbrmer NBA player and 7 time All-Star and "Stick" Williams, 
Chairman of the UNC Board of Trustees in the Spring semester, I provided something 
different in terms of leadership opportunity I invited Jim Ullman of Appleseed 
Consulting to come in and do a series of leadership workshops for the Academic Team 
Captains The workshops were tailored for them and covered such topics as 
characteristics of leadership, diversity and leadership and trust and leadership 

4. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

I attended the National N4A (NationalA~sociation ofAthh, tic Academic Advisors 

cot~erence in ,h#le 2003 that will be heM #~ S/. LouZs; MO. ~here I met fellow academic 
a~ i~ors mid admini~ator~.~om ~ ariou~ Division 1 institutions arou~td the 

O~te ~ the h~4dights jbr me was a prese~tta#o~t by M),les Branc~ NCAA president u here 
he gave/he latest i@)rmation regard#~g /he newe,s¢ N( NA el~gibiliO’ re~da#on,s that 

impact e/~gibifiO’ s¢a~tdards.f!~r both cu~7’ettt attd #tcom#tg s¢udettt-ath/e¢e.s~ 

[n the Fall semester, the A cademic Support Ce~tter staj]was required to read a book 
entitled, ",’;eason for L!fe" b)’,l~lfre3: Mar.r. ]he book eentered otl lhe unique eoaehi~lg 

sO’le of ,loe Ehrmann,.~)rmer Bal#more Colts.~)otball playet~ We aZ~o met i~l small foeu.s 
groups to discuss the book a.d share our thoughts and ideas about it. 
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5. OTHER ACTMTIES (Recruiting, etc.) 

I played an active role in the recruiting activities for each of my teams. All of my team’s 
coachesbui#amee#~uithmeintothei#~teraryjorthe~4sitingrec~#t. ~e~tevera 

recruited athlete made a~t qff~cial c~m~lmS ~4sit, [ met u ith each ittdividtutl to make m~re 
that lhese siudettl-alh/ele.s were givell #~f!~t’maiion aboul the Academic Snpporl (~’lllel’ ’5 
programs attd a~o gave lhem a tour ~f our facilitie.s~ A~o, I wa~ the Qff!cial bus tour 

gttide jbr the ~ 7 Football te~mt Spr#~ Recruit Pro~mt jbr the second year 

6. CO~EVIENTS/CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, I would say that my first full year as an Academic Counselor has been 
very rewarding I learned a great deal about my teams and created solid relationships 
with each of them ! feel that I have contributed to maintaining the image of the 
Academic Support Center to reflect that it plays a vital role in developing our student 
athletes I have had the opportunity to work with an excellent staff and develop 
meaningful connections with each team, its coaching staffand individual athletes One of 
my main goals still remains to maintain the Academic Support Center as one of the 
premier programs in the countl?~ through hard work, dedication and integrity Another is 
to continue to provide the best academic support that I can for our student-athletes to help 
them achieve all-around success here at UNC 
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ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 

2003-2004 
Jennifer A. C. Olson, Learning Specialist 

|~ TEAMS 

Team 

Football 

# of Students 
Summer 2003 

38 

# of Students 
Fall 2003 

81 

# of Student 
Spring 2004 

70 

a) MANDITORY WEEKLY MEETINGS 

Football # of Students # of Students 
Summer 2003 Fall 2003 

Freshmen 

Sophomores 
Juniors 

Seniors 

Total 16 14 

# of Student 
Spring 2004 

14 

The above chart breaks down the students on my caseload by year I meet with 
each of these students one-on-one for about a half hour to an hour a week These 
are students who have learning disabilities andgor Attention Deficit Disorder, 
and/or are considered academically at risk and need additional support There are 
six additional students that I meet with about once a month to check on their 
progress and provide support 

During my individual meetings with students I coach (Academic Coaching) and 
teach organizational, time management, academic, motivational, and self- 
advocacy skills and strategies I also connect them with other campus support 
programs and follow up Additionally, I monitor their academic progress (See 
Individual Skills Development Program in Program section for more detailed 
information) 

b) STRUCTURED STUDY HOURS FOR FOOTBALL 
i) Summer Session One 2003 - During this summer session Cynthia Reynolds 

and I ran study hall for freshmen t’ootball players with a GPA of less than a 

25 During first session we had sixteen freshmen in study hall Monday 
through Thursday Due to conflicting class schedules we had three different 

study hall times to accommodate all the students One student had split hours 
of 8:30-9:30 AM and 1:30-2:30 PM Twelve students we monitored for study 
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hall from I 1:30- 1:00 PM The last group, of three students, took a Swahili 
One/Two course and their study hour was from 1:30-2:30 PM We did not 
have a tutor for that course Instead we had the students teach me what they 
learned in class each day to help facilitate their learning This helped them 
retain the information learned in class that day, as well as helped them 
practice interpreting and producing the language We found it to be a very 
productive method of learning for them 

ii) Summer Session Two 2003- 
(1) During this summer session we ran a two hour study hall fbr all freshmen 

fbotball players with a GPA ot" under a 2 5 Monday through Thursday 
We had twelve students in this study hall group 

(2) We also ran a structured study hall for the incoming freshmen football 
players All eight freshmen were in the same class From 12:00-1:00 PM 
we provided them with a tutor and review session The second hour from 
1:00-2:00 PM they read and studied quietly I monitored, taught, 
answered questions and provided support 

iii) Fall 2003 - 
Michelle Nixon, a Learning Specialist for Football, and I organized and ran 
freshmen tbotball study hall in the fall Twenty-one students-athletes attended 
study hall Sunday evenings from 7:30-9:30 PM and Monday through 
Thursdays from 12:30-2:00 PM each week During study hall we provided 
tutors and review sessions (see Programs, Presentations, and Workshops 
section for details), as well as taught, monitored, answered questions, 
provided support and ran out- Mastering College Program (see Prog~ams, 
Presentations, and Workshops section for details) Some benefits we found 

from afternoon study hall are: students are more alert and productive during 
the day than they are after practice and dinner, it helps the students on ADD 
medication since the medication is still active during the early afternoon 
hours, and we have more study hall space in which to run review sessions and 

provide individual rooms to remove distractions We assigned study rooms 
based on individual study needs Students with ADD that needed a distraction 

fiee (visually and auditurally) study environment were given a private, quiet 
study room Students were more productive and focused after we spread them 
out throughout the Academic Center We would not be able to do so if we 
had study hall at night and had to share space with students in Olympic sports 

ivI Spring 2004 
Michelle and I organized and ran freshmen study hall in the spring We had 
twenty-four students here Sunday evenings fiom 7:00-9:00 PM and Monday 
through Thursdays from I: 15-3:00 PM There were slight changes to study 
hours during the Ibur weeks the students had spring practice A few of the 
students had alternative study hours due to schedule conflicts with courses and 
football obligations We continued the fall study hall program into the spring 
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and added more review sessions and tutors (see Programs, Presentations, and 
Workshops section for details) 

We found study hall was most beneficial and supportive to the students when 
both Michelle and I were available to work with students individually and in 
groups, monitor review sessions, monitor behavior, address individual needs, 
and react to minor crises 

Other Study Hours 
Michelle and I monitored an additional fburteen hours of individual student 
study hours per week outside of structured group study hours Additional 
study hours were needed for students who had scheduling conflicts with 
structured study hall and for at-risk students who needed additional support 

c) DROP-IN STUDENT MEETINGS 
When I am not in meetings, students often drop-in, phone me, e-mail me, or 
instant message me with questions or infbrmation Most of these students are 
freshmen football players, but upperclassmen and students on different teams also 

drop-in On average students drop-in, phone, e-mad, or instant message me about 
twenty-five times a day The majority of the time I am answering questions or 
directing them to where they can find the answer Other times students drop by 
because they are frustrated, nervous, or overwhelmed about their courses and 
need to talk with someone who believes in them and encourages them to keep 
tinting Students also often come by or contact me to share grades they earned 
They are proud of themselves for working hard and earning a good grade I am 
honored they share their good and bad news with me 

2) LEARNING DISABILITY/ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDER SUPPORT 
a) LD/ADD Screening Process 

When a student is academically struggling, Michelle and I follow a process to 
help identify if we need to screen a student to determine if they need to be 
referred for formal diagnostic Learning Disability and/or Attention Deficit 
Disorder testing We first take into account the student’s academic history and 
background We observe the student and their behavior We interview the 
student and note faculty and coaches’ feedback If all the factors seem to indicate 

a potential Learning Disability and/or Attention Deficit Disorder and are not due 
to other factors, we proceed with the screening process Michelle or I screen the 
student with norm-referenced infbrmal assessments Any student with a high 
indication of a Learning Disability and/or Attention Deficit Disorder is referred 
for formal diagnostic testing with a neuropsychologist 
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I screened six students in the summer and the fall of 2003 and Spring of 2004 
All six of the students I referred for formal diagnostic Learning Disability and/or 

Attention Deficit Disorder testing with a neuropsychologist Four of the students 
have been diagnosed with Learning Disabilities and/or Attention Deficit 
Disorder The other two students are still in the process of being tested 

h~ LD/ADD Test Coordination 
Coordinating LD/ADD testing takes a great deal of time due to coordinating 
schedules of the student, doctor, and mysel£ The student meets with the doctor 
three to six times to complete the comprehensive diagnostic testing (usually two 
hours a visit) and go over the test results I often was asked by the student to be at 
the meeting when the results were described I think they wanted someone they 
trusted to hear the information and be able to explain it later if they had questions 
or forgot particular details 

Coordinating the testing for a student took me a minimum of five hours per 
student, including scheduling appointments, getting the student to the 
appointments, rescheduling when there was a conflict or emergency, reviewing 
documentation with the student, and having the student turn in the documentation 

at the LDS office 

I regularly check-in with football players with learning disabilities and/or ADD I 
follow up on their use of accommodations and support I explain their 
documentation to them whenever they have questions and explain why certain 
accommodations (recommended by the doctor) would be helpful based on their 
particular disability I spend a great deal of time working with them on self- 
advocating skills in regard to their strengths and weaknesses Many of them had 
bad experiences in high school related to their disability and are afraid to ask for 
help, discuss their challenges, or use accommodations 

CAIMPUS SUPPORT OFFICES 
One of my continuing goals this year was to connect with the campus support offices 
It is important to me to work with them to help support the students we share in the 
most productive way I am very pleased to have established a very strong working 
relationship with the Writing Center and Learning Center Both offices care a great 
deal about students and their continued development and success Although busy, 
throughout the fall and spring I made a particular effort to communicate with the 
Writing Center staffand the Learning Center staffto maintain this relationship 
through emails, phone calls, social events, and personal visits 

I had hoped to establish a similar relationship with the Learning Disability Services 
Office I contacted them through phone calls and emails to set up meetings to share 
information I will be attending the Learning Disability Services Annual Banquet to 
show my support of their office and students with disabilities 
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PROGRAMS, PRESENTATIONS and WORKSHOPS 
a) Summer Program for Football 

Eachsummer football players take courses Summerof2003 Cynthia Reynolds 
and I started a new program to help address the needs of at-risk and incoming 
football students We developed, coordinated, and ran the program The program 
included study hall and review sessions (see Structured Study Hours for Football 
section and the Programs, Presentations, and Workshops section for details) I 

also met with at-risk students regularly throughout the summer to work on their 
personal skill and strategy building The incoming students who took courses 
during Summer Session Two and participated in our study hall and review session 
seemed adjust easily to the university 

b~ Academic Day Program for Football (8:15 AM 12:00 PM) 
I co-developed, coordinated and ran a half-day program, August 9, 2003, for 
freshmen football players, incorporating a learning styles assessment, writing 
sample, computer training, libra~sz tour, and ove~w-iew of academic se~wices and 

support 

c) Freshmen Notebook Program/Planners for Football 
I co-developed and implemented this program The program provides the 
notebook as a tool to model and use to help fi-eshmen football players to learn 
basic organizational, time management, and study skills and strategies quickly at 
the beginning of their freshmen year 

d) Football Review Session and Tutoring Program 
I co-developed, coordinated and ran this program We started providing review 
sessions in the Spring of 2003 and found them to be helpful to our students ]-hat 
spring we had two review sessions In the Summer of 2003 we provided two 
other review sessions We found that drop-in tutoring was ineffective with our 
transitioning and at-risk students and a more structured program was needed In 
the Fall of 2003 we started a comprehensive Football Review Session and 
Tutoring program for fieshmen and at-risk players 

Review sessions differ from drop-in tutoring in that they provide structured, 
regular, additional exposure to the material from textbooks and professors’ 
lectures They typically are comprised of small groups of students who meet once 
or twice every week with a tutor Our tutors are trained by us in our philosophy 
and approach in how to run a review session with this pauicular population The 
format is systematic and provides repeated practice It provides a model to the 
students of how to study material at the college level The tutors also re-teach, 
break down complex concepts, and relate new information to students’ prior 
knowledge The program increased student accountability and active student 
learning 

We trained and supervised all our review session tutors in the following ways: 
o Instruct how to present course information 
o Discuss upcoming assignments and assessments 
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Instruct how to handle student behaviors 
Brainstorm problem solving 
Provide teaching materials and resources 

Provide syllabi 
Provide study guides and forms 

Monitor and facilitate review sessions 
Facilitate collaboration with professors and tutors to support student 
learning 

Review Session Data 

Summer 2003     Fall 2003     Spring 2004 

# of tutors 2 4 8 
# of students 11 29 32 

# of subjects addressed 2 6 11 

# of different courses 2 13 16 

# of review session per 4 18 27 
week 

average # of courses per 2.31 
student addressed by 

review sessions 
average # of weekly 3.53 
review sessions per 

student 
# of structured 113 
tutor/student weekly 
contacts 

e) Individual Skills Development Program for Football 
Students transitioning to college need a core set of skills in order to become 
successful To promote independence Michelle and I have developed and 
implemented an intensive one-on-one skills and strategy development program 
for fieshmen football players We assess skill levels, identify areas of need, use 
multiple teaching methods to teach and model use of the core skills and strategies, 
and evaluate student progress We continue to evaluate the program and make 
improvements 

Core Skills and Strategies: 
¯ Test-taking essay questions, multiple choice, true/false, matching 
¯ Notetaking fiom book, from lecture, combining book and lecture notes 
¯ Study Strategies 
¯ Working in peer groups 
¯ Reading breaking down reading 
¯ Time management using planners, using schedules, using"Plan for the 

Week" 
¯ Understanding their learning style 
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¯ Writing brainstorming, idea generating, organization, citing, proofing 
and editing, thesis development 

¯ Organization 
¯ Breaking down assignments 
¯ Goals and Commitments 
¯ Avoiding Procrastination 
¯ Self-Advocacy 
¯ Personal Responsibility and Decision Making 

The Masterb~g College Program for Football 
I co-developed, coordinated, and ran this program for freshmen football players 
Fall 2003 and Spring 2004 The proNam goals are to help students navigate the 
system effectively and learn the skills and strategies to become independent and 
successful learners their freshmen year and continue to use what they learn 
throughout their college experience It emphasizes such skills as personal 
responsibility, decision making, self-actualization, and active learning, while 
introducing them to the UNC system 
¯ Topics and Issues Series (Michelle and I co-developed, presented, and 

facilitated) 
o Goal setting 
o Study Skills surveys to identify what students think they need to learn 

’~Why is the Syllabus important and how to use it?" 
Semester-at-a-Glance All tests, quizzes, papers, assignments on due 
dates 
Syllabi Information Sheet how to use and why 

~ Weekly Schedule Know what you regularly have to do 
~ Classroom behavior "How am I representing myseltT’ 
© "Starting offthe year right in class" 
© "How can I stay focused in class?" 
o "Creating a weekly plan: How do I find the time?" 
o Learning Styles - discussion and implementation 
© Computer training use of the UNC Web world, Student Central, 

Library databases, email accounts, registration, making appointments 
o Identifying strengths of their peers 
o Meetings with professors and advocating for yourself 
© How to study for finals 
© Test-taking Strategies 
o Assessing personalprogress 
o Thank-You-Card Day and Freshmen Wrap-Up 

¯ Guest Speaker Series 
o HonorCounin~brmation JanBoxill, Professor and Academic 

Counselor 
© Learning Center presentation of services Mimi Keever, Director 
© "What I wish I had known" - former player Octavus Barnes 
o Academic Advising Matt Yager, Academic Advisor 
o Compliance and Eligibility Susan Maloy, Director of Certification 
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Citation Workshop Mary Willingham, Learning Specialist 
Test-taking Strategies Mary Willingham, Learning Specialist 
Motivation Coach Bunting, Head Football Coach 
Personal Responsibility Coach Webster, Assistant Head Football 
Coach 

g) 

h~ 

¯ Future presentations to be implemented in the program next year 
© Writing Center Kim Ables 
© Minority Affairs 
o Career services 
~ Learning Disability Services 
© Specific research library tutorials 
© Panel of upperclassmen football players what they have learned 
~ PanelofformerUNCFootballplayers why their degree helped them 
~ Counseling and Psychological services 
o Computer center 
© Panel of professors their perspective 

Tutor Training Prograin Presentation for all Acadeinic Center Tutors 
Michelle and I developed a "Tutor Instructional Strategies and Resources" manual 
for tutors August 26, 2003, Michelle and I distributed the manual and presented 
teaching tips to tutors who work with Football, Basketball and Olympic Sports in 
order to provide them with a resource and reference when working with students 
with various learning styles The manual includes: 

Learning Styles, smw-cys, and strategies for specific styles 
¯ information on Learning Disabilities, ADD, and teaching tips 
¯ Teaching tools - Information organizers 
¯ Campus Support Se~w-ices 
¯ Learning strategies for textbook reading, notetaking, listening, text- 

marking, time management and organization 

Parent Day Presentation 
August 5, 2003, Michelle and I introduced ourselves to incoming freshmen 
parents and provided them with information on academic expectations, study hall, 
and availability of support for students with Learning Disabilities and/or Attention 
Deficit Disorder 

i) First Year Enrichment Program - Interactive Study Skills Presentation 
September 9, 2003 I presented an interactive study skills presentation for first 
year Olympic Sport Athletes with Professor Jan Boxill 

j) Learning Disabilities Workshop 
Michelle and I co-developed and will present a workshop on learning disabilities 
on April 30, 2004 to the Academic Support Program Staff The workshop will 
promote understanding of learning disabilities and how they affect our students 
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
This year I participated in multiple professional development opportunities I have a 
thirst for knowledge and continual growth I seek opportunities to learn and 
constantly grow as a teacher and Learning Specialist to better meet the needs of the 
students I work with The following are the professional development opportunities I 
pa~icipated in this year: 
¯ Pa~icipating in Drive-In Day Conference at NC State on April 23, 2004 for 

people who work in Academic Support of Student-Athletes 
¯ Subscribe to The Association on Higher Education and Disability (AHEAD) list- 

serve 
¯ Communicated with fifteen Learning Specialists at other Academic Support 

Programs and Disability Support Programs on how to best serve at-risk college 
students 

¯ Communicated with three members of the N4A Learning Disabilities Committee 
about best-practices and services tbr student-athletes with Learning Disabilities 
and/or Attention Deficit Disorder 

¯ Presenting workshop on Learning Disabilities to the Academic Support Program 
staff (See Programs, Presentations, and Workshops for more details) 

¯ Regular bi-monthly meetings with a neuropsychologist to continue education on 
current norm-referenced formal diagnostic Learning Disability and Attention 
Deficit Disorder assessments and what we can learn about our students tbom the 

results 
¯ Read the book Season of life by Jeffrey MaIN and participated in book group 

arranged by my Director, Robert Mercer 

OTHER 
a) Department Resource 

Michelle and I are department resources fbr teaching, learning, and disabilky 
issues We provide the academic counselors with fbrms on organization, time 
management, learning styles, and study strategies to help them meet the needs of 
the students they work with Ma~’y Willingham joined the staff in the middle of 
Fall 2003 as a learning specialist working with Olympic sports Michelhl and I 
collaborate with her to help improve services for all student-athletes with all 
different learning styles and challenges 

Football Guest Coach Program 
I participated in our Football Guest Coach Program in the f~ll including sharing 
with Guest Coaches: football practice, lunch with Coach Bunting, dinner with the 
football players, traveling with the team, and was on the sidelines during the 
games I greatly enjoyed meeting our wonderful Guest Coaches who impact our 
students in many different ways I hope to continue to be a part of the Guest 

Coach Program next year, especially since I know a great deal more now about 
the football program and the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
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c) Football Recruiting 
Football recruiting is a year-round activity During "recruiting season," the end of 

November tha-ough the end of January, I participated in recruiting most weekends 
(Friday evenings and Saturday day and evening) During the rest of the year, 
when rec~a~its came to campus I met with them and their families to describe the 
different support services we provide at the academic center and through the other 

support offices at UNC I spend additional time with students (and parents of 
students) with learning disabilities and/or Attention Deficit Disorder explaining 
and describing disability support on campus and the kinds of support and 
instruction I can provide In addition, this year Michelle and I developed a 

recruiting notebook to visually demonstrate to perspective students and parents 
the types of activities and tools we use to help students become successful I feel 
I continually get better at rec~a~iting the more I learn about North Carolina, UNC, 
and all the wonderful support programs available to students I am excited to see 
what I can contribute next year to the recruiting process and the growth of our 
Academic Support Se~wices for football 

Trained New Learning Specialists 
I was the first Learning Specialist to work in the Academic Support Program for 
Student-Athletes Due to this I spent a great deal of time my first year in the 
position developing programs and procedures Michelle Nixon was hired and 
started working at the end of July 2003 as a second Learning Specialist 
Football Mary Willingham was hired and starting working in the Academic 
Center in the fall of 2003 as a Learning Specialist for Olympic Sports I trained 
them in the programs and procedures I developed I introduced them to campus 
resources, familiarized them with the university protocol, and educated them on 
basic NCAA ~aales and violations 

Quote of the Day 
I provide a "Quote of the Day," each academic day, on email to the football 
players, football coaches, Academic Support Program Staffand other people from 
the athletic department and Arts and Sciences (instructors and start) that have 
asked to be on the list Currently there are over 200 people on the "Quote of the 
Day" list The quotes inspire reflection, conversation, and learning Regularly 
students, coaches, faculty, and staff send me quotes or respond to me about a 
particular quote 

COMMENTS AND CONCLUSION 
Michelle Nixon and I work collaborafively on almost all aspects of our positions We 
taan our programs and study hall as a "team" There is no hierarchy between us and 
neither of us is more (or less) responsible than the other for any aspect of our 
programs We have found that working as a team our output on our work is more 
productive and complete than it would be as two individuals performing individual 
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tasks Since we work together collaboratively, we are better able to meet the needs of 
the students, tutors, and programs at any given time 

As the Academic Staff for Football (Cynthia, Michelle and I ) we regularly evaluate 
our programs and procedures and continually update and improve upon them Our 
Philosophy is that "Everything can always improve!" (A quote from UNC football 
player DJ Walker, 10-15-02) 

This coming summer Frank Kessler, fiom the Learning Center, and I plan on 
collaborating on a reading program for incoming freshmen football players We are 

both very excited about working together and providing this program to help 
incoming students transition more effectively in regard to their reading skills and the 
reading demands of this university 

This past year has been exciting, challenging, and rewarding We added to past 
programs and developed new comprehensive programs that have greatly benefited the 
students we work with They continue to grow and learn and so do ! Each day ! 
learn something new about them, myselt; and my purpose here in guiding young men 
to becoming productive, happy adults 
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ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 

2003-2004 
Michelle Nixon, Learning Specialist 

TEAMS 

Team # of Students Fall # of Students Spring 
2003 2004 

Football 30 34 

The above is the number of student-athletes I regularly interact with/am 
accountable for by semester 

a) iEEKLY INDIVIDUAL MEETINGS 

Football # of Students Fall # of Students Spring 
2003 2004 

Freshmen 12 11 

Sophomores 1 1 
Juniors l l 

Total 14 13 

b) 

This chart breaks down the students on my caseload (tbr whom I am the primatT 
contact) by year I meet with each of these students for approximately an hour a 
week These are students whom I support because of transition issues or who 
may have learning disabilities, Attention Deficit Disorder, and/or are considered 
academically at-risk and require additional support 

During my individual meetings with students I develop academic independence 
through teaching organizational, time management, academic, motivational, and 
self-advocacy skills and strategies I also connect them with other campus 
support programs and follow up Additionally, I monitor their academic progress 
(See Individual Skills Development Program in Program section for more detailed 
information) 

STRUCTURED STUDY HOURS FOR FOOTBALL 
i) Fall 2003 

Jenny Olson, a Learning Specialist for Football, and I organized and ran 
fieshman football study hall in the fall Twenty-one students-athletes attended 

study hall Sunday evenings fi-om 7:30-9:30 PM and Monday through 
Thursdays ibom 12:30-2:00 PM each week During study hall we supervised 

tutors and review sessions (see Program section for details) as well as 
monitored student time-management, focus, progress, and use of academic 
skills and strategies; taught when needed; were available to answer questions 
and problem-solve; and ran our Mastering College Program (see Program 
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section for details) Some benefits we found fiom alternoon study hall are: 
students are more alert and productive during the day than they are alter 
practice and dinner, it helps the students on ADD medication since the 
medication is still active during the early alternoon hours, and we have more 
study hall space in which to run review sessions and provide individual rooms 
to remove distractions We assigned study rooms based on individual study 
needs Students with ADD that needed a distraction free (visually and 
auditurally) study environment were given a private, quiet study room 
Students were more productive and focused alter we spread them out 
throughout the Academic Center We would not be able to do so if we had 
study hall at night and had to share space with students in Olympic sports 

ii) Spring 2004 
Jenny and I organized and ran freshman football study hall in the spring We 
monitored 24 students Sunday evenings from 7:00-9:00 PM and Monday 
through Thursdays fi-om I: 15-3:00 PM There were slight changes to study 
hours during the four weeks the students had spring practice A few of the 
students had ahernative study hours due to schedule conflicts with courses and 

football obligations We continued the tMI study hall program into the spring 
and added more review sessions and tutors (see Program section for details) 

We found k was beneficial and study hall was most supportive to the students 
when both Jenny and I were available to work with students individually and 
in groups, monitor review sessions, monitor behavior, address individual 
needs, and react to minor crises 

iii) Other Study Hours 
Jenny and I monitored an additional 14 hours of individual student study 
hours per week outside of structured group study hours Additional study 
hours were needed for students who had scheduling conflicts with structured 
study hall and for at-risk students who needed additional support 

DROP-IN STUDENT MEETINGS 
When I am not in meetings, students often drop-in, phone, e-mail, or instant 
message me with questions or information several times a day Most of these 
students are fieshman football players, but upperclassmen also drop-in The 
majority of the time I am answering questions or directing them to where they can 
find the answer Students also often come by or contact me to share grades they 
earned 

8) LEARNING DISABILITY/ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDER SUPPORT 

a) LD/ADD Screening Process 
When a student is academically struggling, Jenny and I follow a process to help 
identify if we need to screen a student to determine if they need to be referred for 
formal diagnostic Learning Disability and/or Attention Deficit Disorder testing 
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We first take into account the student’s academic histolT and background We 
observe the student and their behavior We interview the student and note faculty 
and coaches’ feedback If all the factors seem to indicate a potential Learning 
Disability and/or Attention Deficit Disorder and are not due to other factors, we 
proceed with the screening process Jenny or I screen the student with norm- 
referenced informal assessments Any student with a high indication of a 
Learning Disability and/or Attention Deficit Disorder is referred for Ibrmal 
diagnostic testing with a neuropsychologist 

I screened 1 student in the Fall of 2003 and 3 students in the Spring of 2004 
those, I referred 3 students for formal diagnostic Learning Disability and/or 
Attention Deficit Disorder testing with a neuropsychologist and have not yet 
received their final reports 

Of 

h~ LD/ADD Test Coordination 
Coordinating LD/ADD testing takes a great deal of time due to coordinating 
schedules of the student, doctor, and arrange transportation The student meets 
with the doctor three to six times to complete the comprehensive diagnostic 
testing (usually two hours a visit) and go over the test results I ot~en was asked 
by the student to be at the meeting when the results were described in order to 
help explain it later if they had questions 

Coordinating the testing for a student took a minimum of five hours per student, 
including scheduling appointments, getting the student to the appointments, 
rescheduling when there was a conflict or emergency, reviewing documentation 
with the student, and having the student turn in the documentation at the LDS 
office 

I regularly check-in with football players on my caseload with learning 
disabilities and/or ADD I follow up on their use of accommodations and support 
I explain their documentation to them whenever they have questions and explain 
why certain accommodations (recommended by the doctor) would be helpful 
based on their pa~icular disability I spend a great deal of fime working with 
them on self-advocating skills in regard to their strengths and weaknesses 

9~ CAMPUS SUPPORT OFFICES 
I feel it is important to work with other campus support offices to help support the 
students we share in the most productive way I am pleased to have established a 
strong working relationship with the Writing Center and Learning Center Both 
offices care a great deal about students and their continued development and success 
Although busy, throughout the fall and spring I made a particular effort to 
communicate with both the Writing Center staffand the Learning Center staffto 
maintain this relationship through emails social events, and personal visits 
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I had hoped to establish a similar relationship with the Learning Disability Services 
Office and attempted to arrange a meeting with them when I first came to UNC in 
July to learn about their office and ways we could work together to best support our 
students I will be attending the Learning Disability Services Annual Banquet to 
show my support of their ofiSce and students with disabilities 

10) PROGRAMS~ PRESENTATIONS and WORKSHOPS 

a) Academic Day Program for Football (8:15 AM 12:00 PM) 
I co-developed, coordinated and ran a half-day program, August 9, 2003, for 
fi-eshman football players, incorporating a learning styles assessment, writing 
sample, computer training, librm?z tour, and ove~wiew of academic se~wices and 
support 

b) Freshman Notebook Program/Planners for Football 
I co-developed and implemented this program which provides a notebook as a 
tool to model and use to help freshman football players to learn basic 
organizational, time management, and study skills and strategies quickly at the 
beginning of their fieshman year 

Football Review Session and Tutoring Program 
In Fall of 2003, I co-developed, coordinated and ran a comprehensive Football 
Review Session and Tutoring program for fieshmen and at-risk players We 
tbund that drop-in tutoring was ineffective with our transitioning and at-risk 
students and a more structured program was needed 

Review sessions differ from drop-in tutoring in that they provide structured, 
regular, additional exposure to the material from textbooks and professors’ 
lectures They typically are comprised of small groups of students who meet once 
or twice eve~?z week with a tutor Our tutors are trained by us in our philosophy 
and approach in how to run a review session with this pa~icular population The 
tbrmat is systematic and provides repeated practice It provides a model to the 
students of how to study material at the college level The tutors also re-teach, 
break down complex concepts, and relate new information to students’ prior 
knowledge The program increased student accountability and active student 
learning 

We trained and supervised all our review session tutors in the following ways: 
o Instruct how to present course information 
o Discuss upcoming assignments and assessments 
o Instruct how to handle student behaviors 
o Brainstorm problem solving 
~ Provide teaching materials and resources 

Provide syllabi 
Provide study guides and forms 
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Monitor and facilitate review sessions 
Facilitate collaboration with professors and tutors to support student 
learning 

Review Session Data 
Summer 2003 Fall 2003 Spring 2004 

# of tutors 2 4 8 

# of students 11 29 32 

# of subjects addressed 2 6 11 

# of different courses 2 13 16 

# of review session per 4 18 27 
week 
average # of courses per 2.3 
student addressed by 
review sessions 
average # of weekly 3.5 
review sessions per 
student 
# of structured 113 
tutor/student weekly 
contacts 

d) Joint Coordination of Review Sessions with Olympic Sports Program 
In late Spring of 2004, I collaborated with Mary Willingham, the Learning 
Specialist for Olympic sports, to provide joint review sessions for both football 
and Olympic sports athletes Together we organized, facilitated and/or ran a total 
of 3 review sessions in 2 different courses to prepare students for upcoming tests 
Of these 3 review sessions, I organized the attendance of, respectively: 9, 14, and 
12 football players (at least half of all students attending) I look forward to 
continuing this collaborative relationship to expand services for all student- 
athletes 

e) Individual Skills Development Program for Football 
Students transitioning to college need a core set of skills in order to become 
successful To promote student independence, Jenny and I have developed and 
implemented an intensive one-on-one skills and strategy development program 
for fieshman football players We assess skill levels, identify areas of need, use 
multiple teaching methods to teach and model use of the core skills and strategies, 
and evaluate student progress We continue to evaluate the program and make 
improvements 

Core Skills and Strategies: 
¯ Test-taking essay questions, multiple choice, true/false, matching 
¯ Notetaking fiom book, fi-om lecture, combining book and lecture notes 
¯ Study Strategies 
¯ Working in peer groups 
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¯ Reading breaking down reading 
¯ Time management using planners, using schedules, using "Plan for the 

Week" 
¯ Understanding personal learning style 
¯ Writing brainstorming, idea generating, organization, citing, proofing 

and editing, thesis development 
¯ Organization 
¯ Breaking down assignments 
¯ Goals and Commitments 
¯ Avoiding Procrastination 
¯ Self-advocacy 
¯ Personal Responsibility and Decision Making 

The Mastering College Program for Football 
I co-developed, coordinated, and ran this program for freshman football players 
Fall 2003 and Spring 2004 The proNam goals are to help students navigate the 
system effectively and learn the skills and strategies to become independent and 
successful learners their freshman year and continue to use what they learn 

throughout their college experience It emphasizes such skills as personal 
responsibility, decision making, self-actualization, and active learning, while 
introducing them to the UNC system 

Topics and Issues Series (Jenny and I co-developed, presented, and f~cilitated) 
© Goal setting 
© Study Skills surveys to identify what students think they need to learn 
o "Why is the Syllabus important and how to use it?" 
o Semester-at-a-Glance Alltests, quizzes, papers, assignments on due 

dates 
© Syllabi Information Sheet how to use and why 
o Weekly Schedule know what you regularly have to do 
o Classroom behavior "How am I representing myseli~" 
© "Starting off’the year right in class" 
© "How can I stay focused in class?" 
o "Creating a weekly plan: How do I find the time?" 
o Learning Styles - discussion and implementation 
© Computer training use of the UNC Web world, Student Central, 

Library databases, email accounts, registration, making appointments 
o Identifying strengths of their peers 
o Meetings with professors and advocating for yourself 
© How to study for finals 
© Test-taking Strategies 
o Assessing personalprogress 
o Thank-You-Card Day and Freshman Wrap-Up 
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Guest Speaker Series 
Honor Coutt information JanBoxill, Professor and Academic 
Counselor 

© Learning Center presentation of services Mimi Keever, Director 
© "What I wish I had known" - former UNC football player Octavus 

Barns 
o Academic Advising Matt Yager, Academic Advisor 
© Compliance and Eligibility Susan Maloy, Director of Certification 
© Citation Workshop Mary Willingham, Learning Specialist 
o Test-taking Strategies Mary Willingham, Learning Specialist 
o Motivation CoachBunting, Head Football Coach 
© Personal Responsibility Coach Webster, Assistant Head Football 

Coach 

Future presentations to be implemented in the program next year 
© Writing Center Kim Ables 
~ Minority Affairs 
~ Career services 
© Learning Disability Setw-ices 
© Specific research library tutorials 
o Panel ofupperclassmen football players what they have learned 
~ PanelofformerUNCFootballplayers why their degree helped them 
o Counseling and Psychological setw-ices 
~ Computcr ccnter 
© Panel of professors their perspective 

g) Tutor Training Program Presentation for all Academic Center Tutors 
Jenny and I developed a "Tutor Instructional Strategies and Resources" manual 
for tutors August 26, 2003, Jenny and ! distributed the manual and presented 
teaching tips to tutors who work with Football, Basketball and Olympic Sports in 
order to provide them with a resource and reference when working with students 
with various learning styles The manual includes: 

¯ Learning Styles, su~w-eys, and strategies for specific styles 
¯ Information on Learning Disabilities, ADD, and teaching tips 
¯ Teaching tools- Information organizers 
¯ Campus Support Services 
¯ Learning strategies for textbook reading, notetaking, listening, text- 

marking, time management and organization 

h) Parent Day Presentation 
August 5, 2003, Jenny and I introduced ourselves to incoming fi-eshman parents 
and provided them with information on academic expectations, study hall, and 
availability of support for students with Learning Disabilities and/or Attention 
Deficit Disorder 
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Learning Disabilities Workshop 
Jenny and I will present a workshop on learning disabilkies on April 30, 2004 to 
the Academic Support Program Staff The workshop will promote understanding 
of learning disabilities and how they affect our students 

I 1) PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
I believe that to be an effective educator, I must continually learn and grow through 
professional development This year I participated in the following opportunities: 

The Academic Support Staff fbr Student-Athletes participated in book groups to 
read Season of Life by Jeffrey Marx My Director, Robert Mercer, asked me to 
lead his group of 3 other staff members in our discussion of this book and its 
applicability to our programs for student-athletes I greatly enjoyed this 
leadership opportunity and the discussion with my peers 

Subscribe to the Association on Higher Education and Disability (AHEAD) list- 
se~we to stay abreast of current disability issues in higher education 
Subscribe to the On Course Newsletter (Innovative Learner-Centered Strategies 
for Promoting Student Success and Retention Across the Curriculum) 

Attending On Course Workshop May 23-26, 2004 in Marriottsville, Maryland 
Presenting workshop on Learning Disabilities to the Academic Support Program 

staff(See Programs, Presentations, and Workshops for more details) 
Regular meetings with a neuropsychologist to continue education on current 
norm-referenced formal diagnostic Learning Disability and Attention Deficit 
Disorder assessments and what the results tell us about our students 
In order to better perform my job in supporting students, I hope to take additional 
graduate coursework in 2004 to further my knowledge in area of upper- 
educational counseling 

12) OTHER 
a) Department Resource 

Jenny and I are department resources for teaching, learning, and disability issues 
We provide the academic counselors with forms on organization, time 
management, learning styles, and study strategies to help them meet the needs of 
the students they work with Ma~?¢ Willingham joined the staff in the middle of 
Fall 2003 as a learning specialist working with Olympic sports Jenny and I 
collaborate with her to help improve services fbr all student-nthletes with all 

different learning styles and challenges 

Football Guest Coach Program 
I participated in our Football Guest Coach Program in the f~ll including sharing 
with Guest Coaches: football practice, lunch with Coach Bunting, dinner with the 
football players, traveling with the team, and was on the sidelines during the 
games I greatly enjoyed meeting our wonderful Guest Coaches who impact our 
students in many different ways I hope to continue to be a part of the Guest 
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Coach Program next year, especially since I know a great deal more now about 
the football program and the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

c) Football Recruiting 
Football recruiting is a year-round activity During "recruiting season" (end of 
November through the end of January) I participated in recruiting many weekends 
(Friday evenings and Saturday day and evening) During the rest of the year 
when recruits came to campus, I met with them and their families to describe the 
different support scow-ices we provide at the academic center and through the other 
support offices at UNC I spend additional time with students (and parents of 
students) with learning disabilities and/or Attention Deficit Disorder explaining 
and describing disability support on campus and the kinds of support and 
instruction I can provide In addition, this year Jenny and I developed a recruiting 
notebook to visually demonstrate to perspective students and parents the types of 
activities and tools we use to help students become successful I enjoy meeting 

with prospective students and their families and feel I will become more of an 

asset to this program as I continue to learn about UNC and the support programs 
available to students I am excited to see what I can contribute next year to the 

recruiting process and the growth of our Academic Support Services for football 

13) COMMENTS AND CONCLUSION 
My first year at Carolina has been marked by change, collaboration, opportunity and 
growth I have enjoyed my experiences here and have come to feel a part of the 
Carolina f~mily I look forward to continuing to learn about the Carolina fbotball 
program, the impact athletics have on our students, my role as Academic Support in 
the university at-large, and how I can become an integral part of this program to have 
positive eft’ects on the young men who enter our university 

I have particularly appreciated the atmosphere of collaboration among the Academic 
Staff for Football (Cynthia, Jenny and myself) I feel valued as a productive member 
of this team as we continually seek to provide the best programs to guide our football 
student-athletes to become successful adults Under this team approach, we are better 
able to promote student accountability, efficiently run programs, and provide 
comprehensive academic services for our student-athletes We continually assess 
student needs and evaluate current programs to ensure we are meeting those needs I 
am excited about the direction of Academic Support for Football, and am pleased to 
have become a part of this team and the Academic Support Program for Student- 
Athletes at UNC 
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INTRODUCTION 

I am pleased to review the past year’s accomplishments of the Academic Support 
Program Overall, we enjoyed many successes within a) our student-athlete’s academic 
pefi’onnances b) within our staffing and c) within the academic programs that we ofi’ered 
The following will detail each of these areas 

STAFF 

Three new staff members were added to the Academic Support Staffthis past year: 

Mary Bmnk replaced                  (who resigned her position in June to transfer 
with her husband to LSU) as Academic Counselor and Coordinator of Scholarships & 
Awards Mary Brunk had most recently interned for both Wake Forest’s and Elon’s 
Academic Support Program’s In addition to         departure,              ourpart- 
time learning specialist for Olympic Sport’s completed her Master’s Program and moved 
tbrward seeking full-time employment      was replaced by Mary Willingham Mary 
had worked at The Hill Center in Durham and in Orange County public schools as a 
Learning Specialist before joining our staff 

In addition to the changes in personnel we also created a new Assistant Director position 
for Men’s Basketball Wayne Walden had worked for the Academic Support Program 
and with the Men’s Basketball team at Kansas for nearly fifteen years Wayne followed 

Coach Williams here to work in the same capacity In addition to Wayne’s duties with 
Men’s Basketball he also counsels the Men’s and Women’s Swimming and Diving 
teams 

All three staff members were able to start with the program by the beginning of the new 

academic year, which was crucial to having a smooth transition for our student-athletes 
After eight months in their respective positions, I’m glad to report that they are all doing 
well and working effectively with their student-athletes 

PROFESSIONAL AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT 

This past year I participated in the National Consortium tbr Academics and Sports in 
Orlando, Florida I also plan to attend the Drive-In Counselor Conference at NC State 
University as well as the National Association of Academic Advisors for Student- 
Athletes Convention in Indianapolis, Indiana in June Many members of the staff 
participated in professional development activities as well and they are outlined in their 
individual reports 

In an effort to promote staff" development I arranged for two development activities this 
year The first was to break the staf’f up into discussion groups and have them read the 
book A 5’~ason ojLijb by Jeffi-ey Mal~ The book details the academic and leadership 



principles that a high school football coach shares with his team during a season I felt 
the book/discussion groups gave the staff an opportunity to interact on both a social and 
professional level; discussing ideas and theories from the book and how they might apply 

to our student population The second activity is a Learning Disability Seminar to be 
presented by staff members Jenny Olson and Michelle Nixon in April The program will 
give participants an opportunity to experience what a LD or ADD student experiences in 
the classroom The program will take place at an oil-campus location and lunch will be 
setw-ed This program will give the staffanother opportunity to socialize with each other 
within a structured, professional environment 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes is administratively located in the 
College of Arts and Sciences and is one of several academic support services at the 
university The Faculty Advisory Committee, appointed by the Dean of the College of 
Arts and Sciences, provides me with support and advice in the operation of the program 
I report to the Associate Dean of the College of Arts & Sciences, Fred Clark My liaison 
in Athletics is, John Blanchard, Senior Associate Director of Athletics fbr Student- 
Athlete Se~wices 

Following is an overview of the current structure: 

Director Robert Mercer 
¯ Provide leadership and direction for the entire staff 
¯ Directly responsible for three Associate Directors, two Assistant Directors, two 

and a half Academic Counselors, two and a half Learning Specialist, one 
Administrative Assistant and one graduate intern 

Associate Director Cynthia Reynolds 
¯ Oversees football academic operations 
¯ Directly supervises two full-time learning specialists 

Associate Director Burgess McSwain 
¯ Co-coordinates men’s basketball academic operations 

Assistant Director Marisa Brnardic 
¯ Academic Counselor for six Olympic sport teams 
¯ Oversees tutorial program 
¯ Directly supe~wises two academic counselors, one part-time learning specialist, 

one intern and all tutors and study hall monitors 
¯ Oversees daily operation of the Academic Support Center in my absence 

Assistant Director Wayne Walden 
¯ Co-coordinates men’s basketball academic operations 
¯ Academic Counselor for two Olympic sport teams 

Academic Counselor Kym Orr 
¯ Counselor for six Olympic sport teams 
¯ Coordinates the Academic Team Captains Program 



Academic Counselor Ma~T Bmnk 
¯ Counselor for seven Olympic sport teams 
¯ Coordinates all Scholarships & Awards 

Academic Counselor (part time) Jan Boxill 
¯ Counselor for women’s basketball 

Learning Specialist for Football Jenny Olson 
Learning Specialist for Football Michelle Nixon 
Learning Specialist for Olympic Sports (part-time) Ma~N Willingham 
Administrative Assistant Doug Roberts 
C~-aduat e Intern 

In total, we have nine full time and two part time professional staff members It remains 
a goal fbr me to create another full-time learning specialist position fbr the Olympic sport 
teams (alleviating the need for a part-time learning specialist) 

STUDENT-ATHLETE ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

The number of academic scholarships and awards earned by our student- athletes every 
year is a direct reflection of the talent and dedication of the student athletes that we 
recruit at UNC It is also reflects the organization and dedication of the Academic 

Support Program staff and in particular, Mary Bmnk This year Ma~T picked up where 
Rachel left off and seamlessly administered the scholarship and awards program MalN 
used her contacts within our department and created new ones outside the department to 
develop a strong pool of candidates for all of our scholarship and award opportunities 
Further, MatN created several bulletin boards within our center to both recognize and 
celebrate the winners 

Below is a brief description of some of the accomplishments, awards and scholarships 
earned this past year by our student-athletes: 

¯ 286 earned a 3 0 or higher for the Fall semester, 2003 
¯ 247 earned cumulative GPA’s of a 3 0 or higher for the Fall semester, 2003 
¯ 143 were on the Fall semester, 2003 Dean’s List 

Individual Recipients 



NEW ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM ACTIVITIES 

We have added a number of academic programs and selwices to our program this year I 
am happy to highlight four new initiatives below: 

¯ Academic & Administrative Partnering 
¯ Progress Toward Degree Meetings 
¯ Learning Skills and Review Sessions 
¯ On-Line Progress Reports 

Academic & Administrative Partnering 

In an ePi’ort to communicate more effectively with other academic units, provide more 
services to our student-athletes, and to more unify our student-athletes’ academic 
experience, I am continually emphasizing to my staff the importance of partnering with 
other academic and administrative units In cooperation with Carolyn Cannon, Dean of 
the Advising Programs, we have arranged for Beth Jordan, Assistant Director of the 
Advising Programs, to attend our regularly-scheduled staffmeetings and staff 
development activities Beth serves as a resource for our staff and student-athletes, to 
develop a better understanding of the issues their office may have with our student 
population and to help her staff understand the unique issues that our student-athletes 
have Dean Cannon, Corey Holliday and I have expanded this partnering to include Matt 
Yager, Assistant Director of the Advising Programs, who also attends some of our staff 
functions and (more importantly) advises a pre-designated population of football players 

Progress Toward Degree Meetings 

With the new NCAA Progress Toward Degree requirements and the vitalness of ensuring 
that each of our student-athletes were aware of their institutional progress toward degree, 
our staff set an ambitious goal to meet with every student-athlete; approximately seven 
hundred and fifty student-athletes In the fall we started meeting with seniors then 
juniors, then sophomores (Freshmen were met with on a continual basis) In the 
meetings we provided each student with a major worksheet, eligibility worksheet and a 



graduation/eligibility plan I am happy to report that alter the fall semester we had met 
with all but sixty three of our student athletes (all of whom we have continued to tin to 

meet with this semester) 

Learning Skills and Review Sessions 

The method of tutoring our student athletes changed during the course of the year In an 
attempt to improve the effectiveness of our tutoring selwices, we departed fiom offering 
traditional one-on-one tutoring and instead sought to again develop partnerships with 
academic departments We asked for their help in identifying teaching assistants or 
outstanding upperclassmen who would be capable of teaching review sessions to large 
groups of our students 

Making use of the new student-athlete database, developed by Student Athlete Services, 
we were able to group students by their course and section number We then contacted 
the students and offered them the opportunity to come in for various review sessions that 
were scheduled accordingly to the course’s test schedule Several of these review 
sessions were also offered to the general student population in an eft’ort to mainstream 
our student-athletes and to "demystify" our services Further, Mary Willingham worked 
with the English Composition Department, the Writing Center, and The Division of 
Student Affairs to develop an on-going workshop to help our English I 0 students better 
understand citations and other rules associated with writing research papers This 
program was oft’ered to both football tbeshmen and Olympic sport athletes 

Online Progress Reports 

In making an effort to improve our return rate on progress reports we chose to use the 
new database to deliver online faculty/progress reports Faculty received a letter tbom me 
explaining the new reporting system They were to then connect online to a secure web 
site which listed only the student athletes in their classes They could then report grades 
and make comments online Unfortunately, it is clear to me that I over-estimated the 
faculty’s comfort level with email and the internet Numerous emails tbom f~culty either 
questioning the need, security, or ease of operation of this program led me to believe that 
this may be an idea ahead of its time Consequently, we have suspended sending 
progress reports online until a summer committee can evaluate the effectiveness of this 
program (As an aside, I do believe the University will move to an online reporting 
method for progress reports in the near future) 

With the exception of online reporting, these aforementioned new programs are proving 
themselves to be valuable I appreciate my staff’s willingness to always seek and 
consider new methods for improving our department’s effectiveness 

CONCLUSION 

As I’ve moved through this year I have realized that my personal mission for the 
Academic Support Program is based in my philosophy that our students, our staft~ the 



athletic department and the University benefit when we are consistently partnering with 
other academic and administrative departments within the University The best result of 
this philosophy is that our students have one University experience and that the 
University community gains an increased appreciation for the value of our students and 

our program 

I am satisfied with the current state of the Program, and I look forward to the upcoming 
year to build on this year’s accomplishments With this in mind, I have as two main 
priorities that will guide my work: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Develop a mission statement that is communicated to all stafl~ student- 
athletes, parents, coaches, and members of the University community 
Continue to partner our setwices with other academic and administrative unit 
so our student-athletes will have the one University experience that is my 
personal mission 
Increase the University’s knowledge and appreciation of our Program as well 
as an understanding of our mission 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 

2003-2004 
Cynthia R. Reynolds 

Associate Director 
Academic Coordinator for Football 

1. TEAM 

Team # of 
Students 

Scholarship 85 

Non- 43 
Scholarship 

Total 128 

Overall Comments: 
This year has been a very challenging year for my staffand me A few of the statistics 
associated wkh the entering 2003 scholarship class are as follows: 

Academic Index ** SAT** 
20 <200 10 < 900 
2 200 8 > 900 but < 1000 

I 237 4 > 1000 but < II00 
> ]100 

(**Includes 2 January 2004 admits) 

At the end of the Fall 2003 semester, 14/21 of the scholarship students had < 2 00, I I of 
which had<180 Seven (7) had> 200 
There were 3 freshmen who appealed in December 2003 for re-admittance in January 
2004 All three had academic indexes of<l 50 and SAT’s of<930 All three were 
readmitted 
Although numbers do not indicate how well a student may perform in the long run, I 
knew that the support needed for this class, pa~icularly for their Ibeshmen year must be 
comprehensive, consistent, and intensive The structure of study table, the review and 
tutoring sessions and the role of the skills and learning specialists of the football support 
program that we are developing is explained in the End-of-Year Reports by Jenny Olson 



and Michelle Nixon, my Learning specialists and support staff ]-he academic 
expectations of the students, by my staffand me, are clear and consistent We must 
continue to build and reinforce the skills necessary to be successful at Carolina 
During the fall, my staffand I met with Coach Bunting and his staffon Thursday 
mornings to discuss the academic side of the students I had additional meetings with 
Coach Bunting on a per needed basis Corey Holliday was always present at those 
meetings We have documented most of the attendance, tardiness, missed appointments 
andbehaviorissuesthroughouttheyear Oneoftheconcernsofthe football staffwas 
they were not being notified of the behavior issues as they occurred These issues were 
usually discussed during the fall meetings, but were not necessarily put in writing for 
documentation Therefore, in the spring semester on a daily basis, all issues related to 
negative behavior were emailed and usually discussed with Corey Holliday, the academic 
liaison for Coach Bunting I do not know how Corey disseminated this information, but 
all correspondence from my staffhas been detailed, accurate and timely 
Communication is getting better between football and my stafl~ but it still needs 
improvement 
In August 2003, we hired Michelle Nixon, a new learning specialist for football Rather 
than hire another advisor, I felt we needed more support with students who have learning 
disabilities and/or Attention Deficit Disorder as well as the students who are committee 
cases and are considered academically at risk Approximately 29% of the scholarship 
football students have a Learning Disability Overall, approximately 45% of the football 
team has been a committee case The amount of time and resources needed to 
accommodate and support these types of students continues to grow 

2. ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

a. Weekly Scheduled or Drop-in Meetings 

Team Per 
Semester 

Football 25- 
35 

Comments: 
During the Fall 2003 semester, my time was needed to help train and supetwise a 

new employee as well as set up the structure of study table Since Jenny had been a 
member of my staff for a year, she was aware of how I wanted study table, tutoring and 



the review sessions to be setup As ! need to have a presence for the fieshmen, ! split my 
time between meeting with this class and the upperclassmen I met with upperclassmen 
on a per needed basis as issues, problems, or concerns arose These issues consisted of 
scheduling, faculty communication, tutoring setwices needed, honor court violations, 
study table requirements and graduation discussions among others I also met with 
particular upperclassmen that had low GPA’s or had other issues that affected their 
academic progress I met with them every couple weeks to see how they were handling 
their class load and academic expectations 

In the spring semester, I met with several students at least once a month to monitor their 
progress Although some of them utilized the tutoling setwices provided, many did not 
despite not doing well in classes As I have no "hammer" to force them to seek tutoring, 
I could only continue to develop a relationship with them in which they hopefully see my 
continued insistence for them to seek help as one of concern and caring Many must also 

learn the "hard way" for them to take 
advantage of the support program 

b. Structured Study 

Freshmen were required to have 8-10 of mandatory study table hours The Fall 
2003 study hours were Sunday, 7:30-9:30pm, Monday -Thursday, 12:30-2:00 These did 
not include hours at the university Writing or Learning Center The spring 2004 semester 
hours were Sunday, 7-9 and Monday through Thursday 1:15 3:00 For more details 
regarding what the set-up of the study table hours entailed refer to Jenny or Michele’s E- 
O-Y report There were some study hour exceptions based on the students’ individual 
cases During spring ball, hours decreased or were flexed due to the time commitment 
for football 

c. "Drop-In" Student Meetings 
This year, like last year, many of my student contacts were drop-ins Although I 
meet with numerous students per week, most were scheduled with specific issues 
in mind Jenny and Michelle meet with most of the at-risk students, but on a 
regular basis I needed to follow-up with student meetings that supported what my 
staff was doing, both in their individual meetings as well as issues related to study 

table I also met with approximately 5 of the freshmen students who did not need 
as much individual attention as others that were assigned to Jenny and Michelle I 
have tried to provide a consistent advising model and relationship in the 
Academic Support Program, which will help to build trust and confidence in the 
students Therefore, I have had an open door policy and have tried to be in my 

office as much as possible as I continue to build those relationships I have seen a 
dramatic increase fi-om last year to this year in the number of upperclassmen who 
regularly stop by the office for advice and to ask questions regarding their classes, 
majors, registration, career issues, graduate school, as well as other issues that 
affect their academic and personal lives They are becoming more pro-active with 
our relationship, rather than reactive, which has alleviated many of the problems 
from the prior year 



d. Monitoring of Continuing Eligibility 
The monkoring of continuing eligibility is consistent with the other academic 

advisors as determined by the Director, Robert Mercer and Susan Maloy, Academic 
Compliance I keep individual files on each student that contain the following: 
continuing eligibility form, major worksheet, advising comment form, semester 
transcript, and any other pertinent paperwork, emails, or other communication regarding 
the individual student Meetings each semester with Susan Maloy provide a review of 
their status In addition, progress reports are sent to Professors twice a semester for their 
feedback, comments and grades to-date These reports are summarized and updated 
weekly in another report form and provided to the head and position coaching staff for 
their information I am increasing the number of f~aculty contacts, both email and phone 
calls, to develop more relationships across campus Hopefi311y this will increase the 
communication in a more timely manner so IF there are any issues that faculty are 
concerned about, they will feel more comfortable calling or emailing me right away 
rather than waiting for progress reports to be sent out 

3. PROGRAMS 
Guest Coaching: Although the organization of the program dramatically 

improved, the issues related to having a smooth running program still exists I sent out 
letters in July to invite faculty to specific games as a guest coach Some were able to 
commit at that time but most were not The issues were related to teaching obligations, 
travel times, last minute meetings, exam schedules, lack of interest, as well as personal 
(health) Some could not commit that far ahead ofthe academic year The inability to 
have the faculty committed ahead of time, at times led to last minute scrambling for a 
guest coach Ahhough I will continue to nurture relationships and try and get 

commitments ahead of time, I understand that there will be these issues which are 
unavoidable 

The Mastering College Program for Football: Supervision and input into the 
program being developed by Jenny and Michelle I want them to continue to improve the 
necessary support se~w-ices that are needed for the student profile that is being admitted 
into UNC With my 1 8 years of experience and their educational background in working 
with high risk students, we will continue to improve this program, by learning from other 

top notch programs and professional development in this field Jenny and Michelle have 
done an exceptional job in their brief time at Carolina 

Other programs associated with Football are the Academic Day, Recruiting and 
other requested formal or informal "talks/programs" with football related activities 

Depending on staffavailability, we are all responsible and participate in these events 

5. OTItER ACTMTI~S 
In the position of Associate Director of the Academic Support Program, I 

supervise 2 professional staffmembers and act on behalf of the Director as needed I also 
have direct input and supe~wision of tutors that were hired specifically for the needs of the 
football student-athletes I hold weekly meetings with my staffmembers to discuss 
problems, academic performance, behavioral issues and ways to improve the services we 
provide I meet with tutors regularly to discuss progress as well as any problems that 
need to be addressed We also meet, as a staPi; with tutors who are teaching review 
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sessions to give input and direction to those sessions We also meet with the coaching 
staff on a regular basis to discuss many of the issues stated above 

Recruiting for football is a yearlong process Unofficial and official visits are 
conducted from the start of the school year and continue throughout a 12-month period 
Most unofficial visits begin in September during the football season, ending in November 

when official weekend recruiting begins The official recruiting season ends in Febma~N 

at signing day There is a short lull and unofficial visits begin again Recruiting is a 12- 
month expectation, not only for coaches, but also for support staff Almost every 
weekend from September through February is an established recruiting period 
Involvement can require attendance from Friday afternoon through Saturday night dinner 
There are other weekends after gebma~N that require a time commitment for recruiting 
For example, "Junior Day" is an organized weekend recruiting event that happens in 
March Other weekends as needed by Coach Bunting and his staffare determined 
throughout the spring and summer 

Other activities are organized team meetings to discuss academic issues, weekly 
meetings with the entire coaching staff and other events that promote the football 
program I will also hold briefinfurmational meetings with fieshmen and their parents 
during the summer at night I contact every incoming scholarship and preferred walk-on 
student once they have been admitted to discuss their upcoming year, answer questions 

they may have or direct them to the resources they need for their future at Carolina 
Communication is ongoing throughout the summer until camp begins in August 

6. COMMENTS/CONCLUSION 
The number of students who had less than a 200, particularly freshmen, increased 

at the end of the Fall 2003 semester Although this is disappointing, it is not a surprise 
based on the profile of the freshman class If the number of total committee cases 

remains constant or increases on an annual basis, I expect that we will continue to have 
the overall gpa’s reflect this trend Although we will continue to t~?¢ and improve the 
support se~Mces to help our students, the academic deficits and lack of academic 
preparedness of the student-athletes with this profile present significant challenges 

Typically these students do not become self-regulated learners (ie develop the necessary 
skills and competencies to be successful at Carolina) in one academic year Therefore 
with each entering class of this similar profile the demand on the staffand resources 
quickly becomes compounded The implications of the aforementioned factors create 
significant concern about the realistic possibility to make satisfiactory degree progress and 
have a meaningful undergraduate academic experience 

I will continue to develop more and better relationships with university 
depa~ments, f~culty and staff; become more visible and active in my role, not only as the 
football academic coordinator, but as the associate director in the academic support unit 

I hope to se~e on university committee’s if possible, improve the guest coaching 
program, examine and continually improve, with my outstanding star7 s input, the 
football support program in the Academic Center This will also lead to better services 
for the student-athlete at Carolina as the entire academic staffcontinues to improve and 

share ideas and suggestions for the overall effectiveness and success of the Academic 

Support Program for Student-Athletes 
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To: Robert Mercer 

From: Burgess McSwain 

Date: April 5, 2004 

Subject: Annual Report 

ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

I have worked wkh the Men’s Basketball fbr over twenty-five years and during that time I 

have worked closely with the students concerning their academic program and progress 

This year I again continued to provide academic counseling to each of our students My 

fbcus was, as it always is, on our fbeshmen but I spent a significant number of hours with 

all the students 

My counseling eftbrts centered mainly in strategies fbr addressing the demands of their 

individual courses With the small number of students I have to work with I can provide 

individual attention to them I work with some of the students each and eve~3z day I 

have all of the students keep a calendar of their assignments I also keep a master 

calendar of their assignments It is ve~3z important that our students stay current in their 

classes because of’the hectic schedule they must keep during both semesters 

REQUIRED STUDY 

We so not have a required Study Hall but required each student to meet a certain number 

of’hours of’supetw-ised study each week The time fluctuated with their schedule and 

even, at times, the nights Study takes place at the dorm, library, or at the Smith Center, 

depending on the schedule 
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TUTORING 

The students took advantage of the full array of tutoring services that the program oilers, 

however, Catherine Frank, Janet Huffsteler, Wayne Walden, and I did much of it 

Catherine and Janet are excellent tutors and are a big reason why our students have been 

so successful in the classroom 

II. SUMMER SCHOOL 

This past summer we again brought the freshman in for summer school We brought our 

incoming freshmen to campus second session I was very much against the idea when it 

began but it proved to be one of the best things we have never done They each took two 

courses (six hours) Having the fieshmen here without the responsibilities of basketball 

allowed them to concentrate fully on academics and I think helped them a great in 

adjusting to a full Fall schedule which included learning how to balance academic 

responsibilities and basketball responsibilities 

RECRUITING 

I have been involved in the recruiting of prospective students to the University I have 

met with the prospective student and his parent(s) and informed them of our academic 

support system and how it works 
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ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 

2003-2004 
Marisa J. Brnardic, Assistant Director 

I. TEAMS 

Team # of # of 
Students Students 
{FALL) {SPRING) 

M-Golf 15 15 

W-Soccer 29 29 

Softball 21 21 

Rowing) 48 43 
W-Tennis 10 10 

Volleyball 15 15 

Total (s) 138 135 

2. ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

a. Weekly Meetings 

Team # Fall # Spring 
2002 2003 

M-Golf 

W-Soccer 
Softball 

Rowing 
W-Tennis 

Volleyball 
25 116 Total(s) 

Comments: I held weekly meeting appointments with (25) students during the fall and 
(16) during the spring Meeting topics varied from week to week depending upon what I 
thought the student needed to focus on at the time Most meetings focused on time 
management and test taking skills, academic study plans (ie meeting with tutors and 
professors) and grade reports I also collected each of the student-athletes course syllabi 

and gave every student a blank calendar and had them fill in their test, projects and paper 
dates This way I knew what their schedules looked like for each week and how they 
planned to use their structured study time and tutors for the week Most meetings lasted 
between 15 to 20 minutes and became a huge pa~ of my day, which allowed me to better 
understand my student population 
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There were 6 student-athletes with or suspecting a possible learning disability or 
ADD/ADHD that I referred to MatT Willingham (pad-time Learning Specialist) There 
were 3 students who MatT screened and then set up with LD testing between the fall and 
spring semesters She then met with those students on a weekly basis to help coordinate 
their ED testing and work with them on study skills and strategies 

I also held pre-registratio~!academic eligibilky meetings during registration time 
In these meetings I would educate the student-athletes about how the advising system on 

campus works and their academic eligibility progress ~ee monitori~, q/contim~i~ 
eligibilil)’ section D) I met with and counseled between (50-80) student-athletes about 
their schedule of classes for each semester I held individual team meetings one week 
prior to the registration period to explain the grocedures and dates of registration Most 

of my assistance was provided to the fieshman and sophomore population 

My counseling sessions consisted of preparing the students for their advising 
appointments on campus by helping them choose the appropriate classes towards 
graduation each semester I also kept each individuals progress towards graduation on a 
major worksheet, which was helpful to see what classes they still needed to take These 
counseling sessions were also used to help students choose a major depending upon their 
strengths and weaknesses 

b. Structured Study 

Team # Fall # Spring 
2002 2003 

M-Golf 
W-Soccer 
Softball 

Rowing 
W-Tennis 

Volleyball 
Total{s) 25 119 

Comments: All of my first year students (freshman and transfers) were required to 
participate in our structured study program and do six hours per week (excluding 
Rowing) Five of those hours were done in our study lounges and one hour was done 
with meetings with tutors 

Upperclassmen student-athletes were assigned hours if they had a 20 cum gpa 
and below If upperclassmen met this requirement they had to participate in our 
structured study program and do eight hours of structured study per week 

I would create a structured study report each Friday of every week The report 
detailed the student-athlete’s completed hours and weekly meeting artendance Coaches 
would receive a documented report/memo no later than the following Monday afternoon 
Some reports would note how certain students were doing academically 
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c. "Drop-In" Student Meetings 

In conjunction wkh my mandatotT meetings, I encouraged all of my student- 
athletes to come by my off]ce with any questions or concerns Most students who came 
by had questions regarding registration, their majors, tutors, the advising system on 
campus, etc Approximately 60% of my meetings were on a drop-in basis fbr the year 

d. Monitoring of Continuing Eligibility 

This year I helped implement individual academic eligibility meetings by 
developing a form that we used to inform student-athletes of their academic eligibility 
progress both for UNC and NCAA I held individual academic eligibility meetings (20- 
30 rain a session) during the fall semester with apl~roximatelv 110 student-athletes to 
educate them on their academic eligibility status            , our intern assisted me in 
the spring semester to complete the Women’s Rowing team These sessions also doubled 
as advising and registration meetings ~ee aca&,mic co~iseli~, xeclion A) to prepare for 
the upcoming semester These meetings also helped us predict who needed a certain 
number of credit hours for the spring and summer terms to be eligible for next Fall 

Team # Fall # Spring 
2002      2003 

M-Golf 
W-Soccer 
Softball 
Rowing 
W-Tennis 

Volleyball 

Total(s) 110 

I kept an academic/eligibility tracking binder on each team, which contains major 
worksheets, academic histories and eligibility tracking worksheets regarding each 
student-athlete I am responsible for updating these worksheets at the end of each 
semester and making sure each student-athlete is accurately progressing towards 
graduation while complying with all UNC and NCAA standards I had a meeting each 
semester with Susan Maloy, Director of Eligibility to go over each individual student to 
make sure all the pape~vork was correct 

One of the most important aspects of my job is to send out progress reports on 
those student-athletes who I felt needed to be monitored closely, in particular all 
freshman This year we were able to send these reports via email twice a semester 
However, since this was a new process of sending them we didn’t seem to get a high 
volume of return Therefore, I would personally email faculty to get a better estimate of 
certain student’s academic progress I would instantly contact my student-athletes and 
their professor(s) if I received a report that showed poor performance and/or attendance 
in a certain class I strongly encouraged my students to meet with their professor(s) to 
find a way to improve their performance in the class 
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I recorded all progress report grades on an excel spreadsheet weekly and send 
each coach an updated version every 2-3 weeks throughout the semester This way 
coaches had some sense of how their student-athletes were peribrming during various 
parts of the semester Final grades and cumulative GPA’s were generated fiom these 
same spreadsheets alter all final grades are reported 

3. PROGRAMS 

Tutor/Structured Stu@ Coordinator 

My duties included being the Tutor/Structured Study Coordinator and this year 
our center employee approximately 25 tutors, 5 study hall monitors, and 2 computer lab 
monitors Our tutoring hours were fiom 12-2pm, Monday and Wednesdays (Math, 
English and Foreign Language) and 7:30-9:30pm, Sunday-Thursday (General College 
subjects) 

All of our tutors attended a I 1/2 tutor training session at the beginning of the fall 
semester I facilitated the presentation which included Learning Skills Specialists, 
Michelle Nixon and Jenny Olson, Assistant Dean of Students Dave Gilbert, and Director 
of the Writing Center Kimberly Abels Topics covered were the Honor Court, tutor 
responsibilities, expectations, plagiarism, and learning skills Director of Eligibility, 
Susan Maloy also provided NCAA training to all tutors 

At the end of each semester we conducted an evaluation of our tutoring program 
that approximately 100 students and 23 tutors participated in I then used the evaluations 
to produce a comprehensive report that shows the areas were we excel and need to 
improve 

Our structured study program was monitored by 5 nightly monitors who kept the 
building secure and quiet for a studying environment Our facility was open fiom 7- 
10pm for nightly studying time and computer lab usage 

First Year Enrichment Program (’oordinator 

Coordinating the First Transition Prodam along with Kym Orr, we tried to design 
the program to assist a select group of freshman become oriented to UNC and develop 
strong academic skills to ease the transition from high school to college Approximately 
60-70 students participated in this program The First Year Transition Program was 
held on Monday evenings through the month of September and guest speakers topics 
ranged from study skills, learning styles, honor court, and getting to know your 
professors At the end of the semester we gave the students the chance to do evaluate the 
programs and then we put together an evaluation report to see what we needed to work on 
for next year 
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4. OTHER ACTMTIES 

Stqff Supervision 

As Assistant Director I was responsible for the supelw-ision of(I) intern, (3) 
counselors, (25) tutors and (5) study hall monitors This supervision experience is 
always one of the most challenging pa~s of my job and something that continues to add 
invaluable experience to my professional career My direction and supervision for my 
staff included continued training for new counselors with a standing appointment once 
per week I supervised their day to day work and lead a staffmeeting which I created an 
agenda for each week 

Also, my duties included covering the Academic Center and assuming the role of 
Director if the Director was not present This included facilitating extended staff 
meetings and responding to administrative questions from stafl~ coaches and athletics 
administration 

Recruiting 

I met with approximately (35) recruits between the fall and spring semesters 
These meetings would be on an individual or group basis (some parents included) and 
would last no more than 20 to 30 minutes I discussed with them what se~w-ices and 
programs we oiler in the Academic Center and their current academic interests and 
status After answering any questions or concerns the recruit might have, I would tour 
the recruit/family through our facility pointing out all of the important areas 1 
encouraged all recruits to contact me if they had any questions after they lett 

Stq[f Development 
I participated in the staffreading and discussing the book "A Season of Life" 

Atter being divided into smaller discussion groups we were given the book to read over 
the holiday season We then met with our smaller group for a 2 hour session that gave 
us the opportunity to have staff discussion about how the book parallels our profession 
It also allowed us as a staffto share dift’erent ideas about working with students 

I will be pa~icipating in a LD workshop that staff members Jenny Olson and 
Michelle Nixon will be conducting at the end of April 

Team Meetings 

I conducted academic team meetings at the beginning of the spring and fall 
semesters to outline major academic highlights of the up coming semester and announce 
important dates and eligibility information I would also send my coaches updates of any 
important workshops, dates or up coming events throughout the year 

Registration 

During registration time I was responsible for passing along all registration 
information to the staff This year I arranged for Beth Jordan fiom Arts & Sciences to 
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come to our staff meeting to go over any new registration polices I then devised a 
registration handout that briefly explained all the policies to give out to staff and our 
student-athletes 

Each semester I would register for our traveling/competing students who were 
unable to register themselves due to athletic competition I would send a memo that 
listed each student-athlete and their competition to Dean Clark’s office for approval each 
week of registration 

6. COMMENTS/CONCLUSION 

Eve~3z year continues to be a brand new learning experience I look fox.yard to the 
future and taking on additional challenges and responsibilities in my professional career 
I believe this year has been a year of advancement with the addition of new programs and 
staff members 
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ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 2003-04 
WAYNE WALDEN 

1. Teams 

Team # of Students 
Men’s Basketball 16 
Men’s Swimming & Diving 32 
Women’s Swimming & Divin~ 3 I 
Total 79 

2. Academic Counseling 

A. Weekly Meetings 
During the f~ll semester, I met weekly with the freshmen student-athletes in men’s 

basketball I also held regular meetings with the 21 freshmen on the men’s and 
women’s swimming and diving programs Seven of these students met on a weekly 
basis to begin the semester and then we met every other week after midterms The 
remaining fourteen students met with me usually every two or tha-ee weeks 
Each of the freshmen filled out a calendar at the beginning of the semester which 
contained test and quiz dates, due dates for papers, etu With most of the freshmen, I 
spent several weeks developing some time management strategies and discussed 
some basic study skills strategies as well These meetings were also used to monitor 
their academic progress and to discuss any other transition issues that they may have 
encountered 

Also during the fall semester, I met with the sophomores and juniors on the 
basketball team on a regular basis before or after tutoring sessions either at the Smith 
Center or Kenan Fieldhouse Each of these students also filled out a semester 

calendar and the general nature of these meetings was to ensure that they had the 
appropriate tutoring appointments set up for the upcoming week and that they were 
prepared for upcoming assiguments, tests, etu 

During the spring semester, I met weekly with tha-ee of the freshmen on the men’s 
swimming and diving team who were academic concerns I also met with seven of 
the fieshmen on the men’s and women’s teams every other week 
During the spring semester for men’s basketball, I communicated with the scholarship 
student-athletes on a weekly basis to ensure proper tutoring appointments were set up 
and tasks were being completed on fime Sometimes these were regular meetings in 
my office and other times they were short meetings before or after tutoring sessions 
I would certainly prefer to have more scheduled, structured meetings with my 
students, especially the fbeshmen I had much fewer of these meetings than I have in 

the past because of the office location and the extra time required by the students to 
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B. Structured Study 

Men’s Swimmin~ and Divin~ 
Women’s Swimming and Diving 

Fall Sprin~ 

During the fall semester, seven of the tbeshmen on the swimming and diving teams 
were required to spend six hours each week at the Academic Center in a combination of 
independent study sessions and tutoring sessions These hours could be spent any time 
during the day or evening that the Academic Center was open Three of these fieshmen 
were required to spend eight hours each week at the Academic Center during the spring 
semester 

For men’s basketball, required study hours were determined individually and ahnost 
all of these hours were required with tutors The tutoring sessions occurred at Kenan 
Fieldhouse and the Smith Center On some occasions, I would assign some independent 
study hours to a student to do some required work outside of tutoring sessions For this 
population, I believe that the most effective strategy is individual tutoring 

C. Rellistration and Drop-In Student Meetimls 
During the fall and spring semesters, I met with almost all of my student-athletes to 

discuss courses for the upcoming semester During these meetings, we would also 
discuss eligibility standards and progress towards graduation In addition to these 
meetings, I also had many drop-in meetings during the course of the year to answer 
questions and discuss various issues 

D. Monitoring of Continuing Eligibility 
During the academic year, I completed an academic major worksheet for each of my 

student-athletes Even though worksheets had previously been maintained on continuing 
students before I arrived, I chose to complete new ones as a means to learn the degree 
requirements at UNC I also met with Susan Maloy, Director of Certification, during the 
spring semester to review each student’s academic progress 

In addition to monitoring progress towards a degree, it is also important to monitor the 
academic progress of students in their current courses Our oPiSce sends progress reports 
on selected students twice during each semester to their instructors This is supplemented 
by self-reported information by the students and other contact that I might have with 
instructors about the progress of these students I then compile this information and 

fo~w~-ard it to the coaches 

3. OTHER ACTIVITIES 

A. Recruiting 
One of my responsibilities as an academic counselor is to assist my coaches in the 

recruiting process For the swimming and diving programs, this assistance involved 
visiting with prospective student-athletes and their parents during their official campus 
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visits and corresponding via e-mail to answer questions that they may have about degree 
programs For men’ s basketball in addition to the above duties, my responsibilities also 

include evaluating transcripts of prospects, serving as a liaison to the OftSce of 
Admissions, and communicating with high school counselors regarding the eligibility 

status of the prospects 

B. Long-Term Degree Plans 
I have always found it helpful to construct a long-term degree plan with a student after 

they have decided on a major While this long-term plan is always subject to change, it 
does give the student an idea of how many hours will be required each semester in order 

to graduate and how much summer school will be necessary to graduate on time I met 
with many of the current juniors and some sophomores on my teams to map out their 
remaining semesters I will normally have long-term degree plans in place for every 
junior and senior on my teams 

C. Other Possible Selves Exercise 
During the spring semester, I have used the "Other Possible Selves Exercise" with 

nine of the freshmen This exercise is done over several weeks and causes the student to 
develop some goals athletically, academically, and personally for their career at UNC and 
then to determine some character qualities that they would like to develop and some 
achievements that they would like to accomplish during their lives It also causes them to 
think about some career alternatives which will hopefully help them in selecting a major 
One goal of the exercise is that the student would be able to write a mission statement for 
their life after completing the tasks 

D. Tutoring 
I was involved in tutoring some of the student-athletes on the basketball team during 

the course of the year I was also involved in hiring some tutors to work with students 
in math, geology, political science and English I coordinated the meeting times for these 
tutoring sessions Many of the tutoring sessions for the basketball student-athletes are 
conducted by Burgess McSwain, Janet Huffstetler, and Catherine Frank who have been 
working with the students for a number of years Burgess has coordinated Janet and 
Catherine’s schedule 

4. Conclusion 

As I complete my first year at UNC, I can certainly say that I have experienced a lot 
of new things I cannot compare it to my last 15 years at Kansas because there are so 
many differences between the academic support programs at the two schools My 
first year has been focused mainly on familiarizing myself with requirements, 
procedures, policies, etc I believe that I have established some good contacts in 
various depa~ments and I look fbrward to establishing others as I get to know more 
people I plan to do a lot of evaluation during the summer months and look fbrward 
to a very careful reflection of the past year 
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ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 

2003-2004 
Mary Brunk 

TEAMS 

Team # of Students 
Baseball 35 
Field Hockey 22 
Women’s Golf 7 
Men’s Lacrosse 48 
Women’s Lacrosse 28 
Men’s Fencing 40 
Women’s Fencing 3 I 
Total 211 

2. ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

a. Weekly Meetings 

Team 

Baseball 

Field Hockey 
Women’s Golf 

Men’s Lacrosse 
Women’s Lacrosse 
Men’s Fencing 

Women’s Fencing 
Total{s) 

# Fall 
2003    # Spring 2004 

36 16 

Comments: 

During the fall semester, each fieshman was required to meet with me on a weekly basis 
These weekly meetings lasted approximately 20 minutes each In the Pall, I held 
mandatot2¢ weekly meetings with thirty-six student-athletes fiom five teams; in the 
spring, my weekly meetings numbered 16 While I did meet with fieshmen and some 
upperclassmen in the fall, I met with just one upperclassmen in the spring This overall 
decrease in the number of weekly meetings was based on the individuals’ fall semester 
per[’ormance, the coaches’ decisions to not require a weekly meeting, and the addition of 
Mary Willingham to our staff as a Learning Specialist (who took over weekly meetings 
with my students with ADD/ADHD and/or learning disabilities) 

Based on the specific strengths, weaknesses, and needs of each student/team and the time 
of year (ie registration, exams, etc), the focus of my weekly meetings with student- 
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athletes varied In addition to developing positive working relationships with my 
student-athletes and establishing myself as a resource and "safe" contact point for them, I 
used our time together each week to introduce various skills- test-taking, time 
management, organizational, and communication Those student-athletes who struggled 
academically or developed poor academic habits were given learning strategies and 
oft’ered suggestions to increase the effectiveness of their studying and academic 
performance A common message that I strove to convey to each of the student-athletes 
with whom I met was the wide availability of resources on campus and the importance of 
taking advantage of those resources I also encouraged individuals to develop 
relationships (and recognize the importance of doing so) with people across campus 
whose help they should utilize- professors, tutors, counselors, TA’s, etc Meeting 
individually with these student-athletes allowed me to develop rapport with them while 
maintaining an awareness of their academic progress 

Upon the addition of Mary Willingham to our staff, I was able to refer several of my 
student-athletes to her The individuals ! referred to her were previously diagnosed with 
learning disabilities or in the process of being tested Not having a strong background in 
identifying and working with students with such learning differences, it has been great to 
have Mary Willinghams’s help and expertise Working together as a team, her 
knowledge has also assisted me in learning more about working with these individuals 

b. Structured Study 

Team 

Baseball 
Field Hockey 

Women’s Golf 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Women’s Lacrosse 
Men’s Fencing 

Women’s Fencing 

Total(s) 

# Fall 2003 # Spring 2004 

46 34 

Comments: 

Excluding Fencing, the fi-eshmen on all of my teams were required to attend Study Hall 
in the fall Upperclassmen who did not meet the academic requirements (of our 
depa~ment and/or their coach) were also expected to attend Study Hall (8 hours) "In 
season" teams were required to fulfill 4 hours of Study Hall each week, while "out of 
season teams" were expected to fi~lfill 6 hours each week (The Baseball team was 
required to fi~lfill six hours both semesters per Coach Fox) My student-athletes took 
advantage of our tutors, study skill workshops, and review sessions- in addition to 
structured study All of these options contributed to their study hall hours for the week 
Eve~3z Friday morning I sent each coach a ’~Weekly Report" documenting his/her team’s 

Study Hall hours, use of tutors, and weekly meeting attendance The 
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consequence/enforcement of failing to meet the Study Hall requirements varied by team 
and was lefi to the coaches’ discretion 

c. "Drop-In" Student Meetings 

Throughout the fall and spring semesters, I met regularly with individuals on a "drop in" 
basis I did not establish set hours for these meetings to take place in part because I know 
their schedules are hectic and I want to be available to them when tlmy have time This 
did pose some challenges for me, as I had to be prepared at any time to stop what I was 
doing and shift my focus to their needs Although this approach created more 
interruptions in my schedule, I found that it did work for me (although I will still 
encourage individuals to schedule appointments when they know ahead of time that they 
need to meet with me) The content of these meetings varied, including issues related to 
scheduling, course selection, and registration, available resources to assist them with their 
courses, working with professors, grades, and progress reports I experienced the most 
drop-in meetings leading up to and during registration This is when I did the majority of 
my academic advising 

d. M onitoring of Continuing Eligibility 

Team # of Students # of Students 
(with whom I (who failed to 

met during the meet with me) 
Fall) 

Baseball 
Women’s Golf 
Meffs Lacrosse 
Field Hockey 
Women’s Lacrosse 
Men’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 
Total 181 30 

During the fall semester, I required every one of my 211 student-athletes to have an 
"Eligibility Meeting" with me (Al~roximately 30 individuals failed to fulfill this 
requirement Consequently,            (our intern) held meetings with these student- 
athletes in the spring) Each month was dedicated to one class For example, the seniors 
were to schedule their meetings with me in September, juniors in October, sophomores in 
November, and freshmen in December During these meetings, we reviewed each 
athlete’s NCAA and UNC continuing eligibility (I also used this time to discuss 
registration for the spring semester) I created an academic worksheet for eveW student 
in order to monitor their academic progress and to verify their compliance with the 
eligibility standards During the beginning of the spring semester, I took advantage of 
our oftice’s "Eligibility Day" which allowed me to dedicate an entire day to updating each 
student-athletes file and worksheet Later in the spring, Susan Maloy and I met on three 
occasions in order to review each student’s worksheet, transcript, and SatisfactotT 
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Progress Form Having this opportunity was an important experience for me, as it 
oft’ered a system of checks and balances and time for me to have specific questions 
answered about my student-athletes and their eligibility 

Throughout the year (two times each semester), our office electronically requests 
progress reports on selected students from their professors Unfortunately, the response 
rate has not been as promising as I had hoped As a result, I ofien e-mail professors 
directly in an effort to receive feedback on certain student-athletes about who I am 
concerned Alter entering these grades into Grade Sheets, I contact the coaches of my 
teams and share this information with them I have found that, overall, professors are 
appreciative of my concern for our students and our willingness to follow up with them 
I look fotax-ard to developing relationships with more professors 

3. PROGRAMS Scholarships & Awards 

In addition to my role as an Academic Counselor for several Olympic sports teams, I am 
also the Coordinator for Scholarships and Awards for UNC’s Department of Athletics 
Within this role, I act as the main contact for students, coaches, and administrators 
regarding available scholarship and awards opportunities I also organize and facilitate 
the application process in order to help nominees submit the strongest applications 
possible My primatT responsibilities as the Coordinator for Scholarships and Awards 
are as follows: 

a. Identification and Nominations 

It is my responsibility to identify potential candidates for scholarships and awards 
Although there are recognition opportunities available for student-athletes, coaches and 
administrators within the Department of Athletics, all of the nominees thus far this 
academic year have been student-athletes Upon my identification of these individuals, I 
contact them personally to inquire about their interest in pursuing the opportunity(ies) 
Once the application process is reviewed and explained to the individuals, we work 
together to produce, collect, and submit the necessary application materials (such as 

transcripts, resumes, endorsements, personal statements, etc) The following scholarships 
and awards represent those for which ! assisted in the application process and submitted 
nominations this academic year: 

¯ ACC Jim Tatum Award (Football) 
¯ ACC Top Six for Setw-ice Award 
¯ ACC Weaver-James CorriganHonorary Award 
¯ ACC Weaver-James Corrigan Postgraduate Scholarship 
¯ AII-ACC Academic Football Team 
¯ ACC Futures 
¯ Athletic Director’s Scholar Athlete Awards (UNC) 

i The responsibility for this award was passed on to me this year 
From now on, I will be responsible for initiating the 
nomination process 
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¯ National Football Foundation Scholar Athlete Award 
¯ NCAA Today’s Top VIII Award 

¯ NACDA John McLendon Memorial Minority Postgraduate Scholarship 
¯ NCAA Ethnic Minority and Women’s Enhancement Postgraduate 

Scholarship 
¯ NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship Program (Fall, WinteL Spring Sports) 
¯ NCAA Sportsmanship Award(w/ ) 
¯ NCAA Ethnic Minority and Women’s Internship Program 
¯ Nike Internships 
¯ Socrates Award (w/Dana Gelin) 
¯ NCAA Leadership Conference (w/Cricket Lane) 

¯ William Rand Kenan, Jr Award (UNC) 
¯ Women’s Sports Foundation Internship 
¯ Black Coaches Association Ethnic Minority Postgraduate Scholarship 

Program 
¯ NACMA Postgraduate Scholarship 
¯ Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence in Student Activities and Leadership 

i Jim Tatum Memorial Award 
1 Beginning nent year, I will initiate the process of 

collecting nominations for this award fi-om coaches 

¯ UNC Student Honorary Societies 
i     Order of the Golden Fleece 

During the spring I have had time to do some research in order to find more scholarship 
and awards opportunities Thus far, I have added approximately six opportunities to the 
Scholarships and Awards chart 

In order to more efficiently identify potential scholarship and awards candidates for the 
2004-05 academic year, I will be meeting with Jack Evans, Robert Mercer, Dick 
Baddour, and John Blanchard early in the fall During this time, I hope to establish a core 
group of student-athletes with whom I can contact early on about the opportunities 
available to them 

b. Recipients 

Unfortunately, this year does not appear to have been as successful as last in terms of the 
number of scholarships and awards for which our student-athletes have been recognized 
so far However, I am proud of the individuals who dedicated their time and effort to the 
pursuit of these opportunities and look forward to producing even more recipients next 
year Of the individuals I nominated so far this year, the following have been recognized 
as winners: 
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c. Collaboration with Athletic Communications 

Although much of my contact wkh Athletic Communications has been with Dana Gelin, 
Dave Lohse, Kevin Best, and Steve Kirschner have also offered some assistance over the 
course of the year Dana has been very helpful in providing me with infurmation to 
identify candidates initially and in addition to completing nomination fbrms for our 
candidates My goal in working with their department is two-fold- to obtain necessa~T 
information for applications and to identify and recognize candidates and nominees 
Dana’s knowledge and willingness to help in my eftbrt has been valuable, as she 
recommends individuals to contact, formats and prints STAR Heel News, and updates 
TarHeelBlue corn with our student-athletes’ accomplishments I greatly appreciate her 
assistance and look forward to maintaining and developing my relationship with Dana 

d. STAR HeelNews 

The STAR Heel News continues to be distributed on a monthly basis to specific athletic 
administrators, all head coaches, and the Student Athlete Support Staff Copies of the 
newsletter are also available to students through their coaches and the Scholarships and 
Awards Bulletin Board in the Academic Center The newsletter provides infurmation on 
the fbllowing: upcoming scholarships and awards deadlines, last year’s recipients and 
where they are now, the current year’s winners, and my contact infbrmation, should 
anyone have further inquiries 

e. Bulletin Boards 

Scholarships and Awards Bulletin Board 

In order to promote scholarships and awards opportunities and the successes our student- 
athletes have had, I created a Scholarships and Award Bulletin board in the fbont lobby 
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area that displays pertinent information, such as upcoming deadlines, past and current 
issues of STAR Heel News, the Scholarships and Awards Chart, and photographs of this 
year’s recipients 

Heels in the News Bulletin Board 

In an eftbrt to recognize the athletic accomplishments of our student-athletes, I created a 
second bulletin board in the lobby of the Academic Center On this board, I display 
newspaper clippings, articles, and photographs of the great strides our athletes make I 
update the postings on this board a couple times each week 

f. Information Session 

I held an Informational Meeting on Thursday, October 9, 2003 at 8:00 pm in the 
Academic Center Auditorium This meeting was deigned to provide potential 
scholarships and awards candidates with the necessary information they need to become 
competitive candidates for the opportunities The younger students who were there 
gained insight to what they can do prior to becoming a senior so that they may improve 
their edge The upperclassmen were infbrmed of the opportunities available and steps 
they should take to pursue these opportunities The following topics were covered during 
the meeting: nominations, application components (academic, athletic, ’other’), and the 
Scholarships and Awards Cha~ Cricket Lane and Dana Gelin shared their thoughts 
about the athletic and ’other’ components- how individuals may become involved, who to 
contact for specific information, etc) Attendees at the meeting then took the opportunity 
to ask questions There were approximately 13 student-athletes at the meeting 

g. Collaboration with Office of Distinguished Scholarships 

In September 2003, Cricket Lane and I attended an infbrmation session hosted by the 
Office of Distinguished Scholarships During this session, I learned about the academic 
scholarships our University offers as well as the criteria for each I hope to learn more 
about these opportunities and to identify some of our student-athletes as candidates fbr 
them 

4. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

th From March 9 -12 , 2004 1 attended the American College Counseling Association’s 
National Convention in Biloxi, Mississippi I had the opportunity to network and 
brainstorm with other professionals in the counseling field I also attended sessions that 
provided me with information related to text anxiety counseling, healing messages and 
proverbial counseling, an intervention for female athletes with eating disorders, working 
with students who have not decided upon a major, and strategies for reducing stress I am 
also looking fox.yard to attending a day conference with Jenny Olson on April 22~a, 2004 
at NC State that will allow me to interact with professionals in my specific field of 
student-athlete services I hope to draw from both experiences- counseling-related and 
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athletics-related, in order to improve my work as an Academic Counselor for Student 
Athletes 

5. OTHER ACTMTI~S 

a. Recruiting 

This year, I assisted my assigned teams/coaches in the recruiting process upon their 
recruits’ arrival to campus Meeting with them during the week and on the weekends, 
recruits were ot~en accompanied by their parents and occasionally other family members 
The information I conveyed to them was consistent, whether meeting one-on-one with a 
recruit (such as on an offScial visit) or speaking with a larger group of recruits and their 
families (such as on a Junior Day) I discussed topics ranging fiom my role as their 
Academic Counselor and the available resources within the Academic Center and on 
campus, to the course curriculum and the programs we offer in the Academic Center 
ICollowing this discussion, I had the opportunity to answer questions and address any 
concerns the students or their parents’ voiced Throughout the school year, I met with 
recruits for various teams, including men’s lacrosse {approximately 15), women’s 
lacrosse {approximately 5), field hockey (approximately 20), women’s golf 
(approximately 10), and baseball (approximately 35) 

b. Student Athlete Database 

With Susan Maloy’s assistance, 1 have become comfortable with the use of 
AdmissionPros, a database of all student-athletes at UNC It has been particularly useful 
in tracking progress reports, identifying potential scholarship and awards candidates 
based on GPA, sport, major, etc, and targeting students in the same classes for organized 
study sessions Having the ability to create queries based on specific criteria is very 
useful, and I look forward to using this database even more in the future 

c. Team Meetings 

I met with each of my times at least twice in the Pall and again in the spring My initial 
meeting with each team gave me a chance to introduce myself and the expectations I 
have for my student-athletes I discussed our department’s policies and procedures and 
was able to answer any initial questions that arose My second meeting with each team 
was devoted primarily to registration, including necessary steps each student must take, 
upcoming deadlines, etc 

d. Academic Team Captains 

Throughout the year, I met with my Academic Team Captains on a monthly basis These 
small group meetings allowed us to confer and address any concerns the team captains or 
their teams had This semester, I will be working with my coaches to select new 
Academic Team Captains for the upcoming year I hope to help develop these 
individuals into even more effective liaisons between our oftice and their teams 
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e. Guest Coaching 

This spring, I helped organize a "Guest Coaching Program" for the baseball team The 
winner of an auction at the Rape Crises Center brought her family and fiiends to a game 
vs Florida State They threw out the first pitch, met the coaches and players, and 

received git~s and autographs from the team I am in the process of pursuing an 
opportunity to invite a Guest Coach to another baseball game but am experiencing 
difficulty getting names of possible invites (professors) from the team I hope to delve 
more deeply into Guest Coaching during the next academic year, as it provides professors 
with valuable insight to the commitment of student-athletes I would like to organize the 

experience with Field Hockey as well as baseball next year 

6. COMMENTS/CONCLUSION 

As I near the end of my first academic year as an Academic Counselor, I am excited 

about what I have accomplished and learned; however, I am even more excited about 
improving upon these things- making them better and more effective- in the year ahead 

Devoting much of my time over the past year to "learning the ropes" of UNC, the 
Athletic Department, and our own office, I hope to spend more time in the fi~ture 
connecting myself with individuals and offices across campus I am excited about 
developing closer relationships with the individuals I already know, while initiating new 

ones with less t~amiliar faces In the end, I think this will benefit me and the work I do, in 
addition to the role our office plays within the student-athlete population and on campus 
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ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 

2003-2004 
KYM N. ORR 

I. TEAMS 

Team # of 
Students 

IH. Men’s 44 
Track & 
Field/Cr 
oss 
Country 

Men’s 33 
Wrestling 

Men’s Soccer 25 

Men’s Tennis 13 
Women’s 16 

Gymnastics 
Women’s Track 
and Field/Cross 43 
Country 

Total (s) 174 

2. ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

a. Weekly Meetings 

Team # Fall # Spring 
2003 2004 

Men’s Track & 

Field/Cross 

Country 

Men’s Wrestling 

Mell~s Soccer 

Gymnastics 

Women’s Track 

& Field/Cross 

Country 

Total(s) 37 18 



Comments: Over the past year I have been monitoring the academic progress of student 
athletes tbr 6 Olympic Sport teams as it relates to UNC, NCAA eligibility and degree 
completion At the beginning of the Fall and Spring semester, I hold meetings with each 
of my teams to discuss the Academic Support Center’s policies and procedures and my 
role as academic counselor My weekly meetings were composed of students who were 
required to meet with me based on either their academic profile from high school or past 
peribrmance as an upperclassman at UNC We discussed various study strategies, time 
management as well as progress in their current classes Student-athletes also discussed 
personal issues that may have affected their academic performance I also communicated 
with each of my coaches on a weekly basis to discuss each student-athlete’s academic 

progress and other pertinent information along with submitting weekly reports to them 
Over the past year, I established a standard with each one of my teams that was supported 

by the coaches, "Athletic participation is tied directly to academic performance" 

b. Structured Study 

Team # Fall # Spring 
2003 2004 

Men’s Track & 
Field/Cross 
Country 
Men’s Wrestling 
Mell~s Soccer 
Mell~S Tennis 

Gymnastics 
Women’s Track 
& Field/Cross 
Country 
Total(s) 35 16 

Comments: Students were placed in Structured Study based on class status (most of 
the first year students were required to attend), cmlent GPA and discussions with their 
coaches who consulted with me early in the semester The discussions with each coach 
also determined how many hours each athlete was required to complete each week This 

past year we allowed student athletes to use Sttaactured Study time to utilize our tutors I 
saw a definite increase in the nmnber oftuturs hours this year A nmnber of my student 
athletes were required to utilize a tutor at least once a week along with being required to 

attend a certain number of academic strategies workshop held by our Learning Specialist, 
Mary Willingham These workshop were also held during Structured Study time Also, I 
sent a report to each coach every week regarding participation along with any concerns 
that I may have had about their athletes 
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c. "Drop-In" Student Meetings 

Approximately 60% of the .student-athletes that i met with thLs pa.st year were on a "d~op- 

ill" b(tsis. These stltdeltts usually came to nO~ ~?ff~ce seekwg advice about registration, 
tutorin~..andothercampusresources. 7herewasa~ti~wreasemthem~mber~?/stttdents 

who were r~fetT’ed to me by eoaehe,s and fellow teammates ba~ed on positive feedback 
received about the Academic Support (’enter attd me. i was able to maintain a certai~t 

amount oj co~ttrol over these ~mmbers by creating., a ~ eekly schedtde u’hich inch~ded time 
each day dedicated to %alk-i.s". 

d. Monitoring of Continuing Eligibility 

lhe binders that i keep on each team inchtde both academic and N(MA el~Tibility 

#~formation. lhi.s it!formation wa.s continual/y updated throughout the year. 

Docume~tt~#on m these binders i~whtde: updated academic m(~r work~heets, current 

A~t#,~cmry Prosiness Evahm#on./?)rms ~L’AA a.d ~(7 #~brma#o~O, copies (~ the 
’7/nqff!cml Course Y[altn#tg l,brm" arid other pertinent academic #forma#on. i met 

with Susan Mako’, Director of Cert(f!cation, in the l,ktP attd,5~t’#tg seme.stet;s to make 

sure theft e~wh stttdent-athlete ~ as adhering to ~( 7 and NCAA el~#bi#o: requirements 
./?)r progmessio~t towards" a de~mee. We discussed each stude~tt athlete a~td determined 
appropriate actiott to be taken to ettsm’e the#’ cotttinuit~q el~ibifiO’, hforma#on wa~ 

f!)rwarded to each coach regardit~q att)’ of their alhlele.s who may have had poletttial 

academic eligibi#o: co~tcertts. 

e. Studeut Athlete Eligibility Meetings 

Team # of Student 
meetings 

IV. Men’s 36 
Track & 

oss 
Country 

Meu’s 31 
Wrestling 
Men’s Soccer 21 
Men’s Tennis 11 
Womeu’s 12 

Gymnastics 
Women’s Track 30 
and Field/Cross 
Country 

Total (s) 141 
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This past year, each Academic Counselor was required to meet with each one of the 
student athletes on their teams to discuss NCAA and UNC eligibility requirements This 
would ensure that each individual was aware of their current eligibility status and what 
was required to maintain their eligibility for the upcoming year It also gave me the 
opportunity to update my academic worksheets and discuss their academic plans (change 
in major, status on the team, graduation, etc) 

3. PROGRAMS 

a. First Year Transition Series 

During the Summer of 2003, Marisa Brnardic and I met to revamp the FASP (First Year 
Success Program) component of the Academic Support Center We determined that the 
acronym for the program was awkward and easily confused with other programs Also, 
the program was a bit long with the weekly seminars lasting over the whole semester 
The program will now be referred to as the "First Year Transition Series The program 
was condensed to one month (September) instead of the entire Fall semester 

b. Academic Team Captains 

The Academic Team Captain program had a successful first year In the Fall semester, 
we had three notable guest speakers, Sue Walsh, VP of Endowment for the Educational 
Foundation; Bob Love, tbrmer NBA player and 7 time All-Star and "Stick" Williams, 
Chairman of the UNC Board of Trustees in the Spring semester, I provided something 
different in terms of leadership opportunity I invited Jim Ullman of Appleseed 
Consulting to come in and do a series of leadership workshops for the Academic Team 
Captains The workshops were tailored for them and covered such topics as 
characteristics of leadership, diversity and leadership and trust and leadership 

4. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

I attended the National N4A (NationalA~sociation ofAthh, tic Academic Advisors 

cot~erence in ,h#le 2003 that will be heM #~ S/. LouZs; MO. ~here I met fellow academic 
a~ i~ors mid admini~ator~.~om ~ ariou~ Division 1 institutions arou~td the 

O~te ~ the h~4dights jbr me was a prese~tta#o~t by M),les Branc~ NCAA president u here 
he gave/he latest i@)rmation regard#~g /he newe,s¢ N( NA el~gibiliO’ re~da#on,s that 

impact e/~gibifiO’ s¢a~tdards.f!~r both cu~7’ettt attd #tcom#tg s¢udettt-ath/e¢e.s~ 

[n the Fall semester, the A cademic Support Ce~tter staj]was required to read a book 
entitled, ",’;eason for L!fe" b)’,l~lfre3: Mar.r. ]he book eentered otl lhe unique eoaehi~lg 

sO’le of ,loe Ehrmann,.~)rmer Bal#more Colts.~)otball playet~ We aZ~o met i~l small foeu.s 
groups to discuss the book a.d share our thoughts and ideas about it. 
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5. OTHER ACTMTIES (Recruiting, etc.) 

I played an active role in the recruiting activities for each of my teams. All of my team’s 
coachesbui#amee#~uithmeintothei#~teraryjorthe~4sitingrec~#t. ~e~tevera 

recruited athlete made a~t qff~cial c~m~lmS ~4sit, [ met u ith each ittdividtutl to make m~re 
that lhese siudettl-alh/ele.s were givell #~f!~t’maiion aboul the Academic Snpporl (~’lllel’ ’5 
programs attd a~o gave lhem a tour ~f our facilitie.s~ A~o, I wa~ the Qff!cial bus tour 

gttide jbr the ~ 7 Football te~mt Spr#~ Recruit Pro~mt jbr the second year 

6. CO~EVIENTS/CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, I would say that my first full year as an Academic Counselor has been 
very rewarding I learned a great deal about my teams and created solid relationships 
with each of them ! feel that I have contributed to maintaining the image of the 
Academic Support Center to reflect that it plays a vital role in developing our student 
athletes I have had the opportunity to work with an excellent staff and develop 
meaningful connections with each team, its coaching staffand individual athletes One of 
my main goals still remains to maintain the Academic Support Center as one of the 
premier programs in the countl?~ through hard work, dedication and integrity Another is 
to continue to provide the best academic support that I can for our student-athletes to help 
them achieve all-around success here at UNC 
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ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 

2003-2004 
Jennifer A. C. Olson, Learning Specialist 

|~ TEAMS 

Team 

Football 

# of Students 
Summer 2003 

38 

# of Students 
Fall 2003 

81 

# of Student 
Spring 2004 

70 

a) MANDITORY WEEKLY MEETINGS 

Football # of Students # of Students 

Freshmen 

Sophomores 
Juniors 

Seniors 

Total 

Summer 2003 Fall 2003 
7 

8 3 
6 2 

2 2 

# of Student 
Spring 2004 

9 

3 

The above chart breaks down the students on my caseload by year I meet with 
each of these students one-on-one for about a half hour to an hour a week These 
are students who have learning disabilities andgor Attention Deficit Disorder, 
and/or are considered academically at risk and need additional support There are 
six additional students that I meet with about once a month to check on their 
progress and provide support 

During my individual meetings with students I coach (Academic Coaching) and 
teach organizational, time management, academic, motivational, and self- 
advocacy skills and strategies I also connect them with other campus support 
programs and follow up Additionally, I monitor their academic progress (See 
Individual Skills Development Program in Program section for more detailed 
information) 

b) STRUCTURED STUDY HOURS FOR FOOTBALL 
i) Summer Session One 2003 - During this summer session Cynthia Reynolds 

and I ran study hall for freshmen t’ootball players with a GPA of less than a 

25 During first session we had                in study hall Monday 
through Thursday Due to conflicting class schedules we had three different 

study hall times to accommodate all the students One student had split hours 
of 8:30-9:30 AM and 1:30-2:30 PM Twelve students we monitored for study 
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hall from I 1:30- 1:00 PM The last group, of three students, took a Swahili 
One/Two course and their study hour was from 1:30-2:30 PM We did not 
have a tutor for that course Instead we had the students teach me what they 
learned in class each day to help facilitate their learning This helped them 
retain the information learned in class that day, as well as helped them 
practice interpreting and producing the language We found it to be a very 
productive method of learning for them 

ii) Summer Session Two 2003- 
(1) During this summer session we ran a two hour study hall fbr all freshmen 

fbotball players with a GPA ot" under a 2 5 Monday through Thursday 
We had       students in this study hall group 

(2) We also ran a structured study hall for the incoming freshmen football 
players All eight freshmen were in the same class From 12:00-1:00 PM 
we provided them with a tutor and review session The second hour from 
1:00-2:00 PM they read and studied quietly I monitored, taught, 
answered questions and provided support 

iii) Fall 2003 - 
Michelle Nixon, a Learning Specialist for Football, and I organized and ran 

tbotball study hall in the fall Twenty-one students-athletes attended 
study hall Sunday evenings from 7:30-9:30 PM and Monday through 
Thursdays from 12:30-2:00 PM each week During study hall we provided 
tutors and review sessions (see Programs, Presentations, and Workshops 
section for details), as well as taught, monitored, answered questions, 
provided support and ran out- Mastering College Program (see Prog~ams, 
Presentations, and Workshops section for details) Some benefits we found 

from afternoon study hall are: students are more alert and productive during 
the day than they are after practice and dinner, it helps the students on ADD 
medication since the medication is still active during the early afternoon 
hours, and we have more study hall space in which to run review sessions and 

provide individual rooms to remove distractions We assigned study rooms 
based on individual study needs Students with ADD that needed a distraction 

fiee (visually and auditurally) study environment were given a private, quiet 
study room Students were more productive and focused after we spread them 
out throughout the Academic Center We would not be able to do so if we 
had study hall at night and had to share space with students in Olympic sports 

ivI Spring 2004 
Michelle and I organized and ran freshmen study hall in the spring We had 
twenty-four students here Sunday evenings fiom 7:00-9:00 PM and Monday 
through Thursdays from I: 15-3:00 PM There were slight changes to study 
hours during the Ibur weeks the students had spring practice A few of the 
students had alternative study hours due to schedule conflicts with courses and 
football obligations We continued the fall study hall program into the spring 
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and added more review sessions and tutors (see Programs, Presentations, and 
Workshops section for details) 

We found study hall was most beneficial and supportive to the students when 
both Michelle and I were available to work with students individually and in 
groups, monitor review sessions, monitor behavior, address individual needs, 
and react to minor crises 

Other Study Hours 
Michelle and I monitored an additional fburteen hours of individual student 
study hours per week outside of structured group study hours Additional 
study hours were needed for students who had scheduling conflicts with 
structured study hall and for at-risk students who needed additional support 

c) DROP-IN STUDENT MEETINGS 
When I am not in meetings, students often drop-in, phone me, e-mail me, or 
instant message me with questions or infbrmation Most of these students are 
freshmen football players, but upperclassmen and students on different teams also 

drop-in On average students drop-in, phone, e-mad, or instant message me about 
twenty-five times a day The majority of the time I am answering questions or 
directing them to where they can find the answer Other times students drop by 
because they are frustrated, nervous, or overwhelmed about their courses and 
need to talk with someone who believes in them and encourages them to keep 
tinting Students also often come by or contact me to share grades they earned 
They are proud of themselves for working hard and earning a good grade I am 
honored they share their good and bad news with me 

2) LEARNING DISABILITY/ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDER SUPPORT 
a) LD/ADD Screening Process 

When a student is academically struggling, Michelle and I follow a process to 
help identify if we need to screen a student to determine if they need to be 
referred for formal diagnostic Learning Disability and/or Attention Deficit 
Disorder testing We first take into account the student’s academic history and 
background We observe the student and their behavior We interview the 
student and note faculty and coaches’ feedback If all the factors seem to indicate 

a potential Learning Disability and/or Attention Deficit Disorder and are not due 
to other factors, we proceed with the screening process Michelle or I screen the 
student with norm-referenced infbrmal assessments Any student with a high 
indication of a Learning Disability and/or Attention Deficit Disorder is referred 
for formal diagnostic testing with a neuropsychologist 
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I screened six students in the summer and the fall of     and Spring of 
All six of the students I referred for formal diagnostic Learning Disability and/or 

Attention Deficit Disorder testing with a neuropsychologist Four of the students 
have been diagnosed with Learning Disabilities and/or Attention Deficit 
Disorder The other two students are still in the process of being tested 

h~ LD/ADD Test Coordination 
Coordinating LD/ADD testing takes a great deal of time due to coordinating 
schedules of the student, doctor, and mysel£ The student meets with the doctor 
three to six times to complete the comprehensive diagnostic testing (usually two 
hours a visit) and go over the test results I often was asked by the student to be at 
the meeting when the results were described I think they wanted someone they 
trusted to hear the information and be able to explain it later if they had questions 
or forgot particular details 

Coordinating the testing for a student took me a minimum of five hours per 
student, including scheduling appointments, getting the student to the 
appointments, rescheduling when there was a conflict or emergency, reviewing 
documentation with the student, and having the student turn in the documentation 

at the LDS office 

I regularly check-in with football players with learning disabilities and/or ADD I 
follow up on their use of accommodations and support I explain their 
documentation to them whenever they have questions and explain why certain 
accommodations (recommended by the doctor) would be helpful based on their 
particular disability I spend a great deal of time working with them on self- 
advocating skills in regard to their strengths and weaknesses Many of them had 
bad experiences in high school related to their disability and are afraid to ask for 
help, discuss their challenges, or use accommodations 

CAMPUS SUPPORT OFFICES 
One of my continuing goals this year was to connect with the campus support offices 
It is important to me to work with them to help support the students we share in the 
most productive way I am very pleased to have established a very strong working 
relationship with the Writing Center and Learning Center Both offices care a great 
deal about students and their continued development and success Although busy, 
throughout the fall and spring I made a particular ePibrt to communicate with the 
Writing Center staffand the Learning Center staffto maintain this relationship 
through emails, phone calls, social events, and personal visits 

I had hoped to establish a similar relationship with the Learning Disability Services 
Office I contacted them through phone calls and emails to set up meetings to share 
information I will be attending the Learning Disability Services Annual Banquet to 
show my support of their office and students with disabilities 
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PROGRAMS, PRESENTATIONS and WORKSHOPS 
a) Summer Program for Football 

Eachsummer football players take courses Summerof2003 Cynthia Reynolds 
and I started a new program to help address the needs of at-risk and incoming 
football students We developed, coordinated, and ran the program The program 
included study hall and review sessions (see Structured Study Hours for Football 
section and the Programs, Presentations, and Workshops section for details) I 

also met with at-risk students regularly throughout the summer to work on their 
personal skill and strategy building The incoming students who took courses 
during Summer Session Two and participated in our study hall and review session 
seemed adjust easily to the university 

b~ Academic Day Program for Football (8:15 AM 12:00 PM) 
I co-developed, coordinated and ran a half-day program, August 9, 2003, for 
freshmen football players, incorporating a learning styles assessment, writing 
sample, computer training, libra~sz tour, and ove~w-iew of academic se~wices and 

support 

c) Freshmen Notebook Program/Planners for Football 
I co-developed and implemented this program The program provides the 
notebook as a tool to model and use to help fi-eshmen football players to learn 
basic organizational, time management, and study skills and strategies quickly at 
the beginning of their freshmen year 

d) Football Review Session and Tutoring Program 
I co-developed, coordinated and ran this program We started providing review 
sessions in the Spring of 2003 and found them to be helpful to our students ]-hat 
spring we had two review sessions In the Summer of 2003 we provided two 
other review sessions We found that drop-in tutoring was ineffective with our 
transitioning and at-risk students and a more structured program was needed In 
the Fall of 2003 we started a comprehensive Football Review Session and 
Tutoring program for fieshmen and at-risk players 

Review sessions differ from drop-in tutoring in that they provide structured, 
regular, additional exposure to the material from textbooks and professors’ 
lectures They typically are comprised of small groups of students who meet once 
or twice every week with a tutor Our tutors are trained by us in our philosophy 
and approach in how to run a review session with this pauicular population The 
format is systematic and provides repeated practice It provides a model to the 
students of how to study material at the college level The tutors also re-teach, 
break down complex concepts, and relate new information to students’ prior 
knowledge The program increased student accountability and active student 
learning 

We trained and supervised all our review session tutors in the following ways: 
o Instruct how to present course information 
o Discuss upcoming assignments and assessments 
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Instruct how to handle student behaviors 
Brainstorm problem solving 
Provide teaching materials and resources 

Provide syllabi 
Provide study guides and forms 

Monitor and facilitate review sessions 
Facilitate collaboration with professors and tutors to support student 
learning 

Review Session Data 

Summer 2003     Fall 2003     Spring 2004 

# of tutors 2 4 8 
# of students 11 29 32 

# of subjects addressed 2 6 11 

# of different courses 2 13 16 

# of review session per 4 18 27 
week 

average # of courses per 2.31 
student addressed by 

review sessions 
average # of weekly 3.53 
review sessions per 

student 
# of structured 113 
tutor/student weekly 
contacts 

e) Individual Skills Development Program for Football 
Students transitioning to college need a core set of skills in order to become 
successful To promote independence Michelle and I have developed and 
implemented an intensive one-on-one skills and strategy development program 
for fieshmen football players We assess skill levels, identify areas of need, use 
multiple teaching methods to teach and model use of the core skills and strategies, 
and evaluate student progress We continue to evaluate the program and make 
improvements 

Core Skills and Strategies: 
¯ Test-taking essay questions, multiple choice, true/false, matching 
¯ Notetaking fiom book, from lecture, combining book and lecture notes 
¯ Study Strategies 
¯ Working in peer groups 
¯ Reading breaking down reading 
¯ Time management using planners, using schedules, using"Plan for the 

Week" 
¯ Understanding their learning style 
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¯ Writing brainstorming, idea generating, organization, citing, proofing 
and editing, thesis development 

¯ Organization 
¯ Breaking down assignments 
¯ Goals and Commitments 
¯ Avoiding Procrastination 
¯ Self-Advocacy 
¯ Personal Responsibility and Decision Making 

The Masterb~g College Program for Football 
I co-developed, coordinated, and ran this program for freshmen football players 
Fall 2003 and Spring 2004 The proNam goals are to help students navigate the 
system effectively and learn the skills and strategies to become independent and 
successful learners their freshmen year and continue to use what they learn 
throughout their college experience It emphasizes such skills as personal 
responsibility, decision making, self-actualization, and active learning, while 
introducing them to the UNC system 
¯ Topics and Issues Series (Michelle and I co-developed, presented, and 

facilitated) 
o Goal setting 
o Study Skills surveys to identify what students think they need to learn 

’~Why is the Syllabus important and how to use it?" 
Semester-at-a-Glance All tests, quizzes, papers, assignments on due 
dates 
Syllabi Information Sheet how to use and why 

~ Weekly Schedule Know what you regularly have to do 
~ Classroom behavior "How am I representing myseltT’ 
© "Starting offthe year right in class" 
© "How can I stay focused in class?" 
o "Creating a weekly plan: How do I find the time?" 
o Learning Styles - discussion and implementation 
© Computer training use of the UNC Web world, Student Central, 

Library databases, email accounts, registration, making appointments 
o Identifying strengths of their peers 
o Meetings with professors and advocating for yourself 
© How to study for finals 
© Test-taking Strategies 
o Assessing personalprogress 
o Thank-You-Card Day and Freshmen Wrap-Up 

¯ Guest Speaker Series 
o HonorCounin~brmation JanBoxill, Professor and Academic 

Counselor 
© Learning Center presentation of services Mimi Keever, Director 
© "What I wish I had known" - former player Octavus Barnes 
o Academic Advising Matt Yager, Academic Advisor 
o Compliance and Eligibility Susan Maloy, Director of Certification 
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Citation Workshop Mary Willingham, Learning Specialist 
Test-taking Strategies Mary Willingham, Learning Specialist 
Motivation Coach Bunting, Head Football Coach 
Personal Responsibility Coach Webster, Assistant Head Football 
Coach 

g) 

h~ 

¯ Future presentations to be implemented in the program next year 
© Writing Center Kim Ables 
© Minority Affairs 
o Career services 
~ Learning Disability Services 
© Specific research library tutorials 
© Panel of upperclassmen football players what they have learned 
~ PanelofformerUNCFootballplayers why their degree helped them 
~ Counseling and Psychological services 
o Computer center 
© Panel of professors their perspective 

Tutor Training Prograin Presentation for all Acadeinic Center Tutors 
Michelle and I developed a "Tutor Instructional Strategies and Resources" manual 
for tutors August 26, 2003, Michelle and I distributed the manual and presented 
teaching tips to tutors who work with Football, Basketball and Olympic Sports in 
order to provide them with a resource and reference when working with students 
with various learning styles The manual includes: 

Learning Styles, smw-cys, and strategies for specific styles 
¯ information on Learning Disabilities, ADD, and teaching tips 
¯ Teaching tools - Information organizers 
¯ Campus Support Se~w-ices 
¯ Learning strategies for textbook reading, notetaking, listening, text- 

marking, time management and organization 

Parent Day Presentation 
August 5, 2003, Michelle and I introduced ourselves to incoming freshmen 
parents and provided them with information on academic expectations, study hall, 
and availability of support for students with Learning Disabilities and/or Attention 
Deficit Disorder 

i) First Year Enrichment Program - Interactive Study Skills Presentation 
September 9, 2003 I presented an interactive study skills presentation for first 
year Olympic Sport Athletes with Professor Jan Boxill 

j) Learning Disabilities Workshop 
Michelle and I co-developed and will present a workshop on learning disabilities 
on April 30, 2004 to the Academic Support Program Staff The workshop will 
promote understanding of learning disabilities and how they affect our students 
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
This year I participated in multiple professional development opportunities I have a 
thirst for knowledge and continual growth I seek opportunities to learn and 
constantly grow as a teacher and Learning Specialist to better meet the needs of the 
students I work with The following are the professional development opportunities I 
pa~icipated in this year: 
¯ Pa~icipating in Drive-In Day Conference at NC State on April 23, 2004 for 

people who work in Academic Support of Student-Athletes 
¯ Subscribe to The Association on Higher Education and Disability (AHEAD) list- 

serve 
¯ Communicated with fifteen Learning Specialists at other Academic Support 

Programs and Disability Support Programs on how to best serve at-risk college 
students 

¯ Communicated with three members of the N4A Learning Disabilities Committee 
about best-practices and services tbr student-athletes with Learning Disabilities 
and/or Attention Deficit Disorder 

¯ Presenting workshop on Learning Disabilities to the Academic Support Program 
staff (See Programs, Presentations, and Workshops for more details) 

¯ Regular bi-monthly meetings with a neuropsychologist to continue education on 
current norm-referenced formal diagnostic Learning Disability and Attention 
Deficit Disorder assessments and what we can learn about our students tbom the 

results 
¯ Read the book Season of life by Jeffrey MaIN and participated in book group 

arranged by my Director, Robert Mercer 

OTHER 
a) Department Resource 

Michelle and I are department resources fbr teaching, learning, and disabilky 
issues We provide the academic counselors with fbrms on organization, time 
management, learning styles, and study strategies to help them meet the needs of 
the students they work with Ma~’y Willingham joined the staff in the middle of 
Fall 2003 as a learning specialist working with Olympic sports Michelhl and I 
collaborate with her to help improve services for all student-athletes with all 
different learning styles and challenges 

Football Guest Coach Program 
I participated in our Football Guest Coach Program in the f~ll including sharing 
with Guest Coaches: football practice, lunch with Coach Bunting, dinner with the 
football players, traveling with the team, and was on the sidelines during the 
games I greatly enjoyed meeting our wonderful Guest Coaches who impact our 
students in many different ways I hope to continue to be a part of the Guest 

Coach Program next year, especially since I know a great deal more now about 
the football program and the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
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c) Football Recruiting 
Football recruiting is a year-round activity During "recruiting season," the end of 

November tha-ough the end of January, I participated in recruiting most weekends 
(Friday evenings and Saturday day and evening) During the rest of the year, 
when rec~a~its came to campus I met with them and their families to describe the 
different support services we provide at the academic center and through the other 

support offices at UNC I spend additional time with students (and parents of 
students) with learning disabilities and/or Attention Deficit Disorder explaining 
and describing disability support on campus and the kinds of support and 
instruction I can provide In addition, this year Michelle and I developed a 

recruiting notebook to visually demonstrate to perspective students and parents 
the types of activities and tools we use to help students become successful I feel 
I continually get better at rec~a~iting the more I learn about North Carolina, UNC, 
and all the wonderful support programs available to students I am excited to see 
what I can contribute next year to the recruiting process and the growth of our 
Academic Support Se~wices for football 

Trained New Learning Specialists 
I was the first Learning Specialist to work in the Academic Support Program for 
Student-Athletes Due to this I spent a great deal of time my first year in the 
position developing programs and procedures Michelle Nixon was hired and 
started working at the end of July 2003 as a second Learning Specialist 
Football Mary Willingham was hired and starting working in the Academic 
Center in the fall of 2003 as a Learning Specialist for Olympic Sports I trained 
them in the programs and procedures I developed I introduced them to campus 
resources, familiarized them with the university protocol, and educated them on 
basic NCAA ~aales and violations 

Quote of the Day 
I provide a "Quote of the Day," each academic day, on email to the football 
players, football coaches, Academic Support Program Staffand other people from 
the athletic department and Arts and Sciences (instructors and start) that have 
asked to be on the list Currently there are over 200 people on the "Quote of the 
Day" list The quotes inspire reflection, conversation, and learning Regularly 
students, coaches, faculty, and staff send me quotes or respond to me about a 
particular quote 

COMMENTS AND CONCLUSION 
Michelle Nixon and I work collaborafively on almost all aspects of our positions We 
taan our programs and study hall as a "team" There is no hierarchy between us and 
neither of us is more (or less) responsible than the other for any aspect of our 
programs We have found that working as a team our output on our work is more 
productive and complete than it would be as two individuals performing individual 
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tasks Since we work together collaboratively, we are better able to meet the needs of 
the students, tutors, and programs at any given time 

As the Academic Staff for Football (Cynthia, Michelle and I ) we regularly evaluate 
our programs and procedures and continually update and improve upon them Our 
Philosophy is that "Everything can always improve!" (A quote from UNC 
player                  ) 

This coming summer Frank Kessler, fiom the Learning Center, and I plan on 
collaborating on a reading program for incoming freshmen football players We are 

both very excited about working together and providing this program to help 
incoming students transition more effectively in regard to their reading skills and the 
reading demands of this university 

This past year has been exciting, challenging, and rewarding We added to past 
programs and developed new comprehensive programs that have greatly benefited the 
students we work with They continue to grow and learn and so do ! Each day ! 
learn something new about them, myselt; and my purpose here in guiding young men 
to becoming productive, happy adults 
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ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 

2003-2004 
Michelle Nixon, Learning Specialist 

TEAMS 

Team # of Students Fall # of Students Spring 
2003 2004 

Football 30 34 

The above is the number of student-athletes I regularly interact with/am 
accountable for by semester 

a) iEEKLY INDIVIDUAL MEETINGS 

Football # of Students Fall # of Students Spring 
2003 2004 

Freshmen 12 11 

Sophomores 1 1 
Juniors l l 

Total 14 13 

b) 

This chart breaks down the students on my caseload (tbr whom I am the primatT 
contact) by year I meet with each of these students for approximately an hour a 
week These are students whom I support because of transition issues or who 
may have learning disabilities, Attention Deficit Disorder, and/or are considered 
academically at-risk and require additional support 

During my individual meetings with students I develop academic independence 
through teaching organizational, time management, academic, motivational, and 
self-advocacy skills and strategies I also connect them with other campus 
support programs and follow up Additionally, I monitor their academic progress 
(See Individual Skills Development Program in Program section for more detailed 
information) 

STRUCTURED STUDY HOURS FOR FOOTBALL 
i) Fall 2003 

Jenny Olson, a Learning Specialist for Football, and I organized and ran 
fieshman football study hall in the fall Twenty-one students-athletes attended 

study hall Sunday evenings fi-om 7:30-9:30 PM and Monday through 
Thursdays ibom 12:30-2:00 PM each week During study hall we supervised 

tutors and review sessions (see Program section for details) as well as 
monitored student time-management, focus, progress, and use of academic 
skills and strategies; taught when needed; were available to answer questions 
and problem-solve; and ran our Mastering College Program (see Program 
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section for details) Some benefits we found fiom alternoon study hall are: 
students are more alert and productive during the day than they are alter 
practice and dinner, it helps the students on ADD medication since the 
medication is still active during the early alternoon hours, and we have more 
study hall space in which to run review sessions and provide individual rooms 
to remove distractions We assigned study rooms based on individual study 
needs Students with ADD that needed a distraction free (visually and 
auditurally) study environment were given a private, quiet study room 
Students were more productive and focused alter we spread them out 
throughout the Academic Center We would not be able to do so if we had 
study hall at night and had to share space with students in Olympic sports 

ii) Spring 2004 
Jenny and I organized and ran freshman football study hall in the spring We 
monitored 24 students Sunday evenings from 7:00-9:00 PM and Monday 
through Thursdays fi-om I: 15-3:00 PM There were slight changes to study 
hours during the four weeks the students had spring practice A few of the 
students had ahernative study hours due to schedule conflicts with courses and 

football obligations We continued the tMI study hall program into the spring 
and added more review sessions and tutors (see Program section for details) 

We found k was beneficial and study hall was most supportive to the students 
when both Jenny and I were available to work with students individually and 
in groups, monitor review sessions, monitor behavior, address individual 
needs, and react to minor crises 

iii) Other Study Hours 
Jenny and I monitored an additional 14 hours of individual student study 
hours per week outside of structured group study hours Additional study 
hours were needed for students who had scheduling conflicts with structured 
study hall and for at-risk students who needed additional support 

DROP-IN STUDENT MEETINGS 
When I am not in meetings, students often drop-in, phone, e-mail, or instant 
message me with questions or information several times a day Most of these 
students are fieshman football players, but upperclassmen also drop-in The 
majority of the time I am answering questions or directing them to where they can 
find the answer Students also often come by or contact me to share grades they 
earned 

8) LEARNING DISABILITY/ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDER SUPPORT 

a) LD/ADD Screening Process 
When a student is academically struggling, Jenny and I follow a process to help 
identify if we need to screen a student to determine if they need to be referred for 
formal diagnostic Learning Disability and/or Attention Deficit Disorder testing 
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We first take into account the student’s academic histolT and background We 
observe the student and their behavior We interview the student and note faculty 
and coaches’ feedback If all the factors seem to indicate a potential Learning 
Disability and/or Attention Deficit Disorder and are not due to other factors, we 
proceed with the screening process Jenny or I screen the student with norm- 
referenced informal assessments Any student with a high indication of a 
Learning Disability and/or Attention Deficit Disorder is referred for Ibrmal 
diagnostic testing with a neuropsychologist 

I screened 1 student in the Fall of     and 3 students in the Spring of 
those, I referred 3 students for formal diagnostic Learning Disability and/or 
Attention Deficit Disorder testing with a neuropsychologist and have not yet 
received their final reports 

Of 

h~ LD/ADD Test Coordination 
Coordinating LD/ADD testing takes a great deal of time due to coordinating 
schedules of the student, doctor, and arrange transportation The student meets 
with the doctor three to six times to complete the comprehensive diagnostic 
testing (usually two hours a visit) and go over the test results I ot~en was asked 
by the student to be at the meeting when the results were described in order to 
help explain it later if they had questions 

Coordinating the testing for a student took a minimum of five hours per student, 
including scheduling appointments, getting the student to the appointments, 
rescheduling when there was a conflict or emergency, reviewing documentation 
with the student, and having the student turn in the documentation at the LDS 
office 

I regularly check-in with football players on my caseload with learning 
disabilities and/or ADD I follow up on their use of accommodations and support 
I explain their documentation to them whenever they have questions and explain 
why certain accommodations (recommended by the doctor) would be helpful 
based on their pa~icular disability I spend a great deal of fime working with 
them on self-advocating skills in regard to their strengths and weaknesses 

9~ CAMPUS SUPPORT OFFICES 
I feel it is important to work with other campus support offices to help support the 
students we share in the most productive way I am pleased to have established a 
strong working relationship with the Writing Center and Learning Center Both 
offices care a great deal about students and their continued development and success 
Although busy, throughout the fall and spring I made a particular effort to 
communicate with both the Writing Center staffand the Learning Center staffto 
maintain this relationship through emails social events, and personal visits 
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I had hoped to establish a similar relationship with the Learning Disability Services 
Office and attempted to arrange a meeting with them when I first came to UNC in 
July to learn about their office and ways we could work together to best support our 
students I will be attending the Learning Disability Services Annual Banquet to 
show my support of their ofiSce and students with disabilities 

10) PROGRAMS~ PRESENTATIONS and WORKSHOPS 

a) Academic Day Program for Football (8:15 AM 12:00 PM) 
I co-developed, coordinated and ran a half-day program, August 9, 2003, for 
fi-eshman football players, incorporating a learning styles assessment, writing 
sample, computer training, librm?z tour, and ove~wiew of academic se~wices and 
support 

b) Freshman Notebook Program/Planners for Football 
I co-developed and implemented this program which provides a notebook as a 
tool to model and use to help freshman football players to learn basic 
organizational, time management, and study skills and strategies quickly at the 
beginning of their fieshman year 

Football Review Session and Tutoring Program 
In Fall of 2003, I co-developed, coordinated and ran a comprehensive Football 
Review Session and Tutoring program for fieshmen and at-risk players We 
tbund that drop-in tutoring was ineffective with our transitioning and at-risk 
students and a more structured program was needed 

Review sessions differ from drop-in tutoring in that they provide structured, 
regular, additional exposure to the material from textbooks and professors’ 
lectures They typically are comprised of small groups of students who meet once 
or twice eve~?z week with a tutor Our tutors are trained by us in our philosophy 
and approach in how to run a review session with this pa~icular population The 
tbrmat is systematic and provides repeated practice It provides a model to the 
students of how to study material at the college level The tutors also re-teach, 
break down complex concepts, and relate new information to students’ prior 
knowledge The program increased student accountability and active student 
learning 

We trained and supervised all our review session tutors in the following ways: 
o Instruct how to present course information 
o Discuss upcoming assignments and assessments 
o Instruct how to handle student behaviors 
o Brainstorm problem solving 
~ Provide teaching materials and resources 

Provide syllabi 
Provide study guides and forms 
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Monitor and facilitate review sessions 
Facilitate collaboration with professors and tutors to support student 
learning 

Review Session Data 
Summer 2003 Fall 2003 Spring 2004 

# of tutors 2 4 8 

# of students 11 29 32 

# of subjects addressed 2 6 11 

# of different courses 2 13 16 

# of review session per 4 18 27 
week 
average # of courses per 2.3 
student addressed by 
review sessions 
average # of weekly 3.5 
review sessions per 
student 
# of structured 113 
tutor/student weekly 
contacts 

d) Joint Coordination of Review Sessions with Olympic Sports Program 
In late Spring of 2004, I collaborated with Mary Willingham, the Learning 
Specialist for Olympic sports, to provide joint review sessions for both football 
and Olympic sports athletes Together we organized, facilitated and/or ran a total 
of 3 review sessions in 2 different courses to prepare students for upcoming tests 
Of these 3 review sessions, I organized the attendance of, respectively: 9, 14, and 
12 football players (at least half of all students attending) I look forward to 
continuing this collaborative relationship to expand services for all student- 
athletes 

e) Individual Skills Development Program for Football 
Students transitioning to college need a core set of skills in order to become 
successful To promote student independence, Jenny and I have developed and 
implemented an intensive one-on-one skills and strategy development program 
for fieshman football players We assess skill levels, identify areas of need, use 
multiple teaching methods to teach and model use of the core skills and strategies, 
and evaluate student progress We continue to evaluate the program and make 
improvements 

Core Skills and Strategies: 
¯ Test-taking essay questions, multiple choice, true/false, matching 
¯ Notetaking fiom book, fi-om lecture, combining book and lecture notes 
¯ Study Strategies 
¯ Working in peer groups 
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¯ Reading breaking down reading 
¯ Time management using planners, using schedules, using "Plan for the 

Week" 
¯ Understanding personal learning style 
¯ Writing brainstorming, idea generating, organization, citing, proofing 

and editing, thesis development 
¯ Organization 
¯ Breaking down assignments 
¯ Goals and Commitments 
¯ Avoiding Procrastination 
¯ Self-advocacy 
¯ Personal Responsibility and Decision Making 

The Mastering College Program for Football 
I co-developed, coordinated, and ran this program for freshman football players 
Fall 2003 and Spring 2004 The proNam goals are to help students navigate the 
system effectively and learn the skills and strategies to become independent and 
successful learners their freshman year and continue to use what they learn 

throughout their college experience It emphasizes such skills as personal 
responsibility, decision making, self-actualization, and active learning, while 
introducing them to the UNC system 

Topics and Issues Series (Jenny and I co-developed, presented, and f~cilitated) 
© Goal setting 
© Study Skills surveys to identify what students think they need to learn 
o "Why is the Syllabus important and how to use it?" 
o Semester-at-a-Glance Alltests, quizzes, papers, assignments on due 

dates 
© Syllabi Information Sheet how to use and why 
o Weekly Schedule know what you regularly have to do 
o Classroom behavior "How am I representing myseli~" 
© "Starting off’the year right in class" 
© "How can I stay focused in class?" 
o "Creating a weekly plan: How do I find the time?" 
o Learning Styles - discussion and implementation 
© Computer training use of the UNC Web world, Student Central, 

Library databases, email accounts, registration, making appointments 
o Identifying strengths of their peers 
o Meetings with professors and advocating for yourself 
© How to study for finals 
© Test-taking Strategies 
o Assessing personalprogress 
o Thank-You-Card Day and Freshman Wrap-Up 
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Guest Speaker Series 
Honor Coutt information JanBoxill, Professor and Academic 
Counselor 

© Learning Center presentation of services Mimi Keever, Director 
© "What I wish I had known" - former UNC football player Octavus 

Barns 
o Academic Advising Matt Yager, Academic Advisor 
© Compliance and Eligibility Susan Maloy, Director of Certification 
© Citation Workshop Mary Willingham, Learning Specialist 
o Test-taking Strategies Mary Willingham, Learning Specialist 
o Motivation CoachBunting, Head Football Coach 
© Personal Responsibility Coach Webster, Assistant Head Football 

Coach 

Future presentations to be implemented in the program next year 
© Writing Center Kim Ables 
~ Minority Affairs 
~ Career services 
© Learning Disability Setw-ices 
© Specific research library tutorials 
o Panel ofupperclassmen football players what they have learned 
~ PanelofformerUNCFootballplayers why their degree helped them 
o Counseling and Psychological setw-ices 
~ Computcr ccnter 
© Panel of professors their perspective 

g) Tutor Training Program Presentation for all Academic Center Tutors 
Jenny and I developed a "Tutor Instructional Strategies and Resources" manual 
for tutors August 26, 2003, Jenny and ! distributed the manual and presented 
teaching tips to tutors who work with Football, Basketball and Olympic Sports in 
order to provide them with a resource and reference when working with students 
with various learning styles The manual includes: 

¯ Learning Styles, su~w-eys, and strategies for specific styles 
¯ Information on Learning Disabilities, ADD, and teaching tips 
¯ Teaching tools- Information organizers 
¯ Campus Support Services 
¯ Learning strategies for textbook reading, notetaking, listening, text- 

marking, time management and organization 

h) Parent Day Presentation 
August 5, 2003, Jenny and I introduced ourselves to incoming fi-eshman parents 
and provided them with information on academic expectations, study hall, and 
availability of support for students with Learning Disabilities and/or Attention 
Deficit Disorder 
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Learning Disabilities Workshop 
Jenny and I will present a workshop on learning disabilkies on April 30, 2004 to 
the Academic Support Program Staff The workshop will promote understanding 
of learning disabilities and how they affect our students 

I 1) PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
I believe that to be an effective educator, I must continually learn and grow through 
professional development This year I participated in the following opportunities: 

The Academic Support Staff fbr Student-Athletes participated in book groups to 
read Season of Life by Jeffrey Marx My Director, Robert Mercer, asked me to 
lead his group of 3 other staff members in our discussion of this book and its 
applicability to our programs for student-athletes I greatly enjoyed this 
leadership opportunity and the discussion with my peers 

Subscribe to the Association on Higher Education and Disability (AHEAD) list- 
se~we to stay abreast of current disability issues in higher education 
Subscribe to the On Course Newsletter (Innovative Learner-Centered Strategies 
for Promoting Student Success and Retention Across the Curriculum) 

Attending On Course Workshop May 23-26, 2004 in Marriottsville, Maryland 
Presenting workshop on Learning Disabilities to the Academic Support Program 

staff(See Programs, Presentations, and Workshops for more details) 
Regular meetings with a neuropsychologist to continue education on current 
norm-referenced formal diagnostic Learning Disability and Attention Deficit 
Disorder assessments and what the results tell us about our students 
In order to better perform my job in supporting students, I hope to take additional 
graduate coursework in 2004 to further my knowledge in area of upper- 
educational counseling 

12) OTHER 
a) Department Resource 

Jenny and I are department resources for teaching, learning, and disability issues 
We provide the academic counselors with forms on organization, time 
management, learning styles, and study strategies to help them meet the needs of 
the students they work with Ma~?¢ Willingham joined the staff in the middle of 
Fall 2003 as a learning specialist working with Olympic sports Jenny and I 
collaborate with her to help improve services fbr all student-nthletes with all 

different learning styles and challenges 

Football Guest Coach Program 
I participated in our Football Guest Coach Program in the f~ll including sharing 
with Guest Coaches: football practice, lunch with Coach Bunting, dinner with the 
football players, traveling with the team, and was on the sidelines during the 
games I greatly enjoyed meeting our wonderful Guest Coaches who impact our 
students in many different ways I hope to continue to be a part of the Guest 
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Coach Program next year, especially since I know a great deal more now about 
the football program and the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

c) Football Recruiting 
Football recruiting is a year-round activity During "recruiting season" (end of 
November through the end of January) I participated in recruiting many weekends 
(Friday evenings and Saturday day and evening) During the rest of the year 
when recruits came to campus, I met with them and their families to describe the 
different support scow-ices we provide at the academic center and through the other 
support offices at UNC I spend additional time with students (and parents of 
students) with learning disabilities and/or Attention Deficit Disorder explaining 
and describing disability support on campus and the kinds of support and 
instruction I can provide In addition, this year Jenny and I developed a recruiting 
notebook to visually demonstrate to perspective students and parents the types of 
activities and tools we use to help students become successful I enjoy meeting 

with prospective students and their families and feel I will become more of an 

asset to this program as I continue to learn about UNC and the support programs 
available to students I am excited to see what I can contribute next year to the 

recruiting process and the growth of our Academic Support Services for football 

13) COMMENTS AND CONCLUSION 
My first year at Carolina has been marked by change, collaboration, opportunity and 
growth I have enjoyed my experiences here and have come to feel a part of the 
Carolina f~mily I look forward to continuing to learn about the Carolina fbotball 
program, the impact athletics have on our students, my role as Academic Support in 
the university at-large, and how I can become an integral part of this program to have 
positive eft’ects on the young men who enter our university 

I have particularly appreciated the atmosphere of collaboration among the Academic 
Staff for Football (Cynthia, Jenny and myself) I feel valued as a productive member 
of this team as we continually seek to provide the best programs to guide our football 
student-athletes to become successful adults Under this team approach, we are better 
able to promote student accountability, efficiently run programs, and provide 
comprehensive academic services for our student-athletes We continually assess 
student needs and evaluate current programs to ensure we are meeting those needs I 
am excited about the direction of Academic Support for Football, and am pleased to 
have become a part of this team and the Academic Support Program for Student- 
Athletes at UNC 
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ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 

2003 2004 
Mary Willingham, Learning Specialist 

I. TEAMS 

Team # of 
Students 

Field 1 
Hockey 

W Tennis I 

M 1 
Lacrosse 

W 2 
LacFosse 

Wrestling 1 

Baseball 2 
Softball 1 

Swimming I 

Track 4 

W Soccer 2 

Total (s) 16 

Team 

Field Hockey 1 1 

W Tennis 1 1 
M Lacrosse 1 1 

W Lacrosse 2 2 

Wrestling 1 1 

Baseball 2 2 
Softball 1 1 

Swimming 1 1 

Track 4 4 

W Soccer 1 2 

Total (s) 15 16 

2. Academic Coachin~ 

a. Weekly Meetings/Study Sessions 

# Fall # Spring 
2002 2003 
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Comments: Meetings included skill development and strategies for organization, how to 
have effective professor meetings and tutor sessions Students worked on papers and/or 
reviewed materials tbr tests Students discussed accommodation issues/concerns 

b. Worksh~ s/Review Sessions 
Worship # Fall # Spring 
series 2002 2003 
Test 43 44 
Taking 

Organ 36 35 
skills 

Academic 44 + 
Writing football** 

Reading 22 12 
for 
Content 

Review 120 
Sessions (invited)* 
Organized - 30 
Group 
Study 

Total(s) I 01 285 

Student athletes were encouraged (sent emails to students and coaches) to attend 

all workshops Workshops were oft’ered during study hall hours Workshops included; 
Test Taking Skills Tips for multiple choice!essay writing, Academic Writing 
Referencing, citing and understanding the Honors Court System, Reading For Content 
Skills Ibr note taking, reading intense text and tips Ibr connecting content to previously 
learned knowledge, Organizational Skills Sessions included muhiple suggestions for 
organizing study habits both at the beginning of the semester and then again before finals 
*Review sessions including Psychology 10, Sociology 10, Geography 20 and I l, and 
Geology 11 were not completed when report was written These were organized with the 
assistance of tutors I became the tutor tbr Geography 11 and thoroughly enjoyed 

facilitating several review sessions It was during tllese sessions that I realized how 
important it is to demonstrate and model study skills while introducing useful content 

c. "Drop-In" Student Meetings 
Two to three times per week, students would drop-in to ask a question or discuss 

possible LD/ADD diagnosis/testing Students would also enquire about skills/strategies 
workshops 
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d. LD/ADD Testing 
All spring 2003 students were pre-screened using the Brown Scales 

Assessment 

# Fall # Spring 
2002 2003 

Softball 1 

Baseball 1 1 
Track 2 

Lacrosse I 
M 

Lacrosse 1 
W 
Soccer M 2 

Wrestlin~ I 

Soccer W 3 

Total(s) 1 12 

3. PROGRAMS 

**Football 25 students Academic Writing ’citing’ 
Four - 30 minute sessions 1 provided a system tbr writing included tblder, handouts and 
follow-up sessions with students 

4. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Read, discussed and summarized potential applications from the novel "A 
Season of LifE" I attend quarterly meetings as a member of the Special Education 
Advisory Board, CHCCS district I am the Board Chair for the Augustine Project, a 
Chapel Hill non-profit organization that provides free literacy tutoring to low-income 
children I volunteer at Carter Community School, Durham and administer educational 
testing once per week 

5. OTHER ACTIVITIES (campus support) 

LDS, Writing Center, Learning Center visited and collaborated with personnel 
from all three areas Theresa Maitland has been a helpful contact over at LDS 
She gave me a tour of the f~cilities and spent time explaining the service 
structure Laura Merrill and I met regarding the citation workshops I visited the 

Writing Center and had a tour Lisa LaTouche was kind enough to meet to 
discuss the idea of altered supplemental instruction (SI) for the fall This 
potential program would be for incoming tbeshman student athletes, and would 
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include mandatolN SI meetings for core classes (counting towards some study hall 
hour requirements) 

6. COMMENTS/CONCLUSION 

¯ I have worked 20 - 24 hours per week, mixing up day and evening hours in order 

to facilitate workshops and reviews 
¯ The LD/ADD screening and testing is necessary in order to determine 

accommodations that will help students to be successful independent learners 
¯ It will be important to continue to develop "pro-active’ academic support 

programs in order to improve student’s grades, and increase the graduation rate 
amongst student athletes 

¯ I am encouraged by the overall support from the entire staff here at the Academic 
Center as well as across the campus It is a pleasure to work in a learning 

community that supports the needs of students, and is willing to meet the 
challenges of this changing population 
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ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 

2003-2004 
Jan Boxill, Academic Counselor for Women’s Basketball 

1. TEAMS 

Team # of 
Students 

Women’s 14 
Basketball 

Total (s)    14 

2. ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

a. Weekly Meetings 

Team       # Fall # Spring 
2002 2003 

W 14 11 
Basketball 

Total(s)    14 11 
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b. Structured Study 

Team        # Fall # Spring 
2002 2003 

W 4 3 
Basketball 

Total~s) 

Comments: 
I met with each student regularly, either as scheduled appointments, or at study 

hall on Monday nights 
I submitted a weekly progress report to Coach Calder and also met regularly with 

Coach Calder, the academic liaison for the team 
I traveled with the team regularly and held study sessions with all those in 

required study hall 

c. "Drop-In" Student Meetings 

In addition to my regular meetings, the first year students met with me at least 3 
times during the week. 

d. Monitoring of Continuing Eligibility 

Eligibility was monitored regularly during the term, with a full assessment at the 
end of each term 

3. PROGRAMS 

Presented at the FASP program on Study Skills and ways to achieve in the classroom 
Presented a workshop on Academic Integrity and the Honor System for Football 

Presented Academic four workshops at the Sylvia Hatchell Basketball Camps: Topics 
centered on: 

NCAA Eligibility 
How to achieve academic success 
"Aptitude plus Attitude determines your Altitude" 
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4. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Received UNC Academic Advising Award, Fall 2003 
Attended conferences on Ethics in Sports, Fall 2003 
Remain President of the International Association of Philosophy in Sport for second 

term, 2003-2004, and 2004-2005 
Organized Conference fbr the International Association of Philosophy in Sport, 

Gloucestershire, England, September 2003 
Gave guest lecture in EXSS classes on Ethics in Sports 

Was faculty speaker fbr admitted students at Fayetteville and Asheville, NC 
Gave guest lecture for Admissions Carolina Concepts Program 
Taught Ethics in Sports class: Highlights include guest lecture by DrTafi on drugs in 

sports 

5. OTHER ACTIVITIES (Recruitin~ etc.} 

I Recruiting: 
I met with several recruits on official and unofficial visits; Coach Hatchell 

includes me in all facets of recruiting so that I am fully aware of the academic 
abilities of each recruit 

2 Carolina Summer Reading Program 
Served as a discussion leader fbr selected book fbr incoming students Fall 2003 

3 Met daily with the first year students (2) who came to Second Session Summer 
School This continues to be a great success 

6. COMMENTS/CONCLUSION 

Working with Women’s Basketball takes up many hours, but I am given tremendous 
support from the Coaching Staft; in pa~icular Coach Calder and Coach Hatchell They 
provide the proper atmosphere so that the student athletes realize that their academics are 
important Basically I am treated as one of their staff~ I am included in their end of year 
meetings with each player where all facets of their student lives are discussed-- 
academics, athletics, and general student life, with academics coming first in the 
discussion This is significant in that the students realize that we are all working together 
as a staff for their success 

Fall     proved to be one of the best for Women’s Basketball, with 3 on the Dean’s 
List; overall GPA for the term was over a 29; cumulative GPA 275 
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INTRODUCTION 

I am pleased to review the past year’s work and accomplishments of the Academic Support 
ProBram for Student-Athletes. This year, maybe more than any other, was distinguished by 

change. New coaches in football and new institutional policies from the University and General 
Administration lead the way. However, I was very pleased with my staff’s ability to adapt and 
grow with the new poBcies, coaches and expectations. 

STAFF 

The only staff turnover came with the Learnin~ SDeciaBst position assigned to football Ms. Beth 
Bridger joined our staff in August replacing               Ms. Bridger has been doing an 
outstandinB job, quickly establishing herself with students, staff, and coaches. The only other 
change was, Mr. Brent Blanton was promoted from Assistant Director to Associate Director on 
July 1, 2006. 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

The Academic Support ProBram for 5tudent-Athtetes is administratively tocated in the College of 

Arts and Sciences and is one of several academic support services at the University. The Faculty 
Advisory Committee, appointed by the Dean of the Co~ege of Arts and Sciences, provides me 

with supervision, support and advice in the operation of the program. I report to the Associate 
Dean of the College of Arts ~ Sciences, Fred Clark. My Baison in Athletics is John Blanchard, 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics for Student-Athlete Services. 

Following is an overview of the current structure: 

Director - Robert Mercer 
Provide leadership and direction for the entire staff 
Directly responsible for three Associate Directors, three and a half Academic Counselors, 
two Learning Specialists, one Administrative Assistant and one graduate intern 

Associate Director - Cynthia Reynolds 
Coordinates football academic operations 
Directly supervises one full-time [earning speciahst and one fu[btirne academic counselor 

Associate Director Wayne Walden 
Coordinates men’s basketball academic operations 
Academic Counselor for two Olympic sport teams 

Associate Director - Brent B[anton 
Academic Counselor for six Olympic sport teams 
Oversees tutorial program 
Directly supervises two academic counselors, one intern and all tutors and study ha[[ 
monitors 
Liaison to the CTOPS Program and the Advising Office 
Coordinates the Academic Team Captains Program 
Oversees dai~y operation of the Academic Support Center in my absence 

Academic Counselor Kym Orr 
Counselor for five Olympic sport teams 

Academic Counselor Mary Brunk 
Counselor for five Olympic sport teams 
Coordinates a~ Scholarships 8t Awards 

Academic Counselor (part-time) - Jan Boxi~ 
Counselor for women’s basketba~ 

LearninB Specialist for Footba~ Beth Bridger 
Academic Counselor for Football Octavus Barnes 



CounseLor for Freshmen FootbaLL 
Administrative Assistant Doug Roberts 

Graduate Intern - 

* Marilyn Wyrick, Sherry Sa[yer - attended all staff functions as Baisons from the University 
Advising Program. 

PROFESSIONAL AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT 

This yeaG I attended the Sport~ Business JournaL’s Conference on Academics and Athletics. The 
two-day conference offered programs and insights from sitting AthLetic Directors and University 
Presidents. This was my second year attending this conference and it is one of favorite 

conferences. ALso, our staff read a book together for in house staff development. This year’s 
book was Delivered [rom Distraction by Edward Ha[LoweLL and John J. Ratey. The book focuses 
on the Hves of student~ with ADD and ADHD. This was our 5th book that we have read as a staff. 

ACADEMIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS 2006-2007 

Again, our student-athLetes have done an outstanding job in the classroom. FoLLowing are some 
of our overaLL academic accomplishments: 

11 teams with a fall GPA of 3.00 or higher 
10 teams with a spring GPA of 3.00 or higher 
10 teams with a spring cure GPA of 3.00 or hLgher 
178 student-athletes on the fall Dean’s LLst 
151 student-athletes on the spring Dean’s LLst 
291 student-athletes on the ACC Honor Roll (not official as of 5/21/07) 
Overall team cum GPA of 2.937 

For individual student-athlete scholarships and awards, please see Mary Brunk’s report. 
NEW ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM ACTIVITIES 

This year we added three new programs to broaden our services to our student-athLetes: 

Academic Mentoring Program for Football 

Pilot Program for registration assistance for students who enter through the 
Faculty Sub Committee on Athletics 

Partnership with the Office of Disability Services 

Academic Mentoring Prosram for Football 

Beth Bridger, working with the CoLLege of Education, hired 5 education students to work with our 
academLca[[y at-risk football players. The mentors were trained and supervised by Ms. BHdger. 

Each mentor worked almost daily with assigned football players. At the end of the semester, the 
mentors and mentees did evaluations of the success of the program. For more detailed 
information on this program, please see Ms. Bridger’s EOY Report. 

Registration Assistance for students who enter through the Faculty Sub Committee on 
Athletics (Pilot Program) 

As stated in past EOY reports, I beBeve strongly that we, the University of North Carolina, have 
an obhgation to offer every sel~ice possible to see this small but important sub-set of the 
student-athlete population succeed. The pilot program offering registration assistance for this 
population was instituted in the fall This assistance allowed us to bo[p our most at-risk students 
schedule classes that were most appropriate for their learning style. 



Partnership with the new Office for Disabilities 

During the course of the year Learning SpeciaList, Mal¥ WiLhngham and I met several times with 
Jim KessLer from the new Office of DisabiLity Services Lo review the screening, testing, and 
services provided to LD and ADD students. Subsequently, Mary Wi[Bngham has been appointed to 
the University’s Committee on Disability Services Review and will be helping review LD and ADD 
reports on all UNC students. This is an important committee and I am excited that our staff and 
student population are represented. For a more detailed report on Ms. WiLLingham’s 
involvement on the committee, please see bet report. 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS 2006-2007 

New PoLicies 

This year the General Administration and the University enacted new pohcies that have made a 
significant impact on our program. First, University FacuLty Council passed a resolution changing 
continuing eligibility for all students who enroll beginning summer 2007. Those students now 
must achieve and maintain a 2.00 cure gpa in order to be eligible for the next semester. If the 
student does not maintain a g.0 cure gpa they wiLL be placed on academic probation for one 
semester. If they do not meet the minimum 2.00 cure gpa after their probation semester they 
wiLL be required Lo appeal for admission to the next semester. Second, General Administration 
now slates that any student admitted without the Minimum Academic Requirement of four high 
school math courses must complete Math 18 before the start of their sophomore year. 

Both of these poUcies may present significant challenges for our committee case students. 
Further, with increased academic requirements comes the need for increased services. 

New Football Coaches 

In November, Butch Davis was appointed as the new Head FootbaLL Coach. Several new position 
coaches joined his staff in the foLLowing weeks. FootbaLL is such a Large team that turnover can 
effect several members of the staff. Learning new work styles and expectations has dictated 
much of the spring semester. 

CONCLUSION 

This year, while marked by change, has been a very good year. I continue to enjoy the 
excitement and feeling of accomplishment I receive from working with students, faculty, 
administrators, and coaches. I especiaLLy enjoy sharing the message of Institutional involvement 
with our program, the Department of AthLetics and student-athLetes. 

It is difficult for me to imagine working in a better department or at a better institution. 
Everyone, including faculty, administrators, coaches, staff, etc. work so hard to do things the 
right way and work equaLLy as hard to see that our student-athLetes have a great coLLegiate 
experience, 

In closing, I want to thank the following people: Dean Fred Clark; Sr. Associate Dean Bobbi 

Owen; Director of AthLetics Dick Baddour; Sr. Associate AthLetics Director John B[anchard; 
Assistant AthLetics Director Susan Ma[oy; Dean Caro[yn Cannon; Assistant Dean Shade Litt[e; Chair 



of the Faculty Athletics Committee Lissa Broome; and Faculty Athletic Representative Jack 
Evans. 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

END OF YEAR REPORT 2006-07 
Cynthia R. Reynolds, Associate Director 

Academic Coordinator for Football 

Totals~uden~s: 119 

Beth Bridger joined the staff as a [earning specialist in August 2006. She has been a great hire 

and her breadth and depth of knowledge as it relates to [earning disabitities, study skills, one- 
on-one and group tutoring and training has given me more confidence in the ability to be 

successful with the numerous high risk students. She is working with Mary Wi[Bngham and I hope 
to see improvements, not only in football services, but with collaboration with Mary in all sport 
teams. I have given her the responsibiBty to hire and oversee tutors and mentors. Having them 
report dhect[y to her and her to me, has sotved most of the communication issues we had when 

the reporUng was dispersed among, Octavus, her and I in the fail She trains, supervises and 
compiles the reports necessary to keep the ongoing progress of the students updated. She has 
reached out to the School of Education, which has given us the opportunity to hire future 
teachers for mentoring. Octavus continues, also, to recruit mentors and tutors to the program. 
His persona[ involvement in the community and votunteer sel~ice has brought the program 
diversity in the tutors and mentors. This is criUca[ to the overat[ program. Having Octavus for 

the last two years has helped in the success and continuity of the academic programs that we 
provide for football I have given him more responsibility, as it relates to upperclassmen, so he 
can work with the academic issues related to the specific class standing of students. He is also 
working more with advising and [earning more of the eBgibiBty issues as it relates to academic 
progress. 
In addition to hiring Beth and increasing the mentor and tutoring staff, the football team as a 
whore, has gone through significant changes due to the coaching change at the end of the 
season. It has been a struggle for many students and as a result, the academic side was and has 

been impacted. In the fall, I felt that many of the students were not accountable for their 
academics and persona[ behavior and I was not able to impact the situation due to the lack of 
support from the football side. That has since begun to change and although some students are 
continuing to resist higher expectations and increased accountability, I betieve in the coming 
years that the cuLture wiLL change for the better and we wiLL have more consistent success with 
students’ academic progress on a daiLy and semester basis.. Position coaches have responded 

very weLL to my staff as weLL as the program that we run with footbaLL. They are the "front 

Line" in deaLing with the students, which wasn’t the case previousLy. Coach John BLake (Assoc. 
Head Coach) has been very supportive and responds quickly to our requests and issues with the 
student-athLetes. ALL position coaches have taken a much more active role in the academic side 
of their students’ Life. I expect that this wiLL continue as they recruit "their" student-athLetes. 

Statistics associated with the entering 2006 scholarship class: 

2006 Incoming Class: 25 
-In January 2007, 4 students were admitted to the ’07 class. 

Admissions Review Cases: 17 

SAT / ACT Committee Cases 
,700 but ,- 800 6 
,800 but <- 900 5 



>900 but <- 1000 5 
>1000 1 

Fall 2006: 
< 2.00 fall cum gpa -7 >- 2.00 fall cum gpa -18 
< 2.00 cure gpa - 3 >- 2.00 cure gpa - 22 

Breakdown for FALL spa: 
>- 0.500 but < 1.500 3 
>- 1.500 but < 1.800 1 
>- 1.800 but < 2.000 3 
>- 2.000 18 

December 2006 Academic Appears Cases: 

Freshmen:                 None 
Upperclassmen:      1 

Petition approved 

APR (Academic Performance Rate) Mufti-year: 948 

2005-2006 944 
2004-2005 915 
2003-2004 971 

2. ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

a. Mandatory Meetings 

Structured meetinss were with specific tutors and mentors as welt as Beth, Octavus and I. These 
meetinss were for all hish risk or poor performing students. Many of these meetinss were with 
freshmen, but after the fa~ we increased the meetinss with upperclassmen significantly. I 
believe this helped in keeping up with the individual’s daffy work and as a result most students 
benefited despite resistance to the required hours in the academic center. The major issues 
were with upperclassmen who continued to lack accountabihty and responsibihty to their 
academic tile. Overall, the structure we instituted worked and as a result there were tess drop- 
in meetings and more scheduled appointments than in previous years. 

b. Structured Study 

Freshmen were required to have 8-10 hours of mandatory study table. These did not include 
hours at any of the university resources (Writing or Learning Center or faculty appointments). 

There were occasional study hour exceptions based on the students’ individual classes. This 
difference of study hours (from the structured time) works for a few of the students, but others 
have a difficult time, particularly in the freshmen year with their abihty to be self-motivated 

and to keep on task without someone constantly monitoring them. Structured study hours 

contain content tutoring, Supplemental Instruction (SI), mentoring, skirts help, and individual 



and 8roup study. There were additional mandatory night hours for freshmen who needed extra 
help in EnsBsh, writin8 or lecture classes. These appointments ran ~/~nday throush Thursday 
night in the fall 5prin~ hours were the same with the addition of Sunday nights. 
Also in the sprinB, mandatory study hours were required of numerous upperclassmen. Hours 

were Monday through Wednesday night’s 7-9:00. All football tutorin~ and SI were over in the 
Football Center due to lack of space needed to accommodate the demands. This worked ok, 

but it is not the ideal situation and certainly would not work in the fall. I hope that the space 
issue will not ~et worse as we were to capacity with the rooms we had in football, too. 

c. Monitorin~ of Continuing Eligibility 

The monitorin~ of continuin~ etisibitity is consistent with the other academic advisors as 
determined by the Director, Robert Mercer, Susan Ma[oy and Lance Markos in Academic 
Compliance. I keep individuat rites on each student that contain the fottowins: continuin8 
etisibitity form, major worksheet, advisinB comment form, semester transcript, and any other 
pertinent paperwork, emaits, or other communication re~ardin8 the individuat student. Meetings 
each semester with Susan or Lance provide a review of their status. In addition, progress reports 
are sent to Professors twice a semester for their feedback, comments and ~rades to-date. These 
reports are summarized and updated weekly in another report form and provided to the head 
and position coachin8 staff for their information. I am increasin8 the number of faculty 
contacts, both emait and phone carts, to devetop more retationships across campus. Hopefutty 
this wit[ increase the communication in a more timety manner so if there are any issues that 
fatuity are concerned about, they wit[ feet more comfortabte cattin~ or emaiBn8 me right away 
rather than waitinB for proBress reports to be sent out. I wilt continue to outreach in as many 
forms possibte to increase my visibility. With the continuity of staff, my abitity to leave the 
office and 8o on campus witt improve. 

3. PROGRAMS 

Guest Coachin~ and Luncheon: 

This year was very different than the previous year. The tuncheons were not as often and 
toward the end of the season were cancetted. For the [uncheons that were attended~ I fe[t they 
were stitt very beneficial to the program. Neither Robert nor I have discussed with Coach Davis 
whether he wants to continue with the program for the future. I expect that there will be a 
discussion this summer as to the expectations for fall as it relates to ~uest coachin~ and the 
week[y [uncheons, 

Supplemental Instruction/Montoring/Content ~ Skills Tutoring: 

Beth did an excellent job at coordinatin~ the program. Please see her report for further 
comments. Octavus also helped in overseein~ the various on-BoinB programs and provided daity 
support for mentors, tutors and 51 staff. 

Other programs associated with Football are the Academic Day, Recruitin~ and other requested 
formal or informal "talks/programs" with footbad related activities. Dependin~ on staff 
availability, we are all responsible and participate in these events. 

4. OTHER ACTIVITIES 

In the position of Associate Director of the Academic Support Program, I 

supervise 2 professional staff members and act on behaff of the Director as 



needed. I also have direct input and dual supervision of tutors, mentors and SI 

that were hired spedfica[ly for the needs of the footbaU student-athletes. I 

hold weekly meetings w~th my staff members to discuss problems, academic 

performance, behavioral issues and ways to improve the services we provide. I 

meet with tutors to discuss progress as weU as any problems that need to be 

addressed. I also meet with the coaching staff on a regular basis to discuss 

many of the issues stated above. 

My staff and I have increased our visibility to the coaches by walking over to 

football and dropping by offices randomly. I believe these spontaneous drop-ins 

have helped with getting comfortable with the new staff and to make them 

aware of issues as they come up. We sent daily progress reports to our football 

liaison on any issues related to individual students. Although I recently was told 

that these reports were given to the coaches weekly, rather than daffy, it has 

been made clear they want information immediately. 

Recruiting for football is a yearlong process. Unofficial and official visits are 

conducted from the start of the school year and continue throughout a 12-month 

period. Most unofficial visits begin in September during the football season, 

ending in November when official weekend recruiting begins. The official 

recruiting season ends in February at signing day. There is a short lull and 

unofficial visits begin again. Recruiting is a 12-month expectation, not only for 



coaches, but also for support staff. Almost every weekend from September 

through February is an established recruiting period. Involvement can require 

attendance from FHday afternoon through Saturday night dinner. There are 

other weekends after February that require a time commitment for recruiting. 

For example, "Junior Day" is an organized weekend recruiting event that 

happens in March. After the Spring Game this April, my staff and I met with 

numerous parents and students of the 2006 incoming class. Other weekends as 

needed by Coach Davis and his staff are determined throughout the spring and 

Other activities are organized team meetings to discuss academic issues, weekly 

meetings with the entire coaching staff and other events that promote the 

footbal[ program. I wil[ a[so hold informationa[ meetings with freshmen and 

their parents during the summer at night. I contact every incoming scholarship 

and preferred walk-on student once they have been admitted to discuss their 

upcoming year, answer questions they may have or direct them to the resources 

they need for their future at Caro[ina. Communication is ongoing throughout the 

summer until camp begins in August. 

5. Conclusion 
For a year of major changes, I think we survived fair[y we[[. The dedication and hours worked by 
my staff and a[[ mentors, tutors and SI was amazing. I am [ooking forward to the coming year 
which will provide continuity, excitement for the program and a staff that has been "on-board" 
for a full year. 

Attachment: Academic Year Football Composites 
I have attached the Footbal[ Composite to show you the continuing direction, 
oveFa[l, of the academic support program for footbal[ student-ath[etes. 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

END OF YEAR REPORT 2006-07 
Wayne Walden, Associate Director 

Team # of students 
Men’s Basketball 17 

Men’s 5wimmin~ and Divin~ 36 

Women’s Swimmin~ and Divin~ 37 
Vo[[eyba~ 16 
Total 106 

Ih Academic Counseling 

A. Weekly Meetin~Is 

Durin~ the fatt semester, I had resutar meetinss with six freshmen in men’s basketball, 12 men 
and 8 women (art freshmen) on the swimmin8 and divin8 teams and six freshmen on the volleyball 
team. I met weekly with these students for the first half of the semester and then some 
continued to meet on a weekly basis and the others met on an every other week basis. Each of 
the freshmen fitted out a calendar at the besinnin8 of the semester which contained test and quiz 
dates, due dates for papers, etc. With most of the freshmen, I spent several weeks devetopin~ 
some time manasement strate81es and discussed some basic study skirts as we[[. These meetinss 
were also used to monitor their academic prosress, discuss possible majors, select courses for the 
upcomin8 semester and discuss any other transition issues that they encountered. 

Durin~ the sprin8 semester, there were some freshmen who continued in weekly meetinss but 
most of them met with me every two to three weeks. Art of the freshmen were asain required to 
complete a semester calendar. More time was spent discussin~ possible majors as wet[ as summer 
and fatt enrollment. 

B. Structured Study 

Men’s Swimmin8 and Divin~ 
Women’s Swimmin~ and Divin8 
Volleyball 

Fatt          Sprin~ 

Durin8 the fall semester, these students in swimmin8 and divin8 and volleyball were required to 
spend four hours each week at the Academic Center in a combination of independent study 
sessions, structured study hall, and tutorin~ sessions. Durin8 the sprin~ semester, the required 
number of hours ransed from two to six. 
For men’s basketball, required hours were determined individually and almost all of the hours 
were required to be with tutors. Most of the upperclassmen were also required to attend some 
tutorin~ sessions but the amount of time was tess than that required of the freshmen. Tutorin8 
takes place in both the Kenan Fietdhouse and the Smith Center for men’s basketball. 

C. Registration and Drop-In Student Meetings 

Durin~ the fatt semester, I met with art of my student-athletes to discuss courses for the upcomin8 
semester as wet[ as to review eligibility requirements and progress towards 8raduation. Durin8 the 
sprin8 semester, I met with at[ of my student-athletes who would be returnin8 next year (or takin~ 
summer school in order to 8raduate) to discuss class schedules for summer and/or fall In addition 
to those meetinss, I also had many drop-in meetinss durin8 the course of the year to answer 
questions and discuss various issues. 



D. Monitoring of Continuing Eligibility and Academic Progress 

During the course of the year, I updated the academic major worksheets for each student-athtete 

as wet[ as the database. I also met each semester with Lance Markos to compare the academic 
progress information that each of us had for each student. 

In addition to monitoring progress towards a degree, it is also important to monitor the academic 
progress of students in their current courses. Our office sent progress reports to instructors of 
selected students twice during each semester. This feedback is supplemented by self-reported 

information from the student and other contact that I might have with instructors about the 
progress of these students. I then compiled this information and discussed it with the coaches. 

III. Other Activities 

A. Recruiting 

One of my responsibilities is to assist my coaches in the recruiting process. For the swimming E 
diving and volleyball programs, this assistance involves visiting with prospective student-athletes 
and their parents during their campus visits (both official and unofficial) and corresponding with 

them to answer any follow-up questions that they may have about academics. For men’s 
basketball, in addition to the above duties, my responsibilities also include evaluating transcripts 

of prospects, serving as a liaison to the Office of Admissions, and communicating with high school 
counselors regarding the ehgibihty status of the prospects. 

B. Tutorin~ 

I was involved in tutoring some of the student-athletes on the basketball team during the course 
of the year. I also hired some tutors and coordinated the meeting times and locations for tutoring 
sessions. The sessions take place at both Kenan Fietdhouse and the Smith Center. There were 15 
tutors who worked with student-athletes in men’s basketball this year. 

C. Travel Responsibilities 

I travel with the men’s basketball team and have two primary responsibihties. One responsibihty 
is to coordinate study times for selected individuals and to tutor where needed. The other 
responsibility is to handle the Licker distribution for the players and coaches. 

IV. Conclusion 

It was a vel¥ busy year with a large freshmen class in each of my sports. As a result, I was not 
able to use the Other Possible Selves exercise that I would like to utihze with some of the 
freshmen. I am pleased that we are moving forward with the proposal for priority registration for 
student-athletes. However, I do believe that our student-athletes who are admitted as committee 
cases should be allowed to enroll before the genera[ student body (similar to the students with 
[earning disabihties) because they are stilt closed out of many courses when they enroll The 
proper schedule for these students (especially early in their academic career and with the new 
probation standards at UNC) is essential in order to help them make steady progress towards 
graduation. 





TEAMS 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 2006-2007 

Brent B[anton, Associate Director 

Team # of Students 

Women’s Soccer 28 
Fietd Hockey 25 
Women’s Tennis 11 

Softba~ 22 

Men’s Gotf 11 
Wrestting 31 

Football No n-Cou nte rs/Medica~s 14 

Tota~ 142 

II. ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

A.     Structured Study 

Field Hockey 

Men’s Golf 
Wrestling 

Football No n-Cou rite rs/Medica~s 

# of Students 

49 

My responsibilities with the students above were to appropriately and effectively monitor their 
academic progress and communicate all comments and concerns to their coaches weekly. Each 
semester, I ana[yzed the incoming students and evaluated their academic preparation for UNC 
coursework by [ooking at their test scores and Academic Indicators provided on the Admissions 

portion of SIS. From that point, those students who displayed a need for monitoring and 

assistance (the students above) were given tutorial recommendations and assigned meeting 
times to meet with me each week so I could "keep my finger on the pulse" of how they were 

transitioning into the university. 

Most coaching staffs require that students falling into this category attend six hours of study 
hall and tutorial each week. With that in mind, I took the information from my weekly 

meetings and combined it with tutorial feedback and compiled weekly reports to send to each 
coaching staff regarding their students each Friday. The reports combined the hourly numbers 
coaching staffs use to measure compliance with regulations and my comments to hopefu[[y 
accurate[y forecast how each student was progressing. A grade report was attached when new 

information was known. The importance was to make sure that each coach knew what I knew 
so they could assist the student academically as well. 

B. General AdvisinE 

Each semester, I made it a point to call each student into my office so we could go over not 
only their current progress but also their plans for registration the following semester. I used 
the meetings to update academic worksheets when needed, but mostly to simply keep my 



relationships with my students healthy and active - it is important for them to know that I am a 

resource to be used for anything academic in nature when possible. 

I also sent progress reports and emai[s to professors in efforts to ascertain academic progress in 
each class. Any and all feedback was taken and entered into our academic database building 
grade projection reports for each coach to give them more complete pictures of academic 
progress. 

Eligibility Monitorin~ 

During the semestedy student meetings, I also made sure to discuss their eligibility situations 
both for the last year and this coming year so each student knew what needed to be done to 
meet eLigibiLity requirements for both UNC and the NCAA. 

I also completed schedule audits for each student each semester to insure that courseLoads 

were appropriate and that progress was being made towards all eligibility requirements. 

D. Team Meetings 

Each semester I made it a point to meet with each team at Least twice. The first meeting was 
to welcome the students back to campus and to go over important calendar information and to 

invite everyone to see me in my office to go over any and all questions they may have had 
before the semester was very old, The second meeting was to go over registration information 
and to make sure that each student understood they were to meet with me prior to 
registration, 

III. ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONSIBILITIES 

As Associate Director, I supervise two full-time staff members and the intern position. We met 
each ~onday morning as a means to strategize for the coming week and to inform each other 
of the problems being faced at the student or administrative [eve[. It is important that I know 
what is on each of their agendas so I can assist them and/or direct in any way possible. 

This last year, I focused on the staff’s attention to detail and the importance for them to know 
what is going on in the academic tives of each of their ’~at-risk" students. We must know what 

is going on so we can assist the students in their quests for academic success and to 
appropriatety inform the coaching staffs of progress and to solicit their assistance when needed 

to insure progress and not failure. I also made sure to stress documentation to insure integrity 

in job performance. This paperwork also helped keep me informed about their students’ 
performance. 

One other focal point during the Last year was dedication to job, Our jobs aLLow us to afford 

the things we enjoy in Life, That is an important note because a behavior to put more 
importance and time into these joys instead of job was becoming evident and had to be 
addressed. 

Tutorial Coordinator 



We tried to revamp our tutorial program this year, expressly in our documentation and use of 
such documentation after each session. Our tutors had become lax in their documentation of 
each tutorial, Limiting us to spotty information that did not always allow us to properly monitor 
progress. 

Our tutor trainin~ resimen was atso improved this year over the previous few, most notably 
recordin~ the trainin~ session and providin8 it to watch instead of "quick-and-easy" trainin8 
sessions during the year that may have tacked important information needed to properly train. 

Registration Liaison 

It was my responsibitity to ~ather art of the names of student-athtetes travetin~ on resistration 
openings and submit these tists to Jeanette Ftorence in the Co[[ese of Arts and Sciences. Once 
these Lists were submitted, it was then my responsibility to register those individuals who coutd 
not register themselves on resistration day because of travel This number amounted to 
approximatety 200 students each semester, and their resistrations were carried out on the 
Friday before their resistration day. 

Each student had to fill out a request List and have it signed by their advisor. I then used these 
Lists and attempted to re~ister the students for the schedules they requested. When problems 

occurred, I made note of them and communicated them to the advisor responsible for that 
student. In the case of my own students’ problems, I emaiLed them on that Friday detaiLin~ the 
problem faced. When a student’s registration was complete, I printed copies of the work 
done, stapled them to the request submitted and filed them in the appropriate file according 
to date of registration. 

Academic Team Captains 

This year, we incorporated our Team Captains program into the CaroUna Leadership Academy 

(CLA). We found that the CLA had a "~ap" year that did not a~ow the student participatin~ in 
the program to ~row as a ~eader. By mer~in~ the two programs, we now provide our future 
~eaders with practical applications of the tenets ~earned in the CLA. 

We conducted seven meetinss durin~ the course of the academic year, each meetin8 stressin8 

a different tenet of the CLA. By providin8 this kind of application, our team leaders were able 

to practically apply the knowledge learned previously in CLA trainins. For those not previously 
involved in the CLA, it provided them with trainin~ for future endeavors they may have missed 

otherwise. 

CTOPS Liaison 

For the third consecutive year, we were invited to participate in the CTOPS programming this 
summer. During the spring semester, I had several meetings establishing our protocol for 
registration of student-athLetes for this summer’s CTOPS sessions. I then sel~ed as the Liaison 
between the CTOPS office and our staff. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

My role in the Academic Support Program for Student-AthLetes continued to develop this year. 
With the addition of the football non-counters and medicals, I experienced new challenses that 

continued to hone my skills of monitorin~ and reportin~ on student progress. I also continued 
to raise the level of my oversight of staff performance; this not only brought new focus to the 
staff’s performance but also to my own attention Lo detail I thoroughly enjoyed this 

rededicaLion Lo my own job as I stressed my staff’s dedication Lo theirs. I definitely grew as a 
professional this year and hopefully continued to serve as an asset to our office’s performance. 



1. TEAMS 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 2006-2007 
Kym N. Orr, Academic Counselor 

Team # of 
Students 

Men’s Track 8" 38 

Fietd/Cross 

Country 

Men’s Tennis 16 

Gymnastics 
Women’s Track 43 
and Field/Cross 
Country 
Total (s) 143 

2. ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

a. Weekly Meetings 

Team # Fall # Spring 
2006 2007 

Men’s Track 8, 
Field/Cross 

Country 

Gymnastics 

Field/Cross Country 
Total(s) 27 23 

Comments: I monitored the academic progress of student athletes for 5 Olympic Sport teams 
as it relates to UNC, NCAA eligibility and de~ree completion. At the beginnin~ of both the fatt 
and spring semester, I held meetings with each of my teams to review the Academic Support 

Center’s policies and procedures. I also had individual appointments throughout the semester. 
These students were required to meet with me on a weekly basis accordin8 to their academic 

profile from high school or their previous academic record as an upperclassman at UNC I also 
consulted with each coach to determine who was to meet with me weekly. Durin8 these 
weekly meetings, we discussed various study strategies, time management as we[[ as progress 
in their current classes. Student-athletes also discussed personal issues that may have affected 

their academic performance. In terms of trackin~ a student athlete’s progress, requests were 



sent out to instructors twice during each semester. I also corresponded with each individual’s 
instructors by emait and telephone to get a more "real-time" report on the individuaPs 

progress in class. I communicated with each of my coaches on a daily and/or weekly basis to 
discuss each student athlete’s progress and submitted a detailed weekly report. The weekly 
report included study halt hours completed, tutoring sessions attended and any comments 
related to their academic performance. 

b. Structured Study 

Team # Fall # Spring 
2006 2007 

Field/Cross Country 

Gymnastics 

Women’s Track ~ 
Field/Cross Country 

Total(s) 26 10 

Comments: Students were placed in Structured Study based on class status (most of the first 
year students were required to attend), current GPA and discussions with their coaches who I 
consulted with early in the semester. The discussions with each coach also determined how 
many hours each athlete was required to complete each week. We allowed and encouraged 
student athletes to use Structured Study time to meet with our tutors and attend Supplemental 
Instruction sessions. More students are utilizing this time and meeting with the tutors much 
more since we adopted this policy a year ago. Also, I sent a report to each coach every week 
to inform them of how many structured study hours were completed by each individual student 
athlete. 
c. "Walk-In" Student Meetings 

Approximately 80% of the student-athletes that I met with this past year were 
on a "walk-in" basis. These students usually came to my office seeking advice 
about registration, tutoring and other campus resources. The number of 
students referred to me by coaches and fellow teammates based on positive 
feedback has increased each year. I did not rely as much on the UNC Web 
Calendar as I did last year but still was able to serve everyone who needed my 
assistance. 

d. Monitorin~ of Continuing ELigibiLity 

I continue to use the Athletics database to monitor eligibility. Binders are still 
kept for each team. Documentation in these binders included: updated 
academic major worksheets, current "Eligibility ® a Glance" printouts and 
pertinent academic information. Using this system has streamlined the amount 
of paperwork that we keep on file. I met with Lance Markos, Assistant Director 
of Compliance in the fall and spring semesters to make sure that each student- 
athlete was adhering to UNC and NCAA eligibility requirements for progression 



towards a de,Fee. We discussed each student ath[ete and determined 
appropriate action to be taken to ensure their continuin~ eli~ibi{ity. 
Information was forwarded to each coach re~ardin~ any of their ath{etes who 
may have had potential academic e[igibility concerns. After each semester, 
there was immediate communication to coaches about those student ath{etes 
who did not make the minimum requirements and an action p{an was 
deve{oped in order to restore their eligibility. 

e. Eligibility/Registration Meetings 

In the fall semester, I met with each one of the student athletes on their teams to discuss 
NCAA and UNC eligibility requirements. This wood ensure that each individual was aware of 
their current ehgibihty status and what was required to maintain their eLigibiLity for the 
upcoming year. I also met with students during the early registration period each semester. 
This gave me the opportunity to update aLL my academic worksheets, discuss academic plans 
(change in major, status on the team, graduation, etc.) and advise on course selectksn with 
each student. I made sure that the coaching staff was aware of those individuals who did not 
make their ehgibihty meeting each month so that they could provide immediate foLLow up. 
Again, utilizing the University Web CaLendar helped with the difficulty of scheduling 
appointments. 

3. PROGRAMS 

My programming responsibilities this semester included coordinating the Tutoring Program for 
OLympic Sports. My duties included the selection and hiring of each tutor, developing an 
efficient and user friendly schedule and providing general direction for the program. Our 
intern assisted with the process in terms of updating the tutor information board and room 
scheduling. This year I instituted a "by appointment" system whereby certain tutors were 
avaiLabLe by request. This seemed Lo aLLeviate the underuLiLizaLion of some tutors who were 
assigned each night. A student athlete would emaiL the tutor and set up their own sessions. 
The tutor would then emai[ me to request a room and I wood respond with an available space. 
ALL sessions had to take place in the Academic Center. There were some drawbacks with 
coordinating space. Since footbaLL and basketbaLL coordinates their own tutors, we had to work 
together to make sure that there was adequate space for tutoring sessions to take place. For 
the future, more coordination between aLL teams would reheve the strain of finding space for 
the tutor sessions. OveraLL, I believe that things went well and our student athlete definitely 
benefitted from the more flexible schedule. 

4. OTHER ACTIVITIES (Recruiting, etc.) 

I played an active role in the recruiting activities for each of my teams. ALl of 
my team’s coaches built a meeting with me into the itinerary for the visitin] 
recruit. Whenever a recruited athlete made an official campus visit, I usually 
had Lunch with each individual and their parents to make sure that. They were 
liven information about the Academic Support Center’s pro]rams and a tour of 
our facilities. The recruits usually came during a weekend when there was 
athletic competition and I attended those events also. I lave Large ]roup 
presentations when the coaching staff invited a large number of recruits came 



to campus for a visit. I was atso invited to present a workshop at the UNC 
Housin) and Residentiat Education RA trainin) this year. I conducted a session 
to hetp RA’s program better with student athletes by ~ivin~ them some insi)ht 
into their lives and dispeltin~ myths. I received very ~ood feedback and look 
forward to doin) it a~ain. 

5. COMMENTS/CONCLUSION 

In conctusion, I would say that I have enjoyed my fifth year as an Academic Counselor. I have 
tearned how to batance my passion of workin~ with student athletes with the technical aspects 
of the job. My know[ed~e of both University and NCAA academic re~u[ations is at a [eve[ that I 

feet confident with when workin) with student athtetes and coaches. I have matured as a 
professionat and have made ~reat strides in meetin) the needs of my coaches and student 

athtetes. I have developed some very important relationships with administrators and faculty 
members across campus to strengthen the Academic Support Center as a vital resource in the 
devetopment our student athtetes. I have had the opportunity to bond more and maintain 
meaningful connections with each team, its coachin~ staff and individual athletes. I am 
tookin~ forward to acceptin) more responsibitity in another rote if I am afforded the 

opportunity. 



TEAMS 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

END OF YEAR REPORT 2006-2007 
Mary Brunk, Academic Counselor 

Team # of Students 

Basebat[ 37-39 
Women’s Basketball 

(eNgibiNty monitoring) 14 

Rowin~ (with Jayme Mitchell) 52-88 
Women’s Gotf 9-10 
Men’s Lacrosse 40-42 
Women’s Lacrosse 37 

Total 189-230 

2. ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

a. Weekly Meetings 

Team 

Baseball 

Rowin~ 
Women’s Golf 

Men’s Lacrosse 
Women’s Lacrosse 

Total(s) 

# Fatt 2006 # Spring 2007 

Jayme Jayme 

36 12 

During the fall semester, each freshman was required to meet with me on a weekly basis. 
These weekty meetings lasted approximately 20 minutes each. Based on the specific strengths, 
weaknesses, and needs of each studentlteam and the time of year (Le. registration, exams, 

etc.), the focus of my weekty meetings with student-athtetes varied. In addition to devetoping 
positive working retationships with my student-athtetes and estabtishing mysetf as a resource 

and "safe" contact point for them, I used our time together each week to introduce various 
skirts- test-taking, time management, organizationat, and communication. A common message 

that I strove to convey to each of the student-athletes with whom I met was the wide 

availabiNty of resources on campus and the importance of taking advantage of those resources. 
I atso encouraged individuats to devetop retationships (and recognize the importance of doing 
so) with peopte across campus whose hetp they shoutd utiNze- professors, tutors, counsetors, 

TA’s, etc. Meeting individually with these student-athletes attowed me to devetop rapport with 
them whi~e maintaining an awareness of their academic progress. 

"Committee Cases" and those student-athletes who struggted academically or developed poor 
academic habits and required additionat, in-depth attention were referred to and, if necessary, 
met with Mary Wittin+ham. Mary then met with them for ton+er periods of time, offerin+ 
additionat tearning strategies and su+gestions to increase the effectiveness of their studying 



and academic performance. The individuals I referred to her were previously diagnosed w~th 
learning disabilities, in the process of being tested or expressed and interest in being screened. 
Mary and I worked more closely this year throughout this identification and screening process 
which continued to offer me an opportunity to apply what I have reamed in my special 

education-related coursework to "real rife" situations. I hope to strengthen my knowledge- 

base in this area with ~Aary’s help and guidance over the next year. 

b. Structured Study 

Team 

Baseball 

Rowing 

Women’s Golf 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Women’s Lacrosse 

Total(s) 

# Fall 2006 # Spring 2007 

56 36 

Comments: 

The freshmen on all of my teams were required to attend Study Hall in the fall. Upperclassmen 
who did not meet the academic requirements (of our department and/or their coach) were also 
expected to attend Study Hall. Each team was required to earn 6 hours of Study Hall each 
week in the fall. Except for Men’s Lacrosse whose weekly requirement was reduced to 4 hours, 
each team was also required to earn 6 hours in the spring as well. (Requirements were based 
on competition schedule, coaches’ expectations, and my concerns.) Based on their fall 
performance, the coaches and I determined which student-athletes would be required to fulfill 
study hall hours (and how many he/she would be required to fulfill). Student-athletes on my 
teams took advantage of Supplemental Instruction (SI), tutoring, sessions with Mary Willingham 
and review sessions- in addition to traditional study hall. ALL of these options contributed to 
their study hall hours for the week. Every Friday morning I sent each coach a "Weekly Report" 
documenting his/her team’s Study Hall hours, use of tutors, and weekly meeting attendance. 
The consequence/enforcement of failing to meet the Study Hall requirements varied by team 
and was left to the coaches’ discretion. 

c. "Drop-In" Student Meetings 

Throughout the faLL and spring semesters, I met reguLarty with individuals on a "drop in" basis. 
I did not establish set hours for these meetings to take prate in part because I know their 
schedutes are hectic and I want to be avai[abte to them when they have time. This did pose 
some challenges for me, as I had to be prepared at any time to stop what I was doing and shift 
my focus to their needs. ALthough this approach created more interruptions in my schedute, I 
found that it did work for me (at[hough I wit[ stiff encourage individuats to schedute 
appointments when they know ahead of time that they need to meet with me.) The content of 
these meetings varied, intruding issues retated to personal probtems, scheduting, course 
setection and registration, avai[abte resources to assist them with their courses, working with 
professors, grades, and progress reports. I experienced the most drop-in meetings reading up 
to and during registration. This is when I did the majority of my academic advising. 

d. Monitoring of Continuing Eligibility 

This year, my involvement with the Women’s Basketba{{ team decreased drastically, though not 

by choice, While I previously worked co[[aboratively with Mary Willingham, Jan Boxi[[, and 
Andrew Ca[der in matters concerns the players’ academic progress, my involvement this year 
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was [1mired primarily to monitoring the players’ eBgibitity and academic progress as it related 
to degree requirements. 

During the fat[ semester, I required each of my student-athletes to have an "Eligibility 
~eeting" with me, though some individuals failed to fulfill this requirement. I was available 
throughout the semester to meet with students from any classification. The purpose of these 
meetings was to convey to our student-athletes the importance of understanding their 
ehgibihty requirements and where they stand in relation to meeting these requirements. We 
reviewed each athlete’s NCAA and UNC continuing ehgibitity, particularly those related to 
Progress Towards Degree/Degree Applicable Hours. I also used this time to discuss registration 
for the spring semester. Meeting with all of my student-athletes gave me a chance to more 
closely monitor potential eligibility concerns and see some of my athletes who I would 
otherwise not see. 

Lance Markos from Comphance and I met on several occasions in order to review the 

spreadsheets containing relevant eligibility requirements and progress towards these 

requirements for each student. Having this opportunity was an important experience for me, 
as it offered a system of checks and balances and time for me to have specific questions 
answered about my student-athletes and their eligibility. 

Throughout the year (two times each semester), our office requested progress reports on 

selected students from their professors. While the response rate has not been perfect, it does 
present the opportunity to follow up with professors on an individual and more personal level. 
I often e-mail professors directly in an effort to receive feedback on cerLain student-athletes 
about who I am concerned. After compihng the Progress Reports grades and entering 

comments into the database, I contacted the coaches of my teams and shared this information 
with them. Overall, professors are appreciative of my concern for our students and our 
willingness to follow up with them. I look forward to continuing the development relationships 
with more professors. 

e. Team Travel 

This year, I had the opporLunity to travel with two of my teams, including Women’s Golf and 
Baseball. During the spring semester, I traveled to Greensboro, North Carolina over the Easter 
Holiday weekend with Women’s Golf. Later this month, I will be traveling with the Baseball 
team for their weekend series at the University of ~aryland in College Park. As usual, my 
travel experiences are very positive, as they offer me the opporLunity to strengthen my 
relationship with b~th the coaches and the student-athletes white continuing to see them in a 
setting outside of my office. 

f. Recruiting 

This year, I assisted my assigned teams/coaches in the recruiting process upon their recruits’ 
arrival to campus. Meeting with them during the week and on the weekends, recruits were 
often accompanied by their parents and occasionally other family members. The information I 
conveyed to them was consistent, whether meeting one-on-one with a recruit (such as on an 
official visit) or speaking with a target group of recruits and their families (such as on a Junior 
Day). I discussed topics ranging from my rote as their Academic Counselor and the available 
resources within the Academic Center and on campus, to the course curriculum and the 
programs we offer in the Academic Center. Following this discussion, I had the opportunity to 
answer questions and address any concerns the students or their parents’ voiced. Throughout 
the school year~ I met with recruits for various team% including men’s lacross% women’s 
tacrosse, women’s basketbatt, rowing, and basebatL 

Team Meetings 
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I met with each of my times at least twice in the fall and again in the spring. My initial 
meeting with each team Bave me a chance to introduce myself and the expectations I have for 
my student-athtetes. I discussed our department’s policies and procedures and was able to 

answer any initial questions that arose. My second meeting with each team was devoted 

primarily to registration, including necessary steps each student must take, upcoming 
deadBnes, etc. 

3, PROGRAMATIC RESPONSIBILITIES 

a. SCHOLARSHIPS AND AWARDS 

In addition to my role as an Academic CounseLor for several OLympic sports teams, I am also the 
Coordinator for Scholarships and Awards for UNC’s Department of Athletics. Within this role, I 
act as the main contact for students, coaches, and administrators regarding available 
scholarship and awards opportunities. I also organize and faciBtate the appUcation process in 
order to help nominees submit the strongest appUcations possible. My primary responsibiUties 
as the Coordinator for Scholarships and Awards are as foLLows: 

Identification and Nominations 

It is my responsibility to identify potential candidates for scholarships and awards. Although 
there are recognition opportunities avaiLabLe for student-athLetes, coaches and administrators 
within the Department of AthLetics, aLL of the nominees thus far this academic year have been 

student-athletes. Upon my identification of these individuals, I contact them personalty to 
inquire about their interest in pursuing the opportunity (ies). Once the appBcation process is 
reviewed and explained to the individuals, we work together to produce, collect, and submit 
the necessary appBcation materials (such as transcripts, resumes, endorsements, personal 
statements, etc.) The following scholarships and awards represent those for which I assisted in 
the appBcation process and submitted nominations this academic year: 

ACC Jim Tatum Award 

ACC Top Six for Service Award 

ACC/NCAA Sportsmanship Award 

ACC Weaver-James Corrigan Honorary Award 

ACC Weaver-James Corrigan PostBraduate SchoLarship 

A[[-ACC Academic Teams 

ACC Senior 5chotar AthLete Award 

Arthur Ashe, Jr. Sport Scholars Award 

Athletic Director’s 5chotar Athlete Awards 

AthLetes for a Better Wortd John Wooden Trophy 

Black Coaches’ Association Ethnic Minority Postgraduate Scholarship Program 
Foundation for the Carotinas CaroLina Panthers SchoLarship Fund 

John Lotz Award 

MiLdred McCaskffL Award 

National Association of Athletic Development Directo~ 

NACDA John McLendon Memorial Minority SchoLarship 

National FootbaLL Foundation SchoLar AthLete Award 

NCAA Degree Completion Award 

NCAA Leadership Conference 

NCAA Ethnic Minority and Women’s Enhancement Postgraduate Scholarship 
NCAA PostBraduate Schotarship Program 

NCAA Ethnic Minority and Women’s Internship Program 
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NCAA Today’s Top VIII 

NCAIAW Postgraduate Scholarship - NCAAPHERD 

NIKE Internship 

William Rand Kenan~ Jr. Award 

Women’s Sports Foundation Internship 

Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence in Student Activities and Leadership 

i. Jim Tatum MemoriaL Award 

Recipients 

I am proud of the individuals who dedicated their time and efforL to the pursuit of these 
opportunities and look forward to producing even more recipients next year. Of the individuals 

I nominated so far this year, the following have been recognized as winners: 

Collaboration with Athletic Communications 

A[though much of my contact with Athtetic Communications has been with Dana Gehn, others 

have also offered some assistance over the course of the year, Dana has been ver~ helpful in 
providing me with information to identify candidates initially and in addition to compteting 

nomination forms for our candidates, My goat in working with their department is two-fotd- to 
obtain necessal¥ information for applications and to identify and recognize candidates and 
nominees, With her office relocation to our building, Dana and I have had the ability to have 

more face-to-face interaction and collaboration. Her knowledge and willingness to he~p in my 
effort continues to be vatuabte, as she recommends individuals to contact, formats and prints 
STAR Heel News, and updates TarHeetBtue.com with our student-athtetes’ accomptishments. I 

greatly appreciate her assistance and look forward to maintaining and devetoping my 
relationship with Dana. 
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STAR Heel News - STudent-Athlete Recognition Opportunities Newsletter 

The STAR Heel News was modified slightly this year in order to incorporate all areas of Student- 
Athlete Support Services, including Academics and Student-Athtete DeveLopment (Carotina 

Leadership Academy, CREED, etc.). The newsletter provides information on the fo~owing: 
upcoming scholarships and awards deadlines, last year’s recipients and where they are now, 
the current year’s winners, and my contact information, should anyone have further inquiries. 
We also provided information regarding the CREED program, Carolina Leadership Academy, and 

Career Services-related relevant for our student-athletes. The pubhcation continues to be 
distributed on a monthly basis to specific athletic administrators, at[ head coaches, and the 

Student-Athlete Support Services staff. Copies of the newsletter are also available to students 
through their coaches and the Scholarships and Awards Butte[in Board in the Academic Center. 

Over the summer, Dana and I will took into other mean of distribution in order to more 
effectively reach our students. 

Bulletin Boards 

-Scholarships and Awards Bulletin Board 

In order to promote schotarships and awards opportunities and the successes our student- 

athletes have had, I maintained the Scholarships and Award Bulletin board in the front lobby 

area that displays pertinent information, such as upcoming deadlines, past and current issues 
of STAR Heel News, the Scholarships and Awards Chart, and photographs of this year’s 
recipients. 

-"Heels in the News" Bulletin Board 

In an effort to recognize the athletic accomplishments of our student-athletes, I charged 
Jayme with the responsibility of maintaining up-to-date information on our student-athletes 
and their accomplishments throughout the year. She did a great job displaying newspaper 
clippings, articles, and photographs of the great strides our athletes make, updating the 
postings on this board throughout the week. 

4. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

I was given the opportunity to attend the National Consortium for Academics and Sport’s 
Annual Conference in Orlando, FLorida at the end of February. At this conference, I had a 
chance to meet other professionals who work in a broad array of college athletics-related 
settings. Of particular interest to me were those involved in degree-compteUon programming 
for former college athletes who [eft their university prior to earning a degree. The 
Consortium’s dedication to diversity education and training also interests me very much. Upon 
speaking with individuals involved with outreach programming, they expressed an interest in 
training me to serve as a member of their TEAMWORK Leadership Institute (TLI) and Mentors in 
Violence Prevention (MVP) program. I Look forward to participating in this training and having 
an opportunity to train others in these areas. 

During the Fall 2006 semester, I completed the final course (aside from the internship) in UNC’s 
Special Education General Curriculum Licensure Program. I hoped to take a counseling course 
this summer toward my cerUfication maintenance but, unfortunatety, was informed that I was 

not allowed to pursue this option. I will continue to Look into opportunities that will be 
acceptable for me to earn continuing education credits so that my counseling certification does 
not expire. 

This year, I was assigned the responsibility of supervising              our graduate intern. 
Prior to her start in the Fall, I put together a genera[ job description/outline based on input 
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from various staff members and our former intern. My goal was to provide      with an 
opportunity to expose her to as many relevant experiences within our department as possible 
so that, upon the completion of her internship, she would possess both the skiLLs and 
confidence to secure a fuji-time position in the field. Gaining supervisory experience over the 
past year was a vaLuabLe experience for me and an opportunity that aLLowed me to both teach 
someone else white Learning quite a bit about myself professionaLLy as weLL 

S. OTHER ACTIVITIES 

-WLLh the return of several former student-athLetes in the fat[ and spring Lo work towards the 
completion of their degrees, some taking advantage of the NCAA’s Degree CompLetion Program 
and others paying on their own, I feet there is a need to develop a protocol for our staff and 
returning student-athLetes Lo follow that could streamline the steps involved in the process 
(applying for readmission, registering, etc.). I wilt be coLLaborating with Wayne Walden and 
OcLavus Barnes this summer to brainstorm ideas and map out this process. 

-Degree Audit Advisory Committee Member (attended monthty meetings) 

-Freshmen Summer Reading Program Facilitator (participated in last summer’s program and 
plan to do so again this summer) 

-NCAA Postgraduate SchoLarship Regional SeLection Committee Member 

6. COMMENTS/CONCLUSION 

As I near the conctusion of my fourth year as an Academic CounseLor/Coordinator for 

Schotarships and Awards, I am excited about the increasing responsibiBty I have taken on each 
year thus far, particuLarLythat of super~isingour graduate intern this year. I Look forwardto 
more opportunities such as this to grow professionaLLy in this fietd. I hope that in the coming 
year I writ have a chance to take advantage of opportunities that wit[ arrow me to work towards 
the maintenance of my counseting certification as wetL 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

END OF YEAR REPORT 2006-2007 

Jan Boxi[[, Academic Counselor 
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1. TEAMS 

Team # of 
Students 

Basketball 

Total (s) 14 

2. ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

a. Weekly Meetings 

Team # Fall # Spring 
2006 2007 

Basketball 
Total(s) 7 7 

b. Structured Study 

Team # Fall # Spring 

2006 2007 
w 

Basketball 

Total(s) 

Comments: 
I met with each student FegutaFty, eitheF as scheduted appointments~ OF at study hatt on 
Monday nights. I a[so meet Fegu[aF[y with Coach Ca[deF, the academic liaison foF the team. 
ThFee met Fegu[aF[y in Sh ThFee met FegulaHy with MaFy WflUngham--twice a week. ThFee had 
Fegu[aF[y scheduted tUtoFing appointments-at teast twice a week, especiatty in the SpFing. The 
tutoFing, SI and meetings with Mary Wittingham reatty paid off in the end. StructuFed study took 
p[ace on trips as welt, as I travel with the team. 

c. "Drop-In" Student Meetings 

In addition to my regular meetings, the first year students met with me at least twice a week; 

others in structured study met with me at least twice outside their scheduled appointments. 

d. Monitoring of Continuing ELigibiLity 

Eligibility was monitored regularly during the term, with a fur[ assessment at the end of each 

term, 

3. PROGRAMS 

Gave a presentation on Study Skills and ways to achieve in the classroom. 
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Gave a presentation on Honor Court to Freshmen football 

Gave a presentation to CREED on sportsmanship. 
Presented Academic four workshops at the SyLvia Hatche[[ BasketbaLL Camps: Topics centered 
on: 
NCAA EH~ibitity 
How to achieve academic success 
"Aptitude p~us Attitude determines your Altitude." 

4. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Chair and Panet participant on Ethics in Sports at the meetinss of the American Phitosophica[ 
Association, Centrat Division, in Chicaso. 

Coordinated and Chaired a panel discussion on the ChaLLenge of Ethics in Sports, featurin~ Joe 
Ehrmann, and a distinguished pane~, UNC-CH. 

Pane[ participant, NCAA Schotarty Cot[oquium on Cottese Sports, NCAA Convention, Ortando, 
Florida. 

Panel participant, USADA Education Conference. [U.S. Anti-Dopin~ A~ency], Phoenix, Arizona 

Serve on Editorial Board of the Journal of Philosophy ~n Sport, the off ida[ journal of the 

International Assodation for Philosophy of Sport. 

Past President, International Association for Philosophy of Sport 

Gave several presentations and workshops on ethical decision makin]. 

Guest lecturer in EXSS classes on the Moral Si]nificance of Sport. 
Gave a presentation and led a panel discussion on the book, The Last Shot, by Darcy Frey, 
Durham Tech. 

Gave a presentation on 5portspersonship, at Mt. Olive College for athletes, coaches and 

athletic administrators. 

5. OTHER ACTIVITIES (Recruiting, etc.) 

I met with severat recruits on officiat and unofficial visits; Coach Hatchett includes me in att 
facets of recruitin~ so that I am fully aware of the academic abilities of each recruit. 

2. Met daily with the first year students (2) who came to Second Session Summer SchooL. 
This was a ~reat success. 

3 Served as Chair of the Tanner Teachin~ Awards Committee 
4. Served as Chair of the search committee for the Director of LGBTQ Center. 
5. Serve as radio color commentator for aLE women’s basketbaLL ~ames. 
6. Serve as the PA announcer for FieLd Hockey ~ames. 

6. COMMENTS/CONCLUSION 

Workin~ with Women’s BasketbaLL takes up many hours, but I am ~iven tremendous support 
from the Coachin~ Staff, in particular Coach CaLder and Coach HatcheLL They provide the 
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proper atmosphere so that the student athletes realize that their academics are important. 
Basically I am treated as one of their staff. 

This year with the team making it to the Final Four, there was a great deal traveL. We held 

regular study hall to make sure everyone was keepin~ up with their work. I had regular contact 
with their professors to make thin~s work as smoothly as possible. This was vital to the success 
of the student athletes, and in the end they did well. In fact Sprin~ 2007 has been one of our 
most successful academicaLLy. 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 2006-2007 

Octavus Barnes, Academic Counse[or 

I. TEAh~ (FOOTBALL) 

Team # of Students 
FootbaU 119 

Freshman Study Tabte 32 

Totat(s) 119 

2, ACADEMIC COUNSELING/RESPONSIBILITES 

a. Weekty Meetin8s 

# of Weekty Students # Weekty Students 
Team Fair 2005 Spfin~ 2006 

Footba[t 

Total(s) 

b. Academic Responsibitities 

Comments: 

This year was very excitin8 and chat[ensin8 we had chanBe in the staff hiHn8 
Beth BridBer new (Learnin8 Speda[ist) and a new head footbat[ coach Butch 
Davis. The rotes and responsibitities chanBed in a minor way, but chanse was 
fine to insure additionat constancy in the prosram. ThrouBhout this 
transition, we work hard as staff continuin8 addressin8 any issue, improv~n8 
communication, and cohesion under direct leadership of Cynthia Reynotds. 
Durin8 the fa[t and sprin8 semester, three freshmen were required to meet 
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with me twice a week. These weekly meetings lasted approximately 30 
minutes each. The purpose of these meetin~ was to work on time 
management, organization, and test preparation. While I met with these 

three freshmen, the other freshmen met with, mentors and Beth Bdd~er, our 
Learnin~ Specialist workin~ on similar study habits and readin~ skiUs. In 
addition to these appointments, students met with Beth to discuss other 

issues ran~in~ from learnin~ disabilities services to attention deficit 
disorders. We divided these freshmen by ability and attitude. Beth worked 
with students that were diagnosed with a Learnin~ Disability and ~iven 
services (LDS) based on the specific stren~Iths and weaknesses. The weekly 
meetin~l ~lave me an opportunity to develop a positive workin~ relationship 
with each student athlete and estabUsh me as a resource. Every week I 
convey the si~Inificance of stayin~l on task throughout footbaU season. We 
discussed how students should use a variety of resources Uke the 
Mathematics Tutorial and the Writin~l Center on campus. I also encouraged 
students to develop relationships with professors, deans, and other 

administrators to ~et further advice on their courses. 

c. Structured Study 

Team 
Football 
Freshman 
Upperclassman 

Total(s) 25 32 

Comments: 

All freshman football players are required to attend Study Hall, startin~ 
second session summer school, and continuin~ throughout their first year. 
Upperclassmen who did not meet the academic requirements (of our 
department andlor their coach) must to attend Study Table as well 
Individual schedules are set for those upperclassmen and they are to check in 
with me on a daily basis before meetin~ with their individual tutor. In 
addition to my role as an Academic Counselor, I am accountable for checkin~ 
in each student-athlete, tutors, and supplemental instructor for the start of 
each review session. I have daily communication with tutors re~lardin~l issues 
that may occur with each student. I ask for weekly feedback on each 
student from every tutor, and supplemental instructor. From the 
approximately 12 content tutors, 9 mentors, and 6 supplemental instructors, 
we ask each to fill out individual work session forms to ~let a more accurate 
account of each student’s progress. Once we ~et the feedback forms, Beth 
Brid~ler, Cynthia Reynolds and I read each comment to foUow-up with the 
student’s development. I send documentation at that time to Andre WiIUams 
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(coordinator of footbal[ activities) and position coaches. The 
consequence/enforcement of failing to meet the Study Hall requirements 
subsequent[y is [eft to the assistant head footbal[ coach John Blake. 

Our study tab{e runs for approximate{y 10 hours a week, with tutors and 
supplemental instructors covering Math, History, Geo{o~y, Socio{o~y, 
Psycho{o~y, Foreign Languages, and En~Ush. We a{so have Night study table 
during the sprin~ from 7:00pm to 8:30pm Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday 
covering various courses. We have started to include one-on-one sessions for 

individual students that need extra consideration. The majority of our tutors 
and supplemental instructors are graduate students from their respective 
fields or {ocal professionals. I a{so ensure that aU tutors, supplemental 
instructors and mentors meet with our compliance personnel to be train. 

In addition, I serve as a liaison between academic support staff and the 
footba{I coaching staff. We have a week{y meeting every Thursday during 
the footbaU season and biweek{y meetings during the spring. It is my 
responsibility, to inform each coach in conjunction with Cynthia Reynolds 
and Beth Bridget to identify potenUa{ concerns both positive and negative 
about our students. This meeting is to provide feedback from tutors, 
professors, and progress reports. 

OTHER ACTIVITES 

Durin~ the academic year, recruiting is one of my preferred activities. I 
enjoy meetin~ parents and potential student athletes, explainin~ what we do 
in academic support. I ~et a chance to sit down one on one, or speak to a 
group of parents, explaining the particular ro{es of our staff as we{l as the 
responsibility of students who come to Caro{ina. These presentations provide 
academic information and give parents the opportunity to ask any questions 
about our services. We also started an academic workshop for our incoming 
freshmen this year in which we wi{l cover Honor Court, Media resources and 
other student services. 

4. PROGRAMS 

Throughout the academic year, I work with facu{ty to recruit students and 
staff to mentor student ath{etes that need extra attention. This program 
a{Iows students to learn from someone who has worn similar shoes and 
trave{ed a comparab{e path, someone symbo{ica{ly speaking o{der and wiser. 
Another activity I enjoy is our guest coach program that includes touring the 
facilities, ha{fUme speeches and giving personal testimony on daily activity 
of our student ath{etes. It gives me a chance to bui{d rapport with facu{ty, 
staff, and parents. 

B. PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 



Continued success of our student athletes in the classroom is vital that is why 
I need to continue to ~row as an advisor so I plan to take classes at Iota[ 
university. Attendin~ The National Association of Academic Advisors for 
Athletics (N4A) conference last summer eased my transition into my role as 
an academic counselor. While attendin~ the conference last year we a~ree 
on competitive way to keep the freshmen involved by havin~ academic 

contest we called the (PASS CHALLENGE). This is an enormous resource to 
help me develop professionally as a counselor. I plan to attend the 
conference this summer with approva[ from my director. 

6. CONCLUSION 

As I complete my second year as an academic counselor for student athletes, 
encourasement seems to be the key word with students and staff, it ~lives 
me an opportunity support one another. I am very excited about the new 
head footbaU coach and his plans for this ~Ireat university. I really took 
forward to comin~l to work every day supportin8 student athlete. For any 
person who needs convincins, bein~l a former student athlete at this 
institution ~lives me the exceptional aptitude to connect with student 
athletes and motivate them with knowled~le about this university. 
Personally, I feet 8rateful to work with personnel that care about student 
athletes. We are very excited about the new head football coach and his 
plans for this ~reat university. We are incredibly energized about academic 
support staff that Robert Mercer has put to~ether that will drive us to be one 
the finest academic services in the nation. 

3] 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 2006 - 2007 

Mary Willin~ham, Learning Specialist 

1. TEAMS/Academic Coachin~ 

Students 
W Tennis 
M Basketball 
Softball 

W Basketball 
Baseba[[ 
Football 
Wrestling 

Track 

Total (s) 22 

Comments: Meetings intruded skit[ devetopment and strategies for organization, how to have 
effective professor meetings and tutor sessions. Students worked on papers and/or reviewed 

materials for tests. Students discussed accommodation issues/concerns. I continued to work 

(on an irregutar basis) with 14 students from previous years, having 2 of my very first student 
contacts (03104) graduate. 

2. Supplemental Instruction 

SI Series # Fall # Spring 
2006 2007 

English 

Psyc 

Soci 

Hist 

Drama 

Biology 

Hist 
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Supplemental Instruction (SI) 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Identified ’at risk’ Freshman/Sophomores 
Identified Perspective CLasses (Sl sessions count towards study haLL hours and are 
mandatory) 

Malted incomin~ students a List of classes that had SI attached aton~ with the 51 
informational brochure 

Hired and Trained SI Leaders to attend classes and run sessions - collaborated with the 

Learnin~ Center 

Approval from Professors/Departments/Coaches 

Posted 51 cLasses/session times and opened sessions to non-athLete students 

Fail results - 152 students participated with 97% pass rate 

Spring results - 49 students partLcipated with 99% pass rate 

Review Sessions* Included Economics 101, Education 441, Sociology 101 and Drama 116. 

3. "Drop-In" Student Meetings 

Two to three times per week, students would drop-in to ask a question or discuss possible 
LD/ADD diagnosis/testing. Students would also inquire about ski[Is/strategies workshops 
and the potential of settin~ up extra review sessions or organized ~roup study sessions. 

LD/ADD TestLng 
Students that requested testin~ services were referred (pre-screenin~ assessments were 

completed in advance of referraL). 23 students were referred to testin~ this year. Dr. Lyn 
Johnson from NC Neuropsychiatry came to our office on Fridays a{on~ with an assistant to 

expedite the process. A[[ students were e[i~ib{e to receive some type of LDS services. A 

format report is now submitted to sports medicine with re~ards to prescription 
appointments/usage on the first day of every month. 

LD/ADD # Fa[[ # Spring 
Testing 2007 2006 

Softball 

Track 

Row 

VoUeybaU 
Women’s BB 

Lacrosse w 

Lacrosse M 

Soccer M 

Wrestlin~ 

Men’s BB 

Soccer W 

Total(s) 9 114 
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5. PROGRAMS 

The EngLish 100 Writing Lab project has begun and is a coLLaborative effort with Dr. Todd 
TayLor and the Writing Department. A~ students in EngLish 100, both summer and faLL were 
offered Supplemental Instruction in cooperation and coordination with the Instructor of that 
particular section. For the majority of the students, it was mandatory/. 93% of the students 

(combined) passed English 100. During gnd semesteG the writing lab was established in the 
evening. In the fa~, a more extensive and organized writing Lab wi~ be open providing student 
support including tutoring and writing workshops. This wi~ be open both during the day and in 
the evening, and staffed/scheduLed similar Lo the writing center on campus. 

6. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

I continued to be the an active member of the Augustine Project a ChapeL HiLL non-profit 

organization that provides free Literacy tutoring to Low-income children. I also Co-Chair the 

CHHS PhiLharmonic Foundation, a non-profit that supports the endeavors of the CHHS orchestra 
students. I am currentLy enroLLed in the MALS program at UNC Greensboro (3 classes to 
complete the degree), and have signed up once again to be a Leader for the Freshman Summer 
Read Discussion group. I wiLL assist for the fourth year with our UNC Summer Bridge Program. I 

formaLLy presented (aLong with Beth Bridger) information on Remediation to the Academic 
Directors of the ACC in Greensboro. 

7. OTHER ACTIVITIES (campus support) 

In an effort to better coordinate se~ices with the LDS office/committee, 25 students 
were screened for ADD/LD in the summer during 2’~d summer session. 

I communicated weekly (monthLy meetings) with Theresa MaitLand at LDS services. 

I worked cLoseLy with Shade Little, Assistant Dean, to coordinate LD5 supporL for our 
students. 

I met with many of our Supplemental Instruction Faculty members to he~p 
coordinate/receive feedback for the program. 

It was a p~easure to help coordinate (for the 3~d year) our faculty event at the ACC 
Women’s Basketball Tournament. It is also gratifying to he~p with the graduation 

reception and celebrate our students’ success. 

I had the opportunity to work with Dr. Jan Boxit[ again this year to coordinate tutoring 
for our Women’s basketball team. 

Jim Kessler, the new Director for Disability 5el~ices has asked me to serve on the 
review committee for the entire process, both the ’start-up’ and documentation 

review. These meetings should take place weekly for 1 - 1.5 hours. 

B. COMMENTS/CONCLUSION 

¯ The LD/ADD screening and testing is a growing area of need. It wiLL be important to 
continue to meet our student’s accommodation needs. 

It wiLL also be important to continue to develop ’pro-active’ academic support 
programs in order to improve student’s grades, and increase the graduation rate 
amongst student athLetes. 

I am encouraged by the overaLL support from the entire staff here at the Academic 
Center as weLL as across the campus. It is a pleasure to work in a Learning community 

that supports the needs of students, and is wiLLing to meet the chaLLenges of this 
changing population. 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAMFORSTUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 2006-07 

Beth Bridger, Learning SpeciaUst 

1. TEAMS 

Team # of Students 
Football 119 

Freshmen 32 
LD/ADD 26 

Tota[ (s) 119 

**LD/ADD indicates total number of football student-athletes with diagnosed LD/ADD. 

2. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

a. LD/ADD Testin) 

# Fall     # Spring         Totals 
Team 

2006 2007 2006-7 

5creenin~ 22 3 25 

Full Battery 8 6 (2) ld (16) 

Meds (new) 2 3 5 

Total(s) 32 12 (14) 50 (52) 

**() indicates those who had started testing before this year and finished this year 



I joined the Academic Suppor~ Program for Student-Athletes this past fail My first 
responsibility as the Learning SpeciaUst for Football was to meet 

with a[[ the football student-athletes identified with LD/ADD. With the student~ we determined 

if accommodations needed to be utilized each semester. If needed, I coordinated 
appointments with LDS staff, Theresa Maitland and Catherine Hannon, and helped each student 
navigate the process of receiving accommodations. 

Along with Mal¥ Willingham~ I worked to coordinate appointments for students who were 
recommended for LD testing as well as appointments for medication refills. Dr. Lyn Johnson 
from NC Neuropsychiatry came to our office on Fridays along with an assistant to expedite the 

process. All students who were tested and their paperwork had been cleared through LDS were 
eligible to receive services and accommodations. 

b. Weekly MeetLngs 

# Fall # Spring 
Team 

2006 2007 

Football 
English 

101 SI 

Afri 520 

LD/ADD 

Total(s) 15 21 

**LD/ADD indicates total number of football student-athletes I served as a liaison for with LDS 
for appointments and accommodations. 

Comments: 

My academic appointments in the fa{{ were with freshmen footba{{ student-athletes deemed at- 

risk as determined by Cynthia Reynolds and Octavus Barnes. They made their decisions based 
upon the students’ motivation and level of work in second session summer school as well as 
information such as incoming GPA/SAT scores. In the spring semester, my case{oad was based 
on the performance of these se{ected students and any other freshmen who moved into the at- 
risk categol¥ (as deemed by Cynthia, Octavus, and myself), whether it be by GPA, motivation, 

or Learning concerns. 

In the fall and spring, I had one-on-one appointments and group appointments of no more than 

3 students, ranging anywhere from 30 minutes to 2 hours or more (with breaks), depending 
upon student needs. During individual appointments, the students and I worked on learning and 

applying various academic ski[[s, time management, organization, motivation, goa{ setting, 
communication with facu[ty, and individua{ c[ass assignments. Each appointment was tai[ored 
to meet individua[ needs of the student which I identified at the beginning of each semester as 
well as reassessed before each meeting. ~eetin~s were very scripted. Certain skills were 
addressed every week and others were covered depending on content material of the student’s 

current course assignments. I a{so monitored grade progress and communicated with faculty 
members. 

In the fall semester, I ran Supplemental Instruction for English 101. I attended the course’s SO- 
minute Lectures three times per week and ran two to three review sessions each week 
depending on course work. For those who met with me for individual appointments, we also 
worked on English 101 material when needed. During each SI session, we reviewed writing 
concepts covered in class and how to best implement those concepts into written work. A Lot 
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of time was also spent on the learning the writing process. Topics included brainstorming, 
researching~ outlining, thesis statements, topic sentence% content~ transition~ conclusion% the 
editing process, how to revise, and citin8. The suppLementaL instruction was a 
opportunity to remediate students who Lacked essential coLLege [eve[ writin8 skiLLs. 

For my meetings I provided daily and weekly feedback as well as attendance records to Cynthia 
and Octavus. I also attended meetings with the coaching staff to discuss students. 

c. Structured Study Table 

Sunday Monday Tuesday    Wednesday    Thursday Friday 
6:00- 12:30- 12:30- 12:30- 12:30- 

Octavus and I worked with the freshmen class durin~ structured study table hours. In the 

spring, I took over doing the ~ogistics of study table. I coordinated the individua~ tutor and 

mentor appointments. I was also responsible for posting the day’s sessions. The maiority of 
my time during study table was spent with either individual appointments or sitting in on 
different tutor sessions. My open times were used to float around to check on students or for 
additional one-on-one appointments. 

d. Tutors 

During the sprin~ semester, I wa~ the liaison with tutors who worked with the football student- 
athletes. I scheduled sessions and gathered feedback information. I distributed this 
information to Cynthia and Octavus. I also worked with the tutors on strategies and techniques 
to use with our student-athletes to accommodate their different learnin~ styles and needs. 

3. PROGRAMS 

a. Mentor Program 

In workin~ with students who are at-risk, it is important to have a variety of resources available 
to them. Academic mentors had been used in the past, but my ~oal was to set up an 
established program and serve as the coordinator to organize and facilitate this group. 

I met with people from the education department (undergraduate and masters) to not only get 
input on the feasibility of creating an established program but also to brainstorm ways to find 
peopte interested and qualified for the position. 

The spring semester marked the official start of the program. I hired 5 education students to 
make our staff of mentors 10. I created and implemented a training program with an official 

handbook to educate our new mentors. I also met with the mentors at least once every two 
weeks to discuss their meetings, techniques, and any other pertinent issues re[evant to the 

mentor program. At the end of the semester, the mentors and mentees did evatuations of the 
to~istics and overatt success of the program. 

b. SCORES 
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Created by the football operations staff, SCORES (Summer College Opportunity for Realizing 
Educational Success), is a program for incoming freshmen football players during the second 
summer session. The program incorporates not only academic skills but hfe skills to give the 
students a head-start on college issues before their first full time semester in the fall 

Academics are going to play a bigger role this summer than it has in the previous summers. We 
will plan and hold workshops for academic skills such as note taking, test taking, studying, 
reading textbooks, and writing. We will also have guest speakers to address issues of the Honor 
Code and Honor Court, acceptable classroom behavior and professor expectations, and using 
campus resources such as the Library and writing Center. These skills will then be reinforced 
throughout the students’ course work for the summer and fall. 

4. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

I have had the chance to participate in professional development this academic year. I 
attended the N4A Regional Conference in Raleigh in October. Mary Wi[[ingham and I presented 
on Remediation at the ACC Director’s Conference in Greensboro in May. I will also be 
attending the N4A NaUona[ Conference in Phoenix in June. I will also be going three days early 
to the naUona[ conference, as I was accepted into the Professional Development Institute for 
New Practitioners. 

5. OTHER ACTIVITIES (RecruitinR, etc.) 

a. Recruiting 

During the fat[ and spring semesters, I participated in recruiting activities and had the 
opportunity to meet recruits and their family members as well as present information during 
the academic sessions. 

6. COMMENTS/CONCLUSION 

This past year has been a great experience for me professionally. I am honored to be working 
at Carolina and with the staff in the academic support program. I am lucky to have had the 
opportunity and freedom to see my ideas suggestions come to fruition. 

Throughout the year, I have thought about what I can further learn and contribute to the 
program to better assist the students: 

Persist in improving and keeping the lines of communication open with not only the 
academic staff but coaching and support staff of the football team 
Continue to find, hire, and train mentors for the Mantor Program 
Continue to educate tutors on techniques and strategies in relation to students’ 
learning styles and needs 
Build upon and make new connections throughout campus (LDS, Education dept.) 

Collaborate with staff (especially the Tutor Coordinator) to strengthen the hnes 
between Football and Olympic sports 
Address our department’s LD Testing poBdes and procedures 
Become trained and practiced in a reading program 
Create templates for research on students with LD and those students who use 
remediation 

¯ Maintain attendance at professional development opportunities in order to bring new 
ideas and practices to football academic programming 
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Football 

Academic Year 

2000-2001 

2001-2002 

2002-2003 

2003-2004 

2004-2005 

2005-2006 

2006-2007 

updated: 





Assessment for Administrative and Educational Support Units 

For: (Unit Name) Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Departmental Contact: Name: Robert Mercer Phone: 962-9534 

Date Submitted: 05/024/2007 

Email Address: rr~ 

Mission Statement (http://tarheelblue.collegesports.com/genrel/042103aab.html): 
The mission of the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes at the University of North Carolina at Ct 
programs and services in partnership with the University community to assist and encourage student-athlel 
success. These programs and services are designed to advance personal responsibility and enhance leade~ 
respiring educational excellence and an appreciation of the academic experience. 

Intended Outcomes Assessment Result 
(add lines as needed) Procedures/Methods 

1. To have student-athletes be more Annual repor[s from each program facilitator    See EOY Repot[ 
involved and responsible for their and program evaluation from students. 
individual academic experience. 

2. To raise student-athlete retention, 
eligibility and graduation rates. 

3. To increase student-athletes’ 
participation in academic se~ices 
offered by our "sister" units. 

4. To raise campus awareness of 
student-athletes’ academic 
achievements. 

Collection of academic data (student grades, 
graduation rates, coach/team academic 
per[ormance evaluation, NCAA Academic 
Progress Rate (APR),. 

Senior Exit Interviews - questionnaire 
provided to all graduating seniors 

Scholarship and Award Program, Star Heels 
News, Academic Team Captain Program, 
Faculty AdvisoQ/Committee, Faculty Guest 
Coaching Program. 

FRESHMAN-COHORT GR 

Stud�his ShtdcnI-Alhlclcs # 

1999-00 Gradua/ion Ralc 84 

Four-Class Average 82% 70 

Available on request from 
Blanchard, Depar[ment of 
Committee on Athletics 

See EOY Repot[ 

42 



Note: Re~u~ts ~f as~e~smentS and de~cripti~ns ~f h~~ re~u~ts ~ere used f~r pr~gram impr~vement wi~~ be t 
template to be supplied in late spring. 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
END OF YEAR REPORT 

2006-2007 

Mary Brunk 

1. TEAMS 

Team # of Students 
Baseball 37-39 

Women’s Basketball 
(eligibility monitoring) 14 

Rowing (with Jayme 

Mitchell) 52-88 

Women’s Golf 9-10 
Men’ s Lacrosse 40-42 

Women’s Lacrosse 37 

Total 189-230 

2. ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

a. Weekly Meetings 

Team 

Baseball 
Rowing 
Women’s Golf 
Men’ s Lacrosse 
Women’s Lacrosse 
Total(s) 

# Fall 2006 # Spring 2007 

36 12 

During the fall semester, each fbeshman was required to meet wkh me on a weekly basis These 
weekly meetings lasted approximately 20 minutes each Based on the specific strengths, 
weaknesses, and needs of each student/team and the time of year (ie registration, exams, etc), 
the focus of my weekly meetings with student-athletes varied In addition to developing positive 
working relationships with my student-athletes and establishing myself as a resource and "safe" 
contact point fbr them, I used our time together each week to introduce various skills- test- 
taking, time management, organizational, and communication A common message that I strove 
to convey to each of the student-athletes with whom I met was the wide availability of resources 
on campus and the importance of taking advantage of those resources I also encouraged 
individuals to develop relationships (and recognize the importance of doing so) with people 
across campus whose help they should utilize- professors, tutors, counselors, TA’s, etc Meeting 



individually with these student-athletes allowed me to develop rapport with them while 
maintaining an awareness of their academic progress 

"Committee Cases" and those student-athletes who struggled academically or developed poor 
academic habits and required additional, in-depth attention were referred to and, if necessary, 
met with Mary Willingham Mary then met with them for longer periods of time, offering 

additional learning strategies and suggestions to increase the effectiveness of their studying and 
academic performance The individuals I referred to her were previously diagnosed with 
learning disabilities, in the process of being tested or expressed and interest in being screened 
Mary and I worked more closely this year throughout this identification and screening process 
which continued to offer me an opportunity to apply what I have learned in my special 
education-related coursework to "real life" situations I hope to strengthen my knowledge-base 
in this area with Mary’s help and guidance over the next year 

b. Structured Study 

Team 

Baseball 
Rowing 
Women’s Golf 
Men’ s Lacrosse 
Women’s Lacrosse 
Total(s) 

# Fall 2006 # Spring 2007 

56 36 

The freshmen on all of my teams were required to attend Study Hall in the fall Upperclassmen 
who did not meet the academic requirements (of our depamnent and/or their coach) were also 
expected to attend Study Hall Each team was required to earn 6 hours of Study Hall each week 
in the fall Except for Men’s Lacrosse whose weekly requirement was reduced to 4 hours, each 
team was also required to earn 6 hours in the spring as well (Requirements were based on 
competition schedule, coaches’ expectations, and my concerns) Based on their fall 
performance, the coaches and I determined which student-athletes would be required to fi~lfill 
study hall hours (and how many he/she would be required to fulfill) Student-athletes on my 
teams took advantage of Supplemental Instruction (SI), tutoring, sessions with Mary Willingham 
and review sessions- in addition to traditional study hall All of these options contributed to their 
study hall hours for the week Every Friday morning I sent each coach a "Weekly Report" 
documenting his/her team’s Study Hall hours, use of tutors, and weekly meeting attendance The 
consequence/enforcement of failing to meet the Study Hall requirements varied by team and was 
left to the coaches’ discretion 

c. "Drop-In" Student Meetings 

Throughout the fall and spring semesters, I met regularly with individuals on a "drop in" basis I 
did not establish set hours for these meetings to take place in part because I know their schedules 
are hectic and I want to be available to them when lhe)’ have time This did pose some 



challenges for me, as I had to be prepared at any time to stop what I was doing and shift my 
focus to their needs Although this approach created more interruptions in my schedule, I found 
that it did work for me (although I will still encourage individuals to schedule appointments 
when they know ahead of time that they need to meet with me) The content of these meetings 
varied, including issues related to personal problems, scheduling, course selection and 
registration, available resources to assist them with their courses, working with professors, 
grades, and progress reports I experienced the most drop-in meetings leading up to and during 
registration This is when I did the majority of my academic advising 

d. Monitoring of Continuing Eligibility 

This year, my involvement with the Women’s Basketball team decreased drastically, though not 
by choice While I previously worked collaboratively with Mary Willingham, Jan Boxill, and 
Andrew Calder in matters concerns the players’ academic progress, my involvement this year 
was limited primarily to monitoring the players’ eligibility and academic progress as it related to 
degree requirements 

During the Pall semester, I required each of my student-athletes to have an "Eligibility Meeting" 
with me, though some individuals failed to fulfill this requirement I was available throughout 
the semester to meet with students from any classification The purpose of these meetings was to 
convey to our student-athletes the importance of understanding their eligibility requirements and 
where they stand in relation to meeting these requirements We reviewed each athlete’s NCAA 
and UNC continuing eligibility, pa~icularly those related to Progress Towards Degree/Degree 
Applicable Hours 1 also used this time to discuss registration for the spring semester Meeting 
with all of my student-athletes gave me a chance to more closely monitor potential eligibility 
concerns and see some of my athletes who I would othe~vise not see 

Lance Markos from Compliance and I met on several occasions in order to review the 
spreadsheets containing relevant eligibility requirements and progress towards these 
requirements for each student Having this opportunity was an important experience for me, as it 
offered a system of checks and balances and time for me to have specific questions answered 
about my student-athletes and their eligibility 

Throughout the year (two times each semester), our office requested progress reports on selected 
students fi-om their professors While the response rate has not been perfect, it does present the 
opportunity to follow up with professors on an individual and more personal level I often e-mail 
professors directly in an eft’ort to receive feedback on certain student-athletes about who I am 
concerned After compiling the Progress Reports grades and entering comments into the 
database, I contacted the coaches ofmy teams and shared this information with them Overall, 
professors are appreciative of my concern for our students and our willingness to follow up with 
them I look forward to continuing the development relationships with more professors 

e. Team Travel 

This year, I had the opportunity to travel with two of my teams, including Women’s Golf and 
Baseball During the spring semester, I traveled to G~-eensboro, North Carolina over the Easter 



Holiday weekend with Women’s Golf~ Later this month, I will be traveling with the Baseball 
team for their weekend series at the University of Maryland in College Park As usual, my travel 
experiences are very positive, as they oiler me the opportunity to strengthen my relationship with 
both the coaches and the student-athletes while continuing to see them in a setting outside of my 
once 

f. Recruiting 

This year, I assisted my assigned teams/coaches in the recruiting process upon their recruits’ 
arrival to campus Meeting with them during the week and on the weekends, recruits were often 
accompanied by their parents and occasionally other family members The information I 
conveyed to them was consistent, whether meeting one-on-one with a recruit (such as on an 
official visit) or speaking with a larger group of recruits and their families (such as on a Junior 
Day) I discussed topics ranging from my role as their Academic Counselor and the available 
resources within the Academic Center and on campus, to the course curriculum and the programs 
we offer in the Academic Center Following this discussion, I had the opportunity to answer 
questions and address any concerns the students or their parents’ voiced Throughout the school 
year, I met with recruits for various teams, including men’s lacrosse, women’s lacrosse, 
women’s basketball, rowing, and baseball 

g. Team Meetings 

I met with each of my times at least twice in the fall and again in the spring My initial meeting 
with each team gave me a chance to introduce myself and the expectations i have for my student- 
athletes I discussed our department’s policies and procedures and was able to answer any initial 

questions that arose My second meeting with each team was devoted primarily to registration, 
including necessary steps each student must take, upcoming deadlines, etc 

3. PROGRAMATIC RESPONSIBILITIES 

a. SCHOLARSHIPS AND AWARDS 

In addition to my role as an Academic Counselor for several Olympic sports teams, I am also the 
Coordinator for Scholarships and Awards for UNC’s Department of Athletics Within this role, I 
act as the main contact for students, coaches, and administrators regarding available scholarship 
and awards opportunities I also organize and facilitate the application process in order to help 
nominees submit the strongest applications possible My primary responsibilities as the 
Coordinator for Scholarships and Awards are as follows: 

Identification and Nominations 

It is my responsibility to identify potential candidates for scholarships and awards Although 
there are recognition opportunities available for student-athletes, coaches and administraturs 
within the Department of Athletics, all of the nominees thus far this academic year have been 
student-athletes Upon my identification of these individuals, I contact them personally to 

inquire about their interest in pursuing the opportunity (ies) Once the application process is 



reviewed and explained to the individuals, we work together to produce, collect, and submit the 
necessary application materials (such as transcripts, resumes, endorsements, personal statements, 
etc) The tbllowing scholarships and awards represent those for which I assisted in the 
application process and submitted nominations this academic year: 

¯ ACC Jim Tatum Award 
¯ ACC Top Six for Service Award 
¯ ACC/NCAA Sportsmanship Award 
¯ ACC Weaver-James CorriganHonoratT Award 
¯ ACC Weaver-James Corrigan Postgraduate Scholarship 
¯ AII-ACC Academic Teams 
¯ ACC Senior Scholar Athlete Award 
¯ Arthur Ashe, Jr Sport Scholars Award 
¯ Athletic Director’s Scholar Athlete Awards 
¯ Athletes for a Better World John Wooden Trophy 

¯ Black Coaches’ Association Ethnic Minority Postgraduate Scholarship Program 
¯ Foundation tbr the Carolinas Carolina Panthers Scholarship Fund 
¯ John Lotz Award 
¯ Mildred McCaskill Award 
¯ National Association of Athletic Development Directors 
¯ NACDA John McLendon Memorial Minority Scholarship 
¯ National Football Foundation Scholar Athlete Award 

NCAA Degree Completion Award 
¯ NCAA Leadership Conference 
¯ NCAA Ethnic Minority and Women’s Enhancement Postgraduate Scholarship 
¯ NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship Program 
¯ NCAA Ethnic Minority and Women’s Internship Program 
¯ NCAA Today’s Top VIII 
¯ NCAIAW Postgraduate Scholarship - NCAAPHERD 
¯ NIKE Internship 
¯ William Rand Kenan, Jr Award 
¯ Women’s Sports Foundation Internship 
¯ Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence in Student Activities and Leadership 

i Jim Tatum Memorial Award 

Recipients 

I am proud of the individuals who dedicated their time and effort to the pursuit of these 
opportunities and look fotwv-ard to producing even more recipients next year Of the individuals I 
nominated so far this year, the following have been recognized as winners: 



Collaboration with Athletic Communications 

Although much of my contact with Athletic Communications has been with Dana Gelin, others 
have also offered some assistance over the course of the year Dana has been very helpful in 
providing me with information to identify candidates initially and in addition to completing 
nomination forms for our candidates My goal in working with their depa~ment is two-fold- to 
obtain necessary infurmation for applications and to identify and recognize candidates and 
nominees With her oftice relocation to our building, Dana and I have had the ability to have 
more face-to-face interaction and collaboration Her knowledge and willingness to help in my 
eft’ort continues to be valuable, as she recommends individuals to contact, formats and prints 
STAR Heel News, and updates TarHeelBlue com with our student-athletes’ accomplishments I 
greatly appreciate her assistance and look fu~-ard to maintaining and developing my relationship 
with Dana 

STAR Heel News - STudent-Athlete Recognition Opportunities Newsletter 

The STAR Heel News was modified slightly this year in order to incorporate all areas of 
Student-Athlete Support Services, including Academics and Student-Athlete Development 
(Carolina Leadership Academy, CREED, etc) The newsletter provides infurmation on the 
following: upcoming scholarships and awards deadlines, last year’s recipients and where they are 
now, the current year’s winners, and my contact information, should anyone have further 
inquiries We also provided information regarding the CREED program, Carolina Leadership 
Academy, and Career Se~ices-related relevant for our student-athletes ]-he publication 



continues to be distributed on a monthly basis to specific athletic administrators, all head 
coaches, and the Student-Athlete Support Services staff Copies of the newsletter are also 
available to students through their coaches and the Scholarships and Awards Bulletin Board in 

the Academic Center Over the summer, Dana and I will look into other means of distribution in 
order to more effectively reach our students 

Bulletin Boards 

-Scholarships and Awards Bulletin Board 

In order to promote scholarships and awards opportunities and the successes our student-athletes 
have had, I maintained the Scholarships and Award Bulletin board in the front lobby area that 
displays pertinent information, such as upcoming deadlines, past and current issues of STAR 
Heel News, the Scholarships and Awards Cha~, and photographs of this year’s recipients 

-"Heels in the News" Bulletin Board 

In an effort to recognize the athletic accomplishments of our student-athletes, I charged Jayme 
with the responsibility of maintaining up-to-date information on our student-athletes and their 
accomplishments throughout the year She did a great job displaying newspaper clippings, 
articles, and photographs of the great strides our athletes make, updating the postings on this 
board throughout the week 

4. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

I was given the opportunity to attend the National Consortium for Academics and Sport’s Annual 
Conference in Orlando, Florida at the end of Pebmary At this conference, I had a chance to 
meet other professionals who work in a broad array of college athletics-related settings Of 

pa~icular interest to me were those involved in degree-completion programming for former 
college athletes who left their university prior to earning a degree The Consortium’s dedication 

to diversity education and training also interests me very much Upon speaking with individuals 
involved with outreach programming, they expressed an interest in training me to serve as a 
member of their TI~AMWORK Leadership Institute {TLI) and Mentors in Violence Prevention 
(MVP) program I look fol~-ard to participating in this training and having an opportunity to 
train others in these areas 

During the Fall 2006 semester, I completed the final course {aside from the internship) in UNC’s 
Special Education General Curriculum Licensure Program I hoped to take a counseling course 
this summer toward my certification maintenance but, unfortunately, was informed that I was not 
allowed to pursue this option I will continue to look into opportunities that will be acceptable 
for me to earn continuing education credits so that my counseling certification does not expire 

This year, I was assigned the responsibility of supervising               our graduate intern 
Prior to her sta~ in the Fall, I put together a general job descriptioNoutline based on input from 
various staffmembers and our former intern My goal was to provide       with an opportunity 
to expose her to as many relevant experiences within our depamnent as possible so that, upon the 



completion of her internship, she would possess both the skills and confidence to secure a fi~ll- 
time position in the field Gaining supervisory experience over the past year was a valuable 
experience for me and an opportunity that allowed me to both teach someone else while learning 
quite a bit about myself professionally as well 

5. OTHER ACTIVITIES 

-With the return of several former student-athletes in the fall and spring to work towards the 
completion of their degrees, some taking advantage of the NCAA’s Degree Completion Program 
and others paying on their own, I feel there is a need to develop a protocol for our staff and 
returning student-athletes to follow that could streamline the steps involved in the process 
(applying for readmission, registering, etc) I will be collaborating with Wayne Walden and 
Octavus Barnes this summer to brainstorm ideas and map out this process 

-Degree Audit Advisory Committee Member (attended monthly meetings) 

-Freshmen Summer Reading Program Facilitator (participated in last summer’s program and 
plan to do so again this summer) 

-NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship Regional Selection Committee Member 

6. COMM ENTS/CONCLUSION 

As I near the conclusion of my fourth year as an Academic Counselor/Coordinator for 
Scholarships and Awards, I am excited about the increasing responsibility I have taken on each 
year thus far, particularly that of supetwising our graduate intern this year I look fox.yard to 
more opportunities such as this to grow professionally in this field I hope that in the coming 
year I will have a chance to take advantage of opportunities that will allow me to work towards 
the maintenance of my counseling certification as well 



SUN 

ECONOMICS 

MON TUES 

TuLor Schedule Spring 
2007 

WED THUES 

ECONOMICS 

- Writing Lab                                 - Writing Lab           - Writing 
Lab 

MATH MATH MATH 

Writing/French Writing/French Writing/French 

T. Yount - Poli T. Yount - Writing T. Yount - Poli 
Sci/History Lab Sci/History Study 

Rm. C 

(~email.unc.edu 

,~uncaa.unc.edu 

@earLhlink.net 

,~unc.edu 
~aol.com 

Writing Lab 

Italian 

PSYC/SOCI 

- Biology 

Writina Lab 



TUTOR 

- Biology 

- Writing 

- German 

Math 

- Economics 

- Italian 

- Math 

Jaimie Lee - Writing/French 

- Math 

- Portuguese/Spanish 

Tony Yount - Writing/Political Science 

- Geology 

- Writing 

- Psychology/Sociology 

- Spanish 

- Sociology 

Tutor Schedule 

CONTACT INFO 

,~aol.com 

@bellsouth.net 

~@earLhlink.net 

@email.unc.edu 

(~email.unc.edu 

.~email.unc.edu 

(~email.unc.edu 

@~mail.com 

~mail.com 

@yahoo.com 

’@mac.com 

@unc.edu 

@yahoo.corn 

@uncaa.unc.edu 

,~unc.edu 

~email.unc.edu 



Tutor Schedule 

WRITING 

Jaimie Lee 

Tony Yount(History/PoliticalScience) 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE 

ECONOMICS 

PSYCHOLOGY/SOCIOLOGY 

BIOLOGY 

GEOLOGY 

MATH 

~ORT/SPAN) 

(SPAN) 

Jaimie Lee (FREN) 

(ITAL) 

(GERM) 



Tutor Schedule Spring 
2007 



MONDAY, APRIL 28 

DAYTIME 

12:00 - 2:00 pm 

ENGLISH / WRITING SKILLS 225 

Jack FOREIGN LANGUAGE(S) 224 Halperin 

7:30pro - 9:30pro 

225 
Halperin Jack 224 

~1. The Academics Center and PC Lab will be open from 7PM to 11PM 

ENGLISH 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE(S) 
GEOLOGY 

MATH, PHYS, BIOL 
MATH, PHYS, STAT 227 



TUESDAY, APRIL 29 

DAYTIME 
12:00 - 2:00 pm 

ENGLISH / WRITING SKILLS 1225225 
Halperin Jack FOREIGN LANGUAGE(S) 1224 

MATH ! STATS I 227 

7:30pm - 9:30pm 

Halperin 

22 

e Academics Center and PC Lab will be open from 7PM* to 11PM 

IJack 

BIOLOGY 
ENGLISH, History 2t5 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE(S) 224 
GEOGRAPHY 
MATH, PHYS, STAT 227 
ECONOMICS 



WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30 

READING DAY 

DAYTIME 
12:00 - 2:00 pm 

Halperin 
ENGLISH 

Jack =OREIGN LANGUAGE(S) 
V~ATH 

215 
224 
227 

7:30pm - 9:30pm 

Halp~rin 
ENGLISH 

Jack =OREIGN LANGUAGE(S) 
3EOLOGY 

=HILOSOPHY 
~IATH, PHYS, STAT 

225 
224 

227 

The Academics Center and PC Lab will be open from 7PM to 11PM 



THURSDAY, MAY1 
2 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

DAYTIME 
12:00-2:00pm 

ENGLISH/WRITING SKILLS 
MATH 

225 

227 

7:30pm - 9:30pm 

* The Academics Center and PC Lab will be open from 7PM to 11PM 

ENGLISH 

BIOLOGY 

ENGLISH 

PHILOSOPHY 

MATH, PHYS, STAT 227 



FRIDAY, MAY 2 

DAYTIME 
12:00 - 2:00 pm 

ENGLISH / WRITING SKILLS 

~ATH 
225 

227 

7:30pm - 9:30pm 

BIOLOGY 

ENGLISH 

MATH, PHYS, STAT 
ECONOMICS 

227 

* The Academics Center and PC Lab will be open from 7PM to 11PM 



ENGLISH, History 215 

3EOGRAPHY 

MATH, PHYS, STAT 227 

ECONOMICS 

The Academics Center and PC Lab will be open from 7PM to 11PM 



MONDAY, MAY 5 

DAYTIME 
12:00 - 2:00 pm 

7:30pro - 9:30pro 

* The Academics Center and PC Lab will be open from 7PM to 11PM 



TUESDAY, MAY 6 

7:30pm - 9:30pm 

The Academics Center and PC Lab will be open from 7PM to 11PM 



WEDNESDAY, MAY 7 
READING DAY 

* The Academics Center and PC Lab will be open from : 

8am to 5pm 
7pm to 1 lpm 



THURSDAY, MAY 8 

* The Academics Center and PC Lab will be open from : 

8am to 5pm 
7pm to 1 lpm 



FRIDAY, MAY 9 

* The Academics Center and PC Lab will be open from : 

8am to 5pm 
7pm to 1 lpm 



~ 
WEEKLY TUTORING ~CHEDULE 

7:30-9:30PM 
L~-st 

ACADEMIC CENTER 
Subiect(s) Tutored 

ENGLISH 

ENGLISH History 

BIOLOGY 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE(S) 

ENGLISH 

MATH, PHYS, BIOL 

PHILOSOPHY 

MATH, PHYS, STAT 

GEOGRAPHY 

ECONOMICS 

GEOLOGY 

ENGLISH 

COMPUTER MONITOR 

aon 

LAB 

~ 
DAYTIME TUTORING 

12:00-2:00PM 
Last 

20 Halperin 

22 

23 

28 ISTUDY HALL MONITORS 

30I 

37 ~FOOTBAL REVIEW SESSIONS 

ACADEMIC CENTER 
Subiect(s) Tutored 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE(S) 

ENGLISH 

MATH, PHYS, STAT 

PSYCHOLOGY 
AFAM 

BUSL ECON, MATH 

aon 
224 
225 
227 

UPDATED ON 1/29/2015 

PHILOSOPHY 
PSYCHOLOGY 



K 

Tue~s I Wed I Phone 

929-5818 

LAB I LAB I 

EMAIL 

NOT ON LINE 

=(~ historytools orq 

@email unc edu 

@hotmail corn 

@email.unc.edu 

@bme.unc.edu 

@email unc edu 

@email.unc.edu 

@email uric edu 
~email uric edu 

@email uric edu 
@email.unc.edu 
@email uric edu 

@hotmail tom 

UPDATED ON fl129/2015 



A 1 B I C I ~1 E 
WEEKLY TUTORING SCHEDULE 
6:00-9:00PM 2ND FLOOR DEY HALL 

ADDITIONAL TUTORING RESOURCES 
THE MATH CENTER 

224 PHILLIPS 

3:30-7:30PM M-THR 

BIOLOGY 
BUSINESS 
CHEMISTRY 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
ECONOMICS 
FRENCH 
MATH 
PHYSICS 
PSYCOLOGY 
SPANISH 
STATISTICS 

THE CHEMISTRY CENTER 

225 VENABLE HALL 

12:00-6:00PM M-THR 

THE PHYSICS CENTER 

210 PHILLIPS HALL 

8:00AM-6:00PM M-THR 

UPDATED ON 112912015 



~ I G I ~ I ’ I J 

Tues Wed 
~ 

X 

UPDATED ON 112912015 



Last         First    SiRn’~ture 

_~1 

Jack 



K 

SPANISH 220 

ENGLISH, History 215 

PSYCHOLOGY, English 2t3 

ECON10 221 



4 



K 

23 

GEOLOGY 224 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE(S) 220 

PSYCHOLOGY EXS8 217 

BIOLOGY 2t3 

GEOGP~PHY 219 

Philosophy ~21 

ENGLISH 215 





K 

36 ENGLISH 2t5 

37 Halperin lack FOREIGN LANGUAGE(S) 220 

42 PLEASE SIGN UP FOR ONLY 1 TUTOR PER NIGHT 

44 IF ALL 4 SLOTS ARE FILLED FOR THE TUTOR YOU WISH TO SEE, PLEASE SEE YOUR COUNSELOR 

ALL NAMES SIGNED UP IN THE MARGINS OR FOR MORE THAN ONE TUTOR WILL BE REMOVED 46 





K 

53 

54 

56 

63 

I ENGLISH 2t5 

GEOLOGY 213 

I Jack FOREIGN LANGUAGE(S) 220 

MATH Physics Biology 2t7 

PLEASE SIGN UP FOR ONLY 1 TUTOR PER NIGHT 

IF ALL4SLOTSAREFILLEDFORTHETUTORYOUWISHTOSEE, PLEASE SEE YOUR COUNSELOR 

ALL NAMES SIGNED UP IN THE MARGINS OR FOR MORE THAN ONE TUTOR WILL BE REMOVED 



52 

54 

62 

63 

65 

66 



K 

70 

72 

73 

78 

82 

ENGLISH 2t5 

I Jack FOREIGN LANGUAGE(S) 220 

MATH Physics Biology 226 

PSYCHOLOGY EXS8 217 

BIOLOGY 213 

GEOGRAPHY 2t9 

Philosophy 224 

ECON 221 

PLEASE SIGN UP FOR ONLY 1 TUTOR PER NIGHT 

IF ALL 4 SLOTS ARE FILLED FOR THE TUTOR YOU WISH TO SEE, PLEASE SEE YOUR COUNSELOR 

ALL NAMES SIGNED UP IN THE MARGINS OR FOR MORE THAN ONE TUTOR WILL BE REMOVED 



A ~    I c I ~ ~ 
DATE afternoon? SFN SLN SPORT 

12 Feb 

13 Feb 

13 Feb 

16 Feb 

19-Feb 

20-Feb 

20 Feb 

25 Feb 

27-Feb X 

26 Feb 

3 Mar 

3 Mar        X 

NO STUDENTS SEEN 

W Golf 

Tennis 

Gymnasatics 
Swimming 

Football 

Football 

Tennis 

Lacrosse 

Lacrosse 

FB 

Golf 

Lax 

Wrestling 

FB 

FB 

FB 

Lax 

Lax 

Gymnastics 
W-Lax 

FB 

W Golf 

VB 

FB 

Track 

Tennis 

Wgolf 

FB 

FB 



6 

6-Mar 

17-Mar 

17 Mar 

18 Mar 

19 Mar 

20-Mar 

20-Mar X 

24-Mar 

24 Mar       X 

25-Mar 

26 Feb 

27 Feb 

27 Mar       X 

2 Apr 

3-Apr X 

3-Apr 

7-Apr 

E 

FB 

Wrestling 

NO STUDENTS SEEN 

NO STUDENTS SEEN 



A 

7-Mar 

14-Apr 

14-Apr 

15-Apr 

17-Apr 

16-Apr 

21Apr 

21-Apr 

22-Apr 

22-Apr 

23 Apr 

24-Apr 

24-Apr 

29 Apr 

28 Apr 

28 Apr 

B .I c I D E 
X Tennis 

Wbask~ball 

X NO STUDENTS SEEN 

NO STUDENTS SEEN 

SB 

Swimming 

Mlax 

Rowing 

Fencing 

Football 

Swimming 

Fencing 

Swimming 

FB 

NO STUDENTS SEEN 

Fencing 

Fencing X 



NO STUDENTS SEEN 169 30-Apt 

I-May Wrestling 

X NO STUDENTS SEEN 

ENGLISHfWRITING SKILLS                                                                                                                                                                             4 



A I ~ I ~ I D 
DATE SFN SLN SPORT 

18-Feb FB 

FB 

25-Feb FB 

FB 

3 Ma[ FB 

FB 

4-Mar FB 

FB 

FB 

19-Mar ,,Nobedy showed up!" 

1 -Apt FB 

FB 

FB 

3-Apt "Nobedy showed up!" 

7-Mar FB 

FB 

FB 

8-Apt FB 

FB 

PHILOSOPHY                                                                                                                                                                                           5 



5-Fe{ NO STUDENTS SEEN 

6-Feb Vl-Swimming 

=B 

13 Fet NO STUDENTS SEEN 

20 Fe[ NO STUDENTS SEEN 

5 Ma NO STUDENTS SEEN 

19 Ma NO STUDENTS SEEN 

26 Ma NO STUDENTS SEEN 

9 Ap NO STUDENTS SEEN 

29 Ap NO STUDENTS SEEN 

1 MaI NO STUDENTS SEEN 

BIOLOGY                                                                                                                                                                                                6 



A 

DATE 

19-FEE 

20-FEE 

23-FEE 

25-FEE 

26-FEE 

27 FeE 

2 

5 

6 Mar 

26-Mal 

27-Mal 

30-Mal 

B I     C D E 

a~ernoon? SFN SLN SPORT 

X NO STUDENTS SEEN 

NO STUDENTS SEEN 

Golf 

FB 

NO’STUDENTS SEEN 

X FB 

FB 

Golf 

NO STUDENTS SEEN 

NO STUDENTS SEEN 

Swimming 

FB 

X NO STUDENTS SEEN 

M-Golf 

ENGLISHZWRITING SKILLS                                                                                                                                                                             7 



53 

54 

56 

58 

6O 

62 

64 

A ~ I c I D E 

Golf 

NO STUDENTS SEEN 

23-Apl X 

24 Apl 

29-Apl 

FB 

30-Apl NO STUDENTS SEEN 

ENGLISH~RITING SKILLS 



A 

DATE 

5-Feb 

6-Feb 

9-Feb 

10-Feb 

Feb 

12-Feb 

12-Feb 

13-Feb 

18-Feb 

19-Feb 

19-Feb 

20-Feb 

23-Feb 

24-Feb 

24 Feb 

25 Feb 

26-Feb X 

C I D E 

SFN ] SLN SPORT 

FORIEGN LANGUAGE(S) Halperin, J. 9 



27 Feb 

2-Mar 

3-Mar 

Mar 

Mar 

Mar 

Mar 

Mar 

Mar 

19-Mar X 

19-Mar 

20-Mar 

23 

24 

24 Ma[ 

25 

26 Ma[       X 

26 Ma[ 

° ! ° E 
FB 

FB 

Wlestling 

NO STUDENTS SEEN 

Wrestling 

Golf 

NO STUDENTS SEEN 

NO STUDENTS SEEN 

NO STUDENTS SEEN 

NO STUDENTS SEEN 

Golf 

NO STUDENTS SEEN 

Wlestling 

Wlax 

FB 

Rowing 

Wlax 

Swimming 

FB 

Rowing 

NO STUDENTS SEEN 

Wlax 

Wlax 

WLax 

FB 

FB 

FB 

Wlax 

FORIEGN LANGUAGE(S) Halperin, J. 10 



B C F 

X 

A I 

9-Apr 

10-Apr 

21 -Apr 

21 -Apt 

22-Apt 

23-Apr 

X 

Swimming 

NO STUDENTS SEEN 

Wlax 

Wlestling 

NO STUDENTS SEEN 

NO STUDENTS SEEN 

discuss an english papel) 

FORIEGN LANGUAGE(S) Halperin, J. 11 



B F 

145 

c ! D E 

Football 

NO STUDENTS SEEN 

NO STUDENTS SEEN 

X NO STUDENTS SEEN 

Wrestling 

X NO STUDENTS SEEN 

FB 

FB 

Swimming 

X NO STUDENTS SEEN 

X NO STUDENTS SEEN 

FORIEGN LANGUAGE(S) Halperin, d. 12 



C 

DATE    SFN SLN SPORT 

19-Feb B 

B 

B 

24 Feb B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

26-Feb B 

26-Feb B 

B 

B 

3-Mar B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

5 Mar B 

5 Mar B 

B 

17-Mar B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

19-Mar B 

B 

Mar B 

B 

24-Mar B 



26 Mar FB 

FB 

FB 

31 Mar FB 

FB 

FB 

FB 

FB 

FB 

2-Apt FB 

FB 

7Apt FB 

FB 

FB 

FB 

FB 

FB 

9-Apt FB 

FB 

FB 

14-Apt FB 

FB 

FB 

FB 

FB 

FB 

16Apt FB 

FB 

21 -Apt FB 

FB 

FB 

FB 

FB 



23Apt FB 

FB 



A I B C D 

DATE SFN SLN SPORT 

9-Feb NO STUDENTS SEEN 

10 Feb NO STUDENTS SEEN 

23 Feb FOOTBALL GROUP 

27-Feb Golf 

2 Mar FOOTBALL GROUP 

17-Mar NO STUDENTS SEEN 

24-Mar FOOTBALL GROUP 

25-Mar Soccer 

26-Mar Soccer 

30-Mar FOOTBALL GROUP 

31-Mar NO STUDENTS SEEN 

31-Mar(5:30-Tpm) Soccer 

1-Apt Soccer 

3-Apt Soccer 

6-Apt FOOTBALL GROUP 

7-Apt NO STUDENTS SEEN 

10-Apt Soccer 

13-Apt NO STUDENTS SEEN 

14-Apt Baseball 

17-Apt Soccer 

21-Apt Baseball 

28-Apt NO STUDENTS SEEN 

GEOLOGY 16 



A I    ~ ~ I    D 
DATE SFN SLN SPORT 

23-Feb NO STUDENTS SEEN 

23 Mar Tennis 

30 Mar W Basketball 

ENGLISH/WRITING SKILLS 17 



A I ~ I C I U I E 
DATE SFN     SLN SPORT 

5-Feb NO STUDENTS SEEN 

11 Feb Softball 

12 Feb NO STUDENTS SEEN 

18 Feb NO STUDENTS SEEN 

19 Feb NO STUDENTS SEEN 

25 Feb NO STUDENTS SEEN 

4 Mar NO STUDENTS SEEN 

5 Mar NO STUDENTS SEEN 

16 Mar NO STUDENTS SEEN 

19 Ma[ NO STUDENTS SEEN 

25 Ma[ NO STUDENTS SEEN 

26 Ma[ NO STUDENTS SEEN 

1Apt FB 

2Apt NO STUDENTS SEEN 

8Apt NO STUDENTS SEEN 

9Ap[ NO STUDENTS SEEN 

15Apt NO STUDENTS SEEN 

16Ap[ NO STUDENTS SEEN 

17Apt NO STUDENTS SEEN 

22Apt NO STUDENTS SEEN 

23Ap[ NO STUDENTS SEEN 

28Apr Softball 

MATH/PHYSICS/BIOL 16 



DATE SFN SPORT 

13 Feb NO STUDENTS SEEN 

20 Feb NO STUDENTS SEEN 

27 Feb NO STUDENTS SEEN 

6 Mar NO STUDENTS SEEN 

20 Mar NO STUDENTS SEEN 

3Apt NO STUDENTS SEEN 

24Apt NO STUDENTS SEEN 

GEOGRAPHY 19 



B D 

DATE SFN ~PORT 

6-Feb r&F 

27 Feb NO STUDENTS SEEN 

20 Ma[ NO STUDENTS SEEN 

27 Mar NO STUDENTS SEEN 

3 Ap[ Gymnastics 

24-Apt NO STUDENTS SEEN 

30-Apt NO STUDENTS SEEN 

1-May NO STUDENTS SEEN 

PHILOSOPHY 20 



DATE afternoon? SLN SPORT 

5-Feb 

6 Feb 

9-Feb 

10-Feb 

12 Feb 

13 Feb 

Swimming 

3aseball 

Frack 

Frack 

Nrestling 

(Rowing) 

MATH/STATS/PHYSICS 21 



A I    ~ I c I D 
18-Feb 

19 Feb 

19 Feb       X 

20 Feb 

23-Feb 

24 Feb 

25-Feb 

26 Feb 

E 

3aseball 

N Lax 

MATH/STATS/PHYSICS 22 



Mar 

Mar 

Mar 

5-Mar 

5-Mar 

6-Mar 

17-Mar 

17-Mar 

Mar 

Ma[ 

D E 

=ield Hockey 

rrack 

Nlax 

MATH/STATS/PHYSICS 23 



20-Mar 

23 Mar 

24 Mar       X 

24 Mar 

25-Mar 

26-Mar X 

27-Mar 

Fennis 

Fennis 

NLAX 

MATH/STATS/PHYSICS 24 



30-M~r 

X 

31-Mar 

1 Apr 

E 

Frack 

Frack 

3Apr 

6-Apr 

7-Apr 

8-Apr 

NO STUDENTS SEEN 

MATH/STATS/PHYSICS 25 



A I    B    I C I D E 

¢~[.ax 

frack 

rennis 

Nlax 

rennis 

MATH/STATS/PHYSICS 26 



B C I D 
17-Apt 

E 

MATH/STATS/PHYSICS 27 



MATH/STATS/PHYSICS 28 



BUSI/ECON/MATH 29 



ENGLISHfWRITING SKILLS 30 



C 

DATE SFN ~LN SPORT 

IO-Feb NO STUDENTS SEEN 

18 Feb W Soccer 

24 Feb Wlax 

25 Feb Wlax 

3-Mar NO STUDENTS SEEN 

4-Mar Golf 

17-Mar 

Wlax 

18 Mar Rowing 

24 Ma[ NO STUDENTS SEEN 

25 Mal Rowing 

31-Mar Wrestling 

Soccer 

7-Apt Wsoc 

8Apt Volleyball? 

ECON 10 31 



ECON 10 32 



A I    B ~ [~ I ~ ~    I G 
DATE Afternoon? Number DATE Afternoon? Number 

3-Sep 

4 Sep 

4-Sep 

7 Sep 

8-Sep 

9 Sep 

9-Sep 

15-Sep 

16 Sep 

16-Sep 

21 Sep 

22-Sep 

22 Sep 

23-Sep 

23 Sep 

25-Sep 

25 Sep 

28-Sep 

29 Sep 

29-Sep 

30 Sep 

30-Sep 

0 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

4 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

2 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

2 

3 

2 

2 

4 

3 

5 

2 

2 

2-Nov 

3 Nov 

3-Nov 

4 Nov 

4-Nov 

9 Nov 

10 Nov 

IO-Nov 

11 Nov 

13 Nov 

16 Nov 

17-Nov 

17 Nov 

19 Nov 

20 Nov 

24 Nov 

25 Nov 

3 

2 

3 

0 

2 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

5 

2 

5 

4 

2 

3 

6 

6 

2 

4 

2 

4 

2 

3 

7 

5 

2 

Group 

3 

2 

2 

2 

ENGLISH~RITING SKILLS                                                                                                                                                                             1 



A      B 

DATE Number 

9-8eI      0 

11Sef      0 

16Sef      0 

23-8eI      I 

25 Sef      1 

30-8eI      3 

20c      1 

PHILOSOPHY                                                                                                                                                                                           2 



DATE Number 

3-Sep 

10Sep      2 

23-8ep 1 

24 Sep 4 

30 Sep 

ENGLISH                                                                                                                                                                                                3 



DATE Number 

14-Oct 3 

5 Nev 1 

19 Nov      2 
3-Dec       2 

Geography 



A B 
~" DATE Number 

2 

7 10 Nov 2 

9 20 Nov 1 

10 25-Nov 1 

Biology 



A c D    E IEI    G    IH    ’    ~ K 
DATE AM Number DATE AM Number DATE AM Number 

8-Dec X 0 

6 Dec 1 

9 Dec 2 
9-Dec 4 

10 Dec 10 
10-Dec FB Freshmen 

FORIEGN LANGUAGE(S) Halperin, J. 6 



A B    I 0 I B I E I    ~       0 
DATE A~ternoon? Number             DATE Afternoon? Number 

7-8eI 

4 Sef 

9 Sef 

9-8eI 

lOSef 

11 -BeI 

15Sef 

16-8eI 

16Sef 

17-8eI 

21 Sef 

22-8eI 

23 Sef 

23-8eI 

24 Sef 

25-8eI 

26 Sef 

29-8eI 

30 Sef 

30-8eI 

5 17 

2 19 
8 20-No/ 
1 23 
9 24-Ne/ 

2 4 
2 7-Del 

8 8 Dec 
2 9-Del 
5 10 

3 14 Del 

4 
2 

2 

2 
2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

4 

2 

5 

0 

3 

0 

0 

0 

2 

3 

0 

Spanish Psych Soci 



Spanish Psych Soci 



A      B 
DATE Number 

3-8eI      I 

10Sef      0 

15Sef      0 

17Sef      1 

22-8eI      0 

24 Sef      3 

29-8eI      I 

80c      1 
13-Oc      2 

20 Oc      0 

29 Oc 1 

3-Nol 2 

5 Nol 0 
IO-Nu/ NC Lab 

17 Nol      4 

24 Nol      1 
24-Nu/      7 

1 De(      1 

3-Del      2 

GEOLOGY                                                                                                                                                                                              9 



A B 

DATE Number 

7-8ep       I 

~Sep       0 

l~Sep      0 

22-Sep      2 

2~Sep      2 

29-Sep      4 



22 Sep 2 

24-Sep 6 

29 Sep 2 

13 Oct                    2 

20 Oct 1 
27-0ct 1 

27 Oct 5 
27-0ct 1 

28 Oct 1 
29-0ct 3 



A ~    I C I a ~ I ~ ~ 
DATE Afternoon? Number DATE    Afternoon? Number 

3-8ep 

4 Sep 

4 Sep 

7-8ep 

8-8ep 

9 Sep 

16-8ep 

22 Sep 

23 Sep 

24-8ep 

25 Sep 

25-8ep 

26 Sep 

29-8ep 

30 Sep 

30-Sep 

6 2-Nov 

1 4 Nov 

7 5-Nov 

0 6 Nov 

3 9-Nov 

6 10 Nov 

2 12 Nov 

3 13-Nov 

8 

4 

2 

7 

9 

6 

4 

7 

4 

4 

3 

7 

8 

5 

2 

4 

MATH/STATS/PHYSICS 12 



MATH/STATS/PHYSICS 13 



A I    B C 
DATE    Afternoon? Number 

25-Sep 3 

28 Sep 14 

5-Oct 8 

7-Oct 1 

£-Oct 3 

14-Oct 2 

190ct 15 

28-O¢t "Mrs Pritchar6’s Class" (FB) 

29-0ct 3 

2 NOV "Mrs. Pritchard’s Class" (FB) 
4-Nov 1 

6 Nov 3 

9-Nov "Mrs Pritchard’s Class" (FB) 

13 Nov 3 

23-Nov "Mrs Pritchard’s Class" (FB) 

3 Dec X 1 
4-Dec 3 

7 Dec "Mrs. Pritchard’s Class" (FB) 



A B    I c 
DATE Afternoon? Number 

13 Ocl 2 

14 Ocl 3 

20 Ocl 4 

27 Ocl 4 
28-Ocl 7 

29 Ocl 
30-Ocl 2 

3 No/ 6 

17 No/ 3 

20 No/ 5 

24 No/ 1 

MATH10 



A B 

7 DATE Number 

2 

3 3-8ep 0 

4 10Sep 0 

5 17Sep 2 

6 24-Sep 5 

7 8 Oct 5 
8 15-Oct 7 

9 29 Oct 7 

10 5-Nov 5 

11 12 Nov 3 

12 19-Nov 7 

13 3 Dec 1 

15 12 Dec 2 

16 15-Dec 0 

ECON 10 16 





WEEKLY TUTORING SCHEDULE 
7:30-9:30PM 

Last 

DAYTIME TUTORING 
12:00-2:00PM 

Last 

Halperin 

2~ IMATH 10 REVIEW 

STUDY HALL MONITORS 

3~ M EN’S BASKETBALL TUTORS 

37 IFOOTBAL REVIEW SESSIONS 

] 

ACADEMIC CENTER 
Subiectls~ Tutored 

ENGLISH 

ENGLISH 

GEOG 

IV]ATH~ PHYS~ STAT 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE(S) 
PHILOSOPHY 

SPANISH, PSYC, SOCI 
ECONOMICS 
GEOLOGY 
COMPUTER MONITOR 
COMPUTER MONITOR 

ACADEMIC CENTER 
Subiect(s) Tutored 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE(S) 
ENGLISH 

MATH, PHYS, STAT 

Mondays 11am-12pm 
Tuesdays & Thursdays 
12:30-1:30pm 

MATH 
MATH 
ENGLISH 
GEOLOGY 
ENGLISH 

227 

226A 

213 
LAB 

rvlon 

X 

X 

X 

DRAMA 
SWAHILI 
PSYC . SOCI 



~ 

224 215 

IO 222 

11 222 

12 224 

14 LAB LAB 

Wed 

I    H I I J K 

Thurs Phone 

226B 

227 

226A 
215 

LAB 

EMAIL 

NOT ON LINE 

~la~wer corn 

(~email unc.edu 

(~email unc.edu 

(~hot mail corn 

226B 

(~mail unc edu 

@hotmail corn 

(~mail unc edu 

(~mail unc edu 

UPDATED ON 1/29f2015 



A I B I C I D I E 
WEEKLY TUTORING SCHEDULE 
6:00-9:00PM 2ND FLOOR DEY HALL 

ADDITIONAL TUTORING RESOURCES 
THE MATH CENTER 
224 PHILLIPS 
3:30pm-7:30pm M-Th 

Subiect(s) Tutored 
ASTRONOMY 
BIOLOGY 
BUSINESS 
CHEMISTRY 
CHINESE 
ECONOMICS 
FRENCH 
GEOLOGY 
ITALIAN 
JOMC 
MATH 
PHYSICS 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PSYCOLOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
SPANISH 
STATISTICS 

THE CHEMISTRY CENTER 
225 VENABLE HALL 
12:00pm-7:00pm M-Th 

THE PHYSICS CENTER 
210 PHILLIPS HALL 
8am-6pm 

UPDATED ON 112912015 



F I G I H I ’ I J K 

Tues 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

X 
X 

X 

X 

Wed 
x 
x 
x 
x 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

M-Th 

UPDATED ON 112912015 



1 Laser Firs~tI    SiRnature 

_~1 

~ IHalperin l Jack 



K 

SPANISH 220 

ENGLISH, History 215 

PSYCHOLOGY, English 2t3 

PLEASE SIGN UP FOR ONLY 1 TUTOR PER NIGHT 

IF ALL 4 SLOTS ARE FILLED FOR THE TUTOR YOU WISH TO SEE, PLEASE SEE YOUR COUNSELOR 

ALL NAMES SIGNED UP IN THE MARGINS OR FOR MORE THAN ONE TUTOR WILL BE REMOVED 



4 



K 

~T 

23 

GEOLOGY 224 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE(S) 220 

PSYCHOLOGY EXS8 217 

BIOLOGY 2t3 

GEOGP~PHY 219 

Philosophy ~21 

ENGLISH 215 





A C E F G H I J K 

PLEASE SIGN UP FOR ONLY 1 TUTOR PER NIGHT 

IF ALL 4 SLOTS ARE FILLED FOR THE TUTOR YOU WISH TO SEE, PLEASE SEE YOUR COUNSELOR 

ALL NAMES SIGNED UP IN THE MARGINS OR FOR MORE THAN ONE TUTOR WILL BE REMOVED 





A C E F G H I J K 

PLEASE SIGN UP FOR ONLY 1 TUTOR PER NIGHT 

IF ALL4SLOTSAREFILLEDFORTHETUTORYOUWISHTOSEE, PLEASE SEE YOUR COUNSELOR 

ALL NAMES SIGNED UP IN THE MARGINS OR FOR MORE THAN ONE TUTOR WILL BE REMOVED 



52 

54 

62 

63 

65 

66 



A C E F G H I J K 

PLEASE SIGN UP FOR ONLY 1 TUTOR PER NIGHT 

IF ALL4SLOTSAREFILLEDFORTHETUTORYOUWISHTOSEE, PLEASE SEE YOUR COUNSELOR 

ALL NAMES SIGNED UP IN THE MARGINS OR FOR MORE THAN ONE TUTOR WILL BE REMOVED 



SUNDAY, MAY 1 

7:30pm - 9:30pm 

GEOL 7:30-8:30pm +LABS 
ENGLISH/PAPERS 
Drama 
MATH 
MATH, PHYS, STAT 
GEOGRAPHY / SOCIOLOGY 

~J~ * The Academics Center and PC Lab will be open from 7PM to 11PM 



AUD 
226B 
213A 
213B 
213B 

Study Rooom A 



MONDAY, MAY2 

12:00 - 2:00 pm 

Halperin Jack FOREIGN LANGUAGE{S) 

MATH, PHYS, STAT 
ENGLISH/PAPERS 

226A 
227 

226B 

Halperin 

7:30pm - 9:30pm 

* The Academics Center and PC Lab will be open from 7PM to 11PM 

Jack 
ENGLISH/PAPERS 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE{S) 
PSYC       REVIEW 
PHILOSOPHY/PAPERS 
MATH, PHYS, STAT 

226B 
226A 
AUD 
215 
227 



TUESDAY, MAY 3 

12:00 - 2:00 pm 

Port Review 12-12:30pm 
Spanish Review 12:30-1pm 
French, Italian, & all Review 1-2pm 
MATH, PHYS, STAT 
ENGLISH/PAPERS 

Halperin Jack 
Halperin Jack 
Halperin Jack 

7:30pm - 9:30pm 

Halperin Jack 
Halperin Jack 
Halperin Jack 

Willingham Mary 

The Academics Center and PC Lab will be open from 7PM to 11PM 

ENGLISH/PAPERS 
Port Review 7:30-8:00pm 
Spanish Review 8:00-8:30pm 
French, Italian, & all Review 8:30-9:30pm 
PHILOSOPHY/PAPERS 
PSYCH Review 



AUD 
AUD 
AUD 
227 

226B 

226B 
AUD 
AUD 

AUD 
215 

2!3B 



WEDNESDAY, MAY 4 

12:00 - 2:00 pm 

7:30pm - 9:30pm 

* The Academics Center and PC Lab will be open from 7PM to 11PM 

BIOLOGY/SCIENCES 213B 
ECON, BUS Study Roo~-n A 
MATH, PHYS, STAT 



THURSDAY, MAY 5 
READING DAY 

10-11am 

213A 

12:00 - 2:00 pm 

226B 

213B 

227 

Study Room A 

7:30pm - 9:30pm 

226B 

213B 

227 

* The Academics Center and PC Lab will be open from 7PM to 11PM 



FRIDAY, MAY 6 

NO TUTORS SCHEDULED 

THE ACADEMICS CENTER AND PC LAB WILL BE OPEN FROM 8AM-5PM 
& FROM 7-11PM FOR QUIET STUDY AND PC LAB USE 



SUNDAY, MAY8 

7:30pm - 9:30pm 

ENGLISH/PAPERS 226B 
DRAMA 7:30-8:30PM 213B 
GEOG 20.2 8:30-9:30PM 212B 

* The Academics Center and PC Lab will be open from 7PM to 11PM 



MONDAY, MAY 9 

NO TUTORS SCHEDULED 

THE ACADEMICS CENTER AND PC LAB WILL BE OPEN FROM 8AM-SPM 
& FROM 7-11PM FOR QUIET STUDY AND PC LAB USE 



TUESDAY, MAY I0 

NO TUTORS SCHEDULED 

THE ACADEMICS CENTER AND PC LAB WILL BE OPEN FROM 8AM-5PM 
& FROM 7-11PM FOR QUIET STUDY AND PC LAB USE 



E .L r 

Mo~n Tues 
226B 226B 

Last First 

ITony 

Subiect(s) Tutored 
-~NGLISH/PAPERS 
-~NG LISH/H U MANITIES/PAPE RS 
-IISTO RY/SOCIO LOGY/PAP ERS 
-:NGLISH/PAPERS 
~HILOSOPHY/PAPERS 

~IATH, PHYS, STAT 

-:CON, BUS 
31OLOGY/SCIENCES 

:OREIGN LANGUAGE(S) 
3OMPUTER MONITOR 
3OMPUTER MONITOR 

224 

math/scilab 
227 math/scilab 

St. RmA 
math/scilab 

226A 
LAB 
LAB 

$ubiect(s) Tutored 
-~NGLISH/HUMANITIES 
=OREIGN LANGUAGE(S) 
~IATH, PHYS, STAT 

226A 

227 12-2 

Tues 

215 12-2 
226A 

227 12-2 

X 
X 
X 
X 



G I H ~ J I K L M N 0 

Wed Thurs Phone EMAIL 
226B ~bellsou~h ne~ 
224 @netzero net 

226A 226A ~,hotmail com 
LAB LAB 3 ~hotmail.com 
LAB LAB "~email unc edu 

We~d Thurs 
215 12-2 

226A 226A 

227 12-2 227 12-2 

X ~email unc edu 
X X ,~email unc edu 
X X ~email unc edu 

X ~email unc edu 

Wed Thur~s 
213B 
213B 

AUD    I 

213A 

~email unc edu 

~,bme.unc.edu 



A B C E F 

.~OClOLOGY 



G H I J 

~email unc edu 

K L M N 0 



FINAL EXAM TUTOR SCHEDULE - SPRING 2005 



Academic Suppor[ 
Breakdown Thru Pay F~eriod ~11 

2 Type of Part-Time Employee $$ 
3 

4 General Tutors $15,79640 278% 

6 Men’s Basketball $8,53000 150% 
7 

8 Football $12,261 00 21 6% 
9 

~0 S I $14,714 O0 26 0% 

12 Monitors $5,144 O0 9 1% 

14 Women’s Basketball $284 O0 0 5% 

16 Total Amount Spent on Part-Time Employment $56,729.40 100.0% 

17 (Through Pay Period #11) 



$455 

$855 
$220 

$898 

$679 
$1785 

$445 
$401 

$284 
$474 

$727 
$1570 

$2731 
$254 



A 

55- 



C D E F I G H I J K L M N 

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #11 INDIVI~MAL 

PAY PAY PAY P~Y PAY PAY PAY PAY PAY PAY PAY TOTAL8 

TUTO__R 

5 





A 

T 
T 
T 





A    I B Ic    ~1 ~    FIG H I J K L M N 

#6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #11 INDIVIDUAL 
PAY PAY PAY PAY PAY PAY TOTALS 



A 



THURSDAY, DEC 5 

READING DAY 

DAYTIME 

12:00 - 2:00 pm 

ENGLISH / WRITING SKILLS 

__ Halperin [Jack FOREIGN LANGUAGE(S) 

7:30pm - 9:30pm 

Jack 

* The Academics Center and PC Lab ill be open from 7PM to 11PM 24 W 

ENGLISH / WRITING SKILLS 

BIOLOGY 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE(S) 
MATH 
GEOGRAPHY 

PHILOSOPHY 

~’IATH ~ SLATS 

ECONOMICS 



FRIDAY, DEC 6 

DAYTIME 
12:00 - 2:00 pm 

ENGLISH, History 

Halperin Jack FOREIGN LANGUAGE(S) 

7:30pro - 9:30pro 

* The Academics Center and PC Lab will be open from 7PM to 11 PM 



SUNDAY, DEC 8 

7:30pm- 9:30pm 

* The Academics Center and PC Lab will be open from 7PM to 11PM 

Jack 

ENGLISH I WRITING SKILLS 

SPANISH 

BIOLOGY 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE(S) 
GEOLOGY 
GEOGRAPHY 

PHILOSOPHY 

MATH 



MONDAY, DEC 9 

DAYTIME 
12:00 - 2:00 pm 

~NGLISH /WRITING SKILLS 

~ATN / STATS 

7:30pm - 9:30pm 

~NGLISH/WRITING SKILLS 

31OLOGY 

3EOGRAPHY 

~ATH~STATS 

* The Academics Center and PC Lab will be open from 7PM to 11PM 



TUESDAY, DEC 10 

DAYTIME 
12:00 - 2:00 pm 

ENGLISH / WRITING SKILLS 

MATH f STATS 

7:30pm - 9:30pm 

* The Academics Center and PC Lab will be open from 7PM to 11PM 

GEOLOGY 

MATHtSTATS 

ENGLISH 

ECONOMICS 



WEDNESDAY, DEC 11 
READING DAY 

DAYTIME 
12:00 - 2:00 pm 

7:30pm - 9:30pm 

The Academics Center and PC Lab will be open from 7PM to 11PM 



THURSDAY, DEC12 

DAYTIME 
12:00 - 2:00 pm 

7:30pm - 9:30pm 

* The Academics Center and PC Lab will be open from 7PM to 11PM 



FRIDAY, DEC 13 

THE ACADEMICS CENTER AND COMPUTER LAB WILL BE OPEN 

FROM 8AM TO 5PM ON FRIDAY, DEC 13TH. 

THERE IS NO TUTORING SCHEDULED FOR 
FRIDAY AFTERNOON OR EVENING 



I A I ~ I c I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ 

~WEEKLY TUTORING SCHEDULE 

~17:30"9:30PM     L.st                          ACADEMIC CENTER 
4 

I 
Halperin 

ON CALL TUTORS 

Subject(s) Tutored 

ENGLISH 

ENGLISH, History 

SPANISH 

BIOLOGY 

GEOGRAPHY 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE(S) 

ENGLISH 

224 

Room D 

Tues 

225 

224 

213B 

226B 

Mentor 

Mentor 

PSYCHOLOGY 

AFAM 

ECON 

STUDY HALL MONITORS 

DAYTIME TUTORING 
12:00-2:00PM ACADEMIC CENTER 

Last 
Fi r st~:::N~b~it (s} Tut o r ed Ealperin FOREIGN LANGUAGE(S) 

ENGLISH 



4 

6 

7 

9 

22 

Phone EMAIL 
929~818 NOT ON LINE 

(~,history~ools orq 

@email unc edu 
@email.unc.edu 

@email unc edu 
@email unc edu 

(~email unc edu 
@email unc edu 

UPDATED ON 1/2912015 



Last First    SiRn’~ture 



SPANISH 220 

ENGLISH, History 215 

PSYCHOLOGY, English 2t3 



4 



A C E F G H I 

30 ALL NAMES SIGNED UP IN THE MARGINS OR FOR MORE THAN ONE TUTOR WILL BE REMOVED 





A C E F G H I J K 

PLEASE SIGN UP FOR ONLY 1 TUTOR PER NIGHT 

IF ALL 4 SLOTS ARE FILLED FOR THE TUTOR YOU WISH TO SEE, PLEASE SEE YOUR COUNSELOR 

ALL NAMES SIGNED UP IN THE MARGINS OR FOR MORE THAN ONE TUTOR WILL BE REMOVED 



L 



A C E F G H I J K 

PLEASE SIGN UP FOR ONLY 1 TUTOR PER NIGHT 

IF ALL4SLOTSAREFILLEDFORTHETUTORYOUWISHTOSEE, PLEASE SEE YOUR COUNSELOR 

ALL NAMES SIGNED UP IN THE MARGINS OR FOR MORE THAN ONE TUTOR WILL BE REMOVED 



52 

54 

62 

63 

65 

66 



A C E F G H I J K 

PLEASE SIGN UP FOR ONLY 1 TUTOR PER NIGHT 

IF ALL4SLOTSAREFILLEDFORTHETUTORYOUWISHTOSEE, PLEASE SEE YOUR COUNSELOR 

ALL NAMES SIGNED UP IN THE MARGINS OR FOR MORE THAN ONE TUTOR WILL BE REMOVED 



A                             B                 C               D              E      I        F               G 

__11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Ill~=)~J~l~’l#~ ~/~i~l~l~#~ [g~ ~ IIIII1~1111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

20022003 4 

20012002 1 2 4 

20002001 4 0 2 

19992000 3 2 6 
1998-1999 

1997-1998 
1996-1997 

1995-1996 
1994-1995 

Fall Semester GPA = 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIll IIIIIIIIIIIIIII1~11111111~ 11~Wi~l~ ~#~a~lllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl~llllllllllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2002              2001            2000           1999            1998            1997 

Above 3.0 2 2 6 3 

2.5-2.99 10 11 5 12 

2.0-2.49 12 13 12 10 

Below 2.0 8 3 3 4 

Cunentl~ enrolled 
Currently enrolled 

Currently enrolled 



/    B      I    C    / ~ /    E         ~    I    ~ 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~r~A~ ~qq?~l~q?N’,~qq~i~q~H~l~’q~t~ld~ IIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIll~lllllllllllllllllll 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List 

Fall Spring 

ACC Honor 

Roll 

2002-2003 2 

2001-2002 2 2 5 

2000-2001 3 3 4 

1999-2000 3 3 5 

1998-1999 

1997-t998 

1996-1997 
1995-t996 

1994-1995 

Fall Semester GPA = 

2002 2001 2000 1999 

~,bove 3.0 4 3 5 
2.5-2.99 9 10 6 

2.0-2.49 2 1 4 

Below 2.0 1 1 0 

1998 1997 
3 
3 

3 

~iFllll IIl~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll]llll~l~l~lll~ll~t{f ~,~1~ ~r~,~I,Y~t~ ~11 ~ I~ ~nt,~l.~ R ~q~ ~q~;l~ 
Unadjusted 75% 33% 50% 100% 33% 33% 

~djusted 100% 67% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

# Submi~ed # Approved 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIr~f~ ~i~il~l~lllld |111111111111111 IIII101~11 H I IIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~IIIIIIIIB I~1111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Enrolled                      Name          CUM GPA                           Current Status 

Gradu~ed 

lef~ eligible 

Currently Enrolled 

Currently Enrolled 

Currently Enrolled 



A 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002 03 

I B I c I D I E    I F    I    G 



Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

20022003 6 

20012002 12 9 20 

20002001 10 10 16 

19992000 9 6 12 
1998-1999 

1997-1998 
1996-1997 

1995-1996 
1994-1995 

Fall 2002 Semester GPA = 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I~gli~i~’A~f ~’h~l~-~f~llll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2002            2001            2000            1999             1998             1997 

#,hove 3.0 18 13 14 17 

Z.5-2.99 9 4 5 6 
2.0-2.49 4 4 2 1 

Below 2.0 1 1 2 4 

Unadjusted na na na na 

&djusted na na na na 

# Submitted ~ Approved 

0 0 



2001-2002 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2002-2003 8 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 I 2 

1999-2000 2 3 11 
t998-t999 

1997-1998 

t996-t997 

1995-1996 

t994-t995 

Fall 2002 Semester GPA = 

_~~B~B~B~t~~ 
2002               2001            2000           1999 

Above 3.0 9 6 10 

2.5-2.99 16 19 23 
2.0-2.49 42 49 59 

Below 2.0 44 27 21 

1998 1997 

47 

Unadjusted 70% 65% 52% 54% 43% 48% 

Adjusted 80% 85% 65% 68% 56% 59% 

Enrolled I Name CUM GPA Current Status 

1997 96 Graduated 
1997-98 Transferred to 

1997 96 Graduated 

1997-98 Graduated 

1997 96 Withdrew Eligible 
1997-98 Graduated 

1997 96 Graduated 

1997-98 Withdrew Eligible 

1998 99 Dismissed Transferred Eligible 
1998-99 Expected to Graduate May 

1998 99 Enrolled Sprin8 



A 

1998 99 
1998-99 

1998 99 
1998-99 

1998-99 

1998 99 

1998-99 

padial Qualifier 



A 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002 03 



Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

Fall 2002 Semester GPA = 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I~#l~Rf~f ~f~l~f~llll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2002            2001            2000            1999             1998             1997 

&hove 3.0 3 4 4 1 

2.5-2.99 6 5 6 6 

2.0-2.49 3 5 6 5 

Below 2.0 1 1 1 1 

Unadjusted 75% 100% 60% 50% 100% 100% 

&djusted 75% 100% 100% 50% 100% 100% 

Submitted ~ Approved 

0 0 

r~ 



A 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 
1998-1999 

1997-1998 

1996-1997 

1995-1996 
1994-1995 

Fall 2002 Semester GPA = 

Above 3.0 

2.5-2.99 

2.02.49 

Below 2.0 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

# Bubmitted 

B 

2002 

6 

8 

100% 

100% 

0 

C 

Cum. GPA 

2001 

9 

22 

4 

Fall Spring 

5 
6 0 
0 0 
6 2 

G 

78% 

100% 

Name CUM GPA 

78% 

100% 

Currently enrolled 

Currently enrolled 

Currently enrolled 

2000 1999 1996 

9 

9 

78% 56% 78% 

100% 71% 100% 

F 

ACC Honor Roll 

1997 

8 

4 



IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl~illl~FRt~ :~/~1~i ~1,~ ~’~ IIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

2001-2002 Roster 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2002-2003 4 

2001-2002 6 3 8 

2000-2001 4 7 12 

1999-2000 6 7 12 
t998-t999 

1997-1998 

t996-t997 

1995-1996 

t994-t995 

Fall 2002 Semester GPA = 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~l~i~ ~#P,~IIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2002            2001            2000            1999             1998             1997 

Above 3.0 10 1 I 9 3 

2.5-2.99 7 6 12 9 
2.0-2.49 4 4 3 8 

Below 2.0 I 0 0 3 

Unadjusted 50% 67% 63% 40% 63% 63% 

Adjusted 75% 83% 75% 100% 83% 100% 

~ Submitled # Approved 

0 0 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2000 01 Currently enrolled 
2001-02 Currently enrolled 

2001 02 Currently enrolled 
2001-02 Currently enrolled 

r~ 



Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

20022003 8 

20012002 9 iO 16 

20002001 7 15 19 

19992000 9 11 20 
1998-1999 

1997-1998 
1996-1997 

1995-1996 
1994-1995 

Fall 2002 Semester GPA = 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I~gl~R~ ~h~-~f~llll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2002            2001            2000            1999             1998             1997 

&hove 3.0 17 16 20 1 I 

2.5-2.99 5 7 8 10 

2.0-2.49 7 6 7 8 

Below 2.0 4 4 2 0 

Unadjusted 44% 82% 92% 83% 83% 83% 

&djusted 78% 91% 100% 83% 100% 100% 

Submitted ~ Approved 

0 0 

r~ 



20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 
1996-1997 

1995-1996 
1994-1995 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I~#l~h~ ~f~l~t~llll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2002            2001            2000            1999             1998             1997 

&hove 3.0 2 3 5 4 

Z.5-2.99 3 4 4 6 
2.0-2.49 2 3 2 3 

Below 2.0 2 0 1 1 

Unadjusted 67% 100% 100% 67% 100% 100% 

&djusted 83% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

# Submitted ~ Approved 

0 0 

rI 

Currently enrolled 



Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

Fall 2002 Semester GPA = 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I~#l~h~ ~f~l~f~llll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2002            2001            2000            1999             1998             1997 

Above 3.0 10 14 14 6 

2.5-2.99 8 7 4 16 

2.0-2.49 13 11 15 15 

Below 2.0 4 9 6 5 

Unadjusted 75% 68% 69% 71% 67% 67% 

Adjusted 88% 82% 77% 100% 80% 80% 

Submitted ~ Approved 
r~ 



Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 
1996-1997 

1995-1996 
1994-1995 

2 

4 6 6 

2 4 8 

6 3 9 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I~#l~Rf~f ~f~l~f~llll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2002            2001            2000            1999             1998             1997 

&bove 3.0 8 8 8 5 

2.5-2.99 5 5 3 7 

2.0-2.49 7 10 12 14 

Below 2.0 7 7 4 7 

Unadjusted 75% 68% 69% 67% 33% 44% 

&djusted 88% 82% 77% 75% 43% 50% 

Submitted ~ Approved 

2 2 

r~ 

Currently enrolled 

Currently enrolled 

Currently enrolled 



IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII, Ilktft~#A~ft~ &VI~I~ ~; IIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

2001-2002 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

20Q220Q3 I 

20012002 1 2 3 

20Q020Qt 0 I 3 

19992000 1 1 2 
1998-1999 

1997-1998 
1996-1997 

1995-1996 
1994-1995 

Fall 2002 Semester GPA = 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl~r#~?~l~/~tfl~lllllllllll~llllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1~11111111111111111111 
2002              2001            2000           1999            1998            1997 

Above 3.0 3 I 2 4 

2.5-2.99 4 7 3 5 

2.02.49 5 3 5 5 

Below 2.0 1 2 2 I 

Unadjusted 67% 100% 75% 100% 0% 0% 

Adjusted 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

# Bubmitted ~ Approved 

0 0 

Nnrolled Name I CUM GPA I Current Status 
1997 98 

1999-00 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2001 02 

2002 03 



Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 
1996-1997 

1995-1996 
1994-1995 

Fall 2002 Semester GPA = 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I~gl~R~ ~h~-~f~llll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2002            2001            2000            1999             1998             1997 

#,hove 3.0 16 17 17 16 

2.0-2.49 1 1 1 4 

Below 2.0 0 0 0 0 

Unadjusted na na na na 

&djusted na na na na na 

Submitted ~ Approved 

0 0 

r~ 



Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

Fall 2002 Semester GPA = 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I~#l~h~ ~f~l~f~llll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2002            2001            2000            1999             1998             1997 

#,hove 3.0 8 9 9 12 

Z.5-2.99 6 7 5 6 
2.0-2.49 5 4 3 3 

Below 2.0 1 0 0 0 

Unadjusted 86% 100% 100% 100% 88% 100% 

&djusted 100% 100% 100% 100% 88% 100% 

Submitted ~ Approved 

0 0 

r~ 



Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 
1996-1997 

1995-1996 
1994-1995 

1 2 4 

0 0 2 

0 0 1 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I~,~#l~h~ ~h~f~llll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2002            2001            2000            1999             1996             1997 

&hove 3.0 2 2 2 4 

2.5-2.99 7 5 3 1 

2.0-2.49 3 2 2 1 

Below 2.0 0 0 0 2 

Unadjusted 100% 67% 100% 0% 67% 67% 

&djusted 100% 100% 100% 0% 100% 100% 

Submitted ~ Approved 

0 0 

r~ 



1998-1999 

1997-1998 

1996-1997 

1995-1996 

C 

Cum. GPA 

Spring 

F 

ACC Honor Roll 

9 

G 

2002 2001 2000 1999 1996 1997 

10 8 9 14 

5 4 6 4 

Below 2.0                                    0 0 0 0 

Unadjusted 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Submitted 

0 0 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA CurrentStatus 

NONE 



2001-2002 Roster 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

1999-2000 

t998-t999 

1997-1998 
t996-t997 

1995-1996 

t994-t995 

B C 

Cum. GPA 

2001 

na 

na 

CUM GPA 

D E F 

Illl IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

4 

7 4 9 

8 5 12 

8 8 14 

~’#ffl~lllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2000            1999             1998 

6 

3 

100% 100% 

100% 100% 

Currently enrolled 

G 

1997 

3 

0 

100% 

100% 



Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

Fall 2002 Semester GPA = 

2002 2001 2000 1999 1998 1997 

Above 3.0 37 
2.5-2.99 15 

2.0-2.49 6 

Below 2.0 2 



IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl~illl~FRt~ :~/~1~i ~1,~ IIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

2001-2002 Roster 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2002-2003 3 

2001-2002 3 4 10 

2000-2001 5 5 13 

1999-2000 6 6 14 
t998-t999 

1997-1998 

t996-t997 

1995-1996 

t994-t995 

Fall 2002 Semester GPA = 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~l~i~ ~#P,~IIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2002            2001            2000            1999             1998             1997 

Above 3.0 14 10 15 13 

2.5-2.99 9 9 7 6 
2.0-2.49 7 6 7 5 

Unadjusted 33% 80% 100% 67% 71% 71% 

Adjusted 83% 100% 100% 100% 83% 83% 

~ Submitled # Approved 

0 0 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2001 02 Currently enrolled 

r~ 



Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 
1998-1999 

1997-1998 
1996-1997 

1995-1996 
1994-1995 

Fall 2002 Semester GPA = 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I~gl~R~ ~h~f~llll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2002            2001            2000            1999             1998             1997 

&bove 3.0 5 5 5 5 

Z.5-2.99 7 5 4 4 

2.0-2.49 2 8 8 7 

Below 2.0 3 1 1 0 

Unadjusted 80% 50% 71% 60% 100% 100% 

&djusted 100% 50% 71% 75% 100% 100% 

Submitted ~ Approved 

0 0 

r~ 



A 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 
1998-1999 

1997-1998 
1996-1997 

1995-1996 
1994-1995 

Fall 2002 Semester GPA = 

Above 3.0 

2.5-2.99 

2.02.49 

Below 2.0 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

# Bubmitted 

0 

IFIG 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

13 9 

9 

25 

Name CUM GPA Current Status 

Currently enrolled 

Currently enrolled 

Currently enrolled 

# Approved 

0 

86% 88% 88% 88% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl~g~ ~f~l~llll:MIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlfllllllllllllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIh 
2002            2001            2000            1999             1998             1997 

7 5 4 2 



Cue. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 
1998-1999 

1997-1998 
1996-1997 

1995-1996 
1994-1995 

Fall 2002 Semester GPA = 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I~gli~i~’A~f ~’h~l~-~f~llll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2002            2001            2000            1999             1998             1997 

&bove 3.0 4 3 3 7 

2.5-2.99 6 3 5 3 

2.0-2.49 0 2 1 0 

Below 2.0 0 0 0 0 

Unadjusted 100% 100% 100% 50% 100% 100% 

&djusted 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

# Submitted ~ Approved 

0 0 

Currently enrolled 



A B C D E F G 

2001-2002 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2002-2003 16 

2001-2002 15 14 18 

2000-2001 6 I1 18 

1999-2000 16 10 20 
t998-t999 

1997-1998 
t996-t997 

1995-1996 

t994-t995 

2002 2001 2000 1999 1998 1997 

Above 3.0 19 20 21 20 

2.0-2.49 7 10 12 13 

Below 2.0 3 I 0 4 

Unadjusted 93% 92% 91% 88% 56% 56% 

Adjusted 93% 100% 100% 100% 82% 82% 

Enrolled N~m~= CUM GPA Current Status 

2000 01 Currently enrolled 



1998-1999 

1997-1998 

1996-1997 

1995-1996 

Cum. GPA 

E G 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

NONE 

# Submitted 

0 

Spring 

7 

2000 
9 

2 
0 

F 

ACC Honor Roll 

9 

7 

9 

1999 1998 

50% 100% 

100% 100% 

2002 2001 1997 

9 6 5 

3 3 6 

2 2 5 

Below 2.0 0 1 0 

Unadjusted 100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 



Fall 2010 Semester GPA = 

Spring 20t I Semester GPA = 

Above 3.00 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2009-2010 

8 

25 

60 

0 

3 

4 

3 

3 

5 

8 

6 

8 

4 

2008-09 

32 

54 

2 

3 

6 

2 

4 

8 

5 

2 

2007-08 

8 

28 

46 

2006-07 

40 

45 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

FedRate 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR(4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

Graduation Bonus 

45% 

74% 

37% 

56% 

75% 

949(955) 

95 

9 

67% 

89% 

67% 

62% 

80% 

70% 

100% 

68% 

64% 

78% 

974(947) 

95 

4 

5 

50% 

100% 

50% 

64% 

79% 

946 (947) 

98 

63% 

88% 

63% 

61% 

70% 

09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) 



G 



A I 

CUM GPA CurrentStatus 





A 
2002 03 
2002-03 
2002 03 
2002-03 
2002 03 
2002 03 
2002-03 
2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2003-0~ 

2003 04 

2003-0~ 

2003 04 

2003-0~ 

Name CUM GPA CurrentStatus 





A 
2006 07 
2006-07 
2006 07 
2006-07 
2006 07 
2006 07 
2006-07 
2006 07 

Name CUM GPA 





A 

2009 10 

2009 10 

2009 10 

2009 10 

2009 i0 
2009-10 

2009 i0 

2010 11 



A                  B           C         D    I     E     I    F        0 

__ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIl~lfl~ ~##~1~1~ ,~l~       IIIIIIIIIIII!lilllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

Z004-2005 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

!004~005 

!0022003 

Z00t 2002 

19992000 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 

2 

3 3 8 

4 3 9 

1 2 4 

4 0 2 

3 2 6 

:all 2004 Semester GPA = 

__ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~1111111111111[11111111111~ {~lle~’d ~#i~i ~11111111 
2004              2003           2002 

~.00 & Above 5 3 2 

]IIIIIIIILIL~IIIIIIIIIIIqlIIIIIII] Olllllll 
2001 2000 

2 6 

__ ~1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIII1~!~11111 :~#~111 ~111 
Jnadjusted 86% 83% 64% 

&djusted 86% 100% 70% 

~t~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll IIIIIhW~’~i~l~llllll 
~,PR 952% 

of Students 31 

Not Elig. 0 

Not Retained 6 

Graduated 2 

17% 17% 

25% 33% 

# Submitted 

1999 

80% 

80% 

~111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII qlllllllllllllllllllllllll~llllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
Approved           Name 

Name CUM GPA Current Status 



ACC Honor 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List Roll 

Fall Spring 

!004-2005 

!003-2004 

!002-2003 

!001-2002 

!000-2001 

1999-2000 
1998-t999 

1997-1998 
1996-t997 

1995-1996 

1994-t995 

0 

4 

3 

5 

4 

5 

:all 2004 Semester GPA = 

__ llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll ((ll ~,YVVP~’I~ ~ Nh$~l N(~i~ #~,l~hi~)~lii I llllllll IIIIIUI I I IIIIIII~IIIIIIIU~ lllllllll 
2004              2003           2002           2001           2000          1999 

L00 & Above 2 3 4 3 5 

!.50-2.99 4 2 9 10 6 

3elow 2.00 1 2 1 1 0 

__ i~~~i~1gh‘~i~M~gh‘~d~iN~ Ill~t~(q~ltNllfllf~i~ll 

# Submitied # Approved Name 

0 0 

Enrolled Name gUM GPA Current Status 

1997-98 

1997 96 

1999-00 

2000 01 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

Currently Enrolled 

Currently Enrolled 
Currently Enrolled 

Cunently Enrolled 
Currently Enrolled 

Cunently Enrolled 
Currently Enrolled 



A 

2002-03 

2003 04 

2004-05 

2004 05 

I c L D I E    I F 
Currently Enrolled 

Curlently Enrolled 

Currently Enrolled 

Curlentl~ Enrolled 



A B C D E F G 

Jl III,~/,~P~ r+~+~t~r~ l~p~++6t I+ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII hlllllllllllllllllllll 
2004-2005 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004~005 

20032004 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 

1998-1999 
1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

6 9 14 

12 9 20 

9 6 12 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

__111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIII1|111111 IIl~+#i++l~#~t~ll +111111111~111111111 IIIIIIIII1~|~111111111 
2004           2003           2002            2001             2000 

Above 3.00 29 13 18 13 14 
2.50-2.99 5 13 9 4 5 

2.00-2.49 6 7 4 4 2 

Below 2.00 3 1 1 1 2 

IIIIIIIIIB|IIIIIII 
1999 

__,~/#~111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 P~I~ IP~I~’ +~++~11 ~++~1I I1~+~11 I~al~l 
Unadiusted na na na na na na 

Adjusted na na na na na 

__[’~<~f~+llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll lll’~m,~+~ ~t~ II 
APR                                      100% 

of Students 1 

Not Elig. 0 

Not Retained 0 

# Graduated 0 

# Submitted ~ Approved Name 

_~i~N~~~~~ 
~nrolled                                 Name        CUM GPA                              Current Status 

NONE 



A         /       B      I    c    I    [~    /    E    I     E     I    G 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1,~.~1~ I~M@~’~IZ’~ ~l~l~l~il       IIIIIIIII1~11111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllll 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List AOC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

8 

13 

12 

5 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I I I I ~ t~llR~’~’~ ~"=~ ||llllllllilllllllllfl H IIIIIIIllllllllllll IIIIIIIll IIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllll I IIIIIIII 
2004               2003           2002           2001            2000            1999 

Above 3.00 12 10 9 6 10 
2.50-2.99 29 24 16 19 23 

2.00-2.49 51 41 42 49 59 

Below 2.00 25 31 44 27 21 

~Hh’~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll MIIIIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIII~#~IIIIIIII~ ~t~lllllll~ail~ll IIII~W~ ~llllllll~t~ ~ll 
APR                                         97% 

of Students 96 

Not Elig. 2 

Not Retained 8 

# Graduated 20 



Enrolled 

1997-98 

1997 96 

1997-98 

1997 96 

1997 98 

1997-98 

1997 96 
1997-98 

1996 99 
1998-99 

1996 99 
1998-99 

1996 99 
1998-99 

1996 99 
1998-99 

1996 99 
1998-99 

1996 99 
1998-99 

1996 99 
1999-00 

1999 O0 
1999-00 

1999 O0 
1999-00 

1999 O0 

1999-00 

1999 O0 

1999-00 

1999 O0 

1999-00 

1999 O0 

1999-00 

1999 O0 

2000 01 

2000 01 

2000 01 

2000 01 

2000 01 

2000 01 

2001 02 

2001 02 

B E F G 

Current Status 



Enrolled 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2004-05 

2004 05 
2004-05 

2004 05 
2004-05 

2004 05 
2004-05 

2004 05 
2004-05 

2004 05 
2004-05 

B C 

CUM GPA 

E F 

Current Status 



A B C D E F G 

Jl                       lll,~tft,~p~ r++~i~+~t~r~ l~I~F~++i+ I~         IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII hlllllllllllllllllllll 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004~005 

20032004 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 

1998-1999 
1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

2 

2 1 2 

1 2 5 

0 2 6 

1 2 4 

2 0 5 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

__111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIII1|111111 IIl~f+~l~+l+~l+~+~ll ~111111111~111111111 IIIIIIIIII~B~IIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIB|IIIIIII 
2004           2003           2002            2001             2000             1999 

Above 3.00 3 3 3 4 4 
2.50-2.99 3 5 6 5 6 

2.002.49 5 5 3 5 6 

Below 2.00 0 1 1 1 I 

__,~#~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 P~I~’~ ~i~IP +~i~ll IP~I~I~’~ II~J~i~ll 
Unadiusted                              100%           60%            50%           100%            100% na 

Adjusted                                 100%           100%           50%           100%            100% 

_rl~+~J<~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll III~+M~II IIIl~i~P~lll IIIP~J~P~II IIIl~’+f~P~lll IIIIll~l~?r~llll IIIl~f~l~l~lll 
APR 90% 

# of Students 1 I 

# Not Elig. 2 

# Not Retained 2 

# Graduated 3 

__lllllllllllllllli+++~,l’+i+N+E+~i+~ 11 I]+]11’,111~ BDII llh It P~ ~ 1]]]]]]]]]]] 

__l~l~i~l~NIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~~~h~ 



__ ~~|~r~&~,’~?~i~~ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!lilllllllllllllllllll 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

!004-2005 
!003-2004 

!002-2003 

!001-2002 

!000-2001 

1999-2000 

1998-1999 

1997-t998 

1996-1997 

1995-t996 

1994-1995 

15 

12 

10 

10 

:all 2004 Semester GPA = 

__ ~~i~B|~i~i~ IIIIIIII1~|~1111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1~11111111~111111111 
2004             2003           2002            2001            2000          1999 

L00 & Above 15 9 12 10 9 

!.00-2.49 15 13 16 22 16 

3elow 2.00 2 6 8 4 9 

4~Hh’~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII Hlllll~(~)@(t(t(lllll!llll~ ~ma~tlll Hlll~4~l~hma~tlll Hlllli~h’~llll Ill ~X~ #+’~ Illll k~ri((4 ~lt’~ II 
~,PR 95.7% 

of Students 31 

Not Elig. 1 

Not Retained 4 

~Graudated 9 

~ Submitted # Approved Name 

~nrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2001 02 
2001-02 Currently enrolled 

2002 03 Currently enrolled 
2002-03 Currently enrolled 





Cure. GPA Dean’s List 

Fall Spring 

5 

4 

3 

7 

7 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

__IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIII~I lillllllll~l~,~ff,~l~1111111111111111 III IIIIIIII 
2004            2003           2002           2001 

3.00 & Above 9 7 10 11 
2.50-2.99 8 7 7 6 

2.00-2.49 4 2 4 4 

Below 2.00 4 I I 0 

__rl~l~t~dlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll III1~ I~1111 IIII1~ ~t~llllllll~ ~t~lllllll~ail~l 
APR                                      95.7% 

of Students 24 

Not Elig. 2 

Not Retained 2 

Graduated 2 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~ ~I ~M~I~ 
Submitted ~ Appreved Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA 

ACC Honor Roll 

6 

8 

2000 1999 

0 

63% 70% 

100% 100% 

2000 01 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

CurrentStatus 



2003-04 



A B C D E F G 

Jl III,~/,~P~ r+~+~t~r~ l~p~++6t II IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII hlllllllllllllllllllll 
2004-2005 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004~005 

20032004 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 

1998-1999 
1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

6 5 9 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

__IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIII|IIIIII III~P++I++I~+P~II +IIIIIIIIIHHIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIH|HHIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIII|H|IIIIIII 
2004           2003           2002            2001             2000             1999 

Above 3.00                                15 16 17 16                20 

__,~#~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 P~I~’#,+~ ’/~1~11 +1+~1~11 IP~’~I~’#,+~ I1~+~+~,:~11 I~al~l 

_r~<~f~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll lll,~m,~+~t~ll ,lll,~i~tP~lll lll,4+1~P~tP~ll llll,~’tf~P~lll llllll,~i~llll 

__IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl~!+++~i+~ 11 I],]ll’.lllJ~ P.I+jll I/lJ 11 [~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~ ~l~l~l~l~l~l~l~l~l~l~l~l~m 

I~i~N~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~I 





A B C D E F G 

Jl III,~/,~P~ r+~+~t~r~ l~p~++6t II IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII hlllllllllllllllllllll 
2004-2005 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004~005 

20032004 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 

1998-1999 
1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

3 2 5 

0 0 2 

1 0 4 

0 1 5 

Fall 2004, Semester GPA = 

__111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIII1|111111 IIl~P+#i++l~#+t~ll +111111111~111111111 IIIIIIIII1~|~111111111 
2004           2003           2002            2001             2000 

3.00 Above 6 1 2 3 5 
2.50-2.99 6 6 3 4 4 

2.00-2.49 4 1 2 3 2 

Below 2.00 0 4 2 0 I 

IIIIIIIIIB|IIIIIII 
1999 

__,~#~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 P~I~"~ ~++~ll +1+~1~11 IP~,~I~"~ I1~+~+~,;~11 I~al~l 
Unadiusted                              100%           100% 67% 100% 100% 0% 

Adjusted 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 0% 

__[’l~flf<+llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll III’~+’~’P~II 
APR                                     972% 

of Students 10 

Not Elig. 0 

Not Retained 1 

# Graduated 2 

__+~+++~,Y+~+~,~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
Enrolled                                 Name        CUM GPA 

2002 03 

Current Status 

Currently enrolled 



A B C D E F G 

Jl III,~/,~P~ r&~’~+~t~r~ I~P~ III IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII hlllllllllllllllllllll 
2004-2005 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004~005 

20032004 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 

1998-1999 
1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

7 

8 9 9 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

2004 2003 2002 2001 2000 

3.00 & Above 10 11 10 14 14 
2.50-2.99 15 12 8 7 4 

Below 2.00 4 4 4 9 6 

IIIIIIIIIB|IIIIIII 
1999 

__,~/#~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 P~I~#,+~ ’/~l~t~l~ll +1~1~t~1~11 I~’~1~#,,~ IIl~N~t~+~,;~ll II~al~l 
Unadiusted 68%            69% 71% 67% 67% 83% 

Adjusted 82% 77% 100% 80% 80% 83% 

_rl~flf<+llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll lll,~P~ll 
APR                                     938% 

of Students 20 

Not Elig. 3 

Not Retained 2 

# Graduated 1 

NONE 





__11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 I~r~l~ ~’~@~ ~,l~e~?~ ~l~ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2 

3 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

20 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

28 

29 

30 

32 

33 

35 

36 

37 

39 
40 

42 
43 
44 

Z004-2005 Roster 

!004~005 

Z0032004 

Z00t 2002 

19992000 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List 

Fall Spring 

5 3 

2 2 

4 6 

2 4 

6 3 

ACC Honor Roll 

7 

6 

8 

9 

:all 2004 Semester GPA = 

-- IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII [111111111[1111 ~llll~r~h@~ ~1~@@@ IIIIIIII[BIIIIIIIII IIIIIII1[~11111111 
2004          2003           2002            2001            2000 

~bove3.00 4 6 8 8 8 

~.502.99 15 8 5 5 3 

!.002.49 8 7 7 10 12 

3elow2.00 6 4 7 7 4 

-- ~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~r~)ll @@~@~11 @!~@~lll 
Jnadjusted                                            68%            69%            67%            33% 

--!~i~lt~ff@lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll[ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIla#,~lll II1@~1~11 IIIla@l@~lll IIl~ll~ll 

Submitted @ Approved Name Remains Ineligible 

1999 

III1~11 
44% 



A                  B    I C    I    B    I     E          ~    I    G 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~III~I~MI~I~I~,I~4~I~        IIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
!0035004 Roster 

Dean’s List 

Fall 

ACC Honor Roll 

Spring 

3 

2 

3 

3 

Enrolled ,, CUM GPA Current Status 

1997-98 

1999 00 

2000-01 

2000 01 

Currently enrolled 

Currently enrolled 

Currently enrolled 

Currently enrolled 

Currently enrolled 



A B C D E F O 

J IIl~/#~gl~ r~l~l;~l~ I~TI~iLS~ IIIIIIII JIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

2004-2005 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List 

Fall 

ACC Honor Roll 

Spring 

16 20 23 

16 17 25 

12 9 20 

9 4 12 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

__111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIII1|111111 II1~1~t1~1~1~11 IIIIIIIIIIIIII1~1111111111 IIIIIIIl~|llllllll IIIIIIIIIB|IIIIIII 
2004           2003           2002             2001             2000            1999 

3.00 & Above 28 24 16 17 17 
2.50-2.99 7 5 9 4 10 

2.00-2.49 3 3 1 1 1 

Below 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 

__,~1/#~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ~II1~1~ ~l~i~ti~b~ll ~t~l~i~ti~b~ll IIIl~l~l~i~ti~b~lll I~IN~t~ II~alN~t~l 
Unadiusted na na na na na na 

Adjusted na na na na na 

_r~i~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll II1~1~11 IIIl~l~lll II1~I~11 IIIIII1~11111 II1#~1~1~11 IIIl~f~l~l~lll 
APR na 

# of Students na 

# Not Elig. na 

# Not Retained na 

# Graduated na 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIll~!~i~ 11 I1]11’,111~ [’.]JII I/1~ 11 ~.1]]]]]]]]]]] 
# Submitted ~ Approved Name 

0 0 

__~ilt~l~N~llllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ~~~h~ 
~nrolled                                 Name        CUM GPA                              Current Status 

NONE 



2004-2005 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List 

Fall 

ACC Honor Roll 

Spring 

5 6 8 

2 4 6 

4 4 6 

5 4 6 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

__111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIII1|111111 IIl~#i~{l~#e~ll IIIIIIIIIIIII I1~1111111111 IIIIIIIHH|IIIIIIII 
2004           2003           2002             2001             2000 

3.00 & Above 10 8 8 9 9 
2.50-2.99 6 6 6 7 5 

2.00-2.4,9 4 2 5 4 3 

Below 2.00 0 0 1 0 0 

IIIIIIIIIB|IIIIIII 
1999 

__,~#~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 P~I~ ~l~i~ll ~l~i~ll IIl~N~i~ll~ ~@1~ I~al~l 
Unadiusted 100%           100% 100% 88% 100% 80% 

Adjusted 100% 100% 100% 88% 100% 100% 

_r~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll ii1~.~11 
APR                                     1000% 

of Students 15 

Not Elig 0 

Not Retained 0 

# Graduated 3 

Current Status 
__~l~l~llllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

~nrolled                                 Name        CUM GPA 

2004-05 



2004-2005 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004~005 

20032004 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

0 2 4 

1 2 4 

0 0 2 

0 0 I 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

__111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIII1|111111 IIl~l~tl~l~ll IIIIIIIIIIIIII1~1111111111 IIIIIIIl~|llllllll IIIIIIIIIB|IIIIIII 
2004           2003           2002             2001             2000            1999 

3.00 & Above                              5 3 2 2 2 

__,~#~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ~1~#~ ~i~lll ~i~lll IIl~i~llll ~1~ I~al~l 

__r~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll II1~11 IIIl~l~lll II1~11 IIIII1~11111 II1#~1~1~11 IIIl~f~l~l~lll 

__11111111111111111~,~ ’~ Illlll’.l~l~ [~i~Jl~ I/J~ ’1 

__~l~f~l~llllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 



~- IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!111111111111 I~lllllll!lll~N@.~t~!~tl~i~llllllllllllllll III IIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIII1~1111 IIIIIIII IIIIIIIIl|l~llllllll 

-- ~tllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllN ~I~I~N N~I~I~N~t~III ~N~t~llllllll~ I~N~t~IIIII~ lN II ~1 

~T ~i~l~l~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~ill l llll~’#~9~llllllll~h~ ~IIIIIIIIII~,~ I~IIIIIIIII~ ~i~lll i~lli~’lll 

~l|l~k~,~l l!~ll~ I Illl ~ 111 ~ Illllll~ ~ ~r~r~ 

4~ ~h5~~~~~~ 



A B I C / D I E I r IG 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIII ~r~lF~l~l,~’~ ~ ~F~?~ IIIIIIII1~ ~1111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
2004-2005 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004~005 

20032004 

20022003 

20012002 

20002001 

19992000 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

7 

9 

7 

9 

12 

14 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIII I I1|1111111111 I;~t~dl~t~idJ’A=J~llllllllllllllllll~llllllllllllllllllllll I I IIIIIIIIlllllllllll~l IIIIIII 
2004             2003           2002             2001             2000            1999 

3.00 & Above 9 4 5 8 13 

2.502.99 12 10 7 12 I1 

2.00-2.49 7 7 11 5 6 

Below 2.00 0 3 2 4 3 

~N~,~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIII~IN~IIIIIIIIINNItl~II~III~III~IIIIII~N’~ ~111111111~ ~l[:hlll~NII 
APR 990% 

# of Students 25 

# Not Elig. 0 

If Not Retained I 

# Graduated 3 

~gt~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll III1~ ~4~111~ ~4~11~I~ ~4~111~111~1~ ~4~lllll~Y~1~f~lll~1~l 
Unadjusted na na 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Adjusted na na 100% 100% 100% 100% 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1~1 I~t~,~ ~1 ’1 i~ljl~,~]~r/~lllJ~r~        "1 ~1 ~~[I 
# Submitted # Approved Name 

0 0 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2001 02 Currently enrolled 
2003-04 Currently enrolled 

2004 05 Currently enrolled 



A B C D E F G 

2004-2005 Roster 
Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004-2005 t5 

2003-2004 23 14 23 

2002-2003 26 14 26 

2001-2002 24 2g 26 
2000-2001 17 18 27 

1999-2000 2g 13 26 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

2004 2003 2002 200g 2000 g999 

3.00 & Above 26 29 37 

2.00-2.49 t 5 6 

Below2.00 1 0 2 

Adjusted na na na na 100% 

APR 1000% 

#ofStudents 16 

# Not Elig. 0 

# Not Retained 0 

# Graduated 2 

# Submi~ed # Approved Name 

Enrolled Name GUM GPA Current Status 



A           I     ~          C         U          ~          ~    I    ~ 
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllflll~r~lp~ ~vCr,q~,~ t~l~         IIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List 

Fall 

ACC Honor Roll 

Spring 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 
1999-2000 

1998-1999 

1997-t998 

1996-1997 
1995-t996 

1994-1995 

8 

3 7 9 

3 4 6 

3 4 10 

5 5 13 

8 8 14 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllH|Ol IIIIIIII I~ ~,~i~lll ~111111111~11~1111111111 IIIIIIIllll IIIIIIIII IIIIIIIllOl IIIIIIII 
2004            2003           2002             2001             2000            1999 

&O & Above 13 10 14 10 15 

2.50-2.99 7 8 9 9 7 

2.00-2.49 5 5 7 6 7 

Below 2.00 4 1 1 I 1 

~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ~11~’~1 ~,’~#~f~t’~ll ~i~ f~t’~ll IIl~,~f~t’~ll IN~l~l~,~ 
Llnadlusted 80%            100%           67%              71%              71%            86% 

Adjusted 100%            100%           100%             83%              83%            86% 

¥�~1111111111111111111111111111111111111111~’~1111 II1#~t~’/~11~1 I1,~,~11~ IIIIIl~r~l~l~lllll IIIl’~d~’~lll IIl’~’~r~’~ll 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllll~l~l~flt~lllll|lllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIqllllllllllll~ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1~ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 





2004-2005 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List 

Fall 

ACC Honor Roll 

Spring 

6 

3 4 5 

3 0 8 

5 0 5 

3 3 5 

3 0 3 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

__111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIII1|111111 IIl~#i~{l~#~t~ll IIIIIIIIIIIII I1~1111111111 IIIIIIIHH|IIIIIIII 
2004           2003           2002             2001             2000 

3.00 & Above 7 8 5 5 5 
2.50-2.99 6 5 4 5 4 

IIIIIIIIIB|IIIIIII 
1999 

__,~/#~111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 P~I~#~f~ ~1~1~11 ~1~1~11 III~N~II~ ~@1~ I~al~l 
Unadiusted 50%            71% 60% 100% 100% 100% 

Adjusted 50% 71% 75% 100% 100% 100% 

_r~ft~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll ii1~11 
APR                                     974% 

of Students 20 

Not Elig. 1 

Not Retained 1 

# Graduated 6 

Current Status 
__~l~f~l~llllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

~nrolled                                 Name        CUM GPA 

NONE 



A 
__ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIl~t’#/,~F~.~"~l~fl~ IIIIIIIII illlllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

Z004-2005 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

!004~005 

Z00t 2002 

Z0002001 

19992000 

1998-1999 

1997-1998 

14 14 25 

7 9 19 

:all 2004 Semester GPA = 

__ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIII1~|~1 IIIIIIIIl~l~li~,~’,~Pi~llll~llllllllll~BIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl~l’ IIIIIIIIlllllllllll BIIIIIII: 
2004            2003           2002             2001             2000            1999 

~.00 & Above 13 20 21 22 16 

Z.502.99 11 7 3 5 8 

!.00-2.49 3 5 7 5 4 

__ ~]1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 I1~1~#,~1t11~1,#1~1111 ~tT,#l~llllllll,~,i~l~]llllll~l~l~llll~l~l~,~!~l 

__ ~l~l~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll ~1~~~i~b~ 

_=nrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2000 01 
2001-02 Currently enrolled 

2002 03 Currently enrolled 



2004-2005 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

200t-2002 

2000-2001 
1999-2000 

1998-1999 
1997-1998 

1996-1997 
1995-1996 

3 

0 0 I 

2 0 5 

0 1 3 

2 1 3 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

__111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIII1|111111 IIl~#l~tl~#~il~l~ll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllll IIIIIIIHI|IIIIIIII 
2004 2003 2002 2001 2000 

3.00 & Above 3 4 4 3 3 
2.50-2.99 4 2 6 3 5 

Below 2.00 0 1 0 0 0 

IIIIIIIIIB|IIIIIII 
1999 

__,~#~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ~1~ ~l~ll ~1~11 IIl~N~l!lll ~1~ I~al~l 
Unadjusted 100%           100% 100% 50% 100% 100% 

Adjusted 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

_r~=llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll ii1~11 
APR                                     969% 

of Students 8 

Not Elig. 

Not Retained 0 

# Graduated 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIll~i~i~i ’ll~lll’.lll~ B~;llllll~ 
# Bubmitted ~ Approved Name 

0 0 

__~i~ ~I~N~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
Current Status 



A B C [3 F O 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

13 12 27 

16 15 24 

16 10 20 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

2004 2003 2002 2001 2000 1999 

3.00 & Above 22 22 19 20 21 

2.50-2.99 6 14 13 10 7 

2.00-2.49 9 5 7 10 12 

Below 2.00 3 3 3 1 0 

Unadjusted 92% 91% 88% 56% 56% 83% 

100% 100% 100% 82% 82% 100% 

APR 97 0% 

# of Students 25 

# Not Elig. 1 

# Not Retained 1 

# Graduated 6 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
# Submi~ed                 # Approved          Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2000-01 

2004 05 Currently enrolled 



A B C [3 E F O 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

9 

9 

9 

7 

9 

Fall 2004 Semester GPA = 

__ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I I Illllllllll ~ ~L~fl~’~l~llllll IIIIIIIIIIIIHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlll I IIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIHHHI IIIIIIII 
2004             2003           2002             2001             2000            1999 

3.00 & Above 8 9 9 6 9 
2.5-2.99 5 4 3 3 5 
2.0-2.49 1 2 2 2 2 

Below 2.0 0 0 0 1 0 

Unadlusted 100% 67% 50% 100% 100% 75% 

Adjusted 100% 67% 100% 100% 100% 75% 

100% 

# of Students 12 

# Not Elig. 0 

# Not Retined 0 

# Graduated 2 

~ Submitted ~ Approved Name 

0 0 

Enrolled Name, CUM GPA Current Status 

2003 04 Currently enrolled 



2 

3 

5 

6 :all 2011 CUM 

8 !009-2010 

Spring 

2 

3 

2 

3 

4 

2 

3 

3 

2 

0 

ACC Honor Roll 

6 

3 

3 

4 

9 

5 

8 

8 

9 

4 

2 

G 

*Fall 2011 2009 10 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 

6 3 3 3 1 

15 17 22 26 22 

6 2 3 0 0 

912 (969) 978 (982) 

25 26 

2 

08-09 APR 07~8 APR 06~7 APR 

1000(987) 985(983) 977(985) 

30 35 35 

0 0 0 

0 2 4 

4 2 2 

09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) 

probation Spring 2012 Ineligible to Return to UNC 





A B C D E F G 

54 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

2000 01 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2004 05 

2005-06 

2006 07 

2006-07 





4 

6 

7 

22 

24 

45 

:all 2010 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2011 Semester GPA = 

:all 201t Semester GPA = 

~.00 & Above 

3elow 2.00 

:ed Rate 

:ed Rate (4yr) 

~SR (4yr) 

of Students 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

3raduation Bonus 

A B C [3 E F 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 
Fall Spring 

2 

*Fall 201t 

3 

3 

3 

2009-10 2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 

2 3 3 0 

9 7 9 5 

50% 

67% 

89% 

100% 40% 100% 0% 
54% 46% 60% 60% 
88% 75% 86% 86% 

909 (963) 961 (985) 1000 (995) 977 (969) 

2 

2 

0 

0 

2 

3 

0 

0 

4 

0 

Name Name Name 

GPA 

GPA 

GPA 

1000(995) 

0 

0 





II 



53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

7O 

72 

73 

74 

76 



A B C D E F G 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List 

Fall Spring 

Fall 2011 CUM                                                             9 

ACC Honor Roll 

20 

Fall 20t0 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2011 Semester GPA = 

Fall 20t 1 t Semester GPA = 

*Fall 20tl       2009-2010      2008-09       2007-08         2006-07                2005-06 

Above 3.00 22 17 17 16 17 16 
2.50-2.99 3 

2.00-2.49 1 0 0 1 3 3 

Below 2.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 

GSR (4yr) 100% 100% 67% 50% 50% 50% 

APR 1000 (981) na (970) 944 (979) 1000 (989) 958 (986) 09 10 APR (multi ~r APR) 
# of Students 3 0 5 6 6 

# Not Elig. 0 0 1 0 1 

# Not Retained 0 0 0 0 0 

# Graduated 0 0 4 1 0 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

NONE 





A B C D E F G 

2 

4 

6 

7 

8 

9 

20 

22 

23 

24 

27 

29 

43 

47 

49 

52 

!009-20t0 

!008-2009 

!007-2008 
!006-2007 

!005-2006 

!004-2005 

!003-2004 
!002-2003 

!001-2002 

!000-2001 

~pring 201t Semester GPA = 

:all 2011 Semester GPA = 

~,bove 3.00 

3elow 2.00 

Jnadjusted 

~djusted 

=ed Rate 

:ed Rate(4yO 

3SR(4yr) 

~ofStudents 

~ Not Retained 

~Graduated 

3radu~tionBonus 

Name 

Cum. GPA 

Fall 

4 

0 

3 

4 

3 

3 

5 

8 

6 

8 

4 

Spring 

4 

3 

6 

2 

4 

8 

2 

ACC Honor Roll 

7 

8 

5 

29 

45 

20095010 

25 

60 

0 

2008-09 

32 

54 

2 

2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 

28 40 46 

46 45 47 

68% 

96% 

45% 

74% 

67% 

89% 

70% 50% 

100% 100% 

63% 

88% 

6O% 

58% 

75% 

37% 

56% 

75% 

67% 

62% 

80% 

68% 50% 

64% 64% 

78% 79% 

895(943) 

97 

974 (947) 946(947) 

12 

8 

09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) 

Name Name 



;ommi~eCase Status 

Enrolled 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A 

113 ;ommiReeOase Status 
114 Enrolled 

115 200304 

116 2003-04 

117 200304 

118 2003-04 

119 200304 

120 2003-04 

121 2004-05 

122 200405 
123 2004-05 

124 200405 

125 2004-05 

126 200405 
127 2004-05 

12g 200405 
129 2004-05 

130 200405 

131 2004-05 

132 200506 

133 2005-06 

134 200506 

135 2005-06 

136 200506 

137 2005-06 

13g 200506 

139 2005-06 

140 200506 

141 2005-06 

142 200506 

143 2005-06 

144 200506 

145 2005-06 

146 200607 

147 2006-07 

148 200607 

149 2006-07 

150 200607 
151 2006-07 

152 200607 

153 2006-07 

154 200607 

155 2006-07 

156 200607 

157 2006-07 

158 200607 

159 2006-07 

160 200607 

161 2006-07 

162 200607 

163 2006-07 

164 200708 

165 2007-08 

166 200708 

167 2007-08 

168 200708 

I B I c I D I E I F I G 

Name CUM ~PA Current Status 



A 

170 ~nrolled 

171 200708 

172 2S07-08 

173 200708 

174 2S07-08 

175 200708 

176 2S07-08 

177 2007-08 

178 200708 

179 2007-08 

180 200708 

181 2007-08 

182 200809 

183 2008-09 

185 2008-09 

187 2008-09 

188 200809 

189 2008-09 

190 200809 

191 2008-09 

192 200809 

193 2009-10 

195 2009-10 

197 2009-10 

199 2009-10 

!00 2009 10 

!01 2009-10 

!02 2009 10 

!03 2009-10 

!04 2010 11 

!05 2010-11 

!06 2010 11 

!07 2010-11 

!09 2010-11 

!22 2011 12 

!23 2011-12 

!24 2011 12 

I B I c I D I E I F I G 

Name CUM ~PA Current Status 



A B C D E F O 

2009-2010 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 
2005-2006 

2004-2005 
2003-2004 

2002-2003 

200t-2002 

2000-2001 

Gum. GPA 

Fall Spring 

2 

3 

2 

2 

3 

ACC Honor Roll 

2 

4 

5 

5 

7 

2 

6 

4 

Fall 20t0 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2011 Semester GPA = 

Fall 20t I Semester GPA = 

*Fall 20tl 2009-2010 2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 

Above 3.00 4 2 4 5 4 5 
2.50-2.99 5 4 3 4 4 4 

2.00-2.49 1 2 3 3 2 4 

Below 2.00 0 2 0 I 1 0 

Fed Rate (4yr) 78% 67% 82% 88% 82% 91% 

GSR (4yr) 88% 75% 90% 88% 90% 100% 

APR 919 (970) 1000 (983) 1000 (983) 957 (971) 976 (956) 09 10 APR (multi yr APR) 

# of Students 10 11 I 0 13 12 

# Not Elig. 1 0 0 2 1 

# Not Retained 2 0 0 0 0 

# Graduated 2 3 1 3 1 

Grad Bonus 

Name Name Name 



A L B I C    L ~ L    E J ~ L 
Name CUM GPA Current Status 

NONE 



A B C D E F G 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

20 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

29 

40 

Cum. GPA 

Fall 

4 

4 

4 

9 

4 

5 

6 

0 

Spring 

4 

5 

5 

7 

6 

4 

0 

0 

0 

ACC Honor Roll 

9 

20 

20 

:all 20t0 Semester GPA = 

~pring 2011 Semester GPA = 

:all 20t I Semester GPA = 

*Fall 201t        2009-2010          2008-09           2007-08         2006-07                2005-06 

!.50-2.99 19 17 14 22 20 20 

3elow 2.00 

:ed Rate (4yr) 

$SR (4yr) 

90% 91% 79% 78% 76% 

95% 95% 88% 86% 81% 

71% 

81% 

of Students 

Not Elig. 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

3raduation Bonus 

967 (976) 959 (982) 972 (993) 1000(1000) 1000(991) 

33 35 28 27 26 

6 8 4 7 2 

09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) 

Name Name 



57 

60 

A 

Enrolled 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2004 05 

201011 

l~Icl ~ IEIFI 
Name CUM ~PA Current Status 



A B C D E F O 

Gum. GPA ACC Honor Roll 

Fall 

2 

5 

4 

3 

2 

7 

4 

6 

0 

4 

8 

4 

Spring 

7 

5 

8 

5 

5 

5 

7 

5 

4 

3 

7 

6 

5 

7 

8 

6 

8 

8 

Fall 2010 Semester GPA = 

Spring 20t I Semester GPA = 

Fall 2011 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

*Fall 2011 2009 2010 2008 09 

9 7 6 

6 6 9 

3 0 1 

2007 08 

9 

7 

2 

2006 07 

9 

0 

2005 06 

0 

Fed Rate Hyr) 

GSR(4yO 

APR 

# of Students 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

Graduation Bonus 

57% 58% 61% 

75% 74% 76% 

55% 

72% 

61% 

74% 

67% 

7O% 

973 (966) 985 (962) 936 (961) 
23 18 20 

1 0 2 

1 2 2 

959 (973) 
23 

2 

09 10 APR (multi ~r APR) 



J 

62 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2000 01 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001 02 
2003-04 

2007 06 



Fall Spring 



53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

A 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A B C D E F G 

2 

3 

6 

7 

8 

9 

20 

23 

25 

26 

27 

!009-2010 

!008-2009 

!007-2008 

!005-2006 

!004-2005 

!003-2004 

!002-2003 

!001-2002 
!0O0-20Ot 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

0 2 3 

I 2 3 

1 2 7 

2 2 8 

1 2 5 

3 5 10 

3 2 5 

0 0 2 

I 0 4 

=all 2010 Semester GPA = 

Spring 20t I Semester GPA = 

=all 2011 Semester GPA = 

*Fall 2011 2009 10 2008 09 2007 08 2006 07 

3 2 8 10 

6 7 3 1 

4 2 1 3 

0 0 0 1 

2005 06 

3 

0 

:ed R~te (4yr) 

3SR (4yr) 

of Students 

Not Elig. 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

89% 86% 88% 71% 57% 

92% 90% 91% 78% 75% 

5O% 

75% 

969(972) 976(981) 1000(967) 950(986) 1000(994) 

0 0 0 0 0 

2 2 0 4 3 

09 10 APR (multi yr APR) 

Name 

UNC Heurs 

Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 





A B C D E F G 

2008-2009 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 
2004-2005 

2003-2004 
2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

7 

12 

14 

9 

8 

Fall 2010 Semester GPA = 

Spring 201t Semester GPA = 

Fall 2011 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

Below 2.00 

*Fa11201t 2009-2010 2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 

3 

Fed Rate 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

#ofStudents 

#Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

Graduation Bonus 

100% 

67% 

82% 

75% 43% 

62% 62% 

81% 81% 

83% 50% 

72% 68% 

87% 82% 

978 (965) 1000 (980) 975 (971) 967 (960) 951 (946) 
23 22 21 20 16 

0 0 1 0 2 

67% 

79% 

09 10 APR (multi yr APR) 



A B C D E F G 

2005 06 

2006-07 

2007 08 



Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACe Honor Roll 

FALL SPRING 

Fall 2011 GUN                                                                0 

2009-20t0 6 5 7 

2008-2009 2 4 4 

2007-2008 3 1 5 

2006-2007 1 0 3 
2005-2006 I 0 3 

2004-2005 1 4 5 

2002-2003 2 2 7 

2001-2002 4 6 6 

2000-2001 2 4 8 

Fall 2010 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2011 Semester GPA = 

Fall 201t Semester GPA = 

*Fall 2011 2009 2010 2008 09 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 

2.50-2.99 10 4 q0 10 8 9 

2.00-2.49 13 13 13 14 11 9 

Below 2.00 1 3 4 2 3 3 



A 

2002-03 

2004 05 

2011-2012 

D    L    E 



A B C D E F G 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

-’all 2011 CUM 14 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA CurrenL StaLus 



1 



A B C D E F G 

2009-2010 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 
2005-2006 

2004-2005 
2003-2004 

2002-2003 

200t-2002 

2000-2001 

Cum. GPA 

Fall 

0 

0 

2 

2 

2 

0 

3 

0 

Spring 

0 

3 

0 

2 

2 

2 

2 

0 

2 

ACC Honor Roll 

3 

2 

5 

3 

3 

4 

3 

3 

2 

3 

3 

Fall 20t0 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2011 Semester GPA = 

Fall 20t I Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

3 

7 

2009-10 

3 

3 

9 

0 

2008-09 

4 

5 

7 

0 

2007-08 

2 

6 

2006-07 

2 

8 

3 

2005-06 

4 

6 

4 

0 

Fed Rate 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

#ofStudents 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

Graduation Bonus 

Name 

50% 

79% 

85% 

100% 

79% 

100% 

100% 

73% 

100% 

80% 

64% 

90% 

50% 

54% 

64% 

961 (959) 

3 

933 (960) 

2 

2 

2 

1000 (979) 

0 

0 

5 

962 (970) 930 (975) 

3 

3 

Name 

50% 

56% 

09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) 

Enrolled 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2001 02 

2002-03 

CUM GPA 



A 

2003104 

2004 05 

2005 06 

2006 07 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 06 

200910 

2009-10 

200910 

2010-11 

2011 12 

2011-12 



A B C D E F G 

2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

8 

9 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

!0072008 7 6 15 

=all 2010 Semester GPA = 

Spring 20t I Semester GPA = 

=all 2011 Semester GPA = 

*Fall 2011 2009 10 2008 09 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 
LQ0 & Above 13 I1 7 8 8 8 



Enrolled Name CUM GPA Cur~nt Status 



A B C D E F G 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

Fa112011CUM 4 

2009-2010 4 2 5 

2008-2009 3 2 5 

2007-2008 3 4 4 

2006-2007 2 4 8 

2005-2006 3 2 8 
2004-2005 2 1 5 

2003-2004 0 2 4 
2002-2003 I 1 3 

2001-2002 1 2 4 
2000-200t 0 0 2 

Fall 2010 Semester GPA = 

Spring 20t I Semester GPA = 

Fall 2011 Semester GPA = 

*Fall 20tl 2009-10 2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 

3.00 & Above 6 5 
2.50-2.99 1 2              2              5                3                       2 

2.00-2.49 1 0 1 0 0 1 

Below 2.00 0 0 

Fed Rate (4yr) 86% 83% 83% 86% 75% 75% 

GSR (4yr) 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

APR 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) 

# of Students 7 6 8 8 7 

# Not Elig. 0 0 

# Not Retained 0 0 0 0 0 

# Graduated 1 1 3 2 I 



Enrolled Name CUM OPA Current St~tus 

NONE 



Cure. GPA Dean’s List AOC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

Fal12011CUM                                                       8 

20t0-20tl 7 7 8 

2009-2010 

2008-2009 6 5                8 

2007-2008 5 2 gO 

2006-2007 8 6 

2005-2006 6 5                7 

2004-2005 12 7 16 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 8 10 12 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 5 6 9 

Fall 2010 Semester GPA = 

Spring 201t Semester GPA = 

Fall 2011 Semester GPA = 

*Fall 20t I 2009-10 2008-09 2007-08 2006-0T 2005-06 

3.00 & Above 1 g 10 8 9 g 3 1 g 

2.50-2.99 1 2 2 3 2 3 

2.00-2.49 2 2 2 0 0 0 

Below 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Fed Rate (4yr) 89% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

GSR (4yr) 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

APR 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(994) 1000(994) 09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) 

# of Students 13 12 11 12 11 

# Not Retained 0 0 0 0 0 



NONE 



A B C D E F O 

2009-2010 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 
2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

7 6 16 

5 6 12 

6 2 16 

8 3 16 

7 9 14 

4 5 9 

4 I 7 

7 4 9 

8 5 12 

Fall 2010 Semester GPA = 

Spring 20t I Semester GPA = 

Fall 2011 Semester GPA = 

*Fall 20tl 2009-10 2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 

3.00 & Above 16 8 10 11 11 15 
2.50-2.99 I1 14 13 14 14 13 

2.00-2.49 4 4 5 3 7 5 

Below 2.00 0 I 1 0 2 0 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

#ofStudents 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

Grad Bonus 

100% 

100% 

96% 87% 86% 
96% 91% 90% 

992 (993) 990 (995) 1000 (998) 990 (998) 1000 (998) 

31 27 27 24 26 

0 0 0 0 0 

6 3 7 5 8 

92% 

96% 

Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA CurrenL StaLus 
2001-02 



A [ B C ~ D I E I ~ J o 
2003-04 

2004 05 



Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

21 18 34 

33 17 35 

25 13 34 

31 22 33 

17 16 26 

23 14 23 

26 14 26 

24 21 26 

17 16 27 

Fall 2010 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2011 Semester GPA = 

Fall 201t Semester GPA = 

*Fall 2011 2009 10 2008 09 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 

3.00 & Above 44 33 36 37 32 25 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

Grad Bonus 

94% 92% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% na 

100% 100% 100% 

1000(990) 1000 (995) 960 (979) 976 (966) 1000 (991) 

0 0 2 0 0 

0 0 0 I 0 
4 2 3 2 4 

09 10 APR (multi yr APR) 



Enrolled 

NONE 

B C D E F G 



A I ~     I    c    I    D    I    ~    I      ~     I G 
ANNUAL REVIEW-A~ADEMIC PERFORMANCE-FALL 20t I 

2009-2010 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 
2006-2007 

2005-2006 
2004-2005 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Fall 2010 Semester GPA = 

Spring 201t Semester GPA = 

Fall 2011 Semester GPA = 

Gum. GPA 

Fall Spring 

7 

9 

12 

16 

7 

4 

4 

5 

ACC Honor Roll 

6 

9 

8 

3.0 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

6 

6 

*Current Roster Cumulative GPA Summary 

2009-10       2008-09       2007-08 2006-07 

6 

3 

0 

2005-06 

4 

5 

Grad Rate 

Fed Rate(4yO 

NCAA APR 

APR 

~ of Students 
ff Not Elig. 

~ Not Retained 
ff Graduated 

Graduation Bonus 

2004 Coho~ 2003 Cohort 2002 Coho~ 2001CQhort 2000 CQhort 
64% 67% 76% 88% 93% 

73% 73% 86% 94% 100% 

973(959) 868(965) 

22 24 

08~9 APR 07-08 APR 

987 (976) 987(974) 

22 20 

0 0 

0 

06-07 APR 

1000(974) 

0 

3 

09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) 

Prob~ion Fall 2011 Probab~] Spring 2~2 Ineligible to Return to UNC 



55 

57 

59 

Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2001 02 



A B C 

2 

3 
Cum. GPA 



Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Spring 

6 

10 

5 10 8 

84% 82% 89% 

100% 95% 94% 

946 (972) 987 (979) 09 10 APR (multi yr APR) 

19 20 

0 

5 



A L     B     I    C J    ~ 

2005-06 

2006 07 

2010-11 





A B C D E F O 

2009-2010 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 
2005-2006 

2004-2005 
2003-2004 

2002-2003 

200t-2002 

2000-2001 

Cum. GPA 

Fall Spring 

9 

13        9 

6         9 

9         9 

7         7 

13 9 

13 9 

ACC Honor Roll 

22 

25 

Fall 20t0 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2011 Semester GPA = 

Fall 20t I Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

*Fa1120tl 2009-10 2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 

4 2 2 4 5 

0 0 0 0 0 

2005-06 

7 

0 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

94% 95% 100% 92% 92% 

100% 100% 100% 96% 96% 

90% 

95% 

APR 

#ofStudents 

Not Elig. 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

980 (995) 1000 (1000) 1000 (1000) 1000 (998) 1000 (998) 

28 28 28 29 31 

0 0 0 0 0 

2 0 0 0 0 

7 3 5 8 5 

09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA CurrenL StaLue 
2000-01 



2001-02 

2002 03 



A B C D E F 0 

20t0-20tl 

2008-2009 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2003-2004 
2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

6 

7 

9 

6 

6 

4 

6 

5 

3 

Fall 2010 Semester GPA = 

Spring 201t Semester GPA = 

Fall 2011 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

*Fall 2011 2009 10 2008 09 2007 08 2006 07 

5 8 8 5 6 

2 1 2 3 3 

2 2 2 I 3 

0 0 0 I 0 

2005 06 

4 

5 

2 

0 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

Name 

83% 86% 83% 86% 86% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

100% 

100% 

1000 (985) 1000 (985) 938 (977) 1000 (992) 1000 (984) 
9 8 8 9 9 

0 0 I 0 0 

0 0 I 0 0 

2 2 2 2 3 

09 10 APR (multi yr APR) 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A 
l 

B L ~ L ~ L E L ~ J ~ 
2001-02 

2003 04 



A B C D E F G 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

5 5 13 

8 6 22 

13 12 27 

16 15 24 

Fall 2010 Semester GPA = 

Spring 20t I Semester GPA = 

Fall 2011 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

*Fa1120tl 2009-10 2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 

6 2 6 4 10 

2005-06 

6 

3 

Fed Rate 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

3SR (4yr) 

of Students 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

I’111 

987(989) 1000 (984) 980(983) 990(979) 968 (973) 
21 20 26 26 24 

1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 2 1 3 

3 3 3 6 4 

59% 

76% 

09 10 APR (multi yr APR) 

Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A 

2000-01 

2004 05 

2006-07 



A B C D E F G 

2009-2010 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 
2004-2005 

2002-2003 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

3 4 7 

4 2 13 

4 4 8 

7 4 10 

3 2 8 

I 4 8 

3 2 9 

5 3 9 

4 6 9 

3 2 7 

Fall 2010 Semester GPA = 

Spring 20t I Semester GPA = 

Fall 2011 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 

2.5-2.99 

Below 2.0 

*Fall 2011 2009-10 2008 09 2007 2008 2006 07 

1 4 9 4 7 

2 0 0 0 0 

2005 06 

4 

2 

0 

Fed P~ate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

of Students 

Not Elig. 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

Name 

90% 

100% 

91% 

100% 

1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000 (1000) 1000(995) 1000(995) 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

5 2 4 2 4 

09 10 APR (multi yr APR) 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



2003-04 

2007 08 



Cum. GPA Dean’s List ~,CC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2007-2008 3 2 4 
2006-2007 4 3 9 



53 

59 

60 

62 

64 

A 

Enrolled 

1999 00 

1999-00 

2000 01 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2004 05 

2005-06 

2006 07 

2006-07 

I B I    c    I D I E     I 
Name CUM GPA Current Status 



2 

4 

6 

7 

20 

22 

24 

25 

42 

45 

:all 2007 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2008 Semester GPA = 

1.00 & Above 

3elow 2.00 

Jnadjusted 

~djusted 

:ed Rate 

=ed Rate (4yr) 

~SR (4yr) 

of Students 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

3raduation Bonus 

A B C [3 E F G 

2007~8 200607 

3 0 

5 

100% 

100% 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List 

Fall 

0% 

NA 

100% 0% 

60% 60% 

86% 86% 

980 (969) 1000 (993) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

2 

3 

3 

2005 06 

2 

7 

4 

50% 

50% 

64% 

70% 

1000(995) 

0 

0 

Spring 

0 

0 

3 

2 

2 

3 

3 

2004 05 

3 

4 

9 

100% 

100% 

100% 

75% 

82% 

977(989) 

0 

ACC Honor Roll 

2 

2 

4 

3 

5 

4 

5 

2003 04 

2 

4 

9 

33% 

100% 

75% 

67% 

07 08 APR (multi yr APR) 

2002 03 

3 

2 

7 

2 

33% 

100% 

55% 

Name Name Name 



I ~ I    c    I ~ I     ~ 
Name GUM GPA Current Status 



A B C D E F 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2006-2007 13 1 I 18 





2007-2008 Roster 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-200~ 

2000-2001 
t999-2000 

Fall Spring 

Cum. GPA 

2 

4 

10 

8 

5 

3 

ACC Honor Roll 

8 

Fall 2007 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2008 Semester GPA = 

2007-08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 

Above 3.00 8 13 13 12 

2.50-2.99 28 40 46 31 
2.00-2.49 46 45 47 53 

2003 04 

29 

25 

2002 03 

24 

Unadjusted 70% 50% 0 63 67% 

Adjusted 100% 100% 088 89% 

Fed Rate 68% 50% 0 63 75% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 64% 64% 061 57% 

GSR (4yr) 78% 79% 0 7 64% 

APR 915 (943) 944 (948) 946 (947) 968 (946) 
# of Students 92 £6 £8 95 

# Not Elig. 12 9 12 4 

# Not Retained 17 I 0 8 7 

# Graduated 8 22 15 15 

Graduation Bonus 

43% 

56% 

67% 

53% 

07 08 APR (multi yr APR) 

48% 

59% 

35% 

53% 

Name Name Name 





I e I c    I e 

Name CUM GPA Current Status 

CommiKee Case Status 

Enrolled 

1997 98 

1997-98 

1997 98 

1997-98 

1997 98 

1997-98 

1997-98 

1997 98 

1998-99 

1998 99 

1998-99 

1998 99 

1998-99 

1998 99 

1998-99 

1998 99 

1998-99 

1998 99 

1998-99 

1998 99 

1998-99 

1999 O0 

~999-00 

1999 O0 

1999-00 

1999 O0 

1999-00 

1999 O0 

1999-00 

1999 O0 

1999-00 

1999 O0 

1999-00 

1999 O0 

1999-00 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001-02 



I e I c    I e 

Name CUM GPA Current Status 

Committee Case Status 

Enrolled 

2001 02 

2001 02 

200%02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2005-06 

2005 06 



A 

Committee Case Status 

Enrolled 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005 06 

2005 06 

2006 07 

2006 07 

2006 07 

2006 07 

2006 07 

2006 07 

2006 07 

2006 07 

2006 07 

2007 08 

2007 08 

2007 08 

2007 08 

2007 08 

2007 08 

2007 08 

2007 08 

I e I c    I 

Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A B C D E F O 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

1999-2000 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

3 3 5 

3 2 5 

2 2 5 

2 3 7 

2 1 2 

1 2 5 

0 2 6 

1 2 4 

2 0 5 

Fall 2007 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2008 Semester GPA = 

2007-08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 2002 03 

Above 3.00 5 4 5 4 3 3 

2.50-2.99 4 4 4 4 3 5 

2.00-2.49 3 2 4 4 5 5 

Below 2.00 1 1 0 0 0 1 

Unadjusted 

~djusted 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

100% 67% 100% na 100% 

100% 67% 100% na 100% 

88% 82% 91% 82% 

88% 90% 100% 90% 

938(917) 1000 (950) 978(958) 957(971) 

1 0 0 0 

07-08 ApR Jmulti-yr APR) 

100% 

100% 

Name Name Name 



A J    ~    L    o    J    D    L    E    J        ~ 
Name        CUM GPA                                   Current Status 

NONE 



Fall 2007 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2008 Semester GPA = 

2007-2008 Roster 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

4 4 

0 0 

6 2 

2007~8 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 2002 03 

3.00 & Above 19 12 13 13 15 9 

2.50-2.99 22 20 20 19 lq q4 

Below 2.00 0 2 0 0 2 6 

Unadjusted 90% 90% 60% 78% 78% 78% 

Adjusted 100% 100% 100% 78% 100% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 78% 76% 71% 72% 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2004-05 



Fall 2007 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2008 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

Unadjusted 

AdJusted 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

Graduation Bonus 

2007-08 

7 

2 

5O% 

8O% 

55% 

72% 

Cum. GPA 

2006 07 

9 

5 

0 

5O% 

75% 

61% 

74% 

965(974) 

23 

0 

3 

2 

2 

7 

4 

6 

0 

4 

8 

4 

6 

2005 06 

5 

0 

100% 

100% 

67% 

70% 

959(973) 

23 

2 

4 

Spring 

5 

5 

7 

5 

4 

3 

7 

7 

2004 05 

8 

0 

7O% 

100% 

5O% 

67% 

938(968) 

ACC Honor Roll 

7 

6 

8 

2003 04 

9 

4 

4 

63% 

100% 

07-08 APR (multi-yr APRJ 

2002 03 

7 

7 

2 

63% 

83% 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 
2000-01 



I B     __c a J    [    L ~ J_    o A 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2003 04 

2007-08 



Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

9 8 15 

6 5 9 

8 8 14 

Fall 2007 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2008 Semester GPA = 

Above 3.00 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

20074~8 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 2002 03 

8 9 6 

2 2 2 

Unadjusted 100% 89% 90% 100% 83% 83% 

Adjusted 100% 69% 90% 100% 100% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 
If Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

If Graduated 

Graduation Bonus 

88% 83% 83% 88% 

69% 68% 94% 100% 

957 (977) 1000(988) 1000 (990) 1000 (990) 

30 27 27 25 

3 I 0 0 

2 0 0 0 

4 5 8 9 

07-08 ApR (multi-yr APR) 



B C D E F G 

Name CUI~I GPA Current Status 

A 

Enrolled 

NONE 



A B C D E F O 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

1999-2000 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

1 2 7 

2 2 8 

1 2 5 

3 5 10 

3 2 5 

0 0 2 

1 0 4 

0 1 5 

Fall 2007 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2008 Semester GPA = 

2007-08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 2002 03 

3.00 Above 8 10 10 10 6 I 

2.50-2.99 3 1 3 6 6 6 

2.00-2.49 1 3 1 0 4 I 

Below 2.00 0 1 0 1 0 4 

Unadjusted 

~djusted 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

67% 100% 100% 0% 100% 

67% 100% 100% 0% 100% 

71% 57% 50% 50% 

78% 75% 75% 71% 

1000 (98~ 1000 (992) 1000 (994) 950(988) 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 2 

0 3 3 4 

07-08 ApR (multi-yr APR) 

100% 

100% 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2002-03 





A B C D E F G 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2007-2008 10 10 18 
2006-2007 9 7 9 

2005-2006 3 10 12 

2003-2004 11 6 14 
2002-2003 8 10 14 

2001-2002 8 9 9 

2000-2001 7 10 13 

1999-2000 8 5 11 

Fall 2007 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2008 Semester GPA = 

2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 2002-03 

3.00 & Above 15 13 10 9 10 11 

2.50-2.99 9 13 12 13 15 12 

Below 2.00 0 I 3 I 4 4 

Unadjusted 80% 75% 80% 83% 67% 67% 

Adjusted 89% 86% 80% 83% 80% 80% 

Fed Rate 63% 50% 75% 75% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 72% 68% 67% 69% 70% 68% 

GSR (4yr) 87% 82% 79% 83% 

APR 

#ofStudents 

Not Elig. 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

GraduationBonus 



2005-06 

2006 07 

2007-08 



A B C D E F 

Oum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2006-2007 1 0 3 





A B C D E F G 

2007-2008 Roster 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2007-2008 2 0 3 

2006-2007 1 2 3 

2005-2006 2 2 4 

2004-2005 0 2 3 

2003-2004 3 2 3 

Fall 2007 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2008 Semester GPA = 

2007~)8 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 2002-03 

3.00 & Above 2 2 4 3 2 5 
2.50-2.99 6 8 6 3 5 6 

2.00-2.49 5 3 4 7 3 3 

Below 2.00 I I 0 2 3 0 

Unadjusted 80% 50% 75% 0% 0% 0% 

AdJusted 100% 100% 100% 0% 100% 100% 

Fed Rate 80% 50% 0% 50% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 64% 54% 50% 64% 71% 

GSR {4yr) 90% 64% 56% 64% 

APR 982 (982) 1000 (989) 930 (975) 943 (966) 
# of Students 14 18 15 14 

# Not Elig. 1 0 3 1 

ff Not Retained 2 0 1 2 

# Graduated 1 5 3 1 

Graduation Bonus 

07 08 APR (mulLi yr APR) 

83% 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled 

1997-98 

1999 00 

2000-01 

Name CUM GPA CurrentStatus 



A 

2000-01 

2001 02 

2002-03 

2003 04 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2006 07 

2007-08 

2007 08 

I    c    I D     I    E 



A B C D E F O 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

1999-2000 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

22 18 31 

16 20 23 

16 17 25 

12 9 20 

9 4 12 

Fall 2007 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2008 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

20007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 

20 19 15 29 

2 4 5 6 

1 2 4 3 

0 0 0 0 

2003-04 

28 

7 

3 

0 

2002-03 

24 

5 

3 

0 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

eGraduated 

na na 

na 

na na 

na 

na 

na 

1000 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 

1 5 7 4 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

07-08 ApR (multi-yr APR) 

na 

na 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current S~at us 

NONE 





A B C D E F G 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

20 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

45 

47 

!007-2008Ros~er 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

8 

10 

8 

8 

6 

:all 2007 Semester GPA = 

3pring 2008 Semester GPA = 

L00 & Above 

3elow 2.00 

2007-08 2006 07 2005 06 

8 8 8 

4 2 3 

0 0 0 

2004 05 2003 04 2002 03 

6 6 6 

2 4 2 

0 0 0 

Jnadjusted 

~djusted 

:ed Rate (4yr) 

3SR (4yr) 

of Students 

Not Elig 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

86% 83% 100% 

86% 83% 100% 

80% 100% 88% 

100% 100% 88% 

83% 90% 92% 92% 

91% 100% 100% 100% 

980(991) 983 (988) 1000(991) 1000(991) 

0 I 0 0 

1 0 0 0 

3 3 3 5 

07-08 APR (multi-yr APR) 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



2004 05 

2007-08 



A B C D E F O 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

1999-2000 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

3 4 4 

2 4 8 

3 2 8 

2 1 5 

0 2 4 

1 2 4 

0 0 2 

0 0 1 

Fall 2007 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2008 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 

5 3 2 2 2 

0 0 0 0 O 

2002-03 

3 

0 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

100% 100% 100% 67% 67% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

86% 75% 75% 57% 

100% 100% 100% 80% 

1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 
9 8 7 8 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

3 2 1 2 

07 08 APR (multi yr APR) 

67% 

100% 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 





A B C D E F O 

2007-2008 
2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

1999-2000 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

7 

10 

9 

9 

Fall 2007 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2008 Semester GPA = 

2007~)8 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 2002-03 

2.50-2.99 3 2 3 I 1 3 

2.00-2.49 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Below 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 

976(988) 1000(992) 1000(994) 1000(994) 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

4 3 2 4 

07 08 APR (multi yr APR) 

100% 

100% 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A 

NONE 



A B C D E F G 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2007-2008 8 3 16 

2006-2007 I1 5 12 

2005-2006 12 12 16 
2004-2005 7 9 14 

2003-2004 4 5 9 
2002-2003 4 I 7 

2001-2002 7 4 9 

2000-2001 8 5 12 

1999-2000 8 8 14 

Fall 2007 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2008 Semester GPA = 

2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 2002-03 

2.50-2.99 14 14 13 13 12 10 

2.00-2.49 3 7 5 4 7 7 

Below 2.00 0 2 0 0 0 3 

APR 1000 (995) 1000 (997) 1000 (998) 990 (998) 07 08 APR (multi yr APR) 

#ofStudents 27 25 26 24 

# Not Elig. 0 0 0 0 

# Not Retained I 0 0 I 

# Graduated 4 4 8 5 

Unadjusted 100% 80% 75% 100% 100% 100% 

Adjusted 100% 100% 86% 100% 100% 100% 

Fed Rate(4y~ 86% 86% 92% 100% 

GSR(4yr) 90% 90% 96% 100% 

| 

En~lled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2001 02 

2003-04 



~ A 1     B     J    c    I    [~    J    E    I 
~ J    ~ 

55 2004-05 



A B C D E F G 

2007-2008 Roster 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 
t999-2000 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

Fall 2007 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2008 Semester GPA = 

2007-08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 2002 03 

3.00 & Above 37 32 25 18 26 29 

2.50-2.99 6 13 8 14 13 14 

2.00-2.49 3 5 9 3 I 5 

Below 2.00 2 1 0 1 1 0 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 

#Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

100% 100% 50% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% na 

100% 100% 100% 100% 

1000(1000) 944(983) 1000(991) 976(986) 

0 0 0 0 

0 3 0 1 

4 1 4 2 

07-08 APR (multi-yr APR) 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A 

NONE 



2007-2008 Roster 

2007-2008 
2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 
2000-200t 

1999-2000 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

3 7 9 

3 4 8 

3 4 10 

5 5 13 

Fall 2007 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2008 Semester GPA = 

3.0 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 

8 6 4 5 7 

6 3 5 6 5 

0 0 1 2 4 

2002-03 

8 

5 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed P~ate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

Graduation Bonus 

89% 100% 80% 86% 71% 

89% 100% 100% 86% 83% 

88% 93% 80% 75% 

94% 100% 88% 78% 

1000 (965) 679(955) 1000 (974) 974(971) 

1 3 0 0 

0 5 1 2 

3 3 3 0 

07 08 APR (multi yr APR) 

71% 

83% 



A L    ~    J    c    L    ~    J    [    L ~ J_ o 
Enrolled N~rne CUM ~PA Current St~tus 

2001 02 





~ 
A I B I C 

I 

~ 

J E L ~ ~ o 
55 - 2005-06 -- 

2006 07 



A B C D E F G 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2007-2008 6 9 17 

2006-2007 9 9 18 

2005-2006 7 7 18 

2004-2005 5 8 16 

2003-2004 8 5 14 

2002-2003 13 9 21 

2001-2002 13 9 19 
2000-2001 14 14 25 

1999-2000 7 9 19 

Fall2007 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2008 Semester GPA = 

2007-08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 2002 03 

3.00 & Above 16 18 17 13 13 20 

2.00-2.49 4 5 10 5 3 5 

Below2.00 0 0 0 0 1 1 

Unadjusted 100% 100% 100% 80% 100% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 92% 92% 90% 86% 

GSR (4yr) 96% 96% 95% 95% 

APR 989 (995) 1000(997) 1000 (998) 1000 (998) 07-08 APR (multi-yr APR) 

#ofStudents 24 30 31 29 

#Not Elig. 0 0 0 0 

# Not Retained 1 0 0 0 

# Graduated I 7 5 8 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA CurrenL StaLus 

2000-01 



A I [~ I C I [~ I ~ I ~ I G 
2001-02 

2002 03 



A B C D E F O 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

1999-2000 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

0 2 6 

2 2 4 

3 2 6 

0 0 1 

2 0 5 

0 1 3 

Fall 2007 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2008 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2007-08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 

5 6 4 5 3 

3 3 5 2 4 

1 0 0 0 0 

2002 03 

4 

2 

0 

Unadjusted 

~djusted 

Fed Rate{4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

100% 50% 100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

86% 86% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 

1000 (984) 969 (979) 1000 (984) 1000 (992) 

8 8 9 9 

0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 

3 0 3 2 

07-08 ApR (multi-yr APR) 

50% 

100% 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2001-02 





A B C D E F G 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2007-2008 10 4 19 

2006-2007 16 8 18 

2005-2006 7 11 14 
2004-2005 15 11 17 

2003-2004 g3 g2 27 

2002-2003 16 15 24 

2001-2002 g5 g4 18 
2000-2001 6 11 18 

1999-2000 18 10 20 

Fall 2007 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2008 Semester GPA = 

2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 2002-03 

3.00 & Above 17 20 15 15 22 22 

2.00-2.49 4 10 6 6 9 5 

Below2.00 0 2 3 5 3 3 

Unadjusted 91% 81% 100% 83% 56% 56% 

Adjusted 91% 93% 100% 100% 82% 82% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 82% 71% 59% 60% 67% 73% 

GSR (4yr) 83% 80% 76% 78% 

APR 963 (967) 990 (975) 968 (973) 990 (979) 07-08 ApR (multi-yr APR) 

# of Students 21 27 24 26 

#Not Elig. I 1 0 0 

# Not Retained 2 0 3 1 

# Graduated 2 6 4 6 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 
2000-01 



2004-05 

2006 07 



A B C D E F O 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

1999-2000 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

7 4 10 

3 2 8 

1 4 8 

3 2 9 

5 3 9 

4 6 9 

3 2 7 

4 7 9 

Fall 2007 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2008 Semester GPA = 

3.00&Above 

2.0-2.49 

Below2.0 

2007-2008 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 

10 8 10 8 8 

4 7 4 5 5 

0 0 0 0 0 

2002 03 

9 

4 

2 

0 

Unadjusted 

~djusted 

Fed Rate{4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

eGraduated 

100% 67% 100% 75% 100% 

100% 67% 100% 75% 100% 

85% 83% 91% 82% 

92% 91% 100% 100% 

977(989) 1000 (993) 1000 (995) 1000 (995) 

0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 

3 4 4 2 

07-08 ApR (multi-yr APR) 

100% 

100% 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current S~atus 
2003-04 





F , I 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

P 

R 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

May 05 N 

May-06 

12/9/2005 

May-04 N 

Fall 2933 F 

Fall F 

Fall 2653 F 

Fall 2949 F 

Fall 2846 R 

Fall 3607 F 

May 05 N 

Fall 

Fall 

Spring 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Spring 

Y 

12/4/2002 5(UNC) 

May 03 5(UNC)/E(NCAA) 

May 2004       E(UNC) 

N 

Y 

May2006 (UNC/I(NCAA) Y 

Dec06 5(UNC) 

Y 

Dec 06 (UNC) 



46 

F , I 

Y 

Aug 2005 N 

Y 

Aug 2004 (U NC)/I(NCAA) 

Y 

N 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Fall 2250 P 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

2785 P 

F 

R 

R 

P 

P 

Aug. 2004 N 

3866 

3666 

3384 Apt 27 2005 

4000 May 06 (UNC)fI(NCAA) 



G 

Dec2002 ~(UNC)/E(NCAA) N 

Y 

Y 

Y 



F , I 

Fall 

Fall 

4000 P 

4000 P 

Y 

May 06 Y 

Y 

May 04 E(UNC)/E(NCAA) N 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

May 2003 Z(UNC)/E(NCAA) N 

Mar. 16, 2004 E(UNC) N 

Spring 

Fall 3812 

Fall 3931 

Fall 3758 

Fall 4038 

F 

R 

R 

R 

R 

P 

R 

R 

R 

P 

R 

Y 

Y 



A B C D E F G 

Y 

Y 

Y 



F 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

R 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

P 

P 

R 

R 

K 

Y 

N 

Aug. 2004 E{UNC) Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

N 

N 

Y 

Aug. 2001 E (UNC)/E(NCAA) N 

Aug -2004 E (UNCJ/E(NCAAJ N 

Y 

Dec - 2004 E (UNCJ/I (NCAAJ N 

Aug. 2002 E (UNC)fE(NCA~) N 



D       E 

Fall 

Fall 

G 

Fall 2923 P 

Fall 3076 P 

Fall 2615 P 

Fall 2653 R 

Fall 2692 P 

H 

Y 

Y 

N 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

N 

Y 

May-04 IIUNCJ/IIUNCj N 

Jan 7, 2003 E(UNC)/E(NCAA) N 

Y 

Dec. 2002 E(U NC)/E(NCAA) N 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

N 

Y 

Y 

Y 

N 

Dec. 2001 I(U NC)/I(NCAA) N 

Y 

NOV 30~ 2000 E(UNC)/E(NCAA) N 

N 

Apr. 23, 2004 E(UNC) Y 

N 

N 

Aug-03 I(U NC)/I(NCAA) N 

Nov ?, 2001 I(UNCyI(NCAA) N 



A B C D E F 

Fall 4928 P 

Fall 4000 R 

Fall 4000 P 

Fall 4615 R 

H K 

Y 

N 

Aug 2004 E(UNC) Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

May-Ol E(UNC)/E(UNC) N 

N 

Oct 21 2002 E(UNC)/E(UNC) N 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 



JNCStudent-AthleteCohort 

E 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

F H 

Y 

2001 I(U NCyI(NCAA) N 

N 



A B C D E F G H 

Fall 2928 

Fall 3.000 

Fall 3846 

Fall 2884 

Fall 2.571 

Fall 2500 

Fall 3307 

Fall 3.384 

Fall 3615 

Fall 2.519 

Fall 2673 

Fall 3.384 

Fall 2923 

Fall 2.592 

P 

P 

P 

May 04 E(UNC)/E(NCAA) N 

Dec 4, 2002    E(UNC)/E(NCAA) N 

Aug 27 2002 E(UNC)IE(NCAA) N 

Y 

Y 

Y 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 4/29/2005 E(U NC)/I(NCAA) 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

N 

Y 

Y 

Y 

N 

Y 



D E F G H I J K 

P 

P 

P 

Y 

Y 

~pr 23 03 I(UNC)/I(NCAA) N 

Fall 4500 P 
Fall 3.826 F 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

May-02 E(U NC)/E(NCAA) N 

Y 

Fall 3.806 P May 02 E(UNC)/E(NCAA) N 



2001UNCStudent-AthleteCohort 

F 

Fall F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

Fall 3615 

Fall 3.653 

Fall 3018 

Fall 2.906 

Fall 2.365 

Aug 2003 E(UNC)/E(NCAA) 

Y 

N 

Y 

Y 

P 

P 

P 

P 

Y 

Y 

Fall     3.703 P 

Fall 3950 P 



2001UNCStudent-AthleteCohort 

F 

Fall 4000 P 

Fall 4307 F 

H 

Fall 3.792 Y 

~,ug. 2005 I(U NC)/I(NCAA) Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

F 



A I I I 
ANNUAL REVIEW-A~ADEMIC PERFORMANCE-FALL 20t0 

2009-20t0 Roster 

2009-2010 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 
2004-2005 

2003-2004 
2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA= 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

Grad Rate 

Fed Rate 

Fed Rate(4y~ 

GSR (4yr) 

]CAAAPR 

APR 

of Students 

Not Elig. 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

GraduationBonus 

Cum. GPA 

Spring 

3 

2 

3 

4 

2 

3 

3 

2 

ACC Honor Roll 

3 

3 

4 

9 

5 

8 

8 

9 

4 

2 

2009-t0 

3 

2 

02 G Rate(6) 

44% 

80% 

2002 Coho~ 

38% 

38% 

83% 

05~6 APR 

2008-09 

3 

3 

0t G Rate(6) 

38% 

100% 

2001Cehoff 

20% 

41% 

79% 

06~7 APR 

977(985) 

35 

0 

4 

2 

CumulatlveGPA Summary 

2007-08 

3 

22 

7 

3 

2006-07 2005-06 

26 22 

0 0 

2004-05 

2 

0 

G Rate(6) 99 G Rate(6) 98 G Rate(6) 96 G Rate(6) 

54% 38% 80% 17% 

100% 75% 80% 33% 

2000 Cohort 

50% 

38% 

68% 

1999Cohort t9980oho~ 1997Cohort 

67% 0% 

30% 43% 43% 

61% 65% 

08-09 APR 

1000 (987) 08-09 APR (multi-yr APR) 

30 

07-08 APR 
985 (983) 

0 
2 
2 

~obation Fall 2009 Pr~batio. 8wi.g ~10 Ineligible to Return to UNC 





A B C D E F 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 20t0 Semester GPA = 

Gum. GPA 

3 

2 

2 

3 

Spring 

2 

0 

0 

3 

2 

2 

3 

ACC Honor Roll 

2 

4 

3 

2 

2 

4 

3 

5 

4 

2009-10 2006 09 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 

3.00 & Above 2 3 3 0 2 

2.50-2.99 3 6 4 11 7 
2.00-2.49 9 7 9 5 4 

Below 2.00 2 1 0 1 1 

Unadjusted 50% 100% 0% 50% 100% 

~,djusted 75% 100% NA 50% 100% 

Fed Rate 40% 100% 0% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 46% 60% 60% 64% 75% 

3SR (4yr) 75% 86% 86% 70% 82% 

~,PR 1000 (993) 1000 (995) 977 (969) 1000 (995) 06 09 APR (multi yr APR) 
~ of Students 11 13 11 13 

~ Not Elig. 0 0 0 0 
~f Not Retained 0 0 I 0 

~ Graduated 0 1 1 4 

3raduation Bonus 



24 

26 3 

28 9 

3O 

32 33% 

34 

36 75% 

38 



I ’~ I    c    I D I     ~ 
Name CUM GPA Current Status 

A 

Status - Men’s Basketball 

Enrolled 

2000-01 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2002 03 

2S02-03 

2002 03 

2S02-03 

2002 03 
2~03-04 

2004 05 
2004-05 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2S06-07 

2006 07 

2S08-09 

2009 2010 





A B C D E F 

Oum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 





2009-2010 Roster 

2009-2010 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 
2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Cum. GPA 

3 

4 

3 

3 

5 

8 

6 

8 

4 

Spring 

3 

6 

8 

5 

2 

ACC Honor Roll 

8 

5 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

Above 3.00 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2009-2010 

8 

25 

6O 

0 

2006 09 

32 

54 

2 

2007 08 

8 

46 

2006 07 

40 

45 

2005 06 

46 

47 

2004 05 

53 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

Graduation Bonus 

67% 

89% 

70% 

100% 

50% 

100% 

67% 

62% 

8O% 

68% 

64% 

78% 

5O% 

64% 

79% 

63% 

61% 

70% 

944 (948) 
96 

9 

22 

67% 

89% 

946 (947) 
98 

8 

974(947) 
95 

4 

5 

953(957) 
92 

9 

5 

75% 

57% 

64% 

08 09 APR (multi yr APR) 

48% 

59% 

67% 

53% 

Name Name Name 





A 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

I c ! 

Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2008 09 

2008-09 

2008 09 

2008-09 

2008 09 

2008-09 

2008 09 

2008-09 

2008 09 

2008-09 

2008 09 

2009-10 

2009 10 

2009 10 

2009-10 

2009 10 

2009 10 

2009-10 

2009 10 

I E I L    G 



A B C D E F O 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List ADD Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

I 3 4 

3 3 5 

3 2 5 

2 2 5 

2 3 7 

2 1 2 

I 2 5 

0 2 6 

I 2 4 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 20t0 Semester GPA = 

#,hove 3.00 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2009-2010 2008 09 2007 08 

2 4 5 

4 3 4 

2 3 3 

2 0 1 

2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 

4 5 4 

4 4 4 

2 4 4 

1 0 0 

Unadjusted 

&djusted 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

3SR (4yr) 

of Students 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

3rad Bonus 

75% 100% 67% 100% 

100% 100% 67% 100% 

82% 
90% 

na 

na 

88% 82% 91% 82% 

88% 90% 100% 90% 

0 I 2 0 

0 0 0 0 

08-09 APR (multi-yr APR) 

100% 

100% 



B C D E F G 

56 

57 

59 

A 

Enrolled 

NONE 



2 

3 

6 

7 

8 

9 

20 

23 

25 

26 

27 

29 

40 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

4 5 9 

4 10 20 

6 7 14 

5 0 12 

0 0 10 

=all 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 20t0 Semester GPA = 

LO0 & Above 

2009-2010 

4 

2 

2006 09 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 

14 22 20 20 

6 13 7 10 

2 0 2 0 

Jnadjusted 

~djusted 

:ed Rate (4yr) 

~SR (4yr) 

of Students 

Not Elig. 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

3raduation Bonus 

91% 90% 90% 60% 78% 

91% 100% 100% 100% 78% 

79% 

88% 

78% 76% 71% 72% 

86% 81% 81% 82% 

1000(988) 1000(991) 1000(1000) 972(993) 

27 26 27 28 

0 0 0 2 

7 2 7 4 

08-09 ApR (multi-yr APR) 

Name Name Name 

N/A 

2004 05 

0 

78% 

100% 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A 1 ~ 1 c 
2001-02 

2001 02 

2002-03 

2002 03 
2004-05 



A B C D E F G 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

Z005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 
2002-2003 

2001-2002 
2000-200t 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

4 5 9 

3 8 6 

2 5 5 

7 5 7 

4 5 8 

6 7 13 

0 5 6 

4 4 8 

8 3 8 

4 7 12 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 20t0 Semester GPA = 

2009-2010 2008 09 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 

3.00 & Above 7 6 10 9 I1 15 

2.50-2.99 10 9 9 11 10 4 
2.00-2.49 6 9 7 5 5 8 

Below 2.00 0 1 2 0 0 0 

Unadjusted 80% 50% 50% 100% 70% 63% 

&djusted 100% 80% 75% 100% 100% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

3SR (4yr) 

of Students 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

3raduation Bonus 

61% 55% 61% 67% 50% 

76% 72% 74% 70% 67% 

965 (974) 959(973) 968(974) 938 (961) 

23 23 19 20 

3 2 2 2 

2 4 1 3 

08-09 APR (multi-yr APR) 

Name 

N/A 

Name 

NIA 

Name 

N/A 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A 

2000-01 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2003-04 

2007 08 



2009-20t0 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2009-2010 6 5 16 



D 

Current Status 

A 

Enrolled 

NONE 



A B C D E F O 

2009-2010 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

1 2 3 

1 2 7 

2 2 8 

1 2 5 

3 5 10 

3 2 5 

0 0 2 

1 0 4 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

3.00 Above 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2009-10 2008 09 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 

7 3 1 3 6 

Unadjusted 

~djusted 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

100% 67% 100% 100% 

100% 67% 100% 100% 

O% 

0% 

88% 71% 57% 50% 50% 

91% 76% 75% 75% 71% 

1000 (992) 1000 (994) 950(988) 1000 (98~ 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 2 0 

3 3 4 0 

08-09 ApR (multi-yr APR) 

100% 

100% 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2002-03 





A B C D E F O 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 
2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List 

Fall Spring 

8 

7 

10 

7 

10 

10 

ACC Honor Roll 

9 

8 

9 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

2009-2010 2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 
3.00 g Above 15 15 13 10 9 

2.50-2.99 5 9 13 12 13 

2.00-2.49 * 12 7 

Below 2.00 0 0 I 3 1 

Unadlusted 67% 80% 75% 80% 83% 67% 

Adjusted 80% 89% 86% 80% 83% 80% 

Fed Rate 43% ~33% 50% 75% 75% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 62% 72% 68% 67% 69% 70% 

GSR (4yr) 81% 67% 62% 79% 83% 

APR 950 (944) 951 (946) 987 (960) 975 (971) 08-09 APR (multi-yr APR) 

# of Students 16 16 20 21 

# Not Retained 1 1 1 1 

Graduation Bonus 



2005-06 

2006 07 

2007-08 



Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2009-2010 6 5 7 

2008-2009 2 4 4 

2007-2008 3 1 5 

2006-2007 I 0 3 

2005-2006 1 0 3 
2004-2005 I ~ 5 

2003-2004 5 3 10 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

!009-2010 2000-09 2007-08 2006-07 2005-06               2004-05 

Above 3.00 5 4 5 2 4 
2.50-2.99 10 10 8 9 

Below 2.00 4 2 3 3 5 

Unadjusted 78% 70% 40% 63% 50% 44% 

Adjusted 100% 88% 50% 71% 67% 50% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 56% 41% 50% 45% 48% 

GSR (4yr) 65% 56% 64% 59% 62% 

APR 929 (935) 986 (949) 985 (967) 932 (958) 08 09 APR (multi yr APR) 

# of Students 18 18 I 8 19 

# Not Elig. 2 1 1 3 

# Not Retained 3 0 0 2 

# Graduated 0 4 0 4 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2002-03 

2004 05 

8 c    I    D    L    E    I F L    c 



A B C D E F O 

2009-2010 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

22 18 31 

16 20 23 

16 17 25 

12 9 20 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2009-t0 2008-09 20007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 

12 20 19 15 29 

3 2 4 5 6 

2 1 2 4 3 

0 0 0 O O 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

na na 

na 

na na 

na 

na 

na 

na na na na na 

1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 

5 7 4 3 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 2 

08-09 ApR (multi-yr APR) 

na 

na 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA CurrentStatus 

NONE 





A B C D E F G 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 
2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

0 0 2 

2 3 5 

2 0 3 

1 2 3 

2 2 4 

0 2 3 

3 2 3 

1 0 2 

1 2 3 

0 I 3 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

2009-10 2008 09 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 

3.00 & Above 3 4 2 2 4 3 

2.50-2.99 3 5 6 8 6 3 
2.00-2.49 9 7 5 3 4 7 

Below 2.00 0 0 1 1 0 2 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 

#Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

Graduation Bonus 

100% 80% 50% 75% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 

0% 

0% 

100% 80% 50% 0% 

73% 64% 54% 50% 64% 

100% 90% 64% 56% 64% 

1000(989) 930(975) 962(970) 1000(979) 

0 3 1 0 

5 3 1 5 

08-09 APR (multi-yr APR) 

0% 

100% 

50% 

71% 

Name 

Enrolled 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2001 02 

2002-03 

Name 

Name 

CUM GPA 

Name 

Current Status 



A 

2003-04 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2006 07 

2007 08 

2007-08 

200910 

2009-10 

200910 

2009-10 

I     c     I D     I    E 



A B C D E F G 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

Z005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 
2002-2003 

2001-2002 
2000-200t 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

7 9 15 

4 7 9 

7 6 15 

I 6 8 

10 

8 

8 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 20t0 Semester GPA = 

2009-10 2008 09 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 

3.00 & Above 11 7 8 8 8 10 

2.50-2.99 5 13 5 10 11 6 
2.00-2.49 7 2 4 2 3 2 

Below 2.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Unadjusted 100% 86% 83% 100% 80% 100% 

Adjusted 100% 66% 63% 100% 100% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

3SR (4yr) 

APR 

of Students 

Not Big 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

92% 83% 90% 92% 92% 

92% 91% 100% 100% 100% 

983(988) 1000(991) 1000(991) 984(992) 

1 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 

3 3 5 3 

08-09 APR (multi-yr APR) 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



2004 05 

2007-08 



A B C D E F O 

2009-2010 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

4 2 5 

3 2 5 

3 4 4 

2 4 8 

3 2 6 

2 1 5 

0 2 4 

1 2 4 

0 0 2 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2009-t0 2008-09 2007-08 

5 4 3 

2 2 5 

0 1 0 

0 0 0 

2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 

3 2 2 

0 0 0 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

50% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 67% 67% 

100% 100% 100% 

83% 86% 75% 

100% 100% 100% 

75% 57% 

100% 80% 

1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 
8 7 8 8 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

2 1 2 3 

08 09 APR (multi yr APR) 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 





A B C D E F O 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 
2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

10 

8 

10 

7 

9 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2009-10 2008-09 2007-08 

10 6 9 

2 2 3 

2 2 0 

0 0 0 

2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 

2 3 I 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 

100% 100% 

1000 (992) 1000 (994) 1000 (994) 1000 (1000) 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

3 2 4 2 

08 09 APR (multi yr APR) 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A 

NONE 



2009-2010 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

5 8 12 

6 2 16 

8 3 16 

7 9 14 

4 1 7 

7 4 9 

8 5 12 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

2009-t0 2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 

2.50-2.99 14 13 14 14 13 13 

2.00-2.49 4 5 3 7 5 4 

Below 2.00 I I 0 2 0 0 

of Students 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

1000 ~9~ 1000 ~9~ 990(996) 1000 ~9~ 
25 26 24 27 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

4 6 5 7 

08 09 APR (multi yr APR) 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate(4yO 

GSR(4yr) 

100% 100% 80% 75% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 86% 100% 

87% 86% 86% 92% 100% 

91% 90% 90% 96% 100% 

1 O0% 

100% 

En~lled Name CUM GPA Cur~nt Status 

2001 02 

2003-04 





2009-2010 Roster 

2009-20t0 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 
2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

33 17 35 

25 13 34 

31 22 33 

17 16 26 

15 9 20 

23 14 23 00 

26 14 26 

24 21 26 

17 18 27 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2009-10 2008 09 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 

36 37 32 25 18 

4 3 5 9 3 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate(4yO 

GSR Hyr) 

APR 

# of Students 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

Grad Bonus 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

na 

na 

100% 50% 

100% 100% 

100% 100% na 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

944(983) 1000 (991) 976(986) 

0 0 0 

3 0 1 

1 4 2 

980 (979) 08-09 APR (multi-yr APR) 

2 

0 

3 

na 



NONE 



C D E F 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2009-t0 2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 

$.0 & Above 6 12 15 16 15 17 

~.00-2.49 6 7 6 3 5 6 
3elow 2.00 0 1 0 0 I 2 

Jna~usted 75% 89% 100% 80% 86% 71% 

&djusted 100% 89% 100% 100% 86% 83% 

=ed Rate(4yr) 76% 88% 93% 80% 75% 

3SR ~yr) 88% 94% 100% 88% 78% 

08 09 APR (multi ~r APR) 



56 

57 

59 

6O 



A B C D E F 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List AGO Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

~009-2010 3 2 
2008-2009 7 5 9 

Z007-2008 4 2 10 
2006-2007 3 3 9 

2005-2006 4 3 

2004-2005 6 5 9 

2003-2004 3 4 5 
2002-2003 3 0 8 

2000-200t 3 3 5 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 20t0 Semester GPA = 

2009-10 2008 09 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 

3.00 & Above 8 8 7 6 4 7 

2.50-2.99 1 5 5 10 8 6 
2.00-2.49 7 3 6 2 6 4 

Below 2.00 3 1 1 1 0 0 

Llnadjusted 67% 75% 71% 80% 100% 100% 

~,djusted 100% 75% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 76% 84% 82% 89% 83% 

3SR (4yr) 94% 100% 95% 94% 94% 

~PR 1000 (977) 987 (979) 946 (972) 1000 (983) 08-09 APR (multi-yr APR) 

~ of Students 19 20 19 20 

~f Not Elig. 0 I 2 0 

~ Not Retained 0 0 2 0 
~f Graduated 4 5 2 6 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 





A B C D E F G 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2009 2010 13 9 22 

2008-2009 5 I1 17 

2007-2008 6 9 17 
2006-2007 9 9 18 

2005-2006 7 7 18 
2004-2005 5 8 16 

2003-2004 8 5 14 

2002-2003 13 9 21 

2001-2002 13 9 19 

2000-2001 14 14 25 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

2009 10 2006 09 2007 06        2006 07               2005 06               2004 05 

3.00 & Above 20 18 16 18 17 13 

2.50-2.99 12 16 9 

2.00-2.49 2 2 4 5 10 5 

Below2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Unadjusted 100% 100% 100% 100% 80% 

Adjusted 100% 100% 100% 100% 90% 

[] 
Fed Rate(4yr) 100% 92% 92% 90% 86% 

GSR (4yr) 100% 96% 96% 95% 95% 

APR 1000 (1000) 1000 (998) 1000 (998) 09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) 

# of Students 28 29 31 

#Not Elig. 0 0 0 

# Not Retained 0 0 0 

# Graduated 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA CurrenL StaLus 

2000-01 



A 
l 

[~ I C I [~ I ~ I ~ L G 
2001-02 

2002 03 



A B C D E F O 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2009-2010 5 5 7 
2008-2009 8 5 9 

2007-2008 5 2 6 
2006-2007 0 2 6 

2005-2006 2 2 4 
2004-2005 3 2 6 

2003-2004 0 0 1 
2002-2003 I I 5 

2001-2002 2 0 5 

2000-2001 0 I 3 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

2009-10 2008 09 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 

3.00 & Above 8 8 5 6 4 5 

2.50-2.99 1 2 3 3 5 2 

2.00-2.49 2 2 I 3 2 1 

Below 2.00 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Unadjusted 100% 100% 50% 100% 100% 100% 

Adjusted 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 83% 86% 86% 100% 100% 

GSR (4yr) 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

APR 969 (979) 1000 (984) 1000 (992) 938 (977) 08-09 APR (multi-yr APR) 

# of Students 8 9 9 8 

# Not Elig. 0 0 0 I 

# Not Retained 1 0 0 1 

# Graduated 0 3 2 2 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA CurrenL StaLus 

2001-02 



A 
2003-04 



A B C D E F G 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2009-2010 

2008-2009 13 8 15 

2007-2008 10 4 19 

2006-2007 16 8 18 

2005-2006 7 11 14 

2004-2005 15 11 17 

2003-2004 13 12 27 

2002-2003 16 15 24 

2001-2002 g5 g4 18 
2000-2001 6 11 18 

Fall2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Curren~ Status 
2000-01 



2004-05 

2006 07 



A B C D E F O 

2009-2010 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

4 2 13 

4 4 8 

7 4 10 

3 2 8 

1 4 8 

3 2 9 

5 3 9 

4 6 9 

3 2 7 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

3.00&Above 

Below2.0 

2009-10 2008 09 2007 2006 

4 9 4 

0 0 0 

2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 

8 10 8 

7 4 5 

1 2 2 

0 0 0 

Unadjusted 100% 100% 67% 100% 75% 100% 

~,djusted 100% 100% 67% 100% 75% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

92% 85% 83% 91% 82% 

92% 92% 91% 100% 100% 

1000 (993) 1000 (995) 1000 (995) 1000(1000) 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

4 4 2 4 

08-09 ApR (multi-yr APR) 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 
2003-04 





A B C D E F G 

Gum. GPA 

Spring 

AGO Honor Roll 

2 

4 

2 

2 

4 

4 

3 

2 

3 

4 

2 

3 

2 

0 

3 

3 

4 

9 

5 

8 

9 

4 

2 

Fall 2009 Semester GpA= 

Spring 20t0 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2009-t0 

3 

2 

2008-09 

3 

2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 

3 3 1 2 

22 26 22 18 

Unadiusted 
Adjusted 

FedRate 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR(4yr) 

50% 

100% 

44% 

80% 

38% 54% 38% 80% 

100% 100% 75% 80% 

50% 

43% 

89% 

38% 

38% 

83% 

20% 50% 67% 

41% 38% 30% 43% 

79% 68% 61% 65% 

APR                                     978 ~82) 1000(987) 985 ~8~ 977~8~ 

#ofStudents 26 30 35 35 

# Not Elig. 0 0 0 0 

# Not Retained 2 0 2 4 

# G~duated 3 4 2 2 

Graduation Bonus 

09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) 



2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

8 

2O 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

4O 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

5O 

52 



~’ L B I c L D L E 
Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2000-01 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2003 04 

2003 04 

2004-05 

2005 06 

2006-07 

2006 07 

201011 

201011 



53 

54 

57 

59 

6O 

62 

63 

64 

65 



A B C D E F 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 20t0 Semester GPA = 

Gum. GPA 

3 

2 

2 

3 

Spring 

2 

0 

0 

3 

2 

2 

3 

ACC Honor Roll 

2 

4 

3 

2 

2 

4 

3 

5 

4 

2009-10 2006 09 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 

3.00 & Above 2 3 3 0 2 

2.50-2.99 3 6 4 11 7 
2.00-2.49 9 7 9 5 4 

Below 2.00 2 1 0 1 1 

Unadjusted 100% 50% 100% 0% 50% 

Adjusted 100% 75% 100% NA 50% 

Fed Rate 100% 40% 100% 0% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 54% 46% 60% 60% 64% 

3SR (4yr) 88% 75% 86% 86% 70% 

~,PR 961 (985) 1000 (995) 977 (969) 1000 (995) 09 10 APR (multi yr APR) 
~ of Students 13 13 11 13 

~ Not Elig. 0 0 0 0 
~f Not Retained 2 0 I 0 

~ Graduated 3 4 1 1 

3raduation Bonus 



24 

26 3 

28 9 

3O 

32 100% 

34 



I ’~ I    c    I D I     ~ 
Name C~UM GP,~ Current Status 

A 

Status - Men’s Basketball 

Enrolled 

2000-01 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2002 03 

2S02-03 

2002 03 

2S02-03 

2002 03 
2~03-04 

2004 05 
2004-05 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2S06-07 

2006 07 

2S08-09 

200910 

2010-11 





A B C D E F 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

r~. 





2009-2010 Roster 

2009-2010 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 
2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

Above 3.00 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

Graduation Bonus 

C 

2009-2010 

8 

25 

6O 

0 

45% 

74% 

37% 

56% 

75% 

Cum. GPA 

2006 09 

32 

2 

67% 

69% 

67% 

62% 

80% 

Fall 

3 

4 

3 

3 

6 

4 

2007 06 

8 

28 

46 

70% 

100% 

68% 

64% 

78% 

Spring 

3 

6 

2 

4 

8 

2 

2006 07 

40 

45 

5O% 

100% 

5O% 

64% 

79% 

ACC Honor Roll 

8 

2005 06 

46 

47 

63% 

88% 

63% 

61% 

70% 

2004 05 

53 

67% 

89% 

75% 

57% 

64% 

949 (955) 
95 

9 

953(957) 
92 

9 

5 

974 (947) 
95 

4 

946 (947) 
98 

8 

09 10 APR (multi yr APR) 

Name Name 



Enrolled 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001 02 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

I c I 

Name CUI~ GPA    Current Status 



A 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2008 09 

2008-09 

2008 09 

2008-09 

2008 09 

2008-09 

2008 09 

2008-09 

2008 09 

2008-09 

2008 09 

2009-10 

2009 10 

2009 10 

2009-10 

2009 10 

2009 10 

2009-10 

2009 10 

2010 11 

2010-11 

2010 11 

2010-11 

2010 11 

2010-11 

2010 11 

2010-11 

2010 11 



A B C D E F G 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

4 

5 

5 

5 

7 

2 

5 

6 

4 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 20t0 Semester GPA = 

Above 3.00 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2009-2010 2008 09 2007 08 

2 4 5 

4 3 4 

2 3 3 

2 0 1 

2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 

4 5 4 

4 4 4 

2 4 4 

1 0 0 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

3SR (4yr) 

APR 

of Students 

Not Elig. 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

3rad Bonus 

50% 75% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

67% 
75% 

67% 100% 

67% 100% 

na 

na 

82% 88% 82% 91% 82% 

90% 68% 90% 100% 90% 

09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) 1000(983) 1000 (983) 957 (971) 978 (958) 

0 0 2 I 

0 0 0 0 



B C D E F G 

56 

57 

59 

A 

Enrolled 

NONE 



A B C D E F G 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 
2002-2003 

200%2002 

2000-2001 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List ADD Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

4 5 9 

4 10 20 

13 5 20 

6 7 14 

4 4 15 

5 0 12 

0 0 10 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

2009-2010 2006 09 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 

3.00 & Above 21 21 19 12 13 13 

2.G0-2.99 17 14 22 20 20 19 

2.00-2.49 4 6 13 7 10 11 

Below 2.00 2 2 0 2 0 0 

Unadjusted 90% 91% 90% 90% 60% 78% 

Adjusted 100% 91% 100% 100% 100% 78% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 

#Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

Graduation Bonus 

91% 

95% 

[] 
79% 
88% 

78% 76% 71% 72% 

86% 81% 81% 82% 

959(982) 972(993) 1000(1000) 1000(991) 

35 28 27 26 

1 2 0 0 

8 4 7 2 

09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) 

Name Name Name 

NIA 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2004-05 

2010 11 



A B C D E F G 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

Z005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 
2002-2003 

2001-2002 
2000-200t 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

4 5 9 

3 8 6 

2 5 5 

7 5 7 

4 5 8 

6 7 13 

0 5 6 

4 4 8 

8 3 8 

4 7 12 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 20t0 Semester GPA = 

2009-2010 2008 09 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 

3.00 & Above 7 6 10 9 I1 15 

2.50-2.99 10 9 9 11 10 4 
2.00-2.49 6 9 7 5 5 8 

Below 2.00 0 1 2 0 0 0 

Unadjusted 69% 80% 50% 50% 100% 70% 

&djusted 90% 100% 80% 75% 100% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 58% 61% 55% 61% 67% 50% 

3SR (4yr) 74% 76% 72% 74% 70% 67% 

of Students 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

3raduation Bonus 

985 (962) 938 (961) 968 (974) 959 (973) 

18 20 19 23 

2 2 2 2 

09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) 

Name 

N/A 

Name 

NIA 

Name 

N/A 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



2000-01 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2003-04 

2007 06 

D I    E    I F I    C 



Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

Above 3.00 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate(4y~ 

GSR Hyr) 

APR 

of Students 

Not Elig. 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

Gradu~tionBonus 

Name 

C 

9 

8 

0 

91% 

91% 

9O% 

91% 

988(997) 

22 

0 

4 

Cum. GPA 

20082009 

9 

0 

100% 

100% 

88% 

88% 

1000(1000) 

23 

0 

0 

5 

Name 

Fall 

6 

8 

9 

9 

6 

8 

9 

2007 08 

7 

0 

100% 

100% 

88% 

89% 

1000(990) 

25 

0 

0 

9 

Spring 

5 

8 

6 

9 

8 

2006 07 

9 

5 

0 

89% 

89% 

83% 

88% 

Name 

ACC Honor Roll 

9 

2005 06 

5 

90% 

90% 

83% 

94% 

09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) 

G 

2004 05 

8 

2 

100% 

100% 

88% 

100% 



D 

Current Status 

A 

Enrolled 

NONE 



A B C D E F O 

2009-2010 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

0 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 7 

2 2 8 

1 2 5 

3 5 10 

3 2 5 

0 0 2 

1 0 4 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

3.00 Above 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2009-10 2008 09 2007 08 

3 2 8 

6 7 3 

4 2 1 

0 0 0 

2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 

1 3 6 

Unadjusted 

~djusted 

100% 100% 67% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 67% 100% 100% 

O% 

0% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 86% 88% 71% 57% 50% 50% 

GSR (4yr) 90% 91% 76% 75% 75% 71% 

976 (981) 1000 (987) 950 (988) 1000 (994) 

0 0 0 0 

1 0 2 0 

2 0 4 3 

09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) APR 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2002-03 





A B C B E F 0 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List AOC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 20t0 Semester GPA = 

2009-20t0 2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 

3.00 & Above 15 15 15 13 10 9 

2.50-2.99 9 5 9 13 12 13 

Below 2.00 1 0 0 I 3 1 

Unadjusted 89% 67% 80% 75% 80% 83% 

Adjusted 89% 80% 89% 86% 80% 83% 

Fed Rate 75% 43% 83% 50% 75% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 62% 62% 72% 68% 67% 69% 

GSR (4yr! 81% 81% 87% 82% 79% 63% 

APR 

# of Students 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

Graduation Bonus 

1000(980) 975(971) 987 (960) 951 (946) 

22 21 20 16 

0 1 0 2 

09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) 



A I B I ~ J ~ L    E I ~ L o 
Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2005-06 

2006 07 

2007-08 



Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2009-2010 6 5 7 

2008-2009 2 4 4 

2007-2008 3 1 5 

2006-2007 I 0 3 

2005-2006 1 0 3 
2004-2005 I ~ 5 

2003-2004 5 3 10 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

!009-2010 2000-09 2007-08 2006-07 2005-06               2004-05 

Above 3.00 5 4 5 2 4 
2.50-2.99 10 10 8 9 

Below 2.00 4 2 3 3 5 

Unadjusted 33% 78% 70% 40% 63% 50% 

Adjusted 50% 100% 88% 50% 71% 67% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 62% 56% 41% 50% 45% 48% 

GSR (4yr) 69% 65% 56% 64% 59% 62% 

APR 946 (963) 932 (958) 985 (967) 986 (949) 09 10 APR (multi yr APR) 

# of Students 14 1 £ 18 18 

# Not Elig. 1 3 1 1 

# Not Retained 1 2 0 0 

# Graduated 3 4 0 4 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2002-03 

2004 05 

c I E I 



A B C D E F O 

2009-2010 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

22 18 31 

16 20 23 

16 17 25 

12 9 20 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2009-t0 2008-09 20007-08 

17 12 20 

4 3 2 

0 2 1 

0 0 0 

2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 

19 15 29 

4 5 6 

2 4 3 

0 0 0 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

100% 

100% 

na 

na 

na na 

na 

na 

na 

100 na na na na 

1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 

4 3 4 7 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) 

na 

na 

na 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA CurrentStatus 

NONE 





A B C D E F G 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 20t0 Semester GPA = 

~.00 & Above 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

Unadjusted 
Adjusted 

Fed R~te 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

3SR (4yr) 

APR 

of Students 

Not Elig. 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

3raduation Bonus 

Name 

Enrolled 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2001 02 

2002-03 

Gum. GPA 

0 

2 

2 

2 

0 

0 

Spring 

0 

3 

0 

2 

2 

2 

2 

0 

2 

ACC Honor Roll 

2 

5 

3 

3 

4 

3 

3 

2 

3 

3 

2009-10 

3 

3 

9 

0 

100% 

100% 

2006 09 

4 

5 

7 

0 

2007 08 

2 

6 

2006 07 

2 

8 

3 

100% 

100% 

60% 

100% 

50% 

100% 

2005 06 

4 

6 

4 

0 

75% 

100% 

2004 05 

3 

3 

7 

2 

0% 

0% 

100% 

79% 

100% 

100% 

73% 

100% 

80% 

64% 

90% 

50% 

54% 

64% 

50% 

56% 

0% 

64% 

64% 

933 (960) 

2 
2 
2 

1000(979) 

0 

0 

5 

962 (970) 930(975) 

3 

3 

09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) 

Name Name 

Name CUM GPA CurrentStatus 



A 

2003-04 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2006 07 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2009-10 

200910 

2009-10 

200910 

2010-11 

I    c    I 



A B C D E F G 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

Z005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 
2002-2003 

2001-2002 
2000-200t 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

15 

9 

15 

8 

10 

8 

8 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 20t0 Semester GPA = 

2009-10 2008 09 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 

3.00 & Above 11 7 8 8 8 10 

2.50-2.99 5 13 5 10 11 6 
2.00-2.49 7 2 4 2 3 2 

Below 2.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Unadjusted 100% 100% 86% 83% 100% 80% 

&djusted 100% 100% 66% 63% 100% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 93% 92% 83% 90% 92% 92% 

3SR (4yr) 93% 92% 91% 100% 100% 100% 

of Students 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

1000(996) 984(992) 1000(991) 1000(991) 

0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 

5 3 5 3 

09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



2004 05 

2007-08 



A B C D E F O 

2009-2010 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

4 2 5 

3 2 5 

3 4 4 

2 4 8 

3 2 6 

2 1 5 

0 2 4 

1 2 4 

0 0 2 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2009-t0 2008-09 2007-08 

5 4 3 

2 2 5 

0 1 0 

0 0 0 

2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 

3 2 2 

0 0 0 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

100% 50% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 67% 

100% 100% 100% 

83% 83% 86% 

100% 100% 100% 

75% 75% 57% 

100% 100% 80% 

1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 
6 8 8 7 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

09 10 APR (multi yr APR) 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 





A B C D E F O 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 
2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

10 

8 

10 

7 

9 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2009-10 2008-09 2007-08 

10 6 9 

2 2 3 

2 2 0 

0 0 0 

2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 

2 3 I 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

1000 (1000) 1000 (1000) 1000 (994) 1000 (994) 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

2 2 4 2 

09 10 APR (multi yr APR) 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A 

NONE 



2009-2010 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

5 8 12 

6 2 16 

8 3 16 

7 9 14 

4 1 7 

7 4 9 

8 5 12 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

2009-t0 2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 

2.50-2.99 14 13 14 14 13 13 

2.00-2.49 4 5 3 7 5 4 

Below 2.00 I I 0 2 0 0 

of Students 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

27 27 24 26 

0 0 0 0 

3 7 5 8 

09 10 APR (multi yr APR) 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

100% 100% 100% 80% 75% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 86% 

100% 

100% 

Fed Rate(4yO 96% 87% 86% 86% 92% 100% 

GSR Hyr) 96% 91% 90% 90% 96% 100% 

En~lled Name CUM GPA Cur~nt Status 

2001 02 

2003-04 





2009-2010 Roster 

2009-20t0 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 
2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

21 18 34 

33 17 35 

25 13 34 

31 22 33 

17 16 26 

15 9 20 

23 14 23 00 

26 14 26 

24 21 26 

17 18 27 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

2009-10 2006 09 2007 06 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 

3.0O&Above 33 36 37 32 25 18 

2.50-2.99 15 19 6 13 8 14 
2.00-2.49 2 4 3 5 9 3 

Below2.00 0 0 2 1 0 1 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate(4yO 

GSR Hyr) 

APR 

# of Students 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

Grad Bonus 

75% 100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 

92% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

0 2 0 

0 0 1 

2 3 2 

1000(991) 

0 

0 

4 

09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) 

50% 

100% 

100% 



NONE 



A B C D E F O 

2009-2010 
2008-2009 

2007-2008 
2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 
2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

9 9 13 

3 7 9 

3 4 8 

3 4 10 

5 5 13 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

3.0 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2009-t0 2008-09 2007-08 

6 7 6 

0 1 0 

2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 

6 4 5 

3 5 6 

0 I 2 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate(4yr) 
GSR(4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

Graduation Bonus 

67% 75% 89% 100% 80% 66% 

80% 100% 89% 100% 100% 86% 

67% 

73% 

76% 86% 93% 80% 75% 
88% 94% 100% 88% 78% 

868 (965) 987 (976) 987 (974) 1000 (974) 
24 22 20 19 

4 0 0 0 

3 2 0 3 

09 10 APR (multi ~r APR) 





26 

27 

28 

30 

~T 
32 

33 

34 

36 

37 

38 

40 

42 

44 

46 

49 

50 

~T 
52 

54 

2009-2010 Roster 

2009-2010 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

C 

Cum. GPA 

Fall 

3 

4 

3 

4 

6 

3 

3 

5 

3 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 20t0 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2009-10 2008 09 2007 08 

8 8 7 

1 5 5 

7 3 6 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

100% 67% 75% 

100% 100% 75% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

81% 76% 84% 

94% 94% 100% 

APR 

#ofStudents 

Not Elig. 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

958(972) 1000(983) 946(972) 

18 20 19 

2 0 2 

1 0 2 

4 6 2 

Name 

Name CUM GPA 



Spring 

2 

5 

2 

3 

3 

5 

4 

0 

0 

3 

2006 07 

6 

2 

71% 

100% 

82% 

95% 

987(979) 

2O 

0 

5 

Name 

AGO Honor Roll 

8 

9 

9 

9 

8 

5 

2005 06 

4 

8 

6 

0 

80% 

100% 

89% 

94% 

09.10 AFaR (multi-yr AFAR) 

2004 05 

7 

6 

4 

0 

100% 

100% 

83% 

94% 



A [ B C D 

2005-06 

2006 07 

2010-11 





A B C D E F G 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2009-2010 13 9 22 

2008-2009 5 I1 17 

2007-2008 6 9 17 
2006-2007 9 9 18 

2005-2006 7 7 18 
2004-2005 5 8 16 

2003-2004 8 5 14 

2002-2003 13 9 21 

2001-2002 13 9 19 

2000-2001 14 14 25 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

2009 10 2006 09 2007 06        2006 07               2005 06               2004 05 

3.00 & Above 20 18 16 18 17 13 

2.50-2.99 12 16 9 

2.00-2.49 2 2 4 5 10 5 

Below2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Unadjusted 89% 100% 100% 100% 100% 80% 

Adjusted 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 90% 

[] 
Fed Rate(4yr) 95% 100% 92% 92% 90% 86% 

GSR (4yr) 100% 100% 96% 96% 95% 95% 

APR 1000 (1000) 1000 (1000) 1000 (998) 1000 (998) 09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) 

#ofStudents 28 28 29 31 

#Not Elig. 0 0 0 0 

# Not Retained 0 0 0 0 

# Graduated 3 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA CurrenL StaLus 

2000-01 



A ~ ~     I     C     I     ~     I     ~     I F 
2001-02 Graduated 12/05 

2002 03 



A B C D E F 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 





A B C D E F O 

2009-2010 
2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 
2002-2003 

2001-2002 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

13 12 27 

16 15 24 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 20t0 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2009-10 

2 

2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 

6 4 10 6 

0 0 2 3 

2004-05 

6 

Unadjusted 83% 100% 91% 81% 100% 83% 

Adjusted 100% 100% 91% 93% 100% 100% 

Fed Rate 63% 100% 60% 75% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 81% 84% 82% 71% 59% 60% 

GSR (4yr) 92% 92% 83% 80% 76% 78% 

APR 

#ofStudents 

Not Elig. 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

1000 (984) 980 (983) 990 (979) 968 (973) 

20 26 26 24 

0 0 0 0 

0 2 1 3 

09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) 

Name 

Enrolled 

2000-01 

Name 

Name 

CUM GPA 

Name 

Current Status 





A B C D E F O 

2009-2010 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

4 2 13 

4 4 8 

7 4 10 

3 2 8 

1 4 8 

3 2 9 

5 3 9 

4 6 9 

3 2 7 

Fall 2009 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2010 Semester GPA = 

3.00&Above 

Below2.0 

2009-10 2008 09 2007 2006 

4 9 4 

0 0 0 

2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 

8 10 8 

7 4 5 

1 2 2 

0 0 0 

Unadjusted 

~djusted 

75% 100% 100% 

75% 100% 100% 

67% 100% 75% 

67% 100% 75% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 91% 92% 85% 83% 91% 82% 

GSR (4yr) 92% 92% 92% 91% 100% 100% 

APR 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000 (995) 1000 (995) 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

2 4 2 4 

09-10 APR (multi-yr APR) 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 





201t-2012 Roster 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

Fall 12 

2010-2011 I 2 6 

2009-2010 1 3 3 
2008-2009 2 I 3 

2007-2008 3 2 4 
2006-2007 4 3 9 

2005-2006 2 4 5 

2004-2005 2 2 8 

2003-2004 3 3 8 
2002-2003 4 3 9 

2001-2002 1 2 4 

Fall 20t I Semester GPA= 

Spring 2012 Semester GPA = 

46 

Fall 2012 2011 12 2010 11 2009 10 2008 09 2007 08 

3.00 & Above 9 4 3 3 3 3 

2.50-2.99 11 14 13 17 14 22 
2.00-2.49 14 I1 15 I1 10 7 

Below 2.00 4 3 2 2 3 3 

Grad Rate 2005 Cohort 2004 Cohort 2003 Cohort 2002 Cohort 2001 Cohod 2000 Cohort 

Fed Rate 57% 36% 50% 38% 20% 50% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 44% 38% 43% 38% 41% 38% 

GSR (4yr) 94% 93% 89% 83% 79% 68% 

NCAA APR 1t -12 APR t0-t 1 APR 09-t0 APR 08-09 APR 07~8 APR 

APR 914 (950) 912 (969) 978 (962) 1000 (987) 985 (983) 11 12 APR (r]nulti yr APR) 

Probation Fall 20tl Probation Spring 2012 Ineligible to Return to UNC 

Name Name Name 



A B C D E F O 

2 

3 !0tl-20t2 Roster 

4 

7 

9 

20 

22 

23 

24 

26 

27 

29 

40 

42 

ACC Honor 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List Roll 

Fall Spring 

!006-2007 0 0 
!005-2006 1 0 

!004-2005 0 1 
!003-2004 1 3 

!002-2003 2 2 
!001-2002 2 2 

4 

4 

2 

4 

3 

2 

2 

4 

3 

5 

=all 2011 Semester GPA = 

~pring 2012 Semester GPA = 

Fall 2012 2011 12 2010 11 2009 10 2008 09 

1.0O & Above 4 3 5 2 3 

!.50-2.99 4 2 4 3 6 

!.00-2.49 5 8 3 9 7 

3elow 2.00 3 4 1 2 1 

Rate 100% 50% 100% 40% 100% 

Rate (4yr) 71% 67% 54% 46% 60% 

3SR (4yr) 91% 89% 88% 75% 86% 

~ofStudents 13 12 13 13             I1 

Not Retained 2 2 2 0 1 

~Graduated 2 0 3 4 

3raduation Bonus 

Name Name Name 

2007 08 

3 

4 

9 

0 

O% 

60% 

86% 

11 12APR (multi yr APR) 



201t-2012 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2009-2010 10 10 
2008-2009 I1 13 

2007-2008 11 13 
2006-2007 13 

2005-2006 10 11 
2004-2005 17 12 

2003-2004 10 13 
2002-2003 6 9 

2001-2002 12 9 

Fall 20t I Semester GPA = 

Spring 2012 Semester GPA = 

Fall 20t2 2011-12 2010-11 2009-2010 2008-09 

Above 3.00 22 22 14 17 17 
2.50-2.99 3 3 5 2 8 

Below 2.00 1 I 0 0 0 

~R (4yr) 100% 100% 100% 67% 50% 

2007-08 

0 

APR 1000 (980) 1000 (981) na (970) 944 (979) 1000 (989) 

of Students 5 3 0 5 6 

Not Elig. 0 0 0 I 0 

Not Retained 0 0 0 0 0 

Graduated 0 0 0 4 1 

50% 

11-I 2 APR (multi-yr APR) 

Name Name Name 



A B C D E F 

!011-2012 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

4 

7 

8 

8 

=all 2011 Semester GPA= 

~pring 20t2 Semester GPA= 

;bove3.00 21 

3elow 2.00 36 

2011-12 2010-11 2009-2010 2008-09 

22 

9 

8 

25 

60 

0 

25 

39 

:edRate 62% 60% 37% 67% 

:ed Rate (4yr) 57% 58% 56% 62% 

3SR (4yr) 75% 75% 75% 60% 

~PR                                  933 (934) 895 949 (955) 953(957) 

IofStudents 91 97 95 92 

Not Elig. 11 14 8 9 

Not Retained 11 19 9 5 

f Graduated 14 14 12 16 

3raduation Bonus 

32 

54 

2 

2007-08 

28 

46 

Name Name Name 

68% 50% 

64% 64% 

78% 79% 

974 (947) 1 1-12 APR (multi-yr APR) 

4 

5 



A B C D E F 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2008-2009 I 3 

2007-2008 3 3 
2006-2007 3 2 

2005-2006 2 2 

2004-2005 2 3 

2003-2004 2 
2002-2003 I 2 

2001-2002 0 2 

7 

2 

4 

5 

2 

5 

6 

Fall 201t Semester GPA = 

Spring 2012 Semester GPA = 

Fall 20t 2 2011-12 2010-11 2009-2010 2008-09 

Above 3.00 4 4 1 2 4 
2.50-2.99 5 5 4 4 3 

Below 2.00 1 0 I 2 0 

2007-08 

4 

3 

Fed Rate (4yr) 80% 78% 67% 82% 88% 

GSR (4yr) 89% 88% 75% 90% 88% 

I 

82% 

90% 

11 12 APR (multi yr APR) 



A B C D E F 

201t-2012 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2009-2010 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2005-2006 

2 

4 5 

4 10 

13 5 

6 7 

9 10 

4 

0 

0 

9 

20 

20 

Fall 20t I Semester GPA = 

Spring 2012 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

Fed R~te (4yr) 

3SR (4yr) 

If of Students 

If Not Retained 

~ Graduated 

3raduation Bonus 

2011-12 2010-11 2009-2010 2008-09 

2 

6 

2 0 

84% 90% 91% 79% 78% 

89% 95% 95% 88% 86% 

2007-08 

22 

0 

76% 

81% 

1000(979) 967(976) 959(962) 972(993) 1000(1000) 
32 33 35 28 27 

0 3 4 1 O 

2 6 6 4 7 

11 12APR (multi yr APR) 



201t-2012 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2008-2009 3 8 

2007-2008 2 5 
2006-2007 7 5 

2005-2006 4 5 
2004-2005 6 7 

2003-2004 0 5 
2002-2003 4 4 

2001-2002 8 3 

8 

9 

9 

6 

6 

8 

Fall 20t I Semester GPA = 

Spring 2012 Semester GPA = 

Fall 20t2 

3.00 & Above 12 

2.00-2.49 6 

Below 2.00 2 

2011-12 2010-11 2009-2010 2008-09 

9 

7 

7 

6 

6 

9 

9 3 

Fed Rate (4yr) 64% 57% 58% 61% 55% 

GSR (4yr) 78% 75% 74% 76% 72% 

APR 692 (953) 973 (966) 985 (962) 938 (961) 966 (974) 

2007-08 

9 

7 

2 

61% 

74% 

11 12 APR (multi yr APR) 



20tl-20t2 Roster 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2009-2010 6 5 

2008-2009 8 8 

2007-2008 9 6 
2006-2007 11 12 22 

9 

Fall 2011 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2012 Semester GPA = 

Fall 2012 

~,bove 3.00                              18 
2.50-2.99                                 10 

2.00-2.49                                 8 

Below 2.00                               0 

2011-12 2010-11 2009-2010 

2 

9 

0 

2008-2009 

6 

0 

9 

7 

0 

Fed Rate (4yr) 91% 91% 90% 88% 88% 

GSR (4yr) 91% 92% 91% 88% 89% 

~PR                                 1~0r=(997) 1000 (997) 988 (997) 1000 (1000) 1000 (990) 
~ofStudents 22 20 22 23 25 

e Not Retained 0 0 0 0 0 

~Graduated 6 5 4 5 9 

Graduation Bonus 

2007-08 

7 

0 

83% 

88% 

11 12APR (multi yr APR) 



201t-2012 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2009-2010 0 2 
2008-2009 I 2 

2007-2008 1 2 
2006-2007 2 2 

2005-2006 1 2 
2004-2005 3 5 

2003-2004 3 2 
2002-2003 I 0 

2001-2002 0 0 

2 

3 

3 

7 

8 

2 

Fall 20t I Semester GPA = 

Spring 2012 Semester GPA = 

Fall 2012 2011-12 2010-11 2009-10 2008-09 

3.00 Above 10 7 4 3 2 
2.50-2.99 I 4 4 6 7 

2.00-2.49 0 1 4 4 2 

Below 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 

2007-08 

3 

0 

Fed Rate (4yr) 100% 89% 86% 68% 71% 

GSR (4yr) 100% 92% 90% 91% 78% 

APR 1000 (993) 969 (972) 976 (981) 1000 (987) 950 (988) 
# of Students 8 9 11 8 10 

# Not Elig. 0 0 0 0 0 

ff Not Retained 0 1 I 0 2 

# Graduated 1 2 2 0 4 

Grad Bonus 

57% 

75% 

11 12APR (multi yr APR) 



2009-2010 11 8 

9 

8 

9 

Fall 20t I Semester GPA = 

Spring 2012 Semester GPA = 

Fall 2012 

3.00 & Above 12 

2.50-2.99 11 

2.00-2.49 15 

Below 2.00 3 

2011 12 2010 11 2009 2010 

7 

6 

9 

2006 09 

4 

5 

0 

i~II,, 3~,%-, 
Fed Rate 50% 10~ 75% 43% 83% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 56% 67% 62% 62% 72% 

GSR (4yO 71% 82% 81% 81% 87% 

APR                                                 980(983) 978 (965) 1000(980) 975(971) 967 (960) 
#ofStudents 27 23 22 21 20 

# Not Elig. 1 0 0 1 0 

# Not Retained 3 2 0 1 I 

# Graduated 4 5 1 1 2 

Graduation Bonus 

2007 08 

9 

7 

0 

5O% 

66% 

82% 

11 12APR (multi yr APR) 

Name Name Name 



Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

!009-2010 6 5 7 
!008-2009 2 4 4 

!007-2008 3 g 5 
!006-2007 I 0 3 

!005-2006 1 0 3 
!004-2005 I 4 5 



201t-2012 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

Fall 12 

2009-2010 0 0 2 
2008-2009 2 3 5 

2007-2008 2 0 3 

2006-2007 1 2 3 

2005-2006 2 2 4 
2004-2005 0 2 3 

2003-2004 3 2 3 



201t-2012 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2009-2010 10 10 
2008-2009 10 

2007-2008 9 q2 

2005-2006 

20 

23 

25 

20 

Fall 20t I Semester GPA = 

Spring 2012 Semester GPA = 

Fall 2012 

3.00 & Above 21 

2.50-2.99 3 

2.00-2.49 1 

Below 2.00 1 

2011 12 2010 11 2009 10 2008 09 

2 

0 

22 

3 

0 

4 

0 

0 

na 

3 

2 

0 

na 

APR 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 
of Students 4 3 4 3 4 

Not Elig. 0 0 0 0 0 

Not Retained 0 0 0 0 0 

Graduated 0 0 1 2 0 

20007 08 

20 

2 

0 

na 

11 12 APR (multi yr APR) 



201t-2012 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2009-2010 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 
2006-2007 

2005-2006 

9 

8 

8 

Fall 20t I Semester GPA = 

Spring 2012 Semester GPA = 

Fall 20t2 

3.00 & Above 16 
2.50-2.99 9 

Below 2.00 

2011-12 2010-11 2009-10 2008-09 

8 

5 

0 

7 

7 

2 

0 

9 

2 
0 

Fed Rate (4yr) 92% 87% 93% 92% 83% 

GSR (4yr) 100% 93% 93% 92% 91% 

APR 939 (977) 961 (991) 1000 (996) 964 (992) 1000 (991) 
of Students 15 16 17 17 20 

Not Elig 1 0 0 0 0 

Not Retained 2 I 0 I 0 

Graduated 2 4 5 3 5 

2007-08 

8 

5 

4 

0 

90% 

100% 

11 12 APR (multi yr APR) 



201t-2012 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

Fall 12 

2009-2010 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 
2004-2005 

2003-2004 
2002-2003 

2001-2002 

4        4 

4         2 

3         2 

3         4 

3 2 

0 2 

6 

6 

5 

5 

4 

8 

8 

5 

4 

3 

4 

Fall 20t I Semester GPA = 

Spring 2012 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

#ofStudents 

Not Elig. 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

Fall 2012 2011 12 2010 11 2009 10 2008 09 

5 6 7 5 4 

2 2 3 2 2 

0 0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0 0 

2007 06 

3 

5 

0 

0 

86% 

100% 

75% 

100% 

1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 

9 7 6 6 8 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

11-I 2 APR (multi-yr APR) 



A B C D E F 

20tl-20t2 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

Fall 12 

20t0-20tl 7 7 8 

2009-2010 8 6 10 
2008-2009 6 5 8 

2007-2008 5 2 10 
2006-2007 8 6 I1 

2005-2006 6 5 7 
2004-2005 12 7 16 

2003-2004 q 1 9 13 

Fed Rate (4yr) 8~ 89% I~% 100% 100% 100% 



A 

2 

4 

8 !0t0-20tl 

B C D E F 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

6 

8 

2 

9 

5 

4 

7 

Fa112012 2011 12 2010 11 2009 10 2006 09 

4 I 3 4 5 

1000 (995) 992 (993) 990 (995) 1000(998) 990 (998) 

26 31 27 27 24 

0 0 0 0 0 

5 6 3 7 5 

 

100% 100% 96% 87% 

100% 100% 96% 91% 

86% 

90% 

2007 08 

3 

0 

11-12 APR (multi-yr APR) 

86% 

90% 



A B C D E F 

2011-2012 Roster 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2010-2011 12 12 31 

2009-20t0 21 18 34 

2008-2009 33 17 35 
2007-2008 25 13 34 

2006-2007 3g 22 33 
2005-2006 17 16 26 

2002-2003 26 14 26 
2001-2002 24 21 26 

Fall 2011 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2012 Semester GPA = 

Fall 2012 2011-12 2009-10 2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 

3.00 & Above 46 44 33 36 37 32 

2.50-2.99 12 16 15 19 6 13 

2.00-2.49 5 3 2 4 3 5 

Below 2.00 3 3 0 0 2 I 

Fed Rate (4yr) 83% 94% 92% 100% 100% 

GSR (4yr) 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

APR                                 1000 (995) 1000 (990) 1000 (995) 980 (979) 976 (986) 
# of Students 14 17 14 13 I1 

# Not Elig. 0 0 0 2 0 

# Not Retained 0 0 0 0 I 

Name I Name Name 

100% 

11 12APR (multi yr APR) 



201t-2012 Roster 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

Fall 12 

2010-201t 7 7 14 

2009-2010 11 4 6 



A B C D E F G 

!0tl-20t2 Roster 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 



201t-2012 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2009-2010 13 9 
2008-2009 5 11 

2007-2008 6 9 

22 

22 

Fall 20t I Semester GPA = 

Spring 2012 Semester GPA = 

Fall 20t2 2011-12 2010-2011 2009-10 2008-09 

3.00 & Above 17 19 20 20 18 

2.50-2.99 9 8 6 12 16 

2.00-2.49 3 1 3 2 2 

Below 2.00 0 0 1 0 0 

Fed R~te (4yr) 96% 94% 95% 100% 

GSR (4yr) 100% 100% 100% 100% 

92% 

96% 

2007-08 

9 

4 

0 

APR                                 1000 (995) 980 (995) 1000 (1000) 1000 (1000) 1000 (998) 
#ofStudents 26 28 28 28 29 

Not Elig. 0 0 0 0 0 

Not Retained 0 2 0 0 0 
Graduated 10 7 3 5 8 

92% 

96% 

11 12 APR (multi yr APR) 



Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2007-2008 5 2 

2005-2006 2 2 

4 

6 

7 

9 

6 

6 

4 

6 

5 

Fall 20t I Semester GPA = 

Spring 2012 Semester GPA = 

Fall 20t2 

3.00 & Above 3 
2.50-2.99 2 

2.00-2.49 3 

Below 2.00 0 

2011-12 2010-11 2009-10 2008-09 

3 

0 

6 

2 

8 

2 

2 

0 

4 

4 

Fed Rate (4yr) 86% 83% 86% 83% 86% 

GSR (4yr) 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

APR 1000 (985) 1000 (965) 1000 (985) 938 (977) 1000 (992) 
of Students 8 9 8 8 9 

Not Elig. 0 0 0 1 0 

Not Retained 0 0 0 I 0 

Graduated 2 2 2 2 2 

2007-08 

3 

86% 

100% 

11 12 APR (multi yr APR) 

Name Name Name 



A B C D E F 

20tl-20t2 Roster 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

Fall 12 

2009-2010 8 6 22 

2008-2009 13 8 15 

2007-2008 g0 4 19 
2006-2007 16 8 18 

2005-2006 7 11 14 

2003-2004 g 3 g 2 27 

2002-2003 16 15 24 

2001-2002 15 14 18 

Fall 201t Semester GPA = 

Spring 2012 Semester GPA = 

Fall 2012 2011 2012 2010 2011 2009 10 2006 09 2007 08 

3.00 & Above 17 16 16 21 19 17 

2.50-2.99 11 14 11 17 16 8 

2.00-2.49 7 6 6 2 6 4 

Below 2.00 2 g 0 g 0 0 

Fed Rate ’~71%" 
,,75% 

83% 100% 80°/o 75% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 81% 84% 81% 84% 62% 71% 

APR 977(985) 987(989) 1000(964) 980(983) 990(979) 11 12 APR (multi yr APR) 



A B C D E F G 

20tl-20t2 Roster 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2009-2010 4 2 

2008-2009 4 4 

2007-2008 7 4 
2006-2007 3 2 

2005-2006 3 7 

2003-2004 3 2 

2001-2002 4 6 

9 

7 

8 

8 

8 

9 

9 

9 

Fall 201t Semester GPA = 

Spring 2012 Semester GPA = 

Fall 2012 2011-2012 2010-11 2009-t0 2008-09 

3.00 & Above 9 6 6 12 6 
2.5-2.99 3 7 8 4 9 

Below 2.0 2 I 0 0 0 

2007-2008 

4 

0 

Fed Rate (4yr) 90% 90% 91% 92% 85% 

GSR (4yr) 100% 100% 92% 92% 92% 

APR                                 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(995) 
# of Students 12 15 13 13 12 

# Not Elig. 0 0 0 0 0 

# Not Retained 0 0 0 0 0 

# Graduated 4 5 2 4 2 

63% 

91% 

11 12 APR (multi yr APR) 



Fall Spring 

2008-2009 

# of Students 33 26 35 35 

# Not Retained 4 4 4 3 

07-08 APR {multi-yr APR) 



__I I B I     c    I D I E I 
Name CUM GPA Current Status 

A 

Enrolled 

1999 00 

1999-00 

2000 01 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2003 04 

2004 05 

2005-06 

2006 07 
2006-07 



2 

4 

6 

7 

20 

22 

24 

35 

45 

=all 2008 Semester GPA = 

~pring 2009 Semester GPA = 

1.00 & Above 

3elow 2.00 

Jnadjusted 

~djusted 

:ed Rate 

=ed Rate (4yr) 

~SR (4yr) 

of Students 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

3raduation Bonus 

A B C [3 E F G 

2008~9 

100% 

100% 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List 

Fall 

2007 08 

3 

4 

9 

0 

0% 

NA 

100% 0% 

60% 60% 

86% 86% 

980 (969) 1000 (993) 

0 

0 

3 

0 

0 

2 

2 

3 

3 

2006 07 

0 

50% 

50% 

64% 

70% 

1000(995) 

0 

0 

Spring 

0 

0 

3 

2 

2 

3 

3 

2005 06 

2 

7 

4 

100% 

100% 

100% 

75% 

82% 

977(989) 

0 

ACC Honor Roll 

3 

2 

2 

4 

3 

4 

2004 05 

3 

4 

9 

33% 

100% 

75% 

67% 

07 08 APR (multi yr APR) 

2003 04 

2 

4 

9 

33% 

100% 

55% 

Name Name Name 





A B C D E F 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 11 13 17 





2008-2009 Roster 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 
2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

1999-2000 

Fall Spring 

ACC Honor Roll 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

Above 3.00 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2008-09 

Cum. GPA 

8 2 

4 

10 

8 

8 

5 

3 

2007 06 2006 07 2005 06 

28 40 46 

46 45 47 

Unadjusted 70% 50% 0 63 67% 

Adjusted 100% 100% 086 89% 

2004 05 

53 

43% 

56% 

Fed Rate 68% 50% 0 63 75% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 64% 64% 061 57% 

GSR (4yr) 78% 79% 0 7 64% 

APR 915 (943) 944 (946) 946 (947) 966 (946) 
# of Students 92 96 98 95 

# Not Elig. 12 9 12 4 

# Not Retained 17 I 0 8 7 

# Graduated 6 22 15 15 

Graduation Bonus 

Name Name Name 

67% 

53% 

07 06 APR (multi yr APR) 

2003 04 

29 

25 

48% 

59% 

35% 

53% 



Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

1997-98 

1997 98 



1997 98 
1997-98 

1997 98 
1997-98 

1997 98 
1997-98 

1998 99 

1998-99 

1998-99 

1998 99 

1998-99 

1998 99 

1998-99 

1998 99 

1998-99 

1998 99 

1998-99 

1998 99 

1998-99 

1999 O0 

1999-00 

1999 O0 

1999-00 

1999 O0 

1999-00 

1999 O0 

1999-00 

1999 O0 

1999-00 

1999 O0 

1999-00 

1999 O0 

1999-00 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

I    c 

CUM GPA 

E F L    G 



A 

2001 02 
2001-02 

2001 02 
2001-02 

2001 02 
2001-02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2005-06 

2005 06 

Name CUI~I GPA Current Status 

E F L    G 



A 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2008-09 

2008 09 

2008-09 

2008 09 

2008-09 

2008 09 

2008-09 

2008 09 

2008-09 

2008 09 

2008-09 

2009 10 



A 

2009 10 

2009-10 

2009 10 

2009-10 

2009 10 

2009-10 

2009 10 



A B C D E F O 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

Z006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

Z002-2003 
2001-2002 

2000-2001 
1999-2000 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

3 3 5 

3 2 5 

2 2 5 

2 3 7 

2 1 2 

1 2 5 

0 2 6 

1 2 4 

2 0 5 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

Above 3.00 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2008-09 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 

5 4 5 4 3 

4 4 4 4 3 

Unadjusted 

~djusted 

Fed Rate{4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

100% 67% 100% na 100% 

100% 67% 100% na 100% 

88% 82% 91% 82% 

88% 90% 100% 90% 

938(917) 1000 (950) 978(958) 957(971) 

1 0 0 0 

07-08 ApR Jmulti-yr APR) 

100% 

100% 

Name Name Name 



A J    ~    L    o    J    D    L    E    J        ~ 
Name        CUM GPA                                   Current Status 

NONE 



A B C D E F G 

2008-2009 Roster 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

13 5 

6 7 

4 4 

5 0 

6 0 

0 0 

6 2 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

2008~9 2007 O~ 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 

3.00 & Above 19 12 13 13 15 

2.50-2.99 22 20 20 19 q 1 

20 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2004-05 



Fall Spring 

Enrolled Name GUM GPA Current Status 
2000-01 



A J ~ 
2001-02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2003 04 

2007-08 



2008~009 

2007~008 

2006~007 

2005~006 

2004~005 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

9 6 17 

9 8 15 

6 5 9 

6 8 14 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

Above 3.00 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2008-2009 2007 06 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 

7 5 5 8 9 

0 0 1 2 2 

Unadjusted 100% 89% 90% 100% 83% 83% 

Adjusted 100% 69% 90% 100% 100% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 
If Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

If Graduated 

Graduation Bonus 

88% 83% 83% 88% 

69% 68% 94% 100% 

957 (977) 1000(988) 1000 (990) 1000 (990) 

30 27 27 25 

3 I 0 0 

2 0 0 0 

4 5 8 9 

07-08 ApR (multi-yr APR) 



B C D E F G 

Name CUI~I GPA Current Status 

A 

Enrolled 

NONE 



A B C D E F O 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

Z006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

Z002-2003 
2001-2002 

2000-2001 
1999-2000 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

1 2 7 

2 2 8 

1 2 5 

3 5 10 

3 2 5 

0 0 2 

1 0 4 

0 1 5 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

3.00 Above 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2008-09 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 

3 1 3 6 6 

Unadjusted 

~djusted 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

67% 100% 100% 0% 100% 

67% 100% 100% 0% 100% 

71% 57% 50% 50% 

78% 75% 75% 71% 

1000 (98~ 1000 (992) 1000 (994) 950(988) 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 2 

0 3 3 4 

07-08 ApR (multi-yr APR) 

100% 

100% 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2002-03 





A B C D E F O 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 
2003-2004 

2002-2003 
2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List 

Fall Spring 

Fed Rate 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

7 

10 

7 

10 

9 

10 

5 

ACC Honor Roll 

9 

9 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 

3.00 & Above 15 13 10 9 10 

2.50-2.99 9 13 12 13 15 

2.00-2.49 * 7 8 10 11 11 

Below 2.00 0 I 3 1 4 

Unadjusted 80% 75% 80% 83% 67% 67% 

Adjusted 89% 86% 80% 83% 80% 80% 

83% 50% 75% 75% 

72% 68% 67% 69% 70% 68% 

87% 82% 79% 83% 

APR 

#ofStudents 

Not Elig. 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

GraduationBonus 

07-08 APR (multi-yr APR) 



2005-06 

2006 07 

2007-08 



A B C D E F O 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

Z006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

Z002-2003 
2001-2002 

2000-2001 
1999-2000 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

3 1 5 

1 0 3 

1 0 3 

1 4 5 

5 3 10 

2 2 7 

4 6 6 

2 4 8 

6 3 9 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

~,bove 3.00 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 

4 5 2 4 4 

2 3 3 5 6 

Una~usted 70% 40% 63% 50% 44% 33% 

Adjusted 88% 50% 71% 67% 50% 43% 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR(4yr) 

of Students 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

41% 50% 45% 48% 

56% 64% 59% 62% 

969(939) 929(935) 986(949) 985(967) 

1 3 0 0 

0 0 4 0 

07 08 APR (multi yr APR) 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2000 01 

2000-01 





A B C D E F G 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

2008~9 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 

~.00 & Above 2 2 4 3 2 

Z.50-2.99 6 8 6 3 5 

&PR 982 (982) 1000 (989) 930 (975) 943 (966) 

of Students 14 18 15 14 

Not Elig, I 0 3 I 

Not Retained 2 0 1 2 
Graduated I 5 3 I 

3raduation Bonus 

07-08 APR (multi-yr APR) 

Enrolled 

1997 98 

1999-00 

2000 01 

2000-01 

Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A 

2001-02 

2002 03 

2003-04 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2005 06 

2005 06 

2006-07 

2007 08 

2007-08 

200910 

2009-10 

200910 

2009-10 



A B C D E F O 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

Z006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

Z002-2003 
2001-2002 

2000-2001 
1999-2000 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

22 18 31 

16 28 23 

16 17 25 

12 9 28 

9 4 12 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2008-09 20007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 

20 19 15 29 28 

2 4 5 6 7 

1 2 4 3 3 

0 0 0 8 8 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

na na 

na 

na na 

na 

na 

na 

1000 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 

1 5 7 4 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

07-08 ApR Jmulti-yr APR) 

na 

na 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

NONE 





A B C D E F G 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

20 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

45 

47 

!007-2008 

!006-2007 

!005-2006 

!004-2005 
!003-2004 

!002-2003 
!00t-2002 

!000-200~ 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

15 

5 

10 

8 

8 

8 

6 

=all 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

L00 & Above 

2008-09 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 

8 8 8 10 10 

4 2 3 2 4 

0 0 0 0 0 

Jnadjusted 

~djusted 

:ed Rate (4yr) 

~SR (4yr) 

of Students 

Not Elig 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

86% 83% 100% 

86% 83% 100% 

80% 100% 88% 

100% 100% 86% 

83% 90% 92% 92% 

91% 100% 100% 100% 

980(991) 983 (988) 1000(991) 1000(991) 

0 I 0 0 

1 0 0 0 

3 3 3 5 

07-08 APR (multi-yr APR) 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



2004 05 

2007-08 



A B C D E F O 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

Z006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

Z002-2003 
2001-2002 

2000-2001 
1999-2000 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

3 4 4 

2 4 8 

3 2 8 

2 1 5 

0 2 4 

1 2 4 

0 0 2 

0 0 I 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 

3 6 8 5 5 

5 3 2 2 2 

0 0 0 0 0 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

100% 100% 100% 67% 67% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

86% 75% 75% 57% 

100% 100% 100% 80% 

1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 
9 8 7 8 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

3 2 1 2 

07 08 APR (multi yr APR) 

67% 

100% 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 





A B C D E F O 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 
2003-2004 

2002-2003 
2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List AGO Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

10 

7 

10 

9 

9 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 

976(988) 1000(992) 1000(994) 1000(994) 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

4 3 2 4 

07 08 APR (multi yr APR) 

100% 

100% 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A 

NONE 



A B C D E F G 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 8 3 16 

2006-2007 11 5 12 

2005-2006 12 12 16 

2004-2005 7 9 14 
2003-2004 4 5 9 

2002-2003 4 1 7 
2001-2002 7 4 9 

2000-2001 8 5 12 
t999-2000 8 8 14 

Fall2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 

2.50-2.99 14 14 13 13 12 

2.00-2.49 3 7 5 4 7 

Below 2.00 0 2 0 0 0 

APR                                    1000 (995) 1000 (997) 1000 (998) 990 (998) 07 08 APR (multi yr APR) 

#ofStudents 27 25 26 24 

# Not Elig. 0 0 0 0 

# Not Retained I 0 0 I 

# Graduated 4 4 8 5 

Unadjusted 100% 80% 75% 100% 100% 100% 

Adjusted 100% 100% 66% 100% 100% 100% 

Fed Rate(4y~ 86% 86% 92% 100% 

GSR(4yr) 90% 90% 96% 100% 

| 

En~lled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2001 02 

2003-04 



~ A l     B     I    C    I    [~    I    E    ~ 
E J    G 

55 2004-05 



A B C D E F G 

2008-2009 Roster 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 
2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

1999-2000 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

25 13 34 

31 22 33 

17 16 26 

15 9 20 

23 14 23 

26 14 26 

24 21 26 

17 18 27 

21 13 26 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2008-09 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 

37 32 25 18 26 

3 5 9 3 I 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 

#Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

100% 100% 50% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% na 

100% 100% 100% 100% 

1000(1000) 944(983) 1000(991) 976(986) 

0 0 0 0 

0 3 0 1 

4 1 4 2 

07-08 APR (multi-yr APR) 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A 

NONE 



2008-2009 Roster 

2008-2009 
2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

3 7 9 

3 4 10 

5 5 13 

8 8 14 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

3.0 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 

8 6 4 5 

6 3 5 6 

0 0 1 2 

2003-04 

7 

5 

4 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

Graduation Bonus 

89% 100% 80% 86% 71% 

89% 100% 100% 86% 83% 

86% 93% 80% 75% 

94% 100% 88% 78% 

1000 (965) 679(955) 1000 (974) 974(971) 

1 3 0 0 

0 5 1 2 

3 3 3 0 

07 06 APR (multi yr APR) 

71% 

83% 



A L    ~    J    c    L    ~    J    [    L ~ J_ o 
Enrolled N~rne CUM ~PA Current St~tus 

2001 02 



A B C D E O 

2 
3 
4 

6 
7 
8 
9 

22 
23 
24 
25 

27 

45 

47 

!008-2009 

!007-2008 

!006-2007 

!005-2006 

!004-2005 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

10 

9 

8 

9 

5 

8 

5 

5 

3 

=all 2008 Semester GPA = 
~pring 2009 Semester GPA = 

20084~9 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA CurrenL StaLue 



55 - 2005-06 

2006 07 



A B C D E F G 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 6 9 17 

2006-2007 9 9 18 

2005-2006 7 7 18 

2004-2005 5 8 16 
2003-2004 8 5 14 

2002-2003 13 9 21 

2001-2002 13 9 19 

2000-2001 14 14 25 
t999-2000 7 9 19 

Fall2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

2008-09 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 

3.00 & Above 16 18 17 13 13 

2.50-2.99 9 11 7 10 11 
2.00-2.49 4 5 10 5 3 

Below2.00 0 0 0 0 1 

Unadjusted 100% 100% 100% 80% 100% 100% 

Adjusted 100% 100% 100% 90% 100% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 92% 92% 90% 86% 

GSR (4yr) 96% 96% 95% 95% 

APR 989 (995) 1000(997) 1000 (998) 1000 (998) 07-08 APR (multi-yr APR) 

#ofStudents 24 30 31 29 

#Not Elig. 0 0 0 0 

# Not Retained 1 0 0 0 

# Graduated I 7 5 8 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA CurrenL StaLus 

2000-01 



A 
2001-02 

2002 



A B C D E F O 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

Z006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

Z002-2003 
2001-2002 

2000-2001 
1999-2000 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

5 2 6 

0 2 6 

2 2 4 

3 2 6 

0 0 I 

2 0 5 

0 1 3 

2 1 3 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2008-09 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 

5 6 4 5 3 

3 3 5 2 4 

1 0 0 0 0 

Unadjusted 

~djusted 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

100% 50% 100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

86% 86% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 

1000 (984) 969 (979) 1000 (984) 1000 (992) 

8 8 9 9 

0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 
3 0 3 2 

07-08 ApR (multi-yr APR) 

50% 

100% 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2001-02 





A B C D E F G 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 10 4 19 

2006-2007 18 8 18 

2005-2006 7 11 14 

2004-2005 g5 gl 17 

2003-2004 13 12 27 

2002-2003 g8 g5 24 
2001-2002 15 14 18 

2000-2001 6 gl 18 

t999-2000 16 10 20 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Curren~ Status 
2000-01 



2004-05 

2006 07                                    -- 



A B C D E F O 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

Z006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

Z002-2003 
2001-2002 

2000-2001 
1999-2000 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

7 4 10 

3 2 8 

5 3 9 

4 6 9 

3 2 7 

4 7 9 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

3.00&Above 

Below2.0 

2008-09 2007 2006 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 

10 8 10 8 8 

4 7 4 5 5 

0 0 0 0 0 

Unadjusted 

~djusted 

Fed Rate{4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

100% 67% 100% 75% 100% 

100% 67% 100% 75% 100% 

85% 83% 91% 82% 

92% 91% 100% 100% 

977(989) 1000 (993) 1000 (995) 1000 (995) 

0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 

3 4 4 2 

07-08 ApR (multi-yr APR) 

100% 

100% 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current S~atus 
2003-04 





Ineligible to Return to UNC 



59 

60 

62 

2000 01 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2004 05 

2005-06 

2006 07 

2006-07 



A B C D E F 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 

2.50-2.99 

Below 2.00 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

3SR (4yr) 

~f of Students 

If Not Elig. 

~f Not Retained 

If Graduated 

3raduation Bonus 

Gum. GPA 

3 

0 

0 

2 

2 

3 

3 

Spring 

0 

0 

3 

2 

2 

3 

3 

ACC Honor Roll 

4 

3 

2 

2 

4 

3 

4 

2008-09 

3 

6 

7 

2007 08 

3 

4 

9 

0 

2006 07 

0 

2005 06 

2 

7 

4 

2004 05 

3 

4 

9 

50% 

75% 

100% 

100% 

0% 

NA 

5O% 

50% 

100% 

100% 

40% 

46% 

75% 

100% 

60% 

86% 

0% 

60% 

86% 

64% 

70% 

100% 

75% 

82% 

1000 (993) 

0 

0 

0 

1000(995) 

0 

0 

977 (969) 

0 

1000 (995) 

0 

0 

4 

08 09 APR (multi yr APR) 

Name Name Name 



24 

26 2 

28 9 

3O 

32 33% 

34 

36 75% 

38 



A 

Status - Men’s Basketball 

Enrolled 

2000-01 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2003-0d 

2004 05 
2004-05 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2008-09 

2009 2010 

I BIcl D IEI r 

Name CUM GPA Current St~us 





A B C D E F 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

r~. 





2008-2009 Roster 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 
2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

1999-2000 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

Cum. GPA 

Fall Spring 

4 6 

3 2 

3 4 

5 10 

8 

8 

5 

3 

2008-09 2007 06 2006 07 2005 06 

Above 3.00 13 8 13 13 

2.50-2.99 32 28 40 46 
2.00-2.49 54 46 45 47 

Below2.00 2 15 14 12 

Unadjusted 67% 70% 50% 0 63 

Adjusted 89% 100% 100% 0.88 

Fed Rate 67% 68% 50% 63% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 62% 64% 64% 61% 

GSR (4yr) 80% 78% 79% 70% 

APR 944 (948) 946 (947) 974 (947) 953 (957) 
# of Students 96 98 95 92 

# Not Elig. 9 12 4 9 

# Not Retained 10 8 5 5 

#Graduated 22 15 15 16 

Graduation Bonus 

Name 

ACC Honor Roll 

8 

2004 05 

53 

67% 

89% 

75% 

57% 

64% 

08 09 APR (multi yr APR) 

2003 04 

29 

25 

48% 

59% 

67% 

53% 



I 
2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2001 02 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2002-03 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

~ L ~ J ~ I ~ I ~ L    ~ 
Name CUI~ GPA Current Status 

CUI~ GPA Current Status 



A 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2003 04 

2003-04 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2006 07 

2006-07 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

Name CUI~I GPA    Current Status 



A 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2007-08 

2008 09 

2008-09 

2008 09 

2008-09 

2008 09 

2008-09 

2008 09 

2008-09 

2008 09 

2008-09 

2008 09 

2009-10 

2009 10 

2009 10 

2009-10 

2009 10 

2009 10 

2009-10 

2009 10 

E F L    G 



A B C D E F O 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List AGO Hono[ Roll 

Fall Spring 

3 

3 

2 

2 

2 

0 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

0 

4 

5 

7 

2 

5 

6 

4 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

Above 3.00 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2008~9 2007 08 2006 07 

4 5 4 

3 4 4 

3 3 2 

2005 06 

4 

4 

0 

2004 05 

4 

4 

4 

0 

2003 04 

3 

3 

0 

Unadjusted 

AdJusted 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

Grad Bonus 

75% 100% 67% 

100% 100% 67% 

82% 

90% 

88% 82% 

88% 90% 

100% 

100% 

91% 

100% 

na 

na 

82% 

90% 

1000(950) 978 (958) 957 (971) 

2 

0 

3 

o 
o 

08-09 APR (multi-yr APR) 

100% 

100% 



B C D E F G 

56 

57 

59 

A 

Enrolled 

NONE 



Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

13 5 20 

6 7 14 

4 4 15 

5 0 12 

0 0 10 

6 2 10 

=all 2008 Semester GPA = 

~pring 2009 Semester GPA = 

~.00 & Above 

Z.00-2.49 

3elow 2.00 

2008~9 2007 06 2006 07 

14 22 20 

6 13 7 

2 0 2 

2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 

0 0 2 

Jnadjusted 

~djusted 

:ed Rate (4yr) 

,~SR (4yr) 

of Students 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

3raduation Bonus 

91% 90% 90% 

91% 100% 100% 

60% 78% 78% 

100% 76% 100% 

79% 78% 76% 71% 72% 

68% 66% 81% 81% 82% 

1000(988) 1000(991) 1000(1000) 

27 26 27 

0 0 0 

0 1 0 

7 2 7 

972 (993) 08-09 APR (multi-yr APR) 

2 

4 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



2001-02 

2001 02 

2002-03 

2002 03 

2004-05 

I     c     L    D    I    E    L F I    o 



Fall Spring 

~008-2009 3 8 



A 

2000-01 

2001 02 

2001-02 

2001 02 

2003-04 

2007 08 

I B     I__ c    I D I    E    I F I    C 



2008~009 

20072008 

20062007 

20052006 

20042005 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

9 6 17 

9 8 15 

6 5 9 

6 8 14 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

Above 3.00 

2.50-2.99 

2.002.49 

Below 2.00 

2008-2009 2007 06 2006 07 

5 

0 

2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 

5 8 9 

1 2 2 

Unadjusted 100% 100% 89% 90% 100% 83% 

Adjusted 100% 100% 89% 90% 100% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 
If Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

If Graduated 

Graduation Bonus 

r 
88% 

68% 

88% 83% 83% 88% 

69% 86% 94% 100% 

1000 (988) 1000 (990) 1000(990) 1000 (1000) 

27 27 25 23 

I 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
5 8 9 5 

08-09 ApR (multi-yr APR) 



B C D E F G 

Name CUI~I GPA Current Status 

A 

Enrolled 

NONE 



A B C D E F O 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

Z006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

Z002-2003 
2001-2002 

2000-2001 
1999-2000 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

1 2 3 

1 2 7 

2 2 8 

1 2 5 

3 5 10 

3 2 5 

0 0 2 

1 0 4 

0 1 5 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

3.00 Above 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2008-09 2007 08 2006 07 

2 8 18 

7 3 1 

2 1 3 

0 0 1 

2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 

3 6 6 

1 8 4 

0 1 0 

Unadjusted 

~djusted 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

100% 67% 100% 100% 

100% 67% 100% 100% 

O% 

O% 

88% 71% 57% 50% 50% 

91% 78% 75% 75% 71% 

1000 (992) 1000 (994) 950(988) 1000 (98~ 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 2 0 

3 3 4 0 

08-09 ApR (multi-yr APR) 

100% 

100% 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2002-03 





A B C D E F 

Fall Spring 

2008-2009 9 8 14 

2007-2008 10 10 18 

2006-2007 9 7 9 
2005-2006 3 10 12 

2004-2005 7 7 8 
2003-2004 11 6 14 

2002-2003 8 10 14 
2001-2002 8 9 9 

2000-2001 7 10 13 
t999-2000 8 5 11 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 

3.00 & Above 15 15 13 10 9 10 

2.50-2.99 5 9 13 12 13 15 

2.00-2.49 * 12 7 8 10 11 11 

Below 2.00 0 0 I 3 1 4 

Unadjusted 67% 80% 75% 80% 83% 67% 

Adjusted 80% 89% 86% 80% 83% 80% 

Fed Rate 43% 63% 50% 75% 75% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 62% 72% 68% 67% 69% 70% 

GSR (4yr) 81% 67% 62% 79% 83% 

APR 950 (944) 951 (946) 987 (960) 975 (971) 08-09 APR (multi-yr APR) 

# of Students 16 16 20 21 

# Not Retained 1 1 1 1 

Graduation Bonus 





A B C [3 E F G 

2008-2009 
2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 
2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Gum. GPA 

Fall 

3 

2 

4 

2 

6 

Spring 

0 

0 

3 

2 

6 

3 

ACC Honor Roll 

5 

3 

3 

7 

6 

9 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

Above 3.00 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 

5 4 5 2 

10 10 8 9 

4 2 3 3 

2004-05 

5 

2003-04 

4 

6 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR(4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

78% 70% 40% 

100% 88% 50% 

63% 

71% 

50% 

67% 

56% 41% 50% 

65% 56% 64% 

45% 

59% 

48% 

62% 

929(935) 986(949) 985 (967) 932(956) 

3 0 O 2 

0 4 0 4 

08 09 APR (mulLi yr APR) 

44% 

50% 

Name Name Name 

CurrentStatus Enrolled Name CUM GPA 

2000 01 

2000-01 



2002-03 

2004 05 



A B C D E F O 

~008-2009 
~007-2008 

~006-2007 

~005-2006 

~004-2005 

=all 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2 0 3 

1 2 3 

2 2 4 

0 2 3 

3 2 3 

1 0 2 

I 2 3 

2008-09 2007 08 2008 07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 
3.00 & Above 4 2 2 4 3 2 

~.50-2.99 5 8 8 6 3 5 

~.00-2.49 7 5 3 4 7 3 

3elow 2.00 0 1 1 0 2 3 

Jna~usted 100% 80% 50% 75% 0% 0% 

&djusted 100% 100% 100% 100% 0% 100% 

=ed Rate 

:ed Rate (4yr) 

3SR (4yr) 

of Students 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

3raduation Bonus 

Name 

Enrolled 

2000 01 

2000-01 

2001 02 

2002-03 

100% 80% 50% 0% 

73% 64% 54% 50% 64% 

100% 90% 64% 56% 64% 

50% 

71% 

0 3 I 0 

5 3 I 5 

08-09 APR (multi-yr APR) 

Name CUM GPA 



55 

56 

57 

59 

6O 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

A 

2003-04 

2004 05 

2004-05 

2005 06 

2005-06 

2006 07 

2007 08 

2007-08 

2009 10 
2009q0 

2009 10 

2009-10 



A B C D E F O 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

Z006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

Z002-2003 
2001-2002 

2000-2001 
1999-2000 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

22 18 31 

16 28 23 

16 17 25 

12 9 28 

9 4 12 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

2008-09 20007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 

3.00 & Above 12 20 19 15 29 28 
2.50-2.99 3 2 4 5 6 7 

2.00-2.49 2 1 2 4 3 3 

Below 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

na na 

na 

na na 

na 

na 

na 

na na na na na 

1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 

5 7 4 3 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 2 

08-09 ApR Jmulti-yr APR) 

na 

na 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA CurrentStatus 

NONE 





2008-2009 
2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

2002-2003 
2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

7 6 15 

1 6 8 

3 5 5 

4 6 10 

5 6 8 

2 4 8 

4 4 8 

5 4 6 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

7 

2 

0 

2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 

8 8 8 10 

4 2 3 2 

0 0 0 0 

2003 04 

6 

4 

0 

Unadjusted 100% 86% 83% 100% 80% 100% 

Adjusted 100% 86% 83% 100% 100% 100% 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 

#Not Elig 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

92% 83% 90% 92% 92% 

92% 91% 100% 100% 100% 

983(988) 1000(991) 1000(991) 984(992) 

I 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 

3 3 5 3 

08-09 ApR (multi-yr APR) 

Name Name N3me 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



2004 05 

2007-08 



A B C D E F O 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

Z006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

Z002-2003 
2001-2002 

2000-2001 
1999-2000 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

3 4 4 

2 4 8 

3 2 8 

2 1 5 

0 2 4 

1 2 4 

0 0 2 

0 0 I 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 

4 3 6 

2 5 3 

1 0 0 

0 0 0 

2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 

8 5 5 

2 2 2 

0 0 0 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

50% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 67% 67% 

100% 100% 100% 

83% 86% 75% 

100% 100% 100% 

75% 57% 

100% 80% 

1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 1000(1000) 
8 7 8 8 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

2 1 2 3 

08 09 APR (multi yr APR) 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 





A B C D E F O 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 
2003-2004 

2002-2003 
2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List AGO Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

10 

7 

10 

9 

9 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2008~)9 2007-08 2006-07 

8 9 13 

2 3 2 

2 0 0 

0 0 0 

2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

# of Students 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 

100% 100% 

1000 (992) 1000 (994) 1000 (994) 1000 (1000) 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

3 2 4 2 

08 09 APR (multi yr APR) 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 



A 

NONE 



A B C D E F G 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 
2003-2004 

2002-2003 
2001-2002 

2000-2001 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

16 

14 

9 

7 

9 

12 

14 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 
2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 

7 

2 

2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 

5 4 7 

0 0 0 

APR 

of Students 

Not Elig. 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

1000(997) 1000 (998) 990(998) 1000 (998) 
25 26 24 27 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 I 0 

4 8 5 7 

08 09 APR (multi yr APR) 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate(4yO 

GSR Hyr) 

100% 100% 80% 75% 

100% 100% 100% 86% 

100% 

100% 

87% 86% 86% 92% 100% 

91% 90% 90% 96% 100% 

100% 

100% 

En~lled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2001 02 

2003-04 





2008-2009 Roster 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 
2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 

1999-2000 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

33 t7 35 

25 13 34 

31 22 33 

17 16 26 

15 9 20 

23 14 23.00 

26 14 26 

24 21 26 

17 18 27 

21 13 26 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2008-09 2007 08 2006 07 

36 37 32 

4 3 5 

2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 

25 18 26 

9 3 1 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

Fed Rate(4y~ 

GSR Hyr) 

APR 

# of Students 

# Not Elig. 

# Not Retained 

# Graduated 

Grad Bonus 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

na 

na 

100% 50% 

100% 100% 

100% 100% na 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

944(983) 1000 (991) 976(986) 

0 0 0 

3 0 1 

1 4 2 

980 (979) 08-09 APR (multi-yr APR) 

2 

0 

3 

na 



NONE 



2 

3 

6 

7 

8 

9 

20 

23 

25 

26 

27 

29 

40 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

13 

3 7 9 

3 4 10 

5 5 13 

8 8 14 

:all 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 

!.00-2.49 7 6 3 5 6 5 

Jnadjusted 

~djusted 

:ed Rate (4yr) 

3SR (4yr) 

of Students 

Not Elig. 

Not Retained 

Graduated 

3raduation Bonus 

75% 89% 100% 80% 86% 

100% 89% 100% 100% 86% 

76% 86% 93% 80% 75% 

88% 94% 100% 88% 78% 

19 19 20 22 

3 0 0 0 

3 3 0 2 

71% 

83% 



~ I     ~     L     o     L    D    I    ~    L ~ J o 
Enrolled N~rne CUM ~F’A Current St~tus 

2001 02 



A B C D E F G 

Gum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2008-2009 7 5 9 

2007-2008 4 2 10 

2006-2007 3 3 9 

2005-2006 4 3 8 

2004-2005 6 5 9 
2003-2004 3 4 5 

2002-2003 3 0 8 
2001-2002 5 0 5 

2000-2001 3 3 5 
1999-2000 3 0 3 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

2008~9 2007 08 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 

3.00 & Above 8 7 6 4 7 7 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 





A B C D E F G 

Cure. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2007-2008 6 9 17 

2006-2007 9 9 18 
2005-2006 7 7 18 

2004-2005 5 8 16 
2003-2004 8 5 14 

2002-2003 13 9 21 

2001-2002 13 9 19 

2000-2001 14 14 25 
t999-2000 7 9 19 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

2008-09 2007 08        2006 07        2005 06               2004 05               2003 04 

3.00 & Above 18 16 18 17 13 13 

2.50-2.99 16 9 

2.00-2.49 2 4 5 10 5 3 

Below2.00 0 0 0 0 0 

Unadjusted 100% 100% 100% 100% 80% 100% 

Adjusted 100% 100% 100% 100% 90% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 100% 92% 92% 90% 86% 

GSR (4yr) 100% 96% 96% 95% 95% 

APR 1000(997) 1000 (998) 1000 (998) 1000 (1000) 08-09 APR (multi-yr APR) 

#ofStudents 30 31 29 28 

#Not Elig. 0 0 0 0 

# Not Retained 0 0 0 0 

# Graduated 7 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA CurrenL StaLus 

2000-01 



A ! ~ I c I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ 
2001-02 

2002 03 



A B C D E F O 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

Z006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

Z002-2003 
2001-2002 

2000-2001 
1999-2000 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

5 2 6 

0 2 6 

2 2 4 

3 2 6 

0 0 I 

2 0 5 

0 1 3 

2 1 3 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

3.00 & Above 

2.50-2.99 

2.00-2.49 

Below 2.00 

2008-09 2007 08 2006 07 

8 5 6 

2 3 3 

2 1 3 

0 1 0 

2005 06 2004 05 2003 04 

4 5 3 

5 2 4 

0 0 0 

Unadjusted 

~djusted 

Fed Rate(4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

100% 100% 50% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 

83% 86% 86% 

100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 

100% 100% 

969(979) 1000(984) 1000(992) 938(977) 

8 9 9 8 

0 0 0 1 

0 3 2 2 

08-09 ApR Jmulti-yr APR) 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current Status 

2001-02 





A B C D E F G 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

2008-2009 13 8 15 

2007-2008 10 4 19 

2006-2007 15 8 18 
2005-2006 7 11 14 

2004-2005 g5 gl 17 

2003-2004 13 12 27 

2002-2003 g5 g5 24 
2001-2002 15 14 18 

2000-2001 6 11 18 

t999-2000 16 10 20 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 2004-05 2003-04 

3.00 & Above 19 17 20 15 15 22 
2.50-2.99 16 8 11 12 10 6 

2.00-2.49 6 4 10 6 6 9 

Below2.00 0 0 2 3 5 3 

Unadjusted 180% 91% 81% 108% 83% 55% 

Adjusted 100% 91% 93% 100% 100% 82% 

Fed Rate 100% 60% 75% 100% 50% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 84% 82% 71% 59% 60% 67% 

GSR (4yr) 92% 83% 80% 76% 78% 

APR 990 (975) 968 (973) 990 (979) 980 (983) 08-09 APR (multi-yr APR) 

# of Students 27 24 26 26 

#Not Elig. I 0 0 0 

# Not Retained 0 3 1 2 

# Graduated 6 4 6 3 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA CurrenL StaLus 
2000-01 



2004-05 

2006 07                                    -- 



A B C D E F O 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

Z006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2003-2004 

Z002-2003 
2001-2002 

2000-2001 
1999-2000 

Cum. GPA Dean’s List ACC Honor Roll 

Fall Spring 

3 2 8 

5 3 9 

4 6 9 

3 2 7 

4 7 9 

Fall 2008 Semester GPA = 

Spring 2009 Semester GPA = 

3.00&Above 

Below2.0 

2008-09 2007 2006 2006 07 2005 06 2004 05 

6 10 8 10 8 

9 4 7 4 5 

0 0 0 0 0 

2003 04 

8 

5 

0 

Unadjusted 100% 100% 67% 100% 75% 100% 

~,djusted 100% 100% 67% 100% 75% 100% 

Fed Rate (4yr) 

GSR (4yr) 

APR 

~ofStudents 

Not Retained 

~Graduated 

92% 85% 83% 91% 82% 

92% 92% 91% 100% 100% 

1000 (993) 1000 (995) 1000 (995) 1000(1000) 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

4 4 2 4 

08-09 ApR (multi-yr APR) 

Name Name Name 

Enrolled Name CUM GPA Current S~atus 
2003-04 





April 10, 1996 

Dear                               : 

I am writing to introduce you to the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I understand that your daughter,     is in the 
process of choosing where tu go tu college, and UNC is one of her major considerations In 
assisting you in this important decision, I would like to describe for you the services that we offer 
exclusively for student-athletes here at Carolina (Enclosed is a list of the se~w-ices that I explain 
below) 

As a student-athlete,     will meeti with her academic counselor, Jean Bryant, who will assist 
in developing successful college-level academic skills     will be helped with proper 

course selection, the development of eft’ective study skills, time management and organizational 
abilities, obtaining tutoring for her courses, the selection of a major, and the overall monitoring 
of her academic success while at UNC Matched from the start with a professional academic 
counselor,     has the chance to develop a strong working relationship with her counselor, thus 
beginning her academic career from a position of strength and security 

In addition to the effective academic counseling offered to student-athletes, the Academic 

Support Program monitors the academic progress of each student-athlete, pinpointing in advance 
any student in jeopardy of reaching the minimum academic requirements for UNC or the NCAA 
Consequently, we can respond pro-actively, minimizing potential problems before they happen 

As for programs offered to Freshmen student-athletes, we van the Freshman Academic Support 

Program (FASP) and Carolina Athletes Coming Together (ACT) FASP, designed for selected 
freshmen, assists students in developing specific college-level skills such as reading skills, note- 

taking, paper writing, and test-taking ACT is a peer mentoring program for Freshmen student- 
athletes that addresses issues related to the Freshman adjustment and transition to college 

As a student-athlete, one’s time is limited and thus supplemental instruction often becomes 
necessary As a result, we have a solid tutor program that provides quality supplemental 
instruction to our student-athletes from Sunday through Thursday nights for all subjects 
will be able to receive as much tutoring as necessary so as to succeed in her courses 



In our t:acility, we have study rooms, tutor rooms, a well-equipped computer lab, and a language 
listening lab for the use of our students The Academics Center provides student-athletes with a 
place to meet with their counselor, study, work with tutors, work on a computer, and complete 
foreign language assignments The convenience and centrally" of the Academics Center will 
benefit     in her academic pursuits 

As     begins her final years at Carolina, she will participate in our Career Program that offers a 
Career Planning Seminar for juniors and seniors, and will receive ]he Career Pltmni~T G~ide 
designed specifically for student-athletes Furthermore, she will have access to the Carolina 
Athletic Connection database of former student-athletes interested in assisting current student- 
athletes in the career planning process In addition, she will have a plethora of resources 
available to her from University Career Se~w-ices, such as career planning and placement 
information, internship opportunities, networking serv, ices, recruiting with employers, and career 
fairs 

As a student at the University of Nortb Carolina at Chapel Hill,     will have the opportunity to 
participate in the diverse services and resources offered on campus As a student-athlete at UNC, 

will have the chance to explore the array of opportunities and activities that are available to 
her, while being guided and encouraged by specific staff at Carolina who know her and will care 

for her The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes in particular functions as a mini- 
college within the larger university, and will guide in the process of exploration and 

development that is the college experience 

I believe that     can not go wrong by choosing the Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

As a student-athlete at Carolina, she will receive the benefits and services of our program, while 
exploring all that awaits her in Chapel Hill 

l hope this letter has helped to explain our program and its benefits If you would like more 
information, please feel free to contact me at 919/966-4102 I wish you luck in the decision- 

making process 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Ancarana 
Assistant Director 
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MULTI YEAR PROJECTION (201 1-2012) 

Football 
PtsEarned Ptspossible 

2008 2009 325 341 953 

2009-2010 314 331 949 

2010 2011 282 315 895 

2011 2012 293 315 930 

Multi Year Rate 

w/Bonus Points 

5raduation Bonus 

2008-2009 Bonus 

2010-2011 Bonus 

2011 2012 Multi year worst case scenario 930 

Two Most Recent Year Avg APR 908 

1214 1302 932 

2012-2013 APR Proiections: 

For 2012-2013, we will have to have the below APR scores to meet the following NCAA requirements: 

* To meet nFour Year Averagen requirement of 930; we need a APR score of 946 (2012 2013) 

*To meet "Two Year Average" requirement of 940; we need a APR score of 950 (2012 2013) Which would give us a M ulti year score of 931 
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MULTI YEAR PROJECTION (2012-2013) 

A             I                    B                         C 
Football 

Multi Year Rate 1179 

2010 2011 Bonus 

2012-2013 APR Projections: 

1272 

For 2012-2013, we will have to have the below APR scores to meet the following NCAA requirements: 
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FO5 Pre-Registration -- April 9 
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TheDerbylnvltationalIAuburn, ALabama) 

TheDerbylnvltationallAuburn, A[abama) 
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FO5 Pre-Registration -- April 9 



FO5 Pre-Registration -- April 9 
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T 
T 

TempLe Open 

TempLe Open 

TempLe Open 

TempLe Open 

Temple Open 

TempLe Open 

TempLe Open 



--I A I B I C I ~ I [ I ~ I G I H 
1 TRAVELING/COMP 
2 NAME ~PORT PID # COMP Summer School ONLY REG? 

3 

Georgetown 

Georgetown 
Georgetown 
UVA 

UVA 
TOURN 
TOURN 
TOURN 
TOURN 
TOURN 
TOURN 
TOURN 
TOURN 
TOURN 
TOURN 
TOURN 
Florida St 
Florida St 
Florida St 
Florida St 
Florida St 
Florida St 
Florida St 
Duke 
Duke 
Duke 
Duke 
Duke 
Duke 
Duke 
Duke 
Duke 

Duke 
Duke 
Duke 
Duke 
Duke 
Duke 
Duke 
Duke 
Duke 
Duke 

_OCATION 

Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 
CHARLOTTE 
CHARLOTTE 
CHARLOTTE 
CHARLOTTE 
CHARLOTTE 
CHARLOTTE 
CHARLOTTE 
CHARLOTTE 
NILMINGTON 
NILMINGTON 
NILMINGTON 
Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
3urham 
3urham 
3urham 
3urham 
3urham 
3urham 
3urham 
3urham 
3urham 

3urham 
3urham 
3urham 
3urham 
3urham 
3urham 
3urham 
3urham 
3urham 
3urham 

MAJOR 

UNDC 
COMM 

UNDC 
JOMC 
UNDC 

COMM 
JOMC 
BUSI 
UNDC 
BIOL 
PSYC 
UNDC 
ENGL 
COMM 
BUSI 
COMM 
BUSI 
PSYC 
EXSS 
NURS 
BIOL 
BIOL 
PSYC 
CHEM 
UNDC 
BIOL 
EDU 
JOMC 
HIST 
UNDC 
POLl 
PSYC 
UNDC 

UNDC 
UNDC 
INLS 
UNDC 
BUSI 
EXSS 
EXSS 
BUSI 
BUSI 
BIOL 



9uke 

Duke 
Duke 
Duke 
Duke 
Duke 

]CU 
]CU 
3eorgetown 
JM 
JM 
JM 
JM 
JM 
JM 

JM 
JM 
JM 
JM 
JM 

JM 
JM 
JVA 
JVA 
JVA 

E 
Durham 

Durham 
Durham 
Durham 
Durham 
Durham 
]urham 
~ichmond 
~ichmond 
Chapel Hill 
vlaryland 
vlaryland 
vlaryland 
vlaryland 
vlaryland 
Vlaryland 

vlaryland 
vlaryland 
vlaryland 
vlaryland 
Vlaryland 

Maryland 
Maryland 
Virginia 
Virginia 
Virginia 

JVA ¢~Jrginia 
JVA ¢~Jrginia 
JVA ¢~Jrginia 
JVA ¢~Jrginia 
JVA ¢~JrgJnJa 
JVA �’irginia 

F G H 
COMM 

BUSI 
BIOL 
JOMC 
PSYC 
GEOL 
UNDC 
UNDC 
UNDC 
UNDC 
EXSS 
UNDC 
UNDC 
UNDC 
UNDC 
UNDC 

UNDC 
UNDC 
UNDC 
UNDC 
UNDC 

UNDC 
UNDC 
BUSI 
UNDC 
UNDC 
MAJOR REG? 

UNDC 
UNDC 
UNDC 
UNDC 
UNDC 
UNDC 

BUSI 
JOMC 



A B C D E E O H 

MAJOR REG? 





A 
"~ TRAVELING/COMP SR’S 

=ID # ~OMPETITIONILOC MAJOR 

EXSS 

JOMC 

COMM 

EXS8 

AFAM 

AFAM 

AFAM 

EXS8 

EXSS 

BUSI 

COMM 

EXS8 

EXSS 

EXS8 

COMM 

COMM 

RECR 

EXS8 

SOCl 

EXS8 

COMM 

COMM 

ECON 

SOCl 

JOMC 

AMST 

POLl 

BIOL 

BIOL 

JOMC 

EXSS 

EXS8 



i c D L     E 
Boston, MA EXS8 

Boston, MA GEOL 

Boston, MA BIOL 

Boston, MA JOMC 

~olumbia SC 31D NOT REGISTER JOMC 

Solumbia, SC 31D NOT REGISTER BUSI 

~olumbia SC 31D NOT REGISTER JOMC 

~ollege Park, MD BIOL 

Sollege Pa[k, MD PSYC 

3ollege Park, MD F~SYC 

3ollege Pa[k, MD PSYC 

3ollege Park, MD PSYC 

3ollege Pa[k, MD BUSI 

3ollege Park, MD F~UPA 



HONDA INSPIlkA%ION AWARD 

Biographical Information & Nominatin~ Information 

Date of Birth: 

Institution: 
Varsity Sport: 
Position: 
Academic Year: 

University of" North Carolina Chapel Hill 

Nominating Institution: University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

Nominating Individual: Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, Academic Support Program for Smdenl- 
Athletes 

Spencer Welborn 
Academic Counselor, Academic Support Program for Smdenl- 
Athletes 

Relationship to Tony Yount has been academic counselor since the 
beginning of her year ( , at UNC Tony has 
worked verv closely with and has seen how she has battled 
her Most 
importantly, Tony has formed a very close relationship with 

and her family and can genuinely attest to the struggles 
that 
Tony Yount wrote the recommendation as to why we feel that 

would be a perfect fit fbr the Honda Inspiration Award 



Athletic Accomplishments 

Freshmen Season (     ): 
¯ One of the nations and ACC’s top fi-eshmen 
¯ Rookie Team, UNC Rookie of the Year 
¯ Led the Tar Heels with 43 goals 
¯ Ranked 2~a on the team in Scoring with 50 
¯ Led the team in points against ACC teams 
¯ Second team all Region 
¯ AII-ACC Tournament Team 

Sophomore Season ( 
¯ Ranked 2~d of the tean ~vith 32 goals 
¯ Ranked 3~a on the team with 45 points 
¯ Rank 3~ on the team in assists 
¯ Ranked l0TI~ in the ACC in points per game 

Junior Season ( ): 

¯ Led the ACC with six game winning goals 
¯ Ranked 2~d on the team in goals with 37 

¯ Ranked 2~d on the team in points with 50 
¯ Ranked 2’~a on the team in assists with 13 
¯ Led team to a runner-up finish in the NCAA Championship 

Senior Season (    ): 
¯ Ranks 3rJ on the team in points 
¯ Ranks 2’~a on the team in goals 
¯ Ranks 4~ on the team in assists 
¯ Ranks 5~ in the ACC in shots per game 



Academic Accomplishments 

Freshman Year (        ~: 
¯ Fall Dean’s List Honoree 
¯ Spring Dean’sList Honoree 
¯ AI1-ACC Academic 
¯ ACC Academic Honor Roll 

Sophomore Year ( ): 
¯ Fall Dean’s List Honoree 
¯ Spring Dean’sList Honoree 
¯ AI1-ACC Academic 
¯ ACC Academic Honor Roll 
¯ Accepted into the Kenan Flagler School of Business 

The Kenan Flagler Business School is ranked the 6~1~ Best Undergraduate 

Business Schools in the count~T (US News & World Report) The average 
GPA of admitted students is a 3500 GPA through the first three semesters of 
college work 

Junior Year 

¯ AII-ACC Academic 
¯ ACC Academic Honor Roll 
¯ Earned over a GPAtbr the academic year 

Senior Year (        ): 

¯ Candidate for the AI1-ACC Academic 
¯ Candidate tbr the ACC Academic Honor Roll 
¯ Fall Dean’s List 



AII-ACC Academic Men’s Indoor Track & Field Team 
Nomination Form 

The following student-athletes must have a minimum GPA of 3.00 for both the last semester and for their careers. 

Name Class 
I Major 

Radiology 
Economics 
Political Science 
Management and 
Society/Sociology 
Biology 
Business Administration 
Business Administration 
Exercise and Sport 
Science 
Communication Studeis 

GPA 
Semester 
3.214 
3.860 
3.750 
3.571 

GPA 

3.084 
3.408 
3.542 
3.102 

3.133 3.654 
3.600 3.600 
3.820 3.674 
3.169 3.074 

3.520 3.022 

Office Use Only 

Academic Advisor Name:      Kym Orr                                       Date: 
Return by Friday, February 19, 2010 to Michael Kelly, Associate Commissioner, at the following: 

Email Address: ~@~e.¢~ ~rr~ Fax Number: 33~, - ~: 5"~- - 

g7q7 



LIST OF CANDIDATES FOR 

Institution / Point Grading System Today’s 

Name 

~ 

A / B Date 

example James Smith Football 342 
04~05. O&06. 06 07 

I I Field Hockey 

1o’8 



2o’8 



D E F 
8port(s) 

(Letter Winner) GPA Prevlou~ Year~ on Honor Roll 

3of8 



D E F 
8port(s) 

(Letter Winner) GPA Prevlou~ Year~ on Honor Roll 

4of8 



D E F 
8port(s) 

(Letter Winner) GPA Prevlou~ Year~ on Honor Roll 

5of8 



D E F 
8port(s) 

(Letter Winner) GPA Prevlou~ Year~ on Honor Roll 

6of8 



D E F 
8port(s) 

(Letter Winner) GPA Prevlou~ Year~ on Honor Roll 

7of8 



D E F 
8port(s) 

(Letler Winner) GPA Previous Years on Honor Roll 

Return by Wednesday, July 1st to: 

Trace~ Haith 
~,CC Qffice PQ Drawer ACC 

3reensboro, NC 27417 6724 



LIST OF CANDIDATES FOP, 
ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE HONOR ROLL 

University of North Carolina 

(example: Wake Forest) 

4 

(example: 4.0) (example: 3.0) (example, June #, 20!0) 

The following student-athletes have complied with the following requirements, as well as those specified in the cover letter, 
thereby qualifying them for nomination to the ACC HONOR ROLL: 

1, Have palticipated for the full school year (September to June) in one of the intercollegiate sports recognized by this 

institution. 
2. Have attained a B average for the full school year (September to June). (see No. 2 under criteria) 

3. Players who quit their team dudng the course ofthe season are not eligible for Honor Roll recognition. 

Student-Athlete’s 
First Name 

Nickname 
to List on Honor Roll 

Sports(s) 
(Letter Winner) 

Women’s Golf 
Women’s Golf 
Men’s Fencing 

Rowing 
Rowing 
Rowing 

Men’s Tennis 
Baseball 

Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Fencing 

Rowing 
Rowing 

Volleyball 
Rowing 

Women’s Fencinf~ 
Rowing 

Men’s Swimming and Diving 
Men’s Swimming and Diving 

Women’s Basketball 

Field Hockey 
Field Hockey 

Women’s Track 

W Swim &Diving 

Point 
Average Previous Years on Honor Roll 



W. ~im &Diving 
Women’s Soccer 

Gymnastics 

Field Hockey 
Rowing 
Football 
Football 

Women’s Lacrosse 
Women’s Lacrosse 

Rowing 
Wrestling 

Rowing 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Lacrosse 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Rowing 
W, Swim &Diving 
Men’s Lacrosse 

Rowing 
Men’s Fencin9 
Men’s Track 

Football 

Rowing 
Men’s Track 

Men’s Lacrosse 
Field Hockey 
Men’s Track 

Women’s Tennis 
Rowing 

Gymnastics 
Women’s Track 

Men’s Track 

Field Hockey 
Field Hockey 

Wrestling 
Gymnastics 

W. Swim &Diving 
Football 

Women’s Lacrosse 



Wrestling 
Women’s Track 
Men’s Lacrosse 

Volleyball 

Women’s Fencing 

Men’s Fencing 
Volleyball 
Rowing 

Field Hockey 

Rowing 
Men’s Swimming and Diving 

Women’s Golf 
Men’s Fencing 

Volleyball 
Men’s Swimming and Diving 

W. Swim &Diving 
W. Swim &Diving 

Women’s Soccer 

Wrestling 

W Swim &Diving 

Men’s Fencing 

W. Swim &Diving 

Gymnastics 
Football 

Men’s Swimming and Diving 

Gymnastics 
, Men’s Swimming and Diving 



Gymnastics 
Women’s Track 

Baseball 
Men’s Swimming and Divin! 
Men’s Swimming and Divin! 

W. Swim &Diving 

Men’s Fencin£ 
Women’s Track 

Men’s Swimmin~ and Divin! 
Field Hockey 

Softball 
Football 

Men’s Swimming and Divin! 

Gymnastics 
W, Swim &Diving 

Football 

Men’s Golf 

Field Hockey 
Gymnastics 

W. Swim &Diving 
Football 

Women’s Fencing 

Gymnastics 

Rowing 

Volleyball 

Rowin9 
Field Hockey 

Rowing 



Women’s Track 
w. Swim &Diving 

Baseball 
Men’s Swimming and Divin~ 

W. Swim &Diving 

Women’s Fencin,~ 
Softball 

Ro~ving 
Softball 

W. Swim &Diving 

Men’s Fencing 

Rowing 

W Swim &Diving 

Rowing 
Men’s Swimmin~l and Divin 

Volleyball 

Men’s Fencing 
Men’s Swimming and Divin! 

Rowing 



Women’s Fencing 
W. Swim &Diving 

Men’s Soccer 

Men’s Fencing 
Rowing 

W[estling 
Volleyball 

Men’s Fencing 
Field Hockey 
Men’s Track 

Women’s Soccer 
Men’s Track 

W. Swim &Diving 

Field Hockey 
Rowing 

Women’s Track 
Rowing 

W. Swim &Divin~ 
W Swim &Diving 

Women’s Lacrosse 

Rowing 
Women’s Golf 
Women’s Golf 

Men’s Basketball 
Women’s Fencing 
Women’s Tennis 

Men’s Soccer 
Women’s Fencin9 

Volleyball 

Men’s Fencing 
Women’s Track 

Rowing 

Rowing 
Men’s Track 

Softball 
Rowing 
Softball 

Women’s Fencing 

Men’s Fencing 
Wrestling 



Return by Tuesday~ July 6th to: 
Tracay Haith 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
PC Drawer ACC 
Greensboro, NC 27417 6724 

MelTs Lacrosse 

Men’s Swimming and Divin~ 
Gymnastics 

Men’s Fencing 
Volleyball 
Men’s Golf 

Men’s Basketball 
Women’s Lacrosse 

Men’s Swimming and Divin 





A I B I c 
LIST OF CANDID~ 

Institution Name Point 6rading System 

UNC 

The following student athletes have complied with the following requirements, as well as those specified in the cover letter. 

thereby qualifying them for nomination to the ACC HONOR ROLL: 

1 Have participated for the full school year (August to June) in one of the intercollegiate sports recognized by this 

institution 
2 HaveatlainedaBaverageforthefullsehoolyear(AugusttoJune}.(seeNo 2undercriteria) 

3 P~ayerswh~quittheirteamduringthec~urse~ftheseas~narenote~igib~ef~rHon~rRo~~rec~gniti~n 

I Student.Athlete,$ 
Preferred NamelNickname 

Last Name to List on Honor Roll 



I E          F 

~ ~TES FOR 
2 

Sports(s) 

(Letter Winner) 

Point 

Average 

Today’s Date 

2 

2 

2 

4 

3 

3 

4 

3 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

2 

3 





571 

59 

6O 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

72 

73 

74 

75 

77 

78 

79 

82 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

9O 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 









1771 

19( 

22( 

22" 

D E F 

Men’s Fencing 1 

Field Hockey 

Men’s Soccer 2 

Women’s Soccer 1 

Men’s Swimming & Diving 1 

Field Hockey 4 

Gymnastics 1 

Field Hockey 3 

Gymnastics 4 

Field Hockey 3 

Football 5 

Men’s Basketball 1 

Women’s Fencing 4 

Men’s Fencing 1 

Football 1 

Rowing 1 

Baseball 1 

Rowing 4 

Rowing                                   2 

Volleyball 4 

Rowing 1 

Women’s Fencing 1 

Men’s Swimming & Diving 2 

Women’s Track & Field 4 

Men’s Track & Field 

Women’s Fencing 3 

Men’s Swimming & Diving 3 

Men’s Basketball 1 

Men’s Track & Field 

Football                                   1 

Men’s Track & Field                              2 

Baseball                                   2 

Men’s Swimming & Diving                          1 

Men’s Track & Field 

Baseball                                   2 

Men’s Swimming & Diving 2 

Men’s Swimming & Diving 2 

Volleyball 1 

Rowing 4 

Women’s Swimming & Diving 3 

Women’s Track & Field 1 

Women’s Swimming & Diving 

Men’s Swimming & Diving                          2 





24( 

D E F 

Men’s Soccer 1 

Rowing 3 

Women’s Fencing 3 

Women’s Track & Field 2 

Men’s Basketball 1 

Men’s Tennis 3 

Men’s Golf 

Women’s Swimming & Diving 2 

Men’s Fencing 4 

Women’s Golf 3 

Men’s Track & Field 3 

Field Hockey 3 

Field Hockey 1 

Field Hockey 3 

Men’s Track & Field                              2 

Rowing                                    1 

Women’s Swimming & Diving 1 

Men’s Track & Field 

Men’s Track & Field 3 

Men’s Track & Field 

Women’s Swimming & Diving 3 







LIST OF CANDIDATES FOR 
2012-2013 ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE HONOR ROLL 

3 

2 
2 
4 
3 

3 

3 
3 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 
3 

3 



4 

4 

2 
2 

3 

3 

2 

2 
2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

2 

4 

3 
3 

2 

2 
2 

3 

2 

4 

3 

3 

2 

3 

3 





2 

3 

2 
3 

2 

3 

2 

4 

2 
2 
2 

3 
2 

2 

2 
2 

2 

2 
2 

2 

2 

2 
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4 

2 

3 

4 
2 

4 



AD Scholar-Athlete Presentation - 



ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Nomination 

NOMINEE: 

SCHOOL: 

CLASS: 

University of Notlh Carolina POSITION: 

HOMETOWN: 

ACADEMIC MAJOR: Business Administration 

LAST TWO SEMESTERS GPA: 

CAREER GPA: 3,629 

3,74o 

MVP of the 

Led UNC to the 

Team captain 

ATHLETIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS (you may attach further information if needed): 

Winner of the Honda Award as National Player of the Year 

All America and All ACC 

ACC Defensive Player of the Year 

ACC Championship 

NCAA title with an undefeated 24-0 record 

With 19 goals, was the leading scorer for the top offense in the country while also anchoring the stingiest defense 

Member of the U.S. National Team 

ACADEMIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS (you may attach further information if needed): 

All ACC Academic Field Hockey Team 

6 Time Member of the Dean’s List 

3 Time Member of the NFHCA National Academic Squad 

3 Time Member of the ACC Honor Roll 

Graduated with distinction in December from the Kenan Flagler School of Business 

SIGNATURE: 

SCHOOL: DATE: 

Deadline for Return: Friday. 

Return to Brian Morrison, PO Drawer ACC. Greensboro. N C 27417-6724 

Fax: 336-854-8797: E-Mail: bmorrison?~ theacc org 



ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Nomination 

NOMINEE: 

SCHOOL: University of North Carolina POSITION: N/A 

CLASS: HOMETOWN: 

ACADEMIC MAJOR: Economics 

LAST]WO SEMESTERS GPA: 3.711 

CAREER GPA: 3.542 

ATHLETIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS (you may attach further informagon if needed): 

As a freshman, took 64. place at ACC Championships with a time of 26:32.8 

As a sophomore, scored atthe ACC Championships 

As a junior, was top finisher at Notre Dame invite and scored atthe NCAA Southeast Regional 

As a senior, finished 42 atthe ACC Championships, and 50. place finish at the NCAA Southeast Regional 

ACADEMIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS (you may attach further information if ueeded): 

Member of the Deans List in 6 of his 7 semesters at UNC 

Three time member of the ACC Honor Roll 

SIGNATURE: 

SCHOOL: North Carolina DATE: 

DeadLine for Return: Tuesday, 

Return to Michael Kelly, PO Dra\~er ACC, Greensboro, NC 27417-6724 

Fax: 336-854-8797: E-Mail: mkellv’a Iheacc or~ 



ACC Male and Female 
Athlete of the Year Awards 

Institution: University of North Carolina 

Date: 

The ACC male and Female Athlete of the Year Awards are awarded on each institutional 
campus annually The criteria for this award is determined individually by each school 
To help maximize coverage for each institution/individual receiving this award, please 
list below your        ACC Male and female Athlete of the Year recipients Make sure 
to include name and sport as well as two or three sentences as to why they will be 
receiving this award The conference office will compile these forms and prepare one 
press release to recognize all recipients 

ACC Male Athlete of the Year: 

Sport: 

Explanation: 
As an athletic department we have decided to give this as the scholar athlete of the year 
award is an integral member of our team as he is consistently one of the 
top 5 on the team In addition, has the highest GPA among all 
student-athletes and was recently inducted into Phi Beta Kappa 

ACC Female Athlete of the Year: 

Sport: 

Explanation: 
As an athletic department we have decided to give this as the scholar athlete of the year 
award         has performed as a top 3 performer over the last two years on our 

team and earning a chance to                       In addition,       has 
the highest GPA among all female student-athletes at UNC Currently she has a 
GPA in the 

Date of Banquet: (to ensure we get the physical awards 
shipped to you in time) 

DEADLINE: FRIDAY~ 



ACC Male and Female 
Athlete of the Year Awards 

Form completed by: Spencer Welborn 

DEADLINE: FRIDAY~ 



Male and Female 
Scholar-Athlete of the Year Awards 

Institution: University of North Carolina 

Date: 

The Male and Female Scholar-Athlete of the Year Awards are awarded on each institutional 
campus annually The criteria for this award are determined individually by each school To 
help maximize coverage for each institution/individual receiving this award, please list below 
your         Male and Female Scholar-Athlete of" the Year recipients Make sure to include 
name and sport as well as two or three sentences as to why they will be receiving this award 
The conference office will compile these fbrms and prepare one press release to recognize all 
recipients Please see page 2 for a sample explanation fi-om last year 

Male Scholar-Athlete of the Year: 

Sport: 

Explanation: 

is a four year member of the UNC program As a walk-on work ethic and 
determination earned him a starting position by the end of his year has 
been a superlative representative for the University of North Carolina He has risen through the 
ranks to be an outstanding member of our program is a letter winner and 
was voted by his teammates as one of the for the team In the 
classroom, he graduated with a GPA in which 
is the highest of all      male student-athletes 

Female Scholar-Athlete of the Year: 

Sport: 

Explanation: 
is a top scholar-athlete at the University of North Carolina In            will 

be graduating fiom the University of North Carolina with a double major in        and 
with a      cunulative GPA       is a member of the Phi Beta Kappa Honor 

Society and has been named honorable mention 
numerous years came to UNC as a recruited walk on her year By the end of her 

year, she helped lead the Tar Heels to one of the highest finishing spots t ~ at the 
NCAA Championships since 

DEADLINE: FRIDAYt 



Male and Female 
Scholar-Athlete of the Year Awards 

Date of Banquet: (to insure we get the physical awards 
shipped to you in time) 

DEADLINE: FRIDAYt 



Male and Female 
Scholar-Athlete of the Year Awards 

Institution: University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

Date: 

The Male and Female Scholar-Athlete of the Year Awards are awarded on each institutional 
campus annually The criteria for this award is determined individually by each school To help 
maximize coverage for each institution/individual receiving this award, please list below your 

Male and Female Scholar-Athlete of the Year recipients Make sure to include name 
and sport as well as two or three sentences as to why they will be receiving this award The 
conference offSce will compile these forms and prepare one press release to recognize all 
recipients Please see page 2 for a sample explanation from last year 

Male Scholar-Athlete of the Year: 

Sport: 

Explanation: 
is the        Male Scholar-Athlete of the Year for the University of North 

Carolina       boasts the highest cumulative GPA of all male student-athletes at UNC and will 
be graduating with a double maior in . The Phi Beta Kappa 
inductee is on the varsity team at UNC He is one of two UNC to qualify for the 

NCAA Championships and it will mark his      consecutive year as an NCAA qualifier 

In addition, he has been selected as an Scholar-Athlete as well as a leader of distinction with 
the Carolina Leadership Academy 

Female Scholar-Athlete of the Year: 

Sport: 

Explanation: 
. is the Female Scholar-Athlete of the Year for the University of North 

Carolina          boasts the highest cumulative GPA of all female senior student-athletes at 
UNC and will be graduating with a In addition 
to graduating from of the top undergraduate programs in the count~ay, she was inducted 
into Phi Beta Kappa this past semester transferred into UNC after her year 
fiom to begin her program This past season, played an integral role on 
the program by earning her spot as the primary She started 18 of 
the 20 contests and boasted        against average which led the ACC for the     season 

Date of Banquet: . 

DEADLINE: FRIDAY~ 



Male and Female 
Scholar-Athlete of the Year Awards 

Institution: University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

Date: 

The Male and Female Scholar-Athlete of the Year Awards are awarded on each 
institutional campus annually The criteria fbr this award is determined individually by 
each school To help maximize coverage for each institution/individual receiving this 
award, please list below your         Male and Female Scholar-Athlete of the Year 
recipients Make sure to include name and sport as well as two or three sentences as to 
why they will be receiving this award The conference oft]ce will compile these forms 
and prepare one press release to recognize all recipients 

Male Scholar-Athlete of the Year: 

Sport: 

Explanation: 
As an athletic department, the University of" North Carolina would like to honor 

as the Male Scholar-Athlete of’the Year has been 
a Dart of back-to-back appearances as a member of our team 

as he is consistently one of the hardest workers on the team and a coach’s dream 
when it comes to work ethic In addition to           totes one of the highest GPA’s 
out of nearly 800 student-athletes at UNC An inductee of Phi Beta Kappa National 
Honor Society,    will graduate with honors in May with a double major in 

and a minor in Lastly, won the 
during the 

DEADLINE: FRIDAY~ 



Male and Female 
Scholar-Athlete of the Year Awards 

Female Scholar-Athlete of the Year: 

Sport: 

Explanation: 
As an athletic department, the University of North Carolina would like to honor 

as the Female Scholar-Athlete of the Year has been an integral 
part of the team durin~ her years at UNC In she was awarded the 

in addition to being named to the 
team in the In addition to totes one 

of the highest GPA’s out of our nearly 800 student-athlates An inductee of Phi Beta 
Kappa National Honor Society,     will graduate in May with a degree in 

with an emphasis in Lastly, has been 
named to numerous all-academic teams including 

Date of Banquet: (to insure we get the physical awards 
shipped to you in time) 

Form completed by: Spencer Welborn, Academic Counselor 

DEADLINE: FRIDAY~ 



April 18, 2001 

Dear Honor Court Members: 

I am writing this letter in support of In my capacity as an academic 
counselor in the athletic department, I have known for approximately two years 

In that time, I have found him to be a cooperative and respectful individual who has been 
dedicated to improving his life through education and participation in athletics 

It has come to my attention that       has been cited for an alleged violation of the 

University Honor Code ! have discussed this matter with him and am aware that his life 
has been greatly affected by this case To my knowledge, shortly alter the 
Program learned about        alleged offense, he was           from the team This 
consequence left him devastated and confused about what to do with his life It is my 
opinion that he still has not fully recovered fiom his 

Throughout his difficulty,       has been responsive and agreeable While this situation 
has been tough for him, he has tried to remain focused on his goals Under the 
circumstances, I believe that he has done well Should you have any questions 
concerning      please feel free to contact me 

Sincerely, 

Carl E Carey, Jr, PhD 
Associate Director 



FALL      FINAL FXAMINATION REVIEW S(~HEI)ULE 
*All exam reviews will be on the jIrd f~oor u~lle$$ other~vise denoted* 

Thursday, 

Monck~y, 

Mon&~y, 

Brent Blm,ton 

Jack HalperM 

Brent Blai,ton 

FOURTH 

FIFTH 

FIFTH 

FIFTH 

FIFTH 

FIFTH 

FIFTH 

FIFTH 



MONITOR S(~HEDULE 
Thursday, 
Friday, 
Sunday, 
Monday, 
Tuesday, 
Wednesday, 
Thursday, 

WRITING I~|1| SC’HEIJULE 
Thursday, 
Friday, 
Sunday, 
Monday, 
Tuesday 
Wednesday, 
Thursday, 



Subject Spring Course Vcri~cation 

To the Organization: 

Tbis lct{cr is in regards to                e~ollment and successful completion oft~o 
academic courses at the 1 Jnivcrsily of North Carolina - Chapel Hill. 

Mr. suecessfldly completed two on-line colu’ses (COMM , COMM ) during 
the spring academic semester with Ihe grf[ldeS Of and respectively. Atiached to 
this le~er, one can find a "screen sbot" of his official acadcm ic rccord that indicated his 
success~.tl completion of both classes, 

Please consider thi~ Ictlcr as 811 ol’l~cial statement confirming the successfi.d completion of 
two online courses from the IJnivmsily of Norttl Carolina - Chapd Hill 

Spencer Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
wclbom@emaiI.unc.cdu 
(919) 843-2328 



Institution / Career / edit program data 

Program 

A&S Off Campus - Un~ 

Eligible - In Good Start 

Level / Load 

Academic Load: 

Description ~1 Grad~ 



TO: Amy Herman 
Director of Compliance 

FROM: Spencer Welborn 
Academic Counselor 

Non-Counter Recommendations 

I I I hours earned, GPA; only needs nine major hours and I GC hour to 
graduate He will complete requirements in the Fall 08 semester 
I recommend him receiving aid for the Fall 08 semester. 

¯ Will be a senior (7 /8 semester) during the 2007-08 academic year Based on 
his earned hours I foresee that he will need a 9’1~ and I0TI~ semester to meet the graduation 

requirements 
! recommend him receiving aid for the 2008-09 academic year. 



Eligibility Numbers 

Academic Probation: 1 
Ineligible: 1 

Academic Probation: 2 ( 
Ineligible: 2 ~ 

both sophomores) 
~rC eligibility) 

Academic Probation: 5 

Ineleigible: 4 

Academic Probation: 2 
Ineligible: 2 ( 

Appeal Process: 
As of 122308 working on submitting his letter of appeal 

Cannot get in touch with him to ask about letter 



A B C E F J 











Professor ~PFN~ Burns 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
HIST    , SECT 

This is to confirm that 
the U.S. 
following dates this fall: 

is a member of 
Team and will be training during the 

understands that she is responsible for malting up all class 
assignments and tests missed during this time. 

I appreciate your willingness to work witt~        n that this competition, 
although not a part of her official UNC athletics participation, represents a 
unique opportunity for her and is a compliment to her abilities. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 

Robert J. Mercer, Jr., Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Cc: Dr. Shade Little, Interim Associate Dean 
General College 



FA08 INCOMING STUDENT-A THLETE5 

|V600 M660 W550 = 1260/q 810| 

V600 M700 W660 1300/1960 ENGL 3.153 711011 

I 
V470 M570 W430 = 1040/1470 ENGL 2.689 

610 M650 W690 = 12601195 XEM~ I i 3~ 

V560 M600 WS00 = 116011660 ENG[ 2.029 

V420 M580 W410 1000/1410 ENG[ 2.030 

V510~L570 W460 = 1080/1540 
ENG[           2.372 

ACT E28M27 R23 25 

E24 M25 RI 8 = 22 ENG[ 1.887 

7/21 22 

7124 25 

6/26 27 

7124 25** 

Men’s Lacrosse V510 M500 W480 = 1010/1490 ENGL 2.250 

Men’sLacrossem ¢680M700W630 = 1380/201 ~GL 

Men’s Lacrosse V520 M580 W490 = 1100/1590 ENGL 2.481 

Men’s Lacrosse V470 ~L520 W440 = 990/1430 ENGL 2,522 

V490 ~L550 W440 = 1040/1480 ENGL 2,387 

JS00~LS60W460 = 1060/152 ~GL 

V560M640W520 = 1200/1720 ENGL 2,561 

E15M25 R28 C23 ENGL 2.295 

¢560 MA60 W530 = 1020/155 ~GL 

V570 MAS0 WS00 = 1020/1520 ENGL 2.241 

E28 M26 R25 C 26 ENGL 2.559 

BLUE - Directed Study Program 

LEARNING SPECIALIST THRESHOLD 

V530M460W500 = 990/1490 ENGL 2,208 

V550~L%0W560 = 1110/1670 ENGL 2,375 

V500~LSTOW430 =1070/1500 ENGL 2,179 

V530~LS30W450 = 1060/1510 ENGL 2,366 

ENGL 0,764 

Incoming - Less than a 2.3 AI 

Returning (sophomores) - 2.1 E betow 

DIRECTED STUDY PROGRAM 

2.5 AI and betow 

Mandatory WEEKLY meetings with advisor 

Mandatory tutoria[- assigned by advisor; no more "throwing-them-out-there-and-see-who-comes" 

Independent study ha[[ for 2-3 hours depends wholly upon the amount of tutorial 

6/19 20 

7/14 15 

Registered 

7/24 25 

6119 20 

Registered 

YTR 02/07190 

07/21-22 

06/19-20 

07/28-29 

TSOPS 



Golf: 

Wrestling: 

Lacrosse: 

Needs to add 3 credits...Needs to add recitation for HIS1 

~ay want Lo drop COMM ~ and pick up easier class 
May want Lo drop ASTR ...Needs to add a 3 credit class...Needs Lo add NIST 

Needs to add 2 classes (6 credits) 
I~eeds to add 2 classes with ENGL    bein~ one...Needs Lo add recitaLion for HIST 

Needs Lo add reciLaLion for HIST 

Recitation 



INCO/HING STUDENT-A THLETES 

ENGL 

3.969 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

N/A 

ENGL 

V480M610W500 1090/1590 ENGL 2.520 3.128 

V540M600W580 1140/1720 ENGL 2.620 2.913 

2.690 

2.948 

2,300 

2.553 

quit 

quit 

3.036 

3.356 

quit 

3.356 

V24M25W24 : 27 ENGL 

V 25 M 28 W 24 = 27 ENGL 2.603 3.213 

V580 M 530 W580 111011690 ENGL 2.410 3.144 



V640 M780 W620 = 142012040 ENGL 3,064 Quit 

V540 M580 W540 = 1120/1660 ENGL 
~ 

3.446 



M ’ADEMIC’ SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUI)I NT-ATHLI TES 

V590 M550 W550 = 1140 

V520 M500 W550 = 

VS00 M 540 W470 = 1040 

V660 M 640 W650 = 1300 

V650 M 670 W550 = 1320 

VS00 M 500 W580 = 1000 

V530 M490 W470 = 1020 

V420 M460 W480 = 880 

ACT E22 M23 R22 C = 23 

V550 M630 W540 = 1180 

V560 M580 W550 = 1140 

VSlO MSlO W530 = 1020 

V620 M 720 W580 = 1340 

V470 M440 W410 = 910 

V470 M 500 W470 = 970 

VS00 M650 W480 = 1150 

V420 M580 WINC 1000 

V630 M 680 W590 1310 

V610 M660 W640 = 1270 

V410 M 550 W420 = 960 

ACT E23 M27 R24 $28 - 255 

V560 M 540 W700 = 1300 

V640 M 700 W540 = 1340 

V490 M510 W460 = 1000 

ACT 25 E22 

ACT E29 M27 R30 $32 30 

ACT E25 M24 R32 524 26 

ACT E31 M28 R29 $36 31 

V560 M 540 W560 = 100 

YES 

no 

no 

ENGL no 

ENGL 

ENGL no 

ENGL no 

ENGL yes 

ENGL no 

ENGL no 

ENGL no 

ENGL no 

ENGL no 

ENGL no 

ENGL no 

ENGL yes 

ENGL no 

ENGL no 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL no 

ENGL No 

ENGL YES 

ENGL no 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL no 

ENGL no 

ENGL no 

ENGL no 

no 

ENGL no 

ENGL no 

ENGL 

Session S: June 18 19 

Session 7: June 25 26 

Session S: June 18 19 (WH) 

Session S: June 18 19 

Session 3: June 11 12 

Session 2: June 7 8 

Session 11: July 16 17 

Session 17: August 16 17 

Session 10: July 12 13 

Session 7: June 25 26 (ENV) 

Session 13: July 23 24 

Session 13: July 23 24 

Session 1: J une 4 S 

Session 1: J une 4 S (stat/hist) 

CT(ENGLISI 

I@ & below 

20 & Above 

~T SUBJECTTEST 

510 ~ below 

520 590 

(LANGUAli 

Icr2 

3 

CALCULI,; 

LACEMEBI 
ENGLENGLI00 none 

ENGL105 none 

’LAC MEN 
MATH1/0 

MATH/30152 STOR/05112 /13/5/ 155 215 



600 & above MATH231 or any of the above except IvlATH/10 



M ’ADEMIC’ SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUI)I NT-ATHLI TES 

V590 M550 W550 = 1140 

V520 M500 W550 = 1120 

VS00 M 540 W470 = 1040 

V660 M 640 W650 = 1300 

V650 M 670 W550 = 1320 

VS00 M 500 W580 = 1000 

V530 M490 W470 = 1020 

V420 M460 W480 = 880 

ACT E22 M23 R22 C = 23 

V550 M630 W540 = 1180 

V560 M580 W550 = 1140 

V510 M510 W530 = 1020 

V620 M 720 W580 = 1340 

ACT E15 M23 RZ8524 23 

V470 M440 W410 : 910 

V470 M 500 W470 : 970 

VS00 M650 W480 = 1150 

V420 M580 WINC 1000 

V630 M 680 W590 1310 

V610 M660 W640 = 1270 

V410 M 550 W420 = 960 

ACT E23 M27 R24 528 - 255 

V560 M 540 W700 = 1300 

V640 M 700 W540 = 1340 

V490 M510 W460 = 1000 

ACT 25 E22 

ACT E29 M27 R30 $32 30 

ACT E25 M24 R32 $24 26 

ACT E31 M28 R29 $36 31 

V560 M 540 W560 = 100 

ENG[ 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENG 

ENG 

ENG 

ENG 

ENG 

ENG 

ENG 

ENG 

ENG 

ENG 

N/A 

Monday @ 4prn 

Wednesday @ 3pro 

Monday @ 3:30pro 

Monday @ 1:30pro 

Monday @ 2:30pro 

Tuesday @ 4phi 

Monday @ 11:30anl 

Thursday @ 3:30pm 

Wednesday @ 4pro 

Thursday @ 11:30anl 

Monday @ 3phi 

Tuesday @ 1:30am 

Monday @ 1pro 

Thursday @ 10am 

Monday @ 11am 

Thursday @ 9:30am 

Tuesday @ 2prn 

Tuesday @ 2:30pro 

Wednesday @ 9:3Oam 

CT(ENGLISI 

20 & Above 
~T SUBJECTTEST 

520 590 

P (LANGUA{i 
Icr2 

3 
"P CALCULb; 

LACEMERI KCUl 

ENGLENGLI00 none 

ENGL105 none 

’LAC MEN 

MATH1/0 

MATH/30152 STOR/05112 /13/5/ 155 215 



600 & above MATH231 or any of the above except IvlATH/10 



IHCOMIHG STUDEHT-A THLETES 

ENGL’ 

ENGL’ 

V750 M710 W770 

V510 M570 W520 

V480 M620 W460 

V480 M560 W510 

V370 MA00 W420 

TRANSFER 

V430 M600 W480 = 1030 

V540 M600 W540 = 1140 

V510 M550 W500 = 1060 

V590 MS00 W730 = 1530 

E 34 M23 R34 $30 = 30/1340 

V490 MS00 W410 = 990 

V460 MASO W480 = 940 

V550 M490 W560 = 1040 

= 1460 EXEMPT 

= 1080 ENGL 

= 1100 ENGL 

= 1040 ENGL 

= 770 ENGL 

ENGL’ 

ENGL 

ENGL 

EXEMPT 

EXEMPT 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

650 

610 Comptete 

Comptete 

CompLete 

Complete 

Comptete 

Comptete 

Sessfon 14: 

Complete 

Complete 

Sessfon 12: 

VS00 M510 W490 = 1010 

V520 M630 W560 = 1150 

V530 M660 W590 = 1190 

V550 M730 W560 = 1280 

V560 M510 W540 = 1070 

V520 MS00 W580 = 1020 

V590 M630 W600 = 1220 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENG[ 

ENG[ 

ENGL 

ENGL 

Sessfon 13: 

660 Sessfon13: 

Complete 

Complete 

Session 12: 

Comptete 

ENST !/POLl    tSTO~ 

E30 WIO C29 = 1300 

V520 M530 W520 = 1050 

V520 M550 W490 = 1070 

V480 M600 W440 = 1080 

V470 ~660 W460 = 1130 

1220 

V430 MS00 WSO0 = 930 

V450 M630 W390 = 1080 

V540 M530 W550 = 1070 

V480 M650 W550 = 1130 

V510 M580 W480 = 1090 

V670 M590 W710 = 1260 

V690 M780 W690 = 1460 

V540 M650 W570 = 1190 

V630 M660 W610 = 1290 

V730 ~760 W680 = 1490 

V530 ~640 W570 = 1170 

V540 M710 W610 = 1250 

V610 M660 W560 = 1270 

V570 M120 W620 = 1290 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

E21 ENGL 

ENG[ 

ENG[ 

ENG[ 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

EXEMPT 

EXEMPT 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

EXEMPT 

ENGL~ 

ENGL" 

Sessfon 13: 

Comptete 

Session 10: 

TSOP 

Session 13: 

Sessfon 14; 

Complete 

Complete 

Session 9: 

Session6: 

Comptete 

Comptete 

Sessfon 13: 

N/A 

Complete 



V620 NNSO W530 = 1100 ENGL Sessfen 14: 

TRANSFER INTERNATIONAL TSOPS 

V460 M510 W410 = 970 ENGL Session 10: 



TUTOR S(~llF, I)ULF, BY SPORT 

TUTOI| DAY TIHE 

09:00 PM 



UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLI~ 
~ad~ic ~po~t P~ogra~ for St~nt~th~tcs 













To:    Appeals Committee 

From: ( ) 

My name is              and I am petitioning to drop my STOR        class for the Spring 
semester In the reasoning below, I have stated as to why I wish to drop this specific class 

and explain the unforeseeable circumstances that accompany this specific case 

I was recently fortunate enough to be selected by the U S Association to compete with the 
National team during a portion of the semester The main 
focus of the team is to compete in the                 that takes place in      in 

The tournament takes place every two years, and it is a ve~?z prestigious 
competition In order to make it to the , a team must participate in a qualification 
tournament to ensure a bid into the tournament teams from the entire world qualify 
for the actual           tournament on a bi-yearly basis The prelimina~?z tournament that 
would determine if the U S would play in the          , representing our             region, 
was played in                    from 

Out of the entire United States of America only           players are chosen to represent our 
wonderful country against the most elite players from around the world The process of being 
chosen for this team has taken over two years and has consisted of thousands of players and 
dozens of tournaments and t~?couts across the count~N Being selected for this team is the highest 
achievement a player from the United States can achieve in his or 
her career as a player I personally have been working to make this team over the last two 
years and being selected to represent the United States and the University of North Carolina was 
truly a dream come true The hard work finally paid off when I received the news that ! was 
selected to play on the US       Team and have the chance to qualify for the youth 
I had previously represented our country at the              , in and it was an amazing 
experience Prior to be chosen for this current qualifying team I had to participate in several 
t~Nout camps, competing against the best competition the United States has to offer However, 
prior to be chosen for the team I had to make the final cut for the qualifying tournament in 
a training camp in 

! first started by representing my home state of when I was much younger with a 
program called and continued to climb the ladder to 
represent my Region and soon after The United States It has been my dream since I began 
playing            that I would play for the United States, and so I did, first starting at the 
level, and then later for the      level in a program called the          program This program 
was designed to develop the youth       players of America in an attempt to reach the best 

players at an early age and train them for their future in the sport I was I~att of this 
program for a year and during this time I participated in the      qualifiers in        and the 



in not to mention that I moved to 
away from my t~amily and friends 

which was hundreds of miles 

The next step in my life would come in the form of college While the majority of my 
teammates chose to pursue the dream of becoming professional       players, I chose to fi~rther 
myself not only as a       player, but as a person, by continuing my education Aider being 
recruited by many schools, I decided to attend then University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 
for its endless amount of academic qualities and reputation across not only the count13z but the 
world as well I enrolled at the University a semester earlier than that of a typical freshman 
enrollee (           ) and my experience here has been nothing but the best in both the 
classroom as well as on the       field 

During the Spring      semester I was invited by the      team to t~¢ out for the final squad 
that would represent the United States at the qualifiers for the (which took place in 
Florida) The first camp in Florida took place from ] as a 
preparato~3z camp that consisted of about twenty-seven (27) players from across the nation This 
roster would then have to be cut down to twenty (20) players at the end of the week due to the 
regulations that only allow twenty roster spots on each team In the end, I was fottunate enough 
to be one of the remaining players that were selected for the youth           team This 
essentially proves that that I would go to qualifying as one the best twenty players at this age 
group in the entire United States of America 

At this time I realized that the strict travel schedule and school was going to be a very tough 
balance due to the fact i would be missing even more class than previously thought 1 sat down 
and came up with a plan that allowed me to pursue both of my dreams, earning a college degree 
and representing the United States on the       field Out of the       members on the team 
only      players (35%), including myself are enrolled in college, while the others are current 
professional players in either Europe or the United States Out of these players,      decided 

to take a leave of absence from school because of the difficulty of missing so much school The 
other individual was able to drop below the course load limit for the NCAA and his school of the 

This option was obviously made in the middle of the semester because 
we did not know until if we would definitely be on the team that would travel to 

The qualifiers took place from in in which we 
placed second, winning a spot in the Not only did I represent the United States 

in this tournament, but I also represented the University of Notth Carolina Chapel Hill as I am 
a part of this school and represent it eve~Twhere that ! go This was an opportunity of a life time 
and in the end ! am extremely happy that ! took advantage of this opportunity Although 
pursuing       is one of my dreams, I am also a student-athlete at UNC and I have 
responsibilities here that I must uphold in order to meet my goal of graduating from UNC The 
experiences of traveling to                    will be ones that I never forget as long as I live 
The memories that were created there are truly i~l-eplaceable with a great group of peers and 
competitors 



The point of this petition is that I am asking the University to help me to continue to pursue both 
of these dreams I am asking for permission to drop STOR    which would put me at 9 credit 
hours for the      : semester The NCAA has already granted their permission to those of us 
who stayed in school this semester to drop below 12 hours and not affect our eligibility I ask 
this because of the circumstances I have described to you and because of the difficulty I 
experienced with one of my classes due to missing so much class time It was my decision to t~ay 
out for and pa~icipate on this team, but it was also my decision to do everything I could to stay 
in school and maintain a good grade point average I requested permission fiom all of my 
instructors prior to the Spring semester to ensure they would work with the unusual 
circumstances 

The reason why I am turning this petition in so late is because of the uniclue circumstances of the 
situation I learned from my teammate on the team,             fiom 

that the school was granted permission to drop below the minimum class load because 

of the immense difficulty of playing for the     team At this point we began the process of 
looking into different avenues for me to possibly do the same type class restructure I also did 
not want to be like some of my other teammates who decided to completely drop out of college 
and concentrate solely on 

When I came to my athletic academic counselor about my struggles in the STOR    class, he 
agreed that I should tlT to petition a drop and that he would talk to the University and see what 
the process would be This sta~ed a very long process because it had to be approved on a 
university level, athletic department level as well as the NCAA After some time, we learned 
that I would first have to get granted access fiom the NCAA because 1 am a student-athlete and i 
am also governed by their rules and policies As I had hoped, the NCAA granted me access to 
my request because of the difficult situation that I am in Subsequently, our athletic department 
submitted an appeal to the NCAA which was granted a week and a half ago At that point we 
began the process of speaking to academic advising about the petition process of falling below 
12 hours The reason why this process took so long was because I had to wait to hear a ruling 
fiom the NCAA before I could drop below fi311-time Since my eligibility rides on the rules set 
forth by the NCAA, which also affects the entire team, I had to wait on a ruling before I decided 
to do anything with the University I have a responsibility to my team as a teammate and as a 
student, and whatever I do in the classroom affects the entire team as a whole In order to ensure 
that I uphold my end of responsibility, I needed to wait and make sure that dropping my class 
would not negatively affect them in any way Once I got the green light by the NCAA, we got 
moving with the process the very same day 

The reason why I am asking to possibly drop my STOR    class is because of how hard is to 
teach myself statistics while ! missed so much school My other classes, such as Psychology 
(PSYC ), Drama (DRAM ), and Fiction (ENGL ) are all classes that I could easily keep 
up with on my own by reading the text books and keeping in touch with my professors 
However, my STOR class was just the opposite as I have found it extremely difficult to learn a 
quantitative course on my own I have found that I need more instruction to absorb and 
understand the material of that of a class such as statistics Without the ability to be in the class 
every day, I have fallen behind and have been trying to tread water since I returned from the 



qualifying camps in Febma~3z When I returned to class I was so far behind that I was unable to 
catch up and it has been an uphill battle ever since 

My classes and my grades are very important to me and because of this I want to do the best I 
can to build a strong academic resume Although ! am a first semester           I am on pace 
to still graduate in four years, even ifI were to drop to nine credits this semester Since I entered 
school a semester early, I feel as ifI am ahead of some freshmen in terms of credits I currently 
have 36 earned hours through 2 completed semesters seeing that I took 15 credits in Spring 
6 credits of summer school, and 15 credits in Fall I am currently enrolled in 6 credits this 
summer to assist me in attaining my dream of earning a college degree Even ifI were lucky 
enough to be granted to drop to 9 hours, I would still have earned 51 credits entering my fourth 
semester of classes 

I ask that the committee seriously consider my petition of dropping STOR    and f~lling below 
the 12 hour rule Although there were not medical reasons in this case, I feel that I had an 
opportunity of a lifetime and that I have been able to balance both dreams at the same time 
continue towards my track of graduating from the University of North Carolina I expect to do 
well in my remaining three classes this semester One can find further information about the 
events I explained to you at                    I have also attached official documentation 
fiom US verifying my participation in these events Thank you so much for your 
consideration 

Sincerely, 



ACADEMIC RECOVERY PLAN 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Date: 

Subject: 

NCAA Division I Progress-Towards Degree Waiver Committee 

Spencer Welborn, Academic Counselor Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Academic Recovery Plan 

~vill enroll in 12 to 13 hours over the next six semesters and take 3 hours in Summer School to 

complete his graduation requirements, is on pace to graduate within five years of enrollment. The current 

number breakdown listed above will allow to graduate in nine (9) fulltime semesters rather than ten (10) 

semesters. 

will need to complete three semesters of a 12 hour credit load, two semesters of a 13 hour credit load (GEOL 

lab and LFIT are 1 hours courses) and in his final semester complete 12 credit hours to graduate in nine 

fulltime semesters. 

The numbers above are contingent on     earning three hours of part-time work (online course through UNC) 

during the Spring     semester. Currently, . is above/ahead of all eligibility (NCAA and UNC) rules following 

three fulltime semesters in residence, The three part time hours increase his total credits towards graduation and 

pushes him further ahead of the eligibility standards. Currently,     has completed three fulltime semesters as 

an Undecided major at the University of North Carolina. is not required to declare his major until the start of 
class heading into his 5~h fulltime semester, That stated, does not technically have to declare his major until 

the end of the Fall semester. 

A majority of Bachelor of Arts degrees from the University of North Carolina require a total of 120 hours with 30 

credit hours being that of major coursework, The following breakdown is based on a Bachelor of Arts degree with 

the standard 30 credit hours of major coursework. 

Fortunately, academic performance is not an issue with 

GPA at the University of North Carolina. 

as he currently carries a cumulative 

In order to ensure that completes his degree at UNC, he will do the following: 

1. Meet with Academic Advisor and Academic Counselor on a semester basis to ensure that he meets 

progress towards degree as well as take the appropriate hours in each of the remaining semesters. 

2. Successfully complete semester credit hours to avoid taking additional hours during Summer School. 



is currently undecided as a major and currently has 41 credit hours after his third fulltime 

semester. Due to his part time online course this semester,     will have 44 earned hours towards his degree 

heading into the Fall     semester. 

REMAINING HOURS: 

Quantitative Reasoning 

Quantitative Intensive 

ENGL 

Lifetime Fitness 

GEOL 

Physical and Life Science 

Social and Behavioral Science 

Literary Art 

Philosophical Reasoning 

MATH 

MATH 

ENGLISH COMPOSITION 

INTRODUCTORYGEOLOGYLAB 

Supplemental Education Requirements (any course above 200 outside of major) 

Communication Intensive 

Experiential Education 

Hours 

Hours 

Hour 

Hour 

Hours 

Hours 

Hours 

Hours 

Hours 

Hours 

Hours 

Hours 

Hours 

30 Hrs. 

Hours 

TOTAL: 68 HOURS 

+ 44 earned 

121TotalHrs 

Fall Spring             *Summer *FALL *Spring 

ENGL 3 HRS Major Course 3 HRS Physical and Life    Major Course 3 HRS Q, Reason.    3 HRS 

Science 3 HRS 

Social Science 3HRS Major Course 3HRS Major Course 3HRS Supp. Educ. 3HRS 

Lifetime Fitness L HR Quant Reason. 3 HRS Communication Major Course 3 HRS 

Intensive 3 HRS 

Global Issues 3 HRS Elective 3 HRS Literary Art 3 HRS Major Course 3 HRS 

Philosophical GEOL Lab L HR 

Reasoning 3 HRS 

TOTAL: 13 Hours TOTAL: 13 Hours TOTAL: 3 Hours TOTAL: 12 Hours TOTAL: 12 Hours 



Fall Spring 

Major Course 3HRS Major Course 3HRS 

Major Course 3HRS Major Course 3HRS 

Exper, Educ 3 HRS Elective 3 HRS 

Beyond NA 3 HRS Elective 3 HRS 

TOTAL:    ~.B Hours TOTAL: ~.B Hours 

Student Athlete Signature Date 

Academic Counselor, Academic Support Program for Student Athlete 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

NCAA Division I Progress Toward Degree Waiver Committee 

Robert Mercer 

Director of Academic Support for Student Athletes 

Spencer Welborn 

Academic Counselor/Academic Support for Student Athletes 

Academic-Recovery Plan for 

In order for           to graduate in December     and complete his Bachelor of Arts degree in 

Economics in 3 ½ years of enrollment, he enrolled in 9 degree applicable hours in Spring     and will 

enroll in the final 3 degree applicable hours in Fall          is an outstanding student as evidenced by 

his transcript and proposed early graduation, who does not require regular academic support services 

beyond advice regarding course selection each semester and regular eligibility certification monitoring. 

As a result,     academic recovery plan consists of the attached degree completion plan. Academic 

advising will occur each semester according to this plan through graduation. 



ACADEMIC RECOVERY PLAN/DEGREE COMPLETION PLAN 

To complete his degre* must complete 12 hours. The hours that he has remaining include: 

ECON 400 Economic Statistics 

ECON >400 

ECON >500 

Fine Arts Supplemental Education requirement 

To complete his Business minor, must complete 6 hours. 

BUSI 408 Corporate Finance 

BUSI 698 Strategic Management 

To complete his minor in Comparative Literature 

CMPL 200 699 

must complete 3 hours. 

3 Credits 

3 Credits 

3 Credits 

3 Credits 

3 Credits 

3 Credits 

3 Credits 

SPRING 

*ART 460 3 hrs. 
BUS1408 3 hrs. 
CMPL 454 3 hrs. 

*ECON 400 3 hrs. 
*ECONg92H 3hrs. 

15 hrs. 

FALL 
*ECON >400 

BUSI 698 
ECON 692H 

3 hrs. 

3 hrs. 
3 hrs. (to complete his honors thesis) 

9 hrs. 

*Degree applicable courses 

DEGREE APPLICABLE TERM TOTALS 

SPRING 9 hrs. 

FALL 3 hrs. 

GRADUATE 

Student Athlete Signature 

Director of Academic Support for Student Athletes 

AcademicCounselo~ AcademicSupportforStudentAthletes 



A 

Spring 

Spring 

Spring 

Spnng 

Spring 

Spring 

Spring 

Spring 

Spring 

Spring 

Spring 

Spring 

Spring 

H 

8:1500 AM Yes 

8:0000 AM Yes 15 

8:1500 AM Yes 



Spring 

Spring 

Spring 

Spring 

Spring 

Spring 



TUTOR S(~lll:,I)ULF, BY SPORT 

DAY TIME 

CHEM Monday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday O9:00 PM 

Sunday 08:00 PM 

POLl 

ANTH 

EXSS 

ECON 

SPAN 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 

Thursday O6:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Sunday 09:00 PM 

SOCI 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



TUTOR S(~llF, I)ULF, BY SPORT 

TIME 

09:00 P~ 

ANTH 

ECON 

ENGL 

ENGL 

COMP 

HIST 

ANTH 

EXSS 

ECON 

SPAN 

Monday 06:00 PM 

SundaV 08:00 PM 

Thursday 06:00 PM 

WednesdaV 09:00 PM 

Monday 07:00 PM 

SundaV 09:00 PM 



TUTOR S(~llEI)ULE llY SPORT 
Me~$ Soccer 

SOCI Monday 06:00PM 



PID AthlOc’s Namc 

Semester Grade Report 
Summer Session II 

Major Maj. 2 DL 

EXSS N 

EXSS N 60 

UNDC N 

13LSk ix 

EXSS N 3 0 

Hrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 

7 104.00 30540 10400 2.937 

6 0 2 2800 66 10 31 00 2 132 

30 2 30.00 6030 2700 2.233 

8 11000 25620 11900 2153 

6 106.00 25490 10000 2.549 

2 2800 71 10 31 00 2 294 

6 82.00 21340 8500 2.511 

3 45.00 6030 2700 2.233 

6700 19320 7300 2647 

60 5100 13320 5400 2467 

60 3 59.00 19590 5900 3.320 

TOTAl,: 1933.00 769.00 2.514 

300 6.90 600 1.150 

6 00 20 10 6 00 3350 

300 5.10 300 1.700 

3 00 g 10 3 00 2 700 

600 15.00 600 2.500 

300 I1 10 300 3700 

600 13.80 600 2.300 

300 11.10 300 3.700 

600 1590 600 2650 

6 00 17 10 6 00 2 850 

600 23.10 600 3.850 

164.40 60.00 2.740 

B- 3.0 
B 30 

AB 0.0 
C 3.0 

A 30 
B 3.0 

C- 3.0 

B 30 

C 3.0 
B 30 

A 30 

Subj Subj# Sect# 

AFAM 

MIJSC 

MUSC 

PHIT 

Page I of 1                                                     8/10/2009 3:35 pin 



PID Athlete’s Name 

I./,,cademic Prsbaten I 

[Acaderr’ic Prr)batign ] 

Major Maj. 2 DL 
EXSS               N 

Semester Grade Rel~ort 
Fall / 

Art #Seres     lotal as of Ioday             Semester 
tlrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 
130 5 64.00 20920 6800 3.076 900 28.80    1300 2.215 

ECON N 12 0 

POLl N 120 

ECON Y     150 

Sub,i Sub,i# Sect# 

D 
D 

3.0 DIL,\I 
3 0 MATH 

3 0 PSYC 
3.0 SPAN 

B 3 0 COMP 
C 3 0 ECON 
C 3.0 ECON 
A 3 0 ENGI 

A 3 0 ENGI 
A- 3.0 EXSS 
B 3 0 EXSS 
B 3 0 EXSS 

2 46.00 3810 1200 ~ 1600 38.10 1200 

BE 3.0 BIOL 

A- 3.0 ENGL 

B 3.0 POLl 

12.00 1590    1200 1200    15.5)0    1200 D 3.0 DIL’~\I 

C 3 0 ENGI 

D 3.0 GEOL 

D 3.0 IIISI 

0 0 HTST 

12.00 2100    1200 1200 21.00 1200 ~ B- 

D 

D 

C 

3.0 DR.’~\I 

3.0 ENGL 

30 GEOG 

30 PORT 

123.50 30510 7650 ~ 1500 59.10 A 3.0 

A- 3.0 
A 3.0 
A 30 
A 30 

Page I of 4                                                     2/10/2009 4:32 pin 



PI1) Athlete’s Name Major Maj. 2 1)L 

Semester Grade Report 
Fall / 

Art #Seres     l’otal as of Today             Semester 
ltrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-1lrs QPA E-1lrs Q-Pts Q-1lrs QPA 
120 1 15.00 2820    1200 2.350    1200 28.20    1200 2.350 

PSYA N 120 7 8900 19890 9800 2030 900    1410    1200 D 

(2 

C 

ECON    N 120 5 81.00 18300 7200 2.542    1200 23.10    1200 
c 
c 
c 

COMM 

A 

C 

BIJSI7 

EXSS 

EXSS 

120 2 2700 6720 2700 2489 1200 3210 1200 

120 1 12.00 3000 1200 2.500 1200 30.00 1200 

120 5 64.00 16840 6700 2.513 1200 29.10 1200 

120 2 3600 2910 1200 2425 1200 2910 1200 

2 675 B 

C 

2.500 B 

C 

C 

B 

2.425 
B 

D 

2 425 C 

B 

Subj Sub j# Sect# 

3 0 AFAM 
3.0 PIIIL 
0.0 PIIIL 

30 PSYC 

3.0 ECON 

30 MNGT 

30 PORT 

3.0 PSY(2 

00 PSYC 

3 O DR AM 
3 0 HTST 
0.0 IIISI 
3 O PHIT 
0.0 PHIL 

3 0 DR AM 
3.0 ENGL 
3.0 GEOG 
3 0 POll 

3.0 DR.M\I 

3.0 ENGL 
3 0 MATH 

3.0 PORI 

3.0 BIOL 
3 0 EXSS 
3.0 EXSS 
3.0 PORI 

3 0 DR AM 
3.0 EDU(2 
3.0 EXSS 
3 0 GEOG 
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PI1) Athlete’s Name Major Maj. 2 1)L 

Semester Grade Report 
Fall / 

Art #Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
ltrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 
150 4 52.00 15420 5500 2.804 1500 39.30 1500 2.620 

IJNDC N 150 I 2400 2790 1500 1860 2400 2790 1500 1860 

EXSS N 120 5 64.00 16660 6400 2.603 1200 29.10 1200 2.425 

N 150 2     36.00 9000 3600 2.500    1500 39.90    1500 2.660 

EXSS 150 7     9900 21870 9400 2327 1500 3990    1500 2660 

N 150      2     36.00 11670 3600 ~ 1500 43.20    1500 2.880 

Grade Hrs 

B 3.0 
00 

B 30 
0.0 

B 30 
00 

C 3.0 
B 30 

C 30 
C 3.0 

C 30 

BE 3.0 

BE 3 0 

3.0 
3.0 
30 
0.0 
30 

c 30 

B 3.0 

C 30 
B 4.0 

C 30 

A 30 

C 3.0 

B 30 

C 30 

B     30 

A- 3.0 
B 4.0 

D 3.0 

Subj Sub j# Sect~ 

ANTH 
HIST 

HIST 
HIST 
pSyC 

SOCI 

ENGI 

ENGL 

EXSS 

HIST 

MATH 

PHIT 

ENGL 

MATH 

SPAN 

EXSS 
EXSS 
EXSS 
EXSS 
EXSS 
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PID Athlete’s Name 
Art 

Major Magi. 2 DL Hrs 

Semester Grade Report 
Fall / 

#Seres Total as of Today Semester 
Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-~rs QPA Grade Hrs Subj Sub j# Sect/i 

A-       2.0 J3USI 

POLl N if0 7 i06.00 29620 10300 2.876    if00 37.20    i200 

A 

PS 

B 

3.0 POLl 

3 0 PORT 

3 0 PS¥C 

3.0 pW.YD 

3 0 SOCI 

TOTAl,: 3512.25 1263.50 2.7~ 761.9{~ 310.50 2.454 

Fall 

Fall 

2,575 Semester GPA - 2,727 CUM GPA 

: 3,54 Semester GPA - 3,131 CUM GPA 

1.22 Semester GPA 2.002 CUM GPA 

1.500 Semester GPA    1.468 CU~ GPA 

TEAM GPA (Semester) with these 4 guys: 2.414 

TEAM CUM GPA with these 4 guys: 2.724 

Page 4 of 4                                                     2/10/2009 4:32 pin 



PID Athlete’s Name Major Maj. 2 DL 
EXSS N 30 

Semester Grade Report 
Summer Session I 
Att #Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
ltrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-ltrs QPA E-ltrs Q-Pts Q-ltrs QPA Grade ltrs 

ECON N 6 0 

EXSS N 60 

106.00 35200 11000 3.200 300    12.00 300 4.000 

8250 5430 21 00 2586 6 00    14 10 6 00 2350 

83.00 17580 8600 2.044 300 8.10 300 2.700 

13LSL ECON N 30 2 56.00 8100 3100 2.613 000 0.00 000 0.000 

EXSS N 30 6 9000 11010 4200 2621 000 000 000 0000 

POll N 60 5 6100 14940 6500 2298 000 000 000 0000 

SOCI N 60 7 10720 12960 4600 2817 300    1200 300 4000 

COMM N 60 5 82.00 12290 5500 2.235 300 6.00 300 2.000 

iliSl N 30 7 91.00 25920 9700 2.672 000 0.00 000 0.000 

1JNDC N 3 0 2 3000 9990 3000 3330 0 00 000 0 00 0 000 

CS N 30 2 32.00 10270 3200 3.209 300 12.00 300 4.000 

EXSS N 60 11300 29960 11300 2651 600 2100 600 3500 

ECON N 30 

ECON N 6 0 

75.00 19710 7500 2.628 000 0.00 000 0.000 

8300 27600 8300 3325 000 000 000 0000 

[ORAL: 2409. (~ 88(~00 2.720 85.20 27.00 3.1~ 

A 3.0 

B 30 

Subj Subj# Sect# 

Pagc I of 1                                                               10:08 mn 



Dean’s Liet: 5 Above 3.0 Term GPA: 10 Semester Grade Resort 
ACC Hor~or Ro~[: 8 Above 3.0 CUN GPA: 8 

Spring 
Art #Seres     Total as of Toda.~             Semester 

PID Athlete’s Name                Major Maj. 2 DL lirs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 
EXSS               N     120      8    103.00 34000 10700 ~ 1200 36.00    1200 ~1~: 

ACC H:~ or iRol 

Below 2,0 Term GPA: 4 
Below 2,0 CUN GPA: 0 

Grade Hrs Subj Sub j# Se~ 
B        3.0 EXSS 

I~eli~ibleEnro ed nPerfig l~NCsummerCreditSchooRUlecred(NeedSts 105 credits prior to all 2o10)I 
ELaN N 150 5 76.50    4020    1500 2.680 1500 40.20    1500 2.680 B- 

B 
B 

B 

ENGI 

HIST 
HIST 
POLl 

STaR 

C 

3.0 EXSS 
3.0 INLS 
3 0 PSYC 
3.0 SOCI 

EXNN N 120 6 90.00 ll010 4200 2.621    1200 34.20    1200 2.850 B- 

Possible ~ONOR COURT V eLATION! 
WiJl need S( miner SchsoJ to be safe far the 24 hour ru[e - Not em’o!ied 

2600 2.246    1200 19.80    1200 ~ B 
D 

D 

D 

3.0 ENGL 
3.0 IIISI 
0 0 HTST 
3.0 PS’* C 
3.0 SEUN 

Page I of 3                                                               9:07 anl 



PID Athlete’s Name 

Uean’s Lint 

ACC Hono 

ACC 4onor RN 

Major 

UNDC 

Maj. 2 DL 
N 

Semester Grade Report 
Spring 

Art #Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
ltrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 

68.00 11510 2900 ~ 1400 55.10    1400 ~ 
Subj Sub,i# Sect~ 
BIOL 

I)RAM 

POLl N 130 5 61.00 14940 

IEnrolled in 6 Sumrner School Credits 

6500 2.298 900    18.00    1300 

N 120 2 24.00 6330 2400 2.638    1200 34.20    1200 2.850 

C- 3.0 11181 

0 0 HTST 

C 3 0 POll 

0.0 POLl 

C 3 0 POll 

B 3.0 ENGL 

B 3 0 RXSS 

B 3.0 GEOG 

B 3 0 HIST 

0 0 HIST 

soci 

COMM 

160 7 104.20 11760 4300 2.735    1600 42.60    1600 2.663 

C 3.0 GEOL 
B- 1.0 GEOL 
B 3 0 PORT 
C 3 0 SOCI 

130 5 79.00 11690 5200 2.248    1300 23.60    1300 ~ C 

D 
C 
C 

3.0 
30 

3.0 

30 

N 120 7 91.00 25920 9700 2.672    1200 35.10    1200 2.925 A- 
B 
B 
c 

3.0 EXSS 
3 0 HTST 

3 0 HTST 
3.0 IIISI 

Page 2 of 3                                                               9:07 ant 



PID Athlete’s Name 

ACC Honor 

Major 

CS 

Maj. 2 DL 
N 

Semester Grade Report 
Spri.g 

Art #Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
firs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 

B 4.0 
00 

C     30 
A- 3.0 
A 
B     30 

EXSS 
HIST 

PIC¥ 

COMP 
COMP 

ENGL 

PORT 

ACC ~onor Ro~i 

EXSS 

UNDC 

ECON 

N 130 8 107.00 27860 10700 2.604 1300 26.20    1300 2.015 

N 120 5 75.00 19710 7500 2.628    1200 36.5)0    1200 

D 
D 
B 
B 

A 
c 
B 

B 
B 

3.0 .M .h\l 

I 0 BTOI 

3 0 EXSS 

3.0 pORL 

3 0 SOCI 

3.0 ECON 
3.0 EXSS 
3 0 RECR 
3.0 SOCI 

Dean’s List 
ACC Horar 

ECON 

UNDC 

N 120 3 48.00 7590 2700 2811    1200 29.10    1200 2.425 
C 

B 

B 

A 

A 
B 

3.0 ECON 

30 GEOI 

3.0 INLS 

3.0 ILAL 

3.0 EXSS 
3.0 PSYC 
3 0 SOCI 

3 0 ENGI 

3.0 EXSS 

3.0 GEOG 

3 0 PSYC 

ferAL: 3123.30 1150.00 2.716 828,40 304.00 2.725 
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DRAM 

MATH 

ASTR 

STOR: 

PHIL: 

SPAN 

DRAM 

MATH 

EXSS 

E×SS 

JWST 

BIOL 

BIOL 

MATH 

RELI 



POLl: 

SPAN 

MUSE 

ENGL 

ECON 

EDUC, 

PSYC: 

PORT 

AFAM 

ECON 

PORT 

POLl( 

BIOL 

COMM: 

EXSS 

NAVS 

PSYC 

SPAN 

AFAM 

ANTH 

AFAM 

EXSSI 

HIST 

SPAN 

MUSC 

ENGL 

ECON 

PORT 

ART 

EXSS 

EXSS 



C 

CHEM 

HIST 

AFAM 

MCRO 

EDUC 

DRAM 

SPAN 

HIST 

ANTH 

POLl 

EDUC 

HIST 

GEOG 

ENGL 

EXSS: 

EDUC 

GEOG 

COMM 

CON 

ECON 

ECON 

SPAN 

DRAM 

SPAN 





Exam Confli~ (FA 

PID Class Exam Date 

PHIL 

PORT 

STOR 

SPAN 

MUSC 

COMM 

EDUG 

MATH 

PORT 

MUSC 

RELI 

MUSC 

I SPAN 



EXSS 

MUSC 

PORT] 

PHYS] 

GEOG: 

BUSI 

EDUCz 

MATH 

SOCI 

EXSS 

EXSS 

MUSC 

STOR] 

EXSS 

BUSI 



MASC 



L-D1 
T 



PHIL 46 

DRAM 

BIOL 

HIST 

EXSS 

MUSC 

PORT 

PORT 



PHYS 

GEOG 

DRAM 

HIST 

EDUC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

HIST 

MATH 

EXSS 

BIOL 

EXSS 

EXSS 

PORT 

MUSC: 

SPAN 

GEOL 

ASTR 

EXSS 

SOCI 

ANTH 

SPAN 

PORT 



SOCI 

HIST 

MUSC 

EDUG 

GEOG 

DRAM 

MUSC 

SPAN 

GEOL 

GEOG 

HIST 

BUSI 

BUSI 

MASC 

COMP 

DRAM 



Semester Grade Report 
Summer Session !      / 

Att #Seres     Total as of Today 
Major Maj. 2 DL 

N 30 6 97.00 30175 9700 3.111 

N 30 4 6600 16970 5700 2977 

N 30 6 93.00 27270 8900 3.064 

N 30 4 7400 17860 5600 3189 

N 30 4 5600 12720 5600 2271 

N 30 2 30.00 6840 3000 2.280 

N 3 0 4 71 00 151 20 5000 3 024 

N 30 4 63.00 18590 6000 3.098 

N 30 4 5100 15030 5100 2947 

Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 

COMM N 3 0 5 7800 152 90 5300 2 885 

CHMA N 3 0 6 9800 32420 8600 3 770 

EXSS N 30 6 98.00 23900 8600 2.77’) 

PSYA N 30 4 6000 15090 6300 2395 

30 4 73.00 18700 5800 3.224 

TOTAL: 3017.95 1017.00 2.9(~g 

Grade Hrs Subj Subj# Sect# 
300 8.10 300 2.700 B- 3.0 SOCI 

3 00 900 3 00 3 000 B 3 0 POI 1 

300 12.00 300 4.000 A 3.0 DR~,\I 

300 990 300 3300 B 30 JOMC 

3 00 990 3 00 3300 B 3 0 COMM 

300 11.10 300 3.700 A- 3.0 \L\III 

300 I1 10 300 3700 A 30 AFRI 

300 11.10 300 3.700 A- 3.0 PIIIL 

300 990 300 3300 B 30 PHIl 

300 990 300 3300 B 30 MIJSC 

400 14.80 400 3.700 A- 4.0 BIOL 

0 0 BIOI 

3 00 900 3 00 3 000 B 3 0 COMM 

300 990 300 3300 B 30 PHIl 

300 11.10 300 3.700 A- 3.0 PIIIL 

3 00 390 3 00 I 300 D 3 0 PSYC 

0.0 PSYC 

300 9.90 300 3.300 13 3.0 ]3USI 
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[1 below 2.0 semester and CUM GPA 

I1 on Academic Probation 

h4 Above 3.0 for Term 
[6 on Deans List 

]~115 Above 3.0 Cumulative GPA~1 Fall 2009 / 

Semester Grade Report 

Art #Seres     Total as of Toda.~             Semester 
Pill Athlete’s Name                Major Maj. 2 IlL ltrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Brs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 

13tNt           N    170    7 114.00 35775 11400 ~,~ 1700 56.00 1700 

Grade Hrs Subj Sub j# Sect~ 
\-       2.0 13LISI            001 

ENGL N 150 5 81.00 22490 7200 1500 55.20    1500 

(OMM N 120 9 11800 31940 12200    2618    1200 31 20    1200 2600 B 3 0 (OMM 001 

B 3.0 ENGL 001 

C 3 0 PHIT 001 

B 3 0 SOCI 0(B 

LIND( N 160 3 43.00 10500    4000 2.625    1600 33.90    1300 2.608 

~ 

3.0 EXSS 001 

IMust pull GPAto 2.00 before Fall 2010 3r~ reST 0rn 
0.0 IIISI 707 

\- 1.0 LI, II 001 

D 40 SP~N 006 

INLS N 130 1 31.00 3060    1300 2.354 3100 30.60    1300 

Page I of 5                                                     12/29/200! 12:27 pm 



PI1) Athlete’s Name 

V JOMC 

COMM 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

Maj. 2 DL 

N 

Semester Grade Report 
Fall 2009 / 

Art #Seres                                  Semester 
ltrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs -QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 

120 3 36.00 8430 3600 2.342 1200 27.00 1200 2.250 

N 120 5 86.00 21640 6800 3.182 1200 37.80 1200 3.15~ 

120 5 6800 16140 6800 2374 1200 3420 1200 2850 

N 120 3 42.00 9660 4200 2.300 1200 28.20 1200 2.350 

N 130 5 84.00 19440 6300 3.086 1300 43.20 1300 3.383 

N 130 7 113.00 31360 9000 ~.a!84 1300 33.90 1000 3:39~ 

120 5 10200 19680 6500 302N 1200 3780 1200 

B 3.0 
0.0 

B 30 
B 30 
B 3.0 

A 30 
C 30 
B- 3.0 
B 30 

B- 3.0 
A 30 
C 30 
D 3.0 

A- 3.0 
A- 3.0 
B 40 
B 3.0 

B- 3.0 

B- 3.0 
A- 3.0 
B 30 
B- 3.0 

PS 3.0 
A 30 
B- 4.0 
A 3.0 

B 30 
B 3.0 
B 3.0 
B 30 

0.0 

Subj Sub j# 

JOMC 
JOMC 
POLl 

COMM 

COMM 

EXSS 

HIST 

HIST 

EXSS 
EXSS 
GEOG 
PSYC 

EXSS 
EXSS 
JOMC 
JOMC 

ART 

GEOG 

PORT 

PSYC 

HIST 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

POll 

POLl 

Sect~ 
OOl 
007 

704 
OOl 
002 

OOl 
603 

003 

OOl 

ooi 
oo6 
604 

OOl 

006 

001 

001 

002 

003 

ooi 
607 
ooi 
ooi 

007 

OOl 

006 
OOl 

003 

OOl 
OOl 

6Ol 
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PID Athlete’s Name Major 

EXSS 

UNDC 

EXSS 

UNDC 

JOMC 

Maj. 2 DL 
N 

Art 

Semester Grade Report 
Fall 2009 / 
#Seres     1oral as ol iooay             Semester 
Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 

14.00 4910 1500 ~.~73 1400 49.10 1500 3.273 

N 160 79 00 234 80 76 00 16 00 48 90 16 00 30~(/ 

N 160 1500 3610 1600 2256 1500 3610 1600 2256 

N 120 4200 9120 3600 2533 1200 3420 1200 2850 

N 130 3 84.00 12370 3800 3.253 1300 43.80 1300 33~9 

N 120 I 1200 2790 1200 2325 1200 2790 1200 2325 

N 12 0 5 63 00 Igl 50 63 00 2 881 12 00 31 20 12 00 2 600 

Grade Hrs Sub,i Subj#. Se~ 
A- 3.0 ENGL 047 

B 3 0 HTST 006 

0 0 HTST 604 

A- 1.0 Llill 002 

B 3 0 MASC 001 

A 0 0 PHYA 001 

B 4.0 Sp2~N 003 

B I 0 BTOI 416 

C 3 0 CHEM 001 

C 3.0 EXSS 001 

B 3 0 EXSS 001 

A 3 0 GEOG 001 

A 3.0 GERM 002 

B 3 0 AFAM 004 

D 3 0 DRAM 001 

A- 3.0 ENGL 017 

A 3 0 ENGI 017 

D 3 0 HTST 007 

0.0 illSl 700 

A 0.0 PIP* \ 

C 3 0 PSYC 002 

C 3 0 DRAM 001 
B 3 0 ENGI 006 
A- 3.0 EXSS 001 
B 3 0 SOCI 001 

A 3.0 .UN 11i 001 

B- 4.0 BIOL 004 

0 0 BTOI 103 

B 3 0 ECON 005 

A 3.0 PSYC 003 

B 3 0 ENGI 056 
B 3 0 HTST 007 

0.0 IIISI 704 
C 3 0 PICY 001 
D 3 0 POll 006 

0.0 POLl 615 

B 3 0 EXSS 002 

C 3 0 HIST 007 

0.0 IIISI 706 

B 3 0 JOMC 002 
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PID Athlete’s Name Maj. 2 DL 
N 

Semester Grade Report 
Fall 2009 / 

Art #Seres     lota~asot ~o~ay             Semester 
ltrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 
120 7 110.00 28470 10100 2.819 1200 24.90 900 2.767 

N 120 3 59.00 13380 4500 2.973 1200 35.49 1200 2.950 

IJNDC 

BIOB 

COMM 

HIST 

N 120 I 1200 3480 1200 2900 1200 3480 1200 2900 

N 120 3 51.00 11850 3700 3.203 1200 35.10 1200 2.925 

N 140 6 11200 32270 8400 3842 1400 5510 1400 3936 

N 120 6 90.00 19220 6500 2.957 1200 39.30 1200 3.2’75 

N 140 3 4700 9450 4300 2198 1400 3000 1400 2143 

Grade Hrs 

C 3.0 

B 30 

PS 30 

0.0 

B     30 

B- 3.0 
A- 3.0 
B 30 

00 
B- 3.0 

B 30 
A 30 
A 3.0 
C 30 
C 30 

A 
B 

C 

A 
A 
A 
A 

A 

D 
B 
C 
C 
A 

N 120 3 39.00 9630 3600 2.675    1200 30.30    1200 2.525 B- 

3.0 
30 
00 
3.0 
00 
3.0 

30 
2.0 
3.0 
30 
3.0 

3.0 
30 
3.0 
3.0 

30 
3.0 
4.0 
30 

3.0 
00 
3.0 
3.0 
30 

Subj Sub j# 
EXSS 
EXSS 
POll 
POLl 
PORT 

EXSS 

HIST 

HIST 

PSYC 

DRAM 
ENGI 
ENGL 
GEOI 
SPAN 

EXSS 

HIST 

HIST 

POLl 

POll 

PSYC 

COMM 
COMM 
EXSS 
PSYC 

PORT 

Sect# 
002 
001 
001 
601 
002 

003 
003 
006 
600 
002 

001 

017 

017 

001 

044 

001 

007 

700 

001 

838 

004 

001 

401 

003 

002 

003 

003 
001 
001 
001 

002 

001 

001 

001 

001 

006 

604 

001 

002 

002 
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PID Athlete’s Name Maj. 2 DL 
N 

Semester Grade Report 
Fall 2009 / 

Hrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 

CHMA 

Grade Hrs Subj S,,h;~ Sect# 
B 3.0 ECON 001 

A 3 0 CHRM 001 

A- 2.0 CIIEM 407 
A- 3.0 EXSS 002 
A 3 0 N As,’S 001 

A 3 0 N As,’S 001 

A 3.0 POE1 002 

EXSS N 12 0 B 
C 
c 
B 

BE 
BE 
B 
B 
A 
A 
A 
BE 
A 

3.0 EXSS 002 
3 0 PSYC 006 

3 0 BTOI 998 

1.0 BIOL 998 

3 0 CHEM 001 

I 0 CHEM 435 

3.0 DIL’L\I 001 

3 0 ENGI 072 

0.0 PHY~. 001 

3 0 pSyc 998 

4 0 SPAN 006 

DRAM k B 
PSYC’ : B 
ECON : B+ 
ENGL’ : A 
SEMESTER GPA: 3.325 

GPA Breakdown-Fall 09: 
> 3.00 = 14 

2.99 - 2.50 = 13 
2.49- 2.00 = 7 

< 2.00 = 1 

PS’*A N 150 

TOTAl,: 

CUM GPA Breakdown - Fall 09: 
> 3.00 = 15 

2.99 - 2.50 = 10 
2.49-2.00 = 9 

<2.00= 1 

75.00 189(10 7800 2.423    1500 

87.00 23530 7200 

Page 5 o[ 

38.10    1500 2.540 B- 3.0 GEOL 001 
B 30 PORT 001 
C 3.0 PSYC 001 
C 3.0 PSYC 001 
C 30 PSYC 
B 30 SOCI 002 

S 1400 48.30    1400 

Cumulative GPA 
2.950 w/ 

B 2.0 13USI 001 
A 3 0 BUM 001 

A 3 0 BUM 003 
A- 3.0 13USI 003 
B 3 0 PHIT 

0 0 PHIT 608 

[Semester GPA 
12.903 vv 

Cumulative GPA: Semester GPA: 
SP 2009:3.024 
FA 2008:3.036 
SP 2008:3.059 
FA 2007:3.101 
SP 2006:3.024 
FA 2006:2.993 

SP 2009:2.994 
FA 2008:3.015 
SP 2008:2.892 
FA 2007:3.083 
SP 2006:3.128 
FA 2006:3.115 

pin 



ACC Honor Roll: 16 
Dean’s List: 5 

PIll Athlete’s Name Major Maj. 2 IlL 

Semester Grade Report 
Spring 2010 / 

Art #Seres     Totalasot IO0ay             Semester 
ltrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 

150 6 9600 27470 8700 3A~7 1500 4980 1500 

COMM N 40 10 12200 329(10 12600 2611 400 960 400 2400 

N 130 4 56.00 14890 5300 2.809 1300 43.90 1300 

N 160 2 47.00 6620 2900 2.283 1600 35.60 1600 2.225 

COMM N 120 4 52.00 12030 4800 2.506 1200 36.00 1200 

JOMC 

COMM N 120 6 8000 19230 8000 2404 1200 3090 1200 2575 

Above 3.0 for Term: 19 
Above 3.0 CUM GPA: 16 

Grade Hrs Subj Sub j# Sect# 
A- 4.5 13USI 003 

A 3 0 BIJSI 002 

A 3 0 BUSI 001 

A- 3.0 EXSS 001 

B 3 0 COMM 003 

B 3.0 ENGL 001 

0.0 ENGL 604 

B 3 0 ENGI 001 

A 3 0 TI~G 003 

B 3.0 SOCI 002 

C 3 0 EDIJC 002 

B I 0 GEOI 401 

13 3.0 ENVR 001 

B 3 0 SOCI 002 

A 3 0 SOCI 002 

C- 3.0 D J~’~\l 001 

C 3.0 ENGL 002 

B 3.0 GEOG 001 

C 40 GERM 004 

C 3.0 PSYC 004 

B 3.0 DR.M\I 002 
B 3 0 DRAM 001 
B 3.0 EXSS 001 
B 3.0 IIISI 006 

0 0 HIST 607 

B 3.0 I/REN 001 
A- 3.0 illSl 001 
A 3 0 HIST 001 
A- 3.0 JOMC 002 
A 1.0 Llill 005 

C 3 0 COMM 001 
C 3.0 COMM 004 

0.0 COMM 601 
B 3 0 DRAM 001 
B- 3.0 illSl 001 
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PID Athlete’s Name 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

EXSS 

(’OMM 

Maj. 2 DL 
N 

Semester Grade Report 
Spring 2010 ~ 

Art #Seres     Total as of Toda.~             Semester 
tlrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 
130 4 52.00 12370 5500 2.249    1000 27.10    1300 2.093 

Grade Hrs 

A- 3.0 

C 30 

A 10 

IN 0.0 

C 30 

Subj Sub j# 

EDUC 

SOCI 

A- 3.0 

A- 3.0 

B 30 

A 30 

0.0 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

POll 

POLl 

HIST N 150 30 HTST 

30 JOMC 

3.0 JOMC 

30 MATH 

30 POll 

0.0 POLl 

1300 3309 A 30 HIST 

A 30 JOMC 

B- 4.0 JOMC 

B 30 JOMC 

120      2 

160      6 

26.00 8720 2700 ~.2J£    1200 38.10 

D 3.0 CIIEM 

A 30 EXSS 

A 3.0 GERM 

A 30 SOCI 

130      2 28.00 7010 2900 2.417 1300 34.00 

130 4 9400 16870 5100 1300 4500 

1300 2.615 D 

B 
A 

A 

B 

B 

3.0 DILM\I 

3.0 ENGL 
3 0 HTST 
I 0 TFIT 

3.0 M.YI21 

Sect/i 
003 

002 

005 

003 

001 

002 

001 

001 

001 

602 

008 

001 

001 

001 

001 

602 

001 

002 

002 

001 

OOl 
006 
614 
067 
o16 

003 

413 

001 

001 

001 

002 

OOl 
026 
OOl 
OOl 
003 

001 

073 

001 

602 

003 
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PI1) Athlete’s Name Major Maj. 2 1)L 

Semester Grade Report 
Spring 2010 / 

Art #Seres     Tot ............. :             Semester 
ltrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 

120 2 25.00 5490 2400 2.288 900 27.00    1200 2.250 

COMM              N     12 0      6 

Enrolneligibleed nPerCOMM78 hr.120UNConRUle;ne Needs 78 prior to Fall 10                       ] 

7500 21450 7500 2860    1200 3300    1200 2750 A 30 
D 3.0 

0.0 
B 30 
B 30 

EXSS N 130 8 123.00 31660 11400 2.777 1300 31.90 1300 2.454 A 
C 
C 

B 

C 

0.0 

BIOA 

IJNDC 

160 4 

150 2 

75.00 17180 

2700 7710 

6100 2.816    1600 38.00 

150 2 2700 8490 2700 1500 5010 

150 4 66 00 169 50 5200 ~6~ 1500 5100 

1600 2.375 13. 

D 
B 
B 

Ps 
B 

1500 B 
A 

A 
B 
B 

3.0 
40 
00 
3.0 
30 
3.0 

30 
3.0 
3.0 
00 
3.0 
3.0 

30 
3.0 
3.0 
30 
00 
3.0 

30 
30 
0.0 
30 
30 
3.0 
00 

Subj Sub j# 

AFAM 

MATH 

SOCI 

EXSS 
MATH 

PSYC 
PSYC 
RECR 
SOCI 

BTOI 

BTOI 

PHIT 

SOCI 

ENGI 

GEOG 

POKI 

S 1OR 

DRAM 

ENGL 

HINT 

HINT 

PSYC 

DRAM 

HTST 

HTST 

POll 

POLl 

POll 

Sect# 
OOl 
099 
007 

ool 
OOl 
605 
005 
002 

OOl 
005 
ool 
603 
ool 
ool 

006 
006 
609 
OOl 
002 
002 

023 
OOl 
o06 
612 
OOl 
o08 

002 

001 

100 

006 

612 

004 

ool 
006 
608 
ool 
ool 
OOl 
606 
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PID Athlete’s Name Major 
BIO]3 

COMM 

ECON 

EXSS 

PSYB 

Semester Grade Report 
Spring 2010 / 

Art #Seres     Total as of Todfi.~             Semester 
ltrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 
130 7 125.00 36690 9700 3.782 1300 44.20 1300 3,40~) 

Grade Hrs Subj Sub,i# Sect~ 
A 3.0 BIOL 001 
B 3 0 CHRM 003 
A I 0 CHRM 401 
A- 3.0 GEOL 
B 3 0 PHIT 001 

120 7 102.00 22400 7700 2.909 1200 31.80 1200 2.650 B 3.0 COMM 002 
B 3.0 COMM 001 
C 3 0 GROG 001 
C 3 0 RRII 001 

120 4 59.00 11880 5500 2.160 1200 24.30 1200 2.025 C- 3.0 .UN 11i 001 

D 3 0 FRFN 004 

B 3 0 HTST 001 

0.0 IIISI 606 

B 3 0 SOCI 002 

150 4 5400 14040 5100 2753 1500 4410 1500 2940 A 3 0 AFAM 003 
B 3.0 DP~ U\I 001 
C 3 0 HIST 007 

0 0 HIST 704 
B- 3.0 PIIIL 001 

150 6 9100 17810 7600 2343 1500 4380 1500 2920 3 0 COMM 001 
3.0 ECON 004 
3.0 ECON 001 
3 0 RXSS 002 
3.0 illSl 001 

120 6 93.00 22560 7700 2.930 1200 39.60 1200 3.300 

130 2 3400 9650 2800 34~ 1300 41 10 1300 

B 
B 
B 
B 

c 
B 
A 
B 

3.0 EXSS 
3 0 EXSS 
3.0 EXSS 
3.0 EXSS 

3 0 CHRM 

1.0 CIIEM 

3.0 ENGL 

3 0 PSYC 

0 0 PSYC 

3.0 SPAN 

OOl 
ool 
OOl 
002 

003 
434 
026 
002 
605 
o21 

150 6 9000 22200 9300 2387 1500 3300 1500 2200 B 30 
C 3.0 
D 3.0 
B 30 
C 30 

EXSS 

EXSS 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

002 
001 
001 
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Nil Athlete’s Name 

Semester GPA: 3.140 
Cumulative GPA: 3.150 

Major 

Semester Grade Report 
Spring 2010 / .... 

Art #Seres     To .............. :             Semester 
ltrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 
130 6 100.00 29050 9500 ~.~ 1300 45.20 1300 ~ 

Grade Hrs Sub,i Sub j# Sect~ 
\       3.0 IJLISI            003 

IOIAL: &315"4"0 2159.50 2.936 

ICUM GPA reflectin~l: IT 

1243,75 420.50 2.970         <       I 
Semester GPA reflecting: 

Semester GPA Breakdown: 
Spring 2010:2.936 

Fall 2009:2.892 
Spring 2009:2.994 

Fall 2008:3.015 
Spring 2008:2.892 

Fall 2007:3.038 
Spring 2007:3.128 

Fall 2006:3.115 
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TUTOR S(~lll~,I)ULF, BY SPORT 

TUTOR I)AY TIME 

Monday 08:00 PM 

SPAr 

ITAL 

ENG 

PSY 

ECON 

BIOL2 

ENGL 

SPAN 

FREN Halperin, Jack 

PAGEIOFI 



I have tried to put into writing the scenario that 

term exception. 

faces to help explain NCAA rules and the missed 

The NCAA requires students to pass a minimum number of eligibility standards each semester/academic 

term known as Progress Towards Degree (PTD). Within (PTD) there are many different aspects and 

levels that each student must meet depending on their classification at an institution (FR,SO,JR/SR). 

would have been starting his seventh (7th) semester at UNC this Fall (if he was a fulltime student). 

Below you will find requirements for students going into their 7~ semester of college (NCAA): 

Earned 72 credits has 72 credits 

2.000 cumulative GPA currently has below a 2.000 which is being addressed with the two online 

courses through UNC. 

In addition, no matter the classification, all students must meet the PTD rules below each semester and 

academic year: 

Must pass a minimum six degree applicable hours each academic term that the student is 

enrolled as a full-time student (NCAA Rule 14.4.3) 

Must pass 18 degree applicable hours during the academic year (Fall/Spring) (NCAA Rule 14.4.3) 

Currently    is not a full time student at UNC due to academic ineligibility through the institution. 

The NCAA "clock" begins for each student during their first full time enrollment (Fall     for ). 

After the first full-time semester, the student has a total of five years to complete four years of 

eligibility. What this means is that the student is responsible (academically) for all semesters between 

the first and tenth semester. 

In an instance when a student does not enroll as a fulltime student (such as     it is difficult for the 

student to meet all of the PTD benchmarks for the academic year (NCAA Rule 14.4.3.5). Thus the NCAA 

allows a student to use what is referred to as the "Missed Term Exception." This can be used one time 

during a student’s collegiate period and it prorates 9 hours per term of actual attendance if the student 

is required to miss a term, subject to the following conditions: 

Student-athlete does not engage in outside competition during the time that the student is not 

a full-time student. 

The student athlete gas fulfilled PTD requirements for the terms in which the student was in 

attendance (which    meets). 

Long story short, the missed term exception is basically a rule that helps the student during times of 

stress/conflict/eligibility issues etc. 

You may be asking why would we need the missed term exception if he is not even enrolled as a fulltime 

student? 
The answer is that is responsible for EVERY semester in terms of his progress towards degree .... 



Entering Fall          needed the following (NCAA): 

72 hours with a 2.000 cumulative GPA 

After Fall          needs the following since he is missing this semester (NCAA): 

96 hours with a 2.000 cumulative GPA 

Entering Fall     (since he is not enrolled now),    must: 

Pass 18 hours between Fall     and Spring 

If the missed term exception is applied/used: 

prorates 9 hours for the Fall semester which means he would only need to pass a bare 

minimum of 9 hours in Spring 

® (Fall     I 9 hours prorated + (Spring     )would need 9 passed hours at UNC- 18 

credit hours .... This is the 18 hour rule explained earlier in the document 

The missed term exception allows him to drop this semester in terms of overall credits. It 
Lh 

basically allows him to meet his 5 year requirements a semester after which means having 96 

hours after Fall     and not going into Fall 

Does not allow him to compete in outside competition for the Fall     semester 

Not using the missed term exception: 

:an compete in outside competition during the Fall      semester 

s now responsible for the Fall semester which means that if he passes his 6 online 

hours in the Fall, he must pass a minimum of 12 hours in the Spring     to be eligible for 

following Fall     . If he only passed three hours of online courses, he will be required to pass 

15 hours in the Spring to be eligible for the following Fall 

Based on     previous academic performance, I honestly feel taking the missed term exception will be 

the most beneficial in terms of his academic work. I obviously do not know how many tournaments take 

place in the winter, but we are putting next Fall in jeopardy if he decides that the Winter tournaments 

are very important. There is a reason why the NCAA allows each student to apply this rule and I think it 

is in the best interest of    to go with the missed term exception. I highly recommend using the Missed 

Term Exception to help ease the 18 hours rule. 

Lastly, this ALL depends on if    is allowed back into school after this semester. As    knows, he must 

bring his cumulative GPA to a 2.000 after this semester. All of this is null if he does not handle his classes 

this semester. 



April 29 

To Whom This May Concern: 

I would like to nominate for the Team 
is a stupendous individual that has truly had a solid balance between his academic work 

as well as his athletics Mr      has been involved in campus organizations throughout his 
time at UNC and has been a member of the Student Athlete Advsiory Committee over the last 
few years 

has one of the highest GPA’s on the         team, boasting a      cumulative GPA 
is graduating from the University of North Carolina’s Kenan-Flagler School of Business 

The Kenan-Flagler Business School is rated as the sixth best undergraduate business school in 
the count1T Mr      had to apply during his sophomore year to be admitted into the 
prestigious Kenan Flagler Business School for the j unior and senior years Once admined, 

continued to have success in the classroom and will be gradating on            (4 
years 

truly exemplifies the true meaning of the term student-athlete        is very deserving 
of this honor and I ask that you take him into consideration when deciding the academic team 

Sincerely, 

Spencer Welborn 
Academic Counselor, Academic Suppo~ Program for Student-Athletes 



Summer - Needs on UNC~NCAA Eligibility and Graduation 

The following information is based solely on total credit count and GPA in terms of need 
for Summer School      The purpose of this form is to allow you to see each student’s 

academic progress in attempts to help you decide on Summer     money 

He will have completed 77 hours at the end of the academic year Technically, 60 hours at the 
end of the academic term will be on pace to graduate in the four year time fi-ame No need for 
summer school in terms of eligibility/graduation (51 is minimum number of hours per UNC) 

He will have completed 53 hours at the end of the academic year Technically, 60 hours at the 
end of the academic term will be on pace to graduate in the four year time frame I would suggest 
that he completes at least one class during Summer     either from UNC or back home He still 
has the ability to transfer courses fi-om any community college or four year college (51 is 
minimum number of hours per UNC) 

He will have completed 59 hours at the end of the academic year Technically, 60 hours at the 
end of the academic term will be on pace to graduate in the four year time fi-ame (51 is 
minimum number of hours per UNC) 

He will have completed 103 hours at the end of the academic year Technically, 95 hours at the 
end of the academic term will be on pace to graduate in the four year time fi-ame is ahead 

at this time and will 16 hours to graduate next Spring 

He will have completed 96 hours at the end of the academic year The bare minimum number for 
is 96 to begin the fall semester per NCAA I would suggest that he completes at least one 

or two classes during Summer in order to get closer to graduation 

He will have completed 25 hours at the end of the academic year Technically, 30 hours at the 
end of the academic term will be on pace to graduate in the four year time frame          will 
need to earn above a 2 000 cumulative GPA I would suggest take at least one course from 
UNC in the summer to help boost his GPA 

Will follow up with 

needs at least one summer course to be eligible for the Fall He will have 76 credits and 
the bare minimum is 78 total hours 



He will have completed 73 hours at the end of the academic year Technically, 90 hours at the 
end of the academic term will be on pace to graduate in the four year time frame I would suggest 
that he completes at least one class during Summer      either from UNC or back home He still 
has the ability to transfer courses from a four year college (72 is minimum number of hours per 
ZqCAA  

Will need at least 2 courses in Summer school to reach 24 total hours and raise GPA to a 2000 ! 
see him taking 3 or 4 courses of summer school 

He will have completed 88 hours at the end of the academic year Technically, 90 hours at the 
end of the academic term will be on pace to graduate in the four year time frame He is ahead of 
pace if he is a redshirt 

He will have completed 54 hours at the end of the academic year Technically, 60 hours at the 
end of the academic term will be on pace to graduate in the four year time frame I would suggest 
that he completes at least one class during Summer      either from UNC or back home He still 
has the ability to transfer courses from any four year college (51 is minimum number of hours 
per UNC) 

He will have completed 54 hours at the end of the academic year Technically, 60 hours at the 
end of the academic term will be on pace to graduate in the four year time frame I would suggest 
that he completes at least one class during Summer      either from UNC or back home He still 
has the ability to transfer courses from any four year college (51 is minimum number of hours 
per UNC) 

Will need to take a MATH over summer school as well as raise his GPA to a 2000 

He will have completed 29 hours at the end of the academic year Technically, 30 hours at the 
end of the academic term will be on pace to graduate in the fbur year time frame I would suggest 
that he completes at least one class during Summer     either from UNC or back home He still 
has the ability to transfer courses from any four year college 

He will have completed 31 hours at the end of the academic year Technically, 30 hours at the 
end of the academic term will be on pace to graduate in the four year time frame 



He will have completed 37 hours at the end of the academic year Technically, 30 hours at the 
end of the academic term will be on pace to graduate in the four year time frame He has to raise 
cumulative GPA to above a 2000 

He will have completed 76 hours at the end of the academic year Technically, 90 hours at the 
end of the academic term will be on pace to graduate in the four year time frame I would suggest 
that he completes at least one class during Summer      either from UNC or back home He still 
has the ability to transfer courses from any four year college (72 is minimum number of hours 
per NCAA) 

He will have completed 25 hours at the end of the academic year Technically, 30 hours at the 
end of the academic term will be on pace to graduate in the four year time frame I would suggest 
that he completes at least one class during Summer      either from UNC or back home He still 
has the ability to transfer courses from any four year college or community college 

He will have completed 80 hours at the end of the academic year Technically, 90 hours at the 
end of the academic term will be on pace to graduate in the four year time frame I would suggest 
that he completes at least one class during Summer     either from UNC or back home He still 

has the ability to transfer courses from any four year college (78 is minimum number of hours 
per UNC) 

He will have completed 86 hours at the end of the academic year Technically, 90 hours at the 
end of the academic term will be on pace to graduate in the four year time frame He has to raise 
his cumulative GPA to above a 200 for the Fall (72 is minimum number of hours per UNC) 

He will have completed 24 hours at the end of the academic year Technically, 30 hours at the 
end of the academic term will be on pace to graduate in the four year time frame I would suggest 
that he completes at least one class during Summer      either from UNC or back home He still 
has the ability to transfer courses from any four year college or community college He has to 
have 24 hours and a 200 cumulative GPA prior to Fall Currently has a      GPA 

He will have completed 55 hours at the end of the academic year Technically, 60 hours at the 
end of the academic term will be on pace to graduate in the four year time frame I would suggest 
that he completes at least one class during Summer     either from UNC or back home He still 
has the ability to transfer courses from any four year college or community college (51 is 
minimum number of hours per UNC) 



He will have completed 63 hours at the end of the academic year Technically, 60 hours at the 
end of the academic term will be on pace to graduate in the four year time frame (51 is minimum 
number of hours per UNC) 

He will have completed 26 hours at the end of the academic year Technically, 30 hours at the 
end of the academic term will be on pace to graduate in the four year time frame I would suggest 
that he completes at least one class during Summer      either from UNC or back home He still 
has the ability to transfer courses from any four year college or community college 

He will have completed 41 hours at the end of the academic year Technically, 30 hours at the 
end of the academic term will be on pace to graduate in the four year time frame 

Will follow up 



To Whom This May Concern: 

My name is Spencer Welborn and I am an Academic Counselor in the 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. One of my students, 

, is petitioning the freshman year in residence policy regarding living on 
campus. Due to the fact that      is a local student he can move in with 
both his mother and father to hopefully improve his academic situation here 

at the University of North Carolina. 

The Fall     semester proved very challenging for         in the 

academic setting. At semester end,      has found himself on Academic 

Probation with the University. All students with a sub-2.000 cumulative GPA 
are automatically placed on Academic Probation for the following semester 

[per University policy). In order to gain one’s way off of the Academic 

Probation status, the student must raise his/her cumulative GPA to above a 
2.000 prior to the Fall     semester. 

With the academic circumstances as such as they are, it may be most 

beneficial for      to free himself from the distractions that come wifl~ 
living on campus. Moving off campus and into his parent’s residence, could 
put a heavier emphasis on academics and free him of outside distractions. 
Living in a dorm is a critical piece in the college experience however at the 

same time can cause great distractions. Mr.      proved that he may have 
let the outside distractions of college life interfere with his academic goals. 
Allowing him to move off campus may rid him of these distractions and there 

will be less opportunities for      to procrastinate any academic 
requirements throughout the semester. 

Lastly,       is registered with the University as having      . Moving back 
into his parent’s resident will allow them to continue to help him cope with 
his condition and work on his situation with the college workload. 

Please contact me if you have any questions regarding this situation. 

Sincerely, 

Spencer Welborn 



TUTOR S(~llF, I)ULF, BY SPORT 

TIME 



TUTOR S(~llEI)ULE llY SPORT 

DAY TIIIE 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

Wednesday 06:00 PM 

BUSI 

HIST 

Tuesday 07:00 PM 

Wednesday 06:00 PM 





8:0000 AM 

8:1500 AM 

8:0000 AM 

8:1500 AM 

8:0000 AM 

8:1500 AM 

8:0000 AM 

Yes 15 (may need to adjust) 

Yes 13 )may want to add course) 

Yes 12 )needs to add course) 

Yes 12 (needs to add course) 





PID Athlc¢c~s Name 

Athlete Course Breakdown 
Spring     / 

Maj. 2 Subj Subj# Sect# Days Start End Hrs 

LNDC 

CLAS MWF 0100PM 0150PM 30 

ECON MWF 1200PM 1250PM 30 

EXSS IR 1230P\1 0145P\1 30 

SOCI R 05O0P\I 0730P\1 30 

S±OR IR 0330P\1 0445p\1 30 

ANTH MWF 0100PM 0150PM 30 

ANTH W 0300PM 0350PM 0 0 

DRAM MWF 1200PM 1250PM 30 

EDUC M O60OPM 0850PM 30 

ENGT TR 1100AM 1215PM 30 

GEOG IR 0200P\I 0315P\1 30 

IIISI MWF 0100PM 0150PM 

HTST R 0500PM 0550PM 

N A~,’S MWF 1100AM 1150AM 

30 

00 

3O 

00 

30 

30 

30 

BIOL R 0100PM 0150PM 

CHEM T 0200PM 0550PM 1 0 

CHEM MW 0500PM 0615PM 30 

CHEM R 0200PM 0450PM 1 0 

BUSI MW 0200PM 0315PM 30 

]3USI IR 0200P\I 0315P\1 30 

SOCI R 0500P\I 0730P\1 30 

ECON ECON IR 1230PM 0145PM 30 

ECON MWF 1100.’\1 1150.’\1 30 

EXSS MWF 1200PM 1250PM 30 

EXSS MWF 0100PM 0150PM 30 

STOR TR 0330PM 0445PM 30 

MNGT AFRI TR 0200PM 0315PM 30 

COMM MWF 0200PM 0250PM 3 0 

ECON kIWF 0100P\I 0150P\I 30 

EXSS \IWF 1200P\I 1250P\1 30 

Attempted 

Grade DL Hrs 
N 150 

N 150 

N 

N    150 

N 150 

N 120 

N    120 

N 150 

N    150 

Page 1 of 5                                            10:37 am 



PID Athlc¢c~s Name 

Athlete Course Breakdown 
Spring 

Major Maj. 2 Subj Subj# Sect# Days Start End Hrs 
Attcmptcd 

Gradc DL Hrs 
N 150 

LNDC GEOG IR 0330PM 0445pM 30 

IIISI MWF 0300PM 0350PM 30 

MATH MWF 0100PM 0150PM 30 

PHIT MW 1100AM 1150AM 3 0 

PHIT F 1100AM 1150AM 

SOCI TR 1100AM 1215PM 30 

N 150 

MNGT COMM TR 1230PM 0145PM 30 

DIL ,\1 IR 0200PM 0315PM 30 

ECON \IWF 0100P\I 0150P\I 30 

EXSS \IWF 1200P\I 1250P\1 30 

N    120 

N 155 

ANTH MWF 0100PM 0150PM 30 

.’~N 121 W 0490PM 0450PM 00 

N    160 

EXSS IR 1230PM 0145PM 30 

SO(’I R 0500P\I 0730P\1 30 

N 150 

BIJSI7 BIJSI TR 0200PM 0315PM 30 

BUSI MW 1100AM 1215PM 30 

BIJSI TR 0330PM 0445PM 1 5 

BIJSI MW 1230PM 0145PM 30 

BIJSI MW 0330PM 0445PM 3 0 

BIJSI TR 1230PM 0145PM 30 

165 

JOMC EXSS MWF 1200PM 1250PM 30 

GEOG IN 0330PM 0445PM 30 

JOMC I~A ±BA ±BA 30 

POll 

N 150 

BIJSI7 BIJSI W 0200PM 0450PM 1 5 

BIJSI TR 0200PM 0315PM 30 

BIJSI MW 1230PM 0145PM 30 

HIST TBA TBA TBA 3 0 

SO(’l R 0500PM 0730PM 30 

135 

Page 2 of 5                                             0:37 am 



PID Athlc¢c~s Name 

Athlete Course Breakdown 
Spring 

Maj. 2 Subj Subj# Scct# Days Start End Hrs 
Attcmptcd 

Gradc DL Hrs 
N 120 

120 

PWAD ])RAM MWF 1200PM 1250PM 

GEOT MWF 1000AM 1050AM 

IIISI MWF 03O0PM 0350PM 

150 

])RAM TR 1100AM 1215PM 30 

HIST MWF 0300PM 0350PM 3 0 

MATH MWF 0100PM 0150PM 30 

PSYC MWF 0200PM 0250PM 3 0 

120 

ENGT MWF 0100PM 0150PM 30 

GEOG IR 0200P\I 0315P\1 30 

PSY(’ \IWF 0200P\I 0250P\1 30 

150 

ECON 

EXSS MWF 0100PM 0150PM 30 

EXSS \IWF 1200P\I 1250P\1 30 

120 

N 130 

ANTH MWF 0100PM 0150PM 30 

ANTH W 0300PM 0350PM 0 0 

DI~ ~\1 MWF 1200PM 1250PM 30 

ECON IR 0330P\1 0445p\1 30 

ENGL IR 1230P\1 0145P\1 30 

SPAN \IWF 0200P\I 0250P\1 40 

160 

LNDC DI~ ~\1 MWF 1200PM 1250PM 30 

HIST MWF 0300PM 0350PM 3 0 

MASC TR 0200PM 0315PM 30 

MATH MWF 0100PM 0150PM 30 

SOCI TR 1100AM 1215PM 30 

N 150 

Page 3 of 5                                            10:37 am 



PID Athlc¢c~s Name 

Athlete Course Breakdown 
Spring 

Maj. 2 Subj Subj# Scct# Days Start End Hrs 

ENGT TR 0330PM 0445PM 3 0 

GEOT MWF 0100PM 0150PM 30 

ITAI MWF 0200PM 0250PM 3 0 

MNGT GEOT W ll00AM 1250PM 1 0 

RECR TR 1230PM 0145PM 30 

SOCI R 0500PM 0730PM 30 

COMM AFRI TR 0200PM 0315PM 30 

COMM MWF 1100AM 1150AM 3 0 

COMM MWF 0100PM 0150PM 30 

COMM W 0530PM 0830PM O 0 

DRAM MWF 1200PM 1250PM 30 

DRAM TR 1100AM 1215PM 30 

BIJSI7 

ENGT MWF 1100AM 1150AM 

GEOG IR 0330P\1 0445P\1 

30 

30 

30 

30 

00 

30 

Attcmptcd 

Gradc DL Hrs 

N 150 

N 160 

N 160 

N    70 

N 150 

N 140 

150 

N 150 

150 

Page 4 of 5                                            10:37 am 



PID AthlOc~s Name 

Athlete Course Breakdown 
Spring 

Attcmptcd 
Subj Subj# Scct# Days Start End Hrs Gradc DL Hrs 

LNDC GEOG IR 0330PM 0445PM 30 

GEOG IR 0200PM 0315PM 30 

iliNl MW 0100PM 0150PM 30 

HIST F 1200PM 1250PM 00 

P\~AD MW 1100AM 1150AM 30 

P\~AD F 0100PM 0150PM 00 

N 120 

GEOG TR 0330PM 0445PM 3 0 

GEOG IR 0200PM 0315PM 30 

150 

LNDC N 160 

ENGL kIWF 0100P\I 0150P\I 30 

GEOG IR 1230P\1 0145P\1 30 

N    150 

ANTH MWF 0200PM 0250PM 3 0 

.LN 121 1 0330PM 0420PM 

N    160 

DRAM MWF 1200PM 1250PM 30 

EDUC M 0600PM 0850PM 3 0 

ENGI MWF 0100PM 0150PM 30 

HIST TR 0200PM 0315PM 30 

HIST 12 0500PM 0550PM 0 0 

MATH MWF 1100AM llSOAM 30 

N    150 

JOMC N 150 

Page 5 of 5                                            10:37 am 































































PID AthlOc~s Name 

Athlete Course Breakdown 
Fall 

Maj. 2 Subj Subj# Scct# Days Start End Hrs Gradc DL 

Attcmptcd 

GEOG MW 0200PM 0315PM 30 

GEOT TR 1230PM 0145PM 30 

HIST MWF 1100AM 1150AM 3 0 

150 

PSYC \IWF 01O0P\I 0150P\I 30 

SOCI M 0530PM 0800PM 3 0 

N 130 

HIST CTAS MWF 0200PM 0250PM 

COMP M 0530PM 0640PM 

HIST MWF 0100PM 0150PM 

30 

30 

30 

30 

130 

120 

N 150 

BIOB BIOI TR 1230PM 0145PM 

PSYC \IW 02O0P\I 0250P\1 

PSY(’ R 0500P\I 0550P\1 

SPAN IR 0600P\I 0800P\I 

150 

BUSI TR 1230PM 0145PM 30 

BIJSI MW 1100AM 1215PM I 5 

BIJSI MW 0200PM 0315PM I 5 

BUSI TR 1100AM 1215PM 30 

MIJSC TR 0330PM 0445PM 3 0 

SOCI \1 0530P\1 08O0P\I 30 

150 

Page 1 of 6                                            I 1:00 am 



Athlete Course Breakdown 
Fal 

PID Athlc¢c~s Name 

Attcmptcd 
Maj. 2 Subj Subj# Scct# Days Start End Hrs Gradc DL Hrs 

MNGT EXSS TR 

MNGT MWF 

MNGT TR 

PWAD TR 

SOCI M 

IFXDC CTAR TR 

DRAM MWF 

EDUC M 

ENGT MWF 

PSYC MW 

PSYC R 

HTST ENST MWF 

ENST W 

HTST TR 

PHYA MW 

SOCI M 

0200PM 0315PM 30 N 150 

0100PM 0150PM 30 

0330PM 0445PM 3 0 

ll00AM 1215PM 3 0 

0530PM 0800PM 30 

0300PM 0350PM 30 N 150 

0100PM 0150PM 30 

0200P\I 0315P\1 30 

0530P\1 0800P\I 30 

ll00AM 1215PM 3 0 N 15 0 

ll00AM llSOAM 3 0 

0600PM 0850PM 30 

1200PM 1250PM 30 

0200PM 0250PM 30 

05O0P\l 0550P\1 0O 

0200PM 0315PM 30 N 150 

0200PM 0250PM 30 

ll00AM 1215PM 3 0 

1000AM 1050AM 3 0 

0530P\1 0800P\I 30 

0200PM 0315PM 30 N 180 

0330PM 0445PM 30 

i230PM 0145PM 30 

TBA TBA 3 0 

ll00AM 1215PM 30 

ll00AM llSOAM 00 

0300PM 0350P\1 30 

0200P\I 0250P\1 10 

00 PL 

0200P\I 0250P\1 40 

Page 2 of 6                                            I 1:00 am 



PID Athlctc~s Name 

Athlete Course Breakdown 
Fall 2009 / 

Maj. 2 Subj Subj# Sect# Days Start End Hrs 
Attcmptcd 

Gradc DL Hrs 

N 140 

JOMC 30 

00 

30 

00 

30 

30 

30 

N 150 

N 150 

BIJSI F 0200PM 0400PM 

BIJSI TR 0200PM 0315PM 

BIJSI MW 1230PM 0145PM 

BIJSI MW 0200PM 0315PM 

BIJSI TBA TBA TBA 

20 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

00 

170 

BIJSI? EDUC T 0600PM 0850PM 30 N 

ENGT MWF 0100PM 0150PM 30 

EXSS TR 1 I00AM 1215PM 30 

I;REN \IWF 0300P\I 0350P\1 40 

160 

LNDC N 150 

CTAR TR ll00AM 1215PM 30 

DRAM MWF 1100AM 1150AM 30 

ENGL \IWF 0100P\I 0150P\I 30 

GEOL IR 1230P\1 0145P\1 30 

120 

LNDC DP~L\I MWF 0100PM 0150PM 30 

ENGL MWF 0200PM 0250PM 30 

GEOL W 0300PNI 0450PNI 

GEOT TR 1230PM 0145PM 30 

HIST TR 0200PM 0315PM 30 

HTST TBA TBA TBA 3 0 BE 

HTST TBA TBA TBA 3 0 BE 

SPAN MWF 1100AM 1150AM 40 

N 170 

Page 3 of 6                                            I 1:00 am 



PID Athlete’s Name 

Athlete Course Breakdown 
Fall 

Maj. 2 Subj Subj# Sect# Days Start End Hrs Grade DL 

Attempted 

.UN 111 MWF 1200PM 1250PM 30 

ANTH W 0400pM 0450PM 0 0 

COMP TR 0200PM 0315PM 30 

COMP M 0530PM 0640PM 0 0 

SOCI MWF 1000AM 1050AM 3 0 

SOCI TR 0330PM 0445PM 3 0 

N 120 

LNDC N 150 

GROG MWF 0200PM 0250PM 3 0 

GROT TR 1230PM 0145PM 30 

160 

BIOA BTOI TR 0930AM 1045AM 40 

BTOI W 0200PM 0250PM 0 0 

BTOI MWF 1 I00AM 1150AM 4 0 

BIOL 1 0490p\1 0450P\1 00 

PSYC IR 0200P\I 0315P\1 30 

SOCI \1 0530P\1 0800P\I 30 

N    140 

N 130 

N 130 

BIJSI7 BIJSI MW 0930AM 1045AM 40 

BUSI R O60OPM O715PM 

DRAM MWF 1100AM 1150AM 3 0 

RCON MWF 1200PM 1250PM 3 0 

HIST MWF 0100PM 0150PM 30 

WMSI IR 0200P\I 0315P\1 30 

WMSI R 0330P\1 0445p\1 

N    160 

Page 4 of 6                                             1:00 am 



PID Athlc¢c~s Name 

Athlete Course Breakdown 
Fall 

Maj. 2 Subj Subj# Scct# Days Start End Hrs 

COMM COMM MW 1230PM 0145PM 

ENGL MWF 02O0PM 0230PM 

T~IT MW 0300PM 0350PM 

pSyC TBA TBA TBA 

ECON 

EXSS IR 1230P\1 0145P\1 30 

HIST EDIJC T 0600PM 0850PM 3 0 

EXSS TR 1230PM 0145PM 30 

HIST MWF 0300PM 0350PM 3 0 

SOCI TR 1100AM 1215PM 30 

BIJSI7 AMST MW 0330PM 0450PM 

ENGL MWF 0100PM 0150PM 

SPAN \IWF 02O0P\I 0250P\1 

STOR TR 1230PM 0145PM 

30 

30 

0O 

40 

30 

MNGT 

SOCI 

SOCI 

TR 0930AM 1045AM 40 

1 0200PM 0250PM 00 

MWF 0100PM 0150PM 40 

R 1200PM 0150PM 00 

17XDC AFAM 

CTAR 

PSYC 

PSYC 

SPAN 

TR 0200PM 0315PM 30 

TR ll00AM 1215PM 30 

MWF ll00AM llSOAM 30 

MW 0200PM 0250PM 30 

R 0500PM 0550PM 00 

MWF 0100PM 0150PM 30 

LNDC 

M 0600PM 0850PM 30 

MWF 0300PM 0350PM 30 

MWF 1200PM 1250PM 30 

17XDC MTWR 0300PM 0350PM 40 

TR ll00AM 1215PM 3 0 

T 0600PM 0850PM 30 

MWF 1200PM 1250PM 30 

TR 1230PM 0145PM 30 

Attcmptcd 

Gradc DL Hrs 

N 120 

N 160 

N    160 

N    120 

N    130 

PL 

N    140 

N    150 

N 120 

N    160 

Page 5 of 6                                            I 1:00 am 



PID Athlc¢c~s Name 

Athlete Course Breakdown 
Fall 

Major Maj. 2 Subj Subj# Sect# Days Start End Hrs 
Attcmptcd 

Gradc DL Hrs 

N 150 

I~DC EDIJC T 0600pM 0850PM 30 N 120 

HIST TR 1230PM 0145PM 30 

HIST F 1200PM 1250PM 

PSYC MW 0200PM 0250PM 3 0 

PSYC R 0700PM 0750PM 0 0 

SOCI TR 1100AM 1215PM 30 

BIJSI BIJSI MW 0800AM 0915AM 40 N 140 

BUM T 0500PM 0615PM 

ECON MWF 1200PM 1250PM 3 

GEOL W 0100p\I 0250p\1 

GEOL IR 1230p\I 0145P\1 30 

Page 6 of 6                                  9/15/2009 I1:00 am 





































TUTOR S(~llF4)ULF~ BY SPORT 

TUTOR TIME 

07:00 PM 



TUTOR S(~llEI)ULE BY SPORT 

TUTOR TIME 

07:00 PM 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



TUTOR SCllFJ)ULF, BY SPORT 

SPAF 

DRAM 

I)AY TIME 

Tuesday 07:00 PM 

Monday 06:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM DRAb 

STOR 

PSYC 

GEO[ 

STOR 

HIST] 

Thursday 09:00 PM 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

Sunday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 

FREN 

SundaV 07:00 PM 

Wednesday 06:30 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 09:00 PM STOR 

ENG[ 

ANTF 



TUTOR S(~lll~,I)ULF, BY SPORT 

ENG Tuesday 08:30PM 

AFRI Tuesday 09:00PM 

~O Wednesday 09:00PM 

ECON Tuesday 08:00PM 

PAGE 2 OF 2 



TUTOR S(~llF, I)ULF, BY SPORT 

COUI|SE rI’U’I~)R DAY TIME 

SPAN Sunday 07:00 PM 

Sunday 09:00 PM 

Monday 06:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

COMM 

DRAb 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

Tuesday O7:0OPM 

Sunday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 09:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 

SundaV 07:00 PM 

Wednesday 06:30 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Sunday 07:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 

Tuesday 09:00 PM 

FREN 

BUS[ 

PSYC 

ECO~ L 

ENGL 



TUTOR S(~lll~,I)ULF, BY SPORT 

COUIISE DAY TIME 

Sunday 09:00 PM 

Wednesday 07:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:30 PM 

Tuesday 09:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

ENGL 

GEOI 



TUTOR S(~lll~,I)ULF, BY SPORT 

SPAN Sunday 07:00 PM 

Sunday 09:00 PM 

Monday 06:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

STOR 

ECON 

SPAN: 

P£YC 

GEOL 

STOR 

HIST 

Thursday 09:00 PM 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

Tuesday 07:00 PM 

PSYC 

FREN 

BUSI 

Sunday 07:00 PM 

Wednesday 06:30 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Sunday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 09:00 PM 

PSYC: 

PHIL 

STOR; 

ECON 

PAGE 1 OF 2 



TUTOR S(~lll~,I)ULF, BY SPORT 

TUTOR I)AY TIME 

Tuesday 09:00PM 

SOCl 

ANTH 

HIST] 

ECON 

ENG 

GEO 

ECON 

Sunday 09:00£M 

Wednesday 09:00PM 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 

PAGE 2 OF 2 



TUTOR S(~lll~,I)ULF, BY SPORT 

DAY TIME 

DRAM 

ECON 

PSYC 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

Tuesday 07:00PM 

Sunday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 06:00PM 

Tuesday 09:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 

Sunday 07:00 PM 

Wednesday 06:30 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Sunday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 06:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 

PSYC 

HIST 

ECON 



COUI|SE 

TUTOR S(~llFJ)ULF, BY SPORT 

TIME 

06:00 PM 

ECON 

ENGI 

GEOI 

ECON 



PID Athlcte’s Name Major Maj. 2 DL 

Semester Grade Report 
Spring 

Att #Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
ltrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-ltrs QPA E-ltrs Q-Pts Q-ltrs QPA 
150 2 30.00 8130 3000 2.710    1500 44.49    1500 2.960 

N 120 2     2400 5340 2400 2225    1200 2520    1200 2100 

N 150 8    11700 29060 11700 2484 1500 3000    1500 2000 

N 120 4 54.00 12690 5400 2.350    1200 32.10    1200 2.675 

N 120 8    105.00 26940 10500 2.566    1200 27.90    1200 2.325 

HIST N 12 0 4 61 00 196 90 61 00 3 228    12 00 3990    12 00 3325 

N 120 2 21.00 6300 2500 2.520    1200 38.10    1200 3.175 

N 70 8 120.00 30430 11600 2.623 700    11.10 600    1.850 

Grade Hrs 
A- 3.0 
B 30 
B 10 
C 3.0 

00 
B 10 
B 4.0 

C 30 

00 

B- 3.0 

D 30 

00 

B- 3.0 

B 30 

D 30 

C 3.0 

C 30 

C 30 

A 3.0 
c 30 

0.0 
c 30 
B 30 

B 3.0 

B 30 

D 3.0 

C 3.0 

B 30 
B 3.0 

0.0 
A 30 
B 30 

A- 3.0 

B 30 

A 30 

C 3.0 

00 

0.0 
C 30 
C 30 

ENGT 

HIST 

SPAN 

AFAM 

ECON 

SOCI 

SOCI 

SPAN 

HIST 
HIST 
PWAD 
SOCI 

HIST 

PSYC 

RECR 

PHIT 

SOCI 
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PID Athlcte’s Name Major Maj. 2 DL 

Semester Grade Report 
Spring 

Att #Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
lirs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-lirs QPA E-lirs Q-Pts Q-lirs QPA 
150 6 84.00 20700 8400 2.464 1500 37.20    1500 2.480 

N 16 0 4 61 00 20470 61 00 3356    16 00 54 10    16 00 3381 

N 130 2     2900 7600 2500 3040    1300 4090    1300 3146 

PWAD 120 8    12700 29450 9900 2975    1200 3720    1200 3100 

N 120 4     54.00 12680 5400 2.348    1200 33.90    1200 2.825 

N 12 0 3 4200 23 10    1200    I 925    12 00 23 10    12 00    I 925 

COMM N 120 8 115.00 315P0 11500 2.747 1200 36.00    1200 3.000 

N 120 4     6200 17530 5900 2971    1200 3690    1200 3075 

Grade Hrs 
B 3.0 
B 30 
C 30 
C- 3.0 
B 30 

A 30 
A 4.0 

00 
c 30 
B 3.0 
A 30 

A 30 
A 3.0 
C 30 

C 30 

B 30 
0.0 

A 30 
0.0 

B 30 
B 30 

C 3.0 

B 30 

B 3.0 

B 3.0 

C 30 

C 3.0 

C 3.0 

C 30 

00 

A- 3.0 

B 30 

B 30 

C 3.0 

A 30 

C 3.0 

B 3.0 

00 

B     30 

Subj Subi# Sect# 

DRAM 

ENGL 

HIST 

HIST 

STOR 

ANTH 

COMP 

(?OMP 

GEOG 

POll 

ECON 

EXSS 

PSYC 

SOCI 

COMM 

COMM 

DRAM 

HTST 

SOCI 
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PID Athlcte’s Name Major Maj. 2 DL 

Semester Grade Report 
Spring 

Att #Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
lirs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-lirs QPA E-lirs Q-Pts Q-lirs QPA 
170 2 35.00 10480 3200 3.275    1700 55.90    1700 3.288 

Grade Hrs 
B 3.0 
A 30 
B 30 

0.0 
A 10 
B 30 
B 4.0 

N 120 6 10200 28190 7700 3661 900 3420 900 3800 A 30 
A 30 

0.0 
A 30 

BIJSI7 135 8 14050 40490 Ill 50 3631    1350 4575    1350 3389 B 
B 
B 
B 
A 

3.0 

3.0 

HIST 130 4 6300 17080 5400 3163    1300 41 10    1300 3162 B 30 
B 30 
B 4.0 

00 
B 3.0 

00 

COMM N 120 6 77.00 15660 7400 2.116    1200 21.00    1200    1.750 D 3.0 
D 3.0 
C 30 
B- 3.0 

N 130 2 41.00 9690 2900 3.341    1300 43.80    1300 3.369 B 

B 
A 
B 

4.0 

3.0 
3.0 
30 

N 120 4 57.00 14790 5400 2.739    1200 27.00    1200 2.250 C 3.0 
B 3.0 
C 30 
C 30 

0.0 

N 130 4 6900 18320 5400 3393    1300 3720    1300 2862 B 40 
0.0 

(’- 3.0 
B 30 

00 
B 3.0 

Subj Subj# Sect# 
LNGL .... 

PORI 

AMST 
DRAM 
ENSI 
ENST 
HIST 
HIST 

COMM 
COMM 
COMM 
GEOG 

BUSI 

HIST 

HIST 
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PID Athlete’s Name Major Maj. 2 DL 

Semester Grade Report 
Spring 

Att #Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
lirs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-lirs QPA E-lirs Q-Pts Q-lirs QPA 

UNDC 130 2 3500 965{) 2900 3328 1300 4690 1300 3608 

N 130 2 26.00 7170 2600 2.758 1300 38.80 1300 2.985 

ECON N 140 2 29.00 8380 2900 2.890 1400 40.60 1400 2.900 

N 120 4 53.00 15760 5300 2.974 1200 35.10 1200 2.925 

JOMC N 130 6 85.00 23360 8500 2.748 1300 33.90 1300 2.608 

JOMC 120 6 9400 26420 8600 3072 1200 31 80 1200 2650 

Grade Hrs 
C 3.0 
A 30 
B 30 
D 3.0 
A 30 

A 30 

0.0 

A 30 

A 10 

B 3.0 

B 30 

00 

B 3.0 

B 30 

A 30 

C 3.0 

00 

A     10 

B- 4.0 

B 3.0 
C 30 

A 1.0 
B 30 

C 3.0 

B 3.0 

A 30 

B 30 

C 3.0 

B 10 

C 30 

B 3.0 

B 30 

c 30 
0.0 

B 30 
C 30 
B 3.0 

Subj Subj# Sect# 

ECON 

JAPN 
SOCI 
SOCI 

]3USI 

ENGL 

RECR 

ECON 
EXSS 
PSYC 
SOCI 

GEOL 

GEOI 

JOMC 

PORI 

SOCI 

HTST 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 
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PID Athlcte’s Name Major Maj. 2 DL 

Semester Grade Report 
Spring 

Att #Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
lirs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-lirs QPA E-lirs Q-Pts Q-lirs QPA 
160 8 117.00 29710 11000 2.701    1600 39.10    1600 2.444 

Grade Hrs 

c 30 
C 3.0 

Subj Subj# Sect# 

N 120 4 52.00 15400 5200 2.962    1200 35.10    1200 2.925 C 3.0 
B 30 

00 
A- 3.0 
B 30 

FN ST N 120 3 4900 11170 3800 2939    1200 3990    1200 3325 B 30 
B 3.0 
A 30 
B 30 

ENGT 
EXSS 
PSYC 
SOCI 

N 130 4 51.00 10560 5100 2.071    1300 22.00    1300    1.692 D 3.0 
B 30 
D 30 

0.0 
A     10 
D 3.0 

COMP 
ENGT 
HTST 

TFIT 

PHIL 

BIOB N 40 8 15000 34270 10900 3144 400    1060 400 2650 C 3 0 BIOI 

N 120 8 124.50 44505 12450 3.575    1200 42.00    1200 3.500 A 
B 

B 

3.0 13USI 

3 0 BIJSI 

3.0 ECON 

3.0 MUSC 

N 12 0 6 81 00 229 80 81 00 2 837 12 00 3090    12 00 2575 B 30 

B- 3.0 

C 3.0 

C 30 

PORI 

SOCI 

SOCI 

N 170 2 29.00 8860 2900 3.055    1700 47.80    1700 
A 
C 

A 
B 
C 

3.0 ENGL 

3.0 GEOG 

3 0 HIST 

0.0 IIISI 

1.0 LIIII 

40 SPAN 

3.0 SIOR 
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PID Athlete’s Name Major Maj. 2 DL 

Semester Grade Report 
Spring 

Att #Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
ltrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-ltrs QPA E-ltrs Q-Pts Q-ltrs QPA 
150 6 95.00 20240 6300 3.213    1200 34.20    1200 2.850 

ECON 120 6 8100 20680 8400 2462    1200 2910    1200 2425 

130 4 7400 17830 5500 3242    1300 3510    1300 2700 

COMM 120 11100 24840 11100 2238    1200 2400    1200 2000 

N 120 79.00 18320 8300 2.207 1200    18.30    1200    1.525 

A ECON N 120 88.00 23550 8800 2.670    1200 29.10    1200 2.425 

N 120 109.00 33950 10900 3.115    1200 44.49    1200 3.700 

TOTAL: b~)47.15 3131.00 2.8.~ 1603,75 577.50 2.777 

Grade Hrs 
B 3.0 
B 30 
B 30 

0.0 
B     30 

B 30 
0.0 

C 30 
C 30 
B- 3.0 

B 40 

0.0 

C 30 

A 30 

C 3.0 

A 30 

D 30 

C 3.0 

D 30 

C- 3.0 

C 30 

0.0 

C- 3.0 

D 30 

C- 3.0 

B- 3.0 

C 30 

B 3.0 

A- 3.0 
A 30 

0.0 
A- 3.0 
A 30 

Subj Subj# Sect# 

COMP 
COMP 

HTST 

CHEM 

PSYC 

SLOR 

COMM 

GEOT 

JAPN 

MATH 

HIST 

SOUl 

ECON 

JAPN 

MUSC 

SOCI 

HTST 

JAPN 

MIJSC 
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PID Athlcte’s Name 

Semester Grade Report 
Summer Session |l 

Att #Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
Major Maj. 2 DL ltrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-ltrs QPA E-ltrs Q-Pts Q-ltrs QPA 
C0\1\1 N 60 4 54.00 11260 6100 1.846 600 9.00 600 1.500 

iliSl N 60 6 97.00 29180 9100 3.207 000 0.00 300 0.000 

ECON N 30 4 5700 16450 6300 2611 300 900 300 3000 

13LSL N 60 8 137.00 33155 10200 3.250 600 22.20 600 3.700 

TOTAl,: 90~45 317.00 2.841 40.20 IK00 2.233 

Grade Hrs Subj Subi# Sect# 
D 3.0 EXSS 
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[4 on Dean’s List    ] [25 Above 3.0 for Term J                         L6 Below 2.0 for term J[2Below2.0CUM] 

Semester Grade Report                   [2 on Probation I L21 Above 3.0 GUM    ] Fall 
Art #Seres ~otm as ot tooa.~ Semester 

PID Athlete’s Name                Major Maj. 2 DL Hrs Clnlll E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA Grade Hrs Sub,i Sub,i# Sect# 
LIND(              N     120      3     42.00 11730    4200 2.7!)3    1200 36.00    1200 ~,0~4~ \-       3.0 

[Academic Probation 

LMust raise GPA to 2.0] ¯ ¯ ~ 

~Academic Probation 

N 120 

LN O09J ~- 3.0 eeded 36; must have 51 prior to FALL 2 c 3.0 

N 150 1 15.00 4110    1500 2.740    1500 41.10    1500 2.740 B- 3.0 
B- 3.0 ENGL 
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Pill Athlete’s Name 
Art 

Major Maj. 2 IlL ltrs 

Semester Grade Report 
Fall 

#Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 

1 38.00 3970 1300 3.054 3800 39.70 1300 3.05A 

N 120 7 100.00 24300 9600 2.531 1200 36.00 1200 @.00~ 

N 140 75.00 24810 7500 3.308 1400 43.49 1400 3,~OQ 

5100 12880 4400 2927 1600 4290 1600 2681 

120 6600 15680 6600 2376 1200 3000 1200 2500 

HIST 120 4 6300 6720 3000 224~) 1200 2700 1200 2250 

Grade Hrs 

BE 3.0 
BE I 0 
BE 3 0 
BE 1.0 
B 30 
B 30 
A- 3.0 
BE 3 0 
BE 3 0 
A- 1.0 
PL 0.0 
BE 3 0 
C 3.0 
BE 4.0 
BE 4 0 

B 3.0 
B- 3.0 
B 30 
B 3.0 

A- 3.0 
A 20 
B 3.0 
C 30 
B- 3.0 

B 40 

0.0 

C 30 

C 30 

A- 3.0 

C 3.0 

B 30 

C- 3.0 

00 

C 30 

0.0 

B 3.0 

B 30 

C 3.0 

C- 3.0 

C 30 

0.0 

Subj Sub j# Sect# 

BIOL 

CHEM 

ENGI 

HIST 

HIST 

MATH 

COMM 
EXSS 
EXSS 
EXSS 

BUSI 

DRAM 
GEOG 
INLS 
SOCI 

PORT 

PSYC 

PSYC 

SOCI 

DRAM 

GEOL 

PSYC 

PSYC 
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PID Athlete’s Name 

[Probable Dean’s ListJ 

Art 

Major Maj. 2 DL Hrs 

Semester Grade Report 
Fall ’s 

#Seres Total as of Today Semester 
Cmpl E-Hrs Q-P~s Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 

20.00 3270    1300 2.515 2000 32.70    1300 2.515 

Subj Sub j# Sect# 

B 30 
B 3.0 

00 
B 30 

0.0 
A 30 

PSYC 

PSYC 

SOCI 

1JNDC N 16 0 5400 15580 4800 3246 1600 5100 1600 B 40 
B 3.0 
A 30 
C 30 
A 3.0 

BITSI7 N 120 7 11550 33050 9050 3652    1050 3750    1050 A 15 
B 1.5 

00 
A 15 
B 3.0 
A 30 

BUSI 

EXSS 

IIISI N 130 5 82.00 23780 7300 3.258    1300 44.80    1300 B 3.0 
0.0 

A 40 
00 

B 3.0 
00 

B 30 

ENST 

ENST 

HTST 

MATH 

COMM N 120 ¯ ¯ 
C 30 

C 30 

C 3.0 

I 
COMM 

EXSS 

PORL 

1JNDC N 140 3 5900 14410 4300 3351    1400 4720    1400 ~ ~1~ B 40 
00 

A- 3.0 
B 30 
B 30 

0.0 
A 1.0 
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PID Athlete’s Name 

LDean’s List J 

Art 
Major Maj. 2 DL ltrs 

Semester Grade Report 
Fall 

#Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 

76.00 21180 7300 2.901    1600 54.00    1600 3.375 

Grade Hrs 

B 3.0 

B 40 
A 3.0 
A 30 
B 30 

0.0 
PS 00 

1JNDC N 16 0 

8450 23575 6950 3392    1250 4055    1250 

5100 14720 4500 3271    1600 5070    1600 3~69 

A 30 
A- 2.0 
B 30 
B 30 
B- 1.5 

B 40 

B 3.0 
A 30 
B 30 
B 3.0 

1JNDC N 13 0 1300 3790    1300 2915    1300 3790    1300 2915 B 30 
B 3.0 
A 10 
C 30 

0.0 
B 30 

13.00 3720    1300 2.862    1300 37.20    1300 2.862 A- 3.0 
B 3.0 
C 30 
B 40 

UNDC N 120 3 38.00 10260 3800 2.700    1200 30.90    1200 2.575 B- 3.0 
C 30 
C 30 
B 3.0 

ECON N 160 3 4200 12040 4500 2676    1300 3660    1600 2288 B 40 
00 

B 3.0 
C 30 

00 

B     30 

Sub,i Sub,i# Sect# 
ECON 

DRAM 

ENGL 

POll 

POLl 

PORT 

ENGL 
EXSS 
SOU 
SPAN 

CLAR 
DRAM 
EDIJC 
GEOG 
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Pill Athlete’s Name 
Art 

Major Maj. 2 IlL ltrs 

Semester Grade Report 
Fall 

#Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 

65.00 19750 6500 3.038    1200 39.90    1200 ~.~ 

JOMC N 150 7 100.00 27770 10000 2.777    1500 44.10    1500 

Sub,i Sub,i# Sect# 
PORI 

PSYC 

PSYC 

2550 C 3 0 EDI IC 

B 3.0 ENGL 

C 3 0 HTST 

0.0 HIST 

C 3 0 PORT 

B- 4.0 BIOL 

Ilneligible, UNC Rules ] INeeds 63 credits to be in academic good standing, will submit an appealI 
\- 3.0 EXSS 

[M II 20091 0.0 ~ox~M ust raise GPA to 2.0 prior to Fa 
~- 3.0 ~xss 

N 120 1 15.00 3780    1200 3.150    1500 37.80    1200 
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PI1) Athlete’s Name 

[Dean’s List I 

Art 
Major Ma,i. 2 1)L ltrs 

Semester Grade Report 
Fall 

#Seres     1o[~11 as ot io~ay             Semester 
Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 

1      18.00 3990    1200 3.325    1200 39.90    1200 3.323 

Grade Hrs 

B 3.0 
A 30 
C 30 

0.0 
A     30 

13LSL N    160 3 48.00 13750 4500 3.056 1600 48.90 1600 3.03~ 

Sub,i Sub,i# Sect# 

13LSL N 135 7 110.00 24140 7500 3.219 900 29.10 900 3:233 

ECON N 130 7 96.00 25150 9900 2.549    1200 33.90 

\FXGT N 120 8600 22030 6700 3288    1200 4200 

B I 5 BUSI 

B 3 0 BUSI 

1200 2.825 D 3.0 ECON 
A 3 0 RXSS 
B 3.0 HIST 

0 0 HIST 
B 3 0 PORT 
PS 0.0 Sp(’L 

A- 3.0 ECON 

A 3 0 SOCI 

13.00 3120    1300 2.400    1300 31.20    1300 2.400 

A- 3.0 ENGL 
B 3 0 GROG 
B 3 0 HTST 

0.0 IIISI 
B 3 0 PORT 

12.00 3720    1200 3.100    1200 37.20    1200 
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PID 

Semester Grade Report 
Fall 

Art #Seres     Total as of Toda.~             Semester 
Athlete’s Name                Major Ma,i. 2 DL Hrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 

N     130      7     !)1.00 20!)30 10200 2.052     600    14.10    1300 ~ 

Ilneligible, Did not meet 6 credit Rule...D in SOCl does not count in major I 

Grade Hrs Subi Subi# Seet~ 

IDean’s List    I 

DRAM : B 
ENGL A- 
3EOG : B 

41ST : A 
SPA: 

17192.15112533 112.8391 11670.6511598 112.7931 
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117 Above 3.0 for Term I 12° Above 3.0 CUM 

PID Athlete’s Name Major Maj. 2 IlL 
ROML              N 

[Ineligibility Pending - 1 of 2 INC must be resolved] 

Semester Grade Report [5 Below 2.0 for Term 112 Below2.0 GUM GPAI 
Spring I1 on Probation/1 Ineligible I 

Art #Seres TotalasofToda) Semester 
ltrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA Grade Hrs Subj Sub j# Segt# 
120 4 48.00 13440 5400 2.48!3 600 17.10 1200 1.425 IN 0.0 INLS 

ust have 51 credits ~x 0r, psvc 

Ineligibility Pending-Must earn 2.00 and 51 credits 
Tak ng 9 summer cred ts. Needs (B-, B-, B) 

Dean’s List 
~,CC Honor Roll 

BIOB N     120 

IACC Honor Roll I 

81.00 19290    8400 2.296    1200 30.90    1500 2.060 

Dean’s List 
ACC Honor Ro 

24.00 6090 2700 2.256 900    19.80    1200    1.650 

13 3.0 GEOL 
D 3.0 IIISI 

50.00 7570 2500 3.028 1200 36.00 1200 3.000 

C 3.0 ENGL 

B 3.0 ENGL 
B 3 0 PHIT 
B 3.0 SOCI 

2.767 B 
B 
C 
PS 

3.0 

3 0 EXSS 

3.0 EXSS 

3.0 INLS 
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Pill Athlete’s Name Major Maj. 2 IlL 

Semester Grade Report 
Spring 

Art #Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
ltrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-1lrs QPA E-1lrs Q-Pts Q-1lrs QPA 
170 4 62.00 162g0 6100 2.669    1100 34.00    1700 2.000 

Grade Hrs Subj Sub j# Sect# 

Ineligibility Pending - Must have 78 credits 
Enro ed n 3 Summer Credits (Online) [Needs 78 credits ] B 30 socl 

IJNDC N 130 2 3300 6820 2600 2623 1300 3550 1300 2731 

A 

C 

Dean’s List 
~,CC Honor Roll 

[ACC Honor Roll] 

N 150 6 92.00 276i0 8900 3.102    1500 51.90    1500 3.460 A 

B 
B 
B 

IJNDC N 140 4 6800 20360 6200 3284 1400 4780    1400 3414 B 

A 
A 
B 
B 

Dean’s List     I 
ACC Honor Roll 

N 100 8 12700 37020 10200 3629    1000 3520    1000 3520 B 

3 0 ENGI 

0 0 HIST 

3 0 SPAN 

3.0 PSYC 

3.0 KECR 

3 0 SOCI 

3.0 SOCI 

3.0 SOCI 

40 BUSI 
0.0 ]3USI 

3.0 GEOL 
I 0 GEOI 
3 0 SOCI 
3.0 SIOR 

30 ART 

00 ART 

3.0 BUSI 

30 BUSI 

10 ENST 
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PID Athlete’s Name Major Maj. 2 DL 

Dean’s List 

ACC Honor Ro J 

Semester Grade Report 
Spring 

Hrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 

COMM 

Ineligibility Pending - Must have 105 credits 
Enro ed n 6 Summer Cred ts (On ne/C ass 

[ACC Honor Roll 

120 8 10400 21450 10400 2063    1200 2100    1200    1750 

/~-[Needs 105 credits ] 

N 120 4 71.00 17710 5500 3.220    1200 33.00    1200 2.750 

JOMC N 150 6 9100 25080 8500 2951    1500 3900    1200 3250 

N 120 6 96.50 26783 8150 3.287 1200 32.10    1200 2.675 

[ACC Honor Roll 

[ACC Honor b~oll ] 

UNDC N 130 4 64.00 19110 5800 3.295    1300 43.90    1300 3.377 

IJNDC 120 2 2500 7570 2500 3028    1200 3780    1200 3150 

UNDC N 130 2     26.00 7420 2600 2.854 1300 37.00    1300 2.846 

Grade Hrs 
A 3.0 
B 30 
B 30 
A- 3.0 
A 30 

B 30 
D 3.0 
C 30 
D 30 

C 3.0 
A 30 
C 30 
B 3.0 

A 30 
A 30 
C 3.0 
PS 30 
B 30 

B 3.0 

B- 3.0 

C 3.0 

B 30 

A- 4.0 
0.0 

B 30 
A 3.0 
B- 3.0 

B 30 
B 3.0 

0.0 
B 30 
B 3.0 

A- 3.0 
B 30 
B 3.0 

C 30 

Subj Subi# Sect# 

COMM 

COMM 

EXSS 

SOCI 

ECON 

MUSC 

SOCI 

SIOR 

ECON 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 
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Semester Grade Report 
Spring 

Art #Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
PI1) Athlete’s Name                Major Maj. 2 1)L ltrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA Grade Hrs 

ECON N 120 4 44.00 11160 5000 2.232 600 9.00 1200 0.750 (2 3.0 

0 0    ANTH 
Ineligibility Pending - Must have 51 credits 

I 
/~-[Needs 51 

credits I I Im Enro ed n3SummerCredts(On ne.Transferng6 r) 3o sTor 

120 4 51.00 14440    5700 2.533 900 24.00 1200 2.000 

Ineligibility Pending - Must have 78 credits 

Enro ed n 3 Summer Cred ts 

N 120 
7/~ 23470 7700 3.048    1200 37.20    1200 3.100 (2 

3.0 E(ON 

eeds 78 credits 

124.00 35330 11600 3.046    1500 41.10    1500 2.740 

ITND( N 150    2    2700 7350 2700 2722 1500 4290 1500 2860 

IACC Honor Roll I 

130 6 79.00 21360 7800 2.738    1300 32.60    1300 2.508 

ININ N 150 3 51.00 8610 2700 3.18!)    1500 45.00    1500 3.000 

Subj Sub j# Sect~ 
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PI1) Athlete’s Name 

lACe Honor Roll I 

Dean’s List 
ACC Honor Ro 

lACe Honor Roll I 

Dean’s List 
Ace Honor Ro 

IAcc Honor Roll] 

Major Maj. 2 1)L 

Semester Grade Report 
Sprin~ 

Art #Seres     Totalas of Ioday             Semester 
ltrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-1]rs QPA E-1]rs Q-Pts Q-1]rs QPA 
130 2 28.00 8080 2500 3.232 1300 43.00 1300 3.308 

N 120 8 108.00 32220 10800 2.983 1200 42.00 1200 3.500 

COMM N 120 2 3000 7200 2400 3000 1200 3210 1200 2675 

ECON N 160 4 61.00 18070 6100 2.962 1300 43.20 1600 2.700 

12950 30440 9450 3221 1500 4860 1500 3240 

ECON N     120 10800 28180 11100 2539 1200 3030 1200 2525 

102.00 26850 8300 3.235 1600 47.30 1600 2.956 

N 130 2 26.00 6620 2600 2.546 1300 35.00 1300 2.692 

Grade Hrs 

B- 3.0 

A 30 

B 30 
B 30 

A- 3.0 
B 30 
B 30 
A 3.0 

A 30 

B 30 

0.0 

D 30 

B 30 

B 4.0 
00 

B 30 
A 3.0 
AB 00 
B 3.0 

B 30 
0.0 

B 3.0 
B 30 
B 3.0 
B 3.0 

B 30 

C- 3.0 

B- 3.0 

B 30 

4.0 

0.0 

B 30 

A 30 

A- 3.0 

B 30 

A- 3.0 

C 3.0 

B 30 

C 40 

Subj Sub j# Sect# 
EC’ON 

COMM 

EXSS 

MATH 

SOCI 

AMST 

COMM 

COMM 

GEOI 

BUSI 

GEOL 
MATH 

SOCI 

ENGL 

GEOL 

AFAM 

ECON 

INLS 

PHIT 

ENGL 

GEOG 

SPAN 
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PID Athlete’s Name 

Dean’s List 
ACC Honor Ro 

Major Maj. 2 DL 

Semester Grade Report 
Spring 

Art #Seres     lotto as ot ~ooay             Semester 
Hrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 

120 2 24.00 8040 2400 3.350    1200 43.20    1200 3.600 

Subj Subj# Sect# 

INELIGIBLE - Did not pass 18 Fall/Spring] 
Must have 2.00 to resume next semester J 

130 8 10100 22940 11500 

/ Needs 2.00 GPA I ¯ ¯ i 

N 150 8 121.00 32220 12100 2.663    1500 36.00    1500 2.400 C- 3.0 ECON 
(2 3.0 ECON 
C 3 0 HIST 

0 0 HIST 
C 3.0 INLS 

BIJSI7 

ADean’s List CC Honor Roll 

N 40 10 125.00 40230 12500 3.218 400 16.00 400 4.000 \ 1.0 GEOL 

[Team Cumulative GPA ¢ /b--[Team Semester GPA ] 
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Semester Grade Repot~t 

24 
25 

27 

29 

45 

AG ~’~1 A~ IAJIA~AqAM 



AO 



Semester Grade Report 

QPA Grade 

BE 

Hrs Subi Subi# Sec~ 





--I A I ~ I c IDI E F I~    .    ,IJI * ILl M I.I o IPI Q I~1 S ITI U IVl WlXl ’r IZpIASI ~clAqAEIAF 

Semester Grade Report 

122 

128 

129 

130 



AO 

M 



F I~    .    ,1~1 * I[I M I.I o I~1 Q I~1 s ITI U IVl WlXl " IZlA~IASI~ClAqAEIAF 

Semester Grade Repot-i 

AG I AI IAJIA~ALIAMIA 





212 

217 

218 

22O 

H ~,clAq A[ AG A~ IA~IA~ALIAM 



AO 

M 



Semester Grade Repot~t 

264 



AO 



320 

F I~    .    ,IJI * ILl M I.I o IPI Q I~1 S ITI U IVl WlXl " IZpIASI 

321 

322 

323 

325 

Semester Grade Repo~ 
Fall 





347 

372 

373 

374 

375 

~lJI K ILl u INI O IPI ~ IRI S ITI U IVl W IXl " IzlA~IABI 

Semester Grade Report 

Fall 

E ~[r* Q Pts Q ~[r* QpA E ~[r* Q Pts Q ~[r* QpA Grade Hrs Sect# 



AO 

M 



AG    A~ IAJIA~AqAM 



AO 

M 



SEMI, STER GRAI)E REPORT: / SPRING 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs QHrs GPA 

BCHUNDC /b C’0C’ 1~ C’C’0 b( 00C’ 15000 38(;’0 28(;’(;’0 

BCHBUSU 12000 12000 35100 12000 2925 27000 27000 85200 

DRAb B+ 3 00 

ECOh A 3 00 

EHGL A 3 00 

HIST A 3 00 

LATH A 3 00 

27 000 3 156 

BACOMM 12000 12000 26100 12000 2175 85000 79000 189300 

DRAt~ A 3 00 

EHGL A 3 00 

GEOL B+ 3 00 

STOR D 3 00 

85 00u 2 227 

BCHMHGT 13 000 13 000 32 300 13 000 2 485 58 000 58 000 143 800 

OOMM C 3 00 

OOMM B 3 00 

DRAM B+ 3 00 

PORT I D 3 00 

57 000 2 523 

BCHUHDC /2(;’0(;’ 14100 12000 25000 19000 46100 

ASTR C / 0C’ 

ENGL A 3 0C’ 

GEO( C 3 

HIST B 3 

SOCI C 3 

25 000 

DRArv B 3 00 

GEOL F 3 00 

SOCI F 3 00 

SPAH C 3 00 



Name 

SEMI, STER GRAI)E REPORT: / SPRING 

Term 
I~ajor Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs GPA 

BSBIOB 12000 12000 32b00 12000 2(08 130000 

BCHBUSU 15000 15000 38100 12000 3175 28000 28000 81100 

BCHECON 14000 14000 44b00 14000 3/(g 61000 61000 190000 

AFRI A 300 

BIOL C 4 00 

BIOL C+ 1 00 

BIOL B 3 00 

CHEt B 1 00 

25 000 3 244 

ECOk A 3 00 

EDUC PS 3 00 

ENGL A 3 00 

SPAN A 3 00 

STOR D 3 00 

BUSI B+ 3 00 

GEO 18 B 1 00 

GEO I B 3 00 

LFIT A 1 00 

PHIL B+ 3 00 

RELI B+ 3 00 

BCHUNDC 12000 12000 37800 12000 3150 28000 28000 86700 28000 3096 

BACOMM 12000 12000 35100 12000 2928 108000    108000 

ENGI B 300 

L~TI, B+ 300 

PS¥( B+ 300 

SOCI B 300 

/0/000 304C 

COM~ B 3 00 

COM~ B+ 3 00 

COM~ A 3 00 

GEOL C 3 00 



SF MI: STF R GRAI)E REPORT: 

Term 
Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs GPA 

BAPOLI 12000 12000 32100 12000 26(5 24000 

BCHUNDC 12000 12000 32100 12000 2675 24000 24000 66000 

ECO 

ENG 

HIST 

HIST 

24000 

BCHCOMM 12000 12000 27900 9000 3100 56000 56000 151200 

EDU( 

ENGL 

GEO( 

HIST 

53000 

BCHCOMM 13000 13000 29100 12000 2425 49000 46000 124800 

AFR 

EDU 

MUS 

SPAI 

48000 

BCHUNDC 15000 15000 44100 15000 2940 28000 28000 /9200 

COMK 

COMK 

MUSC 

PUBH 

SOCI 

28000 

ENGL 

SOCI 

SPAN 

STOR 

2 f38 

2 75O 

2 853 

2600 

2 829 

D 3 00 

A 3 00 

B 3 00 

B 3 00 

B+ 3 00 

B 3 00 

C 3 00 

B 3 00 

B 3 00 

PS 3 00 

B 3 00 

B+ 3 00 

C 3 00 

B 3 00 

C+ 3 00 

PS / 00 

B 3 00 

B 3 00 

A 3 00 

C 3 00 

B 3 00 

B 3 00 



SEMI, STER GRAI)E REPORT: /SPRING 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs    GPA 

BACOrvIM 15000 lb000 41100 15000 2(40 88000 

BAHIST 15000 12000 26100 15000 59000 56000 129800 

OOM~ C 300 

OOM~ C+ 300 

OOM~ A 300 

ENGL B 300 

EXSS B 300 

59000 2200 

BCHUNDC 13000 13000 24100 13000 51000 51000 122200 

GEO( C 300 

GEO( B 300 

HIST B 300 

ITAL F 300 

MAT~ D 300 

BCHCOMM 12000 12000 32100 12000 2675 55000 55000 144000 

BCHCOMM /5(;,0(;, 15(;,(;,0 4410(;, /5(;,0(;, 2940 6/(;,(;,0 6/(;,(;,0 1553(;,0 

ASTR C 300 

ASTR D 1 00 

ENGL B+ 300 

HIST C 300 

INLS D 300 

55000 2618 

AFRI / B 30C, 

COM[v B 30C, 

ENGL B+ 30C, 

SPAN C 30C, 

COMt A 300 

COMt A 300 

HIST C 300 

HIST C 300 

RELI B 300 
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SEMI STI R GRAI)E REPORT: 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs GPA 

BAUNDC 16000 16000 b4/0CI 16000 34/8 64000 

BCHUNDC 12000 9000 26100 12000 2175 52000 48000 

BCHBUSU 15000 15000 44700 15000 2980 28000 28000 

BAMNGT 12000 12000 36900 12000 3075 89000 89000 

SPRING 

64(;’(;’0 22/ 100 640(;’(;’ 3 455 

BUSI B 300 

HIST A 300 

RELI B÷ 300 

RELI B÷ 300 

SPA~ A 400 

108700 52000 2090 

MUS, F 300 

PHIL B+ 300 

POLl B 300 

SOCI B 300 

85900 28000 3068 

DRAb/ B+ 300 

ECON A 300 

ENGL B 300 

SPAN B+ 300 

STOR D+ 300 

264000    89000 2966 

ECO[ B+ 30CI 

ENGL B 300 

EXSS B 300 

HIST B 300 

25~f 

BUS C 300 

BUS B 300 

JOr~ C 3 oo 

JOr~ AB 300 

FRIDAY, PAGE 5 OF 10 



Name 

SEMI STI R GRAI)E REPORT: 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs GPA 

BAECON / 2 CIOCI 12 CICI0 36 00CI / 2 000 3 CICI0 160 CIOCI 

,/SPRING 

151 CICI0    ~9 bOO    /b4 OC’O 2 864 

BACOMM 12 000 12 000 30 900 12 000 2 575 80 000 80 000 206 300 

BUS1 B 3 00 

©OM A 3 00 

©OM B÷ 3 O0 

ECO~ C 3 00 

80 000 2 579 

MBA 12000 12000 0009 0000 400500 40800 0000 

COMb A 3 00 

COMb C+ 3 00 

COMb C+ 3 00 

POLl ~ C 3 00 

0 000 

BACOMM 18000 15000 45000 18000 3000 108000 108000 306300 

MBA P 1 80 

MBA P 1 00 

MBA H 1 80 

MBA H 1 80 

MBA P 1 00 

MBA P 1 00 

MBA P 1 80 

MBA P 1 80 

MBA P 1 80 

108000 2836 

COMr, B 3 0(;, 

COMr, B+ 3 0(;, 

COMr, B+ 3 0(;, 

COMF B 3 0(;, 

ENGL B 3 0(;, 

FRIIIA1 PAGE 6 OF 10 



Name 

SEMI, STER GRAI)I,  REPORT: / SPRING 

BSBA 10000 10000 29300 10000 2930 106000    106000    324450 

BCHUNDC / 3 C’0C’ 9 0C’0 16 200 / 3 C’0C’ 29 C’C’0 25 0C’0 58 400 

BAMbJGT 12000 12000 21000 12000 69000 69000 149100 

3/42 

BUSI B 1 50 

BUSI B 3 00 

BUSI B 1 50 

BUSI 1 B+ 1 50 

BUSI 1 B 3 00 

106000 3061 

BUSI B 1 50 

BUSI B+ 1 50 

BUSI B 1 50 

BUSI B 3 00 

BUSI B / 50 

GEO C+ / 00 

290(;’(;’ 2(;’14 

EDU C 3 00 

EbJG C 300 

HIST C 3 00 

SPAI F 400 

69 000 2 161 

COMr C 3 0(;’ 

ECO[, D 3 0C’ 

EIqGL C 3 0C’ 

GEO( C 3 0(;’ 



SEMI, STER GRAI)E REPORT: /SPRING 

Term 
PID Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs QHrs GPA 

BCHUNDC 16000 16000 bb200 16000 3460 31000 31000    10(100    31000 

BAMNGT 12000 12000 27900 12000 2325 85000 82000 208400 

BCHUNDC 13000 13000 38200 10000 3820 25000 25000 79300 

DRAft A 300 

ENGL A 300 

MASt A 300 

SOCI B 300 

SPAN B 400 

85000 2 452 

BAUNDC 12000 12000 33900 12000 2825 52000 52000 162@0 

MNG B+ 300 

MNG C 300 

MNG C 300 

SOCI C 300 

22000 3605 

BCHBUSU 12000 12000 24000 12000 2000 52000 82000 128300 

EDU( PS 300 

ENGI A 300 

HIST A 300 

SPA~ A 400 

52000 3123 

EDU( A 3 00 

MATt D 3 00 

PHIL B 3 00 

RELI B+ 3 00 

82 000 2 46 f 

POL 

REL 

SOC 

B 300 

D+ 300 

C 300 

C 300 



SEMI, STER GRAI)E REPORT: SPRING 

Name 
Term 

I~ajor Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs GPA 

BAHIST /2 000 9 000 2/000 /2 000 10/000 

BAJOMC 13000 13000 37800 13000 2908 111000 111000 340700 

AFRI B 300 

GEO IN 300 

HIST C 300 

HIST C 300 

111 000 3069 

BCHUNDC 13000 13000 34100 13000 2623 29000 29000 73100 

AFRI B 300 

GEOL B 1 00 

JOMC B 300 

JOMC B 300 

JOM~ B+ 300 

29000 2521 

BACOMM 12000 12000 35100 12000 2925 83000 80000 218000 

DRA~ B 300 

ENGL A 300 

SOCI C 300 

SPAF / C 400 

83000 2627 

BCHUNDC 16000 12000 28200 16000 28000 24000 

COMk C+ 300 

COMk B 300 

COMk A 300 

COMk B 

28000 2//5 

CHEM C 300 

DRAM B 300 

ENGL B 300 

FREN F 400 

GEOG C 300 



Name 

SF, MI:,STF, R GRAI)E REPORT: 

PID 

/ SPRING 

BAMHGT 12000 9000 26100 12000 2175 102000 99000 244500 

SOC 

98 000     2 495 

C÷ 

B 

B 

F 

3 00 

3 00 

4 00 

3 00 

ENGL 

HIST 

SOCI 

LESS rI’ItAN 9 IIOURS EAI|NIII) 

GPA NAME PII) III|S 

1.844 6.0 

0.000 

AB 3 00 

B 3 00 

B 3 00 

B 3 00 
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SEMI, STER GRAI)E REPORT: 

Name PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs GPA 

BCHUNDC 13000 13000 31100 13000 2392 13000 13000 3/ 100 13000 2392 

BCHBUSU 15000     15000     50100     15000     3340     15000     15000     50100 

ENGL B+ 300 

GEOL B 300 

LATN C+ 400 

STOR D+ 300 

15000 33@ 

BCHCOMM 12000 12000 28800 12000 2400 73000 67000 163200 

AFRI1 B 300 

EDUC B+ 300 

ENGL A 300 

GERM B 300 

SPAN A 300 

73000 2236 

BCHUNDC 16000 16000 39900 15000 2660 45000 45000 111500 

COMM C 300 

COMM B+ 300 

COMM C+ 300 

COMM C 300 

44000 2534 

BCHUNDC 13000     13000     32000     13000     2462     13000 

ANTH B 3 00 

DRA[~ B+ 3 00 

EDUC PS / 00 

EDUC C+ 3 00 

EXSS B 3 00 

STOR C 3 00 

13 000 32 O0O 13 000 2 462 

EDUC 

GEOG 

GERM 

SPAN 

C+ 300 

B 300 

B 300 

C 400 



Name 

SEMI, STER GRAI)E REPORT: 

Term 
PID Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs QHrs GPA 

BSBIOB 12000 12000 35100 12000 2928 118000 118000    309800 gOO00 

BCHBUSU 13000 13000 43000 13000 3308 13000 13000 43000 

BIOL 

RELI 

SOC 

13000 

BCHBUSU 16000 16000 49800 16000 3113 47000 47000 145800 

DRAb 

ENGL 

HIST 

SPAN 

47000 

BCHPSYB 12000 12000 38100 12000 3175 12000 12000 38100 

BCHUNDC 16000 16000 48800 16000 3056 16000 16000 48800 

3 439 

3308 

3096 

B 3 00 

C 3 00 

A 3 00 

B 3 00 

A 3 00 

A 3 00 

C 3 00 

A 4 00 

BUSI B 4 00 

DRAM A 3 00 

ECON B 3 00 

ENGL B+ 3 00 

PSYC B 3 00 

12000 3175 

CHEM C 3 00 

ENGL A 3 00 

PLCY A 3 00 

PSYC B+ 3 00 

16 000 3 086 

DP,~M B 3 00 

EDUC B÷ 3 00 

ENGL B÷ 3 00 

LATN B 4 00 

MATH .... B 3 00 



SEMI, STER GRAI)E REPORT: 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs GPA 

BACOrvIM 12000 12000 44100 12000 36(b 96000 96000 2(/900 89000 3055 

BAPOLI 12000 12000 33600 12000 2800 12000 12000 33600 

COMM B+ 300 

COMM A 300 

EXSS A 300 

PORT A 300 

12000 2800 

BCHUNDC 12000 12000 33900 12000 2825 12000 12000 33900 

ANTH C+ 300 

EDUC C+ 300 

EXSS B+ 300 

SOCI B+ 300 

12000 2825 

BCHMNGT 12000 12000 31200 12000 2600 44000 44000 123300 

DRAM B 300 

ENGL B+ 300 

ENGL B 300 

SPAN C 300 

44000 2802 

BCHCOMM 12000 12000 31800 12000 2650 39000 33000 95/00 

HIST C+ 300 

INLS B 300 

PSYC B 300 

SOCI B 300 

39000 2 454 

COMM C 300 

EDUC C+ 300 

GEOL B 300 

PHIL B+ 300 



SEMI, STER GRAI)E REPORT: 

Name PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs QHrs GPA 

BCHUNDC 13000 13000 30100 13000 2(00 13000 13000 30100 13000 2 f00 

BCHCOMM 15000 15000 49800 15000 3320 73000 73000 205000 

ENGL B 300 

PSYC C 300 

RELI B 300 

SPAN B 400 

70000 2929 

BAHIST 13000 13000 33600 13000 2585 44000 44000 103700 

AFRI B 300 

COMM B+ 3 00 

COMM B+ 3 00 

EXSS B+ 3 00 

EXSS A 3 00 

44000 2 357 

BCHUNDC 12000 12000 31200 12000 2600 38000 38000 98100 

EXS~ A 300 

EXS~ B 300 

HIST B 300 

LFIT B÷ 1 00 

MUS D 300 

37000 2651 

BCHCOMM /b000 10000 36000 /b000 2400 43000 43000 111900 

ART’ A 300 

COMF C 300 

EXSS B 300 

HIST C+ 300 

43000 2602 

EDUC 

HIST 

INLS 

PSYC 

SOCI 

C+ 300 

B 300 

B 300 

C 300 

C 300 



SEMI, STER GRAI)E REPORT: 

Name PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs GPA 

BCHCOMrvl /b000 15000 36300 15000 2420 46000 

BCHBUSU 17000 17000 63400 17000 3729 48000 46000 166@0 

DRAM B 3 00 

EDUC B 3 00 

FREN C 3 00 

HIST 1 C 3 00 

SOCI 1 B 3 00 

48 O00 3 467 

BCHUNDC 12000 12000 24000 12000 2000 40000 4C000 80800 

BUSI B+ 4 00 

ECON A 3 00 

FREN A 3 00 

HNRS A 3 00 

SPAN A 4 00 

40000 2013 

BCHBUSU 13000 13000 41200 13000 3169 13000 13000 41200 

AFA~ D 300 

HIST C+ 3 00 

PHIL B 3 00 

PSYC C 300 

13 000 3 169 

BAMNGT 18000 15000 48000 18000 3200 frO00 /fO00 22f100 

EDU( B 300 

ENGL A 

HIST C 300 

SPAK A 400 

//000 294,9 

ECON 

EXSS 

PSYC 

SOCI 

B 3 00 

A 3 00 

B 3 00 

B 3 00 

B+ 3 00 



SEMI, STER GRAI)E REPORT: 

Name PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs GPA 

BAJOMC 12000 12000 24900 12000 20(b ((000 

BAECON 16000 16000 56900 16000 3556 148000    139000    403500 

BUSI, B 3 00 

DRAM C+ 3 00 

JOMC D 3 00 

POLl " C+ 3 00 

142000 2842 

BCHCOMM 12000 12000 33300 12000 2((5 68000 68000 1(54C0 

CHEM C 100 

COMM A 300 

COMM A 300 

COMM A 300 

COMM A 300 

ECON B 300 

68000 2~/9 

MBA 21 500 20 500 0 003 0 000 28 500 27 500 0 000 

EXSS 

EXSS 

0 000 

MBA 

MBA 

MBA 

MBA 

MBA 

MBA 

MBA 

MBA 

MBA 

MBA 

MBA 

C 3 00 

B 3 00 

A 3 00 

B 3 00 

L 2 b0 

P 2 b0 

L 2 b0 

P 2 b0 

L 200 

P 200 

P 200 

P / b0 

P / b0 

P / b0 

/ 00 



SEMI, STER GRAI)E REPORT: 

Name PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs QHrs GPA 

BAcorvIM 12000 12000 39900 12000 332b 93000 93000 261300 93000 2810 

BSBA 15000 15000 46900 15000 3060 79000 79000 230600 

COMb C+ 300 

COMb A 300 

COMb A 300 

SOCI ; B+ 300 

73000 3159 

BSBA 12000 9000 29550 9000 3283 96000 93000 285250 

BUSI B+ 300 

BUSI B 300 

BUSI B 300 

BUSI B 300 

I NLS B+ 300 

93000 3067 

BSBA 15000 0000 0000 111000 96000 295850 

BUSI B 1 50 

BUSI 300 

BUSI B+ 1 50 

BUSI A 300 

RUSE B 300 

93000 3181 

BCHUNDC 13000 13000 34100 13000 2623 16000 16000 42200 16000 2638 

ENGL 

GEOL 

SPAN 

1500 

B 300 

B+ 300 

B 300 

C 400 



SEMI, STER GRAI)E REPORT: 

Name PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs QHrs GPA 

BAMNGT 12000 12000 34800 12000 2900 5f000 128100    5/000     224/ 

BCHUNDC 15000 15000 51900 15000 3460 15000 15000 51900 

DRAM C+ 300 

EXSS C+ 300 

SOCI A 300 

SOCI, B 300 

15000 3 460 

BCHMNGT 12000 12000 27900 12000 2325 73000 70000 180500 

DRAM B+ 300 

EDUC B 300 

ENGL A 300 

HIST" B+ 300 

SOCI A 300 

73000 2473 

BCHUNDC 12000 12000 41100 12000 3425 12000 12000 41100 

HIST C+ 300 

PSYC C 300 

PSYC C 300 

SOCI B+ 300 

12000 3425 

BCHBUSU 13000 13000 4C800 13000 3/38 40000 4C000 128500 

DRAM B+ 3 00 

ENGL A 3 00 

GEOC B 3 00 

HIST ~ A 3 00 

40000 3213 

ANTH 

BUSI 

ENGL 

MATh 

B+ 3 00 

B 4 00 

B+ 3 00 

B 3 00 



SEMI, STER GRAI)I,  REPORT: / 

Name PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs QHrs GPA 

BCHBUSU 12000 12000 2f000 12000 2200 40000 4C000 104300    40000     2608 

BAHIST 15000 12000 30900 15000 2060 95000 92000 228200 

DEAk C 300 

ENGL B 300 

GEOL C 300 

POLl C 300 

95000 2402 

BAJOMC 13000 13000 44500 13000 3423 98000 98000 302900 

GEOG B 3 00 

GEOG C+ 3 00 

GEOG IN 3 00 

GEOL D 3 00 

PORT A 3 00 

98 000 3 091 

BCHUNDC 16000 16000 39000 16000 2438 16000 16000 39000 

JOMC C+ 300 

JOMC A 1 00 

JOMC B+ 300 

PORT A 300 

SOCI : A 300 

16000 2 438 

BCHCOMM /b000 10000 42000 /b000 2800 f/000 68000 182900 

ECON C 300 

HIST ’ C+ 300 

SPAN B 40O 

STOR C+ 300 

WMS] B 300 

COMM C+ 300 

COMM B 300 

COMM B 300 

EXSS3 B 300 

INLS2[ B 300 



SEMI STER GRAI)E REPORT: 

Name PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs QHrs GPA 

BCHUNDC 12000 12000 32/00 12000 2(2b 12000 12 000 32/0O 12000 

BCHMNGT 13000 13000 44100 13000 3392 65000     65000    193100 

EDUC 

ENGL 

GEOG 

GEOL 

65000 

BAMNGT 12000 12000 31800 12000 2650 90000 90000 218400 

COMM 

ECON 

EXSS 

GEOL 

86000 

ECON 

EXSS 

PORT 

SOCI 

LESS THAN 9 HOURS IIARNIII) 

GPA NAME PID HRS 

2 971 

254O 

C+ 3 00 

B+ 3 00 

B 3 00 

C+ 3 00 

A 3 00 

B 3 00 

B+ 3 00 

B 1 00 

A 3 00 

C+ 3 00 

B+ 3 00 

B 3 00 

C 3 00 





123 Above 3.0 for Term J [3 Below 2.0 for Term I ~. on Academic Probation J 
I [24 Above 3.0 CUM GPA] Semester Grade Report I1 Below 2.0 for CUM GPA J [8 on Deans List 

PID Athlete’s Name 
Art #Seres Total as of Today Semester 

Major Maj. 2 IlL ltrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 
CO\I\I N 120 5 63.00 16950 6600 2.568 1200 26.10 1200 2.175 

UNDC N i20 1 12.00 29i0 i200 2.425 i200 29.10 i200 2.425 3.0 
3.0 
30 
30 
3.0 

\rNGT N 130 7 9700 22910 10300 2224 1000 2210    1300 

IIISI N     130      7    104.00 33500 10400 ~ 1300 37.!)0 1300 2.915 

c 30 
c IO 
B 3.0 
C 30 

B     30 

B- 3.0 

B 30 

UNDC N 120 1 12.00 23i0 1200 

p\~AD N i50 3 47.00 10800 4200 2.571 i500 47.10    i500 

BIO]3 N 150 3 65.00 13470 4000 

B 

B 

C 

D 

B 
B 
B 

B 
A 
A 

3.0 
3.0 
30 
3.0 
3.0 
00 

3.0 
3.0 
30 
00 
3.0 
30 
30 

4.0 

0.0 
4.0 

Subj Sub j# Sect# 

HTST 

SOCI 

ENGL 

ENGL 

EXSS 

GEOG 

GEOL 

FRFN 

GEOI 

PSYC 

SOCI 

CLAS 
COMP 
COMP 

HTST 
LFIT 
MUSC 

ENGL 

ENGL 

EXSS 

GEOL 

POLl 

POll 

CHEM 

PSYC 

PSYC 
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PID Athlete’s Name 

Semester Grade Rel ort 

Major Maj. 2 DL 
N 

Art #Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
lirs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA Grade Hrs 

C 3.0 
B 15 
A 15 
A- 3.0 
PS 30 
A 30 

ECON N 120 5 80.00 20180 7600 2.655    1200 27.00    1200 2.250 B 

D 

B 

C 

3.0 

30 
3.0 
30 

N 150 7 93.00 23630 9600 2.461    1500 41.70    1500 2.780 B 
C 
B 
C 
B 

3.0 
30 
30 
3.0 
30 

HIST N 150 6 9300 15330 6000 2555    1500 5010    1500 c 30 
B- 3.0 

00 
A 3.0 
A 30 
A 30 

UNDC N 120 3 45.00 10420 3800 2.742    1200 36.00    1200 A 3.0 
c 30 
B- 3.0 
B 3.0 

N 150 7 107.00 32620 10700 3.t~49 1200 38.10    1500 2.549 

N 180 5 8300 25250 7700 3~79    1200 4080    1200 

A- 3.0 
B 3.0 
B 30 
B 30 

B 30 

B 3.0 

A 30 
B 3.0 

Subj Sub j# Sect~ 

COMP 
COMP 
ECON 
EXSS 
HTST 
HTST 

SOCI 

HTST 

HTST 

PORT 

SOCI 

EDIJC 

ENGL 

PSYC 

PSYC 

HTST 
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PID Athlete’s Name 

Semester Grade Report 

Major 
Art #Seres     Total as of Toda.~             Semester 
firs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 
140      1      14.00 4410    1400            1400 44.10    1400 ~ 

HTST 

PS 

2.0 

3 0 

3 0 

0.0 

3 0 

¯ 
00 

3.0 

00 

30 

3.0 

00 

N 160 C 30 

B 3.0 

A 30 

C 40 

PL 0.0 

\- 3.0 

Sub,i Sub,i# Sect/i 
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PID Athlete’s Name 

Semester Grade Report 

Major 
Art #Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
lirs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 
150    3 43.00 12100 4000 ~.0251 1500 45.30 1500 3.02q3 

Grade Hrs 

B- 3.0 
B 30 
B 30 
A 3.0 
A 30 
B 30 

UNDC 

IJNDC 

N 120 3 41.00 11149 4100 2.717 1200 29.10    1200 2.425 

22 00 49 20    16 00 3 075 22 00 49 20    16 00 3075 

C- 3.0 

B 30 

B 30 

C 3.0 

B 30 
A 30 
B- 3.0 
B 30 
BE 30 
BE 3.0 
B 40 

ECON N 150 72 00 20(+ 50 78 00 2 647 15 00 42 00    15 00 2 800 D 30 

C 3.0 

A 30 

A 3.0 

B 30 

B- 3.0 
0.0 

B 30 
0.0 

B 3.0 
B 30 

UNDC N 120 1 12.00 3030    1200 2.525    1200 30.30    1200 2.525 B- 

B 

B 

PT 

3.0 
0.0 
30 
30 
3.0 
00 

IJNDC N 120 3 3900 10(+50 4200 253(+    1200 3300    1200 2750 B 
B 
C 
B 

30 
3.0 
30 
30 

Subj Subj# Sect~ 

CLAR 
DRAM 
ENGI 
GEOL 

DRAM 
ENGI 
GEOL 
HTST 
HTST 

SPAN 

DRAM 

GEOG 

GEOI 

PORT 
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PID Athlete’s Name 

COMM 

HIST 

Semester Grade Report 

Maj. 2 DL 

N 

Art #Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
Hrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 
140 7 101.00 24270 9200 2.638 1400 29.10 1400 2.07’) 

Grade Hrs 

4.0 

00 

D 40 

0.0 

B 30 

B 30 

Subj Subj# Sect~ 

BIOL 

PSYC 
SOCI 

A 
PT 
BE 
A 
B 

3.0 ENGL 
30 HIST 
00 HIST 
1.0 Llql 

00 MATH 

30 MATH 
3.0 SpJ~N 

30 STOR 

130 4 6400 12000 4000 3000 1300 3390 1300 2608 

160 51.00 14290 4400 ~.24g 1600 51.00 1600 3.188 

B 40 BUSI 

00 BUSI 
C 30 CIAR 
C 3.0 ECON 
B 3.0 SOCI 

B 4.0 BUSI 

0 0 BIJSI 

A 3 0 I)R AM 

B 3.0 ECON 

B 3 0 HIST 

B 3 0 WMST 

0.0 WMSI 

120 12000 35520 12000 2960 1200 3300 1200 2750 B 30 AFAM 
C 30 ECON 
B 3.0 GEOG 
B 30 MUSC 

130 4300 10870 3700 2938 1300 3670 1300 2823 B 30 COMM 
C 3.0 ENGL 
B 30 HIST 

00 HIST 
A- 1.0 Llql 

B 30 PSYC 

130 7400 21780 7400 2943 1000 2900 1300 2231 AB 00 ECON 
B 3.0 EXSS 
C I 0 GEOI 
A 30 PORT 
C 3.0 SIOR 
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PID Athlete’s Name 

Semester Grade Report 

Major Maj. 2 DL 
N 

Art #Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
firs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 

120      4     64.00 4020    1200 ~.~ 1200 40.20    1200 

130 I 1300 4110    1300 ~&~ 1300 4110    1300 

B 
PL 
B 
C 

30 
3.0 
0.0 
40 
30 

BIOA    N C 4.0 

00 

00 

A 4.0 

00 

B 30 

B 3.0 

IJNDC N 120 4400 11330 4400 2575    1200 2820    1200 2350 A 
B 
c 

30 
30 
3.0 
00 
3.0 

IJNDC N 150 3 3900 13020 3900 1500 4980    1500 A 30 

C 3.0 

B 3.0 

B 30 

A- 3.0 

UNDC 

UNDC 

IJNDC 

N 120 

N 130 

N 120 

12.00 2700    1200 2.250    1200 27.00    1200 2.250 B 3.0 

C 30 

C 3.0 

C- 3.0 

00 

Subj Subi# Sect~ 

AMST 
ENGL 

SPAN 
STOR 

BTOI 

BTOI 

PHYS 

SOCI 

SOUl 

AFAM 
DRAM 
PSYC 
PSYC 
SPAN 

EDIJC 

ENGL 

HTST 

1300 A- 3.0 DR.M\I 

B- 3.0 ENGL 

B 30 EXSS 

B 30 GEOG 

A- 1.0 Llql 

30 
3.0 
0.0 
30 
00 
3.0 

EDIJC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

SOUl 
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PID Athlete’s Name Major 

JOMC 

Semester Grade Report 

Maj. 2 DL 
N 

Art #Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
~lrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 

160      I      16.00 5000    1600            i600 50.00    i600 ~ 
Grade Hrs 

B- 3.0 

B 3.0 

140 3 4200 9570 3800 2518    1400    1670 

TOTAl,: 

Subj Subi# Sect~ 

ANTH 

ENGI 

1000 PS 40 BIJSI 

PS 40 BIJSI 

0.0 IJLJSI 

D 30 ECON 

C I 0 GEOI 

B- 3.0 GEOL 

D 3 0 PSYC 

713~70 2431"g 50 i~ "~ 1692"15 593.00 ~ <      I 

ICumulative GPA I [Semester GPA 

Last 7 semester GPA’s: 
FALL 2009:2.854 
SP09:2.711 
FA08:2.793 
SP08:2.770 
FA07:2.926 
SP07:2.835 
FA06:2.830 
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Below 2.00 Term GPA: 3 
Dean’s List: 3 Below 2.00 CUM GPA: 2 
ACC Honor Roll: 18 Academic Probation: 2 

PI1) Athlete’s Name 

Above 3.0 Term GPA: 16 Semester Grade Report 
Above 3.0 CUM GPA: 21 

Spring 
#Seres Total as of Today Semester 

Major Maj. 2 DL [lrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 
CO\I\I N 150 6 78.00 20430 8100 2.522    1500 34.80    1500 2.320 

Grade Hrs Subj Subi# Sect~ 

|1 

rlneligible - Needs 24 credits ] 

[Enrolled in EXSS188 SSl ] 

Ineligible - Needs 24 credits 
Enrolled in EXSS181/INLS 200 - Needs B-, B- 
Academ c Probat on - Needs 2.00 cure GPA 

ACC Honor Roll 
N 150 

Dean’s List 
ACC Honor Roll 

N 120 

ACC Honor Roll 

N 120 

5010    2100 2.386 !)00 21.00 900 2.333    13 3.0 DIL’~\I 

62.00 15390 5700 2.700    1500 45.90    1500 

77.00 18050 5200 m 1200 45.80    1200 

120.00 37470 11400 O 1200 39.!)0 

N 150 92.00 23600    9100 2.593    1200 34.20    1500 2.280 B- 3.0 E(ON 

3.0 EXSS 
3.0 EXSS 
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PID Athlete’s Name 

ACC Honor Roll 

ACC Honor Roll 

ACC Honor Roll 

ACC Honor Roll 

Major 

COMM 

BUSU 

HIST 

Maj. 2 DL 
N 

Semester Grade Report 
Spring 

ltrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA Sub,i Sub,i# Sect/i 

COMM 

I 
150 7 108.00 19110 7500 2.548 1500 37.80 1500 2.520 C 3.0 

C 3.0 

B 30 

B 30 

C 3.0 

EXSS 

HTST 

120 4 5700 13930 5000 2786 1200 3510 1200 2925 

1200 2.975 

130 2 27.00 8210 2700 394 1300 38.00 1300 2.923 

120 8 12700 37430 11200 1200 2910 900 ~:~ 

c 30 
B 30 
A 3.0 
B 30 

00 

B 3.0 
C 30 
B 30 
B 3.0 

A 3.0 
A- 2.0 
B 30 
B 1.5 
B 3.0 
B 30 

A- 3.0 

0.0 

B 30 

B 3.0 

C 4.0 

Ps 30 
B 3.0 
B- 3.0 
A 30 

B 3.0 
B 3.0 
B 15 
B 3.0 
A- 3.0 

COMM 

EXSS 
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ACC Honor Roll 

ACC Honor Roll 

ACC Honor Roll 

Dean’s List 
ACC Honor Roll 

ACC Honor Roll 

Major 
JOMC 

Maj. 2 DL 
N 

Semester Grade Report 
Spring 

Art #Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
ltrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 

12o ~,    94~o >~2o 88~o 3.2971050 3270 lo5o 3.100 

N 120 2 2500 7820 2800 2793 900 3000    1200 2500 

PWAD N 150 4 5800 169 {10 5500 1500 4800    1500 

COMM 

UNDC 

ECON 

N 120 4 53.00 14650 5300 2.764 1200 35.10    1200 2.925 

N 120 2 34.00    8520    2800 ~3    1200 36.00    1200 

N 120 6 8400 23350 9000 2594 1200 2700    1200 2250 

Grade Hrs 

B 3.0 
B 30 
B 30 
A 3.0 
B 30 

00 

B- 1.5 
B 30 
B 30 
B- 3.0 
A 30 

A 30 
B 3.0 
B 15 
B 30 
g 0.0 

A 30 
B 30 
IN 0.0 

B 3.0 

C 30 

A- 3.0 

C 3.0 

A 30 

0.0 

0.0 

A     30 

A- 3.0 

C 3.0 

B 30 

B 30 

A 3.0 

B 30 

B 30 

C 3.0 

D 30 

B 3.0 

B 3.0 

C 30 

Sub,i Subj# Sect# 

JOMC 

ENGI 

FRFN 

HTST 

STOR 

ENGL 

EXSS 

PSYC 

SPAN 

EXSS 
EXSS 
STOR 
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PIl~ Athlete’s Name Major Maj. 2 DL 

COMM 

ACC Honor Roll 
BIJSI7 

BUSU 

Ineligible per 72 NCAA rule. 
Needs 1 credit hour prior to Fall 2010 
Enrolled in STOR " - SSI 

Semester Grade Report 
Spring ’ 

Art #Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
Hrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA g-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 
130 8    105.00 31670 10500 ,J.~lI6 1300 37.00    1300 2.846 

ACC Honor Roll 

N 130 2 25.00 6530 2500 2.612    1300 35.00    1300 2.692 

N 12 0 4 51 00 13350 51 00 2 618    12 00 2700    12 00 2 250 

120 2 3100 7780 2500 31J2 1200 3390    1200 2825 

COMM 

N 

N 

70 10 127.00 37880 12700 2.983 700 

150 4 55.00 14200 5200~,~v~’).QnA 1200 

Grade Hrs 

B 3.0 
C 30 
A 
B 3.0 
B 30 

B 3.0 
0.0 

B 30 
B 30 
C 4.0 

c 30 
c 30 
B 3.0 
c 30 

C 30 

0.0 

A 30 

B 30 

C 3.0 

B 4.0 
0.0 

B 30 
B 3.0 
B 3.0 
B 30 

A- 4.0 
0.0 

A 30 
B- 3.0 
B 3.0 

C 30 

Sub,i Subi# Sect~ 

EXSS 

SOCI 

STOR 

BUSI 

ENGL 
GEOL 
TTAI 

33.30 1500 2.820 B 0.0 
C 3 0 I)R AM 

A- 3.0 ENGL 

B- 3.0 INLS 
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Pill Athlete’s Name Major Maj. 2 IlL 
BLSL N 

Semester Grade Report 
Spring 

Art #Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
ltrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA lg-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 
140 6 88.00 253~0 8500 2.986    1400 36.00    1400 2.571 

CO\I\I N 150 5 79.00 7530 2700 2.789    1500 35.10    1500 2.349 

120 2 3400 2970    1200 2475    1200 2970    1200 2475 

150 2 2800 7620 2800 2721    1500 3510    1500 2340 D 

\rNGT BIOA N 12 0 8 12800 34560 10900 ~ ]~1 12 00 3300 12 00 2 750 

iliSl N 120 4 56.00 14249 5600 2.543    1200 29.10    1200 2.425 

JOMC N 12 0 4 51 00 16620 51 00 12 00 3600    12 00 3000 

Grade Hrs 

B 3.0 
B 20 
C 30 
B 3.0 
C 30 

Subj Subj# Sect# 

B- 3.0 
(2 3.0 
C 30 

(2- 3.0 
B 30 

30 
0.0 
30 
30 
3.0 
00 

ANTH 

HTST 

UNDC N 130 2 25.00 6200 2500 2.480    1300 35.00    1300 2.692 

B 
c 
B 

3 0 ECON 

O.0 ECON 

3 0 ENGI 

3.0 GEOG 

3 0 HIST 

0 0 HIST 

3.0 SPAN 

B 30 

C 3.0 

C 3.0 

A 30 

AFRI 
BIOL 
EXSS 
SOCI 

D 3.0 
A 3.0 
B 30 

3.0 

GEOG 

GEOG 

HIST 

HIST 

pWAD 

B 30 
B 3.0 
B 30 
B 30 

DRAM 

GEOG 

HIST 

MATH 

3.0 

30 

30 

4.0 
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PID Athlete’s Name Major Maj. 2 DL 

AGG Honor Noll 

Semester Grade Report 

Spring 
Art #Seres     Total as of Today             Semester 
Hrs Cmpl E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA E-Hrs Q-Pts Q-Hrs QPA 
120 2     25.00    7!)90    2500 ~ 1200 37.20    1200 ~ 

Subj Sub j# Sect~ 

lIND( N 130 2 2500 4810 2500 1300 2410 1300 

Academic Probation - Needs to raise GPA 2.0DI 
Enro ed n EXS~    SSI 

ACC Honor Roll 
2.925 

$281.8(~ zs,4.s~2.946 < I ,sso.*, s~a.oo2.766 <         I 
LTeam CUM GPAl     ITeam Semester GPAI 

Semester by Semester Numbers 
Semester GPA’s 
Spring 2010: 2.766 
Fall 2009: 2.854 
Spring 2009: 2.711 
Fall 2008: 2.793 

Semester by Semester Numbers 
Cumulative GPA 
Spring 2010: 2.946 
Fall 2009: 2.930 
Spring 2009: 2.849 
Fall 2008: 2.839 
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Name 

SEMI, STER ( RAI)E REPORT: 2012-2013/F IkLL 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs GPA 

BCHUNDC 15000 lb000 42900 15000 2860 /b000 lb000 42900 15 OOO 2 860 

BCHUNDC 16000 16000 53400 16000 3338 44000 44000 141500 

ECOb C+ 3 00 

ENGL A 3 00 

HIST B 3 00 

POLl B 3 00 

PSYC C+ 3 00 

44000 3216 

BCHUNDC 14000 14000 31000 10000 3/00 41000 41000 

AFRI B 300 

ENGL A 300 

GEO( B+ 300 

GEOL B+ 1 00 

PSYC A 300 

RELI B 300 

116200 3/000 3/4/ 

BCHBUSU 12000     9000     25800     12000     2150     12000     9000     25800 

BUSI PS 400 

COMF A 300 

ECOb B 300 

HIST B 300 

LFIT" A 1 00 

12000 2150 

BACOMM 12000 12000 23/00 12000 97000 91000 213000 

BIOL F 3 O0 

DRAb B+ 3 O0 

ENGL B 3 O0 

GEOE C+ 3 O0 

9/000 2/96 

COMM B+ 3 00 

COMM C+ 3 00 

NAVS D+ 3 00 

PORT D 3 00 



Name 

SEMI, STER GRAI)I,  REPORT: 2012-2013/F ILL 

Term 
QPs    QHrs PID Major Art Hrs Hrs Ern GPA 

BCHMNGT 12000 12000 32100 12000 26fb f0000 /0000 1(~ 9C10 69000 

BCHUNDC 13000 10000 18 %0 12000 44 C’C’0 350C’0 83000 

OOMM 

ECON 

ENGL" 

ENGL" 

43 000 

BCHBIOA 12000 12000 40800 12000 3400 12000 12000 40800 

COMb 

EDUC 

PSYC 

12000 

BCHUNDC 12000 12000 29100 12000 2425 12000 12000 29100 

BIOL 

DRAt~ 

ENGL 

GEOL 

12000 

MD 29(;’0(;’ 0003 0000 29000 0000 0000 

AFRI 

DP&I 

ENG 

STOI 

0000 

rvlEDI 

rvlEDI 

rvlEDI 

rvlEDI 

3 4O0 

2 425 

C 300 

C 300 

B+ 300 

A 300 

C+ 300 

C 300 

PS 1 00 

C 300 

IN 300 

B 300 

B+ 300 

A 300 

B+ 300 

C 300 

B 30(;’ 

B 30(;’ 

C 30(;’ 

7 0C, 

2 0C, 



Name 

SEMI, STER ( RAI)E REPORT: 2012-2013/F IkLL 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs QHrs GPA 

BCHBUSU 17000 1(000 48500 17000 29/2 48000 

BAECON 15000 12000 27000 9000 3000 76000 73000 217000 

AFRI 

BUSI 

ENGL 

70000 

BCHEXSS /b000 10000 bfO00 15000 3800 43000 4~000 143/00 

AFAM 

BUSIz 

ECON 

ENGL 

GEOL 

43000 

BACOMM 12000 12000 42900 12000 3575 120000 120000 349900 

AFRI 

AMS] 

ENGL 

PHIL 

RELI 

113000 

PORT 

3 O82 

3 100 

3 O96 

C+ 3 00 

C 4 00 

A 3 00 

B+ 3 00 

A 1 00 

B 3 00 

B 3 00 

3 00 

B 3 00 

B+ 3 00 

PS 3 00 

B+ 3 00 

A 3 00 

A 3 00 

A 3 00 

A 3 00 

B+ 3 00 

A 3 00 

B 3 00 

A 3 00 



Name 

SEMI, STER GRAI)E REPORT: 2012-2013/FALL 

Term 
I~ajor Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs GPA 

BAPOLI 15000 12000 25200 12000 2/00 42000 

BCHCOMM 16000 16000 35800 16000 2238 40000 40000 101800 

GEOL D 3 00 

HIST 1 B 3 00 

MUSC C 3 00 

PSYC B 3 00 

SOCI 3 00 

40 000 2 546 

BCHUNDC 15000 15000 44100 15000 2940 15000 

AFRI C+ 300 

AMST B 3 00 

GEO~ C 3 00 

LFIT I A 1 00 

PSYC C+ 3 00 

RELI D+ 300 

15000 44100 15000 29@ 

BCHCOMM 12000 9000 17100 6000 2850 68000 65000 168300 

ANTH B 3 00 

ART ~ A 3 00 

ENGL B 3 00 

HIST B 3 00 

STOR C+ 3 00 

59 000 2 853 

COMk B 3 00 

ECON PS 3 00 

HIST ~ B 3 00 

SOCI 3 00 



Name 

SEMI, STER ( RAI)E REPORT: 2012-2013/F IkLL 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs QHrs GPA 

BCHUNDC 16000 16000 b2g00 16000 3306 4(000 4( 000 142 O0O 4/O00 

BACOMM 18000 18000 42900 15000 2860 106000 106000 289000 

BUSI 

ENGL 

ENGL 

GEO6 

100000 

BAHIST 12000 12000 33000 12000 2(50 ((000 /4000 1(4800 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

EDUC, 

MATH 

SOCI2 

BACOMM 15000 15000 38100 15000 2540 66000 66000 160300 

HIST 

HIST 

PORT 

65000 

ECO/ 

ECO/ 

EDU( 

HIST 

PHIL 

302/ 

2890 

22/0 

2 466 

A 400 

A 300 

B 300 

B 300 

B+ 300 

B+ 300 

C 300 

B 300 

PS 300 

C 300 

A 300 

C+ 300 

B 300 

B 300 

B 300 

C 3 O0 

B 3 O0 

B 3 O0 

B 300 

C+ 300 



Name 

SEMI, STER ( RAI)E REPORT: 2012-2013/F IkLL 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs QHrs GPA 

BACOrvIM /~000 1~000 31200 15000 2Cl80 (~ ClCl0 

BSBA 15000 12000 42900 12000 3575 79000     76000    264000 

COMM D 300 

COMM B 300 

EXSS 1 B+ 300 

GEOL I C 300 

MATH I C 300 

76000 3 474 

BUSI A 300 

BUSI 300 

BUSI B+ 300 

BUSI B+ 300 

HIST A 300 

12000 3100 

BACOMM 12000 9000 23100 12000 64000 58000 131800 

CHEM B+ 300 

DRAM B+ 300 

EDUC C+ 300 

ENST 400 

HIST 1 A 300 

64000 2059 



Name 

SEMI, STER ( RAI)E REPORT: 2012-2013/F IkLL 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs GPA 

BCHBUSU     //000     1K000     b3800     17000     3/6b     45000 

BAMNGT 12000 9000 33000 9000 3667 101000 98000 297000 

ANTH 

BUSI 

DRAb 

PSYC 

STOR 

98000 

PORT 

BCHCOMM 15000 15000 50100 15000 3340 15000 15000 50100 

3/04 

3031 

B 300 

B 400 

B+ 300 

A 1 00 

A 300 

B 300 

A 300 

A 300 

300 

B+ 300 

BUSI C+ 1 50 

JOM~ B 300 

JOM~ B 300 

POLl C+ 300 

STOI C 300 

15000 3340 

ART / B+ 300 

DRAr~ B 300 

ENGL A 300 

GEOL B 300 

SOCI ..... A 300 



Name 

SEMI, STER GRAI)I,  REPORT: 2012-2013/F IkLL 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs GPA 

BAcorvIM 15000 12000 2f300 12000 22f5 95000 92 000 233 500 92 000 

0003      0000 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

SOCI 4 

55 500 49 500 0 000 0 000 

BACOMM 13000 12000 4C900 13000 3/46 121000    120000    34( 200 

C 3 00 

C 3 00 

B 3 00 

3 00 

B 3 00 

MBA 1 50 

MBA P 1 50 

MBA 1 50 

MBA P 1 50 

MBA P 1 50 

MBA P / 50 

MBA / 50 

MBA / 50 

MBA P / 50 

/2/000 2 859 

ANTH 

COMM 

GEOL 

JOMC 

PORT: 

B 3 00 

B 3 00 

B 1 00 

B+ 1 00 

B 1 00 

A 1 00 

B+ 3 00 



Name 

SEMI, STER ( RAI)E REPORT: 2012-2013/F IkLL 

Term 
PID I~ajor Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs QHrs GPA 

BSBA 16500 13500 43200 13500 3200 10/500 104500    310250 

BCHCOMM 12000 12000 32100 12000 2675 41000 37000 90500 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

41000 

BCHUNDC 12000 12000 30g00 12000 25(b 12000 12000 

ENGL 

HIST 2 

MUSC 

12000 

BCHUNDC 12000 9000 21%0 12000 12000 g 000 21 g00 

ENGL 

GEOC 

GEOL 

HIST 

12000 

BCHBUSU 12000 12000 34800 12000 2900 12000 12000     34800 

DP&M 

ENGL’ 

GEOG 

PSYC’ 

12000 

DRAM 

GEOG 

GEOL 

PORT 

3 / b0 

2 207 

2 900 

C+ 3 00 

B+ 3 00 

3 00 

B 1 50 

B+ 3 00 

A 3 00 

B 3 00 

B 3 00 

B 3 00 

C+ 3 00 

A 3 00 

C+ 3 00 

C 3 00 

C+ 3 00 

C 3 00 

B 3 00 

F 3 00 

C+ 3 00 

C+ 3 00 

B 3 00 

B 3 00 

B+ 3 00 



Name 

SEMI, STER ( RAI)E REPORT: 2012-2013/F IkLL 

Term 
QPs    QHrs PID Major Art Hrs Hrs Ern GPA 

BAMNGT 13000 10000 2f600 13000 2/23 82000 /9000 lf6/00 82000 2 / 55 

BCHUNDC 15000 15000 ~900 15000 3260 15000 15000 ~900 

EXSS B 300 

GEOL B 1 00 

PORT B 300 

SOCI C+ 300 

STOR F 300 

15000 3260 

BCHUNDC 15000 15000 48900 15000 3260 46000 46000 156000 

DRAM B+ 300 

GEOG A 300 

GEOL B 300 

SPAN : B 300 

STOR B+ 300 

45 O00 3 39/ 

BCHENSC 13000     10000     28800     13000     2215     13000     10000     28800 

BAMNGT 15000 15000 4C800 15000 2(20 100000 9(000 249200 

AFAM B+ 300 

COMM A 300 

ENGL B 300 

HISTI: B 300 

SPAN ~ ..... B+ 300 

13000 2215 

ENGL B 

FREN B 400 

GEOL B 

PSYC IN 

100000 2 492 

DRAb B 300 

EDUC C+ 300 

MNG1 B+ 300 

NAVS B 300 

SOCI C+ 300 



Name 

SEMI, STER GRAI)E REPORT: 2012-2013/FALL 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs    GPA 

BCHUNDC 15000 15(;’(;’0 5520(;’ 15000 3680 4(;’(;’(;’0 ~l CICI0 1345(;’0 

BCHUHDC 16000 16000 47300 16000 2956 16000 16000 47300 

COM~ A 300 

ENGL A 300 

HIST A 300 

PHIL A 300 

SPAH B 300 

16000 2956 

BCHENGL 12000 12000 33600 12000 2800 6f000 6f000 lf4800 

DRAM B 300 

ENGL A 300 

MATH C 300 

SPAH C+ 400 

STOR A 300 

BAHIST 13000 13000 27100 13000 2085 120000 120000 295200 

ANTH B+ 300 

ASTR B+ 300 

ECOH C+ 300 

HIST 2 C+ 300 

120000 2 460 

BAJOMC 13000 13000 3f20C’ 13000 2862 124000 124000 3ffgc’0 

ASTR B 300 

ASTR D /00 

HIST B 300 

HIST C 300 

MATP D 300 

/24 O0O 3048 

GEO[ B 300 

JOMC A 300 

JOMC C+ 300 

LFIT B+ 1 00 

POLl C 300 



Name 

SEMI, STER ( RAI)E REPORT: 2012-2013/F IkLL 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs QHrs GPA 

BCHMNGT 15000 1~000 39000 12000 32~0 44000 44000 112100 41000 

BCHUNDC 16000 16000 46900 16000 2931 16000 16000 46900 

EDUC 

HIST 

PSYC 

SPAN 

16000 

BACOMM 16000 16000 44/00 16000 2/94 99000 96000 262/00 

ECON 

EDUC 

GEOC 

GEOL 

POLl 

99000 

BCHCOMM 12000 12000 32100 12000 2675 40000 36000 93000 

GEOL 

MATH 

MUSC 

SOCI 

40000 

GEOG 

HIST 

HIST 

INLS 

2 

2931 

2654 

2325 

PS 300 

A 300 

A 300 

B+ 300 

C 300 

C+ 300 

B 300 

A 300 

B+ 300 

A 1 00 

C 300 

B+ 300 

B 300 

B 1 00 

B 300 

D 300 

A 300 

B 300 

C 300 

B 300 

B+ 300 



Name 

SEMI, STER GRAI)I,  REPORT: 2012-2013/FALL 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs QHrs GPA 

BArvINGT 12000 9000 24000 9000 266/ 93000 8(000    254000    90000 

BAMNGT 15000 9000 24000 12000 2000 123000    114000    285600 

EXSS 

SOC 

SOC 

SPA[ 

116000 

ECON 

ECON 

HIST 

SOCI 

SOCI 

LESS THAN 9 HOURS EARNEI) 

GPA NAME PID HRS 

0.000 7.5 

0.000 

2 822 

2 462 

B 3 00 

3 00 

B+ 3 00 

C 3 00 

B 3 00 

F 3 00 

D+ 3 00 

3 00 

A 3 00 



Name 

SEMI, STER ( RAI)E REPORT: 2012-2013/F ILL 

Term 
I~ajor Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs GPA 

BCHUNDC 15000 lb000 42900 15000 2860 /b000 lb000 42900 15 OOO 2 860 

BCHUNDC 16000 16000 53400 16000 3338 44000 44000 141500 

ECON C+ 3 00 

ENGL A 3 00 

HIST ~ B 3 00 

POLl B 3 00 

PSYC C+ 3 00 

44000 3216 

BCHUNDC 14000 14000 31000 10000 3/00 41000 

AFRI B 300 

ENGL A 3 00 

GEO( B+ 3 00 

GEOL B+ 1 00 

PSYC A 3 00 

RELI B 3 00 

41000 116200 3/000 3/4/ 

BCHBUSU 12000     9000     25800     12000     2150     12000     9000     25800 

BUSI PS 400 

COMI A 3 00 

ECO/ B 300 

HIST B 3 00 

LFIT A 1 00 

12 000 2 150 

BACOMM 12000 12000 23/00 12000 97000 91000 213000 

BIOL F 3 O0 

DRA B+ 3 O0 

ENC B 3 00 

GEC C+ 3 00 

9/000 2/96 

COMM B+ 3 00 

COMM C+ 3 00 

NAVS D+ 3 00 

PORT D 3 00 



Name 

SEMI, STER GRAI)E REPORT: 2012-2013/FALL 

Term 
PID I~ajor Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs QHrs GPA 

BCHMNGT 12000 12000 32100 12000 26fb f CI CICI0 

BCHUHDC 13 000 10 000 18 %0 12 000 44 C’C’0 35 0C’0 83 000 

OOMM 

ECOH ~ 

EHGL 1 

EHGL 1 

43 000 

BCHBIOA 12000 12000 40800 12000 3400 12000 12000 40800 

C 3 00 

C 3 00 

B+ 3 00 

A 3 00 

BCHUHDC 12000 12000 29100 12000 2425 12000 12000 29100 

AFRI C+ 300 

COrvIM C 3 00 

EDU( PS 1 00 

HIST C 3 00 

PSYC IH 3 00 

12 000 3 400 

BCHBUSU //(;’0(;’ 1f CICI0 ~0CI / [ CIOCI 29/2 48(;’(;’0 48000 138/00 

BIOL B 3 00 

DRAM B+ 3 00 

EHGL A 3 00 

GEOL B+ 3 00 

12 000 2 425 

AFRI C 3 0CI 

DR~M B 3 0C’ 

ENGL B 3 0C’ 

STOR C 3 0C, 

48 0C,C, 3 082 

AFRI C+ 3 00 

BUSI C 4 0C’ 

COMr~ A 3 00 

ENGL ......... B+ 3 00 

LFIT A 1 00 

PSYC B 3 00 



Name 

SEMI, STER GRAI)E REPORT: 2012-2013/FALL 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs    GPA 

BAECON 15000 12(:’(:’0 2( 00C’ 9000 3 CICI0 ~6 CIC’0 

AFAM 

BUSI 

ECO[ 

ENG[ 

GEOI 

43 000 

BAPOLI 15000 15000 37200 15000 2480 42000 42000 108900 

3100 

3 342 

B 3 00 

3 00 

B 3 00 

B+ 3 00 

PS 3 00 

AFRI B+ 300 

AMST A 3 00 

ENGL A 3 00 

PHIL " A 3 00 

RELI " A 3 00 

/130(;’0 3096 

COrvl~ B+ 3 00 

PORT A 3 00 

SOCI " B 3 00 

SOCI ~ A 3 00 

42 000 2 593 

GEOL D 3 0C’ 

HIST B 3 00 

MUS( C 3 00 

PSYC B 3 00 

SOCI A 3 0C’ 



Name 

SF MI, STER ( RAI)E REPORT: 2012-2013/F ILL 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs GPA 

BCHCOMrvl 16000 16000 35800 16000 2238 40000 

BCHUNDC 15000 15000 44100 15000 2940 15000 

AFRI C+ 300 

AMS B 300 

GEO C 300 

LFIT A 1 00 

PSY C+ 300 

REL D+ 300 

15000 44100 15000 2940 

BCHCOMM 12000 12000 29100 9000 3233 68000 68000 180300 

ANTH B 300 

ART A 300 

ENG[ B 300 

HIST B 300 

STOF C+ 300 

62 O00 2908 

BCHUNDC 16000 16000 52900 16000 3306 47000 47000 142000 

COM~ B 300 

ECOb PS 300 

HIST B 300 

SOCI A 300 

47000 3021 

BUSI A 400 

ENGL A 300 

ENGL B 300 

GEOL B 300 

INL6 B+ 300 



Name 

SEMI, STER ( RAI)E REPORT: 2012-2013/F ILL 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs GPA 

BACOrvIM 18000 18000 42900 15000 2860 106000 

BAHIST 12000 12000 33000 12000 2750 77000 74000 174800 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

EDUC, 

MATH1 

SOCI2~ 

77000 

BACOMM 15000 15000 38100 15000 2540 66000 66000 160300 

HIST 

HIST 

PORq 

SWAI 

65 

BACOMM 15000 15000 31200 15000 2080 76000 76000 186500 

ECOb 

ECOb 

EDUC 

HIST 

PHIL 

76000 

COMM 

COMM 

EXSS 

GEOL 

MATH 

227O 

2 466 

2 454 

B+ 3 O0 

C 3 O0 

B 3 O0 

PS 3 O0 

C 3 O0 

A 3 O0 

C+ 3 O0 

B 3 O0 

B 3 O0 

B 3 O0 

C 3 O0 

B 3 O0 

B 3 O0 

B 3 O0 

C+ 3 O0 

D 3 O0 

B 3 O0 

B+ 3 O0 

C 3 O0 

C 3 O0 



Name 

SEMI, STER GRAI)E REPORT: 2012-2013/FALL 

3 4/4 

BCHUNDC 16000 16000 48800 16000 3113 16000 16000 48800 

BUSI A 300 

BUSI 300 

BUSI B+ 300 

BUSI B+ 300 

HIST A 300 

16000 3113 

BACOMM /2(;’0(;’ 90(;’0 2310(;’ 12000 64(;’(;’0 88000 13/8(;’0 

EDUC C+ 300 

ENST B 400 

HIST A 300 

COMM B 300 

HIST IN 300 

MATI C+ 300 

SPA/ B 300 

45000 3104 BCHBUSU 17000 17000 53800 17000 3165 45000 45000 139700 

BArvINGT /2(;,(;,0 12000 4200(;, /2(;,0(;, 35(;,0 101000 101000 3(;,60(;,0 

ANTH B 30(;, 

BUSI B 40(;, 

DRA B+ 30(;, 

STOI B 30C, 

PORT A 300 

SOCI A 300 

SOCI B 300 

SOCI B+ 300 



Name 

SEMI, STER ( RAI)E REPORT: 2012-2013/F ILL 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs QHrs GPA 

BCHCOMM /b000 10000 b0100 15000 3340 /0000 1~000 50100 15000     33@ 

ART 

DRAM 

BACOMM 15000 15000 38400 15000 2560 95000 95000 244700 

BACOMM 13000 12000 4C900 13000 3/46 121000 120000 34f 200 

BSBA 16500 13500 43200 13500 3200 107500 104500 310250 

ENGL 

GEOL 

SOCI 

95000     2576 

B+ 300 

B 300 

A 300 

B 300 

A 300 

COM~ C 300 

COM~ C 300 

COM~ B 300 

SOCI A 300 

SOCI B 300 

/2/ 000 2 869 

ANTH B 300 

COM~ B 300 

GEOL B 100 

JOMC B÷ 1 00 

LFIT I B 1 00 

PHYA A 100 

PORT B+ 300 

98500 3150 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

C+ 3 O0 

B+ 3 00 

3 00 

B / 50 

B+ 3 00 

A 3 00 



Name 

SEMI, STER ( RAI)E REPORT: 2012-2013/F ILL 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs GPA 

BCHCOMrvl 12000 12000 32100 12000 26fb 41000 

BCHUNDC 12000 12000 30900 12000 2575 12000 12000 30900 

ENGL 

HIST 

MUSC 

RELI 

12000 

BCHUNDC 12000 9000 21 900 12000 12000 9000 21 900 

ENGL 

GEOG 

GEOL 

12000 

DRAM 

220( 

2575 

BCHBUSU 12000 12000 34800 12000 2900 12000 12000 34800 

BAMNGT 13000 10000 2f600 13000 2/23 82000 /9000 lf6/00 

ENGL 

GEOG 

PSYC 

12000     2900 

B 300 

B 300 

B 300 

C+ 300 

A 300 

C+ 300 

C 300 

C+ 300 

C 300 

B 300 

F 300 

C+ 300 

DRA~ C+ 300 

GEO6 B 300 

GEOL B 300 

PORT ...... B+ 

82000     2%5 

EXSS 

GEOL 

PORT 

STOR 

B 3 00 

B / 00 

B 3 00 

C+ 3 00 

F 3 00 



Name 

SEMI, STER ( RAI)E REPORT: 2012-2013/F ILL 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs QHrs GPA 

BCHUNDC 15000 15000 48900 15000 3260 15000 15000 48900 15000 3260 

BCHUNDC 15000 15000 48900 15000 3260 46000 46000 156000 

DRAM B+ 300 

GEOG A 300 

GEOL B 300 

SPAN ~ B 300 

STOR B+ 300 

46000 3391 

BCHENSC 13000 10000 28800 13000 22/5 13000 10000 28800 

AFAM B+ 300 

COM~ A 300 

ENGL B 300 

HIST 1 B 300 

SPAN B+ 300 

13000 2215 

BAMNGT 15000 15000 40800 15000 2720 100000 97000 249200 

ENGL B 300 

FREN B 400 

GEOL B 300 

PSYC IN 300 

100000 2 492 

BCHUNDC 15000 15000 55200 15000 3680 40000 4COO0 134500 

DRAM B 300 

EDUC, C+ 300 

MNGT B+ 300 

NAVS~ B 300 

SOCI4 C+ 300 

3/000 3635 

COMM A 300 

ENG A 300 

HIST A 300 

PHIL A 300 

SPA[ B 300 



Name 

SEMI, STER ( RAI)E REPORT: 2012-2013/F ILL 

Term 
PID I~ajor Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs QHrs GPA 

......... BCHUNDC 16000 16000 4f300 16000 2966 16000 16000 4f300 16 000 2 986 

BCHENGL 12000 12000 33600 12000 2800 67000 67000 174800 

DRAM B 300 

ENGL A 300 

MATH C 300 

SPAN C+ 400 

STOR A 300 

67000 2609 

BAJOMC 13000 13000 37200 13000 2862 124000 124000 377900 

ANTH B+ 300 

ASTR B+ 300 

ECON C+ 300 

HIST 2 .... C+ 300 

124000 30~ 

BCHMNGT 15000 15000 39000 12000 3250 44000 44000 112100 

GEOI B 300 

JOM( A 300 

JOM( C+ 300 

LFIT B+ 1 00 

POLl C 300 

41000 2734 

EDUC 

HIST 

PSYC 

RELI 

SPAN 

PS 300 

A 300 

A 300 

B+ 300 

C 300 



Name 

SEMI, STER ( RAI)E REPORT: 2012-2013/F ILL 

Term 
PID I~ajor Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs QHrs GPA 

BCHUNDC 16000 16000 46900 16000 2931 16000 16000     46900 16000 293/ 

BACOMM 16000 16000 44700 16000 2794 99000 96000 262700 

BCHCOMM 12000 12000 32100 12000 26(b 40000 36000 

ECON C+ 300 

EDUC B 300 

GEOG A 300 

GEOL B+ 300 

LFIT I A 1 00 

POLl 1 C 300 

99000 2654 

COMM B+ 300 

COMM B 300 

GEOL B 1 00 

MATH B 300 

MUSC D 300 

SOCI 2 A 300 

BAMNGT 12000 12000 33900 12000 2825 93000 90000 263900 

GEOG B 300 

HIST 1: C 300 

HIST 2 B 300 

I NLS 2[. B+ 300 

93000 2838 

EXSS 

SOCI 

SOCI 

SPAN 

B 3 O0 

B+ 3 O0 

B+ 3 O0 

C 3 O0 



Name 

SEMI,~STER GRAI)E REPORT: 2012-2013/FALL 

PID 
Term 

Major    Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs    GPA 

ECO/ I B 3 00 

ECO/ I F 3 00 

HIST D+ 3 00 

SOCI B 3 00 

SOCI A 3 00 

2809.5 2740.5 7593.25 2752.5 

LESS TITAN 9 It0UIIS IIAI|NIII) 

NAME Pill 



SEMI, STER GRAI)E REPORT: /SPRING 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs GPA 

BACOMM 12000 12000 2f000 12000 2250 108000 lob 000    260100    108000 2408 

BAHIST 3000 I1100 3000 3700 131 000    131 000    411 200 

BCHCOMM 12000 17100 12000 58000 52000 126300 

BCHUNDC 15000 15000 39000 15000 2600 29000 29000 71600 

BSBIOB 12000 9000 35100 9000 3900 103000    100000    2624C0 

COM~ A 300 

COM~ C 300 

COM~ D 300 

COM~ C 300 

128000 3213 

AMST A 300 

EXSS C 300 

MATH F 300 

SOCI F 300 

29000 2 469 

ASTR C 300 

ENGL B+ 300 

PSYC B+ 300 

PSYC C 300 

SPAN B 300 

/b O00 3 499 



SEMI, STER GRAI)F  RF PORT: SPRING 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs QHrs GPA 

BCHBUSU 15000 1~ C’C’0 4260(;’ 15000 2840 3/(;’(;’0 31000     95/00 

BACOMM 12000 12000 36000 12000 3000 121000 115000 333200 

BACOMM 12000 12000 38700 12000 3225 84000 84000 227800 

BSBA 15000     15000     50550     13500     3744     115000    115000    374950 

BCHBUSU 16000 16000 42000 16000 2625 29000 29000 82200 

ECOH C+ 300 

ENGL B+ 300 

SOCI B 300 

SPAH B+ 300 

STOR C+ 300 

121 000 2754 

AMST B 300 

ECOb C 300 

EHGL A 300 

SPAH B 400 

STOR D+ 300 



SEMI STI R GRAI)I  REPORT: /SPRIN ; 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs GPA 

2,$000 

BCHCOMM 15000 15000 28800 12000 2400 58000 58000 155200 

BCHHIST 15000 15000 37200 15000 2480 31000 31000 70100 

ANTF A 3 00 

ENGL B+ 3 00 

SOCI F 3 00 

SOCI FA 3 00 

55 000 2 822 

BSBA 9000 9000 34200 9000 3800 112500    112500    344850 

BCHUNDC 13000 13000 30300 12000 2525 26000 26000 66900 

AMS B+ 3 00 

OLAF B 3 00 

GEO~ PS 3 00 

INLS C+ 300 

MATI D+ 3 00 

31 000 2 261 

DRA~ B 3 00 

ENGL B 3 00 

HIST B 3 00 

HIST C 3 00 

ITAL C 3 00 

103500 3332 

BUSI B 3 00 

EDU( PS / 00 

HIST B 3 00 

MUS{ B 3 00 

STOF C 3 00 



SEMI, STER GRAI)F  RF PORT: SPRING 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs QHrs GPA 

BCHUNDC 13000 13000 2( 60C’ 13000 2/23 2~ C’C’0 

BCHUHDC 16000 16000 38900 16000 2431 31000 31000 74900 

ECOH D+ 3 00 

ENGL B 3 00 

SPAH B 4 00 

STOR D+ 3 00 

31 000 2 416 

DEAl C 3 00 

ENG B 3 00 

FRE[ C 4 00 

GEO C+ 3 00 

SOC B 3 00 

BSBA 12000 12000 45000 12000 3750 120000    120000    382350    114000 3354 

ECOh      7 

GEOL      I 

MATh      I 

SPAH      2 

D 3 00 

C+ 3 00 

A 1 00 

B 3 00 

C+ 3 00 

FRIDAY, ] PAGE 4 OF 9 



SEMI STI R GRAI)I  REPORT: /SPRING 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs GPA 

BCHMNGT 15000 12000 28/00 15000 62000 2 (44 

BCHUNDC 15000 15000 35000 15000 2333 65000 65000 167200 

BAECON 12000 12000 48000 12000 4000 126000 1//000 325600 

BAMNGT 3000 9000 3000 3000 120000    120000    357800 

BCHCOMM 12000 12000 23100 12000 53000 53000 133100 

BUS C 400 

ENC IN 300 

LFIT A 1 00 

PHY C 400 

SOC B+ 300 

59000 2834 

AFRI B+ 300 

BUSI C 400 

ENG B 300 

GEO C+ 1 00 

LFIT A 1 00 

STOI D+ 3 00 

/20000 2 (13 

INL~ B 300 

53000 251 / 

AMST B 3 00 

ECON C 3 00 

GEOL D 3 00 

MATH C 3 00 



SEMI STI R GRAI)E REPORT: /SPRIN ; 

Term 
Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs GPA 

BACOrvIM 15000 15000 43800 15000 2920 81000 

BCHBUSU 17000 17000 58000 17000 3412 61000 61000 174800 

BCHUNDC 12000 12000 30g00 12000 25(5 31000 31000 8(200 

BSBA 13500 12000 40500 13500 3000 85500 84000 255700 

AFRI B+ 300 

COMt B 300 

COMt A 300 

PHIL C+ 300 

SOCI C 300 

55000 3178 

ENGI B 3 00 

ENGI B 3 00 

GEO C+ 3 00 

GEO C+ 3 00 

SOC C+ 3 00 

SOC C+ 3 00 

SPA~ B 3 00 

SPA~ B 3 00 

85 500 2 991 

BUS B+ 300 

BUS AB / 50 

BUS A 300 

BUS B 300 

BUS A / 50 

BUS B / 50 



Name PID 

SI: MI: STI: R GRAI)F  RF PORT: / SPRING 

Term 
Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs GPA 

BSBA / 3 500 13 ~CI0 ~13~CI / 3 500 2 988 96 CICI0 /8/ 

BSBA 12000 12000 39900 12000 3325 124000 118000 358800 

BUSI B 3 00 

BUSI B 1 S0 

BUSI B 3 00 

BUSI B 3 00 

BUSI A 3 00 

118000 3041 

BACOMM 18000 15(:’(:’0 4410(:’ 15000 2940 63(:’(:’0 63000 18/2(:’0 

BUSI A 3 00 

BUSI B+ 1 50 

BUSI A 3 00 

BUSI C+ 3 00 

BUSI B+ 1 50 

BCHMNGT 12 000 12 000 30 300 12 000 2 525 42 000 42 000 85 200 

COM~ A 3 00 

COM~ B 3 00 

COM~ B 3 00 

INLS ; B 3 00 

MATH C 3 00 

42 000 2 029 

BCHMNGT /4(:’0(:’ 14(:’(:’0 3380(:’ /4(:’0(:’ 2393 58(:’(:’0 85(:’(:’0 142/(:’0 

ENG B 3 0(:’ 

EXS! A 3 0(:’ 

SOC D 3 0(:’ 

SOC B 3 0(:’ 

88 00(:’ 2 46(:’ 

BUSI C 4 00 

COMI B 3 00 

GEO[ B 1 00 

INLS B+ 300 

STOF C 3 00 



Name 

SI, MF, STF, R GRAI)F, RF, PORT: / SPRIN ; 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs QHrs GPA 

BCHBUSU 13000 13000 39600 13000 3046 2(000 

BCHBUSU 12000 12000 32100 12000 2675 25000 25000 69200 

BAHIST 12000 12000 24900 12000 2075 80000 80000 197300 

DR¢, B 300 

ECC B+ 300 

INL~ B+ 300 

SPA B 400 

25000 2768 

BAJOMC 12000 12000 36000 12000 3000 79000 79000 244300 

ENGL B 300 

HIST C 300 

PLCY B 300 

SPAk B 300 

80000 2466 

BCHCOMM 12000 9000 1(100 12000 56000 53000 140 g00 

EXS! C 300 

HIST C 3 00 

HIST C 3 00 

HIST C÷ 3 00 

79 000 3 092 

ECO[ B 300 

HIST B+ 300 

JOM( B 300 

JOM( B 300 

56000 2516 

HIST 

SPAN 

STOR 

C 300 

C 300 

C 300 

F 300 



Name 

SI: MI: STI: R GRAI)F  RF PORT: / SPRING 

PID 
Term 

Major Att Hrs Hrs Ern QPs    QHrs GPA 

BCHMNGT     12000     12000     31800     12000     26~0     ~2000 b2000 

BAMNGT 12000 12000 29100 12000 2425 78000 78000 186600 

ANT~ B+ 300 

ANT~ B+ 300 

ECOb C 300 

SOCI C 300 

74000 2522 

ANTH B 300 

COM~ I B+ 300 

ECOk C 300 

EXSS C 300 

PID GPA 

LESS THAN 9 HOURS EARNED 

NAME PID HRS 

3.0 

6.0 

6.0 

3.0 





















I)ROP-IN TUTOR S( llF, I)ULI  

TurI’OR TI)IE ROO)I 

07:00 PM                        J 
CHEM 

EXSS 

MATH 

WL 

06:00 PM 2310C 

07:00 PM 2310C 

06:00 PM 2310A 

07:00 PM 2310A 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

BIOL 

ECON 

ECON 

MATH 

PSYC    001 

PSYC 002 

SPAN 

WL 

09:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 2310B 

08:00 PM 2310B 

09:00 PM 

07:00 PM 2306 

07:30 PM 2306 

07:00 PM 2310C 

08:00 PM 2310C 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 



TUTOR 

I)ROP-IN TUTOR SCllFJ)ULI:  

TIME ROOM 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

BIOL 

EXSS 

FL 

MATH 

PSYC 

PSYC 003 

WL 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

06:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2310A 

07:30 PM D 

07:00 PM D 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

MATH 

WL 

09:00 PM 2310A 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 



~ I)ROP-IN TUTOR SCllF, I)ULI~ 

TI~rI’OR TIME ROOM 

09:00 PM WL 

FL 

MATH 

WL 

06:00 PM 2310B 

09:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2310A 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 



~ I)ROP-IN TUTOR S(~llF, I)ULI~ 

Monday 

Wednesday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Thursday 

Wednesday 

Monday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Monday 

09:00 PM D 

08:00 PM 2310B 

09:00 PM 2310B 

06:00 PM S 

06:00 PM N 

06:00 PM U 

09:00 PM 2310C 

06:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM T 

09:00 PM 2310C 

Wednesday 

Monday 

09:00 PM G 

06:00 PM S 

08:00 PM G 



I)ROP-IN TUTOR S( llEI)ULI  

TUTOR 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Tuesday 

Sunday 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

TIHll ROOM 

09:00 PM 2310A 

06:00 PM 2310A 

09:00 PM 2310A 

09:00 PM 2310A 

06:00 PM 2310A 

09:00 PM 2310A 

06:00 PM 2310B 

08:00 PM 2310B 

09:00 PM G 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

Sunday 

09:00 PM S 

06:00 PM S 

09:00 PM K 

09:00 PM                        I 

Monday 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM 2301 

08:00 PM 2301 

09:00 PM 2301 

08:00 PM 2301 

09:00 PM 2301 



TUTOR 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Sunday 

DROP-IN TUTOR SCllEI)ULI  

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 2301 

09:00 PM 2301 

08:00 PM 2301 

09:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM 2301 

08:00 PM 2301 

09:00 PM 2301 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Sunday 

06:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

U 

H 

u 

Monday 

Tuesday 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

PAGII3OF4 



I)ROP-IN TUTOR SCllF, I)ULI  

TUTOR 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

TIME ROOM 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

PAGE4OF4 



I)ROP-IN TUTOR S( llF, I)ULI  

TurI’OR TI)IE ROO)I 

06:00 PM S 

ECON 006/007 

09:00 PM T 

HIST 

09:00 PM G 

MATH 

07:00 PM 2301 

08:00 PM 2301 

09:00 PM 2301 

PSYC 

06:00 PM U 

WrTting 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

BIOL 

09:00 PM D 

CHEM/PHYS 

06:00 PM N 

ECON 

06:00 PM 2310C 

ECON 

09:00 PM 2310C 

EXSS 

09:00 PM G 

EXSS 

08:00 PM G 

FL 

09:00 PM 2310A 

MATH 

08:00 PM 2301 

09:00 PM 2301 

WrTting 

06:00 PM WL 

PAGE 1 IIF 3 



TUTOR 

I)ROP-IN TUTOR SCllF4)ULI:  

TIME ROO~I 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

FL 

GEOL 

HIST 006 

HIST 007 

MATH 

PSYC 

Writin8 

06:00 PM 2310A 

09:00 PM 2310A 

06:00 PM 2310B 

08:00 PM 2310B 

09:00 PM S 

09:00 PM K 

07:00 PM 2301 

08:00 PM 23OI 

09:00 PM 23OI 

08:00 PM H 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM 2310B 

09:00 PM 2310B 

BIOL 

ECON 

ECON 

09:00 PM 2310C 



TUTOR 

EXSS 

FL 

MATH 

PSYC 

Writing 

DROP-IN TUTOR SCllFJ)ULI:  

TIME ROOM 

06:00 PM D 

06:00 PM S 

09:00 PM 2310A 

08:00 PM 2301 

09:00 PM 2301 

06:00 PM U 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

DRAM 

FL 

HIST 006 

HIST 

MATH 

Writing 

06:00 PM U 

06:00 PM 2310A 

09:00 PM 2310A 

06:00 PM S 

09:00 PM I 

07:00 PM 2301 

08:00 PM 2301 

09:00 PM 2301 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 



I)ROP-IN TUTOR S( llF, I)ULI  

TurI’OR TI)IE ROO)I 

07:00 PM                        J 
CHEM 

EXSS 

EXSS 

MATH 

WL 

06:00 PM 2310C 

07:00 PM 2310C 

06:00 PM 2310A 

07:00 PM 2310A 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 2310B 

08:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2306 

07:30 PM 2306 

07:00 PM 2310C 

08:00 PM 2310C 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

BIOL 

ECON 

ECON 

PSYC 00 I 

PSYC 002 

SPAN 

WL 

PAGE 1 IIF 3 



TUTOR 

I)ROP-IN TUTOR SCllF4)ULI:  

TIME ROO~I 

09:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

FL 

06:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2310B 

MATH 

07:00 PM 2310A 

PSYC 

07:30 PM D 

PSYC 003 

WL 

07:00 PM D 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

WL 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

FL 

MATH 

WL 

06:00 PM 2310B 

09:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2310A 

06:00 PM WL 



I)ROP-IN TUTOR SCllF, I)ULI~ 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 



I)ROP-IN TUTOR S(~llF, I)ULI~ 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM 2301 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Monday 

09:00 PM 2310A 

07:00 PM 2310A 

08:00 PM 2310A 

07:00 PM                      J 

09:00 PM 2301 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Sunday 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 2310A 

09:00 PM 2310A 

Sunday 

Monday 

06:00 PM 2310A 

07:00 PM U 

07:00 PM 2310A 

Tuesday 

09:00 PM H 



Thursday 

Tuesday 

I)ROP-IN TUTOR S( llF, I)ULI  

TUTOR TIHll ROOM 

06:00 PM 230 I 

07:00 PM 2301 

06:00 PM 2301 

09:00 PM 2301 

Wednesday 

Monday 

Sunday 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM S 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM 2303 

09:00 PM 2303 

06:00 PM 2303 

07:00 PM 2303 

09:00 PM 2303 

07:00 PM 2303 

09:00 PM 2303 

06:00 PM 2303 

07:00 PM 2303 

09:00 PM 2303 

07:00 PM 2303 

09:00 PM 2303 

08:00 PM 2301 

07:30 PM D 



I)ROP-IN TUTOR SCllEI)ULI  

Monday 

Tuesday 

Monday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

TIME 

07:00 PM 

ROOM 

07:30 PM I 

07:00 PM D 

07:00 PM 2310A 

08:00 PM 2310A 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 



Wednesday 

Thursday 

I)ROP-IN TUTOR S(~llEI)ULI~ 

TUTOR TIHll ROOM 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 



I)ROP-IN TUTOR S(~llF, I)ULI~ 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM 2301 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Monday 

09:00 PM 2310A 

07:00 PM 2310A 

08:00 PM 2310A 

07:00 PM                      J 

09:00 PM 2301 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Sunday 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 2310A 

09:00 PM 2310A 

Sunday 

Monday 

06:00 PM 2310A 

07:00 PM U 

07:00 PM 2310A 

Tuesday 

09:00 PM H 



Thursday 

Tuesday 

I)ROP-IN TUTOR S( llEI)ULI  

TUTOR TIHll ROOM 

06:00 PM 230 I 

07:00 PM 2301 

06:00 PM 2301 

09:00 PM 2301 

Wednesday 

Monday 

Sunday 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM S 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

Monday 

07:00 PM 2303 

09:00 PM 2303 

07:00 PM 2303 

09:00 PM 2303 

07:00 PM 2303 

09:00 PM 2303 

07:00 PM 2303 

09:00 PM 2303 

07:00 PM 2303 

09:00 PM 2303 

08:00 PM 2301 

07:30 PM D 

07:00 PM                      I 



I)ROP-IN TUTOR SCllF, I)ULI  

TUTOR TIME ROOM 

Monday 

07:30 PM                      I 

Tuesday 

Monday 

Sunday 

07:00 PM D 

07:00 PM 2310A 

08:00 PM 2310A 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 



TUTOR 

Thursday 

DROP-IN TUTOR SCllF, I)ULI~ 

TIME RO(DI 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

PAGE4OF4 



I)ROP-IN TUTOR SCllF, I)ULI  

TUTOR TIME ROOM 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Monday 

09:00 PM 2310C 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

07:00 PM                        J 

09:00 PM 2310B 

08:00 PM 2310B 

Sunday 

06:00 PM 2310C 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM 

Sunday 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM 2310C 

Thursday 

Sunday 

06:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2310B 

06:00 PM 2310B 

09:00 PM 2310B 

Monday 

Tuesday 

06:00 PM 2310A 

07:00 PM 2310A 

09:00 PM 



Wednesday 

Thursday 

Tuesday 

Monday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Monday 

Sunday 

TurI’OR 

DROP-IN TUTOR S( llEI)ULI  

07:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

2310A 

2310A 

2310A 

07:30 PM D 

07:00 PM 2306 

07:30 PM 2306 

07:00 PM D 

07:00 PM 2310C 

08:00 PM 2310C 

Monday 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 



I)ROP-IN TUTOR SCllEI)ULI  

Wednesday 

Thursday 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

PAGE3OF3 



I)ROP-IN TUTOR S( llF, I)ULI  

Sunday 

06:00 PM 

Monday 

09:00 PM 

Wednesday 

08:00 PM 2310B 

09:00 PM 2310B 

Monday 

Thursday 

Monday 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM U 

Wednesday 

Monday 

Monday 

09:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 2310C 

06:00 PM 2310C 

Wednesday 

Monday 

Monday 

09:00 PM 

06:00 PM S 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 2310A 

Tuesday 

06:00 PM 2310A 

09:00 PM 2310A 

Wednesday 



Thursday 

Tuesday 

Sunday 

Tuesday 

I)ROP-IN TUTOR S( llEI)ULI  

TUTOR TIHll ROOM 

09:00 PM 2310A 

06:00 PM 2310A 

09:00 PM 2310A 

06:00 PH 2310B 

08:00 PM 2310B 

09:00 PM 

Thursday 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

09:00 PM S 

06:00 PM S 

09:00 PM K 

09:00 PM                        I 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

07:00 PM 2301 

08:00 PM 2301 

09:00 PM 2301 

08:00 PM 2301 

09:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM 2301 

08:00 PM 2301 

09:00 PM 2301 

08:00 PM 2301 

09:00 PM 2301 



Sunday 

I)ROP-IN TUTOR S( llF, I)ULI  

TUTOR 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 2301 

09:00 PM 2301 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Sunday 

06:00 PM 

08:00 PM H 

06:00 PM U 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

PAGII3OF4 



Thursday 

I)ROP-IN TUTOR SCllF, I)ULI:~ 

TIME ROO~I 

08:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 



I)ROP-IN TUTOR SCllF, I)ULI  

TUTOR TIME ROOM 

Monday 

09:00 PM 2310C 

Sunday 

Monday 

Monday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

07:00 PM                        J 

09:00 PM 2310B 

08:00 PM 2310B 

06:00 PM 2310C 

07:00 PM 2310C 

Tuesday 

06:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2310B 

Thursday 

06:00 PM 2310B 

09:00 PM 2310B 

Sunday 

06:00 PM 2310A 

07:00 PM 2310A 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM 2310A 

Thursday 

07:00 PM 2310A 

Tuesday 

07:30 PM D 



I)ROP-IN TUTOR SCllEI)ULI  

Monday 

Tuesday 

Monday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

TIME ROOM 

07:00 PM 2306 

07:30 PM 2306 

07:00 PM D 

07:00 PM 2310C 

08:00 PM 2310C 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 



I)ROP-IN TUTOR SCllF, I)ULI:~ 

TUTOR 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

TIME ROOM 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 



I)ROP-IN TUTOR S( llF, I)ULI  

TurI’OR TI)IE ROO)I 

07:00 PM                        J 

EXSS 

06:00 PM 2310C 

EXSS 

07:00 PM 2310C 

MATH 

06:00 PM 2310A 

07:00 PM 2310A 

WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

BIOL 

ECON 

ECON 

PSYC 00 I 

PSYC 002 

SPAN 

WL 

09:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 2310B 

08:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2306 

07:30 PM 2306 

07:00 PM 2310C 

08:00 PM 2310C 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 



TUTOR 

I)ROP-IN TUTOR SCllF4)ULI:  

TIME ROO~I 

09:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

FL 

MATH 

PSYC 

PSYC 003 

WL 

06:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2310A 

07:30 PM D 

07:00 PM D 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

WL 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

FL 

MATH 

WL 

06:00 PM 2310B 

09:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2310A 

06:00 PM WL 



I)ROP-IN TUTOR SCllF, I)ULI~ 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 



I)ROP-IN TUTOR S( llF, I)ULI  

Tuesday 

07:00 PM 2301 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Sunday 

Monday 

09:00 PM 2310C 

07:00 PM 2310C 

08:00 PM 2310C 

07:00 PM                      J 

09:00 PM 2310B 

Monday 

08:00 PM 2310B 

Wednesday 

08:00 PM 2310C 

Wednesday 

Sunday 

09:00 PM 2310C 

Tuesday 

Sunday 

Monday 

06:00 PM 2310C 

07:00 PM U 

07:00 PM 2310C 

Tuesday 

09:00 PM 

06:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2310B 



I)ROP-IN TUTOR SCllEI)ULI  

TUTOR 

Thursday 

Tuesday 

06:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

ROOM 

2310B 

2310B 

Wednesday 

Monday 

Sunday 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM V 

07:00 PM S 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

Monday 

06:00 PM 2310A 

07:00 PM 2310A 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 2310A 

09:00 PM 2310A 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 2310A 

06:00 PM 2310A 

07:00 PM 2310A 

09:00 PM 2310A 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 2310A 

08:00 PM 2301 

07:30 PM D 

07:00 PM                      I 



I)ROP-IN TUTOR SCllF, I)ULI  

TUTOR TIME ROOM 

Monday 

07:30 PM                      I 

Tuesday 

Monday 

Sunday 

07:00 PM D 

07:00 PM 2310C 

08:00 PM 2310C 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 



TUTOR 

Thursday 

DROP-IN TUTOR SCllF, I)ULI~ 

TIME RO(DI 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Thursday,                   2:29 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Comps List 

Early Modern Comps v 2 docx; Early Modern-Comps-List docx 

Dear Prof. Smith, 

Please find attached my revised comps list. You will note I tried arranging it by themes, and brought in some of the 

books you suggested as well as removed some I felt were not a good fit. I am also attaching the "old" list to see what 

was originally on there after ou r meeting; do you think that those selections make sense? I would like to hear your 

thoughts so that we can finalize this before the end of the semester. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bmndage, W Fitzhugh <bmndage@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~T 8, 2014 I 1:49 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: IDST 

compiled with conclusion added(I)docx 

I’ll.just send you the paper She did a two semester independent study wifl~ me ’cause she was aheady doing a hm~ot~ thesis in Conmt 
Studies and I she was graduathtg in Dec (and so was out of sequence to do an honot~ thesis ht Histmy) Her htdependent sta,dy essa) 
is a remarkable piece of work. based on v¢~3 cxlcnsivc and oliginal research l{ is ve~3 well Wlil{~ll, given Ihc lime conslrainls she 
was operating under, bul it needed anolhcr round o f polishing Even so. it is equivalent to a old style MA thesis in terms of length, 
tesearck and quatity" I leatize that most students woift produce werk of tiffs scale alld qualit3 but tbJs essay is an exampla of what 
htdepelldent studies ate for: studeNs whase interests cam~ot be ad&essed ht a convenfiotml class She did far mote woik thzm a 
studelll in an3 regular class would have done 

W Fitzhugh Bnmdage 

William B Umslcad Professor of Hislo~3 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Hamiltun Hall CB #3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-9824 
bnmdage@elnail uric edu 

Frmn: Ja) S~mth [ia) s~mth@enmilunc edu] 
Scnl: Wednesday, Janitor3 08. 2014 I1:16 AM 
To: Bmndage, W Fdzhugh 
Subject: IDST 

Fitz--I wonder if you’d be wilting to let me sham (m a footnote) the 
specs on Ihat independent study Ihat your slar student did with you last 
semester? I’d like to Imint out the nanue of the "ideal ty’pe" of IDST 
in ruder to contrast it with what Nyang’oro was doing -Ja3 

rite paper was, and for what put-pose it was written? Thmiks ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,                 2:11 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Comps 

Early Modern Comps v 2docx 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I was wondering, I forgot to touch base about the finalized (or draft?) comp list I sent maybe a month or so ago. I am 

attaching it once more. I can’t recall, I think you mentioned you had a glance at it. I just wanted make sure that we are 

set to go and whether this looks plausible to you. At which point we could start meeting to discuss the comps, if you 

should have some spare moments in the future. 

I greatly appreciate your help! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Sunday,                 8:53 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

comps 

Smith comps list docx 

Hi Jay, 
Saw you uploaded your letter for the Chateaubriand. Thanks! 
Here is a list of titles. I put them in alphabetical order by author, but at the end you’ll see that I 
attempted to lump them all into a few broad subject areas. 
Don’t know what to pick among your titles--monsters or culture of merit? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:07 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: comps 

Smith comps list.docx 

Hi Jay, 
Here is the revised list, with revised categories. Kind of. 

From; Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Monday,               10:31 AM 

Subject: Re: comps 

: See below the books for that 899 we did (I think I *meant* to send you this last week but did 
not.) You should pluck a few from this list too. (As for which Smith book--there’s no reason you have 
to limit yourself there. One deals with the state, the other with the public and ideas.) 

Sarah Maza, Private Lives and Public Affairs: 3"he Causes C~l~bres of Prerevolutional7 France 

Keith Baker, Inventing the French Revolution (intro and a few selected chapters) 

Alexis de Tocqueville, The Old Regime and the French Revolution 

Furet, Interpreting the French Revolution (one or two chapters) 

Darrin McMahon, Enemies of the Enlightenment 

Michael Fitzsimmons, The Night the Old Regime Ended 

Lynn Hunt, Politics, Culture, and Class in the French Revolution 

David Andress, The Terror: The Merciless War for Freedom in Revolutional"y France 

Suzanne Desan, The Family on Tri!! in RevolutionmT France 

On 8:52 PN, wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Saw you uploaded your letter for the Chateaubriand. Thanks! 
Here is a list of titles. I put them in alphabetical order by author, but at the end you’ll see 
that I attempted to lump them all into a few broad subject areas. 
Don’t know what to pick among your titles--monsters or culture of merit? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,                 12:41 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Dear professor Smith, 

It has occurred to me that we have a paper due on         . Unfortunately, I have Jury Duty that day. I have 

the document in my backpack, and am willing to show it to you at any point. When should I turn in my paper? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Monday, Febmaq¢ 17, 2014 9:20 AM 

susannassar@energistics corn; Welch, Ellen R <erwelch@email unc edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Carroll, Christina <chcarrol@email unc edu> 

Re: football weekends 

let me know what you decide. Have a great week! 
Joe 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan Nassar <susannassar@energistios.oom> 
To: Welch Ellen <erwelch@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: Smith Jay <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Golsan Richard J. (Joe) ¯ 
<chca rrol@email.u nc.ed u > 
Sent: Fri, Feb 14, 2014 9:54 am 
Subject: Re: football weekends 

~aol.com>; Carroll Christina 

Let me just confirm Friday Nov. 21 with Open Eye and I~,ll get back with you asap. Susan 

On Feb 14, 2014, at 10:08 AM, Welch, Ellen R <e,-s~elsh@email un¢ ed~> wrote: 

November 22 should be fine with me, as well. --Ellen 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 10:05 AM 

I would vote for Nov 22 (that’s the Saturday), if only because it would be good to have Susan back 
in town for the wine event If Ellen is OK with this date, let’s nail it down -Jay 
On 2/14/14 10:01 AM, ~½c~la,m~aol corn wrote: 

Dear all, 
November 8 or 20 is fine with me, but we do need to decide by Monday for out of towners. 
Let me knowwhat you decide, my best, 
Joe 
..... Original Message ..... 

The minutes look great. Very thorough. 
On 2/13/14 8:07 AM, Welch, Ellen R wrote: 

Yes, November 8th is fine for me. Perhaps we could say that, if we don’t hear 
otherwise by Monday, I’ll plan to conta~ board members asking them to save 
this date. I’ll also send them a copy of the minutes (attached). Please let me 
know if you see anything that should be changed there. 
Thanks for getting the ball rolling on this, Jay. 
Hope everyone in NC is coping well with the weather! 
Best wishes, 
Ellen 

From: Jay Smith Baysmith@em~i!,unc,edu] 



Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2014 11:37 PM 
To:       ’~ael.com; Welch, Ellen R; Carroll, Christina; 

Subject= Re: football weekends 

Nov 8 works for me I’m pretty sure Ellen was happy with it Unless 
Susan weighs in differently, I think we can j ust count on it -Jay 
On 2/12/14 2:17 PM,        i~ aJ)l~ .c3 ,_~a wrote: 

Dear Jay, dear all, 
The November 8 day is fine with me, and Nancy and i will begin 
planning our trip, asuming that it worlks for all of you. Can you 
please confirm asap? 
Many thanks, my best, 
Joe 
..... Original Message ..... 

Hey folks, I’m cleaning out my il~ox, and...if I~m not 

mistaken, we 

never really answered Ellen on this one! Maybe Ellen 

already did 

something (and I missed it, totally possible), but if 

not: do we want to 

reserve Nov. 8 as our meeting date? Jay 

On 1/23/14 11:56 AM, Welch, Ellen R wrote: 

> Dear all, 

> 

> I support Jay’s suggestion to extend the deadline 

and will be happy to post an 

announcement on fa~uia.ori~ (French literary/cultural 

studies portal) and to 
alert other collea~N/es through elnail. Next year, 
perhaps we should do publicity 

right around the time of the fall board meeting to 
ensure that word gets out in 

ample time. 

> 

>;’Zlile we’re all focused on IFA business, it looks as 

though the Fall 2014 

football schedule has just keen released: 

Ellen 



> Dear IFA officers (and Christina): 
> We have a challenge before us. As of yesterday, the 
IFA had received 
> only 5 applications for its 2014 grants. I have no 
idea why there’s been 
> this sudden drop off, but I would like to propose 
that we extend the 
> deadline to March i, and that we send out this week 

(particularly H France, 
> though perhaps there are others?) One thlng we have 

ready for in March or 
> April, and we could therefore safely wait isltil 
early to mid April to 
> make any decisions. But we’re golng to need to 

> Maybe this is just a freakish anomaly, but we~ll 
want to be sure that 
> our publicity process is in good order. Let me know 
your thoughts. 

> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Thursday, Februa~’y 20, 2014 8:30 A M 

Golsan Richard J (Joe) <        ~aol com> 

Welch, Ellen R <el~velch@email unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; 
Carroll, Christina <chcarrol@email unc edu> 

Fall meeting date IFA 

Sometimes Elizabeth at Open Eye is hard to reach and I even went by there yesterday but she wasn’t in I think 
it’s safe to assume that 11/21 is OK since the beaujolais comes out the day before and it’s now become a 
tradition to have our wine tasting that Friday I should be able to catch her at the cafe over the weekend Seems 
safe enough to at least hold your hotel Let us know if you have a problem finding a room and we’ll regroup 

I’ll resend my email to Elizabeth and if she doesn’t answer, I’ll go see her this weekend Will update you all by 
Sunday at latest 

Susan 

Hi Susan, 
Any confirmation yet? 
All best, 
Joe 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan Nassar 
To: Welch Ellen <~.gl~ 
Cc: Smith Jay <iA&wst~ltb¢&emai! unc.edu>; Golsan Richard J. (Joe) Carroll Christina 

Let me just confirm Friday Nov. 21 with Open Eye and I’ll get back with you asap. Susan 

On Feb 14, 2014, at 10:08 AM, Welch, Ellen R <~!w~lch(u2,~n?a]l.~_ml .egu> wrote: 

November 22 should be fine with me, as well. --Ellen 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 10:05 AM 
TO:        ~aol,com; Welch, Ellen R; Carroll, Christina; susav[)as~r~bener~’s~Jc5 ce~ 
Sublect: Re: football weekends 

I would vote for Nov 22 (that’s the Saturday), if only because it would be good to 
have Susan back in town for the wine event If Ellen is OK with this date, let’s nail it 
down -Jay 
On 2/14/14 10:01 AM, ~lsan~,ao~ l:o~n wrote: 

Dear all, 
November 8 or 20 is fine with me, but we do need to decide by Monday for out 
of towners. 
Let me knowwhat you decide, my best, 
Joe 
..... Original Message ..... 



The minutes look great. Very thorough. 
On 2/13/14 8:07 AM, Welch, Ellen R wrote: 

Yes, November 8th is fine for me. Perhaps we could say that, if we 
don’t hear otherwise by Monday, I’ll plan to contact board 
membe~ asking them to save this date. I’ll also send them a copy 
of the minutes (attached). Please let me know if you see anything 
that should be changed there. 
Thanks for getting the ball rolling on this, Jay. 
Hope everyone in NC is coping well with the weather! 
Best wishes, 
Ellen 

From: Jay Smith [~y,;rrfiLh@qn~a[I.unc.~do] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2014 11:37 PM 
To:      ~@aol corn; Welch, Ellen R; Carroll, Christina; 

Subjeet: Re: football weekends 

Nov 8 works for me I’m pretty sure Ellen was happy with it 
Unless Susan weighs in differently, I think we can just count 
on it -Jay 
On 2/] 2/] 4 2:17 PM         :~ao! co~ wrote: 

Dear Jay, dear all, 
The November 8 day is fine with me, and Nancy and i 
will begin planning our trip, asuming that it worlks for 
all of you. Can you please confirm asap? 
Many thanks, my best, 
Joe 
..... Original Message ..... 

Hey folks, I’m cleaning out my inbox, 

and...if I’m not mistaken, we 

never really answered Bllen on this one[ 

Maybe Ellen already did 

something (and I missed it, totally 

possible), but if not: do we want to 

reserve Nov. 8 as our meeting date?      Jay 

On 1/23/14 11:56 AM, Welch, Ellen R wrote: 

> Dear all, 

> 

> I support Jay’s suggestion to extend the 

deadline and will be happy to post an 

annolslcement on iaqula~ori (French 

literary/cultural studies portal) and to 

alert other colleagues through email. Next 

year, perhaps we should do publicity 



right around the time of the fall board 
meeting to ensure that word gets out in 
ample time. 
> 
> ~’~lile we’re all foGused on IFA buslness, 
it looks as though the Fall 2014 
football schedule has just been released: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail corn> 

Thursday,                  I I : I I AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Class and Recitation Today 

Hi! Unfortmmtel) I had to leave Chapel Hit1 last taight for a Panfily emmgency 1 did not bFmg in) plamter so I do not hm-e in3." 
recila/ion TA’s information Io cmail her directly I believe that one absence is ok, bul T just wanled to gel in Iouch to find out what 1 
will miss Ioday I can cover Ihc leclure, bul if there is anylhing Ihal I will be missing in rccila/ion please lel me know 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

)liveuncedu> 

Thursday,                  4:25 PM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

class 

DearProfessorSmith, 

Sorry I didn’t contact you when I was absent Tuesday. I’ve had an interesting week to say the least. I was at the 

dentist getting a tooth repaired on Tuesday that I broke slipping on ice during the weekend, and now my book 

bag containing my laptop and most of my class materials is at the lost and found at the department of public 

safety, I won’t be able to pick it up until tomorrow, but as soon as I do, I’ll send you my book review on John 

Brewer’s Sentimental Murder. 

Again, sorry for missing class, hopefully things will calm down and be far less hectic soon. If you want me to 

bring in a hard copy of the book review next class or whenever its convenient for you, I can do that as well. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thursday, Februat’y 20, 2014 6:26 PM 

Golsan Richard J (Joe) <        ~aol corn>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; 

Welch, Ellen R <elaxelch@email unc edu> 

Carroll, Christina <chcarrol@email unc edu> 

We’re now booked at Open Eye for 11/21/14 ]~’A wine tasting 

So we’re on for the boatiI meeting on Satmxlay 11/22/14 if you all Rke 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Lambert           ~outlook corn> 

Saturday, February 22, 2014 10:41 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: [FORMAL NOTICE] A Message from Chancellor Carol L Folt 

Jay, Exactly what I was going to suggest The message by our Chancellor was pa~icularly problematic in that 
it referenced directly, by name, the Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies One 
forgotten finding of all the investigations that have been conducted is that no one other than Julius and Debby 
has ever been implicated of wrong doing Neither Julius nor Debby has ever in any way had an affiliation with 
the new incarnation of our department Why would she mention us by name? 

I agree that the focus on our department this smells of yet another effort to redirect attention away fi-om the real 
issues I appreciate being kept in the loop Perhaps we should talk again sometime 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, PhD 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Feb 22, 2014, at 8:03 PM, "Jay Smith" <iavs~0;h:2iemai! unc ed~> wrote: 

Mike--the ARG (tl~e reform group in which I’m involved) is going to tlT to draft a statement 
lamenting the announced focus on your dept for this next "inquiry " We’re going to tlay to draw 
attention to other areas of concern instead I’ll let you know how this develops 

Jay 
On 2/21/14 4:34 PM, Michael Lambert wrote: 

Jay, On the back of this announcement I think there might be an opening for building 
a bridge to the Dept, if you are interested 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, PhD 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

Date: Februmay 21, 2014 at 3:04:22 PM EST 



Subject: [FORMAL NOTICE] A Message from Chancellor Carol L. 
Folt 

Dear Friends: 

This afternoon, UNC President Tom Ross and I are announcing an 
important step in addressing any questions left unanswered from previous 
reviews of course irregularities in our former Depa~ment of African and 
Afro-American Studies (now African, African-American and Diaspora 
Studies) Details will be posted at h~:i, www ~r~c cdu 

We are retaining an outside attorney to conduct an independent inquiry 
based on information newly made available to us The independent 
counselor will have the freedom to ask the tough questions, follow the 
facts wherever they lead, and get the job done 

I understand that this has been a troubling and difficult chapter in 
Carolina’s histot’y, and I admire the extent to which the Carolina 
community has encouraged me from the start to look inward, to identify 
challenges and to take strong actions to address them Thanks to all of you 
who have worked tirelessly toward understanding and resolution 

Sincerely, 

Carol L Folt 
Chancellor 

This message is sponsored by: Ofrice of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

)live unc edu> 

Sunday,                  3:16 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

WSFH grant 

WSFH Millstone Fellowship Project Narrative docx 

Dear Jay, 

Please find attached a d raft of a grant for the WSFH’s Millstone Fellowship. It’s a rewrite of the 

Chateaubriand/Lurcy, but part 2 is different because this is a short-term grant that I’m trying to piggyback 

onto either the Chateaubriand or the Lurcy (to fund a summer as well as the school year). Would you please 

let me know this week if I should make changes? And would you please write one of the two letters? The 

deadline is March 15. 

The WSFH materials, including the two letters, are supposed to be sent to the WSFH VP Carolyn Eichner at 

eichner@uwm.edu. The website for the grant description is here: 

htt p://www.wsfh.org/prizes/millstone-t ravel.ht ml 

Also, everything now seems to be in order with the Lurcy situation. 

Manv thanks! 

PS: You missed some fireworks on Friday. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Monday,                  2:47 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: [thear~] letter 

~doc 

How nmn3 signatures did you get? 

E~skme Bowles His response was vet5 positive--even s~id fltat he was wor!dng on the issue Ergo, I could work on a lei~er that 
would not addiess the AFAM situation dtiectl), but inditectl) --mtd even potenti~ll) addiess the race issue--by having the chancellor 

fltete) Am" thoughts? 

..... Ofigi~ml Message ..... 
From: Jay Smilh [!~laifl~,’]av$~piih~¢l/l;i [ imc ¢~J,~] 

Scnl: Monday, 2:25 PM 
To: athletics ~eform group 
Subject: [Ihcargl ]el/er 

It will nm in die N&O, Iomorrow presumably 



President Erskine B. Bowles 
The University of North Carolina 
General Administration 
910 Raleigh Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 

ewbrooks@email, unc.edu 
September 26, 2009 

Dear President Bowles, 

I applaud your efforts to reduce the number of senior administrators in the UNC 
system. But I have not seen you address a related issue that I believe to be crucial to 
the best long-term resolution of this problem. I do appreciate that many senior 
administrators are not tenured faculty and that what I have to say does not relate to their 
status when their positions are eliminated, but I believe that you have not sufficiently 
addressed how tenured senior administrators return to the classroom and to their 
research. How this is done is crucial to the success of their continuing careers--and to 
the recruitment of future administrators. 

To be specific, I believe that you need to address issues related to the inevitable 
obsolescence in any academic discipline when a tenured faculty member spends 
significant time as a full-time administrator. The problem is greatest for those in the 
sciences. I have been told that a senior administrator for five years will never recover 

former stature in those fields. I was a Russian historian and can attest (from an off- 
campus assignment with the US Information Agency as Chief of Soviet and East 
European Research in the 1980s) that the issue became a problem after only two years 
of separation from life as an academic at UNC-CH. 

I have read that the contracts of some tenured administrators include provision 
for a year for ’recovery’ after administrative assignments are completed, while others 
are provided a semester to return to productivity. Time of course is the issue here, but 
for long-term administrators, time will never overcome reality: they have become 
colleagues without comparable competence in a department that somehow must deal 
with someone who has fallen terribly behind the curve and who would not qualify for a 
position if hiring was at issue. 



How any ’recovery’ time is used is highly relevant--and a sensitive issue--but I 
believe that you should consider formulating clear contractual guidelines about how 
returning tenured administrators should use this time that is spared from normal 
academic responsibilities. Since research is the first to suffer, and the least likely ever 
to recover, perhaps scientists whose normal academic responsibilities had been in labs, 
competing for grants, and mentoring graduate students would have quite different 
expectations during their leave time from those in the humanities for whom classroom 
teaching had been a more central contribution in their academic lives. In both cases, 
teaching is affected because new knowledge needs to be integrated into classroom 
lectures and mentoring of graduate and undergraduate students and because changing 
technologies have altered many aspects of teaching and learning. Undergraduates will 
suffer most from this gap--and probably recognize it least--but graduate students will 
be quick to recognize that their professor has not kept pace with colleagues about 
research and teaching in the field. 

I shall not attempt to address issues related to salary, although the way the state 
legislature has voted raises in the past can result in very meager raises for more 
productive colleagues in departments where an elevated salary of a returning senior 
administrator can take a significant percentage of a department’s allotted funds. 

I believe that you should consider funding a study of the many ramifications 
related to tenured faculty who accept full-time administrative positions and who must 
retread themselves afterward. When I accepted a temporary position with the US 
Government, I was told that if I stayed with my off-campus assignment more than two 
years I would lose my tenure. I had every intention of returning to UNC after completing 
my two-year assignment, but my point is that there have been either formal or informal 
guidelines about competence being lost by being away from the tenurable slot for which 
one was hired. If these guidelines are not formal, you should consider making them so. 
I am not suggesting that long-term senior administrators automatically should forfeit 
their tenure, but I do believe that the University--students, graduate students, and 
departmental colleagues--lose a great deal when their colleagues return from lengthy 
administrative assignments. 

You have challenged the UNC campuses to reduce bloated and overlapping 
bureaucracies. I encourage you to address academic issues that I have identified and 
that are closely related to the economic forces driving your course of action to date. 

Sincerely yours, 

E. Willis Brooks 
Associate Professor of History-Emeritus 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

b~live unc edu> 

Monday,                  3:09 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 

RE: [thearg] West Point in the WaPo 

..... Ofigiiml Message ..... 
From: Wa?ne Lee hrL~clt¢~:z~elce a e-’~L~cl mac edul 
Sent: Sunda), 10:36 PM 
To: a/hlclics rcfoml group 
Sul~iect: [theargI West Point inthe WaPo 

-- You ate currently subscribed to thearg as: ewbrooks:~l;live uric edu To unsubscribe 

-- You ate currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysnfiflt(a e~tmil unc edu To unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,                2:11 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Paper (All Printers are Broken) 

Histo~?¢ Paper Idocx 

Professor Smith, 

I’m emailing you my paper to prove I had it done on time because apparently EVERY PRINTER ON CAMPUS IS 

BROKEN. If you want I can get it printed and back to you later. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Powell <           ~gmail corn> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 5:36 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

FYI 

From: John Powell 

Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 4:03 PM 

TO: Tom Ross 

C¢: John Shelton Reed; Ferris, William Reynolds; kN[[@unc er’d; Grabs, Shawne; Herman, Bernie; Weiss, Steven M; Katz, 

Mark 

Subject: RE: Does ANYTHING anyone on the campus says 

Mr. Ross, 

Thank you for your response. It’s gratifying that you take the time. 

I am glad that the University is finally owning up to the inadequacy to date of it’s response to this train wreck. 

A couple of q uestions: 

¯ Why start with the assumption that it’s only an AFAM problem, rather than an athlete issue? It’s clearly 

both, and both aspects should be probed. There’s almost no way, statistically, to have the over representation 

of athletes in these shenanigans we have experienced without positive selection of them. 

¯ Why are we so obviously avoiding the term "investigation", instead of "review" and "inquiry"? One available 

definition of "investigation" is a "searching" inquiry, I think it’s well past time for searching for reality rather 
than letting pleasant narratives be served to us, 

I continue to believe very strongly in many people at Carolina, the best of whom are copied here, The 
institution troubles me more that I can would ever have imagined it might. 

John Powell BA ’77 

To: John Powell 

Subject: RE: Does ANYTHING anyone on the campus says 

I hope you will continue to believe in UNC-C}L I believe they are trying to put this matter behind them and focus on the 

All th(~ best, 



Thomas W. Ross 
President of the University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2688 Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2688 

919-962-9000 (Office) 
919-843-9698 (Fax) 

tomross@northcarolina.edu 

From: John Powell [mailto:~9.h.9.@j~.’_n] 
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 3:11 PM 

Tom ROSS 
Subject: Does ANYTHING anyone on the campus says 

mean anything like it seems to mean? 

Here’s our Provost at Bloomberg: 

fix things, we have to understand what actually happened in the past," 

Here’s University spokesperson a day later: 

UNC spokeswoman Karen Moou said Dean’s plans do not rise to the ]eve] of a[tothe[’ probe. 

’q’he University has not launched a new" investigation into the past academic irregularities," 

Why all the double talk? 

I really fell defl’auded when l look at my donations. And I don’t say that idly. 

John Powell BA ’77 

Read more here: http:llv~,w~newsobserver.com!2014!O1/30!3578294ia4ormer-unc-dean-recalls- 
at hiete s.ht ml#s!o wIhlk=cp¥ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

E~w- Thompson         ~nc ~T COrn> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 I 1:51 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Thank you[ 

Thanks for your prompt reply to my email I wish I shared your confidence that the full troth will come out, but 
in spite of recent statements by the chancellor and others, I do not detect any significant change in the attitude 
of the administration I have difficulty accepting that this or any other inquiry or investigation or 
review can be independent when the inquirer is selected and paid by the "inquiree " That’s what happened in 
the Martin review except I don’t think he got paid We all know what a useless exercise that was 

If the full truth or anything close to it ever does come out, and I hope you are fight in your optimism, it in large 
part will be because you and Mary Willingham were willing to risk your future for the long-term good of the 
university 

All I can say is hang in there and help keep the pressure on I hope your speaking out on this issue is not 
harming your relationship with your associates That really would be a shame 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 

Subject: Re: Thank you! 

Etw--thanks for your kind email Let’s keep our fingers crossed for this next "inquiry" (whatever that word is 
supposed to mean) I’m confident that the full truth will eventually come out one way or another For the 
university’s sake, it would be a good thing if the university was responsible for the upcoming disclosures - 
Jay 
On 2/25/14 8:57 PM, Erv Thompson wrote: 

Jay, 

First I want to thank and commend you for having the courage and conviction to stand up for 
what is right in the saga of academic/athletics fraud It is a real shame that you have not been 
j oined by some of your colleagues It doesn’t take a rocket scientist or for that matter, even a 
UNC-CH graduate to see that the corruption at the university has been much deeper and more 
extensive than so far has been revealed 

Almost as disgusting as the scandal itself is the way the administration has fought this eve~ step 
of the way, desperately ua!ing to cover up and prevent the public from finding out what 
apparently has been going on for at least two decades If not for you, Dan Kane and 
Willingham, this matter would have been swept under the rug a long time ago And the silence of 
the Boards of Governors and Trustees has been deafening 

My only minor criticism of many who are commenting and writing about this scandal is the use 
of the word Investigation when referring to what the administration itself has called Reviews If I 
am not mistaken, the administration has never authorized an investigation only Reviews To 
some, this may seem like a semantic argmnent However, there is a huge difference between an 



investigation and a review or an inquil?~, which is what the administration has called upon Mr 
Wainstein to conduct I suspect the administration purposely avoided using the word investigation 
for two reasons: 1) it carries a vein negative connotation, and 2) they really didn’t intend for any 
of the so-called reviews to be real investigations 

While I did not graduate from UNC-CH, my brother did Like you, we both hope the upcoming 
inqui~N will do what all the reviews failed to do, and that is to find answers to the numerous 
important questions that have never been answered 

Thanks again for being a stand-up guy I wish there were more like you on campus 

Sincerely, 

Thompson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Thursday,                  3:39 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Exam # I 

Luther vs Montaigne docx 

HiProfessor, 

I have attached a copy of my quite tardy paper. I have no excuse for it being late other than my own 

absentmindedness. I erroneously and carelessly assumed that the paper would be due in recitation like our 

reaction papers typically are. Consequently, my terrible procrastination habits left me paperless when 

Tuesday’s class rolled around. I understand the class’ strict late policy and that this degree of tardiness may 

prevent my paper from even being graded. I’m emailing you at 3:40 in the morning because I did not want it to 

be considered any later than it had to be. Either way, I apologize and hope that you do not interpret this as a 

lack of dedication to the class on my parL 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ebsc Ca) stall      ~ mindspring corn> 

Thursday. Februal~," 27, 2014 9:46 AM 

The progfac mailing list <progfac@listscrv uric cdu> 

[progfac] TONIGHT: Remi Kanazi: 209 Manning @ 6:30p 

7he co sponsors q/’the event are the Carolina Center for the Seu@ qf the Middle East trod Muslim Civihza~ions; Duke 

Some words of praise: 

"Repression creales restslance 1¢ aZso ,~enerales beaulffid a~’llslic wor~s, which become a cullural weapon m Ihe slrug~le 

fi~r the retdisat~on of dreams 7his book qf t~oems is a shining example of mmorrm4 ’s Ptdesgne " Ronnie Kasrils, Africtm 

National ( !on,~ress ac~iwst tmd lbrmer South Africtm Novernment minister 

"Back from (}aza, Remi Ktmazi’s poems make tears come to my eyes Poetry more them any other means communicates 

whal is deepesl m man, whal gives us hope beyond crime and desj~air -5’l¢phaoe Hessel, /ormer French ambas:sador and 

"In Poetic Injustice, Remi K~mazi lines up his word soldiers trod marches into the bar;le of idenfiO,, occupation, loss 
exd¢ 5’~reppmg Ihe spin and gloss fivm po#c~es a~d po#.cs, Kanazi volleys lrulhs /rom his ow~ lift" ~s a Paleslinia~- 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:jaysmith@email unc edu"~iaysmith@email unc edu</a> To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
cmail to <a hre~"mailto:lcavc-34320294-60582236 80cgef4cdddd439288653b2716413467~;listserv unc cdu">leave- 
34320294-60582236 80egef4edddd439288653b2716413467@listserv unc cdu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Thursday,                  12:49 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Book review 

mmm brewer docx 

DearProfessorSmith, 

Here is my book review finally. Sorry it’s so late; I understand if I can’t get full credit for it. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Thursday,                  1:21 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Appointment 

Hi Professor, I’m not sure if you got my last email so I’m re-sending it here: 

Thank you ! I have class at that time, but I am free Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays before 15 and after 2. 

Fronl: Jay Smith <~aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 2:33 PM 

Subject: Re: Appointment 

Happy to meet with you, of course. My regular hours this semester are Tuesdays, ~0-22:30. Would 

that be OK? You were a very strong student, so I’m glad to hear of your interest. My only criticism of you, you 

will remember, is that you almost never spoke[ -JS 

On 2:28 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I was in your Hist    class last semester, and I was wondering if I could meet with you during 

your office hours, or whenever is convenient for you. I am planning on getting a doctorate in 

history, and am thinking of focusing on $gth century France. I would truly appreciate any advice 

on how to pursue this field. 

Thank you so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

}live unc edu> 

Thursday,                  3:51 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Alaska Wolf Attack 

106-42 I- I-PB pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Meagher           }comcast net> 

Thursday, Februal2¢ 27, 2014 4:28 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Fwd: Update on UNC college athletics/education 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Meagher <           ~comcast net> 

Thursday, Februal’y 27, 2014 I 1:13 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Fwd: Update on UNC college athletics/education 

I will read it You the man Thanks 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
To: Robert Meagher <          ~comcast net> 
Sent: Fri, 28 Feb 2014 03:58:24 -0000 (UTC) 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Update on UNC college athletics/education 

It’s kind of long, but I think I first appear on page 4 
)~.?~!:!iv,~v, blls~e:~s~,~.ckcl~mi~rtic[csi20[4 02-27/in fake classes scaa~d~!-unc-;~’a,ls-it~,-athfc~e~ wISst[c 

On 2/27/14 10:57 PM, gobert Meagher 
wrote: 

Please forward me the longer version Thanks 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith 
To: Robert Meagher 
Sent: Fri, 28 Feb 2014 00:14:53 -0000 (UTC) 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Update on UNC college ~thletics/educ~tion 

Thanks, Bob Did you see that rm quoted in the longer stotT? 
On 2/27/14 4:27 PM, Robert Meagher 
wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Meagher <          ~comcast neP 

Friday, February 28, 2014 7:49 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Fwd: Update on UNC college athletics/education 

Great, you can e-mail me with dates, time also Looking fotaxard to it Kind of busy this weekend during the 
day, but home tonight, and always home on Sunday nights Looking fot~vard to it 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

To: Robert Meagher ¯         ~comcast net> 
Sent: Fri, 28 Feb 2014 12:27:59 -0000 (UTC) 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Update on UNC college athletics/education 

Thanks, Bob I think Debbie is planing to call Joan to set a skype 
date 
On 2/27/14 I 1:41 PM, Robert Meagher 
wrote: 

I j ust read it all I will always have total respect for you 
and your peers 

Thank you 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith 
To: Robert Meagher : 2’.5:c~ ca~t ~te:" 
Sent: Fri, 28 Feb 2014 03:58:24 -0000 (UTC) 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Update on UNC college athletics/education 

It’s kind of long, but I think I first appear on page 4 

On 2/27/14 10:57 PM, Robert Meagher 
wrote: 

Please forward me the longer version Thanks 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith 
To: Robert Meagher 
Sent: Fri, 28 Feb 2014 00:14:53 -0000 (UTC) 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Update on UNC college athletics/education 

Thanks, Bob Did you see that I’m quoted in the longer story? 
On 2/27/14 4:27 PM, Robert Meagher 
wrote: 

~:c 7GPAR~.,M F~ 71< A Fw. Z EA ht~ ~1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gneg Mole < ~gmail corn> 

Saturday, 4:51 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Exam #1 

One of mine Kind of an oddball (he actually was the one, if you remember from a few weeks ago, who said he 
couldn’t bring it to class, and then emailed me 4 days later) It’s actually a shame, though, because he does fairly 
good work 

On Fri,             at 8:07 AM, Jay Smith <l~)i~;a~it__h~!.~_g!i:~A:2~.~:,~r~13~> wrote 
Hello--I’ll grade this one, but I thought you should see this Vet’y strange 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Exam # I 

Date:Thu, 0~39 12 -0500 
From: 

To:Smith, Jay M 

Hi Professor, 

I have attached a copy of my quite tardy paper. I have no excuse for it being late other than my own 

absentmindedness. I erroneously and carelessly assumed that the paper would be due in recitation like our 

reaction papers typically are. Consequently, my terrible procrastination habits left me paperless when 

Tuesday’s class rolled around. I understand the class’ strict late policy and that this degree of tardiness may 

prevent my paper from even being graded. I’m emailing you at 3:40 in the morning because I did not want it 

to be considered any later than it had to be. Either way, I apologize and hope that you do not interpret this 

as a lack of dedication to the class on my pa 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

}liveuncedu> 

Monday,              4:21PM 

Smith, Jay M~aysmith@emailuncedu> 

Exam #1 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I know you probably receive a large number of emails and it is not always easy to get back to everyone. With 
spring break rapidly approaching, I just wanted to confirm that you received my Exam #J. Paper, I sent an email 

last week, the details of which I am more than happy to discuss with you tomorrow (3/4) after class or any 
time that is convenient for you. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,             2:41 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Missing class today 

class on tlmt~da) as I thit~k I should be al~endhtg class by then ff another thne winks belier for you please let me Mtow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carter, William Hodding <hoddingcarte@unc edu> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 4:06 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: Ed Yoder 

Ed’s phone number i He lives a/ 

And 1. Ioo. would like Io break broad again I have 
sometlmlg fllereafter 

..... O~iginal Message ..... 

Sent: Ffida3, Febnm~y 28, 2014 11:21 PM 
To: Carter; Willimn Hoddmg 
Subjecl: Ed Yoder 

Dca~ Hodding: 
ljusl read Ed Yodcr’s wonderl’ltl letter to Ihe Charlot/c Obsct~ ¢r (re: 
Ihe scandal and the new inquit3 ) and would love Io reach out to him Io say thanks Do you happen Io have an emaJl address or an3 
other contact info for lmn? 

you’re frc¢ and inclined_ 1 would also jump a/Ih¢ opportunily for another lunch one of these &~ys 

Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carter, William Hodding <hoddingcarte@unc edu> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 4:23 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: Ed Yoder 

Ed Yoder’s phone is  He hves at 

Sent: Frida), Febn~a~y 28, 2014 11:21 PM 
To: Caner. William Hodding 
Sul~iect: Ed Yoder 

Dcay Hodding: 
ljusl read Ed Yoder’s wondcrfld letter to Ihc Charlot/c Obsct~ ¢r (re: 
file scandal and the new hNuity) m~d would love to ~each out to him to sa? tlmnks Do you happen to have an entail address or ml? 

ff you’re free and inclined, I would also jump at the oppommiU for another lunch one of these da) s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 
Wednesday,               10:30 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: [thearg]       again 

Will 

..... O~iginal M¢ssag¢ ..... 

Sent: WednesdW 10:02 AM 
To: atl~letics reform group 
Sul~iect: [thearg]       again 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jones, Joy Mann <joyjones@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               ~:36 AM 

Smith Jay M <iaysmith@email unc edu> 

FW:          7omp Exam - 

;omp Sprin~ docx 

Hi 

Sere: Thursda?, 4:51 PM 
To: Jones. Joy Mann 
Sul~iect: RE Cmnp Exmn - Earl? Modern Frm~ce 

Dear Joy and 

Thank you, 

Good Morning 
Your #1 Comp Exmn is attached Please return the cmnpleted exam to Dr Snfith and to lne 8 hout~ after receiving it 
Wishing you all Ihe best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Thursday               3 : 13 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tigers and Dwarves 

You should find below the image I mentioned to you regarding Tycho Brahe and his.., strange fascination 

with dwarf helpers. Also, he apparently had a famous dwarf jester in his service by the name of Jepp. Might be 

worth looking into for some reason? I don’t know, it seems like a conference paper just begging to be written. 

Also, the tiger book: 

Best, Daniel Morgan 

[The Tycho image] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Friday,             4:05 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

FW: powerpoint 

Scientific Rev pptx 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 1:01 PM 

TO: ~gmail.com 

Subject: powerpoint 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

b~live unc edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: FW: midterm paper missing 

From: Ja) Slmth <jm’snfith~a;emait uric edu> 
Sent: Satut~lav. 9:13 AM 
To 
Sul~iect: Re: FW: midterm paper nfissmg 

’Tin not hang up on a grade as long as I’m passing?" Well, passhlg is 

OK, that’s going to be an F 1’11 have to cbeck out her other grades on 
Sakai Jusl lell h¢r to cmall IIic pap¢r and we’ll lalk after break 
She’s made dlis bed. she can lie in il for a while 
On 1 I:O0 PM, wrote: 
>Hi Ja?, 

> From: Ja? S~mth <im’snfith~alemait uric edu> 
> Sent: Friday,                10:26 PM 

> Sul~iect: Re: FW: midterm paper nfissmg 

>        -11013" s*** I just saw this emait Sort3 1 nfissed it Jesus 
> Shauld we talk tomorrow briefly? fm lemdng town around noon 
> O11      9:33 PM                    wmlc: 

>> Se~t: Wednesda3, 12:52 PM 

>> Sul~iect: Re: nudterm paper ~mssing 

and so it probabl3 ended up with tbe wrong pet~olt I was embawassed to ask Professor Smith about who I shauld give m3 paper to 
Can we discuss all of this at the end of class tomorrow? That wa3 I can also fonnally meet you, as well as make sine m3 essay ends up 
in Ih¢ fighi hands I’m slill going Io emall a cop} from my friend’s compulcr Ionighl, for dial’s Ihe besl proof dull I have Io show I did 

have ~o way of knowing it" fm being honest, especiall3 with m3 poor attendance, so fm witling to take the petmlt3 it" need be This 

>> Again, Ihis would be b¢0¢r discussed in person. I believe 

>> O11 a/ 11:52 AM, ?i)ivc unc ¢du> wrOl¢: 



probabl~" couldfft get it back to you by ~ecitation 

>>> Actoally I just got in conlacl wdh a friend who said I could use his desk top Item in Raleigh, bul he doesn’t gel off ~ork until 
5pm A~e you ok with me emading it to you around fllen? 

>>> On at 12:27 PM, el;live talc edu" ~live uric edu> wrote: 

>>>> Hi gu3s, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,              2:28 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

FW: WSFH Millstone Fellowship 

WSFH Millstone Fellowship Project Narratiw 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:27 AM 
To: Kramer, Lloyd 

Subject: RE: WSFH Millstone Fellowship 

Dear Lloyd and 

Please see attached for the narrative. 

Thank you, 

PS: Have a good break[ 

From: Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 2:38 PM 

To; 

Subject: RE: WSFH Millstone Fellowship 

Thanks for this message. Can you also send me the proposal you submitted for this fellowship. I would like to read the 
narrative. I’ll be sure to submit this by the 

Lloyd 

From: 
Sent: Saturday, 5:16 PM 

Su~ect: WSFH Millstone Fellowship 

Dear Lloyd and Jay, 

I submitted my grant application for the Millstone Fellowship from the WSFH. If you haven’t already sent 

them, please send your letters to Prof. Carolyn Eichner at eichner@uwm.edu by the 

Many thanks, 

Have a good break! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday               12:ll PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

FW: From the Chair: Request for applications for teaching positions, 

Jay, 

Maybe this is another thing to consider. I’ll want to have taught my own class, and I could do this during the spring of 
nexL year, when I hope to be mopping up the dissertation more than any[hing else. I can’t imagine there’ll be many 
takers for early-modern Europe, and this would give me some flexibility with funding (whether that’s through TAships or, 
hopefully, some other source). What do you think? 

Besb 

From: bounce-34372860-73753754@listserv.unc.edu [bounce-34372860-73753754@listserv.unc.edu] on behalf of 
Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:36 AM 
To: history-graduate 
Su~ect: [history-graduate] From the Chair: Request for applications for teaching positions, 

Re: Teaching Positions, 

The Department of I~stor? invites applications from instructors who are fl~terestcd in teaching courses on cmnpus during 
the next academic year, l~all or spring We arc cautiously optimistic that the Histot) Department will bc able to offer more 
teaching fellow and fixed-term teaching appointments in the 2014-14 acadenrtc year than we did in the 2013-2014 
academic year At present we m~ticipatc eight (8) openings in Fall 2014 m~d six i6) in Spring 2015 

In Fall 2014 we haxe openings for multiple sections of: Histo~T 128 (US Since 1865); Histo~-," 140 (World Since 1945); 
and Histo~-," 151 ( Europe Since 1650) 

In Spring 2015 possible courses include: Histo~5" 127 (American Histo~5" to 1865). History" 128 (American Histo~2," since 
1865), Histor? 140 (The Wortd since 1945), Histot3 151 (HistoH of Western Civilization to 1650), m~d Histor? 158 
(Early Modem Europe) Other courses ma? be added to this list as the depamncnt’s curricular needs, and the budgetar? 
picture, continue to evolve 

In filling these positions, first priority will be given to advanced graduate students who I) hax e passed tbeir Pb D wrdien 
and oral comprehensive exams, and 2) hax e made substuntial progress on tbe writing of the dissertation Next, priority 
will be given to recent PbD recipients from this department 

ABD students who arc assigned full teaching responsibility will be appointed as Tcachh~g Fellows Teaching Fellows 
must bc registered full-time, ic, taking three hours h~ Histot3 994, durh~g fl~c semester in which they hold the position 
Tcac[dng Fellows will receive $775000 for tcachh~g one course 

Individuals who hax e already received the Ph D will be appointed as Lecturers, and will receive $800000 tbr teaching 

Faculty advisers are urged to submit the names of eligible students who might not be in residence at tbis time and who 
might bc unm~ arc of these opportunities 



Please send a CV and a brief letter of application to Diana Chase - dmchase@email.unc.edu - electronically by Friday, 
March 28 
Your letter should I) address the eligibilitn" requirements noted above: 2) indicate whether you have completed Histot3" 
702; 3) describe your previous teaching experience; and 4) identify the relevant courses including those listed above and 
any other courses that you has e been sxell prepared to teach All of these criteria factor into the decision-making, though 
wc tend to t:avor those who hm, c not yet had the opportunity to teach a course independently (to the extent this is possible 
given progrmn needs ) Before making assignments flac departmental administrative tcmn mat request copies of teaching 
evaluations mad a letter of endorsement from the applicant’s faculty advisor 

Initial appoh~tment letters will be sent in April, though positions sometimes need to be filled on short notice over the 
summer If you have m~y questions, fccl frec to contact Associate Chair Louise McRcynolds at louiscm a~cmail unc edu 

Sincerely, 
Fitz Brundagc 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
histo~’y-graduate as: <a hre~"mailto:gmole~4email unc edu">gmole@email unc edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Powell             ~gmail corn> 

Tuesday, March I I, 2014 5:08 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Steve Farmer 

Is he delusional or just think that we’re stupid? 

u orki~l~ article_.cc84©b I 0-ag~d [ ~,3 ha~a-00 r 7a~3h2370 hlln~1%~nod~ _iqm 

I) "requirements" and "standards" are neither if they can be waived they are guidelines at best, and there’s no 
evidence that UNC System or UNC-CH tree "minimum requirements" are anything other than the NCAA’s 
We’re supposed to be a leading research university and our admission requirements for star revenue athletes are 
the same as say Mississippi State 

2) we were restricted in football scholarships last year and only brought in three basketball recruits 14 
"committee" admits could cover fully half of both revenue sports recruits 

3) 40% of our "student athletes" made Academic Honor Ro I Gre~t A grand total of 1 basket ball player (out of 
12 or so) and two football players (out of 75 or so) made ACC All Academic this past year And on a campus 
with the distribution of grades given ours has, frankly a 3 0 for the current semester and cumulatively is no 
longer a very high standard Wh~t % of non "student athletes" meet that standard? Especially in the "cluster" 
m~jors? 

Okay, I’m r~nting Carry on the good fight John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bmndage, W gitzhugh <bmndage@email unc edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 9:12 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: IDST 

Jay: 

From: Jay Smilb [jaysmiil(aemaJl uric ¢du] 
Sent: Thursda?, March 13, 2014 9:58 PM 
To: Bmndag¢, W Fflzhugh 
Sul~iect: Re: IDST 

Fitz--tbaltks again (monfl~s late0 for sending me file if)ST 
paper II!s clearly pretty amazing Would you mind if I quoted you 
sa? ing, about ID ST courses in ge~eml, that "1 dofft want to be in 
role of scold tt3mg to get work out of a laggard"? It’s a great wa? of 
undeflitm~g haw mmsual Julms’s practices were 

> bnmdage@email m~c edu 



>~ 1’11 just send you the paper She did a tnvo semester htdependent stud? with me ’cruise she was aheady dohtg a hanot~ thesis in 
Conun Studies and I she was graduating in Dec (and so was out of sequence to do mt hanot~ thesis ht Histoiy) Her htdepelldent 

conslmiffls she was opcm/iffg undeK bul it needed anolhcr round ofpolishiffg Even so, it is equivalcnl tu a old sly[¢ MA Ihesis in 
terms of lengtlk ~esearclk and qualit) I t~allae that most sta~dents wofft produce work of tiffs scale and qualits’, but tiffs essa? is an 
exmnple of what independent studies at~ for: students whose hltet~sts cmmot be addressed ht a conventiotml class She did far mot~ 

>> Fitz 

>> W Fitzhugh Bmndage 

>> Wi[limn B Umstead Professor of Histot) 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> Hamillon Hall CB #3195 
>> Chapel Hill. NC 27599 
>> 919-962-9824 
>> bnmdage@emad unc edu 

>> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@cmail uric edu] 
>> Se~t: Wednesda), Jmmm3" 08, 2014 11:16 AM 
>> To: Brun&~gc, W Fitzhugh 

>> Fit z--I wonder ir you’d bc willing Io Icl me share (in a fotunol¢) Ihc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail corn> 

Friday,              12:03 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Reference? 

Hi Jay, 

How are you? I hope all is well in NC 

I’m back to looking for new jobs again and am wondering if I can list you as a reference Let me know if that 
would be alright 

Thank you{ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

b~live unc edu> 

Saturday,               8:06 PM 

Smith, Jay 1vl <-jaysmtm~email unc edu> 

gradebook on sakai 

Hi Jay, 
I went into the gradebook to input grades but with every item I click on, I can’t find a way to type in 
a student’s grades. Am I maybe not registered as a TA for the course on sakai? 
Hope ~/ou’re having a nice spring break, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail corn on behalf of 
<       ~live unc edu> 

Monday,                I:01 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Prospectus Beginnings 

Prospectus Bits - 1-3 Revised docx 

oops 

On Mon, tt 1:00 PM, 
Hi Jay, 

I hope you had a nice, relaxing Spring Break The weather is welcoming us back to school in fine style at 
least[ I am sending you my Prospectus thus t~ar (or at least the first three parts of it: Title, Abstract, and 
Questions and Rationale) I would love to set up a time to meet with you to discuss how it is going and 
further ideas I went to Ellen Welch’s talk at the FCS meeting yesterday and I am really excited about some of 
the things she said about nations and their representation in spectacles and ballets I am thinking it could be 
another avenue of inqui~?~, the more cultural side of foreign relations? 

Let me know when you might be free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Accessibility Resources & Se~w-ice <accessibility@unc edu> 

Monday,                 :47 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Student in Class- Accommodations 

Professor Smith -             is enrolled in your HIST        class for the      Spring Semester and 
has a disability or medical condition that may require additional time and possibly an alternate location for 
examinations. If you and the student agree and you plan to proctor the examination(s), please contact our 
office for specific information regarding accommodations. These accommodations should not alter the 
manner in which you normally conduct your course. 

Our office is prepared to assist by being available to proctor any quizzes or examinations if the student is 
unable to complete this activity with the rest of the class. The guidelines for alternative testing are 
available for review on our website at: 

http~/./acces~./b!!ily.L~nce~Jol~studeq~’re¢is[e,-ed-sLudents/~L~idelh ~es-alLernm ive-I ( sti~! 

The student, copied on this notice, will contact you in a timely manner about scheduling examinations. 

The student will then schedule examinations on-line, and 

¯ We will inform you approximately 2-3 days prior to the examination with the name of the student(s) 
for whom we will be prepared to proctor the exam. 

¯ Examinations can be uploaded to the "Faculty - Test Drop Box" (secured) on the front page of our 
website: ~_L_L~_£/accessibil[t~:,ur2~.j~~. 

If the student has not communicated and made arrangements with you, please expect them to take the 
exam with the rest of the class with the normal allotted time. 

As a courtesy, we ask that you respect the confidentiality of the student in this matter. If you have any 
questions, concerns or suggestions, please feel free to contact us at 962-8300 or stop by our office, 
located on the second floor (Suite 2126) in the Student Academic Services Building at your earliest 
convenience. Thank you for your time and consideration regarding this matter 

Tiffany Bailey - Director 
Cynthia Hopkins - Administrative Assistant 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Monday,                3:19 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

most recent lecture 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Monday,                3:57 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: most recent lecture 

fltat~k you ! nl~ fmdt 
On            al 3:51 PM, Jay Smith ~jay smilh@¢mail ~mc cdu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,              10:26 AM 

DeSaix, Jean <jdesaix@email unc edu>; Pennybacker, Susan Dabney 
<pennybac@email unc edu>; Naumoft; Lawrence J <naumoff@email unc edu>; Smith, 
Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Absence 

Hello, 

This weather really isn’l helping, ¢ilher 

Thanks for your understanding, and as I said I will show you m) sick nolcs on Thursday, unless of course I am forced Io be oul on 
Thursda3 as well I will update you on tlmt nmtter as needed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 
Tuesday,              3:45 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Group Proj ect 

Hi Professor Smilh, h¢r¢ is Ihc Prczi prcs¢nla/ion for our group projccl with and I being in this group 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~liveuncedu> 

Tuesday,              3:47 PM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Presentation(History 

This should be the link to view our presentation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~liveuncedu> 

Tuesday,              4:10 PM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

HIST Group B Presentation 

Here is the link to our presentation. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail corn> 

Tuesday,              4:45 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

jury duty during sections 

I just remembered: I have jul’y duty on         or a least I might (won’t know till the night before) This is a 
Friday, when I have all of my recitation sections Can we get someone to cover for me? 

Best, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail corn> 

Tuesday               4:45 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Microhistory Project - His1 ~jaysmith@email unc edu) 

I’ve shared an item with you. 

~;~’ Microi=fistop~ Project H[st 

This email grants access to this item. Only forward it to people you trust 

Googi  



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday              5:47 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

testing accomodations 

Hello! 

I am sure you have recently received an email about me having extended testing[ I just wanted to check in 

with you about this, I should not need it for anything except possibly the final, If it is not too early, could you 

let me know the format of the final exam? That will help me determine if I need extra time. Thank you[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Reid, Donald M <dreidl@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              8:3 1 PM 

Aydin, Cemil <caydin@email unc edu>; Bryant, Chad C <bryantc@email unc edu>; 
Bull, Marcus G <mgbull@email unc edu>; Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 
Glatthaar, Joseph T <jtg@email unc edu>; Jarausch, Konrad H 
<jarausch@email unc edu>; Naiden, Fred S <naiden@email unc edu>; Pennybacker, 
Susan Dabney <pennybac@email unc edu>; Perez, Louis A <perez@email unc edu>; 
Raleigh, Donald J <DJR@email unc edu>; Shields, Sarah D <sshields@email unc edu> 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; ]-albert, Richard J <talbert@email unc edu> 
Waterhouse, Benjamin C <waterhou@email unc edu>; Watson, Harry L 
<hwatson@email unc edu>; Whalen, Brett E <bwhalen@email unc edu> 

Dissertation Prospectus 

syllabus REID doc 

Dear Advisers of               (Chad Bryant/Jay Smith), 
(Fred NaidenfRichard Talbert), 

(Lou Perez), (Marcus Bull/Brett Whalen), 
(Marcus Bull/Brett Whalen), (Ben Waterhouse), 
(Lou Perez), (Don Raleigh), 
Glatthaar), (Konrad Jarausch), 
Duval): 

(Sarah Shields/Cemil Ayden), 
(Richard Talbert), 

(Konrad Jarausch), 
(Ha~vy Watson), 

(Susan Pennybacker), (Joseph 
(Chad B~?~ant), and (Katherine 

I am enj oying working with the students in History    this semester in the development of their 
dissertation prospectuses The students know that the prospectus is a work in progress, that what they complete 
at the end of this semester will probably not be the text they present to their committee at their oral exam That 
said, I am pleased with the progress all students in the class have made both in developing their own 
prospectuses and in engaging critically with the work of other students in the class I have contacted you 
individually if I’ve had questions or concerns about your student 

I know that each studenthasbeenworkingwithhisorheradviser this semester I’m writing to ask if 
there is any particular element of your student’s prospectus on which you would like me to work with the 
student in this second portion of the semester I can see that you are working with your students and providing 
them good guidance, so I won’t be surprised if you have nothing additional to let me know There is no need for 

you to respond if you have nothing particular to tell me All students will continue to get comments and 
critiques fiom me and fiom the other students in the class 

I’ve attached the syllabus for the class because it has the prospectus format that I’ve inherited and 
reworked Students have been working from this, but I am perfectly open to students developing variants when 
it fits their project better 

Don Reid 



HistulN 905: Dissertation Design (Spring 2014) 
(M 4:00 to 6:30 in Hamilton 570) 

Donald Reid 
Hamilton 554 
Office Hrs: Mon 2:00-4:00 and by appointment 

E-mail: dreidl @email unc edu 

Histo~?¢ 905 is designed to enable students to write a strong dissertation 
prospectus Although you will likely not defend your prospectus until next academic 
year, we ask you to write a full prospectus now to see what will be involved in pursuing 
and completing your dissertation You will continue to work on your prospectus until 
your defense and in some ways until you defend your dissertation A good prospectus is a 
living document 

Each student in the course knows more about her or his particular topic than any 
other student or faculty member at UNC-CH However, each of us can benefit fiom the 
comments and criticism of our colleagues in designing a plan to fulfill our project As we 

would like patrons to provide resources to fund our research and, in turn, for the finished 
project to lead to publications and employment, we need to work to assure that others 
understand and appreciate the importance of the questions we pose and of the answers we 
provide ~ 

Students will work closely with their advisors and with the course instructor on 
the dissertation prospectus2 Meet regularly with your adviser(s) In addition, students 
will work in writing groups of about 8 or 9 students In creating these groups, I will t~?¢ to 
include students with both shared theoretical/methodological interests and students with 
very different ones In both the prospectus and grant proposals, you will need to be able 
to speak to those who work in your area of expertise and to those who do not If there will 
necessarily be some oral exchange of background infurmation (Who was Bismarck? Who 
was Buchanan?), the point of this class is for students to develop the historical questions 
they are asking and their methodological and theoretical perspectives, not to instruct 
others on the historical context of their projects 

Making and responding to open, honest criticism is an important part of this 
class Authors, it is much better that you hear concerns than to have them muted now 

1 Eve~?z student will research funding opportunities for dissertation research this semester 
However, if you decide to apply for funding to support pre-dissertntion research this 
summer and would like the instructor and/or the class to comment on your application 
proposal, let me know Be aware that these applications may have early deadlines 
2 I sit on a lot of PhD committees and can say that not only are projects different (and 

therefore require dift’erent kinds of answers to questions such as "Is my historiography 
section detailed enough?" or "Is this what I should call my methodology?"), but the way 
these questions should be answered is handled differently by different advisors as well 



only to appear later in your oral exams or in the discussions of fellowship decision 
committees (when you can’t be there to set them straight[) Should you accept all or 
perhaps even most of the criticism you receive? Probably not But you need to understand 
why readers are troubled or underwhehned by elements of your prospectus or grant 
applications Ve~J often critics ask the right questions, but offer no solution or the wrong 
solution However, by alerting you to troubled areas, they’ve done you a big favor 

Course C~ade: This will be determined by the evaluation of the instructor and of the 

advisor(s) of your prospectus, as well as the instructor’s evaluation of the quafuy of your 
critiques of other students’ work in both writing and discussion 

WHAT IS A PROSPECTUS?~ 

This outline covers the major categories of a prospectus, but feel fbee to blend, compress, 

or omit sections to fit your needs and your committee’s preferences For example, you 
may want to separate your sections on method and theo~?¢ or put together your discussion 
of methods and sources Please discuss this outline with your dissertation advisor 
He/she may encourage you to emphasize some things over others, blend sections in a 
certain way, etc If you and your advisor agree on some preferences that may affect how 

you approach the assignments, let me know so that we can accommodate this within the 
structure of the course Page lengths are only suggestions; you may well have good 
reason to make other decisions for your proposal 

1. Title. A descriptive title that succinctly, accurately, and, if possible, intriguingly, 
describes the topic and the period covered 

2. Abstract. A short paragraph summarizing the proposal 

3. Topic, Questions, and Rationale. What you are writing about? (This is your topic ) 
What is not known about it? (This is your question) Why do we want to know this 
unknown? (This is your rationale) To put this another way: I am writing about (my 
topic), because I am trying to show you who/how/why (my question and my hypothesis 
a hint of what I think the answers will be), in order to persuade you to think dift’erently 

about issues of large import (my rationale) It is ~tot e~tough to shou thatyottr md?ject has 
~tot bee~t stttdied b@~re Sometimes, it is helpful to begin with a stot?¢ that illustrates the 
questions you wish to address, but if you choose this route, be careful not to let the stotT 
obscure what you are ttTing to convey Many such stories that are appropriate fbr chapter 
I of a dissertation do not work well in a prospectus or grant application (c 2-3 pages) 

4. Historiography. This usually entails (a) an overview of the secondary literature on 
the general,subject within which your topic tMls (this may include relevant research in 
historical fields other than your own and in disciplines other than histo~30, and (b) the 

3 I’ve adopted this fbom Jacquelyn Hall’s syllabus for this course She in turn gives credit 

to Judith Bennett and Lloyd Kramer Historians are like that 



historiography of your .specijic topic For the prospectus, the ove~w-iew may be quite 
compact or not present; it is often a case of presenting succinctly one overarching 
question that situates your work (How you handle this is generally a matter of the 
dissertation topic and the adviser’s suggestions) The historiography of your specific 
togic should present clearly what has been done, what directions the field is taking (and 
why research is taking this direction and not others), what needs to be done, and why 
and how your project forwards the field by addressing this need You may want to point 
to models for what you hope to do, while at the same time making clear how your work 
will extend or challenge what has been done before You may want to discuss only the 
major and most relevant works and append a longer bibliography The most eft’ective 
historiography leads clearly to your research project and convinces the reader that this is 
where the field should go a~d that you ~we taki~T it there (5-7 pages) 

5. Theory and Method.4 Here, you outline the research strategies, methods, and 
theoretical frameworks that will help you answer the questions posed in earlier sections 

(You may want to address some of these issues in the historiography section by including 
relevant theoretical works or by discussing the methodologies and theoretical concerns 
that have guided previous works in your field) "Theories" might include Marxism, 

psychoanalysis, stmcturalism, post-structuralism, feminism, post-colonial studies, 
memory studies, queer theory, concepts fiom cultural anthropology, and the new 

historicism and other schools oflitera~T_ criticism, to name a few "Methods" might 
include statistical analysis, oral history’, ethnography, archival research, and readings of 

visual images and material objects Two points: (a) The goal in the case of most 
historians is not to identify yourself as an "ist" of one persuasion or another Ask how 
your work relates to the questions various "isms" raise and the ways they answer them 
What would enrich your project and what wouldn’t? Most of this thinking won’t appear 
in your prospectus, but it should be donee; (b) Methods and theories are not simply tools 

4 DO yOU put your fingers up in the shape of a cross when you hear "theory and method"? 

Take a book you view as similar in nature to what you plan to do in your dissertation and 
assess how the author posed her questions, identified sources, and analyzed the sources to 

respond to the questions posed Like the boutxeoZs gentilhomme realizing he spoke prose, 
some of us are shocked to find that we too are using methodology and theory (and can get 

better and more creative in these areas once we see this) 

5If you plan to do interviews, go to the Institutional Research Board website: 

http://ohre unc edu/forms php You’ll need their authorization You can start by taking 
their on-line course to get certified 

~’ Other answers I’ve given to questions about theory and methodology that have helped 

students Theory is what you use to come up with good questions, ones that help you 
interpret the past in new ways Method is what you do once you’ve posed your questions 
The key to method is to recognize that no sources were created with the intention of 

answering your questions and hypotheses Many records, traces, etc, exist, but you are 
the person who is making these objects something which can answer your questions and 
hypotheses Most records don’t know they are sources until you tell them But that’s only 



to use; your work may suggest critiques or revisions in methods and theories Be aware of 
this It could be the most important contribution of your research project7 

In this section, as in the historiography section above, you will be suggesting the 
conversations you seek to join, for those conversations will affect your choice of method 
and theo~a£ Do you see yourself as speaking mainly to an audience of specialists in a 
certain geographical or chronological subfield of histo~a£? As building bridges among 
subfields and/or disciplines? As addressing policy makers, activists, or various publics? 
(5 pages) 

6. Sources. First, what sorts of evidence will you use? Legal or religious records, survey 
data, manuscript censuses, intelwiews, diaries, letters, material artifacts, music, fulklore, 
or what? How rich are these sources (for the questions you are posing) and what special 
problems do they present? (You will probably want to discuss here how the sources have 
been used in the past by scholars working in your area) Will you use an extensive and 
coherent body of papers or will you be piecing together documents, artifacts, and clues 
from many places? Second, what have you discovered about access? Are your archives 
closed in August? If you are doing interviews, how will you choose your interviewees 
and evaluate the evidence that oral histo~a£ provides? Do you need to begin now to 
submit Freedom of Information Act requests (or something similar for non-U S 
archives)? Do you need to locate papers hidden away in attics? How do you plan to deal 
with any evidentiary or logistical obstacles you encounter? (2-3 pages) 

7. Organization Will you proceed topically or chronologically? Envisage the final 
product Some students find it helpful to provide titles of chapters with a brief 
explanation of the contents of each Discuss what would be most helpful for you with 
your advisor 

8. Time table. What are your research plans for this summer? Where will you apply for 
funding? What are the application deadlines? ~ How much time will you allot to research, 

the first step Now that you’ve identified a record as a source, how are you going to make 
it talk? Jack Bauer has his methods, but you’ll want to lay out your own 

It is precisely the empirical element of historical research that both makes historians 

wary of the t-word and the m-word, and but also offers them unparalleled opportunities to 
contest theories and methodologies, or develop new facets of them Say it loud and say it 
proud I’m an historian 

~For a good essay on writing a fellowship application, read the downloadable essay at 
http ://www ssrc org/publications/view/7 AgCB4F4-815F-DE l l-BD80-OO1CC 477EC70/ 
Before your defense of your dissertation prospectus (oral exams) (though not necessarily 
for this class), you should map out your Mowry Dissertation Fellowship proposal and 
review it with your adviser My advice is to get this approved at your defense, and then 
present it to the DGS For more intbrmation on the Mowta£, go to the department’s 
website 



writing, and polishing? If you end up writing a dissertation that takes forever to 
complete, you will not be doing yourself a f~vor Now is the time to start making 
decisions about what you can and cannot do A dissertation is the end of doctoral 
training, but it is rarely the end of research and writing Since you will be working 
further on the topic to produce articles and, perhaps, a book, you do not need to cover 
every aspect of a subject between reaching ABD status and acquiring your PhD--indeed, 
you camlol cover everything 

When you construct your timetable, think about where you’ll be eighteen months 
alter your oral exams (the defense of the dissertation proposal) At this point, you will 
meet informally with at least three members of your committee At that time, you’ll need 
to circulate (a) a 2-4 page statement of archival work and findings; (b) the timeline and 
table of contents tbom the original prospectus (if you wrote one); (c) a revised timeline, 
and a revised and annotated table of contents Those who complete their research and 
begin writing strong dissertations expeditiously are most like to receive dissertation 
completion fellowships from the depa~ment, the Graduate School and other sources 

What you need to know to understand the schedule: 

--Section numbers in the syllabus refer to those in "What is a Prospectus?" 

--You will not meet every week Use your time well Writing and rewrking takes 
time My advice is to start thinking about sections like historiography and method and 
theot’y right away You l~low where you need to do the most work and should consult 
your advisor(s), other faculty and graduate students, and me if you need guidance 

--Writing the prospectus is an on-going project Over the course of the semester, 
revisit sections you’ve already written As your project develop~and it will you will 
want to revise earlier sections to fit your refined project 

--When you submit materials, include all the elements you’ve previously done, 
whether or not you have revised it since the last submission of your materials Submit 
your materials on the Sakai Forum site fbr the course 

--Most weeks during the semester, you will be writing and submitting via this 
S akai Forum site a one-paragraph comment about the material of each one of either the 
Foxes or the Hedgehogs (as explained in the schedule below) Discuss what works 
particularly well in the material as well as areas which need improvement or 
development We will follow this format all semester long Depending on the nature of 
the material and student responses to it, this paragraph may be of quite different lengths 

--I have divided students into two groups, the Foxes and the Hedgehogs’) Most 
class sessions are tbr only one animal The exceptions are Mar 3, Mar 17, Apt 14 and 

’) The Fox and the Hedgehog "The fox knows many things, but the hedgehog knows one 

big thing" Foxes are in love with complex, contradicto~?~ evidence and its discove~?~ and 



Apr 2 I, when Foxes or Hedgehogs will meet and members of the other group will come 
in for individual discussion of their work 

-- We will begin the discussion of each individual’s work by having that 
individual summarize briefly the response in other students’ comments to their work, 
without referring to individual critiques What did the author find most helpful? 
surprising? troubling? We will then open the discussion to all Students should not feel 
bound by what they said in their written comments Perhaps things which were unclear or 
seemingly unimportant have become clear or important Perhaps a comment by the 
author or another member of the class has led to new insights This is why we have 
discussions 

Schedule 

Week of Jan 13 Individual Meetings with Don Reid We will not meet as a class this 
week I will arrange meetings to talk to each of you about your project on either Jan 8 or 
Jan 13 

Jan 27 The Foxes will submit prospectus parts 1,2 and 3 on the Sakai site by noon on 

Wed, Jan 22 The Foxes will read the other Foxes’ work and post a two-paragraph 
response (see above) by Mon, Jan 27 at 9 am In class on Mon, Jan 27, the Foxes will 

discuss the work of each Fox 

Jan 27 The Hedgehogs will submk prospectus parts 1,2 and 3 on the Sakai site by noon 
on Sat, Jan 25 The Hedgehogs will read the other Hedgehogs’ work and post a 
response by Mon, Jan 27 at 9 am In class, the Hedgehogs will discuss the work of each 
Hedgehog 

Feb 3 Some of you may feel more prepared to write part 4, others part 5 The Foxes 
will submit either prospectus part 4 or part 5 by noon on Sat, Feb I The Foxes will read 
the other Foxes’ work and post a response by Mon, Feb 3 at 9 am In class, the Foxes 
will discuss the work of each Fox 

presentation, but can be frustrated when asked to justify this obsession The result can 
sometimes be evidence in search of a hypothesis Even if this is the genealogy of your 
project, you need to be able to present it the other way around so that readers beyond 
your thesis committee know why they needto read your work Hedgehogs are driven by 
the big idea and the only evidence of interest to them is that which confirms it 
Hedgehogs are sometimes willfully blind to the complex and contradictot~j nature of 
their evidence and need to be made aware of this and its implications Some Hedgehogs 
have difficulty explaining why their idea is big or that it is not actually an existing well- 
known idea dressed up in new clothes (This delineation of fuxes and hedgehogs comes 
fi-om an essay of Isaiah Berlin on Tolstoy’s theot~J of histot~J) 



Feb I0 Some of you may feel more prepared to write part 4, others part 5 The 
Hedgehogs will submit either prospectus part 4 or part 5 by noon on Fri, Feb 7 The 
Hedgehogs will read the other Hedgehogs’ work and post a response by Mort, Feb 10 at 
9 am In class, we will discuss the work of each Hedgehog. 

Feb 17 The Foxes will post the pari they did not post before by Fri, Feb 14 at noon 
Each Fox will post a response by Mort, Feb 17 at 9 am In class, the Foxes will discuss 
the work of each Fox 

The Foxes should meet this week with their advisers and discuss pa~s 1-5 of their 
prospectuses I will ask each adviser to email her/his thoughts to me on your prospectus 
to date 

Feb 24 The Hedgehogs will post the part they did not post befbre by Fri, Feb 21 at 
noon Each Hedgehog will post a response by Mon, Feb 24 at 9 am In class, the 
Hedgehogs will discuss the work of each Hedgehog 

The Hedgehogs should meet this week with their advisers and discuss parts 1-5 of 
their prospectuses I will ask each adviser to email her/his thoughts on your prospectus to 
date 

Mar 3 The Foxes should post their revised sections 1-5 by Fri., 28 at noon The 
Hedgehogs will read the Foxes’ work and each will post a response to each of the Foxes’ 
work by Mon, Mar 3 at 9 am The Hedgehogs will come to class at the usual time 
Each Fox will be assigned a time to come to class fbr a discussion of their work 

Mar 17 The Hedgehogs should post their revised sections I-5 by Fri., March 14 at 
noon [This is during spring break Plan accordingly] The Foxes will read the 
Hedgehogs’ work and each will post a response to each of the Hedgehogs’ work by 
Mon, Mat- 17 at 9 am The Foxes will come to class at the usual time Each Hedgehog 
will be assigned a time to come to class for a discussion of their work 

Mar 24 The Foxes will post prospectus parts 6,7, and 8 on the Sakai ske by noon on 
Fri, Mar 21 The Foxes will read the other Foxes’ work and post a response by Mon, 

Mar 24 at 9 am In class, the Foxes will discuss the work of each Fox 

In section 8, discuss your research plans fbr this summer and for the tbllowing 
year (when you will also be preparing for your written exams) You should also map out 
briefly a schedule for completion of your dissertation, but don’t devote too much time to 
this It is a way to help you see if you have a realistic time table 

Mar 3 I The Hedgehogs will post prospectus parts 6,7, and 8 on the Sakai site by 5 pm 
on Fri, Mat- 28 The Hedgehogs will read the other Hedgehogs’ work and post a 
response by Mon, Mar 31 at 9 am In class, the Hedgehogs will discuss the work of 
each Hedgehog 



See the paragraph on section 8 above 

Apr 7 No class meeting All stndents should post a complete draft of sections 1-8 on the 
Sakai web site and submit one to your adviser by Mon, Apt 7 at 9 am All students 
should arrange in advance a meeting with your adviser this week to discuss the 
prospectus You should be in regular contact with your adviser throughout the semester, 
but this is a chance for the adviser to suggest any changes to the completed prospectus I 
will ask each adviser to email her/his thoughts to me on your prospectus 

Apr 14 Foxes and Hedgehogs meet Both Foxes and Hedgehogs will read Foxes’ 
prospectuses and submit responses on them by Sat., Apr. 12 at noon The class will 
discuss each of the Foxes’ drafts 

Ifa Hedgehog has made substantial changes in her/his drat~ by Apr 14, s/he can 
tell the class on Apr 14 and post the revised drat~ before class meets on Apr 14 fbr the 
class to read and comment on for the next week 

Apr 21 Foxes and Hedgehogs meet Both Foxes and Hedgehogs will read Hedgehogs’ 
prospectuses and post responses on them by Sat, April 19 at noon The class will discuss 
each of the Hedgehogs’ drafts 

Apr 28 By noon, a hard copy of the final version is due to both Don Reid and to the 
adviser (unless your adviser would prefer an electronic copy) 



Foxes and Hedgehogs, 

Next week, the Hedgehogs will read their fellow Hedgehogs’ work, but the following 
two weeks we’ll change things around: 

Mar 3 The Foxes should post their revised sections 1-5 by Fri., 28 at noon The 
Hedgehogs will read the Foxes’ work and each will post a response to each of the Foxes’ 
work by Mon, Mar 3 at 9 am The Hedgehogs will come to class at the usual time 
Each Fox will be assigned a time to come to class for a discussion of their work 

Mar 17 The Hedgehogs should post their revised sections 1-5 by Fri., March 14 at 
noon [This is during spring break Plan accordingly] The Foxes will read the 
Hedgehogs’ work and each will post a response to each of the Hedgehogs’ work by 
Mort, Mar 17 at 9 am The Foxes will come to class at the usual time Each Hedgehog 
will be assigned a time to come to class tbr a discussion of their work 

What does this mean? For class on March 3, the Hedgehogs will read the Foxes’ 
sections 1-5 and post a one-paragraph response On March 3, the Hedgehogs will come 

to class at 4 and stay until 7:10 (Vacation is the next week!) Foxes will come at these set 
times To assure that we have sufficient time to discuss each project, we won’t start with 
each Fox responding to the comments they have received We’ll go directly to 
discussion 

4:00 
4:20 
4:40 
5:00 
5:20 
5:40 BREAK 
5:50 
6:10 
6:30 
6:50 

For class on March 17, the Foxes will read the Hedgehogs’ sections I-5 and post a one- 
paragraph response On Monday March 17, the Foxes will come to class at 4 and stay 
until 6:50 Hedgehogs will come at these set times To assure that we have sufficient 

time to discuss each project, we won’t start with each Hedgehog responding to the 
comments they have received We’ll go directly to discussion 

4:00 
4:20 
4:40 
5:00 
5:20 BREAK 
5:30 



I0 

5:50 
6:10 
6:30 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gm all corn> 

Wednesday,                I 1:32 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: Meeting 

Hello. 

Sent from m> iPad 

On , at 8:01 AM, J~" Smith qia) sirtith@enmil uric edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail corn on behalf" of 
~live unc edu> 

Wednesday,              5:18 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: prospectus 

Sure[ See you in the morning 

Best, 

Or              5 PM, Jay Smith <j_’~r~.g!~il~r~; e.d_~!> wrote: 
10:30 OK? 
On        9:01 AM,               wrote: 

I can meet before 11:00 tomorrow if that works for you? I have lecture and recitations the rest of 
the day Friday is prospective students weekend but I could meet when they all go to the DRC (I 

think its from 3-5ish?) 

Thanks, 

On 8:08 AM, "Jay Smith" <jar s*tOth!?ge~nai/:ul,~ed~t> wrote: 
-would you like to meet late morning tomorrow to talk about the prospectus? If not 

then, rll have some time later in the day (after 3) on Friday -Jay 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

B~amdage, W Fitzhugh <b~amdage, a;email tmc edu> 

We&~esday,               5:49 PM 

Smith Jay M <jaysmi~h:a;email unc edu> McReynolds Louise <louisem~a’email tmc edu> 

RE: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SOUTHALL, RICHARD <Southall(~#hrsm.sc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 19, 2014 6:00 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith(~)email.unc.edu> 

Re: [thearg] UNC and public records requests 

Should be a good time, with much great discussion and three days to focus 
on college sport researcha~nd also have a chance to sample Columbia, 

Look forward to it[ 

Dr, Richard M, Southall 
Associate Professor 
Director College Sport Research Institute 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 
University of South Carolina 
Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 
Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803,777 5550 
Cell: 
Email: southall@hrsm.sc.edu 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport ? 
April 23 25, 2014 csriconference.org <http:iicsriuon~c enue or9/> 

Office hours: 
Tuesday[] 2:45 5:00pm 
Wednesday 1:00 3:00pm 
Other times by appointment 

On 3/19/14. 5:57 PM. "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

>Richard wish I could say I’m surprised, 

>By the way, I look forward to seeing you in a month, if not sooner. 
>On 3/19/14 5:55 PM. SOUTHALL. RICHARD wrote: 
>> Coincidentally, I heard back from USC general counsel the next day, 

>> Richard 
>> 
>> Dr. Richard M. Southall 
>> Associate Professor 
>> Director College Sport Research Institute 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 
University of South Carolina 
Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 
Columbia, SC 29208 



>> Office: 803,777 5550 
>> Cell: 
>> Email: southall@hrsm.sc.edu 

>> 7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport ? 
>>April23 25, 2014 csriconference.org 
>> 
>> Office hours: 
>> Tuesday I I 2:45 5:00pm 

>>Wednesday 1:00 3:00pm 
>> Other times by appointment 

>> On 3/19/14. 5:36 PM. "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc,edu> wrote: 

>>> Here’s more evidence that UNC is exceptionally slow. and/or 

>>> exceptionally inclined to stonewall, when fielding public records 
>>> requests. Does anyone else think that our leaders should be questioned 
>>> and pushed on this? It’s obviously been critical in the handling of the 

>>> athletic scandal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmNlcom> 

Wednesday,                11:20 PM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Re:teaching 

Ok, thanks for checking up on this I agree that it seems like, one way or another, things will work out Here’s 
hoping that CES grant comes through: $25,000 plus research money Close to double what I make fi-om UNC 

On Wed.             at 5:51 PM, Jay Smith <~L~±~_ik~(O, _~!.l:c_~d~> wrote: 
-just got this from Fitz, in answer to my plea on your behalf: 

I will certainly keep your recommendation in mind I think there will be a ve~T good chance that all ABD 
students who are out of funding will be needed to teach either their own course as as TAs Perhaps the only 
good think about having fewer and fewer grad students is that we need all of them and although we can’t 
guarantee 6 years of funding we will soon reach the point at which virtually every student will be likely to get 
6 years of funding, and perhaps even 7 

Cheers 
Fitz 

So (Jay again here)it seems very likely that if you wind up without fellowship support, you’ll be teaching in 
one capacity or another (Louise also chimed in and said she was a huge fan of yours) So, no need to panic, I 
don’t think -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

b~live unc edu> 
Wednesday,                I 1:3 1 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
FW:        ~ist o1~ Paper doc 

Hello, 

I wdl speak with the professor What about fire lewfitten paragraph we are to turn in on the 25th? Even if m) pant is petmlized I still 

> Hi 

S~mth and talk to hint about this? As it is, wiflt your low attendm~ce, it wdl be difficult to give you a passing grade Please entail the 
professor 

> Thanks 

> From: ~t;gmail corn> 

> Scnl: Thursday, 10:30 AM 

> SuDjcc[: I~istot3 Paper doc 

nl) self and not you 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Powell            ~gmail corn> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 8:46 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

The Onion 

must have hacked WRAL: 

!it[!~2: ii~a,~- ~wal co~niunc-~ esiden t-I !~4! ten-load- fbr -fi’~ h~n e~n-st’~lden t-a!hl etef I ~94135/ 

It’s the only explanation I can come up with in light of Rawlings .... 

John Powell BA ’77 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Powell              ~gmail corn> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 9:11 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: The Onion 

BTW, a General Education major is another one of those things that Holden assured me "we would never do" 
told him I feared we would 

On Thu, Mar 20, 2014 at 9:02 AM, John Powell <.~?cwc_ kl~.!2~:_r~f_~2,dl_, ~_.tx~> wrote 
This is even more ridiculous Right now we are punishing regular students who don’t finish their 
undergraduate degree in four years, while routinely allowing football players five and we want to reduce 
their workload? 
The tail is whipping the dog around like a lawn mower blade 

On Thu, Mar 20, 2014 at 8:49 AM, Jay Smith <ja2~ sn~it~@et,na;I u~c ~du> wrote: 
Yes, we should just do what Michigan did: create a degree in "General Studies," let athletes flock to evetay 
friendly faculty member they can find, and all will be well 

Ross is one of our more uninspiring leaders 

On 3/20/14 8:45 AM, John Powell wrote: 

must have hacked WRAL: 

~_~.j~:i~www wr~l comi~ln :-prcsidcnr-l~e~ load-fl~r~t?e hmen-~udcnt athlcre~/[319413:’/ 

It’s the only explanation I can come up with in light of R~wlings .... 

John Powell BA ’77 



From: ~live unc edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: 

12:08 PM 

To: Smith, Jay 0aysmith) 

From: 

Dear Dr Smith, 

I j ust wanted to let you know that I will not be able to attend class today I seem to have gotten a stomach bug 
and ! would hate to get anyone else sick Thank you for understanding 

Sincerely, 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIS~I       SP 14" site 
To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: ! ~D;_ 1.      _:’.,;_[.~ l_a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~liveuncedu> 

Thursday,               4:11PM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Book List 

HiProfessor, 

I just wanted to remind you about the book list you offered to send me about the French Revolution. 

Also, thanks again for meeting with me on Tuesday and answering my questions. I will be looking into the 

schools you mentioned, and I’ll definitely take your advice on participating more in my classes. 

Have a great weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

John Powell <John@icp corn> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 7:01 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; John Shelton Reed 
~yahoo com> 

John Shelton Reed <johnshelton@alum mit edu>; Watson, Harry L 
<hwatson@email unc edu> 

RE: I may need to start ablog 

Here’s Hawkins description of her specialty: 

"Ergod ic theory uses a ’big picture~ approach: you try to predict what most of the particles will do, but 

don’t worry about the path of any individual object," 

In the context of my rant below that’s an amusing explanation of why she’s on the committee, 

I wish I could make up stuff like this. Even more, I wish I had to. 

John Powell BA ’77 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 6:51 PM 

TO: John Powell; John Shelton Reed 

CO: John Shelton Reed; Harry Watson 

Subject: Re: I may need to star[ a blog 

No, I don’t think the "experts" get a vote. I still would much prefer to see people without athletic 

entanglements sitting on that committee, 

On 3/20/~.4 6:49 PM, John Powell wrote: 

Just to be clear, do the "expert" "interested" parties get to vote, or does it take a simple majority 
of these faculty members to deny a candidate? 

Thanks, 
John 

From: Jay Smith < jaysrn!th @ei’r,a)! uric edu> 

Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 6:37 PM 

To: John Powell; John Shelton Reed 
I::c: John Shelton Reed; Harry Watson 

Subject; Re: I may need to start a blog 

The committee consists of a handful of faculty (appointed by the SAD for Undergrad Education, 
who will invariably be a "company man" or woman), the Faculty Athletics Rep (who will almost 

invariably be pro-coach), the Dean for Advising (why?), and this group will usually d raw on the 



’expertise~ of interested parties in admissions. So, for 2012, here was the committee: 

Layna Mosley, Political Science (Chair) (since 2013 a member of the Faculty Athletics Committee) 

John Akin, Economics 

Lissa Broome, Law (Faculty Athletics Rep) 

Napoleon Byars, Journalism and Mass Communications (member of the Faculty Athletics 

Committee) 

Jane Hawkins, Math 

Lee May, Dean for Advising 

Don’t know much at all about Akins and Hawkins, and I don’t mean to impugn anyone’s integrity, 

but does this committee composition inspire much confidence in the ability to get serious "push 

back" on the guy with the 300 SAT verbal? You’ve got coaches and Steve Farmer already 

whispering in their ear, and you’ve got fully half the committee, if not more, predisposed to help 

athletics. It is a terrible system. 

John-start that biog. 

On 3/20/14 5:53 PM, John Powell wrote: 

Really? The "faculty" committee ad mitted people over the "no" votes of all the actual 

faculty reps on it? We’ve been through the looking glass for some time... 

From: John Shelton Reed !.3yah ~ ~orn> 

Sent~ Thursday, March 20, 2014 5:44 PM 

TO~ John Powell 

C¢~ John Shelton Reed; Harry Watson; ]avslqi~h~lelrlail unc.edu 

Subjel:t~ Re: I may need to star[ a blog 

As I’ve mentioned before, I was on the "special talents" subcommittee of the 
Admissions Committee back in the 1980s and damned if I didn’t see some sausage 

being made even then. I can’t remember who was actually a voting member of the 
subcommittee and who were there as "observers’~ from the Athletic Department, but 

! do recall that the subcommittee was stacked to give the coaches whatever they 
wanted. The actual faculty reps were me, Arthur Marks, and Jim Haar. There were 

also some administrators. Don’t quote me on this, but I think I recall Don Bolton. I 

know Don Jicha and Jack Evans were there, and there must have been some others. 
Dickie Baddour, at the time just a jock-sniffing kid, was present, but I don’t know in 

what capacity -- possibly representing the athletic department. I started out trying to 

take the screening job seriously, but at the end I was just routinely voting ’no," as 
were Arthur and Jim, because the vote was always something-to-3 to admit, so it 

didn’t make any difference if we just voted to hold athletes to the same standards as 
even/one else -- it wasn’t going to happen. 

Over our "no" votes, the subcommittee admitted a couple of kids with 200 verbal 



SATs. I see that the name of one is in the public domain: 

~ji/blos~2~:itizen-~irn~s~corn!iarr~t~/2OZ4iO:[~/O~!.itar-he~,q-fa~s 

(See the second comment.) The writer doesn’t set it quite risht: our 8uy’s total SATs 

were exactly the same as Chris Washburn’s, and in the end Dean Smith didn’t recruit 

Washburn -- we were told that he didn’t because Washburn was a hot do8 and not 

really coachable, a judsment confirmed by his career at State. There’s story about the 

admission of Kevin Madden. Im not quite ready to put it in writins, but if I set 

dissusted enoush, I may. 

It was after a couple of years on this subcommittee that I 8ave up my season 

tickets. 

John R 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

John Shelton Reed < ~yahoo corn> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 9:47 PM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrewperrin@unc edu> 

Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu> 

Re: Piled Higher and Deeper (Faculty outrage, continued) 

Pm not enlo? mg this eithec b/~t one last 
You’re hght ~llat I &dn’t kl~OW ~llat some of the things i ~ugge~ed asl~ng f~r me ,~11"eadv accomplished or in train B/~t it’s not entn’el? 

gem from m? iPad, which explains all errors 

From: Andrew J Perrin <andrewperrin@unc.edu> 
To: John Shelton Reed @yahoo,corn> 
C(:: Vin Steponaitis <vin@unc,edu> 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 8:49 PM 
Subject: Re: Piled Higher and Deeper (Faculty outrage, continued) 

John (and, apparently John P. as well)- 

I suspect we will not get much closer to agreement than we currently 
are. Let me just point out that your choice of campaign is particularly 
telling, as the current Athletic Director has stated publicly that he 
would like to abolish freshman eligibility and is prepared to advocate 
for that in NCAA governance. 

On a similar note, admissions standards have been raised WELL above the 
"pitiful NCAA standard," and with a remarkably transparent and 
well-documented system. Another demand you want the faculty to yell for, 
but which has already been implemented. 

While we’re on that list: "insist [on]... spot checks on... courses". 
These have been implemented by the College: random checks on all 
courses, plus specific ones on courses that have more than 20% 
student-athletes. 

I am at least as frustrated as you are about the media treatment of the 
situation. But I don’t see a value in the faculty making fools of 



themselves protesting for outcomes that are already happening. 

Again, I doubt we will come to agreement, and I thank you for your 
sustained engagement. 

All best, 
Andy 

On 03/20/2014 03:46 PM, John Shelton Reed wrote: 
> Andy, you couldn’t be more wrong. If you give the media something they 
> can’t ignore without looking bad, they’ll publish it. 
> A thought experiment: What if the faculty council denounced President 
> Ross’s suggestion of reducing freshman athletes’ course loads and called 
> for the elimination of freshman eligibility instead? You don’t think 
> that would make headlines? You don’t think the publics I’m concerned 
> about wouldn’t be relieved to see a sign of intelligent life from the 
> faculty? 
> The press release could say that while Ross thinks freshmen athletes 
> should be spared the demands of a normal course load, the faculty 
> believes that they should not be subjected to the demands of varsity 
> sports. That would actually be doing the right thing, as well as 
> appearing to do the right thing. 
> John 
> 
> Sent from my iPad, which explains all errors 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

*From:* Andrew Perrin <a[)dm~r~erdnd[[~unc.edu> 
*To:* John Shelton Reed ¯ ~@yaho~ corn> 
*Cc:* Vin Steponaitis 
*Sent:* Thursday, March 20, 2014 12:46 PM 
*Subject:* Re: Piled Higher and Deeper (Faculty outrage, continued) 

John, I’m not sure what you’d suggest. The media will report as they 
like - what’s important is that we actually do the right thing, not 
that 
we try to make it look like we’re doing the right thing. 

On 03/20/2014 10:56 AM, John Shelton Reed wrote: 
> Andy, 
> Whatever the source of UNC’s public relations problem, it needs 

to be addressed. It’s too late to assassinate Dan Kane and Mary 
Willingham, if it’s all their fault (as some folks seem to think). 
If someone has a better idea than mine for forcing the world to 
believe that UNC is serious about addressing its problems, I wish 
they’d get about it. Certainly it doesn’t help to have a system 
president suggesting that the course load for freshman athletes 
should be reduced. Take a look at the comments about that, if you 
want to see how low our reputation has sunk: 



> http:~www.w~a[ com/share/psge/’1696337!’>~d-13494135 
> 
> John 

Andrew J Perrin - 
<mailto:andrew ~)errin(~,}unc edu> - hti~:err[n socsci.unc ~,du 
<@_e_r.~>:s.:}~ c ~ x~ n 9 cd~> 
Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology - +1 (919) 962-6876 
Director, Carolina Seminars Program - 

University of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 

Andrew J Perrin - a[sdrew, perrin@unc edu - 
Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology - +1 (919) 9624~876 
Director, Carolina Seminars Program - ht~t:l/care!inasem[nars.,,~’iq(: edb~ 
University of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Friday,              2:45 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Senior Honors Thesis Defense 

DearProfessorSmith, 

How are you? I hope that you have been having a pleasant semester. 

As the deadline for my Thesis Defense d raws nearer, I wanted to ask if you would be available for an hour and 

a half in the early afternoon of               For said Thesis Defense). Professor Talbert has offered the use 

of his office. If this date is amenable to you, then I should be able to get you a finished copy of my Thesis paper 

by Thursday or Friday of next week. Please let me know what you think. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

She~yl Kleinman              ~ncrr corn> 

Friday, March 2 I, 2014 I 1:27 AM 

The progt~ac mailing list <progt~ac@listserv unc edu> 

[progfac] Fwd: [studentactionwithworkers] Tell UNC to Take Responsibility 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:[studentactionwithworkers] Tell UNC to Take Responsibility 

Date:Fri, 21 Mar 2014 10:50:56 -0400 
From:UNC SAW <!mcsaw([£n,>ailco,n> 

Reply-To:UNC SAW <un<saw¢c~y>afl<o,n> 
To:the announement listserv for Student Action with Workers 

Hello, 
As you may know, Student Action with Workers and concerned UNC students and community members 
have been asking the Chancellor since September to protect the workers who make our apparel by requiring 
our UNC brands to sign the Ban~41adesh Accord on Fire and Building Safety. The vast majority of factories in 
Bangladesh --nine out of ten-- are unsafe, and last year alone over 1200 workers died in preventable factory 
disasters. In response, companies and workers have agreed on a legally binding agreement, the Accord, to 
make the necessary repairs to factories. 

Eleven universities across the country - including Duke University and Penn State University - have already 
required that their apparel brands join the Bangladesh Accord on Fire and Building Safety. Student Action 
with Workers has been asking our UNC administration to do the same since September. We’ve met with 
administrators five times this year, yet UNC still hasn’t taken action to prevent worker deaths. 

What Can You Do? 
!. Call the Chancellor at {9t ~) 9~2-13~8 on Friday ~arch 21st to ~et her know yo~ s~pport the Accord 

(Click here to see our facebook event with more info: 

)~s:~www facebook com/even~d239306492920028/?~otif~t=l.,la~ user~ioined ) 

Example Script: 
Thank you for calling the office of Chancellor Folt, how may I help 
you today? 

Hello, my name is      _, I am a (STUDENT or PROFESSOR) here at UNC, and I am calling to let 
the Chancellor know that I believe requiring our UNC brands to sign the Accord (on Fire and Building 
Safety in Bangladesh) is very impor[ant and necessary. Over 1,200 workers have died in the past 
year alone due to unsafe factories, and UNC has the chance to join the 11 other universities in 
calling for an end to dangerous working conditions. This is a very impoC~ant issue to students on 
campus and I expect the Chancellor to come to a decision soon. Please save lives and add the 
Accord. 
Thank you for your time. 

If the ChancelloKs office asks for your UNC email to confirm you are a student, you may provide 
them with this information. 



Come to the Chancellor’s Office on Monday March 24th 

Student Action with Workers and the UNC Coalition to End Deathtrap Sweatshops is asking students, 
faculty, and staff to gather on the steps of South Building to deliver useful information to the Chancellor on 
the Accord and ask her to take action to prevent further worker deaths. Eleven of us will be dressed as the 
schools that have already signed the Accord, and it will be a good time. Please join us! 

When: 11am - 11:30am 
Where: Outside South Building 

Dear Chancellor Folt, 
My name is . I am a student here at UNC, and I am wdting to let the Chancellor know that I 
believe requiring our UNC brands to sign the Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh is 
very important and necessary. Over 1,200 workers have died in the past year alone due to unsafe 
factories, and UNC has the chance to join the t 1 other universities in calling for an end to dangerous 
working conditions. This is a very important issue to students on campus and I expect the Chancellor 
to come to a decision soon. Please save lives and add the Accord. 
Thank you. 

<u]> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
progfac as: <a href "mailto:jaysmith@email unc edu’>jaysmith@email unc edu</a> To unsubscfibe send a 
blank <br> 
email to <a href "mailto:leave-34422281 - 
60582236 80e9et’4edddd43928865362716413467@listserv unc edu">leave-34422281- 
60582236 80e9et’4edddd43928865362716413467¢b~listserv unc edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Frida}               12:26 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

group project reflection 

group reflection docx 

DearProfessorSmith, 

Sorry, but I entirely forgot to print out my reflection yesterday. I’ve attached it here but can bring you a hard 

copy if you want. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Saturday,                ~:46 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Paragraph from Paper 1 

i s my TA but you graded my paper 

On 

--who is your TA? ~hould be contacted ASAP They will be in a better 
position to judge your request here (Unless I graded your paper) -JS 
On        8:24 PM,                            wrote: 

Hello Professor, 

I’m sorry for the inconvenience, but I’ve been looking for my returned paper and I 

remembered that I took it home because my recitation was immediately before I left 

for spring break. I called my morn to see if I left it at home and she’s pretty sure she 

threw it away earlier this week. I’m going to continue to look in case she is mistaken 

but if I can’t find it is it possible that you will allow me to pick a paragraph from the 

paper (because I still have it saved on my computer) and edit it so that I can still 

complete the assignment? 

Again I am really sorry for the inconvenience and for not being more responsible. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smart Wallace <         ~bellsouth net> 
Sunday, March 23, 2014 9:43 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
The Drake Group 

I was intpiessed by rite Proposals Page oftbe Drake Gronp website, especially tbe one that advocates "Requiie the location of 

htstitufion’s academic aufltoiit~ " 
To me, tlfis is a simple, effective wa) to establish acadeimc reform of Division One aflfletics Would yon coimnent on the 

viabildy of Ihis Drake proposal based on your experience and insights? I gel the bnprcssion Ihat at places like UNC-CH, organizations 
like tbe Rants Clnb and the Athletic Department control tbe location and snpervision of athletes’ acadenfic comtselhtg apart front mt 
"instita~tioffs acadenfic antharits" " That~ks 
Smart Wallace, EdD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Sunday,                ~:10 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; 
Reid, Donald M <dreidl@email unc edu>; Vankley, Dale <vankley I@osu edu>; 
wmr@duke edu 

prospectus 

General Will Prospectus 3-26-14 docx 

Dear all, 

Please see attached for the final prospectus. I look forward to seeing all of you Wednesday at 3 in Hamilton 

Hall 569. 

Many thanks, 

PS: Dale, I assume that we will be connecting with you via Skype? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Sunday,               4:14 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

comps 

Smith comp questions docx 

Hi Jay, 
I contacted both and and both are willing to be on my committee. I’m 
thinking early May for the prospectus defense. When is the final for by the way? I guess I 
should schedule it before or after I have to do grading. 
Attached are tentative comps questions. If you think they’re lame, let me know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Sunday,               6:28 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: SportsXtra Tomorrow @ 5 

Thank you ! I know it’s a touchy issue, so here are a few questions I’m thinking about asking-just let me know 

what you’re comfortable with. 

~-) What do you think about the university’s new findings? (they are supposed to be released tomorrow, but if 

they aren’t we will just skip this question) 
2) How do you think the university is handling the situation overall? 

3) How could they be handling it differently? 
4) What is the biggest issue at hand right now? 

5) Why is the university ditching Mary’s claims? 

6) Do you believe Mary? 
7) Is this all tied to a bigger issue? 

8) Tell me about the book 

I definitely won’t ask all of these, we only have two minutes. If you could get here by 4:40 that would be great, 

and you’ll be done by 5:05-5:10, Email me if you have any questions! 

Best, 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 8:39 PM 

TO: 

Subject: Re: SportsXtra Tomorrow @ 5 

On 

-OK, not sure how informed ! will be able to sound, but I’ll give it my best. 

4:22 PM,                        wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

You can disregard my last email, Our show, 8portsXtra, airs live at 5pm tomorrow and we would 

love for you to come on. The university will be releasing new information tomorrow that Mary 
said will say something along the lines of her research being off by 54 percentage points, We 

would be asking about your reaction to this statement from the university, If you are willing, 
please let me know, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail corn> 

Monday,                1:56 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Rewritten Paragraph 

Great Thanks for getting back to me[ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:59 AM, Jay Smith <~2~’kN2.t~!!j!a~=~m<=~N> wrote: 

-you can just staple it to your paper on a separate page I’ll send out a general info email 
about this 
On 9:50 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I know you discussed this in class but I just wanted to clarify a few things For our 
rewritten paragraph, would you like us to insert the new paragraph into the entire essay 
and also include the old essay? Or have the new paragraph alone and then our old 
essay attached? Sorry for the confusion[[ Thanks so much 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Monday,                ~: 18 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: SportsXtra lomorrow @ 5 

Hi jay, 
If you could meet me in front of south building I star of Carroll? Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:42 AM, "Jay Smith" <la,’smith@emai[ ,-vic edu> wrote: 

ok 
On 10:00 AM, wrote: 

I’m sort?g! Carroll hall, if you can come to the lobby I’ll meet you there 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:09 AM, "Jay Smith" <ja,,’smith@el.’i~,! ~nc ed~> wrote: 

--you say "be here" at 4:40 (which may be a bit of a challenge, but 
I’ll tray)--BUT, I don’t know where you are 
On        4:22 PM,                        wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

You can disregard my last email. Our show, SportsXtra, airs 

live at 5pm tomorrow and we would love for you to come on. 

The university will be releasing new information tomorrow 

that Mary said will say something along the lines of her 

research being off by 54 percentage points. We would be 

asking about your reaction to this statement from the 

university. If you are willing, please let me know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail corn> 

Monday,               5:51 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

entresol 

This is an email born of ignorance and curiosity Nothing terribly pressing, but I’m wondering is there really 
much of anything written on the Club de I’Entresol? I found basically one book, published in 2000, on the 
subject, but little else Seems like kind of a major topic to have so little attention devoted to it Gave a firm 
opposition to mercantilist ideals, which is partially what got me searching for more info on it 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 
Monday,               8: I I PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
ARG meetings 

Is the ARG a ’legitimate’ campus group? If it is, shouldn’t ARG be listed as a public meeting on the Campus Calendar? I 

mean that as two points both that it should be and that we ought to want it to be. 

PS. I really do want to see the chancellor’s charge to BW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@liveuncedu> 
Tuesday,              9:30 AM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Reading for 

Dear Professor Snfifl~, 

I was looking ahead on Ihe s5 Ilabus and realized Iha/yolt ha~c wri[l~ll oil Ille schedule Iha/we ha~c Io read a book for rccilalions on 
and    but the    is Good Friday and we do not ha~¢ school I jusl wanled to bring Ihis Io your al/cnlJon 

Thank you, 

UNC 
BA Exercise and Spoils Science 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday,              9:48 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sick 

Good morning, 
I spent the night last night in the hospital, and rm still waiting for discharge I was diagnosed with 
gastroenteritis and was advised to take two to three days to get better I will not be in class 

On 

To: All Participants 

From:Jay Smith 

Dear fellow hysterics: 

For today’s portion of the Goldstein book, we’ll focus on enumerating the various contexts that she 
found essential to her understanding of the Nanette Leroux case Which seem most interesting to 
you? Which are you most skeptical about (that is, unconvinced of their importance?) Which make 
you most anxious to read about the actual Leroux case in the second half of the book (Actually, 
you’re already more than halfway done) 

Also--how does Goldstein, in her approach to "context," differ from or mimic the techniques of our 
earlier authors? 

By the way, by Friday afternoon I should be able to give you feedback/grades for your group 
projects, which were generally ve~T good More on that later .... 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST84 001 SP 14" site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail corn> 

Tuesday,               10:05 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: Meeting 

Hello. 

I am waiting at your office ljusl wanlcd to send a quick reminder, jusl Io b¢ safe, for I ha~c class at I I:00 am thai I will need to I¢a~¢ 
b? 10:45 foL as its across campus 

Thanks again! 

Sent from m? iPad 

On al 8:01 AM, Jay Smith <jaysmith~aemail uric ¢du> wrote: 

> -1 lmve tegmlar office hout~ Tuesday 10-12:30 I could also ineet with you Thursday late in the inormng I also lmve a short 
window Ihis aficn~oon around 2:30 -JS 
> O11 IO: 16 PM. wrote: 

>> Hello, 

>> I’m in your HIST 

>> Thanks. 

>> Sel~t from ~W [Pad 

com~e Can I schedule an appointineN to meet with you? Let lne know of your avatlabiht~, please 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~liveuncedu> 

Tuesday,              10:30 AM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Sick 

Good morning, 

note l’ln so sotD" 
[ won’l be able Io make il Io class, bul lel me know if Ihcr¢ is an} Ihing I can do 1 also ha~e a doclorS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 
Tuesday,              10:44 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RI~: [thearg] food for thought 

Jay, 

This is jusl Ihc kind or pi¢cc thai n¢cds to b¢ circulated to faculty and staff: I’ll b¢l Ihat no on¢ outside of our group olhcn~is¢ would 
see it--never ]mnd ]elate it to tbe piece by AP writer Martha Waggener In additio]~ it not o]fly exposes UNC but is being done by 
out sidet~--not you or the N&O 

If we hadn’t been distracted often by you-know-who ’]lot speaking for oilier people but actually doing so’ in yeste]da) ’s meeting, 1 
would have suggested fl~at ARG consider all issues we feel are tela(ed to athletics m~d acadenfics, h~cludh~g the Honor Code 
sexual assmdts (tbe recent piece about who does what to whanz wifl~ percentages of atlfletes being fl~e most obvious dal~m~ leaping off 
Ihe pag¢, clearly makes this a relevant topic Wc certainly would find allies to bolsl¢r our numb¢rs and visibilily in Ihe latter case l 
am torn by a cleaL ]mrrow focus vs an ARG that tries to be a watchdog, so I will leave it thet~ for tbe moment 

rcprcs¢nls all the ~cull¥ will be clccled? 

I also support thase wha see all tlris as a ]~atiotml issue: shouldn’t we be nmking contact with si]mlar groups on otber campuses 
across tbe l:md? 

..... Origi]ml Message ..... 

Sent: Monda), 10:18 PM 
To: a/hlehas rcfoml group 
Sul~iect: [tbearg] food for thaught 

-- You arc currcnlly subscribed to thcarg as: ~aliv¢ uric edu To unsubscdbc click here: [t[!~](llstsz, mccd.~:[~’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~liveuncedu> 
Tuesday,              11:56 AM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 
Paragraph andrest ofweek 

How should I go about mrmng in in> paragraph? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Mat?¢ Willingham ~gmail corn> 

Tuesday, 3:01 PM 

Cynthia R Reynolds <crr8@cornell edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: my 2 cents~ 

Got it Cynthia - not sure how it will turn out because I haven’t seen it either - don’t remember exactly what I 
said during 4 hours of taping and/or never know how it will be pieced together I had a different relationship 
with       his reading was extremely low level - still is Hopefully the program in its entirety will work 
well, but one never knows, it’s a risk I’m willing to take to dismantle this GD NCAA machine 
I didn’t work with More later 
Ma~?¢ 

On Tuesday, Cynthia R Reynolds <c~2!~2;el_._l?~dt.___~> wrote: 
Mary and Jay, 
I listened to the HBO clip ......... and will reserve any further commentary until I eventually listen to the whole 
segment. (don’t get HBO so who knows when that will occur?) 

A few comments on the clip (knowing that it has been edited): 

Not the best example of a truthful student. I had issues with him lying when he was at UNC, so his credibility is 
in question for me. 
In addition, he refused to take any responsibility for his academic progress, or decisions with his life. His "recall" 
is much much different than mine. 
He left the program hurt, angry and lost without the identity of being a football player. I had empathy for him 
whose         took him out of the game he loved during that time of his life. I understand very clearly these 
feelings after 25+ years in the "business of college athletics". But, lack of responsibility, by any student, should 
not be an accepted excuse from the adults. 

I hope there are other students on the show, besides and 

Mary, 
When you said that advisors who were telling students to major in AfAM was a "scare" was very disappointing to 
me. 

The ’scam’ is that UNC and most, if not all Div. I football/basketball powerhouses, continue to admit and enroll 
students who are severely underprepared for the rigor of college and expect academic advisors to "find 
someplace for these students to go". That is the scare. 

Your suggestion that advisors are scamming students into majors takes the responsibility out of the university’s 
hands and puts it on those who have no responsibility or input into whether these students should be 
admitted. I would have preferred that you (and Jay) continue to put the emphasis on those who have the 
authority to make decisions, not on those trying to do the best they can with those students who can’t read or 
write and often times have no motivation and/or ability to graduate in any major. 
As B has always said ........ those who work in the trenches with the students have "responsibility without 
authority". 
And that has always been an issue for me. 
So with that said, 

Have either of you or anyone else, asked the Admissions Director point-blank ........ when he admits these 
severely underprepared students, what major(s) does he ’see’ 
these students getting a degree in? 

And if he says he doesn’t know the curriculum to make that judgment, WHY doesn’t he know the curriculum to 
make that judgement? 
And if he says he doesn’t admit/enroll these students, who does admit these students? The President? The 



Athletic Director, The football or basketball coach? 

If that’s the case (and we can guess that it is) what do those power-people ’see’ as a viable major for these 
students to GRADUATE IN? 

The focus, in my opinion, should continue to be on those who make the decisions in college athletics. They are 
the ones who are RESPONSIBLE. 
By having repo~ers, students and others deflec~ the issue from those who make the decisions, to advisors who 
are supposedly scamming the students into majors or are making things easy for them, is an extreme disservice 
to the initial conversation you began months ago. 

that’s my 2 cents ......... 

Mary Willingham 
p~crc!asslnc tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday,              3:45 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Group Project Powerpoint 

MicroHisto~’y Gqoup Project pptx 

Sorry for the delay...I think my group had a little confusion about who was actually sending the Powerpoint!! 

Here it is...I apologize again. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,              5:03 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Appointment times 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I wasn’t feeling well today and wasn’t able to make it to class. However, informed me that we 

signed up for appointment times today to discuss our final papers. I was wondering if you could let me know 

what times were still available so I could schedule my appointment and not fall further behind. Thank you for 

your time. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 
Tuesday,              5:35 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Reaction Paper 

Dr Smith. 
Have you posted the topic of the leaction paper yet? If so, can you ~,qdde me to its location? 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,              8:08 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Reaction paper review 

recitation on Friday I ant a~ at~ that I also have yet to nmke up our latest quiz as well and would be prepared tlfis week to take it 
wbenever convement for you I am awat~ that I bm-e been a classically unprepared frest~nan for various pans of tbis semester but I mn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Wednesday,               2:44 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Appointment Times 

Professor Smith, 

However, 

informed me that I should email you concerning appointment times to discuss our Final Papers. If you 

could let me know what times are still available, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday,               2:49 PM 

Intellectual History Seminar <ihs@listserv unc edu> 
[ihs] Intellectual Histot3~ Seminar       with Prof Emily Levine 

The next meeting of the Triangle Intellectual History Seminar is scheduled for Sunday, 
9:00pro at the National Humanifies Center. http://nafionalhumanitiescenter~org 

7:00- 

Our speaker is Professor Emily J. Levine and she will lead a seminar on "’America Teaches, Germania 
Learns’: Competition, Cooperation, and the University in Global Perspective." She has provided a 
paper. 

Emily is Assistant Professor of Modern European History at the University of North Carolina at 

Greensboro. Her research centers on the social conditions of intellectual prod uction- the sei~ings, 
contexts, and institutions that enable and authenticate ideas, including the family and privately- 

funded research insfitutes. Other w.ork exantines the mechanisms and quesfions of knowledge 
~ransfer among nafional, polifical, and cultural contexts. Her first book Dreamhlnd of Humanists: 
Warburg, Cassirer, Panofsky, and the Hamburg School (University of Chicago Press) w.as published in 
December 2013 and her arfides have appeared in tfie ]ournaI of Modern History and the Journal of the 

History of Ideas. h~ the academic year of 2012-2013 she was an Alexander von Humboldt fellow in 
Berlin. 

Abstract: 

Though historians have written of the "first’ globalizafion of trade around 1900, current interest in 
the globalizafion of higher education remains unhistoricized. Drawing on the lives and careers of 
Daniel Colt Gih~an and Fetix Klein, Karl Lamprecht and Nicholas Murray Butler, tltis article, 
"’America Teaches, Germania Learns’: Competition, Cooperation, and the University in Global 
Perspecfivo," argues that what the Germans call Wissenstransfi,r, the exchange of systems of 
kd~owledge organization, had consequences for how both teaclting and leartm~g came ltistorically to 
be organized on both sides of the Atlantic, and how nations and cities compete and cooperate with 

one another. In the first decade of the twenfieth century, scholarly reformers in Ametica, Germany, 
and beyond became aware that universities were nafional assets and worked to harness these 
institutions for national economic and cultural goals. Yet universities also remained intensely local 

institutions, nested in the cities which benefited from them and contributed to their success. Part of a 
larger book proiec’b Humboldt’s Gift: The Origins of the Globalization of the Ul~iv~rsi~y, this article 
concludes that placing the university in the new global history challenges that very history and 
reminds us that the local remains a critical ingredient in histories of knowledge exchange and 
globalizafion. 

For the paper, go to the IHS website at triang~leintellectualtustorv.org and click on the title of the 
paper (ex: IHS - Levine). You ’A.ill be prompted to enter your username, which is the ,A.ord: 
seminar and pass,A.ord is the number: 2009, to open the files (you may be asked to enter this t’A.ice). 

Pleaselet know. if you are having difficult}, dow.nloading the paper @emaiLunc.edu 

We look forward to seeing you on 



The Seminar Conveners 

Malachi Hacohen, Duke UniversiD 

K. Steven Vincent, NCSU 

You are currently subscribed to ihs as: javsmith(rbemail unc edu 

To unsubscribe click here: h~D://lists unc edu/u? 
id 21264536bcc2a4c64a8760a48bd0a8a2198ceaf4&n T&I ihs&o 34445479 

(It may be necessa~?¢ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34445479-21264536 bcc2a4c64a8760a48bd0a8a2198ceaf4(~listse~w- unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Wednesday,                ~:48 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

DearProfessorSmith, 

Greetings! This is                 graduate student from History Department. My advisor is Prof. Tsin. I study 

modern Chinese history with specific interests in the discourses of beauty (mei) in post-Mao China. I attempt 

to explore the meanings and values of different kinds of beauty, such as "classic beauty," "modern beauty," 

"ethnic beauty," and "male beauty," and to see how history could help us understand these concepts. 

Specifically, I seek to construct a historical d ialogue of discourses of beauty in different time periods. I am very 

interested in your next semester course HIST 5:1.6 Historical Time. I hope there has a chance for me to talk 

with you and know more about your course. Thank you very much! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Wednesday,               5:40 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: my latest 

Thanks, Jay! This is what you get when the chancellor hides and the spin is left to an ex-Disney employee! 

I had lunch with a group at the Alumni Club today (hardly representative, I should add), and all were concerned 
about the scandal and wondering why no faculty action (their first question when the topic came up) If the 
denial of the administration is unreal, the institutional abdication of the faculty is sad I had low expectations of 
one; much higher of the other Madeline Levine (now on the mend after surge~’y) directed me recently to Mary 
W’s I 0 Janua~’y testimony in the O’Bannon case Reading that testimony makes me not just sad but ashamed of 
our generally apathetic and immobile faculty Or is it that the faculty just can figure out how to organize and 
express itself’? Your efforts are one of the few redeeming features of this sorry institutional mess 

All best -- 

On 02:51 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

--the U continues to dig in Don’t know if you saw either the HBO or ESPN specials 
yesterday, but they were devastating And the U responds with "this is old news" Unreal 

http.!/papc  cl as: mc cc, mi v -sm  h-co umc  
uncs-  es  onse- hk eal-s  o  >b   .,mt-gmnbel- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

George S Baroff        ~bellsouth net> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 6:05 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: [thearg] my thoughts on Curran’s statement 

about tbeir being babied re: tbeir courses, tbey’te not "students" in the seitse of having complete comrol of tbeh classes; raflter are tbey 
"employees" who work for UNC a/Ih¢ discrelloll of their coaches This may be a huge decision for college sporls 
On Mar 26. 2014, al 1:53 PM, Jay Smilll wrole: 

> -- You ate currelRly subscribed to themg as: ¢t;bellsoufl~ l~et To mtsubscttbe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 
Wednesday,               8:18 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: [thearg] my thoughts on Curran’s statement 

Jay, 

Yes Io ¢veuthing you say Bul I slill would like a pennanenl, official group ofUNC facully and slaff whose mission is to kccp the 
U niversits" honest on issues--all issues--which would bring ARG’s issues support front mote groups (eg, U niversits"s ~ailu te to create 
an Honor Code c~edible to facults" mid smde~ts, sexa~al harassment, etc) The U niversits" must be forced to ~ealike that it camot 
conlrol Ihe media and Ihal Curran-lik¢ rcspons¢s only increase dislmsl And h¢ was jusl hired (a/         as I recall) Th¢y need Io 
get honest) out in front before t~atio~al media canps in front of the courthouse when N goes to tlial and eat them alive The~e will 
ooly be mo~e pieces like the HBO if they continue to sial1 

Willis 

..... O~iginal M¢ssag¢ ..... 
From: Jay Smith 
S¢nl: W¢dn¢sdav, 8:08 PM 
To: 
Subjecl: Re: [thearg] my thoughls on Curran’s statement 

Thatiks,       It was the existence of Mat5 ’s web page and blog that made me leahze that the ARG needs to get with it (M> piece 
has been "lwcclcd" a Iol Ioday ) I’m going to gel some help and see wl~l we can do 
On 7:53 PM,                wrote: 

HBO However, t~ading Smith’s ~espot~se, I’d sa~" he traded it, absolutel) lmiled it Good grief, do they l~eed to fit~ some people 
Khtda makes you wonder wl\~ Paige would watt to ~eturn, you know?" 

> I mist that you alerted Dan Kate et al to the piece 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Thursday,               9:34 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Articles 

Professor Smith, 

I found this great Library of Congress website with some tons of old articles[ The Hossack case definitely made 

the news in many states, throughout the trials, It will make for a fun investigation, Here is the link in case 

other students might also find the site helpful. 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 
Thursday,                I 0:05 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: Sick 

> On at 9:02 AM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith~acmall uric cdu> 

>        -tomorrow rm free at 12:50, 1:10, 1:20, 1:40, 1:50, mid 2:00 Ate? of tbose work? We cantalk tomorrow about what you 
shoulO 0c looking For 
>> On 8:44 AM, wrote: 
>> Is fllere atg" wa?, I could meet with you tomorrow about 
file pt~iect? 1 also was wondering what exactl? 1 sbould be looking hlto for fltis PlQiect 

>> 

>>> On al 10:31 AM, "Jay Smilh" ~jaysmilh~acmall unc cdu> wrolc: 

>>> They 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 12:39 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Fwd: Memo to PAG Comm 3 12 14 

Cardenas office 

MalN Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www unc edu/-willingh 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Botsford, Stephen" <Stephen Botsford~)mail house gov> 
Date: March 27, 2014 at 11:52:12 AM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C" <mwillinuham@unc edu> 
Subject: RE: Memo to PAG.Comm. 3.12.14 

Sorry for the delay, [ have been juggling a few things. We are working with Congressman Cu mmings staff to 
draft a letter we are going to send to Mark Emmert asking him to responds to a collection of questions, 

Once I have a more finn version of the letter I will send it you r way, We Mtend to ask some q uestions he 

From: Willingham, Man/C. rmailto:mwillinqham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 7:12 AM 
To: Botsford, Stephen 
Subject: Memo to PAG.Comm. 3.12.14 

Stephen, 
I’m guessing that you saw this letter from the NCAA My guess is that they won’t put academics 
and the well being of athletes first and foremost .... 
Any updates on the bill? Thanks, MaiN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roush, Chris <croush@email,unc,edu> 

Thursday, March 27, 2054 9:29 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: [jomcfac] You can change college athletics and academics[ 

Chris Roush 

Senior associate dean 

School of Journalism and Mass Communication 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

........ Qriginal message ........ 

From: "King, Steven Timothy" 

Date:03/27/2014 9:22 PM (GM~05:00) 

To: The jomcfac mailing list 

Subject: [jomcfac] You can change college athletics and academics! 

Based on several previous email threads on this email list, I know we can all agree something needs to 
change in the world of college athletics. I had an idea, worked with some experts to refine it and i 
presented a proposal that is getting some traction and prompting discussion about student-athletes. It is 
contrary the current way of thinking b ut most of my ideas are! Please help me share this concept across 
the country. 

Concept : #4plus2 

http://on fi eldin field.corn 
Student-athletes have one of the most difficult jobs on campus Not only must they excel in the classroom as a 
full-time student but they are also under tremendous pressure to succeed on the playing field Some student- 
athletes work more than 40+ hours a week on their spor~ The schools need them to do well and win games At 
the same time schools also want them to excel academically, be enlightened, and succeed in life 

We require our student-athletes to be full-time students and full-time athletes at the same time Simply put, a 
person cannot be full-time at two things 

onField inFeld seeks to change the NCAA full-time student required number of hours from 12 to 6 during 
the season and 9 during the off-season to enable students-athletes to be successful both on the field and 

in their chosen field of study. Scholarship players would be given additional time and support to 
complete their degree. 

We have made major progress here at UNC. Bubba Cunningham, our athletic director, is highly 
supportive of the idea and recently briefed UNC president Tom Ross who took the concept to The Knight 

Commission {NCAA Independent Academic commit~eeJ. We are taking a multi-front approach. Putting 
money behind the idea and making a proposal to the trustees here at UNC, lobbying the governing 



groups in the NCAA and involving public opinion. 

But I need your help. University faculty across the cauntry needs to be involved in this discussion. I need 
you to directly share this concept with your colleagues at other universities. If you think this is a 
discussion worth having, please get involved and help us expand the conversation. 

How you can help: 

Email your media contacts and let them know that UNC faculty care and are proposing a plan. Send 

them to http://onfieldinfield.com for details. 

Email your colleagues at other universities. 
Ask your colleagues to share the information in their school. Ask them to j oin us as we tried to promote 

change for student-athletes. Ask them to check out http://onfieldinfield.com and to tweet their opinions 
using the tag #Z~plus2 

Tweet to your network 
Tweet this message below or share your own opinions. 

Professors, join the conversation on student-athletes. Check out the #Z~plus2 plan @onfieldinfield 

http://on fi eldin field.corn 

Like this plan on Facebook 

https://www.facebook.com/onfiedlinfield 

Please share your thought! 

Thanks, 
Steven 

Steven King 

Visual Communications and Interactive Multimedia 

<li> You are currently subscribed to 

jomcfac as: <a href="mailto:croush@email.unc.edu">croush@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 



email to <a href~’mai~t~eave~3445275~-7~36743~c~2d~b448623~3d~6467fff6a37f4a~d@~istserv.unc.edu,’>~eave- 

3445275~-7036743~.c02dOb44862303dO6467fff6a37f4aOd@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,                I 1:20 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: reschedule? 

Professor Smith, 

I am so sorry for the late reply, but it is no problem for me to reschedule! I will plan on stopping by around 

$1:40, if that works for you? Just let me know. 

Thanks! 

From: jaysmith@email.unc.edu <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 6:33 PM 

Subject; reschedule? 

To: ; U nd[sclosed -Recipie nts 

From: Jay Smith 

Dear 
I managed to double-book myself for tomorrow, since I have to visit a Spin class taught by one of my graduate 
students. (And I cant really get out of that.)      you signed up for a 12:40 meeting,       you signed up 

for lpm. Is there any chance you could come either between 11:30-12:30 or at either 2:20 or 2:40? 
If not, I would happily talk on the phone with you in the AM before 10 or around 4pro. Sorry for this hassle. 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIST "site. To 

reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: i~.!~]~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elliot M Cramer             ~bellsouth net> 
Friday, March 28, 2014 7:35 AM 

Kane, Dan <dkane@newsobserver corn> 
today 

Average N¢w Award: $3,800 
Range of New A~ards: $555 $5,550 

Elliot M Cromer 

Chal~l Hill, NC 27514 

Univ¢rsily of Norlh Carolina at Chap¢l Hill 

ecmmer?z alum nfit edu 

W¢bsd¢s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elliot M Cramer             @bellsouth net> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 7:40 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
fyi 

Elliot M Cromer 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Univ¢rsily ol’Norlh Carolina at Chap¢l Hill 

W¢bsil¢s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Meagher <          @comcast net> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 9:49 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

UNC still in the news 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Program in Medieval & Early Modern Studies 

Friday, March 28, 2014 1:36 PM 

MEMS Faculty <memst~aculty@listserv unc edu> 

[memst~aculty] April 5, Pamela Smith: "From Matter to Ideas: Making Natural 
Knowledge in Early Modem Europe" 

Please join us April 5 as the UNC Depattment of English and Comparative Literature’s Critical Speakers Series 
presents Dr Pamela Smith - Columbia University 

Talk: "From Matter to Ideas: Making Natural Knowledge in Early Modem Europe" 
Saturday Apri~ 5, g:00 PM in Pleasants Family Room, Wilson Library 

Professor Smith researches early modem European history and science Her previous publications 
include Maki.g K~ou’l~.dge m Earl), Modern E*~rope: Practice.~-, Ol~]~.ct~, atld Tex~, 1400-1800, co-edited with 
Benjamin Schmidt, 771e Bo@ q/ tl~e Ar*isam Art a.d Experience m tl~e A’cient{tic Revo!*~tio~, and T,% B~.s-mess 
qf A/chem),: ,’;cie~lce a*~d (7~t/l*tre i*l *he Hol), Romatl Empire, which won the History of Science Society’s Pfizer 
Most Outstanding Book Award Dr Smith’s current research focuses on attitudes towards nature and a~isanal 

knowledge 

Co-sponsored by the Rare Book Collection at Wilson Library and by CoLEAGS Smith will be appearing as 
keynote speaker at a joint University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill/King’s College London conference, 

"Making Knowledge in Medieval and Early Modem Culture" 

Events are free and open to the public For more information, please contact 

at       ~li,,’e~)c~du,             at         i~)~r a0 ~c ed~, or David Baker 
at davidbak~r~ema]l unc edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to memsfaculty as: ~x~smi~h(a emai! mc :-d*~ To unsubscribe click here: 
http://listsuncedu/u?id 42610953 d33ei32cfbciX)45003d698b8866d20b0&n T&I memst~aculty&o 34455898 
or send a blank email to !eave-344558’:~-42~!0’:~53 d33el;~2ci’~c~C#a500?,d6#gb88<>6d20b~lisl~’~,~,~ e~Ju 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Friday,              3:33 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

So I know I just met with you, but a few questioits have popped up wlfile I was trying to leseatvk 
When going aboul writing this microhislo~), should I be laking jusl one person into pcrspccliv¢ or the [owll? I was looking at the SlOt) 

of t) phaid Mat5, which occurred ht the 19fit cenlmy hi O~’ster Bay Should I be lookhtg for the firings gohtg on hi that time period that 
would be a season why 13 phoid ma~y was such a big thing? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Friday,              8:15 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: sorry[ 

No problem. Jay [ We lu~d a lot of tim lalking about peasanls and popular culture 
Lunch sounds good[ 

From: Ja) Slmth <javsnfith@emailunc edu> 
Sent: Frida~, 1:03 PM 
To: 

-r[1 explain later, but I couldn’t wriggle free of undeigmd 
appoinim¢nls IhaI I had double-booked this a fl¢moon, didn’t realize 
until it was too late I owe you lunclt And anoflter visit, maybe nexX 
week or the week after So son5 -Jay 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willinghanm MaD" C <mwillingham~aunc edu> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 10:25 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Fwd: thank you, and yours is not the only voice 

MaD Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

BeNn I’omarded message: 

From: "Didow, Nicholas" <Nick Didow(a~kenm~-flagler tmc edu> 
Date: March 29, 2014 at 8:45:42 AM FDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C" <mwillin~ham~a unc edu>, "Didow, Nicholas" <Nick Didow~a kenan- 
flakier unc edu> 
Snbject: thank you, and yours is uot the only voice 

Hi Mary, 

I just left you a voice message on your office phone thanking you for stepping forward to be a voice of su pport for 

all our students. I have always known you to be a dedicated professional with a remarkable passion for the well 

being of the students you serve. Please know that you are not alone in voicing frustration and outrage over the 

problems here with athletics and our failu re to provide many of ou r student athletes with the skills and 

perspectives to prepare them for full and successful lives after college. We enter into a covenant with our student 

athletes, as we do with all of our students, and all too often we fail manyofthem when we do not uphold our side 

of the bargain. 

Your observations and the concerns you voice are strikingly similar to those identified by Bill Friday and other 

responsible leaders involved in the Knight Commission. You may know that he often said, "Reform never ends, 

and the struggle will go on." Were he alive today, Mr. Friday would be among your most vocal supporters. 

Than k you again, and please know that yours is not the only voice. 

Nick 

Pro[essor Nicholas Didow 

Kenan Institute Faculty Fellow 

genan Flagler Business School 

4526 McColl Building 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3490 

nick didow@unc.edu 919.962.3~89 

"Every morning a million North Carolinians get up and go to work for wages which leave them below the poverty 

line so they can pay taxes that finance the education you receive at Carolina. Your job is to figure out how you’re 

going to pay them back." 

U NC System President Emeritus Bill Friday (1998) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Northam, Ran <RNortham@wchl corn> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 I1:09 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Interview Request 

Jay, 

Ten to 20 minutes should do it 

Thank you, 

Ran 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 29, 2014, at 6:02 AM, "Jay Smith" <laysmi~l!@.~na~l u~c ~.~du> wrote: 

Ran--Monday morning is booked pretty solid I should have some time in the afternoon How long 
do you think it would take? -Jay 
On 3/28/14 3:01 PM, Northam, Ran wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

I hope this message finds you well. 

Could you and I do an interview on Monday to talk about what was discussed 
on BusinessWeek on February 28. I’d like to continue the discussion that’s 
being had about the academic issues at UNC. 

Please let me know when you have some time. We can either do it by phone, 
you could come into the studio, or I could meet you on campus somewhere. It 
will just be you and me. 

Thank you, 

Ran No~tham 
News and Sports Director 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9 FM WCHL 
Chapel Hill Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 





Subject: 

Please replace M,qdeline’s em,~il ,~ddress at the end of the mess,’~ge It ahould re,qd MGL~;!ac e hi. 

have clearly e\pressed fllemseh’es diamrbed b3 the scandal) 

You mentioned Brooks (whom I will include) and George B,qroff Will you imme GB ,and ,any othe~’~ who m,q3 ocm~r to 
sign on’? 

Would ** be an imposition to aak Man" W. if o*lle~’~ she l~lows So be retirees have e\p~ssed auppo~t or concm~a? 8he could 
write them d~’ecth" or send the names (~ ith em,qi ,addresses it" possible) to one of us 

I lie message which Madelme and i are using along wi*ll *he ,~l~ached st,qtemem re,ads a s follows: 

Please read the al~ached statemem articulating re*lred facul*v concern ovm" *he on-going U NC-CI i scandal if 
yml’r¢ willing to associate yore’seLf" wi*ll is, please era,all one of us and indicate how yore. nm~le shmlld appear 
mid what department ~flliation should be listed A response as soon as possible and no late*" thml 2 April 
would be ,qpprecbted so that *he local medi,’~ can publicize this concmaa in a timely f~shion. 

Fed free 1o pass *his appe@ on to odaer ret~’ed ~ac@l~" who m@ ah~e otn" concern. 

Madeline Levme 

Thanks lot helping us take this initiative! All best Miclaacl 



ok 





Micl~acl/Madclmc i’ve now cmmlcd Baroff and Vogt. One last aM qtick word. You probably al~c~dy cat~ghl this, but m ihc 

Thanks ti~ helping us take this initiative! All best -- Michael 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Madeline G. Levine <mgl@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 10:37 AM 

Smith, lay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Hunt, Michael H. <MHHUNT@live.unc.edu> 

Re: help circulating statement 

Thanks, Jay. I didn’t say those two haves. So far, no reponse from anyone on my lisL But it is Sunday morning, and 

at least some of those folks are faithful church goers. 
I’ll keep you and Michael posted, of course. 
Madeline 

On Sun, 30 Mar 2014 07:53:22 -0600, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Michael/Madeline--I’ve now emailed Barof~ and Vogt. One last and quick word. You probably already caught this, 

but in the penultimate sentence of the first para, you have a redundant "have." Otherwise--wow, a great letter! 

Jay 

On 3/29/14 3:50 PM, Michael H. Hunt wrote: 

Hi, Jay! Madeline and I have a final statement that we are about to circulate. I will be addressing a 

good number of the history faculty that I think might be sympathetic. Madeline will be writing to 
Tyson, Flora, Fishman, Reed, and Slifkin (all have clearly expressed themselves disturbed by the 

scandal). 

You mentioned Brooks (whom I will include) and George Baroff. Will you invite GB and any others 
who may occur to sign on? 

Would it be an imposition to ask Map/W. if others she knows to be retirees have expressed support 
or concern? She could write them directly or send the names (with email addresses if possible) to one 
of us. 

The message which Madeline and I are using along with the attached statement reads as follows: 

Please read the attached statement articulating retired faculty concern over the on-going 
UNC-CH scandal. If you’re willing to associate yourself with it, please email one of us 
and indicate how your name should appear and what department affiliation should be 
listed. A response as soon as possible and no later than 2 April would be appreciated so 
that the local media can publicize this concern in a timely fashion. 

Feel free to pass this appeal on to other retired faculty who may share our concern. 

Michael Hunt (mhhunt~lJve, unc edu) 
Madeline Levine (I 

Thanks for helping us take this initiative! All best -- Michael 



Madeline ~ Levine 
~enan Professor of Slavic Literatures Emerita 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3160 
tel 919.259,0139 

Signatorya~" www.june4commemoration.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Madeline G. Levine <mgl@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 11:29 AM 

Hunt, Michael H. <MHHUNT@live.unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M 
<jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: help circulating statement 

My final stab at getting signatures: Just sent our appeal to Tony Oberschall, Henry Landsberger, Judith Blau 
(sociology), Norris Johnson (anthro), Arthur Marks, Jerry Folda (art), Pat Pukkila (bio), Julia Wood (comm studies), 
Stanley Black, Michael Salemi (econ), Siegfried Mews (German), Michael Resnik (philosophy), Cathy Maley, Carol 

Sherman (Romance) 
Madeline 

On Sun, 30 Mar 2014 07:53:22 -0600, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Michael/Madeline--I’ve now emailed Barofr and Vogt. One last and quick word. You probably already caught this, 

but in the penultimate sentence of the first para, you have a redundant "have." Otherwise--wow, a great letter! 

Jay 
On 3/29/14 3:50 PM, Michael H. Hunt wrote: 

Hi, Jay! Madeline and I have a final statement that we are about to circulate. I will be addressing a 
good number of the history faculty that I think might be sympathetic. Madeline will be writing to 
Tyson, Flora, Fishman, Reed, and Slifkin (all have clearly expressed themselves disturbed by the 

scandal). 

You mentioned Brooks (whom I will include) and George Baroff. Will you invite GB and any others 
who may occur to sign on? 

Would it be an imposition to ask Mary W. if others she knows to be retirees have expressed support 
or concern? She could write them directly or send the names (with email addresses if possible) to one 
of us. 

The message which Madeline and I are using along with the attached statement reads as follows: 

Please read the attached statement articulating retired faculty concern over the on-going 
UNC-CH scandal. If you’re willing to associate yourself with it, please email one of us 
and indicate how your name should appear and what department affiliation should be 
listed. A response as soon as possible and no later than 2 April would be appreciated so 
that the local media can publicize this concern in a timely fashion. 

Feel free to pass this appeal on to other retired faculty who may share our concern. 

Michael Hunt (blhhunt@live.ur~c e~%) 
Madeline Levine,    @at[.~’~e~) 

Thanks for helping us take this initiative! All best -- Michael 



Made/ine G. Levine 
Kenan Professor of Slavic Literatures Emerita 
University of Norih Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3160 
tel 919.259.0139 

Signatoo/ at," www.june4commemora~bn, org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

allen sack<          @yahoo corn> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 12:30 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Press release 

smithpressrelease docx 

Jay, 

I just knocked out a very rough draft. Would you mind going over this and making additions and 
corrections. Don’t hold back! By the way, the people who handled the event management side of this 
luncheon chose Thursday before I could stop them. That’s my mistake. Could flying you down make 
your class schedule work. Let’s be in touch soon. Lunch is from 11:45 to 1:15. See attached. I am 
trying to get this out by April 1. 

Allen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Michael H Hunt <mhhunt@live unc edu> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 12:55 PM 

Anthony J Vogt <      ~eatthlink net> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Levine, Madeline G <mgl@unc edu> 

Re: retired faculty statement on scandal 

Excellent -- lnaW thmtks! 

Madeline Levine and I ale acting free lance though perhaps we shauld 
col~sider extending fl~e leach of our appeal by having the ARF leadership 

All best -- Michael 

On 03/30/2014 12:48 PM, ANhot~, J Vogq wrote: 
> Dear Professor Hunk 

> Please pul m¢ down as a signalm3, Anlhon3 J Vogl, School of 
> Government to the statmneN On balance, it is great, and I hope nmW oflter 
>retired faulty sign on At the lasl rattling oflh¢ RcliredFacully 
> Association. Donald Bollon said thai Ihat associalion would come up with a 
> slatemel~t Would this be the Association’s statelnent, or is this 
> independent of wha/Donald and Ihc leadership of Ihc association would do’? 
> An3 way, thank you 

> -----Ofigilml Message ..... 

> Senl: Saturday, March 29, 2014 7:30 PM 

> Greetings! Ja? S~mth was good enough to share your address so that I could 

> on-going U NC-CH scandrd If you’re willing to associate yout~etl" with it, 
> please entail one of us mid indicate how your nmne should appear m~d what 
> department affdiation should be listed A ~espm~se as soon as possible and 

> pubhciae this concern in a timely fashion 



Date:Sm~, 30 Mm 2014 12:19 34 0400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn> 

Sunday, 3:51 PM 

@gmail com> 

Order of the Old Well: Award for Unsung Heroes on Campus 

Hello, 

We are excited to announce the resurrection of the Order of the Old Well! 

The Order of the Old Well was formed in 1949 by a group of students and faculty members under the guidance of Dr. Ernest 
L. Mackie, Dean of Awards. The organization honors students who have demonstrated exemplary, unrecognized 
service to the university either independently or through an organization. Typically, these persons have served in a 
generous capaci[~ and displayed a willingness to perform functions that do not offer recognition. Nomination guidelines 
stipulate that candidates for membership should not have been previously honored for their service by another campus 
organization and should not be nominated based on service in highly public or well recognized leadership positions. 

Eligible candidates include: 

¯ Undergraduates in their Junior or Senior year 

¯ Graduate students 

¯ Faculty membels 

¯ University staff 

To nominate a tarheel who has demonstrated outstanding service to the university, you can access the nomination form 
directly per#... Please note that all nominees will be contacted to sign up for an optional 15-minute interview, in honor of the 
original selection process. 

The nomination process will close Friday, at 5:00pm, and self-nominations are welcome. 

Thankyou, 

O~der of the Old Well Resunection Commit[ee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 5:33 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Fwd: people to speak with 

The mad hatter speaks - I like how point 1 and 2 don’t really match up very well, but glad that he broke it down 
for me - # I You’re honorable # 2 but not really He should loosen the hat, it’s squeezing his brain 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: Andrew J Perrin <andt,:w~errin@tsnc ~.d~> 
Date: March 30, 2014 at 4:57:39 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C" <m~i!!in~narn!~a~ ~ ~> 
Subject: Re: people to speak with 

Dear Mary, 

Thank you for this list I am particularly interested in any insight into current students, and I may 
make contact I have spoken with                before 

I know we will disagree on this, but I want to make two points: 
1 ) I do not doubt your sincerity or your honor, and I know you are pursuing the path you believe is 
right 

2) I disagree with you on the methods you have used, your emphasis on embarrassing the 
university, and in particular the degree to which you don’t seem to care that the media reports 
spawned are deeply damaging to many of the athletes you claim to care about 

Best regards, 
Andy 

On 03/29/2014 06:17 PM, Willingham, Mary C wrote: 

Andy, 

I recognize that you have made some significant changes at Carolina 

Thank you for your work 

Please consider reaching out (of[" the record) to Tiffany Bailey, Theresa 

Maitland and Jim Kessler (retired), they can all back my claims about 

the low reading level of students, past and present They have been 

told to remain silent It IS ALL about bullying and retaliation If it 

was not, those of us who know the truth would be invited to the 

conversation, but instead we are ostracized Please also consider 



reaching out to What I heard yesterday about how 

Carolina has treated him this past week is shocking If I had any doubt 

(or hope) before, I now know that we are dealing with the NCAA cartel 

and a complicit institutionalized system of corruption in college sport 

Respectfully, Ma~ 

Mint Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

~,, ww nnc edui-willi/~gll <hl~l!:ii,~wwtmceflu¢ 

Andrew J Perrin - Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology 
Candidate for Faculty Chair 
Check out my new book 
Director, Carolina Seminars    l~:/,car~[i~scminars uric edu 
UNC-Chapel Hill - ~ndi~£_y.,,£1"fm±}?~unc edu - httl;’ ~?err,n socsci ~c ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 5:45 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: people to speak with 

#3 sell your tickets I wish that I had included that in my return email, maybe I can do a PS 

On Mar 30, 2014, at 5:43 PM, "Jay Smith" </<~sn~iilt@,n~ai[ unc edt~> wrote: 

That’s quite an impressive list he came up with To tell you the truth, I’ve come to believe that he’s 
mainly worried about his basketball tickets 
On 3/30/14 5:32 PM, Willingham, Mary C wrote: 

The mad hatter speaks - I like how point I and 2 don’t really match up very well, but 
glad that he broke it down for me - #1 You’re honorable # 2 but not really He should 
loosen the hat, it’s squeezing his brain 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: Andrew J Perrin 
Date: March 30, 2014 at 4:57:39 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C" <g~.’,~il£.n.~arn%~n~ ~d~> 
Subject: Re: people to speak with 

Thank you for this list I am particularly interested in any insight into 
current students, and I may make contact I have spoken with 

before 

I know we will disagree on this, but I want to make two points: 
I) I do not doubt your sincerity or your honor, and I know you are 
pursuing the path you believe is right 

2) I disagree with you on the methods you have used, your emphasis on 
embarrassing the university, and in particular the degree to which you 
don’t seem to care that the media reports spawned are deeply damaging to 
many of the athletes you claim to care about 

Best regards, 
Andy 

On 03/29/2014 06:17 PM, Willingham, Mary C wrote: 

Andy, 

I recognize that you have made some significant changes at 
Carolina 

Thank you for your work 



Please consider reaching out (off the record) to Tiffany 
Bailey, Theresa 

Maitland and Jim Kessler (retired), they can all back my 
claims about 

the low reading level of students, past and present They have 
been 

told to remain silent It IS ALL about bullying and relaliahon 
If it 

was not, those of us who know the truth would be invited to 
the 

conversation, but instead we are ostracized Please also 
consider 

reaching out to 
about how 

What I heard yesterday 

Carolina has treated him this past week is shocking If I had 
any doubt 

(or hope) before, I now know that we are dealing with the 
NCAA cartel 

and a complicit institutionalized system of corruption in 
college sport 

Respectfully, Ma~2¢ 

MatT Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

Andrew J Perrin - Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology 
Candidate for Faculty Chair 
Check out my new book 
Director, Carolina Seminars 
UNC-Chapel Hill - !!,4{!re~.~eo-]n{~, !nc:~du - l-tp.g<Zipetrin socsci unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 5:55 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: people to speak with 

Four letter word - SPIN 

On Mar 30, 2014. at 5:47 PM, "Jay Smith" <l~n~tl~(~[e~n~ail unc edt.l> wrote: 

Oh, and "deeply damaging"? Is that fight? 
spin comedy gold Something tells me he’s not hul~ing too badly 
On 3/30/14 5:45 PM, Willingham, Mary C wrote: 

#3 sell your tickets I wish that I had included that in my return email, maybe I can do 
a PS 

) used the Rosa Parks paper to 

On Mar 30, 2014, at 5:43 PM, "Jay Smith" <ir~.,’smith~£.c..q3.a.).!:!.g.~£1Z=’.c).~> wrote: 

That’s quite an impressive list he came up with To tell you the truth, I’ve 
come to believe that he’s mainly worded about his basketball tickets 
On 3/30/14 5:32 PM, Willingham, Mary C wrote: 

The mad hatter speaks - I like how point 1 and 2 don’t really 
match up vet3~ well, but glad that he broke it down for me - 
# I You’re honorable # 2 but not really He should loosen the 

hat, it’s squeezing his brain 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: Andrew J Perrin 
<,md~ ew._pecrln~;~; t~nc ed~.> 
Date: March 30, 2014 at 4:57:39 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary 

Subject: Re: people to speak with 

Dear Mary, 

Thank you for this list I am particularly 
interested in any insight into current students, and 
I may make contact I have spoken with 

before 

I know we will disagree on this, but I want to 
make two points: 
1 ) I do not doubt your sincerity or your honor, 
and I know you are pursuing the path you believe 
is right 

2) I disagree with you on the methods you have 



used, your emphasis on embarrassing the 
university, and in particular the degree to which 
you don’t seem to care that the media reports 
spawned are deeply damaging to many of the 
athletes you claim to care about 

Best regards, 
Andy 

On 03/29/2014 06:17 PM, Willingham, Mary C 
wrote: 

Andy, 

I recognize that you have made some 
significant changes at Carolina 

Thank you for your work 

Please consider reaching out (off the 
record) to Tiffany Bailey, Theresa 

Maitland and Jim Kessler (retired), 
they can all back my claims about 

the low reading level of students, 
past and present They have been 

told to remain silent It IS ALL about 
bullying and retaliation If it 

was not, those of us who know the 
troth would be invited to the 

conversation, but instead we are 
ostracized Please also consider 

reaching out to 
What ! heard yesterday about how 

Carolina has treated him this past 
week is shocking If ! had any doubt 

(or hope) before, I now know that we 
are dealing with the NCAA camel 

and a complicit institutionalized 
system of corruption in college sport 

Respectfully, Mat3z 

Ma~y Willingham 



CSSAC, UNC CH 

Andrew J Perrin - Associate Professor and 
Associate Chair of Sociology 
Candidate for Faculty Chair 

Check out my new book 

Director, Carolina Seminars 

UNC-Chapel Hill - ,?.~’.’~k~2;’: c~521~)uK(~&*~~- - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Sunday,               7:47 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Comps 

HiProf. Smith, 

I wanted to stop by your office hours Tuesday to discuss the impending comps and go over the questions a little with 

you. I also wonder if before we meet you might consider helping me set the comps date. I wanted to do it the week of 

but with the snow days my teaching schedule is in disarray, so that I would like to push it back the following 

week. Your exam would ideally be on Friday,        but the university is closed that day. I would just as soon like to 

get this process over with and not wait until Monday, so said it would be ok for you to personally email the questions 

to me on Friday morning or Thursday night. Would that be something that you would be willing to do? In that way, I can 

get this wrapped u p in that week and tu rn to the prospectus, and get closu re on this stage of the ABD hoops and 

hurdles. 

Best, 

PS: I greatly enjoyed your article that you wrote regarding the academic scandal. Several of my colleagues have been 

discussing it, it is nice to have a faculty member speaking up for our institution. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 8:15 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: help? 

OK. tell him. 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, March 30, 2014 8:13 PM 
TO= Willingham, Mary C. 
Subjeet= Re: help? 

OMG I just looked up this guy Just last year I bought his book, White Coat, Black Hat, for 
Christmas present He’s kind of a heavy hitter I’m going to email him 
On 3/30/14 8:l0 PM, Willingham, Mary C wrote: 

as a 

don’t tell him. 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Sunday, Narch 30, 201z~ 8:00 PN 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Fwd: help? 

G~-acious Do I dare tell him the troth about the "support"? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:help? 

Date:Sun, 30 Mar 2014 18:27:08 -0500 
From:Carl Elliott 

DrSmi~, 

I teach bioethics at the University of Minnesota. but I grew up just south of Charlotte m~d went to college at 
Dm,idson My                      . was a histoP," major at UNC and is now in grad school at Ann 
Arbor I’ve been following the academic fraud scandal at UNC, and I admire you and Mat3" Willingham for 
speaking out 

I mn in a somewhat similar position here at Mim~csota, although the issue here is medical research abuse I 
wondered: arc your faculty colleagues supporting you and Mat3 Willinghmn? Also, is there m~ything I can 
do to help? I mn not sure what flint would be, but I’d bc more than happy to pitch in 

Carl Elliott 

Center for Biocflfics 
University of Mim~csota 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Madeline G. Levine <mgl@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 8:51 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M 
<jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: current signatures 

Jay, Congratulations! The award is richly deserved. 

I think        suggestion is better lhan lhe advice we’d get ~om hiring Curran-of-Disney. Seriously, it’s a sensible, well-staged plan. 
I have nothing to add, except to suggest we also send a copy to Paul Barrett at BIoomberg BusinessWeek at the same time that we 
alert DTH etc. 

I’m about to forward to you the first objection we’ve received f~om Ray Dawson. Later l~is evening, I’ll politely thank him fur his 
advice and tell him that we’re going ahead. 

On Sun, 30 Mar 2014 18:08:27 -0600, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

(and Madeline) I think this sounds like a fine idea. Let the N&O figure out how to disl~ibute its attention! I~e bigger local 
stow, clearly, is your letter. And I hope they feature it prominently. I just want to be sure that the RMH l~ing doesn’t get in l~e way 
of the letter, which is more important for lhe cause. But if your letter were to come out on T~ursday or Friday, I think we’d certainly 
be safe. Jay 

On 3/30/14 7:37 PM,              wrote: 

Congratulations, Jay! This is excellent news all around. It recognizes your wonderfully persistent principled stand, and 
it can’t hurt the statement. 

But we should think strategically about lhe PR. I was hoping to get lhe statement into the hands of the N&O editorial 

as early as I~u~. (Our announced cut off date fur signing is Wed. and I fear delay will give the administration a 
chance to create static.) Could we give the N&O editorial folks a heads up early in the week on l~e statement (supply 

a copy with the names to be finalized on Thurs), and at lhe same time let lhem know about the pending RMH award? 

We could then see what editorial and Kane on the news side think about getting the maximum impact. 

I suppose we need to l~ink morn concretely about getting the statement out more broadly: my idea would be to wait 
until N&O editorial is firmly committed, then on the eve of publication send a copy to the DTH, UNC News Service, 
Pelt, Dean, and Karen Gil. Include other news outlets? Perhaps supply Filz Brundage (HisteW chair) a copy soon so he 
can think about the implications for the overrepresented History Dept (he may get some flak) and also consider 
circulating lhe statement to other concerned chairs. 

Madeline, what is your sense of lhe best approach? Maybe we can hire Curran (lhe Walt Disney escapee) to handle 
our PR!! On second thought, maybe not after l~at silly performance befum l~e BoT. 

Congratulations again, Jay. I’m delighted!! 

On 03/30/2014 06:17 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

......... Excellent! I’m quite sure that Baroff will sign on when he roads the email (he’s not an email 

regular.) I’d be surprised if Salemi didn’t join in, too. And Shafroth. All non-historians. So this looks very 
promising. 

Just because I want to be sure you get maximum i~npac~ when you release this, I’m going to take the 
immodest step of sharing some personal news. The Drake Group (a national faculty reform group 
fighting for integrity in athletics) has decided in its wisdom l~at I deserve their annual Robert Maynard 
Hutchins award for 2014 (given to a staff or faculty member who has made an effort to defend integrity 
against the alhletic machine, basically.) I mention this because I know they are planning a small press 
release about l~is either on Tuesday or Wednesday. I suspect it could get a little attention perhaps in 
the N&O, for example. I~e award will be given at a luncheon at the University of South Carolina in a 
few weeks, and the Drakes like to do a little advance publicity to remind evewone of their existence. 

Anyway, I mention l~is so you can plan accordingly. I~e letter might well make a bigger impact if it 



happens to come on lhe same day as the RMH announcement, I’m not sure, though I wanted to give 
you lhe chance to think it over, whatever you think is best. Thanks again for doing this. It will be great- 
really great to have so many esteemed colleagues publicly joining l~e battle. Jay 

On 3/30/ld 6:00 PM,              wrote: 

We’re up to an even twent% 

And here’s the current list, which is beginning to get a better departmental mix and 
which get better with responses on Mon and Tues: 

E. Willis Brooks (History) 
Stan Chojnacki (History) 
Elliot M. Cramer (Psychology) 
Paul B. Farel (Cell Biology and Physiolo(jy) 
Peter Filene (History) 
George Fishman (Operations Research) 
Michael H. Hunt (History) 
Lawrence Kessler (History) 
Richard H. Kohn (History) 
Henry A. Landsberger (Sociology) 
William E. Leuchtenberg (History) 
Madeline G. Levine (Slavic Languages and Literatures) 
Arthur S. Marks (Art) 
Siegfried Mews (German) 
Theda Perdue (History) 
Richard W. Pfaff (History) 
John Shelton R~ed (Sociology) 
Ruel Tyson (Religious Studies) 
Anthony J. Vogt (School of Government) 
Gerhard L. Weinberg (History) 

Madeline ~ Levine 
~enan Professor of Slavi� Lit~ra~res Emerita 
CB# 3160, 426 L2ey Hall 
UnNersily of North Carolina 
ChapeI Hill, NC 27599 3160 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Madeline G Levine <mgl@unc edu> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 10:04 PM 

Hunt, Michael H <MHH1SNT@Iive unc edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email lmc edu> 

Fwd: Yes !! 

Add L awr~ce M. Slifkdn (Phvsics) 

A most interesting letter 

i’m going *o aak hm~ if, after *he a*a*emen* appears, he might want *o 
f~llow up wl*h his m~,a le*ter to the e&tor repeating ~hat he sa3s here 

....... Fo~nvm’ded message ....... 
From: "L~" mid Slffkin" 

Date: S~m, 30 Mar 2014 18:v6:20-0600 

Madeline G. Levme 
Kenan Professor of Slavic Literatm’es Emerita 
CB# 3160, 426 Dc3 Hall 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 3160 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Michael H. Hunt <mhhunt@live.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 31, 2014 8:49 AM 

Levine, Madeline G. <mgl@unc.edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Re: appeal for support 

Yes, I heartily agree: turn aside the anger/objections with sort words. You might suggest that she add a comment when the statement 
appears in the N&O. Alas, I can’t be sympal~etic on the PR question. She should be troubled l~at PR has been turned to such nefarious 
ends (assuming there were other goals in mind in the first place). 

On 03/30/2014 11:26 PM, Madeline G. Levine wrote: 

Michael, 
You missed this because Carol didn’t get your email address right. From years of past interactions, I didn’t expect that 
she would sign, but I certainly didn’t expect the anqer that she displays here. I’m too tired tonight to respond, but will 
do so tomorrow, 

Forwarded message 

JAY, Madeline, Michael, 

I whole heartily agree that retired facult~ have remained too quiet for too long about the growing "scandal" involving 
athletes. Based on your letter, however, your approach will not do much to improve the situation. 

I am surprised that faculty who are top researchers have not used the academic/scientific methodologies lhat we expect 
of students (or at least I hope they still do) before making public statements about what has happened and what might 
happen. Where, I ask, is l~e review of the past that led to l~e present? Where is l~e careful collection of facts about 
past and present? I have many questions, which I will be pleased (not happy) to discuss, in part because my t~ping 
skills are compromised by age and ailments. 

I should tell you that the swipes at "public relations" raise my hackles because I established the now large public 
relations program at JOMC and you and olhers evidently do not want to recognize the principles of PR -- it is not 
Barnum & Bailey pressagentry or whitewashing. This deserves discussion, too. Regardless, I applaud you for getting the 
old ones to participate but I urge you to do it properly. 

I have to add, l~ough my fingers are sputtering and I have to backspace almost more than move ahead, I find another 
important step missing in current coverage of UNC: failure to even look to s~e if there has been change in recent years. 
Where would your academic life be if assessment of your work was limited to your first years of teachino? I shudder to 
think of it. Call me if you are truly interested in my participating 

if you and/or oilers would consider a face-to-face discussion. -- Carol Reuss 

.... Original Message ..... 
>From: Jay Smith 

>Sent: Mar 30, 2014 1:05 PM 

>Subject: appeal for support 

>Two ftiends and former colleagues have drafted a lerter about the UNC 



>When they asked me for suggestions, I ~hought of you. Please consider 
>signing (you can contact them directly through their emails at the 
>bottom of ~le message.) Thanks. 
> 
>Jay Smith 

>Please read the attached statement articulating retired faculty concenl 
>over ~he on-going UNC-CH scandal. If you’re willing to associate 
>yourself with it, please email one of us and indicate how your name 
>should appear and what depar~nent a[filiation should be listed. A 
>response as soon as possible and no later than 2 April would be 
>app~ciated so that the local media can publicize this concern in a 
>timely fashion. 
> 
>Feel free to pass this appeal on to other retired faculty who may share 
>our concern.have to backspace 

>Madeline Levine (NGL 

Madeline ~ Levine 
Kenan Professor of Slavic Literatures Emerita 

University of No~ Carolina 

te~ 919,259,0139 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Michael H Hunt <mhhunt@live unc edu> 

Monday, March 3 I, 2014 9:00 AM 

Jim Friedman < > 

Jack Vogt ¯ ~ea~hlink net>; Levine, Madeline G <mgl@unc edu>; Smith, Jay M 
<j aysmith@emml unc edu> 

Re: FW: retired faculty statement on scandal 

Dear Jim -- 

I agree enlir¢ly wllh each oglh¢ poinls you made (and probably wllh Ih¢ 
same degree of vehemence) 1 l/ope our statement will serve as a prod for 

work ll’s easy Io imagine all sorls of rcfo~ns: UNC ~lcully should b¢ a 

All besl -- Michael 

PS And tlmnks to Jack Vogt for passing this stateinent along 

On 03/31/2014 08:44 AM. Jim Friedman wrol¢: 
> Mr Hunt, 

> U~tiversit? of Norkh Carolilm 

> The statement itself is excessivel? ~mld NCAA division I football 

> enrolled wllh high school records and SAT scores vastly below imiversfly 
> standat~ls I am cmffident tlmt fltis is happemng all over the count~ Our 

> larger problem, both at U NC mid ~mtiom~ ide 

> to a umon is a step forwat~l in t~cog~zh~g that this football 
> basketball activits" m~ business yentutl~s mid should be treated as such The 
> level o f hypocrisy on this topic thai prevails at UNC and around lh¢ 
> is both s [lumhig alld di sgm sting 

> Jhn Ffiednmn 

> -----Original Message ..... 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Monday,                I 0:05 AM 

Jarausch, Konrad H <jarausch@email unc edu>; B~ayant, Chad C 
<bl?~antc@email unc edu>; Browning, Christopher R <cbrownin@email unc edu>; 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Larres, Klaus <larres@unc edu> 

Prospectus Defense 

It appears that the first round with Doodle did not yield any dates or times that work for all of us. It seems that 

is the date that seems the amenable. I will resend another request looking at dates at the end of     /beginning of 

when reading days begin. I know that this a busy time, but I hope we can find something in that timeframe. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@liveuncedu> 

Monday,                12:11PM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Unc Stot~ 

HiProfessor 

Hope this note finds you well. 

I am a reporter for Carolina Week, and wanted to reach out to you about a story I am working on. I know you 

have been very active in the athletic academic scandal and currently have a book in the works - I would love to 

interview you and hear more of your view on things. 

Would you have a few minute to meet with me some time this week? 

Thank you in advance! 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu 

Monday. 

Re: tomorrow’s reading 

7:01 PM 

To: Smith, Jay (jaysmith) 

From: 

Dear Dr Smith, 

I was wondering what percentage of our grade our "assessments" be counted for? I couldn’t find the assignment 
listed in the syllabus Thank you 

Sincerely, 

On at 6:25 PM, Smith, Jay (jaysmith) wrote: 

Hi folks: 

For the first instalhnent of the Berenson reading, focus especially on "context" once again--see how he develops 
his case for context on p 11 and then see how he executes in the first couple of chapters 

I’m behind once again on grading your "assessments" I hope (though I’m too smart to pledge at this point) that 
rll have them ready to give back to you by Thursday 

See you tomorrow 

This fo~-arded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIST ’ site 
To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: HIS-[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Monday,               9:18 PM 

Bryant, Chad C <NNantc@email unc edu>; Bull, Marcus G <mgbull@email unc edu>; 
Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard@email unc edu>; Hagemann, Karen 
<hagemann@unc edu>; Jarausch, Konrad H <jarausch@email unc edu>; Kramer, Lloyd 
S <lkramer@email unc edu>; Pennybacker, Susan Dabney <pennybac@email unc edu>; 
Reid, Donald M <dreidl@email unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; 
Whalen, Brett E <bwhalen@email unc edu> 

UNC BrewerN Club 

Hi! 
My friends and I are looking to start a Brewery Club next year. We’re looking for a faculty member interested 
in being involved as we learn about the process of home-brewing through the experience of attempting it 

ourselves, We also plan on taking field trips to breweries to learn more about the industrial process and talk to 
local connoisseurs to learn about different local, historical, and international flavors to experiment with. 

We’ll definitely need someone as a go-to when we’re working through problems in the processes of 

fermenting and aging, If this sounds like something you’d like to be a part of or if you know of any faculty you 

think would like to we’d love to hear from you! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

George S Baroff<       @bellsouth net> 

Monday, March 3 I, 2014 9:27 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: appeal 

Plcas¢ add my lum~c to Ihc "signets " George S Barofl2 Ph D, Em¢~itus Pro fcssor of Ps3 chology, (rcbrcd in 2000) 
On Mar 30, 2014, at 9:51 AM, Ja~" Smith wrote: 

> Hi Geolge/Antbom’: My fomler colleagq~e MAchael HuN Ires drafted, wifll Madelil~e Levine, a le~er fltey’m circadating ainong 
emerita~s facadt~ in older to round up signatmes I’m a~acbing tbe l~ttec and fltey’le piefachtg their appeal with fire following: 

> Please t~ad tbe a~acbed statement articulating lefiled faculg" concern over tbe on-going U N C-CH scandal ff you’t~ willing to 
associate yourself with it, please emad one of us and il~dicate how your 1rome sbould appear mtd wbat department affiliation sbould be 
listed A lespoitse as soon as possible and no later titan 2 April would be appreciated so fltat tbe local media can publicize tlfis concern 

> Madelhte Levine (MGL?1unc edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Donald M <dreidl@email unc edu> 

Monday,                I 0:00 PM 

Aydin, Cemil <caydin@email unc edu>; Bryant, Chad C <btTantc@email unc edu>; 
Bull, Marcus G <mgbull@email unc edu>; Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 
Glatthaar, Joseph T <jtg@email unc edu>; Jarausch, Konrad H 
<jarausch@email unc edu>; Naiden, Fred S <naiden@email unc edu>; Pennybacker, 
Susan Dabney <pennybac@email unc edu>; Perez, Louis A <perez@email unc edu>; 
Raleigh, Donald J <DJR@email unc edu>; Shields, Sarah D <sshields@email unc edu> 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Talbert, Richard J <talbert@email unc edu> 
Waterhouse, Benjamin C <waterhou@email unc edu>; Watson, Harry L 
<hwatson@email unc edu>; Whalen, Brett E <bwhalen@email unc edu> 

Dissertation Prospectus 

Hi 

I’d originally planned to have all students in the Dissertation Prospectus class provide their advisers with a draft of their 
prospectus next week, but I realize you are all working with your students and I’ll leave it up to you and them as to what 
would be the best use of their time and your time at this point. You may ask them to provide you a draft of their 
prospectus or it may be more valuable for you to discuss their progress, their summer plans, what they need to do to 
prepare fellowship applications in the fall, etc. I’ll leave this up to you. In any case, each student will provide their adviser 
with the final version of their prospectus on       We all realize that these are works in progress. Few students will 
defend their prospectuses until next spring, so we understand that they are not at that stage yet. The important thing is 
that students are making good progress toward delimiting their topics and figuring out the best ways to do them, 
including thinking out the historiographical, theoretical, and methodological elements as well as the nitty gritty of sources 
and funding possibiliti~. 

All my best, 

Don 

From: Reid, Donald M. 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:30 PM 
To: Aydin, Cemil; Bryant, Chad C; Bull, Marcus G; Duval, I<~thleen A; Glat~haar, Joseph T; Jarausch, Konrad H; Naiden, 
Fred S; Pennybacker, Susan Dabney; Perez, Louis A; Raleigh, Donald J; Shields, Sarah D; Smith, Jay M; Talbert, Richard 
J; Waterhouse, Benjamin C; Watson, Harry L.; Whalen, Brett E 
Subject: Dissertation Prospectus 

Dear Advisers of               (Chad BlTant/Jay Smith), 
(Fred Naiden/I;.ichard Talbert). 

(Lou Perez), (Marcus Bull/Brett Whalen), 
(Marcus Bull/Brett Whalen), (Ben Waterhouse), 
(Lou Perez), (Don Raleigh), 
Glatthaar), (Konrad Jarausch), 
Duval): 

(Sarah Shields/Cemil Ayden), 
(Richard Talber0, 

(Konrad Jarausch), 
(Harry Watson), 

(Susan Pennybacker), (Joseph 

(Chad Bryant), and (Katherine 

I am enjoying working with the students in Histo~2¢    this semester in the development of’their 
dissertation prospectuses The students know that the prospectus is a work in progress, that what they complete 
at the end of this semester will probably not be the text they present to their committee at their oral exam That 
said, I am pleased with the progress all students in the class have made both in developing their own 
prospectuses and in engaging critically with the work of other students in the class I have contacted you 
individually if" I’ve had questions or concerns about your student 



I know that each studenthasbeenworkingwithhisorheradviser this semester I’m wdting to ask if 
there is any particular element of your student’s prospectus on which you would like me to work with the 
student in this second portion of the semester I can see tllat you are working with your students and providing 
them good guidance, so I won’t be surprised if you have nothing additional to let me know There is no need for 

you to respond if you have notbing particular to tell me All students will continue to get comments and 
critiques from me and from the other students in the class 

I’ve attached the syllabus for the class because it has the prospectus format that I’ve inherited and 
reworked Students have been working from this, but I am perfectly open to students developing variants when 
it fits their project better 

Don Reid 



To: 

Su~cct: 

Willingham, Ma~3 C <mwillingham@un¢ edu> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 10:14 PM 

Smdh, Ja3 M <jaysmdh@emaJl un¢ cdu> 

Re: [themg] does mk~ one know much about the candidates for Chair of Faculty’? 

I know all aboul Ihc m/her large ASS umpfion Joy provides a siring of 60 words thai say absolulcly nod0ng - how does she do il? 

On Ma~ 31, 2014, at 8:30 PM, "Ja? Snfith" <iavsnfitffa email talc edu> wrote: 

JCSltS 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subje~t:Rc: [thaarg] does anyone know much aboul tha candidalcs for Chair of Faculty? 

Date:Mort, 31 Mar 2014 20:01:03 -0400 
From:Remler, Joy J <!oy Rmmer’amed uric edu> 

To:SmidL Jay M <Javsmilh?t email uric edu> 

You have inade a t-atlaer large assmnption and I ain not sine what you have witnessed to support that assumption 

Thanks for including lne in tbe discussions 

On Mar 31,2014. at 6:20 PM, "Jay Smilh" <lay smilh ?t cmail uric cdu> wrote: 

J W--flm~tks 1 still tbi~tk it’s wrong for athletics people to have tlmee people perinanently in residence at a 
facully colnmdlee (Iholtgh I suppose Michcllc Browll *could* be regarded as somedlJng olhcr Ihan alhlcha-- 
blfl only if you stretch definition) Sccms to mc Ihat Ihc FAR ought to be enough I get the scnsc Ihal Ihc 
purpose of having those people present is for facult3 to understand and be s3 ~npathetic with tbe concerns 
that*athletics* has -Ja3 
On 3/31/14 6:15 PM. Rennet. Joy J wmle: 



I honestly know next to nothing about though what we’ve seen from him on the athletics front 

has been uninspiring. In any case, I admit that I would prefer that the Chair of the Faculty come from 

the College espedally when athletics will remain front and center for the foreseeable futu re. People 

who actually encounter the occasional fb or bb player in a class can bring insights to the table that 

I generally have great respect for      He was a charter member of ARG (before deciding, basically, 

that we were too radical and I was too shrill.) I think he’s an "incremental[st" uninterested in big 

One specific item of interest: in the past, at least, he was vehemently opposed to the idea that athletes 

were not students first, and/or the idea that they should be compensated. Not saying that should make 

Oh, and finally: the fact that we have two candidates foisted upon us in this way, with no chance to 

provide preliminary faculty input (and recall that was a member of the committee that chose the 

nominees[) reminds me that our system is both unrepresentative and broken. I also see things about 

the structure of the FAC that are very troubling to me. (For example, the AD should not be on it.) I hope 

we can try to push (either as ARG or as individual, concerned faculty) for a revamping of our system in 

the years ahead. 

On 3/33./3.4 4:23 PM, Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

Hi Everyone, 

The candidates for Chair of Faculty seem to present quite different options when it comes 

to athletic reform. 

When I spoke up once at Faculty Council about my concern that the athletic program at 

UNC was growing uncontrollably,            approached me aherwards and cautioned 

me that speaking in such a way would most likely harm the u niversity. He also had a letter 

in the N &O that seemed to reiterate the standard PR position on the contributions of 

athletes. 

On the other hand, lgather from some of the interactions on this list that is 

athletics. 

Does anyone else have any more information about these candidates and where they 

stand on athletics? Their statements on the topic are too generic to know what their 

Rudi 



You at~ currentl) subscribed to thearg as: Joy Remter~amed uric edu 

TO unsubscfibc click here: hllp://lists uric cdldu? 

id 676434305e23cb330d016e1594669e2dd66aSa0e&n T&I thearg&o 34467010 

(II may be ncccssa~? Io cul and pasl¢ Ihc above URL if Ihc line is broken) 

or send a blank email Io Ica~c-34467010- 
6764 34 30 5e23cb 3 30dO I 6c1594669c2dd66a8aoc "a lislsel~ unc cdu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~oerrin@unc edu> 

Tuesday, April I, 2014 6:27 AM 

French Cultural Studies <fcs@listserv unc edu> 
[fcs] French Studies Seminar - April 13 Meeting 

Studies Senfitmr On Sunda), April 13, 2014 at tbe Natiotml Humamties 
Center (5:00-7:00 PM) Tbonms Paiker of fire Vassar College French and 

htvention of Geographical Comtoisseut~bip," a clmpter front lfis 
ford~confing book Taste, ldentig’, and Nation: A Cultural Histoiy of 
Flench Terrolo He lms made this clmpter avadable to us, along wifl~ 

For copies of fltese items, please contact Andrew Pemn of U NC-Chapel 
Hall (mtdiew pemn,?zunc edu)                   wbo Ires assisted us 

program We tenmin most gratefld for bet belpflfl service As ahva3s, 

We look fore ard to seeing you April 13 for wlmt pronfises to be a veiy 
slimula/ing discussion 

Don Reid mtd Jhn Winders 

-- You ate currently subsciibed to fcs as: javsnfith@email uric edu To unsubscribe 

entail to loave-34469038-21228869 86266cf049b30868315c5bc4a5792888 ?Histserv uric edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Madeline G. Levine <mgl@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 11:07 AM 

Hunt, Michael H. <MHHUNT@live.unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M 
<jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Add another - get to 30 

Add: Townsend Ludington (American Studies and English) 

I’ll write to thank Towny and Hodding. 

....... Forwarded message ....... 
From: "HODDING CARTER" @bellsouth.net> 
To: "MGL@unc.edu" <MGL@unc.edu> 
Cc: 
SubjecL: Re: Fwd: help circulating statement 
Date: Mon, 31 Mar 2014 21:57:17 -0600 

From: Charles Ludington <ctljr@live.unc.edu> 
To: HODDING CARTER <       @bellsouth.net> 
Sent: Monday, March 31,2014 12:06 PM 
Subject: RE: Fwd: help circulating statement 

H, this seems temperate--perhaps even a bit too temperate--to me. I’d be glad to have my name attached. 

Two suggestions: L. 8 from the top ghas two "have"’s when only one is needed. And, I think titles should be 

added, which i gather you intend. For the record, mine is: 

Townsend Ludington, Boshamer Distinguished Professor Emeritus of American Studies and English. 

Perhaps it would make the thing too long, but what about some reference to steps to be taken, especially as 

we are starting with a clean slate of Head administrators? 

Anyway, count me in. I’ve not met the new Chancellor, but it might behoove her to draw on elders who are 

at least at pa~ial remove from the mess. Best, T 

From: HODDING CARTER ~bellsouth.net> 
Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 11:03 AM 

TO: Charles Ludington 

Subject: Fw: Fwd: help circulatin8 statement 

Please read the attached statement articulating retired faculty concern over the on- 
going UNC-CH scandal If you’re willing to associate yourself with it, please email one 
of us and indicate how your name should appear and what department affiliation 
should be listed A response as soon as possible and no later than 2 April would be 
appreciated so that the local media can publicize this concern in a timely fashion 

Feel free to pass this appeal on to other retired faculty who may share our concern 



Thanks for helping us take this initiative! All best -- Michael 

Madeline G, Levine 
Kenan Professor of Slavic Literatures Emerita 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3160 
tel 919.259.0139 

Signato~at: www~iune4comrnemoration, org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 
Tuesday,            I 1:32 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: [thearg] Bradley Bethel 

Jay, 

I read paris, but didn’l spol a mom¢nl I expected: didn’l h¢ speak oul about ad0elic problems shlrlly after the new chancellor arrived 
and a&nd tlmt throe wine a number of afltletes who ~eaIly wine not p~epmed--followed by a chmlcellor’s conunent, then lfis own 
’correction"? I fancy I also recall a Faimer statement tebutthtg lfis Pfitial statement ffthose are fltme, free; but you ate right, it’s a lot 
of nol-for-fun reading 

..... O~iginal Message ..... 

S¢nl: Tues&~y, 10:57 AM 
To: a/hlelics reform group 
Subject: [Ih¢arg] Bradley Bethel 

Hi folks--I apologize for Ihis one, bul I Ihink il will be uschtl for Ihosc who are intercsl¢d in Ihc developing debate bct~ccn BmdlW 
B¢lhel and me to see this bd of background Most will want to skip over it, Ihough For one thing, it’s interminable (By the way, my 
pmfessorsltip was a "folding" one that went away in 2012) 

Awwa), tiffs is another sign of wlmt lmppens--at UN C and at cot-pomtioits ever5 where--when a critic dares to speak They get 
denounced There will, of course, be a lesponse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Michael H. Hunt <mhhunt@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 2:37 PM 

Levine, Madeline G. <mgl@unc.edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Re: Your reply to Jay Smith 

Thanks, Madeline, for following up so effectively with Bauman! 

So now it’s thirty. I suppose we sit tight thru Wed. evening and see if any of the non-responders respond. I don’t 
think we should rattle their cage with additional messages. Admittedly hearing from Stan but not Barbara Harris 
perplexes me a little. 

On 04/01/2014 02:10 PM, Madeline G. Levine wrote: 

Add Karl Bauman (Public Health) 

....... Forwarded message ....... 
From: "Karl Bauman" < !,~mi~d~pri~’q coro> 
To: "Madeline G. Levine" 
Co: 
Subject: Re: Your reply to Jay Smith 
Date: Tue, 01 Apt 2014 12:02:30 -0600 

I was particularly impressed by your letter some months back about this 
issue and your disclosure that you felt guilty about not be outspoken about some things. I am 
discouraged by many aspects of this thing, not the least of which is the typical timidity of faculty if not 
lack of interest in things at the core of what universities are and say they should be. I also am very 
disappointed in how the university has handled this thing, including stonewalling on the release of 
information and public embarrassment!harrassment of Willingham. Thank goodness for the few of you 

who are taking this important work on. 

I will be happy to sign as formerly in Public Health. Thanks for doing this. 

Karl Bauman 

On Apr 1, 2014, at 11:51 AM, Madeline G. Levine <m~@unc.~:,du> wrote: 

Dear Professor Bauman, 

Jay Smith has forwarded your response to the retired faculty statement being circulated 

by Michael Hunt and me. We agree with you that the implications for every school at 



UNC, not just A&S, are ve~/serious and that all UNC faculty should be concerned. 
Although our appeal in this statement is to currently employed College faculty who, for 
the most part, have been passive onlookers, we welcome support from faculty in other 
schools as well. As of yesterday, when I last checked in with Michael Hunt, we had 
signatures from retired colleagues in the School of Government and the School of 
Journalism and Mass Communication in addition to more than two dozen from Arts and 
Sciences. We would be most pleased to add your signature if you would permit us to do 

so. 

I should tell you that due to space limitations we are not listing people’s full titles--just 
names and, in parentheses, whatever discipline or department they prefer. So, for you if 
you agree to sign, either Public Health (not the Gillings School...) or Maternal Health, or 
whatever you say. 

With best wishes, 

Madeline Levine 

Madeline G. Levine 
Kenan Professor of Slavic Literatures Emerita 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3160 
tel 919.259.0139 

Madeline G. Levine 
Kenan Professor of Slavic Literatures Emerita 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3160 
tel. 919.259.0139 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Elliot M Cramer <            @bellsouth net> 

Tuesday, April I, 2014 2:48 PM 

Miles Morgan, Kathy D <kmmorgan@email unc edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

your letter in the DTH 

I dofft know of am’one who is critical of athletes I tlfiitk you 
should report the pro lessor you wrote of to Ihe D¢an The issue is 
with sta~dents who at~ not acadelmcatly qualified to do college won 
at UNC It has been acknowledged that UNC accepted atldetes wi~l~ 
SAT scores below 400; Ihis is disgrace ful 

Elliot M Cromer 

Dcpamncnt of Psycholog3 
U niversits" of Noffd~ Carotilm at Clmpel Hill 

Websites 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday,            5:14 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thesis 

Final Draft Part I docx; Final Draft Pa~ 2docx 

DearProfessorSmith, 

I apologize for the delay; this took me longer to edit than I anticipated. You will find two parts attached. The 

first is my title page and Table of Contents, and the second is the rest of my thesis. I had to split them up 

because, try as I might (and I tried for a solid 45 minutes), I just could not figure out how to start page 

numbers on the third page. 

I also want to point out that there are three aspects of my thesis that I still need to fill in. 

1) On Page 9, in footnote 3, I have bolded the word "DISICE". I have not yet been able to figure out what this 

word means (I only decided to use the inscription a few days ago), and so I am going to take some time this 
week to do so; I will have it properly translated by next Monday, in time for my Defense; until then, it really 

should have no impact on your ability to assess my thesis. It is not vital to the point that I am making with that 
inscription. 

2) On Page 18, in footnotes 32-34, I have written "PROSOPOGRAPHICAL REFERENCE TO BE INSERTED" in 

parentheses. As with the unfamiliar Latin term, I am going to find the proper prosopographical references to 

these individuals by next Monday. As this is a minor citation issue, it also should not trouble you while reading 

my thesis over the next week. 

3) Finally, it is my intention to add pictures of some of the monuments/sculptures. I will have these to show 

you and the other committee members by next Monday, The pictures are: 

- Photographs of any of the actual inscriptions that I have quoted in my thesis 

- Photographs of any of the coins that I can find 

- Pictures of Herakles the lion hunter, of the Vergina tomb painting, the Alexander sarcophagus, the Domitian 

statue, the Arch of Constantine (with particular focus upon the roundels), etc, 

If you have any q uestions, please feel free to ask. Thank you so much for serving on my Thesis Committee; I 

really appreciate it! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~liveuncedu 

Tuesday,            8:45 PM 

Subject Change[ 

To: Smith, Jay (jaysmith) 

From: 

Dear Dr Smith, 

I found an interesting murderess, Diane Downs, about whom I would like to write my paper I find it fascinating 
that she claimed she was innocent and there was even another man claiming to have committed the c~ime and 
she was found guilty Many people still think that she is innocent Do you think it would make a stronger paper 
than Marilyn Monroe? 

Sincerely, 

This fo~-arded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIS~I site 
To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: ~1~$1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 10:33 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: Gwynne 

Good idea 

Lloyd 

From: Jay Smllh [jaysmllh~aemail uric ¢du] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 8:16 AM 
To: Kmmer, Lloyd S 
Sul~iect: Re: G~y’m~e 

Act~all?, Lloyd, I tbit~k I’ll ask Hassan Meleby about tbis first I’ln 

Jay 
On 4/2/14 8:08 AM, Ktmner, Lloyd S wrote: 
> Jay, 
> I’m happy Io provide Gwynn¢’s email address: ~mindsp~ing corn 

> AS II happells, she loll yeslerday for a week ill Atizolla. bit[ she checks lllis email address regularly 

> and will probably see a message soon if Conor contacts bet Sbe could offer sortie advice 
> 
> As for IFA applicatio]]s, I’m glad the lmmhat~ increased 1 bnle s s the H-France mmouncement belped 
> Ma~3 would be a good reader and I Ihink she would be appmprial¢, bul she lends Io resisl opporlnnlli¢s Io do this kind of work 
Keifli Luria has also been a leader in tbe past mid migbt help aga0k though I la~ow that lie does not do llleralute 

> rm son5" that Ellen cafft do the applicatio]]s, but you migbt tt) contacting Jessica Trainer She is the new 19ill centmy 
> speciahst in Ron~mce Lmlgmages mid quite good mid ene~gefic I’m sine sbe is bus), hke m’et) one, but 
> she would be good al Ihis She has been all�riding the French sludlas seminar regularly and would be a 
> good prospect for ftllm e IFA invofi’ements 

> All the bcsl, Lloyd 

> From: Jay Smllh [jaysmllh~aemail uric ¢du] 
> Sent: Tuesda), April 01, 2014 6:53 PM 
> To: Kmm¢r, Lloyd S: connor smdh 
> Subject: Gx~yame 
> 

> Hi Lloyd--Does Gwynne have a woNing email address? (I’m belling Ihe 
> answer is yes ) Could you share flint with Com~or (copied be~e)? He has a 
> question for bet about possible volunteer work Tha]tks 
> 

> On anolh¢r nol¢. I’m vet3 behind in gelling Ih¢ IFA applicalions mad 
> and mt~ked--maiN) becmlse Ellen has bailed on tbe coimnlltee, since 
> she’s on leave, and she was ~mable Io give m¢ a single "French lit" 
> person at UNC wha sbe fltit~ks would be m’ailable to do tbe reading I’ve 
> got Marcus Bull signed up, bul I’m wondering if II would be approp~ial¢ 
> for me to ask Mat) Sbebfff i]]stead of a ht person Do you have 
> thoughts? We have a bout 30 applications and can gel this done in a 
> couple of weeks, I’m sure, sure, but I need to round out tbe conmllttee 
> I suppose we could ask Yves again, but I kind of f¢¢1 Ihal he’s due for 
> a break Anyway, do you ha~¢ Ihoughls? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Thursday,             12:36 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

comp and defense date 

Hi 3ay, 
I was thinking 
dates work for you? 

for my comp with you, and for the prospectus defense. Do those 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,             I 0:56 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

group assessment grades 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

LalTes, Klaus <larres@unc edu> 

Thursday,             I : 15 PM 

@live unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; 
Jarausch, Konrad H <jarausch@email unc edu>; Browning, Christopher R 
<cbrownin@email unc edu>; Bryant, Chad C <bryantc@email unc edu> 

RE: Prospectus Defense 

Thank you. 
yes, this would work fine by me. 

cheers Klaus 

Personal Website: www.klauslarres.com 
Our YOU TUBE channeh www.voutube.com/KrasnoUNC 

From~ 
Sent: Thursday, 12:18 PM 
TO= Smith, Jay M; Jarausch, Konrad H; Browning, Chris[opher R; Bryant, Chad C; Larres, Klaus 
Subject= Prospectus Defense 

It appears that the          will not work out. Looking at Doodle, the majority of you have indicated that       would 

be an option. I know this leaves it sort of late, but I think this looks like the most convenient date. Would that day at 3 

pm work for everyone? Thank you ! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,             3:5 1 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Thesis 

Thesis docx 

DearProfessorSmith, 

Did you receive my email with my thesis? In case you didn’t, I’ll attach it with this email as well. 

Best, 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:53 PM 

TO: 

Subject: Re: Thesis 

-sorry to be slow. Yes, this is fine. -JS 

On 1:10 PM, 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I apologize for not getting in contact with you about this yesterday; I have a few last minute 

details to take care of regarding my Thesis draft, and I was wondering if it would be okay with you 

if I got the final copy to you by noon on Tuesday, It’s looking like the text of the 

paper will be around 55 pages long. 

Also, if you are still amenable to 

516 (Professor Talber~’s office) work? 

as the day of the Defense, would 1:00 PM in Hamilton 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyall, Sarah <lyall@nytimes corn> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 4:33 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

hey there 

Hi,Jay -- 

I am working on a piece about the N&0, and Dan’s, role in the whole scandal - -my basic point being that 
without the paper’s work, not only would all the drip-drip of details come out all this time, but also the sto~3z 
never would have broken at all Do you have a moment for a chat about that? (I’d also love to hear what you 
think about how the university feels about Dan and his work) 

best, 
Sarah 

The New York Times 
620 8th Ave. 
2nd Floor 
New York, N.Y. 10018 

w: 1.212.556.1282 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

}live unc edu 

Thursday, 

Microhistory Excerpt 

8:15 PM 

To: Smith, Jay (jaysmith) 

From 

Dear Dr Smith, 

I have decided to write about the murderess Aileen Wuornos I plan on exploring her childhood abuse and her 
psychological background Her life asks the question of nature versus nurture My context will be based on her 
psychological evaluations and her testimonies There is an abundance of information about her from childhood 
to an adult Do you think that this will fit the criteria of the paper? Thank you for your input 

Sincerely, 

This fo~-arded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIS~I site 
To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: HIS! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, MalT C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 9:54 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: help? 

My blood is boiling - absolutely boiling over the comments from Susan King in the J-school - are you kidding 
me? That’s it - watch this mess 

MatT Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.un c.edu/-willin gh 

On Apr 3, 2014, at 9:50 PM, "Jay Smith" <].O.y..L!~l.!~.!?..~2.2~2~!1j_]=!.E!.ii:.£f[k> wrote: 

OK, and this one 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: help? 

Date:Thu, 3 Apt 2014 18:24:10 -0500 
From:Carl Elliott 

Maybe next week. if you’ve got some time? 

Carl 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 4:22 PM 
TO: Carl Ellie[t 
Subject: Re: help? 

Dear Carl (first names, by all means): 
SonT it’s taken me all week to get back to you Crazy times We really should talk at some point 
Maybe toward the end of the month? You’re absolutely right about both the UNC administration 
(so hapless, clueless, and incompetent for SO LONG that it boggles the mind) and alumni I hear 
from plenty of alumni who are appalled, but none who are willing to go on a public campaign to 
reclaim their institutions’ integrity It’s ve~y strange to me 

I’m sure you’ve got some stories of your own Would really like to compare notes soon Thanks for 
writing 

Jay 
On 3/31/14 10:16 AM, Carl Elliott wrote: 

Jay (if flint’s okay?) 

Man I’m always a little shocked when I hear someone has actually read something I have 
written, bm in your case. it was totally unexpected (Thanks) 



The quiet side, ycah, I know what you mean Same here I was hoping thhlgs would be better 
at Carolina. and maybe tbey are I don’t tbink anybody in tbe counttT could be surprised to 
find out tbat universitT sports factories are admiring unqualified atbletes and tben failing to 
educate tbem The only real surprise at least tbr people like me was tbat it was happening 
at Carolina. whicb was always supposed to be beret tban tbat 

That said, the really stunning part of the whole sordid episode has been the reaction of the 
UNC administration Do they honestly think that it helps the univcrsig to stonewall, lic and 
threaten the whistleblower? To me, that’s actually worse thm~ what has been going on in the 
athletic program and the Department of Africm~ m~d Afro-American Studies 

You are definitely whining the PR war I hm, c to sa?, as a longtimc Carolina fm~ I grew up 
in the 70s pla?ing basketball, watching those great Dem~ Smith teams I keep wishing that a 
serious Carolina alum would speak up publicly, and sa3: ’Look, this is disgraceful It runs 
against everything tbat Carolina stands for We can’t stand by and let tbis administration rain 
tbe reputation for honor and integrity tbat we hax e worked so long to build" Are tbere such 
people out tbere? I would hm,e tbought so, but I hax en’t seen tbem yet 

It would be great to talk on the phone somcrimc, if only to exchange stories 

Carl 

From: Jay Smith 

Sent: Sun6ay, F4arch 30, 2014 7:32 PF4 
To: Carl ~lliott 
Subject: Re: help? 

Dear professor Elliott: 
I’m so excited to hear from you Just last year I bouaht a copy of your ’White Coat, 
Black Hat’ book for my wife (who is a                 ) I’m a great admirer And the 
fact that your nephew is in HistotT at Ann Arbor--goodness, the links are multiplying 
My PhD is from the same fine school, a place so great that it opened opportunities for 
me that I probably had no right to expect 

On your question, I have mixed results to report Some here are quite supportive 
(though they tend to stay on the quiet side, frankly) Others are, to my great surprise, 
quite hostile I sincerely believe that most faculty support MatT and me, but the most 
vociferous people on our campus tend to be huge supporters of the athletic program 
and of the "student-athletes" (who, they claim, are being unfairly maligned and "deeply 
damaged" by eve~’y public word MatT and I utter) On the national scene, by contrast, 
we are clearly winning the PR battle at this point People who do not bleed Carolina 
blue are instinctively able to see the underlying truths of the issues that MatT 
(especially) has highlighted 

What this would mean for your situation is, of course, awfully hard to predict But if 
we can join forces to make the point that universities too often hide ugly truths, I’d be 
delighted It’you’d like to talk by phone, please let me know Maybe we could help you 
even as you help us; or one could help the other without much payoff on the other side 
If troth is setwed, that would be enough for me -Jay Smith 

On 3/30/14 7:27 PM, Carl Elliott wrote: 

Dr Smirk, 



I teach bioethics at the University of Mhmcsota, but I grew up just south of 
Charlotte and went to college at Davidson My nephew,               was a 
histot3 major at UNC and is now in grad school at Ann Arbor I’ve been 
following the academic fraud scandal at UNC. and I admire you and Mals" 
Willingham for speaking out 

I mn in a somewhat similar position here at Minnesota. although the issue here is 
medical research abuse I wondered: arc your faculty colleagues supporting you 
and Mar? Willinghmn? Also, is there m~ything I cm~ do to help? I mn not sure 
what that would be, but I’d bc marc than happy to pitch in 

Carl Elliott 

Center for Biocthics 
University of Mim~esota 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 
Thursday,             11:15 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Phone conversation 

Sent from m> iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Friday,            9:33 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: ARG list 

Thanks. Jay! Nol sur¢ why I didn’l ask Io b¢ on earlier Bcsl -- 

On 07:58 AM. Jay Smilh wrote: 
> Dear 
> I just added both of you to the ARG listser~- If at ate) point the 
> slrcam ol’messag¢s b¢com¢s annoying or too much to k¢¢p up wilh and 
> you’d prefer to be taken off. just let me know -Ja) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Melehy, Hassan <hmelehy@unc,edu> 

Friday 15:55 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysrnith@ernail.unc.edu> 

HiJay, 

Just read about             decision to 8o pro. Williams is quoted as sayin8 he’s happy for him, but said he won’t set to 

coach him anymore. All that’s understandable, but where’s the slightest concern for someone leaving school without a 

desree, as little as that misht matter in a hishly promisin8 pro career? Should omissions like this be underscored? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Powell <     ~icp corn> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 4:34 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: The chancellor’s response to the retired t~aculty members’ open letter 

Any idea why Agbe-Davies would be chosen, other she’s junior on the tenure track and might be assumed to 

not challenge a Provost? 

Fronl; Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 4:05 PM 

TO: John Powell 

Subject: Re: The chancellor’s response to the retired faculty members’ open letter 

The original line-up included Dean, Bubba Cunningham, Steve Farmer, Vince file (Compliance director), 

Michelle grown (ASPSA director), and Lissa Broome Faculty Athletics Rep and law professor.) That was it! Since 

the outcry over the absence of College A&S faculty (an outcp] initiated by the Athletic Reform Group), he 

eventually added three other faculty. One came from the Business school (his name escapes me at the 

moment), Andy Perrin (Sociology), and Anna Agbe-Davies (Anthropology.) That’s the current group. 

On 4/4/:14 4:0J. PM, John Powell wrote: 

who IS on the Provost’s "ad hoc committee"f’working group"? 

It has long been the position of the administration, and of certain faculty, that the big issues are to 

be handled by committees and not by the general faculty, period. Why the committees? In part 

because they’re run by the same cast of characters year after year, election after election. (Our 

electoral process is partly co-optive, after all, with nominees being selected by insiders on the 

standing committees.) Committees can also be at least partially managed by the ex officio 

members who embody the "institutional memory/’ and so on. They love committees around here. 

(As for the Provost’s ad hoc committee, that "working group" they’re so proud of, I was 

deliberately excluded from it, even though the Athletic Reform Group was initially led to believe 

by the Provost himself that we would be able to put forward a nominee for that new committee; 

when my name surfaced~ the Provost changed his mind. And that tells you al! you need to know 

about what was expected to come out of that committee. Well, of course it also helps to know 

that the Provost initially intended to have NO arts and sciences faculty on the group at all~ but that 

ad missions and athletics would were given four siots right out of the gate. Our leaders have been 

co-opted, folks.) 

All of this is to say that Folt’s response really gets right to the heart of the issue. This is, in the end, 

all about faculty governance and how it’s supposed to work. Folt, Dean, and the many stooges 

who enable them are all in favor of a top-down style that will allow them to control what gets 

decided, how, and by whom. A few of us realize how awful such a system is. The great mass of the 

faculty are indifferent and-after all--happy to let those committees do all the work anyway. I hate 

to sound pessimistic, but ! don’t see a revolution brewing. 



John: I would consider reformulating for a DTH op-ed piece. In my opinion, you shouldn’t waste 

your indignation by sending this to Folt, where it will disappear into the blackest of black holes. - 

Jay 

On 4/4/14 1:38 PM, John Shelton Reed wrote: 

I’ve been l~,dng not to be adveisarial about tbis, but rite cbancellor’s iespoitse in rite N&O tiffs morrfing 
ieall) mmoys me 1 put some fltoughts dowiz below but I have no idea what to do wiflt tbem Dan 
Kant? Rewrite and send Io the chancellor? Hold Iham for possible fulure use? 
I’d appreciate any suggcslions 

Tbe chancellor appaienfly has bet talking points and is sticking to them when site sws fltat our letter 
"appears Io ignore Ihc cffotts of many deeply commd/ed faculty, and Iha real progress in terms or 
reforms and additiotml oversigbt that Carolina has ~nade in just tbe last few years" MaW of us have 
been told before dial some ~lculiy members are hclphig to put safcguards in place to prevent flllltm 
cmbamlssmcnls, and Iha/’s a good thing Bul our leller ignored Ihosc cffotts, because II was talking 
about something else It would be race kI" someone lesponded to what we actually wrote 

At least from the outside it appeat~ that nmm" questions have been begged No one seents to be 
seriously addressing questions aboul how we got in this mess in Ihe firsl place As we asked in o~tr letter, 
"How did a single ~cully member ill a single depattl~lelll so grossly violalc fltndamenlal professional 

slandat~ls for so long? In what cm~text did this viohition occam and haw widaly in oflter deparlments 
might simila~ breaking or bending the rides have happened? To what degree and how dclrimcntally hare 
athletes in revenue sports been exploited, and in what ways have tbey been neglected or betra3 ed as 
sludcnls?" As Madclinc Lcvinc wrote in Jammty to [be chancellor and provosl, "There arc man3 olhcr 
questions You lutow what tbey me" (If you don’t, some of us would be haPPY to spell them out) 

Although the adminislm/ion and Board of Truslees would apparently prefer thai Ihese llucslions not 
be asked mad the Facults" Council doesfft seem to be intmested in asking tbent we appealed to those wha 
acl~ally teach undergraduates, especially tbe Arts and Sciences faculb’, to seek answet~ m~d publicize 
them Many friends of the mtiversit? (and not just tvtiled facubs") would ~eally like to lu~ow what has 
been going on 

Jolm Sbalton Reed 
William Rand Kelmn Professor Elnefims of Sociolobtt" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Madeline G Levine <mgl@unc edu> 

Friday,            5:58 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

Re: ARG list 

OK Thanks -- Madelin¢ 

On Fti, 05:58:53 -0600, Jay Smith qiaysmith~acmafi unc cdu> 

> D¢ar Madclinc: 
> I just added both of you to fire ARG listserv ff at m~ point fire stx~am 
> of messages becomes mmoymg or too much to keep up with and you’d 
> prefer to be taken off, just let me know 



Subject: 

Michael ii. lhmt <inhhullt@live unc e&l> 
Friday Ap, il 4 20 { 4 6:09 PM 

Smith Jay M <.laysmith& email unc edu> Brundage, W Fitzhugh <hi undage~l~email une edu> 

Fwd Re statement by reti~vd I~multy 

This e\change with Dem~ Kaen Gil might interest you See hm~ far her commilnlem 1o A&S famllW engagement goes? 

........ Origin~l Message ........ 
Subject:Re: st~temem b3 retired faculK 

Date:Fi’i, 4 Api" 2014 18:03:16 -0400 

Best wishes Michael Hunt 

Dear Michael mid Madelme 
I hm~k you for sending me yore" atatement. The College welcomes tile engagement of ore" famllW on lmpol~ant issues We 
sought faculff perspectives m~d included faculK m~ggestions in the refomls we have put in place, and I sppreciste hem~g 

K~en M Gil PhD. 
Dean, College of A~2s and Sciences 
Lee O Pedersen Diadnguished Professor of Ps3 chologv 

CB #3100 
Unive~v;ity ol North Cmx)lina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 3100 

919 962 2408 fax 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elliott, Harold W <ELLIOTTHW@mail etsu edu> 
Friday, April 4, 2014 8:08 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thanks 

Dr Smith. 
I beat~l your interview on NPR tbe other 

I just wanted to t baitk you for speaking out about tbe acadenfic issues wifl~ atlfletes at UN C 

I complclcd nl~ rcsidcnc~ al UNC Ms son graduated from UNC in 2011 willl a double in~jor in hislol) and German He is currcnlly in 
fl~e PbD program at the Ultiveisit~ of Micltigzm 

I love tbe Ultiversit? of Norfl~ Carolitm M) fmndy bleeds Carolhm blue I mn saddened and disappointed tlmt this lms lmppened, but 1 
am even more dishcarlcn¢d when I hear Ihal there lugs been a backlash againsl you and Mau Willingham Qhilc honcsdy, despite 
c) lticism I lmve accumulated over the last 15 or so yems m academia, I expected mote from Carolitm 

I have a Iol or admiration for v ou and Mmn for s~cakin~ 

Hal 

Hal Elliott, MY) 
Associate Professor 
Residenc? Program Diiector for Psvcbiany and Med-Ps?ch 
Qhillcn College o f Medicine 
East Tennessee State Ulfiversit~ 

Fax: 423-439-2250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Shelton Reed <johnshelton@alum mit edu> 

Friday,            9:16 PM 

edito@dailytarheel corn 
The Chancellor’s response to the statement by retired faculty 

DTH letter doc 

A couple of people have suggested that the DTH is the appropriate place to publish the docmnetlt I have aliached, and I hope you 
agree 

AIIhough il exceeds your word limil [or Icttcrs-to-the-edilor, I would ask Ihat you publish it in its ¢nlircly or nol a/all 
Jolm Reed 

The bcsl address I’or m¢ is j olmshclton ~a~llum rail cdu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

~yahoo corn> 

SaRlrday,             4:33 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

dkane@newsob se~wer corn 

! listened to Jay & Mary’s XM radio show ! t~7 to stay up to date 

Hey what’s up Jay Smith? 

I listened to the Bob Edwards show on XM radio in mama’s 2010 Honda Odyssey. 8pm that night 

I heard you say you had only 2 revenue generating athletes in your class in 23 years. One 
and one       player. 

I hang onto every word you and Mary Willingham and Dan Kane have to say. 

I was suprised by the U of South Carolina athlete story. Especially since Richard Southall has moved 
his operation to USC. 

Dummies on PackPride are asking people what this hour long segment was about. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 8:29 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

FW: Retired faculty statement 

Jay, 

Believe il or not. this is a note from a person I dated when I was a j~mior a/Damnoulh (1956) A lot of folks are watching 

Will 

..... OriNltal Message ..... 

Sent: Frida?, April 04, 2014 10:13 PM 
To: Brooks. Ed~in W 
Sul?iect: Retired ~actdt? statement 

Will 

I was so pleased to see your ~tante on fire statement of U N C retired facuh~ that was published in toda? ’s N&O The mm+ersit~ seems 
to have handled this vet3 badly I was hoping thai Ihe new presidenl would be more proa¢lJve wllh resolving the issue Do you see 
any ell-otis by her to do so? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carl Elliott <        ~gmail com> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 9:39 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: help? 

Oh man This just gets worse I just read this piece I’ve given a few talks over the years at UNC, and I’m pretg" sure 
that one of them was arranged by Boxill (I don’t really know her. but I do know a number of faculty member in the 
bioethics center, and like them) 

htt~://~ ww ncws~bserver c~m~2~13/~7/2~/3~44746/unc-facu~ty-~cadcr-pushcd-rewrite htu~ 

From: Jay Smith [maJlto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 7:23 PM 
To: Carl Elliott 
Sul~ect: Re: help? 

Thanks for the tweet! Yes, let’s find a time next week -Jay 
On 4/3/14 7:24 PM, Carl Elliott wrote: 

Maybe next week, if you’ve got some time? 

Cad 

From: 3ay Smith 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 4:22 PN 
TO: Carl Elliott 
Subject: Re: help? 

Dear Carl (first names, by all means): 
Sona£ it’s taken me all week to get back to you Crazy times We really should talk at some point 
Maybe tuward tbe end of tbe month? You’re absolutely right about botb tbe UNC administration 
(so hapless, clueless, and incompetent for SO LONG that it boggles the mind) and alumni I hear 
from plenty of alumni who are appalled, but none who are willing to go on a public campaign to 
reclaim their institutions’ integrity It’s ve~ strange to me 

I’m sure you’ve got some stories of your own Would really like to compare notes soon Thanks for 
writing 

Jay 
On 3/31/14 10:16 AM, Carl Elliott wrote: 

Jay (if that’s okay?) 

Man I’m always a little shocked when I hear someone has actually mad something I have 
written, but in your case. it was totally unexpected (Thanks) 

The quiet side, ycah, I know what you mean Same hcrc I was hoping thh~gs would be better 
at Carolina. and ma3be they are I don’t fl~ink anybody in the countt) could be surprised to 
find out that univcrsiu sports factories are admitth~g unqualified athletes m~d then failing to 
educate them The only real surprise at least for people like mc was that it was happening 



at Carolina. which was always supposed to bc better thm~ that 

Tbat said, the really stunning part of tile whole sordid episode has been tl~e reaction of the 
UNC administration Do tl~ey honestly think that it helps the universit3" to stonewall, lie and 
threaten tl~e whistleblower? To me, tlmt’s actually worse tlmn what has been going on in tl~e 
atldetic program and tl~e Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

You are definitely whining the PR war I hm, c to sa?, as a longtimc Carolina fm~ I grew up 
in the 70s pla?ing basketball, watching those great Dem~ Smith teams I keep wishing that a 
serious Carolina alum would speak up publicly, and sas: ’Look, tbis is disgraceful It runs 
against everything that Carolina stands for Wc can’t strand by and let this administration ruin 
the reputation for honor m~d integrity that wc have worked so long to build" Arc there such 
people out there? I would hm, c thought so, but I haven’t sccn fl~cm yet 

It would be great to talk on the phone sometime, if only to exchange stories 

Carl 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Sunda,/, Narch 30, 2014 7:32 PN 

Subject: Re: help? 

Dear professor Elliott: 
I’m so excited to hear from you Just last year I bought a copy of your ’White Coat, 
Black Hat’ book for my wife (who is a nurse practitioner) I’m a great admirer And the 
f~ct that your nephew is in Histo~3 ~t Ann Arbor--goodness, the links are multiplying 
My PhD is from the same fine school, a place so great that it opened opportunities for 
me that I probably had no right to expect 

On your question, I have mixed results to report Some here are quite supportive 
(though they tend to stay on the quiet side, frankly) Others are, to my great surprise, 
quite hostile I sincerely believe that most faculty support Mm~ and me, but the most 
vociferous people on our campus tend to be huge supporters of the athletic program 
and of the "student-athletes" (who, they claim, are being unfaMy maligned and "deeply 
damaged" by eve~’y public word Ma~?¢ and I utter) On the national scene, by contrast, 
we are clearly winning the PR battle at this point People who do not bleed Carolina 
blue are instinctively able to see the underlying truths of the issues that Ma~’y 
(especially) has highlighted 

Wh~t this would mean for your situation is, of course, awfully hard to predict But if 

we can join forces to make the point that universities too often hide ugly truths, rd be 
delighted If you’d like to talk by phone, please let me know Maybe we could help you 
even as you help us; or one could help the other without much payoff on the other side 
If truth is se~ed, that would be enough for me -Jay Smith 

On 3/30/14 7:27 PM, Carl Elliott wrote: 

Dr Smitb, 

I teach bioetldcs at the University of Minnesota, but I grew up iust south of 
Charlotte and went to college at Davidson 

I’ve been 



following thc acadcmic fraud scandal at UNC, and I admirc you m~d Mar? 
Willingham for spcaking out 

I am in a somewhat similar position here at Minnesota. although the issue here is 
medical research abuse I wondered: are your faculty colleagues supporting you 
and Ma~3" Willingham? Also. is there an,,~thing I can do to help? I am not sure 
what that would be, but I’d bc morc than happy to pitch in 

Carl Elliott 

Ccntcr for Bioctbics 
University of Mim~csota 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Saturday,             6:3 1 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Microhistory question 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I have found some great sources[ But, I’m confused about footnotes. You say in the rubric that we should use 

them, and I am wondering, to what extent? Pretty much all of my information, as it is history, is from sources, 

Mostly newspaper articles. I have many, many short articles that I am piecing together. I plan on listing them 

in the "sources cited" section, I know in science/other research papers we typically cite all information that is 

not common knowledge, Should I only pick a few things to do footnotes for, or should I make footnotes for 

everything that I am getting from sources? (That would be a ton of footnotes,,) 

I guess what I am asking is, what is the qualification for something needing a footnote? 

Thank you ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Shelton Reed }yahoo corn> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 8:25 PM 

Levine, Madeline G <mgl@unc edu>; Hunt, Michael H <MHHLrNT@Iive unc edu>; 
Watson, Harry L <hwatson@email unc edu>; John Powell <john@icp corn>; Allan 
Parnell }gmail corn>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Fwd: Could be worse 

A note from one of my favorite alumna, below (She’s the public-relations professional I quoted in one of my 
rants) When I urged her to speak up herself, she said she’ll write the chancellor I told her exactly what the 
reply will be and said that when she gets it, she should write the N&O The public needs to know that it’s not 
just us pointy-heads who are annoyed and disgusted I know many alumni share our feelings, and I shouldn’t 
have to read PackPride and The Devils Den to hear from them 
John 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

The statement from retired faculty is terrific Thank you for being a pa~ of it This really is about 
exploitation and neglect And once again my point is that GOOD public relations professionals 
insist first on the TRUTH and understand that "spin" without truth is the worst option The parade 
of sma~ athletes at the recent board meeting was beyond embarrassing and, as the N and O pointed 
out, missed the point completely The faculty members who should be the angriest are the 
legitimate scholars in African and Af/Am studies who will be forever devalued They should be 
first in line to find the truth and guarantee that their classes and degrees require real effort and have 
real value 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~yahoo corn> 

Sunday,             4:49 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Rest assure, you are in a good place NCSU is bluffing 

ScreenHunter 45 j pg 

What’s up Jay? 

Forgive me, I send tons of angry emails daily and maybe I have said this to you before. 

I listened to you Sirius/XM Radio show in mama’s Honda Odyssey....Bob Edwards. 

You said you had 1 player and 1 player in your French History classes in all your 
23 years at UNC. 

PackPride members want to hear this radio episode. They ain’t smart enough to obtain the radio file. 

The best soft~vare to buy to record online video/audio is Audials One. You can record any video from 
Netflix or any other website. 

Just wanted you to know. NC State people ain’t all that smart. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Sunday,             5:00 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Question about my Microhisto~ay 

Hi Professor Smith[ 

I hope your weekend is going well. I have a question about my paper. The case of John and Lavinia Fisher and 

especially the odd circumstances surrounding their execution has become a sor~ of legend. However, I am 

having a lot of trouble getting my hands on primary documents from the days before, during and after their 

executions. It seems as though everyone knows what happened, just not who told them. I checked out a 

book about the incident from Davis and have an incident analysis being shipped to me this week. Do you have 

any suggestions on where to obtain archival information? 

Thank you ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

MalN Willingham <         ~gmail corn> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 10:31 PM 

John Powell <            ~gmail corn> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Keep fighting the good fight 

Thanks John The truth is in the transcripts, maybe Wainstein will actually take a look MalN 

On Sun, Apr 6, 2014 at 10:22 PM, John Powell <            ?2~gmai! corn> wrote: 
I have no idea if the 6+ I having been in 69 "paper" classes is correct (I assume it is) nor if it’s legal for you 
to put it out there 
What I do know is that the situation needs more, not less, information like this out 
It would be good to know if the 69 classes were all while they were active scholarship athletes or if some 
were taken afte~vards as they "worked" to complete their "degrees" 
That is, did they se~-e eligibility or padding our highly touted          graduation stats? 
In any event, if you ever need a legal defense fund, please let me be an early donor 
John Powell UNC BA ’77 

Ma~?¢ Willingham 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

b~live unc edu> 

Sunday,             I I: 16 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

recitation 

Hi Jay, 
It has been brought to my attention that 
recitation that Friday? 

is a school holiday. What should we do about 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adam Gold<         ~icloud com> 
Monday, Ap61 7, 2014 12:12 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Bradley 

Think Iha/will work wdh Mr B¢lhcl? :) 

I’m a lmge supporter of wlmt you and Mmy are dohlg, you know flint Tlmt was quite a bombsbell legat~ling tbe 

The wolves -- on both sides -- at~ ravenous Lol 

Hope all is well 

Admn Gold, Host 
The FanfESPN Radio 
Raleigh, NC 27614 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail corn> 

Monday,             9:02 AM 

~gmail com> 

Order of the Old Well: 4 days to Recognize Unsung Heroes on Campus 

Hello, 

There are only four days left to nominate an unsung hero on campus for induction into the Order of the Old Well! 

The Order of the Old Well was formed in 1949 by a group of students and faculty members under the guidance of Dr. Ernest 
L. Mackie, Dean of Awards. The organization honors students who have demonstrated exemplary, unrecognized 
service to the university either independently or through an organization. Typically, these pelsons have sewed in a 
generous capacity and displayed a willingness to perform functions that do not offer recognition. Nomination guidelines 
stipulate that candidates for membership should not have been previously honored for their sendce by another campus 
organization and should not be nominated based on service in highly public or well recognized leadership positions. 

Eligible candidates include: 

¯ Undergraduates in their Junior or Senior year 

¯ Graduate students 

¯ Faculty membels 

¯ University staff 

To nominate a tarheel who has demonstrated outstanding service to the university, you can access the nomination form 
directly per#... Please note that all nominees will be contacted to sign up for an optional 15-minute interview, in honor of the 
original selection process. 

The nomination process will close Friday, at 5:00pm, and self-nominations are welcome. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jaysmith@email unc edu 

Monday,             9:59 AM 

this week’s reading 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

Hello--I just wanted to point out that a week or so ago I uploaded a new version of our syllabus in which the 
reading assignment for Montesquieu’s Persian Letters is specified (and where a link to the docs is provided) 
So just in case you’re using a printed out version of the syllabus, please do go back to Sakai to see the new 

version so you can prepare for the reading later in the week 

The text, one of my favorites, was written in 1721 by one of the towering figures of the Enlightenment, the 
baron de Montesquieu The Persian Letters are sometimes taken to be the first real publication of the "French 
Enlightenment," and you’ll see that it has an irreverent attitude that would come to be associated with the 
Enlightenment The "Letters" are puq~orted to be written by two Persian travelers who came to France in the 
twilight years of Louis XIV’s reign I’ll send out a few study questions for you by the end of the day tomorrow 

Also--be reminded that your second papers are due tomorrow Thanks -JS 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIST site 
To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: HIsr 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jaysmitb@email unc edu 

Monday              10:08 AM 

context etc 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

Hello--you will have noticed by now, of course, that I replaced tomorrow’s reading assignment (deferred until 
Thursday) with a discussion about "context" Here’s what I’d like us to do I will share with you a little of my 
thinking/decision-making about the contexts I highlighted in the Monsters book; then I’d like for some of you 
(even many or all, if we have time) to share your concerns about how you’ll properly "contextualize" the event 
you’ve chosen for your microhistories 

So come to class with at least few ill-formed thoughts you’d like to share and/or get some feedback on 
Formulate them as questions for the class And we’ll see if we can help you think it through 

OK? OK 

This fo~-arded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIS~I site 
To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: H18! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Monday,             I 1:42 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Spring Graduate Courses 

Dear Dr. Smith, 

Will you be offering a graduate seminar on early modern Europe during the Spring semester? I am trying to 

plan classes for the upcoming year, and knowing what classes will be available would help me. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael H Hunt <mhhunt@live unc edu> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 12:22 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
DTH on statement 

Thanks for file link. Jay I’nl always worried when I lalk to a DTH 
reporter -- and we talked a hing time (creating lots of opportuni~" for 
misunderstanding) Prompl¢d by your link, I road wilh fcar and 
trembling But I thougbt       did a good job in grasping fire issues 
and talking to a range of sig~iatories 

I’ve just thatlked hint mtd tried to einphasize how big a stray rite scmtdnl 
bas become, fires I bope puslfing fire DTH to give it some serious, 
hffonned attention The DTH lms been slow so far in gvaspmg 
importance o f somclhing fighl ~mdcr ils nose 

On 04/{)7/2014 I 1:44 AM. Jay Smilh wrote: 
> A reasonably good article: 

> hiave-34502474-74671814 I aS0d784e5 f6169e 1529d 199d6567608@listser~- mic edu 

MAchael H Hunt 
Evcrol/H Emerson Professor Em¢filus 
Department of Histot5 -- CB # 3195 
The Ulm-eisily of North Carolitm, Clmpel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
Tel: 919-929-2274: Fax: 919-962-1403 

Recent books: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 
Monday,             3:55 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: mailboxes 

You wofft find al~ tNng in fllem today" I’ve graded all but two, but 
going to wait m~til tomorrow AM to figrues out how to grade fltese two. 
bccaus¢ Ihc idiols Iosl Ihcir original papers and jusl rewrote a 
paragraph of flleir own chooshtg rm even going to go have to look up 
Ihcir grades Cmnin3 

Bul 1’11 lisl here the gmdcs oflh¢ ones l’vc graded, mostly 
students but perlmps 1-2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail corn> 

Monday,             8:33 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: GRADES 

They’re mine I forgot to put them in after break I’ll do it tomorrow or Wednesday; just really don’t have time 
today Going crazy with grading and finishing my conference paper 

I’m thinking of skipping my Duke class tomorrow If someone were auditing your class, would you be pissed if, 
over the course of a semester, they ended up missing two classes? 

On Mon,            at 3:43 PM, Jay Smith <ja5 mitl~@e~n~ail ~l~nc edu> wrote: 
Actually, Sakai doesn’t have the grades Can you please tell me what and 
got on their first papers? Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday,             8:41 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

More fire 

Aflfle~e advocate group files civil coinplahlt against UNC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jaysmith@email unc edu 

Tuesday.            6:14 AM 

IMPORTANT REMINDER 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

Actually, not a reminder but a request Please bring your Monsters of the G~vaudan books with you to class 
today I want to demonstrate a thing or two, and it will be easier for me if you have the book with you If you 
used a librat2¢ copy, don’t fret I’m sure a neighbor will share 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIS] site 
To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: t.i5~1 ~_.[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Powell <            ~gmail corn> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 8:48 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

a suggestion 

rather than calling the institution dishonorable, etc, call the practices 
it’s more accurate and you avoid accusations of tarring people who had nothing to do with it 

John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,            0:08 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

FW: Essay 

Subject: Essay 

Due to a few unforeseen events out of my control, I will not be able to turn in my essay today. I tried 
my best, staying up all night in the library, but I couldn’t do it. Would I be able to turn in this essay 
Thursday? bAnd what consequences would follow? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Shelton Reed < ~yahoo corn> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 10:45 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: No, no, no 

Found your comment For some reason, it was down the page and off my screen Had to scroll down 

From my iPad, which explains all errors 
The best address for me is 

On Apt 8, 2014, at 2:51 AM, Jay Smith <~tays~i~b ;2:em~il u~nc ed’l> wrote: 

John--Don’t know how that happened My sent mail shows a one-word message: Yikes! In response 
to the                 news -Jay 
On 4/8/14 1:07 AM, John Shelton Reed wrote: 

I got tbis fl-om you, but it seems to be blank Did I leave you speechless? 
Jihn 

From my iPad, which explains all errors 
The best address for me is iv:,hn:shcltc,n~7~da ~ mit edu 

On Apt 7, 2014, at 8:21 PM, Jay Smith <£~x’smilh@*emai] ut~c edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Powell            ~gmail corn> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 11:35 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: a suggestion 

he’s got good points and an unwillingness to face some things that need facing 

for example, on grade inflation he’s willing to ask "if pretty much eve~?~one gets an A, what does an A mean?" 
but hasn’t gotten around to "if pretty much eve~’y non-athlete gets an A, what do the C’s we give athletes 
mean?" 

but, more to the point here, and I keep t~?~ing to say it and have it heard: allowing this whole thing to go 
unresolved and whatever progress we’re making on resolution we are making to go undisclosed is causing real 
damage to the community civility is being lost as is perspective it’s ve~ay sad 

On Tue, Apr 8, 2014 at 9:39 AM, Jay Smith 5ia smi0t ?sie~)ai[ u~tc edu> wrote: 
Good point I hope to refrain from tweeting in general, but      burrows under my skin like no other 

On 4/8/14 8:47 AM, John Powell wrote: 

rather than calling the inshtution dishonorable, etc, call the practices 
it’s more accurate and you avoid accusations of tarring people who had nothing to do with it 

can~ on 
John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jaysmitb@email unc edu 

Tuesday,            12:17 PM 

Montesquieu questions 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

OK, here are a few questions to guide your reading of Montesquieu’s Persian Letters (those letters assigned to 
you--remember to check the uploaded new syllabus (Specific Tip: In letter 24, there are obscure references to 
religious controversies The ’Constitution’ referred to was a papal decree that outlawed a certain set of beliefs 
associated with Catholics who called themselves Jansenists; the ’invisible’ enemies refe~+ed to are--I’m 
reasonably sure--Protestants) 

I Compare Montesquieu’s commentary on French/l~uropean mores with that of Montaigne Who was more 
critical? What strategies did each use to launch his c~iticisms? 

2 Who took the bigger risk in publishing his text, Montaigne or Montesquieu? 

3 What images of women are conveyed in these Letters? Courtiers? Louis XIV himself? 

4 Explain the moral of the Troglodytes tale Why did Montesquieu include this odd little stotaj in his text? 

This fo~-arded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIST site 
To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: HISf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,            3:07 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

oft’-campus fellowship 

Hi ]ay, 
I just checked my status online and it says "depar[ment nominated" which I assume means I have 
been nominated. No other news, though... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,            3:11 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

paper 

HIST Final Project Ist Paper docx 

My printer won’t print my paper for some reason. Never had this problem before. I’m attaching here. Sorry for 

inconvenience. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday,            3:55 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: off-campus fellowship 

Oh, thanks, Jay. So it does say that I’ve been nominated, but I don’t know if that means for the 
Lurcy, or the off-campus semester thing, or both. 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:21 PM 

TO: 

Subject: Re: off campus fellowship 

On 

-before the end of the day I’ll try to catch up with 
3:07 PM,                    wrote: 

and give you and update. 

Hi Jay, 

I just checked my status online and it says "department nominated" which I assume 
means I have been nominated. No other news, though... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,            9: I 0 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Class 

DearProfessorSmith, 

Sorry I missed class today; 

I was also wondering if I could turn in the summary paper on Thursday; it’s been a weird last 

few days and I think I need to take things slowly. I hope you understand. 

See you Thursday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Shelton Reed <johnshelton@alum mit edu> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 12:44 PM 

John Reed <johnshelton@alum mit edu> 

Fw: Thoughts on the "absent faculty" 

Screeds doc 

Folks, 
AndyPerrin sent a note to RuelTyson, Jane Brown, andme, witha copy of a le~erfromSteveLeonard critical 

ofthe statement we signed recently. With his permission I’m pasNng it along. It’s below my reply to him. 
John 

..... Forwarded Messag~ ..... 
From: John Shelton Reed ¯ @yahoo.corn> 
To: Andrew Perrin <andrew_perrin@unc.edu>; "Brown, Jane Delano" <jane_brown@unc.edu>; Ruel W. Tyson 
<tyson@email.unc.edu>; Vin Steponaitis <vps@email.unc.edu>; Kevin M Guskiewicz <gus@email.unc.edu>; 
"Strom-gottfried, Kim" <stromgot@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 9, 2014 9:33 AM 
Subject: Re: Thoughts on the "absent faculty" 

I will copy your letter and Steve’s comments to a number of people who shm-e my views, but, look, 
we’ve disagreed all along about this and, as you said, it seems unlikely- that we ever will agree. In our 
earlier correspondence I laid out my reasons for thinking that the faculty- should be more aggressive 
about seeking answers to some serious questions. I’ve compiled my side of that correspondence, and it’s 

attached to this note. Feel free to pass it on to Steve and anyone else who might be interested. The gist of 
it is that UNC is giving a very good impression of an institution that is dodging and weaving and waiting 
for things to blow over. That perception may not be accurate, but it’s undeniably- widespread. 

That was my original point. Unfortunately-, I’ve become convinced that many of my friends mid former 
colleagues, with the best of intentions, are doing something very much along that line. l hate to quote 

the PackPride bulletin board, but an NCSU friend sent me a link to a deadly paraphrase of what I keep 
hearing: "We don’t know what happened or why it happened, but we’re taking steps to make sure it 
doesn’t happen again." I don’t think that line is going to work, mid we ought to dig up what there is to be 
dug up before someone who hates us does it. 

I’m sorry we disagree. I know you want only- the best for UNC. Please believe that I do, too. 
John 

From: Andrew Perdn <andrew_perdn@unc.edu> 
To: "Brown, Jane Delano" <jane_brown@unc.edu> @yahoo.corn; Ruel W. Tyson 
<tyson@email.unc.edu>; Vin Steponaitis <vps@email.unc.edu>; Kevin M Guskiewicz 
<gus@email.unc.edu>; "Strom-gottfried, Kim" <stromgot@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 9, 2014 7:31 AM 
Subject: Thoughts on the "absent faculty" 

Dear Jane, John, and Ruel, 

I am writing the three of you because I know you the best of the 
signatories to the retired faculty letter. I have the greatest respect 
for all three of you as scholars and leaders, but I must disagree with 
you on this matter. Please feel free to distribute this to the rest of 
the group as you like. 

As you already know, I believe the letter was both inaccurate and 
disingenuous, and unfair to the many of us actively involved and 
donating countless hours to cleaning up the mess. But that’s neither 
here nor there. 



I wanted to pass along (with his permission) the following thoughts from 
Steve Leonard, a true faculty patriot who serves on the Faculty Assembly 
Delegation and will be the chair of the system-wide Faculty Assembly 
beginning in July. His comments are below. 

Best wishes, 
Andy Perrin 

This was very, very poor strategic thinking by our colleagues. The 
faculty are already under attack on every front: it doesn’t help if we 
are attacking each other. (I cannot figure out why didn’t they keep this 
"in the family" and give us a chance to make some headway given all of 
the fronts on which we have to do battle). 

We have certainly been complicit-by-neglect, but I seriously doubt that 
our retired colleagues have been ripping off letters to legislators, and 
I haven’t seen many op-eds from them lamenting the systematic 
evisceration of public education (k-12 and higher), or tax cuts to the 
wealthy and increasing tax burdens for the rest of us. It is indeed 
"nobler, and less trouble" for them to try to tutor us than doing their 
part. 

Here’s the problem for "The Flagship in the System": when legislators 
and the Board of Governors and administrators see faculty at Chapel Hill 
accusing faculty at Chapel Hill of bad faith and ineptitude, or failing 
to do their due diligence, there is no way in hell they are going to 
take seriously efforts to strengthen faculty governance at our sister 
institutions. And we are now seeing this in emboldened administrations 
at ECSU, and now at WSSU, and maybe at ECU, who are simply ignoring 
faculty participation in program prioritization, consolidation, and 
termination. 

The point is that if we don’t do it right at UNCCH, everybody suffers. 

I have the greatest respect for many of the signatories -- they have 
been role models for me and many others -- but this was stunningly 
disappointing. The athletics scandal at Chapel Hill may feel like it is 
a big deal to those who love the institution, but it is little more than 
a side-show distraction in the grand scheme of current events. 

Most importantly, I think it suggests a rather ungenerous interpretation 
of how our colleagues on campus have been dealing with this issue. 
Everyone despises what has happened. Most of us want the best for 
Carolina. But just because most of us don’t publicly air our dirty 
laundry doesn’t mean we aren’t aware of the stench. 

Andrew J Perrin - Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology 
Candidate for Faculty Chair 



Check out my new book http if bit 
Director, Carolina Seminars 
UNC-Chapel Hill - andrew~oerrin@~nc.edu - http:ffpe[rin socsci.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Wednesday,             4:51 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: Paper 2 Turn in 

Oh. (sigh) OK. Thanks. 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:35 PM 

TO 

Subject: Re: Paper 2 Turn in 

will only say "she should be hearing something from the grad school soon, though I’m 
not privy to their ways." Rather mysterious. Anyway, just sit tight. -.lay 
On       4:25 PM,                    wrote: 

No, not yet, 

I missed this email yesterday. Has the paper been turned in at this point? 
On      4:11 PM,                 wrote: 

I know that this paper is late, but how would I go about turning it before it is no 

longer accepted? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 5:05 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: review committee 

Adam--can you t~lmlld lne of the hour of the fldl profs’ meeting with file review conmfi~ee toinorrow? 

Jay 

(Mobile) 
919962-1403 (Fax) 



Hi Joh n! Your long, patient attempt to penetrate the skull of the powe rs-that-be (or at lea st those fancy they are) is impressive But your inability to 
get thru is even more impressive one more dispriting piece of evidence in an episode full of sad moments. Perrin is not thinking as a sociologist 
or anything else when he ~3 mplains about the retirees going public How does one begin to explain if he doesn’t get it at this point? 

My cu trent hypothesis (really hunch) is that the BOT have set the line for Folt a nd Dea n to tow But who in the wo rid makes up the BOT? Ra ms 
Club members? 

Thanks for sharing this Best .. Michael 

On 04/09/2014 12:43 PM, John 8helton Reed wrote 

..... Forwarded Message ..... 

From: John Shelton Reec                 :~ ~ ~,~ 
to:AndreW Pernn a i .~ erri dii> Brown Jane Delano ine br~ t’,~;ne r~il>; RuelW Tyson ii r ~ > Vin Steponaiti£ 

DearJane, John, and Ruel, 

I a m writing the three of yo u beca use I know you the best of the 
signatories to the retired faculty letler I have the greatest respect 
for all three of you as scholars and leaders, but I must disagree with 
you on this matter Please feel free to distribute this to the rest of 
the group as you like 

As you already know, I believe the letler was both inaccurate and 
disingenuous and unfair to the many of us actively involved and 
donating countless hours to cleaning up the mess. But that’s neither 

I wanted to pass along (with his permission) the following thoughts from 
Steve Leonard, a true faculty patriot who ser~es on the Faculty Assembly 

Delegation and will be the chair of the system wide Faculb! Assembly 
beginning in July His comments are below 

Andy Perrin 



Thiswasvery, verypoer strategicthinking byeur colleagues The 
faculb/are alleady under a~ack on evel¥ front: it doesn’t help if we 

are attacking each other (I cannot figure out why didn’t they keep this 
"in the family" and give us a chan~ to make some headway given all of 

the fronts on which we have to do basle) 

We have certainly been complicit by neglect, bu~ I seriously doub~ that 
our retired colleagues have been ripping off letlers to legislators and 
I haven’t seen many op-eds from them lamenting the systematic 

evisceratio n of public education (k 12 and higher), or tax cuts to the 
wealthy and increasing tax burdens for the rest of us It is indeed 
"nobler, and less trou hie" fo r them to tl¥ to tutor us than doing their 
part 

Here’s the problem for "The Flagship in the System": when legislators 
and the Board of Governors and administrators see faculty at Chapel Hill 
accusing faculty at Chapel Hill of bad faith and ine p~it ude, or failing 
to de their due diligence, there is no way in hell they are going to 
take seriously effods to strengthen faculty governance at our sister 
institutions. And we are now seeing this in emboldened ad ministrations 
at ECSU, and new at WSSU and maybe at ECU, who are simply ignoring 
faculb/pa r~icipation in program prioritization, consolidation, and 

The poin~ is that if we don’~ do i~ righ~ at U NCCH, everybody suffers 

I have ~he gleatest respect for many of the signatories ~hey have 
been role models for me and many others .. but this was stunningly 
disappointing The athletics scandal at Chapel Hill may feel like it is 
a big deal to those who love the institution, but it is li~le more than 
a side-show distraction in the grand scheme of current events 

Most importantly, I think it suggests a rather ungenerous interpretation 
of how our colleagues on campus have been dealing with this issue 
Everyone despises what has happened Most of us want the best for 

Carolina But just because most of us don’t publicly air our dirty 
laundry doesn’t mean we aren’~ aware of the stench. 

Andrew J Perrin Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jaysmith@email unc edu 

Wednesday 

Montesquieu 

7:31 PM 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

In the chaotic denouement of class yesterday, I also forgot to say a word about Montesquieu and the Persian 
Letters (the study questions for which I sent out yesterday) 

Montesquieu, who was a judge in a high law court in Bordeaux, was an early participant in the new literary 
culture that grew up in the wake of Louis XIV’s death in 1715 (Montesquieu first traveled to Paris in 1709, and 
became a frequent visitor) He would eventually go on to be best known for his magisterial Spirit of the Laws 
(1748), which was--among other things--a stinging indictment of royal despotism, and a commentary on the 
meanings of honor, virtue, and fear (typical of despotism ) He first rose to fame, though, as the author of the 
Persian Letters ( 1721), a fictional travelogue involving two Persian travalers, Usbek and Rica Already, though, 
the reader can see Montesquieu’s concern for the political and social problems generated by "despotism" 

This fo~-arded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIS~I ’ site 
To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: HIS~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail corn> 

Wednesday,             9:40 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: paper 

Paper docx 

Here she is I highlight one sentence in red (thesis statement paragraph), cause I’m wondering ifI need to say 
one more thing before getting into the body of the paper Also, I need one more sentence in the conclusion I left 
this off cause I’m wondering how far I should take this I say that the arguments brought in Dupleix’s t~ials are 
echoed later at the time of the Company’s dissolution Do I take this further and say that the points brought up 
here are also suggestive of later arguments about the crown’s inability to regulate itself (the opacity of its in 
finances, the incompetence of its ministers) on the eve of the Rev Not sure there is an explicit connection, but 
the later claims definitely recall points brought up in the Dupleix affair? Also enough background for an 
unfamiliar audience? 

Best, 

On Wed, 
yeah 

On 

at 4:58 PM, Jay Smith <j~y24~e~n~ai[ u’~;: ed;.:> wrote: 

4:57 PM. wrote: 

Ok, I’m still working on this stupid paper, but will have it done tonight Will you still be able to 
read it before Friday if I do that? It’s 12 pages Ugh, writing takes far longer than it should 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~liveuncedu> 

Wednesday,              11:33 PM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

RE:Microhistory 

That sounds great. What time are you free to meet? 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday~ 9:15 PM 

TO 

Subject: Re: Microhistory 

On 

-why don’t we meet to talk about it? Do you feel like having a coffee at the Daily Grind? My treat! -JS 

Hi, Professor Smith. I feel as if I’m over-thinking this microhistory project. Are we pretty much 
recounting the incidents that happened, and then putting our own contexts into the story to try 

and piece the story together? I’m just a little confused and I want to make sure I end up doing on 
this last project. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cynthia Radding <radding@email unc edu> 

Thursday, I 0:00 A M 

~live unc edu> 
~live unc edu> 

~email unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Geor~es Lurcy Off-Campus Dissertation Research Fellowship Award Notice for 

On 9:52 AM, wrote: 

Dear 

Congratulations! 

The Graduate School is pleased to award you the Georges kurc¥ Off Campus Dissertation Research 
Fellowship for 

Please see the attached award letter and return the signed acceptance form to by 

Best regards, 

Dear 
Congratulations! 

Cynthia Radding 
Gussenhoven Distinguished Professor 
Director of Graduate Studies 
Department of History 
Campus Box 3195 
The University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 3195 
919 962 5057 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail corn> 

Thursday,               I I:0l AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: paper 

I’m parking right now Should be there in 5 rains 

On 9:40 AM, 

Yeah we’re all set It deals a lot more with the implications of the commercial age than the dollar and cents 
aspect But I think it’ll work 

On 730 AM, Jay Smtth ~[~.’_~2.~ti___t)a &)c~l~ai[ t_ ~!!~_~d2,1> wrote: 
-I’11 get to this by tonight I~ve~Tthing good to go with the lecture? 

On 9:39 PM, wrote: 

Jay, 

Here she is I highlight one sentence in red (thesis statement paragraph), cause I’m wondering 
if I need to say one more thing before getting into the body of the paper Also, I need one more 
sentence in the conclusion I left this off cause I’m wondering how far I should take this I say 
that the arguments brought in Dupleix’s trials are echoed later at the time of the Company’s 
dissolution Do I take this further and say that the points brought up here are also suggestive of 
later arguments about the crown’s inability to regulate itself (the opacity of its in finances, the 
incompetence of its ministers) on the eve of the Rev Not sure there is an explicit connection, 
but the later claims definitely recall points brought up in the Dupleix affair? Also enough 
background for an unt:amiliar audience? 

Best, 

On Wed, 
yeah 

at 4:58 PM, Jay Smith <~L~yst~’,il2~i~)j?~i],~!~]~ %[~.~> wrote: 

On 4:57 PM, wrote: 

Ok, I’m still working on this stupid paper, but will have it done tonight Will 
you still be able to read it before Friday if I do that? It’s 12 pages Ugh, writing 
takes far longer than it should 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones, Joy Mann <joyjones@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               II :55 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

#3 Comp Exam - 

Good Morning Jay: 

has requested to take his #3 Comp Exam on the topic of 

the exam to me so that I can have it ready to email to him that morning. 

Thanks, 
Joy 

Joy Mann Jones 
Graduate Coordinator 
UNC CH Department of History 
Campus Box 3195 
557 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-9823 office 

919 962 1403 fax 

]ov]ones(a email.unc.edu 

on Please send 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~liveuncedu> 

Thursday,               12:54 PM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

RE:Microhistory 

Actually would it be ok ifI stayed after class today? 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesda¥~              9:15:37 PM 

Subiect: Re: Microhistory 

On 

-why don’t we meet to talk about it? Do you feel like having a coffee at the Daily Grind? My treat! -JS 
8:43 PM,                wrote: 

Hi, Professor Smith. I feel as if I’m over-thinking this microhistory project. Are we pretty much 

recounting the incidents that happened, and then putting our own contexts into the story to try 

and piece the story together? I’m just a little confused and I want to make sure I end up doing on 
this last project. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Thursday, 12:54 PM 

:bemail unc edu>; 
~email unc edu>; 

<j aysmith@email unc edu>; 

Prospectus Defense 

~email unc edu>; Smith, Jay M 
~unc edu> 

After hearing back from you, it seems 

at 3 pm? 

works for all of our schedules. May I suggest to set a defense then for 



On reflection, I wonder how many of those who signed the faculty letter made private overtures to South Bldg John certainly did Madeline’s open 
letter was proceeded by private mi~ives I’ve seen Jay’s attempt to engage behind the scenes, I had my back and forth with Dean after he 
denounced Mary W 

The picture that is beginning to emerge is of leaders so afraid of having an open discussion that they prefer to engage in a very time consuming 
and ultimately unpersuasive attempt to convince doubters one by one out of sight Is it the little Dutch boy strategy or maybe more like the fire 
fighter who beats out flames in place only to have them pop up somewhere else? This fear of faculty democracy or even of an unthrottled faculty 
what the current governance system has produced Or is it the other way round? The longer this goes on, the less I like what I see 

On 04/09/2014 0246 PM, Michael H Hunt wrote 

Hi, John! Your long, patient attempt to penetrate the skull of the powers-that-be (or at least those fancy they are) is impressive But your inability to 
get thru is even more impressive one more dispriting piece of evidence in an episode full of sad moments. Perrin is not thinking as a sociologist 
or anything else when he complains about the retirees going public How does one begin to explain if he doesn’t get it at this point’~ 

My current hypothesis (really hunch) is that the BeT have sot the line for Felt and Dean to tow But who in the world makes up the BeT? Rams 
Club members? 

Thanks for sharing this Best -- Michael 

On 04/09/2014 1243 PM, John Shelton Reed wrote 

Dear Jane, John, and Ruel, 

I am writing the three of you because I knew you ~he bes~ of the 
signatories to the retired faculty letter I have the greatest respect 
for all three of you as scholars and leaders, bu~ I m ust disagree wi~h 
you on this matter Please feel free to distribute this to the rest of 
the group as you like 

As you already know, I believe the letter was both inaccurate and 
disingenuous, and unfair ~o ~he many of us actively involved and 
donating countless hours to cleaning up the mess But that’s neither 



I wanted to pass along (with his permission) the following thoughts from 
Steve Leonard, a true faculty patriot who se~ves on the Faculty Assembly 
Delegation and will be the chair ol the system wide Faculty Assembly 
beginning in July His comments are below 

Andy Perrin 

This wa s very, very poor strategic thinking by our colleagues The 
faculty are already under attack on every front: i~ doesn’~ help if we 
are attacking each other (I cannot figure out why didn’t they keep this 
"in the family" and give us a chance ~o make some headway given all of 
the fronts on which we have to do battle) 

We have certainly been co mplici~ by neglect, but I seriously doubt tha~ 
our retired colleagues have been ripping off letters to legislators, and 
I haven’t seen many op eds from them lamenting ~he systematic 
evisceration of public education (k-I 2 and higher), or tax cuts to the 
wealthy and increasing ~ax burdens for the res~ of us It is indeed 
"nobler, and less trouble" for them to try to tutor us than doing their 
part 

Here’s the problem for "The Flagship in the System": when legislators 
and the Board of Governors and administrators see faculty at Chapel Hill 
accusing faculty at Chapel Hill of bad faith and ineptitude, or failing 
to do their due diligence, there is no way in hell they are going to 
take seriously efforts to strengthen faculty governance at our sister 
institutions And we are now seeing this in emboldened administrations 
at ECSU, and now at WSSU, and maybe at ECU, who are simply ignoring 
faculty participation in program prioritization, consolidation, and 
termination. 

The point is that if we don’t do it right at UNCCH, everybody suffers. 

I have the greatest respect for many of the signatories -- they have 
been role models for me and many o~hers bu~ this was s~unningly 
disappointing The athletics scandal at Chapel Hill may feel like it is 
a big deal to ~hose who love the ins~it u~ion, bu~ i[ is little more than 
a side-show distraction in the grand scheme of current events 

Most importantly, I think it suggests a rather ungenerous interpretation 
of how our colleagues on campus have been dealing with this i~ue 
Everyone despises what has happened Most of us want the best for 
Carolina. But just because most of us don’t publicly air our dirty 
laundry doesn’t mean we aren’t aware of the stench 

Andrew J Perrin Profe~or and Associate Chair of Sociology 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Silvia Tom~gkovit <tomas@unc edu> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 2:05 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu>; Willingham MatT 
~gmail com> 

Re: [thearg] retired faculty 

I wish to correct you as a historian! (it feels veU good) The people who signed tli¢ letter are not all former ARG members, tli¢y are 
file season wliy ARG was created[ ARG split off from the earlier athletics group because file discussion was going nowhese (slot to 
mention Ih¢ lawyers lurking around Ili¢ edges) 

Silvia Tom<<lgkovfi. PhD 
Associate Professor 
Director of Graduate Studies 

301 Ahtmni Bldg 
CB #3115 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Chal~[ Hill, NC 27599-3115 
Ph 919-962 -3908 
tomas@unc edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-Chapel Hill Deparhnent of Histo~3 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 2:27 PM 

Tenure-line Histot3 FAculU <histoo’-tenure-line@listserv unc edu> 

From the Chair: European Scholarly Links 

lrom: Evclync ilubcr [chubcr@ad.talc cdu] 

Scm lhursday, April 10, 2014 8:42 AM 

To CASdpt e~ DDD 

Subject lwd IW Europc~m schol~rly lmA~s 

Rcccm Et~opc rclcwml facttl/3 honors, lcadcrslvp posilions, research 

John 
John D Slcphcns 
I enski I~ otbssor of Political Science and Sociology 
Director, Ccnlcr for Et~opc~m Sludics, E~tropcan Union Ccnlcr of 
12xccllcncc, lrmas Allantic Masters Progrmn 
University of North Cm olina 
Chapel lhll, NC 27599 3449 

You are currently subscribed to lristoo’-tenure-line as: l~’~ ,l,mh ~ entail 
To unsubscribe click here: t,mm ’~i~s ~mc edl~?u?id 71743153 d24fSd213b2976c35 f~ 30 ! b=23aT=22~!&n 

(It may be necessary" to cut and paste the above URL if~he line is broken) 
or send a blm~k email to lea~ e-34~26070-~’17~ 153 d24fSd213b2976c35f7301 bc23c7c22 b(,~@stser 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Silvia Tom~.gkovti <tomas@unc edu> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 3:32 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu>; Willingham MatT 
~gmail com> 

Re: [thearg] retired faculty 

Since I do not follow tn~ eets I looked lfis up ollOlle - to see what mmoys Jay - and the gray does it at 3:48ain! ! ! ! ! 

On Apr 10, 2014. at 3:10 PM. Jay Snhih <jaysmdh@cmail unc edu> wrote: 

> By the wa?, does ml? one else find And? Pemn’s campaigmng slightl? unseeml? ? I get a liltle lmuseous reading his ~,veet s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,              3:35 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Interview Request with WCHL 979 FM Chapel Hill 

Hi Dr Smith, 

My name is                and I’m a reporter for WCHUs radio program, Carolina Connection. I am currently 

working on a story that is looking at some of the procedural changes to the UNC Honor Court following the 

faculty council meeting            I noticed you wrote a letter several years ago expressing your frustrations 

with the lengthy process, Would you be willing to meet with me next week to discuss your feelings on the 

system and what some of the proposed will do for the honor system? 

Thank you for your time and feel free to reach back out to me with any questions you may have! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 
Thursday,              4:40 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday 

Please put me down to present on Thursday, Thank you. 

Besb 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Powell <            ~gmail corn> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 7:15 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Bradley Bethel 

I don’t want to encourage any more back and forth between the two of you, because its gone beyond the point 
where anything productive might be salvaged from it, however his latest raises two questions, that you or MW 
might be able to help me with 
I) he spends a lot of time explaining his "many" characterization as being in reference solely to specially 

admitted student athletes ("committee cases", I believe, is another term for these) But how would he know 
whether a student athlete he was (unsuccessfully) working with was or was not "specially admitted"? Is that 
something a learning specialist would know? I wouldn’t think so, but the workings of the university continue to 
surprise me It strikes me that it’s wildly inappropriate for anyone outside of the admissions process to know 
this 
2) he’s bought this whole "new admissions standards" thing completely But won’t there still be "special admits" 
of "excephons"? From what I read there will be, so the new "standards" may mean almost nothing on a practical 
basis Reform of the "committee process" isn’t one they’ve talked about 
John Powell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail corn> 

Friday,             12:47 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: paper 

Ok I tinkered, tinkered, and tinkered Is everything else cool if the flow’s improved? Like you mentioned in the 
notes that people might be asleep during the paper--was that a general comment on how conferences work, or a 
suggestion that this essay in particular was boring and needed a lot more work Most of the stuff that I did was 
cosmetic, but if I need to shake things up a lot more, I can do it 

On Thu, at 9:47 PM, Jay Smith <:l.j.a_~L_~.tl~!j2~i~!~4~)~ ~]):~> wrote: 
-see the attached It’s generally good, though it needs sharpening, especially at certain transitional 

points You need to remember that delivering a paper requires a different pace/rhythm/intonation than a 
scholarly article You need to grab your listeners Much of what you have is gripping, but see my notes - 
Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Friday,             3:23 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Boston Strangler 

Boston Strangler docx 

Professor Smith, 

I’ve attached my paper about the Boston Strangler. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail corn on behalf" of 
@live unc edu> 

Saturday,              4:29 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Revised Prospectus 

Prospectus Bits - Revised Full Drsft ( ,docx 

Hi Jay, 

I am attaching my revised (full!) prospectus I think I have finally managed to get all of the sections saying the 
same thing in a relatively coherent manner Also, when I met with      about my first bits he encouraged me to 
state more clearly in the prospectus that the project will actually say something with regards to the early modem 
period (he thought it read a little too heavily on the rethinking modern ideas of nationalism side), so I have tried 
to boost that a bit The issue, of course, is that I really don’t entirely know what about the early modem period 
what I find will say, but that is the name of the game st this point, right? 

Anyways, let me know if you have any feedback or comments and if you want to schedule a meeting to discuss 

Thanks and have a lovely weekend! 

Histo~N Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail corn> 

Sunday,               12:19 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: lecture 

Age of Global Commerce pptx 

Jay, 

Here is it 

Best, 

On Sun, at 8:53 AM, Jay Smith <]e, yslnilh@email urge ~du> wrote: 
-I need to post your lecture because it’s on the quiz Tuesday Can you please send me your powerpoint? 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Sunday,               12:56 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Hist    Question 

Thanks Professor, I appreciate it[ 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 12:48 PM 

TO; 

Subject: Re: Hist Question 

Oy. Let me think about this and get back to you before the end of the day. 

On 22:45 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

My name is              and I’m in your History    class on Tuesday and Thursday at 2. I’ve 

thoroushly enjoyed your class so far this semester. In addition to bein8 a history minor (possibly 

major), 

. You were on our show a few weeks aso I believe. With the new study that was 

released on Friday, we’ve been scrambling to put things together, and very few people have 

asreed to talk with us, or even give us a response. I was wondering if you would be able to talk 

about the independent review, and your thoughts live on our show on Monday. If you were to be 

in Carroll Hall at 4:45, that would be perfect, and we would talk to you live in the studio a little 

after 5. I know this is very short notice, and I’m sure you have been asked quite a lot over the 

weekend by different media groups, but we would really appreciate your time and opinion on this 

important moment for the university and college athletics. 

Thanks Professor! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew J Perrin <andrewA)errin@unc edu> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 6:42 AM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrewperrin@unc edu> 

Vote for Faculty Chair and more 

Deay Colleagues and Friends. 

spots You sbould have leceived a ballot from tbe Office of Faculg" 
Governance with file title "Faculg" Electimts Ballot 2014" Please make 
sure to vole before voting closes on April 21 [ 

Tlfis is a pivotal lnoment for facadt~ and for the mfiversit) as a whole, 
as we Pace a range of big clm[lenges as well as lr~ior oppot~udities 1 

file Facubs" 

to tbe needs mtd concents of eve~yol~e im’olved, I work to develop 
pmclical re forms based on core pmlciplcs, and I am nol a fn~id to 

Sincerely, 
And?" Pemn 

Andrew J Pcmn - Professor and Associal¢ Chair of Sociolog3 
Candidate for Facadt~ Chairhttp://bit ly/lfllDqz 
Check oul in} new bookhllp://bil ly/ll4[T2r 
Dkrectoc Carolhm Seimimt~bttp://carolitmsenfitmt~ m~c edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Monday,              8:12 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Inte~wiew 

Professor Smith, 
Like I said, I totally understand. I’ll be sure to contact you later in the week if we are still looking for people to 

talk to. I’ll see you in class on Tuesday! 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday,              7:58 AM 

Subject; Re: Interview 

-I generally like to oblige student journalists, but I’m afraid I’m just not ready to comment on this story. 

I’ll probably have something to say later in the week (I’m in the process of writing up some sort of response), 

but today would be premature. Sorry. -JS 

On 6:57 AM, wrote: 

Hey Professor Smith, 

Sorry for the constant pestering, I was just wondering if you had decided to come on the show or 
not. I understand how big of a decision this would be, and the importance of the things said in the 
next few days by either party. If you decide not to come on, I completely understand, I just need 

to know so I can produce the show accordingly. 

Thank you so much again for responding to us, 

Best Wishes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc edu> 

Monday,              3:21 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: quizzes 

hi yoitr box 

..... Original Message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Monday,              4:26 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Office Hours 

Good Afternoon Professor Smith! 

I was just making sure that it’s still okay that I come to office hours tomorrow to d iscuss the context for my 
microhistory paper and if there was any time within office hours that was more convenient? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 
Tuesday,             8:52 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Microhistory 

Hi ProFessor Smith, 

I was wondering igyou could loll me when I will be prcseniJng my cas¢ iFil was discussed during the last class as I was unable to 
attend due to a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail corn> 

Tuesday,             I 0:03 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Meeting today 

Jay, 

Do we have a TA meeting today? Just wondering since there are no sections on Friday 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail corn> 

Tuesday,             I 0:14 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Meeting today 

You did It was just to my UNC account, which I hadn’t checked before I had emailed you 

On             10:07 AM, "Jay Smith" <.la~’santh@en~il unc ~d~> wrote: 
No, no meeting I sent an email about this earlier Maybe I got your address wrong? 

On        10:03 AM,           wrote: 

Jay, 

Do we have a IA meeting today? Just wondering since there are no sections on Friday 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 
Tuesday,             1:26 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Class 

I know that we have a quiz today but I know I cannot make that up. My question is 
are we getting papers back today? Sorry for missing your lecture. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,             2:17 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: presentation schedule 

If it is at all possible for me to present next Tuesday instead of this Thursday, that would be great Currently 
swamped with assignments this week 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

Under the projects folder I just pasted a (tentative°) schedule of presentations We can make 
adjustments if we need to And I hope I remembered correctly who volunteered for today .... 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIS~             site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~liveuncedu> 

Tuesday,             3:39 PM 

Smith, Jay M~aysmith@emailuncedu> 

RE: Aboutyourpresent~ions 

Skype: 

From: jaysmith@email.unc.edu <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday             7:46 AM 

Subject: About your presentations 

To: All Participants 
From: Jay Smith 

Hi folks: 
I’m posting this to Sakai this AM. But here’s the bare bones ’rubric’ for the presentations you’ll be doing~ 

Keep your presentations brief--on the order of 5-7 minutes. 
Briefly describe the event you’re analyzing, so the class understands the essential details 
Tell us about one context that you found particularly important to the event, that illuminates the 
meaning of the even in some unexpected, surprising, or otherwise important way 

Connect your analysis to one of our assigned microhistories                     ~ You can do this 

either by noting similarities between the events described or by telling us why you thought about, 
emulated, or were inspired by the book in question. 

That’s it! 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIST " site. To 

reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: HJS-[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~liveuncedu> 

Tuesday,             7:37 PM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

DearProfessorSmith, 

You said todaythatthe passagesthat we would betested on duringthe exam will be from Galileo onwards, 

correct? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones, Joy Mann <joyjones@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,               10:35 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

comp 

Hi Jay: 

told me that you had agreed to send him his #3 Comp Exam on Early Modern Eu rope on Friday the 

since our office is closed for the holiday. I just wanted to verify. 

Thank you, 

Joy 

Joy Mann Jones 

Graduate Coordinator 

UNC CH Department of History 
Campus Box 3195 
557 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-9823 office 

919 962 1403 fax 

]ov]ones(a email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 
Wednesday,               II :37 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday class and book review 

I wanted to let you l~low I wdl hve to leave class at 4 m ruder to catch a tram home on Thursda> I also was wondering 11 cm~ just 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

George S Baroff<        ~bellsouth net~ 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 3:30 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: [thearg] Willingham interview 

Jay, 
The challenge to Mat) ’s data and conclusioim,e g ,from 60% to 6%, from pt~sunmbly knowledgeable educaflotml COltSultants 

canllOl bu[ crca/c iilleaSilleSs ill her defenders This is llO[ [o dismiss Ih¢ probleln o f inappropfia/c adlniSsions a]ld {he cxploila/ion of 
"revenue" athletes but it does suggest that fl~e scope of fl~e problem ma) be mote linfited titan supposed Pending the outcome of the 
Wai~stein im’estigatiolt what shauld be our stance? 
George 
On Ape 10, 2014, at 6:28 AM, Ja? S~rdth wrote: 

> 1 fltouglR tlfis was one of the beret ones 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

.g~gmail corn on behalf of 
~live unc edu> 

Wednesday,             10:09 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: one more day 

Of course! I honestly would not have had time to go through any comments so far this week so don’t worry 
about it 

Best, 

HistotT Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Wed, at 9:38 PM, Jay Smith <.~.~, :~mith£~icraa;I ~nc cdt*> wrote: 
--I fail you again Give me one more day on the prospectus 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,              9:36 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 

RE:[thearg] Thursday     -roadtrip to South Carolina 

From: Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J [mailto:collored@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:31 AM 
TO: aLhleLics reform group 
Subjeet: [thearg] Thursday    --roadtrip to SouLh Carolina 

Hi Everyone, 
Given the return of winter here in Chapel Hill, I urge us all to plan a trip down to South Carolina for Nex-[ Thursday. 
Among the things we could do is accompany our colleague Jay as he receives the Hutchins Award: 

The RMH Award Luncheon 

(By the way, I use the verb "accompany" in the Andean sense here, as for example, when one accompanies a compadre 
at a baptism or wedding and diligently serves as a companion in three to four days of drinking and dancing). 

Rudi 

Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld, Ph.D. 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Anthropology 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ,~)live unc edu 
To unsubscfibe click here: http://lists unc edu/u? 
id 6180386173dld9d4009efd57950c577fd6Ir)O33c&n T&l~hearg&o 34558052 
(It may be necessatT to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-34558052-6180386173dl d9d4009efd57950c577fd6f9033 cUa)listsetw- unc edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: iavsmith~)email unc edu 
To unsubscfibe click here: http://lists unc edu/u? 
id 61803888b835e6061c75aa9b2ed73bdSfSff4elf&n T&I thear~&o 34558078 
(It may be necessatT to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-34558078-61803888 b835e6061 c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5ff4e I fUa)listse~w unc edu 



Fall Students That Have Accepted Admission as of 

2 
3 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
l0 
11 
12 

Asian 
European 

European (CCJS top-up) 
European (CCJS top-up) 

European 
Global 

Globa (Mellon Fellowship) 
- Global 
Russian, Eurasian & East European 

US 
US 

US 
Women & Gender, U S (Royster fellowship) 
Women & Gender, European 

There are two pending admissions for applicams in US and Military fields 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 
Thursday,              3:30 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 
Microhistory Presentation 

Professor Smith, 

Here it is! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Thursday,              3:30 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Presentation 

Final Microhisto~?¢ Project HIST ppex 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,              3:43 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Micro-history Presentation 

pptx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,              3:45 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Microhistory Presentation: 

pptx 

DearProfessorSmith, 

Here is my presentation! 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn> 

Thursday,              3:50 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: abstract 

Ok Thanks for throwing me under the bus with my man, by the way: good 20 min discussion with the future C 
Lee 

On Thu,             at 3:18 PM, Jay Smith <i~&=~gZ~9_~L2jL)Igc:c~> wrote: 
-I think it’s structured just fine as is I wouldn’t change anything (though see my few comments) -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Thursday,              4:02 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Powerpoint Presentation 

Presentation pptx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,              4:30 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Presentation- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Madeline G Levine <mgl@unc edu> 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 5:51 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Karl Bauman <kbauman@ 

Hunt, Michael H <MHHUNT@Iive unc edu>; John Shelton Reed 
@alum mit edu> 

Re: Nichol 

I just subnfit~ed the letter below to rite N&O fll send it to Jm~e Brown 
and Sue Estroff, former Facully Clulirs whom I respect, and see ir Ihcy’rc 

going 1 fl~ought Jhn Jel~kin’s opimon piece today was excellont, bul such 

forcefully-- Madeline 

not speak for UNC-Chapel Hall as an htstilutlon That shauld go withaut 
sa> ing No disclohner is ~eeded and it is absut~l mtd offe~tsive that he has 
been asked to state that fact in print evely thne he pubhahes a cohmm in 

for the mfivet~i~ He speaks for its cer~uy-long tradition of upholding 

be fil~anai~lly and politically powerful, but mot’ally they are uttefl> 

Madeline G Levin¢ 
Kenzm Professor of Slavic Literalutes Emerita 
UNC-Chap¢l Hill 

On Thu, 17 Ape 2014 06:28:15 -0600, Karl Baun~m 

> 1 fred the adnfirtistt-ations hzmdlmg of the Nichol affair, and the 
> facadt~ sdence about it, even mole grievous fl~an fire 
> administmtJo~/~culty handling of Ihc alhlelJc/academic scandal Do 
> you latow if am’tltfltg sigt~icant is b~ewing in fire facult~ about d? 

> Karl Banman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @gmail corn> 

Friday,             12:39 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Comps 

Dear Prof Smith, 

Sorry for the late response, but I never emailed because I feel this is all pretty clear In any case I will make a go 
of it I don’t know that I need you to email the same questions tomorrow, in any case I will aim to have an essay 
to you by 6 pm Please let me know if you have any objections or comments Thanks! 

Best, 

On 10:31 AM, "Jay Smith" <L~k)2q.!!.r.[?2?£em a~l unc ed~> wrote: 
-Have a look at these slightly reformulated questions, with book ideas I had forgotten whether and 

were going to be added for #1 or #2 (they could be used in either place, it seems to me) In any case, 

you would be free to draw on other books, too ! just like to force students to think about how particular 
arguments mesh with particular analytical frameworks--so some of the books don’t even necessarily fit ve~’y 
well And that can be fun to thin about as well 

If you want us to do one more revision of the questions, let me know Otlle~a~-ise I’ll be prepared to send them 
Friday AM [But of course you already will have seen them] 
On 3:56 PM,              wrote: 

De~ ProfSmiN, 

Have you had a chance to think a little more about the comps questions? I think I am pretty clear 
on your expectations after our conversation, I was j ust wondering whether you had decided to 
select books or whether I would have the flexibility to choose my own If you have a moment, it 
would be helpful to know what I can expect on Friday Hope your weekend has been enjoyable 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @live unc edu> 

Friday,             I 1:56 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Microhistory 

Dr. Smith, 

Sorry I had to miss class on Thursday, but I am currently in           for a            . I wanted to email you 

to hopefully get some feedback on the first part of my microhistory. If you think that the two contexts I talked 

about are both applicable, I’ll go on to elaborate on them more. Any other feedback you have would be 

greatly appreciated ! 

SeeyouTuesday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn on behalf" of 
<       @live unc edu> 

Saturday,             6:36 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: finally 

Dear J ay, 

Thanks so much for the vote of confidence! I’m glad you think it has come together well! I would be happy to 
meet the week after next Since classes will be done then I am basically free anytime that week with the 
exception of my students’ exam block on Tues     at noon Let me know when works for you 

Have a great long weekend! 

Sincerely, 

Histot3~ Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Sat, at l 1 :l 2 AM, Jay Smith <iays~ish@email ~anc ed~> wrote: 
-apologies for taking an entire week to read through this It was just a crazy time for me 

Anyway, with the exception of my few marginal notes and co~+ections here and there, I think this is great and 
you should consider it finished Going fot~-ard, we’ll want to keep thinking about your analytical strategies 
and the sorts of queshons you will need to pose, but this definitely does the job You’re in a much better 
position heading into your third year than most other students I’ve worked with Your ideas and purposes are 
much clearer So great job 

Let’s try to find a time to talk at some point in the next two weeks--probably the week after next better for me 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~liveuncedu> 

Saturday,               10:48 PM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

RE:Microhistury 

Thanks for getting back to me. I wasn’t sure exactly how detailed I should have been on the brief two-pager, 

but it sounds to me like you think that anarchy is the best context to explore. If I am giving a lot of history on 

the topic, I will probably only have enough room to write about that one context. I~11 probably end up trying to 

incorporate the other context into the anarchy one if that is in fact the case. 

Happy Easter! 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 12:20 PM 

TO; 

Subject: Re: Microhistory 

On 11:56 AM, wrote: 

Dr. Smith, 

Sorry I had to miss class on Thursday, but I am currently in           for              . I wanted 

to email you to hopefully get some feed back on the first part of my microhistory. If you think that 

the two contexts I talked about are both applicable, I~11 go on to elaborate on them more. Any 

other feed back you have would be greatly appreciated! 

See you Tuesday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Karl Bauman <        @mindspring corn> 

Sunday, April 20, 2014 10:15 AM 

John Shelton Reed <           @alum mit edu> 
Levine, Madeline G <mgl@unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Hunt, 
Michael H <MHHUNT@Iive unc edu> 

Re: Nichol 

I too consider pusillanimity among the major contributors to current faculty silence "Pusillanimous" also has 
become among my favorite words 

Karl Bauman 

On Apr 19, 2014, at 8:39 PM, John Shelton Reed < 

I fear it’s worse than feal- of retrlbution. When I called the faculty "pusillanirnous" Hal-ry Watson 
corrected me: They’re not seared, he said, they just don’t care. 

From: Karl Bauman 
To: Madeline G. Levine 

Madeline, 

Thanks for your appropriate letter you have sent to the N&O. 

The administration’s recent handling of the Nichol affair appears to undermine 
fundamental values of academia and the faculty appears largely unconcerned. 
Both sadden me deeply. I cannot help wonder if the faculty’s largely deafening 
public silence is at least in part attributable to the fear of retribution suggested by 
the cases of Nichol, Willingham, and perhaps others less generally known. 

Karl Bauman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Karl Bauman <        @mindspring corn> 

Sunday, April 20, 2014 10:30 AM 

John Shelton Reed <           @alum mit edu> 
Levine, Madeline G <mgl@unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Hunt, 
Michael H <~T@live unc edu> 

Re: Nichol 

Correction to message below I meant "pusillanimity" to read "not caring" Sonay about that 

Karl Bauman 

On Apt 20, 2014, at I 0:15 AM, Karl Bauman < ~’q;mind~prin~5 c,~i~> wrote: 

I too consider pusillanimity among the major cont~lbutors to current t~aculty 
silence "Pusillanimous" also has become among my favorite words 

Karl Bauman 

On Apr 19, 2014, at 8:39 PM, John Shelton Reed < 

I fear it’s worse thma fear of retribution. When I called the faculty "pu~lllanimous" 
Harry Watson corrected me: They’re not scared, he said, they just don’t cm’e. 

From: Karl Bauman,         @mirl !sWm~ con!> 
To: Madeline G. Levine <lxl!?l@JJIqc ~dLl> 
CC: Jay Smith <.~!!~t@#~oLl.pnc~t~kq>; Michael Hunt 

Madeline, 

Thanks for your appropriate letter you have sent to the N&O. 

The administration’s recent handling of the Nichol affair appears to 
undermine fundamental values of academia and the faculty appears 
largely unconcerned. Both sadden me deeply. I cannot help wonder if 
the faculty’s largely deafening public silence is at least in part 
attributable to the fear of retribution suggested by the cases of Nichol, 
Willingham, and perhaps others less generally known. 

Karl Bauman 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kyle Headley <           ~gmail com> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 11:36 AM 

Allen Sack <asack@newhaven edu>; nagelm@hrsm sc edu; Staurowsky,Ellen 
<ejs95@drexel edu>; kblackistone@jmail umd edu; Smith, Jay M 
<jaysmith@email unc edu>; Gene Smith            @gmail corn>; ridpath697 
<ridpath@ohio edu>; Willingham, Mm~ C <mwillingham@unc edu>; Gene Robinson 
<       " "      @gmail corn>; Kene Anusionwu           @gmail corn>; 
ar[’rancique@hlkn tamu edu; EDDavis@lexrich5 org; Toffing@lexrich5 org; Lewis, 
Elw-in <e lewis@un£edu>; singe~jn@hlkn tamu edu 

CSRI Panelists - Video Consent Form 

ConsentFormpdf 

Hello Panelists of the 2014 College Sports Research Institute Conference[ 

First of[" I’d like to say that the CSRI team is excited to see eve~’yone in a couple days, we look fox.yard to a 
great conference Attached below is a Video consent form that every panelist needs to either print oft; sign, and 
bring to the conference as a hard copy OR you can print, sign, scan, and send it to my email and I will take care 
of the rest 

This fom~ is necessm?~ as the conference will be streamed live on the Sports Business Education Network Like 
always, if you have any questions feel free to contact me via email or by phone Have a great week and safe 
travels to Columbia! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail corn> 

Tuesday,             12:02 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

meeting today? 

Are we meeting today? Wasn’t sure since we’re giving papers back, but ! also saw your message that you 
wouldn’t be around in the morning I was planning on going in; just wanted to email to be sure 

Best, 
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From: @live unc edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subject: Presentation Link 

4:18 PM 

To: Smith, Jay (iaysmith) 

From: 

Hi, Professor Smith Here is the link to my presentation for my project 

This fomcarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIS~I " site 
To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: lf!.! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tuesday,             5:28 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

FW: [history-graduate] TA Assignments for 

Copy of         TA Assignments 42214 xlsx 

Ok, so I dofft have am" assigmnent for rite f~ll I also still bm-efft heat~l mr) tlmtg about tbe Quimt I know people who didfft get 

I do know that m) fiiend who was nonfinated for tbe sununer award ha&ft beat~l m~) thing yet, but not sine it’flmt means flint grad 
schaol was slow ge~dng stuff out One wa) or m~othec thaugk I defnfitely l~eed to be Nnded What is fl~e next move? Tbey’te 
gonna den3 mc a TA spol, figh(? 

Froin: bounce-34581992-75356084@[istserv uric edu [bounce-34581992-75356084@listserv uric edu] onbebaFofRaddhtg, Cymlfia 
Scnl: Tuesday, 2:50 PM 
To: hislou -graduate 
Cc: Jones, Joy Mmm 
Subjccl: [hislo~)-gmdlml¢] TA Assignmcnls 

Please see tbe at~acbed list of TA/AT asd Grader assigmnents for 

C~ nthia Radding 
Gusse]thoven Disth~goisbed Professor 
Director of Graduate S a~dies 

--- You ate curremly subscribed to litstoD -graduate as: @enmit uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday,             5:36 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: [histotT-graduate] TA Assignments for Fall 

Ach~ally, I was just oil Ihe hislol3 depl wcbsllc, and II looks lik¢ ¢ve~? on¢ who got nomin,i/ed for a grad diss fellowship won one (one 
royster, one special roysteL and one te~,mlar grad schaol fellowsltip) Tbat means fl~at I must have gotten         fight? That was 

would get 

PhD Cmtdidate 
Department of HistoD 
The University of North C,irolina a/Chapel Hill 

S¢nl: Tuesday, 5:28 PM 

To: Slrdth, Jay M 

Subjecl: FW: [histot3 -gmdlml¢] TA Assignnlenls for F,ill 

Ok, so I dofft have am" assigmnent for rite fall I also still havefft heat~l mr) tlthtg about I know people who didfft get 

I do htow that m) fiiend who was nonllnated for tbe sununer award ha&ft beam mr) thing yet, but not sine ~t" flint means flint grad 
schaol was slow gerdng stuff out One wa) or mtothet; thaugk I definitely l~eed to be Nnded What is fire next move? Tbey’te l~ot 

PhD Cmtdidate 
Department of HistoD 
The University of North C,irolina a/Chapel Hill 

From: bounce-34581992 -75356084~a lislsc~ uric cdu [bounce-34581992-75356084@lislsct~ unc cdu] on behalf o f Radding, C3 nlhia 
Sent: Tuesda?,, 2:50 PM 
To: hislo~ -gmdu,itc 
Cc: Jones, Joy Mare 
Subjccl: [hislo~)-gmdlml¢] TA Assigiuncnls for F,ill 

Pleas¢ s¢¢ Ihe a0ach¢d lisl of TA/AT and Grader assignin¢nls for Fall 

Sincerel), 

C~ nlhia Radding 
Gusse~thoven Distmgmisbed Professor 
Dircclor o f Gmdua/e Sludi¢s 
Department of Histot?, 
Campus Box 3195 
The U~tive~sit) of North Carolitm, Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, Norlh Carolina 27599-3195 
919 962-5057 
Chapel Hill, North Carolh~a 

--- You ate curremly subscribed to lfistoD -gt-aduate as: ?~ entail uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday,             I 0:33 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Professor Smith, 

I’ve attached my Power Point presentation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bull, Marcus G <mgbull@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 10:35 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RI~: Re: IFA Applications, Round 2 

Dear Jay 
I am just about to put my notes and scores for the graduate student applications in your p/h I will do the faculty 
fellowships by F~iday, Monday at the latest 
Regards 
Marcus 

Pro£essor Marcus Bull FSA FRHistS 
Andrew W Mellon Distinguished Pro£essor of Medieval and Early Modern Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Histoly 
Hamilton Hall CB 3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
tel: 001.919.962.5544 
email: mgbull@email.nnc.edu 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 3:16 PM 
To: Bull, Marcus G; Melehy, Hassan 
Cc: Carroll, Christina 
Subject: Fwd: Re: IFA Applications, Round 2 

Hi Marcus and Hassan: 
Thanks again to both of you for agreeing to help me with the reading of IFA applications I’m fol~-arding the 
first of two emails with applications (in PDF form) and an "evaluation matrix" that allows you to make 
comments and assign a number to each applicant 

I know Hassan is vetay busy, so what I’d like to propose is that we tray to get through these on our own by, say, 
the last day of classes We can then have Christina Carroll (copied here) calculate our combined ratings, and we 
can have a brief (I’m guessing 1 -hour?) meeting to hash out the final decisions before notifying people by April 
30 Does this sound do-able? The applications, you’ll see, are only 2-page project descriptions with CV’s and a 
letter ofrec There are about 30 total If this suits you both, I’ll see about finding a room for a meeting 
sometime after classes have ended 

Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: IFA Applications, Round 2 

Date:Tue, 4 Mar 2014 22:17:25 -0500 
From:Christina Carroll 2 

To:Smith, Jay M ~’sn~itll(~en-,ai] t/no edu> 

Dear J ay, 



I’ve attached here the application evaluation matrix for this year, along with the excel document I used to 
create it (the excel document has more information about the candidates, so I am including it just in case you 
are interested) As you’ll see, the assistant professors are separated out from the PhD candidates I’ve also 
attached the PDF compilations of the applications from the PhD Candidates I’ll be sending the PDF 
compilahon of the applications from the assistant professors shortly Please let me know if any of this 
information is unclear, or if you need it in a different form 

Best, 

Christina 

On Mar 3, 2014, at 9:47 PM, Jay Smith <la,vs,ni0t@exnai! ~m~ edu> wrote: 

Christina--that would be great You can just send to me, since we’re letting Ellen offthe hook this 
year Dan Sherman is out of the counttT, so I’ll have to think hard about who my collaborators will 
be this year -Jay 
On 3/3/14 5:04 PM, Carroll, Christina wrote: 

Dear Ellen and 

The IFA received 34 applica/ions in Iolal. inchtding 31 PhD Candidalcs and 3 Assislanl 
Professors/Postdocs I’ve inchided a field breakdown below 

Last yem, I put togeflter an evaluation matrix for all of the cmtdidates mtd also compihid all of flteir 
applicalibns inlo one PDF documcnl l scnl bolli Io Lloyd, and hc disat bulcd bolh resources Io Ihc 
selection corn mii~ee Would you like me to do the same thing again tllls year? I’ve included a cop3" of 
the evaluation matrix tbat we used last year below for ~efetence 

English: 1 
French Lllcratur¢ & Shtdics: 9 

On Jan 21, 2014, at 2:05 PM, Clmsti~m Carroll < cl:, lrrr!l~,z ad a~te eda> wrote: 

> Dear Jay and Ellen, 
> 
~ M3 apologies for lm." slow response on fltis I was out of town this weekend and away from m3 
records 

~ 1 teall3 haven’t tecehied very nmn3 applicafiot~s al all this ye~ I suppose it is possible that some 
were mailed in - but if that were the case, I would thatk the3 would have apNated in eitlier your 
mailbox. Jay, or in [he Romance Langluqges dep:lrhn¢lll (since before lasl yea~ [hc} Were all Still lller¢ 
to Professor Maley?) At fire moment, I don’t have an electrohic recommendation for two of the five 
applicants - perhaps it is possible fltey were sent in b3 ~nall? 

~ 1 received 5 applicatio~ts via entail - two histofimts, one in women a~d gender studies, one lit 
musicology, and one in art hislot3 I would bc happ3 Io crcalc a spreadshccl for the applicants, and to 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Wednesday,              2:02 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

HistotT    Final - Essay Section 

Professor Smith, 

For the essay section I saw that you said to focus on subject matter from 1600 to $789. I was wondering if 

there was a specific lecture that you think sort of marks the beginning of the ~_600s you would like us to focus 

on or perhaps an event in the 1600s or slightly before that would signify a good starting point to focus on for 

the essay? I hope this question is clear! 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Wednesday,              3:06 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: good God 

C~ n’l we jusl add a parlicipallon categm3 on sakai and adjust th¢ pcrc¢nlag¢s? 

Subject: good God 

I should be flied for rank mcoinpetence A student just pointed out to 
me that our course has NO portion of the grade alloRed to 
recila/ion/parlicipa/ion (This nlusl be because I was adapling the 
course fmin a grader format and failed to note that there was a new 
component in Ihis v¢rsion of th¢ course Unreal ) This is highly 
~mforlunal¢ (And il amazes m¢. in relrosp¢cl, thai ANYONE has both¢red 
Io come to your s¢clion m¢elings I m¢an ) 

people up a certain amount depending on how the) did in 

1 fm fltose wiflt B’s, notNng fm fltose below B I’m t fir!!ring out loud 

Awwa), I sweai that I’ve never had such a time of R with 
s3 Ilabi--ncvcr ill i~ly career I *always* dedicate 10% of Ihe COltrSe 
participation (Although the experts say that it’s a bad idea to grade 
participation--too subjective, to al~xiet? -producing for students) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Maley <         @bellsouth net> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 6:03 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Fwd: 2014 applications for the IFA fellowships 

Hi Jay: 

How can I get you all the applications I have? Can you stop by 
way home? 

on your 

As to the people on the evaluation committee, they were mostly in history: Yves de la 
Queriere was usually the literature person along with Homer Sutton; everybody read all 
the application proposals regardless of their ’specialty’; we usually had 4 persons on the 
committee including me whose specialty is Romance Linguistics. It worked well.., and 
regardless of the readers’ area, we all could tell what was a good topic and what 
wasn’t. We never had a problem with this system. We also used a number 
system: 1 was the tops (best number) and 10 the absolute worst. We used 1,/ 
1,5 ; 2/ 2/5 the French rating system also 1,75 Ifyou can come by, I’ll explain 
it. When everyone had read the applications_number for each was sent to the chair of 
the committee.., to do the numbers and have a discussion of the top ratings... 

Since I don’t have your phone no. I’m using the computer.., but please do call me 
A plus, Cathy 

Dr. Catherine A. Maley 
Professor Emerita French and Romance Linguistics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Past President Institut Francais d’Am6rique 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Kramer, Lloyd S" <!kramer@er~!aik’4nc,edt~> 
Subject: RE: 2014 applications for the IFA fellowships 
Date: April 23, 2014 5:36:05 PM EDT 
To: Catherine Maley, ~bellsouth net>, "Welch, Ellen R" 
<e rwei~ h!~ m~i[ u n c.ed u > 

Dear Cat by, 
!’rn sorry to bear about tbis confudon. Jay has been working on the applications tbis year. He wrote me in 



Tb[s is all that I know about the situation, I believe that Ellen also stepped aside this year because she is 

on leave. 

But lay wou!d know best about what is going on. 

I think the announcement we sent out said that only on-hne applications would be accepted, 

Maybe this is another transitional bump. 

From: Catherine Maley [mailto:       @bel[s:)uth.nr..t] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 4:35 PM 
To: Welch, Ellen R 
ICe= Kramer, Lloyd S 
Sebje~t= Re: 2014 applications for the IFA fellowships 

Thanks for your prompt reply Ellen 

I know how it happened my email box which I still have, is the box used for the IYA mail 
because my name is on 99% of it and any other mailing to the IFA is also put in my mail box 
I’m sure you know the office person who is in charge of’boxing’ the mail 

After checking my box, I usually go downstairs to my office space to see if there was more mail 
on my desktop and there wasn’t Just by chance, 1 opened one of the drawers and found a big 
stack of mail all with Dec 2013 and January 2014 mailing dates On top of the stack was a 
yellow post - it note with my home telephone number on it i imagine someone in the office tried 
to call me I was abroad from Dec 11 and returned on Janua~T 16 If someone did call, they didn’t 
leave a message 

I hope we can get this straightened out ... but more importantly, do you know 
who is in charge of the committee that is working with the applications? I need 
to know so they can get the applications. 

Merci d’avance, 

Catherine 



Dr. Catherine A. Maley 
Professor Emerita French and Romance Linguistics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Past President Institut Francais d’Amerique 

On Apr 23, 2014, at 12:10 PM, "Welch, Ellen R" <erwelch(P,~email uric edu> wrote: 

Dear Cathy and all, 
I’m very surprised (and disturbed) to hear this. When I went to the office in mid-February to check the box, 
there were no applications to be found. In fact, there was not even a label on the box that used to be 
assigned to IFA (from the mailroom side). So this is very confusing. 
Best wishes, 
Ellen 

From: Catherine Maley [       @bellsouth.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 11:40 AM 
To: Kramer, Lloyd S 
Cc: Smith, Jay M; Welch, Ellen R; Susan Nassar 
Subject: 2014 applications for the IFA fellowships 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: 

Yesterday I went to my mail box in Dey Hall and what did I find? A stack of applications and 
letters for 2014 fellowship applicants Would whoever is in charge of the selections please call me 

)7 I’d like to get these to you and the committee ASAP 

ALSO, I think it would be a good idea for us to get together ASAP for a discussion about the 
IFd’A I know that the end of the academic year is a VERY busy, but I think it’s most important 
to have a meeting so and hope you can find some time in your busy schedules: 

how about an ’apero’ time - 5pm - on Thursday, May I st or Monday, May 5th chez 
Catherine RSVP at         ~bellsouth net or phone no 

Please feel free to suggest another day time It shouldn’t take too much time 

Looking forward to hearing from you Bon courage a toys! 

Cathy 

Dr. Catherine A. Maley 
Professor Emerita French and Romance Linguistics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Past President Institut Francais d’Amerique 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Wednesday,              8:35 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Powerpoim 

pptx 

Hi! 

@live unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Dykers < @hotmail.com> 

Thursday, April 24, 2054 8:49 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA Academic Solution 

Professor Smith, 

Thanks for the quick and positive feedback. 

Below is the initial response I received from Paul Barrett. He later stated he wanted to incorporate the idea 

into his coveraBe, but has yet to do so. I think his hesitation is rooted in the fact that I don’t work for the 

University. Perhaps you can help bridge that gap? I have a lifelong love for UNC, and very much want a 

fundamental answer to arise from within our Community. The drama is exhausting. 

I took a class with Nyang’oro in the early 90’s and knew then something was fishy. I’ve since erased my Af-Am 
minor from my resume. 

Hope to hear more from you soon. 

Optimistically, 

TAD 

From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) I 

Sent: Mon 2/03/14 2:22 PM 

To:                @hotmail.com 

That’s a great idea, with the enormous virtue of honesty. 

@ bloomberg.net) 

Would the "great" universities deign to confer the college-level version of a GED? If they were inclined to be 

more honest about why they’ve brought some of their top athletic prospects to campus, they ought to. 

In any event, have you floated your idea in a formal way? Has anyone else? I really like it. 

Where do you practice law, and what sor~ of work do you do? 

Thanks for writing. 

Date: Wed, 23 Apr 2054 25:34:09 -0400 

From: jaysmith@email.unc.edu 

To:            @hotmail.com 
Subject: Re: NCAA Academic Solution 

Dear Andrew: 
I certainly think this model would be infinitely better than what we do now, which is let the academically 

challenged either fend for themselves in classes they can’t always even understand or shuffle them off to fake 
or inordinately easy courses where they can be kept eligible. So..,.I would be open to considering this, yes. -J9 

On 4/23/14, 3:29 PM, Andrew Dykers wrote: 



Hi Professor Smith, 

Curious what you think about the following: 

Rather than basing NCAA eligibility standards on the current sliding scale of SAT and GPA scores 

(which is ripe for manipulation at the high school level), universities should instead meet 
academically challenged athletes "where they’re at" by offering a Core Competency degree. 

A Core Competency degree would emphasize reading, writing, arithmetic, and computer 

literacy. It would be paid for just as if the student were attaining their B.A. or B.S degree. 

Obviously, those student-athletes pen~orming well enough academically to pursue B.A. and B.S. 

degrees would continue down that path, just as they do today. Students who successfully 

complete a Core Competency degree (and subsequent SAT requirements) may be granted 

admission into their university’s B.A. or B.S. programs, but scholarship benefits would end the 

same as they do today. In other words, the academically challenged athlete who participates in a 

Core Competency program might not complete a B.A. or B.S. degree before their scholarship 

expires, but they would be attaining real skills in an honest fashion as well as moving closer to 

their B.A. or B.S. degree. 

One might fear this idea turns academically esteemed universities into remedial institutions, 
but a Core Competency degree would help establish fundamental academic honesty while 

facilitating athletic opportunity. 

Optimistically, 

T. Andrew Dykers, Esq. 

UNC class of 95 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@liveuncedu> 

Thursday,              3:39 PM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Microhi~ory Prezi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thursday,              3:45 PM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

RE:phone?! 

@live unc edu> 

Hopefully you can follow along as I present! 

From: jaysmith@email.unc.edu <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:40 PM 

Subject: phone?[ 

To: All Participants 
From: Jay Smith 

Would anyone be willing to call me at so I can actually HEAR today’s presentations? 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIST " site. To 

reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: HIST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,              3:45 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

My Prezi 

by          on 
Prezi 

I just realized that I forgot to send you my Prezi before. 

Thanks for a great semester! I learned a ton! 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,              3:48 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

presentation 

by 
Prezi 

Attached is a link to my microhistory presentation 

on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Thursday,              3:48 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Presentation 

histo~T presentation pptx 

I put a lot of description in the slides, so missing the presentation wasn’t that bad. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,              4:14 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Presentation 

HIST Final Presentation pptx 

Dr, Smith, 

I have attached my presentation. I forgot to send this on Tuesday. Sorry about that. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Thursday,              4:50 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Dear Professor Smith, 

You noted that only lectures aftel 

were any of the lectures posted on 

to tell which is which? 

will be on the exam. However, the lectures are not in order, nor 
(though many were posted on the     ) Is there any easy way 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

B~Nant, Chad C <bl?cantc@email unc edu> 
Thursday,               I 0:07 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: 

Hi Jay, 

I’ve passed Ihc ]is[ on 1o C) nlhia and Fflz, who Sholtld b¢ iilakillg all announcclnenl about 

Chad 

in the coming days Please don’l 

From: Ja) Slmth [ia~ s~mth~alemail uric edu] 
S¢nl: Wednesday, 9:43 AM 
To: B~) anl, Chad C 
Subjecl: 

hi lh~e for -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Watson, Harry L <hwatson@email unc edu> 

Friday,             10:37 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

RE: Non-communication with Joy Rennet 

corrected Histo~’y-Folt letter docx 

Sure. And yes, do add me to the listserv. 

If you are bad< in town, I wish you would show me how [ can access the Twitter comments about what ! said in the FAC. 

The press was there and [ gave a quick statement to WRAL but they didn’t quote me in the story and I didn’t see 

Atlanta Distinguished Professor in Southern Culture 

Dep~rtment of History 

[elephorle: (9"19) 962 0977 

fax: (919) 962 140:~ 

From: Jay Smith [maJlto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:25 AM 
TO: Watson, Harry L. 
Subject: Re: Non-communication with Joy Renner 

Harry--would you mind sending me a copy of’the final Histoq¢ letter with signatures? I’d like to circulate on the 
Athletic Reform C~-oup listse~ (By the way, would you like to be added to that listse~?) -Jay 
On 9:13 AM, Watson, HartT L wrote: 



Fmm: John Shelton Reed [mailto:              (~vahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday,           9:26 PM 
"l’o: Hunt, Michael H.; John Shelton Reed 
Cc: Levine, Madeline G.; Smith, Jay M; Watson, Harry L. 
Subject: Re: Non-communication with Joy Renner 

Time to fight the otlter lost cause of Real Bat~oecue: 
Two Ta~ Heels issue the tree ’cue claallenge I Other Views I NewsObserver coin 

Two Tar Heels issue the true ’eue 
challenge I Other View... 

From:                        ~live.unc.edu> 
To: John Shelton Reed <iohnshelton~,alum.mit.edu> 
Cc: "Levine, Madeline G." <m~l@unc.edu>; Jay Smith <iaysmith~email.unc.edu>; Han~ 
Watson <hwatson~email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday,             8:40 PM 
Subject: Re: Non-communication with Joy Rennet 

Hi, John! I’m not sure why addressing this excellent piece to Curran is going to 
do any good. He takes orders from those who make policy and provide the 
appropriate spin. What you have to say should embarrass him, but unless he 
has come real clout in South Bldg you could be sending your letter into a black 
hole. In any case, give it to him digitally as well as in hard copy so he can 
easily disseminate it among his embattled bosses/clients. 



I’d love to see this in the hands of the trustees or faculty who could in turn pass 
it around (e.g., to Harry who could circulate it within History, Hodding Carter 
within Journalism). Have you shown it to Dan Kane? Doug Dibbert? In other 
words, don’t bury it with Curran but make the piece available so it has a 
chance of getting wide circulation. 

Perhaps you have Machiavellian motives that makes my frontal attack strategy 
seem out of season. It such a good critique; I don’t want to see it wasted. 

All best -- Michael 

On 02:38 PM, John Shelton Reed wrote: 

Joel Cumin, giving my a&icc Jusl I~ing Io be helpful 
After I hear back from y’all, I promise I will print it out, address an envelope, affix a poslage slamp (1 

slill have some somewhere), and dispalch il Io him Old-school 
1 ddnk I will also send it (email) Io Ihe olhar 31 folks who signed Madcline and Michael’s splendid 

inigbt fiild it useflfl or hltetesitng If it winds up in tl~e hailds of Ms Remler or Provost Dean or Dan 
Kane, well that can’t be halped 

Saimzdat 

From: "Levine, Madeline G." <rn~l@,,uno.edu> 
To: John Shelton Reed <iohnshelton~alum.mit.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday,             2:19 PM 
Subject: Non-communication with Joy Rennet 

I asked and received Joy Rennees permission to forward our exchange to the 
two of you. She apparently thinks her response to my deliberately tame message 
answered my objections and that you, too, will e convinced that the FAC 
understands our concerns and is mightily engaged in "going forward." I have no 
idea if this is deliberate obfuscation or ordina~ stu pidity, an ability to read 
carefully and, simply, to think. For the record and, not so subtly, as a further 
incentive for John to circulate his devastating deconstruction of the language of 
the Carolina Commitment. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:52 AM 
1"o: Levine, Madeline G. 
Subject= RE: Invitation to speak with Faculty Athletics Commit[ee 

you for taking the tim,:: m rvspond since you will not bc able to bc hcr~ in 



Whilc thc past has bccn q.itc in%tmarivo, it aJso conLahls lots of m~ccdotal attd 

Going k,r~ ~d, we havc c[car mctrics and in~L,m~ation to usc m morc clearly 

[ agr~c about ~hc carcful c~,mposit~on of the FAC As Chair, I apprcciatc 

vancty of undct~rads buI also p~oplc wi~[t cxpcr/~sc it~ driving into and sifting 

AgaPL O~ank yoo ibr sending your respouse arid pie~se do riot he,irate *o se~d 

Joy 

919-966-5147Desk 
Cell 

919-96~,-o951 Fax 



Sent: Suuda), 8:16 PM 
To: Rem~er. Joy J 
Subject: Iuvitation to speak with Faoflt) Aflfletics Conmfil~ee 

I mn mutbla to meet with tile coimnittee as 1 am o~rreutly living in western Moutana 
What I wonld say to tile comnfitlee ff I could be theie is that I fouud the t~cent oue- 

paragraph statemeut pnt out by the Faoflt) Atlfletics Conumttee uot at all as t~assufing as 

it was iutended to be I don’t see how tile umversit) can move past tile o~rreut public 
embarrassment without accepfiug tile need for a thorough-goh~g and transpaieut mquh) 

into past ma[feasmlce, which was sm~l) not attributabla solely to the Nyang’om/Cmwder 

duo If we dofft understand tile past, we cannot plan wisely for the futm~ l~or l~gain the 
public’s trust To avoid being nfisuudet~tood perhaps I should state uuequivocally that 

privacy fights o f individlu~l slud¢lllS 

co[leagmes who rominely teach introdnctoiy-level courses witlml tile College of Arts and 
Sciences Let me be cleai: I do uot doubt tile bonafide~ of the elected mewbet~ of the 

this conumtiee faces 

Mad�line Lcvin¢ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 
Friday,             4:11 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 
Paper 

Professor Smilh, 

Tlmt~k you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 
Saturday,              5:00 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
FW: NYT : Reporter Digging Into Scandal Hits UNC’s Raw Netwe 

Reporter Digging Into Scandal Hits a University’s Raw Nerve 

University of North Carolina Is at Odds With a Raleigh 
Newspaper 
By SARAH LYALL 

Photo 

Dan Kane, a Raleigh News & Observer reporter whose work helped touch off several major 
investigations at North Carolina. ( ’;~:tit l. :,/iu 2oo1,: fg [’Ira Ire;,, Yor; Tb:c es 



EMAIL 
FACEBOOK 
TWITTER 
SAVE 
MORE 

(. o~timse re:,din~ the mai~ story 

Conline, c resdis4,, t]~e mahi sloryShare This Page R~C~LEIGH, N.C. -- Continue I:cadiz’~g tkte main story 
There have been 
violent threats, 
angry screeds, 
~[’witter flame campaigns and an entire website 
predicated on the pntadve hideousness of Dan 
Kaz~e’s existe~ce. Someone sent Kane an emai] 
wishing him a lingering death by bone cancer. 

Someone else tweeted him a photograph of a noose. 

Emotions can run amok when you take on something as sacrosanct as the athletic 
program at the ITav~rsib, of Nortl~ t’aro~ ha, as Kane, 53, has folind in the last few 
years. A member of a three-person investigative team (with a half-time fourth 
person) at The News & Obser~<~.r, he has heiped u~nearth, oRen against serious 
a~iversity resistance, many of the most shoeking examples of malfeasance that have 
come to light, one aRer another, in the worst academic seamlal in the oniversity’s 
history. 

It was Kane, building on a moment of neat oi~line sleuttfing by fans of Nott.h 
Carolina’s bitter rival No~’.h Carolina State, who first uncovered a pattern of lax 
oversight and tisibly easy or nonexistent classes disproporlionately benefiting 
athletes in the university’s Department of ,~rican and ~ro-American Studies. It was 
Kane who first raised questions about the failings of the department’s chairman, 
Julius Nyang’oro, and whose reporting laid the groundwork for Nyang’oro’s 
resignation and ea,entual indictment on erimina! charges It was Kane whose work 
indirectly touched off severa! major investigations by the university. 

Photo 



A former North Carolina faculty member, Julius Nyang’oro, far left, was indicted in December on charges 
related to the investigations t tedit {air ] 7/nd:~iI h Ne~s & C~bs ~ .~ 

But Ka~ae is a polarizing figure, even outside the bloviating world of o~fline outrage, 
as much as it is possible for someone as see~ningly mild mannered as he is to rouse 
stro~ag opinio~as. Sore e Chape! Hil! ahmmi, faculty members and readers say that Ns 
paper, known locally as the N&O (and sometimes as the Nuisance and Disturber), 
has done a great public service in f~rcing the university to investigate and confront 
its past mistakes. 

"If not i~r the relentless reporting of Dan Kane, the maiversity would have gotten 
away vdth eve’.r?<hing," said Jay M. Smith, a histot2,~ professor who has been a 
persistent critic of the university. 

~ohn L. Robinson, a l)rmer editor of The News & Record in Greensboro, N.C., and 
now an adjunct lecturer at U.N.¢.’s journalism school, said, "The N&O has been the 
pivotal figure in attempting to get to the bottom of what’s happened at the ur~versity, 
and the uni~,ersity has seemed to resist at evet?z step" 

Others morn or less ,Msh Kane woald just go away. ~l~is category inelndes Tar tteels 
fans and alumni outraged at what they say are his ~a’onghead ed efforts to link the 
academic scandal to the sports program; North Carolina admiNstrators who, he 
says, no longer take his calls; and faculty members who believe gane is looking for 
Watergate-sWle sports-related conspiracies that simply do not exist. 

Andrew.J. Perrin, a U.N.C. sociology professor, said that the paper "has developed a 
viewpoint that believes the university is monolithic, defensive, and evasive" and that 



it prefers to ’~focus on sensationalism2’ 

’I thip3~ that the university administration has been remarkably methodical and 
transparent in its approach to the situation, has provided lots of information, and 
has been unusually open to involving faculty in the processes of investigation and 
reform," Perrin said via email. 

A.s of last December, when Nyang’oro was indicted Conkim~e t eading the ~ :d ~ st<>W 
on charges of accepting $*~,ooo for teaching a 
class that did not exist, university officials were 
maintaining that there was nothing new to 
discover. Numerous major internal and external investigafions, they, pointed out, 
had already identified more than ~oo questionable classes and more than 5oo 
instances of unauthorized grade changes in the African studies department. 

The nniversity officials also made sure to note the many reforms they had put into 
place, including cutting the organizational ties between the athletic department and 
the academic suppori program for student-athletes, cracking down on independent 
studies courses and performing spot cheeks on classes to ensure that they were in 
fact meeting. 

But in Febrnary, the university svdtehed course after the d&trict attorney 
proseeafing Nyang’oro announced that ne~" irfforn~afion about what went on in the 
African stndies department had come to light because of the cooperation of Deborah 
Crowder, a former administrator in the department. U.N.C. announced that it had 
commissioned ’ict a~ther i~a,/.?skigatio~, this one led by Kenneth L. Wainstein, a 
lawyer in Washington, that would finally bring "closure" to the matter. 

To ar, derstand how the tmiversity got to this point, it is necessmT to return to the 
curious ease of Michael MeAdoo, a Tar tIeels player kicked off the football team in 
~o~o after it emerged that he had x~iolated N.C.A.A ruhis by accepting outside 
benefits and too much help from an academic tmor. In ~o~, he filed a lawsuit 
against the university, seeking reinstatemen t. 

In his com’t filing was a tetra paper on the evolution of Swahili cniture in East Africa. 
The N.C.A.A. had fotmd that MeAdoo had been improperly helped on the paper by 
an academic adviser who had written the footnotes and the bibliography. McAdoo 
argued that her help was negligible. 

And there it would have ended, as just another lawsuit, if not for the freelance 
sleuthing of a North Carolina State Wolfpack fan who calls himself~,V~,i ;~,tf.’ on 
Taqtter. The Woll)ack fans are implacable rivals of the Tar Heels fans, and the two 
groups are confinually looldng for ways to plague one another 

Photo 



A Tar Heels football player, Michael McAdoo (94), was at the center of accusations about improper help from 
an adviser : ~.c[i’M/I. Za~illi. ~tU 

Fxamining the paper, WufWufl, who is in his mid-4os, works with computers and 
asked that his real name not be printed because he did not want to be harassed by 
Tar Heels fans, fom~d that it was a compendium of plagiarized material. A book 
published ~ oo years earlier, for instance, proved to be the source of McAdoo’s 
assertion that Africa’s population is ~6o million (the current figure is closer to 
billion). 

Exeter Dan Kane, who had just been assigned to take over the sto~?" ahot~t North 
Carolina’s athletic scandal. Like many local newspapers in the last decade, the N&O 
has seen its newsroom sN"ink by about 5o percent; it currently has about 45 
reporters. But it has a long tradition of investigative reporting, and so it has allowed 
Kane, occasionally worhing with others, to follow the story frill time. 

Kane saw the accusations on a sporls blog and conducted his own investigation, 
verif~,Ang the plagiarism charges. The N&O published his article on July 9~ 

At first, the issue seemed confined to plagiarism -- why, Kane asked the university, 
had no one noticed? But then it quickly expanded into something bigger, when Kane 
separately obtained the transcript of a onetime Noith Carolina football player, 
Mar~in Austin. 

The transeript showed that though Austin performed woefully badly in most of his 
courses, he received a B-plus in an advanced class on Afro-American bioethics that 
was taught by the same person listed as the academic supe~isor on the McAdoo 



term paper -- Julius Nyang’oro, then the chairman of the African and Afro-American 
Studies department. 

Kane began Continue reading [t~e main s:t()~?, Contin. e ~eading the main s:t()~?, 
asking questions ~,,o ~,~,,,o t 

about Nyang’oro 
and also, a[~er a 
tip ftorn a whistle-b!ower named Mary Willingham Mm had worked as a learning 
specialist for student-athletes, about the deparm~ent’s ’paper classes." 71~ese were 
classes, Willingham said, that never met but required only, that the students tm’n in a 
paper. 

Several weeks later, N v~ma’o).’o resin,ned ~s ihe depar lnent ehairql r~ (he retired 
fhom North Carolina the r~ext summer ~ and the tmiversity o~’da ed t~. first of ~) 
h~ves[i~-,atiops. 

At a time when questions are being raised around the country about whether it even 
makes sense to expect flill-time college athletes to keep up ,Mth academic programs, 
U.N.C. prides itself on what it calls the Carolina Way -- an ability to balance 
academics and sports. Seeking to avoid the appearance {ha~ the troubles in the 
African studies department were directly, limked to the athletic program, the 
uuiversib, has pointed out, correctly, that nonathletes also benefited from the lax or 
nonexiskent classes. 

While criticizing Kane’s reporting, North Carolina has also gone to great lengths to 
discredit the work of Willingharn, the learhing specialist, who resigned groin the 
~miversity last week, saying that the atmosphere had become too difficult. 
Wfllingham maintains that the luiv-~ sk,’ routiaelv admitted uc~d~!rr~e~" a cc.d 
ati~letea Mth substandard reading levels and steered them into questionable classes. 

Finding itself at a dead end, the N&O recently sued U.N.C, seeking records about 
athletes’ enro!lment in the questionable classes dating back to the ~99os. The 
newspaper says it needs the information to determine if there is any link between the 
athletic department and what went on in the African studies department. The 
university says that releasing the records would ~dolate stud ant confidentiality 

Ttae university said via email that it had acknowledged the work of"the media" in 
macovering the scandal at first. But it is not so happy about its work right now. 

~ O","! INUE I~.[,.ADING ! HE MA[’,i S]’ORYWRITE A COMM ENT 
"We admire the News & Observer’s long tradition of fair-minded jotu’nalism; we just 
vdsh they would practice it more often," the nniversity’s newly appointed ~4ee 
chancellor for communications, god Outran, said in a statement. "In otu" ease, the 
paper seems more content to rehash old news rather than report new solutions," 

Not surprisingly, Kane sees it dif1)rently. 

"They have done all kinds of things to prevent this from ever happening again, and 
they emphasize that many, many, times," he said. "But what’s left nnanswered is how 
this all happened, and what actually happened. That’s where the battle forms. It’s 
like that old saying about history -- if you don’t understand it, you’re doomed to 
repeat it." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu> 

Sunday,              9:57 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: FN: 

Jay, 

see them iaising a f~ss about this, especially knowing bow difficult it is just to chtmge TA assigim~ents Want to have a good game 
plan wben I approach Fitz 

Best, 

PhD Cm~didate 
Department of Histot3 
The Ulm-ersit) of North Carolitm at Clmpel Hill 

From: Ja) Smith []a~smith~aenmilunc edu] 
Sent: Satut~la¥, 8:59 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: FW: 

--go talk to Fitz about it I dofft see wlg" tbey couldit’t clmnge 



>> PhD CaJ~didat¢ 
>> Department of Histmy 
>> Tbe U mvet~ib" of North Carolhla at Clmlxl Hill 

>> Frown: Cynthia Raddin~ Iraddi~t~@mnail unc edu] 
>> Smut: Wednesday,             4:40 PM 

>> Subjecl: 

>> Mr 

>> It is lm." pleasme to tell you that you have been selected for a 

>> Spring Semester     Tile fellowship pays Ihc cquivalcnl of Ihc TA 
>> stipend piojected for Fat[ includh~g tuition and health 

>> Please hffonn me m~d Ms Jmles by einail as soon as possible wbetber you 
>> will accept the fellowship hi order Io receive Ihc fellowship, you need 

>> (onc-pamgrapl0 biogmph~ o f yourself, and have your picture lakcn by 

>> fellowship helped you Io advance the willing of your dissertation 

>> Sincerely, 
>> Professor Radding 

>> CVtlt[t[a Radding 

>> Director of Gmdtkalc Sludics 

>> Cmnpus Box 3195 
>> The Universt[y of Nort[~ Carolina, Chal~l Hill 
>> Chapel Hill, Nor~ Caro[i~m 27599-3195 
>> 919 962-5057 
>> Chap¢l Hill. Norlh Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Sunday,              5:08 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

HIST Final Paper 

DearProfessorSmith, 

As I have an exam tomorrow morning, I dropped off my paper in the "Nighttime Mailbox" outside of the 

History Department in Hamilton, I hope that this is okay! I do not know how that box works and so just 

wanted to make sure that you know where I put in case whoever distributes the mailbox is late or something. 

Thank you for an exciting semester, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Maley <         @bellsouth net> 

Sunday, April 27, 2014 5:l0 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: applications 

Dear J ay, 

CONGRATULATIONS on your new award and a big BRAVO you greatly merit this recognition 

Sorry I just got on my machine From what I could see there are I I applications and several letters of 
recommendation and YES, I’m here all day and just call before you come it’s now 5:10 
PM time for an aperitif" 

Cathy 

Dr. Catherine A. Maley 
Professor Emerita French and Romance Linguistics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Past President Institut Francais d’Am~rique 

On Apr 27, 2014, at 8:25 AM, Jay Smith <j2’r s, mith(~ ~r~ai! unc edu> wrote: 

Dear Cathy (and Christina): 
I’m now back from South Carolina and ready to t~Sz to clean up this little problem with the missing 
applications How many are we talking about? My fellow committee members have already 
reviewed the 34 applications we thought we had, and they think their work is done I’m reluctant to 
go back to them at this point, but I will certainly give eve~’y application a reading My inclination 
would be to make an initial ranking of my own and then ask the others to read only the ones I 
consider competitive 

Cathy--do I come pick them up at your place some time today? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Monday,              8:57 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Good morning 

I slid my paper under your door Ihis morning because I won’l b¢ around laler today b¢ fore 12 Thanks for a wondcrfid class (: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Monday,               I 1:06 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Lunch Meeting Time? 

Everything went great, professor, thank you. The class was a little underpopulated and they clearly had no 
intention of discussing the reading at all, but I managed to squeeze 30 minutes out of Condorcet with a 

Jacques-Louis David slideshow on the French Revolution and the rise of Napoleon. 

I look forward to our lunch tomorrow, and noon works perfectly well for me. 

Best, 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 11:02 AM 

TO: 

Subject: Re: Lunch Meeting Time? 

Tuesday at noon was what I remembered, though I’ll email all of you to make sure. lpm also would be fine if 

that’s better. 

Hope everything went OK on Thursday. 

On       ,3.0:42 AM, wrote: 

I made the mistake of not writing down the date and place of our upcoming TA lunch. Would you 
mind jogging my memory? I could have sworn it was tomorrow at $ pro, but I’d just like to 

confirm. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Monday,               I 1:34 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Final Microhisto~ay 

HIST Final Microhisto~’y docx 

Dr, Smith, 

Thanks again for a great class this past semester. I have attached my final microhistory so you have an 

electronic copy as well. I hope your summer is relaxing and enjoyable. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn> 

Monday,               12:32 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

On campus? 

Jay, 

Are you still on campus? I just came by your office and no one was there 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu 

Monday, 

Book Review 

12:54 PM 

To: Smith, Jay (iaysmith) 

From: 

Dear Dr Smith, 

I apoligize for incorrectly doing the book review and I apprectiate you allowing me to correct my mistake I was 
wondering if you would rather me email you the corrected paper or deliver a hard copy to your ofl]ce? rve 
noticed that you seem to prefer hard copies I will be happy to do either one Thank you 

Sincerely, 

This fo~-arded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIS~I " site 
To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: HIS2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Monday, .            1:I3PM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Microhi~ory Paper 

docx 

@live unc edu> 

HiDr, Smith, 

I have attached my final Microhistory paper in case of any problems with the paper copy. 

Have a great summer! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Monday,              2:06 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: lunch 

Could wc do I’? 

Subject: lunch 

Hello one and all: 
Are we still up for lunch tolnormw at TOH? Did we agree on noolf’ I could 
also do a bil la/cr (¢ g, lpm) if la/cr is belier Up Io you Shall we 
watk over together? -Ja) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Monday,              2:08 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: comp 

Hi Jay, 
Tlumks for passing lne I will tt3 to get you tbe prospectus wifl~ a leal second~uy lit section by tbe end of the week 

From: Ja? Slrfith <im’snfith%emailunc edu> 
S¢nl: Sunday, 3:05 PM 
To: 
Sul~iect: comp 

explore, intbe first questiolz how le[igious ideas acfivel) promoted 

’public spaces’ b¢com¢s prclly murky (languag¢?), bul your discussion of 
fire various books is certai~dy accurate enough So on to the prospectus 

It would b¢ a good idea for me to look it over and offer suggestions 
before we gatber on tbe    -Ja) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Monday,              2:53 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: final projects 

Thank you so much for understanding I don’t know how I overlooked it (maybe the exam pressure haha) I 
will have it in your box ASAP and again I really appreciate your help 

Have a great summer, 

On , at 2:44 PM, Jay Smith <j~vs~ni~_ai½~!> wrote: 

--not a big deal Leave it in my mailbox and I’ll get it tomorrow -JS 

On        2:19 PM,                 wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I was proof reading my final draft to turn in my proj ect and went back to reread your 
email to find where to turn it in I previously had seen the part that says (turn in your 
projects anytime) and thought was planning on bringing it by when I went to campus 
for a 4:00 review session 

After I looked at it another time I noticed that this was connected to the "if you want 
to turn it in before the 

So sor~’y I didn’t notice that it said ’~by noon" for on the     and wanted to let you 
know that I was bringing by now I hope that this doesn’t cause any problems and 
would be more than happy to bring it by your house or anywhere that is convenient for 
you 

Again I am sort?i for misreading and hope that I can get this to you in whatever way is 
easiest for you 

Sincerely, 

On , at 8:12 PM, ]avsmith?~,cmafl ~mc edu wrote: 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

Hello: 

I anticipate being able to return to all of you your two-page microhistotaj 
intros tomorrow (Sorry if I don’t yet have all the Goldstein reviews 
~aded--by Tuesday, I promise) 



I’ve decided to give you until Monday         (noon in my mailbox, 
Hamilton hall/History dept) to turn in your final products in the 
microshisto~ project This seems only fair since I will not be in class to 
collect written work on         and I’ll be out of town until Saturday 
anyway I sense that some of you would appreciate the extra time to work 
on it, so there you go 

Obviously, you are free to finish up before the     (you can drop your 
work in my mailbox anytime), but you hereby have an extension that you 
weren’t even asking for 

This fotaxarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill 
Messages from the "HIST          " site To reply to this message 
click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Monday,              g:51 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Lectures 

Dear professor Smith, 

Could you please give me the name of the lectures that we will need for the exam? I am under the impression 

that we will only need lectures from the onwards, but they are entitled differently in the syllabus and on 

your "lectures" portion of the webpage. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones, Joy Mann <joyjones@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             9:43 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: comp 

Thanks Jay, 

Joy 

..... Ofigil~al Message ..... 

Scnl: Sunday, 2:25 PM 
To: Jones, Joy Mmm 
Sul~iect: comp 

better se~tse of wlmt cbanges over time (or doesfft) in the first essa), but your disca~ssion of each of the books is httelhgent and 
insightful -JS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones, Joy Mann <joyjones@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             9:45 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: comp 

Thanks Jay, 

Joy 

..... Origil~al Message ..... 

Seal: Sunday, 3:06 PM 
To: Jones, Joy Mmm 
Sul~iect: comp 

promoted "l~oliticizafion" and even "secularization" (e g, Calvin and rite making of a l~ew state in Gel~eva), and in the second 
qucslion your de findion of ’public spaces’ bccom¢s prclly murky (I,qng~mgc?), bu[ your discussion of tile various books is certainly 

It would be a good idea for me to look it over and offer suggestioits before we gather on the -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             4:13 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Jones, Joy Mann <joyjones@email unc edu> 

RE: comps 

I’m writing about             comps in the                                          ] have now read the 

essay she wrote in response to my questions, and I’m pieased to report that she wrote a we![qnformed, thoughtful 
essay. She has definitely passed this section of her written exams, She might have referred more specifically to a few 

All the heaL, 
Lloyd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Donald M. <dreidl@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,            5:26 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: comp exam 

HiJay, 

I agree. I know     can "see the questions" sometimes, because I’ve observed this in talking with her and in the 
course she took with me in French history a couple of yea~ ago. I like her topic a lot. And it is wonderful that she got the 

to explore it next year! 

Don 

From: Jay Smith [iavsmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:18 PM 
"l’o~ Reid, Donald M. 
Subject: Re: comp exam 

Don--thanks for the thoughtful critical feedback (and sorry it’s taken so long for me to respond--very busy the 
last few days) We do need to push       to penetrate beneath the surface more often The way I once heard 
Dale Van Kley once characterize my old advisor--"seeing questions where everyone else saw only answers"-- 
stlikes me as the characteristic of every good historian, and needs to learn that still We’ll see how we 
can push her with the prospectus .... 

Jay 
On 9:32 PM, Reid, Donald M wrote: 

Dear 

I pass you on your writtens, although I think you would have been better served by 

O.K., enough on that. I look forward to your prospectus defense on 

Best, 

Don 

¯ What time will it be? 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:03 PM 
TO: Jones, Joy Mann 
Ce= Reid, Donald M. 

Dear Joy and Don, 



Attached is my comp exam. 
Had a lot of fun, though I could have used more time! 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,             5:43 PM 

Jarausch, Konrad H <jarausch@email unc edu>; Browning, Christopher R 
<cbrownin@email unc edu>; LalTes, Klaus <larres@unc edu>; B~2cant, Chad C 
<bryantc@email unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Prospectus 

Prospectus        pdf 

Dear committee members, 

Please find attached my prospectus. For your convenience I will be placing hard copies in your mailbox tomorrow. Just a 

reminder as well that the defense is scheduled for May 6, at 3 pm in Hamilton 569. My thanks to all of you for your 

willingness to meet and your input. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,             6:29 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Hello Professor Smith. 

CAIn you posl die rccelll IcclurCs? Also. does Ihc essay cover highlighlcd infonna/ion frOlll onward or o11~ ard like 
file part one (objective) portion 

Also. I wanled Io remind you Ileal I am taking the final early 

Tlmnk you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday,             9:56 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Lecture Notes 

Professor Smith, 

Thank you for posting the lecture slides and taking the time to respond to my email. I’m sorry to keep 

bothering you with questions, but I was wondering: will the ID section will include the short passages we read 

online or just the major works discussed in recitation? 

Again, thank you for your time, 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 8:34 PM 

TO; 

Subject: Re: Lecture Notes 

--the last ’real’ lectures are now posted. If there’s anything from Thursday that needs to be posted, I’ll 

be talking with the TA’s tomorrow, so we’ll get it up soon. -JS 

On ,3:$2 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

Will you be posting the lecture slides from the last three classes on to Sakai? 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Cravey, Altba J <cravey@unc edu> 

Wednesday,              8:52 AM 

The progt~ac mailing list <progt~ac@listserv unc edu> 

The progt~ac mailing list <progt~ac@listserv unc edu> 

[progfac] Institute of African American Research - 

Congratulations to for recognition at the Institute of African American Research[ Go [ 

You are making geographers look good, and making it seem like we "know something!" 

Read more about find out about his co-conspirators, and access the zine 

itself: 

Altha J. Cravey 

Geography, UNC Chapel Hill 

http://virginappears.u nc.edu/ 

http://seedspirits.unc.edu/ 

http://unc.academia.edu/AlthaCravey 

http://endeavors.unc.edu/spr2OO7/oaxaca.php 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:jaysmitb@email unc edu">jaysmith@email unc edu</a> To unsubscribe send a 
blank <br> 
email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-34618163- 
60582236 80e9ef’4edddd43928865362716413467@listse~w- un c edu">leave-34618163- 
60582236 80e9ef’4edddd43928865362716413467@listse~w- unc edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn> 

Wednesday,               12:02 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

More on project "thesis" 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn> 

Wednesday,              3:00 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Accessibility Resources & Se~w-ice <accessibility@unc edu> 

Wednesday,              6:00 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tests Scheduled for 

Test(s) Scheduled for 

Test Day: 
Test Time: 1:00 pm - 4:00 pm (5:30 pro) 
Student: 
Course:    ! HIST- 
Exam Delivery to ARS: email to accessibility@unc.edu 
Exam Return to Professor or TA: ARS Email to jaysmith@email.unc.edu 
ARS Phone: 962-8300 

Dear Professor, 

The above student(s) are scheduled to take an exam at the office of Accessibility Resources & Serviceon 
the date and time listed. 

Options for sending the exam are as follows: 

1) Upload it to our secure dropbox at ~3s:iistuder:taffa[rs.unc.edlL, arspl~rta!!clrilpPox 
2) Email the exam to Accessibility Resources & Service, ecces~ih[! L2Z@L"~c~eclu 
3) Let us know should you prefer a different method of delivery or have made alternate arrangements 
with the student. 

Also, please indicate what, if any aids are allowed and how the exam should be returned to you upon 
completion if different than above. 

It is the student’s responsibility to communicate all requests for accommodations to the faculty within a 
reasonable time frame. Students are required to schedule exams to be taken at the office of Accessibility 
Resources & Service at least 3 business days prior to the date of the exam. 

Accessibility Resources & Service at the University of North Carolina 

ARS Phone: 962-8300 This email was sent to you as a professor of a student or students registered with 
the Office of http://accessibility.unc.edu at UNC Chapel Hill. If this email was sent to you in error, please 
send an email to acces~;ibilitv@klnC edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 
Thursday,             8:22 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: hist    last class lecture not on sakai 

will oN? cover starred items/importmlt points from lect~ms omx at~l? aim all tbe ilffo we bm-en’t been quizzed on (so all the 

On , al 8:17 AM. Jay Smllh <jaysmllh~acmail unc ¢du~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,             I 0:43 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Book Review 

Book Review Correct docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~liveuncedu> 

Thursday,             11:03 AM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

agreement of people/10th epochlinks on syllabus not working anymore 

1) Do tbe "agreement of the people" and "putney debates" mtd "10th el~ch" lit~ks fair game for tbe exant even thougb we didn’t 

2) ~[" tbey are I cmt’t seem to get rite agreement of tbe people (tbe fit~t link on      h~ ) or tbe "1/tth epoch" (tbe lit~k on 
to work al~ mote do you know am" other way to pull up tbose leadmgs again (~[’fltey ate fah game for filml) 

On al 8:28 AM. Jay Smilh <jaysmidi~acmail unc cdu> wrote: 

> yes 
> On 8:22 AM wrote: 
>> Ok Ihank you for your pmmpl response! One lasl qucslJon, jusl For clatifica/ion from your previous cmail. [he objcclivc pan of 

all file info we lmve been quizzed on mole titan hkeb will not sbm~ up on part 1 of fitml?) 

>> On , at 8:17 AM, Jay Slmth <javsnfith@enmil uric edu> wrote: 

sbould foca~s on front tlmt lecmie? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay, Joseph <Joseph Jay@cwt corn> 

Thursday,             12:13 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wainstein, Ken <Ken Wainstein@cwt corn> 

RE: Thanks 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:47 AM 
TO: Jay, Joseph 
Subject: Re: Thanks 

Joe--sorry I’ve not answered. End of semester chaos. Anyway, it seems that               is about to go public with 
ESPN, possibly even sharing his transcript. This could happen within the next few days. What I would suggest is that you 

guys track down all other members of that     team to see if any will talk to you. I have no contact with any athletes, 

and I gather that the few Mary has remained in touch with just don’t want to go on the record with anything. Of course, 

have all already gone on the record and could probably tell you 

more details. I’m sorry not to be more directly helpful--but my main point is that testimony might well cause a 

breach in the wall of silence. -Jay 

On 2:14 PM, Jay, Joseph wrote: 

A Joseph Jay fll 
CadwaladeL Vv~ckersham & Taft LLP 
700 Six[h StreeL NW. 
Washington, DC 20001 
Tel: +1 202862.2248 
Fax: +1 202.862.2400 
Joseph.Ja¥~cwt.com 
www.cadwalader.com 

From: Wainstein, Ken 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:09 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. (mwillingham@unc.edu); Jay Smith (iaysmith@email.unc.edu) 
Cc: Jay, Joseph 
Subject: Thanks 

Mary and Jay, 
Thanks again for meeting with us the other day. While some of the ground we covered was familiar, it was 
very good to hear directly from you and to get the additional details. 
As I said, we’d definitely appreciate any efforts to connect us with those student-athletes you mentioned. 
We’ll follow your lead in how best to approach and contact them. 
Thanks very much. 
Ken 

Kenneth L. Wainstein 



Partner 
Cadwalader, Wckersharn & Ta~t LLP 
700 Sixth Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20001 
Tel: +1 202.862.2474 
Fax: +1 202.862.2400 
ken.wainstein@cwt.com 
www.cadwalader.corn 

IRS Circular 230 Legend: Any advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and 
cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding U S federal, state, or local tax penalties Unless 
othel~v-ise specifically indicated above, you should assume that any statement in this email relating 
to any US federal, state, or local tax matter was ~witten in connection with the promotion or 
marketing by other parties of the transaction(s) or matter(s) addressed in this email Each taxpayer 
should seek advice based on the taxpayer’s pa~icular circumstances from an independent tax 
advisor 

NOTE: The in%rmation in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged If you are not 
the intended recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the 
sender immediately by reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a 
copy Although this email and any attachments are believed to be free of any virus or other defect 
that may affect any computer system into which it is received and opened, it is the responsibility of 
the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 
Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu> 
Thursday,             1:30 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: news? 

I ended up ntlming inlo Radding in Ihe hallway She asked me about acc¢pling         and I Iold her aboul laking il in the ~itl 
raffler tlmn the spring She said sbe’ll look into bow tbe TA assigim~ems ~e o~gam~d If I cafft get it moved, I’m boping at the vet5 

PhD Czmdidate 
Department of Histot) 
The Univcrsily olNonh Carolina a/Chapel Hill 

From: Jay Smilb [jaysmiib~acmaJl uric ¢du] 
Scnl: Thursday, 10:53 AM 
To: 
SubJect: Re: news? 

Well, no Not ffyou put eveiyflting h~ tbe entail Give it a little thne 
On      ,10:52 AM,          wrote: 

> 1 entailed him two days ago Haven’t gotten m~? tlfing back yet 1 figmt~d be ntigbt need some time to see it" be could move tlth~gs 
around Should I I~3 and m¢¢1 wflh hbn? 

> PkD Czmdidate 

> From: Ja? S~rdth Ija?s~rdth@emait uric edu] 

> Subject: news? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,            2:21 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: review summary 

Summa~’y of Reviews of The Trial of Madame Caillaux docx; Review I pdf; Review 
2 pdf; Review 3 pdf 

Hey Mr. Smith[ 

I don’t know what may of happened, but I turned in my summary of reviews Monday with my MicroHistory to 

the secretary. It may of gotten misplaced or lost (and if that is my fault I apologize) and so I am enclosing it as 

an attachment (as well as my three review sources) in this email!! Thank you for letting me know and being so 

understanding!! 

Have a great day[ 

From: jaysmith@email.unc.edu <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:04 PM 

Subject; review summary 

From: Jay Smith 

Hello 

I’ve run into a little problem. I’m trying to finalize al! grades for History and I can’t find a grade or an 

unreturned "review summary" for you. Did you do one? If so, would you mind sending me an email reminding 

me of the grade I gave you, the book whose reviews you covered, and the flavor of at least one remark I wrote 

in response to you? 

If you forgot to turn one in, can you get one to me ASAP? By Monday, let’s say? You can choose whichever of 

the books we read for the course, doesnt matter which one. Sorry to have let this slip through the cracks (or 

to have failed to record your grade somehow.) -Prof. Smith 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIST " site. To 

reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: H!5~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

@liveuncedu> 

Thursday,            2:52 PM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

RE:reviewsummaiy 

I truly appreciate that. This has definitely been my favorite course of the semester and so I was disappointed to 

hear that you primarily teach graduate courses. I hope to have you again someday. Thanks for a fantastic 

semester. 

From= Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:39 PM 

To: 

Subject= Re: review summary 

Great job with it, too. You’re not a huge talker, 

class. 
On 2:20 PM, wrote: 

Hey Mr. Smith! 

but your written work is excellent. Good to have you in 

I don’t know what may of happened, but I turned in my summary of reviews Monday with my 

MicroHistory to the secretary. It may of gotten misplaced or lost (and if that is my fault I apologize) 

and so I am enclosing it as an attachment (as well as my three review sources) in this email!! Thank 

you for letting me know and being so understanding!! 

Have a great day! 

To: 

From: Jay Smith 

Hello 

I’ve run into a little problem. I’m trying to finalize all grades for History    and I can’t find a grade or 

an unreturned "review summary" for you. Did you do one? If so, would you mind sending me an 

email reminding me of the grade I gave you, the book whose reviews you covered, and the flavor of 

at least one remark I wrote in response to you? 

If you forgot to turn one in, can you get one to me ASAP? By Monday, let’s say? You can choose 

whichever of the books we read for the course, doesn’t matter which one. Sorry to have let this slip 

through the cracks (or to have failed to record your grade somehow.) -Prof. Smith 

This fot~varded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the 

"HIS~            site. To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Shelton Reed ~yahoo corn> 

Thursday, May I, 2014 3:36 PM 

John Reed <johnshelton@alum mit edu> 

Harry Watson is a mensch 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Cynthia Radding <radding@email unc edu> 

Thursday,            4:l0 PM 

@email unc edu> 
Brundage, W Fitzhugh <brundage@email unc edu>; Smith, Jay M 
<jaysmith@email unc edu>; Jones, Joy Mann <joyjones@email unc edu> 

Quinn and teaching assignment 

semester Please conunumcate with Professor Bnuldage tegattling your 

Altenlativel?, you COllld be slated for a TA assigmnent in the spring 

Professor Radding 

Cvntlfia Raddhlg 

Director of Gt-aduate Studies 

Campus Box 3195 
Tile Universlly 0 f Nori]l Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Cllal2el Hill, North Carolhla 27599-3195 
919 962-5057 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,            4:41 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: review summary 

Summaq¢ of Reviews pdf 

Hi Dr, Smith, 

You definitely returned my summary of reviews to me. I have attached a scanned copy in this e-mail. I wrote 

on your book, Monsters of the Gevaudan: The Making of a Beast and looked at a few critics including Darnton, 

Landes, Maza, Sahlins, and Woell. You gave me a grade and said that I exceeded expectations since I only 

needed to cover 2-3 reviews! 

Let me know if you need anything else and have a great summer! 

From: jaysmith@email.unc.edu <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Thursday, 1:05 PM 

Subject~ review summary 

To: 

From: Jay Smith 

Hi 

i’ve run into a little problem. I’m trying to finalize all grades for History    and I can’t find a grade or an 

unreturned "review summary" for you. Did you do one? If so, would you mind sending me an email reminding 

me of the grade I gave you, the book whose reviews you covered, and the flavor of at least one remark I wrote 

in response to you? 

If you forgot to turn one in, can you get one to me ASAP? By Monday, let’s say? You can choose whichever of 

the books we read for the course, doesn’t matter which one. Sorry to have let this slip through the cracks (or 

to have failed to record your grade somehow.) -Prof. Smith 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIST site. To 
reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 
Thursday,             5:29 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Hist    final 

I ant stud>ing for rite Hist    fnml mtd I had a question about the ID section The liffk for the "Agteeinent of rite People" 

discusshtg tiffs woik in lecitation Please let me know where I can find tiffs leading I also lind a question about wiffch lectures would 
be on the fitml I found fire two power [mints from     mtd     but was wondering what would be included from the discussion on 

That~k you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

George S Baroff        @bellsouth net> 

Thursday, May I, 2014 5:44 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

@triwest corn; @aol corn; 

Re: [thearg] a response to Andy Perrin on the media 

@gmail corn>; 

A tenlarkable slumnat5 ; itmn 6 gets at the heart of the issue 
Thanks 
George 

On Apt 30, 2014, at 6:47 PM, Jay Snfiflt wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Powell             @gmail corn> 

Thursday, May I, 2014 6:39 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Catch up 

Do you have any idea how or why Anna Agbe-Davies would be chosen to ser~,e on such an initiative? 

On Thu, May 1, 2014 at 5:30 PM, John Powell 
Great Thanks 

wrote: 

On Thu, May 1, 2014 at 5:28 PM, Jay Smith <javslx~ithq’vcmaii ~t~c cd~> wrote: 
~ ~ iA~ t~c e du/c at ~ u ~-u p d a [e ~?u ~{v ersi ik-[ a tmctte ~- sm d e t~ t-a [h let e-a c!! emic-i alliati ~’ e-w~r/d t~ ~ p i 

Scroll to the bottom for the full roster; the initial roster included everyone gXCgPT the last three names 

On 5/1/14, 6:26 PM, John Powall wrote: 

Thanks Do you have a complete roster of the AIWG, both initial and as expanded? John 

On Thu, May I, 2014 at 5:23 PM, Jay Smith <~i_t.h~ff~i~.c:<!!’._!> wrote: 
Thanks! I believe the provost’s group is called the Academic Initiatives Working C~oup 
And yes, when its composition was first announced there were many howls of protest 
because College faculty (who teach 90% of athlete credit hours) were nowhere to be found 

The first, or maybe loudest, protests came from the Athletic Reform Group And Dean, to 
our surprise, responded to Wayne Lee, who was organizing for us then, with a generous 
offer: name someone fi-om your group and we’ll happily add him/her to the committee We 
debated long and hard about who among us should be chosen for this assignment In the 
end, the group decided on me With some mixed feelings, I agreed to have my name sent 
fo~ard But after Wayne sent the Provost my name, we never heard another word from 
him (Keep in mind that the committee at that point was already stacked with people who 

had reasons to dislike or mistrust me: Steve Farmer, Bubba, Vince Ille, Lissa Broome) 
Weeks went by before any announcement about new faculty being added When the 
announcement came, the additions included two College faculty (Andy Perrin, Ana Agbe- 
Davies) and someone else from tl~e Business School (who seems like a perfectly reasonable 
guy) What still bothers me the most about all of this was that the Provost couldn’t show us 
the courtesy of explaining why I had been excluded from the group, and he didn’t have the 
courage to come back to the ARG to ask for another, more acceptable, candidate 

Anyway, that’s where things stand to this day 
On 5/1/14, 4:47 PM, John Powell wrote: 

Prof, 
C~-eat speech[ While I think I differ from somewhat on whether the proper fix is 
in admissions or remediation, you make compelling cases for what the issues 
are and what remedies need to do 
At some point before too long, I am going to call in a card and get myself a one 

on one audience with the Chancellor There’s a point I want to make about 
governance, especially faculty committees, over time I tl~ink you once told me 



that the Provost’s working group initially had no A&S representation Any 
information as to that groups composition, both initially and over time (as well 
as its title) woud be very much appreciated 
John Powell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,            6:58 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: prospectus stuff 

OK. Great. 
Oh, and it’s in Hamilton 565. 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 6:57 PM 

TO: 

Subject: Re: prospectus stuff 

Do get it to me tomorrow, since we’ll want to get this out to everyone else probably by 
Tuesday. 

You’re welcome for lunch. I owe you yet another meal for going 
On 6:55 plY1,                  wrote: 

(once it’s official) ..... 

Hi Jay, 
I am planning on getting a draft of my prospectus to you tomorrow. I also just wanted to 
remind you that my prospectus defense is       at 12pm. I will confirm the room asap. 
Does that time still work for you? I’ll remind you again next week as the date approaches. 
Thanks for lunch Tuesday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,            7:33 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: final exam makeup 

Professor Smith, 

If this is the only time you can, then I will take the exam at $0. However, since I had been expecting for this 

exam to be on Monday, I had not started studying yet. So I can cram and hopefully be ready by $0am 

tomorrow, but it would be better for me if we could do it in the afternoon or on Tuesday. I understand the 

final decision is up to you though, so just let me know. 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Thursday,            6:43 PM 

Subject: Re: final exam makeup 

On 

--how about tomorrow at $07 Meet me at my office, Hamilton 564. 

3:56 PM,                  wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

My name is and I’m in your HIST- class. 

I have gotten an examination excuse from the dean to make up the exam, 

so I need to see when we could do so. 

This means I can take the exam tomorrow or on Tuesday or Wednesday. 

Do any of these days work for you? 

Thank you, and I’m sorry for the inconvenience. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail corn> 

Thursday,            11 : 13 PM 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
The Columbine Massacre (jaysmith@email unc edu) 

I’ve shared an item with you. 

Massacre 

This email grants access to this item. Only forward it to people you trust 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friday,           8: I I AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: finally 

Yes 3:00 works See you then 

On 6:24 PM, "Jay Smith" <.~4ys.mith@email t~n,¢ cdu> wrote: 
--can you do 3pro? 

,6:24 PM,               wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

Is there a time tomorrow that works for you? 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Mon,             at 12:11 PM, Jay Smith ~iit~,scn_k_th~ecn_ai! tint edu> wrote: 
Let’s play it by ear rm sure Thurs or Fd will work one way or another .... 

On 11:Sg AM, wrote: 

I will actually be finishing up my paper for      on Wednesday, so it might be a 
bit hectic Are you free Thursday or Friday at all? If not I could definitely make 
Wednesday work 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Mon, at I 1:24 AM, Jay Smith <ja3±~t!!i/l-L3?etna;[ urc=edu> 
wrote: 

--sure What does Wednesday look like for you? I have a 3:30 reception 
to go to, othet~vise pretty wide open 

On 9:46 AM, wrote: 



Good morning Jay, 

Melissa Bullard j ust asked to have a TA meeting tomorrow at 11:00 
before the final Is there another time tomorrow or later this week 
that you are available? Sorry to have to reschedule last minute 

Thanks, 

Unive{sity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Sat, at 11:34 AM, 
~ ~-,,n rJil cg~_~_> wrot e: 

Dear Jay, 

Tuesday at 11:00 works for me My students’ final is at 12:00 so I 
will be coming into campus that day anyway 

See you then, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Sat, 

On 

at 11:15 AM, Jay Smith 

-how about Tuesday morning, 1 lish? 
9:50 AM,               wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

I just wanted to follow up about meeting Let me 
know when you’re free Also congratulations on 
your recent award! 

On 6:35 PM, 

Dear Jay, 

Thanks so much for the vote of confidenc!! I’m 



glad you think it has come together well! I 
would be happy to meet the week after next 
Since classes will be done then I am basically 
free anytime that week with the exception of my 
students’ exam block on Tues at noon get 

me know when works for you 

Have a great long weekend! 

iSincerely, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Sat,             at I I: 12 AM, Jay Smith 
<j a ysmilb ?;~cl:tail nnc edu> wrote: 

--apologies for taking an entire week 
to read through this It was just a crazy time 
for me 

Anyway, with the exception of my few 
marginal notes and corrections here and there, 
I think this is great and you should consider it 
finished Going fot~vard, we’ll want to keep 
thinking about your analytical strategies and 
the sorts of questions you will need to pose, 
but this definitely does the job You’re in a 
much better position heading into your third 
year than most other students I’ve worked 
with Your ideas and purposes are much 
clearer So great job 

Let’s tlT to find a time to talk at some point in 
the next two weeks--probably the week after 
next better for me 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu> 
Friday,            12:08 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: phone?! 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,           11:55 AM 

Subject: Re: phone?! 

-did you ever send me a copy of your prezi/powerpoint from the presentation? I just want to review it 
quickly but can’t find it for some reason -JS 
On 6:12 PM,                       wrote: 

Good Af[ernoon Professor, 

I have three questions regarding the paper: 

1) It is absolutely neccesary to use footnotes rather than simply using in-text citations? 
2) AS I have no experience with ever using footnotes, how much detail needs to be in a footnote (meaning 
do I include a mini-annotation sort of thing where I explain what I used from the source or simply just the 
basic information like the author’s name, date, etc.) 
3) Is it okay if I use a first person pronoun in my thesis? (example: In this micro history, I will at[empt to...) 

Thank you! 

Best, 

From: iavsmith~email.unc.edu [iavsmith~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:40 PM 
Subject: phone?! 

To: All Participants 

From: J~y Smith 

Would anyone be willing to call me at so I can actually HEAR today’s presentations? 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST " site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HIST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Watson, Harry L <hwatson@email unc edu> 

Friday,            12:49 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; John Shelton Reed 

@yahoo corn>; Levine, Madeline G <mgl@unc edu> 

RE: [thearg] Pel+in on the N&O 

Dear 

Sony to gel back lal¢ on Ihis You raise a key point aboul slml¢gy How do w¢ wahl Ihis Io end? Where do we go from here? Wha/ 
are our options’? 

The facult) has finally started to protest but I don’t think tbtu" am art? where near to read? for a vote of no cmffidence Judging by tbe 
rood in [he Facully council. Iherc are a Io1 of die-hard Ioyalisls for Slalus quo ou[ [here who drink [his is all a scheme tu sell 
newspapet~ or a racist plot to shame black men or someflfing else it isfft Thase folks are not hkel? to turn around over file sunnner 
because of an3 Ihing wc do or say l Ihink a Itu will ride on Ihe Wainst¢in invesliga/itn, Ihc N> ang’oro trial, and the reception of bolh 
b? adimmstration mid faodt) We Cml prepare for that event by continuing to voice our concen~s mid by being p~epared to measme 
actual outcomes agal~st what ougbt to happen 

Hart) 

Hart3 L Watson 

Allanla Dislinguished Pro lessor in Soulhem Culture 
Deportment or Hislot3 
CB# 3195. Hamilton Hall 
Uitversits" of Norfl~ Caroh~m at Chapel Hill 
(’Impel Hill, NC 27599 

I¢l¢phon¢: (919) 962-0977 

Pax: (919) 962-1403 

..... Original M¢ssag¢ ..... 
Frmn: Xi ]b, e m:e eda I 
S¢nl: W¢dn¢sday, 5:53 PM 
To: Watson, Hart) L 
Cc: S~mth, Jay M; Jolm Shelton Reed: Levite, Madeline G 
Sul~iect: Re: [tbearg] Pemn on the N&O 

I wasfft aco~sing you, Hart)" of all people, of going weak in tbe knees 
hi fact I was tlmt!dng out loud as well, wondemlg if your observation about Perbnl provided a way to start a flesh conversation based 
on some common ground Bul Ihen I had second [houghls (spelled oul in my notu) 
What do you do with an adimn tbat won’t sefiousl? talk? Tt) to bfiug it down with an expressitn of no cmffidence -- at what cost mid 
rcsid~uql billemess? And will file llex[ sel of leaders be any belier? No easy choices and not i1lltCh facldly leverage in any case 

Perhaps file Nyong’oro trill, Crowder revelations, and Wainstein report will alter tbe landscaN over tbe smnnler But it will be tbe old 
crew that wdl be ~esponding to an) new Pacts mid col~tilming to spit to keep the NCAA awa? 

Historically this scandal s¢¢ms to me to have produced Ih¢ worst crisis sinc¢ I came to Chapel Hill in 1980, and I wonder if il raises 
issues about tbe uitvetsit) in some ways as serious as tbe stbmg of 1960s dismpfiot~s (desegregafiot~ speaker ban, winkers stbtke, and 
Victuam/Kcnl Sial�) I’m giving a lalk for Ihe classes of 1965-75 on Ihose years so I’ve been reflecling To give added inleresl tu Ihe 
event, Provost Deml is slated to give an update on unix" affairs just before my talk lntmesting juxtaposition of speakers and topics 

All best -- 



On 03:34 PM, Walson, Hart 
> Dear 
> 

> Thanks vet) much for this note I did see John’s c~itique of I]le official reform program and dlough[ il was jusl righ[ 

> 1 flfit~k I shauld have made m? self clearer in ifie note you a~e ~epl~’ing to, in which I was flfit~king out loud but did not memt to 
propose someflfing I was also co]inheriting on Al]d? ’s ~epl? (which we have also beard front Folt and Joy Re]me~) that tbe U mvet~ifi" 
has made all Ihese nice reforms, while ignoifi~g Ihe queslions raised by Ihe rclircd facully and Ihe Hislo~) lellcr I agree complelaly 
flint tbe adlm]fistrafion mtd its allies have ]~ot taken mr? substantive measme to address ifie underl? mg problems I don’t see that the? 
ha~e even engaged our side in candid debal¢ So I de finilcly don’l mean Io go Io Ihe negolialing lable wdh a nonresponsive parlner[ 

> You menlion a reply from Foil [o Ihe Hislo~, leller I ha~en’l seen d and was beginning Io [hink we wouldn’l gel one Where is if? 
Or did you mean her ~epl? to ifie ~etit~d facubs" le~er? 

> Hart) 

> Hart) L Walson 

> Atlmtta Disthtgn~isbed Professor in Souifiern Cultau~ Department of 
> Histot5 CB# 3195, Han]Jlton Hall U mvet~ifi" of North Caroh]m at Chapel 
> Hill Chapel Hill. NC 27599 

> lalephone: (919) 962-0977 
> fax: (919) 962-1403 

> -----O~iginal Message ..... 

> Sent: Wednesday, 12:05 PM 
> To: Walson, Hart) L 
> Cc: Smidk Jay M: John Shellon Reed; Levine, Madcline G 
> Subjecl: Re: [Ihearg] Peifin on Ihe N&O 

> Hi, Hart) ! Pve been flfit~king about your conmtent below, wlfich does offer a kind of diplonmtic bridge b/n tbe i]tstitutio]ml loyalists 
and Ihe crilics/re formers There is a cerlaln appeal in Ihe line "Lel’s find common ground and reason Iogelher" 

> HoweveK Ihe problem is nol jusl addressing fake courses Ihal you refer Io bul pulling in place genuine, suslainable ~leully oversighl 
and also trat~spat~ncy on tlte athletics side On tbese hager issues, I’m skeptical that the adnfimstmtion t~all? has made progress or has 
a commilmenl Io genuine reform The rccenl FC show-and-I¢ll doesn’l much inspire Bu[ more Iroubling is Ihe 6 pp "official" reform 
outline flint Jolm Shelton Reed did a critique of (He sent ifie critique to Currm], but not sine be has go~en back am" suhatantive 
response ) Tlte line we keep beabmg is "Tn~st us, we’~e nmkhtg progress, we welcome input" 
> Thai was Foil’s response Io Ihe Hislo~) Depl slalcmenl ls Iherc really a basis for dialogue if 
engage 

> In case you didfft see Reed’s critique, ask lfim for a cop? 

>Best-- 

> O11           10:23 AM, Wa/son. Ha 
>) It seents that we have a classic case of people talkhtg past each other Pemn and tbe lest of the A&nhfistmtion supporters keep 
prolesling Ihal Ihe c~ihas will nol acknowledge all Ihe good Ihings Ihe Universdy has done Io make sure Ihe ~lha courses do nol gel 
offered again We ctilics keep asking (among olher Ihings) how Iha problem gol slarled in Ihe firsl place, who was responsible besides 
ifie two people identified aheady, mtd (though we seem to tip-toe around sa? ing this dit~ctl? ) what was ifie role of the Athletic 
Dcparlmenl in perpcl~uq ling il? Pertin finally seems Io hea~ Iha/our side can acknowledge Ilull some approptiale reforms have been 
nmde: is it too much ask for his friends to acknowledge our ~enmimng questions? Problem is, if’tbey ~espond to our questions, be~e 
comes Ihc NCAA, possibly wilh a "sudden dealh" penally 

>> HaW 

>~ Har~" L Watson 

>> Allanl,~ Dislinguishcd Pro lessor in Soulhcm Cuburc Dcpamncnl of 
>~ History CB# 3195, Hanfilton Hal1 U~ifi’ersit~ of North Carolitm at 
>> Chapel Hill Chapel Hill. NC 27599 



>> telephone: (919) 962-0977 
>> fax: (919) 962-1403 
>> 
>> -----Original Message ..... 

>> To: alhlelics reform group 
>> Sul~iect: [fltearg] Petrol on the N&O 

>> A very different perspective on Dan Kane, the N&O, and fire state of the UNC scandal A perspective formed, in my ophfion, wiflt 

75574908 d10aSc24e781268cf23521 lb97c667c7@listserv unc edu 

>> -- You ate currentl?, subscribed to thearg as: mhlmnt@Iive uric edu To mtsubscribe 

blat~k emad to leave-34612998-74671814 laS0d784e5f6169e1529d199d6567608@Iistsetv unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cynthia Radding <radding@email unc edu> 

Friday,            12:51 PM 

Brundage~ W Fitzhugh <brundage@email unc edu>; 
@email unc edu> 

Smith~ Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>~ Jones~ Joy Mann <joyjones@email unc edu>~ 

Kenk Adam S <akent@unc edu> 
Re:      and Teaching 

Thank you Fitz 
On         11:33 AM, Brundage, W Fitzhugh wrote: 

Deal 

Yes, we can switch your                to the Fall semester It’ll perhaps require some changes 
as to your teaching assignment for the Spring semester (I’m not sure we’ll need another section of 
HIST    in the Spring; I have already assigned three) But we’ll cross that bridge closer to the 
Spring semester when our needs will be clearer 

In any case, you can plan on receiving during the fall semester 

Cheers 
Fitz 

b~ u ndage~em~![:u nc ~¢]u 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:38 PH 
To: Brundage, W Fitzhugh 
Subject:     and Teaching 

Dear Professor Brundage, 

I was really pleased and grateful to find out las[ week that I had been awarded 
and a teaching assignment for next year. I was wondering, however, if there would be any way 

to use the fellowship for the Fall rather than the Spring semes[er. I talked to Jay, and he suggeated that I 
contact you. I was planning to finish my dissertation and go on the job market nexL year, and a Fall 
fellowship, which would give me a whole summer plus a consecutive semes[er of uninterrupted time to work 
on my dissertation and plan out job applications, would be much more useful than a Spring one. I’m a bit 
fearful that if I teach a class in the Fall, I’ll end up losing mos[ of the semes[er at[ending to teaching duties 
rather than writing and devoting time to job applications, all of which might make it difficult to finish ne~ 
year. I’d be happy to take any TA or teaching assignment in the Spring. If it’s not possible to switch the 

semeateN, then could I just TA rather than teach my own class in the Fall? I just really want to be 
able to maximize my writing time at this point, and I know that my time in the Fall will be much more 
critical than my time in the Spring. 

Thanks, 



The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Cynthia Radding 

Gussenhoven Distinguished Professor of Latin An~erlcan Studies 

Director of Graduate Studies 

Department of History 

Hamilton Hall 519 

Campus Box 3195 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 9195 

(919) 962 5057 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Friday,           2:06 PM 

Brundage, W Fitzhugh <brundage@email unc edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

RE:       and Teaching 

Dear Professor Brundage, 

Thank you for being so accommodating. I certainly understand that the teaching situation in the spring will need to be 
revisited, but I’m very flexible as far as that all goes. I’m just excited to have the writing time in the Fall. 

Best, 

From: Brundage, W Fitzhugh 
Sent: Friday,            11:33 AM 

~c= Smith, Jay M; Radding, Cynthia 
Subject: RE:     and Teaching 

Dear 

Yes, we can switch your                 to the Fall semester It’ll perhaps require some changes as to your 
teaching assignment for the Spring semester (I’m not sure we’ll need another section of HIST    in the Spring; 
I have already assigned three) But we’ll cross that bridge closer to the Spring semester when our needs will be 
clearer 

In any case, you can plan on receiving during the fall semester 

Cheers 
Fitz 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:38 PM 
"fo: Brundage, W Fitzhugh 
Subject:     and Teaching 

Dear Professor Brundage, 

I was really pleased and grateful to find out last week that I had been awarded the                    and a 
teaching assignment for nex~L year. I was wondering, however, if there would be any way to use the fellowship for the Fall 
rather than the Spring semester. I talked to Jay, and he suggested that I contac°L yOU. I was planning to finish my 
dissertation and go on the job market next year, and a Fall fellowship, which would give me a whole summer plus a 
consecutive semester of uninterrupted time to work on my dissertation and plan out job applications, would be much 
more useful than a Spring one. I’m a bit fearful that if I teach a class in the Fall, I’ll end up losing most of the semester 



attending to teaching duties rather than writing and devoting time to job applications, all of which might make it difi3cult 
to finish next year. I’d be happy to take any TA or teaching assignment in the Spring. If it’s not possible to switch the 

semesters, then could I just TA rather than teach my own class in the Fall? I just really want to be able to 
maximize my writing time at this point, and I know that my time in the Fall will be much more critical than my time in the 
Spring. 

ThanKs, 

The University of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Friday,           4:13 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Hist final 

Professor Smith, 
I am studying for the Hist final and I had a question about the ID section The link for 

the "Agreement of the People" reading from the syllabus does not take me to this writing and I 
cannot find it anywhere on the website I also do not remember discussing this work in recitation 
Please let me know where I can find this reading I also had a question about which lectures would 
be on the final I found the two power points from but was wondering what would 
be included from the discussion on and the lecture on on Condorcet 
Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Friday,           4:39 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

Exam Question 

Hello Professor Smith, 

As I was preparing for the final exam Monday, I went to look for the powerpoint from our final class discussion 

regarding Condorcet to supplement my notes but I couldn’t find it. Is it someone on Sakaithat I cannot see it? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Friday,           7:48 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

Re: tomorrow 

Hi Professor Smith, 
I apologize for not mtswefing tl~s enlail l didn’t see the email until just now 

but m> TA is 

Also. I was wondering if you decided on Ihe change of the pa rfi cip~ltJ o~/r¢ cilalio n portion of the gmdc 

On at 6:09 PM, Ja> Slmth <javsntith?~ email m~c edu> wrote: 

> -are you coming in al 10AM [omorcow? Thal’s wha/I seem Io recall I will be leaving m.x office shordy before 10 If you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Friday,            10:48 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

prospectus! 

Dissertation prospectus docx 

Hi Jay, 
Here is the draff. I borrowed from grant applications and comps for a lot of it, and consequently the 
historiography and theory sections may be semi-incoherent. I will continue polishing. 
Do I need a bib? And should I talk about organization, i.e. chapters? 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 6:57 PM 

TO: 

Subject: Re: prospectus stuff 

Do get it to me tomorrow, since we’ll want to get this out to everyone else probably by 
Tuesday~ 

You’re welcome for lunch. I owe you yet another meal for going ABD (once it’s official) ..... 
On       6:55 PN,                  wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
I am planning on getting a draft of my prospectus to you tomorrow. I also just wanted to 
remind you that my prospectus defense is       at 12pm. I will confirm the room asap. 
Does that time still work for you? I’ll remind you again next week as the date approaches. 
Thanks for lunch Tuesday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

SaRlrday,             12:03 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Clarifying what’s on the final 

Hey Professor, 

When writing the essays are we allowed to use pen? What are the rules for the essay parts? 

From: iaysmit h@email.unc.edu <iaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday,              9:33 PM 

Subject: Clarifying what’s on the final 

To: All Participants 
From: Jay Smith 
A number of you have asked about which lectures and readings are covered on the final, so let me make a few 

things clearer: 
For the ID section, almost all texts assigned from Ga![leo forward are included, gUT there are a few notable 

exceptions. Condorcet will not be on the final, and the two English Revolution documents (Agreement of the 
People and the Putney Debates) w[!l not be on the final because we did not discuss them in class. 

For the objective (i. e., quiz) section of the final, only two lectures are included--those of 
For the essay section, you are responsible for ALL lectures in 

Hope that clarifies things. 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIST site~ To 

reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: HIST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Saturday,             3:50 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Clarifying what’s on the final 

Hello Professor, 

Sorry to bother you I just wanted to make sure that I wasn’t forgetting any of the texts we’ve covered 

since Galileo. 

"Letter to the Grand Duchess Christina" 

Political Testament 

Trial of Temple Anneke 

Persian Letters 

Inventing Human Rights 

and the first 6 paragraphs of Outlines of an Historical View of the Progress of the Human Mind 

Also, we need to know the author, title, and context but is there anything else we should take note of? 

Thank you, 

From: jaysmith@email.unc.edu <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday,              9:33 PM 

Subject: Clarifying what’s on the final 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

A number of you have asked about which lectures and readings are covered on the final, so let me make a few 

things clearer: 

For the ID section, almost all texts assigned from Galileo forward are included, gUT there are a few notable 

exceptions. Condorcet will not be on the final, and the two English Revolution documents (Agreement of the 

People and the Putney Debates) will not be on the final because we did not discuss them in class. 

For the objective (i. e., quiz) section of the final, only two lectures are included--those of 

For the essay section, you are responsible for ALL lectures in 

Hope that clarifies things. 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIST site. To 

reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: F~!SY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Melehy, Hassan <hmelehy@unc,edu> 

Sunday, 4:35 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: apps 

Winner Evaluation Matrix b,doc 

Here’s my sheet. See you tomorrow at 3.0. 

Hassan/Marcus--if you can get to me your rankinss of the six other 

applicants (exclude                  because they have no letters), 

I’ll do a primitive computation to have ready for our meeting tomorrow. 

I’ve not yet reserved Hamilton 565, but I expect to get either 565 or 

569. Just meet me at 564 (my office) at J.O and I’ll know by then where 

we can sit to discuss these. Thanks. -Jay 

PS In my dreams, the math will take care of the whole process for us, 

and we’ll finish up in 15 minutes ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bull, Marcus G <mgbull@email unc edu> 

Sunday,             11:41 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: apps 

Dca~ Jay 

M~ scores for the remaining applicanls arc: 

Regards 
Marcus 

Professor Maicus Bull FSA FRHist S 
Andr¢w W M¢llon Dislinguish¢d Professor of Medi¢val and Early Modem Sludies 
Univ¢rsily orNoilh Carolina at Chap¢l Hill 

entail: mgbull@emad uric edu 

Frmn: Ja) Slmth [ia) simth%enmilunc edu] 
Sent: Sunda), 1:11 PM 
To: Bull. Marcus G 
Sul~iect: Re: apps 

Marcus--hockey is one of the lasl remaining spoils I can watch, since we 
dofft have a college teain in Clmpel Hill! Have tim 
On 12:22 PM. Bull. Marcus G wmlc: 
> Dear 

flm~g tomght 
> Regards 
> Marcus 

> Sent from in? iPhone 

>> O11 at I 1:05 AM. "Jay Smith" <jaysmflh@email unc edu> wrote: 

>> Hassan/iVlarcus--ir you can gel Io me yoltr rankings Of die six other applicanls (exclude                    beCaltse Ihey have 

leRers), rll do a pfinfitive computation to lmve tea&" for our meeting tomorrow I’ve not yet lesetn’ed Hairtilton 565, but I expect to get 
cilhcr 565 or 569 Just meet me at 564 0ny office) at 10 and I’ll know by then where we can sil Io discuss Ihcsc Thanks -Jay 

>> PS In my dreams, Ihc malh will lake care of Ihe whole process for us, and we’ll finish up in 15 minulcs ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 
Monday,            7:21 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: [thearg] a response to Andy Perrin on the media 

belmld the scandal[ 

On 07:I8 AM, Jay Snfifllwrote: 
> --no, not for real She’s channeling Inside Carolina 
> propaganda This has become one of tbeh chief talkhlg poilltS--that 
> I’m actually responsible for the scandal, mid that rm 
> overcompeitsathlg No kidding It’s quite ahalud 
> On       9:40 PM,               wrole: 
>> Ja? -- Is sbe for ~eal? The pubhc natme of the imdtafion suggests 

>> com’et~ation D S proposes would be welcome it" sbe is prepared to 

>> mid a general tolerance for acadetmc misconduct While we’re at it, 

>> mid otmssion which have brought us to tbe sad present pass 

>> behing in A&S This one leally gets hi? goat!! Someone should call bet 

>> > Hi Jay As I conthnle to ~esearch and leanl tbe histot) of what 

>>> and wh3 it happened_21 read (on your papcrclass inc wcbsd¢) Ihal you 

>>> during 
>> > tbe time period in which we. as a uhivet~it~’, made nit stake s hi file 

>> > "Bet~ een 1993 and 2013 be served almost wifllout hltemlpfion in a 

>> > education He has been an acadenitc advisor for tbe College of Arts mid 
>> > Sciences, Director of UndetTgmduate Studies mid Associate Chah of tbe 

>>> for Undergt-aduate Curricula in tbe College of Arts mid Sciences He 

>>> tbe U hivet~its" in 2004-2006, a process that brought him iNo close 

>> > If ~ossible, can we chat sometime soon about your role and 
>>> parlicipa/ion 

>> > mid/or oversigbt of hldependent st~ldie s com~es? I think it will be 
>> > belpfid for me to Nrtber mlderstmld how key admhitstratot~, such as 



>>> comtselms and/or adinhfistralot~ as fl~ey accept theh role and 

>> > debby 

>>> @dt~troman 
>>> 9198430336 

>>> On 6:47 PM, "Smilh. Jay M" ~jay smilh@emai[ ~mc edu> wmle: 

>>>> Ihcarg&o 34621935, or send a blank cmail to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Monday,            9:50 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Nocera for listserv? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn> 

Monday,             10:17 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

finals 

Are the finals in my mailbox? I was going to pick them up tomorrow morning Did everything go well with the 
proctoring? When are we planning on getting together and calculating final grades? Or are we just sending all 
the info to you? 

Also, I’d like to come in to talk with you at some point this week if you have time rm wrestling with some 
bigger conceptual points in the project, and though we talked about this last week, I still there’s a bit more to 
consider (I sent an email mentioning some of these points last week) 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday,            10:41 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Paper submissions 

Paper Ipdf; Paper 2pdf 

Good Morning, 

Attached are both of my papers. After viewing that I am missing grades for each on Sakai I’ve decided to send 

them to you again. 

Best, 

UNC Chapel Hill 
@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday,            12:55 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

FW: Final exam[I! 

Why didn’t we know about this? 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 9:12 PM 

TO; 

Subject; Final exam!!! 

Hi, 

I took the exam today at Accessibility Services and I forgot to write on paper vs. the blue book ( the blue books 

can’t be emailed) so they gave me my exam sealed to give to you or the professor. I figured I would give it to 

you since you are my Ta[ Do you have a mail box I can drop it off to tomorrow? or can I meet to give it to you? 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Wednesday,             6:04 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

prospectus 

Dissertation prospectus docx 

I know. I’m so, so sorry! I got sucked into one of my stupid papers that was due yesterday. Here is 
the tinkered-with version. Should I just send it out asap? 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:29 PM 

TO: 

Subject: Fwd: Re: final exam from Accessibility Services 

--by the way, you see that I told her yesterday to bring it to HE. 

Prospectus? You’ll have to apologize profusely to your committee for getting it to them this late. 

Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: final exam from Accessibility Services 

Date:Mon,           21:15:35 -0400 
From:Jay Smith <!~vsmith~emaii,unc,e~.Ju> 

Sure. Leave it in my mailbox. 
On       5:26 PM, 

Hello, 

wrote: 

I forgot to write out the essays on paper instead of a blue book ( blue books cant be emailed) so 

they have enclosed my test in sealed/confidential envelope for me to give to you, would you like 

me to put it in your mailbox? If so where is it? and If not please let me know when I can meet you 

tomorrow. Have a great afternoon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Wednesday,             I 1:05 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: final exam from Accessibility Se~ices 

Hello, 
I left my exam with Joy in the history department, she said she would put it in your box! 

On at 9:15 PM, "Jay Smith" <.t~_~v~2_t_l?[~i[ _t~gN=~_~!> wrote: 

Sure Leave it in my mailbox 
On       5:26 PM,                     wrote: 

Hello, 

I forgot to write out the essays on paper instead of a blue book ( blue books cant be 

emailed) so they have enclosed my test in sealed/confidential envelope for me to give 

to you, would you like me to put it in your mailbox? If so where is it? and If not please 

let me know when I can meet you tomorrow. Have a great afternoon[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Wednesday,            4:19 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: few more tweaks 

Dissertation prospectus docx 

Here it is SorD" for in3." laineness 1 should have been more efficiem last week to avoid time cnmcbes tiffs week I am sending it out to 
eyed one fighl now wilh abjecl apologies At Icasl it’s 11ol 37 pages long! 

-see m> coimnents Add refmences to Maza, Kwass, Salflh~s, mid go 
ahead and send oul 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~liveuncedu> 

Thursday,             10:15 AM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

RE:grades 

Happening ~ighl now[ 

-please enter your gt-ades on Sakai I need to nmke a decision on 
and wmlt to see m~>/all grades she has earned -Ja) 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,            11:02 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Paper submissions 

I submitted my first paper by hand and received a grade for it. I even received a grade for the rewritten 

paragraph. Was it not recorded? 

I’ve looked through my emails and haven’t found the submission for the second paper. It may have been 

because it was forwarded via phone mail. I can assure you that it was submitted after discussing with you in class 

why it would be a submitted to you the next morning. As a graduating senior-- I have to pass this class. If you 

can’t grade it would I be able to petition the grade given to me if it’s not of passing standard? 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
@email.unc.edu 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@emaihunc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:57 AM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Paper submissions 

¯ -we can’t accept papers now unless you can show me that you submitted them much earlier in the 

semester~ I asked you to forward to me from your sent mail folder the emails in which you submitted these~You 

said you would. -JS 

On 10:40 AM, wrote: 

Good Morning, 

Attached are both of my papers. After viewing that I am missing grades for each on gakai I’ve 

decided to send them to you again. 

Best, 

UNC Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Northam, Ran <RNortham@wchl corn> 

Thursday, May 8, 2014 I 1:52 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Bethel’s Comments 

Hi Jay, 

I’m sorry it’s taken until almost noon to get to you today, but I wanted to check in with you to see if 
you’d like to respond to Bradley’s interview this morning. If you didn’t hear it, I invite you to check it 
out. 

http:/!cnapelborocomnevvsi.~nc/[omler dear?s-blame academic ~.;candal/ 

His comments were bold and specifically talked about you and Madeline Levine. I’ve asked her if 
she’d like to speak as well. Would you like to comment on what he said? 

I look forward to hearing back from you. 

Thank you, 

Ran No~tham 
News and Sports Director 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-EM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967~363 newsroom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,             12:59 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: review summary 

Hi Professor Smith, 

Sorry about getting back to you so late. I believe the review summary was on Brewer’s "A Sentimental 

Murder." I think I turned in a copy electronically so that may be where the confusion was coming from. I think 

I got an            can’t remember which. 

Again, sorry for the late response! 

Best, 

From: jaysmith@email.unc.edu <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:06 PM 

Subject; review summary 

To: 

From: Jay Smith 

Hi  
I’ve run into a little problem. I’m trying to finalize all grades for History and I can’t find a grade or an 

unreturned "review summary" for you. Did you do one? If so, would you mind sending me an email reminding 

me of the grade I gave you, the book whose reviews you covered, and the flavor of at least one remark I wrote 
in response to you? 

If you forgot to turn one in, can you get one to me ASAP? By Monday, let’s say? You can choose whichever of 
the books we read for the course, doesn’t matter which one. Sorry to have let this slip through the cracks (or 

to have failed to record your grade somehow.) -Prof. Smith 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIST site. To 

reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@liveuncedu> 
Thursday,            2:07 PM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 
Rl~:grades 

it l nfight lmve lrdsplaced it Would it leally affect her gt-ade? Doesn’t she have an at tlfis point? 

From: Ja) S]rdth <javsnfith@enmilunc edu> 
Scnl: Thursday, 9:25 AM 
To: 
Sul~[ect: grades 

and w:mt to see m~/all grades she lms earned 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 
Thursday,            2:40 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Hist 

I was inquiring about your grading scale and if recitation participation was included in the fitml grade calculation I thaught that 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail corn> 

Thursday,             5:50 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Abstract 

L’economie politique docx 

Jay, 

Here’s my abstract I’m doing the Joseph Dupleix stuff some more Thanks for looking at this 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,            6:54 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Fwd: reaction paper 

paper 4 hist docx; ATT00001 htm 

Hi Professor Smith, 
I have a on Sakai for the last reaction paper I wanted to see if that would change my grade I emailed it to my 
TA before it was due and later handed in a paper copy I think that’s why there was confusion) I attached a 
forward of the email 
Thank you, 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

Subject: reaction paper 
Date: at 12:44:28 PM EDT 
To: i’~_[ive u~c ed~.~> 

Hi 
I’ve been having trouble priming all day There is something wrong with the way CCI is seeing my 
onyen so i wanted to see if it would be possible for me to just email you an attachment of my 
reaction paper due today 
Thanks, 

If you need me to bring a hard copy to you I can bring it in next lecture or to your office hours 
once I get my on yen to work 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Friday,            12:08 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: Fwd: reaction paper 

OK, it looks like I did grade it. I think she emailed it to me, or gave me a hard copy the week af[er 
that recitation, and I printed it out some time that week, but forgot to record it. So sorry about that! 
I gave her a on it. 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:10 PM 

TO; 

Subject: Re: Fwd: reaction paper 

¯ -did      grade it and turn it back to you? If not, why did you wait until now to mention 
this? We generally don’t accept email submissions without hard copy. -JS 
On 6:54 PN,             wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 
I have a on Sakai for the last reaction paper. I wanted to see if that would change my 
grade. I emailed it to my TA before it was due and later handed in a paper copy (I think 
that’s why there was confusion)... I atLached a forward of the email. 
Thank you, 

Begin forwarded message: 

Subject: reaction paper 
Date:              at 12:44:28 PM EDT 

H~ 
I’ve been having trouble printing all day. There is something wrong with the 
way CCI is seeing my onyen-- so i wanted to see if it would be passible for me 
to just email you an attachment of my reaction paper due today. 
Thanks, 

If you need me to bring a hard copy to you I can bring it in next lecture or to 
your office hours once 1 get my on yen to work. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cynthia Radding <radding@email unc edu> 

Friday,            I 1:59 AM 

Worthen, Molly <mworthen@unc edu>; Naiden, Fred S <naiden@email unc edu>; 
Chasteen, John C <chasteen@email unc edu>; McReynolds, Louise 
<louisem@email unc edu>; Bryant, Chad C <Na/antc@email unc edu>; 
< ~email unc edu>; ~email unc edu>; 
< ~email unc edu>; Vargas, Zaragosa <zvargas@email unc edu>; Smith, Jay M 
<jaysmith@email unc edu>; La Sema, Miguel Abram <lasema@email unc edu> 
Statement on Diversity, Conduct, and Resources for the Graduate Student Handbook 

Statement on Diversity and Conduct for GS Handbook docx 

Dear colleagmes: 

compliance wilh and supporl I’or thc Univcrsily policics in Ihcs¢ arcas, 
establisbes a colmmttee flutt will serve as a resource for smdelrts who 
I’¢cl Ih¢ n¢¢d to express a gficvanc¢ or simply gel advic¢, and lisls 

1 flumk our three student membet~ of file GSC for w~hrng up tbis draft, 
and I ask you to read il and Io approv¢ il or sugg¢sl any changes Ihal 
you thit~k it needs Our goal is to have this statement added to tbe 
Handbook before tbe beghming of Fall Semester 

Tlumk you. 
C> ntlfia Radding 

C~ nthia Radding 
Gusseithoven Disthtgmisbed Professor of Latin Ameficmt Studies 
Director of Graduate Sl~dies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Friday,           9:12 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Grade Error 

Assignment jpg 

Professor Smith, 

For one of my reaction papers (Burgermeister’s Daughter on it says I received a zero. I have 

attached a copy of the assignment proving that I received a I emailed but she has not responded to 

me so I wanted to notify you ! This definitely is hurting my overall average and I really need this to be fixed. 

Thank you so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Saturday,              7:42 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Son~ I had to rush off 

Thanks for this. 
I emailed and told her I got the paper jpeg. Has her grade been fixed? 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 6:59 PM 

To; 

Subject: Fwd: Sorry I had to rush off 

Well this is helpful. 

Have a glass or two of wine tonight ..... 

Original Message ........ 
Subject:Sorry I had to rush off 

Date:Fri,          17:50:12 -0400 
From:Cassen, Flora <tcassen~.~mail.u ~c.e6u> 

To:Smith, Jay M ~j!SeemaiLunc.edu> 

DearJay, 

I’m sorry I had to rush off, but I had an appointment with a student who wanted to see his exam at 
2. (I did two other defenses this semester and finished exactly after 1 hour, so I didn’t think we’d still 
be busy at 2). 

I did a quick search and it looks like the book I mentioned on secrecy is already out in 
English http:/i¥alep~ss.’~,Ne.edu/_yu~books/book.asp?isb~=0300190980 

Flora 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cramer, Richard <mrcramer@email unc edu> 

Monday,              8:55 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: favor? 

Hi Jay, 

hire, but pmbabl) shauldn’t have been cleated for independent study assigmnents 
Our whale bureaucracy (inchiding you mid me) was too tmsthig of departments at tbat time This is something that has cleafl) 

I was imdted and spoke with a Wahtstein associate last week Tbey seem to be aware of issues like tlfis While Pm much mote 
interested m what UNC and Division One does form hate on out, 1 do have some hape fllat tbe Wahtstein ~eport will be tharough 

Cbeet~, Dick 

.... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [II~aiL!o iiy~midl~,, entail i/J~ edll] 
Sent: Monda>, 8:38 AM 
To: Cramcr, Richard 
Subject: favor? 

Hi Dick--assuming you’ll b¢ in Steele building a/some point in Ihe near fittur¢. I wonder if I could ask you Io look something up for 
me? If you cm~, please you hiok at a Bulletin from     go to the AFAM facult) listing, and tell me the full ~lame of this person: 

Thanks in advance -Ja~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael West              @gmail corn> 

Wednesday, May 14, 2014 10:04 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: conversation? 

Jay: 

Tomorrow 12:30 would be fine; take care 

michael 

On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 7:05 PM, Jay Smith <~5"s~nitI~.i~’~e~n~ai[ t~r~c ed~l> wrote: 
Michael--great Would Thursday be possible? I’m teaching this summer, generally busy until about 11:30, but 
free after Would 12:30 be good? -Jay 

On 5/13/14, 5:44 PM, Michael West wrote: 

Jay: 

I’m back in the USA We can talk in the coming days if you like: Take care 

michael 

On Sat, May 3, 2014 at 2:24 PM, Jay Smith ~)T~ist~ith@email mac cdu> wrote: 
Michael--that would be great I’ll be in touch about arranging a time to talk Meanwhile, safe 
travel s 

On 5/3/14, 1:05 PM, Michael West wrote: 

Dear Jay: 

I should be happy to speak with you 
If it suits 

your purposes, we can talk du]ing the week beginning May I I Please advise; 
thanks 

michael 

On Sat, May 3, 2014 at 9:21 AM, Jay Smith <);<;~,mithi~’z cmail ~mc cd~> wrote: 
Dear Michael: 
I wonder if you might be willing to have a conversation with me about your old 
department at UNC? Since I communicated with you in early January, rve had 
two vetay eye-opening conversations with two other faculty from that 
department, one of whom wanted to be ’oil-the-record,’ one perfectly willing to 
be on If you’d be willing to talk to me, either ’on’ or ’oft;’ I’d be most grateful 
My main concern, again, is to expose the administration’s mistreatment and 
neglect of the program over the years In part this seems to have been done 
through the funneling of athletes in the direction of the dept’s classes Of 



course, I’d be grateful for anything else you might remember that could throw 
light on the administrative dynamics Anyway, do let me know Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Wednesday,              3 : 13 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

meet to talk about stuft? 

Hi Jay, 
Are you free to meet some time next week? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 
Wednesday,              3:34 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

HIST    Textbooks have Arrived :-) 

Professor, 

were in rite process of lagging them for sale: if students go back to tbe area whele rite oflter books are located, the) shauld be tbete If 
not, I know that copies have arrived, mtd people can ask for fltem al the desk upstairs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

George S Baroff        @bellsouth net~ 

Wednesday, May 14, 2014 5:15 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: ARG meeting 

Do you have a specific agenda; Ihat would affccl my readiness to payticipal¢ 
George 

On May 14, 2014, al 6:34 AM. Jay Smilh 

rite mgqflars yeste~da>, but forgot to include you So~ne of you am new to the group (hence m) forgetfuhtess), so~ne I forgot 

put a check nm~k at the times you’re m’ailable ffyou’d t-ather just slav im’olved through the listsetv, tlmt’s free too That~ks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,              2:23 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Lecture 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I just wanted to apologize for missing class today. 

I also wanted to check and see if there was anything that isn’t on the syllabus 

that needs to be done for tomorrow. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,              4:00 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: meet to talk about stuft? 

OK! See you Tuesday! 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:16 AM 

TO: 

Subject: Re: meet to talk about stuff? 

--absolutely, we must: Sorry I’ve been out of touch--I’m teaching summer school! Let’s get 
together one afternoon, and then let me also see about when I (or my wife and I) can take you to 
dinner to celebrate the milestone. How about Tuesday for a chat? Around 12:30? -lay 
On 3:13 PM, wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Are you free to meet some time next week? 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adam Gold :)l;me corn> 

Ffida.~, Ma? 16, 2014 12:36 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith, a;email unc edu> 

Re: Bethel 

I hank you .Ia? 

> Ilis blog posts ~c filled wilh lies and li~hxications--ycs, hc is rcplicalmg Ihc behavior hc *alleges* M~y has el,gaged m Did I mcntmn Ihat 
hc is sick’.’ O11c CXalnplc: l=s latest blog post clamas--without cvidcncc--Ihat M~rs "used Io" clailn Ihat her rca&ng asscssmcnls wcrc ba sod 
ol~ls on SATA RV scores, but I[lal she has smcc chmagcd her stors This is a bald-li~ccd lie--one thai, you’ll noucc, hc has absolutely no 
c~ idcncc lbr--and il is ca sil dispro~ cd Mar mad I ha~ c a recording-- cs. a rccordmg--Ihal pro~ cs that Mm~ Iold Jma Dean on Jalat~ 13, 
and in unambiguous *em~s, fl~at her assessments were based on "all the scores in addi*ion to m? pe~ sonal experience ~ith fl~e afldetes " This 
~as fore days before Dean’s thmous Star Chambeq proceeding that tk~eused only on SATA RV scores Bethel ~11 ex eaamally be emban assed 
and humiliated (B? the wa?, there is a huge s*o~3’ coming dom~ fl~e pike tha* roll make I~efl~el and Ma~3"s data, *otally m elevant Just so you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Northam, Ran <RNovtham@wchl corn> 

Friday, May 16, 2014 6:44 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Mary’s Research Application 

Sorry, Jay. I thought this sent last nighL Apparently it got stuck in my outbox. 

Hi Jay, 

This is the kind of explanation I’d love to have you share with our listeners. 

Bradley Bethel has agreed to come on with us multiple times. I can’t share your side of the story, 
other that what you share in our email correspondence, unless you talk with me. 

I am not here to pick sides. I’m here to tell the story. 

The application asks if identifiable private information will be used. The answer ’No’ was given. 

Did you intend to get identifiable private information? Even if the application said otherwise (I know 
you were only listed as a co-researcher), were your intentions different from Mary’s? 

So, I’d love to talk with you about this and clear anything up that I may have misrepresented. 

Please let me know when we can talk. I look forward to that discussion. 

Thank you, 

Ran Noltham 
News and Sports Director 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9 FM WCHL 
Chapel Hill Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967~363 newsroom 
cell 



From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2014 6:08 PM 
TO: Northam, Ran 
Subject~ Re: Mary’s Research Application 

I’m very disappointed that you merely recycle garbage from Bethel: 

"Smith stated the data that were collected were secondary data and therefore not something that would include 
identifiable information" Show me where I stated that the data would therefore not "include identifiable 
information" Please show me (I believe you’ll find it in BB’s blog--which is filled with wild misrepresentations 
of many, many things--including his exotic interpretation of one of my emails ) Here you have recklessly 
misrepresented the facts, as Bethel himself has now been doing for months The questions about what 
constitutes "secondary data" and whether the data must be unidentifiable are separate questions Because you 
say one does not mean you say the other 

We knew we had information that could be traced to individuals, and we have never sought to hide that--never 
For now I have no plan to comment on the application itself; I think that should probably be left to Mary and 
her research partner But when my own name is linked to an alleged falsehood simply through lazy or reckless 
journalism, I will push back This was very disappointing -Jay 
On 5/15/14, 5:52 PM, Northam, Ran wrote: 

HiJay, 

When could I talk to you about Mary’s application, which was released today? 

I’d love to set up an interview with you over the phone on in-studio. 

I look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

Thank you, 

Ran Northam 
News and Sports Director 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel Hill Carrbo~o’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 
cell 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adam Gold          @me corn> 
Friday, May 16, 2014 11:47 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: Bethel 

919-860-5326 (5FAN) 

Thanks 

Adaln 

OnMa? 16, 2014, at 11:36 AM, Jay Smithwmte: 

what the idiot said (calt you tenfind me of the number? "sometlfing something THE FAN," I know) 

> On 5/16/14, 11:21 AM, Adam Gold wrote: 

>> Tile floor wall open for questiot~s mtd cmmnent s after 

>> I questioned him, but allowed hint to show his agenda -- which is clear’l? discrediting Mat5 

>> O11 May 16, 2014, a/9:10 AM. Jay Snhih 

>> > OK, I nmy 
>~> On 5/16/14, 9:09 AM, Adam Gold wrote: 

>~ >> Bradley is on with us toda? Taping with ltfln at 11 1’11 let you know when it will all and it" you’t~ inteiested in nmking a 
cmmnent/rebut~al, you can let me know 

>~ >> Tlmitks for your help 

>>>> The Fa~ESPN Radio 
>~>> Raleigk NC 27614 



>> >>> l’ln sine you’~e nmkmg BB’s yem by havhlg lfim on tbe air Tl~e poor gray has delusio]~s of grandeur (Read lfis latest blog post 
Please t~ad it) -Ja~" 
>>>>>> O115/15/14.9:39 PM, Adam Gold wrolc: 
>>>>>> Jay 

>>>>>> I’m told that we’~e having Bradley Betbel on fl~e shaw tomorrow (Friday) to discuss fl~e IRB issues 

>> >>> > I’d be lyh~g if I told you I have a firm grasp on tNs aspect of tbe stot), so 

>> >>> > Is Ma~y in violation of etlfics laws ~ega~ding that t~search? I thaugbt 1 lemembet~d bet telling me flint sha kept IRB 

assassi]mtion is necessary wben tbe issue is correcth~g a problem that wasn’t neat’l? as per~-asive as we apparently thaugl~t, even 
fl~ougb all of tbese ~eforms have been put into place 

>>>>>> And suggestions would be welcome 

>>>>>> Adam Gold, Host 
>>>>>> The Fan/ESPN Radio 
>>>>>> Raleigl~ NC 27614 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn> 

Friday,            2:08 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Hist 

Hello, 

Thank you and I apologize as I did not receive your email before the start of class today. Also there was a bit of a hold up 
with whether or not they would be able to retroactively register me for SSI, but they can and I have been officially readmitted 
and have acquired an add form from advising. I will be there Monday morning and will also attend your office hours, which I 
have been told are at noon on Monday and Tuesday. Thank you so much again and I look forward to being an active 
paNcipant in your course. Thank you! 

Best, 

On Fri,              at 9: IO AM, Jay Smith <:12.a_%~_~.[l~!J2.~i.!~t~p)~ ~]}:1_> wrote: 

Sure--come to class and we’ll talk it out there I’ll have you do a little catch-up written work -JS 

On 12:15 AM, wrote: 

Hello again Dr Smith, 

I did not hear back from you so I wanted to reach out again to make sure you received my email 
I did not want to show up to the class without having communicated with you because I know 
that can be disruptive to the learning environment 

Please let me know as soon as possible whether or not you feel comfortable with me joining your 
course This is veq¢ important to me and I promise to work diligently to make up any course 
work I’ve missed 

Thank you again, 

On            9:49 PM, 
Hello Dr Smith, 

~amail corn> wrote: 

I hope this email finds you well My name is                       and I am a UNC student 
who is currently in the process of being readmitted into the university to complete my last four 
classes In order to do this I will need to take two courses in the first summer session 

Though classes have begun, admissions and advising are working with me to get me into my 
Summer Session I classes and have advised me to begin attending those classes After 
speaking with my advisors we agreed that HIST would be the best course for me to take to 
fulfill my requirement 

I wanted to contact you to make sure you are in Pact comfortable with me entering the class at 
this point given that rve missed the first two days of class and will unfortunately have to miss 



tomorrow for a job intelwiew Normally I would be there tomorrow, but this intel~iew is for 
the j ob I will hopefully begin upon graduation 

Please let me know if you are amenable to me joining the course I promise to be present on 
Friday morning and be an active participant throughout the rest of the session Thank you in 
advance for your consideration! 

Best, 

Fot~-arded message 

Date: Wed,            at 3:42 PM 
Subject: RE: Notification of payment 
To: @gmai! corn> 

Thank you,         We will process your application and I’ll be in touch once ithas been 

evaluated, in the meantime, please aRend class and be sure to check your ConnectCarolina 

Student Center for updates to your Admissions To-Do LisL 

Best, 

Yolanda 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:25 PM 

TO~ Coleman, Yolanda 
Subject: Fwd: Notification of payment 

~grnaiLcorn] 

Hello Yolanda, 

Thank you for your help this afternoon. I have applied for readmission and I will be 
heading to advising shortly to get assistance registering for classes/assure I am 
registering for the correct classes. My PID is           Should I email you again 
once I have registered? Thank you again for your assistance! 

Best, 



Forwarded message 
From: UNC-Chapel Hill Admissions <uacrepl~%admission~:~..~r/~:.ed ~> 
Date: Wed,             at 2:15 PM 
Subject: Notification of payment 
To: 

This is an automated message to inform you that your payment has been completed 
successfully. Payment details are listed below. Please note that all payments are 
subject to approval and final verification. 

PAYMENT DETAILS 
Name: 
Street Address: 
City: 
State: 
ZIP/Postal Code: 
Country: United States 

Payment Type: Visa 
Card Type: VISA 
Credit Card Number: 

*** Card Not Present *** 

Total Paid: 
Date/Time: 1 : 15 PM 
External Transaction ID: 
System Tracking ID: 
Payment Gateway Reference Number: 

Thank you, 
Application Fee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Shelton Reed @yahoo corn> 

Sunday, May IN, 2014 2:36 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Ca~er, William Hodding <hoddingcarte@unc edu> 

Lunch Tuesday 

Betts Report 1989 pdf 

Jay, 
I’m looking forward to our lunch on Tuesday. I ran into Hodding Carter this morning, we spoke of you, 

and I invited him to join us, which he may. 
I don’t recall: Did I send you the document I’ve attached to this? If not, have you already seen it? I 

think it presents an opportunity to make some trouble of a good kind. Let’s talk about it. 
Also, did I mention that I’m scheduled for lunch later this month with Perrin, Cairns, and Curran, a/k/a 

Hear-no-evil, See-no-evil, and Speak-no-evil. Curran’s idea. I’m still willing to grant them good intentions 
(albeit the kind that pave the road to Hell) and I’m trying not to make this personal, but I doubt that we’ll 
have a meeting of the minds. I expect we’ll have what my Foreign Service buddy calls anything short of 
fisticuffs: i.e., "full and frank discussion." We can talk about that, too. 
John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

MalN Willingham          @gmail corn> 

Sunday, May 18, 2014 6:00 PM 

Gurney, Gerald S <ggurney@ou edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Jay Smith: That Infamous IRB Application I Paper Class Inc 

Gerr>, 
Reached in) tipphtg poim with BB I’ve heard from a ~eliable soutve that the Ulm-et~it~ has given him full ~eign to discredit me, so 
ycp, il’s lime for a few lawsuils Bummer 

> On May 18, 2014, at 5:08 PM, "Gumcy. G¢mld S" <ggum¢y@ou ¢du> wrolc: 

> Jay, 
> Terdfic response, but we bolh know Ihal Bethel will no1 quil II gives him the noloriely lie seeks Consider a defama/ion and libel 

suit It may shut bim up 
> Gerr> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gurney, Gerald S <ggurney@ou edu> 

Sunday, May 18, 2014 6:16 PM 

MatT Willingham         @gmail corn>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Sunday,              9:01 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: tomorrow instead of Tuesday? 

lpm? 

-1 thaught that I bad plmmed a Monday hmch fltis week: actuall> 
it was a TuesdW hmch I wonder it" you’t~ m’aitable to tatk about tbe 

a tatk in tbme? 

Jay 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adam Gold Ca!me corn> 

Monday May 19. 2014 8:26 AM 

Smith, J~y M <jaysmi~h,a~email unc edu> 

Re: Boom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Monday,              9:20 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Illness and absence 

Hi Professor Smith, 
I regret to say that I woke up and won’t be able to go to the Rousseau lecture 
Nee you tumorrow, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gurney, Gerald S <ggurney@ou edu> 

Monday, May 19, 2014 12:05 PM 

MatT Willingham         @gmail corn>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; 
David Ridpath <ridpath@ohio edu>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith edu>; Donna 
Lopiano               ~gmail corn>; Brian Porto <BPORTO@vermontlaw edu> 

College Sports, Enriched by Loyal Tribes of Suckers - The Chronicle of Higher 
Education 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Shelton Reed @yahoo corn> 

Monday, May 19, 2014 1:04 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Lunch Tuesday 

I’ll use a long Spoon. 
We can talk about what happened to the faculty since then. Apres moi, le deluge. 
John 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
To: John Shelton Reed <johnshelton@alum.mit.edu> 
C¢: Hodding Carter <hoddingcarter@unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, May 19, 2014 9:40 AM 
Subject: Re: Lunch Tuesday 

John--I, too, look forward to lunch tomorrow. That’s quite the Triumvirate you’ve got lined up 
for later. Cairns was the first faculty member to denounce me! And Curran--the propaganda 
minister imported from the Magic Kingdom. Yikes. 

I’ll review the Betts report before tomorrow. I have read through it once. I remember thinking: 
what happened to the UNC faculty between 1989 and 2010? -Jay 
On 5/18/14, 2:36 PM, John Shelton Reed wrote: 

]ay, 
I’m looking forward to our lunch on Tuesday. I ran into Hodding Carter this morning, we spoke of 

you, and I invited him to join us, which he may. 
I don’t recall: Did I send you the document I’ve attached to this? If not, have you already seen 

it? I think it presents an opportunity to make some trouble of a good kind. Let’s talk about it. 
Also, did I mention that I’m scheduled for lunch later this month with Perrin, Cairns, and Curran, 

a/k/a Hear-no-evil, See-no-evil, and Speak-no-evil. Curran’s idea. I’m still willing to grant them 
good intentions (albeit the kind that pave the road to Hell) and I’m trying not to make this 
personal, but I doubt that we’ll have a meeting of the minds. I expect we’ll have what my Foreign 
Service buddy calls anything shorL of fisticuffs: i.e., "full and frank discussion." We can talk about 
that, too. 
John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

George S Baroff        @bellsouth net> 

Monday, May 19, 2014 5:52 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: [thearg] a lot going on 

not a cfinfitml inquiry that would allow for depositions he may l~eed your assistance to roach file students of particaflm interest 
George 
On Ma? 16, 2014, at 6:09 PM, Jay Smithwrote: 

look In part because I have now heat~l sNu ply cotfflicthtg tesfi~not~ about tbe bandling of Julius Nyang’oro’s ~eapl~intment in 2007 
Tlfis could get vet5 interesting -Ja) 

email Io I¢av¢-34684306-61803860rr6rlda~c24~7fTOa4855abf952c13a I@lisls¢l~ unc cdu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Monday,              6:08 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

lettres de cachet 

Hi Jay, 
I just quickly looked up what our library has, and the main studies on the lettres are the Arlette Farge 
and stuff by this Claude Quetel guy. I’ll look at his books. But maybe there are gaps in the 
historiography that I could fill after all. I wonder if the library will be very angry if I take some books 
to France that might then become overdue... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norman Allard        @me corn> 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 9:31 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

News and Observer: Judge rules UNC spreadsheet of athletes cannot be made public 

Check this out! (via ABC 11 Raleigh-Durham local news iOS app) News and Observer: Judge rules UNC 
spreadsheet of athletes cannot be made public .b.4~:i’ak~cl 
fi~ f~,’69049/ 

ABC 11 Raleigh-Durham apps offer breaking news, weather and information that matters most to you, and they 

are free! Get ABCI I apps for iPhone, iPad and Android: ~_c~ ~ T~5,:w !~th:l 

Follow @ABC 11 WTVD on Twitter: ~.t_t~N~_.k~j~_e.r~p_N.a{:~! 1 ~:!~! I Like ABC 11 on Facebook: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday,             5:46 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: reaction paper 

Yes, I j ust checked and my grade still shows a on connect carolina 

On 

Yes, I made the change You’re sure that it hasn’t registered? 
On        5:34 PM,                wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 
I wanted to see if you changed my final grade because the new grade does not show 
up on connectcarolina 
Thanks, 

On at 8:42 AM, Jay Smith ~]ay~nlith@ema~l u,n~ edu> wrote: 

-OK, the mystery is solved You got an on that paper, and it 
does bump up your final grade I’ll make the change sometime today -JS 
On      ,9:25 PM,                wrote: 

I assumed she graded it I did not have access to any of the 
grades on Sakai (except the quiz grades) until today I 
double checked with her twice and handed her a hard copy in 
lecture that next Thursday, but she said it was okay and she 
said she did not need it at that point ( originally she said she 
wanted the hard copy in class) 

Sent from my iPhone 

On             at 9: I 0 PM, "Jay Smith" 
<iavsnd~h£,~’et~ai] un,.’ edu> wrote: 

¯ -did       grade it and turn it back to 
you? If not, why did you wait until now to 
mention this? We generally don’t accept email 
submissions without hard copy -JS 

On       6:54 PM,                wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 
I have a on Sakai for the last 
reaction paper I wanted to see if 
that would change my grade I 
emailed it to my TA before it was 
due and later handed in a paper copy 
(I think that’s why there was 



confusion) I attached a fulward of 
the email 
Thank you, 

Begin folwarded message: 

From: 
(@live,;nc cdu 

> 
Subject: reaction 
paper 
Date: 
at 12:44:28 PM EDT 
To: 

:~vc. u~c cd 

Hi 
I’ve been having 
trouble printing all day 
There is something 
wrong with the way 
CCI is seeing my 
onyen sol wantedto 
see if it would be 
possible for me to just 
email you an 
attachment of my 
reaction paper due 
today 
Thanks, 

If you need me to bring 
a hard copy to you I can 
bring it in next lecture 
or to your ofiSce hours 
once I get my on yen to 
work 



The Daily Tar Heel I Opinion Editor 
opinion~dailytarheel.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @gmail corn> 

Wednesday,              7:37 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: HIST 

Kwass Response docx 

Hello! 

I’m st~ll working on my summary of the Darnton article but I wanted to send along my Kwass summary. Thank you! 

On Mon, at 6:29 PM, d~v_4’.a.~_[,!At!~a> wrote: 

Great! Thank you! 

On              6:13 PM, "Jay Smith" <ja;:s~rljt!~(~,~al! unc ed:,> wrote: 
You’~e on Sakai now 
On         12:46 PM,                      wrote: 

Hello! 

Thank you again for allowing me to join your class You asked me to email you in regards to 
adding me on Sakai and getting me the syllabus 

My ONYEN is if you need it 

I’ll also await my makeup assignments 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail corn> 

Thursday,              I I: 16 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Absence today 

IMG 20140522 103818jpg 

Hello[ 

I wanted to apologize for missing class today Unfortunately, as I was turning into to park the axle on my car 
broke and I had to wait for a tow truck to arrive to move it (I’ve attached a photo j ust for verification) Of 
course, whenever you actually need a tow track it does not arrive in a timely manner I just finished with 
everything about 5 minutes ago and did not want to walk in so late and disrupt class I am happy to send along a 
summa~ay of the readings to you or answer questions regarding the reading to show what I have comprehended I 
hate that I missed class as I have enjoyed how engaging it has been and the discussion of our texts I apologize 
again! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 
Thursday,              8:56 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: From an alumna 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday,           5:53 PM 

Su~ect: Re: From an alumna 

-I think that line of reasoning first emerged in the Hartlyn/Andrews report and its immediate aftermath. It’s their 
story and they’re sticking to it, by golly. 

Did you see today’s DTH editorial? An absu rd attack on Mary and me. The heat intensifies, but we also hear from more 

and more people who can’t believe what this university is doing to itself in the name of athletics. Jay 

On wrote: 

Jay, 

I sent the latest Kane piece to a former student and hot property as specialist in weapons of mass 

destruction and her response was nice: 

That UNC officials have not yet determined that the purpose of the fraudulent classes was to keep 

athletes academically eligible speaks for itself. From where I am sitting, this pair of congressmen ask sound 

and necessary questions. 

She also promised to forward the piece to a friend who is a university athletics rep at another university. 

Bottom line: keep spreading the word and good things must come. 

PS. I like the way she phrases UNC’s resistance to reality. Who was the first person to concoct the party 

line that because non athletes benefitted it must not be an athletic problem? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Friday,            8:08 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Hist 

Good morning Dr. Smith, 

I am unable to make it to class today. 
will bring a dr.’s excuse with me on Tuesday. 

Have a great weekend. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail corn> 

Friday,            9:45 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Darnton Summary 

Damton Response docx 

Attached! Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email unc edu> 

Monday, May 26, 2014 9:33 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Wainstein meeting 

Thanks Jay. 
I have got it down. 
Rudi 

Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld, Ph.D. 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Anthropology 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, May 23, 2014 6:00 PM 
To: Melehy, Hassan; Margolis, Lewis; Weiler, Jonathan D; Cramer, Richard; Fletcher, W Miles; Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf 
J; Tomaskova, Silvia; Brooks, Edwin W; George S. Baroff; Anthony J. Vogt; Lee, Wayne E; Hunt, Michael H.; Watson, 
Harry L.; Levine, Madeline G.; John Shelton Reed 
Subject: Re: Wainstein meeting 

Well, the many responses are almost unanimous, and next Friday is clearly the best time to meet Wainstein’s 
assistant indicated an I 1:30 meeting time, place TBA, but I will confirm both and get back to you by early next 
week 

Thanks for the quick responses 
On 5/23/14, 12:58 PM, Melehy, Hassan wrote: 

I’ll be leaving town on 5/3 I, but next Friday I may be fl-ee Please let me know and I’ll t~’g to make 
it 

Date; Friday, May 23, 2014 at 21:37 AM 

TO: "Margolis, Lewis" <!e’~_lnargolis@unc~du>, "Weiler, Jonathan D" <[w~lc~r,@erqa[, un~LedL,>, "Cramer, 

Comrades: 
Wainstein has expressed a desire to meet with the ARG The possibilities 



(always fluid) are: next Friday in the AM or early afternoon (when I 
might not be able to come because I teach, but that might be OK since 
I’ve already met with him), or the following week either on Monday, 
Tuesday, or Wednesday Their schedule for that week is not yet set 
So let me know if you’d like to be included and if you have strong 
preferences on the day I’ll let him know and we’ll go from there 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn on behalf of 
@live unc edu> 

Monday,            5:04 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Offerings Spring     or an independent study? 

Dear J ay, 

I hope the semester wrapped up nicely for you and that the summer is treating you well so far 

I’m writing with a few questions for you As I approach my final two semesters of coursework, I’m anxious to 
take another seminar in early modern European histoR¢ before I undertake comprehensive exams But I find 
myself in a bit of a predicament, and so I turn to you for advice 

Both you and Dr Mclntosh are offering either 400 level or 500 level courses this Fall semester While Dr 
Mclntosh’s course on Late Medieval and Reformation Germany would perhaps be more relevant for me, I 
would prefer to take my comprehensive exams with you I enjoyed working with you ve~T much last year and I 
see no reason to mix things up So my first question is whether you think your historical time class next 
semester would be something useful for me as far as comps prep is concerned? If not, my second question is 
whether I would still "allowed" to take comps with you if I were to take Dr Mclntosh’s class instead (presuming 
it would be useful for comps prep) And finally, do you foresee yourself being in the position to offer an 
independent readings course in the next two semesters? I know you have a lot on your plate, but if that were the 
case I know of several other students who would be interested to name a few 
off the top of my head) 

Sorry to burden you with all of this--don’t feel the need to be as verbose as me in your reply, but I do ve~T much 
appreciate your advice If you’d rather chat in person, I’ll be on campus most days until the end of June 

Best wishes, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
~live unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Shelton Reed < @yahoo corn> 

Tuesday, I 0:30 AM 

John Powell <john@icp corn>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Watson, Harry 
L <hwatson@email unc edu>; Levine, Madeline G <mgl@unc edu>; Hodding Carter 

~bellsouth net>; @live unc edu>; Samuel 
Williamson <swilliam@ sewanee edu> 
Raymond Dawson <         @mindspring corn>; yardleyj@washpost corn; Ed Yoder 
< @aol corn> 
Moeser 
Carolina Way doc 

Many boosters (includigg, I gather, three trustees) had no question about what course to take, and 
were delighted to take it. In 2007 they hired Butch Davis, a coach from the University of Miami who promised 
to deliver such a team. James Moeser, the chancellor at the time, had many good qualities, but skepticism 
about the benetits of a big tirae football progr~ma was not one of them. He’d been a student at Texas 
(Southwest Conference) and Michigan (Big 10), a professor at Kansas (Big 8), dean at Penn State (Big 10), 
provost at South Carolina (SEe), and chancellor at Nebraska (Big 12 ). He’d never been associated with a 
university that had any reselazations about pursuing gridiron glory, and it- he put up any resistance to the 
hiring of Coach Davis, it escaped public notice. 

Four years later, a number of Davis’s players were found guilty of violating various NCAA regulations, 
and. in a scene recalling Fratxk McGuire’s dismissal forty years earlier, Davis was fired by Chancellor Holden 
Thorpe, a local boy who, ui~like Moeser, had been brought up hi the Carolh~a Way. [This m~d other athletics 
related embarrassments eventually drove Thorpe from oftiee.) 

WeN be paying for Davis’s tenure for decades - and I’m not talking just about $2.7 million going away 
present we gave him -- and of course getting rid of him was a good idea. But we don’t seem to have learned 
much from the experience. There hasn’t been a word, for exaraple, about leaving the present day ACC, which 
would be an even better idea, and UNC’s athletic director is still promising boosters that there’s a top-ten 
football team in our future. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Powell <John@icp corn> 

Tuesday,             1:02 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Moeser 

Long ago when someone asked me if the rot extended up to top administrators I said "if it does, Bernadette’s 

hands are as dirty as any". That’s still my bet. 

Fronl; Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:58 PM 

TO: John Powell 

Subject: Re: Moeser 

John--you will like the book Maw and I are writing. It will likely get me run out of Chapel Hill, but we’re writing 

it for alumni like you. 

On ~2:55 PM, John Powell wrote: 

I like James, The good he did as Chancellor was, at times, very good, He is, and I mean this very 

positively, an esthete. He cares deeply about how the campus looks and feels. His bringing that to 

a massive round of campus construction will be a profound lasting legacy. 

His signing up for the clusterfuck of allowing boosters to evade and avoid any semblance of good 
governance in hiring Butch Davis was, as you put it, idiotic. Of course the man did not think the 

Athletic Director or Chancellor had much to do with what he wanted to do. Of course boosters felt 
the reins were entirely in their hands. And, yes, to even in retrospect defend that escapade is 
either wildly delusional or wildly dishonest, 

So I’m glad you are "calling him out", We all have friends who fell down on the job in this. Call 

them out. Call out A&S Deans back to at least Risa Palm, as fond as I am of most of them. 

John 

From: HODDING CARTER 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:19 PM 

TO: John Shelton Reed; John Powell; Jay Smith; Harry Watson; 

Since you (John) already knew how I felt about him in the 
context of big-time football, I was not one to prod you. 
Whoever did it, congratulations. I share the church, as 
does Ed, share admiration of several particulars (Carolina 
Covenant, Carolina Performing Arts and the rebuilding/ 
rehabilitation of Memorial Hall among them) A great 
reminder of the complexity of life and people, but on this 



subject he is an idiot and dissembler. 

On Tuesday, 10:30 AM, John Shelton Reed 

Folks 
Some of you said or implied tha~ I went ~oo easy on James Moeser and you’re right I see him at church most Sundays and he did a Io~ of 

things as chancellor that I’m grateful for I wouldn’t say he’s exactly a friend but he has been to dinner at our house So I left him out of my 
account and hoped nobody ~uld notice. 

That was dishonest Worse, it made it look as if rm ignorant So I’ve worked these paragraphs into the revised essay (the whole of which is 
attached) 

Many boosters (including, I gather, three trustees) 
had no question about what course to take, and were 
delighted to take it. In 2007 they hired Butch Davis, a coach 
from the University of Miami who promised to deliver such a 
team. James Moeser, the chancellor at the time, had many 
good qualities, but skepticism about the benefits of a big- 
time football program was not one of them. He’d been a 
student at Texas (Southwest Conference) and Michigan 
(Big 10), a professor at Kansas (Big 8), dean at Penn State 
(Big 10), provost at South Carolina (SEC), and chancellor at 
Nebraska (Big 12 ). He’d never been associated with a 
university that had any reservations about pursuing gridiron 
glory, and if he put up any resistance to the hiring of Coach 
Davis, it escaped public notice. 

Four years later, a number of Davis’s players were 
found guilty of violating various NCAA regulations, and, in a 
scene recalling Frank McGuire’s dismissal forty years 
earlier, Davis was fired by Chancellor Holden Thorpe, a 
local boy who, unlike Moeser, had been brought up in the 
Carolina Way. (This and other athletics-related 
embarrassments eventually drove Thorpe from office.) 

We’ll be paying for Davis’s tenure for decades - and 
I’m not talking just about $2.7 million going-away present 
we gave him -- and of course getting rid of him was a good 



idea. But we don’t seem to have learned much from the 
experience. There hasn’t been a word, for example, about 
leaving the present-day ACC, which would be an even 
better idea, and UNC’s athletic director is still promising 
boosters that there’s a top-ten football team in our future. 

Be~er? 
John 



May 27. 2014, at 10:11 AM, "alien sacl " 

Jay and Mary, 

Here is the New York Times take on CARE’s bill of rights Jack 
Anderson, one of the finest sporis wdters eve r, wrote the artiole. 

SPORTS OF THE ~[IMES; 
JAMES MADISON %~RITE... 



From: ~live unc edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subject: Hist Book Review 

3:09 PM 

To: Smith, Jay (jaysmith) 

From: 

Attached is my book review Have a great evening 

Best, 

Hist Book Review dosx 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIST " site 
To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: HIS1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail corn> 

Tuesday,             11:15 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Brown Hinton Book Review - Hist 

Brown Hinton Hist Book Review docx 

Attached! Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Wednesday,              9:44 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

emailed book review copy 

bookreview hist    docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

George S Baroff       ~bellsouth net> 

Wednesday, May 28, 2014 I 0:12 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

my letter to the Tar Heel 

Daily Tarheel 52314rff 

Thc3 ’re publishing Ihc Watson Ict/cr. not minc 
Again, time and place for Ffida> meeting 
George 



Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
May 23, 2014 

Editor, Daily Tar Heel 
151 E. Rosemary Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Dear Editor: 

I want to take exception to your editorial characterizing Mary 
Wllingham and Jay Smith as "distractors from the real problems at UNC." 
It is an example of criticizing the messenger for the message. The "real 
problems" at UNC stem from the inappropriate admission of 
"student-athletes" who, by every measure of academic readiness for UNC, 
were unprepared to succeed here. Everything else that has occurred 
following those admissions was an effort to hide them beneath a cover of 
actions intended to protect "academic eligibility" and, ultimately, the 
enormous TV revenues derived therefrom. It is the Admissions Office and 
the pressures placed on them that led to the grade scandal. Mary and Jay 
deserve praise not criticism for calling it to our attention and working for its 
remediation. In my view, the most expert analysis of the grade issue has 
come from retired Professor Elliot Cramer of our own Psychology 
Department, a voice strangely absent from the University investigation. 

Very truly yours, 

George S. Baroff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Silvia Tomfigkov~i <tomas@unc edu> 

Wednesday, May 28, 2014 7:51 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis 
<lew margolis@unc edu>; Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu>; Colloredo- 
Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email unc edu>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu>; 
George S Baroff<       ~bellsouth net~; Anthony J Vogt <      @earthlinknet>; 
Cramer, Richard <mrcramer@email unc edu>; Fletcher, W Miles 
<wmfletch@email unc edu>; Hunt, Michael H <MttH[ZNT@Iive unc edu>; Levine, 
Madeline G <mgl@unc edu>; Watson, HasTy L <hwatson@email unc edu>; John 
Shelton Reed <johnshelton@alum mit edu>; ecramer@alum mit edu 

Re: Friday meeting with Wainstein 

Ja? et al 

I agree that we shauld coine prepared mtd have a set of questioi]s tbat should be asked Howevei. I ant not comditced that identi~ ing 
athletes who benefitted shauld be fire pdint 1 ant ubimately not interested which athlete was not served educatiotmlly, sad as it lna? 
be I think tbat it is far more importmtt to identLl~" tlie stn~ctmes, departments & individuals who kept the system afloat Atlgetes came 
and went, fire swstem not oul? tenmined but blossomed Your q 2 does point to a larger s? stem tban Af-Am, who told Julius about 
fltis? haw did lie get htvolved ht first place? tliere weie people wlio katew tltis was gding on mtd signed off on those degrees, fltey are 

Silvia Tomfigkovd 
ANhropolog~ & WGST 
UNC-Chap¢l Hill 

> On May 28, 2014, at 18:12. Jay Smilh <jay smidi~a cmail unc cdu> wrote: 
> 
> Colleagues: 

set of a haft dozen or so questions flint we can cdilectively be sine to ask: 

> 1 Do we now know who were tlie first beneficiaries of Julhis Nymtg’oro’s independent studies/paper class teaclmtg sclieduhi? If 
athletes were in the ]mx, what were their acade]mc profiles? What grades did tliey earn in ~egnJlm udiversit~ courses and how did tliose 
grades compare with the Nyang’oro courses? 

> 2 There are reports tbat no facult~ in AFRI/AFAM were ever sul~[ected to post-tenme review before 2011, and flint tlie malt never 

or 10 years Wh) did deans ~lil Io hold Julius accountable for these basic dull�s? Exlcnlal reviewers would ha~¢ flagged Ihe abuse or 

> 3 Whal do you know about Ili¢ Academic Supporl Program’s efforts Io cullival¢ ~lcully and hidld relationships wilh specific 

> 4 Hundreds ol’gradcs were changed illicitly during Ih¢ course ffmtd scandal Which alhleles ben¢ filed From Ihes¢ clu~nges? Was 
eligibility ever sa~ed or restored because of illicit gmd¢ changes? What process lay behind dicse gmd¢ clu~nge decisions? Did D 
Crowder la~ow tlie grades certain atltletes "needed," for example? 



Were Ihe 2005 and 2009 men’s baskelball learns especially favored b3 Ihe course fnlltd scheme? How maW paper classes (and 

suspeclcd paper classes) did Ihose players lake? 

Did Ihc players who cnlcrcd Ihe univcrsily Ihrough Ihc ’commillcc case’ process ha~c more paper classes on Iheir Imnscfipls Ihan 
olher a/hlelcs? If so, how would Ihe universdy explain Ihal? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anthony J Vogt <     @earthlink net> 

Wednesday, May 28, 2014 7:54 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D 
<jweiler@email unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; Brooks, Edwin 
W <ewbrooks@live unc edu>; Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J 
<collored@email unc edu>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu>; ’George S Barofl’ 

~bellsouth net>; Cramer, Richard <mrcramer@email unc edu>; Fletcher, W 
Miles <wmfletch@email unc edu>; Hunt, Michael H <MHHUNT@live unc edu>; 
Levine, Madeline G <mgl@unc edu>; Watson, Harry L <hwatson@email unc edu>; 
’John Shelton Reed’ <johnshelton ~t~alum mit edu>; ecramer@alum mit edu; Tomaskova, 
Silvia <tomas@unc edu> 
RE: Friday meeting with Wainstein 

Jay, 

for rotors and advisors who woik wiifi student aflfletes: d 2) limiting or 
reducing ifie lengqh of intemollegiate season m~d gaines pla) ed and ifie 

mke 

..... Ofigiiml Message ..... 

Sent: Wednesday, Ma) 28, 2014 6:12 PM 
To: jonalhan weilcr; Margolis. Lewis: Brooks, Ed\~ in W: Collomdo-Mansrcld, 
Rudolf J; I,ee Wayne E: George S Eamff: Antimony J Vega; Richard Cromer; 
W Miles Flclch¢~ jaysmiih[a ¢maJl uric cdu: Hunl. Michael H: Madclinc G 
L~dne; Watsot~ Har~ L: Jolm Sl~lton Reed; ecmmer@aNmimt edu: SiNia 

Subjecl: Friday meeting wilh WaJnstcin 

Colleagmes: 

11:30 in South Building 105 Because we want to use our time efficiently and 

work, let me suggest a few areas I t hiitk lna) still need explot:mg Perhaps 

can fommlate a set of a half dozen or so questions that we can collectiveb 

1 Do we now la~ow who weie the first beneficiaries of Julms Nyaug’oro’s 
independenl sludics/papcr class leaching schedule? lr a/hlelcs were in Ihc 
i~lix, wlla[ were Iheir academic profiles’? Wha[ grades did Ihey ealll ill regular 
~miversdy courses and how did Ihose grades compare wdh Ihe N) ang’oro 

3 Whal do you know about Ih¢ Academic Supporl Program’s ¢ fi-orls Io 
cififivate facifit? and build telatioitships with specific programs? To whom 
are hakels and other layers given? 



4 Hundreds of grades were changed illicidy du~ing Iha course fraud 
scandal Wlfich at filetes benefited front thase chmtges? Was eligib flits" ever 
saved or testoled because of illicit grade chmtges? What process lay behind 
Ihcsc grade change decisions? Did D Crowder know Ihc grades ccrlain 
a/hlclcs "needed." for example? 

5 Weie rite 2005 mtd 2009 men’s basketball teams especiall? favoied by rite 

classes) did thase pla) et~ take? 

6 Did tbe plwet~ wha entered tha universit) fltrouglt rite ’conmfit~ee case’ 
process ha~e more paper classes on their Imnsc~ipls Ihan olhar addelcs? If 
so, haw would tbe umvet~it~, explain flint? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

George S Baroff<       @bellsouth net> 

Wednesday, May 28, 2014 8:24 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: Friday meeting with Wainstein 

rite Adnfissioits procedure that created tbe scm~dal; all else has been compeitsatoiy 
George 
On Ma? 28, 2014, at 6:12 PM, Ja~" Smith wrote: 

> Coll¢agues: 
> A tetmnder that we’re scheduled to meet with Ken Wahtstein Ffida> at 11:30 in South Building 105 Because we want to use our 
time efficientl) and ask questions and make suggestio~ts tbat can actually have an impact on KW’s wor!c let me suggest a few areas 1 
flthtk rim) stall l~eed exploring Perhaps some oftbese a~e too specific, perhaps othet~ not specific enough Maybe we can fommlate a 
sel of a half dozen or so quesbons Ilia[ we Call colleclively be sure Io ask: 

> I Do we now know who were Ihe firsl beneficiaries of Jali~ts N} ang’om’s indcpendenl studies/paper class leaching schedule? If 
a/hleles were in tile mix, whal were dleir academiu profiles? Wha/gnldes did Ihey eanl in regular univerSily COltrses and how did dlose 
grades compare wilh the N3 ang’oro courses? 

> 2 There are rcporls Ihal no facully ill AFRI/AFAM were ever subjccled Io posl-lcnure review before 201 I. and Ihal Ihc unit never 
experienced an "exl¢llla] review" These arc rolfline mailers in file college; oilier itlld S and facully kllow 1o expect []lese [hillgS eVel) 5 
or 10 yeals Wl\x did deans fail to hald Julius accountable for these basic duties? Extenml reviewet~ would have flagged fire abuse of 
indcpcndcnl sludius many years ago Fraud occurred bccmtsc oversight was lacking 

> 3 What do you know about tbe Acadenfic Support Progt-am’s efforts to cultfaate faculty" and build lalatioitsbips with specific 
programs? To wham ate tickets and other favot~ given? 

> 4 Hundreds of grades were chmtged ilticitl3 during tbe cout~e frmld scmtdal Which athletes benefited from tbese changes? Was 
eligibilits" ever saved or testmed because of ilticit grade changes? What process la3 behind these grade clmnge decisions’? Did D 
Crowder know tbe grades certain atlfletes "needed," for example? 

> 5 Were Ihc 2005 and 2009 men’s baskclball Icarus especially favored b} Ihc course farad scheme? How man} paper classes (and 
suspected paper classes) did thase pla3 ers lake? 

> 6 Did Ihe players who enlercd the university Ihrough Ihe ’commillce case’ process ha~c more paper classes on their Imnscripls Ihan 
otber athletes? ffso, haw would tbe mm-et~it~ explain tbat? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Watson, Harry L <hwatson@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, May 28, 2014 9:34 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D 
<jweiler@email unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; Brooks, Edwin 
W <ewbrooks@live unc edu>; Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J 
<collored@email unc edu>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu>; George S Baroff 

~bellsouth net>; Anthony J Vogt <     ~eatthlink net>; Cramer, Richard 
<mrcrame@email unc edu>; Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email unc edu>; Smith, Jay 
M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Hunt, Michael H <MHHUNT@live unc edu>; Levine, 
Madeline G <mgl@unc edu>; John Shelton Reed <johnshelton@alum mit edu>; 
ecramer@alum mit edu; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu> 
RE: Friday meeting with Wainstein 

Jay, 

have to sa? that I do t bilfl¢ we shauld ask for information about sNcific individuals--not because we oursefi’es have a pnment interest 
m al~> specific pet~offs grades, but because flint is tbe way to find out ff (haw[) tbe acadeihic abuses wet~ devised to support athletic 
eligibility If they had no a/hlcha purpose and were only random acts of generosity, we arc back wllh Governor Martin’s "academic, 

There is another question that Dqn Kane memioned to lne, for which I wish I had the delads I believe the Martin Report states. 
however, Ihal when the Auburn ~ke classes scan&~l broke, Ihe Faculty Alhlclic Committee was supposedly asked iflhesc Ihings ever 
bappened at U NC The mtswer came back no, of course, but the Facuh3 Academic Coimnlltee sa) s fltey nm’er got tbe question 1 
believe Kane said Ihal Marlin finally said thai Jack Evans of Ihc FAC simply asked the coaches Bul guess what2 the number of 
paper classes suddenly dropped right after that What’s the connection? Who warned Julius to cool it for a while? 

I would piePace the tbese specific questioits with a ftmdamental call to im’estigate ever5 possible liitk beiween tbe paper classes mtd 
grade changes and people or organi/.alions outside Af-Am Sludics, mosl especially Io Ih¢ Alldelic Dcpartmenl 11 is Ihose supposed 
links which foml tile core of tile alleged comtplion Unll[ all Ihose arc ¢llhar exposed or laid to rest and responsible parties held 
accounlable. Ihe suspicion of cover-up will remain, and II is Ihc suspicion Of cover-up Ihal UNC absolulely musl slu~kc Io regain lls 
ct~dibllit3 and o1~ce-t~spected position 

Going fl~rtber, suppose that rite links beiween rite academic abuses and tbe Atlflefic Department (nnd otbers?) ale indeed made plain 
Tile ncxl quesllons are Ihose lllal John Reed has been asking in his reccnl wfillngs Wha/inspired Ihasc klllds of slops’? Was d a win- 
at-am’-~ost mentalit3 ? The decision to pursue top level football and to hire Butch Davis? Leadership changes? Tbe decision to 
expand Ihe ACC? Who prol~lOled Ihese Ihings or decided on lllel~l? These are Ihe underlying Ihings we I~lltS[ know before an3 one can 

fi~,lll e out how to levelNe course 

S¢¢ you Friday 

Aflmtta Ahnmti Distmgmisbed Professor 
Depztrtment of Histot) 
CB# 3195, Hmmlton Hall 
University of North Carolina al Chapel Hill 
ChaNl Hill. NC 27599 
919-962-2115 

From: Jay Smllb [jaysmllb~acmall uric cdu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Ma3 28. 2014 6:12 PM 
To: Wcilcr, Jona/han D: Margolis, Lewis; Brooks. Edhan W: Collorcdo-Mansfcld. Rudolf J: Lee. Wayne E: George S Baroll-; 
Anthat~; 1 Vogt: Cromer. Richard: Fhitchet; W Miles: Slhit h. Jay M: Hunt. Michael H: Levine. Madeline G: Watsolt Har~" L: Jolm 



Sul~iect: Frida? meeting with Wainstein 

Colleagues: 
A reminder thai we’re scheduled Io meel wdh Ken Wainslain Friday a/ 
11:30 in South Building 105 Because we want to use our time efficiently 
and ask questions and nmke suggestions tbat can act~mll? have an impact 
on KW’s work, lel me suggesl a few areas I Ihink may still need 
exploring Perhaps some of fltese ate too specific, perhaps others not 
specific enoltg]l Maybe we call fonnula/e a sel of a half dozen or so 
questions that we can collectively be sum to ask: 

1 Do we now know who wine the first beneficiaries of Julms Nyaug’oro’s 
independenl sludics/papcr class leaching schedule? If a/hleles were in 
fire lmx, what were their acadmmc profiles? What grades did the) earn in 
mgmlar mm-etsit) courses and how did those grades compare wifll the 
N3 ang’oro courses’? 

3 Whal do you know about the Academic Supporl Program’s cfforls Io 
cullivale faculty and build relationships with specific programs? To 
whom me tickets mtd other favors given? 

4 Hundreds of grades were changed illicitly &rang the course fraud 
scandal Which alhleles benefited from these changes? Was eligibility 
ever saved or restored because of illicit grade changes? What process 
la? bebiud these grade chmtge decisions? Did D Crowder know the grades 
ccrlain alhlclcs "needed." for example? 

5 Were Iha 2005 and 2009 men’s baskelball learns especially favored by 
fire course fcaud scheme? How nmW paper classes (and suspacted paper 
classes) did those players lake’? 

6 Did the plwet~ who entered the uaiversit) fltrough fl~e ’conmfit~ee 
case’ process have more paper classes on their Imnscfipls than olhar 
athletes? If so, how would the mfivet~it) explain flint? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 
Thursday, May 29, 2014 10:26 AM 

@email unc edu>; Jackson, Jerma A <jaj@email unc edu>; 
Leloudis, JaZzes L <leloudis@unc edu>; . ~email unc edu>; 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Eren Tasar < @gmail corn>; 

@email unc edu> 
Mclntire, Renee Michelle <rmcinti@email unc edu> 
Paychecks are here 

Good Mormng All, 

Sunmler School paycbecks at~ het~ ~md you c~m get fllem from Renee Have a great day [ [ 

Admn 

(Mobile) 

akent?~unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,              7:46 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Book Review and Reading Summaries 

The King’s Trial docx 

DearProfessorSmith, 

I have no excuse for my late paper, but I’m hoping you’ll still accept it even though it is two classes late. I did 

not realize that it was due until the day before and rushed to finish the book as well as write the paper. 

really sorry to be giving this to you so late and I hope you will accept this paper. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Shelton Reed < ~yahoo corn> 

Thursday, 10:56 PM 

John Powell <john@icp corn>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Levine, 
Madeline G <mgl(~{unc edu>; Watson, Hairy L <hwatson@email unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; Bruce Ladd Jr < ~gmail corn> 

University of Michigan, 1987 

Scott Shuger pdf 

See attached, an article by a great guy, a journalist married to an English 
scholar who was at the Humanities Center. He went on to work for Slate, but 
died too young in a scuba accident. 
John 

The views expressed here do not necessarily reflect the views of the 
University of North Carolina. Unfortunately. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Sunday,             11:59 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Hist    Research Topic 

Hi sto~’y    Research paper docx 

Good afternoon Dr. Smith, 

I have attached a (very) rough draft of my plans for my research paper that we discussed in our meeting. 

Have a great Sunday! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 
Wednesday,             9:04 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RI~: paper 

nfigmine since yestet~lay monfing 

Best, 

From: Ja? S~mth <ja~’snfith@enmilunc edu> 
Sent: Wednesday’, 8:10 AIM 
To: 
Sul~iect: paper 

--son) 1 was slow gelling Io this Scc attachcd -JS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Wednesday,             9:48 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

response paragraph 

paragraphresponse hisl    docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Wednesday,             12:58 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Hist 

docx 

Good afternoon, 

Attached is my response for class. I don’t want to fall behind, so I figured it would be best to email it in. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jaysmith@email unc edu 

Thursday,            4:16 PM 

speeches 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

OK, so everyone need to read all the assigned pages, but I’d like to ask that each of you focus on "internalizing" 
the point of view of one of the speakers (Since there are seven speakers and eleven of you, rll put two of you 
on a couple of them): 

Maihle 

Mo~+ison 

Saint-Just 

Paine 

:Marat 

Robespierre 

Vergniaud 

We’ll talk about Louis XVI, of course, but I’ll also tray to pose a few interesting hypothetical questions your way 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIS~I " site 
To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: I ~ S-I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Jonathan Huggins ~yahoo corn> 

Friday, June 6, 2014 1:06 AM 

memmert@ncaa org 

tscherer@princeton edu; rsagar@princeton edu; aj~Tan@pfinceton edu; 
romer@princeton edu; criley@prlnceton edu; ratkovic@princeton edu; 
mprlor@princeton edu; tylerp@princeton edu; ppettit@princeton edu; 
apatten@princeton edu; ovodenko@princeton edu; jolmsted@princeton edu; 
hnachlis@princeton edu; mmoutsel@princeton edu; mcnamee@princeton edu; 
jmcmann@princeton edu; msmccoy@princeton edu; nmccarty@princeton edu; 
ktmccabe@princeton edu; macedo@princeton edu; apl@princeton edu; 
glewis@princeton edu; jl 18@princeton edu; d1352@columbia edu; 
emilyl@princeton edu; klamb@princeton edu; estherk@princeton edu; 
kennard@princeton edu; q~jordan@princeton edu; bbj@princeton edu; 
Ni3@princeton edu; shummel@prlncemn edu; cjgray@princeton edu; 
mgilens@princeton edu; primmer@princeton edu; Smith, Jay M 
<jaysmith@email unc edu>; alliecourtd@yahoo corn; george gressman@uncp edu 

Fri 3pm ESPN Fom~er UNC bball player spills the beans Princeton is being abused 

Hopefully justice will be served. Again, sorry how Yahoo email jumbles my emails. 
On both Inside Carolina and Pack Pride websites, it has been confirmed how tomorrow at 3pm on 
ESPN’s "Outside The Lines", former UNC basketball player Rashad McCants will be spilling the 
beans on how the UNC basketball program operates. Remember, ESPN is run by a UNC alum in 
John Skipper. 
In the past month, former UNC employee and whitstleblower Mary Willingham continued to tell how 
more athletes would soon talk and how even though UNC Chapel Hill is hiding behind FERPA to 
prevent the release of athlete’s enrollments in bogus classes, she has more tricks up her sleeve. 
This could turn out to be a nightmare for UNC in regards to the upcoming felony trial against the 
former AFAM chairman. Orange County DA Jim Woodall looks more like Mike Nifong every day. He is 
the latest UNC alum and native of Princeton, NC to try and come up with a fix on behalf of UNC. 
***In an interview that aired on WRAL-TV on Friday night, McCants compared playing college 
basketball to being in jail. He also said he considered his time in the program to be his job. 
"It’s to get up and go to school, get here and lift weights and play basketball," McCants said in the 
interview. "That’s my 9-to-5. As my uncle said, I’m in jail right now. You’re not allowed to do certain 
things, you’re not allowed to say certain things. 
"But once you get out of jail, you’re free. So I’m just in my sentence and I’m doing my time.’ .... 
http:llsports.espn, qo. comlncblnewslstory?id=1905457 
McCants, grew up in Asheville, NC, the hometown of UNC head men’s basketball coach Roy 
Williams. He transferred to New Hampshire and was an honor roll student in high school. 
http:llwww.qoheels.comNiewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=205674109 
Keep this in perspective. A high school honor student says playing basketball at UNC consumed his 
life. He graduated with an AFAM degree (no-show paper classes). Many have said they were steered 
into these classes no matter how intelligent they were. He is the second black prep schooler from 
UNC on ESPN’s OTL with this type of story. UNC system president Tom Ross recently went before 
the NCAA Knight Commission asking them to lower the standard for freshman athletes to 6 credit 
hours per semester because UNC can’t maintain a top 10 athletic program if they spend too much 
time in class. 



Are you proud of Princeton alum Hunter Rawlings and what he did as the chairman of the prestigious 
AAU accrediting group? So much for finding a balance between academics and athletics. UNC hasn’t 
changed the way they do business after 4 years of scandal. 

On Mary Willingham’s Twitter feed listed below, here is what she has said. 
May 31. "What if our profit athletes start talking?" 
This was a response to the Raleigh News & Observer’s executive editor saying judge Bryon Collins 
gave the N&O a fair shake when he ruled against their request for a spreadsheet of UNC athletes. By 
the way, the judge was a UNC alum, N&O editor John Drescher is a UNC alum and his daughter 
graduated from UNC as senior class president with a degree in journalism. 
http : /~www.news~bserver. c~m/2~14/~5/3~/3899864/drescher-we-q~t-a-fair-shake-fr~m, htm ~ 
May 28. "FERPA truth = transcripts. The NCAA hides behind FERPA". She asks the current 
investigator Kenneth Wainstein to look at the transcripts and find the cheating. 
May 12. "The truth is in the transcripts". 
April 6. "05 UNC basketball champs starting 5 + 1 took a combined 69 paper classes". 
Rashad McCants, rumored to be be spilling the beans tomorrow on ESPN was a part of this 2005 
team. 
Mary Willingham’s Twitter feed: 
https:lltwitter, comlpaperclassinc 
UNC history professor Jay Smith is on record saying this scheme to keep athletes eligible probably 
dates back to the Dean Smith basketball era after he boasted of a 96.6% graduation rate. 

In a recent Dan Kane article at the N&O, he mentions how a federal whitsleblower group has written 
to UNC’s general counsel asking for him to respond to the group’s questions and request to open an 
investigation into the treatment of Mary Willingham as a whistleblower. 
***The Government Accountability Project, a national nonprofit law firm that supports whistleblowers, 
had written to (UNC system president Tom) Ross last month asking him to investigate the way UNC- 
CH has treated Willingham after she helped expose dozens of lecture-style classes in the African 
studies department that never met. 
A letter the UNC system’s general counsel, Thomas Shanahan, wrote to the accountability project 
last week largely defended UNC-CH’s handling of Willingham, a former learning specialist for 
athletes, noting three outside reviewers sided with the university about the reliability of her research. 
He said Kenneth Wainstein, a former top U.S. Justice Department official recently hired to further 
investigate the academic fraud, has the latitude to handle his probe "in whatever way he deems 
necessary," which would allow him to examine retaliation claims.*** 
http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~14/~6/~3/39~9~15/unc-sYstem-staYs-~ut-~f-research.htm~? 
sp=/99/102/110/112/973/ 
So the UNC general counsel deferred responsibility over to the former USDOJ attorney now 
investigating something (UNC won’t tell us what his focus is). This is disturbing on all levels because 
prior to his job as UNC’s general counsel, Tom Shanahan worked for a decade at the US Department 
of Labor which houses many whistleblower protections agencies. Did he lose his integrity when he 
went to work at UNC? 
Tom Shanahan 
Vice President of Legal Affairs and General Counsel at The University of North Carolina 
University of Georgia School of Law 
Deputy Regional Solicitor 
U.S. Department of Labor 
October 2009 - July 2010 (10 months) 



Deputy Regional Director 
U.S. Department of Labor 
May 2008 - May 2010 (2 years 1 month) 
Counsel for ERISA 
U.S. Department of Labor 
September 2000 - May 2008 (7 years 9 months) 
http:llwww.linkedin.comlpubltom-shanahanld173a1231 
The U.S. Department of Labor houses the Whistleblower Protection Programs. 
http:llwww, whistleblowers, c!ovl 

Remember when former UNC chancellor Holden Thorp said former NC governor Jim Martin was free 
to look into anything during his inquiry but then Martin said he didn’t view his job as looking for NCAA 
violations? 
***(UNC chancellor Holden) Thorp has said that Matin is free to look anywhere within the university to get 
answers But Martin said he doesn’t view his job as looking for NCAA violations or identifying easy classes 
that do meet; the latter, he said, can be found on nearly any campus across the count~7 He also doesn’t think he 
will have the time to conduct a sweep of course work turned in by athletes to find out how prevalent plagiarism 
is*** 

http://www n ewsob se~w-er corn/2012/I 0/16/241641 I/martins-probe-at-unc-focuses-on html 
Now here is something of note. Is the Raleigh N&O editor beginning to feel the heat from his UNC 
pals? Is he concerned over loss of revenues from rabid UNC fans? Dan Kane wrote an article with a 
section asking how credible is Mary Willingham? So far she’s two or three steps ahead of everything. 
http:~~www.news~bserver.c~m~2~14~~5~16~3867463~new-rec~rds-~n-wi~~in~~hams-research.htm~? 
sp=/99/102/110/112/973/ 
I ask this because of Willingham’s response to N&O editor John Dreshcher saying a UNC alum gave 
the N&O a fair shake in their court battle. Willingham continues to say "release the transcripts". 
UNC is now asking for two forms of ID when alums come to get a release of their transcripts. Since 
Mary Willingham has her own blog and is in touch with several former UNC revenue generating 
athletes, UNC is scared she will legally get permission from those athletes and be allowed to tell her 
story with their permission. Of course, UNC will be caught in a million lies if she succeeds. 
Below is the UNC Scandal Investigation page where many of Dan Kane’s articles can be found. 
Remember, if you run out of free clicks, simply clear out your browsing history (cookies) and you can 
start from scratch again. 
http:llwww.newsobserver, comluncscandall 

So what happens when a class action lawsuit is won and a $40 million settlement offered? The 
lawyers take $34-35 million of it as fees. The greedy money grab could have been avoided had EA 
Sports been allowed to pay NCAA athletes directly. It is against policy for them to do such so lawyers 
got paid and not the athletes. 
"Proposed video game settlement could help current NCAA players" 
***As many as 100,000 college football and men’s basketball players - including athletes with 
remaining eligibility -- would be able to receive money from a $40 million proposed settlement of 
claims related to the alleged use of their names and likenesses in NCAA-themed video games. 
The filing notes that in that case alone, the amount of the plaintiffs’ attorneys’ fees "exceeds $30 
million and expenses exceed $4 million." The plaintiffs have said in court documents they are seeking 
relief that includes "attorneys’ fees, costs, other expenses.’ .... 
http:llwww.usatoday.comlstorylsportslcolleqel20141051301ed-obannon-ncaa-name-and-likeness- 

lawsuit-settlement J9789605/ 



So Kenneth Feinberg is a lawyer/mediator who is now set to be the trustee of the funds when college 
athletes begin to get paid. He was the trustee of the funds for the 9/11 victims, the Boston marathon 
victims and the Gulf Oil spill victims. Basically, he’s a lawyer/banker taking his percentage of the 
former player’s money if they begin to be paid. 
***BIRMINGHAM, Alabama -- If the Ed O’Bannon antitrust lawsuit over the use of college athletes’ 
name and likeness ever produces a payoff, there’s already a framework for players to collect NCAA 
revenue through a high-profile mediator. 
Prominent attorney Ken Feinberg is part of a registered organization called the Former College 
Athletes Association (FCAA). The entity registered March 22,2011, with the corporations division of 
the District of Columbia’s Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. 
A former O’Bannon attorney claims the FCAA is a potential "revenue stream" for the Washington D.C. 
law firm representing the plaintiffs, but Vaccaro and Huma say that’s not the case. 
The existence of the FCAA surfaced in a wrongful termination lawsuit recently filed by ex-O’Bannon 
attorney Jon King against his former boss, Michael Hausfeld. Hausfeld’s Washington D.C. firm, 
Hausfeld LLP, represents the ex-players against the NCAA. 
King’s suit says Hausfeld envisions the FCAA as a vehicle to resolve the NCAA case and to try to 
negotiate licenses with the NCAA, its members, television networks and video-game manufacturers. 
King quotes Hausfeld as once saying of the FCAA, "It’s a revenue stream for us.’ .... 
http:llwww.al.comlsportslindex.ssf120131011ed obannon plaintiffs have orc!.html 
It’s pretty easy to recognize what Kenneth Feinberg and the lawyer representing Ed O’Bannon and 
many other athletes (Michael Hausfeld) have in common. Notice who ends up with all the cash. 
Somebody set their eyes on the cash and control of amateur entertainment. 
"Tarnished Heels" is apparently a good book with stunning organization into most of the events over 
the last several years. People have noted how the 1 star reviews on Amazon are all from people who 
cannot be confirmed as having bought the book. 
http://www.amazon.com/Tarnished-Heels-U nethicaI-Deliberate- 
University/dp/193952122X/ref=sr 1 1?ie=UTF8&qid=1402024842&sr=8- 
l&keywords=tarnished+heels 
Time to reverse the state of NC motto into "to seem rather than to be". "The real Carolina Way". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith             @gmail corn> 

Friday, June 6, 2014 9:14 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 

[thearg] ESPN 

Folks: There’s word that ESPN’s outside the lines has an explosive piece planned for tomorrow at 3pm It 
features UNC 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ]aTsrsith;h;emai[ t r~c cd~ 

To unsubscfibe click here: ~E:irJJb~st~g~,’,~edx~it~2 

{d 6~;~0~888 h835e606!c75aagh2ed73hd5/’~e~ [~zn T&l th~a~2~74~50 

(It may be necessa~N to cut and paste the above ~ if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emN1 to lea~, e-3~7~g750-¢~ [ 803888 b835e~061 c75a,~?b2ed7:~bd5F5ffae [ [~;.;~li~ ew unc ~:du 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sims, Julia <JSims@wral corn> 

Friday,            10:19 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Hey Jay 

Hope all is well. Not sure if you saw the latest news from ESPN on He played on the 

team for UNC In the interview he said he took bogus classes and Roy Williams knew it. 

Can I get a response from you?..., and possibly an on camera interview this afternoon? 

Here’s the aNcle: 

http://espn.go.com/espn/otl/story/ /id/l1036924/former north carolina says~ook 

Julia Sims 

WRAL TV5 

(919) 821 8600 office 
cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn> 

Friday,            10:54 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Daily Tar Heel Story 

Hi Professor Smith, 

My name is and T’m the summer editor at the DTH. We’re putting together a story 
about the interview with ESPN this morning, and we are seeking comment about the 
claims made in his interview. 

If you’d be interested in making a comment, feel free to give me a call at 
to this email whenever you are available. 

or respond 

Bes~ 

UNC Chapel Hill - Political Science 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Meagher           ~comcast net> 

Friday, June 6, 2014 3:52 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

didn’t take long - Fox sports 

carol na-~ o~,-wdl i at ,~ s-at’am -st~di es-O~,061 a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 
Sunday,            8:18 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Hist 

Good morning Dr. Smith, 

I am unsure of what our mini bio assignment should include. Could you provide me with a little more 
information on what you are looking for. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 
Sunday,            2:48 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Lafayette at Champ de Mars 

l~’e lmrrowed ira." scope for ira." Lafayetle paper to Iris im’ofi’ement at Champ de Mas 1 lind some general questiol~s about the 
organizalion of the paper Firsl do I need Io go inlo a biographical breakdown or La~lyctt¢ himself and then go hilo more dclail about 
his im-oNement in tbe specific event? 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn on behalf of 
@live unc edu> 

Monday,           8:39 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Invention of’despotisme’? 

I figured out that Boesche is mostly cttmg Koebner’s a~icle from the 50s, "Despot and Despotism: Vicissitudes 
of a Political Term" (1951) Also I actually have a copy of Nobility Remagined with me so if you don’t have 
time to get to it I can look through 

On 6:35 AM, "Jay Smit|P’ <jays~r, iilr~@emai! t.ln;: edu> wrote: 
-I’ll check Nobility Reimagined when I get into my office; I seem to recall discussing this ve~ay thing, 

though I can’t remember what I said [!] It would make sense that the 1690s saw innovation in the political 
vocabula~ay of despotism, but whether the term was actually invented then I’m not sure (I suspect not--in fact, 
I’m pretty sure that the image of the ’oriental despot’ long prefigured Louis XlV) More later 

Jay 
On 11 : 16 AM, wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

I hope your summer is going well I am here in PA right now learning to decipher german script 
The course is actually extremely good and will be incredibly helpful for the archives in July I am 
also here with an advisee of Craig Koslofsky from Illinois! 

I have been working on the Louis XlV article draft, and just came across something in an article 
by Roger Boesche fi-om 1990 that I wanted to check with you He says "the opponents of Louis 
XIV’s arbitrary uses of power apparently invented the French word d~<~l)olisme in the 1690s" but 
doesn’t give any citation He goes on to discuss the greek origins of the word Do you know if 
thats tree? If so I would love to put it in but it almost seems too good to be right In the 
conclusion I am t~?cing to connect the pamphlets and F I Inelon to Montesquieu and larger 18thC 
fears of despotism, so if it is true it would be a great little nugget to put in there 

Just wanted to see what your thoughts were 

Best, 

University of Notrh Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail corn on behalf" of 

. @live unc edu> 
Tuesday              8:57 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

LXIV Article Draft 

Louis XIV Article Draft docx 

Good morning Jay, 

Thanks for the citation As usual your explanation was very helpful! 

I am attaching a draft of what I’ve been working on, t@ng to reframe it and cut it down to a reasonable article 
size If you have time I would love your feedback on the direction and what still needs to be done or changed or 
put back to its o~iginal form 

Best from PA, 

History Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pat gavin <         ~gmail corn> 
Thursday, June 19, 2014 4:33 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: online fodder 

Jay, 
I am not being overly concerned about how people are .just plato "out 
of their mhid" when it conics Io Ihcir passion(or is it zcaloit) ?) I 
adlmse your conmlltmes~t it takes gnJts to stand up to nutty" sports 
~ans who have s~o clue bow zam" fl~eir passion is I t,n~e s s I mn too old 
Io care Ihat much about ll(sporls) I like(and walch closely) the 
Orioles mtd Raves]s and wmtt them to do well but fire oflter t,nD’s tt? 
basd as well and flteir fm]s care too Someone has to lose 

I lu~d a good coach playing co11¢g¢ lacross¢ H¢ hated to lose(like 
all of us young passiosmte atlrietes), but his mantra was simple Be 

te alit~" bas nothing to do with UNC but remember these sports 
zealols Ila~e zero logical skills 

h~ sin." view North Carolitm can be a LEADER in clemting up 
cess pool fl~at is big rime College Sports The President can come 
Oltl and say "I am embam~ss¢d and we musl b¢ pro acliv¢ aboul whal 
did, fl~e bam~et~ come dowsz They were not won with ANY academic 
mtegril) I don’t case what the other schools do, we must do the 
right thing From this point fonvatxl we will secndt academicall) 
tea@ students ONLY We will set those HIGH standatxls and NEVER 
Waver" Mm3 land did somelhing similay alter L¢n Bias and Gm 
Williams used to bitch about it all the time He always complais~ed 
fl~at Duke(wbo is so hol)) was able to admit some strident s that Gas) 
was forbidd¢n to go after Probably that has fall¢n by Ih¢ way side 

Good luck and keep moving ronsard And I do find it runny that you 
ate portra? ed as a "hme light seeker", "anti sports", "a guy with an 

flm~gs’ ’ Otfly m a world l~e tiffs cm~ those tlfings happen ~ke 
Ihc IRS nol being able to find ¢mails Illogical 
P 

On Wed, Jun 18, 2014 at 11:25 PM, Ja) Sshith <javsnllth@email unc edu> wrote: 
> Palm don’l dlink I answered [his one SOn3 Crazy limes I know more Ihan 
> has been revealed so far. let m¢ I¢a~¢ il a/Ihat for now The book will b¢ 
> out in April (that’s what the publisher is proshising), so let’s wait for 
> thai And lel’s hope II docsn’l gel me fired How whacked arc Ih¢ people 
> around me? There are concentric circles; the ones closest to me, even if 
> the) ’re mad, arc peffcclly sane Go one or Iwo circles out, and Ihc) ’re 
> batsltit craz) One or two mose circles out, and no os~e teall) cases I dofft 

> all bets are off Send me good vibes -Ja) 

>> 1 Do you know much mote than you have spoken of is it really worse 



>~ is homd 
>~ 2 I know professiol~all? (wiflt temu’e) tltat you ltave little to woriy 

>~ slfipers is just a little off-pu~dng 

>> O11 Wed, Jun 1 I. 2014 al I 1:56 AM, Jay Smilh <jaysmilh ~a cnlail unc edu> 

>>> Pat--just checked out your coimnent Vet) ifice Tlmnks for it Too 

>> > though (Not sine I was so wise at 16 [) Am’wa?, Bob Lee tells me the 

>>> Ires "gone viral" m~d should see 10,000 lilts wiflfin its first 24 hours 

>>> Scandalville -Jay 

>~> On 6/11/14, 10:20 AM, pat gavin wrote: 

>>>> spcnl 2 hours wilh {Jay} and cannol I¢11 you his polhics" I am 

>>>> a/hlelic career al GBHS I will embellish a bil, bul jusl remember 
>~>> flint you played belfind an All State GK(Jeff P) wl/o was t~cndted by 

>>>> Keep up Ih¢ good fighi 

>~>> On Wed, Jun 11, 2014 at 6:27 AM, Jay Smdh qia? simth@enmil unc edu> 

>~>>~ quite a folhiwing in NC He used it for his latest cohimn Might give 

>>>>> Few giggles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail corn> 

Thursday,              10:23 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: chapter 

First Chapter docx 

So I’ve cut down most of the quotations and material (you’re right, I just wanted to fit everything in) Down 
from 45 to 33 pages now Most of the cutting occurred in the third section I still need a conclusion and one 
more kind of concluding paragraph for the third section, but I’d like to see that I’m on the right track here The 
argument of the chapter is more like this now: the idea of Company commerce is never based in commercial 
reality Instead, commerce is understood for the ends it serves; whether it’s the mercantilist goals of Colbert, 
Law’s economic reengineering, or the reimagining of commerce done by Company employees after the Bubble 
to t~’y to salvage the corporation in the face of a hostile public After the Law episode, you see people for the 
first time getting interested in the practicalities of trade (we need a Company cause it allows us to ship X 
amount of goods more efficiently than individual merchants), but this is a still a politicized understanding of 
trade that doesn’t necessarily correspond to the realities of trade (that is, trade is still advertised for the way it 
se~wes the state) rm hoping, then, to make the last paragraph of the third section and the conclusion about how 
these understandings of trade, because they were based so little on the realities of commerce abroad, proved so 
inadequate when the Company really started trading in earnest (thus the second chapter, where you see who 
ideas of monopoly, political centralization, fi-ee trade, etc get contorted through the effort oft~Ting to adapt the 
company to trading conditions abroad 

More than anything here, I’m ttTing to pair attention to shifting context (to the changing moral climate facing 
trade) and the agendas of people ideas of commerce to promote certain goals I figure this should also set things 
up nicely for the rest of the dissertation; since there is no consensus on what these company or its trade is 
supposed to do, it’s easy for people like La Bourdonnais, Dupleix, Lally, etc to step in and say that the are 
promoting the public good and the cause of commercial efficiency 

Questions that remain: 
I) Do I need more examples in the third section? Right now I’m using mostly one anonymous m moire to 
illustrate the mechanics of a broader argument 
2) Do I need to be a bit clearer about who’s behind the Company in the fallout of the Mississippi Bubble? 
3) Do I need to talk a bit more about the Company’s diverse trading commitments: where it’s operating and 
what’s going on? 

Obviously still some questions for a second draft, but rd like your feedback I don’t want this to be weighted so 
heavily on the ideas side that we lose sight of the important events and characters And I’d like it to be 
interesting to read 

Thanks, 

Greg 

PS I hope you don’t mind (I think you said this was OK already), but I’m borrowing heavily from your syllabus 
and lectures for my summer class I figured since I saw the class done well already, I wouldn’t want to reinvem 
the wheel 

49 . On Sun at 12:o PM, Jay Smtth <j<~n:i}bz@~mai! tmc eO~> wrote: 
-lots Of good material here, and I think you generally do a good job with juggling all the many pieces to 



the puzzle between the 1660s and 1720s I have a couple of comments, some general and some specific 
1 Check your penchant for wordiness and parenthetical phrases This serves to dilute the power of the 
argument, and can make the reader either confused or uninterested See the spots where I’ve flagged this 
2 You need some more signposting of your general argument, reminders about where we’re going and why 
3 Avoid impersonal pronouns as subjects of sentences; they are tools of imprecision 
4 Don’t assume that your sources can make your argument for you They are raw matelial that become the 
substance of an argument only through your fashioning Treat quotes the way Machiavelli’s Prince treats lady 
fortune Take them in hand, master them, beat them into shape 
5 On a related note, I think sections 2 and 3 too often read as strung-together quotations without a clear sense 
of direction Sharpen the argumentative thrust of those two sections and--I would strongly suggest--cut back 
on some of the primary source material quotes You’ve done a lot of research, and we always want to show 
the reader how much we’ve found But the argument is the thing 

Let me know if you see anything unclear in my comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH University Library <circadmin@afton lib unc edu> 

Sunday, June 22, 2014 5:02 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Libra~ay Notice 

Walter R Davis Libr~uy 
CB#3916,Circula/ion D¢pamn¢nl 
Univcrsily ol’Norlh Carolina 
Chapel Hill. NC 27514-8890 

06-22-14 05:01AM 

accmnulate daily Renew at: 
AUTHOR: Zhnbalist, Andrew S    AUTHOR: Slnitk Roimld A 
Ul~paid pmfessiotmls : commercialis Pa) for pla~" : a histoiy of big-tim 
CALL NO: GV351 Z56 1999 CALLNO: GV347 $65 201 I 
BARCODE: 00009630321 BARCODE: 00038110132 
Din’is Libmt) DUE: 06-17-14 Davis Libr~uy DUE: 06-17-14 

AUTHOR: Dowling, Willimn C 
Confessions of a spoilsport : my li 
CALL NO: GV351 D68 2007 
BARCODE: 00029220584 
Din’is Libmt5 DUE: 06-17-14 

JAY M SMITH 
HISTORY 
CB# 3195 564 HAMILTON HALL 

1:3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH University Library <circadmin@afton lib unc edu> 

Monday, June 23, 2014 5:03 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

LibratT Notice 

Walter R Davis Libr~uy 
CB#3916,Circula/ion D¢pamn¢nl 
Univcrsily of Norlh Carolina 
Chapel Hill. NC 27514-8890 

06-23-14 05:02AM 

AUTHOR: Clark. Anita        AUTHOR: Kinser~’ik, Matthew J, 
Scalldal : the sexmal politics of th Sex, scandal, and celebfits" m late 

CALL NO: DA480 C567 2004 CALL NO: DA483 C6 K56 2007 
BARCODE: 00022940061 BARCODE: 00028762367 
Din’is Libmt5 DUE: 06-26-14 Davis Librmy DUE: 06-26-14 

AUTHOR: Burrows, ShnmL 

CALL NO: DC147 8 B86 2006 
BARCODE: 00027960074 
Davis Libmt3 DUE: 06-26-14 

JAY M SMITH 
HISTORY 
CB# 3195 564 HAMILTON HALL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

David Andress <david andress@port ac uk> 

Thursday, June 26, 2014 5:00 AM 

Pierre-Yves Beaurepaire <             ~gmail corn>; silvia marzagalli@unice fr; 
ARM Jourdan <ar m jourdan@uvanl>; aifl@york ac uk; Ambrogio A Caiani 
<ambrogio a caiani@cantab net>; Charles Walton <charles walton@warwick ac uk>; 
Dan Edelstein <danedels@stanford edu>; David Bell <dabell@princeton edu>; Donald 
Sutherland ¯          @gmail corn>; Edward J Woell <ej-woell@wiu edu>; Hanson, 
Paul <phanson@butler edu>; Howard G Brown <hgbrown@binghamton edu>; Isser 
Woloch <iw6@columbia edu>; j m felix@reading ac uk; Smith, Jay M 
<jaysmith@email unc edu>; Jean-Luc Chappey <         ~gmail corn>; JeffHorn 
<jeff horn@manhattan edu>; Jennifer Heuer <heuer@histo~2¢ umass edu>; Jeremy D 
Popkin <popkin@email uky edu>; john hardman <john@hardman391 I freesetw-e co uk>; 
Kirsty Carpenter <K Carpenter@massey ac nz>; Laura Mason <hnason@jhu edu>; 
Lauren R Clay <lauren clay@vanderbilt edu>; m h crook@his keele ac uk; Marc Belissa 
<mbelissa@club-internet fr>; Marisa A Linton <m linton@kingston ac uk>; Micah 
Alpaugh <             @gmail corn>; Michael Fitzsimmons <mfitzsim@aum edu>; 
Mike Rapport <michael rapport@glasgow ac uk>; Noelle Plack 
<n plack@newman ac uk>; Peter McPhee <p mcphee@unimelb edu au>; Philip Dwyer 
<philip dwyer@newcastle edu au>; ronens@msu edu; Silvia Marzagalli 
<marzagalli@wanadoo fr>; Simon Burrows <s bm+ows@uws edu au>; Thomas Kaiser 
<tekaiser@ualr edu>; Manuel Covo,            @gmail corn> 

Oxford Handbook of the French Rev - author details request 

Dear all, 

1 can report that we are only one chapter away from having a flail print-ready draft - and conscious that we were 
supposed to reach this point a year ago, but thumbscrews are in short supply 

For the upcoming print version, could you all please send me your desired author info to be listed in the front of 
the volume: Name and academic position, and up to 50 further words of biographical/key publication info as 
you see fit 

If this could be with me by 14 July it would be both fitting, and much appreciated 

Best wishes, 

Dave Andress 
Associate Dean (Research), FHSS 
Professor of Modem HistolT 
SSHLS, Univ of Portsmouth 
Milldam, Portsmouth, PO1 3AS, UK 
Tel 02392 842204 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH University Library <circadmin@afton lib unc edu> 

Friday, June 27, 2014 5:02 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Libra~ay Notice 

Walter R Davis Libr~uy 
CB#3916,Circula/ion D¢pamn¢nl 
Univcrsily ol’Norlh Carolina 
Chapel Hill. NC 27514-8890 

06-27-14 05:0IAM 

accmnulate daily Renew at: 
AUTHOR: Zhnbalist, Andrew S    AUTHOR: Slnitk Roimld A 
Ul~paid pmfessiotmls : commercialis Pa) for pla~" : a histoiy of big-tim 
CALL NO: GV351 Z56 1999 CALLNO: GV347 $65 201 I 
BARCODE: 00009630321 BARCODE: 00038110132 
Din’is Libmt) DUE: 06-17-14 Davis Libr~uy DUE: 06-17-14 

AUTHOR: Dowling, Willimn C 
Confessions of a spoilsport : my li 
CALL NO: GV351 D68 2007 
BARCODE: 00029220584 
Din’is Libmt5 DUE: 06-17-14 

JAY M SMITH 
HISTORY 
CB# 3195 564 HAMILTON HALL 

2:3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn> 

Monday,              10:09 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: chapter 

That’s fine I’ve been busy with a lot of other things, so it’s not terribly pressing (wow does this summer class 
take up an excessive amount of time) I’m not sure if I mentioned it in the last email or not, but I’m most 
concerned about the argument in the last section: I want to show that there is a clear dift’erence between the 
projects of Law and Colbert, in which commerce se~es almost as an afterthought to broader social and political 
goals (or as a means of facilitating those goals), and the post-System fallout, during which advocates for the 
Company really pushed the corporation as a specialized institution, containing a skilled set of employees, and 
performing a demanding vocation that requires a type of expertise that does not appear among the regular 
population It’s ahnost the like the Company takes on certain guild-like qualities; I definitely think that 
defenders rely on certain coq3oratist paradigms to legitimize the Company and distance it from the now 
discredited arguments of Law I cut this part out, but I’m wondering in writing this if maybe I should throw back 
a little more about what people wrote concerning shareholders I think the arguments about why the shareholder 
should maintain his rights to regular dividend payments provides a window into this whole process; the investor 
becomes almost something of a privileged member of a coq3oration--entitled by this membership to enjoy 
certain rights The way of linking this all to the second chapter would be to conclude that this vision of 
commerce as a specialized vocation is still quite political in nature--meant to achieve a ve~ specific set of goals 
(the preservation of the Company) and not to car~ay out an efficient overseas trade The challenges of actually 
trading abroad will thus prove particularly difficult to bear, and will open things up to a variety of conflicting 
opinions about how best to trade abroad, and about what actually consists a successful trade (something that 
gains a regular profit, something that undermines the Dutch and English, something that prese~es the king’s 
authority even at the expense of profit, etc--these are all themes I look at in the chapter after) 

Best, 

On Sun, at 2:09 PM, Jay Smith <j,%-sn~i~h2~c’,~elr nil ~l~c,elJt~> wrote: 
-sonay I haven’t been able to get to this again I was away at the beach from the 21st through yesterday, 

and Mary Willingham and I are scrambling to get our scandal book finished and submitted by Tuesday I’ll 
get to this sometime this week-Jay 

On , 10:22 PM, wrote: 

So I’ve cut down most of the quotations and material (you’re right, I just wanted to fit eve~’ything 
in) Down fi-om 45 to 33 pages now Most of the cutting occurred in the third section I still need 
a conclusion and one more kind of concluding paragraph for the third section, but I’d like to see 
that I’m on the right track here The argument of the chapter is more like this now: the idea of 
Company commerce is never based in commercial reality Instead, commerce is understood for 
the ends it se~w-es; whether it’s the mercantilist goals of Colbert, Law’s economic reengineering, 
or the reimagining of commerce done by Company employees after the Bubble to try to salvage 
the corporation in the face of a hostile public After the Law episode, you see people for the first 
time getting interested in the practicalities of trade (we need a Company cause it allows us to 
ship X amount of goods more efficiently than individual merchants), but this is a still a 



politicized understanding of trade that doesn’t necessarily correspond to the realities of trade (that 
is, trade is still advertised for the way it setwes the state) I’m hoping, then, to make the last 
paragraph of the third section and the conclusion about how these understandings of trade, 
because they were based so little on the realities of commerce abroad, proved so inadequate when 
the Company really started trading in earnest (thus the second chapter, where you see who ideas 
of monopoly, political centralization, fiee trade, etc get contorted through the effort of tt?cing to 
adapt the company to trading conditions abroad 

More than anything here, I’m t~?cing to pair attention to shifting context (to the changing moral 
climate facing trade) and the agendas of people ideas of commerce to promote certain goals I 
figure this should also set things up nicely for the rest of the dissertation; since there is no 
consensus on what these company or its trade is supposed to do, it’s easy for people like La 
Bourdonnais, Dupleix, Lally, etc to step in and say that the are promoting the public good and 
the cause of commercial efficiency 

Questions that remain: 
l) Do I need more examples in the third section? Right now I’m using mostly one anonymous 
m moire to illustrate the mechanics of a broader argument 
2) Do I need to be a bit clearer about who’s behind the Company in the fallout of the Mississippi 
Bubble? 
3) Do I need to talk a bit more about the Company’s diverse trading commitments: where it’s 
operating and what’s going on? 

Obviously still some questions for a second drat’t, but I’d like your feedback I don’t want this to 
be weighted so heavily on the ideas side that we lose sight of the important events and characters 
And I’d like it to be interesting to read 

Thanks, 

PS I hope you don’t mind (I think you said this was OK already), but I’m borrowing heavily 
from your syllabus and lectures for my summer class I figured since I saw the class done well 
already, I wouldn’t want to reinvent the wheel 

On Sun, at 12:39 PM, Jay Smith <ja?;’smitb¢,!em£tbt~nc,e+~> wrote: 
¯ -lots of guod material here, and I think you generally do a guod job with juggling all the 

many pieces to the puzzle between the 1660s and 1720s I have a couple of comments, some 
general and some specific 
1 Check your penchant for wordiness and parenthetical phrases This serves to dilute the 
power of the argument, and can make the reader either confused or uninterested See the spots 
where I’ve flagged this 
2 You need some more signposting of your general argument, reminders about where we’re 
going and why 
3 Avoid impersonal pronouns as subjects of sentences; they are tools of imprecision 
4 Don’t assume that your sources can make your argument for you They are raw material that 
become the substance of an argument only through your fashioning Treat quotes the way 
Machiavelli’s Prince treats lady fortune Take them in hand, master them, beat them into shape 
5 On a related note, I think sections 2 and 3 too often read as strong-together quotations 
without a clear sense of direction Sharpen the argumentative thrust of those ~vo sections and-- 
I would strongly suggest--cut back on some of the prima~?¢ source material quotes You’ve 
done a lot of research, and we always want to show the reader how much we’ve found But the 
argument is the thing 



Let me know if you see anything unclear in my comments 

! ~y 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Huggins ~yahoo corn> 

Monday, June 30, 2014 9:19 PM 

memmert@ncaa org 

george gressman@uncp edu; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

BUSTED! Is this why we got the NCAA news today? 

Remember, I have told you NC’s Attorney General Roy Cooper dismissed charges against the Duke 
lacrosse players but the truth never came about and the news was intended to divert your attention 
away from what the NCBOG chair had done in Hilton Head, SC? 

This is criminal conspiracy folks. Is the NCAA helping these guys prevent another Duke lacrosse 
case story of conspiracy? 

OK folks, I believe I may know why the events of today occured and the NCAA suddenly did an about 
face with UNC. I read as much as I can but I don’t know everything. 

I went to ESPN.com and read the article and watched the video on the same page. Andrea Adelson 
tells people it is the judge in former AFAM chair Julius Nyang’oro who is thinking about dismissing his 
felony charge. Before this, we were told it was Orange County District Attorney Jim Woodall who was 
thinking of dismissing the charge. 

http://espn.go.com/colleqe-sports/story/ lid/11157920/ncaa-reopens-investiqation-academic-scandal- 
north-carolina 

I began to search for the identity of this judge ESPN says wants to dismiss this charge. You won’t 
believe what I discovered. His name is judge Allen Baddour. 

Judge Allen Baddour. Received both his undergrad and law degree from UNC. He is the son of 45 
year UNC employee and the former athletic director Dick Baddour. The son of the former athletic 
director was presiding over Nyang’oro’s fate while UNC continued the lie that this was not an athletic 
scandal. 

"Allen Baddour is the resident superior court judge for the 15B Judicial District of the Third Division of 
the Superior Court, serving both Chatham and Orange counties in North Carolina." 

http://iudqepedia.orq/Allen Baddour 

That would be the courts DA Jim Woodall does his work with. 

***Woodall grew up in Princeton, a small Johnston County town almost midway between Smithfield 
and Goldsboro. 



Woodall has not always been a prosecutor. He worked as a criminal defense lawyer in Goldsboro for 
three years with Phil Baddour, the former state legislator, brother of former UNC athletics director 
Dick Baddour and uncle of Superior Court Judge Allen Baddour.*** 

http:~~www.news~bserver.c~m~2~14~~2~22~364398~~unc-ties-d~nt-~imit-prosecutors.htm~ 

***Judge Baddour serves on the 15-B Judicial District Executive Council (JDEC), which also includes 
Chief District Court Judge Joe Buckner, District Attorney Jim Woodall, Public Defender James 
Williams, Orange County Clerk of Superior Court Jamie Stanford, and Chatham County Clerk of 
Court Sam Cooper. JDEC convenes regularly to discuss ways to improve the courts on a local level, 
to increase efficiency, and to improve the court experience for all involved.*** 

http://iud~ebaddour.com/aboutJ 

Dick Baddour. 

http:/~vww.bluenc.com/dick-baddour 

***HILLSBOROUGH - Former UNC African and Afro-American Studies Chair Julius Nyang’oro was 
scheduled for his second court appearance Tuesday morning on one felony charge connected to the 
UNC academic and athletic scandal, but he was not present at the Orange County Courthouse. 

Nyang’oro’s name was on the court’s docket, but Orange and Chatham County District Attorney Jim 
Woodall said Tuesday afternoon that he was not required to make an appearance. Woodall confirmed 
that Nyang’oro’s appearance was postponed, and his next court date is set for April 29. Woodall 
added that the date could be moved up by a week. 

Bill Thomas, Nyang’oro’s lawyer, was not in the courtroom where Superior Court Judge Allen 
Baddour was presiding.*** 

http:~chape~b~r~.c~m~news/unc~nyanq~r~-sched-make-2nd-c~urt-appearance-tues-p~st-p~ned-apri~/ 

So the Orange County DA Jim Woodall spent part of his legal career working with the brother of the 
former athletic director in Chapel Hill. Former UNC athletic director Dick Baddour’s son is the judge 
presiding over Nyang’oro’s case. 



I would guess it’s a combination of both Jim Woodall and Allen Baddour who want to dismiss these 
charges and make this go away quickly. 

Next up. Julius Nyang’oro did not pay back the $12,000 he took for not teaching a class. UNC Chapel 
Hill took the money from his retirement package. He did not return the money in good faith as these 
characters now claim. 

Is the NCAA bailing out this conspiracy while Woodall and Baddour and even Nyang’oro’s 
superlawyer Bill Thomas bite their nails? I will ask one more time, why did Nyang’oro begin to talk to 
Kenneth Wainstein if Bill Thomas had already said his client is innocent while Nyang’oro’s friends say 
this is an institutional issue? 

Why did it take all this time, and just before a trial begins, we get told the charges may get dismissed. 
I think we have our answer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Huggins @yahoo corn> 

Tuesday, July I, 2014 1:42 AM 

memmert@ncaa org 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; george gressman@uncp edu 

A velN quick analysis Hopefully you know I can get this done 

January 2,2013. Below is the letter to the editor from Jim Martin. Notice the title. 
"Jim Martin: We found what we could at UNC" 
***We dug into that as far as our power allowed and reported what we found. If money was a motive, 
the District Attorney can find it. (Jim Woodall did find it and he charged Julius Nyang’oro with one 
felony for taking $12,000 and not teaching class). 
http:~~www.news~bserver.c~m~2~13~~1~~2~2579556~~im-martin-we-f~und-what-we-c~u~d.htm~ 

December 2, 2013. 
"Julius Nyang’Oro, Ex-UNC Professor, Charged With Felony In Academic Scandal". Charged with a 
felony by orange County Da Jim Woodall, who spent many years in the law office with partner Phil 
Baddour, the brother of the UNC athletic director. 
http:/~vww.huffinqtonpost.com/2013/12/02/iulius-nyangl-oro-felony-academic- 
scandal n 4374827.html 
January 7, 2014. 
Report that judge Allen Baddour presides over the first Nyang’oro court date. 6 months later, ESPN 
tells us the judge is considering dropping the charge. Judge Allen Baddour is so ethical and not a 
good ole boy protecting his father’s legacy, along with the DA. 
htto:~~chaoe~b~r~, c~m/news/unc~nvan~~r~-sched-make-2nd-c~urt-aooearance-tues-o~st-o~ned-aori~/ 
http:llespn.qo.comlcolleqe-sportslstoryl lid1100688231ex-north-carolina-tar-heels-professor-charcled- 

no-show-class 
May 7, 2012. 
***UNC System President Tom Ross said in a statement to The N&O that he saw no need to look 
further into the academic improprieties. 
"1 believe that this was an isolated situation and that the campus has taken appropriate steps to 
correct problems and put additional safeguards in place," Ross said in the statement.*** 
Tom Ross joins in on the kill of Nyang’oro. Isolated incident to AFAM. Froemr NC governor Jim Martin 
says the same. Jim Woodall and judge Allen Baddour say the same. 
http://espn.,qo.comlbloqlnorth-carolina-basketballlposfJ /id/8022/probe-of-classes-doesnt-concern- 

williams 
http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~12/~5/~7/2~5~241/unc-f~~tba~~-basketba~~-p~ayers.htm~ 
January 1,2014. The New York Times begins a series of national reports to show UNC Chapel Hill 
cannot control this story. We’re talking 100 newspaper and tv stories at the start of the year. 
February 21,2014. 
"Independent counsel to conduct inquiry of information about academic irregularities" 
UNC chancellor Carol Folt "the fixer" and UNC system president Tom Ross tell us they have hired an 
independent counsel to give us another "independent inquiry". 
http : ~~uncnews. unc. edu~2~14~~2~21/independent-c~unse~-c~nduct-inqu iry-inf~rmati~n-academ ic- 
irregularities/ 
June 20, 2014. Kenneth Wainstein feels the need to update on his report. UNC system president Tom 
Ross leads the discussion. He tells us Wainstein is completely indepedent, UNC is not giving him 
direction and he will not discuss his fidnings until his report is complete in the fall. 
htto:llwww, wral. comlnewslvideol13750049/ 
How does Jim Woodall know what Julius Nyang’oro and Debbie Crowder had told Kenneth Wainstein 
if Wainstein is not sharing info with UNC? Someone is lying. 
June 23, 2014. 
It was actually Jim Woodall who has been the one saying he might dismiss the charges against 



Nyang’oro. 
"Orange County DA considers dropping criminal charge in UNC fraud case" 
http:~www.news~bserver.c~m~2~14~6~23~3958924~ran~e-c~untY-da-c~nsiders-dr~ppin~q.htm~? 
sp=/99/100/&ihp=1 
June 30, 2014. Andrea Adelson of ESPN tells us the judge in Nyang’oro’s case might dismiss the 
charges. The boss at ESPN is UNC alum John Skipper. 
http:llespn.go.com/college-sportslstorvl lid/11157920/ncaa-reopens-investigation-academic-scandal- 
north-carolina 
Knowing the son of the UNC athletic director presided over the original court date of Julius Nyang’oro, 
today we hear it is judge Allen Baddour who is the most ethical of all and wants to dismiss this 
charge. Bull! Looks like Andrea Adelson is following the orders of her UNC boss. The son of and a 
family friend of the former UNC athletic director were trying to convict this black man of a felony and 
keep it contained to only an academic scandal. 
ESPN today called this an academic scandal after years of claiming academics was not their 
business. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH University Library <circadmin@afton lib unc edu> 

Tuesday, July I, 2014 5:02 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Libra~ay Notice 

Walter R Davis Libr~uy 
CB#3916,Circula/ion D¢pamn¢nl 
Univcrsily ol’Norlh Carolina 
Chapel Hill. NC 27514-8890 

07-01-14 05:02AM 

AUTHOR: Burrows, Shnolz 

CALL NO: DC147 8 B86 2006 
BARCODE: 00027960074 
Davis Libmt3 DUE: 06-26-14 

JAY M SMITH 

HISTORY 
CB# 3195 564 HAMILTON HALL 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~Ogmail corn on behalf of 
@live unc edu> 

Wednesday,            4:06 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: and Draft 

Congrats on 

Best, 

I’m glad you got it and like I said, no major rush 

History Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Wed, at l 0:00 PM, Jay Smith <j.~mit[!:T’~ en-_,~j.~)ar,_~,~l~> wrote: 
--I’ve been so busy that i COMPLETELY forgot about your draft 

yesterday, and so my plan is to catch up on my real life/actual work for the next week 1 will read your 
draft and get back to you Glad you’ve made it to I hope is around .... 

On 3 : 30 PM, wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

Hello from        i just arrived yesterday and am hoping to make it to the archives tomorrow to 
get a visitor card and figme out what i’m doing and what not i have also contacted 
again to see if he might be available to meet now that I am finally in the right city 

I was also wondering if you got my email a few weeks back with the first draft of my potential 
Louis XIV article? No rush on reading it, I just want to make sure it didn’t get lost in the ether of 
email 

1 hope your        is going well and that 
research has been successful! 

and getting back to your 

Sincerely, 

History Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Jay, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

David Andress <david andress@port ac uk> 

Friday, July 4, 2014 I 1:00 AM 

Pierre-YvesBeaurepaire <          " ~gmailcom>; silviamarzagalli@unice fr; 
ARM Jourdan <ar m jot~r~lan@u~anl>; aifl@york ac uk; Ambrogio A Caiani 

<ambrogio a caiani@cautab net>; Charles Walton <charles walton@warwick ac uk>; 
Dan Edelstein <danedels@stanford edu>; David Bell <dabell@princeton edu>; Donald 
Sutherland,          @gmail corn>; Edward J Woell <ej-woell@wiu edu>; Hanson, 
Paul <phanson@butler edu>; Howard G Brown <hgbrown@binghamton edu>; Isser 
Woloch <iw6@columbia edu>; j m felix@readin~ ac uk: Smith, Jay M 
<jaysmith@email unc edu>; Jean-Luc Chappey ¯    ... @gmail corn>; JeffHorn 
<jeff horn@manhattan edu>; Jennifer Heuer <heuer@history umass edu>; Jeremy D 
Popkin <popkin@email uky edu>; john hardman <john@hardman391 I fi-eesetw-e co uk>; 
Kirsty Carpenter <K Carpenter@massey ac nz>; Laura Mason <hnason@jhu edu>; 
Lauren R Clay <lauren clay@vanderbilt edu>; m h crook@his keele ac uk; Marc Belissa 

~club-internet fr>; Marisa A Linton <m linton@kingston ac uk>; Micah 
Alpaugh             @gmail corn>; Michael Fitzsimmons <mfitzsim@aum edu>; 
Mike Rapport <michael rapport@glasgow ac uk>; Noelle Plack 
<n plack@newman ac uk>; Peter McPhee <p mcphee@unimelb edu au>; Philip Dwyer 
<philip dwyer@newcastle edu au>; ronens@msu edu; Silvia Marzagalli 
<marzagalli@wanadoo fr>; Simon Burrows <s bm+ows@uws edu au>; Thomas Kaiser 
<tekaiser@ualr edu>; Manuel Covo <            ~gmail corn> 

OHFR - draft foreword & reminder about biog details 

OHFR Foreword docx 

Dear all, 

Please find attached a brief foreword for the book It does not mention everyone by name, for which I apologise, 
but as you will see, I am t~Ting merely to give a brief sketch, not an introduction to event key point Anyone 
feeling drastically slighted will be entitled to a drink at my expense on next meeting Similarly, if I have 
mentioned you, and you feel my light gloss is in any way inaccurate, do let me know 

As I have ah-eady noted in reply to a few people individually, there will be proper page-proofs for all authors to 
check once the whole volume is in hand 

And there are still 10 days for quite a few of you to send in your 50-word autobiographies 

Many thanks and best wishes, 
D 

On 26 June 2014 09:59, David Andress <david a,~dress~porI mauk> wrote: 
Dear all, 

I can report that we are only one chapter away from having a full priut-ready draft - and conscious that we 
were supposed to reach this point a year ago, but thumbscrews are in short supply 

For the upcoming print version, could you all please send me your desired author info to be listed in the front 
of the volume: Name and academic position, and up to 50 further words of biographical/key publication info 
as you see fit 

If this could be with me by 14 July it would be both fitting, and much appreciated 



Best wishes, 

SStlLS, 2ti~ ,;I~P rt, nouth 
Mtlgam, "~tts~uc,tth I ’ 3,’~S q27, 

Dave Andress 
Associate Dean (Research), FHSS 
Professor of Modem HistolT 
SSHLS, Univ of Portsmouth 
Milldam, Portsmouth, PO1 3AS, UK 
Tel 02392 842204 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 
Sa~rday,            6:19 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: news? 

Hi Jay, 
Tlthtgs at~ ok I’ve been out of touch, too, becanse 

but it wasfft too expensive Also, becanse of m? stefious difiScadties in fire schaol of ed’s finmtce olI]ce, I ant ooly gohtg to 
for a week tiffs month and flten I have to fly back to tbe states So I have thne to apply again for a visa this montlk and then 1’11 

while 1 should have plepped for tlfis eailier this semester, but I didn’t know fire visa process would be so rongh! 
Ol~ and t~member that little essa? on                       fltat I snbnfitled to                              Well¯ the? got 
back to me with a list of revision suggestimts hinger than the essa? itseff, and said that if I ~evise the? ’11 cmtsider it for publication 
Awway, Ihanks for 1~3 ing Io help[ I’ll I¢1 you know ir I com¢ back From Ihe Western Front in one pi¢ce[ 

Subject: news? 

--soriy I’ve been so out of touck I was on vacation last week 
I did hear from 

¯ wha was not vet5 helpful (He suggested that you use tbe 
leRer front tbe       archive--or       earlier letter) Wbem do 
flthtgs stand at tbe moment? -Ja? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friday,            10:33 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: paper 

Sounds good[ 

Histo~?~ Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Fri, at 3:47 PM, Jay Smith ~ia smith@entail unc edu> wrote: 
-I promise I’ll get in touch this weekend about your draft article Ve~ sorry about the delay Just a lot 

going on -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu> 

Friday,            11:18 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: chapter 

Ok, no problem There ate a couple of solutiol~s for shotlehing it, but I will wait to lead your suggestions 

From: Jay Smilh [jaysmiih~acmail uric ¢du] 
Scnl: F~iday, 9:46 AM 
To: 
Subj e~[: cllapt¢~ 

¯ -sor~" I’m so slow I will get to you either tomorrow or Sunday 
(probably tomorrow) with feedback on ch 2 I’m finding this chapter much 
baider to get througlk hat~ler to follow, etc And it’s loooong But I’m 
about lmIt’wa) fltrough 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Currie, Christopher <cjcurrie@ad unc edu> 

Friday, July I I, 2014 I 1:47 AM 

~earthlink net; Collins, Marsha S <marcol@email unc edu>; Styers, Randall 
<rstyers@unc edu>; Chapman, Mimi V <mimi@email unc edu>; Boon, Jessica A 
<jboon@email unc edu>; Leve, Lauren G <leve@email unc edu>; Ernst, Carl W 
<CERNST@email unc edu>; Caldwell, John <asiaweb@email unc edu>; Taj, Afroz N 
<taj@email unc edu>; Ghosh, Pika <pghosh@email unc edu>; Bowles, John 
<jpbowles@unc edu>; Sherman, Daniel J <dsherman@email unc edu>; Brachmann, 
Christoph M <cbrachma@ad unc edu>; Magee, Carol L <cmagee@email unc edu>; 
Tone-Pah-Hote, Jenny <tonepahh@email unc edu>; Tomi~skovfi, Silvia 
<tomas@unc edu>; Redfield, Peter <redfield@email unc edu>; Harbage Page, Susan 
<pages@email unc edu>; Adel, Shahla <sadel@email unc edu>; Bardsley, Janice B 
<bardsley@email unc edu>; Bergeton, Uffe <bergeton@email unc edu>; Perehnan, 
Elisheva <perelman@email unc edu>; Pitelka, Morgan <mpitelka@unc edu>; 

~@outlook corn; Yaqub, Nadia <yaqub@email unc edu>; calvocor@unc edu; 
C~3zstall, Elyse <vidalia@email unc edu>; Geil, Melissa Hull <mgeil@unc edu>; 
Williams, Lyneise E <williale@email unc edu>; Kasson, Joy S 
<jskasson@email unc edu>; Kasson, John F <jflCasson@email unc edu>; Kim, Heidi K 
<heidikim@email unc edu>; Koelb, Janice H <jancook@email unc edu>; Langbauer, 
Laurie <llangbau@email unc edu>; Lithgow, Hilaly Edwards 
<lithgow@email unc edu>; Weber, Wendy L <webe~-@email unc edu>; Gulledge, 
Suzanne Allen <sgulledg@email unc edu>; String, Tatiana C <tcstring@email unc edu>; 
Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard@email unc edu>; Duval, Kathleen A 
<duval@email unc edu>; Flatt, Emma <eflatt@email unc edu>; Jackson, Jerma A 
<jaj@email unc edu>; King, Michelle ~1- <mtking@email unc edu>; Radding, Cynthia 
<radding@email unc edu>; Shields, Sarah D <sshields@email unc edu>; Aik~t, 
Debashis <da@unc edu>; Bouser, Stephen L <bouser@email unc edu>; Cavin, Winston 
C <cavin@email unc edu>; Lauterer, Jock G <jock@email unc edu>; Roush, Chris 
<croush@email unc edu>; Yopp, Mike <myopp@email unc edu>; Rivero, Alicia 
<arivero@unc edu>; Heitsch, Dorothea <dheitsch@unc edu>; Melehy, Hassan 
<hmelehy@unc edu>; Welch, Ellen R <el~-elch@email unc edu>; Taylor, Kristine 
<kristitl@email unc edu>; Caruso, Diane <carusod@email unc edu>; Horn, Patrick E 
<pathorn@email unc edu>; Vernon, Richard M <rmvernon@email unc edu>; Maisch, 
William C <maisch@unc edu>; Beck, Melinda A <melinda beck@reed unc edu>; 
Burrill, Emily Susan <eburrill@email unc edu>; Cox, Joy Drul-y 
<jdcox@email unc edu>; Anderson, Glaire D <glaire@ad unc edu>; Lin, Wei-Cheng 
<wclin@email unc edu>; Lambert, Michael C <mlambert@email unc edu>; Janken, 
Kenneth R <k~janken@email unc edu>: Robinson, Michelle 
<mmrobins@email unc edu>; Shaka, Angeline M <ashaka@email unc edu>; Herman, 
Bernie <blherman@email unc edu>; Hinson, Glenn <ghinson@unc edu>; Ho, Jennifer A 
<jho@email unc edu>; Verkerk, Dorothy H <dverkerk@email unc edu>; Shemer, Yaron 
<yshemer@email unc edu>; Lothspeich, Pamela Jo <ploth@email unc edu>; Li, Wendan 
<wli@email unc edu>; Hsiao, Li-ling <hsiaoll@email unc edu>; Hsu, Carmen Y 
<carmen hsu@unc edu>; Gates-Foster, Jennifer Erin <gatesfos@email unc edu>; Grillo, 
Luca <lgrillo@email unc edu>; Cante, Richard C <rcante@email unc edu>; Alexander 
Craft, Renee Jacqueline <renee alexander craft@unc edu>; alex harris@duke edu; 
O’Brien, Karen <obrien@unc edu>; Coble, McKay <acoble@email unc edu>; 
Danielewicz, Jane M <janedan@email unc edu>; Curtain, Tyler <tyler@unc edu>; 
McGowan, John <jpm@email unc edu>; Lentz, Christian Cunningham 
<cclentz@email unc edu>; Amer, Sahar <same@email unc edu>; Smith, Jay M 
<jaysmith@email unc edu>; Cassen, Flora <fcassen@email unc edu>; Mann, Hollie 
<hmann@email unc edu>; Antle, Martine <mcantle@email unc edu>; Jarausch, 
Hannelore <hljaraus@email unc edu>; Cowell, Glynis S <gscowell@email unc edu>; 



Subject: 

Lindquist, Josefa E <lindquis@email unc edu>; Pardo, Mary <mpardo@email unc edu>; 
Bums, Elizabeth Jane <ejburns@email unc edu>; Valentine, Jina 
<valent@email unc edu> 

Alhnendinger, Carolyn M <carolyn allmendinge@unc edu>; Culbert, Caroline 
<culbert@unc edu> 

Leaving the Ackland 

Friends and Colleagues, 

I have decided to leave UNC to pursue other projects and to spend more time with my family. My last day at 
the Ackland will be July 25. I am very grateful to all of you for the opportunities you have given me to 

collaborate with you and to work with your students in the galleries. I have grown as a teacher over the past 
three years in large part because of your suppor~ and trust in allowing me to develop gallery experiences that 

further the objectives of your courses. I am excited to open a new chapter in my life, but I will miss very much 
the time I have shared with you and your students looking at art. 

To make this a smooth transition I am providing you with contact information for Academic Programs at the 

Ackland: 

To schedule university course visits please contact Caroline Culbett, Assistant for Academic Programs, at 

culbert@unc,edu 
To discuss the content of your visit contact Carolyn AIImendinger, Director of Academic Programs, at 

caro[yn.a!lmendinger @unc.edu 

And please stay in touch with me at @gma[I corn 

Sincerely, 

Christopher Currie 

Coord inator of Academic Progra ms 

Ackland Art Museum 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chase, Diana <dmchase@email unc edu> 

Monday,             9:03 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

RE: Re: 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 7:54 AM 
TO: Chase, Diana 
Subject: Re: 

--we’ll get you in, don’t wont/Our undergraduate studies coordinator, Diana Chase, should be able to 
do it I’m copying her here It" we need to wait until the beginning of classes, we’ll do it then -JS 
On ,9:25 PM,                         wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith- 

Hope your is going great[ 

For a refresher, I was in your History course this past       and it was my absolute favorite 

class of the semester. I am eager to take another course you teach, and I attempted to enroll in 
your History    (Mo/Wed 2-2:50) today. Unfortunately, I need department consent to enroll in 

the course. Does this come from you/who would I need to contact to obtain this? 

Thank you so much!l hope to see you in the fall. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Bednarz Jr       @gmail corn> 

Monday, July 14, 2014 I 1:36 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Hard times ahead? 

Thanx Jay! 

rve asked historian friends elsewhere 
their’s It wasn’t their area of expertise ) 

Happy Bastille Day! 

Allons enfants de la pattie 

--John 

I sincerely appreciate the response and help[ 

But they weren’t able to help this time (No real fault of 

On Mon, Jul 14, 2014 at 11:06 AM, Jay Smith <j~3.~l~fl.t.)~__~2~f~{~.~.{l:~q£~> wrote: 
John--most of the nobles who went into exile did manage to reclaim their lands In Pact, that process actually 
began under Napoleon He sought to make peace with the former enemies of the Revolution, to the extent 
possible But some lands were seized never to be returned -JS 

On 7/13/14, 4:48 PM, John Bednarz Jr wrote: 

But I have a professional question for you in your area of expertise The Congress of Vienna 
was able to place the Bourbons back on the throne That was easy But a lot of the nobility had 
been "shaved by the national razor" as is said in the movie "The Scarlet Pimpernel" What 
happened with all the estates of the nobles who had been killed by the terror? Were the nobles 
who sm~ived the Napoleonic period able to reclaim their holdings? If not, what happened with 
all these estates? Did they revert to the crown, or were they broken up by the revolution and 
distributed to the people, never to be reclaimed by the nobility? 

--John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Smith, Jay M </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Monday, 9:48 PM 

@email unc edu> 

@gmail corn 

see attached ...... 

part 2 draft marked up docx; feedback 2docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Tuesday, January 15, 2013 8:45 AM 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

RE: few minutes to meet 

OK, Friday it is. I may email Taylor Branch to see if he has ideas, or strong opinions about Byliner. -Jay 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 7:59 AM 
TO~ Smith, Jay M 
Subject~ Re: few minutes to meet 

Oh good - a press conference at my game day house Come over Friday, time is no problem - and I will have 
the informal cassoulet on the stove to be eaten whenever (not game day food) Your son is of course welcome 
too, the skiers will most likely be upstairs watching tv and eating pizza 

Branch used byiiner corn for his ebook I will give Carolina Academic Press in Durham a call, they did show 
some interest in my paper, but wanted a longer manuscript Mary 

On Jan 14, 2013, at I1:38 PM, "Jay Smith" <]aysmithUa)email unc edu> wrote: 

Harold and Bobbi can make it but Karen Gil is still sitting on the fence Steve Farmer won’t return 
my email I’ll keep you posted 

I guess it depends on whether you’d like to gamble this Friday (I would think we could get there by 
7ish or so) or wait until a Saturday where we can predict things with some accuracy Really up to 
you 
On 1/14/13 9:18 PM, Willingham, Mary C wrote: 

Jay- Game day houses have to adjust with those 9pm ESPN games all the time Let me 
know, We are flexible and after this weekend Sat and Sun are also open for the last 
weekend in Jan if that is better Looking fo~-ard to your blue hair, ha ha Mary 
PS Please do not invite my boss and his boss, and her boss, etc 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
w~vuncedu/-willin~h 

On Jan 14, 2013, at 8:47 PM, "Jay Smith" <iaysmith(~a)email unc edu> wrote: 

Mary--very nice of you to invite us I’ve never been inside a game day 
house Should I bring my Tar Heel seat cushions? It goes without saying 
that I’ll be wearing my face paint 

In all seriousness this would be great One small hitch: my wife tends to 
get home a little late on Fridays ~                                    ) 
So it might depend on your timing If we can’t do it this week, I’ll bet 
there are other weeks{ -Jay 



On 1/14/13 6:52 PM, Willingham, Mary C wrote: 

Jay, Sorry forleaving abruptly, I suddenly remembered that I 
had my very favorite shoes on-oops Below is the reply from 
SF - great, another hot mess that I have to get out of now 
Maybe I will just drop him a handwritten note as a no thanks 

and add oh by the way I wanted to tell you something that I 
should have said almost a decade ago- jeez Is this place for 
real? 

Finally, I will do my homework Wed for our project 
Tomorrow, I am taking Hartaj McKown out to lunch -he is 
our retired NC Collection Librarian I want to ask him some 
questions about the history of sport on our campus, he is 
amazing Have a good night, Mary 

Begin fol~varded message: 

From: "Farmer, Stephen M" 
<sfarmerat~ admissions unc edu> 
Date: January 14, 2013, 5:18:19PMEST 
To: "Willingham, Mary C" 
<mwillingham(rV unc edu> 
Subject: RE: few minutes to meet 

Mary, thank you. I think it would be best for us to 

meet with either Barbara or Harold or both. 

If you’re agreeable, I will ask Missy to help us find a 

good time during the week of 1/28. Thank you again. 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Monday, January 14, 2013 3:27 PM 
To= Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: RE: few minutes to meet 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Monday, January 14, 2013 2:51 PM 



To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: few minutes to meet 

Mary, thank you for writins. I’d be 8lad to talk with 

you but am booked this week and next. The week of 

1/28 would be much more doable. With your 

permission, I’d like to invite Barbara Polk, our deputy 

director, to join us. It might be good to include 

Harold Woodard, too. 

If you’d be asreeable to meetin8 sometime the week 

of 1/28 and to havin8 Barbara and/or Harold join us, 

I’d be glad to have Missy Pyecha in our office try to 

find a time. 

Thank you again and best wishes. 

Steve 

From: Willingham, Man/C. 
Sent: Monday, January 14, 2013 2:27 PM 
TO: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject= few minutes to meet 

Would it ever be possible this week to have 15 

minutes of you r time (in person)-- to share an 

abstract and some data that I have been working on 
for a few years. Resards, Mary 

CSSAC UNC-CH 

mwillin~ham@unc.edu 
919 843 8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Thursday              7:46 PM 

~live unc edu>; Fletcher, W Miles 
<wmfletch@email uric edu> 

RE: Holden on SACS report 

Scnl: Thursday,            7:42 PM 
To: Fletcher; W Miles: Slmth, Jay M 
Subjccl: Holdcn on SACS rcporl 

Milc~and Jay, 

soinetlthtg mole on our hfifiative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Saturday, August 24, 2013 9:16 AM 

Raleigh, Donald J <DJR@email unc edu>; Bullard, Melissa M 
<mbullard@email uric edu>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu> 

Brundage, W Fitzhugh <bmndage@email uric edu> 

RE:       review committee 

Before or after would be fine. 
From: Raleigh, Donald J 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 4:47 PM 
TO: Bullard, Melissa M.; Smith, Jay M; Lee, Wayne E 
Cc: Brundage, W Fitzhugh 
Subject: RE:       review commiRee 

Melissa, i’m available at 3 PM before the department meeting or immediatel’/afterward. Best, Don 

From: Bullard, Nelissa N. 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 3:17 PM 
To: Raleigh, Donald J; Smith, Jay M; Lee, Wayne E 
Co: Brundage, W Fitzhugh 
Subject:      review committee 

Dear Colleagues, Fitz has asked me to chair the review committee to consider              promotion to full 

professor. Thanks to each of you for agreeing to join in this endeavor. The hardest part of ou r task will probably be 

finding a time when we can meet! We do need to put our heads together briefly to get organized, establish a time table 

etc. Is everyone free at 3PM right before the first dept. meeting next Wed. Aug 28? Alternatively perhaps we could 

meet briefly right after the dept. meeting. Let me know your availability during those times. 

has submitted all his required materials so they will be available to the Committee. We will need to select outside 

reviewers to evaluate his work, two from the list of four that he submitted and two others of our choosing. If any of you 

are familiar with his area of expertise in History and could suggest some names, that would 

be wonderful. 

Let me now about next Wed. Thanks in advance, 

Melissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Wednesday,               12:14 PM 

@live unc edu 

RE: Groups etc 

not ooline lhn afraid Wdl need to pmvhase or borrow frown [ibrat~ 
From: @live uric cdu ~a live unc ¢du] 
Scnl: Wednesday, 10:15 AM 
Subject: Re: Groups tic 

To: Smilb, Jay (~aysmdh) 

Hello Professor Slnitk this has nothing to do wiflt groups But for tbe leading tbat we ale supposed to do for tbe nexX class, do we 

Thanks. 

On al 8:02 PM. Smilh, Jay 0aysmid0 wrOle: 

First, I’ve .just posted so~ne gmidelines for you to follow wben writing your book reviews (due 
lidcd pr~i¢cls and guidelines Exciling, yes? 

You’ll fred them in a folder 

Group A 

Group B 

Group C 



Group E 

Tlfis fore arded message was sere via Sakai @ UN C-Clmpel Hill Messages front the "HlSq " site To reply to tNs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Monday,              8:40 AM 

Blyant, Chad C <b~yantc@email unc edu> 

RE: 

Chad--out of town umil Wednesda? 

From: BDanl, Chad C 
S¢nl: Sunday, I 1:08 PM 
To: Slmth, Jay M 
Subjecl: RE: 

described m pet~mt My lmmber is 

All the bcsk 
Chad 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmitb~acmafl uric ¢du] 
Sent: Satut~lay, 9:26 AM 
To: BDanl, Chad C 
Subjecl: 

Hi Chad: 
T know it’s super-sensilive Io be asking about the status of individuals 

you know, is perhaps fire best smdm~t I’ve ever had, but for 

God for tbe prize cmmnittee and Grad Schaol, because withaut that 

know, is that be exlmust s his universits" aid tlfis year, which is oral) 

would be a vet5 creel fate for     He would literally 
have to ~nove back to          to live with his pments rm hoping it 

leaching prospects, too, but 1 had so hoped Ihal he would hay� a 
fellowship for lfis last year at UNC, wben be’s on be ~narket, etc 
AWwW, awflfing you can tell ~ne wit1 be appreciated -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Thursday,               8:37 PM 

@live unc edu> 

RE: reschedule? 

S¢nl: ThurSday, 8:13 PM 
To: Slmth, Jay M 

Subjecl: RE: rcschedul¢? 

HI probabl) have to come at 11:3 0 because I bm-e a lab that star~s at 2 and I don’t knows when it wdl end 

........ Original mcssagc ........ 
Froin: ja) simth%enmil uric edu 
Date: 6:33 PM (GMT415:00) 
To: 
Sul~iect: t~scbedule? 

Froin: Ja?, Slrfith 

I nmimged to double-book lm.’seff for tomorrow, since I have to visit a I pin class taugbt by one of in) graduate smdems (And I croft 

really gcl oul of thai)      you signed up for a 12:40 rattling       you signed up for 1 pm ls Ihcr¢ any chancc you could comc 
eilher belween 11:30-12:30 or al edher 2:20 or 2:407 

ff not, I would lmppdy tatk on the phone with you in tbe AM befot~ 10 or around 4pin Sort) for flits hassle 

This fon~ arded message was s¢nl via Sakai @ UNC-Clulp¢I Hill M¢ssag¢s from the "HIST            sile To rcply Io this 
message chck tbis link to access Messages for tiffs site: HIST            h~tp~:iis,t?mi aclcedtb’Oo~:llJsite~e!29e6a~12e2-~afb-b~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Friday, 5:28 PM 

Cooke, @email unc edu> 

RE: final projects 

-sloppiness would be punct~mtion or spelling errors, getting facts wrong, ts’pos, wrong dates etc As for clmts, ira." point was 
fltat tbe basic exposition t~quired some explanation of the clmt divisioits, tbe mla of chats 

JS 

Son) ibis is so late, bul Ijusl gel inlo 

basic 
overview oftbe event That is wl~ I didfft go hlto detail about tbe clans and what the? wei~ fighting over 

1 fllought we we~efft htcluding contexts in tiffs paper Also, could you explain your ternt sloppiness? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amanda          @gmail corn> 

Wednesday, June 18, 2014 1:53 PM 

Textbooks 

Hello, 
We will have a book buyer on campus tomorrow, June 19th, buying unwanted books from faculty and staff. If you have any 
textbooks, instructor’s editions, or any other kind of book that you no longer need, the buyer would be glad to stop by and 
make an offer for them. 

If you’~e interested, just email me back with a time and place that’s convenient for you, and we’ll see you then. 

Thanks and have a great day! 
Amanda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Huggins ~yahoo corn> 

Monday, July 7, 2014 1:02 AM 

memmert@ncaa org 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; george gressman@uncp edu 

Same stuft; different day UNC/NBA’s Hairston in altercation Charges may be coming 

Spin, spin, spin. Lies, lies, lies. The guy Hairston hit has a big ole knot on his forehead. 

You guys tired of covering for UNC CHeat yet? 

Remember the report from a PackPride member last night who said he had solid information how the 
Cleveland Browns football player who got a DUI in Raleigh, NC was actually driving former UNC 
basketball player P.J. Hairston’s 2015 Cadillac when arrested? Hairston was traded to the Charlotte 
Hornets on draft day even after concerns that he would continue to hang out with the wrong crowd. 

7-6-2014. This story happened in Durham, NC today, not Charlotte, NC. 

"P.J. Hairston punches prep school senior during pickup game in North Carolina" 

http:~~fansided.c~m~2~14~~7~~6~p-i-hairst~n-punches-prep-sch~~~-seni~r-pickup-~qame-n~rth-car~~ina~#! 

9KNif 

htte:~b~ackse~rts~n~ine.c~m/h~me/2~14/~7/ei-hairst~n-in-scu~e-with-durham-hs-student/ 

Kentrell Barkley’s Twitter page: 

I want to make this clear, I DID NOT HIT PJ OR THROWANY PUNCHES! 

htte:lltinveic, comlr133xao9z18 

https:lltwitter.comlmrb 4life 23 

..... We were playing open gym and I was running up the court and he hit me in the forehead with his 
fist," said Northern Durham High rising senior Kentrell Barkley, who is being recruited by numerous 
mid-major college programs. "1 walked up to him and asked him what happened and then he hit me 
again in the neck." 

Hairston’s agent, Juan Morrow, confirmed to ESPN that his client, selected 26th overall in last month’s 
NBA draft, did throw a punch at the 6-foot-5, 195-pound Barkley. However, Morrow said it was in 
retaliation. 

"The pickup game got heated, the kid swung at P.J. and P.J. swung back," Morrow said. 

The Durham Police Department said they had no information about the incident when contacted 
Sunday night, and it’s unclear if police were called. 

Barkley said he did nothing to antagonize Hairston, who has a recent history of off-court issues while 
at North Carolina. 

"Kentrell’s team had beaten P.J. a few times and they were winning again," said Vince Phillips, a friend 
of Barkley’s who played at Southern Durham High and just finished his freshman year at Coastal 



Carolina University on an academic scholarship. "P.J. was talking to him, then he got the ball, looked 
up the court and dribbled to Kentrell full-speed, threw his fist and then went and scored. Then he hit 
him again." 

"I’m a lifelong UNC fan and I played against P.J. in high school," Phillips added. "I’ve always rooted for 
him -- even with all the stuff that happened last year. But after this, I don’t think I could look him in the 
face." 

Phillips said there was a previous incident with another player on the court. 

"It’s not like it was just one guy," Phillips said. "P.J. was looking for problems." 

Barkley said that after he was hit the second time, several people broke up the altercation as the pair 
stood face-to-face. Barkley said that Hairston and a friend left prior to the arrival of the local police. 
Barkley, 17, filed a police report and told ESPN that he intends to press charges against Hairston 
despite not sustaining any injuries. Barkley said he had never met Hairston prior to the incident, 
although he was aware of who he was from his career at North Carolina.*** 

http:llespn.,qo.comlnbalstoryl lid/11184420/pi-hairston-charlotte-hornets-involved-altercation-pickup- 
game 

Keep in mind, P.J. Hairston has not signed his NBA contract yet and the only one doing any talking 
about this event is Hairston’s agent. There is video of what really happened. 

Not long after a former UNC basketball player, Will Graves, was caught smoking weed in the head 
coach’s second home, here’s what the head coach said about his players. 

***I’m really proud of the kids we’ve brought in here. I’m really proud of what our student-athletes have 
done. 

Every one of the kids that we’ve recruited in 10 years you’d take home with you and let (them) guard 
your grandchildren. And I’m really proud of my kids.’ .... 

http:/iwww~news~bserver~c~m/2~14/~1/~9/3518588/r~~-wi~~iams-~n-cnn-rep~rt-t~ta~~y~htm~ 

Huckleberry Hound, do you really believe that? 

The other story I keep forgetting to tell is how Haydn "fats" Thomas of Durham, NC has a very long 
history of getting out of jail free even after being arrested with a firearm as a convicted felon. It possibly 
has to do with what he knows about UNC’s lies. He was the bouncer at the strip club where the Duke 
lacrosse accuser, Crystal gayle Mangum, was a stripper. 

htt~:lldeads~in, comlmeet-the-felon-who-~aid-iosh-Qordons-bond-1600863395? 
utm campaign=socialflow deadspin twitter&utm source=deadspin twitter&utm medium=socialflow% 
20 

Thomas made several statements which proved Crystal Mangum was lying. Sorta reminds you of all 
the real stories surfacing in this latest UNC conspiracy as they attempt to limit damage to their athletic 
department. Kangaroo court seems to be a UNC specialty. 



***A magistrate’s order for his pending legal charges doesn’t list an employer for Thomas. Previously, 
he was the security manager at the strip club that employed Crystal Mangum, the dancer at the center 
of the Duke lacrosse case, and Thomas provided video of her dancing after the alleged incident to 60 
minutes.*** 

http:/~www.news~bserver.c~m~2~13/~7/~5~3~12727~fe~~n-wh~-rented-car-in-hairst~n.htm~ 

"Crystal Mangum, Duke lacrosse accuser, convicted, sentenced in boyfriend’s stabbing death" 

http:/~www.nydai~ynews.c~m/news~crime~crysta~-manqum-duke-~acr~sse-accuser-c~nvicted-b~yfriend- 

stabbinq-death-ar~icle-1.1526467 

The district attorney and every other high ranking UNC/Princeton official in that case knew the girl was 
lying from the beginning. They fabricated this case as a diversion. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

H-Net Notifications <dmpaladmin@mail h-net msu edu> 

Friday, July I I, 2014 12:12 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
H-Ideas daily digest: 8 new discussion post items have been posted 

Greetings Jay Smith, 
New discussion post items have been posted in H-Ideas 

Table of Contents 

CFP: PLAYTHINGS IN EARL3( I ’IODERNI I PAR k 
% ORD GAMES° M [ND G AM 

Contributions are sought for an interdisciplinary collection of essays to be edited by Allison Levy and published 
by Ashgate Publishing Co in the new book series, (Tulmre.s qfPlay, 1300-1700 (see 
]Xta2:’/t,v~wa~,baatccomide(ii~ltast~:~,?~_,~gg5!2¢¢{; series editor Bret Rothstein) Dedicated to early modern 
playfulness, this se6es se~w-es two purposes First, it recounts tbe histo~T of wit, humor, and games, from jokes 
and sermons, for instance, to backgammon and blind man’s buff Second, in addressing its topic ludic culture 

broadly, Cultures of Play also provides a forum for reconceptualizing the play elements of early modern 
economic, political, religious, and social life 

Witbin this fi-amework, PLAYTHINGS IN EARLY MODERNITY: PARTY GAMES, WORD GAMES, 
MIND GAMES emphasizes the roles of the game(s) as well as the breaking of those roles: playmates and game 
changers, teammates and tricksters, matchmakers and deal breakers, gamblers and grifters, scripts and 
ventriloquism, charades and masquerades, game pieces and pawns Thus, a ’plaything’ is understood as both an 

object and a person, and play, in early modern Europe (1300-1700), is treated not merely as a pastime, a 
leisurely pursuit, but also as a pivotal part of daily life, a strategic psychosocial endeavor: Why do we play 
games with and upon each other as well as ourselves? Who are the winners, and who are the losers? Desirable 
essays will also consider the .V~ace.s of play: from the stage to the street, from the pulpit to the piazza, from the 
bedroom to the brothel: What happens when players go ’out of bounds,’ or when games go ’too far’? We seek 
new and innovative scholarship at the nexus of material culture/the study of objects, performance studies, and 
game theory We welcome proposals from a wide range of disciplines, including gender studies, childhood 
studies, history, languages and literature, theater history, religious studies, the history and philosophy of 



science, philosophy, psychology, and the histo~?~ of art and visual culture 

PLAYTHINGS IN EARLY MODERNITY: PARTY GAMES, WORD GAMES, MIND GAMES will be an 
illustrated volume, with individual contributors responsible for any permission and/or art acquisition fees Final 

essays, of approximately 8,000 words (incl notes), and all accompanying b&w illustrations/permissions will be 
due no later than Janua~T 15, 2015 For consideration, please send an abstract (max 500 words), a prelimina~T 
list of illustrations (if applicable), and a CV to Allison Levy (a[li,~/~nlcv~g~l,_ai[ ~o~_~l or 
plavthka~ ~,olume@gmail ~om) by September 15, 2014 Notifications will be emailed by the end of September 

The following 37 announcements were posted to the H-Net web site 

between 2014-07-08 and 2014-07-09 

######################################## 

# Ca~go~N: Call for Papers 

######################################## 

Title: Call for Abstracts for an International Conference on 

India-China-Nepal: Redefining Historical Relations in 

ContemporatT Times 

Date: 2014-07-12 

Description: Call for Abstracts for an International Conference on 

India-China-Nepal: Redefining Historical Relations in 

ContempormT TimesCentre for Chinese & South-East Asian 

Studies, Jawahaflal Nehru University (INU) in collaboration 

with HNB Garhwal University (HNB) is holding an International 

Conference on 

Contact: gee~a!?:~qnt~ ac i ~ 

URL: blt~2s:,;,,sites ~gle co,~iai)ml ac ir~,SJ~dia-china-~epa!/ 



Announcement ID: 214820 

h~ip:ii~wwh-net~r~’anl~o~ncei¢~ew cgi?I~) 214820 

Title: CFP: Postfeminist (Im)perfections: The Aesthetics of 

Postefeminist Failure in Popular Media [Society for Cinema and 

Media Studies 2015Montreal ] March 25 -29, 2015 

Location: Quebec 

Date: 2014-08-03 

Description: CFP: Society for Cinema and Media Studies 

2015Montreal ] March 25 -29, 2015Panel Title: Postfeminist 

(hn)perfections: The Aesthetics of Postefeminist Failure in 

Popular Media Prom reality TV makeover shows, lifestyle blogs, 

Pinterest boards, and Instagram feeds, postfeminist media 

culture is saturate 

Contact: an~-~,~-&~ ~ o s sie~m ail- corn 

Announcement ID: 214886 

Title: CFP - Intersections:: Complicating Sexualities in Middle 

English Literature (NeMLA, April 30-May 3, 2015, Toronto) 

Location: Ontario 

Date: 2014-09-30 

Description: CFP for Panel at NeMLA, April 30-May 3, 2015, 

TorontoThis panel seeks papers that consider the specificity of 

sexual experience in Middle English literature How do 

characters sexualities intersect with other factors, including 



ethnicity, social position, age, legal stares, disability, or 

species? P 

Contact: uicole sli~L~@quee~su ca 

URL : https :iincmla o~ gic~;!~vct~ti~ i3i2¢.! ! 51cfp i’ttmi#cf ~15 206 

Announcement II): 214799 

ht:p:iAx~,.,, h aet or~,,am~ollnccishl,w c~i’?ID 2!479~) 

######################################## 

# Ca~go~: Conference 

######################################## 

Title: 22 Tagung Junger Osteuropaexpevten (JOl~)Grenzen in 

Osteuropa: Neudefiniemng, Offnung, Aufl6sung?18 -20 Juli 

2014, Europfiische Akademie Berlin 

D~te: 2014-07-18 

Description: IcREITAG, 18 JULI 15:00 - 15:30 Registriemng und 

Kaffee 15:30- 16:00 Beg~a30ungund EinftihmngDr Elisabeth 

Botsch, l~uropfiische AkademieProf Dr Thomas Bremer, Deutsche 

Gesellschaft for Osteuropakunde, Universit~it MOnster 16:15 - 

17:45 l~r~sffnungsvortrag und DiskussionProf Dr Georg Vobruba, 

Univer 

Announcement ]D: 214891 

Title: Frontiers of Information Technology 

D~te: 2014-07-22 



Description: 12tb International Conference on Frontiers of 

Information Technology (FIT) will be held on Dec 17 - 19, 2014 

at Islamabad Pakistan The theme oftbis year’s conference is 

"Smart Cities" This will be the twelfth consecutive year that 

COMSATS Institute of Information Technology, CIIT, is 

organizing t 

Announcement ID: 214823 

Title: Education and the Book Trade 

Date: 2014-07-22 

Description: The 32nd Print Networks conference will take 

education and the book trade as its theme Speakers will ask: 

how did the book trade and education mutually profit from and 

shape each other? What was the book trade’s impact on tbe the 

development of institutions of learning; tbe organization of 

knowledg 

Contact: gi_l~,_[!~£~e!~XlL.c.:?~U_!~ 

Announcement ID: 214931 

Title: LXXXVI International Research and Practice Conference "The 

power and freedom in the structure of global trends of 

development of economical and legal systems and management 



techniques" 

Date: 2014-07-23 

Description: International Academy of Sciences and Higher 

[!ducation {Great Britain) and their partners invite you to take 

part in research analytics championship and LXXXVI 

International Research and Practice Conference "The power and 

freedom in the structure of global trends of development of 

economical and leg 

Contact: 

URL: gisap eu/node/36985 

Announcement ID: 214900 

btip:i;~wv~" ! -n~-t ow a n no~ ~ceisb,~w cgi? ~ [) 214,700 

Title: Conference: The Business of War Photography 

Date: 2014-07-31 

Description: The Business of War PhotographyDLI Museum & Durham 

Art Galle~2~ and Durham University, UK3 I July & I August 2014£55 

/ Register by 14 JulyThis two day international conference 

examines war photography as the result of pragmatic and 

strategic transactions and interactions concerning business, 

militaris 

Contact: bwp 22014~)~d!~rham:ac .k 

URL: dur ac uk/ml ac/news/warphotocon f/ 

Announcement ID: 214875 

~p:/it~,~,w h.-~tet otw’announce/show c~i?JD 21:~875 



Title: Antiquity and Lineage: The Tower as Status Symbol 

Date: 2014-08-02 

Description: The 5th annual conference on Towers in Medieval and 

Renaissance Europe has Antiquity and Lineage: the Tower as 

Status Symbol as its main theme Towers were physical 

representations of personal and ancestral links between 

families and the land They advertised the antiquity of a 

lineage and the lengt 

Contact: rd~l ~;~’3tir ac uk 

URL: turrisgroup weebly corn/conferences html 

Announcement ID: 214913 

bttp:i;~ww-,~" ! -n~t ow a n nou~ceisb,~w cgi?l [) 214913 

Title: LX?C,~iVII international Research and Practice Conference 

"Properties of matter in the focus of attention of modern 

theoretical doct6nes" 

Date: 2014-08-07 

Description: International Academy of Sciences and Higher 

Education (C.eat Britain) and their partners invite you to take 

part in research analytics championship and LXXXVII 

International Research and Practice Conference "Properties of 

matter in the focus of attention of modem theoretical 

doctrines" dedicated t 

Contact: ~f~ce@~xl~ap e~ 

URL: gisap eu/node/37014 

Announcement ]I): 214901 



Title: LXXXIII International Research and Practice Conference 

"Creation as the t~actor of evolutiona~N development and the 

society’s aspiration to perfection" 

Date: 2014-08-28 

Description: International Academy of Sciences and Higher 

Education (Great Britain) and their partners invite you to take 

part in research analytics championship and LXXXIII 

International Research and Practice Conference "Creation as the 

factor of evolutionary development and the society’s aspiration 

to perfecti 

Contact: ot~ce(~gi~ap eu 

URL: gisap eu/node/37030 

Announcement ]D: 214902 

Title: Registration Open for the Tenth Islamic Manuscript 

Conference: Manuscripts and Conflict 

Date: 2014-08-31 

Description: THE TENTH ISLAMIC MANUSCRIPT CONFERENCERegistration 

is now open for The Tenth Islamic Manuscript Conference: 

Manuscripts and Conflict, which will be held at Magdalene 

College, University of Cambridge, from 31 August-2 September 

2014, with an optional Special Programme on 3 September 

2014 Please find 



Contact: a dmi a@i s[ami c~a~t ~ scrip1 o~’,2; 

Announcement ID: 214930 

httl;:ii~,~,~ h ~ct cr~,anno~mccislaow c~d?XD 214930 

Title: IMCAST 2014 Conference 

Location: Massachusetts 

Date: 2014-09-01 

Description: To Whom It May Concern, Hope this email finds you in 

good health I am sending this email to extend an invitation to 

your kind self and faculty members of Arts, Sciences, and 

Technologies in your university to join us for the 

International Multidiscipline Conference on Art, Science, and 

Technology ( 

Contact: 

Announcement ID: 214796 

Title: Premodern Queenship and Diplomacy in Europe Conference 

Date: 2014-09-1 I 

Description: This conference organised by Canterbury Christ Church 

University and Lancaster University seeks to raise important 

questions about the role that premodern queens played in 

diplomatic relations throughout Europe Traditionally, female 

involvement in diplomacy has focused upon the role of queens 



Announcement ~1:214816 

Title: Mensch und Staat lSrfahrungs- und 

kommunikationsgeschichtliche Perspektiven 

Date: 2014-09-19 

Description: Als historischer Forschungsgegenstand haben Staaten 

eine lange Tradition, jedoch gedet der Staatsb~rger erst im 

Laufe des 20 Jahrhunderts in den Fokus der 

Geschichtswissenschaft und zwar vor allem als Objekt 

regiemngs und parteipolitischen sowie administrativen 

Handelns bzw als politischer Akt 

Contact: a~ flour s cl~l~-oe I rail d~(?~ [’emut ~i -l~a~zer~ de 

Announcement ID: 214895 

Title: Interprofessional & Interdisciplinm~ Relations in Russia 

Date: 2014-09-19 

Description: Interprofessional and Interdisciplinm~ Relations in 

Russia: Zones of Collaboration, Competition and 

ConflictInternational conference, taking place in Durham on 

19-21 September 2014 at the Institute of Advanced Study 

Sponsors include Durham University’s Faculty of Acts & 



Humanities and its School o 

Contact: andy by{’o~d@d~/~a~n ac uk 

URL: ht~r~s:iix~a~w~" dl~r ac ul, ~!s ianin~erdisciNrim i~’~i 

Announcement I1): 214898 

Title: Conflict in Context: Archaeologies of War 1618-1918, 

University of Liverpool and Museum of Liverpool, UK for the 

Society for Post-Medieval Archaeology 

Date: 2014-09-26 

Description: This is an international conference for historical 

archaeologists, particularly those interested in conflict 

archaeology of Britain and Europe 1618-1918 Planned programme 

in Liverpool, UK: 26 Sept Reception and Welcome; 27 Sept 

17th-19th c; 28 Sept World War 1 The conference programme is 

largely fu 

Contact: e;n ~’,)’live rp:~cl ac ~k 

Announcement ID: 214883 

Title: International conference: Rights on the move - Rainbow 

families in Europe, 16-17 Oct 2014 

Date: 2014-10-16 

Description: Rights on the move Rainbow families in Europe is the 

international conference closing the research project with the 



same name, an action co-funded by the European Union 

Fundamental Rights and Citizenship Programme (for more 

information on the project visit www unfu~ i’tlro!a0 The 

conference will look 

Contact: ~ k_r ~ c h ~ ~.~i~ 

Announcement II): 214863 

I~?:ii~aw~, h net ~,r~ia~no~nceishow c~d?ID 214863 

Title: ITI£: Local Culture and Oral HistotT, Changsha, China, 

October 27-28, 2014 

Date: 2014-10-27 

Description: The Evergreen Education Foundation in conjunction 

with the LibratTi Association of Hunan is pleased to announce 

the 6th ITIE conference in Changsha, China The two day 

conference offers the opportunity for oral historians and 

archivists from China, the United States and around the world 

to exchange i 

Contact: ~_~e_~’212:l~,i~_e.~.~!::~.~L~ 

URL: ~w:,~ ex e~gr~!cneducafioa:or!4’!~(213[4; 

Announcement ID: 214870 

hRp ~ ,~ ~ ~ i-nc~:~rg~anno~mc~/sh~w:c2~i’~ID 2 l~N70 

Title: Discovering Collections, Discovering Communities: Forging 

collection-based collaboration between archives, museums and 

academia 



Date: 2014- [ 0-29 

Description: REGISTRATION NOW OPEN Discovering Collections, 

Discovering Communities: Forging collection-based collaboration 

between archives, museums and academia Where: Library of 

Birmingham, Centenary Square, Broad St, Birmingham, West 

Midlands, B1 2ND When: 29th and 30th October, 2014 This is a 

free collabor 

Announcement ]D: 214856 

Title: CFP: Education, Teaching, History and Popular Culture 

Location: Louisiana 

Date: 2014-11-01 

Description: Popular Cultural Association/American Culture 

AssociationEducation, Teaching, History & Popular Culture Call 

for Papers The Area of Education, Teaching, HistolT and Popular 

Culture is now accepting submissions for tbePCA/ACA National 

Conference, New Orleans, LA, held April 1-4, 2015 at the New 

Orlea 

Contact: ej,~nak~)w%~oydu 

Announcement ID: 2149 [ 2 

b~D /,’www h..~te~j~’announce/gnc~w ggi?ID 2~,19!2 

Title: 3rd Global Conference: Play on the Edges 



Date: 2014-11-01 

Description: 3rd Global Conference: Play on the EdgesSaturday I st 

November Monday 3rd November 2014Prague, Czech RepublicCall for 

Presentations:Play on the Edges is a special track within the 

larger conference on Play While play may connote games, 

theatrical performances, and other more traditional 

connotations 

Contact: ~ 2?.~a)~i_~! ~ ~ :.@; c~ ~ ~ ~2 

URL: 

v, ww inter discit)!i~,,netiprobing ~l~e b~mndarie:~’raald~ sense off~a;,-~;dl for-~apcr:~ 

Announcement ID: 214928 

btip:i7~#~,’!-nct o~g annout,ceisbc~w cgi?lD 214728 

Title: Call for Papers: Fihn TheotTi and Aesthetics 

Location: New Mexico 

Date: 2014-11-01 

Description: 2015 Southwest Popular/American Culture Association 

(36th Annual)Many Faces, Many Voices: Intersecting Borders in 

Popular and American CultureFebmary I I-14, 2015 Hyatt Regency 

Downtown/Albuquerque, NMProposals are now being sought for 

review in the Fihn Theory and Aesthetics Area Review begins im 

Contact: j.er, kir, 4~/~ arizo~a ed~/ 

URL: conference2015 southwestpca org/ 

Announcement I3): 214929 

htto:/iw~,a, h. net oc~, anno~mceishcw,, ~ ~i’~ID 21-~c,29 



Title: 9th Global Conference: National and Cultural Histories of 

the Erotic 

Date: 2014-11-04 

Description: 9th Global Conference: National and Cultural 

Histories of the EroticTuesday 4th November Thursday 6th 

November 2014Prague, Czech RepublicCall for 

Presentations:National and Cultural Histories of the Erotic 

fom~s a special stream of focus within the larger event of The 

Erotic conference It is difficu 

Contact: :.%~ ~:~)i[1Lv!2![ L~2! i_ g.g~ p~e.[ 

URL: 

Announcement ID: 214899 

~,:,,~x~ h..~_et or~iannounccishow c~i"ID 21-!899 

Title: 3rd International Conference on Surge~3z-Anaesthesia 2014 

Date: 2014-11-16 

Description: OMICS group takes the p~vilege to welcome 

participants across the globe to the 3rd International 

Conference on Surge~3z-Anesthesia 2014, which is slated for 

November 17-19 at Chicago, USA Surgery and Anesthesia-2014 

address and discuss on the recent advancements and technologies 

being used and devel 

Contact: sur~cr~ -anest hesb~201 .l~(~micsg_~ou~ ~s 

URL : v,,~,w ~,nfic~,~ m~ com/~!iab~tes.ntet:~bolisn, c ~nfcrence-201~,i 



Announcement ID: 214864 

h~ip:ii~wwh-net~r~’anl~o~ncei¢~ew cgi?~ 214864 

Title: Sustainable Recovery? Rebalancing, Growth and the Space 

lSconomy - Regional Studies Association’s Winter Conference 

2014 

Date: 2014-11-27 

Description: This conference provides a platform on which to 

address the new economic order and its spatial manifestations 

The world has seen a series of shifts in socio-economic 

relations over the past decade, which has picked up pace since 

the global t]nancial crisis of 2008, particularly in relation 

to the c 

Contact: e~iz~ ~elb_ rail c!~e[li~£re~ioi~a[!;’iadl er, or~ 

URL: 

Announcement ID: 214825 

Title: Infrastructural Life in Africa 

Location: New York 

Date: 2015-03-06 

Description: Conference CFP, Infrastmctural Life in 

M’rlcaInfrastructures are technologies that undergird the 

organization of modern societies in M’rica Yet they also 

produce the ambient experience of eve~a/da,/life the smell of a 



place, the feeling of its temperature, its luminescence or 

darkness, and the sens 

Contact: ~iurlyprais ia~@g~na~l coal 

URL : www ias c~lnmbia edui 

Announcement ]I): 214914 

http:ii~ ~,,: i~ aet or*_-am~o~mccish~,w c~i’?ID 2!4914 

Title: Disability Studies Conference at University of Puerto Rico 

Date: 2015-03-12 

Description: CEA-CC CFP 2015:Disability Studies: Cultural 

Geographies without HierarchyThe College English 

AssociationCalibbean Chapter, a gathering of scholar-teachers 

in English, welcomes proposals for presentations (20-minute 

papers) for our annual conference which will be held at the 

University of Puerto Ric 

URL: blogs upm~ edu/ceacc 

Announcement ID: 214840 

Title: 2015 3rd International Symposium on Education, Psychology 

and Social Sciences (3rd ISEPSS) 

Date: 2015-04-05 

Description: The 3rd International Symposium on Education, 

Psychology and Social Sciences (ISEPSS 2015) will be held on 

April 5-7, 2015 in Kyoto, Japan ISEPSS offers a wonderful 



opportunity to bring together professors, researchers and high 

education students of different disciplines, discuss new 

issues, and di 

Contact: ~ s~,~i’~is~el!ss !,r~; 

Announcement ~1:214888 

N22,:ii~,w~,h net i,r!~i~l~no~lncelsb!,w cai?iD 2!4k~88 

Title: The International Conference on Education, Psychology and 

Society 

Date: 2015-04-23 

Description: The ICEPAS Conference aims to provide a communication 

platform for scholars, professionals, academics and graduate 

students not only to present their recent and latest researches 

but also share their thoughts and discuss the future 

development in the field ofeducation, psychology, and society, 

and t 

Contact: i,:e33as~i2k:e]3a~,o!g 

Announcement I/3:214878 

Title: Senelangues2015 

D~te: 2015-04-24 

Description: Colloquium Senelangues 2015 West African Languages 

24-25 April 2015 Dakar, SenegalDeadline for submission: 15 



November 2014web site : h~ttp:iiset~elan2~,ues2O l 5 ucad sn/contact 

: :erie e,t gues20 5ca I’,}~ma I coral the last decades, the 

description of Afiican languages benefited a lot from the 

recent devel 

Contact: senc[ang)acs20 l 5 ca!! %&.~m <! c ~m 

URL: senelangues2015 ucad sn 

Announcement II): 214857 

I~?:igaw~, h net ~,r~ial~no~nceisbow cai?ID 214857 

Title: ISSA 2015 World Congress of Sociology of Sport50th 

Anniversat2¢, June 9-12, 2015, Paris, France 

Date: 2015-06-09 

Description: The International Sociology of Sport Association 

(ISSA) invites you to j oin us to celebrate our 50th anniversatTi 

at the 2015 World Congress of Sociology of Sport, June 9-12 in 

Paris France This is an historic event that will feature 

keynote speakers, special panels and also a celebration of the 

50t 

Contact: 

URL: ~,~vw ]ssa20 ~Serg 

Announcement ID: 214847 

hRp~w~k-nc}~rg~anno~mce/sh~w:c~{i?ID 2148-! 7 

Title: Sociology of Sport conference, Dublin 2015 

Date: 2015-06-10 

Description: Annual Conference of the European Association for 



Sociology of SpovtDublin, Ireland I 013 June 2015 Keynote 

speakers: Professor Randall Collins, University of 

Pennsylvania, USAProfessor Anthony King, University of Exeter, 

EnglandProfessor Roberta Sassatelli, University of Milan, Italy 

We invite abstra 

Contact padd;~ ~[a~ ~d t c 

Announcement ~Z): 214826 

######################################## 

# CategolN: Summer Program 

######################################## 

Title: Summer School SenZations 2014, Biograd na Morn, Croatia 

Date: 2014-08-3 I 

Description: Business School PAR as a proud organizer of the 9th 

ICT and Business Summer School SenZations 2014 which will be 

held from August 31 st to September 6th 2014 in Biograd na Mona, 

Croatia, informs You that the early bird is extended until July 

10th 2014 This annual event on the agenda of young ICT and 

Contact: 

URL: senzations net 

Announcement ~Z): 214880 

~p:/it~,~,w h.-~tet ot~’announce/show c~i?ID 21,!~813 



# Ca~golN: Symposium 

######################################## 

Title: President Warren Hardings Love Letters to Open to the 

Public on July 29; LibratT of Congress Program About the 

Collection to be Held July 22 

Location: District of Columbia 

Date: 2014-07-22 

Description: More than 50 years after their discovery and donation 

to the Librat?¢ of Congress, a collection of approximately 1,000 

pages of love letters between 29th US President Warren G 

Harding and his mistress, Carrie Fulton Phillips, will open to 

the public on July 29 Ihe Librat?¢ will present a program t 

Contact: ~,[SSEve~ts@loc ~ 

Announcement ID: 214828 

Title: &#12304;Symposium&#12305;&#12288;Dynamics of Asia-Pacific 

Region - InterdisciplinatT Perspectives:Histot?¢ and Prospect 

-7/24-26&# 12288;Osaka U 

Date: 2014-07-24 

Description: Dear Colleagues:Osaka University will hold an 

international symposium "Dynamics of Asia-Pacific Region - 

Interdisciplina~w Perspectives:Histo~a/and Prospect -" from 



24through 26 July at the Minoh Campus, Osaka University We 

assume that all the participants will have read the 

conferencepapers before 

Contact: ~qt~:Ylgl~t~; osal a-u ac [ p 

URL: sugita us/2014osakasymposium 

Announcement ID: 214871 

N22,:ig~,w~,h net i,r!~i~l~no~lncelsh!,w cai?JD 2!4t~71 

Title: Symposium ’Trans-Figurations: Feminism, ArC and Global 

Futures’ 

Date: 2014-09-22 

Description: Trans-Figurations: Feminism, ArC and Global Futures 

Monday 22 September 2014New Walk Museum & ArC Gallet3z, 

Leicester Feminist act and theotTi, and global studies share a 

tendency to think across disciplines, gender, place or 

materiality This symposium will present discussions between 

invited artists 

Contact: b sli~i n sk al l~’~lbo~o a c ~k 

URL: store Iboro ac uk/browse/product asp?compid= I &modid=2&catid=72 

Announcement ~: 214850 

by O~er/Arlderson 

Nom~ativity and German Idealism: Contemporary Perspectives 



25th May 2015 

Department of Philosophy University of Sussex 

The aim of the conference is to examine whether resources drawn from the German Idealist tradition help 
address important questions about the nature of normativity As recent work by Christine Korsgaard and Robert 
Brandom shows this is a fertile territory 

We construe the topic of normativity broadly to include epistemology and theories of meaning, moral and 
political philosophy, aesthetics, and theories of practical reasoning and action 

We would especially welcome submissions addressing anything from the following non-exhaustive list topics: 

how we j ustify to ourselves and to others what is good to do or to believe 

what are norms and what are reasons 

modalities of normativity 

how reasons guide beliefs, actions, values 

reasons and Reason 

how does it mean to think of oneself as a rational being 

normativity and freedom 

Please send a 500-700 word anonymised abstract with author details on a separate attachment to 

Deadline for receipt of abstracts: 13 Februat2¢ 2015 

The organisers wish to thank the Hegel Society of Great Britain and the UK Kant Society for their generous 
support Without them this event would not have been possible 

Attendance to the conference is free of charge but registration is required- to register please email 

putting "registration’ in the subject field and your name in the body of the message 



Infom~al inquiries: Katefina Deligiorgi (Sussex) K Deli~orgi@~u!;~x ac !ll 

Organising committee: Sorin Baiasu (Keele and Vienna), Katerina Deligiorgi (Sussex), Manuel Dries (Open 
University), Andrew Huddleston (London), Edward Kanterian (Kent), Joseph Schear (Oxford) 

Dr Katerina Deligiorgi 

Arts A 27 

Department of Philosophy 

School of Histo~T, Art Histo~T, and Philosophy 

University of Sussex 

www sus, sex ac uk~philoso~¥ipcop! ipcop!elist~/pcrsor~i19’3873 

Read more o~ reN£ 

H=Ne* Jobs: 30 a~e 2~)14 t~ 7 atomy 2014 

by O,xen Anc*erso~ 

The following jobs were posted to the H-Net Job Guide t}om 30 June 

2014 to 7 July 2014 These j ob postings are included here based on 

Ne categories selected by the list editors for H-~nounce See Ne 

H-Net Job Guide website at lrt~r:i’~,~w~,~ h ~et o~g~bs/tbr more 

information 

AFRICAN AMERICAN HZSTORY / STUDIES 

Claremont C~-aduate University - Assistant!Associate Professor in 

HistotT 

~?tt~ //v~ v@-!!e! org@~bs~ob_di~l~la_v p!ljj?id 40t~74 



AFRICAN HISTORY / STUDIES 

Brown University - Assistant Professor, African HistolT 

~,,_,v~ h ne;A~ij£,~j_~! i,~l 49062 

AMERICAN HISTORY / STUDIES 

Arizona State University - Instructor, Histo~T/Religious Studies 

Ball State University - Half-Time Contract Faculty Position--American 

HistotT 

Claremont Graduate University - Assistant/Associate Professor in 

Histo~T 

Pennsylvania State University - Harrisburg - Assistant Professor of 

American Studies & Gender Studies 



ANCIENT HISTORY 

Bridgewater State University - Dept of History, Visiting Assistant 

Professor, Ancient History (Temporary, Full-time) 

ANTHROPOLOGY 

National University of Singapore NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF SLNGAPORE, 

OPEN-RANK POSITIONS (ASSISTANT PROFESSOR/ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR/ 

PROFESSOR), TO BEGIN IN JULY 2015 

AREA STUDIES 

National University of Singapore - Associate Professor, Modem 

European History 



ART AND ART HISTORY 

The J Paul Getty Trust - Program Of’ricer 

h~p:iiv, wv, h m t o~5~i~,bsiiob di~,r:1~*} p~!Tid=4907r) 

ASIAN HISTORY / STUDI~S 

Academia Sinica- Research Fellow open rank, Modem Histo~T 

Jlttp:iT’,~’h-n~to~j~bsijoh dis~y pttp?id ,iot/5g 

IES Abroad Kunming Center, Yunnan University - Lecturer in Economic 

Development, specialization in China and/or Southeast Asia 

htm :i~vw l~-ael or~/] ~bsi~a,, pl~p?id 

University of Pittsburgh - Assistant Professor, Eurasian Histo~’y 

(18th-20th CentmT) 

BLACK HISTORY / STUDIES 



Claremont C~-aduate University - Assistant!Associate Professor in 

History 

hc~5~:iiwx~a~’h-nel ors,~ioi~siit~b dl~p3~:Qkp?id 4o/)7zc 

BRITISH HISTORY / STUDIES 

University of Richmond - Britain and the World since 1800 

ht~i ,,,w~,h net ~g~j~,bs~h dis~!?id~9051 

CEUCANA/O HISTORY / STUDIES 

Claremont C~-aduate University - Assistant/Associate Professor in 

HistotT 

CHINESE HISTORY / STUDI1~S 

Academia Sinica - Research Fellow open rank, Modern HistotT 

!~zQ:,,~,<v,v< b.-~,_~t or~z:jobs!iob rll i’,Jm,,l~p?i~J. 49058 



University of Pittsburgh - Assistant Professor, 

Chin aJJ apan/K orea/East Asia 

~ :iiwx~a~" h -nel ors,~ i oi~ ~;ii t ~b dl~p3 ~: Qkp?id 

Yale University - Assistant Professor, 20th Century China 

N~p:iiv~wv~ h nit o~il,bsiiob disr~,la~ ~l~j!’id=490 0 

CULTURAL HXSTORY / STUDIES 

Claremont C~-aduate University - Assistant!Associate Professor in 

HistotT 

EAST ASIAN HISTORY / STUDIES 

Academia Sinica - Research Fellow open rank, Modern HistotT 

Ruhr University Bochum / Germany - Post-G~-aduate assistant in Central 

Asian Religious Studies 

!~Q:,,~,<v,v< b.-~,_~t or~:jobs!iob fll i’,im,,l~p?i~!. 49080 



Seoul National University - Open Rank Faculty Position in Premodem 

Southeast Asian HistotT 

h c~5~ :iiwx~a~" tl-nel ors,~ i oi~ ~;ii ~b dl~p3 ~: F/~p?id 

University of Pittsburgh - Assistant Professor, 

China/Japan/KoreaZEast Asia 

~,,_,v~ h ne;A~i]£,~]_~! i~l 4906~~ 

ECONOMIC HISTORY / STUDIES 

IES Abroad Kunming Center, Yunnan University - Lecturer in Economic 

Development, specialization in China and/or Southeast Asia 

Vrije Universiteit Brussel - Associate academic staff- doctoral 

research project - histol2¢ of bankruptcy law and practices (19th c 

Belgium) 

ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY / STUDIES 

Claremont Graduate University - Assistant/Associate Professor in 



History 

EUROPEAN HXSTORY / STUDIES 

National University of Singapore - Associate Professor, Modern 

European HistotT 

Pacific Lutheran University - ASSOCIATE OR FULL PROFESSOR OF HISTORY, 

KURTIS R MAYER CHAIR IN HOLOCAUST STUDIES 

hLtp:;7;~’h i~t~,r@ob~k,l~ dis,~,!~ pb-p?id 19075 

HISTORY EDUCATION 

HISTORY OF SCIENCE, MEDICINE, AND TECHNOLOGY 



Max Planck Institute for the Histo13z of Science - Research Scholar 

Max Planck Institute for the History of Science - Research Scholar 

Max Planck Institute for the History of Science - Research Scholar 

HOLOCAUST, GENOCIDE, AND MEMORY STUDIES 

Pacific Lutheran University ASSOCIATE OR FULL PROFESSOR OF HISTORY, 

KURTIS R MAYER CHAIR IN HOLOCAUST STUDIES 

htto :i~Ywl~-nel ~>r£.J] ~bsi~,q,, pl~p?id ~!0075 

JAPANESE HISTORY / STUDIES 

Johns Hopkins University - Homewood - Tenure Track Assistant 

Professor of Japanese Histo~3z 

University of Pittsburgh - Assistant Professor, 



KOREAN HISTORY / STUDIES 

University of Pittsburgh - Assistant Professor, 

China!Japan/Korea/East Asia 

h~q~i ~,w~,h net ~g~j0bs~h dis~!?id~9059 

LANGUAGES 

College of Saint Ma~T Magdalen - Part-time Latin instructor 

LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN HISTORY / STUDIES 

Claremont C~-aduate University - Assistant!Associate Professor in 

Histo~3~ 



LAW AND LEGAL HISTORY 

Vrlje Universiteit Brussel - Associate academic staff- doctoral 

research project - histo~N of bankruptcy law and practices (19th c 

Belgium) 

LOCAL HISTORY 

Claremont Graduate University Assistant/Associate Professor in 

Histo~ 

MAR_ITIME HISTORY / STUDI~S 

Seoul National University - Open Rank Faculty Position in Premodern 

Southeast Asian Histo~?~ 



MEXICAN HISTORY/STUDIES 

Claremont Graduate University - Assistant/Associate Professor in 

History 

N~p:iiv~wv~ h nit in~il,bsiiob disr:la) pl~j!’id=490 4 

MIDDLE EAST HISTORY / STUDIES 

Skidmore College - Visiting Assistant Professor of the Middle East 

Jlttp:i7",~’h-n~to~j~bsijoh dis~y pttp?id 

MILITARY HISTORY 

University of Calgary - Military History (Associate or Full Professor) 

NATIONALISM HISTORY / STUDIE2S 

Claremont Graduate University - Assistant/Associate Professor in 



POLITICAL HISTORY / STUDIES 

WillameVte University - Assistant Professor of Politics - Tenure Track 

POLITICAL SCIENCE 

Colgate University - Assistant, Associate, or Full 

Professor--American Politics/Public Policy 

l~tm :i~vwI~-ael c>r~.Ji~bsi~a,, pl~p?id do05~ 

Willamette University - Assistant Professor of Politics - Tenure Track 

PUBLIC HISTORY 

Claremont Graduate University - Assistant/Associate Professor in 



RELIGIOUS STUDIES AND THEOLOGY 

Arizona State University - Instructor, Histo~T/Religious Studies 

Ruhr University Bochum / Germany - Post-G~-aduate assistant in Central 

Asian Religious Studies 

Jlttp:iJ~’h-n~to~j~l’~sijoh dis~y pttp?id ,lot/g0 

RUSSIAN OR SOVIET HISTORY / STUDIES 

University of Pittsburgh - Assistant Professor, Eurasian Histo~’y 

(18th-20th CentmT) 

SOCIOLOGY 



National University of Singapore - NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF SINGAPORE, 

OPEN-RANK POSITIONS (ASSISTANT PROFESSOR/ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR/ 

PROFESSOR), TO BEGIN IN JULY 2015 

hlcp:iiww,~ h r~ct or~obx’lob, dispirit, ph~:~?id 49065 

University of British Columbia - Okanagan - Head 

~,,_,v~ h ne;A~i2u:,f~,j_(~?i,~i 49073 

SOUTH ASIAN HISTORY / STUDIES 

University of Zurich - Assistant Professorship with Tenure Track for 

Modem Indian / South Asian Studies 

~:ii~,,w~,,h-v-etc,r~obs/cq~ ~lis~]a’,,!~’id 49057 

US - MEXICO BORDERLANDS 

Claremont C~-aduate University - Assistant!Associate Professor in 

Histo~3~ 



VISUAL STUDIES 

Claremont C~-aduate University - Assistant!Associate Professor in 

History 

WORLD HISTORY / STUDIES 

Academia Sinica- Research Fellow open rank, Modem HistotT 

http :iiv,~,~’w h net or!32jebs/[iu[~..dis~la’!: , ~g~.h !~id 4’705g 

NONE 

Duke University - Associate Curator of Collections 

Pitzer College - Assistant Professor in Arabic Language and Culture 

Texas A&M University - College Station - Lecturer in 

Musicology?Ethnomusicology and Lecturer in Theatre Arts/Performance 

Studies 



Read a~ore or reply 

H-Netl reviews: 30 Jan 2()14 07 aal 2{) 4 

by Owen Andcrson 

The following reviews were posted to the H-Net web site between 

30 Jun 2014 and 07 Jul 2014 

Reviewed for H-Genocide by Stefanie Rauch 

Gross, Jan Tomasz; with Irena Gmdzi?ska Gross Golden Hatwest: 

Events at the PeriphelT of the Holocaust New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2012 xv + 135 pp $1695, ISBN 978-0-19- 

973167- I 

hi~p:iix~-w h net n,s~ eduil eview:;ishc~wve,, pbp?id 38550 

Reviewed for H-War by Allyson Stanton 

Newell, Reg Operation Goodtime and the Battle of the TreasmT 

Islands, 1943: The World War I I Invasion by United States and New 

Zealand Forces Jefferson:Mcfafland, 2012 241 pp $3995, 

ISBN 978-0-7864-6849-2 

Reviewed for H-Judaic by Daniel Davies 

Stern, Josef Matter and Form of Maimonides’ "Guide", The 

Cambridge: HarvardUniversity Press, 2013 448 pp $4995, ISBN 

978-0-674-05160-7 

l~t~ www l>ne/m,~ ed~,re~iews/~i~o ~re~ E~h~id ~c,2% 



Reviewed for H-War by Paul Springer 

Copp, Terry; Symes, Matt; McWilliams, Caitlin; Lachance, Nick; 

Keelan, Geoff; Mort, Jeffrey W 1812: A Guide to the War and 

Its Legacy Waterloo: Laurler Centre for MilitanT, Strategic and 

Disarmament Studies Press of Wilfrid Laurier University, 2013 

Illustrations 264 pp $3495, ISBN 978-1-926804-13-2 

Reviewed for H-SHGAPE by Katherine M Osburn 

Genetin-Pilawa, C Joseph Crooked Paths to Allotment: The Fight 

over Federal Indian Policy after the Civil War Chapel Hill: 

University of North Carolina Press, 2012 xv + 228 pp $3995, 

ISBN 978 0 8078 3576 0 

~://~,, w ~,, h-v-e~ ~ns~; edtlire\de~, s~shl~w~,~v p~b- ? ~id 39677 

Reviewed for H-HistGeog by Liliya Berezhnaya 

Adelsgmber, Paulus; Cohen, Laurie R; Kuzmany, Bo?rries 

Getrennt und doch verbunden: Grenzsta?dte zwischen O?sterreich 

undRussland 1772-1918 Wien: Bo?hlau, 2011 316 pp EUR 

3500, ISBN 978-3-205-78625-2 

Reviewed for H-Diplo by Kristie Macrakis 

Haslam, Jonathan; Urbach, Karina, eds Secret Intelligence in 

the European States System, 1918-1989 Stanford: Stanford 



University Press, 2013 256 pp $5400, ISBN 978-0-8047-8359-0 

hi~p;ii~a~a~" h-he! a~su eduireview~; shew~v ~?id 

Reviewed for H-War by Joshua Camper 

McDonnell, Michael A; Corbould, Clare; Clarke, Frances M; 

Brundage, W Fitzhugh Remembering the Revolution: Memory, 

History, and Nation Making from Independence to the Civil War 

Public History in Historical Perspective Series Amherst: 

University of Massachusetts Press, 2013 xi + 327 pp $2795, 

ISBN 978-1-62534-033-7 

Reviewed for H-Diplo by William E Butler 

Neff, Stephen C Justice among Nations: A Histot’y of 

International Law Cambridge: Hm~ard University Press, 2014 

640pp $4500, ISBN 978-0-674-72529-4 

htm :i~’~w l~-ael msu edt~?rev]ews,’~i~o~vr.--v t)hp?ic~ 4087! 

Reviewed for H-Amlndian by John Reda 

Witgen, Michael Infinity of Nations: How the Native New World 

Shaped Early North America, An Philadelphia: University of 

Pennsylvania Press, 2012 vi + 450 pp $4500, ISBN 978-0-8122- 

4365-9 

Reviewed for H-Florida by B~a/an Rindfleisch 



Fenn, Elizabeth A Encounters at the Heart of the World: A 

Histo~3z of the Mandan People New York: Hill and Wang, 2014 

480pp $3500, ISBN 978-0-8090-4239-5 

hl÷p:iiw~,~ h r~ctms~edu/~c~de~s~sbowrcvpi’~l’,~’id 4~3~2 

Reviewed for H-Judaic by Jonathan Klawans 

Ehrlich, Carl S; Runesson, Anders; Schuller, Eileen M, eds 

Purity, Holiness, and Identity in Judaism and Christianity: 

Essays in Memot2¢ of Susan Haber Wissenschaftliche 

Untersuchungen Zum Neuen Testament 305 Tuebingen: Mohr Siebeck, 

x+313pp $20400,1SBN978-3-16-152547-6 

hi~p :iiv,~-w h ne t ~, s~ ed ui~ e ~’i ew:;,’sh,~!wte’, ~.’~hp?i d 4 [ 89~’; 

Reviewed for H Catholic by Eugene Crook 

Wenzel, Siegfried Art of Preaching: Five Medieval Texts and 

Translations, The Washington DC: Catholic University of America 

Press, 2013 Illustrations xvii + 267 pp $6495, ISBN 978-0- 

8132-2137-3 

by OwenAndt:rs~m 

CNI tBr Papers 

Formal Epistemology and Religious Epistemology 

Oxford Universi~ 8 & 9 December 2014 

The New Insights and Directions in Religious Epistemolo~ project at Oxford 



University invites the submission of papers related to the application of 

issues in formal epistemology to any question in the philosophy of religion 

or analytic theology 

Keynote Speakers: 

Roger White (MIT) 

Jonathan Weisberg (Toronto) 

Papers should be suitable for blind review and be no longer than 4000 words 

in length Submissions should be accompanied by a cover letter including 

the name, affiliation, and contact details of the author 

Papers should be submitted to insigh~-,:?~ohil~,~v~:voxacuk 

Submission deadline is 30 September, 2014 

Partial funding is available to support travel and accommodation expenses 

for speakers 

Further details of the New hlsights project can be found at 

by Owcn A’ndersoe 

The British Society for the Philosophy of Religion 

2015 Conference 

Divine Hiddenness 

Oriel College, Oxford, Thursday 10th Sunday 13th September 2015 

Saturday 12th will focus on the legacy of Richard Swinbume in honour of his 80th birthday 

Keynote Speakers: 



Professor Richard Swinburne (Oxford), Professor Stephen R L Clark (Liverpool), Professor Sarah Coakley 
(Cambridge), and Professor Paul Moser (tbc) (Loyola University, Chicago) 

Call for Papers 

The problem of the "Hiddenness of God" has been explored in analytic philosophy of religion in recent decades 
mainly as an issue of theodicy and providence: if God wishes to make Godself transformatively available to 
humans, why does God not do so more obviously and openly? Many, such as Russell and, more recently, 
Schellenberg, have taken this to be an argument against theism 

There is however also a deeper ontological issue at stake, tl~at of the apparently intrinsic divine transcendence of 
God as creator What philosophical sense can be made of a God who is (it is said) utterly unknowable in 
’essence’ but equally utterly available ’in energies’, grace and revelation? Is there anything to be gained by a 
comparison with modem cosmological speculation here? We know what ’dark matter’ does (namely, pull 
visible ba~Honic matter into stars and galaxies) but not what it is 

There is also an epistemological problem, with echoes in other (non-religious) spheres We may hope one day - 
tlmugh perhaps without much reason - to know the nature of’dark matter’, whereas - we are told - God is 
forever incomprehensible How - as Hume enquired - does an incomprehensible divinity differ from an equally 
incomprehensible, non-divine, origin? How does "God does it" differ from "we can never know what does it"? 

Papers are invited which probe these philosophical issues from different directions, in connection with Jewish, 
Christian, Muslim, Hindu or classical pagan traditions, both ancient and modern, and from the perspective of 
abstract metaphysics and epistemology The theodicy question in the earlier discussion need not be neglected, 
but should be considered in the light of the metaphysical and epistemological issues already named 

Please send abstracts either in the body of an email or as a doc file (no pdfs) of a maximum of 250 words to me 
(Vic o~ia H,~i~on~?~b-~gu~v ac ~:d,) by the end of March 2015 Unfortunately, it will not be possible to consider 
abstracts that exceed the word limit or that are submitted after the closing date (allowance being made to 
colleagues in other time zones) 

Final versions of accepted papers will be due one month before the conference begins 



Preference will be shown towards papers that are on the theme of the conference Time and space at the 
conference will be limited, so we shall have to be selective, even allowing for the fact that we plan to run 
parallel sessions and request people presenting papers to keep to half-hour slots 

In order to keep to the tight timetabling required to pem~it participants to hear (the whole oF) as many papers as 
possible, papers should take ideally fifteen minutes and an absolute maximum twenty minutes to deliver, 
leaving ten minutes or so for discussion 

Read more or rcpl~, 

Call for Papers 

Religious Toleration in the Age of Enlightenment (1650-1800): Historical Perspectives on Current Debates 

Monday June 22nd&TuesdayJune 23rd, 2015 

Institute for Culture and Society Religion & Civil Society Project 

Universidad de Navarra Pamplona(Spain) 

Convenors: Pro£ Dr Rafael Garcia Pdrez (2upexez~:9~.nav cs) and Dr Juan Pablo Dominguez 
(Idferl3a n dez£a’ala~rc tli u 3av es) 

Enlightenment is not something of the past; many of the prominent ideas that shape current Western culture 
were generated in the context of the Enlightenment Moreover, the histotT of the Enlightenment is being 
continuously rewritten and constantly employed in contemporary political, intellectual and religious debates In 
particular, the relationship between religious toleration and Enlightenment has been the subject of numerous 
histu~cal accounts that cart2¢ a great deal of weight in contemporat2¢ discussion Some portray the 
Enlightenment as a celebration of the vast diversity of religious beliefs and practices in the world; others, as the 
discoverT of a universal reason that tends to dissolve into uniformity the old religious divisions There are also 
those who insist that the rise of toleration was not a matter of philosophical ideas but rather of political and 
social developments of a more practical nature Discrepancies are even stronger with respect to the role of 
religious belief For some, it was the decline of religious belief that gave birth to the modern idea of tolerance 
For others, on the contrmy, many of the Enlightenment ideas on toleration have clear religious origins 

For most scholars, toleration prior to the Enlightenment was no more than a practical measure taken by 
govermnents that could not enforce religious conformity They argue that it was only during the Enlightenment 
that this limited view of toleration was transformed into freedom of religion understood as an inalienable human 
right There are, however, several scholars who insist on the importance of ideas of religious freedom prior to 
the Enlightenment or consider that, Par from being a right of individuals protected by the state, the religious 
tolerance advocated by Enlightenment thinkers was, in fact, a tool for the state to limit the freedom of churches 

The Religion and Civil Society Project at the Institute for Culture and Society is organizing an international 
conference to engage this discussion along two main lines The first is to trace the many legacies of the 



Enlightenment present in the prevailing discourses on religion and freedom The second is to reconsider the 
existing narratives about the place of the Enlightenment in the history of toleration This approach aims to 
examine more critically the underlying presuppositions in recent debates about religious freedom and will 
contribute to a more rigurous and honest dialogue on this vital subject 

All scholars in fields related to these topics are cordially invited to participate in our conference The 
Organizing Committee is happy to receive proposals from those interested in giving a lecture of 45 minutes, 
followed by approximately 30 minutes for Q & A Lecture proposals of no more than one page in length should 
be submitted, along with a short CV, to ~.gl~..z’~fflx~2a.22~ by February 15, 2015 A selection of 
proposals will be made and the authors will be notified by the end of February 

You can manage your notification settings at ~s; t~e~:o,~ s l~-~ et o~),o useq356t, lit oti!~cations 

Please help us keep H-Net free and accessible $5 from each of our subscribers would fund H-Net for two years 
Click hcrc to make a tax-deductible donation online 

If you need assistance, please visit the HcI!~ Desk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Jonathan Huggins ~yahoo corn> 

Friday, July I I, 2014 4:00 AM 

memmert@ncaa org 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; george gressman@uncp edu; 
dkane@nando com 

How I really feel and what my original thoughts were today 

What I left out in the last email. 

I try to shock you with facts. My opinions will turn you away from reading my emails. I ramble a lot 
but try to reduce my emails down to hard hitting events. 
So here’s what the big 5 conferences, consisiting of 65 schools, are about to do. They are seeking 
autonomy in a different category of NCAA Division I. They may begin paying players. These are the 
richest athletic departments in all of college athletics. The truth is they are seeking to make things 
more anti-competitive for the little guys. These 5 superconferences now drive/fly 10 states away to 
play other schools under their newly increased conference sizes. Television markets and money is 
what determined which schools were picked up by which conferences. The women’s field hockey and 
volleyball team have to travel the same distances as the men’s basketball and football teams 
(revenue generating sports). These five greedy conferences have two UNC alums as conference 
commissioners. 

Why do you think the current UNC system president approached the NCAA Knight Commission 
asking them to reduce freshman class time to 6 credit hours? UNC’s got tons of experience with 
paper classes because their revenue generating athletes can’t possibly remain as world class 
athletes and go to class at the same time. 

UNC Chapel Hill is in the middle of the country on the east coast. Imagine how much greater the 
expenses are when Boston College plays Miami. UNC Chapel Hill, and their control over the ACC, 
says no need to worry just play all tournaments and champioinships in NC and everybody saves on 
travel expenses. Noone was ever allowed to give Bill Friday a tough, hard hitting interview to ask him 
his thoughts of these issues. Any interview he gave was a softball interview where he controlled the 
conversation. 

These 5 superconferences are promoting how they will be the most righteous by being the first to 
offer full cost of attendance, maybe a paycheck and all sorts of additional goodies the less wealthy 
schools can’t afford. That’s a strategy of anti-competitiveness. Next, a banker will do what a banker 
does. People with too much money often start charities so you don’t view them as greedy. Often 
times the wives of bankers run the charities because they have nothing else to do. A banker will go to 
church on Sunday morning and while there convince you to bring your children to open an account at 
his bank. They look for clever ways to disguise their greedy intent using charity and community 
events. UNC’s will be how much they care about poorer, mainly minority athletes who are hungry and 
need additional financial assistance. 

UNC knew what was coming in the future and UNC connected people started the whole conference 
expansion mentality. UNC’s Bill Friday always talked of his impoverished upbringing, which was a lie 
in itself. He spoke of The Great Depression alot. His protege John Edwards had $50 million in the 
bank, toured the country talking about poverty, then hit a 100 year old lady up for cash to promote his 
own name. Head basketball coach Roy Willaims told us in a Coke commercial that his mama didn’t 
have a dime to buy him a Coke as a boy. 

How is UNC Chapel Hill going to fund the new men’s basketball arena the new athletic director has 



been speaking of? They must find new revenue streams. The big 5 conferences wants to destroy 
others ability to compete. 

When the Atlantic Coast Conference commissioner began the trend of conference expansion, he 
knew there would be huge additional costs related to travel. He then knew he and his boys would 
have to work another angle to get more money. 

On the congressional video from yesterday, NCAA president Mark Emmert says black student- 
athletes have a nine percent higher graduation rate than black non athletes. But he ignored it was 
due to the fact that they make money for the university and the university finds ways to keep them 
eligible. The one thing a college never does is give you statistics on income and success/failure of 
graduates from universities. It’s your own fault if you fail. It’s the university’s right to brag if you 
succeed. You must be thankful if you succeed and you must accept responsibility for your own 
failures. College professors have no responsibiltiy in the failure of students. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Michael A <M Williams@unc edu> 
Friday             10:56 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Requested Information 

Your envelope containing the requested information was given to this individual at 10:33 am today. 

E-mail: @email unc edu 
ht~ ~2email unc edu 

Position 
Title: UNC-CH Student Assistant 
Department: University Counsel (2213) 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Shelton Reed < @yahoo corn> 

Saturday, July 12, 2014 8:32 PM 

John Powell <John@icp corn>; Levine, Madeline G <mgl@unc edu>; John Shelton 
Reed <johnsheltun@alum mit edu>; Watson, Harry L <hwatson@email unc edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Hunt, Michael H <~T@live unc edu> 

Re: You can’t make this stuff up 

You noticed that, huh? I wonder when the last football playing chem major matriculated. Whoever produced 
that billboard must have majored in communications. I’m taking suggestions: Sm is Smarmium, Tr is 
Troublium, Ph is Phonygen, Va is Vacuousium, etc. 

The views expressed here do not necessarily reflect the views of the University of North Caroilna. 
Unfortunately. 

From: John Powell <John@icp.com> 
To: "Levine, Madeline G." <mgl@unc.edu>; John Shelton Reed <johnshelton@alum.mit.edu>; "Watson, Harry 
L." <hwatson@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Smith, Jay M" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; "Hunt, Michael H." <MHHUNT@live.unc.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, July 12, 2014 7:57 PM 
Subject: RE: You can’t make this stuff up 

They’re so smart that they have entirely fictitious entries on the periodic table flying around them .... 

Whoa. Public relations has detached... 

From: Levine, Madeline G. <mgl@unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, July 22, 2024 6:45 PM 

To: John Shelton Reed; Watson, Harry L 

Cc: Smith, lay M; John Powell; Hunt, Michael H. 

Subject: RE: You can’t make this stuff up 

Why cringe, John? It shows they’ve gotten their priorities right at last: the billboard puts "smart" first. 

From: John Shelton Reed @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Saturday, July 12, 2014 4:34 PM 
To= Watson, Harry L. 
13¢= Smith, Jay Mi John Powelli Levine, Madeline G.i Hunt, Michael H.i John Shelton Reed 
Subject= You can’t make this stuff up 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn> 

SaRlrday, July 12, 2014 9:17 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Why 

do you lu~v¢ such a vcndcl/a against this grcal ~mivcrsily ? Why? 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Tricolor Books <historyboox gmail com@mai165 atl91 mcsv net> 

Sunday, July 13, 2014 4:56 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,             5:35 PM 

@gmail corn 

article 

See the attached It’s coming along well My main suggestion, though, is that you sharpen your argument about 
"perception versus reality" and generally bring your argument to the surt~ace more throughout In connection 
with the perception v reality thing, I think you’ve got an opening there to make a useful point about the need to 
pay attention to international affairs (and crosss-cultural discussion), since the "perception" of L’s tyranny was 
largely created/propagated (and perceived, of course) abroad--where Louis had a ’freedom’ to act that he did not 
necessarily have at home 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

justin I @textbook-pros corn 

Monday, July 14, 2014 9:06 AM 

Textbooks for students 

Hello! 

[ will be back on campus THTS Nonda¥ TI-IROLI6H Wednesday, 
July 14Lh-16th, BUyTNG BOOKS! 

Please let me know if you would like me to stop by. 

WiLh over 1 million copies in my daLabase, mosL Limes [ can find books of value in any office. Books LhaL 
can be recirculaLed Lo oLher sLudenLs aL a vasLly reduced raLe. 

There is a window of "opporLuniLy" for every book.. 

If you don’t need something please consider passing it along. 

Instructor, Review, and Annotated editions welcome. 

Thanks, 

Justin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyn Ruppert, Editor <Announcements@news sagepub corn> 

Monday, July 14, 2014 7:17 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Invitation to Publish: Big Data & Society 

Call for Papers: Big Data & Society 

Submit your research to Big Data & Society-- 
the new open access peer-reviewed journal for 
interdisciplinary analyses of Big Data 

@SAGE 

Benefits of Publishing in this Journal 

When you publish in Biff Data & Society, you 
will enjoy: 

¯ High quality content: Submissions are 
triple-reviewed in a double-blind peer 
review process. 

Submit Your Article Online    J 

h=ttp:/!rnc.manuscriptcentral.corn/bdas 

¯ Streamlined reviews: We seek to meet a 60-day submission-to-publication for 
research articles and a 30-day timeframe for other content. 

¯ Open Access: BD&S is a flee online Journal and available to all readers. There will be 

no adicle processing charges (APCs) for an introductory/period. 

¯ Digital enhancements: BD&S allows for various digital media in the presentation of 
research. Authors are encouraged to use rich media and, when possible, to include 
links to data sources in the body of the ar[icle such as to a data archive. 

¯ Altmetrics: The Journal will incorporate article level metrics and easy discoverability to 
provide readers and authors indicators of influence and significance. 

About this Journal 

Founding Editor-in-Chief: Evelyn Rupper[, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK 

B~iq Data & Society, (BD&S) is an open access peer-reviewed scholarly journal that publishes 
interdisciplinary work discussing the implications of Big Data for societies. 

BD&S moves beyond usual notions of Big Data and treats it as an emerging field of practices 
not defined by, but rather generaflve of, such novel data qualities as high volume, granularity, 
and complex analytics like data linking and mining. BD&S attends to digital content from online 
and offiine practices in social, commercial, scientific, and government domains. This not only 
includes content generated through social media and search engines, but also that generated 
in other open and closed networks: such as commercial and governmental data, digital 



archives, and crowdsourced data. 

The Journal seeks contributions that analyse Big Data practices and/or involve empirical 
engagements and experiments with innovative methods, while also reflecting on the 
epistemological, ontological, and political consequences for societies. 

View the Manuscript Submission Guidelines for full author instructions. 

Q Learn more ~ B~ 0 Editorial Board 

Latest Content 
Enjoy and share these BD&S adicles today---always free! 

Big Data, new episternoloqies and paradigm shifts by Rob Kitchin 

\A~nat difference does quargity make? On the epistemology of Big Data in biolog~ by S. Leonelli 

The ’sectiect’ city and what it may portend by Nigel Thrift 

B~iQ Data, social physics, and spatial analysis: The early yea~s by Trevor J. Barnes and 
Matthew W. W~lson 

Latest Commentaries 

It’s time to scale the science in the social sciences by Prabhakar Raghavan 

Oft]cial Statistics and Big Data by Peter Struijs, Barield Braaksma and Pier J.H. Daas 

Latest Early Career Researcher Forums 

On nlinorities and ougiers: the case for ~~akinq Big Data small by Brooke Foucault Welles 

I look forward to receiving your submission. 

Sincerely, 

Evelyn Ruppert 
Founding Editor, BD&$ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NES <in fo@n essetwi ce s org> 

Thursday, May 8, 2014 9:08 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

College and University Personnel 

To: All College and University Personnel 
From: National Educational Services 

Is your family protected from the devastating financial costs of Long Term Care? 

Does your retirement account/plan have a huge hole in it? 

Facts: 

70% chance of you or your spouse needing Long Term Care 
Average annual LTC costs can easily exceed $70,000 
LTC stay can be 5 to 15 years, could be even longer. 
Total LTC out of pocket costs could be $350,000 to $900,000. 

If you are worried or concerned or have witnessed first-hand with your family or friends the 
devastating financial costs that long term care burdens a family with, we have the solutions for you. 
You do not need to be worried any longer. For pennies on the dollar, we have very affordable plans 
that can eliminate this devastating financial risk. 

The Government will liquidate your 403b, IRA and equity in your house to pay for LTC costs if you do 
not have the means to pay for LTC costs. 

Please note this is only available to College and University employees. 

Thank you, 
National Educational Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Research @hpol sulw-eys corn 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 2:16 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Reminder: Join Our Short Survey: $30 Honorarium 

Did you know that our survey is 

still open? We value your opinions 

and look forward to hearing them 

in this survey! 

What’s this survey about? 

We are conducting a brief survey 
among healthcare professionals 

about their interactions with 
pharmaceutical companies, 

Average Survey Length: 
About 8 minutes 

Honorarium: 

You will receive an honorarium of ~30 if you qualify and complete this survey.* 

(Vermont residents not included)** 

Or, you can paste this link into your web browser: 

htt ps://su rveys.pollg.co m/wix/p4257B2B21.aspx?r=$O2307&s=GXFN D BWH 

Note: The survey period will be closed upon obtaining a specific number of 

completed surveys. To increase your chances of participating, please complete 

the survey within the next 24 hours, if possible. 

*Physicians attempting to complete the survey after the quota has been met or 

who do not qualify will not be eligible to receive the honorarium. If you do not 

qualify, your paRicipation in the survey will be terminated after a few shoR 

screener questions, and no honorarium will be paid. 

**Vermont Residents: Physicians who reside in Vermont will not be eligible for a 

cash honorarium, due to state regulations. Instead, we will donate ~30 to a 

charity you select if you qualify for and complete this survey. For FAQs regarding 

this policy, please go to: ] d psl ,/~[i. ; hi ,~ i o[[,!~c ’:!?l{~/l:![!’!!f/p!)’! l~q !!thl 

Why did I get this email? 



You indicated that you may be interested in participating in future studies and provided an email 

address for usto contact you at. 

How can I unsubscribe? 
If you prefer not to receive any more emails regarding this study~ please send an email to 

~ ! .,~!b~ i~!~@ !a! !~!!! er,!c~!~ n! ~ and write "U nsubscribe" in the subject line. 

If you have any comments or questions, send an email to 

! ~:i~3~. ~ d!~_ kH:~!~ .,"i! !a !~!s! !!!!~!~ !:!~ ~!~ and write "J44735" in the subject line. Or write to: 

Harris Interactive, attn: Rose Walker, 60 Corporate Woods, Rochester, NY ~.4623 ~.457. 

This email was intended for jaysmith@ EMAIL.UNC.EDU 

(T2 44735 RM L) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Educational Content Provider <announcements@cengagelearning corn> 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 5:05 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Reminder: Share your goals for your students and help contribute to content development 

Greetings! 

As an instructor in higher education, we would like to get your thoughts on your course goals. 
Please take a few moments to share your views and ideas. Your valuable feedback will help us 
to continue to provide the content and support most valuable to you. 

Thank you for your time! 

Your Anonymous Survey Link: 

If you would like Lo be removed from furLher communicaUons, 

500 Terry Francois Boulevard, Second Floor 

San Francisco, CA 94158 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Open <Announcements@news sagepub corn> 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 7:24 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Submit your research to SAGE Open 

SAGE 

SAGE Open - still only $99 upon acceptance! 
View wth imaRes 

Submit your manuscript to SAGE Open -- 
the open access journal for the social sciences 
and humanities 

Benefits of Publishing in SAGE Open 

When you publish in SAGE Opera, you will 
enjoy: Submit Your A[ticle Online 

http:/!mc.manuscdptcentral com/sageopen 
¯ Rigorous peer review of your 

research 

¯ Open Access format, driving high visibility for maximum global exposure 

Prompt online publication 

About SAGE Open 

Join the more than 3,500 researchers who have submitted their papers to SAGE Open, and 
take advantage of the discounted $99 APC. 

SAGE Open is a groundbreaking, open-access publication of peer-reviewed, original research 
and review articles from SAGE. Articles span the full spectrum of the social and behavioral 
sciences and the humanities. SAGE Open articles receive high quality peer review, copy 
editing, typesetting, and electronic delivery. This special discounted price does not affect the 
publishing services or quality. 

Submitting your manuscript is free. Only if your manuscript is accepted will you pay the $99 
APC. For more information, view the SAGE Open manuscript submission quidelines. 

Q FAQ [] Editorial Board m Podcasts 

See some of the features SAGE Open offers, and access articles below. 



¯ Access SAGE Open’s Recently Published Articles 

¯ View the SAGE Open Subject Collections 
¯ Check-out mentions of SAGE Open in the News 
¯ Sign up to review SAGE Open articles 

We look forward to receiving your submission. 

Sincerely, 

The SAGE Open Team 
sageopen~saqepub.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Wednesday,              2:48 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

book review 

book review docx 

Hi Dr Smitk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Wednesday,              8:55 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Book Review 

Histo~?¢ Book Review docx; ATT00001 txt 

A~tacbed is my book review fl~at lms a wot~l count of 1020 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Wednesday,              9:03 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

HIST    Book Review 

hist bookreview docx; ATT00001 htm 

Dr Smith, 

You asked for electronic and paper copies of the book review, and my electronic copy is attached to this 
email Please note that because I was unable to secure a paper copy of the book (I purchased Weber’s (~)~wen of 
Fashion through the iBook store, in ebook format), I cannot provide exact page numbers, but I have been 
diligent to use quotations properly 

See you in class, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Wednesday,              9:03 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Hist Paper 1 

Hist ,paper Ifinal docx 

Professor Smith, 

Attached is my paper. Word count is 1291 words. 

Thank you, 

UNC Class of 

Box Office Associate 

Carolina Union Box Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Wednesday,              9:04 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Hist    Book Review 

Reardon-Book-Review-Hist- docx 

Hi Prof. Smith, 

Here’s my book review on George Rude’s Robespierre. Word count is 1,184. 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, May 28, 2014 9:16 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

lecture 

1790 and a frayed social contract pptx 









































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Wednesday,              9:21 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Book Review HIST 

HIST - french rev book review docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Wednesday,              9:22 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

HIST    Book Review 

Book Review docx 

Here is my book review for The Old Regime and The French Revolution 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, May 28, 2014 9:41 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

1790 and a frayed social contract pptx 











































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brian Short, University of" Michigan <LSA-Today@umich edu> 

Wednesday, May 28, 2014 10:51 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

LSA Today: LSA Gets a New Dean, Slaves and Sharecroppers in Ancient Greece, and a 
lesson comprised of the word comprise 

LSA is delighted to 

announce that 

Andrew D. Martin has 

been appointed Dean 

of the College. Na~in 

recently said the 

"liberal arts are vitally 

impo~ant to soeie~." 

com- 
prise 

VIOEO 

Today’s lesson comprises 
the word comprise 



A ~ar after a garment ~aeto]T in Bangladesh 
collapsed, killing morn than 1,1oo people, LSA 
lecturer Ian Robinson talks about how consumer 
activism can create social change and how student 
activists helped to bring that change to U-M. 

April marks the 60 )ear anni\ ersaD of the polio 
\ ac~-ine, in kis latest book, LSA alumnus J ames 
Tobin explores how Franklin D. Roosevelt, one of the 
disease’s most famous \ ietims, defied the odds to 
become the 32nd president. 

Comparative Literat m~ Professor Yago Colfis’ class 
on global spoils cultures helps students to think 
about what the?Jre really doing ~ hen they shout Go 
Blue! 

1 it. Unl,t.I, 
Ryan I%’iedrlehs spent IO years doing nonprofit work 
that made ]fin] a national name in the ~orld of civic 
engagement. And then he surprised abnost e~ e~3,one 
b} leming it to enlist in the ~’m} ’s airborne infantD. 

From reducing carbon footprints to pro~ iding fair 
financial services, the optimize Social innovation 
Challenge helps LSA students change the ~orld. 

Classics professor Sara Fot~d)~e is tDing to 
reconstruct the lives of ancient Greek sire es and 
farmers. The problem is they never wrote an)~hing 



/,i!: o!"l:h ?. i~i’eb t.: 
Beginning in JanuaW 2o**, the Arab Spring rocked 
the Middle East. A professor in Histo~T of A~’t x~ ades 
into the government crackdown in Turke3 to stud3 
the art of the protesters. 

L ng, u : tic i O tt :ide 

LSA linguistics students work with elrildivn suffering 
fl’om phonologleal d3 slexia, illus*ratlng the need for 

language experts ever3 where. 

A multidisdplinm3 c~llaborafion between fl~e worlds 
of tousle and geophF~ies create an immm~h e, 
multimedia installation to explore and talk about 
climate change. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, May 28, 2014 5:43 PM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis 
<lew margolis@unc edu>; Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu>; Colloredo- 
Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email unc edu>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu>; 
George S Baroff<       ~bellsouth net>; Anthony J Vogt <      ~ea~hlink net>; 
Cramer, Richard <mrcramer@email unc edu>; Fletcher, W Miles 
<wmfletch@email unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Hunt, Michael 
H <MHHUNT@live unc edu>; Levine, Madeline G <mgl@unc edu>; Watson, Harry L 
<hwatson@email unc edu>; John Shelton Reed <johnshelton@alum mit edu>; 
ecramer@alum mit edu; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu> 

Friday meeting with Wainstein 

Colleagues: 
A reminder that we’re scheduled to meet with Ken Wainstein Friday at I 1:30 in South Building 105 Because 
we want to use our time efficiently and ask questions and make suggeshons that can actually have an impact on 
KW’s work, let me suggest a few areas I think may still need exploling Maybe we can even fom~ulate a specific 
set of questions that we can make sure get asked: 

I Do we now know who were the first beneficiaries of Julius Nyang’oro’s independent studies/paper class 
teaching schedule? If athletes were in the mix, what were their academic profiles? What grades did they earn in 
regular university courses and how did those grades compare with the Nyang’oro courses? 

2 There are reports that no faculty in AFRI/AFAM were ever subjected to post-tenure review before 201 I, and 
that the unit never experienced an "external review" These are routine matters in the college; other units and 
faculty know to expect these things eve~’y 5 or 10 years Why did deans fail to hold Julius accountable for these 
basic duties? External reviewers would have flagged the abuse of independent studies many years ago Fraud 
occurred because oversight was lacking 

3 What do you know about the Academic Support Program’s efforts to cultivate faculty and build relationships 
with specific programs? To whom are tickets and other favors given? 

4 Hundreds of grades were changed illicitly during the course fraud scandal Which athletes benefited from 
these changes? Was eligibility ever saved or restured because of illicit grade changes? What process lay behind 
these grade change decisions? Did D Crowder know the grades certain athletes "needed," for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu> 

Wednesday, May 28, 2014 6:12 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Automatic reply: Friday meeting with Wainstein 

I will be out of the country on a research trip until the end of May. I apologize for any inconvenience this may cause. I 
will respond af[er I return. 

Thank you for your patience. 

SilviaTomaskova 
Associate Professor 
Dept. of WGST& Dept. ofAnthropology 
UNC Chapel Hill 



:~u,~ pc,4@ ,’~tor.or g 

SmiP~ JQii I4 

Vol 86, No 2, June 2014 

Articles 
Jews, Soldierinq, and Citizenship in Revolutionary and Napoleonic France 

Readinq, Writinq, and Reliqion in Nineteenth-Century France: The Popular Reception of Renan’s Life of 

Serqei Eisenstein’s Ivan the Terrible as History 

Editors’ Note 

The Great War and the Forqotten Realm The Habsburq Monarchy and the First World War 



The Western Representation of Eastern Europe on the Eve of World War I Mediated Encounters and 
Intelleotual Exper[ise in Dalmatia, Albania, and Macedonia 

Jerrold Seiqel, Modern#y and Bourqeois Dfe: Soctety Pofihcs, and Culture m Enqland France, and 
Germany since 1750 

Jacqueline Murray, ed, Marnaqe in Premodern Europe: Italy and Beyond 

Maximilian yon Habsburq, Cathohc and Protestant Translahons of the Imitaho Chnsh, 1425-1650: From 
Late Medieval Classic to Eady Modem Bestseller 

Lee Palmer Wandel, The Reformation: Towards a New History 

Craiq Koslofsky, Evenmq’s Empire: A Htstor7 of the Ntqht m Eady Modem Europe 

Anoush Fraser Terjanian, Commerce and Its Discontents m E~qhteenth Centun/ French Po##cal 
Thouqht 

Christopher Hodson, The Acadian Diaspora: An Eiqhteentti-Century History 

David Wetzel, A Duel of Nations: Germany, France, and tile Diplomacy of the War of 187C~1871 

Alexander Will, Kern Gnff nach der Weltmacht: Gehe~me D~enste und Ptopaqanda tm deutsch 
osterretchtsch turk~ schen Bundnis 1914-1918 



Deborah J Neill, Networks in Tropical Medicine: internationalism, Colonialism, and the Rise of a 
Medical Specialty, 189C~1930 

Zara Steiner, The Triumph of the Dark: European hrlemafional History, 1933 1939 

Neil Younqer, War and Politics in the Elizabethan Counties 

Tracey Hill, Paqeantty and Power: A Cultural H~storv of the Eady Modem Lord Mayor’s Show 1585- 
1639 

] racey BII 

Chris R Kyle, Theater of State: Parliament and Political Culture m Early Stuart Enqland 

Jeffrey R V~qelsworth, Se6mq Sctence m the Aqe of Newton: Adverlismq and the Commod~#zabon of 
Knowledqe 

Jeremy Black, Debatmq Foreiqn Policy m Etqhteenth Centun/ Britain 

J M Beattie, The Ftrst Enqksh Detecbves: The Bow Street Runners and the Pokcmq of London 1750- 
1840 
Haia ShpayepMakov, The Ascent of the Deteclive: Police Sleuths m V~ctonan and Edward~an 
Enqland 

Anne Stott, VVilberforce: Fam6y and Friends 



Amy Milne-Smith, London Clubland; A Cultural History of Gender and Class in Late Victorian Britain 

Eleonora Belliqni, Renata dt Francta (1510-15751: Un’eresta dt corte 

Arle~te Jouanna, The Saint Bartholomew’s Day Massacre: The Mysteries of a Crime of State (24 
Auqust 1572) 

Alber[ N. Hamscher, The Royal Financial Administration and the Prosecution of Crime in France, 167C~ 
789 

Carolina Armenteros, The French Idea of HtstetM JOsebh de Maistre and H~s Hetrs 1794-1854 

Sarah A. Curtis, Civilizinq Habits: Women Missionaries and the Revival of French Empire 

T¥1e r Stovall, Paris and the Spirit of 1919: Consumer Struqqle& Transnationalism, and Revolution 

Edward Barinq, The Younq Dernda and French Ph~losobhV 1946-1968 

Guido Guerzoni, Apollo and Vulcan: The Art Markets m Ital~ 1400-1700 



Donald Weinstein, Savonatola: The Rise and Fall of a Renaissance Prophet 

Joshua Arthurs, Excavahnq Modernity The Roman Past m Fascist Italy 

Manuel ~,lvarez Tardio and Fernando del Rey Requillo, eds, The Spamsh Second Repubhc Rews~ted: 
From Democrahc Hopes to the Owl War (1931-1936I 
Jose Luis Gonz~lez Gull6n, El clero en la Sequnda Rep6b#ca: Madrid, 1931-1936 
Helen Graham, The War and Its Shadow: Spare’s Cw# War m Europe’s Lonq Twen#eth Century 
Aleiandro Quiroqa and Miquel ~,nqel del Arco, eds, R~qhbWmq Spare tn the Ctwl War Era: Soldiers of 
God and Apostles of the Fathedand, 1914-1945 

Joachim Whaley, Germany and the Holy Roman Empire volume 1: Maximilian I to the Peace of 
Westphalia, 1490-1648 
Joachim Whaley, Germany and the Holy Roman Empire volume 2: The Peace of Westphalia to the 
Dissolution of the Reich, 1648-1806 

Siqrid Jahns, Das Reichskammetqericht und seine Richter Verfassunq und Sozialsttuktur eines 
h5chsten Gefichts im Alien Reich, part 1, Datstellunq 

Paul Shore, Narratives of Adversity: Jesuits on the Eastern Peripheries of the Habsburq Realms (164C~ 
17731 

Yair Mintzker, The Defortification of the German City, 168~1866 

Sonke Neitzel, Tappmq Hrtler’s Generals: Transcripts of Secret Conversahons 1942-1945 
Harald Welzer, S6nke Neitzel, and Christian Gudehus, ads, Der F~hrer war wieder vial zu human, vial 
zu qef~hlvoll’: Der Zweite Weltkrieq aus der Sicht deutscher und italienischer Soldaten 
Sonke Neitzel and Hatald Welzer, Soldaten: Protokolle yore K#mpfen, Tdten, und Sterben 



Felix Romer, Kameraden: Die Wehrmaeht yen innen 

Marco Motoni, L’impero di San Biaqio: Raqusa e i commetci balcanici dope la conquista tutca (1521 
16201 

Russell E Martin, A Bride for the Tsar Bride Shows and Mamaqe Po#hcs m EarlV Modern Russta 

David L Hoffmann, Cult~vahnq the Masses: Modem State Prachces and Sower Socta#sm 1914-1939 

Michael David-Fox, Showcasinq the Great Experiment Cultural Diplomacv and Western Visitors to the 
Soviet Union, 1921 1941 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Watson, Harry L <hwatson@email unc edu> 

Friday, May 30, 2014 10:57 AM 

Cramer, Richard <mrcramer@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D 
<jweiler@email unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis 
<lew margolis@unc edu>; Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu>; Colloredo- 
Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email unc edu>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu>; 

George S Baroff<       ~bellsouth net>; Anthony J Vogt <      ~eal~hlink net>; 
Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email unc edu>; Hunt, Michael H 
<MHHUNT@live unc edu>; Levine, Madeline G <mgl@unc edu>; John Shelton Reed 
<johnshelton@alum mit edu>; ecramer@alum mit edu; Tomaskova, Silvia 
<tomas@unc edu> 

RE: Friday meeting with Wainstein 

I hate Io b¢labor Ihe point, but there arc so man5 "past parliculars" thai w¢ don’t know. ¢specially Ihos¢ Ihat might (probably !) connect 
fire paper classes and grade changes to the leadership of the Athletic Department ffthose grays ate never successfully hnplicated, they 
will ha~¢ free rein Io continue undcm0ning Ih¢ Univ¢rslly’s educational mission as Ihey pl¢ase and as you so tightly condemn 

Hart3 L Watson 

Aflmtta Distingmished Professor in Soufltern Cultme 
Dcparimcnl of Hislo~) 
CB# 3195, Hmrrlton Hall 
University orNorlh Carolina al Chapel Hill 
ChaNl Hill, NC 27599 

telephone: (919) 962-0977 
fax: (919) 962-1403 

..... Original M¢ssag¢ ..... 
From: Cramer, Richard 
Sent: Friday, May 30, 2014 10:51 AM 
To: Walson, Han) L: W¢iler, Jo~u~lhan D; Smdh. Jay M: Margolis, Lewis; Brooks. Edhan W: Collorcdo-Mans reid, Rudolf J; Lee, 
Wayne E; George S Baroff: Antha~.~ J Vog~: Fletcher. W Miles: HuN, Michael H: Levi~e, Madehne G; Joint Shelton Reed: 

Sul~iect: RE: Ffida? meethtg wllh Wahtstein 

Dick 

..... Original M¢ssag¢ ..... 
From: Watson, Hart5 L 
Scnl: Friday. May 30. 2014 9:46 AM 
To: Weiler, Jo~utthan D; Smiflt, Ja? M: Cromer, Ricba~d: Margoha, Lewis: Brooks, Edwin W; Collot~do-Mmksfeld, Rudolf J: Lee, 
Wayne E; George S Baroff: Anthal~.~ J Vog~: Fletcher; W Miles: Hunt, Michael H: Levi~e, Madehne G; Joint Shelton Reed: 
ecmme@alum mit edu: Tonmskova, Silvia 
Subjecl: RE: Friday mcebng wdh Walllslein 

I agree with JoNutthan Weiler’s coimnent I would add fltat it will be difficallt ff not intpossible for othet~ besides Wa0tstem to work 
for wlu~l Richard is righlly asking for here wllhoul more knowledge of pa sl parliculars which al Ihis I~inl, only Wainslein can 



Aflmtta Distingmished Professor in Soufltern Cultme DepartineN of Histoiy CB# 3195, Hanfilton H~ll UrgversiD of North Camlitm at 
ChapelHi[1 ChapelHdl, NC 27599 

lelephone: (919) 962-0977 

Pax: (919) 962-1403 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Weder, Joimthtm D 
Senl: Friday. May 30. 2014 9:31 AM 
To: Slrdth, Jay M; Crmnec Richat~l; Margohs, Lewis: Brooks, Ed~ in W; Cdiknedo-Mmtsfeld, Rudoff J: Lee, Wayne E; George S 
Baroff; Andiony J Vogl: Flelcher, W Miles: Hunk Michael H; Levin¢, Madelin¢ G; Walson, HaW L; John Shellon Reed; 
ecmme@alum nfit edu: Tonmskova, Sifida 
Subjecl: RE: Friday meeling wdh Wainslein 

W~iitsteiffs charge is to im’estigate rite past Tlterefoie, wlrile it’s fine, of course, to share at1 of these vahd concents with fihn, I dofft 
know whelhcr hc’s going Io be par0cularly intereslcd in Ihosc Ihal are oulsidc his mandalc 

From: Ja3 S~mth [ia3s~mth@enmilunc edu] 
Sent: Frida3, May 30, 2014 9:24 AM 

To: Chimer, Richard: Weiler, Jolullhan D; Margolis, Lewis: Brooks, Edw fil W; Col[onzdo-Mansfeld. Rudolf J: Lee. Wayne E; George 
S Baroff: Anthom" J Vogq; Fletcher, W MAles; Hunt, Michael H: Levine, Madeline G: Watso~ Har~" L: Jolm Sheknn Reed: 

Sul~iect: Re: Friday meering with Wainsteht 

11:30 rodW m Souflt 105, hoe to see maW of you fltem 

queslions iryou’re inclined -Jay O115/29/14. 12:24 AM, Cromer, Richard wrole: 
> Hi Jay, 

big-lime college sporls, as conirolled by Ihe NCAA. and Ihc editca/ional mission or die Univcrsily This incompalibilily exisis as long 
as atlriefic eligibilits" is dependent on acade]rdc eligibilits" (m~d a rigid t~quireme]~t of fidl-thne e]trollment during the acade]rdc year) 
This is whal I wish die Wainslcin rcporl would highlighl 

> Cheers, Dick Cramer 

> From: Ja? S]rdth [ja?s]rdth@enmil unc edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, Ma? 28, 2014 6:12 PM 
> To: Weiler, Jo]mthtm D: Margohs, Lewis: Brooks, Edwin W; 
> Cdilorcdo-Mansfcld, Rudolf J; Lee, Wayne E; George S Barofi2 Anthon5 
> J Vo~,~: Cromer, Richard; Fletchec W Miles; S]rdth. Ja? M; HiJnt, 
> Micl~el H: Levine, Madeline G; Walson, Hart3 L: John Shellon Reed: 

> Subjecl: Friday ineeling wilh Wainsl¢in 

> Colleagues: 

> 11:30 in South Buddhtg 105 Becmlse we want to use our rime 

> have an intpact on KW’s woifi, let me suggest a few areas I t lriitk may 
> slill need exploring Perhaps some of Ihcse arc I~o specific, perhaps 
> others not specific enough Ma?be we can formulate a set of a half 

> 1 Do we now know who weie the first beneficiaries of Julms 

> grades did they earn in legn~ku udivet~i~ courses and how did those 



> 2 Thet~ are t~ports tbat no facult3 in AFRI/AFAM wet~ ever sul~jected 
> to post-tentue review befot~ 2011, mtd that tbe malt never experienced 

> did demts fail to hold Julms accountable for fltese basic duties? 
> ExXernal reviewers would bm-e flagged tbe abuse of independent studies 

> 3 Whal do you know about lilt Academic Supporl Program’s cfforls Io 
> cultivate facadt3 and build relationships with specific programs? To 

> 4 Hundreds of gradcs were changcd illicidy du~ing Ihc course frmtd 
> scmldal Which atlfletes benefited front these charges? Was eligibilifl" 
> ever saved or restored because of i[licit grade clmnges? Wbat process 
> lay behind Illcsc gradc changc dccisions? Did D Crowdcr know die 

> 5 Were fire 2005 mtd 2009 men’s basketball temns especiall3 favored b3 

> classes) did tl/ose pla3 et~ take? 

> 6 Did tbe pla3 et~ wbo entered the mfiversit3 fltrougb fire ’conmfiltee 

> aflfletes? ff so, bow would tbe mm’et~it3 explain flint? 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

French Cultural Services of Atlanta <atlanta=frenchculture.org@cmaill .com> 
Friday, May 30, 2014 12:44 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Agenda for all things French happening in the Southeast 

Can t see images. Click here to wew th~s message in a browser 

20!4 
I 

Alabama welcomes "Helene Berr, a 
Stolen Life" 

MUSIC 

THEATER 

Share your French 
Cultural Events 

Are there French cultural 

Click here to te~l us. 



Celebrating art in 
Charleston with Spoleto 
Festival USA 

Spoleto Festival USA, founded in 1977, is the 

American counterpart to the Festival dei Due Mondi 

(Festival of Two Worlds) in Spoleto, Italy 

Epic Musical "Les 
Miserables" comes to 
Greenville 

A musical by Alain Boublil and Claude Michel 

Schonberg, lyrics by Herbert Kretzmer 

France’s Moutin Factory 
Quintet in Atlanta 

The Moutin Factory Quintet, one of France’s best 

jazz bands, is coming to Atlanta for a one-night 

Raleigh welcomes "World 
Music Day" 



Each year on June 21, the day of summer solstice, 

French towns and villages welcome a much- 

anticipated tradition and come together for the 

annual Music Festival, a celebration of music, 

diversity and exchange. 

THEATER 

A creative summer for 
kids with Ete des Reves 

Running out of ideas for your kids this summer? Sign 

them up with "Et6 des r~ves" and let them learn 

about acting with professionals! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cramer, Richard <mrcramer@email unc edu> 

Saturday, May 31, 2014 12:09 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D 
<jweiler@email unc edu>; Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu>; Tomaskova, 
Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email unc edu>; 
Watson, Hahn L <hwatson@email unc edu>; Hunt, Michael H 
<MHHUNT@Iive unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu> 

RE: 2014 CBS Sports Classic Men’s Basketball Tickets 

Sorry that I can’t make it, but I’m so excited that UNC Athletics will be in a big-time tournament and 
can bring back lots of money--maybe enough to pay its coaches’ salaries. I’ll bet they even give a 
complimentary ticket or two to the Chancellor. 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, May 30, 2014 5:54 PM 
"ro: Weiler, Jonathan D; Brooks, Edwin W; Tomaskova, Silvia; Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J; Watson, Harry L.; Cramer, 
Richard; Hunt, Michael H.; Margolis, Lewis 
Sul~ect~ Fwd: 2014 CBS Sports Classic Men’s Basketball Tickets 

Should we car0ool, eve~2cone? I just take it for granted that we all have enough Rams Club Priority Points 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:2014 CBS Sports Classic Men’s Basketball Tickets 

Date:Fri, 30 May 2014 14:02:36 -0700 
From:UNC Ticket Office <~ep~--1~30~;~:cmafl ~n ~nad<e~m~hq "/e1> 

To: :j w~ sn![’rh(?~ em~?i!,~ m~2dt!> 



Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on T CK~3",~, find your 
seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply 
Please do not reply to this email Questions or comments may be sent to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Artstor <noreply@artstor org> 

Monday, June 2, 2014 8:59 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Depicting women, photographing Coney Island, the Museum of Natural History, and 
more 

AR.TSTOE 

This month Art as an antidote to sexist imagery, Reginald Marsh’s photographs of Coney Island, new 

images from the Museum of Natural History and others, cataloging classical architecture in Philadelphia, 

letter from Artstor’s Chairman and President, and more 

Discovery 

Finding the Phenomenal Women in Fine Art 
"Women’s bodies are the go to sales tactic in popular media and advertising," writes Attstor’s Ayesha 

Akhtar She suggests an antidote to these unrealistic images can be discovered in fine art 

Reginald Marsh’s Coney Island 

New York artist Reginald Marsh took thousands 

of photographs at Coney Island as a source of 

inspiration for his paintings Much more than 

artifacts, the photos are fascinating m 

themselves 



Releases 

The American Museum of Natural History 

Artstor Digital Library and the American Museum of Natural History have released 1,700 images of 

objects from the Museum’s Division of Anthropology and historical photographs from the Research 

Library’s Photo Archive 

Images from Russian museums from 

the Erich Lessing and Scala archives 
More than 1,500 images of art from Russian 

museums have been released in the Artstor 

Digital Library in collaboration with the Erich 

Lessing Culture and Fine Arts Archives and Scala 

Archives. 

Museum at the Fashion Institute of 

Technology (FIT) 

Artstor and the Fashion Institute of Technology 

(FIT) have released approximately 250 images 

from the permanent collection of the Museum at 

FIT 



Museum of the City of New York 

The A~stor Digital Library and the Museum of the 

City of New York have collaborated to release 

more than 11,000 additional photos 

Photographs of Deir Mar Musa, Syria 
James J O’Donnell (Georgetown University) has 

contributed images of Deir Mar Musa, a monastic 

compound in Syria, to the Artstor Digital Library 

Chinese Culture Center of San Francisco 

Ar[stor and the Chinese Culture Center of San Francisco have made available more than 450 images of 

contemporary works by nine a~ists of Chinese descent in the Digital Library. 

Shared Shelf Commons 

The Long Conversation: the 

Classicizing Philadelphia Project 
Philadelphia has developed its own special look 

through an architectural conversation with 

ancient Greece and Rome Bryn Mawr College’s 

Lee ¯ Pearcy discusses the Classicizing 

Philadelphia project 

Letter from the 

Chairman & the 

President 
Next month will mark ten years 

since the Artstor Digital Library 

became available for 

educational use Artstor’s 

Chairman and President look 

Take Artstor home this 

summer 
Wish you could access the 

Artstor Digital Library at home 

over the summer break~ You 

can! One of the many benefits 

of registering for an Ar[stor 

account is the ability to access 

the Digital Library away from 

campus 

Free webinars 

Join our webinars and learn to 

view, print, and download 

images, discover ways to use 

Artstor in the classroom, and 

more 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

UNC-Chapel Hill Department of Histo~?¢ 

Tuesday, June 3, 2014 9:46 AM 

Tenure-line History FAculty <histoty-tenure-line@listserv unc edu> 

From the Chair: Graduate Dissertation Prize 

ParkerSchmittAnnouncement pdf 

Dear Colleagues: 

If you have advised a PhD student in European History whose dissertation merits consideration, please consider 
nominating her/him/them for the dissertation award discussed below and in the attached announcement 
Cheers 
Fitz 

Dear Professor Brundage, 
I am writing to you on behalf of the Enropean Histo~2~ Section of the Southern Historical 
Association to solicit nominations and applications for the Section’s biannual Parker-Schmitt 
Dissertation Award, 2012-2014. We are eager to consider lhe work of your recent graduales for 
the Award, given in even numbered years to the best Ph. D. dissertation in Enropean histo~2~ 
nominaled by a faculty member al a soulhern university or by a member of the European 
History Section. 
To be eligible for consideration dissertations mnst be: 
In European History 
Nominaled by a faculty member at a soulhern university or by a member oflhe European 

Histo~2¢ Section ("southern" includes MD, DC, VA, WV, NC, SC, GA, TN, KY, FL, AL, MS, 
MI, AR, TX, and OK). 
Defended between 1 August 2012 and 31 July 2014 
Recommendations of eligible theses should be made in a letter directed to the chair of the award 
committee by 1 August 2014. Recommenders are responsible for ensuring that each committee 
member (listed below) receives a hard copy oflhe dissertation sent by that dale. 
The Award is named for Harold Parker, long-time professor of French history at Duke 
University, and Hans Schmitt, who taught German history al several institutions before 
completing his career al the University of Virginia. The $250 prize will be presenled al the EHS 
luncheon al the SHA meeting in Allanta, Georgia this November. 
Criteria for selection include quality and originality of research, new and stimulating 
interpretations and insighls, and literary quality. 
Committee members for 2014 include: 
Robert Rhodes Crout, Department of Hislory, College of Charleston, Charleston, SC 29424; 
croutr~,,cofc.edu 
Mattra Hametz, Departmenl of History - BAL 8000, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA 
23529; mhalnetz@odu.edu 
Ann Taylor Allen (Dept. of Histo~2~, Univ. of Louisville); mailing address: 2152 Lowell 
Avenue, Louisville, KY 40205; alm.allen@louisville.edu 
We look forward to submissions from your depariment. If you have any questions, please do 
not hesitate to contact me or the Chair of the Committee Robert Rhodes Crout. 
Thank you ve~2~ much. 
Manta Hametz 



Parker-Schmitt Committee Member 

Professor of History 
Department of History 
Old Dominion Universibl 
Norfolk, VA 23529 
USA 
757/683-3949 
mhametz(~odu.edu 

In the Name of Italy: Nation, Family, and Patriotism in a Fascist Court 
hlto://ford ha m oress.com/detail.ht ml?id -9780823243396 

You are currently subscribed to history-tenure-line as: iavsmith@email unc edu 
To unsubsclibe click here: http://lists unc edu/u? 
id 71743153 d24f5d213b2976c3517301bc23c7c22b&n T&I historv-tenure-line&o 34736011 
(It may be necessata£ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-34736011-71743153 d24f5d213b2976c351730 lbc23c7c22b~blistsetw unc edu 



PARKER-SCHMITT DISSERTATION AWARD 

The European Histo~), Section of the Southern Historical Association is 

pleased to almonnce the biannual competition ~br Parker-Sclnnitt Dissertation 

Award. Named for Harold Parker, long-time professor of French history at Duke 

University, and Hans Schmitt, who taught German histo~)’ at several institutions 

belbre completing his career at the Universi~__" of Virgima, the Award is given in 

even numbered years to the best Ph. D. dissertation in European histo~), nominated 

by a lhculty member at a southern universi~__" or by a member of the European 

History Section ("southern" includes MD, DC, VA, WV, NC, SC, GA, TN, KY, 

FL, AL, MS, MI, AR, TX, and OK). 

The Award of $250 will be presented at the EHS luncheon at the SHA 

meeting in Atlanta, Georgia, this November. Eligible dissertations must have been 

defended between 1 August 2012 and 31 July 2014. Criteria for selection include 

quality and originali~’ of research, new and stimulating interpretations and 

insights, and literary quali~__’. 

Recormnendations of eligible theses should be sent to the chair of the 

conmaittee by 1 August 2014. Recommenders are responsible ~br ensuring that 

each committee member receives a hard copy of the dissertation sent by that date. 

Cormmttee members ~br 2014 are: 

Robert Rhodes Crout, Department of History, College of Charleston, Charleston, 

SC 29424; croutrCi)cofc edu 

Mam-a Halnetz, Department of Histo~N - BAL 8000, Old Dominion Universi~__’, 

Norfolk, VA 23529; mhametz(a)odu.edt~ 

Ann Taylor Allen (Dept. of Histo~N, Univ. of Louisville); mailing address: 2152 

Lowell Avenue, Louisville, KY 40205; ann.allen(a)louisville.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ScholarBridge <scholarbridgeit@gmail corn> 

Tuesday, June 3, 2014 11:03 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Invitation to ScholarBridge 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I am writing to introduce you to a new, exceptional resource for managing your process of bringing on research 
assistants Inspired by demand from students but developed entirely from professor suggestions, ScholarBridge 
is a centralized searchable database of faculty research interests and opportunities across disciplines and 
universities This cross university setwice could supplement your current effort to find quality undergraduates 

As a professor on ScholarBridge: 

¯ in just a few minutes of your time, update your interest or lack of interest in seeking research assistants 
during the academic year or summer 

¯ point students towards your research focuses and most significant publications so they can learn about 
your work 

¯ solve your problem of receiving excess e-mail by setting up filter settings to concentrate student inquiries 
to arrive weekly rather than daily 

¯ above all, promote student involvement in academic research! 

Follow this link to explore the site (www scholarbridge corn) ScholarBfidge is completely free to you, and 
always will be Please don’t hesitate to reply with questions or comments 

Sincerely, 

Andrew, Co-Founder ScholarBfidge 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Menemsha Films <heidio@multi34 postfix bmsend corn> 

Wednesday, June 4, 2014 9:19 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

An Incredible Discovelay: Sir Nicholas Winton’s Letter to FDR Found! 

An Incredible Discovery.: 
Sir Nicholas Winton’s 
Letter to FDR Found! 

Following 6o N’~m~tes’ ~-ece~t t’ea~m-e on Sir Nicholas 
Winton, an archivist from the U.S. National Archives 

uncovered Winton’s original letter to President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt, requesting U.S. assistance in 

rescuing Czech children. 

s~men~: ~m this incredible dlscc~ver~y! 



In spite of overwhelming odds, Winton persevered to save the 
lives of 669 children before the start of World War II, and 
didn’t tell a soul what he had done for more than 5o years. 
Discover Sir Nicholas’ inspiring stoDT in Niek~d’s Farnil~1, 

now on DVD! 



Share the inspiring stow of Nicky’s Family with your 
family! Purchase this award-winning film on DVD from the 

"Enthralling, evocative. 
A true story of heroism." 

- Anita Gates, rD~e ~,aev~ ~erk I rues 

"Extraordinary. 
Nicky’s Family is not merely a commemorative 

portrait: it is also a call to action for young people 
to engage in deeds of goodness." 

- Annette Insdorf, The Hufflngton Post 

CLICK HERE 
TO lOIN THE PETITION 

TO NObU NAT~ 

SIR NICHOLAS "~N|NTON 
FOR TH E NOBEL r~ACE PRIg 

Learn more about Niclcy’s Family 
and many other quality films at 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, June 4, 2014 9:40 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

lecture 

Legislative Assembly and War 2014 ppt 





















































Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Information Technology Trainings <training@info eitaglobal corn> 

Wednesday, June 4, 2014 9:55 AM 

Smith, Ja3 M <ja3 smitla a, email unc cdu> 

Live Webmar on Lossless Data Compression Methods mad Compression Performance Metrics 

Webinar 

Lossless Data Compression Methods and Compression 
Performance Metrics 

Overview: 

About Speaker 

Raymond Moberly 



Team NVivo <[nfo@exp!ore qsr[r~temat[onal corn> 

Wednesday, June 4 2014 1:52 PM 

Sr!~ith Jay M <jaysmith@er!~ail.unc edu> 

~nvitation: I’)iscover New Social Media Research Cspsbil[[ies with 1~4Vivo ?-~r 
Windows 

Do you need to capture and analyze social media content9 Discover how NVivo’s NCapture tool 
can impor~ and analyze social media content from Twirler, Facebook, Linkedln, and YouTube in 
the upcoming complimentar7 NVivo Brown Bag Webinar: Discover New Social Media Research 
Capabilities with NVivo. 

Join us on Thursday, June 12th at 12:00PM (ET) for a live webinar that explores how NCapture 
and NVivo make it possible to use Social Media data in your NVivo project. 

This session will demonstrate 

¯ an overview of the benefits of social media analysis 
¯ how NCapture and NVivo supports the analysis of social media information 
¯ capturing web pages, Facebook data, Twi[ter feeds, and Linkedln group discussions as PDF 

files or datasets 

QSR International (Americas) Inc 
55 Cambridge Street 
Burlington, MA 01803 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Collegiate Capital Management, Inc <Contact@CollegiateCapital corn> 

Thursday, June 5, 2014 9:01 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

White Paper Oiler: University Retirement Accounts and Tax Implications 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, June 5, 2014 9:32 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

lec 

August l0 pptx 























From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, June 6, 2014 9:36 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 

[thearg] wow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sims, Julia <JSims@wral corn> 

Friday,            12:19 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

response from UNC histo~ay professor 

Thanks[ 

From: Jay Smith <iagsmith@email.unc.edu> 

Date: at 11:37:56 AM EDT 

TO: "Sims, Julia" <JSims@wral.com> 

Subject: Re: 

Julia--I don’t think I can go on camera, since I may already be going on Outside the Lines. gut for me 

response, how about this: "1 commend                for his bravery in speaking out. He will 

u ndoubtedly feel the wrath of the Tar Heel faithful, but his motivations are pu re. He wants to change this 

exploitative system for the athletes of tomorrow." -Jay 

On 10:19 AM, Sims, Julia wrote: 

Hey Jay 

Hope all is well. Not sure if you saw the latest news from ESPN on              . He 

played on the national championship team for UNC In the interview he said 

he took bogus classes and Roy Williams knew it. 

Can I get a response from you?..., and possibly an on camera interview this afternoon? 

Here’s the article: 

httD://esDn.~o.com/esDn/otl/storv/ 

Julia Sims 

WRAL-TV5 

(919) 821-8600- office 

-cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wyman, Shaun R <Shaun R Wyman@espn corn> 

Friday,            I : I I PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RIZ: Outside The Lines (ESPN) - Today 

1 hanks for getting back to as’. 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Friday, 12:49 PM 
TO~ Wyman, Shaun R. 
Subjeet~ Re: Outside The Lines (ESPN) - Today 

Shaun--yes, I’ll do it if you still need me I’d appreciate confirmation ASAP, tbough Lots going on today 
Thanks -JS 
On 11:50 AM, Wyman, Shaun R wrote: 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:iavsmith@emaihunc.edu] 
~ent: Friday, 11:36 AM 
TO: Wyman, Shaun R. 
~ubject: Re: Outside The Lines (ESPN) - Today 

Shaun--I would probably be willing Let me confer with Mary Willingham and get back to you 
soon -Jay Smith 
On        10:24 AM, Wyman, Shaun R wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

We are reaching out to possible guests for today’s gpm OTL show about                and 

the North Carolina          program. You may have seen it already, if not here is the story: 

http://espn.go.com/espn/otl/story/ 

Are you available today if we should need you as a guest? We are currently looking into 

whether or not Roy Williams will join us. If he does not, we will be assembling a panel that 

we’d like you to be part of. 

Andy Katz is hosting today. 

Let us know[ 

Thanks, 

-Shaun 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Rob Rivers <         @gmail corn> 

Friday, June 6, 2014 2:25 PM 

Folt, Carol Lynn <carol folt@unc edu>; Dean, Jr, James W <JamesDean@unc edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 
leludis@unc edu; UNC Athletics Director <bubba cunningham@unc edu> 

Please Do Something 

Dear Chancellor Folt and Provost Dean, 

I have written you both numerous times pleading with you to take strong action, including admitting our past athletics 

mistakes completely, establishing minimum academic requirements for prospective athletes commensurate with the 

student body at large, demanding coaches comply in total with the 20 hour NCAA practice rule to include all ancillary 

activities, requiring independent academic oversight of athletes’ eligibility on a continuing basis, and establishing a zero 

tolerance policy for our coaches and athletes for any violations. You clearly cannot see how much you have allowed 

UNC to be damaged by these continuing scandals by not getting completely on top of them. Professor goxill, I have 

written you in the past questioning why the Faculty Council has been so passive in allowing the Administration to avoid 

making the hard decisions. The Faculty should have done much more to demand the Administration fix this mess years 

ago. Professor Smith, please continue to be the lone voice of the Faculty demanding reform. You seem to be the only 

one with the integrity that my children wish to emulate. Perhaps others will join you. Clearly, U NC appears to deserve 

the NCAA Death Penalty if the NCAA were an organization of any integrity. 

Now your treatment of Mary Willingham will be seen as a further example of UNC’s cover-up. She deserves an apology. 

The proof is overwhelming that UNC has repeatedly cheated over the years to everyone but the Administration and 

Athletic Department. I am not exaggerating when I tell you that no one I know believes you anymore. Your credibility 

has vanished. How many former athletes (I refuse to u se the term "student athlete") will it take to admit they cheated 

before you do something substantial and get ahead of the story? Chancellor Folt, it is with great sadness that I must tell 

you that you have mishandled a golden opportunity to once and for all save Carolina. I sincerely feel you should 

consider stepping down if you continue to refuse to make the difficult decisions demanded in order to attempt to 

restore some vestige of ou r former reputation for excellence and integrity. All of this to win a few lousy football and 

basketball games. I am ashamed of UNC’s Administration, Athletic Depar[ment, and Faculty Council and, at this point, as 

I watch my oldest son lose all faith in Carolina and opt for the Naval Academy ("where they believe in integrity"), I am, 

for the first time in my life, questioning my belief in our University. You simply do not know how badly you have let us 

all down. Restore our faith. Do something substantial. There can be no more bombshells you must get far ahead of 

this. At this point, cancelling our football and basketball programs at should at least be in the discussion though I realize 

that has many negatives as well for many dedicated students who play those spor~s and for me personally. Remember, 

however, that the University of San Francisco, home of NBA Legend Bill Russell, had the courage to cancel its basketball 

program after a scandal. Sadly, if Roy Williams knowingly cheated, he must go. I do not say that lightly as I do sincerely 

like him. No one is above the integrity of our University. 

Sincerely, 

Rob Rivers 

BS Math 1973 and Former real Student Athlete 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

0wre, Max <owre@email unc edu> 

Friday,           2:34 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Surprise[ 

Maximilian Owre, PhD 

interim Director, Program in the Ilumanities 

Lecturer, Ilistory 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(9~£) 537 3520 

From: Jay Smith [maJlto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:33 PM 
To: Owre, Max 
Subject: Re: Surprise! 

They just bumped me from the show, but I thought I was going on ESPN this afternoon. My son could have died 

happy ..... 

On 33:10 AM, Owre, Max wrote: 

http://espn.go.com/espn/otl/story/ 

Maximilian Owre, PhD 

Interim Director, Program in the Humanities 

Lecturer, History 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(939) 537 3520 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gold, Adam <agold@999thefan corn> 

Friday, June 6, 2014 3:58 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Brad 

W¢ jusl had Bethel on Io address Ihc lalcsl 

NOl sure h¢ did Ihc bcsl job h¢ possibly could 

Adam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Professor Wolf (via Twitter) <notify@twitter corn> 

Friday, June 6, 2014 4:17 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

Professor Wolf (@ProfessrWolt) retweeted one of your Tweets! 

Jay Smith, 

Jay Smith 

The people going after Rashad MeCants 
should be ashamed of themselves. The truth 
hurts. UNC needs to deal with it. 

Retweeted by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gold, Adam <agold@999thefan corn> 

Friday, June 6, 2014 6:01 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: Brad 

W¢’r¢ re-airing it al 6:30. so if you’re inclined 

It’s also on WRALSporlsfan corn tight now 

Adam 
On Jun 6. 2014. at 5:37 PM. Jay Snlilh wrol¢: 

> He wasfft fltete He knows noflfing about bow tbe s? stein woiked in 2005 Zero But rin sum be pomfficated .... 
> On 6/6/14, 3:57 PM, Gold, Admn wrote: 
>> We j usl had Bethel on Io address Ihc latest 
>> 

>> NOl sure he did the bcsl job he possibly could 

>> Adam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu> 

Friday, June 6, 2014 8:19 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

FW: It’s showing up .... 

Subject: It’s showing up .... 

In many diff reporting streams ...... 

http://espn gocom/espn/otl/sto~w.//id/I 1036924/fom~ er-north-carolin a-b asketb all-star-rashad-mccants-says- 
took-bo~us-classes 

This is no different than Lance Armstrong and doping to win You saw how badly that turned out for him when 
tlle whistle was blown How much money did he lose? It could be worse for UNC 

(Side note: UNC alum Travis Tyga~ of USADA was the one who brought Lance down) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New Directions in the Humanities <community@thehumanities corn> 

Friday, June 6, 2014 9:36 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

Call for Papers: The Humanities Con£erence, 17-19 June 2015, Vancouver, Canada 

The International Advisory Board is pleased to announce the Call for Papers for the Thirteenth International 
Conference on New Directions in the Humanities The Humanities Conference will be held 17 1 g June 2015 

at the U niversity of British Columbia in Vancouver, Canada We welcome submissions from a variety of 

disciplines and perspectives and encourage faculty and students to jointly submit proposals, discussing The 

Humanities through one of the following themes 

Critical Cultural Studies 

Communication and Linguistic Studies 

Literary Humanities 

Civic, Political, and Community Studies 

Humanities Education 

"From ’Digital Humanities’ to a Humanities of the Digital" 

In addition to the annual themes, the conference will address the special focus From ’Digital Humanities’ to a 
Humanrties of the Digrtal- through keynote speakers, garden sessions, workshops, and parallel sessions that 



examin~ the following topics: 

¯ The ’digital’ as a social imaginary: exploring historical continuities and ruptures in social and cultural 
practices in the era of digital cultures 

¯ The digitalwithin the humanities: new methodsand tools for documentation, research, and 
representation. 

¯ The political economy of digital humanities e learning, e publishing, and the reframing of disciplines 
and institutions. 

¯ Big data and lit[le data; negotiating the public and the private. 

Open access and open cultures: developing sustainable knowledge ecologies 

¯ Adapting methodologies and focus in the digital age: has the dust settled on the ’digital humanitiesw 

From the digital humanities, to a humanities of the digital; rebuilding the humanities in the shadow of 
the digital, and developing a humanities of the digital 

The current review period closing date for the latest round of submissions to the Call for Papers (a title and 

shot~ abstract) is 3 July 2014" Please visit .?_2E:~) !_~!~ for more information on submitting your proposal, 

future deadlines, and registering for the conference 

If you are unable to attend the conference, you may still join the community and submit your article for peer 

review and possible publication, upload an online presentation, and enjoy subscriber access to The 

Humanities Journal Collection 

*proposals are rewewed in rounds adhenng to monthly deadlines Check the website often to see the current rewew round 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marcia Mount Shoop (via Twitte0 <notify@twitter corn> 

Friday, June 6, 2014 I h55 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Marcia Mount Shoop (@mmountshoop) replied to one of your Tweets[ 

Jay Smith, 

i@:.!, smi::h71.1, the denial has been 
going on 4 a long time & @ deeply 
entrenched issues.Lots of casualties 
of this denial--we can vouch 4 that 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marcia Mount Shoop (via Twitter) <notify@twitter corn> 

Saturday, June 7, 2014 12:l I AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Marcia Mount Shoop (@mmountshoop) replied to one of your Tweets[ 

Jay Smith, 

Marcia Mount Sheop 

(~’.’,.~ a?~rmt~ 71 I that s great Can’t 
wait to read it! We need to catch up 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Huggins ~yahoo corn> 

Saturday, 12:36 AM 

dkane@newsoberver corn 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

OTL videos on ESPN Legal 

I just emailed a member of PackPride this link. They banned me under my name for Princeton 
comments. They think I am nuts for the Princeton connections. 

Bob Ley of ESPN’s OTL took down his link on Twitter where Mary Willingham was a guest talking 
about the A- paper. Bob Ley was not the host of his show today. 

Below is Steve Dehlson, who is doing the interviewing of Willingham and                on OTL. 
There are 3 clips if you wait back to back. Of course, I snatched these with software for permanent 
keeping. 

I swear I am not making fun of you Dan but I had to prove a point to mama today. 

I said "mama, let’s count the number of times he says "you know’"’. I could not do any better a job 
than you Dan but I sense you get a little anxious on tv appearances. So little time, so much to say. 

http:llespn.,qo, comlespnlotllstoryl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marcia Mount Shoop (via Twitter) <notify@twitter corn> 

Saturday, June 7, 2014 I h47 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Marcia Mount Shoop (@mmountshoop) mentioned you on Twitter[ 

Jay Smith, 

Marcia Mount Sh~op 

c~)i<,smi:ikrTJ~ a blog post on 
Rashad MeCants 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marcia Mount Shoop (via Twitter) <notify@twitter corn> 

Saturday, June 7, 2014 3:24 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Marcia Mount Shoop (@mmountshoop) mentioned you on Twitter[ 

Jay Smith, 

need to read my post. I say we need 
to listen to bOd~o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dennis Winner <           ’@gmail coin> 

Saturday, June 7, 2014 5:08 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

your email to me 

I have hesitated to respond to your email but I have decided to do it privately First of all I am not a UNC 
appologist I find the academic fraud that went on there indefensible In fact though I know it is unrealistic I 
wish UNC would pull out of big time sports altogether What I have objected to about you, was that it seemed 
to me that you have gone way beyond trying to help the University and have taken advantage of the situation to 
place yourself in the spotlight and perhaps to sell a book If this is a misjudgment I apologize 

Dennis Winner 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twirer <info@twir er corn> 

Sunday, June 8, 2014 1:06 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Jay Smith, check out your week on Twitter 

Jay Smith, 

The people going after Rashad McCanis should be ashamed of 

themselves. ]he truth hurls. UNC needs to deal with it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday, June 8, 2014 8:47 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listse~’ unc edu> 

[thearg] McCants-O’Bannon 

-- You are curmnlly subscrlb¢d to thcarg as: jaysmilh@cmail unc edu To unsubsc~ib¢ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cramer, Richard <mrcramer@email unc edu> 
Sunday,            4:02 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 
RE: [thearg] on 

I’d speculate Iha/Dcbby Crowder and 111¢ lulor/advisors in Ih¢ a/hlelic program could have done ibis wiihoul involving Willianls I 
suspect he’s nluch mote on top of things nowada? s than lie was back tben 

From: Smidk Jay M 

Sent: Sunda?, 9:13 AM 
To: atNetics ~efornl group 
Sul~iect: Re: [tbearg] on 

I agree that the sequence teall) doesfft nmke se~se But if 
pass¢d only 6 hours in 111¢ ~111, Dick, would 1hal ha~e Iriggered some 
sorl of review? Or even proba/ion? I forgel Ih¢ rules I jusl wonder if 
mayha he didn’l g¢l som¢ ~wombl¢ Irea/menl from somewhere and now 
temembels it as a Roy mter~-ention (He seems to have paid very little 
a/l¢nlion Io his academic ilin¢mt3 an3 way--Io m¢ il’s Iolally 
believable 1ha/il would have be¢n Roy lelling him Ihal he’d managed Io 
get hhnself in trouble ) 

I see the           course line-up not as an eligibilits’-saver (be 
bad no need for eligibilig" afte~ the spbmg) but as a leu at~l from Debby 
Crowder; m) lnn~ch is that sl~ wanted to mwa~d all thase grays for 

On 8:11 ~, Cm~nec Richatfl wrote: 

would be smmner and f~l For some ~eason,        was ahead) eligible to ply" in the spffmg and was pmhabl) going to ~rn pm at 
fl~e end of tbe schaol year Whatever be did h~ spm~g chsses wouldn’t ~fe~ Ns efigibifiU to ply" t~t term or in tbe NC~ 

> The question I would have is did it ~e special effo~s to keep Nm eligible to be in schaol in fl~e spffmg? rm w~ith~g from home, but 

was to We ~ssed m~ haurs with a 1 0 GPA for tbe i~mnediate past term ~ete was also tbe possib~iu of geRing a one-semester 

> I repeal, why do wha/was done [or in the spring? And was an3 thing special done ~or him besom the spring term began? 

> Dick 

> ~chaN Cramer, PkD 

> Academic Advisor, College or Arls and Sciences, 

> From: S~mth, Jay M 
> Scnl: F~ly, June 06. 2014 11:43 PM 
> To: atNetics ~eform group 
> Subject: [Ihcargl on 



> -- You arc currcntly subscribed Io thcarg as: jaysmifl~@cmail unc cdu To unsubsc~ibc 

email to leave-34751785-61803888 b835e6061c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5ff4e If a;listser~- mE edu 
> 

-- You ate currently subscribed to theaig as: lrtrcramer@email m~c edu To unsubsciibe 
click here: ~!~2~5~i~/y&I~i~!§!-~!1~!)~:~L:~:2/~@!b~8~.f~4~-~72~5-252~2~!---~-‘~1!~‘~1~‘‘;~ 4~-,;’/;02. or send a blank 
entail to leave-34752802-61803863 4e73a3ab18764~2ac3c76ee355c23dS@listseg’unc edu 
-- You am CUShily subscribed Io Ihcarg as: jaysmilh@cmail unc cdu To unsubscfibc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Monday,             8:29 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Hist 

I’ll be there. Thanks[ 

Best, 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 8:15 AM 

TO: 

Subject: Re: Hist 

.-9:15? 

On 4:48 PM, wrote: 

Sure, I am on campus by 7am so any time that is most convenient for you. 

Best, 

On 

-can we talk about it after or before class tomorrow? Your question is very broad. 

8:18 AM, wrote: 

Good morning Dr. Smith, 

I am unsure of what our mini bio assignment should include. Could you provide me 

with a little more information on what you are looking for. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, June 9, 2014 9:38 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

lec 

Jan to June 1793 ppt 

















































What theme ran through these 
Revolutionary ’days’? 

¯ --July 14, 1789 
¯ --October 5-6, 1789 
¯ --July 17, 1791 
¯ --August 10, 1792 
¯ --September 2-5, 1792 



... and if we add more days? 

¯ --July 14, 1789 
¯ --October 5-6, 1789 
¯ --July 17, 1791 
¯ --August 10, 1792 
¯ --September 2-5, 1792 
¯ --January 21, 1793 
¯ --May 31-June 2, 1793 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Pizzo (via Twitte0 <notify@twitter corn> 
Monday, June 9, 2014 I : I 0 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 
David Pizzo (@ThePizzo) favorited one of your Tweets! 

Jay Smith, 

Jay Smith 

(!;js:y~m’~i!h 71 "1 

Great idea. Prof calls on baskefba]] players, 
other athletes, to release 
transcripts, "Release Your Transcripts" 

Favorited by 



From: submission@ horizon-resea rch.org 

Sent: Monday, June 9, 2014 2:13 PM 

To: Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Sociology and Anthropology: Call for Papers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,            3:57 PM 

Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu>; 
Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; Watson, Harry L 
<hwatson@email unc edu>; Cramer, Richard <mrcramer@email unc edu>; Colloredo- 
Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email unc edu>; Hunt, Michael H 
<MHHUNT@Iive unc edu> 

Colleagues: 
I wanted to let a few of you know that Mary Willingham is willing to fotwv-ard to any messages 
(expressions of support or gratitude, etc) we UNC faculty feel like sending to him If you’re following the news, 
you know he’s really taking his lumps right now The UNC slime machine has kicked into gear I just sent him a 
short one myself t         understandably doesn’t want his email address out there, so Mary is mediating) 
Anyway, it’s up to you of course But if you’re inclined 

I think you all know, but Mary’s email: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

H-Net Notifications <dmpaladmin@mail h-net msu edu> 

Tuesday, June 10, 2014 12:23 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

H-Ideas daily digest: 4 new discussion post items have been posted 

Greetings Jay Smith, 
New discussion post items have been posted in H-Ideas 

Table of Contents 
1 Vah~e ot SuCecrillg P;c~ect 
2 
3 
4 Si Pa~a[ it, Conlinenta! Phi[osop~ 

Value Suf %rmg 

by ©we~l 

The Value of Suffering Project is pleased to issue a call for registration for an interdisciplinary conference on 
Suffering and Reason 

The workshop will be held from 4-6 July, 2014 in Philosophy at the University of Glasgow 

What is suft’ering’s place in our rational lives? Contrary to the traditional idea of suffering as an impediment to 
reason, we will investigate the idea that, in Pact, suffering has an important role to play in supporting and 
assisting rational activity We think it crucially provides reasons for action and belief, but we also aim to 
explore a further, neglected possibility: that suffering might respond to reason 

In complex ways, our emotions respond to beliefs and other cognitive states And empirical evidence shows that 
even physical suft’erin~its intensity and unpleasantness can be thus influenced So too, evidence of the 
neural overlap of emotions with pain is burgeoning and emotions can be appropriate and inappropriate to the 
circumstances; so might it even be that suffering is sometimes rational or i~+ational? 

What, in sum, is suffering’s place in our rational lives? 



The day will be organized around the research of the following presenters: 

Marilyn McCord Adams (Philosophy, UNC Chapel Hill) 

"Paradoxes of pain for rational agency" 

Fabrizio Benedetti (Neuroscience, University of Turin) 

"Placebo/nocebo responses in the brain and the top-down modulation of pain and suffering" 

Michael Brady (Philosophy, University of Glasgow) 

"Reasons to suffer" 

Gqorgio Coricelli (Neuroscience, University of Lyon) 

"The rationality of ’painful emotions’" 

Jennifer Corns (Philosophy, University of Glasgow) 

"Is suffering ever reason-responsive?" 

Matthew Fulkerson (Philosophy, University of California, San Diego) 

"The agony of reason: the unsteady bond between suffering and rationality" 

Stephane Lemaire (Philosophy, University of" Rennes) 

"How does pain relate to value?" 

Donna Lloyd (Pyschology, University of Leeds) 

"Exploring the link between pain suffering, communication and the brain" 



Manolo Martinez (Philosophy, Autonomous University of Barcelona) 

"Pains and reasons" 

Kevin Reuter (Philosophy, University of Bochum) 

"Challenging the paradox of pain" 

Adina Rusu (Psychology, University of Bochum) 

"Neurocognitive pain research: current perspectives and future developments" 

Discussants at large include: David Bain, Luca Barlassina, Tim Bayne, Ben Bramble, Fiona Macpherson, and 
Paul Noordhof 

The workshop is funded by the John Templeton Foundation and is part of the larger project: The Value of 
Suffering: An Interdisciplinary Investigation of the Nature, Meaning, and Role of Affective Experiences 

The Value of Suffering Project is an international, interdisciplinary research project headed by principal 
investigators David Bain and Michael Brady whose aim is to foster multidisciplinary exploration of the roles 
that affective experience~suffering in particular pla~ in our lives 

For more information, please visit our website: 

Registration is £ 15 for student and £30 for start; and includes tea and coffee 

To register or for further inquiries please email Jennifer Corns: 

Jobs: 2 2 )14 to 9 Jm e 2014 



The following jobs were posted to the H-Net Job Guide fl-om 2 June 

2014 to 9 June 2014 These job postings are included here based on 

the categories selected by the list editors for H-Announce See the 

H-Net Job Guide website at hl÷~:ii~ w,,~ h-r~el ~ ~obsi for more 

information 

AFRICAN HISTORY / STUDIES 

Lafayette College - Histo~T of Africa Instructor 

University of Victoria - CRC Tier II Chair in Modem Global and 

Comparative Histo~T 

hLtp:;7;~’h i~tor@ob~k,l~ disp!~ p!~p?id I1~957 

ARABIC HISTORY / STUDIES 

Friedrich-Alexander-University Erlangen-Nuremberg - W3 Professorship 

for Economy and Society of the Middle East 

Williams College - Open-rank faculty position in Arabic Studies 



ARCHAEOLOGY 

Aarhus University - Professorship in Classical Archaeology - 666406 

N~p:iiv~wv~ h nit o~il,bsiiob disr~,la~ pl~j!’id=4~920 

AREA STUDI~S 

Open University - Research Associate and Research Assistant, for 

study on cultural rights in contemporat?~ Kenya 

ART AND ART HISTORY 

University of California - Berkeley - Head of the Arts & Humanities 

Division 

ASIAN HISTORY / STUDI1~S 



Asia Research Institute, National University of Singapore - Research 

Fellowships at Asia Research Institute 

Leiden University - Lectureship in the economies of modern Southeast 

Asia 

University of Victoria - CRC Tier II Chair in Modern Global and 

Comparative Histot2¢ 

hi~p:iiv,~,~’wh net o~!32iebsi[i~oi~..di~la’~: j~h !~id 4~953 

CONTEMPORARY HISTORY 

New York University - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR/FACULTY FELLOW Contemporary 

Middle Eastern Studies 

Open University - Research Associate and Research Assistant, for 

study on cultural rights in contemporary Kenya 



CULTURAL HISTORY / STUDIES 

Open University - Research Associate and Research Assistant, for 

study on cultural rights in contemporaly Kenya 

N~p:iiv~wv~ h nit o~il,bsiiob disr:la~ pl~j!’id=4~931 

DIPLOMACY AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

The University of Sydney - LECTURERS (2) IN COMPARATIVE POLITICS 

EAST ASIAN HISTORY / STUDIES 

Emmanuel College - Visiting Assistant Professor of Histo~3z 

ECONOMIC FESTORY/STUDI~S 

Friedrich-Alexander-University Erlangen-Nuremberg - W3 Professorship 



for Economy and Society of the Middle East 

hitp:iiwx~avh-ne! o~g,~oi3s/it~b dis~.:kp?id 4893~ 

Leiden University - Lectureship in the economies of modern Southeast 

Asia 

The University of Sydney - LECTURER IN POLITICAL ECONOMY 

!it[!~2W~?.~.7~2*.~}).=r.t2~!..9.!~rQi£!.~2~.~)oh.d_.[~!!~._p.!.t.~lqid 48929 

ETHNIC HISTORY/STUDIES 

Princeton University - Visiting Research Scholar / 2015-16 Fung 

Global Fellows Program on "Ethnic Politics and Identities" 

l~tto :M~vwI~-ael c~r£.J]~bs/~a,, pl~p?id ~8c)52 

EUROPEAN HISTORY / STUDIES 

Florida State University - Eighteenth and Nineteenth-Centu~?z 

Europe~Revolutiona~N France 



GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC SERVICE 

The University of Sydney - LECTURERS (2) IN COMPARATIVE POLITICS 

N~p:iiv~wv~ h nit o~il,bsiiob disr~’!a~ l~l~J!’id=4~928 

HISTORY EDUCATION 

University of West Georgia - Limited Tem~ Assistant Professor 

Jlttp:i7",~,~’h-n~to~bsijoh dis~y pttp?id ,18954 

HISTORY OF SCIENCE, MEDICINE, AND TECHNOLOGY 

John Hopkins University - HistolT of Modem Technology 

University of Virginia- Lecturer, STS or History of Technology 



HUMANITIES 

Asia Research Institute, National University of Singapore - Research 

Fellowships at Asia Research Institute 

John Hopkins University - History of Modern Technology 

Leiden University - Full Professorship Second Language Acquisition 

~_.x3f_~_.~2l~/k,-~_[_e_L!~ij.t~0 dk.~.,’l~3:_12~. 48950 

Princeton University - Visiting Research Scholar / 2015-16 Fung 

Global Fellows Program on "Ethnic Politics and identities" 

The University of Sydney - LECTURER IN POLITICAL ECONOMY 

The University of Sydney - LECTURERS (2) IN COMPARATIVE POLITICS 

University of California - Berkeley - Head of the Arts & Humanities 

Division 



LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN HISTORY / STUDIES 

University of Victoria - CRC Tier II Chair in Modern Global and 

Comparative HistotT 

~,,_,v~ h s~e;A~!js;,~_L~ i,<l 48953 

Western Washington University - One-Year Visiting Instructor 

LINGUISTICS 

Leiden University - Full Professorship Second Language Acquisition 

l~tto:A~vwl>ael or~J] ~bsi~,q,, pbp?id a~95/’ 

LITERATURE 

Bilkent University, Ankara - Assistant or Associate Professor, 

litermT theo~T, 19th & 20th cent Turkish literature, and related 

courses to MA and PhD students 

’nt~l,2:il~,w~,h-~eto~,il;bsi}o~ di~,;lavpihc’Tid -18939 



MIDDLE EAST HISTORY / STUDIES 

Friedrich-Alexander-University Eflangen-Nuremberg - W3 Professorship 

for Politics and Society in the Middle East 

Friedrich-Alexander-University Erlangen-Nuremberg - W3 Professorship 

for Economy and Society of the Middle East 

l,i~p:iiv,~c~’wl, net o[!52iebs/[iub..dis~la’~: p~h !~id 4~933 

New York University ASSISTANT PROFESSOR/FAC ULTY FELLOW Contemporary 

Middle Eastern Studies 

l~tto:i~Ywh-ae~ or~./i ~bsi~a,, pllp?id J,~926 

Williams College - Open-rank faculty position in Arabic Studies 

NATIONALISM HISTORY / STUDIES 

Princeton University - Visiting Research Scholar / 2015-16 Fung 

Global Fellows Program on "Ethnic Politics and Identities" 



POLITICAL HISTORY / STUDIES 

The University of Sydney - LECTURER IN POLITICAL ECONOMY 

The University of Sydney - LECTURERS (2) IN COMPARATIVE POLITICS 

~_~.525.’&~2h,-~_~.~L~_~ij.~.~o dLs~.’l~3/Z~!~ 489~8 

POLITICAL SCIENCE 

Friedrich-Alexander-University Eflangen-Nuremberg - W3 Professorship 

for Politics and Society in the Middle East 

The University of Sydney - EECTURER IN POEITICAL ECONOMY 

The University of Sydney - LECTURERS (2) IN COMPARATIVE POLITICS 



PUBLIC HISTORY 

University of West Georgia - Limited Term Assistant Professor 

b~p:iiv~wv~ h n~t o~),bsiiob disr:la~ pl~j!’id=4~9 4 

PUBLIC POLICY 

University of Virginia - Lecturer, STS or Hi sto12¢ of Technology 

Jlttp:i7",~’h-n~to~bsijoh dis~y pttp?id ,1894~ 

RESEARCH AND METHODOLOGY 

Emmanuel College - Visiting Assistant Professor of Histo~?~ 

SOCIAL SCIENCES 

Asia Research Institute, N~tional University of Singapore - Research 



Fellowships at Asia Research Institute 

hi~p:ii~a~avh-ne! o~g.~oi~s/it~b dis~:/~p?id 48942 

Princeton University - Visiting Research Scholar / 2015-16 Fung 

Global Fellows Program on "Ethnic Politics and Identities" 

N~p:iiv~wv~ h nit o~il,bsiiob disr:la~ pl~j!’id=489:’2 

University of California - Berkeley - Head of the Social Sciences 

Division 

Jlltp:i~’,~’ll-lt~t o~jobsij~,b dis~y p)tp?id ,18941 

WORLD HISTORY / STUDIES 

University of Dayton - Lecturer - West and the World 

University of Victoria - CRC Tier II Chair in Modern Global and 

Comparative Histo~7/ 



NONE 

City University of New York - Queensborough Community College - 

Development Officer 

Durham University - Lecturer in the Histo~2~ of Renaissance and 

Refom~ation Europe 

ht~q~i ,,,w~,h net ~g~j~,bs~h dis~!?id~8~i25 

Durham University - Lecturer in the Histo~2~ of China 

Jlttp:i7",~’h-n~to~j~:l’~sijoh dis~y pttp?id ,18932 

Queensborough Community College - Academic Advising Coordinator 

(Multiple Positions) 

htm:A~vwh-ae~ r~r~Ji ~bsi~,q’, pl~p?id 4~951 

University of New Mexico - Albuquerque - Postdoctoral Fellow for 

Career Diversity and the History/PhD 

~ ’~-h-nel or~ohsio]3 di~Ja;~h ?id :48955 

Reviews: 02 .h~ 20~14 and 09 &m 2014 



The following reviews were posted to the H-Net web site between 

02 Jun 2014 and 09 Jun 2014 

Reviewed for H-Italy by Thomas Cohen 

Pastore, Alessandro Veleno: Credenze, ctimini, saperi 

nell’Italia modema Italy: II Mulino, 2010 , ISBN 978-88-15- 

13873-6 

Reviewed for H-Disability by Jordan Piper 

Scull, Andrew T Madness: A Vely Short Introduction Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 201 I xvi + 134 pp $1195, ISBN 978-0- 

19-960803-4 

i~!tp:, ~,~,, h i~e~msueduixeview~,s;ho~rev,~,!~Ig?id=37837 

Reviewed for H-Memot2¢ by Lidia Zessin-Jurek 

Etkind, Alexander; Finnin, Rot’y; Blacker, Uilleam; Fedor, Julie; 

Lewis, Simon; M~lksoo, Maria; Mroz, Matilda Remembering Katyn 

Cambridge: Polity, 2012 xxviii + 185 pp $2295, ISBN 978-0- 

7456-5577-2 

~ ’h~+~-nel msu edl~leviews,’s[/o~v ~?i~~ 3g]79 

Reviewed for H-CivWar by Eric P Totten 

Mulderink Ill, Earl F New Bedford’s Civil War New York: 

Fordham University Press, 2012 xii + 306 pp $5500, ISBN 978- 

0-82~2-4~34-1 



hctp:iiw~vw h me! ~> su edui,eview~,’showrev:php?id 38784 

Reviewed for H-Turk by Karin Ruehrdanz 

Ulu9, L~le Turkman Governors, Shiraz Artisans and Ottoman 

Collectors: Sixteenth-CentmT Shiraz Manuscripts ?stanbul: 

Ttirldye ?? Bankas?, 2006 Illustrations 531 pp np, ISBN 978- 

975-458-963-4 

39! 2 

Reviewed for H-War by Nathan D Wells 

Nagy, C~-egoty Ancient C~eek Hero in 24 Hours, The Cambridge: 

Belknap Press, 2013 xvi + 727 pp $3500, ISBN 978-0-674-07340- 

I 

Reviewed for H-CivWar by James Sandy 

Ballard, Michael B G~-ant at Vicksburg: The General and the 

Siege Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 2013 

232pp $3295, ISBN 978-0-8093-3240-3 

Reviewed for H-CivWar by Justin Behrend 

Brasher, Glenn David Peninsula Campaign and the Necessity of 

Emancipation: African Americans and the Fight for Freedom, The 

Civil War America Series Chapel Hill: University of North 

CarolinaPress, 2012 288 pp $3995, ISBN 978-0-8078-3544-9 



Reviewed for H-War by Jason McHale 

Nelly, Robin L American Amphibious Gunboats in World War II: 

A HistotT of LCI and LCS(L) Ships in the Pacific Jefferson: 

McFarland & Company, Inc, Publishers, 2013 408 pp $4500, 

ISBN 978-0-7864-7422-6 

Reviewed for H-Disability by Celeste T??ng Vy Sharpe 

Bmne, Jeffrey A; Wilson, Daniel J, eds Disability and 

Passing: Blurring tbe Lines of Identity Phildalphia: Temple 

University Press, 2013 vi + 206 pp $8450, ISBN 978-1-4399- 

0979 9 

Reviewed for H-War by Angela Riotto 

Meier, Kath~Tn Shively Nature’s Civil War: Common Soldiers and 

the Environment in 1862 Virginia Chapel Hill: University of 

North Carolina Press, 2013 256 pp $3995, ISBN 978-1-4696- 

1076-4 

Reviewed for H-TGS by Caroline Brock 

Trollinger, Susan L Selling the Amish: The Tourism of 

Nostalgia Young Center Books in Anabaptists and Pietist Studies 



Series Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2012 xxii + 

193 pp $5000, ISBN 978-1-4214-0419-6 

~:iA~a~a~" h-nel a]su eduireview~; sl~ewt ev p~?id ~1~66 

Reviewed for HABSBURG by Andrew L Thomas 

Evans, R J W; Wilson, Peter H, eds Holy Roman Empire, 

1495-1806: A European Perspective, The Brill’s Companions to 

European HistoD! Series Leiden: Btill, 2012 Illustrations xiv 

+401 pp $19600, ISBN 978-90-04-20683-0 

Reviewed for H-Diplo by Monica Kim 

Fujitani, Takashi Race for Empire: Koreans as Japanese and 

Japanese as Americans during World War LI Berkeley: University 

of California, 2013 520 pp $3495, ISBN 978-0-520-28021-2 

l~ttto :i~Tw l~-ael msu edt~?reviews,’~o~vr~v :ohp ?ic~ 

Reviewed for H-Environment by Daniel Macfarlane 

Riley, John L Once and Future Great gakes Country: An 

Ecological HistoD!, The McGill-Queen’s Rural, Wildland, and 

Resources Studies Series Montreal: McGilI-Queen’s University 

Press, 2013 516pp $3995, ISBN978-0-7735-4177-1 

Reviewed for H-Asia by Francesca Orsini 

Garzilli, Enrica L’esploratore del Duce: le avventure di 



G4useppe Tucci e la politica italiana in Oriente da Mussolini a 

Andreotti; con il carteggio di G4ulio Andreotti Rome: Memori 

and Milano: Asiatica Association, 2012 2 volmnes 513 and 592 

pp $4500, ISBN978-88-900226-6-1 

Reviewed for H-Caribbean by Gregg French 

Sartorius, David A Ever Faithful: Race, Loyalty, and the Ends 

of Empire in Spanish Cuba Durham: Duke University Press, 2014 

336 pp $2495, ISBN 978-0-8223-5593-9 

Reviewed for H-Turk by Rudi Paul Lindner 

Wittek, Paul Rise of the Ottoman Empire: Studies in the HistotTi 

of Turkey, 13th-15th Centuries, The Edited by Colin Heywood 

New York: Routledge, 2012 xxiii + 194 pp $15000, ISBN 978-0- 

7007-1500-8 

http iiw~,~ h-ne~ u e i//reviewsi.,b~c~ rev p!~ls~id 41;58 

Reviewed for H-Judaic by Harvey Goldberg 

Bourn, Aomar Memories of Absence: How Muslims Remember Jews in 

Morocco Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2013 xvii + 220 

pp $4000, ISBN 978-0-8047-8699-5 

!3¢} 

Reviewed for H-Disability by Winston Black 



Irina Metzler Social Histol’y of Disability in the Middle Ages, 

A New York: Routledge, 2013 346 pp $12500, ISBN 978-0-415- 

82259-6 

hl÷[!:iiwww h r~ct ms~ edu/~cviews~:daow~cv phl’/’id 419~(i 

Reviewed for Jhistory by Tracy Lucht 

PanT-Giles, Shawn J HillatN Clinton in the News: Gender and 

Authenticity in American Politics Champaign: University of 

Illinois Press, 2014 272pp $9000, ISBN 978-0-252-03821-1 

h~q~ ~,w<~,h nct m:~l~ ed!~,rev’_cw~isb~wre,~,phL; d ,t19~4 

Reviewed for H-Soz-u-Kult by Manuel Schramm 

Frevert, Ute Vevtrauensfi-agen: Eine Obsession der Moderne 

Mt~nchen: CH Beck Verlag, 2013 259 S, 28 SW Abb , ISBN 978 

3-406-65609-5 

Reviewed for H-Soz-u-Kult by Manuel Schramm 

Frevert. Ute Vevtrauensfragen: Eine Obsession der Moderne 

Mflnchen: CH Beck Verlag, 2013 259 S, 28 SW-Abb , ISBN 978- 

3-406-65609-5 

i~tt , / .. v. v.~ b =net msu= eda lc\ ie~= sis.~c~wro~ ~b!’~. 7ir!.=42~    --~C~ 

Reviewed for H-Soz-u-Kult by 1ha Markova 

Franz, Margit; Halbrainer, Heimo Going East Going South: 

0sterreichisches Exil in Asien und Afrika Graz: CLIO Verein ffir 



Geschichts-und Bildungsarbeit, 2014 699 S , ISBN 978-3- 

902542-34-2 

~:ii~a~a~" h-nel a]su eduireview~; sl~ewt~’ p~?id -4200[ 

Reviewed for H-Soz-u-Kult by Stefan Zahlmann 

Heinze, Carsten; Hornung, Alfred Medialisierungsformen des 

(Auto-)Biografischen Konstanz: UVK Verlag, 2013 XIII, 356 S 

, ISBN 978-3-86764-402-0 

!;~[~;]~-~-~-7~2~-~})-~-r-t~t---~?-~[~Z~1~?-~;~-~-~-~-}~-~--~-~‘-.~J~!!~$~i~‘ 42019 

Reviewed for H-Soz-u-Kult by Vficlav Petrbok 

Marinelli-K6nig, Gevtraud Die b6hmischen L~.nder in den Wiener 

Zeitschfi ften und Almanachen des Vorm~.rz ( 1805 1848): 

Tschechische nationale Wiedergeburt Kultur und Landeskunde von 

B6hmen, M~hren und Schlesien Kulturelle Beziehungen zu Wien 

Tell II: Sprachwissensch Wien: Verlag der Osterreichischen 

Akademie der Wissenschaften, 2013 LV, 706 S $21000, ISBN 978- 

3-7001-655 I-4 

Reviewed for H-Soz-u-Kult by Markus Raasch 

Kflhnel, Florian Kranke Ehre?: Adlige Selbstt6tung im l~bergang 

zur Modeme Oldenburg: Oldenbourg Veflag, 2013 374 S , ISBN 

978-3-486-72341-0 



Reviewed for H-Soz-u-Kult by Sebastian Teupe 

Stokes, Raymond G; K6ster, Roman; Sambrook, Stephen C The 

Business of Waste: Great Blitain and Germany, 1945 to the 

Present New York: Cambridge University Press, 2013 XIII, 

331 S ,ISBN978-1-107-02721-3 

Reviewed for H-Soz-u-Kult by Ehler Voss 

Krasberg, Ulrike j,Hab ich vergessen, ich hab namlich 

Alzheimer!": Beobachtungen einer Ethnologin in 

Demenzwohngruppen Bern: Verlag Hans Huber, 2013 291 S , 

|SBN 978-3-456-85278-2 

J~l~p:iJ’,~’h-n~t ms~ ed!li~e’,iew~, s,,~w~v php’~id 42029 

Reviewed for H-Soz-u-Kult by Josch Hoenes 

Regener, Susanne; K6ppert, Katrin ~rivat/6ft’entlich: Mediale 

SelbstentvAiri’e yon Homosexualit~tt Wien: Tu~ia und Kant Verlag, 

2013 207S ,ISBN978-3-85132-692-5 

Reviewed for H-Soz-u-Kult by Katrin G~ide 

Schattkowsky, Mattina Adlige Lebenswelten in Sachsen: 

Kommentierte Bild- und Schriftquellen KOln: BOhlau Verlag K61n, 

2013 505 S , ISBN 978-3-412-20918-6 



Reviewed for H-Soz-u-Kult by Oliver Schipp 

Scheuermann, Leif Religion an derGrenze: Provinzialr6mische 

G6ttelw-erehmng am Neckar- und au[3eren obergennanischen Limes 

Rahde~dWestf : Verlag Marie Leidorf, 2013 231 S , ISBN 978-3- 

89646-738-6 

N~p:!iv, wv, h n~tm~eduire,/ic~,~6~h~,,,,:rcv ~:~p id 42173~5 

Reviewed for H-Soz-u-Kult by Nicola Spakowski 

Dirlik, Arif Culture and Histol?~ in Postrevolutiona~?~ China: 

The Perspective of Global Modernity Hong Kong: Chinese 

University Press, 2012 341 S $4200, ISBN 978-962-996-474-0 

hi~p:iiv,~’wh net~s].~ eduheview:;/sb,~wvev,g[~tp?id 420a2 

Reviewed for H Soz u Kult by Chris Wrigley 

Kirk, Neville Labour and the Politics of Empire: Britain and 

Australia 1900 to the present Manchester: Manchester University 

Press, 2011 319S $10500,1SBN978-0-7190-8079-1 

bttp iiw~,~ b-net~ u e i//reviews/.,b~c~ rev p!~’~id 420~13 

by OwenAnders~m 

St Paul in Continental Philosophy 

Staffordshire University 



Saturday 28th June 2014 

The Cadman Conference Room 

Programme 

930 1045 Matthew Harris (Staffordshire): ’Vattimo, kenosis and St Paul’ 

Coffee 

II00 1215 Philip Goodchild (Nottingham): ’Paul and Temporality: grace and eschatology’ 

Lunch 

1 15~30 Jordan Dyck (Staffdordshire): ’Alain Badiou and the Event of Pauline Theology’ 

245 ’1 00 Denis McManus (Southampton): ’St Paul and Heidegger on being-towards-death’ 

Coffee 

4 15 530 Ward Blanton (Kent): ’Paul the Philosopher, or, the European Quest for a 

Political Miracle’ 

There is no registration charge For more information, including abstracts, please go to: 



You can manage your notification settings at http!;:,/networksh-net org user/3565 t r~otifica6o,3 s 

Please help us keep H-Net fi-ee and accessible $5 from each of our subscribers would fund H-Net for two years 
Click herc to make a tax-deductible donation online 

If you need assistance, please 
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Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, June 10, 2014 9:30 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marcia Mount Shoop (via Twitte0 <notify@twitter corn> 

Tuesday, June 10, 2014 9:55 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Marcia Mount Shoop (@mmountshoop) mentioned you on Twitter[ 

Jay Smith, 

:,{2:!rll:~iilltshc>:l; (~2,%~s nitffZ ! agree re big time spoils Disagree 
with approach of Jay, Ma~ et al. UnetNcal, v~olates pdvacy, ignores 

@di rt.......ro,&~?r @j~/ysmitbt/] ] i agree 
that prk’acy and agency are 
important, what is your approach 
to addressing the problems? 



ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE SUMMIT 
OCTOBER 17-18, 2014 

ABSTRACT SUBMISION - RESEARCH SESSION 
Submit to: steve winq@unc.edu 

North Carolina Environmental Justice Network 
http://www ncein org/ 

Presenting Author Contact Information 

Organization 

Street Address 
Street Address2 

Cit~ 
Telephone 

Audio-visual needs: 

State                          Zip Code 
E-Mail 

LCD projector will be available You may use a flash drive or your laptop 

Presentation Title, Authors, Affiliations, and Abstract 
Title 

Authors 
Affiliations 

Abstract 
(250 words) 



CALL FOR RESEARCH PRESENTATIONS ON ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE 

NC ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE SUMMIT OCTOBER 17-18, 2014 

Sponsored by the North Carolina Environmental Justice Network - http://www nce]n or~ 

North Carolina’s 16~ Annual Community-Based Environmental Justice Summit will be held 
October 17-18, 2014 at the Historic Franklinton Center at Bricks, Edgecombe County, 
NC Community members, government officials, environmentalists, students and researchers 
will participate The Summit seeks to raise public awareness about environmental justice; 
connect communities in need with technical resources; support and encourage community-driven 
research; help communities and policy makers address problems of environmental injustice; and 
bring about positive changes in public health and the environment by promoting social and 
environmental justice 

This announcement is a call for research presentations on environmental justice We invite 
submissions that address environmental justice topics from any disciplinary perspective, 
including environmental sciences, social sciences, humanities, law, journalism, public health and 
medicine Furthermore, we encourage submissions related to statutes or laws that can be used to 
advance environmental justice Although most Summit participants are from NC, we welcome 
any submissions that have relevance to environmental injustices Researchers who have 
conducted community-driven or community-based research are encouraged to present in 
collaboration with members of communi~" groups Research presentations (approximately 15 
minutes in length) will be given at a plenary session on Friday afternoon, October 17 

Please submit a title, author(s) and abstract (250 words or less) of your research by Thursday, 
September 4, 2014 to: 

Steve Wing 
Department of Epidemiology, CB#7435 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7435 

919-966-7416 
steve wh~g,Ca)unc edu 

Abstracts may be submitted by mail or e-mail using the attached form E-mail submissions 
should have a subject line indicating "EJ Summit Abstract" Abstracts will be reviewed by the 
Environmental Justice Summit Coordinating Committee Notification of acceptance for 
presentation will be sent by September 12, 2014 

Authors will be expected to submit a final vet:siott qf the abstract follow#tg the Summit for 
inclusion in conference proceeding~. 

As a coalition of community-based organizations, the NC EJ Network is not able to provide 
travel funds to academics, researchers, and government officials Community scholarships will 
be available by application 

Please forward this announcement as appropriate 



History 390.004 Kama Sutra: Love, Sex and Politics in Early India 

MWF 1100-1150 
Hamilton Hall 452 

Dr Emma Flatt, 
Hamikon 474 
eflatt@email unc edu 
Office Hours: Monday 12-2pm 

In this course we will examine one of the most (in)famous Indian texts: The Kama 5’*~tra 
Mthough widely assumed in the West to be nothing more than a catalogue of highly 
acrobatic sexual posifions, this 4 Century text is actually a sophisficated guide for the 
courtly ’man about town’ to the intricacies of ancient Indian social relationships and the 
art of living well Through a detailed study of this text and its key concerns - finding a 
partner, maintaining power in a marriage, committing adultery, living as or with a 
courtesan, using drugs and of course, the positions in sexual intercourse, this course 

will open a window onto the social, political and cultural histo~T of early India, in which 
kama, or desire, was one of the four goals of human life We will supplement our reading 
of this text discussing other primary sources from the period inscriptions, Sanskrit 
dramas, perfmne recipes, legal and medical textbooks, art and architecture 

In this course, you will write a research paper on some aspect ofl~ama in India You will 
choose the specific topic and conduct primary and secondary research The paper should 
be I 0-12 pages long, including notes and bibliography Because researching, writing, and 
editing a paper of this length requires time, the course includes steps along the way to 
help you start in a timely t~ashion, and each of these steps contributes towards your final 
grade 



Required Book 
There are many weird and wonderful translations of the Kama Sntra, including several 
illustrated and pop-up versions We will be using the fbllowing scholarly version, which 

all students should acquire: 
Vgtsygyana, Wendy Doniger, and Sudhir Kakar Kamasutra. a new, conqdete English 

tran.slation of the San.skrit text Oxfbrd: Oxford University Press, 2009 
NB Do not buy the abridged, miniature hardback version of this translation by mistake! 

Assignments: 
1) one short essay (3-5 pp, 20% oftntal grade) in response to the tbllowing prompt: 

¯ How and why has the Kama Sutra gained its reputation as "the world’s most- 
famous sex-manual"? 

The final version of this essay is due February 10th Please submit it in class I am 
available for consultation especially the week of27t~ January in office hours or by 
appointment on the sign-up section of Sakai 

2) one longer research paper of 20-25 pp (60%), on a topic connected with one of the 
seven books of the Kama Sutra to be worked out in consultation with the instructor (a list 
of sample paper topics will be provided along with a list of some recommended books, 
but each student needs to furmulate a specific question) 

a) Preparation Work for the Final Essay (30%) 

Academic writing is not something that just happens, rather it is something that 
takes time, preparation, meaningful research, and thoughtful use of sources In 
order to best develop your academic writing skills, the preparation aspects of your 
final essay will be graded in lieu of a midterm exam Please read carefully what 
each of the 4 Preparation Steps will be and what is expected of you: 

i Development of Question & Discussion Meeting 5% 

In order to wrke an academic essay, which necessarily must have an argument, 
you need a question In this first aspect of preparation, you will be required to 
submit a one-page summary, stating your question, how you came to that 
question, and what you might do in order to answer it You will meet with me to 

discuss your question, and we will determine the feasibility of it, how to go about 
beginning the external research, and what works from our course will be useful 

This ~vill be due/~ake place during the ~veek of February 3-7th. 

ii Preliminary Bibliography, Retooled question & Preliminary Thesis5% 

Step 2 of academic writing is research, preparing a bibliography, and rethinking 
your question in light of your research It is also the beginning of the process 
where you think about answering your question; that is, you develop a 
preliminary thesis statement or argument Students will submit a bibliography as 



well as a one-page write-up about his/her reformulated question and a draft of a 
thesis statement This will be due on February 24th. 

iii Annotated Bibliography and Thesis Statement 10% 

The research phase of writing is to provide an annotated bibliography, which 
consists of each citation having a well-developed summary thereof, as well as a 
paragraph (or two) about how you intend to use the work in your essay This 
se~w-es as an excellent means by which to organize your thoughts on a topic 
alongside the thoughts of scholars and authors Students will submit an annotated 
bibliography that lists every source he/she intends to use, as well as an updated 
(and as close to final as possible) thesis statement This will be due on March 
24th. 

iv Peer review of first draft 10% 

Working in pairs, each student will exchange copies of their first draft for peer 
editing The draft must be emailed to your colleague by 5pro on 7th April. Each 
student editor will make comments on the paper and rate the paper with a peer 
review form On Friday 11~’ April, each pair will meet, read and discuss the peer 

review forms and ways o improving each other’s papers Each author will then 
revise his or her paper, taking the peer editing into consideration The completed 
peer review form must be submitted to the professor along with the final 
draft. 

b) Final Exam: The Finished Essay (30%) 

Your final exam will be the finished product of your individualized research, a well- 

written 20-25 page essay that more fully explores an issue we have discussed over the 
course of the semester The point here is that in any course, students will develop their 
own set of questions and interests, and this essay shall se~we as a means by which to 
explore those in a constructive, purposeful way Students will turn in the finished 10-12 
page essay on Tuesday May 6t~’ at 12pro 

C~ading standards for all the above writing assignments are as follows: 

A Excellent; good description, good analysis, and shows original interpretation 

B Good; good description, or good analysis 

C Adequate in the sense of doing minimal compliance with the assignment 

D Poor; did not complete the assignment adequately but shows some effort 

F Failing; did not complete the assignment 



A more detailed rubric for evaluation of the different stages of the essay will be posted on 
Sakai 

3) Reading journals (20%) This assignment encourages you to keep up with the reading, 
enlivens class discussions (since most students will have actually read the assignment), 
and oilers a forum to record your personal responses to the readings, in this way 
personalizing the course and, at the same time, sharpening your skills in thinking 
critically and writing fluidly Here are the details: 

¯ Format: Journal entries should be approximately 150 words Journal entries 
should be submitted on the forums of our Sakai site under the appropriate date 
and title 

¯ Due dates: Most of the journal entries are about a particular reading, and they are 
due 16 honrs before the start of class on the day that the reading is assigned (ie 
by 7pm the night before class) These cannot be submitted after the due date; late 
entries will be deleted There is no way to make up for lost work in this project 
You can only turn in one journal entry per class 

¯ Journal enttaj 22 relates to a film You can chose whether to watch Girish 
Karnad’s Utsav or Mira Nair’s Ktmla 5’*~tra, or both Two film screenings have 
been arranged as follows: Kama S~tt’a on Monday 27t~ January at 5pm and 
on Wednesday 2’~a April at 5pm The journal entry is due in week 16 

¯ We will be having a guest lecture by Professor James McHugh, author of 
Sa~tdalwood a~td (Tart’h)tt: Smell m itld~a~t Religio~l a~td (7~lll~t’e during the course 
I will announce the details in class and on Sakai You may also write a jomnal 
entry on Professor McHugh’s talk (journal entry 23) This journal entry will be 
due by the next class following his talk 

¯ Content: Each journal entry should (I) quote or summarize one passage in one 
assigned text for that one day (or the lecture/exhibit/performance), and (2) 
connect it to some other concept or topic relating to the course (for example, an 
item in the news, something you have studied in another course, or a concept or 
theot2¢ to which the text can be related) Each entry should engage the ideas 
expressed in the text in some direct and thoughtful way The journal entry should 
not be about you ("I like/don’t like this"), but should be a demonstration of you 
making connections between the readings (or lectures/fihns) and some other 
phenomenon 

¯ Grading: These entries will be graded as either acceptable or unacceptable If you 
do not follow these instructions, there will be no credit given for the journal, and 
it will be deleted from the forum I do not grade the journals for thesis or 
grammar, as I do other written work You control how well you do on this journal 
assignment, since your grade is determined by how many acceptable journal 
entries you submit (ones with a check, that is) There are a total of 23 possible 
journal emries Here is the grading scale: 

~22 entries 

B 17 entries 



C 13 entries 

D I0 entries 

F 8 or fewer entries 

Format of the Course: 
This course is organized around a mixed format of mini-lectures, discussions, reading 
assignments, group work, writing exercises and research projects Class meetings will 
feature some of these; you will be responsible for the others with guidance from me and 
your classmates Here is some more information on your responsibilities: 

Readings: Students should come to class having done the assigned reading and 
assimilated it well enough to discuss it Please bring the text(s) with you to class Our 
discussions will be much more stimulating if students have substantive ideas, spurred by 
the reading material, to contribute Readings will be mainly drawn fiom the Kama Stttra 
and from additional primary sources (in translation) which will be posted on the class 
Sakai site 

Course policies 
¯ Attendance is compulsory 

¯ More than 3 unexcused absences will result in your final grade being lowered by 
halfa letter grade for each additional class that you miss 

¯ Extensions, excused absences, etc w-ill only be given in cases of documented 
personal/medical emergencies 

¯ Essays that are submitted late will be penalized by halfa letter grade for every date 
that it is late For example an A- that is one day late will be a B+ 

¯ Late journal entries will not be accepted and there is no way to make up for lost 

work in this project 
¯ If you are experiencing any difficulty with your assignments, please speak to me 

immediately, preferably betbre the assignment deadline 

¯ If you need special classroom accommodations, please see me as soon as possible 

¯ Plagiarism is a serious offense in the historical profession, and is 
unacceptable at this university; the provisions of the honor code are 
applicable to this as to other courses, and students will be expected to follow 
them. http://honor.unc.edu/honor/code.html 

Week I Introductions 
Wednesday, 8~’ January: Introductions 

Friday, 10~’ January: South Asia 



¯ Watch: The Story ojIndia Mges oj(iold 
Available online through UNC libraries online streaming 
http://search lib unc edu/search?R UNCb7311655 

Week 2 - Reading the Kama Sntra 
Monday, 13"~ January: The Kama Sutra in popular culture 

¯ Reading: James McConnachie, "lhe Book of Love: ]he ,’;loty of the Kama Slara, 

(Picador, 2009) extracts 

Wednesday, 15t~ January: The Kama Shastra Society 

¯ Reading: Richard Burton, trans, The Kama Sutra qi ~2ttsy~o,ana, (London: The 
Kama Shastra Society, 1883), preface and introduction 

Friday 17xh January: Kama Sutra ove~wiew 

¯ Reading: Daud Ali, "Kgma Sfitra" Encyclopedia qihMia Ed Stanley Wolpert 

Vol 3 Detroit: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 2006 2-3 Gale Virtual Reference 
LibralT Web 3 Jan 2014 (online access via UNC library) 

Week3 The History of Sexuality 
Monday, 20"~ January: no class 

Wednesday, 22~a Janua~T: Repression, 5’cie~tlia Sexttalis and Bio-power 
¯ Reading: Michel Foucault, ]he HisioO’ qf,’;exual#y: I~lume 1: "lhe Will 

L~lowledge, (London: Penguin Books, 1998) extracts 

Journal enttT 1 

Friday 24xh January: The Care of the Self~ 
¯ Reading: Michel Foucauh, ]he His¢otT ~fSexua#/y: I~lume 2: "lhe l~sv ~f 

Plemwre, pp 14-32 

Journal ent~?¢ 2 

Week 4 - Classical India 
Monday, 27~1~ Janua~T: Libra~T Tour 

Wednesday, 29t~ January: The Gupta Ecumene 

¯ Reading: Upinder Singh, A History ojA~tcient a.d E~wly Mediev~d hMia, (Delhi: 
Dorling Kindersley, 2008) pp 473-508 and 536-545 

Friday, 3 I’~ Janua~T: The Religious Milieu 

¯ Reading: Daud Ali, "Hindu World," in Ninian Smart and Fredrick Denny, Atlas oj 

the WorM’,s Relighm,s (Oxford: Oxford Uniersity Press, 2007) 
¯ AL Basham, Or~in,s andDeve/opmeni of Cla,s~caIH#lduism (Delhi: Oxford 

University Press, 1989), pp 51-68 and 98- I I 0 

Week 5 Individual meetings with professor and individual research time. 



This week, 3-7th February, your Research Question is due, and you must meet 
with me about it! 

I will be available for individual appointments during scheduled class time on February 

3rJ, 5~’ and 7t~’ You should use the rest of class time this week to make individual 
progress on your longer research essay 

Monday, 3~d Febmat3~: individual meetings with the professor 

Wednesday, 5~’ February: individual meetings with the professor 

Friday 7’1~ February: individual meetings with the professor 

Week 6 Courts and Courtliness 
Short essay due (please submit in class) on 10tit February. 
Monday, 10~l~ February: Courts and Courtliness - people 

¯ Reading: Daud All, Courtly culture and political life in early medieval India, 

[Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004) pp. 29-60 
Journal ent~?¢ 3 

Wednesday 12"~ February: Courts and Courtliness - protocol 

¯ Reading: All, Courrlyculture, pp. 103-140. 
Journal entt?¢ 4 

Friday 14Th Febmat?~: Kama Shastra 
Reading: Kama Slara pp 3-5 

Week 7 - The Kama Sutra - Book 1 
Monday, 17~1~ February: The Man about Town 

¯ Reading: Kama Stara Book 1: General Observations 

Wednesday, 19TI~ Febmat?z Discussion of primary sources 
¯ Reading: The Allahabad Rock inscription 

Journal entt?¢ 5 

Friday, 21~t February: Discussion of primary sources 

¯ The Quarlel of(’auseries, selections 
Journal entt2¢ 6 

Week 8: The Kama world 
Preliminary bibliography, question and thesis due (please submit in class) on 
24~t~ February. 

Monday, 24"~ February: Pleasure and the senses 

¯ Reading to be confirmed 
Journal entt?¢ 7 



Wednesday, 26t~ February: The material stimulants of intimacy guest lecture 
¯ Reading to be confirmed 

Journal ent~T¢ 8 

Friday 28t~,February: Music guest lecture 

¯ Reading to be confirmed 
Journal ent~T¢ 9 

Week 9 Kama Sutra Book3 
Monday, 3rd March: Courtship 

¯ Reading: KamaS~ttra Book3: Virgins 

Wednesday, 5~1~ March: Discussion of primary sources 

¯ Reading: Pri),adarsika, selections 

Journal enttN 10 

Friday, 7TI~ March: Discussion of prima~3~ sources 
Reading: Kalidasa, Malavika andAgnimilra, selections 
Journal enttN 11 

Week 10 
No classes spring break 

Weekll-KamaSutra Book4 
Monday, 17~1~ March: The Duties and Privileges of the Wife 

¯ Reading: Kama 5’~tira Book 4: Wives 

Wednesday 19~1~ March: Discussion of primary sources 

¯ Reading: I/re L~n~s ojMam~, selections 
¯ Gupta smistone 

Journal enttT¢ 12 

Friday 21 ~ March: Discussion of primary sources 

¯ Reading: Tah~s ojthe Parrot, selections 

Journal enttT¢ 13 

Week 12 Kama Sutra Book5 
Annotated bibliography due [please submit in class} on 24t~ March. 

Monday, 24~1~ March: Other Men’s Wives 

¯ Reading: KamaS~ttra Book 5: Other Men’s Wives 

Wednesday, 26TI~ March: Discussion of primary sources 

¯ Reading: Dandin, What lO),om~mett did, selections 



Journal ent~?¢ 14 

Friday, 28~ March: Discussion of primary sources 

¯ Reading: Arthasastra and Leafs ojMamt, selections 
Journal ent~’y 15 

Week 13: Kama Sutra Book 6 
Monday, 3 I~¢ March: Courtesans 

¯ Reading: Kama 5’utra Book 6: Courtesans 

Wednesday, 2~a April: Discussion of primary sources 

¯ Reading: ]he Little Clto~ C2wt, selections 

Journal entta£ 16 

Friday, 4TI~ April: Discussion of primary sources 
¯ Reading, 1he Kick, selections 

Journal ent~?¢ 17 

Week 14: Kama Sutra Book 7 
You must have completed a first draft of your essay by Monday 7tt~ April and email 
it to your peer reviewer by 5pro. 

Monday, 7t~’ April: Aphrodisiacs and Occult Practices 

¯ Reading: Kama Sutra Book 7: Erotica Esoterica 
Journal enttay 18 

Wednesday, 9~1~ April Discussion of primal3z sources 
¯ Reading: Aphrodisiac Recipes 
¯ Dandin, What lOyoungme~t did, selections 

Journal enha£ 19 

Friday I ]Th April: Pair work on research essay draft 
Bring a copy of your o~vn essay draft, your annotated copy of your colleague’s essay 
and your peer review form for your colleague’s essay with you to class. 

Week 15: Kama Sutra Book 2 
Monday, 14"~ April Sex 
Reading: Kama Slara Book 2: Sex 

Wednesday, 16~1~ April Discussion ofprimal?~ sources 

¯ Reading: Medical literature on procreation 
Journal ent~ay 20 

Friday 18t~’ April: Holiday, no class 



Week 16: Erotic Imagery 
Monday, 21’t April Art and Architecture 

¯ Reading: Michael Meister, "Juncture and Conjunction: Punning and Temple 
Architecture," in Artibus Asiae, Vol 4 I, No 2/3 (1979) pp 226-234 

Journal entt2¢ 21 

Wednesday, 23~ April Kama on Film: 

Class discussion on Mira Nair’s Kama Sntra and Girish Kamad’s Utsav 

Journal ent~?¢ 22 

Friday 25t/’ April individual work on final draft 

Final Exam May 6th 12pm - Research essay due in class today. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Nation Magazine <emails@emails thenation corn> 

Wednesday, June I I, 2014 8:02 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
The Best Award-Winning Books Now 30% Off 

The tollowing paid, sponsored message trom University of California Press was sent to you via The Nation. 

Race, Class, and Revolution 

Explore distinguished and award ~vinning books horn University o~ California Press that vvi[I 

enhance your summer reading list. 

Engaging sto~ies be!stewed by groundb~aki[ig resea[ch otter ciJtica! insight into tbemes 

reiated to iustice, acti,~ism al~d sociai tlansf~rmation and shed light on historicai lessons 

relevanl today. 

Save 30% on these titles when yo~ order by dane 30, Use code 14W4194, 

"An exceptional 
piece of scholarship, 
and a book gleatly 

"Meticulous and 
timely" 



combination of 



This email is a paid ad; not an endorsement or a reflection of editorial policy and it does not in any way 
determine the content of The Nation or TheNation,com, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, June I I, 2014 9:39 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

lec 

The Good, bad, and ugly of the Terror ppt 



































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, June I I, 2014 9:42 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

The Good, bad, and ugly of the Terror ppt 



































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jaysmith@email unc edu 

Wednesday, June I I, 2014 I 1:37 AM 

Lectures at last posted 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

Sorry for the delays 

This fo~-arded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIST310001 S 114" site 
To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: H~ I 0u0 lg I la 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

French Embassy in the US <publications@ambafrance-us org> 

Wednesday, June I l, 2014 12:06 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

News From France 1405 

This email was sent to jaysmith@emaii.unc.edu by publications@ambaflance-us.orq 
Uudate Profile/Email Address Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe " I Privacy Policy. 

French Embassy in the US I 4101 Reservoir Road, N.W. I Washington I DC I 20007 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <info@b,vitter corn> 

Wednesday, June I I, 2014 7:15 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

McCants says he took sham classes at UNC 

Jay Smith, 

Rand Getl[n (7 =,’ I..Gdl ’ 
I:L:HC’s Rashad McCants: Says he rarely went to class, 
tutors wrote his papers, & Roy ~,~lliams knew about sham 

r~lcCants says he took sham classes at UNC 

Here’s the NCAA’s statement on the Keller settlement. EA 
settled with O’Bannon last year for $40 rnillion. 

NCAA reaches settlement in EA video game lawsuit 

An example of do as I say not as I do: Coach’s advice to PJ 
& McCants... personal responsibility & accountability 



Legal analysis: DeSean Jackson takes aim at 
NFLPA in $516K dispute with his former agent 

Because of the flashbacks I get when I see people dancing 

PHOTO: The former players that were present for the Roy 
Wll ares OTL nterv ew p ...^ .......... , g . 



There is no disgrace in being a survivor of sexual violence - 
the shame is on the aggressor -Angelina Jolie @~,l(~....s zc 

Don’t miss out. Stay up to date on what’s happening. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE I CQ Press <Announcements@news sagepub corn> 

Wednesday, June I I, 2014 7:53 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

You have access to valuable political data Use it today[ 

Make the most of your access to the CQ Press databases... 

Let our broad, authoritative collections help with your research! 

Dear Colleague, 

We wanted to make you aware that your institution subscribes to powedul tools that will help 
both you and your students ma ke the most of your research. The CQ Press Library is your 
por[al into a world of authoritative, award-winning resources in American government, politics, 
histo~% public policy, and current affairs that meet the research needs of the most demanding 
students and scholars. 

Star[ accessing the CQ Press Library now! Click on the banner below to explore the wealth 
of content that is available to you: 

VOTN  AF)D EioECI][  ]S a.d E ections 

states with great historical depth 

Key features: 

¯ High quality: all content is produced and vetted by scholars, seasoned journalists, and 
CQ Press editors 

¯ Valuable tools: suppor[ the entire research process~from identifying a topic, to 
researching a variety of sources, to developing a bibliography for further research 

¯ Combination of full-text and analytical database resources: offering an array of 
data and documents--nineteen different content types in all 

¯ Unbiased treatment of controversial issues: CQ Press content is renowned for 
being trustworthy and balanced 

Star[ accessing the CQ Press Library collections to explore the wealth of content already 
available to you! Don’t forget to remind you r students that this valuable content is also 
available to them, as well. 

Sincerely, 
SAGE/CQ Press LibrapJ Marketing 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@liveuncedu> 

Wednesday,              8:22 PM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

hi 

Hi Pror Smilh, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH University Libra~T<circadmin@aflonlibuncedu> 

Thursday, June 12, 2014 5:03 AM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

LibratTNotice 

Walter R Davis Libr~uy 
CB#3916,Circula/ion D¢pamn¢nl 
Univcrsily oVNorlh Carolina 
Chapel Hill. NC 27514-8890 

06-12-14 05:02AM 

AUTHOR: Smiflt, Earl,        AUTHOR: 
Race, sport and the American dream Racism in college atlfleflcs 
CALL NO: GV706 32 $65 2009 CALL NO: GVT06 32 R33 2013 
BARCODE: 00033648508 BARCODE: 00045568795 
Din’is Libmt5 DUE: 06-15-14 Davis Libr~uy DUE: 06-15-14 

AUTHOR: Abdel-Sheldd, Gmnal, 
Out oV leVI field : social incqtk’lli 
CALL NO: GV706 32 A23 2011 

BARCODE: 00045606557 

Davis Libmt) DUE: 06-15-14 

JAY M SMITH 
HISTORY 
CB# 3195 564 HAMILTON HALL 



Se.t: 
To: 
Subject: 

Rackham Graduate School <rackham alums umich edu@mail312 us2 mcsv net> 
Thursday, June 12, 2014 I1:58 AM 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Discover Rackham in the Summer 

Discover Rackham 
Summer 2014 

some of the ways in which Rackham, through programs, students, and alumni, are 

content, and look forward to your input, particularly in the fell Us section! All of this 

Dean Weiss presented details showing Rackham as a 

national leader in doctoral education, read iTlere 

"I’m closer to my faculty 

mentor thar~ I am to my 

Nany alums share fond 

memories of the role their 

faculty adviso~ played in 

tileir graduate education, 



The ProQuest Distinguished Dissertation Awards, for the 10 

best dissertations from 2013, were awarded recently, r~ad 

we asked alums what their 

favorite memory of grad 

school was. You told us: 

"Watching Wanda Capps 

usiRg a ruler to raeasure 

the margins in nqy 

than the defense," 

Pi’~, D., 

memories ofmy time at 

Rackham: 

educaBon, Bridget isn’t 

Reflecting on 40 years out 

of grad schooi, and 

lea[ning how to play 

I. laLe nights at the 

lab. 

2. Late nights at the 

Library. 

3, Late nghts at the 

Pretzel Bell," 



tteiping Homeless Youth 

of Color, a Ph.D, 

Candidate in Education 

and Educational Policy. 

Facebook 

rea! difference in the lives 

of our students, Please 

make ~,.q.itt online 

today. 



Copyright © 2014 Rackham Graduate School, All rights reserved. 

We ser~d this newsletter to alumni, do~!ors, a~!d friends of the Eackham Graduate School, 

Ann Arbor, NI 48109 

Add us to your address book 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cambridge University Press <academicgroup@cambridge org> 

Thursday, June 12, 2014 I:00 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

40% discount code: We’re updating our database 

Click here for an online version 

Receive a 40% discount code when you opt in 

Cambridge publ shes over 1,50(3 new academic and profess onal books every 
yea[" across a wide [ange of acaderllic subjects. 

you a 40% off code to use on your next online purchase* 

You wiil continue to receive bespoke emafls ia your favourite subject areas as 
well as exclusive offers, news and the latest blog aiticles Don’t miss out, opt in 

Read All About It: The History of International News 
Contracts not copyright That is a key lesson from the history of the international distribution of news To 

protect the value of t~ews reports it~ the absence 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, 2:08 PM 

Matay Willingham < @gmail corn> 

Re: weekly radio show on WCHL 

Thank you I wanted to say it too This was nice 
On         2:03 PM, Ma~’y Willingham wrote: 

and btw 

On 

Think I should? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:weekly radio show on WCHL 

Date:Thu,            13:04:32 -0400 
From:Tuggle, Charlie ~ c~e~!~il u~c~;~2 

To:Smith, Jay M iavs~dlh¢c,’~eu~ail m~cedu> 

hi Jay.... I host a weekly sports radio show on WCHL - Sports Focus. AS we did for this 
weekend’s show, nex[ week I plan to focus on the              allegations. Would you be 
willing to be my guest nex[ week? We’d record either Thursday afternoon or Friday morning. 
We record in the third floor studio in Carroll Hall, but if you’re not in town we can connect with 
you by phone or Skype. 
Thanks, 
Charlie Tuggle 

Dr. C. A Tuggle 
Reese Felts Distinguished Prolessor and Head, Broadcast and Electronic Journalism 
Specialization, MA Program Di[e~or 
UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adele Stan <addie@prosepct.org> 
Thursday, June 12, 2014 6:25 PM 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Today at the Prospect: 4 Facts Missed by Ignoramus Dave Brat I Everybody Hates 
Eric I Moral Mondays Rock On 

Today at. the Prospect 

F~et/~ b’~’~/~wartz,~pf~/wor; the June ${duey A~ard from the Sidney Ilf]l nat; Foundation for 

her ]~r~p~cZ cx,~os0 on )rison ’_~ bor. ’[’~c Gr(:a[ American Chitin (],Jn~, We re :~o proud 

of her[ 

I eader 1Zric Cantor ~r~ his congressional pri~r~ar’),, chairs an econo t~fcs depar’t t~er~ 

~’ay~y Yeomg~t~ brings us up to date on the ever-more-creative Moral Monday protests 

North Caroiina, where ~c~fcssiv<s ~<£~cKJ]~a~:r~stcd, occupying build:.n~s ~,nd 

~cncrally raisinz ~ ruckus. 

AlSO at 2~/~c A±~icw;~ J~ro,~pd!c/website... 



approach re discpline seeks to keep kidsin sdlool and, Jlti~,mtei:,,. o£ ofprson. 

high school the n~mbcc o£ sc~iou~ h~cidcnts of m£sbch~ vior plummeted 60 

isercent after the start of "rcstor~,tivc justice" pro£r~m. 

Why Did Bowe Bergdahl Walk Away? by Adi@bi, v Haw 

"iho forpacr prisoner of v,a~ may b<, no hero, bu his v4 iking :_nto the nigh’ ampd ~ith 

only a knife ~aises questions about his state of mind, 

~}ack to the [,mad, by PaM Wa/clm,’m 

~r! a ne~,", study, a su~pNsin£~ nun~ber of conservatives say they’d like to live 

ar’e8. So ~hat’s stopp:.n£ them? 

Why The California Tenure Decision Is Wron,g and Will Hta’t Disadvantaged 

S{udent.s, by ,ffcott Lc~Ki~zx 

The rc~ sonin£ behind ~’ud~c l£olf Treu’s decision is based on the faulty assumption Lhat if 

you t~eat everyone equallF, then eve yone ~s equlal, 

Is ~"~’he Rault i~ O!m 8ta~:’s’ C~’eato* John Gree~ 

Phi!osopher? by C]~rc Ma]o~c az~d Amchb 72~om.s-on 



Like 2]~<~ A~orfcan ]°ros~acc{[ Watlt [o make sm~e we can keeo sendin<vou 

Please cor~sidct" making a donation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <info@twitter corn> 

Friday, June 13, 2014 12:01 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@emafl uric edu> 

Jay Smith, you have new followers on Twitter! 

Jay Smith, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <info@b,vitter corn> 

Friday, June 13, 2014 8:26 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

Jay Smith, experience #WorldCup on Twitter 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, June 13, 2014 9:40 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

lecture 

Thennidor and the Directo~’y 2014 ppt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chapman & HaI1/CRC <e-promotions@taylorandffancis corn> 

Friday, June 13, 2014 10:06 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Meet Our Featured Author Joseph M Hilbe and Save on His Recent Books 

Explore Our Groundbreaking Web Community 

Access the latest news on your favorite CRC P ess author s research, confe once attendance, 

contact information, and more. Over 600 esteemed authors have already published profiles on 

.-eatu~.~9.t=~9_~, a unique web portal created exclusively for CRC Press authors to connect 

directly with you. Browse through the profiles, news, and events on Fo~tur¢,ri t:,uth,r~r:~ today. 

Meet Preeminent Statistics Author Joseph M. Hilbe 

Emeritus professor at the University of Hawaii 

Adjunct professor of statistics at Arizona State University 

Solar System Ambassador at NASA/Jet Propulsion Laborato~/ 

Instructor of 5 courses with Statistics corn 

Save Big on Professor Hilbe’s Books 



To apply your discount, enter ~Z.~I1) in your shopping cart, 

or call 800-272-7737 or +44 {0) 1235 400 524. 

Thank you for being part of the CRC Press community! 

These exclusive discounts are only available in our email and print promotions. 

Take full advantage of your insider savings and compl[menta~/shipping when you buy directly from 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Friday,             10:52 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Paper on Edmund Burke 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail corn> 

Friday,             I I:00 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Final Project 

Hist ~inal docx 

A~ached;thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

,@live unc edu> 

Friday,             I I:00 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

Final Project 

The Hero of Two Worlds docx; ATT00001 txt 

Professor Smith, 
Hcrc is my pap¢r 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Friday,             I1:01 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Hist    Final Paper 

Hist FinalPaper docx 

Prof Smith, 

Attached is my final paper, 

Thanks, 

UNC Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Friday,             I1:01 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Paper Project 

Paper Project                     docx 

Here is my Paper Project 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 
Friday,            2:15 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
paper 

paper on docx 

Hi Prof Slrdth, 

I’ve slipped in? paper under your office door In case you need a soft cop3", I atlach one heie 

See you on Monday [ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Friday,            3:28 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Hist Final Project 

Hist Saint-Just Paper docx 

Hi Prof. Smith, 

Here’s my final project; wrote my paper on Saint-Just’s November 13, 1792 speech, super interesting/fun! 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~bellsouth net> 
Friday, June 13, 2014 5:23 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: [thearg] on 

> l agree that the sequence teall) doesfft make seitse But if        passed ool) 6 hours in tbe fall, Dick, would that h~-e triggered 
some sorl of review? Or even probation? 1 forgcl Ih¢ ntlcs ljusl wonder if maybe h¢ didn’l gel some favorable tmatmcnl from 
somewbe~e and now temenNers it as a Roy inte~’enfion (He seen~ to have paid very little attention to Ns acadenfic ithter~" an3~v~’- 
-to me it’s total3 believable that it would ~ve been Roy tellhtg Nm that be’d n~mged to get Nnmelf in ~ouble ) 

> I see the           coupe line-up not as an eligibility -sa~¢r (he had no need for ¢ligibilily after Ih¢ sp~ng) bul as a reward from 
Debby Crowder; IW bunch is t~t sbe warned to lewat~ aH those grays for stickh~g with fl~e program t~ough tbe Dohet~ mess 
> On       8:1 I AM. Cmm¢L Richard 
>> Them is a vc~ puzzling as~cl of Ihis slo~ Why was lifts done for          ? The lime Io do special Ihings for cligibildy 
would b¢ summer and fall For some reason,        was almad3 eligible Io play in Ihc spring and was probably going to lure pm al 

>> Tbe question I would have is did it t&e speci~ effo~s to keep ~n eligible to ha in schaol in the spring? fm writing from hame. 
bit[ as I recall back [llell all a sludenl needed to be able to ~llt~l for Iho lloxl Icnn afler his odd sel~losler, presumably Ihe ~11 for 

was to have passed ~fine haut~ with GPA for the inm~ediate past term Tbete was also the ~ssibilig" of getting a one- 

>> I repeat, why do what was done for in tha spm~g? And was anylhing special done for him before tha spm~g term began? 

>> Dick 

>> Richard Cromer. PhD 

>> Academic AdvisoL CoHege of A~s m~d Sciences, 

>> From: Smilh, Jay M 
>> Se~R: Friday, 11:43 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH University Library <circadmin@afton lib unc edu> 

Saturday, June 14, 2014 5:21 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

LibratT Notice 

Walter R Davis Librmy 
CB#3916,Circula/ion D¢pamn¢nl 
Univcrsily of Norlh Carolina 
Chapel Hill. NC 27514-8890 

06-14-14 05:2 IAM 

AUTHOR: Snfifl~, Roimld A 
PW for plW : a lfistot5 of big-tun 
CALL NO: GV347 $65 201 I 
BARCODE: 00038110132 
Din’is Libmt~ DUE: 06-17-14 

JAY M SMITH 
HISTORY 
CB# 3195 564 HAMILTON HALL 

29:1 I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH University Library <circadmin@afton lib unc edu> 

Saturday, June 14, 2014 5:21 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

LibratT Notice 

Walter R Davis Libra" 
CB#3916,Circula/ion D¢pamn¢nl 
Univcrsily of Norlh Carolina 
Chapel Hill. NC 27514-8890 

06-14-14 05:20AM 

AUTHOR: Zhnbalist, Andrew S    AUTHOR: Dowling, William 
Ul~paid professiotmls : commercialis Cmffessimts of a spoilsport : 
CALL NO: GV351 Z56 1999 CALL NO: GV351 D68 2007 
BARCODE: 00009630321 BARCODE: 00029220584 
Davis Libmt5 DUE: 06-17-14 Davis Libra" DUE: 06-17-14 

AUTHOR: Spel~oer. Murray A     AUTHOR: Yost, Mark 
Bccr and circus : how big-time call Varsily green : a bchind Ihc sccncs 
CALL NO: GV351 $63 2000 c3 CALL NO: GV351 Y67 2010 
BARCODE: 00025729542 BARCODE: 00035914494 
Davis Libmt5 DUE: 06-17-14 Davis Libra" DUE: 06-17-14 

JAY M SMITH 
HISTORY 
CB# 3195 564 HAMILTON HALL 

29:10 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 
Saturday, June         10:59 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
powerpoints 

Could you post the last powerpoint from Friday? I don’t see it on sakai. 

Thanks, 



Dear Huskie Alumnus and Supporter: 

As you may be aware, we are currently in the evaluation process of our athletic facilities. We 
have recently hired AECOM Sport + Venue, a nationally-recognized sports architectural firm, to 
assist in the facilities master planning process. Because of your support of Northern Illinois 
University and our athletic programs, we would like your input regarding potential improvements 
in order to better understand your needs and desires for the future of our facilities, specifically, at 
this time Huskie Stadium. 

The Department of Intercollegiate Athletics and AECOM have prepared a survey in order to 
obtain your thoughts regarding potential new seating opportunities and other amenities that could 
be provided at Huskie Stadium in the near future. Your feedback will help us navigate through 
this process and determine what our fans feel will enhance their gameday experience. Topics to 
be addressed in the survey include your relationship with the university, your past attendance at 
Huskie games, and your interest in various premium options at different price points. 

Your time and opinions are greatly appreciated as we continue to move NIU Athletics and our 
football program forward. Thank you for your continued support, and your interest in helping us to 
plan for the future of Huskie Stadium. 

To begin the survey, please click on the link below or paste the URL to your browser. 

Thanks again for your time, and GO HUSKIES! 

Sean T. Frazier 
Associate Vice President/Director of Athletics 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Silvia Tomaskova             @mindsptlng corn> 
Monday, June 16, 2014 6:27 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 
Fwd: FERPA Reminder 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Derickson, Christopher P" <c~Jerickson@canc edu> 
Subject: FERPA Reminder 
Date: June 16, 2014 6:14:57 PM EDT 
To: "Tomaskova, Silvia" <[{Z~)_g~2RE~g,~2.> 

June 16, 2014 

VIA ELECTRONIC AND CAMPUS MAIL 
Prof Sylvia Tomaskova 
Associate Professor 
Women’s and Gender Studies 
CAMPUS BOX 3283 
tomas@unc~du 

Dear Pro£ Sylvia Tomaskova: 

As the University’s Registrar, it is my responsibility to assure that student record 
information is accessed consistent with applicable law and University policy 

On June 12, 2014, I conducted an audit of the ConnectCarolina System, and I learned that 
you recently accessed the education record ofa fom~er Carolina student-athlete As you know, the 
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act ("FERPA") and University policy provide that student 
records may be accessed only by University faculty and staff members who have a legitimate 
educational interest in the information, meaning the faculty or staff member needs the information 
in order to perform their job responsibilities Given that the record you accessed pertains to a 
student who no longer attends the University, it would certainly appear that you did not have a 
legitimate educational interest in this file If you believe otherwise, please feel free to share any 
information that would support your belief that your access was consistent with FERPA and with 
University policy 

All University students, including those who no longer attend the University, are entitled to 
have their academic information treated appropriately and with due regard for their privacy I 
write to remind you of your obligation to access only those records in ConnectCarolina that you 
need in order to perform your University-related responsibilities 

Additional information regarding the University’s FERPA policy is available online 
at h~p://policv sites unc e&dfiles~2013/05~FERPA pdf If you have any questions regarding this 
policy or the University’s responsibility to protect student education records, please do not hesitate 
to contact me 



Ve12¢ truly yours, 

Chlistopher Derickson 
Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

cc: Joanne Hershfield 



noon at 411 is 

I can appreciate Ihat See y~m then 

BL 

BL 

<Mail Attachm~nt.ip~g> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Weiler @gmail com> 

Monday, 9:15 PM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu> 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Silvia Tom 

~mindspting corn>; Willingham MatT @gmail corn>; Margolis, 
Lewis <lewmargolis@unc edu>; Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J 
<collored@email unc edu> 

Re: ferpa 

I haven’t either 

On Mon,             at 9:12 PM, Brooks, Edwin W <e~,brooks@.li,,c urt<~ edn> wrote: 
No request here I agreethatitsmells 

Roy on TV tonight called evev2cthing that has been going on for the past three years ’distractions’ He 
probably was prompted 

Willis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto:1~.h~li~maik!~AL~2.c2d~] 
Sent: Monday,              8:l0 PM 
To: Silvia Total I kov ; Willingham Mary; Jonathan Weiler; Margolis, Lewis; Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf; 
Brooks, Edwin W 
Subject: Re: fmpa 

Silvia--not yet I haven’t But who knows where they are in this "audit"? 
When                 said "show your transcripts" on national TV, I suspect Defickson and company 
suddenly got vet2¢ ne~wous -Jay On 8:06 PM, Silvia Tom I Ikovl I wrote: 

> Dear friends, 
> 

> Did any of you receive an e-mail from one Mr Dickerson, reminding you of FERPA rules at UNC, since an 
audit of Connect Carolina showed that you may have accessed a record of a student athlete? Or was I singled 
out for special treatment? 

>S 

> Silvia Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Churchill Archive <churchillarchive@pcgplus corn> 

Tuesday, June 17, 2014 10:05 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Churchill Archive: First World War 

As the world commemorates the 100th anniversary of the outbreak of WWI in July, the Churchill 
Archive marks the centenary with a new ’virtual’ exhibition on Churchill’s own First World War. Read 
on to discover more about his involvement with the disastrous Dardanelles Campaign, along with 
some recent praise from researchers for the Archive and how you can get full access. 

Explore Churchill’s First World War 
No Subscription Required 

Our latest virtual exhibition looks beyond the vital role Churchill played in the Second World War to 
the lesse~known part he played in WWI. 

We’ve handpicked documents from the Amhive that shed light on Churchill’s experience of VWVI, 
selecting highlights from his personal papers that illustrate his particularly personal approach to 
danger, politics and his relationships with his wife, his men and his country. 

Browse Churchill’s First World War 

The Dardanelles Campaiqn 

A range of documents in the exhibition highlight Churchill’s involvement as First Lord of the 
Admi~al[~ with the disastrous 1915 Dardanelles campaign. 

Read the original document: In the face of the forces in the Dardanelles encountering heavy 
shelling, Churchill wrote to his brother Jack: 

"Tile vital thing is not to break off because of losses but to persevere. This is the hour in tile World’s 
history for a fine feat of arms and tile results of victory will amply justify the pdce." 

Read the oriqinal document: A letter from Captain Neston Diggle left Churchill in no doubt as to the 
immensity of the disaster that eventually cost Churchill his job: 

"Its [sic] more aggravating to be hit so eady in the proceedings, but I should be thankful to have got 
off alive, which is more than 50% of my party did! I was in charge of the first landing at Fott-Sedd-el- 
Bahr and took in 750 of tile Dublin fusiliefs: they started on us with shell and shrapnell [sic] at 3000 
to 4000 yards ... about 70 or so were hit before landing." 

Visit the exhibition for a deeper look at Churchill’s involvement with VWVI. 

News: More Praise for the Churchill Archive 



"One day all archives will be like this!" Nick Lloyd, Senior Lecturer in Defence Studies, King’s 
College London, UK 

"A wonderful resource for historians, researchers and students alike ... Anyone studying or wdting 
about Imperialism, the First and Second World Wars, the Monarchy or the Cold War, to name but a 
few of the many major issues that concerned Churchill, will discover a rich trove of material to 
sustain them." Kevin Ruane, P~ofessor of Modern History, Canterbury Christ Church University, 
UK 

Access the Archive 

Access to the Churchill Archive is available to institutions via subscription or purchase. 
Please contact us for more information or to set up your institution’s free 60-day trial. Siqn up for 
yours today! 

Be~Wishes, 

The Churchill Archive Team 
churchillarchive@pcgplus.com 
w~w.ch u rchillarchive.co m 

The Churchill Archive (.www.churchillarchive.com) is a vast initiative to digitize the personal a~chive 
of Winston S. Churchill. A collection of 800,000 pages of documents f~om 1874 and 1965, the 
archive includes personal letters, government documents, telegrams, speeches, and more. With 
contents that touch every corner of the globe, this invaluable digital resource provides a unique 
window on the nineteenth and twentieth centuries for anyone studying histo~, political science and 
international relations. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cramer, Richard <mrcramer@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, June 17, 2014 10:33 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Betsy 

..... Oliginal Message ..... 

Sent: Tuesda?., Jmie 17, 2014 10:03 AM 
To: Cromer, Richard 
Sul~iect: Re: Bets,," 

Rigbt, but was site doing tlmt saine basic j ob as far back as rite 80s, do you know? 

On 6/17/14. 9:38 AM, Cromer. Richard wrOlC: 
> 1 flfit~k bet title was Graduation Comdhmtor She left some time in fire last decade 
> Dick 

> -----O~iginal Message ..... 



Team NVivo <[nfo@exp!ore qsr[r~temat[onal corn> 
] u~-~sday, June 17 2014 3:28 PM 

Sr!~ith Jay M <jaysmith@er!~ail.unc edu> 

~nvitation: Using NVive to Improve Research 7earn Collaboration 

How can my team deliver projects ahead of schedule? How can we leverage the skills across a 
team productively? How can we work with big data and keep it safe? If these are questions you 
ask yourself, then find out how NVivo can help by joining us for the upcoming complimentary 
NVivo Brown Bag Webinar: Using NVivo to Improve Research Team Collaboration. 

With NVivo you can merge colleagues’ work, as well as track and analyze changes made by each 
team member. You can effor[lessly collaborate and save time - whatever the project size 

Join us on Wednesday, June 25th at I:00PM (ET) for a live webinar that explores how you can 
support your team to collaborate effectively together on a research project 

This session will demonstrate 

¯ organizing and tracking research team members’ work in a project 
¯ comparing and viewing coding across team members 
¯ improving communication and increasing productivity 
¯ working simultaneously on the same project 

Team NVivo 

QSR International (Americas) Inc 
55 Cambridge Street 
Burlington, MA 01803 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dalesio, Eme~7 <EDalesio@ap org> 

Tuesday,            4:19 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

Emery from AP on Julius Nyang’oro 

Hey Prof. Smith, 

Former Prof. Nyang’oro is due in court on Tuesday for a hearing. He’s never entered a plea since his 

indictment on a fraud charge in         . He’s lately been cooperating with and been interviewed by 

Kenneth Wainstein, who UNC-CH and the UNC System hired to fu~her explore the academic/athletics scandal 

that’s now lingered for four years. 

I’d appreciate hearing from you about whether much has changed on campus or in this saga since Nyang’oro 

was last in court _ i.e, Wainstein, Willingham and 

Would you have an opportunity to talk today by 6 p.m. or tomorrow between 9 a.m. and noon? 

Best regards, 

Emery 

Emery P Dalesio 

I he Associalx~d Press 

4800 Six Forks Road, Suite 2$0 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use 
of the designated recipients named above If the reader of this 
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 

dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
prohibited If you have received this communication in error, please 
noti£y The Associated Press immediately by telephone at + 1-212-621-1898 
and delete this email Thank you 
[IP US DISC] 

rusk dccc60c6d2c3 a6438f0cf467d9a4938 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

International Organization of Social Sciences and Behavioral Research 
<info@iossbr corn> 

Tuesday, June 17, 2014 5:12 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

IOSSBR Las Vegas Oct 13-14 San Antonio November 3-4 

Fal~ 2014 Conference~ 

as Vegas, NV October 13 14 

San Antonio November 3 4 

Las Vegas Ocbober 13-14 

About the Ho~el 

We have a discount code with United Airlines (ZMXTg9361 g) and Delta Airlines (NM9CS) thai is 

good for a 5-10% discount on flights into Las Vegas n o’oer to get the discount, entel [he code n 

the section where it asks for meetings and events 

In order to use these codes, just enter the code in under tne header of "meetings and events" 

Best Paper 

for each best paper award Past corporate sponsors *or best paper award~, inciude Cabells, 

Co dwe! Bankei, SSRN, Sent na Pubiish ng, Si!ver Whea[on, Trump Ente[ta n rent, and many 

othe[s. 



Topics considered ~or the conference (and journa s) include but are not limi[ed io 

/\nth-opo!ogy, Archaeology, Communication Srirninal, ,Justice, Economics, Education, Geography, 

Sealti~ Care, History’, Interdisciplinary Studies, Internat onal Relations Linguistics Political Science, 

Psychology, Sociology, ~Vomen’s Studies, and other related stud es 

IOSSBRisnoldng tsFai nternationalCon~erenceatthe 

Drury Paza oil the San Anton o Rive~alk 

VVe have a discount code wth United Airlines (ZMXT993619) 

and Delta Airlines (NMgCS) ti!at s good for a 5-I 0% discouni on fights nto Las Vegas In o[del to 

get the discount, enter [~e code n the section where it asks for meetings and events 

hi orde[ to use these coues, Just enter the code in under t~e header of "meet ngs and events" 

BestPaper 

for each best papel award Past corpoFate sponsors ~or best paper awards inciude Cabells, 

Coldweli Banker, SSRN, Sent na Publsh ng, SIver W~neaton, Trumo Entertainment, and many 

others 

Topics 

! opics considered for the confe,ence (and journals) include but are not limited to 

Anih opology, A[chaeoiogy, Commun cation, Cr ininal, Justice, Economics, Eduoatior, Geograp~’y, 

iealth Care I~ story, nie[uiscipiinary Studies, International Relations Lr guist cs, Poitical Sconce, 

Psychology Sociology Women’s Stu~lies, ai~d o[her ~elated stud es 



IOSSBR conference proceedings are abstract only All competed abstracts should be submitted 

I he IOSSBR conference invites abstracts in anthropology, a,chaeology, communication, cr minal 

justice, economics, education, geography, health care, histoP~, interd sciplinary studies, 

ntemationa Ie a[ons, nguist ca, polit ca! sconce, psychology, soc o ogy, women’s studies, an~ 

oti~er re ated studies Conference seas o Is are organized ~y Lhec disLinct trac,<s: Sociai Scier~ces, 

Behavio,~l Sconces, and Education. Eac~ t’~ck corita r!s preser~tations from the topics sted 

IOSSBR strives to have a fun and collegial learning environment at its conferences Vv’e look 

forward to your participation at our 2014 Fal Con’e’ences in LaS Vegas or San Antonio 

Randall Valentine PhD 

Con’erence Chair 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, June 17, 2014 8:35 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 
[thearg] on 

-- You arc currcnlly subscrib¢d to thcarg as: jaysmilh@cmail unc cdu To unsubsc~ib¢ 

email to leave-34782113-61803888 b835e6061c75aagb2ed73bd5f5ff4e I f a;listser~- m~c edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Barber (via Twitter) <notify@twitter corn> 

Tuesday, June 17, 2014 8:38 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Mat~ Barber (@dixiefriedspott) retweeted one of your Tweets! 

Jay Smith, 

Jay Smith 

(!;p:y~m’~i!h 711 

Some thoughts on ] 
UNC. 

and 

Retweeted by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BRILL <marketing@brill corn> 

Wednesday, June 18, 2014 12:02 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Now available Brlll’s Encyclopaedia of the Neo-Latin World Online 

Now available 
Brfll’s Encyclopaedia of the 

Neo-Latin World Online 

Recommend Brill 
publications to your 
librarian by using ¯ May 2014 

ISBN 978 90 04 27129 6 

Outright Purchase Price 

�590,00 / $765.00 

With its striking range and penetrating depth, Brill’s Encyclopaedia of the 
Neo-Latin World traces the enduring history and broad cultural influence 
of Neo-Latin, the form of Latin that originated in the Italian Renaissance 
and persists to the modern era. Featuring original contributions by a host 
of distinguished international scholars, this 800,000 word two-volume 
work explores every aspect of the civilized world from literature and law 
to philosophy and the sciences. An invaluable resource for both the 
advanced scholar and the graduate student. 

"Brill’s Encyclopedia of the Neo-Latin World is an essential reference 
work for anyone interested in discovering how the Latin language 
continued to be an important medium for intellectual treatises, creative 
writing, and cultural transmission throughout Europe and beyond in the 
centuries since Petrarch. Sixty-six large survey articles offer fresh 
perspectives on a wide range of topics, including conversational Latin, 
women’s education, and Latin law. More than twice as many shorter 
entries focus on diverse subjects such as major writers, Latin literature 
written in various countries, centers of printing and publishing, and the 
pioneering work done by modern scholars in what was then the emerging 
field of Neo-Latin Studies. The encyclopedia continues the Neo-Latin 
tradition of international collaboration, scholarship, and publishing." 
Anne-Marie Lewis, York University, Canada. 

President, Amedcan Association for Neo-Latin Studies 

{2 volsd 
Edited by Philip Ford (t), Jan Bloemendal 

¯ March 2014 
¯ ISBN 978 90 04 26572 1 
¯ Hardback (1350 pp. (2 vols.)) 



¯ List price: EUR 395.- ! US$ 495.- 

¯ Renaissance Society of America, 3 

Philip Ford, Ph.D. (1977), University of Cambridge, was Professor of 
French and Neo-Latin Literature at Clare College. He published five 
monographs, two critical editions, and numerous articles; he was also the 
editor or co-editor of a staggering fourteen collective volumes, including 
the Cambridge French Colloquia series. His last monograph is 77~e 

POeIC~ #1 Rcn~ssa~lce Frsncc (Brill, 2013). From 2006 to 2009, he 
served as President of the International kssociahon 1or Neo-Lad~ 
S[udies. He died on 8 April 2013. 

Jan Bloemendal, Ph.D. (1997) in Classics, Utrecht University studied 
Classics, Dutch literature and theology. He is a Senior Researcher at the 
Huygens Institute of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and 
Sciences, The Hague. He has published on Neo-Latin and Dutch drama, 
classical reception, poetics, emblems, and Erasmus. Recently he edited, 

Eu;ope (Bdll, 2013). 

Charles Fantazzi, Ph.D. (1964) in Comparative Literature, Harvard 
University, is Thomas Harriot Distinguished Professor Emeritus of 
Classics, East Carolina University. He has published several critical 
editions and translations of Juan Luis Vives and is translator and editor 
for the Toronto Collected Works of Erasmus. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Nation Magazine <emails@emails thenation corn> 

Wednesday, June 18, 2014 8:04 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

MAJOR EMBARRAS SMENT 

The following paid, sponsored message from DCC¢ was sent to you via Tile Nation 

1,000,000 Signatures Needed >> 

931,561 people and counting have signed the petition for a 
Constitutional amendment to end Citizens United. 

We are so close to reaching ONE MILLION signatures to overturn 
Citizens United!!! That’ll be a major embarrassment to the Koch 

brothers and a serious setback to their efforts to buy our 
elections. 

We’re just 68,439 signatures short! Will you add your name now? 



SIGN YOUR NAME: 

This emaiI is a paid ad; not an endorsement or a reflection of editorial policy and it does not in any way 
determine the content of The Nation or TheNation.com. 

Privacy Policy I Contact Us I HOW to Advertise I Donate 

The Nation Magazine 
33 Irving Place 

New York, NY 10003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Michael A <M Williams@unc edu> 
Wednesday, June 18, 2014 9: I I AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: mailbox 

Jay, 

send it to you hi’you wmlt 

Mike 

..... O~igilutl Message ..... 
From: Ja) S~mth [~w~ha~:!).~orb:?£~E~it~nL~ehaI 
S¢nl: W¢dn¢sday, Jun¢ 18, 2014 8:28 AM 
To: Williants, Michael A 
Subject: mailbox 

Miclulcl--Could T ask a 1i111¢ fiwor? Would yolt nond looking in lily mailbox Io Ic]l II1¢ wh¢lhcr a 1 ha,,e an overdue I¢~n paper from a 
laggm~l student sitting the~e? (Here ntune is ) 1 don’t need to come into ctunpus toha?, but need to know whether that paper is 
Ihcrc Thanks -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Learner <community@thelearner corn> 

Wednesday, June 18, 2014 4:17 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

e-Learning Clinic, New York, 17 July 2014 

The e-Learning Clinic will begin by exploring the affordances’ of e-learning ecologies, which if recognized and 

harnessed, will prepare learners for success in a world that is increasingly dominated by digital information 

flows Three hands-on sessions will introduce par[icipants to E~h’. "~[, a digital learning and formative 

assessment plat’orm A select number of schools will be able to join a Gates Foundation funded trial of 

Scholar in the Fall 

Scholar transforms the palterns of interaction in learning. Through multi-modal writing, sharing in knowledge 

communities, and peer rewew, Scholar positions learners as knowledge producers working towards 

academic mastery Teachers are suppor[ed to implement the Common Core writing standards in English 

Language ar[s and across other subject areas from grades 4-12 

You may also wish to ~e~= s e[ for the full Learning Conference. Each year, the Learning Conference brings 

together a diverse group of par[icipants from all over the world under[aking innovative work in education. Our 

program development team draws on this diversity to craft a rich and distinctive conference experience, 

including plenary speakers, paper presentations, workshops sessions, exhibits, and social events. 

¯ Introductory Session Contemporary Trends in e-Learning, 9:00-1000 
¯ Interactive Session 1 Writing & Formative Assessment across the Content Areas in Grades 4-12, 1020- 



11 45 (Bring Your Own Laptop) 

¯ Lunch Cafeteria, 11 45 12 35 
¯ Interactive Sessions 2 & 3: Writing and Formative Assessment across the Content Areas in Grades 4 12, 

12 35-14 35 (Bring Your Own Laptop) 

¯ End of Conference Reflections, 14:55 16:30 

I: e)ster 

If you are interested in registering for the full 4 day Learner Conference click 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gurney, Gerald S <ggurney@ou edu> 

Thursday, June 19, 2014 8:57 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Brian Davis 

> O11 Jun 19, 2014, a/7:33 PM, "Jay Snlilh" ~iaysmilh~acmail uric edu> wrote: 

> Gert) --al~> thaugbts about wbether Brian Davis, wha was sunmmrily dismissed at Texas today for what seem to be spurious 
reasons, might now be willing to lalk aboul his UNC ¢xperienc¢s? I’m guessing probably not. but I thought I’d ask (I circle lik¢ a 
xa~lm~e around former UNC emplo) ees ) -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH University Library <circadmin@afton lib unc edu> 

Friday, June 20, 2014 5:02 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Libra~ay Notice 

Walter R Davis Libr~uy 
CB#3916,Circula/ion D¢pamn¢nl 
Univcrsily ol’Norlh Carolina 
Chapel Hill. NC 27514-8890 

06-20-14 05:02AM 

AUTHOR: Abdel-Sheldd, Gmnal, 

CALL NO: GV706 32 A23 2011 

BARCODE: 00045606557 

Davis Libmt) DUE: 06-15-14 

JAY M SMITH 

HISTORY 
CB# 3195 564 HAMILTON HALL 

1:2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael H Hunt <mhhunt@live unc edu> 
Saturday,              5:49 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: [thearg] on 

probably could use some buc!dng up at this point 

fve l~oted rite N&O pieces indicathtg Wail~stein is puslthtg back into tbe 
80s and may l~ot deliver tbe tepo~ until tbe fall (wben tbe fa~fl~ me 
back in town though pcrlulps slill oul Io htnch) Like a Iol or olhcrs, 
fd st~l l~e to see w~t W’s UNC leRer ofinstm~ion sws I cm~’t 
believe tbe BoG Md no questions for lfi~n though to be sum tbe lack of 
muiosiv fits an old, broad ~Rern 

Hope your sunmter is going well and fire book is cmmng to a conclusion -- 

On 08:34 PM, Jay Smilb wmle: 

> -- You are currenlly subsctib¢d Io Ihearg as: mhhunl@live unc edu To 
> unsubscribe 
> click here: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Professor Wolf (via Twitter) <notify@twitter corn> 

Sunday, June 22, 2014 3:32 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

Professor Wolf (@ProfessrWolf) has sent you a direct message on Twitter! 

Jay Smith, 

Professor Wolf 

Great interview on WCHL. RE Tarnished Heels, I 
understand you read PackPride occasionally. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Professor Wolf (via Twitter) <notify@twitter corn> 

Sunday, June 22, 2014 3:33 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

Professor Wolf (@ProfessrWolf) has sent you a direct message on Twitter! 

Jay Smith, 

Professor Wolf 

I’m about 95% certain the author is a contributor to PP. 
The book is nearly identical to the "intelligence dossiers" 
he developed. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Professor Wolf (via Twitter) <notify@twitter corn> 

Sunday, June 22, 2014 3:35 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

Professor Wolf (@ProfessrWolf) has sent you a direct message on Twitter! 

Jay Smith, 

Professor Wolf 

He either authored the book (which I and others suspect) 

or shared his dossiers with the author. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Professor Wolf (via Twitter) <notify@twitter corn> 

Sunday, June 22, 2014 3:37 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

Professor Wolf (@ProfessrWolf’) has sent you a direct message on Twitter! 

Jay Smith, 

Professor Wolf 

He denies any involvement, but I’ve read enough student 

papers in my career that I have a reasonable nose for 

detecting writing styles. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Professor Wolf (via Twitter) <notify@twitter corn> 

Sunday, June 22, 2014 3:37 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

Professor Wolf (@ProfessrWoli) has sent you a direct message on Twitter! 

Jay Smith, 

Professor Wolf 

Keep up the good work. Looking forward to the book next 
spring. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Professor Wolf (via Twitter) <notify@twitter corn> 

Monday, June 23, 2014 3:59 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

Professor Wolf (@ProfessrWoli) has sent you a direct message on Twitter! 

Jay Smith, 

Professor Wolf 

I have a feeling that update won’t be necessary. Enjoy the 
beach! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julia Anne Osman <josman@history.msstate.edu > 

Monday, June 23, 2014 5:45 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: citations for your two articles 

Jay, 

Speaking of how to cite things **. T know that in Rafe’s book, he cited the archives at Vincennes as "Archives de Guerre" 

or "A.G.", but Vincennes seems to like to by "Service Historique de la Defense" or "SHD". Can l use SHD instead of AG? 

know the A.G. messed me up when I was first starting to research, and if you google Archives de Guerre you get some 

archive in Bruxelles. 

What fun things to think about while you’re at the beach! 

Julia 

> > > Jay Smith <iaysmith~email.unc.edu> 6/22/2014 1:07 PM > > > 

Yeah, on the Francia thing: It’s a a journal, but this will be a special issue of theiournal, so I think it’s OK to cite it in this 

form. Hope the final revisions are going well. 

On 6/22/14, 9:52 AM, Julia Anne Osman wrote: 

Thanks, Jay. Now the Chariots of Fire theme is going to be playing through my head alll day. Enjoy your 

beach! Julia 

’ The Nobility, in O~ibrdHandbookojthe Fre~ ch Re ohttion, ed David Andress (Oxford 
University Press, for’hcoming 2014) 
"The Decline and Fall of the French Nobility: An Invisible History?" l,)’tmcia (t’onhcoming, 
2014) 

I’m at the beach. Off for a run .... 

On 6/21/14, 5:18 PM, Julia Anne Osman wrote: 

DearJay, 

I’m trying to clean up my citations in the manuscript, and I’m citing your two ardcles you told 

meaboutwhenyouwerevisiting Mississippi something foraconferenceinGermany("The 

Decline and Fall of the French Nobility: An Invisible History?" maybe?) and one for a volume 

that David Andress is editing. Do you have the citation info for either of those yet? 

Thanks! 

Julia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Creative Leadership <ccl@creativeleadership messages4 corn> 

Tuesday, June 24, 2014 I 1:56 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

CCL Webinar: Turn Management Challenges Intu Leadership Opportunities 

Turn Management ~:hallenges Into Leadership 
Opportunities 

Duration: 1 hour 

Price: $75 

Premium Members Price: 225 

If,fou are a mid-to senior level manager -- a leader of managers -- you lead in what CCL 

calls "the ceptral zone,’ You operate up and down the organizational hierarchy, as well 

as across functions and siJos, To achieve results, you must effectively malsage people and 

processes. 



About the Presenters: 

Stephanie Lischke [s a senior faculty member at CCL, Her role involves 

deliverin8 a variety of CCL’s opet3-~nro[Iment leadership progrBms as 

wei[ as des[gr~ir~g and deiiverir~g custom leadership programs fo~ cl[er~ts 

globally. Stephanie also regularly facilitates feedback and coaching 

sessions for set3ior leaders in client organizations. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Watson, Harry L <hwatson@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, June 24, 2014 12:48 PM 

Hunt, Michael H <MHIqUNT@Iive unc edu>; Smith, Jay M 
<jaysmith@email unc edu>; Madeline Levine      @att net>; John Shelton Reed 
<johnshelton@alum mit edu>; John Powell <john@icp corn> 
RE: Woodall decision 

You all nmy be rigbt: at tbis point we cmt onb wait and see I’m eucouraged by tbe ~act that Waiitstem told rite BOT that be was 
going back Io offenses in tile 1980s--a cover-up artist wouldn’t do that 

Hart) 

Hart3 L Watson 

Aflmtta Disfingmisbed Professor in Soufltern Cultme 
Dcparimenl of Hislo~) 
CB# 3195, Hmrfilton Hall 
Univ¢rsily or North Carolina al Chapel Hill 
ChaNIHill, NC 27599 

telephane: (919) 962-0977 

~ax: (919) 962-1403 

..... Ofigilml Message ..... 

Senl: Tues&ly, June 24. 2014 12:03 PM 
To: Slmth, Jay M; Watsot~ Hart3 L; Madeline Levine: Jolm Sbebon Reed: Jolm Powell 
Subject: Re: Woodall decision 

To be opfl~rdstic about tbe W~fi~tstem inquit3, we have to assume (1) fltat 

of what his employe~s xx at~t Tbe second possibilits" seems to me 
hnplausible so that leaves us xxith rite possibilit) that rite poxxers flint 

rite BoG and the BoT So 1 flfink l~’e just talked m) serf into a 

pcssimislic reading of Ihc sii~uqlion[ 

On 06/24/2014 I 1:54 AM. Jay Smilh wrote: 
> 1 hape you’re rigbt, Hart3 Sometbing doesfft smell rigbt to me, 
> Ihough Inslead of heating whal Julius and UNC personnel would say in 
> open court, we’ll get it faltered through Wainstei~t Recent sights have 
> been posifive, 1 agree, but after four years of determined cover-ul~ 1 

> hope I’m proven wrong ff so, HI be first in line to hand KW fits 
> laurel wieaflt 
> On 6/24/14, 10:47 AM, Watsoik Harta" L wrote: 
>> And tile hcy&ly of Bill Friday and tile Carolina Way, T inltSl add 

>> CB# 3195, Hamillon Hall 
>> U~fiversit3 of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



>> telephone: (919) 962-0977 
>~ fax: (919) 962-1403 

>> -----Original Message ..... 
>~ From: Watsot~ Hart5 L 
>~ Sel~t: Tuesday, June 24, 2014 10:43 AM 
>> To: Hunl, Michael H: Snlilh. Jay M; Madeline Levine; John Shebon 
>~ Reed; Jolm Powell 

>~ comNete cooperation Prosecutot~ do tNs all fl~e time but non~ll? 

>~ because the Ngber-ups dofft seem to ~’e connm~ed h~dictable 
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>5 Wood~lrs UNC ties ma) ltave played a role in lfis decision to float 

>5 figml~s to rite stmld to undeigo exmnh~ation The scale and 
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Recent books: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Watson, Harry L <hwatson@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, June 24, 2014 1:52 PM 

Madeline Levine,     @att net>; Hunt, Michael H <MHI~/JNT@Iive unc edu> 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; John Shelton Reed 
<johnshelton@alum mit edu>; John Powell <john@icp corn> 

RE: Woodall decision 

One fundamental problem is that Nyang%ro% and Crowder’s offenses were not illegal, except for the ~12,000 su miner 

school class, If Nyang’oro were prosecuted, the tr[al would have to be about that alleged crime, not about the whole 

story, His lawyer might try to put lots of university officials on the stand to draw out the whole story, in order to prove 
that "everybody did it, everybody knew, so let my client go." But in the cop shows that I watch, any decent judge would 

As [ see it, it’s not in Woodall’s or Nyang%ro’s interests to take this case to trial Nyang’oro runs the risk of a felony 

[larry L Watson 

[elephone: (9~9) 9,52 0977 

fax: (919) 952-Z403 

From:              ~gmail.com                    @gmail.com] On Behalf Of Nadeline Levine 
Sent: Tuesday, June 24, 2014 12:54 PH 
To: Hunt, Nichael H. 
~:: Smith, Jay N; Watson, Harry L.; Nadeline Levine; John Shelton Reed; John Powell 
Subject: Re: Woodall decision 

Coming to this late with the usual two-hour mountain time delay. I want very much to believe that 
Wainstein is really pushing hard and is honorable in his intent to pursue an independent, thorough- 
going investigation. Stilt, I can’t persuade myself that it’s kosher for the DA to be privy to what 
Julius is saying to Wainstein and to base his decision about dropping charges based on that 
privileged information. Dan Kane writes that Woodatt believes that what Julius has told Wainstein 
is "truthful and fruitful" (quoting DK, who does not say these are Woodatt’s words). How can 
Woodat[ possibly know that Julius is being truthful? Has the DA’s office been sitting on information 
that makes the case against Julius too weak to try? Or too dangerous and best kept out of the 
public record, and so citing Wainstein’s work provides a convenient way out? If only who is paying 
Wainstein and the terms of his contract were punic it would be easier to think this through, if 



only... 

On Tue, Jun 24, 2014 at 10:02 AM, Michael H Hunt <mhhunt@live unc edu> wrote: 
To be optimistic about the Wainstein inquiry, we have to assume (1) that Folt a/o Ross really want the truth and 
in such a strong dose that they can effect change in the revenue sports culture whatever the embarrassment the 
Wainstein findings may create; or (2) that Wainstein has gone rogue and will go wherever he wants in the 
inqui~a£ regardless of what his employers want The second possibility seems to me implausible, so that leaves 
us with the possibility that the powers that be really want change and are willing to take the risks to pursue it 
This also seems implausible given the little I know about Folt, Ross, the BoG, and the BoT So I think I’ve j ust 
talked myself into a pessimistic reading of the situation! 

On 06/24/2014 11:54 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
I hope you’re right, Han?¢ Something doesn’t smell right to me, though Instead of hearing what Julius and UNC 
personnel would say in open court, we’ll get it filtered through Wainstein Recent signs have been positive, I 
agree, but after four years of determined cover-up I have a hard time trusting a lawyer whose expertise is 
mitigation I hope I’m proven wrong If so, I’ll be first in line to hand KW his laurel wreath 
On 6/24/14, 10:47 AM, Watson, Harry L wrote: 
And the heyday of Bill Friday and the Carolina Way, I must add 

Harry L Watson 

Atlanta Distinguished Professor in Southern Culture 
Department of Histo~?¢ 
CB# 3195, Hamilton Hall 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

telephone: (919) 962-0977 

fax: (919) 962-1403 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Watson, Harry L 
Sent: Tuesday, June 24, 2014 10:43 AM 
To: Hunt, Michael H; Smith, Jay M; Madeline Levine; John Shelton Reed; John Powell 
Subject: RE: Woodall decision 

I see Woodall’s possible action as the quid-pro-quo for Julius’ complete cooperation Prosecutors do this all the 
time but normally for the chance to indict someone higher up That doesn’t apply here because the higher-ups 
don’t seem to have committed indictable crimes, just colossal bad judgment and academic malfeasance 

As I understood Wainstein’s description of his professional work, his job is to perform investigations for 
companies which have issues they want to root out but which they can’t or don’t want to prosecute legally That 
in effect is what he faces here, except that UNC is university, not a company Still, the presumption is that top 
management really wants the truth and will pay top dollar to get it IfFolt wanted more cover-up, I think she 
will be surprised Certainly the news that Wainstein is now pursuing the paper courses all the way back to the 
1980s is a pretty significant step and takes the investigation where no one in South Building wants it to go-- 
back to the heyday of Dean Smith 

Harry 

Hanaj L Watson 



Atlanta Distinguished Professor in Southern Culture Department of History CB# 3195, Hamilton Hall 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

telephone: (919) 962-0977 
fax: (919) 962-1403 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Michael H Hunt [mailto:mhhunt(-a)live unc edul 
Sent: Tuesday, June 24, 2014 10:22 AM 
To: Smith, Jay M; Madeline Levine; John Sheltun Reed; John Powell; Watson, Harry L 
Subject: Woodall decision 

This process of Woodall and Wainstein collaborating has left me uneasy from the outset -- and now I’m 
beginning to see why Woodall is now threatening to ePi’ectively privatize the investigation If Wainstein were 
working for a public entity with a public mandate/authority, the situation would be different But he is working 
for UNC on terms that UNC sets but has not made public and with payment coming from private funds So 
UNC is at the same time the subject of institutional scrutiny and the employer of the chief investigator The 
cries of outrage on the N&O comment section today are understandable 

The question for Woodall: the charge against Nyong’oro may have been novel, but isn’t the degree of 
collaboration with Wainstein not just more unusual but legally dubious? Think of the possible parallels: 
impeachment charges against Nixon handed over to a law firm paid by the White House or human rights 
violations in Sudan passed along not to the ICC but a legal or pr team hired by the Saudis The more I think 
about this, the odder the situation seems 

Woodall’s UNC ties may have played a role in his decision to float this idea of a dismissal But in fairness 
imagine him looking ahead to a trial that would have brought dozens of leading university figures to the stand to 
undergo examination The scale and controversy attached to such a trial may have daunted him -- and led him to 
opt for dumping the UNC mess on terms that look plausible 

A lot now tides on the quality of the Wainstein report -- even more than before 

Michael H Hunt 
Everett H Emerson Professor Emeritus 
Department of HistotT -- CB # 3195 
The University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
Tel: 919-929-2274; Fax: 919-962-1403 
Web: http://michaelhunt web unc edu/(including commentary "On Washington and the World") 

Recent books: 
--A Vietnam War Reader: A Documentmy Histot2¢ from American and Vietnamese Perspectives 
http://uncpress unc edu/books/T-8763 html and http://www penauin co uk/vietnamwarreader 
--Arc of Empire: America’s Wars in Asia from the Philippines to Vietnam (co-authored with Steven I Levine) 
http://uncpress unc edu/books/I 0117html 
--The World Transfom~ed: 1945 to the Present 

http://~zlobal oup com/ushe/product/9780199372348 



June 2014 Cash 

$i,000.00 Cash Scholarships 

NOTICE: NO APPLICATION FEE REQUIRED. The cash scholarship may be used 
for any documented related expenses incurred during 2014 while pursuing 
your education or for any documented expenses you will incur for the 
2014 college year. The process to apply for the scholarship has been 
made very easy and simple but you must read and follow instructions to 
be considered. No special exceptions will be made. 

Up to TEN 1,000.00 Cash Scholarships for 2014. 

ANY future or current student or undergrad) that has 
been accepted or attends a community college, 
technical/trade college, may apply. 

up to the first 20 applicants of each deadline week 
(see below) will receive one free eBook of their choice 
from the eBook store sent via email. The eBooks help 

college students succeed. 

Contact your school’s scholarship office and request an 
or apply online at 

REMAINING POSTMARKED JUNE 2014 DEADLINES: Monday June 23, 
and Monday June 30, 2014. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Carter (via Twitter) <notify@twitter corn> 

Tuesday, June 24~ 2014 3:04 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

Andrew Ca.er (@andrewcarter) is now following you on Twitter! 

Jay Smith, 

Andrew Carter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Watson, Harry L <hwatson@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, June 24, 2014 5:26 PM 

Madeline Levine,     @att net> 
Hunt, Michael H <MHHUNT@Iive unc edu>; Smith, Jay M 
<jaysmith@email unc edu>; John Shelton Reed <johnshelton@alum mit edu>; John 
Powell <john@icp com> 

RE: Woodall decision 

[ think the ~12K was all they could legally pin on JN, but the threat of any felony conviction was enough to prorrlpt hirq 
to look for a deah WoodaH turned over reams of material to UNC last December (] think}, though he didn’t have to and 

telephone: {9:]9) 962 0977 

fax: (919) 962 1405 

From:              ~gmail.com                    ~gmail.com] On Behalf Of Madeline Levine 
Sent: Tuesday, June 24, 2014 3:15 PM 
To: Watson, Harry L. 
~c: Hunt, Michael H.; Madeline Levine; Smith, Jay M; John Shelton Reed; John Powell 
Subject: Re: Woodall decision 

Harry, your argument about the weakness of the case makes a lot of sense. But if it was only about 
the $12,000, then why should Julius’ cooperation with Wainstein, presumably about a much broader 
range of issues, be grounds for dropping the criminal charge? One can read this little dance as an 
indication that the power of the DA is being used improperly to compel JN’s cooperation in an 
investigation that will not leave a public record in the form of transcripts. Or was Julius in danger 



of being charged with much more than the theft of S12K? 

On Tue, Jun 24, 2014 at 12:36 PM, Watson, Har~T L <hwatson@email unc edu> wrote: 
Problem is, tbe World Cup goes away but tbe cop shows keep coming’. 

telephone: (919) 962 0977 

fax: (919) 962-1403 

From: Michael H. Hunt [mailto:mhhunt@live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, June 24, 2014 2:11 PM 
To: Watson, Harry L.; Madeline Levine 
~c: Smith, Jay M; John Shelton Reed; John Powell 
Subject: Re: Woodall decision 

HanT -- You may be practicing law w/o a license but I suspect you are right about how a trial would unfold and 
why it makes no sense to purse one Now I know that I should start watching "Law and Order" with more care 
and spend less time with the World Cup! 

As I see it, it’s not in Woodall’s or Nyang’ol’o’s interests to take this case to trial. Nyalmg’oro runs the !isk of 
a felony conviction. Woodall runs time risk of a jury nu!lification, given tbat the amount of money is 

reMdvely small and Nyang’oro paid it back. Both sides face big expenses. Tl’ms they both have a big 
incentive to plea bargain, with Nyang’oro trading information for a dropped charge. From that 

perspective, time Wainste[n investigation has always been our best hope for finding out more, whatever his 

leve! of cbaracter or professionalism. If he lacks both (and he may), I don’t thin!< a trial would make up for 

it. 

Atlanta Distinguished Professor Jim Southern Culture 



telephone: (919) 962-0977 

fax: (919) 962-1403 

From: madeline.Q.levine(~Qmail.com rmailLo:madeline.Q.levine(~amaihcom] On Behalf Of Madeline Levine 
Sent: Tuesday, June 24, 2014 12:54 PM 
TO: Hunt, Michael H. 
CC: Smith, Jay M; Watson, Harry L.; Madeline Levine; John Shelton Reed; John Powell 
Subject: Re: Woodall decision 

Coming to this late with the usual two hour mounLain Lime delay. I want very much 
to believe that Wainstein is really pushing hard and is honorable in his intent to 
pursue an independent, thorough going h~vestigation. SLHI i can’t persuade myself 
that ~t’s kosher for the DA to be privy to what Julius ~s sayh]g to Wainstein and to 
base h~s decision about dropph~g charges based on that privileged information. Dan 
Kane writes that Woodall bcEeves that what JuEus has told Wainstein ~s "truthful 
and fruitful" (quoting DK who does not say these are Woodall’s words). How can 
Woodall possibly know that Julius is being truthful? Has the DA’s office been 
sitting on information that makes the case against Julius too weak to try? Or too 
dangerous and best kept out of the public record. ~,nd so citing W~,instein’s work 
provides a convenient way out’? If only who is lA~ying Wainstein and the terms of 
his contract were public it would be easier to think this through, if only... 

On Tue, Jun 24, 2014 at 10:02 AM, Michael H Hunt <mhhunt@live unc edu> wrote: 
To be optimistic about the Wainstein inquiry, we have to assume (1) that Folt a/o Ross really want 
the truth and in such a strong dose that they can erect change in the revenue sports culture 
whatever the embarrassment the Wainstein findings may create; or (2) that Wainstein has gone 
rogue and will go wherever he wants in the inquicy regardless of what his employers want The 
second possibility seems to me implausible, so that leaves us with the possibility that the powers 
that be really want change and are willing to take the risks to pursue it This also seems implausible 
given the little I know about Folt, Ross, the BoG, and the BoT So I think I’ve j ust talked myself 
into a pessimistic reading of the situation! 

On 06/24/2014 11:54 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
I hope you’re right, Harry Something doesn’t smell right to me, though Instead of hearing what 
Julius and UNC personnel would say in open court, we’ll get it filtered through Wainstein Recent 
signs have been positive, I agree, but after four years of determined cover-up I have a hard time 
trusting a lawyer whose expertise is mitigation I hope I’m proven wrong If so, I’ll be first in line to 
hand KW his laurel wreath 
On 6/24/14, 10:47 AM, Watson, Harry L wrote: 
And the heyday of Bill Friday and the Carolina Way, I must add 

Harry L Watson 

Atlanta Distinguished Professor in Southern Culture 
Department of History 
CB# 3195, Hamilton Hall 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

telephone: (919) 962-0977 
fax: (919) 962-1403 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: Watson, Har~3z L 
Sent: Tuesday, June 24, 2014 10:43 AM 
To: Hunt, Michael H; Smith, Jay M; Madeline Levine; John Sheltun Reed; John Powell 
Subject: RE: Woodall decision 

I see Woodall’s possible action as the quid-pro-quo for Julius’ complete cooperation Prosecutors 
do this all the time but normally for the chance to indict someone higher up That doesn’t apply 
here because the higher-ups don’t seem to have committed indictable crimes, just colossal bad 
judgment and academic malfeasance 

As I understood Wainstein’s description of his professional work, his job is to pefform 
investigations for companies which have issues they want to root out but which they can’t or don’t 
want to prosecute legally That in ePi’ect is what he faces here, except that UNC is university, not a 
company Still, the presumption is that top management really wants the troth and will pay top 
dollar to get it IfFolt wanted more cover-up, I think she will be surprised Certainly the news that 
Wainstein is now pursuing the paper courses all the way back to the 1980s is a pretty significant 
step and takes the investigation where no one in South Building wants it to go--back to the heyday 
of Dean Smith 

Harry 

Harry L Watson 

Atlanta Distinguished Professor in Southern Culture Department of HistotN CB# 3195, Hamilton 
Hall University of Notth Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

telephone: (919) 962-0977 
fax: (919) 962-1403 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Michael H Hunt [mailtu:mhhunt~?live unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 24, 2014 10:22 AM 
To: Smith, Jay M; Madeline Levine; John Shelton Reed; John Powell; Watson, Hahn L 
Subject: Woodall decision 

This process of Woodall and Wainstein collaborating has left me uneasy from the outset -- and now 
I’m beginning to see why Woodall is now threatening to effectively privatize the investigation If 
Wainstein were working for a public enhty with a public mandate/authority, the situation would be 
different But he is working for UNC on terms that UNC sets but has not made public and with 
payment coming from private funds So UNC is at the same time the subject of institutional 
scrutiny and the employer of the chief investigator The cries of outrage on the N&O comment 
section today are understandable 

The question for Woodall: the charge against Nyong’oro may have been novel, but isn’t the degree 
of collaborahon with Wainstein not just more unusual but legally dubious? Think of the possible 
parallels: 
impeachment charges against Nixon handed over to a law firm paid by the White House or human 
rights violations in Sudan passed along not to the ICC but a legal or pr team hired by the Saudis 
The more I think about this, the odder the situation seems 



Woodall’s UNC ties may have played a role in his decision to float this idea of a dismissal But in 
fairness imagine him looking ahead to a trial that would have brought dozens of leading university 
figures to the stand to undergo examination The scale and controversy attached to such a trial may 
have daunted him -- and led him to opt for dumping the UNC mess on terms that look plausible 

A lot now rides on the quality of the Wainstein report -- even more than before 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Watson, Harry L <hwatson@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, June 24, 2014 5:29 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Madeline Levine @art net> 

Hunt, Michael H <MHHUNT@Iive unc edu>; John Shelton Reed 
<johnshelton@alum mit edu>; John Powell <john@icp corn> 

RE: Woodall decision 

Yes, q~ite possibly. That’s his motive for wanting to avoid a trial. Woodall knows what JN told KW because he and KW 

are probabh/comparing notes on a regular basis to make sure 1 N is keeping his side of the bargain and telling the truth, 

tiarry L, Watson 

Atlanta Distinguished Professor [n Southern Culture 

Department of History 

telephone: {9!9) .962 0977 

fax: (919} 962 140B 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 24, 2014 5:03 PN 
To: Nadeline Levine; Watson, Harry L. 
~:: Hunt, Michael H.; John Shelton Reed; John Powell 
Subject: Re: Woodall decision 

I wonder whether new testimony from JN to Wainstein--though why would Woodall even know about it?--has 
convinced Woodall that he could never get a conviction anyway? IfJN has said, for example, that he had the 
tacit support of a range of administrators, and that he is believable on that score, might Woodall just assume that 
the odds against a conviction are so great that it’s not worth the trouble? 

But I’m still bothered by the complicity of" Woodall and Wainstein I can’t understand why they would be 
working together But maybe I need to start watching more TV 
On 6/24/14, 3:14 PM, Madeline Levine wrote: 

Harry, your argument about the weakness of the case makes a tot of sense. But if it was 
only about the 512,000, then why should Julius’ cooperation with Wainstein, presumably 
about a much broader range of issues, be grounds for dropping the criminal charge? One 
can read this little dance as an indication that the power of the DA is being used 
improperly to compel JN’s cooperation in an investigation that will not leave a punic 
record in the form of transcripts. Or was Julius in danger of being charged with much 
more than the theft of $12K? 

On Tue, Jun 24, 2014 at 12:36 PM, Watson, Harry L <hwatson(~bemail unc edu> wrote: 
Problem is, the World Cup goes away but the cop shows keep coming! 



telephone: (919) 962-0977 

fax: (919) 962 1403 

From: Michael H. Hunt [mailto:mhhunt~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 24, 2014 2:11 PM 
To: Watson, Harry L.; Madeline Levine 
Co: Smith, Jay M; John Shelton Reed; John Powell 
Subject: Re: Woodall decision 

Harry -- You may be practicing law w/o a license but I suspect you are right about how a trial 
would unfold and why it makes no sense to purse one Now I know that I should start watching 
"Law and Order" with more care and spend less time with the World Cup! 

On 06/24/2014 01:51 PM, Watson, Harry L wrote: 

One fundamental problem is ti~at Nyang’oro’s and Crowder s offenses were not i[!egal, except 

for the $12,000 su miner school class, If Nyang’oro were prosecuted, the trial wot~[d have to 

be aboL~t ti~at alleged crime, not abo~Jt the whole story. !lis !awye~ might tly to put lots of 

L~niversity off[dais on the stand to draw o~t the whole story, m order to prove that 

"every, body did it, everybody, knew, so let my client ~o." B~t in the cop shows that I watch 

As I see it, it’s not in WoodaU~s or Nyang’oro’s ipterests to take this case to trial Nyang’oro 

runs the risk of a felony conviction, Woodail runs the Hsk of a jtiry nullification, given that the 

anlount of money is relativeiy small and Nyang oro paid it back. Both sides face big 

(~xpenses [hus they both haw: a big incentive to plea bargain, wilh Nyang’oro [lading 

information lot a dropped charge:. From thai: persp~-~’tive, ~he Wain~dn investigati m has 

Atlanta Distinguished Professor in Southern Cu ture 

Department of History 

telephone: (919) 962-0977 

fax: (919) 962-1403 

From: ~qmail.com ,~qmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Madeline Levine 
Seat= Tuesday, June 24, 2014 12:54 PM 
TO: Hunt, Michael H. 
(:¢: Smith, Jay M; Watson, Harry L.; Madeline Levine; John Shelton Reed; John Powell 



Subject: Re: Woodall decision 

Coming to this late with the usual two-hour mountain time delay I want very much to 
believe that Wainstein is really pushing hard and is honorable in his intent to pursue an 
independent, thorough-going investigation Still, I can’t persuade myself that it’s kosher 
for the DA to be privy to what Julius is saying to Wainstein and to base his decision 
about dropping charges based on that privileged information Dan Kane writes that 
Woodall believes that what Julius has told Wainstein is "truthful and fruitful" (quoting 
DK, who does not say these are Woodall’s words) How can Woodall possibly know 
that Julius is being truthful? Has the DA’s office been sitting on information that makes 
the case against Julius too weak to tq¢? Or too dangerous and best kept out of the 
public record, and so citing Wainstein’s work provides a convenient way out? If only 
who is paying Wainstein and the terms of his contract were public it would be easier to 
think this through, if only 

On Tue, Jun 24, 2014 at 10:02 AM, Michael H Hunt <mhhunt~)live unc edu> wrote: 
To be optimistic about the Wainstein inqui~% we have to assume (I) that Folt a/o Ross 
really want the truth and in such a strong dose that they can effect change in the 
revenue sports culture whatever the embarrassment the Wainstein findings may create; 
or (2) that Wainstein has gone rogue and will go wherever he wants in the inquiry 
regardless of what his employers want The second possibility seems to me 
implausible, so that leaves us with the possibility that the powers that be really want 
change and are willing to take the risks to pursue it This also seems implausible given 
the little I know about Folt, Ross, the BoG, and the BoT So I think rvejust talked 
myself into a pessimistic reading of the situation[ 

On 06/24/2014 II :54 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
I hope you’re right, Harq¢ Something doesn’t smell right to me, though Instead of 
hearing what Julius and UNC personnel would say in open court, we’ll get it filtered 
through Wainstein Recent signs have been positive, I agree, but after four years of 
detemfined cover-up I have a hard time trusting a lawyer whose expertise is mitigation 
I hope I’m proven wrong If so, I’ll be first in line to hand KW his laurel wreath 
On 6/24/14, 10:47 AM, Watson, Harry L wrote: 
And the heyday of Bill Friday and the Carolina Way, I must add 

Hanaj L Watson 

Atlanta Distinguished Professor in Southern Culture 
Department of Histoq¢ 
CB# 3195, Hamilton Hall 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

telephone: (919) 962-0977 
fax: (919"1962-1403 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Watson, Har~y L 
Sent: Tuesday, June 24, 2014 10:43 AM 
To: Hunt, Michael H; Smith, Jay M; Madeline Levine; John Shelton Reed; John 
Powell 



Subject: RE: Woodall decision 

I see Woodall’s possible action as the quid-pro-quo for Julius’ complete cooperation 
Prosecutors do this all the time but nom~ally for the chance to indict someone higher 

up That doesn’t apply here because the higher-ups don’t seem to have committed 
indictable crimes, just colossal bad judgment and academic malfeasance 

As I understood Wainstein’s description of his professional work, his job is to perl’orm 
investigations for companies which have issues they want to root out but which they 
can’t or don’t want to prosecute legally That in effect is what he faces here, except that 
UNC is university, not a company Still, the presumption is that top management 

really wants the truth and will pay top dollar to get it If Folt wanted more cover-up, I 
think she will be surprised Certainly the news that Wainstein is now pursuing the 
paper courses all the way back to the 19g0s is a pretty significant step and takes the 
investigation where no one in South Building wants it to go--back to the heyday of 
Dean Smith 

Harry 

Hanaj L Watson 

Atlanta Distinguished Professor in Southern Culture Department of History CB# 3195, 
Hamilton Hall University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

telephone: (919) 962-0977 
fax: (919) 962-1403 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Michael H Hunt [mailto:mhhuntUa)live unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 24, 2014 10:22 AM 
To: Smith, Jay M; Madeline Levine; John Shelton Reed; John Powell; Watson, Harry 
L 
Subject: Woodall decision 

This process of Woodall and Wainstein collaborating has left me uneasy from the 
outset -- and now I’m beginning to see why Woodall is now threatening to effectively 
privatize the investigation If Wainstein were working for a public entity with a public 
mandate/authority, the situation would be different But he is working for UNC on 
terms that UNC sets but has not made public and with payment coming from private 
funds So UNC is at the same time the subject of institutional scrutiny and the 
employer of the chief investigator The cries of outrage on the N&O comment section 
today are understandable 

The question for Woodall: the charge against Nyong’oro may have been novel, but isn’t 
the degree of collaboration with Wainstein not just more unusual but legally dubious? 
Think of the possible parallels: 
impeachment charges against Nixon handed over to a law firm paid by the White 
House or human rights violations in Sudan passed along not to the ICC but a legal or 
pr team hired by the Saudis The more I think about this, the odder the situation seems 

Woodall’s UNC ties may have played a role in his decision to float this idea of a 
dismissal But in fairness imagine him looking ahead to a trial that would have brought 
dozens of leading university figures to the stand to undergo examination The scale and 



controversy attached to such a trial may have daunted him -- and led him to opt for 
dumping the UNC mess on terms that look plausible 

A lot now rides on the quality of the Wainstein report -- even more than before 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Jonathan Huggins ~yahoo corn> 

Wednesday, 1:59 AM 

memmert@ncaa org 

tscherer@princeton edu; rsagar@princeton edu; aj~Tan@pfinceton edu; 
romer@princeton edu; criley@prlnceton edu; ratkovic@princeton edu; 
mprlor@princeton edu; tylerp@princeton edu; ppettit@princeton edu; 
apatten@princeton edu; ovodenko@princeton edu; jolmsted@princeton edu; 
hnachlis@princeton edu; mmoutsel@princeton edu; mcnamee@princeton edu; 
jmcmann@princeton edu; msmccoy@princeton edu; nmccarty@princeton edu; 
ktmccabe@princeton edu; macedo@princeton edu; apl@princeton edu; 
glewis@princeton edu; jl 18@princeton edu; emilyl@prlnceton edu; 
klamb@prlnceton edu; estherk@princeton edu; kennard@princeton edu; 
rpjordan@princeton edu; bbj@princeton edu; gji3@pfinceton edu; 
shummel@princeton edu; cjgray@princeton edu; mgilens@princeton edu; 
pfrymer@prlnceton edu; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; 
george gressman@uncp edu; swartw@ecu edu;          @yahoo corn 

I could have your kids doing calculus in the I st grade It’s so simple 

An NCAA employee got caught in a pickle today at the Ed O’Bannon class action lawsuit. Her past 
comments are of concern. 
***"We’re not the educational accreditation police," Diane Dickman, the N.C.A.A.’s managing director 
for membership services, said in September.*** 
http:/~vww.ru1000.orq/Munoz.html 
http:llwww.zoominfo.comlplDiane-Dickman180866699 
"The Carolina Way" is how UNC alum John Swofford became Atlantic Coast Conference 
commissioner. 
There might be a reason why UNC and their whitewash inquiries have suddenly begun calling these 
bogus classes "independent studies". 

June 26, 2007. 
"SEC to require attendance policy" 
***ORLANDO, Fla. - It wasn’t enough to just go to practice this spring. Starting in January, athletes at 
Georgia have had to go to class and academic counseling appointments if they wanted to protect 
their playing time - and their wallets. 
The NCAA’s director of member services, Diane Dickman, wouldn’t comment specifically on whether 
the NCAA supports fining athletes for missing appointments, but did said the NCAA applauds 
"activities that support student academic achievement.’ .... 
http://onlineathens.comlstories/O626071football 20070626055.shtml 
Today. 6-24-2014. Ed O’Bannon class action lawsuit against the NCAA. 
***The trial is in its third week and already has featured testimony by commissioners from some of the 
country’s biggest, most powerful college athletic conferences. 
Greg Sankey, the executive associate commissioner of the SEC, Stanford athletic director Bernard 
Muir and Diane Dickman, the NCAA’s managing director for membership affairs, all took the stand 
during the morning session, and they spent a large chunk of time discussing graduation rates, athlete 
eligibility standards and the potential hazards that could arise if the injunction is granted. 
Things got a little testy earlier in the day when plaintiffs lawyer Bill Isaacson sparred with Dickman 



over the graduation rates being used by the federal government and the ones being used by the 
NCAA. The two repeatedly talked at the same time, causing the court stenographer to request that 
they speak separately so that she could keep up.*** 
http : llwww, usatoday, comlstorylsportslcolle,qel201410612 41ed-obannon-antitrust-case-vs-ncaa-day- 
12/11312913/ 
***The NCAA next called Diane Dickman, its managing director for academic and membership affairs, 
ostensibly for validating its defense that "integration of athletics and academics" justifies restriction on 
compensation. Dickman cited the NCAA’s APR penalties for poor classroom performance - like 
Connecticut’s 2013 NCAA tournament ban - as an example of the organization enforcing that 
balance. 
On cross, Dickman got defensive when plaintiffs’ attorney Bill Isaacson tried to poke holes in the 
APR’s methodology. He also asked whether her organization was investigating North Carolina for its 
much-chronicled academic abuse scandal. "1 don’t know," she replied. "That’s not my department.*** 
http:~www.si.c~m~c~e~e-f~tba~/2~14~6~24/~barqn~n-ncaa-~awsuit-day-12-pr~duct-end~rsements 

Is she related to Hunter Rawlings of the AAU? 
..... We do want a higher GPA, but I do think you ought to go back and take a look at what you’ve 
really done and compare it against some of the statistics," SEC commissioner Mike Slive told 
ESPN.com’s Ivan Maisel. "Because we think [the NCAA] may have overreached in doing that. 
"1 think we’re in the right arena; I don’t know if we’ve got the right seat." 
The NCAA disagrees. Admittedly, the numbers are staggering, but the requirements, it says, are not. 
"This is what kids do," said Diane Dickman, NCAA managing director of academic and membership 
affairs. "You’re supposed to be taking certain courses, so these expectations are normal. These are 
still minimum expectations, minimum levels of preparedness." 
"No matter how high you raise the grade point average, athletes and their handlers will find nefarious 
ways of getting them eligible at any campus," said Gerald Gurney, a former president of the National 
Association for Academic Advisors for Athletics and associate athletic director for academics at 
Oklahoma, where he is now a professor of adult and higher education. 
"There is just too much money involved to keep great athletes out of competition.... [The new 
standards] might close access to some athletes, but what you get out of that are academically 
prepared students. Does that mean it will stop cheating? No. But it will stop some of the cheating. It 
will keep out students that do not belong in college." 
Discord and confusion are nothing new here. The NCAA has increased academic standards before. 
People screamed, and kids adjusted. 
On at least the latter, both parties can agree. 
"The kids always adjust," Kansas men’s basketball coach Bill Self said. 
"The vast majority will do this," Dickman said. 
"Every time we’ve made these little adjustments, people have adjusted to it," Texas men’s basketball 
coach Rick Barnes said. 
"1 am not against improving and encouraging kids to do better academically," North Carolina men’s 
basketball coach Roy Williams said. "1 am against such a drastic step when there hasn’t been enough 
educational process for the high schools. There hasn’t been enough time. There hasn’t been enough 
discussion."*** 
http://espn.~lo.com/colleqe-sportslstoryl lid182369491ncaa-increases-minimum-eliqibility-standards- 
division-student-athletes 
Was it the NCAA who overreached on increased academic standards or was it the so-called 
"independent" NCAA Knight Commission, led by UNC’s Bill Friday who overreached? 
So now, according to UNC’s men’s head basketball coach, it’s the high school’s fault UNC used a 
special committee to admit unqualified applicants who had to be steered into bogus classes to remain 



eligible to play sports. 
In regards to UNC beginning to call bogus classes "independent studies" where all college campuses 
participate: 
"UNC president: Lighten load for freshmen student-athletes" 
***President Tom Ross says easing the transition to college for student-athletes could help improve 
their academic performance. 
Ross spoke this week with the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics, an independent panel 
that has worked for two decades to reform college sports. He said lightening the course work for first- 
year student-athletes - and extending their scholarships to give them more time to graduate - could 
help them better balance the competing demands of academics and athletics and make them more 
successful in school.*** 
http:/~ww~wra~c~m/unc-president-~iqhten-~ad-f~r-freshmen-student-ath~etes~13494‘~ 35/ 
His goal is to reduce UNC freshman athlete’s courseload down to 6 credit hours per semester. 

Jim Delany is commissioner of the Big Ten Conference, a UNC alum, and former UNC basketball 
player. 
UNC used Princeton alum Hunter Rawlings of the AAU to find a way to balance academics and 
athletics. Now we learn UNC wants less class time and more practice time for their world class 
athletes. 

Retweeted by Judge Bob Orr 
Andy Staples @Andy_Staples ¯ Jun 20 
Hausfeld having Delany go through his views on how schools need to limit athletic time requirements. 
http://tinypic.com/r/6s6nm �1/8 
Bob Orr recently left his job at UNC’s law school. 
https://twitter.com/J ud~eBobOrr 

Retweeted by Judge Bob Orr 
Brady McCollough @BradyMcCollough ¯ Jun 20 
At this point, Jim Delany is now basically functioning as a plaintiffs’ witness. Saying athletes need 
more time to pursue education. 
http:lltinypic.comlrlgabmle/8 

There was a very telling Twitter statement posted to PackPride but it looks like Bob Orr deleted it from 
his Twitter feed. The statement read: 
Judge Bob Orr @ JudgeBobOrr 1 h 
@ MikeFishESPN @ AJMuscato Bogus academics and eligibility driven courses all help competitive 
balance. The key is for everyone to do it. 
http://tinypic.com/r/9ql~u9/8 

"The Carolina Way" never existed. But now UNC has been caught, they are only doing what 
everybody else is doing. They were in the process of punishing every other NCAA school while 
claiming they were clean and above par. 

Why does the NCAA even have an Academic Progress Rate if they say it is not their job to be 
concerned about academics? Why do they then continue the theme of the "student-athlete" while 
being sued? Why did the NCAA praise Bill Friday for his decade long push to increase each team’s 
APR before they can compete in the postseason? Especially since the school closely related to his 



legacy could not even make the postseason under the old standards. 
"Bill Friday scores NCAA victory on grades and games" 
http://www.newsobserver.com/2011/O8/15/14135651friday-scores-victory.html 
The NCAA Knight Commission is "independent" from the NCAA (see above article). Bill Friday before 
his death said : 
"Be sure and make the point that I said that the one positive force over these last two decades has 
been the Knight Commission." 
http:~www.indyweek.c~m~indyweek~bi~-friday-surveys-the-state-~f-c~e~e-sp~rts-fu~- 

interview/Content?oid=2647408 
Article above says Mike Slive of the SEC said: 
.... Because we think [the NCAA] may have overreached in doing that.’ .... 
Wait a minute, the NCAA Knight Commission is independent of the NCAA. 
Like Bob Orr says, the only way to competitive balance is if every school does what UNC 
does....which is not a concern of the NCAA. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <javsmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, June 25. 2014 7:18 AM 

Cramcr Richard <mrcrmner@email uric edu> 

Re: departing University employment 

Dick--I’m sony to hear that the university has treated you badly At this point. I can’t say I’m surprised by an3~hing they 
do We’ll have to catch up at some point (I’m spcndhag a blissful wcck at the beach but will be back in the trenches 
Monday ) 

Coincidcntally, I was intending last wcck to write/call to ask whether you would bc willing to allow Mar3 and mc to 
quote you in our book You once said at an ARG meeting that "we all knew" about the A FA M thing Ma~3" and I talked to 
a former Steele staffer last week who said the exact smnc thing, though she won’t go on the record (I’ve talked to others, 
advisors, who said they did not know--so I don’t think 100% knew. but ha~ e long thought many did or at least had their 
suspicions) Anywa3, I’d bc happy to talk on the phone about 
On 6/19/14. 6:42 PM. Cramer, Richard wrote: 

If rou/,d :,,~/,;~d to ~ to,,~ d,~ ,-~,~, I w;~ stiff h,~e access to,sW UNC’~,~:~ addr’ss,t ~,d/,~r,~vhia. I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Team NVivo <info@explore qsdntemational corn> 

Wednesday, June 25, 2014 8:28 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Invitation: Complimentary webinar! The best way to run education events from start to 
finish 

Hurry! I?ogis¢ration closes at 13#pm ET~ 



QSR 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Huggins @yahoo cam> 

Monday, June 30, 2014 6:12 PM 

george gressman@uncp edu 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Weeeeeee as the rollercoaster goes down hill Finally, some NCAA action 

"NCAA reopens investigation at UNC over academic misconduct" 
" .... . . t UNC ovl;r academic n’~lsnor~duct [ Nerth Ca ~hna [ CHAPEL ~-lil L N~,~,6, reorient, [nvest~aat~ar, a ,’ " -c 

NewsObserver..:.’.o m 

CHAPEL HILL: NCAA 
reopens investigation at UNC 
over... 

"NCAA reopening investigation into UNC academic fraud" 
NC/~~, reo~.~en,~! invesfigatien into UNC ac3demic, fraud :: WPW~,LS~c.rtsFan cc.m 

NCAA reopening investigation 
into UNC academic fraud :: ... 

"NCAA again investigating UNC" 
NC~,, reopcns irlvestigation ~,f UNC academics 

NCAA reopens investigation of 
UNC academics 



"NCAA reopens investigation of North Carolina athletics" 
reopens inves!iqatior~ ef North Carolina athletics 

NCAA reopens investigation of 

North Carolina athletics 

One of the reliable insiders on PackPride has told the crowd how some lawyers who graduated from 
UNC were preparing a lawsuit against the NCAA because they are fed up with their alma mater and 
NCAA favoritism. 

Makes you wonder if this is an attempt to get a more favorable decision from judge Claudia Wilken in 
the Ed O’Bannon class action lawsuit against the NCAA. Either way, there is still one more big hurdle 
if more wrong doing is disclosed. The Committe on Infractions. The ones who give the punishment. 
Princeton’s lead lawyer sits on the committee as does former University of Georgia president Michael 
Adams (an NCAA Knight Commission member). I know he’s an old friend of the late Bill Friday and I 
know what he did to me while helping a UNC alum play the victim role. 

NC State’s athletic director was speaking before a packed house on Thursday June, 26, 2014. Even 
though she said she does not like to talk about UNC and would prefer to focus on NCSU, seems like 
she still took a dig at UNC. 

***Not North Carolina State University’s problem. 
That’s how Debbie Yow, the spunky and blunt athletics director at N.C. State, views the controversy 
happening at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill - a school that’s seen its share of athletic 
scrutiny of late. 

"Anybody who thinks there will be no NCAA misstep is deluded," she said. "A booster who thinks they 
are ’helping us,’ you sure can’t control that. But you can control the system." 

That’s why N.C. State’s policy gives at-risk student athletes certain standards, such as mandatory 
class attendance - something they can only get out of when their GPA rises. And she doesn’t make 
exceptions.*** 
NC. State’s Yo’.,, talks UNC scandal, ~cl~/~3r-f.qaC/jn ~ha NC~ aY/~ marijua.a at :rr’a~g!e Business 

N.C. State’s Yow talks UNC 
scandal, pay-for-play in the ... 



The UNC system president, of all people, has been asking the NCAA Knight Commission for lower 
academic standards and less class time for the athletes (as if there ever was any class time for UNC 
athletes). There was clearly some lack of institutional control happening in Chapel Hill for decades. In 
addition, Chapel Hill seemed to want to spread the blame around to everyone else so they would not 
feel isolated and shamed. 
Now comes a very long wait and see period. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norman Allard        @me corn> 

Tuesday, July I, 2014 9:53 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

So it begins 

Fonner UNC adviser fries suit against school 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Meagher          @comcast net> 

Tuesday, July I, 2014 5:36 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: sure looks like you in the background 

sorry, wrong video Was you I know in the background on the news You go Man 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
To: Robert Meagher           ~comcast net> 
Sent: Tue, 01 Jul 2014 20:46:38 -0000 (UTC) 
Subject: Re: sure looks like you in the background 

I don’t think I saw me 

Just as well I was quoted in the NYTimes today though 

r~ spo~s& ~ O 
On 7/1/14, 2:47 PM, Robe~ Meagher 
wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

@yahoo corn> 

Wednesday, July 2, 2014 2:04 AM 

memmert@ncaa org 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; george gressman@uncp edu 

Can I teach you about reality? No lies, no revision It’s simple math 

First of all, I want to tell you about this weird and twisting thing the former UNC whistleblower has 
been doing. Jay Smith, if you even read what I say, don’t take this as a knock on your friend. There 
are stages of grief, especially after rejection, and I think one of those stages she is in is wanting to 
wake up and have her old life back. She thinks she can fix what she did and make it work for UNC 
instead of against them. Or maybe she’s just playing games. 
***Willingham said she was not interviewed by the NCAA during its first investigation. On Monday, 
she said the NCAA had lost credibility by not investigating the issue. Now, she said, the NCAA 
shouldn’t focus on punishment: "Instead, they should focus on how to use the UNC example to reform 
the entire system."**** 
httr)://www, cnn. c~m~2~14/~6/3~/us/universitv-~f-n~h-car~ina-~a~er-c~ass/index.htm~? 
utm source=feedburner&utm medium=feed&utm campaigln=Feed%3A+rss%2Fcnn crime+(RSS% 
3A+Crime 
That’s straight out of "let’s all praise the work of Bill Friday on the NCAA Knight Commission". 
See here’s the deal. After attending the funeral of Bill Friday, Willingham went public with what she 
knew about cheating at UNC. She thought she knew Bill Friday but all he was was a hoax. How did 
Bill Friday spend his lifetime talking about all the corruption in college athletics and not get hated like 
she did? Because Bill Friday was claiming it was happening everywhere else and his school was 
perfect. Willingham made accusations directly towards Bill Friday’s flagship institution. 
So even all the way up to her last days as a UNC employee, Willingham continued to say she might 
go to work at the Bill Friday Center. I began to think to myself this lady doesn’t quite get it. They want 
her gone for good. Then Willingham would throw a knockout punch and tweet "5+1 on 2005 
championship team took total of 69 paper classes". Rejection hurts and sometimes it feels good to 
strike back. But then she goes right back again and says the NCAA needs to follow the UNC model 
on athletic reform. She’ll never get the life back she once had. She got blackballed. 
I think Mary Willingham is putting on a very brave face in the media but I see signs of stages of grief 
after rejection and loss. She’s like John Edwards showing up to the funeral of a woman he did wrong 
and getting turned away at the door. Just cut your losses and fight like hell and own it. 
Even after the dean of students at East Carolina hurt me and I left school in tears, I came back to 
grad school after he placed his arm around me. The school chancellor was then giving me evil looks. 
The dean lost his job. I wrote the trustees and asked them to reinstate the dean and fire the 
chancellor. The trustees fired the chancellor. All hell broke loose and the campus psychologist called 
my apartment demanding I come to her office so she could withdraw me from school and place a tag 
on my record. That event was a precursor to pretending I needed a mental hospital stay. After being 
placed in a hospital for two weeks a year later, and told nothing was wrong with me (an event they 
claimed cleared me to go back to college) can you believe I moved back to Greenville, NC looking for 
a way to get back in school there? I think it’s called Stockholm Syndrome or something. What had I 
done to receive this huge dose of rejection from a school where I was a two time class president? I 
should have just cut my losses and started war and not looked back. The UNC system decided if that 
was the route I was going to take then they’d lie to give me a long term jail stay. 
I see some of these same behaviors in Mary Willingham. I wish she would just learn life as it once 
was is over. When Butch Davis was fired as UNC’s head football coach, they revoked his son’s 
scholarship. His son was a high school student in Chapel Hill and was indoctrinated into the Chapel 
Hill cult. His son enrolled at UNC and walked onto the team even after daddy got fired as football 
coach. The partnership didn’t last long and his song transferred to another school. Make a clean cut 
and stick with it would be my advice. 



People who cheat to defeat you want you to give up and die. This has been an extreme rollercoaster 
for me because it gave me back my competitive spirit. If they just simply continue to be allowed to 
cheat to defeat then you can never win. If you can’t knock them on their butts and kick their teeth out 
after all we have learned then might as well lay back down in your cage and give up. 

***Wainstein issued a statement Monday evening that read, "President Tom Ross and Chancellor 
Carol Folt asked that I meet with the NCAA Enforcement Staff and provide them with any information 
from our ongoing investigation that potentially falls within the NCAA’s regulatory jurisdiction. My 
colleague Joseph Jay and I have since held meetings with the Enforcement Staff and have briefed 
them on our findings to date. We will continue to provide the NCAA with any relevant information that 
we learn during the remainder of our investigation. In order to preserve the integrity and 
independence of our ongoing investigation, this process is being conducted under strict 
confidentiality. The shared information is subject to the NCAA’s confidentiality rules, and it will not be 
disclosed to University personnel or anyone else until we issue our public report."*** 
htto://www.usatodav.com/storvlsoorts/colleoel2014106/30/north-carolina-reooen-2011 -investioation- 

of-athletic-academic-scandal/11790353/ 
Wainstein is probably referring to the document each student-athlete must sign which forfeits his/her 
FERPA rights with the NCAA. 
Wainstein is "independent" and not taking direction from anyone"? 
"(UNC AD Bubba) Cunningham said Wainstein was instructed to share information he learned with 
the NCAA." 
htto://www.~ast~n~azette.c~m/so~rts/c~eoes/unc-ncaa4~-re~en-~r~be-int~-academic-misc~nduct- 
1.339746?page=1 

Julius Nyang’oro’s superlawyer Bill Thomas, a white man with a law degree from an HBCU in 
Durham, NC, told his client to keep his mouth shut. It frustrated everyone how Nyang’oro would not 
talk all this time. He said his client was completely innocent and would fight the charge. Thomas said 
"trust me". Nyang’oro knew the judge in his first court appearance was the son of the athletic director 
at UNC when all of these shenanigans were happening (Dick Baddour was a 45 year employee of 
UNC). Nyang’oro knows all of the reasons why things were happening at UNC. 
Who spoke with Nyang’oro’s superlawyer to tell him to convince Nyang’oro to cooperate with Kenneth 
Wainstein after his superlawyer had already assured him he was innocent of the charge anyway? 
Why talk if you are innocent? They strong armed you, why not beat the beck out of them in return? 
Because the court process is rigged and the former athletic director’s son will convict you regardless? 
Nyang’oro has a law degree from Duke, by the way. 
A court case would have drug multiple UNC employees onto the stand and the legal process would 
have done what UNC is paying a man $990 an hour to do, only the court case would have made it 
ALL public knowledge. 
AAU chair Hunter Rawlings (Princeton alum) gave UNC a clean bill of health. He actually helped 
them give 28 recommendations to all of higher education (all involved athletics) while the NCAA 
never intended to return to UNC. Mark Emmert benefitted when UNC cheated to discredit 
whistleblower Mary Willingham. She was then excluded as a witness in the Ed O’Bannon trial. 
On multiple occasions, the NCAA has made statements how academics is not their responsibility. 
Before January 1, 2014, UNC Chapel Hill still had the arrogance of thinking they were in control of 
ALL media outlets. Dan Kane has done a great job at the N&O in Raleigh, NC but his boss is still a 
UNC alum...as is the boss of Paul Barrett of Businessweek, as is the boss of everyone who works at 
ESPN. 
Princeton alum Jim Martin blamed the AFAM chair and the AFAM manager and said "this is not an 
athletic scandal". Princeton, NC native Jim Woodall only charged the black man with a felony while 
letting the white lady with a degree from UNC slide Woodall is a lifelong friend of the former UNC 
athletic director’s family, having also worked with his brother at a law firm. The case went before the 
athletic director’s son as a judge. 
Suddenly, major national media attention falls on the case. Judge Allen Baddour, DA Jim Woodall 



and superlawyer for Nyang’oro, Bill Thomas, begin to bite their fingernails. ESPN tells us the judge 
wants the charge dismissed when actually every story before that says Jim Woodall wants the charge 
dismissed. So now judge Allen Baddour is a good guy trying to do the right thing? But only after 
having been caught trying to railroad a black man, along with the DA. Actually, both want the charges 
dismissed because both were using "this was not an athletic scandal" to protect Dick Baddour, the 
athletic director all of those years. 
Current UNC investigator Kenneth Wainstein has been lying when he said he is not sharing any of his 
info with UNC. How else would Jim Woodall know what Nyang’oro or Crowder have told Wainstein? 
And why is Woodall bullying the pair into cooperation or else he presses on with the felony and 
possibly one for Crowder too. Woodall, like Wainstein, like the NCAA want to continue to maintain this 
was an academic scandal to protect UNC’s power within the decision making entities of college 
athletics. 
Why would the NCAA say they have reopened the 2011 "academic" scandal case at UNC? The 
NCAA punished UNC for mostly impermissable benefits and they totally ignored the basketball angle. 
Why will Hunter Rawlings of the academic accrediting agency not step up and hammer UNC? Why is 
now the NCAA bailing out the AAU after the AAU excused UNC and the NCAA with 28 athletic 
recommendations from the academic accrediting agency? The AAU said UNC could lead on this 
issue. UNC never had any intent on falling back and losing power over college athletics. It’s their new 
revenue stream. 
Why didn’t Kenneth Wainstein simply look at the transcripts and see what classes UNC revenue 
generating athletes took when facing ineligibility? Instead he went straight for the AFAM issue, 
specifically the "paper classes". Wainstein said his guys were completely independent and would 
decide what path they would take in their investigation. Then Woodall said he could share some but 
not all of his findings with Wainstein (Woodall wants control of the information). Then the liar UNC 
system president said Woodall was completely cooperative with Wainstein. 
Tom Ross had previously said this was an isolated incident and he believed UNC had taken steps to 
remedy the issue. He didn’t believe any further investigation was needed. At least not before January 
1,2014 when the national media stepped up and Woodall and judge Allen Baddour suddenly had a 
dilemma. Tom Ross is a former judge in NC. He knows the crooked system and how judge Allen 
Baddour played a prominent role in the Nyang’oro case. Tom Ross and Carol Folt then act all 
righteous by saying they together are hiring an independent source to do a full investigation. They 
want to lead us on transparency and accountability they tell us. 
Judge Caludia Wilken is about to rule in the Ed O’Bannon case where the NCAA pretended to care 
for academics (student-athletes) even after years of saying UNC’s "academic scandal" was none of 
their business. To this day the NCAA is still not concerned about the impermissable benefits given to 
UNC’s basketball players. The NCAA is now blindly focused on UNC’s academic scandal. 
Kenneth Wainstein’s job WAS to clean/fix things to bail out UNC’s big wigs, including Jim Martin (the 
original "this is not an athletic scandal" man), Bill Friday, Dean Smith, Roy Williams, Tom Ross, Jim 
Woodall and the rest. His only focus was AFAM and academics from the beginning. This was after 
Wainstein told everyone his investigation was independent and UNC said Wainstein was free to look 
wherever the evidence took him. Wainstein, by definition, is employed by UNC. 
***In late February, I was hired along with my law firm, Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP, by 
President Tom Ross and Chancellor Carol Folt to undertake an independent investigation at UNC- 
Chapel Hill. The focus of our investigation has been to determine all of the facts and circumstances 
surrounding the creation and maintenance of irregular courses that were offered in what was then 
known as the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, the length of time that they existed, 
the extent of their use by students, including student athletes, and whether such irregular courses 
were also offered elsewhere at UNC-Chapel Hill. At the outset of the investigation, President Ross 
and Chancellor Folt directed me to "ask the tough questions, follow the facts wherever they lead, and 
get the job done." And that is exactly what we have been doing since February.*** 
http:~~car~~inac~mmitment, unc. edu/updates/kenneth-wainstein-statement-re~~ardin~q-~n~q~in~~- 
independent-investi,qation-into-irre,qular-courses/ 
The statement above sounds like Kenneth Wainstein has been hired to do what Jim Woodall should 



have been the one to do. Remember though, Woodall only charged Nyang’oro with one felony, not fer 
every class going back as far as Kenneth Wainstein will go. 
Why did Jim Martin begin his whitewash report telling us easy classes can be found on every college 
campus and how his ultimate report would include grade inflation across the board (athletes and non- 
athletes)? He failed to deliver to tell us how UNC non-athletes also have inflated GPAs because he 
wasn’t trying to do irreparable damage to UNC. He also knew the AAU would swiftly come over to 
make it go away quickly. I am sure non-athletes did benefit from AFAM but that’s a different issue. 
Just one athlete given fake classes is enough to disqualify them from play. Noone ever told us how 
many of the more than 500 grade changes were to keep athletes eligible or who forged the 
documents. Why would UNC change the grade of a non-athlete? They’re not making money for the 
school. 
Apparently, Princeton alum Jim Martin already had an assurance that fellow Princeton alum Hunter 
Rawlings would be following up with a clean bill of health from the academic accrediting agency. 
That’s likely why Jim Martin failed to deliver on grade inflation across the board. Where is Hunter 
Rawlings now that new information has been discovered in academic fraud? Is he too busy trying to 
remind people how UNC can lead on the discussion of academic reform in college athletics? UNC will 
tell you that was part of the legacy of Bill Friday’s work on the NCAA Knight Commission. It was all a 
hoax as he represented UNC Chapel Hill while telling people he and his crew could lead on the topic. 
These people are tripping all over themselves. Tom Ross says Kenneth Wainstein’s work is 
complicated (said so in the press update by Wainstein). How so? Because he has to come up with a 
report which explains away all of the lies? How does he know Wainstein’s work is complicated if 
Wainstein is not sharing his findings? 
From the beginning, NCAA president Mark Emmert was advising UNC to follow exactly what he did in 
a similar scandal when he was chancellor of LSU. It was supposed to be a simple case of the NCAA 
accepting UNC’s promises of multiple changes. They want to lead afterall. They have the backing of a 
prestigious accrediting agency. 
When UNC’s top brass says this experience will make them "stronger" what they mean is this stuff is 
unprecedented in scope and if they can fix this, everything else after this is small potatoes and easily 
dismissed. Stronger means more arrogant. 
I don’t care if 10,000 UNC alums hold bogus degrees due to fake classes. I do care how UNC made 
so much money and gained so much influence by winning in athletics while promoting this idea that 
they win and do it fairly. These UNC college administrators would not be where they are had this 
cheating not been taking place. There is a disease among everyone who goes through Chapel Hill 
because the youth is being taught by the adults. The youth learn to take short cuts and how to 
coverup. The youth learn to lie. They like to look good but are not what they appear to be on paper. 
This promotes delusional thinking when a cheater feels like the real thing. They get mad when you 
point it out to them because you’re messing with their self-worth. 
Chapel Hill reminds me of some black thugs I talked to in jail. They were there for kicking in doors 
and robbing people’s houses. It’s called the ghetto lottery. How much enjoyment are you getting from 
that 32" flat screen you stole from your neighbor? If you do it without guilt then you have a mental 
condition. You didn’t earn it. 
Have you heard this story about UNC alum John Edwards showing up to the funeral of Rachel Mellon 
and being turned away at the door by the priest? He had to watch on a closed circuit tv. Even in the 
death of the lady he defrauded and robbed blind, he wants to make sure the televisions catch him 
falsely paying his respects to the lady. He wasn’t welcome there but he wanted to repair his image. 
That’s precisely who these people are. John Edwards and the NC courts cheated Rachel Mellon out 
of justice so they could protect a UNC power player. They were also busy telling lies while attempting 
to create a fake story about some lunatic who was stalking a college dean of students. 
Why did a UNC alum force me into mental health sessions where a woman destroyed my stability 
and confidence? Why did a Princeton alum here in SC pick up where NC left off? After using criminal 
conspiracy involving three states, the UNC alum cries crocodile tears on the phone the day she’s 
locking me in a hospital. She pretended to be saving the life of a suicidal person when the exact 
opposite was happening. They were turning the heat up higher and higher while the lady pulled a 



stunt to clear herself of murder. Then they lie to call me a stalker as she continues playing the victim 
role. Do these people even know what reality is? Is life just a series of made up and tightly controlled 
events? Apparently, these people have a long history of creating stories to get to their intended 
political end. Just turn on your tv and watch without question. 

So the NCAA says they are re-opening the academic scandal investigation at UNC. It wasn’t exactly 
an academic scandal investigation. The academic thing was a very small portion of the Notice of 
Allegations. And even if it was, UNC mislead the NCAA. The NCAA most likely downplayed the 
academic fraud part of the original investigation to protect Bill Friday’s work to increase the Academic 
Progress Rate through the NCAA Knight Commission. Now people say "how dare you speak ill of the 
greatest man in NC education history?" 
2011. 
The academic fraud centers around former athletic department tutor Jennifer Wiley, who provided 
about $3,500 in expenses and free tutoring to Tar Heel players. She also declined to cooperate with 
the NCAA investigation. 
2. Allegations against tutor Jennifer Wiley. 
-- Unethical conduct for refusing to provide information to the NCAA enforcement staff and to the 
institution 
-- Provided extra benefits to student-athletes in the form of travel and parking expenses, and 
tutoring. Included among the benefits was a $150 airline ticket and paying $1,789 in parking fines. 
Last week, it was reported that a group of players had accumulated more than $13,000 in parking 
tickets. 
3. Allegations of academic fraud against student-athletes and the tutor. According to The News & 
Observer of Raleigh, a tutor helped two players--one who played in 2008-09 and another in 2009- 
10--by, for example, writing portions of papers and conducting research. The paper also reported 
that Wiley provided impermissible academic help to nine players even after she was no longer 
associated with the university, valued at more than $1,500. 
http:llwww.sportin,qnews, comlncaa-footballlfeedl201 O-081unc-investiglationlstorylnorth-carolina- 
football-facin,q-several-serious-ncaa-violations 

***In addition, the NCAA alleged unethical conduct by former tutor Jennifer Wiley for refusing to 
cooperate with the investigation and providing about $3,500 worth of extra benefits in travel, parking 
expenses and free tutoring to players.*** 
http:llsports.espn.,qo.comlncflnewslstory?id=6688739 

"UNC downplayed tutor’s actions to NCAA" 
http : ~iwww~ne~s~bserver~ c~m~2~12~~ 7 ~11/2192859/~aw-firm-bi~ ~ed-unc-66~~~-tied. htm ~ 

But guess what? Jim Woodall has charged Wiley with a felony for agent induced activity. Was this yet 
another bully move to keep her from talking about other events? 
The Jim Woodall thing was not a criminal investigation. It was another maneuver to shut people down 
and protect UNC’s athletic department. 
November 08, 2013. 
"NCAA unlikely to punish UNC for academic fraud, new documents show" 
***In late September, Vince Ille, a UNC senior athletic official, asked the NCAA to confirm that it had 
no plans to further investigate the fraud, and that there would be no violations added to the case that 
it spun from improper financial benefits from agents to players and improper academic help from a 
tutor. 
"It is my understanding that, based on the available information, no additional investigation regarding 
these issues is being contemplated by the NCAA enforcement staff, nor does the staff believe that 
any modification of the infractions case that was completed on March 12, 2012 is necessary," Ille 
wrote. "Can you please confirm or correct this assessment?" 
Less than an hour later, Mike Zonder, the NCAA’s associate director for enforcement, responded: 



"You are correct in your assessment regarding the situation involving the AFAM department." 
In September 2012, UNC officials released a statement saying that the NCAA, so far, had found no 
evidence of violations. Since then, more evidence has surfaced showing a strong connection between 
the African studies officials behind the fraudulent classes and the tutoring program for athletes. 
NCAA President Emmert has said the case turns on whether there was the intent to create the 
classes and steer athletes to them to keep them eligible. He said in January that the NCAA was 
awaiting the outcomes of several investigations into the fraud, particularly a State Bureau of 
Investigation probe. 
That investigation is being led by Orange County District Attorney Jim Woodall, and is now well into 
its second year. Woodall said SBI agents had the emails as part of a broad gathering of records in the 

"We’ve gotten an enormous amount of emails, literally in the tens of thousands," Woodall said. "So 

http : /~www.news~bserver. c~m~2~13/11/~8~33522~~~ncaa-un~ ike~y-t~-punish-unc-f~r, htm ~ 
***UNC says the NCAA’s reasoning for staying away has been that the academic problems are an 
institutional issue and not strict rules violations. Since work (a bare minimum amount) was allegedly 
turned in for the 54 "aberrant" AFAM classes, and since those classes were open to the general 
student body, the apparent fraud falls outside the NCAA purview. And as much as the NCAA is 
hands-on with transcripts and grades of athletes coming out of high school, it is notably (and 
nonsensically) hands-off with transcripts and grades of athletes in college.*** 
http:~sp~rts. Yah~. c~m/news/ncaaf--fbc-ncaa-n~rth-car~ina-academic-fraud-investi~qati~n.htm ~ 
Of course, the NCAA is using this latest move to divert your attention away from how a judge and a 
district attorney were trying to railroad the chairman of the AFAM department to protect the legacy of 
the former athletic director. They want to drop Nyang’oro’s charge and have you not talk about the 
details of his court dates. It was both an academic and athletic scandal. Use easy/fake classes to 
keep your revenue generating athletes eligible. 

July 28, 2011. 
"UNC-CH fires Butch Davis to restore confidence in university". 
"To restore confidence in the University of North Carolina and our football program, it’s time to make a 
change," Thorp said in a statement. "What started as a purely athletic issue has begun to chip away 
at this university’s reputation." 
http:llwww.newsobserver.coml2011107128113741861unc-ch-fires-football-coach-to.html 
Stated by a man who spent a year as chairman of the Arts & Sciences which oversees the AFAM 
department. Holden Thorp called Julius Nyang’oro a "great colleague". 
***After McAdoo’s plagiarism was discovered by N.C. State University fans, and confirmed by The 
N&O, Thorp acknowledged that the university had missed it. But he continued to stand behind 
Nyang’oro, calling him a "great colleague."*** 
http : /~www.news~bserver. c~m~2~11/~9/~2~1454391~unc-pr~fess~r-resiqns-academ ic.htm ~ 
Just like with the rules, UNC Chapel Hill changes the story as they go along. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Monday, Febmat-y 21,2011 2:04 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: Brief conversation 

Jay, 

Sounds good 1’11 plml to see you soon 
BCSL Lloyd 

..... Origiiml Message ..... 
From: Smilb, Jay M 
Sent: Monda), Febnmiy 21, 2011 11:29 AM 
To: Kmmer, Lloyd S 
Sul~iect: RE: Brief conversation 

Lloyd: 
Sure. Ict!s plan to meet around 2:30 Ioday Once we decide on Ihe courses we’d like Io add for Ih¢ fall, I’ll dmfl a letter inviling "fixed 
Icnn" applicalions And we’d be happ) to see you around 6 or 6:30 today We apprccialc Ih¢ Ihoughl I’ll see you lalcr Ioday 

Sent: Monda?, Febnmiy 21, 2011 9:14 AM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Sul~[ect: RE: Brief conversation 

trm~sitions m your life 

bmlg by your place this eveNng--ma?be around 6:15 or 6:30 We would just drop 
some firings off Would flint be OK? 

Also, I tlmtk it lmgbt be good for us to talk for a few lnmutes this afternoon about 
fl~e plans for fixed term appoiNments I’m sending out m~ mmouncement of opportuNties 
for CCO teaching in the fi~ll (Io grad sludcnls) Io&~y And we should probably do somelhing 
shnd:u with tbe on-campus oppot~umties? We’ll lmve to make otber adjustments, but this 
will gel its slarlcd I could meel around 2:30 (also a bil earlier or later), ir Iha/works for you 

besl, Lloyd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

gnichol <gnichol@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              2:38 PM 

The progt~ac mailing list <progt~ac@listserv unc edu> 

@listserv unc edu; @listserv unc edu 
[progfac] Thursday, noon, ’Wage Theft in North Carolina’ -- Professors Weissman, 
Nichol and Sabine Schoenbach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, Janual~j 22, 2008 10:22 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc edu> 

Re: [Fwd: Quick Question from a Robertson Scholar] 

Bobbi: 
Just so you know he contacted me on 
On Jan 22, 2008, at 8:14 AM, Bobbi Owen wrote: 

I will leave it to you to respond (and expect you are buried under all those graduating seniors who 
waited until the last minute)[ 
Bobbi 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Quick Question from a Robertson Scholar 
Date: Mon. 21:43:12 -0500 
From: < @gmail com> 
To: owenbob@unc edu 

Dear Dean Owen, 

I believe I met you two years ago at Duke when Chancellor Moeser came 
to meet with the UNC switch students (I asked a number of questions 
about Sudan and the Scholars Latino initiative) l just wanted to 
quickly ask you if you had any idea how I might speed up the petition 
time for a general arts requirement or arrange a meeting about it 
(that says it can be up to 15 days) I put in a petition for a 
general arts a~ requirement last week and have tried contacted Dean 
Jay Smith a few times because of the important nature of my petition 
in relation to registration and graduation this semester I have not 
been able to get in touch with him 

I have a pretty strong argument for the requirement, but I also know 
that it is a complex issue and would really love to know if there is 
anything I can do that would help my petition go through this week 
before I apply for graduation 

Thanks so much for your time and help! 

Blessings, 

UNC Class of 

<owenbob vcf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday, August 9, 2009 12:47 PM 

Aronin, Miriam <miriam aronin@taylorandfrancis corn> 

Re: books to review? 

Hi Miriam: 
I have two advanced grad students--one writing her diss, the other entering his 4th yr--who would be interested 
in writing reviews on Doyle and Goodman (or Walton) The more I think about it, the more I believe I’d better 
wait until Janua~’y before agreeing to do anything myself, if that’s OK (Though I’m guessing that my students 
would have me proof their reviews before they send them in) In any case, let me give you the e-mails of the 
two students: 

(:’!e~na~l ~nc edu) is interested in the Doyle 
~2y’m~dl u~tc cdu) is interested in Goodman or Walton 

They’re both smart and conscientious--meaning they’ll make whatever deadline you give them! 

Jay 

Aronin, Miriam wrote: 

All good questions! The reviews are 500-750 wot~s, alld tbe usual timelil~e is 2 monfl~s from wben you t~ceive tbe 

Thaltks so lnuch! 

..... Origitml Message ..... 

Senl: Fri 8/7/2009 1:47 PM 
To: Aronin, Miriam 
Subject: Re: books to review? 

I’ll ask t~*o of my studenls about a coupl¢ of these books, and I may be 
interested in the Walton m? self--BUT FIRST I need to know your 
limelin¢ I’ve alread} agreed Io revi¢w Iwo manuscripts and a book 
beVa een now and tbe end of September; m~d I’m t~yh~g to finish my own 
book by December I’m bn~essh~g you cm~’t wait flint long, in wltich case 
I’ll come up wilh another suggcslJon for you Oh and whal’s Ih¢ 
le~tg~h? -Jay 

Aroitin, Mirinm wrote: 

> Hi Jay, 

> l hope you had 8 wondcrfifl vacation Do you Ihink you (or any of your 

> posI-M A sludcnls) might be interested in reviewing an) of these books? 

> Ambrose, Tom God~llllcr of the Revolution: The Life of Philippe 
> Egalite, Duc D’Oflem~s 

> Doyle. William Aristocracy and Its Enemies in Ihc Age of Revolution 



> Walton, Charles Policing Public Opinion in the French Revolution: 
> The Culmt~ of Cahnm~) and fl~e Problem of Flee Speech 

> Robinson. MaU Ka/hun Regulars and Ihc Secular Realm: The 
> Benedictines of the Congregation of Samt-Mmlr during the 18th Cenlm? 
> and the Flench Revolution 

> Goodman, Detm Becomh~g a Won~m in the Age of Lel~et~ 

> Thanks, 
> Mdfiam 

Good 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,            2:04 PM 

@email unc edu> 

chapter 

draft doc 

! Keep it up! -Jay 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, January 16, 2012 9:46 PM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrewperrin@unc edu>; Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; 
Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; garel, Paul B <paul farel@med unc edu>; 
Engel, Jonathan <engelj@physics uric edu>; Talbert, Richard J 
<talbert@email unc edu>; Tyler Curtain <          ~gmail tom>; Thrailkill, Jane F 
<tldll@unc edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu>; Gless, Darryl J 
<glessd@email unc edu>; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; redfield@unc edu; 
Carter, Tim <cartert@email unc edu>; McGowan, John <jpm@email unc edu>; Boxill, 
Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Jan 23 meeting 

Dear colleagues: 
This is a quick reminder (with more details to follow by the end of the week) that we’re scheduled to meet Jan 
23, 3:00-4:30pm in the upstairs seminar room of Hyde Hall We’ll have quite a few things to discuss, so make 
every effort to come if you can 

In the meantime, I 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                I 0:35 AM 

Empire of French Culture pptx 

@uncedu> 

-it’s awfully late for me to be springing this on you, I know, but I wonder if you might be able to 
lecture to the class oF       ? I’ve already got the lecture prepared (though you could add to it or tweak it as 
you like), and it focuses on France and French culture I’m attaching it Let me know It’you’re not 
comfortable, I may be able to get or someone else to do it for me It’s also a quiz day, and of course I’ll 
have the quiz ready to go as well 

The reason for all this: I’ve been invited to Texas A&M to talk about college sports (my new specialty ) I’ll be 
gone late Wednesday through Friday that week -Jay 



From: @email unc edu> 
Sent: Sunday, 8:52 PM 

To: Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Subject: RE: chapter 

Attach: Dissertation Introduction draft docx 

He? J a?, I anl attaching nly dissertation "hltrOduction" Tlfis nlay be helpful for you to read before the chapter on file Pbysiocrat s, ff 

argnmlent and file c OlltexX around which ira." allal? sis of tbe Pllvsiocrats centers Don’t wort3 if you Cml’t lead it; I would ratber you 
have it tbml not ff necessm3" 

Sere: Sunda?, 2:16 PM 
To: Jay Smith 
Sul~iect: RE: cbapter 

Tlmt’s fair The last section gets parficularl? dense, so you will need some exXm time Our writing group is nleeting for the first thne 
Ioday; Ihcy arc reading my chapter I hope Io gel some feedback from Ihcm, bul I suspect the material is too far afield, and I will 
moslly be clari~ ing major poinls 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmiib~acmail uric cdu] 
Scnl: Sunday, 12:19 PM 
To: 
Subject: chapter 

-l’nl about a quarter oftbe wa? fltrough your clmpter I don’l 
want to ntsh Ihrough il, so I’m going to pull back and ~ail until next 
weekend to finish it Sort3 for this long delay fnl just ovem helmed 
with pressing business this week (and last week. too) lt’s not lack of 
hltetest, otfl? lack oftinle But by next weekend .... 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cynthia Radding <radding@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            I1:01 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

paper for History     once I have fimshed grading all the students’ 
papet~ Her fnml paper was vet5 good, and she cove~ed an impressive 
brcadlh of bolh s¢conda~ and p~imat3 sourc¢s H¢r ¢arly dmlls of 

did a teall) fine job onthe complete essa) 



From: @email unc edu> 

Sent: Sunday, I: 10 PM 

To: Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

Subject: RE: questions 

Attach: Dissertation Introduction draft docx 

Jay, I have aliached my "introduc°Lion.’’ At this point, you only need to read it to get a sense of the whole project. I do 
not want you to dig into it, yet, unless you truly want to. I will write up something soon to send out to the committee 
and will run it by you first. Same with the ASECS proposal(s). 

Froml 
Sent: Saturday, 8:45 PM 
TO: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: RE: questions 

Hah, for a minute I thought Schweitzer was the German word for shit, and that you were making a pun on both 
being a Germanist and Montana being shitty. This made me laugh until I realized you were referring to the THAT 
Schweitzer...at which point the reference to "shit" still made sense. I do not have the energy to deal with politics 
anymore (atleast while at[erupting to write a dissertation). I was pretty damn proud to be an American when DOMA was 
repealed, but then quickly realized that I was from NC...you want to talk about Scheisse! 

I will send along a proposal later. And, I will send along my "introduction" later. I keep moving things around...and it is 
not finished, but you should read what I have just to situate what you know belier. I have not seen the call for papers 
for FHS come across H-France yet. I will leave you with a funny remark: I looked all over the 1751 edition of Duclos’ 
Considerations sur les moeurs de ce si~cle (I snatched from Google books) for a quote that you used in Nobility 
Reimagined about "noble air." I spent half a day doing this only to find out that part was added in the 1764 edition and 
part in the 1784. Total sacrifice to illu~rate a point is NOT an effective way to write...neither is having a weak library at 
MSUB. 

From: Smith, Jay M 
Sent: Saturday, 12:21 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: questions 

--I fell guilty that I haven’t read your intro yet. I swear on all that is holy (you know how religious I am) that I will 
do that this week. 

Ya know, I’ve never submit[ed a paper/panel proposal to ASECS (it’s stupid, I know), so I don’t exactly know how it 
works. I would *think* that i~s slightly non-kosher to submit multiple proposals, but...no other conference I know works 
that way anyway. (You CAN’T submit multiple proposals to AHA, FHS, etc.) But I heartily agree that you should try to get 
on the program. If you’d like me to look over your paper proposal, I’ll do it quickly. Another possibility is FHS, which 
meets in Montreal this year. They solicit proposals in 

My France Lrip was...weird. The conference sort of sucked. Half the papers were in German, and I stared into space 
during those. I also gave my paper in English, which made me feel a little like a cheater. But...I met a few nice people. 
Research went well, though I haven’t touched it since I got back. TOO much obsessing over the sports stuff. At this 
point, I wouldn’t worry about a meeting with the commit[ee. You might, however, send everyone an email reminding 
them of your existence and bringing them generally up to speed on what you’ve been doing. It doesn’t mat[er that the 
topic has changed. They almost always do. 

Hope all is well in the land of Schweitzer (I’m disappointed he’s not running.) -Jay 

From: 
Sent: Saturday, 11:57 AM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject~ questions 



how was France? Did you dominate the conference? Is life in CH bearable (the deluge of the NCAA and 
recent rain)? The luxul"y chapter is getting the better of me at the moment I have a couple of questions for you 

Do I need to submit something or communicate anything to my committee? Don and LK know that my 
dissertation changed before the second round of grant-writing (though they may not remember), but lerry Mc 

and La Vopa do not I never did an 18th month meeting, so should I email a tentative introduction and chapter? 
I contacted La Vopa months ago at what I thought was his email address, but I never heard from him 

Should I spend time submitting proposals to the      ASECS meeth~g? It seems to be run mostly by English professors, 
but fl~crc are a few panels that I could fit into It would bc more experience fl~m~ graduate conferences, and since it takes 
place h~ Williamsburg, VA                                       Also, is it against protocol to submit to more than 
one pmacl (just in case one does not work out), knowing tb~t you cma only present one paper? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

-@live unc edu> 

Monday,             9:08 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

paper 

The Archives of Despotism docx 

Hi Jay, 
Do you remember that little research paper I told I was working on about secrecy and creepy stuff? 
Well, here’s a rough, rough drape. I decided to focus on the Bastille for this, since I found so much 
stuff. I still have to do the bibliography, and I need to beef up the secondary lit. Also I might have 
gotten the Arlette Farge citation wrong, but here it is for you to check out whenever. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Attach: 

@gmail corn> 

Tuesday,              8:52 AM 

McReynolds, Louise <louisem@email unc edu> 

Raleigh, Donald J <DYR@email unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; 
Ernest Zitser <ernest zitser@duke edu>; BiNant, Chad C <bryantc@email unc edu> 

18-month post-ABD report 

Dear Committee, 

Greetings from 

Yesterday I wrapped up my dissertation research in ]      and will be returning to the States on Thursday 
After that, my where he will begin a new job I will be working on my 
dissertation full-time from there 

The month of       marks 18 months since I was granted ABD status The depariment requires that I check in 
with my committee at this point Since I will not be able to meet with all of you to discuss the progress of my 
research in oerson, I have prepared a short (5 pages) report on my research activities since I went ABD in 

I would welcome any comments, feedback, or suggestions you may have 

Thank you for your ongoing support I hope you have all had an enjoyable 
semester 

and I wish you a wonderful 

All best, 

Department of History 
Hamilton Hall, 
Universib, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               I1:35 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: questions 

Dissertation chapter on luxu~?¢ draft Idocx 

Jay, I have aRached a second chapter on Luxury and the Body (with an outline at the top). This chapter is 80 double- 
spaced pages. The first 27 are introductory material and historical background on the French economy and the culture of 
consumption. The purpose of this narrative is to demonstrate the changes that occurred by the 1750s to show that the 
people I analyze were not just imagining a world in which more people could purchase more things in more spaces. They 
witnessed increasing changes to their socio-political environment, which led to their understandings of effects of luxury on 
the body. 

The second "section," a~er the first 27 pages, is about the luxury debate itself. Conceivably, since this is so long, I could 
set off the background section as a separate chapter. The background will serve, hopefully, as contexL for the remaining 
chapters on fashion/medicine and the Physiocrats. The luxury and the body chapter will come after a chapter on the 
theoretical hierarchy of corporate society, metaphors, and a look at how the body became intertwined with ideas of 
society. 

In the background section, I quote a ton of people purposefully, which I know b~came tiresome with my analysis of the 
Physiocrats. But, I wrote most of the background section before you gave me your comments on the first chapter. Also, 
since it is background, and I claim no novelty or analytical authority in this section, I intend it to serve as both 
historiography and context. When I get to the truly analytical section "Luxury and the Body," I hardly mention another 
historian. 

Let me know if you have any questions, and of course there is no rush to read this. If you need to contact me quickly, 
you can always call: 

Froml 
Sent: Monday, 7:27 PM 
TO~ Smith, Jay M 
Subject= RE: questions 

I am going to send you the nexL chapter by the end of the week. There is no rush to read it, but I wanted you to have it 
before the fall semester begins just in case you get time. Actually, I was hoping to get it to you earlier, but between 
moving unexpectedly and having a small log jam in my brain it has taken a little longer than expected. 

Froml 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:55 PM 
TO~ Jay Smith 
Subject= RE: questions 

Fair enough. I know my questions about teaching handicap your answer: you can’t really say "no" and can only be 
moderately excited that     thinks highly enough of me to keep me from writing (at the moment). In the fall, I am 
teaching three courses in the classroom: two Western Civ I, one West Civ II. That is a total of 9 hours. In the spring, I 
am "oo-teaching" an online West Civ I. My chair (and friend) rigged up the "co-teaching" to give me only 2 hours and 
1 hour to keep me under 12 total for the year. I cranked out the entire physiocrat chapter last spring with time to spare, 
and I am hoping that I will be able to do the same ne~ spring. Then, I hope to do another chapter over the summer, 
which will give me four. Four may be enough, but we will have to discuss that later. 

As for the intro., your comments are about what I expected. When I "finish" it, I will send it back to you for a real read 
through (whenever that is). If I work on it a bit (early paragraph on argument, details of chapters at end), should I send 
the intro to my committee with a letter? If not, should I send a conference paper on Mirabeau and luxury? Or, should I 
send nothing at all? I am also trying to put together a conference paper proposal but feeling overwhelmed at the 



moment. 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:38 PM 
TO: 
Subject: Re: questions 

--I just now read the intro you sent last week Since you didn’t want edits yet, I only read over it There 
are some issues with clarity here and there, but overall I think I get it Society emerges out of the collapse of a 
certain corporal language, and because of all that’s going on in the 18th c, everyone turns to a new/developing 
corporal language to make sense of society That makes sense (Only this time it’s not metaphor? I think this 
needs some development yet) You may have to explain why you’re not doing a chronological treatment, 
though And I think you may want to give a clearer sense of the building blocks of your analysis/thesis in the 
intro Through what manifestations of this concern for the body will you be walking us? Why those 
manifestations and not others? How do the parts add up and what will they show us? 

On the courses oy, what should I say? When you say that the part-time thing keeps you under 12 hours, does 
that mean you’re already scheduled to teach 6 hours? What happens if you decline the other courses on the 
grounds that you just HAVE to finish this diss? Obviously it would be my preference, in a perfect world, for 
you to do little or no teaching But in a perfect world there are no bills to pay So do what you think is best If 
you can manage to keep it to 6-9 hours of teaching, I think that’s what I’d recommend 

Jay 

On 12:08 PM, wrote: 

So, I was asked last night if I could teach a section of West Civ II this fall, then "co-teach" an online West 
Civ I in the spring to keep me under the 12-hour, part-time limit (essentially I would teach the online coupe 
"with" ). This means that I will in no way be able to work on my dissertation this fall, but it does mean 
that I will have money to continue paying off my credit card and student loans 

Aside from the money, I can only see teaching this 
extra class as a way to further embed myself at     and demonstrate how necessary I am (necessary 
enough for a full-time job when I finish the dissertation, hopefully). 

Do you have any thoughts (or advice for material/assignments)? I am hoping to finish the luxury chapter 
soon, but it has not been easy. I plan on sending an email to my commit[ee, which I will let you read, and I 
was considering sending the introduc[ion that you have now to give them a sense of the new projec[. I 
need your approval on that first and maybe another paragraph or two. 

Let me know your unvarnished opinion. At some point this fall we should have a phone conversation and 
iron out the shape of the dissertation. I am starting to feel pressure from UNC to get the diss done 
(pressure I gusss I am creating) and from     to get the diss done. I don’t want to do a half-assed 
job on the diss or teaching, but I also do not want to have the diss persist longer than it should. I suppose 

is more of an annoyance now than I am (not to mention the NC legislature)! 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 1:10 PM 
To= Smith, Jay M 
Subject: RE: questions 

Jay, I have attached my "introduction." At this point, you only need to read it to get a sense of the whole 
project. I do not want you to dig into it, yet, unless you truly want to. I will write up something soon to 
send out to the committee and will run it by you first. Same with the ASECS proposal(s). 



From: 
Sent: Saturday, 8:45 PM 
TO: Smith, Jay M 
Subjed~: RE: questions 

Hah, for a minute I thought Schweitzer was the German word for shit, and that you were making a pun on 
bo~h    being a Germanist and Montana being shi~y. This made me laugh until I realized you were 

referring to the THAT Schweitzer...at which point the reference to "shit" still made sense. I do no~ have the 
energy to deal with politics anymore (atleast while a~empting to write a dissertation). I was pretty damn 
proud to be an American when DOMA was repealed, but then quickly realized that I was from NC...you want 
to talk about Scheisse! 

I will send along a proposal later. And, I will send along my "introduction" later. I keep moving things 
around...and it is not finished, but you should read what I have just to situate what you know better. I 
have not seen the call for pape~ for FHS come across H-France yet. I will leave you with a funny remark: I 
looked all over the 1751 edition of Duclos’ Considerations sur les moeurs de ce si~cle (I snatched from 
Google books) for a quote that you used in Nobility Reimagined about "noble air." I spent half a day doing 
this only to find out that par~ was added in the 1764 edition and par~ in the 1784. Total sacrifice to 
illustrate a point is NOT an effective way to write...neither is having a weak library at MSUB. 

From: Smith, Jay M 
Sent: Saturday, 12:21 PM 
TO: 
Subje~: RE: questions 

-I fell guilty that I haven’t read your intro yet. I swear on all that is holy (you know how religious I 
am) that I will do that this week. 

Ya know, I’ve never submitted a paper/panel proposal to ASECS (it’s stupid, I know), so I don’t exacgy 
know how it works. I would *~hink* that it’s slightly non-kosher to submit multiple proposals, but...no other 
conference I know works that way anyway. (You CAN’T submit multiple proposals to AHA, FHS, etc.) But I 
heartily agree that you should try to get on the program. If you’d like me to look over your paper proposal, 
I’ll do it quickly. Another possibility is FHS, which meets in Montreal this year. They solicit proposals in 
September. 

My France trip was...weird. The conference sorL of sucked. Half the papers were in German, and I s~ared 
into space during those. I also gave my paper in English, which made me feel a litge like a cheater. But...I 
met a few nice people. Research went well, though I haven’t touched it since I got back. TOO much 
obsessing over the sporLs stuff. At this point, I wouldn’t worry about a meeting with the commiL~ee. You 
might, however, send everyone an email reminding them of your existence and bringing them generally up 
to speed on what you’ve been doing. It doesn’t matter that the topic has changed. They almost always do. 

Hope all is well in the land of Schweitzer (I’m disappointed he’s not running.) -Jay 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 11:57 AM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subje~: questions 

Jay, 

how was France? Did you dominate the conference? Is life in CH bearable (the deluge of 
the NCAA and recent rain)? The luxury chapter is getting the better of me at the 
moment. I have a couple of questions for you. 

Do I need to submit something or communicate anything to my committee? Don and LK 
know that my dissertation changed before the second round of grant-writing (though they 



may not remember), but Terry Mc and La Vopa do not. I never did an 18th month 
meeting, so should I email a tentative introduction and chapter? I contacted La Vopa 
months ago at what I thought was his email address, but I never heard from him. 

Should I spend time submitting proposals to the    ASECS meeting? It seems to be run mostly by 
English professors, but there are a few panels that I could fit into. It would be more experience than 
graduate conferences, and since it takes place in Williamsburg, VA 

Also, is it against protocol to submit to more than one panel (just in case one does not work out), 
knowing that you can only present one paper? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 
Sunday,                2:11 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: some feedback 

Hi Jay, 
Sony I didn’t t~ply sooner Tbem’s been a lot of craziness latel? since tbey switcbed ira." TA assigmneN again and fllen didfft tell me 

-1 wofft be around umil tbe fast day of classes achiall) If 
you wahl Io slop in, I’ll be available after 2 on Tuesday 
On 5:37 PM. wmlc: 
> Hi Jay, 
> Tlmt~ks for leading it so quic!d? ! If you tbit~k it’s a good idea, I feel like I’d like to go in this direction for the dissertation For fl~e 

> From: Ja? S~mth <javsnfith@email unc edu> 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SOUTHALL, RICHARD <Southall@hrsm.sc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 6:29 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith(~)email.unc.edu> 

Re: [thearg] FAC meetings 

Joy, 

Enjoy your trip to MD, I’Ll look forward to another time. 

Yes, I will be back in Chapel Hill approximately 3 out of every 4 weeks. 
Deb teaches M/W/F and I teach T/R, so it works out well. 

Hopefully, there will be a great deal of overlap on ARG meetings and the 
dates I’ll be home. I apologize that I’ve not saved the dates, so if you 
could forward me the dates, I’ll look to put them on my calendar for this 
semester, 

Also, if you have any interest in coming to Columbia to visit/guest 

lecture with my sport Ethics class (and perhaps to Mark Nagel’s College 
Sport class), just let me know. 

Look fox.yard to the drink! 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Associate Professor 
Di~ecto[ College Spoit Resea~cl/ Institute 
Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 
University of South Carolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2012 
Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803,777 5550 
Cell: 
southall@hrsm,sc,edu 
www.s portande ntertainment.org 
7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport ? 
April 22 26, 2014 

On 8/21/13 5:25 PM. "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Richard drats, l’m afraid this Friday is going to be tough for me.I 
>have to this weekend. 
>and we’re looking to leave Friday afternoon if we can wrap things up 
>quickly in the AM. But please keep me apprised of your other Friday 
>visitations. I’d love to buy you a drink some Friday... 

>By the way. if you’ll be available on Fridays with some regularity, I’d 
>say that would be reason enough for ARG to meet on Fridays .... 
> 
>Jay 
>On 8/21/13 3:42 PM. SOUTHALL. RICHARD wrote: 



>> Jay, 
>> 
>> If any of the meetings are on Fridays, I’D be glad to drop in with you:) 
>> 
>> I’Ll be on campus this Friday, if you have time for a cup of coffee. 
>> 
>> Cheers. 
>> 
>> Richard 
>> 
>> Dr, Richard M, Southall 
>> Associate Professor 
>> Director College Sport Research Institute 
>> Department of Sport and Entertainment ~,lanagement 
>> University of South Carolina 
>> Carolina Coliseum, Room 2012 
>> Columbia, SC 29208 
>> 
>> Office: 803.777 5550 
>> Cell: 
>> southall@hrsm,sc,edu 
>> www.s portande ntertainment.org 
>> 7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport Z? 
>>April 22 26, 2014 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> On 8/21/13 3:35 Pkl. "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc,edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> I will make an effort to attend the first meeting for sure, It would be 
>>> great to have company, though (in part because I’m a terrible note 
>>> taker, in part because I’d like witnesses to be present if there’s an 
>>> assault just kidding.) 
>>> On 8/21/13 3:30 PM. Wayne Lee wrote: 
>>>> In other scheduling news. I’ve pasted here the link to the FAC meeting 
>>>>times/dates, They are scheduled to begin when my class begins, sol 
>>>> will not make their meetings this semester. I hope someone else can 
>>>> become a regular attendee, The first meeting will be key, 

>>> You are currently subscribed to thearg as: southall@hrsm,sc,edu, To 
>>> unsubscribe 

>>> thearg&o=33460253, or send a blank email to 

>>>leave 33460253 65422533.9b6d20b5a5301cg0b917932e3b18caef(t,)listse~w.unc.ed 
>>>u. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pat gavin          ~gmail corn> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 6:56 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

HANSON: Triviality versus reality - Washington Times 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bmndage, W Fitzhugh <bmndage@email unc edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 9:44 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: A Se~-ice Request? 

Wonderfu!! 

Cheers 
Fitz 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 8:23 AM 
TO~ Brundage, W Fitzhugh 
Subject: Re: A Service Request? 

Fitz--yes, this is fine And thanks ve~’y much for sparing me the External Review assignment -Jay 
On 8/22/13 8:20 AM, Brundage, W Fitzhugh wrote: 

Dear Jay: 

Based on the conversation we had earlier, I concluded you preferred not to be part of the External 
Review Committee To the extent possible I wanted to honor the pledge to give you as little 
se~w-ice this year as possible So Richard ]-albert has agreed to chair the external review committee; 
Marcus Bull and Michelle King have agreed to be committee members Marcus had been tagged to 
chair      promotion committee but I can’t ask Marcus to se~e on the external review committee 
and chair a promotion committee So Melissa is going to chair      promotion committee and 
now the challenge is to staff      promotion committee Hence the request for you to se~w-e on 

promotion committee 

Son-y for not sl~elling this chain of requests/recruitment more clearly I hope you’ll consider 
serving on      promotion committee The work should be wrapped up by December and the, 
fingers crossed, you’ll be free of service obligations 

Cheers 
Fitz 

W Fit×hugh B~undagc 
William B. Umstead Professor of History 



UNC-Chapel Hill 
Hamilton Hall CB #3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 22599 
9t9 962 9824 

From: Jay Smith B~_ysmithr~.’_!.~£~9~] 
Sent: Wednesday, Augu~ 21, 2013 3:12 PM 
TO: Brundage, W Fitzhugh 
Subje~: Re: A Service Request? 

Hello Fitz: 
I always like to oblige, but I’m a little confused (see your next to last sentence!) Are you saying that 
Richard and Marcus are going to be handling the External Review (and that I’m offthe hook for 
that?!) But that, consequently, I will still need to serve on the       promotion committee? If so, I 
happily accept the invitation to help with that But if you still have plans for me to chair the 
External Review, maybe we could talk about all this? -Jay 
On 8/21/13 1:29 PM, Brundage, W Fitzhugh wrote: 

I promise to honor your generous service to the department to the extent possible But 
I have one duty I would appreciate it if you would assume             is coming up 
for promotion Melissa has agreed to chair the committee (both Richard Talbert and 
Marcus Bull have agreed to serve on the External Review Committee) So I would be 
grateful if you could join the committee You have extensive se~ice with this task so 
you know better than what is involved The good news is that the task is completed by 
late November 

Please consider this request 

All the best, 
Fitz 

W. Fi~hugh Brundage 
William B. Umstead Professor of History 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Hamilton Hall CB #3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daniel Shem~an <dshennan@email unc edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 I 1:26 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: rain check? 

Hi Jay, 

At least it is wanmng up appropfiatel? ;-) 
Let me know what your schedule looks like Fridays ale gel~emlly good 

1-85 fiasco I cmt do a veiy late hmch (1 teach till 1:45) on 
Thursda? s MW can also work, dependhtg In am" case, let’s not let the 

front the top and mn grateful, but ant sut~ it’s olfl? tempormy)-- 

On 8/22/2013 10:27 AM, Jay Smilh wrolc: 
> Dan--I hate to do it, but I’m going to have to ask for a lescheduIing 

> 3 -4 strapping youngsters to pick up the danm t fihtg and put it in the 
> track for me Wish me well 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 

Friday,               I 1:40 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: FW: tenure-track assistant or associate professor of French histotaj, 1500-1815 

You would think that you would be a perfect fit at a place that prides itself on its pack-like nature! That might land you a 
little too close to athletics though. Also, my dream is to take over Vincent’s spot when he decides to retire and bring jen 
along with me (Montana is...ok...). I have been working the past few days on my Enlightenment lectures for Wes[ Civ 
II...reminded me of you r comment...pearls to swine...they will never appreciate La Mettrie!! 

You probably should read my chapter. Atleast scan it. And remember, it can be separated into two chapters if 
necessary. 

From~ Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday,             5:50 PM 

Subject~ Re: FW: tenure-track assistant or associate professor of French history, 1500-1815 

Your email reminds me, once again, that I’m guilty for not having read your latest yet I swear I’ll get to it soon 

Hey, let me tell you, if Comell’s search was open-rank (lull profs included), I’d be printing out my letter of 
application right now .... 

Man, if only NC State were hirin~ full profs who teach about wolves and such ..... 
On        4:16 PM,              wrote: 

Although you are not a women or an under-represented minority, and you might have to accept derogation 
of status, this has your name written all over it!!! Hope all is well! 

From: bc~ance-33,~074~5-68f~97041@lsb;e~.un~edu [boance-32i’1674-~5-~sggg?0’l~ ~d’qis~e~¢.anc.e~.~] on 
behalf of Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray [~anc,/s~emaihunc~edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 3:21 PN 
To: history-graduate 
Subject: [history-graduate] tenure-track assistant or associate professor of French history, 1500-1815 

From: Katie Kristof [k.~222~c~ell.~?d~l 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 3:07 PM 
To: Brundage, W Fitzhugh 
Subject: 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Depar[ment of History 

Hamilton Hall CB#3295 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 

August 22, 2013 



Dear Chair: 

I write to inform you that the Depar[ment of History at Cornell University seeks to hire for a tenure track 

assistant or associate professor of French history, 1500 1815 includin~ specialists in the French Empire. The 

announcement of our position, which has been advertised through H-Net, AHA and TALEO, reads as 

follows: 

Cornell University’s History Depar[ment is searching for a tenure track assistant or associate professor of 

French history, 1500 1815, including specialists in the French Empire. The position is full~ime, tenure~rack 

at the assistant or associate professor level, and begins on July i, 2014. We particularly invite applications 

from women and members of underrepresented minority groups. Please send a letter of application, CV 

and three letters of recommendations to h~q;s:/!a~:ademiciobsor:line.:~r~iaio/r~bs/2~4. Inquiries should 

be directed to the chair of the search committee, Professor Robert Travers, trtSC~co~ lell ed~ Applications 

will be reviewed as they arrive; the deadline is October 1, 2013. Cornell is an equal 
opportunity/affirmative action employer and we encourage women and/or minorities to apply. 

I would be very appreciative if you could please call this position to the attention of suitable candidates 

and would also appreciate any nomination of a candidate or candidates that you might wish to make. 

With best wishes, 

Rober~ Travers 

Chair, Search Committee 

<ul> 

<1i> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friday,               12:09 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: FW: tenure-track assistant or associate professor of French histo~T, 1500-1815 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,               12:00 PM 

Su~ect: Re: FW: tenure-track assistant or associate professor of French history, 1500-1815 

Yes, that’s the spirit My guess: Charles Walton, now at Yale, will wind up there Only a guess 
On        4:48 PM,           wrote: 

If only this were next year...Optimism is the new thing I am trying out. 

Department of HistoR/ 
The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: bc, ance 33407,145 6669~997~:~lsb~er,~.unc.eau [)oance 33°,57,,~5-6669699792)lisNerv,unc.edu] on 
behalf of 8choonmaker, Nancy Gray [nancys~emaihunc,ed~ 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 3:21 PM 
To: history-graduate 
Subject: [history-graduate] tenure-track assistant or associate professor of French history, 1500-1815 

From: Katie Kristof [~:~o~c .n~Jl~d~] 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 3:07 PM 
To: Brundage, W Fitzhugh 
Subject: 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of History 

Hamilton Hall CB#3195 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 

August 22, 2013 



Dear Chair: 

I write to inform you that the Depar[ment of History at Cornell University seeks to hire for a tenure track 

assistant or associate professor of French history, 1500 1815 includin~ specialists in the French Empire. The 

announcement of our position, which has been advertised through H-Net, AHA and TALEO, reads as 

follows: 

Cornell University’s History Depar[ment is searching for a tenure track assistant or associate professor of 

French history, 1500 1815, including specialists in the French Empire. The position is full~ime, tenure~rack 

at the assistant or associate professor level, and begins on July i, 2014. We particularly invite applications 

from women and members of underrepresented minority groups. Please send a letter of application, CV 

and three letters of recommendations to h~q;s:/!a~:ademiciobsor:line.:~r~iaio/r~bs/2~4. Inquiries should 

be directed to the chair of the search committee, Professor Robert Travers, trtSC~co~ lell ed~ Applications 

will be reviewed as they arrive; the deadline is October 1, 2013. Cornell is an equal 

opportunity/affirmative action employer and we encourage women and/or minorities to apply. 

I would be very appreciative if you could please call this position to the attention of suitable candidates 

and would also appreciate any nomination of a candidate or candidates that you might wish to make. 

With best wishes, 

Rober~ Travers 

Chair, Search Committee 
<ul> 

<1i> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 
Saturday,                7:19 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: 5 months later 

Jay, 

I’m having Iroubl¢ opening your file Is Ihis not a Word documcnl? Ms computer is alleging Ihat il’s some sort of zip file 

From: Ja? Slmth <javsntith@enmilmlc edu> 
S¢nl: Tuesday, I 1:45 AM 
To: 
Subject: 5 monlhs later 

--some feedback on your prospectus draft (Sc¢ Ihc ¢nd) -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

She~vyl Kleinman <           @ncrr corn> 

Sunday, August 25, 2013 12:43 PM 

The progt~ac mailing list <progt~ac@listserv unc edu> 
[progfac] Op-ed: "At NCSU, a betrayal of values with NSA deal" (Schwalbe) 

By Michael Schwalbe 

Amendment is a lnodel of clarit~ Here it is: 

The fight of the people to be secure in their pet~mts, houses, papet~, 

violated, mtd no Warrmtts shall issue, but upon probable cause, 

supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing Ihe place 

rite Natioiml Securits" AgentT has no regat~l for fire liberties supposedly 
gmamnteed by the Fourth Amelldment As Snowden revealed, the NSA has 
engaged in nmssive, warrmttless sp?ing on Americans’ entail, texn and 

Against tiffs Orwellian background, NC State Uiffversits" recently 
announced Ihal it will panner wilh die NSA Io crea/c a new Labomlou 
for Alml?~ic Sciences on the uiffvelifft) ’s Centemfial Campus The goal is 
Io help Ih¢ NSA do a belier job o f analyzing the "big dala" il amasses 
fltrough its snooping 

htvoh’ed m "operational intelligence wink," l~or will it store 

games Ihal impede serious discussiffn of Ihc threats to [ibcrly posed by 
rite NSA’s behavior 

Whether awone pl\x sically located at the Labot-atol3" for Alml? tic 
Sciences engages in "opera/tonal" inlclligcncc work and il’s nol clear 
what tiffs term includes or excludes the lab will stall be abetting 
NSA’s unconstitutional sur~ eillance programs The same point holds 
whether or not mr? classified data ate stmed on site 

truly know what goes on m the lab Its wink will be secret 

According Io the news release issued by NC State, "due to Ihc high 
degree o f con fidenlialily required for Ihe LAS woN. specific fimdiffg, 
persom~el numbers and facilit) details cmmot be provided" Access to 



lab will require a secu~ily clearance 

So agaiu we ate supposed to trust fltose wha have proven to be allergic 
Io Ihc Irulh and resislanl Io dcmocraha accounlabilily Maybe Ihis is 

htteltigence agencies, but it is not haw fltey shauld operate in pubtic 
umvet~ifies 

Unlike otber iltstitufiot~s in our societs" that serve private httetests in 
power or profil, public universilles should se~a, e Ihe common good_ and 
tiffs cmt hapNn ool) it" universities tenmin bast~ot~s of opemtess, 
honcsly, free speech and I~ulh-sccking The nefarious pmchacs of 
agencies such as the N SA and CIA belie tbese values 

Defenders of NC State’s collabot-ation with fire NSA will claim tlmt 
ooly good flitngs witl come of it: better anit-terrorism im-estigatiol~s, 
higM¢ch jobs, commercial spin-offs, overhead monies Io help nm 

But we’ll never know tbe full t-ange of costs to privacy, to libell), 

hffonnation l~eeded to make mt informed assessment SorD’, but that 

IVfichael Sch~x ~lbe is a professor of sociolob9 at N C State U nivet~it) 

--- You arc currcnlly subscribed Io progfac as: jay smilb~a cmall uric cdu To unsubscfibc send a blank 
enmit to leave-33479344-60582236 80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467%listserv m~c edu 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Julia Anne Osman <josman@history.msstate.edu> 
Sunday, August 25, 2013 5:13 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: two items of business 

Jay, 

Dude, you’re writing your fourth book, your the definitive scholar on the bete, you have a chair at a top-level research 
university. You are a distinguished scholar. The only things you lack are the pomp, the adoration of your own voice, and the 
pretension that sadly tends to accompany top scholar status. I acutally think it’ll be really good for the grad students to 
see/interact with a top scholar who is none of those things, as many of the grads seem to think that the first step to thriving in 
academia is acting like you know everything already. I don’t know where they get any of this, as the faculty is about as 
pleasant and humble as it gets. I also like your idea of the late bloomer story, since some of the other g~ad students seem to 
be late bloomers themselves, and would find your story encouraging/helpful. And then they can ask you further questions 
about your approach to academia and your great success. So, let’s go with that. 

As for the ms, I know you’re not quick to get things back, but you read them thoroughly and always have good and helpful 
comments. I’m going to try to get you this thing as soon as I can and then not bug you (too much). Thanks for being willing 
to give it a look. 

Julia 

>>> Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 08/25/13 3:09 PM >>> 
Julia: 
I’ve been out of town, in College Park ( -I canal begin to describe what a ridiculous ordeal that 
was.) Just back and catching up. Yes to both of your questions happy to meet with anyone, and happy to read the ms 
(though, as            could tell you, I’m not as fast as I used to be on getting things read.) Just send away when you’re 
ready and rll get to it as quickly as I can. 

As for a topic of conve~sation...we’ll have to think of something that prevents them from discovering that I’m not distinguished. 
Obviously it would depend on the audience (especially whether it’s grads or undergrads, and if the latter, whether any of 
them are considering grad school.) But rye always sort of thought that one of the elements of my "story" that could be 

inspiring to some people is that I was a total late bloomer and I came from nowhere (well, Dekalb isn’t nowhere, but it’s p~et[y 
close.) Yet one of the things that wordes me about higher ed today is that public Universities are going to be less and less 
able to find and nurture late bloomers like me if states keep starving them of resources. So...I don’t know, maybe that’s the 
beginning of a topic for discussion. Or you can suggest something more conventional and I’d be happy doing that. As my 
teenage daughter used to say 35 times a day...Whatever. -Jay 
On 8/24/13 4:56 PM, Julia Anne Osman wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

HaDDV beainnina of the semester! Did you have a good summer? Spend some time at the beach? How is 
I spent the summer mostly in Virginia and Mississippi, though I did get to go 

to the SSFH conference in Wales. Lots of sheep and castles. 

rm writing about two things. First, I am so excited that you’ll be paying Mississippi State a visit as a Humanities 
Institute speaker. It’ll be nice to see you, and I think the folks around here will appreciate what you have say. 
We’re already starting to plan for your visit, and I was wondering if Wednesday late morning, you might be 
willing to chat with grad students or maybe honors college undergrads in an informal session. Past speakers 
have talked about the p~ofession, choices that have guided their p~ofessional development, how to navigate 
through grad school, or even specific archives or sources. It would only be about 45 minutes. The idea isn’t to 
give you anything that would require much preparation on your part, but to make sure students get face time 
with distinguished scholaPs. Would you be willing? Any idea what you might want to chat about? 

Will said he would probably get you from the airport on Tuesday night, take you somewhere for dinner, then 
dropyou offatyour hotel. I’ll find you there on Wednesday, and usheryouth~ough yourday. In addition to the 
talk, it will include lots of food and hanging out with some of the cooler members of the department. I’ll also 
probably get to you to the airport the following morning. 

Second order of business is the ~evisions for my manuscript. It took a while to get going (that last chapter took 
FOREVER to write), but I’m at a point where Ik, e revised chaptePs 2-5, and just need to clean up 6 and rewrite 
1, plus intro and conclusion. I’m pushing to get everything done this fall, since I’ve missed my odginal end oF 



summer deadline, and I was wondering if you wouldn’t mind reading the manuscript once it’s done. I’ll try to get 
it to you sometime in October, but honestly that first chapter is SO BAD, I can hardly bring myself to look at it. 

Let me know what you think about speal~ng and ~eading my manuscript. Hello to everyone in Chapel Hill! 

Julia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,               10:25 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

C~-aduate school - 

Dr. Smith, 

Hope you had a good spring and summer. I took your class on Old Regime France in the fall and studied 

abroad in Paris during the spring. I am currently deciding what to do with my history major after I graduate 
this year and I was thinking about applying to a doctorate or masters program in French history with a focus 
on the modern era. As French history is your specialty, I was wondering if there are any graduate programs 

you would recommend either in the United States or abroad for an aspiring French historian. 

Thank you, 



Graduate Studies Report for Faculty Meeting 

Dear colleagues, 

It is my pleasure to welcome all of us to the new semester and to share with you the following 
information on our graduate program prior to our first faculty meeting this coming Wednesday 

History Department News 

Our new graduate class for          has arrived and are now engaged in their classes and 

seminars as well as their assignments as Teaching Assistants, Apprentice Teachers, and Graders. 
We issued 28 offers of admission, out of an applicant pool of over 450, and netted an incoming 

class of twelve students; of these four come to our program with the MA degree in hand, and 
eight are entering with the BA. Of these twelve, ten are on depa rtmental funding, one comes to 

us with a Fulbright fellowship, and one is an active-duty military officer. The ten students 
funded by the depa rtment all received the basic financial package with five academic years’ of 
funding at the current stipend of ~IS,200, tuition, and health insurance. In addition, all the 
students received three summers of funding at 52,500 plus health insurance. ]he students must 

pay fees from their stipend. One student received a Graduate School Merit Assistantship, 
however, which pays a stipend of.~.8,000 and the student fees for his first year in the program. 

In addition, two of our incoming students received MEMS top-up awards. The incoming class is 
very talented, representing a wide diversity of interests and skills; they enter our fields in 
Ancient, Asian, European, Russian and Eastern European, U.S., Military, and Gender & Women’s 

history. 

Our students currently in the program have garnered an impressive number and variety of 
research grants, fellowships, honors, and job placements. Over the last two academic years, 

, twenty-five of our students completed their degrees and secured academic jobs or 
postdoctoral fellowships; of these, eighteen are tenure track jobs. This past year, 

twenty of our graduate students received external research grants and fellowships, including 
awards from the Fulbright Fellowship Program, the American Council for Advanced Research, 

and the Society for French Historical Studies as well as from specific research libraries and 
university centers. In addition, our students have been recognized by the Graduate School for 

Royster dissertation completion fellowships and our own departmental resources have been 
effectively distributed through the                                   , and other private 

donors’ contributions. In addition, three of our students will be research fellows at the Center 
for the Study of the American South and the Southern Oral History Program. Recognizing that 
the historical profession is changing, this summer     we offered four Clein Internships to our 

students to enable them to undertake service experiences that would introduce them to work 
at sites off campus and learn new skills related to public history and the digital humanities. 

As always, I thank the field convenors who coordinated the entire admissions process, the Prize 

Committee members who provide the first-level evaluation that is necessary for our students to 



aspire to campus wide grants and fellowships, Ms. Joy Jones for her conscientious work in 

meeting the students and in handling the increasing load of on-line paperwork that the 
university requires, and Dr. Nancy Schoonmaker for her part in coordinating the MEMS 

application process and for overseeing the department web page, an important interface for 
graduate students in the program and for new applicants. In addition, I thank all the members 

of the Graduate Studies Committee for their work and, especially, John Sweet, for his 
mentorship and the series of meetings that he organizes to prepare our students for job 

applications and interviews. 

Last week we had an excellent TA Orientation and Workshop,          and    led by COT 

members and - among the advanced graduate 

students - . In addition, the GHS 

officers and organized a very successful welcoming reception for 

the new class and returning graduate students and faculty Monday afternoon 

Our graduate students employed as TAs, ATs, and Graders for Fall     , currently number 63, 

with an additional TA supplied by the American Studies Department; together they se~ice 26 

courses. 

Two check list items: (1) Please review with your graduate student advisees the completion of 

requirements for both the MA and PhD degrees, including recording all grades for independent 
studies courses and the 993/994 required tutorials for each level, completion of language 
requirements, and - in general - fulfilling the course requirements for the depaRment and for 

each field. (2) Students express concern that 900-level research seminars are not offered 
frequently enough for them to fulfill the requirement to have taken at least one such seminar in 

addition to 905 before qualifying to present their comprehensive exams. We should plan to 

offer these courses with some regularity in each of our fields or across fields; when necessary, if 
truly no such research seminar is offered either here or at Duke that makes sense for a 
student’s program, then we can allow a 899 or other 890 topics course to suffice, with a written 

syllabus and clearly described research project that meets the requirement. 

News from the Graduate School 

Fitz Brundage and I attended the informational session organized by the Graduate School last 
Thursday         for DepaRment Chairs and Directors of Graduate Studies. The following 

sinopsis of the presentations at that one-hour meeting highlights some of the services that are 
available to us and our graduate students. 

International students and departments seeking to admit international students to our 
graduate programs should take advantage of the information and administrative suppoR 
provided by the Office of Int’l Student and Scholar Services (ISSS http://oisss.unc.edu/), 

especially for issues relating to visa requirements and for help in transitioning to the 

U.S.university environment. The English Proficiency Exam is no longer given at UNC, nor are 
remedial courses offered. Students are referred to the OISSS and the Writing Center. 



Tuition. The tuition remission budget has not yet suffered any cuts, and the TR payments will 

increase with the increases in tuition itself. The 12.3% increase in out-of-state tuition mandated 
by the legislature does not apply to graduate students. The Graduate School administers the 

tuition remission monies and coordinates the sharing of tuition remission budgets across 

departments, so that tuition monies not used can be accessed by departments in need of them. 
(The History Department has both contributed these "surpluses" in the past and been the 
beneficiary of this policy.) No tuition remission budgets may be carried from one year to the 

next. The decision whether to support students beyond the tenth semester is up to us, and the 

Graduate School will suppor~ us with TR as far as is possible, upon request with justification. 
Stipend. The minimum AY graduate student stipend was raised by ~S00 this year to ~IS,200. 

There is no plan or expectation to continue raising the stipend. Dean Matson declared that it is 

not meant to be competitive, rather merely a floor to trigger tuition and insurance payments. 

His answer to our queries stipulated that different departments and programs "are on their 
own" to find ways to raise the stipend for incoming graduate students, through research grants 
or private donations, and suggested specifically reducing the number of graduate students 

admitted. The Graduate School continues to offer no solution for the payment of fees. 

Dissertation and thesis submission. Electronic submission of theses and dissertations should 
follow the formatting instructions, and these have been made easier to follow on the 
appropriate website. (http://www.etdadmin.com/cgi-bin/school?siteld-84) Students may 

"embargo," or put limitations on public access to their dissertations. 

Funding. Several funding opportunities for small travel grants and for information on external 
grants are available through the Graduate School. Graduate students may apply to an 

Opportunity Fund that will support unusual academic oppor~uities directly related to the 
student’s thesis or dissertation; this is not a travel grant to attend a conference. In addition 
students may apply once in their ca reer to the Graduate School for conference travel money, 
set at $2S0; this supplements the History Department fund and policies for funding graduate 

student travel. The Graduate Tuition Incentive Scholarship fund is available in at least two 

presentations each year, it is intended to help students with in-state or out-of-state tuition 
payments, in those cases in which students receive external fellowships that do not pay tuition. 

The fund pays the students’ tuition and, upon request health insurance. It is highly advisable to 
encourage our students to a pply. Finally, the Graduate School offers group training in grant 

writing for our graduate students through the Graduate Funding Information Center 

(htt p://grad fu ndin~.we b.unc.ed u/). 
The Graduate School seeks volunteers to review fellowship applications. In addition, the NSF 
seeks reviewers for the graduate fellowship program. 

None of this spells the demise of our graduate program in history. It does mean, however, that 
we must redouble our efforts at private fundraising and re-structure our program to meet our 
goals in preparing the next generation of professional historians. To that end the Graduate 

Studies Committee and all of us will think and work creatively over the coming year. 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Radding 

DGS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday,               3:41 PM 

Intellectual History Seminar <ihs@listserv unc edu> 

[ihs] Triangle Intellectual History Seminar 2013-2014 

Dear Friends, 
Please mark your calendars and hold the dates for the meetings scheduled for the Triangle Intellectual 
History Seminar through January 2014 

Triangle Intellectual History Seminar 2013-2014 
September 22: Suzanne Marchand (Louisiana State University): Zarathustra and the Problem of tile Origins 
of Monotileism 
October 20: Mini-Conference: ~;lie Hal~vy and Politics of the French Third Republic 
(@ John Hope Franklin Center, Duke University) 

Joel Revill (Brown): I~lie Hal~v~, on Metaphysics and Morals 
Ludovic Frobert (ENS-Lyon): Elie Hal~vy’s Vision on Philosophical Radicalism 
K. Steven Vincent (NCSU): The view of England from France: ~,lie Hal~vy in Context 
Cheryl Welch (Harvard): Elie Hal~vy and the Utilitarian Tradition in France 
Julian Wright (Durham, England): The Spectrum of Social Time in the thought of 
Daniel Hal~vy and Charles P~guy , 
Vincent Duclert (EHESS-Paris): Elie Hal~vy’s political engagement (from the Dreyfus 
Affair to L ’Ore des tj’rannies): The importance of the First World War 

November 10: Malachi Hacohen (Duke): Jewish-European Histo~’y 

December 8: Aurelian Criautu (Indiana University): Raymond Aron and the French Tradition of Political 
Moderation 

January 12: Anthony LaVopa (NCSU): Diderot’s "Sur les femmes" 

You are currently subscribed to ihs as: iavsmith~bemail unc edu 

To unsubscribe click here: h~D://lists unc edu/u? 
id 21264536bcc2a4c64a8760a48bd0a8a2198ceaf4&n T&I ihs&o 33493004 

(It may be necessat’y to cut and paste ti~e above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33493004-21264536 bcc2a4c64a8760a48bd0a8a2198ceaf4(7~listsetw- unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,               3:53 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Comps List 

Early Modern-Comps-List docx 

Dear Prof. Smith, 

It was a great start to the semester yesterday, I very much enjoyed the seminar and structure. It should be a great 

semester. 

Please find attached my proposed comps list. This seems to be a "hand-me down" from other students, but I have made 

a few additions (Ginzburg and Clark--I love Ginzburg!). If you have any other suggestions I would love to hear them, as I 

am very much ignorant in this field. Please let me know what you think. 

Best regards~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail com> 

Wednesday,                3:19 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Think Piece 

think piece Idocx 

Hi Mr Smith 

Attached is my first think piece for Histo~ay 
Tuesday 

I will bring a hard copy with me the next time I am at class on 

Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

lhursday,               11 : 10 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Comps List 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu~ 
Se~t: Wednesday, 10:16 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Comps List 

My regular hours are Tuesdays lO 22. Does that work? 

On 4:27 PM, wrote: 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.eduq 
Se~t= Wednesday, 2:44 PN 
To= 
Subject: Re: Comps List 

at first glance, I can see this is a very good list, but it’s a lot more Germany centered than I’m accustomed 

to. (I, of course, am accustomed to France centered lists.) Honestly, I’m not familiar with all the books on the 

list (especially the Germany ones), and so we’ll probably need to do some modifications if only so that I can ask 

informed questions on the comps. Let’s plan to meet to talk this over at some point in the next week or so. -JS 

On 3:53 PM, wrote: 

Dear Prof. Smith, 

It was a great start to the semester yesterday, I very much enjoyed the seminar and structure. It 

should be a great semester. 

Please find attached my proposed comps list. This seems to be a "hand-me down" from other 

students, but I have made a few additions (Ginzburg and Clark--I love Ginzburg!). If you have any 

other suggestions I would love to hear them, as I am very much ignorant in this field. Please let me 

know what you think. 

Bestregards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard@email unc edu> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 4:50 PM 

Talbert, Richard J <talben@email unc edu>; Raleigh, Donald J <DYR@email unc edu>; 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu> 

Brundage, W Fitzhugh <brundage@email unc edu>; Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 

Committee business; save Wed Sept 25, Wed Nov 6, 3PM 

Dear Colleagues, Meeting right before the faculty meeting seemed to work well for even/one yesterday. May I suggest 

that we have another short meeting in about a month on Wed. Sept. 25 at 3PM (once again right before the dept. 

meeting?). This meeting would be the opportunity to discuss any issues or matters arising from our review of materials 

su bmitted. Rachel and the work study students are in the process of getting the documents in      file scanned 

and onto the tenure line faculty intranet, so they should soon be available electronically,        two monographs, but 

not the edited volume, are available as e-books from the library or in hard copy in Rachel’s office. His whole file is also 

available in printed form in a bin in Rachel’s office. 

This afternoon I sent out letters via email requesting the assistance of the fou r reviewers we selected, two from 

list, two from our list. Let’s hope they all accept. 

Looking ahead, Once the evaluations of his scholarship and teaching reports come in (by Nov. 1), we will need to meet 

again, and perhaps more than once. Ou r report to the dept. is due Wed. Nov. 20. Let me suggest that we convene again 

at 3PM on Wed. Nov. 6 to discuss the evaluation and visit results and to divide up the task of composing the report. 

After that, hopefully the rest of ou r work can be done via email exchanges. 

Thanks again for your help in this important task and for reserving Sept. 25 and Nov. 6 at 3PM, for brief meetings. Let 

me know if you are unavailable on those afternoons. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anthony J Vogt        ~earthlink net> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 5:43 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 

RI~: [thearg] Suggestion from Richard Southall 

Somlmll seems to be a good nonfinee I tlm~k we need to tmme a nolml~ee 

..... Origilml Message ..... 
From: Wayne Lee [~ ~.1 o~c_,~2]q2g~!il 
Sent: Thursda?, Aubq~st 29, 2013 12:20 PM 
To: athletics ~eform group 
Sul~iect: [thearg] Suggestion from Richard Soutlm[1 

AIh 
Richard called me (Iho’ now in SC. h¢ is following th¢ lisl), and 

suggeslcd Ihal we consider his wife Deborah Soulhall 

Although a lecmler, she is not womed (for various 
reasons) aboul blowback Sh¢ regularly has alhl¢l¢s (man~ !) in 

issues with Richard Not c~rrentl> on our listserv, but she is h~tet~sted 
in s¢~ing I’d be lu~pp~ with thai solution (after adding her to Ihis 
group!) 

Wayne 

Win, he E Lee 
Professor of History 
Chair of fl~e Cumcuhnn in Peace, Wac m~d Defense wlee@unc edu 

-- You ate currently subsciibed to theaig as: ajvogq@earthlit~k net To 
~msubsctibe 
click heie: 

earg&o 33504535, or send a blm~k email to 
I¢a~¢-33504535-62073852 ff79e613a32c51245cc05b508cd99168~alisls¢t~ unc edu 

-- You ate cunenfly subscribed to thearg as: jaysnfifll(a enmd unc edu To unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Thursday,                I 1:40 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

essay 

Statement of C~-ant Purpose docx 

OK, here’s a rough draft! I borrowed a lot from the paper I wrote this summer, and I put stuff in bold 
as notes to self. But do you think sub-headers are a good idea? Will the people find that 
easier to follow? 
Do you want to talk on the phone soon? Or can we meet early next week? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 1:44 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: essay 

OK. I wasn’t sure how much into detail I should go for 3ansenists and Jesuits because I don’t know 
who these people are on the committee. They might not be historians. Will they know what 
3ansenists even are? Should I explain? 
I can get you a new draft today. Oh, and I should ask     and    for those letters! 
Yes, I’ve read some of the Lusebrink. He looked at some of the exact same sources I picked out, and 
he does mention secrecy. I will definitely have to cite him, but I don’t think he stole my thunder. 
And about the affiliation letter--the        guy said that that was the one piece of the application 
that could come in after Sept. 20. I think the deadline was Oct. 15. 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, ii:16 AM 

TO; 

Subject: Re: essay 

sorry I’m a little slow, busy with some work and various household emergencies. But I’ve read 
through it, and I have two immediate reactions/suggestions to work on right away. i) forget the 
headers, 2) what you have in your "how" section needs a total rewrite, with much greater specificity. 
Work on that first. Right now that paragraph is filled with generalities, and generalities won’t fly 
pecause they’ll fear you’ll waste too much time finding sources. What you need are references to 
specific archival series and collections (e. g., the Arsenal’s Archives de la Bastille, possibly even 
manuscript reference numbers). You also may want to lie a little--claim that you’ve seen at least 
some of the sources you’ll refer to. You didn’t mention the Port-Royal stuff for the 3ansenists or that 
3esuit archive--I think you should say that the first part of your diss will be an examination of the way 
in which Jesuits and 3ansenists constructed images of one another through a discourse of 
conspiracy/transparency. (David Bell’s Lawyers and Citizens used the 3ansenist collection extensively- 
-you could go there to find the exact name of the collection, and even some references to specific 
sources. And go look now at Dale Van Kley’s The 3ansenists and the Expulsion of the 3esuits from 
France--I’d pe surprised if he doesn’t at least touch on some of this. You might find good source 
references there too.) Then bring up the pamphlets and newspapers from the Revolutionary era. 
You could refer specifically to The French Revolution Research Collection as well as the holdings of 
the BN. (I also think you’ll need a "middle," a "connecting" body of sources from approximately the 
1770s. Perhaps the propaganda around the Maupeou coup--see the unpublished dissertation by 
Shanti Singham--would be good, though Z also think the Rousseau-inspired search for "authenticity" 
and/or the anxieties about luxury might be appropriate. You would need representative titles.) 
Remember that you’re trying to convince them that you’ve got the sources that will allow you to tell a 
compelling new story, that you can show an important historical development that has not received 
adequate attention. Get this section right and than we’ll return to the other paragraphs. 

Have to work fast. Can you do a new draft by Tuesday or Wednesday? 

By the way--what did you find in Lusebrink? -Jay 
On        !1:40 PM,                    wrote: 



OK, here’s a rough drafL! T borrowed a lot from the paper I wrote this summer, and I put 
stuff in bold as notes to self. But do you think sub-headers are a good idea? Will the 

people find that easier to follow? 
Do you want to talk on the phone soon? Or can we meet early next week? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Sunday,                  4:24 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Draft 2 

Statement of C~-ant Purpose Draft 2docx 

OK. Draff 2. 
I put in more stuff about Jesuits and 3ansenists in the first part as well. But what if there’s someone 
on the committee who’s a marine biologist or something?? I also need to say something about my 
involvement in the community. Still not sure what to say. 
Questions: I’m looking for the Shanti Singham dissertation and all I can find is some edited volume 
by Van Kley. Do you have a title? And this probably shouldn’t be mentioned in the 
application, but are there pamphlets that would be useful for me at the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Monday,                  6: I I PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Draft 2 

Thanks. This is great stuff. I’ll contact that archivist. 
OK, I will get you that draft tomorrow. The narrative arc sounds good, and it’s easy to follow. Makes 
sense to me. 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 11:43 AM 
TO; 

Subject: Re: Draft 2 

Again, that Por[-RoyN catalog for the Le Paige collection looks amazing. Cite it in some detail in your 
statement ..... 
On 4:23 PN,                  wrote: 

OK. Draft 2. 
I put in more stuff about Jesuits and Jansenists in the first par[ as well. But what if there’s 
someone on the committee who’s a marine biologist or something?? I also need to say 
something about my involvement in the community. Still not sure what to say. 
Questions: I’m looking for the Shanti Singham disser[ation and all I can find is some 
edited volume by Van Kley. Do you have a title? And this probably shouldn’t be mentioned 
in the        application, but are there pamphlets that would be useful for me at the 

? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 10:01 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

HIST 

Reaction I-Portraits doc 

Professor Smith, 

Last tfght I were to sleep                                                 in fl~e hope of sparing the class from tiffs 
pestilence I will not be at class today However. I have fufshed the assigmnent that you gave me You will find it at~lched, if you 
would like a hard copy, I shall bring il Io class on Thursday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 12:45 PM 

Talbett, Richard J <talber~@email unc edu>; Raleigh, Donald J <DfR@email unc edu>; 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu> 

Committee re Faculty meeting date 

Dear Co[leagues, As you will have seen F[tz has cancelled the Nov. 20 meeting at which we were to report on 

and changed [t to Dec. 4. With the Thanksgiving holiday in between and with people’s hohda¥ travel 

plans, mine included, already made, Richard and [ agreed that it would be best if our committee could 

complete its work before the Ti~anksglvlng holiday as originally planned. That wi![ depend, of course, on the 

speed with which our outside reviewers send in their reports. Of th~ {our indiv[dHals [ contacted three have 

already said ./es, and [ am waiting to hear form the four, h. ! gave them a deadline of Nov. & and no later than 

Nov, g. If they are t~me[y in their submissions, hopefully, we can keep to our original schedule, Let me know if 

you have any comp!ications or questions on this issue of timing, [ have us down for meeting Wed, Sept, 25 

a~d again Nov, 6. 

The electronic versions of      work will be available by tomorrow or the next day, His books are already 
accessible via e-books from the library, [ am in the midst of reading and find it quite 

interesting, 

Best, 
Melissa 

From: bounce-33521966-67138634@listserv.unc.edu [mailto:bounce-33521966-67138634@listserv.unc.edu] On Behalf 
Of Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 10:44 AN 
TO: history-faculty 
Subject: [history-faculty] Update: Faculty meeting date and time changes 

Dear Colleagues: 

In order to give our two promotion committees as much time as possible to complete their work, I am changing 
the date of our faculty meeting to consider the two cases Previously, I had scheduled a faculty meeting for 
Wednesday, November 20, 2013 I am now shifting that meeting to Wednesdav~ De¢ember 4 We will also 
have a meeting on Wed.esdm,, De¢ember 11 to consider the repor~ of the program review committee The 
good news is that, assuming now urgent business arises, we will not have a faculty meeting in November 

Fitz 

W Filzhugh Bnmdagc 

William B Umstead Professor of Histoiy 
UNC-Chap¢I Hill 
Hamilton Hag CB #3195 
Clmpel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-9824 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
history-faculty as: <a href "mailto:mbullard~?email unc edu">mbullard~t~email unc edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               ~ 8:30 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Draft 2 

Statement of Grant Purpose Draft 3.docx 

Draft 3. It’s too long now. I have to take out a paragraph somewhere. 
Yes, I’ve been looking at the lePaige collection. Great stuff there. So much. One pamphlet for 
example compares the Jesuits and Unigenitus to paganism. Can’t wait to get in there. 
It looks like I have to send an actual letter to this Jesuit archivist! OK. I’ll work on drafting that. Looks 
like there’s great stuff there, too, though. 
About the Diable boiteux--I cannot find it anywhere. It’s based on a popular novel of the early 
eighteenth century, and everyone has that, but no periodical by that name. As soon as I saw it in the 
archives, I searched UNC and Duke and all the UCs, hoping it was digitized. 
Port Royal also has a bunch revolutionary-era stuff of the Abbe Gregoire called.., the Gregoire 
Collection. Might be useful, too. 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 11:43 AM 

TO: 

Subject: Re: Draft 2 

Again, that Port-Royal catalog for the ba Paige collection looks amazing. Cite it in some detail in your 
statement ..... 
On 4:23 PM,                  wrote: 

OK. Draft 2. 
I put in more stuff about Jesuits and Jansenists in the first part as well. But what if there’s 
someone on the committee who’s a marine biologist or something?? I also need to say 
something about my involvement in the community. Still not sure what to say. 
Questions: I’m looking for the Shanti Singham dissertation and all I can find is some 
edited volume by Van Kley. Do you have a title? And this probably shouldn’t be mentioned 
in the        application, but are there pamphlets that would be useful for me at the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wayne Lee <welee@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 8:45 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: provost 

Jay, 
1 should lmve said enmilh~g He’s lnostl? m~ mnailer 

Wayne E Lee 
Professor of Histmy 

wlee@unc edu 

x~vmnazoncom/Wwne-E-Lee/e/BOOIKlqRXKW/te~ntt atltr dp pel 1 

On 9/3/2013 11:21 AM, JW Snfiflt wrote: 
> ok--though you mighl give him my cell number given 
> thai my office phone never had its voicemail activated -Jay 
> O119/3/13 10:59 AM. Wayne Lee wrote: 
>> should be calling you to set up an appointment Let me know k[’he does 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 
Wednesday, September 4, 2013 1:15 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Brundage, W Fitzhugh <brundage@email unc edu> 

Notice of Post-Tenure Review 

PTR Smith pdf 

Good Afternoon Professor Smith, 

Attached is your notice of post~enure review. A hard copy has also been placed in your mailbox. Please contact me 

with any questions and/or if I can be of fu r~her assistance. 

Adam 

Adam Kent 
Depar[mental Manager 
UNC Depar[ment of Histo~ 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919.962-1403 (Fax) 
akent@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 
Thursday,                  6:18 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: this weekend, I swear 

Deal You SHOULD f¢¢1 bad. bul my sighls lu~v¢ b¢¢n s¢l on I¢aching, so whatever chang¢s you suggcsl will not be worked on unlil 
later am’way If in3." paper gets accepted to       in           we cml settle up then (mid actually discuss impartant dissertation 

From: Jay Smilh [jaysmiih~acmail uric ¢du] 
Sent: Thursda?, 5:54 PM 
To: 
Sul~iect: this weekend, I swear 

1’11 never get over tlfis gmilt (One of m) t~x elve excuses:       is 
applying for [he         And let’s sya she’s gol a long way to go) 
Bul I will read your chaplet widlin 3 days. or I will bu3 you a lilcr of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

SaRlrday,                  1:08 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thesis on 

DearProfessorSmith, 

Unfortunately, I have class on Tuesdays 9:30-10:45 and $1:00-$1:50. Is there any other time that would be 

convenient for you? Thank you for agreeing to meet with me! 

Best, 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:05 PM 

TO: 

Subject: Re: Thesis on 

-sure thing. My regular hours are Tuesday 10-12. Let me now if that doesn’t work for you. 

Jay Smith 

On 12:27 AM, wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

My name is and I am a majoring in Classics and History, I am 

currently developing a thesis regarding hunting as a potential symbolic activity of 

the Ancient Roman emperors, Professor Talbert has consented to be my advisor, and he 

suggested that I contact you as a potential committee member for my thesis. Would it be okay if I 

stopped in during your office hours either this week or early next week to discuss the matter with 

you? When are your office hours? 

I hope that your semester has started off well! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 
Sunday,                  I 0:23 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: draft 

OK 1’11 gel thai And I’ll t~ Io gel you the n¢xl draft Tucs&~y (I cxp¢cl¢d to do lois of drafts, I’m jusl wom¢d whal I’m supposed Io 
about tbe "host county conmmlfi~" ") I’ve been in CA tiffs past weekend for a wedding, but ant back ht Chapel Hill now[ 

From: Ja) S~rfith <jm’snfith~a;enmil unc edu> 
S¢nl: Thursday, 2:57 PM 
To: 
Sul~[ect: draft 

-am finishing Ih¢ ncw draft and will scnd it back soon BUT I 
iust t~alized that you t~all? MU ST go take a look at J ean Starobinski’s 
Jean-Jacques Rousscan: Transparency and Obslmclion ~Ic argued Ihal R 
soughl bolll Imnsparcncy, as a sorl of philosophical position, and a 
ccrlain kind orprivacy, or "obslntclion ") You sbnply hav¢ Io rcfcT. 
ffooly tit passing, to the Rousseau-inspired desti~ for transpat~Ey 

(~ hctllcr you know il or 11ol ) 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Monday,                  6:23 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

lutheran insult generator 

htt p://ergofa bulous.org/lut her/ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 10:55 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Today 

Hist Response 2docx 

Hey Professor Smith, 
My housemates were sick this weekend and I woke up this morning so I won’t be in class today. I’ve 
attached my response essay. See you Thursday (assuming this fever goes away!) 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 
Tuesday                  I 1:3 I AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: French affiliate 

-1 lmve soineone in FmiJce leady to wiite for you with an official 

who gol his slarl working on the RcvohttiOlUll3 building trades 

and who now teaches at Umvet~it~ de Paris-Diderot Was once a vet3 good 
f~i¢nd of mine. though w¢’vc drifted in the pasl 20 y¢ars You’ll nc¢d 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,                  I 1:38 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Histo~a2    Class Today & Think Piece 2 

Think Piece 2 Caroline Statues docx 

I will not be in class today                I’ve attached my Think Piece to this email, in the case that you 

will allow me submit it electronically. I could also bring a paper copy to Thursday’s class if needed. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,                  12:06 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Carolina Week 

Great, see you then. 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:49 AM 

To; 
Subject: Re: Carolina Week Story 

On ! 1:39 AM, wrote: 

2:30 on Thursday is perfect. Can we do the interview at your office? 

!’11 probably have some time Thursday afternoon. Is 2:30 or so good? 
On       11:06 AM,              wrote: 

Professor Bmith, 
My name is I’m a senior here at UNC-Chapel Hill studying broadcast 
journalism. I’m a for Carolina Week, the university’s weekly, student- 
led newscast, and I’m currently working on a story on the Rawlings report. My professor, Jim 
Hefner, referred me to you for my stoQ¢. Are you available anytime this week for a brief, on- 
cam interview? I’d love to get your opinion in light of all that has happened. I appreciate your 
time and consideration. 

Best, 

UNC-Chapel Hill, School of Journalism 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Donald M. <dreidl@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:31 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Lynn Mollenauer 

I’ll hc in touch with morc details and look torxvard to sccmg you Sunday, 

Don 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:01 PM 
TO: Reid, Donald M. 
Subject= Re: Lynn Mollenauer 

Don--yes, I can do this You might consider asking 
On 9/9/13 10:17 PM, Reid, Donald M wrote: 

for the dinner -Jay 

HiJay, 

As you know, Lynn Mollenauer will be presenting to the French group this Sunday. I hope you’ll be able to 
introduce her and to come to dinner afterwards. You’d be the host (pay and get reimbu~ed pretty quickly 
by Sandi Payne), but Jim knows restaurants in the area well and will pick something out and make a 
reservation. I’ll invite a couple of faculty and Jeffrey Harris (the graduate student rapporteur). I’d also like to 
invite one of your students. Who do you suggest? I think that went to dinner with Jeremy Popkin last 
year. 

I hope you can make it. Let me know. 

Thanks, 

Don 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday                  12:55 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Think Piece 2 

ThinkPiece2 docx 

Hello, 

Sorry but I am still feeling unwell from Thursday when I was forced to miss class. I should be clear for this 

Thursday. My think piece for today is attached and I will have a hard copy for you on Thursday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail corn> 

Tuesday,                  l: 16 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

paragraph summary 

History Project (Summary) docx 

I think I told you about this: I’m looking into applying for a month-grant through a joint 
project on economic history As pa~ of the process, you have to submit a paragraph project summary (100 
words) and a 600-word research summary I’m still working on the summary, but here’s the paragraph How 
does it sound? I’m not thrilled with it, but I’m finding it really hard to generate any excitement in 100 words 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Payne, Sandra S <payne@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                  3:00 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: 

FCS - doc docx 

Hi 
Plcas¢ find Ihc paper at/ached 

..... Ofigilml Message ..... 

Sent: Monda), 10:28 PM 
To: Payn¢. Sandm S 

Hi S~mdi--c~m I lutve file paper? Tlumks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jim Winders           @yahoo corn> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 5:41 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Reid, Donald M <dreidl@email unc edu> 

dinner with Lynn etal 

Hi .!ay, 

I hope you had an enjoy:dale summer. I am vet3" pleased rlaa~ you ha~ e agreed to ini~-o&~ce Ly~an a~ our mee~ng ;rod 
rlaa~ you will he hosting the dinner. Before I kn~" wlao tlae dinner par~cip;m~s would he, I made a rese~’afion (m 
my n;une) for s~x a~ 7:30 at Dos Perros in Durlaam. Don and I hax’e [~)und tlais to he a reliable good choice for 
Sunday (:v(:tllt/~, but 1 will not bc onc bit oftcndcd it yo~x prct~r anothcr placc..!~xst lct mc know, and 1 will canccl 

this year. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Wednesday,                    I 1:39 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

draft 4 

Statement of C~-ant Purpose Draft 4docx 

Hi Jay, 
Here’s the latest, hopefully more elegantly written draft. 
Should I apply for these others: Chateaubriand, Lurcy something, Mellon original sources something, 
and the Graduate school off-campus fellowship for       ? 
Since we’re doing all this refining for the fulbright essay, it will probably be easier from now on with 
the other applications, n’est-ce pas? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, September I I, 2013 12:1 I PM 

Raleigh, Donald J <DYR@email unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; 
Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu> 

Talbert, Richard J <talben@email unc edu>; Brundage, W Fitzhugh 
<brundage@email unc edu>; Olsen, Rachel <rolsen@live unc edu>; Kent, Adam S 
<akent@unc edu> 

Committee update 

Deal Review Colleagues, I am happy to let you know that all fou r of our first choice reviewers have agreed to 

evaluate They are: 

From candidate’s list: 

From Committee’s list: 

Richard Gordon, Effur~ (Germany) 

Robert Parker, Oxford 

In addition, please note that all      articles and chapters and his statements on scholarship etc. since his last 

promotion are available to you (and other senior faculty) on the department’s tenure-line faculty intranet (linked via the 

"People" section of the Dept. website). Rachel Olson is also preparing printed copies of      teaching evaluations for 

each committee member, which should be available soon. I hope these electronic and personal copies will make it 

easier for you to access his promotion materials. Hard copies of the same materials plus his books are available in 

Rachel’s office at your convenience. If you borrow any of the books or hard copies from Rachel, kindly sign them out, so 

we will know where they are. 

Also please inform me or Richard know if you have any questions or have any trou ble accessing 

scheduled a brief meeting for Wed. Sept. 25 at 3PM in HM565. 

submissions. We 

Thanks again for serving on the review committee. -Melissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@liveuncedu> 
Wednesday,                    12:12 PM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 
class 

Professor Smith, 

slarl nU job s¢arch Ihis y¢ar I f¢¢1 it is som¢thing I should take ad~ anlag¢ of and wanted Io let you know I won’l b¢ abl¢ Io make it to 
class tomorrow Let me know k[’theie is am’thing I should do to make up for fire missed class 

Tlmnkyou. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jones, Joy Mann <joyjones@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                    1:40 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

FW         Exam # 2 

Early Modern Exam docx 

HiJa¥: 
Ineed acomp grade for 

in hisfile along withNs exam. 

Thanks, 
Joy 

searched my emails and I never received one. I need an emai[ stating his grade to put 

From:               [rnailto:~ 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2013 7:38 PM 
To: Jones, Joy Mann 
Su~ect:       Exam # 2 

@mail.goucher.edu] 

Dear Ms Jones, 

Please find attached my early modem exam response for Jay Smith I have sent it to him as well 

With my thanks and best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard@email unc edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 9:57 AM 

Raleigh, Donald J <DYR@email unc edu>; Talbert, Richard J <talbert@email unc edu>; 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu> 

Brundage, W Fitzhugh <brundage@email unc edu>; Olsen, Rachel 
<rolsen@live unc edu>; Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 

materials now available electronically 

Dear       Committee Colleagues, The materials in          are now available to us electronically via a new ful! and 

distinguished prof. faculty intranet on the department’s website or by the direct link below. Many thanks to Rachel and 

From: Olsen, Eachel 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 3:25 PM 
To: Bullard, Nelissa M. 
Subject: Full/Distinguished Faculty Intranet 

Hi Dr, Bullard ! The intranet with        materials that’s viewable only to full and distinguished faculty is now 

live, The link is: https://fullanddistinguishedfaculty.web,unc,edu/ 

The link is also posted in the sidebar of the Faculty page here: https://history.unc.ed u/people/faculty/ 

Let me know if you need anything else from me! 

Best, 
Rachel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday,                    10:29 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

FW: Student assistantship in early modern maritime business history 

Jay, 

This might be something to check out. What do you think? 

Ph.D. Candidate 

Department of History 

De University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: bounce-33589703-67629036@lisLserv.unc.edu [bounce-33589703-67629036@lisLserv.unc.edu] on behalf of 
Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray rnancys@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:26 AM 
To: history-graduate 
Subject: [history-graduate] Student assistantship in early modern maritime business history 

Dear all 

A message from Brent Lane of the Kenan Flagler Business School concerning possible research opportunities 
relating to early modern maritime history Please contact Dr Lane if this is of interest 

Yours 

Marcus Bull 

I am studying the evolution of corporate finance particularly as manifest in the funding of exploration 
and colonization in Tudor and Stuart England. I am particularly interested in the emergence and 

evolution of joint stock companies and their role in such enterprises as the Muscovy and Cathay 
companies, the Frobisher campaign, the Roanoke Colony and the Virginia Company. As financial 

innovations the joint stock companies offered advantages and disadvantages for enterprise 

capitalization, but their pace of evolution may have been inadequate to the shifting requirements of this 

series of ventures. 

The working title for this research is "Could Venture Capital have Saved Sir Walter Ralegh’s Lost Colony" 

which reflects my experience as a venture capitalist and my involvement as a director on historical 
research foundations. There is a limited body of literature on the financial structures of the period. 

Fortunately the litigious nature of the London and Bristol "merchant adventurers" suggest additional, as 
yet uninvestigated, sources may be found within English court records of investor relations and 

disputes. 

I regularly work with multidisciplinary teams of graduate students here at the Kenan Institute. I hope I 
can identify MEMS area student(s) with relevant interests for collaborative MEMS/business school 

research beginning in and concluding in mid Spring 

rector of Ecol3omic Strategy 



and Adjunct Professor of Heritage Economics 
Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Professor Marcus Bull FSA FRHistS 
Andrew W Mellon Distinguished Professor of Medieval and Early Modem Studies 
Acting Director, Program in Medieval and Early Modern Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Depa~ment of HistotT 
Hamilton Hall CB 3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
tel: 0019199625544 
email: mgbull@email unc edu 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
history-graduate as: <a hre~"mailto: O)email unc edu"> ,@~email unc edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Monday,                    12:04 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE:       Thesis Committee 

Dear Professor Smith, 

Friday at 2:00 PM works for me. Thank you again for agreeing to meet with me. 

Best. 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 8:05 AM 

TO: 

Subject: Re: Thesis Committee 

¯ are you around this Friday? I have some time around 2pm. 

On        3:42 AM, wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

Since your office hours coincide with my classes, is there another time that we could meet in your 

office to discuss my      Thesis and the possibility of you serving as a committee member? 

Alternatively, I am happy to answer any questions that you may have via email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail cam> 

Monday,                   9:32 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Revised Stuff 

That’s fine Umm, I’m not sure: I see it kind of like you do On the one hand, Coclanis is a big name, and 
definitely would be able to speak intelligently about the kind of "global" processes we see going on here On the 
other, aside from a 45 min meeting 2 years ago, he doesn’t know me, and he certainly doesn’t know my work 
really don’t know Could be one of those high-risk, high-reward type scenarios If I went with him, you think 
should wait till March to submit, as it’s a short turnaround and I don’t know him super well? 

Oh, by the way, this came on H-France today We submitted weeks ago, so it’s not that big of an issue, but you 

got to be fiiggin kidding me: 

From: Danna Agmon [rnailto:da#mon@vt edu] 

Dear Colleagues, 

Erin Greenwald (Historic New Orleans Collection) and I are seeking a third panelist for the SFHS meeting in 
Montreal. Our topic will be the French in India in the eighteenth century. Erin’s paper will discuss the Compagnie des 
Indes’ decision to divert resources from Louisiana to India. My paper will compare two courts of law run by the 
Company in India. We are also hoping to find a discussant to join the panel. If you are interested in either role, 
please email me at dagmo~,@.,~ edu 

very best, 

Danna Agmon 
Virginia Tech 
da,qman{d~vt edu 

Danna Agmon 
Assistant Professor, History and ASPECT 
Virginia Tech 

On Man,             at 8:00 PM, Jay Smith <itt’st~ith(g,?em !i! ut~c edu> wrote: 
-I can’t get to this until tomorrow, I’m sorry On the other letter writer--I don’t know if this is an inspired 

idea or an idiotic one, but I’m wondering about Peter Coclanis, our esteemed economic historian You met 
him, fight? His name carries weight, and if he’s willing, it might be an interesting complement to my letter 

PS I’d be happy to ask him first 

On 12:44 PM, wrote: 

Jay, 

I did a little more work this morning on the grant stuff (no big changes; like a word here or 
there) I’ve attached both here Also including the link for the project page The woman from the 



site finally got back to me and said that maybe the march deadline makes more sense from a 
money being disbursed point of view, but that the grant is competitive and ifI applied in the fall 
and didn’t get it I could apply again in March So I guess it is still a bit unclear what I should do 
The big thing at this point is that I’ll need two w~iters, and it’s about two weeks away from the 
deadline Is that enough time? Should I do Lloyd in addition to you? Someone else? 

Here’s the link to the grant instruction page Some of their past projects sound quite 
good: [~3~ v 

For the research summat2¢, which they’re really unclear about, I tried to talk a lot about the 
project and its significance while leaving room as well what I would actually do in India Not 
sure if this is balanced enough, but I still feel like I need to sell them on the project itself before 
they’re going to give me money Still feel, too, like it needs some oomph; this thing always seems 
more exciting when I talk about it than when I write about it 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,                  I 0:29 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

comps and grants 

Comps List- Smith docx 

Dear Jay, 

We probably don’t need to meet about these things yet, but these are the two topics we will need to address 

(which I send you in lieu of coming in before noon today): 

1) I would very much appreciate it if you would write me a letter for one of my grant applications: 

I will send you the application essays, etc., as I write them. Of course, since this is for the 
dissertation, most of that will be developed from the prospectus draft you already read. 

2) For our early modern France comp, we should probably, you know, pick some books. We’re shooting for 

about 35, right? Here are 60 candidates for your consideration. 

Many thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail corn> 

Wednesday,                   4:55 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: proposal 

Histol?¢ Project (SummalN) docx; HistolN Project (Research Proposal) docx 

Ok, tllis is annoying, but can you take a really quick look at the revised project proposal page It’s almost 
exclusively changes you suggested, but I added one or two things mysel£ I just want to make sure that the 
talking about structural change, and then changes to economic thought, and then political culture all seem to 
come together, and that I’ve made a compelling enough case for needing to be in India Also, I’m a little 
confused about one suggestion of yours: in the tllird paragraph, you said to change "most importantly" to "most 
important" I think importantly works best here, but maybe I’m just confused I’m shooting to send this off 
tomorrow, so I know this is short notice, but I think it’ll honestly j ust need a 5-rain look over to make sure it 
sounds not stupid 

rm including the 100-word project summa~?¢ too, but I think that sounds ah-ight, and you didn’t have any 
suggestions regarding it last time 

Also, I have a provisional title that I included: "Privileging Commerce: The COml)a~,q~ie des Indes and the 
Politics of Trade in Old Regime France" How does that sounds? Should it be more economic-y for an 
economic hist thing? 

If I get this I can buy you a really nice magnet from India 

Thanks, 

Ok, I’m less in panic mode now I’ve asked Lloyd, so as long as he’s on board, I’ll shoot for the 
Oct deadline You’re ok doing a letter in a little less than two weeks? I have to submit tlle 
application before they’ll ask you for letters, and will try to do that tonight or tomorrow 

On Tue, at 5:41 PM 
Jay, 

wrote: 

It does sound much better in the shortened form The questions I have are: 

1) does it sound interesting enough that Indian trade helped influence political and social 
change in France? That’s basically what eveuone writing about the 18th centmy wants to say 
Does it sound a little teleological ifI am now just funding some other "factor" in the 
Revolution? Is it clear that I’m showing how ~ractices, and not just changes in ideas, is at work 



here? 

2) if I knock out the sentence in the India section about what I could use the chauderie files for 
do I have enough there to show what the whole research proposal is? 

I always have the option of waiting on this grant and submitting in March There is no penalty 
for applying and not getting it, but I will admit it’s wearing on me a bit applying for grants and 
getting rejected, and if this is going to be a rush job that doesn’t show the project in its best 
colors, rd almost rather wait until I have all my ducks in a row I suppose the big question now 
is if Lloyd wouldn’t mind doing this on short notice What do you think? 

On Tue, at 5:18 PM, Jay Smith <javsmith~¢~email ~*nc edt~> wrote: 
-I mainly tried to shorten some of your sentences, and eliminate some always- 

confusing gerund phrases I think it sounds a little more direct now Which is good for a 
short statement 

On Coclanis maybe you could ask Lloyd now And if you fail this first time, we can go to 
Coclanis next It would make sense for you to cultivate him a little bit anyway, I think 
[He’s yet another person who would be good on your committee, actually You’d have the 

biggest committee in history ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lydia Boyd <         ~gmail corn> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 9:L 3 AM 

The progfac mailing list <progfac@listse~w- unc edu> 

The progfac mailing list <progfac@listse~w- unc edu> 

Re: [progfac] the new BCBS program question UPDAIE 

The 2014 pmnfiums ate m’ailable on rite State Health Plmt website 

The 7{I/30 plan is basically unchanged, as I ~mdcrstand II The 80/20. as II has b¢fore, provides lower oul nf pocket ¢xp¢nses in 
exchange for higher premhims This year Ihey are reducing tile premiums for lids plan (Ihough dley remain higher Ihan Ihe 70/30 
plan) if you complete I-3 "wellness activities" One of Ihese "aclivdies" is Io complete what dic} call a "healdi assessmen~ su~ c.~" 
which requires you to answer questions about medical conditions, resulls nf medical lesIs, elc They have also added a lldrd option, 
Ihc "consumer direcled hcallh plan" which is a low premium, high deductible plan As I undersland II, Ihis plan is simila~ to Ihc 80/20 
plan but wllh a higher deductible (so overall higher oul of pockcl costs) I lldnk lids is also Ihc cheapest (in lenns o f premiums) of Ihc 
fltree plans it’you have dependents The prenmnns (>our out-of-pa? check costs each monflt) of tiffs new plan will also be reduced ff 
you comphite fire "wellness acthiifies" 

There are legitinmte concerns about sharing health infonnafion with your hisurmtce provider--infommtion flint they would not 
othem ise have access to Though they do have certain infonnafion, such as being able to deduce you have astlmm if you regmlarl? fill 
a prescription for asflmm i~thalers, they don’t have ~nost of rite infonnafion that is being solicited: diagnosed medical condiitm~s that 
have ~ot generated a claint the results of ~nedical tests (it lood pressure, ghicose levels), etc Different people will feel ~nore or less 
cmnfortable providing flits infonnafion to an insurance cmnpmt?, but I would suggest that evmyone read the fine priN about the 
survey (disclosures are available mitme when you imitalb" access file surve? t firough the webaite) and weigh the costs m~d benefits of 

The other "acthiifies" you are asked to cmnplete to reduce 80/20 mtd "coitsumer" prentimns ate to dechire that you do not smoke, and 
to choose a pfinml? care provider I behm’e fulure visits to this provider will also cost less 

Hope that helps! I ant no expert, but I have read lnost of rite material about the new optiol~s There may be errors m what I have 
suimnarized here. so defihitel? investigate fi~rther ffyou still are concerned or confused 

On Sop 18, 2013. at 9:51 PM. Elys¢ Chislall wrote: 



>> pdodly 

>> 3 An in[onnn~ional vidco is b¢in~ cn~31cd [or dl¢ cnmpus Thnl ald¢o ~iI~ 

>> Hope Ihis infonna/ion helps! 

>> debby 

>> On 9/18/13 9:32 PM, "Stromalz Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 

>>> Hi M) background (life before UNC) is in finmtcial sen’ices, so I do 
>>> understand fire cltanges However. I don’t want to be "~espoJtsible" for 
>>> tbese intporiant choices for am’one tbough ;) 

>> > debby 

>>> 4102062939 

>>> On 9/18/13 9:19 PM. "Jordan, Joseph F" <j [jordan@cmall unc cdu> wrolc: 

>> >> would m~ one among us feel comfortable helping all of us understand the 
>>>> opfiot~s?? rm in tlte stone boat sinking 

>>>> Front: Sheni~ 1 Kleilm~an             ?~c rr conq 
>>>> SeN: Wedllesda% Septen,ber 18, 2013 6:01 PM 
>>>> To: Tbe progfac malhng list 
>>>> Cc: Tbe progfac malhng list 
>>>> Subject: Re: [pro~’ac] tbe new BCBS progrmn question 

>>>> On 9/18/13 1:46 PM. Elys¢ C~) slall wrolc: 

>>>>> dollar mnounts attached bow do tbese plmts compare with each oflter ~e: 
>> >>> costs to us? does mr) one know? i mn loo!dng for direction mtd would 
>> >>> welcome m~ suggestions front you wise ones about l/ow i nfigN learn wltat 



>>>>> --- You ate currentl3 subscribed to prog~ac as: skleimnanl@nc u corn 
>>>>> To mtsubscribe send a blat~k 

>>>>> leave-33605884-49846192 948d3c248883635469 ld06b3cfOcd[29@list set~" unc ed 

>>>> I¢a~¢-33607597-48984172 032d77741793b6d8136a 8c46764089a5 ~a lislscr~ uric cdu 

>>>> leave-33608042-56223020 18abcb43200370a7c 1248 lb56fe lebgb@listset~" uric edu 

>> --- You ate currentb subscribed to prog, fac as: ect3 st@~mndspdng corn To unsubscribe send a blaltk 

> --- You ate curre~tl3 subscribed to prog~ac as: lboydm~c@gnmil corn To mtsubscfibe send a blmtk 
> entail to leave-33608138-57922139 06fc3da2d30ad60ec7al lfaal0de4ac6@listserv uric edu 

--- You ate curremly subscribed to progfac as: ja) s~mth@enmil uric edu To mtsubscribe send a blat~k 
entail to leave-33609952-60582236 80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467@listserv m~c edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard@email unc edu> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 2:41 PM 

Talbert, Richard J <talbert@email unc edu>; Raleigh, Donald J <DYR@email unc edu>; 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu> 

FW: First reviewer letter in ( 

¯ letter docx 

Deal Committee Colleagues, Believe [t or not, our first outside review of scholarship from 

I is in and attached here[ -Melissa 

From                      ~nyu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 12:42 PM 

Subject: Re: materials available 

Dear Melissa, 

Attached is my letter concerning candidacy for promotion.    I’m in New 

York now, but will send the letter in hard copy, along with the independent contractor 

form, this weekend when I return to                   (where I left the form). 

I hope the letter is suitable. 

recent work. 

I must say I very much enjoyed reading 

Best regards, 

David 

On Sat, Sep 7, 2013 at 11:15 AM, Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard~?email unc edu> wrote: 
Dear              Our work study students have now finished scanning              articles and chapters 
since his last review A packet of Xeroxes and his recent books went out to you yesterday To access the 
articles and chapters electronically, go to www dropbox corn The userid ID is: histotw~?unc edu The 
password: histotN 10 

Please let me know if you have any trouble accessing the materials I had hoped al the materials could have 
been sent out earlier in the week, but that wasn’t possible Thank you, in any case for your patience and for 
undertaking this task We greatly appreciate your evaluation There will be an "independent contractor form" to 
submit in order for us to send you your honorarium, but there is no immediate rush on that 

Many thanks again, 
Melissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail corn> 

Friday,                  4:59 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Panel 

Faculty Recommendation Sheet doc; 
Conference Travel Application doc 

Conference Travel Summa~?¢ docx; 

Here’s the reminder with the necessm~ forms After talking with Nancy, it turns out that I can’t do the 
thing on the              because all receipts have to be submitted by June I I can, however, apply for 

money to pay for          I’ve attached the docs you’ll need: the the faculty recommendation form (all 
filled out except for the part where they ask for the home address of the faulty member--I figured it was easier if 
you did that); my application form; and the 300-word summal’y of why I need to go to this conference I’ll 
probably tinker with this stuff before the deadline (words here or there), but nothing should change that much 

I have two other questions for you, though 1) Can you think of any other source of funding to support going to 
the       conference in          ? I mean you can apply through the       but they only have money for two 
graduate students I mean if things went really well, I could be in India around that time, which would make 
traveling to          a bit more manageable But it’s still an expensive prospect, and it looks like the grad 
school only oilers $25000 Does the department do something similar money-wise? I am not sure if there are 
places to look externally, nor even where I would start 

2) This is a real last minute thing--as if the conference travel grant weren’t last minute already I just saw on the 
page that they oiler a one-semester dissertation writing fellowship for the spring semester Do you think 

this is worth applying for? rve taught a lot at this point, and think I probably have decent enough evaluations to 
show that I’m a good teacher I also plan on doing a solo class over the summer or next year, which will give me 
that important teacher of record distinction Doing another semester of TAing doesn’t seem like it would have a 
ton of value It would also really let me get down to writing, which would be nice The downside is the 
application, like eve~?~tlring else, is due Oct I I think I can get eve~’ything together in time--they need a 1,000 
word proposal--but it would also mean that I’d need am)ther recommendation from you This would make three 
by Oct I (                                                    I Is at all possible to use something you 
have or to do this without it taking a ton of time that you don’t have available It’s really not an issue if not; I 
didn’t even think or know about this grant until a few minutes ago 

Thanks, 

On Wed,             at 5:34 PM, Jay Smith <ja3stnilh~?emaiJ urc ed~> wrote: 
sure, just remind me by Friday 

On 5:21 PM, wrote: 

Since you have nothing better to do than w~qte last minute for me, what do you 
think about this: my friend is t~aying to put together a panel for the 
conference in          this year, and I am looking at applying for funding from       (they do 
a conference travel grant for up to $2,000) If I am in India at the time, I can probably travel 
more cheaply anyway I wasn’t going to apply for this conference, but if we can get things 



together panel wise, it makes sense to look for funding The only thing is that the       deadline 
is Oct 1, and they need a recommendation from my advisor Is this at all feasible? I thought at 
this point you could maybe just use something you’ve used before, or slightly modify the 
language from the    project thing I’ll have the panel idea together tonight or tomo~low 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SOUTHALL, RICHARD <Southall@hrsm,sc,edu> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 9:27 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [thearg] Sept, 27 meeting, confirmed 3.:30-3:00 

Jay, 

Great to hear from you. The SWAC is the Southwestern Athletic Conference ! .~.~ :~. L~:tv. :.’~.v.v. ~ = .~.!~ An H BCU conference that 

includes such schools as Grambling, Southern, Prairie View, Alabama A&M, MS Valley State. 

5WAC schools have a high number of first generation students, students of color, and students from a variety of 5ES 

backgrounds. As a result of these factors the SWAC has less of a gap. As we’ve always noted, the AGG is not an indictment or 

a congratulatory shout out to schools. A large gap is not inherently "bad" or a small gap inherently "good." The gap is simply a 

reflection of the degree to which the football teams (in this case) are graduating players at the same rate as other students. If 

the football teams in a conference are graduating players at the same rates as other students, they will have less of a gap. A 

low gap is not indicative of a low overall graduation rate for either cohort. It is simply a measure of similarity of dissimilarity 

of FB grad rates to those of the full-time male students in the conference. So, if the Pac-12 has really high graduation rates 

(Stanford, Cal, UCLA, USC) football player gap may be larger. The AGG is designed to measure the degree to which the FB 

players in a conference have "an equal access to the education" afforded full time males students. Working a football job and 

going to Cal is hard!@@! 

Hope this makes sense! 

Look forward to visiting the next time I’m on campus. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor 

Director College Sport Research Institute 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 

University of South Carolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803.777-5550 

Cell: 

Emaih solJth ~Jl~hrsrn s~c.edu 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport - 

April 22-26, 2014 www csri¢.onfere ~:e.~;rg 

Richard ~ust read the paper. I’m curious: what is the 5WAC, and how would you explain their almost unique ability to 

graduate their players at higher levels than the regular student body? -Jay 

On 9/26/23 8:22 PM, SOUTHALL, RICHARD wrote: 



Fellow ARG travelers:) 

Sorry I won’t be able to set to Chapel Hill in time for our meetin8 tomorrow. We have our first PhD student 

applicant on campus tomorrow from Washington, DC (A former master’s student of mine @ U of Memphis!). 

He actually worked on some of our first graduation rate research 8 years ago... 

I wanted to attach our 20~.3 NCAA D I Football Adjusted Graduation Gap Report for everyone. We released it 

today. I hope you find the data helpful for your discussion. I’ll be happy to jump in on a phone call to answer 

any questions about our findings or the research teams statement. But, will not be offended if I don’t hear from 

you:) 

Please feel free to distribute to local or national media contacts (That would be very much appreciated !!!) or 

colleagues across campus as you would like. 

Pass along my best to Dr. Gill. 

Look forward to visiting again soon. 

Take care, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 

University of South Carolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 80g.777-5550 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport 

April 22-26, 2094 www. :~l ~on~ere~ce.or~ 

Reply-To: Jay Smith <jay.:,rn)th@e[qai! uf:c.edL~> 

Date: Thursday, September 26, 2013 7:43 PM 

Just forwarding an earlier announcement about the time and place of tomorrow’s meeting .... 

Original Message 

Subject: RE: [thears] Sept. 27 meetins, confirmed 1:30-3:00 

Date: Mon, 9 Sep 2053 $4:35:33 +0000 

From: Brooks, Edwin W ewbr:~ok::/~live unc edu> 

Reply-To: Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrcok~’4ive unc.ed~.!> 



To: athletics reform 8roup 

Thanks Wayne.    I’ll be there. 

Willis 

Original Message 
From: Wayne Lee 
Sent:             September 09, 2013 10:22 AM 
To: athletics reform group 
Subject:               Sept. 27 meeting, confirmed 1:30 3:00 

All, 
I have a diss defense at 2:30 (and a dinner afterwards). Deb Southall 

can’t come til 2:00.    So why don’t we book our meeting for 1:30, and that 
should allow some overlap. Other respondents have indicated that they are 
free that day. 

I’ve booked Hamilton 569 

Wayne Z. Lee 
Professor of History 
Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 

You are currently subscribed to the~rg as: To 
unsubscribe 
click here: h ;p://_ s s. ~x.e°:~/ ? 

You are currently subscribed to thear8 as: s/)utb.~ll~hrsm.sc.edt< 

To unsubscribe click here: !!TiA~qJists.N~c ed~!~£~ 



You are currently subscribed to thearg as: 

or send a blank email to ~.~-~.~3S~Sa~b2~~[~r~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

!live unc edu> 

Tuesday,               12:59 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

3rd Think piece docx 

Tlmnk you 

From: Ja? Slmth [ia?simth@emailmlc edu] 
Sere: Tuesda?,, 12:02 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: 

OK, but send it to ~ne electrohically so it’s in on tilne 
On 8:04 AM. wml¢: 
> Hello Professor Smitlk this is 1 lmve been deahng with since l:fida? :rod lmven’t been able to 
a/lend classes since I wanled to know iril was okay to lure in II~¢ flfird Ihink piece hard copy on Thursday because I won’l b¢ on 
campus today Sort? and tNmk you for your thne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:47 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: deadlines 

Statement of Grant Purpose.docx 

OK. Thanks. 
I’ve attached the latest version of the statement (so that you can have another look at it if 
you like), though I think you’ve seen this one. I will change the bit about the EHESS to your friend’s 
class. 

They have tons of stuff on the expulsion of the Jesuits, both the Jansenist and Jesuit side, so I 
thought I would apply. It looks like you can email stuff to this guy named 

It’s due They said I can use the grant for any period in 
summer thing. 
Will look up the 

so this could possibly be a 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:41 PM 

TO: 

Subject: Re: deadlines 

On 2:39 PM, wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Just wanted to let you know about deadline info that I’ve found: 
The                          grant in DC: Oct. 15 

original sources thing: Nov. 15 
: Dec. 16 

Off-campus dissertation research and         I 
What was the name of the other one? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sunday,                7:46 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

First bit 

MA Sections - Lisola & International Law docx 

Dear J ay, 

As promised, I wrote something! Here is a few pages from what I see as my first main point (I bypassed the 
introduction) I’ve included an outline on the first page so you can tl3~ to imagine this fitting in somewhere The 
points in bold are what I’m touching on here It is basically just the analysis of Lisola’s "Bouclier d’estat" and I 
tried to work in explanations of the ideas of Universal Monarchy and state autonomy without getting too carried 
away It is definitely a rough draft, but I look forward to hearing what you think 

See you tomorrow 

Sincerely, 

History Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail corn> 

Sunday,                9:43 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

First Chapter 

Second Chapter docx 

Here’s the first chapter It’s fairly polished, though I haven’t written the conclusion cause I figured I’d wait and 
see if you liked the framework before summing up my arguments I also need to do some more work in the 
footnotes section, but that I figured wasn’t that big of a deal Waiting to put the title and epigraph in too 

I am wondering if, overall, I’m being theoretical enough here, or ifI should just settle for telling a stotay (and my 
intro will deal with the tbeo~T and methods more) I’m also tl~ink I get a bit repetitive playing up tl~e tension 
between metropolitan administrators pushing centralization and colonial traders pushing for the type of 
autonomy that will pem~it them to trade effectively Would it be possible to stop by your ofiSce really quickly 
tomorrow (is it after 4 that you are around)? I j ust want to elaborate on this all in person 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 
Wednesday,                5:l0 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: list 

On       4:09 PM,                  wrote: 
Send it again You sent me something else tbat won’t open dgbt because it tlfit~ks it’s a ZIP file 

And yes, it is fl~e "France" field Wlfile 1 should read Briggs and Davis, tlfis exam doesfft--m~d camlot--cover eve~yflfing fltat m~ 
early modem French hislofian should read aboul early modem France I obviously n¢¢d to read more on Ih¢ 161h and 171h ccnluti¢s 
We’ll gel Io Ibal, bul d’s nol like Ihcsc arc Iha lasl French hislo~ books l’m cvcr going Io read 

From: Ja) S~mth <ja~’snfith@emailunc edu> 
Scnl: Wednesday,               9:28 AM 

Sul~iect: list 

OK. OK, I lied again I can’l help il II’s a problem I ha~c 

But be~e is a dmnmtically shortened list (fllougb still clocking in at 
37 titles) Mahily, I just deleted things a) I dofft ~emember well, or 
b) I have no intention of asking m~) tlfing about 

A question did occur to me, however Which field ate you doing with me? 
Is it "France"? (That’s what I assume based on tbe title oftbe list) 
lr so, I do wonder ir you should read Ihc Btiggs sm~cy "Early -modcnt 
France," wlfich mt~s to 17157 You~’e certaiN> got enougl~ mote titan 
enough, on the 181h c And you’ve read Bcik’s khid of qhirky su~ ey, but 
Bfiggs provides mote mlts-and-bolts "this is wbat happened" sort of 
hislot) You mighljusl lake a look a/il And I do regrcl Ihat I never 
made you lead ate> Natalie Davis That was a leal bonehead n~meuver But 

Clearly tbeie’s an "ofights of fire Rev" question in bete somewbere 
We’ll need to thit~k about what mtotber broad question lhigbt be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SOUTHALL, RICHARD <Southall@hrsm.sc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:39 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: op-ed 

GOALS-SCORES Report.pdf; GOALS-SCORE Report.pdf 

Jay, 

Here are two GOALS-SCORE Reports. You should find a great deal of information related to the time demands on college 

athletes. Remember, these are not actual time demands, but the athletes’ reported assessment of the amount of time they 

recall spending. However, this is the report the NCAA and others cite. The time demand is actually double what is permissible, 

except time is not a constant in the NCAA alternate reality:) 

Hope this helps. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor 

Director College Sport Research Institute 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 

University of South Carolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 

office: g03.777-5550 

Cell: 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport - 

April 22-26, 2014 www 

From; Jay Smith <E~y~mlth~ema:! ,.~nc edu> 

Date: Wednesday,               11:59 AM 

Hi Richard--sorry to bother, but could you point me to where the NCAA "43 hour" figures comes from? (See the email from 

the DTH.) Thanks. If you can’t respond, I’ll find it somewhere else .... 

Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: op-ed 

Date: Wed, 1~_:57:18 -0400 

To: Smith, Jay M <[ay~nli[!~÷m~iJ,ul~,.,edu> 

CC:                     ~gr~aiLcom> 



Hi Jay, 

We can run your guest column next Monday, the           Would you and/or Lew 

Margolis be able to come into the DTH office to read with me and 

for edits sometime this upcoming Sunday before 5:@@pm? 

In the meantime, we have to have citations for every fact, so would you be 
able to forward me which fact came from which source (NCAA average of 43 

scandal, etc.)? 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

The Daily Tar Heel 

On 

>Hello: 

>Finally attaching the op ed piece the Athletic Reform Group has been 

>working on. I realize it’s a little bit presumptuous, but...assuming you 

>like it and would like to run it, we would sure be grateful if you ran 

>it next Monday, the           (We worry that by Tuesday or Wednesday 

>students will already be leaving campus.) 

> 

>But of course we recognize that you have many things to 

> 

>Jay smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SOUTHALL, RICHARD <Southall@hrsm sc edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 8:42 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 

Re: [thearg] What is the story with the proposed athletic fee hike? 

Journal of Sport and Social Issues-2013-Southall-0193723513498606 pdf; Method to 
March Madness pdf 

Welcome to my world:) The deliberate and strategic use of lansuage by all those in college sport is fascinating. It is, as Ellen 

Staurowsky and I (and others) have written is how NCAA college-sport hegemony is maintained. Such gems, including: 

Graduation Success Rate, Academic ProEress Rate, EmerEing Sports, ColleEiate Model. and Dre-orofessional are descendants 

of "student-athlete." As you’ll see and hear vividly in the documentary "Schooled: The Price of College Sport" 

If you want some additional reading, colleagues and I have analyzed this in the two attached articles (Sorry, it’s what I do:-). 

This institutional propaganda through linguistic manipulation is the legacy of Walter Byers, Wally Renfro, Myles Brand...and 

the DUTY of Mark Emmert (see below). 

The NCAA’s strategy was laid out in a 20g0 internal NCAA briefing document: "Protecting the Collegiate Model." (I’ve added 

emphasis.) 

"Protecting the collegiate model is nearly by definition the primary focus of the office of the NCAA president. 

As the voice and face of intercollegiate athletics, the president must continually reinforce the concept and 

steadily build the context for the relationship of intercollegiate athletics to higher education. It will be critical 

to begin re-establishing through messaging with the use of various communication platforms the concept of 

the collegiate model. It is also critical to understand that the term serves as a template for behavior by those 

engaged in college sports. The consistent use of the term - with the steady drumbeat of what it means - can 

be an effective constraint on practices that threaten to estrange intercollegiate athletics from higher 

education or from those firmly held perceptions that endear college sports to the American public (See the 

discussion on commercialism above). 

Also important to the protection of the collegiate model of athletics is an aggressive public and media 

relations agenda that addresses critics when they inaccurately characterize college sports. The emerging 

platforms for social interaction (blogs, Twitter, other social networksl should be fully engaged to provide an 

alternative to the doggerel of cynics." 

ESPN - as has you might image - has taken this strategy to new heights:) 

I think the rebranding you’ve outlined is the way to go! Welcome to the jungle! 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor 

Director College Sport Research Institute 



Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 

University of South Carolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803.777-5550 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on Collese Sport - 

April 22-26, 2034 ~_~_c_&r~£~[~r_te_n~.e_~r~e" 

From: <Colloredo-Mansfeld>, Rudolf J <co!!oled@ernail ~]nc edu> 
Reply-To; "Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J" <col!ored@emaikunc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, October 20, 2013 8:02 AM 

TO: athletics reform 8roup 

Subject: [thear~] What is the story with the proposed athletic fee hike? 

A quick question: is there any likelihood that the athletic department’s requested fee increase will be approved? (DTH 
20/9) It seems unconscionable. Cunninsham, Thorp, Swofford and others expand the ACC to capture other television 
markets for the football and basketball teams. This pulls all the athletes out of their classes and raises the cost of 

spor[s. Rather than cover the costs with the new revert ues from the expansion, they want to force the rest of the 
students to pay. If I have this wron6, please let me know. If this is what is 6oin6 on, how do we try to stop this? 

And this renaming of the other sports-- Lacrosse, Soccer, Golf, Track, Volleyball, etc as "Olympic"? I suppose that helps 

promotethemascontentonsportsnetworks. Personally, l think it is senius, l su6sest that we follow suite. Chemistry, 

Biolosy, Physics, and English will be "Nobel Prize Winnin8 Disciplines" as of course is Peace, War and Defense. History? 

Perhaps that is a "Pulitizer Prize Winnin~ Discipline." As an anthropolosist, I am feelin8 a bit left out. We may have to 

hans our hat on both the CSI series and that old Tomb Raider, Indiana Jones, and claim to be a "Hollywood Discipline." 

Rudi 

Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld, Ph.D. 
Professor and Chair 
Depar[ment of Anthropology 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: southall(?~Shls[n,sc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: 

You are cunently subscribed to thearg as: j~s~lfi 
To unsubscdbe click here: h~[r,:/lists u.nc edu~, ~? 
id ~]g03?,g~b~35e606]c75aa~?b2ed73bd5f5ff4e! ~n ~’&] lhearg&o 3370~42 I 
(It may be necessa~7 to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to ]eav~-3370643 ] -~ ! ~0 ~ S~S bg35e506 ] c75aaOb2e~J73~d5fSff4e ~ ~;~s~L-eJw, lA~ edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matthew Andrews             @mac corn> 
Thursday, October 10, 2013 12:00 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: class 

OnOct 10, 2013, at 10:52 AM, Jay Slmthwrote: 

> Mall--I didn’l make il Io your class on Tuesday (son) For not alerting yo~0 because I realized Iha/I had my midlcnn thai ~y and 
nfight need to be available for pamck) students (m) office hout~ start at 10 ) If it’s OK, 1’11 plan to come nex~ Tuesda) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Friday,                12:02 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: how’d it go? 

Hi Ja3, 

Frmn: Ja> Slmth <javsnfith@enmilmm edu> 
Sent: Wednesdw, 11:00 AM 
To: 
Sul~iect: Re: how’d it go? 

Sounds good 

it? Ijusl wahl Io help you g¢t it as light as possible .... 

> OK I can do sparing and allusive 

> Yes. I will do another draft I need to re-submil by Friday morning, anyway 

> From: Jay Smith qiaysmilh~aemail uric ¢du> 
> Sent: Wednesday,                 10:48 AM 

> Subject: Re: how’d it go? 

> Oh. great Congmhda/ions 

> On tbe historiogmph?. : I full,," agree that you should be spabmg and 
> allusive Bul l drink thai Allan has a poinl in saying you need Io 
> aclatowledge fltat you% part of a com’eBation and you need to show your 
> awareness of some of file oflter books out tbem It can be a sbortish 
> paragraph in wltich you mention a few otber ltistorians (not the titles of 

> will be focusing on 

> Can you gel a new draft done by Friday? Maybe I\~o more drafts Iolal and 

> On        10:18 AM,                      wrote: 
>> Yes[ I slopped by yo~tr office yeslerday in Ihe off clulncc Ihat you might be Ihcrc Io tell you aboul ill l Ihink il went well They 
even did pan of il in French, and Ihcy had lots of feedback 
>> Tbey tbougbt in3." piqiect looked vet5 interesting and relevant, and tbey liked tbe soumes paragraph m in3." proposal, said it was 
ve~3 Ihomugh and all Iha/They’re nol sure if I should include a discussion of hisloriogmph) b/c il’s for a "lay audience" They also 
said tlmt I sbould put a clem sentence about in3." nmin argmment closer to the begimting 
>> Overall il went well I didn’l feel like I was aboul Io be Ihmwn oul of die room and purged from die pool of applicants 

>> From: Jay Smilh ~iaysmilh@email unc edu> 
>> Sel~t: Wednesda?.,               9:39 AM 

>> Subjecl: how’d il go? 

>> I forgot that your interview was yestmda3 How did you feel 
>> aboul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bmndage, W Fitzhugh <bmndage@email unc edu> 

Friday, October II, 2013 I 1:34 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Summer Requests 

Sincerely, 
Fitz 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2013 10:41 AM 
TO~ Brundage, W Fitzhugh 
Subject: Re: Summer Requests 

On I0/I 1/13 9:5 1 AM, Bmndage, W Fitzhugh wrote: 

Sincerely, 
Fitz 

William g. Umstead Professor of History 



UNC-Chapel Hill 
Hamilton Hall CB #3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9t9 962 9824 

From: Jay Smith [j~vf, miLh:~mail un¢.~du] 
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2013 9:45 AM 
TO: Brundage, W Fitzhugh 
Subject: Re: Summer Requests 

On 10/11/13 9:42 AM, Brundage, W Fitzhugh wrote: 

Jay: 

I don’t have the latest bulletin so it still shows up as 465 In any case, I think we just 
need to get +/- 10 students So we can tlN it; you might advertise it to ensure students 
are aware of it 

Cheers 
Fitz 

W. Fi~hugh Brundage 
Chair, Department of History 
Willian B Umstead Professor oflliston" 
UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-9824 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent= Friday, October 11, 2013 9:32 AN 
1"o= Brundage, W Fitzhugh 
Subject: Re: Summer Requests 

Fitz--as I mentioned to Diana yesterday, I actually supplied the wrong course number 
for French Rev I renumbered it last year to 310 I suppose it would be a roll of the dice 
even as a 300-level course, but the one other time I taught it in the summer, about 12 
years ago, I got close to 20 students if memory serves 

I clearly need to develop a course on Sex and Scandal or something, but for now I 
think these two work best and have the most likely appeal in a summer session IfI 
were to do 158 in addition to 15 I, they’d be too much alike, I’m afraid 

If you have no takers for 398, I suppose I could bring out of the mothballs one of my 
old 398% (on Louis XIV, for example) But those are always risky too, I imagine Let 
me know what you think 
On 10/I 1/13 9:23 AM, Bmndage, W Fitzhugh wrote: 

Jay: 

You have requested 457 (French Revolution) and 151, I recall 151 should 



be fine; it has a steady demand But I have no "metrics" with which to 
judge the demand for 457 As best I can tell it has not been oft’ered during 
the past 4 years I mention this t~act because I have noticed that Summer 
School enrolhnents have declined in recent years and I want to make sure 
for your sake that you offer a course that is likely to attract sufficient 
students I honestly have no idea whether a 400-level course will draw 
students in the summer The only 400-level course that has been taught in 
recent years is 434: Medieval Europe It drew 15 students in 2010 Bill 
Barney teaches 565: American Civil War but I think a course on the 
American Civil War is sui generis I would like to think that teh French 
Revolution would draw students, if any History course can But I just 
wanted to alert you that I have no past data upon which to make an 
educated guess 

Cheers 
Fitz 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu> 

Friday,               3:32 PM 

@live unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

@gmail corn> 

RE: op-ed 

foard    557jpg 

can come at 4 Attached is a photo that can be cropped, ffthat is he!pfu[. 

From~ 
Sent~ Friday, 3:~7 PM 
To: Margolis, Lewis; Smith, Jay M 

Subject: RE: op-ed 

It would have to be face to face You would come in at 4, read through with me for edits (context, clarity, fitting 
it into the space) then you would go on to read with the editor-in-chief to do the same thing It shouldn’t take 
more than an hour 

Additionally, we need your headshots for the column, preferably of the two of you together Yet, Jay, if you 
can’t come into the oflSce, I know you have a headshot from last year so we might just be able to split up the 
space and have it be two separate pictures 

Would either/both of you be able to definitely do Sunday at 4? If need be, we can do earlier? 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

From: Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:09 PM 

To: Smith, Jay; 

Cc: 
Subject: RE: op ed 

..... Odgi]ml Message ..... 
From: Jay Smidl [nlaillo:iavsmidl’tz~nlaJl uric cdu] 
Sent: Wednesdzg’, !2:16 PM 
To: 
Cc: Margolis, Lewis 
Subject: Re: op-ed 

-Sm~day will bc tough for me. not sure abou! LCw (copied here) 

As for the g]cts cil¢d, l’m glad you asked Wh¢n I double checked, i s¢c thai Ihc NCAA surs ¢y aclually specified 45 (no143) bouts per 
week for football pla?ers Tltis was front a surve> done in 2007 It was t~ported lit for exmnple, Brad Wolverton, "College Footba!l 
Players Sp¢nd 448 Hours a W¢¢k on Their Sport. NCAA Sur~ ey Finds." Chronicl¢ of High¢r Education (Jan 14, 2008) I allach a 

powefftdly in 
"Schooled: The Pdcc of College Sports." Ihc new Tay lot Branch decumcntaD thai had ils premiere in NYC lasl nighl -Jay 



Tlte Dail? Tar Heel 

I1:22 AM, "Ja? Snfiflt’~ <im’snfith~alenmil uric edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Saturday,                 2:28 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: how’d it go? 

OK. Jay Thanks Yes, I had to submil it Frick~y or risk b¢ing disqualified apparently! I didn’l wanl to lak¢ any risks wllh llm 72 hour 
whtdow 
Yes. keeping my fingers cross¢d[ 

Sul~iect: Re: how’d it go? 

-vet5 sort) I couldn’t get to rids until rite end of tbe day 1 
lllfilk il reads well, and since you’ve probably alread5 submllicd II 
anyway [!] I propose no changes[ Aclually. I wouldn’l have changed a 
Ihing anyway I Ihink ll’s good Lel’s keep our fingers crossed and move 
eonto tbe next Olle 

Jay 
On I2:02 AM, 
> Hi Jay, 
> Here is a Pa eaked version of the statement 

> Fmin: JW S~rtith vjwsnllth@einail uric edu> 
> Sere: Wednesdw,                 11:00 AM 

> Subject: Re: how’d II go’? 

> Sounds good--and yes, 1 ~ememhar that otber grant I’ll w~ite tbe letter 
> Friday 

> it? I just want to llelp you get it as figbt as possible .... 
> O11       10:55 AM,                   wrote: 
>> OK I cmt do sparing and alNsive 
>> Y¢s. I will do anolh¢r drall I ne¢d Io re-submit           by Fri&~y morning, anyway 

>> 
>> Fmin: Jay Snfith <jaysnfiflt,?* ellmll uric edu> 
>> Sent: Wednesday,                10:48 AM 

>> Subject: Re: haw’d it go? 

>> On tbe histofiogmpl\x : I fully agree that you shauld be sparing and 

>> aclatowledge that you’re part of a conversation and you need to shaw your 

>> tbeh books) and use tbeir contubufions to define beiter what *you* 
>> will be focusing 

>> Can you gel a new drall don¢ by Friday? Mayb¢ Iwo more drafts Iolal and 
>> you’ll be hame flee .... 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Sunday,                 3:04 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>: 

Re: op-ed 

@gmail corn> 

We can do that 

We’ll see you soon, Lew! Call me at              so I can let you into the building Unfortunately you can’t 
park in the lot adjacent to our building because you’ll get towed but the rosemata£ lot across from our office is 
fi-ee today! 

Thanks! 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
~2be Daily l~r Heel I 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 

I’d appreciate it if you could use that earlier pic of me, yes 
On         3:16 PM,               wrote: 

It would have to be face to face You would come in at 4, read through with me for 
edits (context, clarity, fitting it into the space) then you would go on to read with the 
editur-in-chief to do the same thing It shouldn’t take more than an hour 

Additionally, we need your headshots for the column, preferably of the two of you 
together Yet, Jay, if you can’t come into the office, I know you have a headshot fi-om 
last year so we might just be able to split up the space and have it be two separate 
pictures 

Would either/both of you be able to definitely do Sunday at 4? If need be, we can do 
earlier? 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

From: Margolis, Lewis <!~w margo!is@uc~i, odt!> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:09 PM 
To: Smith, Jay; 

Subject: RE: op ed 

phone? 



..... Original Message ..... 

Sent: Wednesday, !2:16 PM 
To: 
Cc: Margolis, Lewis 
Sul~iect: Re: op-ed 

-Sunday will be Iough for me. uol sure aboul Lcw (copied here) 

As for Ihe facls ciled, I’m glad you asked When I double checked. I see Ihal file NCAA sula, cy aclually 
specified 45 (not 43 ) botu~ per week for football pla) ers This was front a surve) done in 2007 It was 

repotted in, for example. Brad Wolvcrlon, "College Foolball Players Spend 448 Hours a Week ou Their 
Sport, NCAA Surve) Finds," Chi~Jficle of Higber Education (Jan 14, 2008) I at~acb a new version with 

I]le COIT~Cl figure[ 

On tbe scaltdal--tNs is now cmnmon knowledge 
bul il!s mporled ver~ powcrfidly iu 

"Schooled: The Price o f College Sporls." Ihc new T,qylor Branch documental) lhal had ils premiere in 
NYC last mght -Ja~" 

We can nm your g’d e st cohimlt next Monday, tbe     Would you and/or 
Lew Margolis be able Io come hilo the DTH office lo read wi~h me and 

Ibr edits sometime this upcolrfing S unda~" befbte 5:00pm? 

you be able to Ibnx ard me which Nct came front which source (N CAA 
average of 43 hours/~,¢ck,     scandal, tic)? 

UNC-Chap¢I Hill The Daily Tar H¢¢1 

>l 

>> Finally al~aching Ihe op-¢d piece the Athletic Re form Gmnp has been 
>> working on 1 leahze it’s a litde bit pxesumptuous, but assunfing 
>> you I~ke i~ and would like to mn it, we would sut~ be gmteN1 if 
>> you mn it next Monday, tbe     (We wort? tltal by Tuesday or 
>> Wednesday sludenls will alrcad3 be leaving campus) 

>> Jay Smilh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

George S Baroff        @bellsouth net> 

Sunday, October 13, 2013 5:45 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: [thearg] Request about Thursday’s game 

Thanks 
George 
On Oct 13, 2013, at 5:20 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Thoughts fi-om George Baroff 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: [thearg] Request about Thursday’s game 

Date: Sun, 13 Oct 2013 17:09:00-0400 
From: George S Baroff        .%be!lsouth ~l~t’~ 

To: Jay Smith ~_2~2~B~L~cd~;2: 

I particularly welcome the section on academic standards and inappropriate admissions It may be 
more useful to limit your statement to fewer points; it would give those presented greater weight 
We should strive for specificity rather than generality and call attention to the fact that it is 
inappropriate admissions that lie at the core of the academic scandals 
You may share my thoughts with others 
George S Baroff 
George S Baroff 

On Oct 13, 2013, at 3 : 14 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

<ARG statement on the occasion of the Miami game.docx> 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ia?be!lsot~th xlet 

To unsubscfibe click here:/~:i,’lis[~ ~mc edt~/u? 
id :e,1803ge, o tY(~fldae24CgTf’70a4855at VI52e13a I&n ’T’&I: dzea,-v.&o 33717642 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33717642~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Margolis, Lewis <lew_margolis@unc,edu> 

Sunday, October 13, 2013 7:08 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysrnith@ernail.unc.edu> 

Re: [thearg] Request about Thursday’s game 

Good suggestion, Jay. We should both take a look and if you have a few minutes, maybe we can touch base tomorrow. Of 

course, your phone is likely to be ringing off the hook after the op ed. 

Thoughts from George Baroff... 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: [thearg] Request about Thursday’s game 

Date: Sun, 23 Oct 2013 17:09:00 -0400 

From: George S. Baroff       @_hAl[sASh=net> 

To: Jay Smith ~:±:2~Zs_F__l_l~:)~.e.L~]Z:[L!£:~_d._u_>_ 

I particularly welcome the section on academic standards and inappropriate admissions. It may be more useful to limit your 

statement to fewer points; it would give those presented greater weight. We should st rive for specificity rat her than 

generality and call attention to the fact that it is inappropriate admissions that lie at the core of the academic scandals. 

You may share my thoughts with others. 

George S. Baroff 

George S. Baroff 

On Oct lg, 2013, at 3:14 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

<ARG statement on the occasion of the Miami game.docx> 

To unsubscribe click here: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@liveuncedu> 

Sunday,                 10:25 PM 

Kramec Lloyd S <lkramer@emailuncedu>; Smith, Jay M~aysmith@emNluncedu> 

SSRCgmnt 

DRAFT Application Forms pdE SSRC IDRF 
ProposNdocx 

Dear Lloyd and Jay, 

I’m still writing the 2000-character abstract and the "relevance of research" question responses, but here is 

the current application and the proposal essay and bibliography. I’m not really sure how to write these, so any 

thoughts on changes to the essay would be welcome. How much historiography do they actually want? I also 

need to cut some stuff out of the bibliography because it’s over their 2-page limit. 

Please advise. Also n.b.: the SSRC deadline is the end of this month. 

Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail conl> 

Sunday,                  I 1:15 PM 

Smith, Ja? M <ja?smith@email uric edu> 

Midterm Bits 

MA Section - Introduction docx 

I had a burst of inspiration and was able to come up with a faidy detailed outline, per your suggestion, that essentially 
goes paragraph by paragraph through the MA of what I wm~t to say I’ve bccn able to outline about half of it (up until fl~e 
section where I trm~sition into domestic critiques) I then spent most of the weekend working with that outline to write a 
draft introduction (which I hax e at*ached here) As it is now I believe it is too long, so we can talk about what might be 
worth cutting I also wanted to talk histotiogmphy with you tomorrow, as a heads up 

I don t kno~ if } ou \a m~t to see the at time or not, bt t I cm~ send it along as I hm, e it no\a if 3 ou \a ould like Just let mc 

Looking farmyard to our meeting and I \aill also be sending along the supplcmentat) reading re~ic\a of Hurt at some 
point m the next 24 hours 

Sincerely, 

On Sun. at 7:45 PM. 
Dear 

As promised, I wrote something! Hcrc is a few pages from what I see as my first main point (I bypassed the 
introduction) I’ve included an outline on the first page so you can to: to imagine this fitting in somewhere The points 
in bold are what I’m touching on here It is basically just the analysis of Lisola’s "Bouclier d’estat" and I tried to work 
in explanations of the ideas of Universal Monarchy and state autonomy without getting too carried a~a? It is 
definitely a rough draft, but I look Ibr~x ard to hearing what you think 

Sincerely. 

Histot3’ Doctoral Program 
Uni~ersit,~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Monday,                 2:30 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Supplementary Reading      (Hurt) 

Review - Hurt, Louis XIV and the Parlements docx 

Dear J ay, 

Here is my review of Hurt’s book for class today I will also bring a hard copy along tonight 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alyssa Smith <alyssa24@terpmail umd edu> 

Tuesday,                1:43 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmi~h@email unc edu> 

Re: sexual assault and football 

Whoa! Who would have guessed a histoo professor even knew what a petri dish was Veo impressive! I don’t think 
you’re "overreacting" ,and I’m prett? sure the task force won’t either 

On Tue.            at 12:04 PM, Ja? Smith <ja~smith ~ernall unc cda> wrote: 
Thought yoffd get a kick out of my abilit’, to join two of m? related hobbies--blasting UNC on sports, blasting UNC 
on sexual assault This is an email I sent to the "task force" leader examining sexual assault (who happens to be a 
former student of mine) (Don’t notice that I x~ote "pull at" instead of "pull out" all the stops) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:sexual assault mid football 

Date:Tue,           08:44:40 -0400 
From:Jay Smith 2~slm.jg~2em lil ~nc cilia> 

Dear Christi: 
W~’ye ]lot talked 1If ovez 20 ~eazsI but...ouz 1]itez÷sts seem to have 
llltersected ill the past few mollths. Like many oll our campus, I was 
stunned by the revelations of et. al., 
and remaln concerned about and interested in the work of your task 
force. Our campus must work to eliminate sexual assault and the 
conditions that foster it. 

Coincidentally, in the past few weeks there have been other, related, 
revelations having to do with the widespread practice of using 
attractive co eds to entice football recruits to come to UnlYerslty X, 
Y~ Or Z. I1]cidents at Oklahoma State, Tel]1]essee~ al]d Missouri, told 
explicit and troubling detail in national publications, have shown the 
high and unacceptable risks run by young women who are cynically used as 
"eye candy" by University athletic departments that pull at all the 
stops in thezr pursuzt of talented football players. 

involved are called the ’Carolina Blues.’) Personally, I find the whole 
thing repellent degrading to the women involved, reckless in the 
messages it sends to young athletes, and irresponsible in what it says 
about the relationship between a university and the female students who 
make up over half the student population. Your task force may decide 
that I am overreacting, and that’s fine (if I am.) But I do hope that 
you will fold into your discussions some consideration of this highly 
questionable practice one that very intentionally objectifies women and 
perpetuates an unhealthy gender dynamic at the heart of a program vital 
to the university’s identity. It strikes me as a petri dish for the 

Sincerely, 
Jay Smith 
Professor of History 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday,               4:5 1 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: letter 

Oh, yes. Sorry about that. OK, for the others I’ll show you what I wrote. Other than what I said about 
the collections, it was the same statement as the one for the I basically said that they have 
a lot of stuff on the trial of the Jesuits from different parlements. 
Thanks! 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:30 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: letter 

OK, letter is in. I *probably* should have looked at your proposal to them so I could reinforce 
whatever you said about the collections you’d be using, but....l tried to make the point about the 
3esuit-Jansenist conflict and its centrality to your project. -3ay 
On        1:35 PN,                  wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

I’m hoping to 
get a peek at all the stuff they have on the trial of the Jesuits and other Jansenist/Jesuit 
stuff. 
I’m sure it’s very competitive, but I suppose it doesn’t hurt to apply! 
Thanks! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 
Wednesday,                 I 1:32 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: [thearg] fan letter 

Jay, 

Son3 I tried Iwic¢ Io read this piece, andjusl couldn’t Finish lt!s bet/or tlian Sovi¢l propaganda, but 11ol by much (tile difference 
being an occasiol~al accurate statement) But at1 he said--and tlie way lie said it --probabl? would be i~’pic~l of football frets 

..... Original M¢ssag¢ ..... 

Senl: Tues&ly, 4:02 PM 
To: athletics ~eform group 
Subject: [Ihearg] Fan leller 

Not One of file ARG’s fans pointed me to this TarHeel something or other "open letter" to Lew mtd me Get read) It’s a doozy" 

-- You ate currently subsciibed to theaig as: @live unc edu To unsubsciibe click liete: ~2~r~[~£li~;;~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Nocera           @gmail corn> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 4:05 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: t~aculty document 

¯ Jay-- thanks vel), much for sending..Joe 

On Wed, Oct 16, 2013 at 2:12 PM, Jay Smith <.i~z s~itbf~ e~nail unc edu> wrote: 
Joe--j ust FYI, here’s a faculty statement we’ve released on the occasion of the Thursday football game 
between UNC and Miami We aimed for an "APU"-friendly vibe, though it’s still clearly a t~aculty statement 

Joe Nocera 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 

(cell) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mar? C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Fridaw, October 18, 2013 6:16 PM 
Smilh, Jay M <ja5 smith?~;email unc edu> 

Re: NCAA article on benefits to SA 

M5 favorim part is about buyh~g a kid a whaler coat,must have been \~ritten before ’flee gear’ from Nike, etc OMG 

Mat3 Willinghmn 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

Looking at tbis email again. [ see tbat it is doubly hilarious Thew emailed a producer of tbe documentat3" tips 
for how to rebut tbe documental5" The cluelessness of the college sport machinet3" .... 
On 10/18/13 3:46 PM. Willingham, Ma~5" C wrote: 

Beautiful! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Andrew Muscatc          f)’nml! corn> 
Date: October 18. 2013 at 3:26:06 PM EDT 

Forwarded message 

Date: 18 October, 2013 9:18:25 AM EDT 
To: Bill Smitb <oec~d.s s~’drb ~ northea-,r~ot3*)~snce ora>, b krimmel 



TO: NEC ADs and SWAs 

The NCAA developed a list of benefits received by student-athletes as a 
counter point to the Taylor Branch documentmT. Schooled, which aired on 
EPlX Wednesday night I have not seen the documentmT but thought this 
list would be helpful to our membership when others debate the need to 
pay college student-athletes 

While the items on the list are not new to us, I’m glad the NCAA has 
started to provide the public with a more comprehensive look at the direct 
and indirect benefits that student-athletes receive 

The list of benefits is listed below and can be found by clicking this link: 

College Education 

A college degree has a direct impact on a person’s quality of life. A 2g]3 sbJdv 

bg The College Board shows that the median lifetime earnings of bachelor’s 

degree recipients are 65 percent higher than those of high school graduates. 

3. Scholarships 



More than 150,000 student-athletes receive 52.4 billion in athletic scholarships 

each year from NCAA member colleges and universities. 

The average college student graduates with ~ ~/in...dcb L Athletic 

scholarships offset these costs for student athletes. In addition, USA Tcda~ 

determined that a full men’s basketball scholarship can be worth at least 
5920,000 per year, when factoring in goods, services and future earnings. 

Athletes who do not receive athletic scholarships have a variety of other 

financial aid available to them, including academic scholarships and federal Pe!I 

G~ar~s. Student-athletes’ earnings from part-time employment also are exempt 

from financial aid limits. 

4. Student Assistance Fund 

Division I student-athletes have access through their campus and conference 

offices to more than 570 million from the NCAA’s Student ~:::: ~ Lance Furlb 

These =~ ~:~:~’~J t %e:~..c_a_~3 bc u~cd in a variety of ways, from helpin~ student athletes 
fly home in the event of a family tragedy to purchasing a winter coat or other 

needed clothin~ that they might not be able to afford. 

5. Academic and Support Services 

Student athletes receive academic support, such as state o&the art technology 

and tutoring, and have access to athlete-focused academic advisors in addition 

to traditional academic advisors. The NCAA also provides resources each year to 

6. Medical Care 

The NCAA takes appropriate steps to modify safety guidelines, playing rules and 

standards to minimize risks and provide student-athletes with the best 

opportunity to enjoy a healthy career. 

All student athletes receive medical care and most are provided medical 

insurance through their schools. On top of that, the NCAA provides a 

catast~o~h!c i~’~im-~ ~ro~am. Furthermore, student athletes can obtain their 
own disability insurance based on future earnings potential as professional 

athletes, which is permitted under NCAA rules. 

7. Elite Training Opportunities 

Student-athletes have regular access to top-notch coaching, facilities and 

equipment. These resources typically cost Olympic athletes thousands of dollars 

per year. 

8. Healthy Living 



Student-athletes have access to cafeteria "training tables" on campus. In 

addition, some schools hire nutritionists and dieticians to work with each 

individual student-athlete. 

9. Exposure and Experiences 

Student-athletes have the opportunity to travel across the country and around 

the world for competition~ including regular season~ NCAA championships and 

foreign tours, Some student athletes receive national and international 

exposure during competition, These experiences can ¢.1 i.,e~ doo~s for the 

10. Preparation for Life 

Increasingly, the business world is focusing on creating a team environment 

with employees, as evidenced by constant discussion of teamwork in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 6:22 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 

Re: [thearg] kids can be annoying 

Rudi--you shall be denied admission to future ARG meetings unless you are adorned with a whip and an Indiana 
Jones-style hat 

You and Sylvia can decide who rides in the side car of the awesome anthropologist motorcycle 
On I 0/18/13 12:29 PM, Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld, PhD 
Professor and Chair 
Depailment of Anthropology 
CB 3115, UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3115 
(919) 843-8978 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysmith@email unc edu 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists unc edu/u? 
id 61803888b835e6061c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5ff4elf&n T&I thear~&o 33740972 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33740972- 
61803888 b835e6061 c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5ff4e I f~,li stse~w- unc edu 

You are CU~Tently subscribed to thearg as: javsmith(7~email unc edu 



To unsubscribe click here: http://lists unc edu/u? 
id 61803888b835e6061c75aa9b2ed73bdSfSff4elf&n Y&l thear~&o 33742322 

(It may be necessa~N to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33742322-61803888 b835e606 lc75aa9b2ed73bdSfSff4el fffblistserv unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn> 

Friday,                10:21 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

Re: Prospective PhD Student 

Hi Dr Smith, 

Thank you for your response I understand the difficulties faced by programs and applicants alike; nevertheless, 
! am excited to continue my studies 

I hope to talk with you again! 

On Thu, at 9:48 AM, Jay Smith <5~ a~’smittt~@,~ai[ unc edu> wrote: 
Dear 
In principle, I will indeed be reviewing grad applications and possibly taking on a new student or two next 
year, and you should certainly apply In practice, grad admissions at UNC has become ferociously 
competitive (budget cuts have forced us to shrink our incoming class to about 14-15 students in all fields), 
and it’s very hard to predict even which fields will be permitted to bring in new students That said, French 
history is one of our strong fields, and we always hope to bring in new people each year Do apply -Jay 
Smith 

On 5:24 AM, wrote: 

Hello Dr Smith 

My name is          I am currently a graduate student studying history at 
University, and I intend to start working toward a doctorate next fall I am very interested in 
attending your program at UNC and I have already begun the application process 

I hope to study the early modern French military and its influence on state formation Your 
knowledge of the old regime and of the nobility would be an invaluable asset I would like 
nothing more than to study under your supe~w-ision Additionally, the histu~?~ depamnent at UNC 
is full of’faculty members who could provide helpful insight Wayne Lee, who focuses on 
military history, and Terence McIntosh, who concentrates on early modem Germany, are two 
great examples of the excellence UNC exhibits in the field This makes the program extremely 
appealing to prospective students with academic interests such as mine 

I am curious to see if you are still advising PhD candidates, and if you would consider me as a 
prospective student? I have attached my CV if you are interested 

Thanks foryourtime 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~liveuncedu> 

Sunday,                 3:15 PM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Re:take home midterm 

Okay thank you[ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:14 PM, "Jay Smith" ~j a~::~Nf~h~.i~.~iJ_~_,X~A~> wrote: 

They’ll be up sometime tonight I’ll email about them 

On         2:33 PM,                      wrote: 

Hi Prof. Smith: 

I was just curious as to when we would be getting the questions for our take home 

midterm. I am just trying to plan ahead for the next couple of weeks. Hope you had a 
great Fall Break! 

Thanks, 

UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 
University of Norih Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Monday,                 7:16 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Leviathan and the Air-Pump Review 

Review 711docx 

Hello Prof. Smith, 

Please find attached my review. 

Best, 



Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attach: 

@gmail.com> 
Monday,               lo:4o PM 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@emafl.mlc.edu> 

HIST 
Think Piece #4.pdf 

Hi Professor Smith! 

I realized that I didn’t turn in my forth think piece last week. There has been a lot going on and I forgot to turn it 
into you at the end of class. Also, I was hoping to make an appointment with you to go over my midterm and discuss 
a few things going on outside of class that are affecting my participation and success. Looking forward to discussing 
The Vanishi~o Children of Paris tomorrow. 



Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                 12:59 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.tmc.edu> 

HIST 
Think Piece #4.pdf 

Hi Professor Smith! 

I realized that I didn’t turn in my forth think piece last week. There has been a lot going on and I forgot to turn it 
into you at the end of class. Also, I was hoping to make an appointment with you to go over my midterm and discuss 
a few things going on outside of class that are affecting my participation and success. Looking forward to 
discussing The Vanishin9 Children of Paris tomorrow. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,                12:18 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: deadlines 

Sure! 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:10 AM 

To: 

Subject: Re: deadlines 

Sure. Is 2:30 good? 
On         1:49 AM, wrote: 

Yes. Not feeling harassed! I am going to devote myself to those very things starting this 
week. Last two weeks I’ve been dealincl with linclerincl stuff and writincl papers 
for 

Do you want to meet Wed afternoon? 

I 
want to encourage you to keep reading in the secondary lit that you know you need to 
tackle, because reading other people can always help you refine your thinking and 
sharpen your own angles on the issues, 

So,_in other words, 
figure out your "take" on Lusebrink, Bocher, Starobinski, Denis, etc--what do their works 
offer? And what gaps are leff to flip 

Jay 
On 2:39 PM, wrote: 

Hi3ay, 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lellis <Lindsav Ellis@chronicle corn> 

Tuesda}, October 22, 2013 4:09 PM 

Smilh, Ja} M ~ja} smith’a;email unc edu> 

RE: The Chronicle of Higher Education - UNC investigation stor? 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu3 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 4:08 PN 
To: lellis 
Subject: Re: The Chronicle of Higher Education - UNC investigation stor~ 

Lindsay--that should be fine. My number: 

On 10/22/13 4:02 PM, lellis wrote: 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:iaysmit~@email.unc.edu3 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 3:00 PM 

Subject: Re: g~e Chronicle of Higher Education UNC investigation story 

Lindsay--could this wait until Friday? I have a lot going on through Thursday evening, but will have some time on 

Friday. Except for one early afternoon meeting, I’m free pretty much all day. -Jay Smith 

On 10/22/13 2:28 PM, lellis wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

My name is Lindsay Ellis, and I am a reporter for the Chronicle of Higher Education. I am reaching out 

today because I am taking a look at the aftereffects of the African, African American, and Diaspora 

Studies department investigation at U NC. I know you’ve spoken a bit about this to the News and 

Observer and to the Daily Tar Heel, and I’d like to hear your thoughts and talk to you about some ideas I 

have for my piece. 

Would you have some time to chat later this week? If so, I’d so appreciate your time and help. Please let 

me know when you might be available. 

Lindsay 

Lindsay Ellis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hurt, Ch6sti <chdstihurt@unc edu> 
Wednesday,                 10:53 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: sexual assault and football 

On 8:08 AM, "Jay Snlilh" ~iaysmilh~acmail uric ¢du> wrote: 

>Christi--have I responded to this? Sine, 11 AM at Alpine I tech at 
>12:30. bul Ihat should still give us plcnly of time -Jay 
>On        5:26 PM, Hurt, Clmsti wrote: 
>> Tbm~dav morhing is wide open- let’s do that so we’re a little less 
>> nlshed Slmll we say 11 ant? I ctm meet oh am’wbe~e- alpi~le or Fmnktin 
>>street I’m free until 2pro so you can let me know what works for you’? 
>> Christi 
>> 
>>> On            at 4:52 PM. "Jay Smith" <jaysmilh@email unc ¢du> 

>>> Chfisli--do you feel like grabbing a quick hinch Wednesday around 
>>>noon? We could do Alpine (or Lenoir) for someltiing fasl, or even go Io 
>> >FraNdin St, depending on how flexible your lpnl is 

>> > Tbm~days late in file morhing are t~ picaily teall? good for hie, too 
>>>-Jay 
>>>> On 2:29 PM, Hurt, Chiisti wrote: 
>>>> Hi Jay- 
>> >> Thallks so much for this ilffomlation I anl [xt~ollally hioking into 

>> >> matter mid would love to talk with you about your eat’tier request to 
>>>>Bubba 
>>>> Cunningham and olhcr info~na/ion you have DO you have lime for Ihal 
>> >> catch up com’et~ation sooner rather titan later? I mn out of [~ocket 
>>>> tomorrow (Tuesday) but anl avaihibhi on Wednesday ml? time before lpm 



>>>>> But hem’s a good general backgromld piece, one that shows a clear 
>>>>> cmmection bet~veen ’culta~m’ issues mid the threat of assault 





Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Thursday,               1:45 PM 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@emafl.m~c.edu> 
Think Piece #5 
Think Piece #5.pdf 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Orr, Robert F <rorr@poyners corn> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 10:12 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: last night 

Ja), memlt to lespond sooner but tbe practice of lmx has me slmnmed tbese da) s I appieciate your peispecfive A benefit of getting 

slating down at tile floor He knows we’re fight buljusl can’l do an~ilfing abont il Check out the hlsidc Carolbla interview wilh Roy 

From: Jay Smilb [jaysmilb~acmall uric ¢du] 
Sent: Fliday. Oclobcr 25, 2013 8:32 AM 
To: Orr. Roharl F 
Sul~iect: last ~figbt 

Bob--just wanted to sa? that you were on fire last ~figbt You were tbe 
most cogent and effecfive of all tbe speakers, I thaught A~ld thzmk you 
for catling out tbe U~fiversit3 To this day, tbe leadet~ a~e focusing 
flteir energies on haw best to dissemble and conthme doing what we~’e 
ahva? s done The "reforms" tbey’te contemplathtg will be window 
dressing Our o~tl? hoN is to have some mass uprising b? facult3 and 
sluilcnts, bnt that seems still an unlikely prospect I’m a/laching an 

Ihc usc of Ihc named rccipicnt If you arc not thc intcndcd recipient, you arc prohibited from disscmina/ing, dislfibntlng or cop5 ing 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Saturday,                 6:37 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
the rest of the SSRC grant stuff 

General Information - Concise Description of Project docx; Relevance of Research - 
docx 

Dear Lloyd and Jay, 

Please see attached. Further feedback would be much appreciated if you have changes to recommend. 

Many thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Carroll, Christina <chcarrol@email unc edu> 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 I 1:45 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Institut Francais d’Amerique Annual Board Meeting 

IFA BOT 2013 Minutes - CO~Tected docx 

Dear Professor Smith, 

This message is to remind you that the next meeting of the Institut Francais d’Amerique Board of 
Trustees will take place on Saturday, November 16 at 3:30pm. We will convene in 212 Peabody Hall 
on the UNC campus. If you cannot attend the meeting, please inform IFA President Joe Golsan 

The agenda will be lighter than usual due to the shorter interval since the last board meeting. Agenda 
items will include the introduction and discussion of new board members and an update on 
preparations for the Beaujolais fundraising event to be held on November 22. As usual, we also plan 
to discuss the IFA’s finances and possible initiatives for the future such as a guest-speaker event at 
UNC. Minutes from last April’s meeting are attached for your review. 

After the meeting, we will gather at former president Catherine Maley’s home for a potluck cocktail 
reception at 6:30pm. Board members are welcome to bring wine or hors d’oeuvres to share. We will 
have a group reservation for dinner at 8:30pm at Provence Restaurant in ~ a’rboro. Please note that, 
due to the changed annual meeting schedule, the Institut will not be hosting this November’s dinner; 
rather, attendees will be responsible for their own portion of the bill. Please RSVP for the cocktail 
reception and dinner to chcarrol~_~emai! unc edu by November 8. 

Those wishing to include the IFA in year-end charitable giving may direct their gifts to IFA vice- 
president Professor Jay Smith, History Department, Campus Box 3195, University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 27599. 

Your support and oversight of the IFA’s activities are sincerely appreciated. The officers of the Institut 
look forward to seeing you on November 16. 

With best wishes, 

Ellen Welch, Secretary 

PS from Susan Nassar: "On Friday Nov 22 we will be holding our third Beaujolais wine tasting 
fundraiser. (See attached poster.) I hope you can attend, but for those of you who cannot I would 
greatly appreciate your buying 2 tickets as an IFA donation." 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 10:37 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
hello 

Jan, 
Nice to see you the other lfight at Carroll - I know fltat it was a vet5 bus) lfight Did you leceive m) reading course draft last week? 

dine I lecentl) saw a student in advising (        bio lr~jor) who told lne that she had received her lowest grade ever    on a 
nfidterm in Dmnm    She dropped the class 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 9:52 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Fwd: hello 

Nice to wake up the t~aculty chair - guess the meal and course will never happen But as I told the BOT guy (in 
so many words)- I keep a horn sharpener in my closet on the wall I am not done yet 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Boxill, Jan" 
Date: October 28, 2013 at 9:32:13 AM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C" 
Subject: RE: hello 

Hello, 
Yes, good to see you even if we couldn’t stay Sor~T we had to leave; we thought it would be over 
at 9:30 and had to leave to return to reception for a speaker We should have lunch or breakfast to 
talk about this, the course, and other stuff 

I got your email about the course, which I will look at today Fortunately we have time to get it 
submitted 

How is -tell him Hello and give him a hug for me 

Thanks 
Jan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Willingham, Mary C 
Sent: Sunday, October 27, 2013 10:37 PM 

To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: hello 

Jan, 

Nice to see you tbe other night at Carroll - I know that it was a very busy night Did you receive my 
reading course draft last week? 
My guess is that we could seriously use developmental classes and a course of curriculum for some 
of our ~thletes at this point in time I recently saw a student in advising ( bio major) who 
told me that she had received her lowest grade ever, on a midterm in Drama She dropped 
the class 
Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 
Monday,                 I 1:34 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: Mme de Pompadour 

OK I’ll tiy to be a~ ake b? 11 so that I cml check my entail No, I will totally be awake by 11 Maybe even 10:30 

From: Ja) S~mth <javsnfith%enlailmtc edu> 
Scnl: Monday, 9:01 AM 
To: 
Sul~iect: Mme de Pompadour 

--I wonder i f I could ask a big ~wor? I may be dclain¢d Iomo~row 
monfing                       and could have to lmss m) 12:30 Old 

Mm¢ d¢ Pompadour? (I’m also at/aching my syllabus) You wouldn’l have to 
keep them for the whole 75 mil~s, but I’d leally like to avoid canceling 

I could pmbabl) let you know by 11 or 11:30 whether I’d need you to 
fill in If so, I’ll pay you back with lunch and I’ll substitute for 
a recitation ofyout~ one of these days -Ja? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Monday,                 1:49 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

The Roughest of Drafts 

MA Rough Draft docx 

Dear 

I am sending along my ~’ety rough draft of the whole shebang I know that you probably won’t have a chance to 
read through it all by 4:00 but 113ardcularlv wanted your feedback on the introduction and my first atteml3t at a 
conclusion 

Looking fox.yard to hearing your feedback and, again, feel flee to send more detailed comments whenever you 
have the chance 

Sincerely, 

Histot3~ Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Mill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday,                 2:05 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: The Roughest of Drafts 

I I:00 on Wednesday works great! And I think we are all heavily emphasizing that "rough" so I am not too 
terribly concerned[ 

See you wednesday (as well as in a few hours) 

On             2:00 PM, "Jay Smith" <i~2i~k~cl,~ ~i[ ~n ; ed~> wrote: 
If you wouldn’t mind, I I Wednesday would be best for me As for Chasteen there’s a reason they call it a 
*rough* draft! 
On 1:58 PM,               wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

I could definitely meet on Wednesday That is also the day we need to turn our drafts into 
Chasteen and I had planned on incorporating any comments you might have before doing that, 
but I don’t think that is a major issue I have his class from about I-3:50 so could meet between 

I I and I or at 4 Which would work best for you? 

Sincerely, 

On 1:53 PM, "Jay Smith" <.iaS:~ni~/h~)e~na~!~m~;.~h~> wrote: 
¯ -do you have any time to meet on Wednesday? It might be best for me to take the time 

to read through the whole draft before we meet again l~xcept for a lunch meeting, I can be free 
pretty much all day (We would then skip our 4pro today) 

Jay 
On 1:48 PM, 

Dear Jay, 

I am sending along my very rough draft of the whole shebang I know that you 
probably won’t have a chance to read through it all by 4:00 but I particularly 
wanted your feedback on the introduction and my first attempt at a conclusion I 
completely reworked the introduction to tt’y and focus more specifically on the 
relationship between politics, these pamphlets, and ’Enlightenment’ ideas, 
explaining how Fenelon allows us to see the relationship between these in action 
I moved the mega-footnote on absolutism to the middle of the paper when I 
discuss the development of the image of Louis as all-powerful 

Looking forward to hearing your feedback and, again, feel free to send more 
detailed comments whenever you have the chance 

Sincerely, 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

She~vyl Kleinman             @ncrr corn> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 6:17 PM 

The progt~ac mailing list <progt~ac@listserv unc edu> 

[progfac] Pope Center on gen ed at UNC, CH (with list of"unnecessary courses") 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:jaysmith@email unc edu">jaysmith@email unc edu</a> To unsubscribe send a 
blank <br> 
email to <a href "mailto:leave-33782298- 
60582236 80e9ef4edddd43928865362716413467@listse~w- unc edu">leave-33782298- 
60582236 80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467@listserv unc edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday,                I1:06 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: ppt 

OK Great Thanks! I’ll b¢ Ihcrc! 

-Heie ate a few pLx you migbt use (The class saw the 
Eric? clop~die last week, nfight be anmsed to see Pompadour Nmging out 

fire itdluence of people like Bernard was one thing people resented about 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo corn> 

Tuesday,                12:25 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Class Today 

Hi ProFessor Smilll, 

Fin veiy concerned about lmssing m~) iinportm~t hfformaflon about the take borne exain Ate we discussing tbe exmn at all during 
class today? I will coine by your office hout~ tomorrow mormng k[’you thit~k I will be at a disadvantage for fl~e exmn because I nfissed 
class Thanks for your help and ha~¢ a good aftcn~oon[ 

Sent from m) iPbone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kia Caldwell            @yahoo corn> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 10:26 PM 

The progfiac mailing list <progfiac@listserv unc edu> 
Re:[progfac] Who else to email re: THREATS TO HISTORY AND THE 
HUMANITIES AT ECSU 

Just sent it. 

Dear All, 
@yahoo.corn> wrote: 

Sherryl suggests sending the petition/letter (below) also to Tom Ross and Peter Hans (she received 
an email "unsubscribing" her to PFN): 

to m ross.@_northcarolin a edu 

Dear SNCF: 

We have some disturbing news to share and hope you’ll take immediate action. 

In response to a $5 million budget shortfall resulting from severe budget cuts and falling 
enrollments, the UNC-GA has demanded that Elizabeth City State University (ECSU) cut 
programs classified as "low productivity." The ECSU administration has made a list of 
"Programs Considered for Discontinuation." History and Political Science are two of the 
seven programs identified on this list (Geology and Physics are also on the list). The fact 
that any university is considering the elimination of these departments is further evidence 
of the destructive and unsustainable course adopted by North Carolina’s state legislature. 

Included below is a letter drafted by History faculty about the impact of cutting a History 
Department. We hope those who represent the other departments under threat will feel 
free to adapt the letter as you see fit. 

MOST IMPORTANT: If you agree with the sentiments of the letter, please copy and paste 
the letter, or your version thereof, and email it to the individuals below. 

Please ask the Chair or Head of your institution’s History Department to write--as well as 
any other Humanities department you feel would support this endeavore. And please help 
publicize the plight of ECSU more widely: htko/!w~t~’~’da~advancecom,qqoda~?205C~C~5 

ECSU Provost Ali Khan: aakhan@rnail.ecsu 



ECSU Vice Chancellor EricThomas: wethomas@~mail.ecsu.edu. 
ECSU Chancellor Charles Becton: clb÷cton@~-~ ai!.ecs:.~ edu 
UNC Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs Suzanne Ortega: 
stortega~!northc~ro!ina edu 

As a faculty member at XXXX, I am greatly alarmed to learn that Elizabeth City 
State University is considering a decision to discontinue its History program. 
This step would be unprecedented in the nation and has profound implications 
for our state and its future. 

First, History represents a vital component of any university’s core mission and 
liberal ar~s curriculum. The study of History exposes students to diverse cultures 
and complex national and international connections that are essential for 
functioning in today’s global world. On every campus, History faculty contribute 
to the General Education core by providing courses that are required for all 
students. 

Second, at ECSU History faculty play a critical role in training Middle School and 
High School teachers for a twenty-one county region in northeastern North 
Carolina, an area that has historically been, and remains, one of the most 
economically depressed in the state. 

Third, business leaders nationally have repeatedly expressed their preference 
for hiring graduates with expertise in the Humanities due to the research and 
critical thinking skills that these majors provide. 

Thus beyond the fact that eliminating your History program stands at odds with 
ECSU’s mission since its establishment in 1891, such a decision will have dire 
educational and economic consequences for future generations of our state. 

I therefore respectfully urge you to reconsider this course of action and do 
everything in your power to prevent this outcome. 

Sincerely, 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
progfac as: <a href "mailto:jaysmith@email unc edu">jaysmith@email unc edu</a> To unsubscribe send a 
blank <br> 
email to <a href "mailto:leave-33789025- 
60582236 80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467(?~)listserv unc edu">leave-33789025- 



60582236 80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467@listse~- unc edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 12:34 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Take Home Test 



ARTH      First-Year Seminar: Art, War, and Revolution 
Professor Daniel Sherman                                                   Fall 

dshcnnan’a email unc cdu 

Office Hours: T 2-3:15, R, I 1:30-12:15 
or by appointment, HAC 109 

Course Mccrings: TR, 3:304:45, 
HAC 117 except as noted 

Description Focusing on one or at most two works of art per week, tbis course will explore tbe complex 
relationship between art, war mad conflict At the heart of the course lie the tensions between glorifying 
war and violence and memorializing tbeir victims, bet~x een political justification and moral outrage, 
bet~x een political programs (many oftbe works being commissioned to legitimate a particular view of 
war) mad the malleability ofmcmfing The focus on single works in a variety of media painting, 
sculpture, architecture, photography, and graphic arts will offer tbe opportunity to study tbem in deptb 
while also gaining exposure to a range of interpretive metbods and tbe ricbness oftbe historical context 

Format The seminar will meet t~x ice weekly and will consist largely of discussion and student 

presentations At the end of sessions prior to the begimfing of a new unit (indicated in bold) the 
instructor x~ill offer in a mini-lecture of 15 or so minutes, some general historical background to situate 
tbe reading for tbe next unit Additional historical background will be provided in student presentations 

(see 2 bclox~) from a supplemental list of readings mad acceptable web resources 

Learning Objectives 
I To develop an understanding oftbe multiple interconnections between war. political conflict, and 
visual representution 
2 To master basic skills of visual maalysis and research in the histot) of art 
3 To polish and develop communication skills, both oral and written 
4 To cultivate an appreciation of the complexity mad strmagencss offlac past and of approaches to it 
5 To hone your individual voice as a hummfist, scholar, and member of a scholarly community 

Requirements and Grading 

1 Attendance at mad participation in course sessions mad regular postings to seminar e-discussion list 
(15% of final grade) Postings and participation will be ungraded but recorded as unsatisfactotT (for 
unexcused absences or failure to post)/satisfacto~3"/outstanding Overall "satisfacto~T" performance will 
bc the equivalent ofa B for this portion of the grade; a significant number of "outstanding" marks, for 
active participation in discussions both online and in class, will be tbe equivalent of an A Students witb 
more than flarcc uncxcuscd absences or who fail to post flac specified number of thncs will be at risk for a 
grade of C or less for this component of the course 
2 Each student will participate in one group oral presentution, witb one or t~xo otber students, to 
introduce class discussion with additional background and art historical context for the work or works at 
issue (10%) 
3 T~o sbort papers (fi~e pages eacb), one on a print in tbe series Splendors cmd?Vhseries ()/’War. due 
September 6 (15%); one comparing ninctccnth-ccntuu history paintings, duc October 4(20%) NB: 
whichever of these papers receives the higher grade will count 20% and the other paper 15% 
4 Praliminau research reports ( 15% written, 5% oral) and final paper (20%) on works of art fi’om tbe 
Ackland Collection You will x~ritc an initial report on a work from a group on displa? in the Ackland 
Study Galleu, tben prepare a longer paper on tbis work and ralated works 
Please see additional handouts on Sakai about reading for discussion and postings. 

Special Note: In tbis course, you will be working witb a Graduate Research Consultant. 
~a;live unc edu), who will assist you in tbe research prQiect The G RC Program is sponsored by tbe 



Office for Undergraduate Research (www uric cduidcpts!our) I encourage you to visit this wcbsite to sec 
other ways that you might engage in research, scholarship and creative peri’om~ance while you are at 
Carolina You must meet with R?m~ at least twice: once h~ October, to discuss the overall design of your 
research prqiect, and once in November. after subnritth~g your preliminary research report The GRC is 
not a Teaching Assistant and does not grade your work or comment on drafts; his only role is to help 
guide you in research 

Classroom Policies: All mobile phones should bc offfor the duration of each class session; I reserve the 
right to confiscate any ringing phone for the rest of that session I encourage you to take notes on paper 
Laptops ma) be used only for note-taking and to consult course readings you have downloaded, though 
paper copies arc preferable Any student using a laptop for other purposes (cmail, web surfing, gmncs) 
will be asked to leave and marked as absent for that session Any repetition may result in a se~ ere penalty 
on the participation component of the grade 

Honor Code: You arc expected to bc fanriliar with the Instrument of Studcnt Judicial Govcrnm~cc (the 
"Honor Code"), m,ailable at stadentconduct unc ed~’sitesismdentconduct unc adt~ifiles/Fal12012print pdf 
Of particular relevance is Clause lib (I), which bans "Plagiarism in the form of deliberate or reckless 
representation of another’s words, thoughts, or ideas as one’s own without attribution in com~cction with 
submission of academic work, whether graded or otherwise" With respect to clause lib (3), 
’Unauthorized assistance or unauthorized collaboration in connection with academic work," collaboration 
on preliminary stages of writing and research sources, notably sharing of primary or secondar? source 
material, is permitted and encouraged Seeking advice from a Writing Center consultant or the GRC is 
also authorized at the dmt~ stage All submitted writing, however, must be wholly your own, with 
citations from other scholars acl, mowledged according to the citation style set out for this course 

Schedule with Readings 

Note: Readings represent a variety of approaches to the works under discussion Additional background 
on the works can be found in Oxford Art Online. available through the Libraly" website, with a link fi’om 
the course Sak~i site 

Readings marked with m~ * are m ailablc for purchase at Student Storcs and on paper rescr~ c in the Sloane 
Art Libmly" Readings marked (e) are on e-reseln e; those marked (l) in the scholarly database l-Stor 
m,ailable on the Librmy" website (Onyen required for off-campus access: seamh by author and a key word 
from the title) You should bring copies of all readings with you, preferably books, photocopies, or 
printouts, though downloaded documents on laptops or tablets are acceptable Readings should be done 
by the/%st date listed unless indicated 

Images of the works arc available in the course folders in Artstor m~d/or in Powcrpoints on the course 
Sakai site See the Sakai handout for infom~ation on registering for Artstor. required for the course 

Introduction 

The Roman Imperial Wars 

1 The Arch of Titus, Romc (ca 81-96 CE) 

Reading: *Mar) Beard The Roman Yrntmph, Chapters 2-3 (pp 72-75 80-85 only) 4 5 

The Thirty Years’ War 

2 Jacques Callot ?]~e Sp/~,ndors and Miseries of Igar meet at Ackland Art Museum) 



Reading: (e) Peter Paret, Imagined Baule;: ReflevlJons of War in European A~v, chapter 3 (’~Rcvenge of 
the Peasants’) 

The Seven Years~ War 

3 Bca~jmninWcst YheDeath ~[General Wo~[e (1771) 

Rc~ding: *Simon Schmna Dead Ce~vainties, Pa~ 1; (c) Linda Collcy, Cap~ives chapter 6 

Paper 1 due 

The French Revolution (1789-99) and Napoleonic W~rs 

4 Jacques-Louis Dm,id, Maratathis Lc~st Breath (1793) 

Reading: (c) FWJ Hc~nings, Culture and 5’o¢~e0 in France, ~ 7~9-J848, chapter 2; (SK) W Vau~m~ 
m~d H Wcston, cds, David ~s The Dcafl~ of Mint, chapters 1 and 3 

5 *Francisco de Goya, 7he I)isc~sWrs qfWar 

Reading: (e) Jesusa Vegm ~e D~ing and Interpretation ofGoya’s DisasWrs qfWar. Print Quarterly 

11 (1994), 3-17; (SK) Hugh Thomas, Goyo: The Third o¢~lay J808, chapter 4 
Note: Pa~ of the Thu~day class session will bc held in the Acklm~d Print Study 

The French Revolutions of 1830 and 1848 

6 Eugene Dclacroix L~ber~3 Leading ~he People ( 1831); Edouard M~nct The Execution q/the Emperor 

Max~mihcm ( 1867-68 ) 

Reading: (all e-reserve except as noted) For      (e) David Pinkney, 
C8; (J) Mary Wiscmm~ "Gcndcrcd Symbols," Journal q/Nesthet~es & Art (’r~t~vtsm 56:3 (Summer 
1998), 241-9); For     John House, "Manet’s MKximilian: Histou Painting, Censorship and 
Ambiguity,’’ in J Wilson-Bateau, lhe Execugon (~fMm’imiBan 

The U,S. Ci~l War 

7 ~tonin Mcrcid m~d Paul Pnj ol Lee ~lom¢mem ~chmond ( 1890); Augustus St Gaudcns m~d Charles 
F McKim, Shaw Memorial (1899) 

Reading: *Kirk Sm’age. Sr~mding Soldiers. Kneeling Slaves. chapters 5 and 6 

Paper 2 duc 

World War I 

8 Fcm~nd Ldgcr, The (2v’d Game (1917) 

Reading: (e) Richard Cork. A Bitter l?uth: Avan~Garde Art and the Great War, chapter 8 
("A~emmth"); h?,rncmd Ldger. ]9]] 1924: lhe Rhythm of Modern L~/b, essays by Green and Michaud 

The Russian Rewlution 

9 VIMinrir Tatlin, ~lonument to ~he Th~rd!nterna~onal (Model 1919) 

Reading: (c) L Zhadova. cd, T~tl~n (sclccrions) 



Fall Break 

The Spanish Civil War 

10 Pablo Picasso, Guermca (1937) 

Reading: For       *Ian Patterson. Guernica and "lbta! War Introduction and chapter I (J) W 
Hofmm~n, "Picasso’s Guernica in Historical Context," Artibus el Hislo~ae 4:7 (1983); For (J) J 
Held, "How do the Political Efi’ects of Pictures Come About? The Case of Picasso’s Guernica." 
Artdournal, I1: I (1988) 

World War II and the Holocaust 

11 Wor Posters from local collections mect ~r Wilson Lib~ Rarc Book Room) 

Reading: (e) P Paret et al. Persu~sive Images Introduction; (e) JM Blum Vwas Phr I’ictory, Part I 

Nov 4 Preliminary Research Report Due 

12 Wladyslaw Strzeminski 7b My P?~end~ the ,lews (photographs, 1945) 

Reading: For *Steve Hochstadt, Sources of lhe Holocaust documents 8 15 27-32, 37 55, 59-61, 
63-64, 68 73: For (e) Matthew Witkovsky Folo: AloderniO’ in Centra! Ettrope JgJS-1945, 
chapters I and 8; (e) N Strzeminska, Wlc@,slaw Strzeminski: On the ] O0~l’ Anniversary ()/’His Birth 

(biography) 

The Vietnam War 

13 Stanley Kubrick, PidlMetaldacket (film. 1987) 

Reading : (e) L Dittmar and G Michaud. eds. P?om Hanoi m Hollywood. chapters I and 3 (Klein and 
CaMcy) 

Nov Oral Reports on Research Projects 

Wrap-Up ~nd Evoluations 

Final Research Project Due 



OkJ 



Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Thursday,                11:13 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@emafl.m~c.edu> 

Re: Take-Home Midterm 

That would be wondet~td. I’ll be sure to get it in first thing. 

From: Jay Smith 

Date: Thursday, 11:11 AM 

How about tomorrow? ,lust put a hard copy in my mailbox in Hamilton hall and be sure to email me a copy at the 
same moment. 
On         lO:14 AM,                 wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I’ve been hard at work for the past few days on three assignments that all happened to be due today. 
The midterm was, by far, the most challenging and time consuming. In other words, i have not 
finished yet. i’ve made significant progress, but i know that if i turn this in at 12:3o, it will be messy, 
incomplete and nowhere near the potential i know it has. This grade is extremely eracial for me and 
my mentality, i cannot lose my motivation for the rest of the semester, if you could please consider 
giving me an extension, even if it’s just a few more hours, I would be so, so grateful. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

sot@wunc org 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 11:30 AM 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc org> 

@gmail corn 

[wunc sot] The State Of Things: Vampires Creatures/Monsters/Bats 

This is the email update for WUNC’s "The State of Things" Visit our web site at l Itp:iiw~t~c o~(lsot To leave 

this list, follow the directions at the end of this email Thanks for listening! The State of Things is produced by 
North Carolina Public Radio- WUNC 

The State of Things, Live from the Museum of Natural Sciences in Raleigh 

Who Wins A Fight Between The Vampire Squid And Vampire Frog?: In this Halloween fright fest, The State of Things 
tackles the so-called Vampire Squid and Vampire Flying Frog. The names are misnomers, as the squid does not suck on 
blood, and the vampire frog only has fangs in its tadpole stage. But host Frank Stasio talks about these creepily-named 
creatures with Tdsh Weaver, collections manager of geology and paleontology at the Museum of Natural Sciences in 
Raleigh; and Bryan Stuart, the museum’s curator of amphibians and reptiles. 

From Whence Do Monsters Come? Ever wonder how people came up with the idea for vampires, zombies or witches. 
Well, wonder no more. Roland Kays has the answers. He is director of the Biodiversity and Eadh Obse=~ation Lab at the 
Museum of Natural Sciences in Raleig h. Host Fra nk Stasio talks with Kays about the real-world origins of some of our 
favorite Halloween monsters. 

How Bats Might Become Man’s Best Friend: Bats are the subject of much folklore and derision in human society. Some 
say they are vermin who carry rabies. Others equate them with the undead vampire of legend. But Lisa Gatens, curator of 
mammals at the Museum of Natural Sciences in Raleigh, tells a different story. Bats are helpful for a variety of reasons, 
including their ability to control insect populations and their essential role in pollinating certain flowers. Host Frank Stasio 
talks with Gatens about the bats. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

wunc sot as: ,t~#_t~!L~clX~_]=.t.-,.t?~:,~.’,:~t, 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists unc edu/u? 
id 37570058 653239cbefd5500e00f14£802fcdd14a&n T&I wunc sot&o 33796810 or send a blank email to 
!~ave<~3 79(~10..37~!)O5g o53239cb~:fd55!)0el)Of~l~!?2t~dd!4~!i~d~er~ un~,~!du 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jaysmith@email unc edu 

Thursday, 

Monday 

2:56 PM 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

My dear class: 

A few words about Monday First a reminder: you’ll be turning in a review of one of our common readings on 
Monday       who is also giving a report on Philip Stern’s book on the British empire, will be doing a whole 
lot of writing for this course in the next few days[) 

Also, we’re reading a book by my former colleague John Headley The book has a, shall we say, distinctive 
point of view It will be interesting to compare Headley with Lynn Hunt a little later in the course (Pagden too, 
actually) In fact, I’d say we’re headed into the segment of the course where direct comparisons between books 
will become part of the core of what we do each week Fun! 

For Headley (and subsequent readings), let’s t~?¢ a little harder to keep discussion focused on the book at hand 
We’ve allowed ourselves to get blown off course a little recently .... 

Finally, I’ve spoken with several of you about your historiographical reviews, but others not You should be 
giving some thought soon to what you’d like to be doing with that project 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIST " site 
To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: HIsr’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,                 3 : I N PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Hist    today 

Hist Take Home Midtenn docx 

Happ?. Halloween 

Frmn: JW S~mth <jm’snfith%enmil uric edu> 
Sent: ThursdW, 12:12 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Hisl Iodily 

ok,.just be sum to entail Hind cop) can coine later 

On        I 1 : 10 AM.                   wrOle: 

> Hi Dr Smirk 
> 

> Sent from ~n? iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

UNC Program in Medieval & Early Modern Studies 

Thursday,                 4:30 PM 

MEMS Faculty <memst~aculty@listserv unc edu> 

jmems@duke unc edu 

[memsfaculty] An Invitation to Faculty and Graduate Students 

The Material and the Social in the Encounters of Premodern 
Empires 

A Compact Seminar 

Program in Medieval and Early Modem Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill 

This seminar will focus on the role of material culture and the politics of sociability in the meetings of medieval 
empires Our goal is to explore the emerging theory of"inter-imperiality," or the notion that world history is 
defined less by European centrality than by diverse and contingent encounters between distinct imperial entities, 
heterogeneous groups, and individuals In particular, we will zero in on the ways in which things and social 
rituals mediate such encounters, lead to transmission of cultural forms and practices, and contribute to a 
medieval politics of the international that prefigures, in complex and not necessarily linear ways, the modern 
form of the nation-state 

Please note that the compact seminar format focuses on work in progress, analysis of primary sources, and 
therefore is limited to MEMS faculty and graduate students and selected invited guests 

Location: University Room, Hyde Hall, UNC-Chapel Hill ([~ttpiah~mc¢du/contact-usidirecti~t~;’directions) 

SCHEDULE: 

Friday, 

Public Keynote Lecture 
7:00 PM 
Laura Doyle, Professor of English, University of Massachusetts, Amherst: 

"Medieval Mediations? Questions of Political Economy and the Long Dialectics of Culture" 

Location: University Room, Hyde Hall, UNC-Chapel Hill (ht~:iiiah,unced,L~cmtact-~:s/diteati~ns/dire~t~o~s) 

Saturday, 

Compact Seminar (RSVP requircd by l’hur~dny, 
8:30 9:00 AM: Coffee and Continental Break[’ast 
9:00 12:00PM: Seminar Presentations 
12:00 1:30PM:Lunch 
1:30 5:30 PM: Seminar Presentations 

Presenters: 

Glaire Anderson, Associate Professor of Art Histu~T, UNC-CH (early and medieval Islamic world) 



Maghan Keita, ProtEssor of History, Villanova University (A[’rica and the world) 

James McHugh, Assistant Professor of Religion, University of Southern California (medieval South Asia) 

Morgan Pitelka, Associate Professor of Asian Studies, UNC-CH (late medieval Japan) 
Dorothy Wong, Associate Professor of Art Histotay, University of Virginia (medieval China) 

Please note that the compact seminar format focuses on work in progress, analysis of primary sources, and 
therefore is limited to MEMS faculty and graduate students and selected invited guests 

--- You are currently subscribed to memsfaculty as: ja1~miill@e~n~ail ~l~nc egu To unsubscribe click here: 
h~p://listsuncedu/u?id 42610953 d33et32cfbctX)45003d698b8866d20b0&n T&I memst~aculty&o 33799171 
or send a blank email to ~e~v~- 2}.~.~! I ?~:.@f.d_[ 09~?2~_d3;~’3[..),:fb~.~2&~.~:B@~h~?~_~.~.:l._2.’.~l_~21~.~ u!~,~U 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Friday,                2:45 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

archive letter 

archive letter docx 

Hi Jay, 
I’ve been talking to about this letter I wrote to the Jesuit archive. I wanted him to have a 
quick glance over my French. He helped me out, and suggested I include a short letter from my 
adviser like what you wrote for me at the national archives. He attached what I’m sending you, a 
kind of generic letter that Don wrote for him. Do you think I should include this? 
Sorry I’m being a lame-o and doing this so late. 

I don’t mean to be a lame-o about that stuff, either. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Raleigh, Donald J <DJR@email unc edu> 

Friday, November I, 2013 5:38 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: new draft 

Raleigh and Smith on se~w-ice and teaching docx 

Dear Ja), It looks good. but for some mason tbe file opened with mlderscoted text ht mr) event, I made a few suggestions 
eiflterinflletex~toras "connnents" Dowiflttbemasyou seefit Tlmt~ksfor takmgonfltelargerclnntkofourassig~mlent M) best, 
Don 

Dotmld J Raleigb 
Jay Richard Judson Dislinguished Pm lessor 

~[ir?/emafl unc edu 

..... Ofigiiml Message ..... 
From: Ja?, Slmth [m~Lhc£i .3 ~:rd/h~5;cnmil ult, edit] 
Sent: Ffida?, November 01.2013 1:50 PM 
To: Raleigh, Donald J 
Sul~iect: new draft 

Don: OK, here’s a new draft wilh Ih¢ leaching stuff filled oul quite a bil There’s a real problem with Ihe lack of grad strident feedback 
on his grad leaching Whal i~lorc, cxaclly, can we say? Really nol sure Bul Pm sure you and I will knock this Olt[ lickcly -split after we 
meet on Wednesda) -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Saturday,                  6:32 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: diss descr 

Dissertation Description docx 

Good call Does tltis work belter? 

Thanks. 

--OK, P,’e mad (m-mad for one) the CLIR docs you sent 1 have 

wanl m¢ Io see (so I can properly "speak Io" II ill Ih¢ lellcr) Plcnly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail corn> 

Sunday,                  5:23 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Chapter redux 

Second Chapter docx 

Here’s the chapter with revisions I think you’ll see a lot of the same stuff as before, but with things moved 
around a bit (and hopefully sharper and clearer divisions between the sections) 

Some footnotes still need work, but I figured this wasn’t an issue 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@success oasis unc edu 

Monday,                  10:55 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Summa~2¢ of tutur’s meeting with your student 

Dear Professor Sntiflt: 

visited tb¢ W~iting Center Io lalk aboul his HIST    essays During Ihe session, read his drafts aloud, and w¢ lalked 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Monday,                  I 1:40 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: About Diderot 

TAKE HOME MID TERM part Idocx 

Hello Professor. tNs is I was wondeiing where and when you would like me to turn in tbe lnidterm l at~acbed 

grom: ja? s~mth@en~l uric edu [[a? s~mth@enmil uric edu] 
Scnl: Mon~ly,                 8:20 AM 

As you ~ead Diderot’s Tbe Nun (and be sine to look at fire ~’lNbus for tbe page ~mmbet~ I’ve assigned), flfitN in pa~icular about fire 
polilical m¢ssag¢s Ihal Diderot may ha~¢ b¢¢n communicating He was w~ling in 1760 Whal do¢s h¢ sc¢m tu be saying about a) 

Who arc Ih¢ hcroic/synlpalhclic figures in Ihc stot) ? Who are tb¢ villains? 

This fon~ardcd message was s¢nl via Sakai @ UNC-Clu~p¢I Hill M¢ssag¢s from Ihc "HISq situ To reply Io Ibis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Monday,                  I 1:46 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

HIST book review 

review of Koslofsky, Evening’s Empire docx; 
Company-State docx 

review of Stem, ]-he 

DearProfessorSmith, 

Here is my review of today’s supplementary reading on Phil Stern’s The Company-State. I also included the 

other review that we all owe you today (I chose Koslofsky’s Evening’s Empire). I’m not sure if you prefer that 

one in hard copy or digital copy, but thought I’d include it anyway for good measure. I’ll bring a hard copy of 

my Stern review to class. 

See you this afternoon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard@email unc edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 12:24 PM 

Talbert, Richard J <talbert@email unc edu>; Raleigh, Donald J <DJR@email unc edu>; 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu> 

Brundage, W Fitzhugh <brundage@email unc edu>; Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 

Gentle Reminder:       Committee meeting this Wed, 3PM, HM565 

Dear review Colleagues, This message is a gentle reminder of our committee’s meeting on Wed. at 3PM in HM565. We 

are still lacking one reviewer’s report, but that has not impeded our beginning work on some sections of the 

committee’s report. Thank you in advance for your contributions. See you Wed. at 3. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday,                  1:48 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Meeting Today 

That sounds good to me It might be a challenge but I’m sure I can find something to entertain myself wit!! 

Thanks, 

On 12:25 PM, "Jay Smith" <3~vsmit/~@emai[ ut~,: edu> wrote: 
let’s take the week off I’m sure we can find other uses for the time 

I 1:56 AM,              wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

I have unfortunately not gotten much of anything done in regards to the MA, partially because 
encouraged us to take a step back and focus our attention elsewhere for a few days and 

partially because I have spent the majority of the weekend grading papers I was just wondering 
if you still wanted to meet today I have not gotten           feedback yet, our meeting is 
actually not until next Wednesday I should be done grading papers soon and can then refocus 
and address the items we talked about last week 

Let me know what you would prefer to do today 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Snbject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Monday, 3:24 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Turtle review 

Turtle summary docx 

Hi Jay, 
Here is my Turtle summary. Sorry I forgot to email it to you last week! Would you also like a digital 
version of the book review? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Monday,                  4:45 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Beik review 

Beik Review docx 

Dear Jay, 

See attached. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 7:47 PM 

Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard@email unc edu>; Talbert, Richard J 
<talbert@email unc edu>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu>; Raleigh, Donald J 
<DYR@email unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Brundage, W Fitzhugh <brundage@email unc edu> 

service and teaching statements 

Raleigh and Smith on selw-ice and teaching-Idocx 

rel~or~ alld will lmppil) take your feedback on Wednesda) See 
a~acbed -Ja) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard@email unc edu> 
Monday, November 4, 2013 8:08 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Talbert, Richard J <talbert@email unc edu>; 
Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu>; Raleigh, Donald J <DJR@email unc edu> 

Brundage, W Fitzhugh <brundage@email unc edu> 

RE:        se~w-ice and teaching statements 

Dear Ja) mid Don, Mare" tbaltks for sending along tltis excellent draft on teacbing mtd service It looks to be m near fiiml 
foml Wayn¢ has also wril/en a p3rl for [lie scholars]lip seclion on wilh reference Io his nexl projecl on 

I Ila~e drafted a brief introduction for file rcporl and a seclion on his scholarship Illal focuses on 
his book and incorporates tbe comments of tbe outside reviewers, but I wofft cit, adate it until Richard Ires lind a 

report i~k will submit his evahiation I bm-e sent him entail mtd pbone ~elhinders of last week’s deadline Richard wdl now ny his 

file hope it wdl arrive in amphi time to be incorporated befot~ we report to the dept Dec 4 Fmget~ crossed 

That~ks again to ever5 one for your excellent contributioits to our leport We are in vet5 good shape[ See you Wed at our meeting 
Best, 
Mclissa 

Scnl: Monday. November 04, 2013 7:47 PM 
To: Bulhit~l, Melissa M; Talbert, Richard J; Lee, Wa) l~e E: Raleigk Dotmld J; Smiflt, Ja) M 
Cc: Bmndag¢, W Filzhugh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard@email unc edu> 
Monday, November 4, 2013 8:17 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
PS on       teaching 

Hi Jay, I think there might be a word or decimal missing on page one about 8 lines up. "and 4.8 in a spring, 2008 392, 

both well above departmental averages." Let me know. Thanks. Melissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

UNC Program in Medieval & Early Modern Studies 

Tuesday,                 I 0:22 AM 

MEMS Faculty <memst~aculty@listserv unc edu> 

jmems@duke edu 

[memsfaculty] RSVP by        An Invitation to Faculty and C~-aduate Students 

The Material and the Social in the Encounters of Premodem 
Empires 

A Compact Seminar 
Program in Medieval and Early Modem Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Saturday, 
9:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 

(RSVP required by Thtlrsday @~lllal[ U, tlC ed/3) 

continental break[’ast and lunch provided 

Preliminaw Schedule 

8:30 9 Coffee and Continental Break[’ast 

PANEL ONE, 9:00-10:30 am 

Glaire Anderson, Associate Professor of Art History, UNC-CH (early and medieval 
Islamic world), "Objects of Feasting, Power, and Identity: the Materiality of Caliphal 
Encounters" 

PhD student in Art Histoly, UNC-CH (medieval textual, visual, and 
material culture), 

10:30-10:45 break 

PANEL TWO, 10:45 am-12:15 pm 

Maghan Keita, Professor of History, Villanova University (Africa and the world), "Black 
Knights, Dark Ladies, and Swarthy Knaves Why the Middle Ages Count: Reading 
Afi-ica!Re-writing Europe" 

PhD student in Histol’y, UNC-CH 0nedieval papacy and missions abroad), 

12:15 1:30 lunch 

PANEL THREE, 1:30-3:00 pm 



James McHugh, Assistant Professor of Religion, University of Southern California 
{medieval South Asia) "Ambergris, Shells, and Civet: the Transformations of Animalic 
Perfumes around the Indian Ocean" 

PhD student in Histury, UNC-CH (early modern French-Indian trade), 

3-3:15 break 

PANEL FOUR, 3:15-4:45 

Morgan Pitelka, Associate Professor of Asian Studies, UNC-CH (late medieval Japan), 

’Objects of Exchange Swords, Ceramcs, Hostages. and Heads in Late 16th-centutT 
Japan" 

Dorothy Wong, Associate Professor of Ast History, University of Virginia (medieval 
China), "Xuanzang (ca 600-664) and His hnage-making Activities: Mass-Reproduction 
and Materiality in Buddhism" 

FINAL DISCUSSION, 4:45-5:30 

This seminar will focus on the role of material culture and the politics of sociability in the meetings of medieval 
empires Our goal is to explore the emerging theory of"inter-imperiality," or the notion that world history is 
defined less by European centrality than by diverse and contingent encounters between distinct imperial entities, 
heterogeneous groups, and individuals In particular, we will zero in on the ways in which things and social 
rituals mediate such encounters, lead to transmission of cultural forms and practices, and contribute to a 
medieval politics of the international that prefigures, in complex and not necessarily linear ways, the modern 
form of the nation-state 

Please note that the compact seminar format focuses on work in progress, analysis of primary sources, and 
therefore is limited to MEMS faculty and graduate students and selected invited guests 

Location: University Room, Hyde Hall, UNC-Chapel Hill (h;~:~/iahunceduJcon’actu~icilr~c~i~ns~di~ecdon~" 

ALSO: 

Friday, 

Public Keynote Lecture 
7:00 PM 

Laura Doyle, Professor of English, University of Massachusetts, Amherst: 

"Medieval Mediations? Questions of Political Economy and the Long Dialectics of Culture" 

Location: University Room, Hyde Hall, UNC-Chapel Hill (h~l~:i~i~d~ uric ~d~.~cont~ct-u~idir~:c~ionffdi~ectlons) 



--- You are currently subscribed to memsfaculty as: ji~sn(tLl’~enaall uric edu To unsubscribe click here: 
http://lists unc edu/u?id=42610953 d33ef32cfbct"945003d698b8866d20b0&n=T&l=mem sfacult~&o=33817404 
or send a blank email to Jea’~’e-33g ! 7404-42,; [095{ d33e132cq’,c@)45i)0 ~d~}ggb~g6(,,!20b0t@ st~;er~,’ tmc e~lu 



Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                  1~:42 PM 
Smith, aay M <jaysmith@email.m~c.edu> 

Professor Smith, 

I apologize for thelength oftime it has taken me to get in contact with you. I have not been on my computer since 
Thursday night, to go into too much detail, so I will keep this shot~t. I had on 
Thursday night 

I should have my 
midtermdonebytonightandl’mrea]]yhopingyou’]lacceptit. 1 understandifthatisn’tthecase. Thankyoufor 
your consideration and see you in class on Thursday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 4:48 PM 

Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Raleigh, 
Donald J <DJR@email unc edu>; Talbert, Richard J <talber~@email unc edu> 

Brundage, W Fitzhugh <brundage@email unc edu> 

Committee report draft as of Nov 6 

Draft Report Nov 6docx 

Colleagues, We had a productive meeting this afternoon, and [ am pleased to attach our       Committee 

report in draft. I hope [ have captured everyone’s suggestions and edits. Please !et me know of any additional 

ones, As discussed, we are sti!! awaiting Prof, Obbink’s evaluation= We will need to incorporate his views [n 

~he report, assuming it arrives in a timely fashion. I’ll keep yoL~ posted! 

Thank you again for being such excellent colleagues and collaborators, I particularly appreciate your diligence 
in submitting portions of the report in advance of our meeting, Working with you is a pleasHre[ 

Best, 
Melissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SOUTHALL, RICHARD <Southall@hrsm,sc,edu> 

Friday, November 8, 2053 8:17 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [thearg] NFL’er quits as health precaution 

Thanks 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor 

Director College Sport Research Institute 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 

University of South Carolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803.777-5550 

Cell: 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport 

April 22-26, 2014 csricont:~rer~c~.org 

Richard--good to hear. 

On gl/7/13 8:58 PM, SOUTHALL, RICHARD wrote: 

Jay, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor 

Director College Sport Research Institute 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 

University of South Carolina 



Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803.777-5550 

Cell: 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport - 

April 22 26 2014 csriccmfe!ence,e~ 

On 11/7/13 8:40 PM, SOUTHALL, RICHARD wrote: 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor 

Director College Sport Research Institute 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 

University of South Carolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803.777 5550 

Cell: 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport 

April 22-26, 2014 csricclr~feren~e.or~ 

Subject: [thearg] NFL’er quits as health precaution 

He reads the Dalai Lama and Noarn Chomsky? Clearly not the usual NFL player, but... 



You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ~,o~.,~h a i@brsm.sc ¢:du. 

To unsubscribe click here: !z[~t~2}_t~,_!Lg=~_~_e~d~2~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 6:35 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: Peabody 

Jay, 
That~ks for tiffs note In tbe past I tlthtk I got fl~e ke? from tbe secretary in tbe office of tbe Deml of fl~e schaol of education, which is 
on Ihc rirsl floor or Pcabod~ Bul il may also be possibl¢ Io gel Ihis Ibom campus s¢cu~ily I dlink tile way Io proc¢¢d is to ask Ihc 
ad~hi~fistrative n~umger in the school of edncafion office of fl~e dean, hawever rm plmming to be back in Chapel Hdl by Nov 15, so 1 
flthtk I nfight be attending tbe board meeting 

At~ wa?, I hape you’~e doing well; 

At1 the best, 
Lloyd 

From: Jay Smilb [jaysmiib~acma]l uric ¢du] 
Scnl: F~iday. November 08, 2013 12:58 PM 
To: Kmmer, Lloyd S 
Subjecl: Peabod} 

Hi Lloyd--in fire past, you wet~ the one (1 tlthtk) who got the key for 
P¢abod5 hall for our IFA ga/h¢~ings Can you I¢11 me how to g¢l hold 
fltat key? Is tbe~e someone in the Schaol of Ed that I need to contact? 
Hope you’t~ e~ioyhtg 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

SaRlrday,                  7:55 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

statement 

Dissertation Description docx 

Hi 3ay, 
Attached is a draff of the statement for the grant. It’s more or less the one with stuff 
added about the I also added little bits that I had to cut out to save 
space on the        I’m allowed 5 pages double-spaced. 
Did you get the letter request? I hope that worked. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sunday,                   9:51 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: FW: Job Posting - Assistant Professor of History - Kenyon College 

So I just looked at the application site again. Apparently they don’t require a chapter, but want you to send a dissertation 
abstract. DO you know what this is? I’ve been furiously working on the chapter changes this weekend, and now it looks 
like they wouldn’t metier anyway. I can start doing a cover letter tomorrow, but I would like to meet and discuss this all. 
I’m still a bit on the fence just because I feel like I’m so early in the process, so much will be rush (I’ll have to get a cover 
letter in by Wednesday to give my writers a chance to get ang[hing out--and even that will be rushing things). At the 
same time, I see the benefits of applying. Doesn’t help that I also have to write some BS paper for the 
nexL weekend. 

Ph.D. Candidate 

Department of History 

De University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From= .lay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~:43 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: FW: Job Posting - Assistant Professor of History - Kenyon College 

Yes, I hear you On the other hand: this job will likely never come up again, and it’s a good one The fact that 
you were at        would immediately get their attention And your have a ’jazzy" topic And, finally, it 
wouldn’t hurt to go through the process of writing an application letter Sure, there will be plenty of applicants, 
and sure the odds are long But i don’t think it’s impossible And i really suspect that you would get their 
attention Even if only momentarily So think about it before dismissing it 
On 8:57 PM,           wrote: 

Umm, I don’t know. I mean, it sounds like a great position. That being said: I’ve written one chapter that 

I’m still revising, and haven’t published anything yet. I think I could finish by          but I’d imagine 
this will get a million applicants. I see it both ways: there is certainly no harm in trying (although not just for 
the sake of doing it), but I am also really early in the process and have a lot I still want/need to add to the 
resume. 

Ph.D. Candidate 
Department of History 

The Universibl of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Prom: Jay Smith i[j~.~rnith{~email.Linc.ea,~,] 
Sent= Tuesday,              4:07 PM 

Subject: Re: FW: Job Posting - Assistant Professor of History - Kenyon College 

Do you want to apply? We could make a not-too-dishonest argument that you’ll finish by 

On 3:59 PM, wrote: 

Wow, this would be a dream job if it were posted ne~ year. 



Ph.D. Candidate 

Department of History 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:46 PM 
To: the histgrad mailing list 
Subject: [histgrad] Fwd: Job Posting - Assistant Professor of History - Kenyon College 

Dear Histgrad, 

Another job opportunity for Early Modem Europeanists! 

Good luck! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Jones, Joy Mann" <[oyjor~e~@emaiI.Mnc edu> 
Subject: Job Posting - Assistant Professor of History - 
Kenyon College 
Date: 3:40:34 PM EDT 
To: @email.unc,~.~du> 

Please post on histgrad 
Have a nice evening, 
Joy 

¯ --Are you *sure* you want to reply to the whole list? 

--You are currently subscribed to histgrad as: 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to [ca~,c-3375t~305- 
[ i5~b ;~9~19~23 P~ccI~Ib5~d~a~ddd9~1~ 25bb 75da!~:~ ~ist~cr‘‘ ~nc c~!~}‘~r m~re Lyris 
listserv commands, see 



011 

HI Professor Smlth, 

Thank you again for coming to the liaison meeting today and for the kind words you shared at the end. 

I wanted to follow up on your statlstlcs question Of the now 115 academlc charges processed {had a new one run 

tonight), there have been 96 guilty finding (83.5%) and 19 not guilty findings {16.52%). 

There were 64 guilty pleas and 51 not guilty pleas The percenL guilty findings among Lhe 51 not guilW pleas is 

62.75% and Lhe percenL noL guilty findings among the 51 not guilW pleas is 3725% IL’s noL a super impressive 

sample size when broken down by plea, but hopefully in Lhe future iL will allow us to evaluate Lhe impact of Lhe new 

clear and convincing evidence standard 

Please let me know if you have any other questions. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Monday,                   1:03 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Meeting regarding final project 

Thursday at 2 works just fine for me I’d be happy to drop by your office then 
rll begin thinking about a more historiographical approach in the meanwhile 
Best, 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 8:36:24 AM 

TO: 

Subject: Re: Meeting regarding final project 

-I’m out of town this week (after tonight) through Thursday afternoon Are you free after 2pro on 
Thursdays? I’m sure I’ll approve whatever you want to do, but I had in mind a mini-"historiography" paper 
rather than an original research piece But maybe I’m misunderstanding you .... 

JS 
On 6:09 PM, wrote: 

Good evening, 

If possible, I’d like to arrange a meeting with you for sometime this week. Should you have a spare half hour or 

hour, I can meet you visit you in your office at your convenience. 

I was hoping to get the chance to have a quick, informal conversation with you about planning my final project 

for HIST     I’ve been working with professor    over the past few months regarding source material in 

looking into 

my project and thoughts, of course, will require further refinement, but I was thinking about 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Attach: 

Schoonmaker, Nancy C~ay <nancys@email unc edu> 

Monday,                   2:34 PM 

Brundage, W Fitzhugh <brundage@email unc edu> 

Bull, Marcus G <mgbull@email unc edu>; Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu>; 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 

Award for 

Award pdf 

Professor Brundage: 

On behalf of Marcus Bull, Director of the Program in Medieval and Early Modern Studies, it is a pleasure to let 
you know thin           has been selected to receive a                         Award 

Best, 

Nancy Gray Schoonmaker 
nar~c~cmal! nnc edu 

Program Coordinator 
552 Hamilton Hall, CB#3195 
9199621109 



Department ~f HisloD’ 
CB# "~t95 Hamilton 
~ JNC Camm~s 

Univer~ily regulalions regardit~g awa~rds require a,aara reciplen~s t~ st~bmir paid 

ou~ ~l pocke~ by booking flights ~ough tl~e UniversOy Favel oflSce. To do rant se~ec~ 
£ou* fligm5 ff, e~ scald the flight mtbnnanon dtong wilh ?our PID_ date of b~N~ an~ name 

as *t appears on the ide~tificati,m you ~vil! be ,~ing al ~he N~or[ m me        Program 
~ oormnaxor. Nancy Gra Schoonmaker ~f!~c~k~u~@~,, ~h a reminder tba~ 

Nancy a cM1 a* 962.I 109 

can oniy be submitled alter lha~ date~ please let Naive_’ ~[tow as soon as possmie 

SincereD. 

Marcus Bull 

Acting D~rector. P,ogr;~m in Ivledim,,a! and Earl? I’,doderv Stodles 

Copies: W. F*lzhuvh Brlmdag~, CFntl’~i,, R,tdding.. a? Sm tt. Adam Kern. Nmxc~ Gray 
Schoomnaker 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~liveuncedu> 
Tuesday,                  11:54 AM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 
Class 

goes well and I wish I wele theie tbr the discussion 



Sub Cours Sec Title 

e 

Davsmet Start End Enroll 

HIST 127 006 AMERICAN HISTORYTO 1865 ANDREWS TR ~:~(I 1(1:45 I1(I 

HIST 127 007 AMERICAN HISTORY TO1865 WATSON MWF 11:00 11:50 110 

TA 

TA 

HIST 128 001 AMERICAN HISTORY SINCE 1865 BARNEY TR 11:00 12:15 72 

GR 

HIST i28 006 AMERICAN HISTORY SINCE 1865 GLATTHAAR TR 9:30 10:45 110 

TA 

TA 

HIST 140 006 THE WORLD SINCE 1945 BRYANT MW 10:00 10:50 II0 

TA 

TA 

HIST 140 009 THE WORLD SINCE 1945 ANDRESVS TR 12:30 1:45 110 

TA 



HIST 143 006 LATINAMER. SINCE INDEPENDENCE CHASTEEN MWF 11:0011:50 12g 

HIST 151 006 EUROPEAN HISTORY TO 1650 BULLARD TR 11:0012:15 110 

TA 

HIST 158 006 EARLY MODERN EUROPE CASSEN MW 9:00 9:50 110 

TA 

HIST 158 007 EARLY MODERN EUROPE SMITH TR 2:00 

TA 

TA 

AT 

HIST 161 00i RUSSIA BECOMES AN EMPIRE MCREYNOLD 

TA 

TA 

TR    11:0012:15 110 

HIST 206 006 INTE~TioN~L REExTi0NS MORGAN MWF 2:00 2:50 110 

TA 

TA 

HIST 212 ’ 001 HISTORY OF SEAPOWER CADDELL MWI* 3:00 3:~0 180 



~ TA ~ 

HIST 259 006 iWOMEN/GEN EUROPE SINCE I750 HAGEMANN TR 12;30 1;45 II0 

HIST 262 006 HOLOCAUST BROWNING TR ~:~0 10:45 165 

TR ’12:30 1:45 165 

KING TR 1230 145 110 

HIST 278 006 TR/ATL SLAVE TRADE LINDSAY 

HIST 285 006 20TH CENTURY CHINA 

~ TA 

HIST 355 006 ;US WOMEN’S HISTORY TO1865 DUvAL MWF 12001250 90 

HIST 367 006 NC HISTORY SINCE 1865 LELOUI)IS MWF 1:00 1:50 110 

¸ TA 



TA 3 TBA                                   : 

HIST 528 090 REVOLUTIONS IN LATIN AMERICA LA SERNA TR ~:z0 10:45 70 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tuesday,                 9:29 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
FW: [history-graduate] TA Assignments for Spring 

TA Assignments         - Spring     xlsx 

Do you kuow ff there is ml? thing I can do to swituh in? assigmnent ? fm doing Imperial Russia with Louise, and as much as I like her. 
I t~all? dofft want to do anofller assigmnent that bas absolutely notlfing to do with in? lesearch I dofft mean to put you on the sl~t, 

I¢aching when I apply For jobs And I know Ihc olhcr t~o p¢opl¢ arc Frcnchi¢s. bul in my lime ]lore I’ve lu~d on¢ basically pmducbvc 
TA experience: woikh~g with Hul~ziker Ofl~erwise, fve had a grad student, and a class about airplane 
enghles Is it just a waste of hrne writing to Raddh~g? 

From: bounce-33850792 -69622924~a lislsc~ uric cdu Foounc¢-33850792-69622924@lislsct~ unc cdu] on behalf of C3 nlhia Radding 
[radding~a ¢mail uric cdu] 
Scnl: Tucst~ly, 4:02 PM 
To: bistoiy-gmduate 
Cc 
SubJect: Itustoiy-graduatel IA Asstgmnents tot Spnng 

Please see the a~ached schedule of TA assigimtems for Spring We 

witlthl the hrmtatioits as alwa? s of budget, eitrollment piojections, mtd 
fire lmmber of studeNs to fill teacbing alld grading positions 

As the e~rothneNs becoine clearer over the new t~vo or three weeks, we 
may have to nmke aqiustments 

Sinccrcly, 
Professor Radding 

C~ nlhia Radding 
Gusseithoven Disthtgmished Professor 
Dircctur o f Gmduatu Shtdics 



Sub Cours Sec Title 

e 

~TA 

Davsmet Start End Enroll 

HIST 127 006 AMERICAN HISTORYTO 1865 ANDREWS TR ~:~0 10:45 110 

HIST 127 007 AMERICAN HISTORY TO1865 WATSON MWF 11:00 11:50 110 

TA 

TA 

HIST 128 001 AMERICAN HISTORY SINCE 1865 BARNEY TR 11:00 12:15 72 

GR 

HIST i28 006 AMERICAN HISTORY SINCE 1865 GLATTHAAR TR 9:30 10:45 110 

TA 

TA 

HIST 140 006 THE WORLD SINCE 1945 BRYANT MW 10:00 10:50 110 

TA 

TA 

HIST 140 009 THE WORLD SINCE 1945 ANDRESVS TR 12:30 1:45 110 

TA 



HIST 143 006 LATINAMER. SINCE INDEPENDENCE CHASTEEN MWF 11:0011:50 12g 

HIST 151 006 EUROPEAN HISTORY TO 1650 BULLARD TR 11:00 12:15 110 

TA 

HIST 158 006 EARLY MODERN EUROPE CASSEN MW 9:00 9:50 110 

TA 

HIST 158 007 EARLY MODERN EUROPE SMITH TR 2:00 

TA 

TA 

AT 

HIST 161 00i RUSSIA BECOMES AN EMPIRE MCREYNOLD 

TA 

TA 

HISTI 162 001 

! GR 

TR 12:0 1 43 60 RUSSIA UNDER LAST TSARS RALEIGH 

HIST 206 006 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS MORGAN MWF 2:00 2:50 110 

TA 

TA 

HIST 212 001 HISTORY OF SEAPOWER CADDELL MWI* 3:00 3:~0 180 

HIST i~i~ i2iigToR~ OF ROME ................ ~ .................. MWF i io 



HIST 259 006 iWOMEN/GEN EUROPE SINCE I750 HAGEMANN TR 12;30 1;45 II0 

HIST 262 006 HOLOCAUST 

HIST 278 006 TR/ATL SLAVE TRADE LINDSAY 

TA 

TA 

HIST 285 006 20TH CENTURY CHINA 

BROWNING TR ~:~0 10:45 165 

TR ’12:30 1:45 165 

KING TR 1230 145 110 

HIST 355 006 USWOMEN’S ~ HISTOR~ TO 1865 DUVAL MWF 12:00 12:0 90 

HIST 367 006 NC HISTORY SINCE 1865 LELOIJIIIS MWF 1:00 1:50 110 

¸ TA 



TA 3 TBA                                   : 

HIST 528 090 REVOLUTIONS IN LATIN AMERICA LA SERNA TR ~:z0 10:45 70 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:52 PM 

Smith, lay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

OK, thanks. I will incorporate those changes in the statement. 
The " is due this Friday, and I don’t think I can get     and 
to mail paper copies of their letters by then., 
I have been ok work-wise for the most part. It s only this week that s 
crazy. I should have double checked that due date. But the others I can do 
for sure. AS soon as I’m back from I will continue working on 
the 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:21 AM 

TO’. 

Subject: Re: 

-don’t beat yourself up on my account. It really is too bad that you missed that one, since b~o 
UNC people have won them in the recent past, but there’s nothing to do but move on. (When is the 
due date? Are you sure it can’t be managed?) 

Do you think C~/nthia Radding was right--have you bitten off more than you can chew this semester? 
If so, that’s partly my fault. 

3ust focus on the            right now. Keep refining your research statement, keep reading that 
secondary lit that you need to master. 

As for the statement, :[ have just a few more remarks. 

Finally, in the next to last paragraph, I think there’s something not quite right there. 

Think about how to frame that. 



On 1:!:58 PM, wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
I’m afraid I have some bad news about the I confused its due date with the 

and I don’t think I’ll be able to get it in on time. Everything else I am 
sure about: the            is       and the    . and off-campus dissertation one 
are I’m so sorry. This was very irresponsible of me. If I don’t get anything in the 

I’ll re-apply for everything plus the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Payne, Sandra S <payne@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   3:49 PM 

French Cultural Studies <fcs@listserv unc edu> 
[fcs] Reminder: French History and Culture Seminar Sunday, 

Salut les copains, 
Call out the instigators! Because there is something in the air Or there apparently still was in 1971 The French 
Histo~?~ and Culture seminar will next meet this Sunday, from 5 to 7 pm at the National Humanities 
Center 
We’ll discuss Olivier Assayas’ "Something in the Air" (L’Apr~s mai"), his     film about politics, the a~s 
and being eighteen and not knowing what you want in France in 1971 There is no pre-circulated paper, but 
you’ll need to see the film in advance because we won’t screen it at our get-together It is available on Netflix 
streaming, Amazon Unbox, tbe UNC-CH libral’y and your local video store We look fol~-ard to a good 
discussion and a good time 

co-conveners 

You are cu~+ently subscribed to fcs as: jaysmith@email unc edu 

To unsubsc~ibe click here: http://lists unc edu/u? 
id 21228869862b6cf049b30868315c5bc4a5792888&n T&I fcs&o 33855952 

(It may be necessa~?¢ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33855952-21228869 862b6cf049b30868315c5bc4a5792888~blistserv unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rennet-, Joy J <Joy Renner@med unc edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 9:17 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: 

I have not m¢l with nU football folks again y¢t Probably will b¢ al~¢r Ihe s¢mesler when I will be meeting about a couple of Ihings 

S¢nl from my iPhone 

OnNov 14, 2013, at 9:11 PM, "Jay Smifl~" <javsmith@enmil uric edu> wrote: 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 
Saturday,                   5:08 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: Follow up on statistics 

2pm at the Daily Grind is perfect. See you then! 

Political Science, 
The University of Nodh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Confidentialgy Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and 
may contain confidential information. Any unauthodzed review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are 
not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply emafl and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@emaiLunc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 5:55 PM 

TO: 

Subject: Re: Follow up on statistics 

How about 2pm? The Daily Grind? (Or somewhere on Franklin, doesn’t matter.) 

On         5:23 PM,            wrote: 

I’m free all afternoon next Wednesday. What time is best for you? 

Political Science, 
The University of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live:uric edit 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended 
recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email 
and destroy at copies of the original message. 

-sorry for the long delay in getting back to you. I was traveling this week (gave a talk in 

Wednesdays tend to be really good for me, too. Are you free late morning or early 

afternoon next Wednesday? 

Jay 

On 7:32 PM, wrote: 



I don’t have classes on Mondays or Wednesday, so I’m generally pretty free then. 

Just let me know when you want to meet and we’ll find a date. 

Political Science, 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@liw- u[Ic edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including a~tachments, is for the sole use of the 
intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized review, 
use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the ll#ended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply emall and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Thanks, 
On 

We should talk soon.- 

$1:$0 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

Thank you again for coming to the liaison meeting today and for the 
kind words you shared at the end. 

I wanted to follow up on your statistics question. Of the now $15 

academic charges processed (had a new one run tonight), there have 

been 96 guilty finding (83.5%) and ~.9 not guilty findings ($6.52%). 

There were 64 guilty pleas and 51 not guilty pleas. The percent guilty 

findings among the 51 not guilty pleas is 62.75% and the percent not 

guilty findings among the 55 not guilty pleas is 37.25%. It’s not a super 

impressive sample size when broken down by plea, but hopefully in the 

future it will allow us to evaluate the impact of the new clear and 

convincing evidence standard. 

Please let me know if you have any other questions. 

Thanks! 

Political Science, 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Confidentiality Notice: This emall message, including attachments, is for the 
sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. 



Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or dis#ibution is prohibited. If you 
are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sunday,                   4:08 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Revisions in Progress 

MA Rough Draft docx 

It might be helpful if I actually attached the draft 

Also, the sections referred to above are approximately pages 1-21 

On Sun, at 4:06 PM, 
Good afternoon Jay, 

Happy Sunday[ I just wanted to send along my draft as it is now I have been working on reorganizing and 
refraining my discussions to place more emphasis on the specific ideas that are being developed and to clarify 
and better articulate my argument in each section I have so far revised the introduction, first, and second 
sections They are still rough in terms of style, but I was wondering if you could take a look in terms of 
organization and argumentation to see if I am on the right track 

My meeting with Chasteen went well and I am looking fotaxard to our meeting tomorrow to tell you all about 
it 

Sincerely, 

Uni~’ersiW ol ]’ ?r~l~ Carolil,a t Cl~ap d 

HistotT Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn> 

Monday                    I 1:14 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: conference 

It actually went really, really well I was incredibly stressed out about both the final planning stuff and t~’ying to 
make my paper fit the theme of conference Went into Saturday morning tired and more nervous than I was 
when I presented in front of                         But the paper ended up being ve~ay well received, and 
generated some good questions It is also ended up hiring the conference topics nicely So overall I was really 
happy and really pleasantly surprised        had signed up to attend, but couldn’t go either, so I ended up as an 
early modernist in a sea of medievalists, but that wasn’t a problem 

After two years of working with tl~e I can say there are no worse ways to spend a Saturday 

On Mon,             at 8:00 AM, Jay Smith ~1~, siaiti@’e~ai[ tm ,e~/u> wrote: 
¯ -how did it go Saturday? It turned out that I was booked that afternoon because of--wait for it--the 

annual board meeting, which has been moved to        So while you listened 
to interesting papers, I listened to -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Payne, Sandra S <payne@email unc edu> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 2:58 PM 

French Cultural Studies <fcs@listserv unc edu> 
[fcs] French cultural event and fundraiser for grad study in France Nov 22 

lloyd Kramer Ikramer{~email.unc.edu 



You are cullently subscribed to fcs as: jaysmith@email unc edu 

To unsubsclibe click here: http://lists unc edu/u? 
id 21228869862b6cf049b30868315c5bc4a5792888&n T&I fcs&o 33880278 

(It may be necessa~N to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33880278-21228869 86266cf049b30868315c5bc4a5792888Ua)listse~w- unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday,                   3:11 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Student 

Professor Smith, 

Iam she is a student in your History class. I’m hoping 

I wanted to thank you for working with her during this 
time, I’m hoping the next few weeks will allow her to complete the semester 
successfully. 

Thank you again and feel free to contact me with any concerns. 

Confidential/H~AA Enc~Tption:                           uses Barracuda email enc~Tption server to 
encrypt messages going through the internet if they meet certain criteria It has determined that this email most 
likely contains protected health infom~ation (PHI) All emails containing PHI are automatically enc~Tpted by 
Barracuda to comply with HIPAA regulations If you are asked for a password by this message, please create 
one for use with any enc~Tpted messages from Please record or remember the 
password you create and use it the next time you receive a similar message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 5:1 I PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Raleigh, Donald J <DJR@email unc edu> 

Talbert, Richard J <talbert@email unc edu>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu> 

Regarding       Report: wouldn’t you know! 

qualitative student assessments in promotion materials pdf 

FYI, As per the message from Fitz below and the attachment, weql have to make some changes to the teaching sectio~, 

though fortunately not before tomorrow. A small, b~t [ gue~-s necessaiy headache. ~’Who would have thunk itl" - 

From: Brundage, W Fitzhugh 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 2:37 PM 
To: Bullard, Nelissa M. 
Subject: Regarding      Report 

Dear Melissa: 

Miles brought something to my attention that I did not previously know Please see the attached document, 
which is excerpted from the dossier format for tenured faculty Specifically, the guidelines state "Do Not, 
however, provide input from selected individuals, as opposed to broad categories of students" 

So the quotes from student evaluations are no longer in favor 

No need to take this guideline into account for the dept meeting tomorrow but the final report will need top be 
revised accordingly 

Cheers 
Fitz 

W Fitzhugh Bmndage 
Chair, Department of Histoq¢ 
William B Umstead Professor of Histoq¢ 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Hamiltun Hall CB #3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-9824 

brunda£e(a~email unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday,                  10:20 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

review essay topic 

’jpg 

Dear Jay, 

Please see the attached photo. I thought you might appreciate it... 

As for my review essay, I was planning 

What do you think? 

Thanksforyourhelp, 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Raleigh, Donald J <DJR@email lmc edu> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 10:20 PM 

Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard@email unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Ialbert, Richard J <talbert@email m~c edu>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu> 

RE: Regarding       Report: wouldn’t you know! 

1 he lesson here? We can never allow Miles to retire 

Donald ), Ra!eigh 

Jay Richald Judson Distinguished Professor 

d.lr@ernaiLunc,edu 

Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 5:11 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M; Raleigh, Donald J 
Co: Talbert, Richard J; Lee, Wayne E 
Subject: Regarding       ReporL: wouldn’t you know! 

From: Brundage, W Fitzhugh 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 2:37 PM 
To: Bullard, Melissa M. 
Subject: Regarding       Report 

Dear Melissa: 

Miles brought something to my attention that I did not previously know Please see the attached document, which 
is excerpted from the dossier format for tenured faculty Specifically, the guidelines state "Do Not, however, 
provide input from selected individuals, as opposed to broad categories of students" 

So the quotes from student evaluations are no longer in favor 

No need to take this guideline into account for the dept meeting tomorrow but the final report will need top be 
revised accordingly 

Cheers 
Fitz 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Saturday,                   I1:20 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

MA Defense Scheduling 

Applications docx 

Good morning Jay, 

I have made a Doodle calendar to t~acilitate organizing eve~3~body for the MA defense If you could follow the 
link below and mark offany times you are available on the given days that would be wonderful Then I can 
contact      about rese~w-ing the room and I will hopefully have a few options that will work for eve~’ybody 

Also, I am attaching a list of things to apply for regarding next        that I have found so far Most of these 
are through some part of UNC, I am having a harder time finding outside        funding opportunities Will 
you still be available to meet on Monday before class and we could talk more about it? 

Have a great weekend, 

Histo~3~ Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Welch, Ellen R <et~velch@email unc edu> 

Sunday, November 24, 2013 3 : 15 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

michelel@duke edu;           @gmail corn 

invitation to moderate a panel at upcoming 17th-centmT French conference 

DearJay, 

Michele and/or I might have already mentioned to you that we are co-organizing the annual North American Socieb/for 
Seventeenth-Century French Literature (NASSCFL) conference at Duke and UNC this May 15-17. We were hoping that we 
might persuade you to participate by moderating a panel. The session we have in mind for you is entitled "Readerly 
Networks, Webs of Knowledge" and is tentatively scheduled for Thursday, May 15, 11:30-12:45 at Wilson Library. 
We hope very much you will be willing to contribute to our conference and participate in this session especially. And of 
course you will be included in all social events and welcome to as many of the sessions and talks (Volker Schroder and 
H~l~ne Merlin are our featured speakers) as you like. 

We look forward to hearing from you, 

Best wishes, 
Ellen 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dr JertT Baydo           @faculb sdcoxmail corn> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 2:18 PM 

Dr JertT B~ydo           a)faculb sdcoxmail corn> 

Opportunib to Present at National Con@ence and to Publish in Proceedings and National 
Journals 

Web Vegas Proposal Application 2014 docx 

Dear Professor: 

The National Social Science Association has been in existence for 33 years and is a growing 
interdisciplinary association that has served thousands of social scientists through its conferences and 
seminars and publications. The association has an executive director, a national office, officers, national 
board members as well as committee members from four and two year colleges across the nation. 
(www.nssa.us) 

The association is now accepting proposals for its National Technology and Social Science 
Conference April 13-15, 2014 in Las Vegas at Harrahs Hotel and Casino, centrally located on the Las Vegas 
strip with the reduced hotel rate of $75 single or double which also applies to the Friday and Saturday 
before the conference begins. And all our conferences and seminars presentations are peer reviewed. 
Professors and students can earn one hour continuing education credit through the University of San Diego 
for this conference. 

The conference will feature presentations in all the social sciences that cover research, teaching, and 
technology. Plus we have student presentations that are eligible for the student paper competition. The 
conference begins with a hosted cocktail par[y on Sunday night April 13th and continues with sessions on 
Monday April 14th and Tuesday Apd115th. Each morning will feature a continental breakfast with a Monday 
luncheon. 

All presentations can be submitted to our proceedings publication and are eligible to be submitted to 
our National Social Science Journal and to our National Social Science Technology Journal. The National 
Social Science Journal has been in existence for 29 years and is a peer reviewed journal. The acceptance 
rate for this journal has been between 13-15%. Once an article is accepted the author/authors are sent a 
licensing agreement in which they keep copyright of the article plus the journal is under Creative Commons 
Attribution License. This journal is online at the National Social Science website and is also printed in hard 
copy. This journal is indexed in a Cabell, Ebsco, as well as a many indexing publications. 

The National Social Science Technology Journal focuses on articles dealing with technology and the 
uses of technology. This journal is also a peer reviewed journal with the same acceptance rate and 
licensing agreement for authors as well as Creative Commons Attribution License but it is also an interactive 
journal online with embedded videos and links and audio. It is also printed in hard copy. 

We are now accepting proposals for our national conference from you, your colleagues, and your 
students. Proposal form is attached to this email. We hope that you can par[icipate in this national 
conference in Las Vegas with the opportunity to publish in our various publications. 

Dr. Jerry Baydo 
Director 
National Social Science Association 
(www.nssa.us) 

If¥ou would prefernotto receive further messagesfrom thissender, please replyto this email with the word "Unsubscribe"in 

the subjec~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hines, James <jlhines@email unc edu> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 4:40 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: VPN help 

Ja?,, sounds good I’ll see you at 10 

OASIS Computing Specialist 
jlhincs~a unc cdu 
Lync & Jabber -jlhincs 

..... O~iginal Message ..... 

Sent: Monda?. November 25. 2013 3:37 PM 
To: Hhtes, Jaines 
Sul~iect: Re: VPN help 

James--great, lna3be toinormw? rll be in in?. office 10-12, and could be around for a short wlfile around 2 

On 11/25/13 1:54 PM. Hines. James wmle: 
> Jay, nU apologies for nol being able to respond sooner Yes, I can help you s¢l up VPN I can slop by this afl¢moon if you’re 

a~ailabl¢ Ifnol, I will be here all day tomorrow, bul I’m laking Wednesday ore 

> Take care 
> 

> OASIS Coinputmg Specialist 
> jlhines~a unc ¢du 
> Lync & Jabber - jlhines 
> Phone - 

> -----O~iginal Message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Monday,                   6: I I PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Meeting tomorrow morning 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I just wanted to confirm our meeting at 9am tomorrow in order to go over the Encyclopedie/Wikipedia 

project for Hist 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Monday,                   9:15 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Final Project Questions 

Professor Smith, 
I had a few quick questions about the final project. 

[if !supportLists]-->l. 1. <!--[endif]-->Should we tell you in advance which project we are deciding to do 
(Encyclopedia/Wikipedia) and what topic we are going to do it on? 

[if !supportLists]-->2. 2. <!--[endif]-->When I was looking through the list of choices for the Encyclopedia 
project I noticed that there are multiple entries to some topics. Can we use any/all of them? 

[if !supportLists]-->3. 3. <!--[endif]-->On the guidelines you sent out on the final project it says we should 
"focus on the stuff read/assigned in this course," however, in the syllabus for the Wikipedia project it 

mentions that we should "...add to that already-known authority two-to-four others. These can be books, 

scholarly articles, or websites." I was unsure which one you preferred and was hoping for some clarification 

on the matter. 
Thank you for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 I 1:00 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 

[thearg] Grad rates 

Some of you have seen this (It comes, I believe from the San Fran Chronicle) The sanctimony from Stanford 
and Michigan are ahnost more troubling to me than the Cal numbers, but this article provides much food for 
thought 

........ Original Message ........ 
Date:Mon, 25 Nov 2013 18:18:43 +0000 

From:Gurney, Gerald S 
To:Undisclosed recipients:; 

Why do many Ca1 athletes not graduate? 

Nanette Asimov and Ann Killion 

Updated 11:88 pm, Friday, November 22, 2813 

UCLA admits nearly three times more academically 
underquallfied student athletes each year than UC Berkeley, 
yet its football and men’s basketball players have done a lap 
better job earnlng degrees than Cal’s have. 

Stanford University, Cal’s rival not only in Saturday’s Big 
Game but in academlc ranklngs, also bests UC Berkeley in 
graduation rates for football and men’s basketball. 

So does the University of Michigan, another public university 



known for its academic prowess. 

The questlon is: Why? 

Cal ranks last in graduation rates for those two sports among 
the nation’s 72 major intercollegiate athletics programs, 
according to the NCAA. 

A look at some of Cal’s closest public and prlvate 
competitors - Stanford, UCLA and the University of Michigan - 
reveals how the culture and practices at those universities 
support student athletes’ academic achievement No one claims 
there’s a single easy explanation for the huge graduation 
gaps. 

Success appears to come from a complex recipe that goes 
beyond who gets to enroll in each school~ although Stanford 
and the University of Michigan say they don’t admit 
underquallfied students for any reason, even to beef up their 
revenue-generating football and men’s basketball teams. 

But UCLA does admit underqualified students - 100 this year 
alone, compared with Cal’s 36. Despite that disparity~ UCLA’s 
graduation rates are better: 82 percent in footba11, compared 
with Cal’s 44 percent. Stanford graduates 93 percent of its 
football players. Michigan graduates 66 percent. 

In men’s basketba11~ the percentages were 68 percent at UCLA~ 
75 percent at Michigan~ 83 percent at Stanford and 38 percent 
at Cal. 

So something else ls going on. Everyone agrees that students 
admitted because of extraordinary talents rather than 
academic prowess need extraordinary help once they enroll. 
But that’s where Ca1 acknowledges it needs to do a better job 
for football and men’s basketball players, while UCLA says it 
is proud of the academic support it provides for its 
athletes. 

More than tutoring 



Ali of the schools say it’s more than just tutoring. 

Interviews with current and former student athletes at Cal~ 
parents, experts and university officials across the state 
make it clear that athletes are more likely to falter in the 
classroom when certain conditions are present: 

-- A culture that pits academics and athletics against each 
other. 

-- Poor academic support for busy athletes, including 
insufficient tutorlng and too little help with tlme 
management and long-term academic planning. 

-- An unwillingness on the part of student athletes to devote 
enough time to studying. 

-- Overeager recruiters who sell the campus so heavily to 
prospective scholarship athletes - who typically don’t pay 
for tuition or room and board - that the reality of how hard 
it is to succeed at a rigorous university becomes an 
afterthought. 

UCLA, Stanford and Michigan say they take steps to avoid 
these ailments, and their graduation rates appear to back 
that up. 

Cal officials, on the other hand, admit they have a problem. 
On Thursday, athletic director Sandy Barbour announced that 
she is convening a task force to look at why so few football 
and men’s basketball players are succeeding academically. 

"While our broad academic scores reflect the outstanding work 
of many of our student athletes, some sports have performed 
at a level that is inconsistent with Berkeley’s standards and 
values~ Barbour said. 



The rock-bottom graduation rates at Cal - the world’s top- 
ranked publlc university - have also prompted several 
professors to study the problem from every angle and propose 
a host of solutions. 

For example, Cal is increasing the number of full-time 
learning specialists who help athletes navigate school as 
part of an academic improvement plan developed in the past 
year by Derek Van Rheenen, director of the Athletic Study 
Center. The football improvement plan alone cites 15 
troublesome areas and offers solutions~ such as creating a 
program to monitor athletes’ academics~ mandating at least 
six hours of tutoring each week, and providing weekly reports 
to coaches about athletes’ academic progress. 

Two other professors, Bob Jacobsen, the faculty athletic 
representative, and Richard Rhodes, an associate dean, have 
authored a new paper that identified three issues, not 15: 

-- Getting athletes to stop delaying their most rigorous, 
core courses to their senior year when it’s often too late. 

-- Getting coaches more lnvested in academics. 

-- Changlng the culture of revenue-generating sports to 
better respect academics. 

Cal’s competitors say they’ve been doing most of those thlngs 
for years. 

"We’re in higher education. It drives me crazy when I hear 



other football coaches say, ’Well, my job ls to win games.’ I 
disagree," David Shaw, Stanford’s football coach, said in a 
June speech. He explained that for the past few years, 
Stanford has changed its approach to recruiting and now 
searches nationwide for top athletes who are as motivated to 
succeed in the library as on the field. The team has ranked 
among the nation’s top 10 each year since 2010. 

"Our jobs are to teach young people how to do things to make 
them successful - on the football fieldj in the classroom and 
after graduationj" Shaw said~ adding that Stanford hopes to 
influence other top universities to do the same. 

"We can affect these other universities to say~ ’You know 
what? Maybe we won’t make those compromises anymore. 

Solutions elsewhere 

Of course~ the advantage of a wealthy~ prlvate school like 
Stanford is that all studentsj athletes included~ have an 
academlc advlser. And once they declare a major, they get 
another advlser specifically for their major. Moreover, 
there’s tutoring aplenty and athletes are prevented from 
segregating themselves in a universe of their own. 

"We encourage them to be full participants in undergraduate 
student life at the university," said Lisa Lapin~ a Stanford 
spokeswoman who said the athletes 11ve~ eat and study with 
nonathletes. 

Lest it appear that all of Stanford’s elite athletes possess 
the brain of Albert Einsteinj or at least Andrew Luck~ the 
famously studious former quarterback~ the Stanford 
Dailyrevealed in 2011 that a secret list of easy courses had 
been making the rounds at theAthletic Academic Resource 
Center for years, including Social Dances and Public 
Speaking. 

Campus officials immediately said they would discontinue the 
list. 



At UCLA, where underquallfied students are admitted by the 
dozens each year, emphasizing academics is essential, campus 
officials sald. They do it by paying attention to each 
student, rather than group all athletes together. 

An academlc accountability program lnvolves watching each 
athlete’s class work and disciplining anyone who skips 
classes or doesn’t do the work, said Gary Clark, UCLA’s 
director of admissions. 

But the key seems to be pairing each athlete with 
individualized help. 

"This is not a one-size-fits-all approachj but rather a very 
tailored approach to each individual student’s needsj and 
academic progress is closely monitored throughout their time 
here," Clark sald. 

Over and over~ however~ schools that successfully graduate 
football and men’s basketball players say the university 
fosters a culture that values academics as much or more than 
athletics. 

"Our philosophy is fundamental to why we’ve been successful, 
said Petrina Long, UCLA’s senior associate athletic directorj 
noting that the athletic department works closely with 
academic deans rather than maintaining its own fiefdom. 
Coaches are also taught to evaluate recruits for their 
interest in academics~ she said. 

One die-hard Cal Bears fan was so impressed with UCLA’s 
approach that she nearly encouraged her son to become a Bruin 



or, worse in her mind, a Stanford Cardinal. 

Those schools "have personal tutors, good counselors, 
mandatory study hours that have to be keptj and they monitor 
the student athlete’s progress on a weekly basis. It’s really 
greatj" said the mother. 

Doesn’t Ca1 do the same? 

"Oh my god, no, she said, speaking on condition of anonymity 
for fear of retaliation against her son. 

Loyalties were such that her son enrolled at Cal anyway. But 
the family was dismayed when, they said, a Ca1 counselor 
discouraged some athletes from enrolling in summer school. 

A different kind of academic support is to offer degrees and 
programs that athletes might naturaZly care about, as the 
University of Mlchlgan does with its School of Kinesiology. 
By 2008, the 24-year-old program was so wiZdZy popuZar that 
it became a school in its own right, offerlng majors in 
athletic training, movement sciencej physical education and 
sports management. 

Michigan officials declined to be interviewed but said the 
university has no category of "special admission." Candidates 
are instead evaluated on a range of crlterla not limited to 
grades and scores. 

Ca1 beaten up 

Meanwhile, whether or not Cal beats Stanford in Saturday’s 
Big Game~ the campus has been beaten up pretty badly over its 
graduation woes. 

A former Ca1 student who tutored athletes said that a few 
years ago, he routinely let classmates falsify their study 

hours. 

"I’d say about 10 percent of the time," he said on condition 



of anonymity. He also recalled some classes packed with 
athletes where professors looked the other way during tests. 

In one astronomy class~ he said~ "I think I went once on the 
first day~ and for my midterm and finalo I got a B-plus. The 
collective approach (during tests) was~ ’Hey~ what did you 
get on No° 2?’ It might as well have been unsupervised° 
Looking back~ it’s a farce." 

While such academic abuses are not unique to Cal~ neither do 
they appear to be widespread° 

Although Cal officials insisted on choosing which student 
athletes could be interviewed by The Chronicle, the two they 
picked demonstrated that many football players can succeed. 

"Committing here to this school as a student athlete~ we know 
what we’re getting into~" said Brennan Scarlett~ 20~ a 
linebacker who earned straight A’s in high school. He praised 
the school’s Summer Bridge summer school program for helping 
students get better prepared. 

"Coming here will take hard work~ he said. "That truth 
smacks you in the face. It is very difficult here." 

Mark Brazlnski, an offensive lineman and graduate student 
the Haas School of Business, said counselors and learnlng 
specialists helped him finalize his recent application to 
become a Rhodes Scholar. 

in 

"They’re very w1111ng to help ... out wlth whatever 
project ... or homework you’re worklng on," he said. 

Onllne extra 

See Stanford football coach David Shaw’s TED talk on 
academics and athletics: 

htt~s:i/ WWWoXOUtUbeoco~l 



watch?v=WBCkec9csdo 

Degrees of separation 

College football players 

93% 

graduation rates: 

Stanford University 

82% 

UCLA 

66% 

University of 

Michigan 

44% 

UC Berkeley 

Nanette Asimov and Ann Killlon are San Francisco Chronicle 
staff wrlters. E-mail:naslmov@sfchronicle.com, 
ak1111on@sfchronicle.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday,                  11:53 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

class today 

Hi Prof. Smith: 

My ride plans for           changed unexpectedly and I will be unable to attend class today. That being 
said, I hope that you have a great             and that you enjoy your time off! 

Thanks, 

¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ BA English & History ,, Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:19 PM 

Smith, lay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: courses 

Hmm...Could I do    that are related to the comps? Let’s see, for the comps, it’s methodological, 
geographical and chronological, right? But I wonder if I should do a modern South Asia course to 
fulfill my secondary field. Maybe I should email 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:07 AM 

TO: 

Subject: Re: courses 

--[ apparently was hallucinating. There is no "comps" course. You’d have to take an That 
might be a good idea--though you should think about whose field is most in need of attention. 

Yes, I did see that you’re in the 
Jay 
On        9:03 PM, 

which is great. I have to order books .... 

wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Did you get to talk to 
should take next semester? 
Oh, did you see I’m 

about comps and courses? Any idea about classes I 

Can’t wait! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@outlook.com> 

Sunday, 4:48 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: report 

I will let you know. Thank you so much. 

> Date: Sun,           15:10:56 -0500 

> From: jaysmith@emaihun¢.edu 

> To: ~outlook.com 

> Subject: Re: repo~ 

> 

> --sounds 8reat. Please let me know when you’re back in town and 

> ready to meet. 

>JS 

> On 10:47 AM, wrote: 

> > Dr. Smith, 

> > Thank you so much for emailinB me and especially for reading my article. It’s Bood to know that people 

(especially our professors!) read those things occasionally. 

>> 

> > Thank you for reachin8 out to me, I would certainly be interested in havin8 coffee. Unfortunately, this 

semester I am                but will be back at UNC and writin8 for the       aBain in the       Not 

ideal, but I would be happy to revisit this then. 

>> 

> > Thanks aBain. Enjoy the rest of your weekend. 

> > Best, 

>> 

>> 

> >> II 8iorno alle ore $6:50, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@emaihunc.edu> ha scritto: 

> >> 

> >> Dear 

> >> Excuse the intrusion from completely out of the blue, but I just read the piece you wrote about the 

and I found it refreshin8 in many ways. (I’ve been terribly disappointed by the lack 

of student interest in the whole UNC scandal.) I suspect that your politics and my politics are pretty far apart, 

but even so...would you care to have a coffee toBether at some point? I think we see eye to eye on many 

athletics issues, and I would be delighted to hear an informed student perspective on the University and its 

handlin8 of its various scandals in the past few years. No pressure, of course. But if you’re interested, I’d love 

to talk. 

> >> 

> >> Jay Smith 

> >> Professor of History 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH University Library <circadmin@afton lib unc edu> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 7:19 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Libra~ay Notice 

Walter R Davis Librtuy 
CB#3916,Circula/ion D¢pamn¢nl 
Univcrsily of Norlh Carolina 
Chapel Hill. NC 27514-8890 

Facully Rcplac¢mcnl Bill: Th¢ Following rcplaccm¢nl charg¢s For 
overdue items at~ owed at the Cimulation Desk 
ITEM                               A~nount 
L’en~’clop~die m~thodique (1782-1832) : des lumi[u00 

REPLACEMENT Davis Libra,) 00026353936 ........................ $13026 
TOTALS130 26 

JAY M SMITH 
HISTORY 
CB# 3195 564 HAMILTON HALL 

13:9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn on behalf of 
@live unc edu> 

Monday,                11:57 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: SFHS Grants 

Drats! I will put them on the future grants list, then I did take a look at the American Philosophical Society 
They do have what looks like one grant for graduate students, but it is for somebody completing the 
dissertation So that, too, has gone on the future grants list 

I did find one other (I can’t remember if I mentioned this?) that is specifically for beginning dissertation 
research It is sponsored by the CES at Columbia I’m including the link below The deadline is early-mid 

so that would be the first one on the docket 

I hope you had alovely 

On Sun, at 12:48 PM, Jay Smith <i~:~, mkh@erarn! tmc ed~> wrote: 
-I hate to say it, but I do think that these two really are for up-and-running dissertation projects 

Drats Did you look at the American Philosophical Society? 

On 6:23 PM, wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

I was j ust looking at the Society for French Historical Studies website and they do have two 
grants for graduate students (technically ’doctoral students’) I wanted to send along the blurbs for 
each to get your opinion Do you think these mean ABD or should I give them a shot? 

#1) JOHN B AND THETA H WOLF TRAVEL FELLOWSHIP 

The John B and Theka H Wolf Travel Fellowship is a memorial to John B Wolf, distinguished 
historian and teacher and onetime president of the Society for French Historical Studies, and to 
his wife, Theta H Wolf, professor of psychology and author of the well-received biography of 
Alfred Binet, a French pioneer in the development of IQ tests Fully as significant as their 
scholarly achievements were the warm hospitality, advice, and encouragement John and Theta 
Wolf provided to countless graduate students over the course of five decades Their generous 
bequest makes possible an award of $2,000 to be given annually to a doctoral student at a 
university in the United States or Canada for dissertation research in French history (any period) 
that reflects the Wolfs’ interest in and contributions to the study of European histolT The award 
is administered by the Society for French Historical Studies and the Western Society for French 
History The winner will be announced at the annual meeting of the Society for French Historical 
Studies 

The application must include the following: (1) a cover page with contact information for the 
period January to March, including postal address, telephone and fax numbers, and e-mail 
address, if available; (2) a description of the project, not to exceed five double-spaced pages, 
explaining its purpose and significance, its contribution to the scholarly literature, and the places 



where and dates when it will be carried out; (3) the applicant’s curriculum vitae, including 
educational background (schools and degrees), publications, and honors and awards; (4) a one- 
page, double-spaced statement outlining the applicant’s career plans and explaining how the 
project will contribute to their fulfillment; (5) two confidential letters of recommendation, one 
from the applicant’s doctoral adviser and the otber from a person who knows the applicant and is 
familiar with the proposed project, both to be sent by the applicant in sealed envelopes and 
signed by the recommenders across the seals; and (6) transcripts of the applicant’s graduate work 
The applicant must submit items 1-4 by e-mail to each member of the Awards Committee listed 
above under the Research/Travel Award If reference letters (item 5) are sent electronically, they 
must be signed and scanned If original copies of reference letters and transcripts are submitted, 
the original versions must be sent to the Commi~ee chair, and copies must be sent to the two 
other Committee members All materials must reach the Committee by 

#2) MARJORIE M and LANCELOT L FARRAR MEMORIAL AWARDS 

The Farrar fellowships honor Marjorle M Farrar and Lancelot L Farrar Ma~jorle M Farrar, 
esteemed histo~Tian of modern France, was the author of books on the political career of 
Alexadre Millerand and on the strategy, politics, and diplomacy of the French blockade, 1914- 
1918 Lancelot L Farrar, esteemed historian of modern Europe, was the author of books on the 
foreign and domestic policies of Germany and other European nations during World War I The 
generous donations of the garrars’ family, friends, and colleagues make possible two awards of 
$2500 each for doctoral students in French history at North American universities to support 
work on outstanding dissertations projects in progress In selecting the winner of ONE of the 
TWO awards, the awards committee will give strong preference to studies that relate French 
histo~2¢ to that of another European counnT or part of the world The awards are adminiatered by 
the Society for French Historical Studies and announced at the Society’s annual meeting 

The application instructions and due date for the Farrar Awards are the same as those given 
above for the Wolf Fellowship however, a recipient of the Farrar Award will not be eligible for 
the Wolf Fellowship 

Both are due at the end of 
believe (Quebec, 

and the winners will be announced at the SFHS conference I 

Let me know what you think, 

Histo~T Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

History Doctoral Program 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Monday,                  12:09 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: 

OK. Thanks! 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:41 AM 

TO: 

Subject: Re: 

--no, characters means characters. (If you go to Tools, Word Count in Word you’ll see that it 
gives you various counts--including characters with spaces.) 

As for French supervisor--yes, I would think the       letter would be fine for that, though double 
check to make sure that it’s not the French language evaluation that they’re talking about. If you can 
get by with two letters, you might just ask    since he doesn’t have another student applying for 
one of these, might feel a little torn writing for both you and though we do it all the 
time.) Hope 
Jay 

On 2:33 AM, wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Not expecting you to read or respond to this email any time soon, but I just wanted to 
shoot you a couple questions about the             see if you knew. I could also ask 

It says that the project description is supposed to be 10000 "characters, spaces 
included." Does that means 10000 words, or every little space? It also needs a letter from 
a French "supervisor," so I’m guessing I can use the letter your friend wrote for me. One 
letter of rec is required, one or two more is optional. Should I ask 
Here are the guidelines: ht~pLi/humanitles -r~llowsh!£),or~q/!ndexd3hp~ 
ol%!of~:com._conter~t&view=artide~d=4/4~dtemid=L032 
Hope you had a good and relaxing 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Monday,                  2:56 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: celebratory cup of cheer 

Yes, Jay, I will be available to get boozy with you and the others. 

From: jaysmith@email.unc.edu <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 5:05 PM 

Subject: celebratory cup of cheer 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

Hello--I meant to mention this last week, but I guess our discussion of rights distracted me from end-of- 

semester rites. 

Anyway, I was hoping that you all would be free for at least one drink after class tomorrow. Since I’m afraid of 

the long arm of the law, I’m not going to bring wine to class (as John Merriman famously does at Yale), but... 

can we find a watering hole after class? I know it’s late, and we’ll all have things to run and do, but one cup of 

cheer is entirely called for. 

Hope this works. See you tomorrow for our definitive, probably time-capsule-worthy, take on modernity. 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIST site. To 
reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Monday,                  5:02 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Fwd: Introduction 

MA Section - Introduction Revised docx 

Fox.yarded message .......... 
From: 
Date: 3:23 PM 
Subject: Introduction 
To: "Jay Smith" <ia~,smith(,.~cmall ~mc c&~> 
Cc: 

Hi Jay, 

I wanted to send you my revised intro I tried to incorporate eve~’ything we talked about last week and wanted to 
get your oi:linion I’m not sure whether or not I have clearly articulated evetaything that we discussed and would 
love a fresh pair of eyes reading it Since we are meeting in 37 minutes, feel free to just look through it once I 
get there 

See you soon, 

Histol3z Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

She~yl Kleinman             @ncrr corn> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 6:48 PM 

The progt~ac mailing list <progt~ac@listserv unc edu> 

[progfac] UNC system strategic plaNstreamlining (DTH) 

"We look at data from the number of enrollments to the alnomlt of graduates in a program, mid we 
flag those that are low," said Dm~ Cohen-Vogel, senior director of institutional research thr the 
system. "We then get in commnnication with the universities to have a conversation about these 
programs established progrmns need to maintain a certain level of enrollment and nmnber of 
graduates." 

Recently, system schools have been identifying low-prodnctivity degree programs for 
discontinuation. For instance, history and political science progrmns are mnong those being 
considered thr elimination at Elizabeth City State University. 

"Each of our cmnpuses needs to prioritize programs in a quest for excellence," Hans said. "Trying 
to be all things to all people is expensive." 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
progfac as: <a href "mailto:jaysmith@email unc edu">jaysmith@email unc edu</a> To unsubscrlbe send a 
blank <br> 
email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-33945837- 
60582236 80e9ef4edddd43928865362716413467@listse~w- unc edu">leave-33945837- 
60582236 80e9ef4edddd43928865362716413467@listse~w- unc edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday,                6:16 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: 

Thank you so much[ 
in class about when we would get the projects back so no womes 

Thanks! 

You answered my question 

On 

To: 

From: Jay Smith 

today that I failed to answer? I have this nagging feeling .... 
ALso did you askme a question 

This fox.yarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIS1             site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  6:54 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Copy of Paper 

Wikipedia Project docx 

Hi ProFessor Smith, 

Here is an ¢lcclronic cop3 of nU Wikipcdia paper thai I lum¢d in oil Tuesday Also, IjusI realized I never ¢mail¢d you back the other 

from my topic choic¢ (Target), I found your advice to be ve~ h¢lpful Ha~¢ a good night[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~mail corn on behalf of 
~live unc edu> 

Thursday,                  11 : 16 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Penultimate Draft 

MA Rough Draft docx 

Dear Jay, 

Here is the draft I turned in for Chasteen yesterday I apologize for not sending it yesterday I didn’t have a 
chance to look through the comments on my introduction that you sent yesterday morning, and I assumed there 
would be some things to incorporate before I sent the draft back to you But then I realized that all of your 
comments really were small and cosmetic! So here you are Chad sent me comments earlier in the week I have 
not finished working through all of them but I have addressed some of his major ones regarding framing and the 
introduction So if you notice that things have changed from the version you just sent back yesterday that would 
be why 

I’m not sure if you will be able to read this in time to meet this week? If not could we meet on Monday morning 
perhaps? That way I can incorporate any additional comments you might have before sending out the final 
version to the committee 

Between this draft and my final draft I don’t expect too much to change I do have one more pamphlet from 
1690 that I think will really round out the discussion in the "French Tyrant" section But nothing in regards to 
fi-aming or structure should be affected by that 

Let me know about the meeting and if you have any questions 

Sincerely, 

HistolN Doctoral Program 
University of Nor’h Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,                  12:28 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: office hours change--not Friday 

Hist Wikipedia Article (Autosaved) docx 

Professor Smith: 

This is and here is my Wikipedia project, let me know if the link doesn’t work or something like that. 

From: jaysmith@email.unc.edu <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Tuesday,                 6:09 PM 

Subject: office hours change not Friday 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

Hi folks--I’m going to have my "extra" office hours on Thursday instead of Friday, and 12-2 rather than $0-$2. 

Repeat: Thursday 12-2. 

Also--to repeat what I said out of the side of my mouth at the beginning of class, I~d really appreciate e-copies 

from those of you who did Wikipedia projects (especially if you had graphics of any sort.) I like to be 

entertained. Thanks. 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HiS~ site. To 
reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: H!Sr 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,                  1:23 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

latest statement 

Dissertation Description docx 

Hi 3ay, 
Here’s the latest version of my statement that I turned in for the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 I 0:08 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Fwd: AGENDA FOR TOMORROW’S MEETING 

Dec 6 Agenda docx; ATT00001 htm; CARDENAS BILL collegiate student-athlete 
protection act pdf; ATT00002 htm; Dent Bill docx; ATT00003 htm; STRATEGIC 
STEPS docx; ATT00004 htm; KEY INFLUgNCERS TO EXPLORE docx; 
ATT00005 htm 

Jay, In case you need more reading material -j eez, what have I signed up for? 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: Donna Lopiano < 
Date: December 5, 2013 at 3:11:59 PM EST 
To: Allen Sack           _~2~ahoo cor~>, Brian Porto <~l~£c~vcr~r~,~daw edu>, "fidpmh697 " 
<fidpa~h@ohio ed~>, Willingham Ma~ <Mw~[kin~,l~a~n@tmc edu> 
Subject: AGENDA FOR TOMO~OW’S MEET~G 

Attached please find the agenda and copies of the two collegiate athletics reform bills we know 
have been filed Also attached is a review of"strategic steps" and our list of"key influencers" 

You should have received the meeting notification which contained a link to the "Go To Meeting" 
internet site It’you have any trouble connecting, there is an alternative phone number listed in the 
email to use to call into the meeting If it is your first time using "Go to Meeting" try to get online 
a little earlier in case you have to download any software 

Talk to eve~Tone tomorrow cheers 

Donna 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna Lopiano (Skype) 
D1 opia~o’~" Spot t .~Ma ~a gena en ti’l es,.~rce~,con ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn on behalf‘ of 
~live unc edu> 

Friday,                9:30 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Draft 

10:00 AM would be perf,ect See you then 

Best, 

On Fri,            at 9:25 AM, Jay Smith <i~ smith’~ie/’ia,! u~c ed~> wrote: 
I 0AM OK~ I may have a lunch meeting, so late morning works well for me 

On        9:24 AM,               wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

I should definitely be able to get the review essay in by Thursday, if not before Thank you for 
your flexibility on this 

Also would Monday morning work for you? rm free anytime 

Sincerely, 

On Thu, Dec 5, 2013 at 3:23 PM, Jay Smith ~i~,,srnoh@emai! ~mc e*h~> wrote: 
Yes, let’s plan on Monday if that’s OK I need to get a lot of undergrad grading done 

tomorrow and I’d pref,er to work at home I anticipate few problems from your draft anyway 

As for the due date on the    paper--when do you think you could get it in? I have to turn in 
all my undergrad grades by next F~day Could you get me the paper by Thursday? -Jay 

On I 1:16 AM, wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

Here is the draft I turned in for         yesterday I apologize for not sending it 
yesterday I didn’t have a chance to look through the comments on my 
introduction that you sent yesterday morning, and I assumed there would be some 
things to incorporate before I sent the draft back to you But then I realized that all 
of’your comments really were small and cosmetic! So here you are      sent me 
comments earlier in the week I have not finished working through all of them but 
I have addressed some of his major ones regarding framing and the introduction 
So if you notice that things have changed from the version you just sent back 
yesterday that would be why 

I’m not sure if you will be able to read this in time to meet this week? If not could 
we meet on Monday morning perhaps? That way I can incorporate any additional 



comments you might have before sending out the final version to the committee 

Between this draft and my final draft I don’t expect too much to change I do have 
one more pamphlet from 

Let me know about the meeting and if you have any questions 

Sincerely, 

History Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Histo~-y Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

[4istoty Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail corn on behalf of 
~live unc edu> 

Friday,                12:38 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Ultimate Draft 

MA Rough Draft docx 

Hi Jay, 

I know you may have already started reading the draft I sent out yesterday, in which case feel free to keep going 
with that one I actually managed to add in that last example to the third section this morning, though, and 
wanted to send along the draft in case you wanted to take a look at it This is the example I mentioned to you 
that references the Leviathan 

Like I mentioned before, however, none of the fl-aming or argument has changed so if you’ve already started 
marking up the other version that is per[’ectly fine 

Happy Friday! 

History Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Julia Anne Osman <iosman@history msstate edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~liveuncedu> 

Samrday,                  11:18 AM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

HIST    Final Exam Que~ion 

Dr. Smith, 

Ijust had one question regardingthe te~s on the exam. Should we know allofthetextscumulatively orjust 

since the date? 

Thanksforthe help. 

Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 6:10 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: latest statement 

Dissertation Description .docx; proposal.docx 

Hi Jay, 
Yes, thanks. I just realized that and took that paragraph out. Here is the little blurb it requires 
if you want to see it. Not sure if it makes much sense--I had to cut out so much to keep it to :1000 
characters. 
Other than that, the application is ready for launch. Oh, and the letters have to be in 
weirdly by noon and not 5pm or midnight. Just letting you know... 
Thanks again! 

From; Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Saturday, 5:37 PM 

To; 

Subject: Re: latest statement 

-this generally sounds pretty good to me: But I think you need to do something with that 
paragraph about the library. The people will have no interest in funding your 
research in.. You could perhaps mention, briefly and in passing, that you will be using a 
wide array of documents including some under-utilized sources in the states, but don’t make a big 
dea! of 

Z just got prompted by            to submit your letter, so things are rolling along. Take another 
shot at the statement and send a second draft when you’re ready. -3ay 
On :!:22 ply1,                  wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Here’s the latest version of my statement that I turned in for the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@liveuncedu> 

Sunday,                  4:03 AM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Dissertation Description odt 

Dear Jay, 

This is the draft of the proposal for the fellowship I alerted you to. Basically the same as Would you 

please rewrite the last paragraph to be about and upload it to the site by Monday 

at noon? (You will have received an email from the application site). 

Suggested changes welcome (the "Sources" section is different, nothing else). 

Many thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 
Monday,                  2:52 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Office Hours 

Hi Professor Smidl, 

was your last tegmlar office bouts, but I wanted to double check because if you do lmppen to be around tomorrow I would love to stop 
b) and ask you a few questiolts Let me know whenever you have a chtmce] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail corn on behalf of 
~live unc edu> 

Monday,                3 : 15 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Bl2cant, Chad C <bl"yantc@email unc edu>; 
Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Thesis Submission: "Inventing a French Tyrant" 

MA Final Submission docx 

Good afternoon on this rainy Monday, 

I am sending you all an electronic version of my thesis entitled "Inventing a French Tyrant: Crisis, Propaganda, 
and the Origins of F~nelon’s Ideal King" Please let me know if you would prefer to receive a hard copy and I 
can place one in your mailbox tomorrow 

I look fot~vard to sitting down with you all next Monday 
questions or comment you may have 

at 2:00 in Hamilton 565 to discuss any 

Sincerely, 

Histo~N Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc edu> 
Monday,                  5:20 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: exam 

..... Original M¢ssag¢ ..... 
Froln: 1W Slmth 
Sent: Monda), 5:01 PM 
To: 
Suhiect: exam 

--heie it is Please put in an era’elope and leave in m) box 
Thanks[ -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 
Monday,                  7:12 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
URGENT 

other exams tomorrow I tun teall) hophtg fltat you ate lmving a nmkeup exain day, because I tun obviousl) unprepared to take m) 
exmn tomorrow I just tried to call you but I would teall) appieciate it if you could call me back as soon as you ctut M) pbone number 

Sent from m> iPbone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:22 PM 

Smith, lay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: meet? 

Hi lay, 
Oh, lunch! Yes, I know Foster’s. I have been there with and many other cool people. I am 
free Wednesday since I will have finished this one paper for this one seminar that is technically due 
today. What time is good for you? I can meet you on campus somewhere. 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 7:59 AM 

TO’. 

Subiect: Re: meet? 

-I owe you a lunch anyway. Are you free Wednesday? That’s my only day free for lunch. If 
not, I have 11-12 free on Thursday, and some time on Friday. -Jay 

PS If you’re free for lunch, I could pick you up and we could go to Foster’s, a semi-popular hangout 
among the UNC set. 
On 10:36 PM,                  wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Is it possible to meet really quick before the I just wanted to go over some comp 
stuff. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu> 
Monday, December 9, 2013 7:31 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: [thearg] SACS 

Jay, 

monflk zmd attended otfl> part office October meeting) 

Will 

..... O~iginal Message ..... 

Scnl: Monday. December 09, 2013 5:45 PM 
To: Brooks. Edhan W 
Subject: Re: [thaarg] SACS 

Will--I assume I’ll see you at FAC Iomormw? 

On tbe courses--you ask a good questimt one that’s not easil3 mtsweted 
Presumably, the vasl majo~ily of thasc courses were "langht" by N5 ang’oro (The Ma~tin report shows--sit down Io read [l~is--Iha[ 
Nyang’oro tmlgbt 239 courses bel~veen 1995 and 2012 But wait: few/[" mt3 of *those* 239 even wound up on Martin’s list of 
anonmlies[[[) What tlfis all memts, ahnost withaut doubt, is that Nymtg’oro was paid plenl~" of times in the sunmlers for comses ht 
which be did no work The AFAM 280 in 2011 is an anomal3 in mfl3 one smtse: it’s file one time be got caugbt[ (Thmtks to Dmt Kane 
llucslioning ) There’s also reason to believe Ihat he collecled "summer school administration" stipends going all Ihe way back Io 1993. 
and tbat thase stipends varied accmdhlg to tbe number of courses offered He would have had an i~centive, in otber wot~ls, to have 
lots of AFAM m~d AFRI courses on offer in the sunmters 

It’s all prem." ugl?, 
On 1219113 5:09 PM, Brooks, Edwhi W wrote: 

> Will 
> -----Ofigilml Message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  7:54 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 
RE: [thearg] has competition 

From: Smith, Jay M 
Sent: Monda?, 6:03 PM 
To: athletics ~eform group 
Subject: [Iheargl lugs colnpelition 

-- You ate currently subscribed to thea~g as: jweiler?* email unc edu To unsubsc~ibe 

-- You ate currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysnfiflt(a e~1mil unc edu To unsubscribe 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@liveuncedu> 

Tuesday,                 9:23 AM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

bringing hard copies 

Bonjour. I’m on my way in; the papers will be in your box before 15. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@liveuncedu> 

Tuesday,                 7:22 PM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Re: URGENT (part two) 

That works for me I will plan on arriving around 9:45 See you Thursday! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 

--can we get started just before 10AM on Thursday? Come to my office and I’ll get you 
started in a histo~ department room You’ll need to leave all of your things with one of the dept 
secretaries because I’ll be in and out and won’t be able to monitor you closely throughout When 
you’re done, you can just leave it with the secreta~ and take your things -JS 
On         I 0:12 AM,                wrote: 

Okay, I got my excuse this morning Please let me know as soon as you can when 
you’d like me to make up my exam My only input is that I would prefer not to take it 
bright and early tomorrow morning, but I am obviously more than willing to take it 
then if that’s the best time for you Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:08 AM, "Jay Smith" <i:~’~:sm~tb(~.~m~fl ~cx !t,> wrote: 

Doesn’t matter to me when I see the excuse Just be sure to get one (If you 
have 3 exams scheduled in a 24 hours period, it’s automatic 
On 10:03 PM,                wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

This is such a reliet~ I can’t tell you how much I appreciate 
you being so understanding I will do whatever I need to get 
an exam excuse I am t@ng to get in touch with an academic 
advisor as soon as possible, but do you know if I need to get 
an excuse before 12 tomorrow? I will see ifI can get an 
appointment first thing in the morning As far as rescheduling 
goes, I am completely flexible on Wednesday and Thursday, 
and I would be happy to meet you at your convenience 
Again, thank you SO much for your flexibility 



On at 9:45 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

--if you have an exam excuse, we’ll 
work it out I’m coming to campus both 
Wednesday and Thursday, so we should be able 
to schedule a make-up I’ll just need to see the 
excuse -JS 
On 9:01 PM, wrote: 

emails. I just reread the last one I 

sent you and realized it sounded 

very rude. I was panicking and 

wanted to send it as soon as 

possible. I know it is completely my 

fault that I am in this position and 

did not mean to make it seem 

otherwise. Please get back to me as 

soon as you can, Thank you in 

advance for being so 

understanding. 

Sincerely, 



........ (higinal Message ........ 
~ubjeet:Academic h~tegnt3 

Date:Tue. l0 Dec 2013 20:17 38 -0500 

Dear Chancellor Folt, 
I wrote you two months ago regarding the academic and athletic sea ndals plaguing U NC. As a U NC CH 
graduate, I feel I have a perspective that has sonl e merit for you as you evaluate all in puts on this highly complex issue I was disappointed that I 

never heard from you Since I realize you were quite busy assuming the duties of Chancellor at the time, I understand that you may not be able to 

respond to all inputs. 

I do, however, feel that a response is appropriate even though not necessary 

Rob Rivers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail corn on behalf" of 
@live unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 10:43 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

Review Essay 

Review Essay - Van Kley, Muthu, Edelstein & The Enlightenment docx 

Dear Jay, 

Here is my review essay I will drop it by your mailbox today 

Thank you again for the extension and your flexibility 

Sincerely, 

HistolN Doctoral Program 
University of Nort|l Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Thursday,                   5:00 AM 

Vankley, Dale <vankley l@osu edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

chateaubriand 

Chateaubriand Project Description docx 

Dear Dale and Jay, 

I might have sent you a file you could n’t open. Here is the proposal again. 

Many thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn> 

Thursday,                   5:27 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: congrats 

Hi Professor Smith, 

Thank you ve~’y much for the note I definitely couldn’t have done it without the help and support of my histo~’y 
professors! I hope eve~’ything is going well and have a great break 

Thanks, 

On Thu, at 2:03 PM, Jay Smith <~ta&72~_i_~t:k~)’~e,~ail unc edu> wrote: 

I just saw the list of Histo~N students inducted into Phi Beta Kappa and I noticed that I was lucky enough to 
teach 3 of the 7! Good work, and congratulations 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Saturday,                   9:14 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: HIST     Early Modern European Histotay 

Thank you[ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:14 AM, "Jay Smith" <2~v~_~_!2J~;_v22@_±~C~.!> wrote: 

The office is closed today, but any day next week would be fine 

On         9:12 AM,                          wrote: 

I am only in Raleigh so I can come at any time and will be on campus today! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:07 AM, "Jay Smith" <j~?~m~/ls~ai[ un~_d_!!> wrote: 

Actually--I see that I did NOT respond to your follow up So my solution 
would be go to Diana Chase in the Histu~T office and ask her to put you 
in the section you need I will alert her that you’re coming Are you in 
town? 
On         8:22 AM,                          wrote: 

Hello Dr. Smith, 

I didn’t receive a response so I am wonderin~ if you received 
my previous e-mail of bein8 unable to sign up for the class, 

because of recitation conflicts? There are only 2 open and 
they conflict with my classes so I can’t sign up for anythins! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent:Wednesday, 

To:Smith, Jay 

Su~ect: RE: HIST 

2:51 PM 

Early Modern European History 

Thanks so much! I tried to, but since both open recitations 

come in to conflict with other courses, ConnectCarolina 
won’t let me register for the course without the recitation, 
Have a nice day! 

From: Jay Smith ~3vsmith@enl~il.unc.ed~> 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:57 PM 

TO: 

Subject: Re: HIST Early Modern European History 

--I’m sure we’ll be able to manage this. Just sign up for 

another recitation now (you probably need to in order to 

register?) We’ll make the adjustment later. -JS 

On 7:43 AM,                         wrote: 

Hello Dr. Smith, 

I am very interested in your HIST    but the 
recitations that are open conflict with my 

schedule. Would you be willing to add me into 
the Friday from $2-$2:50? 

My PID: 

Best Wishes, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elyse C~-ystall      @mindspring com> 

Saturday, December 14, 2013 2:20 PM 

The progt~ac mailing list <progt~ac@listserv unc edu> 
[progfac] holiday pickets of pope’s stores in the nyt 

--- You ate curremly subscribed to progfac as: ja) simth@enmil m:c edu To mtsubscribe send a blat~k 
clnaJl Io 1¢av¢-34005145-60582236 80c9cf4¢dddd439288653b2716413467~alislscr, uric cdu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~liveuncedu> 

Samrday,                   8:41PM 

Smith, Jay M~aysmith@emailuncedu> 

thank you 

Hi Prof. Smith: 

I just wanted to thank you for a really great semester in your class. I always looked forward to coming to class 
on Tuesdays and Thursdays and really enjoyed all of the read ings and class discussions. I think I mentioned this 

to you before, but I really appreciated the fact that you forced us to think critically and creatively. My 
concentration is in American history and I honestly knew next to nothing before entering your class so I was 

unsure if I would like the content, but I definitely developed a real interest in French history over the course of 

the semester. 

I hope you have a great break. Happy Holidays[ 

Thanksagain, 

¯ Student Development Assistant ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, BA English & History, Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 3:25 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: courses 

OK, thanks! 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 2:20 PM 

To; 

Subiect: Re: courses 

I read your French blurb, which looks fine to me. If ]~ were you, I think T *might* reader Bocher and 
Graham (and Denis?) just to pe sure there aren’t some other ideas with which you’d like to inform 
your statement before you turn it in. Of course this is up to you, though. 
On        1:57 PM,                  wrote: 

OK, I could do that. 
Should I submit the Chateaubriand this weekend before I forget to do it? I know it’s due 
in a month, but maybe I should just get it over with. 

Z had not thought about that, but iris a great idea given your experience with Verdun this 
year. 
On        1:46 PM,                  wrote: 

Yes, I remember now. OK, I can do that with Pitelka. When I emailed him, he 
said we could do that. OK, then, I’m still not sure about class #3. Digital 
humanities? 

Subject: Re: courses 

Yes, though remember that we talked about your approaching Pitelka to see 
about the possibility of an "Asia and material culture" field. Check out that 
possibility. 

This is one of the absurdities of the graduate program at the moment--we 
clearly have become more dependent on 899% but not one wants to admit it, 
And so we pretend we’re not really dependent on them. It drives me nuts, 
On         7:14 PM,                    wrote: 



Oh, ok, but now Cynthia Radding is saying that it might be too 
much to ask from Iqbal. But don’t I need another course for the 
2nd Teaching Area thing? 

sure 
On 4:5:! PM, wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Been thinking about courses for next semester. I’ve got 
Pitelka’s course, and maybe a more-or-less independent 
study with Lloyd. I was thinking about Iqbal’s undergrad 
course, and just asking him to assign me extra reading. 
What do you think? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kia Caldwell <          @yahoo corn> 

Sunday, December 15, 2013 9:18 PM 

The progfiac mailing list <progfiac@listserv unc edu> 
[progfac] Fw: JOIN US for Monday, Dec 16 Press Conference at the Capitol 

Media AdvisolN 12-16 pdf; McCrolN & Pope Open Letter FINAL (2) pdf; Open Letter - 
School and Department Representation Final (2) pdf 

On Saturday, December 14, 2013 6:09 PM, Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu> wrote: 

Open Letter Cal~s on Governor and Budget Director to Condemn Tactics to Stifle Dissent from 
Scholars 
WHEN: Monday, December 16 at 11:00 a.m. 
WHERE: At the 1 E. Edenton St. entrance to the North Carolina State Capitol in Raleigh 
WHAT: A delegation of faculty from seven colleges and universities will deliver an Open Letter to Governor Pat 
McCory and Budget Director Art Pope calling on them to condemn the Civitas Institute’s demand for personal 
email correspondence, phone logs text messages, and calendar entries from Gene Nicho! Boyd Tinsley 
Distinguished Professor and Director of the Center on Poverty Work and Opportunity at the UNC School of 
Law. Nearly 300 scholars from 24 institutions of higher education across the state signed the letter in less than 
a week Among the 62 fields represented are economics, history, education, computer science, law, marine 
biology, medicine, and religious studies. 
"The response has been far beyond anything we imagined," said petition organizer Nancy MacLean of Duke. 
"People understand that this is an officiNly tolerated attack on free speech and they want their concern to be 
heard." "Never before in state history have so many scholars from so many institutions of higher learning felt 
compelled to petition a sitting Governor on an issue that cuts to the heart of a free and open democracy." 



The Open Letter states that the Civitas "request is clearly in retribution for Professor Nichol’s public 
commentary critical of your administration We write to both of you because it is public know!edge that, in the 
words of the Institute for Southern Studies, ’Civdas gets over 90 percent of its funding from the Pope family 
foundation -- so much so that the IRS classifies it as a ’pdvale four~dation,’ a designation reserved for 
nonprofits that depend on a single benefactor.~ Thus, citizens may reasonably infer that a sitting administration 
is using a private tax-exempt nonprofit organization funded by one of its leading officials to retaliate for criticism 
of its policies and intimidate future dissent. To our knowledge this action is unprecedented in our state’s 
political history." 
Furthermore, "we believe the purpose of this action is not simply to retaliate against Professor Nichol but also 
to discourage future dissent from faculty in higher education Such abuse of power to suppress critics should 
be condemned by all people of good will." 
WHO: Scholars for North Carolina’s Future (SNOF} - The Open Letter was created and circulated by an 
organization of faculty and graduate students throughout North Carolina who are working to foster informed 
conversations about our state’s current challenges in order to promote inclusive democracy and prosperity for 
all. 
For Further bfformation: Dr Nancy MacLean (919) 995-2432 or nancy.maclean(~,duke.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
progf’ac as: <a hre~"mailtojaysmith@email unc edu">jaysmith@email unc edu</a> To unsubscribe send a 
blank <br> 
email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-34006675- 
60582236 80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467@listsew unc edu">leave-34006675- 
60582236 80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467@listserv unc edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chase, Diana <dmchase@email unc edu> 
Monday,                   9:33 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: 

That~k you for le~hlg me know I received her entail tNs mormng and just eitrolled her in your class 
Diana Chase 

..... Oligiiml Message ..... 

Sent: Monda), ~: 17 AM 
To: Chase, Diaim 

Hi Diatm--thete’s a student, [I t lfiitk that’s fire last lmme] who’s going to be confing to you, I tNl~k todW soinefiine, to 

At~wa?, she has in? pemfission for the ovemde -Ja~" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Monday,                   2:22 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: papers 

Dear Jay, 

Thanks for a great class. Enjoy the holidays[ 

From: jaysmith@email.unc.edu <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:00 AM 

Subject: papers 

To: All Participants 
From: Jay Smith 

Folks: 
Sometime this afternoon I’ll be putting your papers in your mailboxes, with some attached comments from 

moi. (in case you’re wondering, I’ve posted grades.) 
Have a good break. See you around the halls of Hamilton... 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIST "site. To 
reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: IqlSI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ca: 

Subject: 

Kasprzak, John B <kasprzak@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   8:23 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Rieckenberg, Desirde <desireer@email unc edu> 

RE: Fwd: Retroactive Drop Denied 

Dear Professor Smith, 

Unfortunately, I think that your message is misdirected. I work at the School of Law and we do not have an 

enrolled as a student. I have cc’d Desiree Rieckenberg, from the rnah~ campus Dean of 

Students Office, on this message so that she can fo!low up with you. 

John B. Kasprzak, J.D. 

Assistant Dean for Student Services 

Phone: 919.843.9076 

Fax: 919.843.7939 

kasprzak@emaihu nc.edu 

From: Jay Smith [maJlto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:22 PM 
TO: Kasprzak, John B 
Subject= Fwd: Fwd: Retroactive Drop Denied 

Dear Dean Kasprzak: 
I’m embarrassed not to know whether you’re the proper person to whom I should report this issue, but I assume 
you can handle it or forward to the appropriate office You’ll see that I’ve received an email from a parent (with 
whom I’ve communicated once before) The parent’s daughter,                was in my class this semester 
She’s a perfectly charming girl, one I wish I could help But you’ll see (if you scroll down) that I’ve already 
decided what I consider to be the appropriate course of action, unfortunate though it is, in this case (Her request 
to withdraw has evidently been denied by an appeals committee) I hope you can at least serve as a buffer if I 
hear from her again            (Histo~7) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Fwd: Retroactive Drop Denied 

Date:Sun, 00:32:21 -0500 
From: tt~suddenlink net> 

To:<iagsmith(7~email unc edu> 

Professor Smith, 



I was at the university fighting all week for       and they are not treating her requests t~ulrly and are stating 
things and pushing issues that are not true I believe the denial of the drop from your class is a blatant 
retaliation against several points her fatber and I presented to the university Please let us know what her option 
are At tbis point her getting a d is better than what has occurred 

has completely fallen apa~ and sees no hope with what she and I believe are a witch hunt for her She 
will do what she needs to over Christmas break to get any grade other than an F Thank you for your time, 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fol~varded message: 

From: ,~?live unc edu> 
Date: at I 1:59:12 PM EST 
To: @suddenlink net" t~t~suddenlink net> 
Subject: FW: Retroactive Drop Denied 

From: Jay Smith <iaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Friday, 10:53:33 PM 

TO: 

Sllbject: Re: Retroactive Drop Denied 

This is a seriously unfortunate situation When you told mc weeks ago that you preferred to drop 
my course, I assumed that you already knew in advance that you would be able to do that To come 
to me now, after you skipped the last month of classes and missed 60% of the course grading, and 
say that you’ve decided you’d like to stay in the course after all, is to ask the impossible I never 
imagined for a moment that your drop was "pending"--if I had known that, I would have told you to 
stay in the course (Why did you assume that you could get out of the course?) 

In any case, I entered the grades for    yesterday--and I gave you an FA I can’t now give you an 
IN Nor could I do so even if I wanted to You’ve missed too much of the class I’m seriously 
regretful over the way this has played out, but all along you’ve left me with few or no choices -Jay 
Smith 
On I 1:40 AM,                wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I hope the end of the semester went well I was j ust informed that my petition to 
withdraw from your course was denied I’m now in panic mode because that would 
mean I would ultimately fail your class I wanted to discuss the possibility to receiving 
an Incomplete I would utilize my time over Christmas Break to complete the 
remaining assignments, with hopes of passing Looking forward to hearing from you 

Happy Holidays, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Hagemann, UNC <hagemann@unc edu> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 2:04 PM 

Brundage, W Fitzhugh <brundage@email unc edu>; Kramer, Lloyd S 
<lkramer@email unc edu>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu>; Kfisten Neuschel 
<kneusche@duke edu>; Pennybacker, Susan Dabney <pennybac@email unc edu>; Reid, 
Donald M <dreidl@email unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Susan 
Thorne <sthorne@duke edu>; Hagemann, Karen <hagemann@unc edu>; Dirk B6nker 
<db48@duke edu>; Stefan Dudink <s dudink@maw ru nl>; Sonya Rose@smtp unc edu; 
srose@umich edu 

~email unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

GENDER, WAR AND THE WESTERN WORLD SINCE 1650 -- Conference in 
-- Organization local 

GWC Poster WORKSHOP pdf; GWC~oster Reckford- lpdf 

OXFORD HANDBOOK: GENDER, WAR AND THE WESTERN WORLD SINCE 1650 
Re: Organization -- Conference in Chapel Hill on Thursday to Saturday, 

Dear colleagues, 
With this second e-mail we want to update you in respect of some organizational matters for the workshop and 
conference in              relevant for the local participants 

l) In the attachment you find the posters of the public workshop and the public lecture related to conference 
in               We would appreciate it if you would support us with the PR for both public events and 
especially encourage your (graduate) students to come 

2) The conference itself is only open for invited and registered participants, because we want to keep it small 
and give it more the character of a workshop However, if one of your graduate students, who works on a 
related subject, wants to participate, he/she should contact me as early as possible, latest until the end of Janua~N 
2014, and we will make this possible 

3) We are currently planning the catering and dinners EvetNbody who has special dietary needs is kindly 
asked to let                        the GWC assistant, know as soon as possible: 

@email unc edu> 

4) Everybody who pariicipates in the workshop or the conference as a paper presenter, commentator or 
moderator is invited to participate in the conference dinner, which takes place on Friday, 
at 7:30 at the Lantern restaurant (http://lanternrestaurant corn/) Please let Friederike Bmehoefener know 
soon as possible if you will not be able to join us. We need to confirm the rese~w-ation 

If you have any questions in respect of the organization please do not hesitate to contact us 
Thank you velN much for your cooperation 

Best wishes for the Holidays and the New Year! 
Karen Hagemann 



James G Keimn Disflngqfished Professor of Histoiy 
and Adjunct Professor of fire Cumcuhnn in Peace, War and Defense 

Universily of Norlh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Histot) Department 
Hanfilton Hail, CB # 3195 
Chapel Hill, Norlh Carolina 27599-3195. USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

f~gmail corn on behalf of 
@live unc edu> 

Thursday,                   4:31 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

CES Ve~ay Rough Draft 

CES Pre-Diss - Narrative Statement docx 

Dear Jay, 

I just wanted to send along a very rough draft of my proposal for the CES grant I understand that it is not very 
good, but I sort of wanted to get your opinion on the general direction Does this seem like the bare bones for 
something that will eventually be a good grant proposal? Particularly I am unsure as to whether or not my plans 
for research need to be more specific and if my discussion of how this project will fit in with my larger 
dissertation plans needs to be expanded and more concrete (also I just made up my larger dissertation plans) 

Basically I wanted to know if I should start over with a new approach or if this has some small kernel of 
potential Also, the grant specifically states that this should be a ’narrative statement’ and light on the 
histufiography I am planning on putting in more footnotes, but that is why there is no real ’historiography’ 
section as there might be in some proposals 

Thanks, 

Histo~N Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail corn on behalf of 
~live unc edu> 

Thursday,                   9:05 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: CES Ve~ay Rough Draft 

Dear Jay, 

That would be great, thank you so much 

Best, 

On 

fixes) 
On 

5:03PM," ’ " ’ ’ -~ ¯ ’ ’" Jay Sm th <~cm:~! un~ c<~> wrote 
--I’ll get to this tomorrow (At which point I’ll also send you your MA back, with the few suggested 

4:31 PM, wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

I just wanted to send along a ve~’y rough draft of my proposal for the CES grant I understand that 
it is not ve~’y good, but I sort of wanted to get your opinion on the general direction Does this 
seem like the bare bones for something that will eventually be a good grant proposal? 
Particularly I am unsure as to whether or not my plans for research need to be more specific and 
if my discussion of how this project will fit in with my larger dissertation plans needs to be 
expanded and more concrete (also I just made up my larger dissertation plans) 

Basically I wanted to know if I should start over with a new approach or if this has some small 
kernel of potential Also, the grant specifically states that this should be a ’narrative statement’ 
and light on the historiography I am planning on putting in more footnotes, but that is why there 
is no real ’historiography’ section as tbere might be in some proposals 

Thanks, 

History Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Attach: 

Jonathan Huggins ¯                @yahoo corn> 

Saturday, December 2 I, 2013 2:34 AM 

memmert@ncaa org 

dkane@newsobsel~er corn; acarter@newsobserver corn; Smith, Jay M 
<j aysmith@email unc edu> 

A pair of UNC alums turn on me after I educate them above their pay grade 
ScreenHunter 298 Dec 21 02 26jpg 

My new yahoo email is a real pain in the butt. I would show you what I sent to Robert Orr through my 
email account but Yahoo is acting up. 

Just a few days after I wrote a UNC law professor he then writes a letter in the Raleigh News & 
Observer. 

It’s Dr Robert Orr. In the past, he was asking questions about UNC like ’M/hose minding the store". 
He himself was attacking his alma mater before I taught him about info. above his pay grade. He is a 
former NC Supreme Court justice and has both of his degrees from UNC. 

Here is his article where he has apparently done an about face. So too does it seem UNC reading 
specialist Mary Willingham after she learned UNC’s efforts were to help white women and hurt black 
men. 

http:/iwwwn÷wsobse~,/ercor~,t/2013/12i20!3475822/iri chapel-hil!-ar~-academ ic-chanqe.htrn ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael West <             ~gmail corn> 

Wednesday, January I, 2014 1:35 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: NYT 

This is most interesting, the discovery, or rediscovery, of Adam Seipp, now Professor Adam Seipp Give him 
my ve~T best in return I’m please to learn that someone, most especially a former student turned professor, 
found something redeeming about that department 

On Wed, Jan I, 2014 at 1:19 PM, Jay Smith ~j2a2f.~A!i![~2~2L~2a_il/~t,¢=22~> wrote: 
Thanks And by the way, I’ve been asked to convey greehngs and good wishes from a former student of yours 
who now teaches at Texas A&M: Adam Seipp, who majored in both African studies and histu~T back in the 
mid-to-late ’90s When I discovered this about Adam (I knew him as a history grad student), I initiated a 
series of conversations about his experiences in your former depamnent, and more than anything he wanted 
me to know how good his AFRI expe~ience had been You and one or two others were especially singled out 
He remembers your teaching velN fondly 
On 1/1/14 1 : 10 PM, Michael West wrote: 

Dear Jay: 

On the contrary, I have to thank you for going on record as you have on this matter My speech 
is more or less risk-free What you did took courage Apparently there were many willing to talk 
to the reporter, in return for anonymity Alas, you appear to be something of a lone ranger at that 
institution, which does not speak well of our profession, which is supposed to be over-populated 
with over-garrulous ones Julius is now being prosecuted by the state, after being persecuted by 
the university, which is part of the state Of sins, he no doubt has many It strikes me, though, 
that many of those are sins of omission rather than commission But he can hardly be the only 
one guilty of negligence here One suspects they (the prosecutors rather than the persecutors) 
have not gone after Ms Crowder because she likely would not be a forbearing as Julius, and 
probably knowns a great deal more than he does, to boot Take care and keep up the good work 
Your willingness to take a stand on this matter, and that publicly, is in my opinion most 
commendable 

michael 

On Wed, Jan 1, 2014 at 11:12 AM, Jay Smith <i_z,2csmith@em~l m~c ed ~> wrote: 
Dear professor West: 
I wanted to reach out to say thank you for speaking to the NY Times reporter, and for saying 
what you said--i e, that Julius and D Crowder are being scapegoated here at UNC I could 
not agree more, and I will continue speaking out about this outrage, among the many other 
outrages committed here in the past three years I’ve uttered a few angry words about Julius 
myself, but I’ve believed all along that he was only doing what he thought others wanted him 
and were encouraging him to do It is a disgrace that UNC’s leaders would happily throw 
Julius under the bus in order to avoid placing scrutiny on athletics and on various 
administrative oflSces where this stuff was condoned and egged on for years 

Anyway, thanks for speaking out -Jay Smith (History) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Cynthia Radding <radding@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,               8:13 PM 

~email unc edu>; ~live unc edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu> 

Re: Final TA Assignment List and Schedule Conflict 

Thank you. Thelk we’ll make tbe clmnge: to HistoO 
and to Histo~3 

I ant copying both professors and Joy Jones on this email, so that rite) 

Professor Radding 

On 6:23 PM. wrolc: 
> Dear all, 
> 
> Tlmt is fine with me 

>Best, 

> 

> PhD Candidal¢ 
> Department of HistoO 
> The Univcrsily o f Nordl CAirolina a/Chapel Hill 
> 

> 

> From: C> nthia Radding [radding~acmall uric ¢du] 
> Sent: Wednesday,                 5:18 PM 

> Sul~iect: Re: Fhial TA Assignntent List and Scbedule Cotkllict 

> Due to tbe scbeduling cotkllict tbat bas with his 

> you both can cbange assig~mte~ts please work with 

> in Professor Lee’s Global HistoO of Waffat~ 

> Sinc¢rely, 
> Professor Radding 

>> D¢ar PmL Radding, 

>> Thank you. 

>> PS: M) only otber class is Lloyd’s from II to 12 MWF 

You’ve reassigned me to Pro£ Snfitffs class ( Earl) Modern Europe) 2-3:30 Tuesdays and Tbursda) s, but I have class wiflt 
Prof Penn5 backer ( Modem Bfilain) at 3-6 on Tuesdays Plcasc advise 



>> From: bounce-34051002-71482860~alislse~ uric edu <bounce-34051002-71482860~alislse~ uric cdu> on behal f o f C5 nlhia 
Radding <mdding@emall uric edu> 
>> Sere: Wednesda?, 2:09 PM 
>> To: hislo~) -graduatu 
>> Subjccl: [histu~) -gradualc] Final TA Assignmcnl Lisl 

>~ Dear staldents: 

>~ I hope that all of you had a pleastmt halida?, and I wish us all the 

>> Please scc Ihc final TA assignmcnl lisl for spring scmcstur 

>> Professor Radding 

>> Cynlhia Radding 
>> Gusscnhovcn Dislinguishcd Pro lessor of Lalin American Studies 
>~ Director of Graduate Studies 
>~ Department of Histmy 

>> The Univcrslly of Norlh Carolina at Chal~l Hill 

>> (919) 962-5057 

>> --- You arc currenlly subscribed tu hism~? -gmd~ml¢ as: 

> Cynlhia Radding 

> Dircctur of Graduatu Studi¢s 

> Hantiltun Hall 513 
> Campus Box 3195 
> Tile Universlly o f Norlh CAirolina a/Chapel Hill 
> Chapel Hill, Norlh Carolina 27599-3195 
> (919) 962-5057 

Cvntltia Raddhtg 
Gusse~thoven Disthtgmished Professor of Latin Amefictm Studies 
Director of Graduate Sta~dies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday,                10:13 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: 

PhD Candidate 
Department of Hislot3 
The Ulm-eisit3 of North Camlitm at Chapel Hill 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith~acmall uric cdu] 
Sent: Wednesdm’, 9:19 PM 
To: 
SubJect: 

Well 1’11 be I gmess it’s karnm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 
Friday.               11:15 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: 

PhD Candidate 
Dcpamncnt of Hislot3 
The Ulm-easit3 of North Catolitm at Chapel Hill 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmiih~acmall uric cdu] 
Sent: Ffida), 10:56 AM 
To: 
Subjccl: Re: 

Yes, though 1’11 tt3 to convene everyone before class, ff oral> briefly, 
Io la[k aboul procedures and divvy up scclions Am you frc¢ in Ih¢ AM’? 
On      10:49 AM.          wrolc: 
> Is our lust meeting for tlds class next thut~da> ? 

> PkD Candidate 
> Dcpamncnl of Hislot3 
> The Ulm-et~it3 of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> F~3m: Ja3 S~rfith Ija3s~rfith@enmil uric edu] 
> Scnl: Wcdncsday,               9:19 PM 

> Sul~iect: 

> Well 1’11 be I guess it’s kamm 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn> 

Friday,               5:18 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: 

Ok, great That’s broad enough that i cml relate commerce to whatever big themes you’re going with this semester 

On Fri,           at 3:05 PM, Jay Smith <j:sysmi h ce~x a~l ~n,c c~u> wrote: 
By the way, i’ve "titled" one lecture ’A new age of global commerce,’ which allows you to do whatever the hell 
you want 

On 3:02 PM, wrote: 

Are we going to get a copy of the Persian Letters, by the way? I was going to order the book off 
Amazon since I’m going to use Montesquieu’s critique of Law a bit in the chapter I’m working on 
But, if we get it as part of the TA arrangement, all the better I’m poor, and 10 bucks saved is much 
better than 10 bucks earned 

On 12:46 PM, wrote: 

i think we might have talked briefly about this last semester: l’d be happy to do 
somelhmg on companies aJ~d overseas conunerce or the like, as long as that’s not too 
off topic Other~tse I’m sure I can just go offone of the course themes 

On Fri, at I 1:04 AM, Jay Smith ~;’:ys!’~ith~,ema,! uac,edt~> wrote: 
Hi folks: 
Don’t let me interrupt for long your waning days of relaxation, but I do have a 
couple of quick questions for you 1 ) AJ-e you all free for about an hour next 
Thursday in the AM, before class? i’d like to meet just to discuss some procedural 
issues, seltle who will be taking which sections, and distribute whatever desk copies 
have come in by next week 2) Since you are all early-modernists or close enough 
to fake it, I’d be delighted to give each of you the chance to give a lecture in the 
course if you’re inclined I’m making up the syllabus right now m~d will have some 
tentative lecture titles/themes listed for each meeting, but if you feel strongly about 
lecturing on a pariicular topic and would like to let me know about it now, please do 
Otherwise you can j ust adapt to one of my announced themes Or you can say--not 
thanks, I’d rather not That’s fine too 

See you soon, and happy new year 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Friday,              7:36 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: 

Also, I’d be happ? to give a leclme if you’d pernfit it (considering rm oat? ATing mtd have yet to earn ~m." nmstegs) I was hoping to 

Hope you had a good b~eak 

Hi folks: 
Don’l let me inicmtpl for ]Ollg your WaJlillg days of relaxation, bill ] do 
have a couple of quick questio~ts for you 1 ) Are you all free for about 
an hour new Tbursday in tbe AM, before class? I’d like to meet just to 
discuss some procedmal issues, se~de wbo wit1 be taking wfach 

week 2) Sii~ce you ate all early-nlodenfists or close enougb to fake it, 

com~e if you’re inclhled rnl malting up tbe syllabus fight now and will 
have some tentative lecture titles/themes listed for each nleeting, but 
iF you reel strongly about Iccluting oll a parlicalar topic and would 
like to let me know about it now, please do Ofltem ise you cmt just 
adapt to one of ~m." mmounced themes Or you can sa> --not tlmt~ks, I’d 

Jay 



Subject: 

...... / ou-ed 

] lsl,’%! I11 ’,_-Ille r 





Clnail /o <a 1~ cl "maillo:lca vc-34057708-32951 lO.ca3cc3 ldb37cd3 Oh5 f6334dl)766ca 1 c@listscrv.tmc.cdu">lcavc-34057708- 
3295110.ca 3 cc3 ldb37cd30b51~334dYc766ca I c c£1islscrv.tmc cdu</a> 



Subject: 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 
Sunday,               4:53 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: 

OK. Ibanks! 
What thne would you like to meet? 

From: Ja) Slmth <jm’snfith%enmilunc edu> 
Sent: Satuttlay, 10:20 AM 
To: 
Sul~iect: Re: 

--tbe otber    is       not        M) section mnnber is 007, 
so IIic rccii,qiions would bc 111¢ OliOs siayiing wilh 7--70 I. 702, ctc I 
flmlk fl~ete ate four on Frida) (co~mecutJval) from 10 to 1) :rod two late 
Thursdays 

On 5:52 PM, wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 

which recitations ate for your lecture :rod wlfich ate for Do you know how to tell on tbe ooline listing of coumes? 

> From: Ja) S~hith <jm’snfith%email uric edu> 
> Sent: Ffidm’,               11:04 AM 

> Hi foNs: 
> Don’t let me intemlpt for long your wmm~g days of lehixatio~z but I do 
> ha~c a couple of quick qltcSiions For you l) Arc you all free For aboul 
> an hour new Thilrsday in tbe AM, before class? I’d like to meet just to 
> discuss some procedlual issues, seOle wbo will be takhlg which 

> week 2) Since you ate all early-nlodenfist s or close enougb to fake it, 
> I’d b¢ delighlcd Io giv¢ each of you Ill¢ chance Io giv¢ a Icclur¢ in Ihc 
> coume if’you’re inclhled fnl making up tbe syllabus right now and will 

> if you feel strongly about hictu brag on a particular topic mid would 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Odom <           ~gmail corn> 

Sunday, Janua~2¢ 5, 2014 9:57 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

UNC scandal and racism 

!~n~plici t 4acis~,n 

A February 2 article from Bloomberg Businessweek raised this question: "Would UNC have tolerated the 
thorough undermining of an entire academic department other than Afro-American studies?" 

I had wondered about this for quite some time 

I think that I) the higher ups knew about the problems and 2) did not care I concur that these kind of problems 
would have drawn immediate attention and been dealt with quickly if discovered at another program 

Just one example of an indication that there were problems What about all of those grade changes Is that large 
number of grade changes routine? I don’t know If there were more grade changes than normal then that should 
have been a clue that there was a problem 

It seem to me that the African American Studies program was allowed to do what it wanted to do I may 
have read that the chairman held his position much longer than was typical If that is true then why was this 
allowed? My answer is that the administration did not care 

Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anthony J Vogt <      @earthlink net> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 9:12 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: [thearg] NYT editorial 

Jay, 

mined? the problems Over thne, wholesale reform needs to occur 

..... O~iginal M¢ssag¢ ..... 

Sent: MondW Januat5 06, 2014 8:05 AM 
To: athletics mfornl group 
Subject: [Ih¢arg] NYT ¢dilodal 

-- You ate currently subsmibed to themg as: a;earthlit~k net To 
~msubscdbe click here: 

earg&o 34064176, or send a blmtk entail to 
leave-34064176-62073852 ff79e6f3a32c51245cc05b508cd99 lbS~a listserv uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Platz, Oina B <gina@email unc edu> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 I 1:25 AM 

The Spfing2014classrooms mailing list <spring2014classrooms@listse~w-unc edu> 

Welcome Back! 

Launching Citrix Apps using Citrix receiver-new pdf 

Hi all, 

Welcome back for an exciting Spring semester! 

You are getting this email because you are scheduled to teach in a General Purpose Classroom (GPC) during the Spring 

semester and I wanted to send out a few updates in regards to the technology fou nd in the G PC’s. If I have mistakenly 

added you to this list, please let me know (my apologies!) 

There were no big changes over the winter break, but I’ve included a few reminders/hints in case you didn’t teach in the 

Fall. 

2) 

3) 

4) 

S) 

6) 

7) 

Get your demonstration on! Please submit a request through our Hotline site to schedule a personal demo of 

the room you are teaching in. 

Documentation using Citrix based applications: Attached you will find a pdf showing you how to add 

applications that you commonly use to the Start Menu of the classroom computer. 

Did you request a technology classroom and now see your room has only a chalkboard? If so, please work 

directly with your department scheduling officer to see if they can get your class moved into an appropriate 

space. 

Desktop Document Cameras: If you are teaching in a room with this type of desktop u nit, it also has the featu re 

of capturing to a flash drive plugged directly into the camera. The one touch capture~o external storage device 

capability of the new Document Cameras (perfect for recording student presentations), and the inclusion of the 

Aver+ and Aver Sphere software on the computers. There are some videos on the Aver website that will help 

them become more familiar with the software that we can add to our website. This software also allows you to 

send your captured video to Dropbox or other social media. 

Interested in controlling the classroom PC with your mobile device? The Splashtop TouchPad app is available 

for iPhones, iPads and Android devices and allows you to control the computer while walking around the 

classroom, untethered to the podium. 

Web conferencing or classroom capture? We have a few rooms across cam pus that have the ability to do web 

conferencing along with classroom capture (via MS Lync). Peabody 311, Stone Center 209 and Murray G201. 

DO you have an ad-hoc need to have a guest speaker talk to your class from a remote site? Simple web 

conferencing via Skype, MS Lync or Google is possible through our web camera loan program. 



Reset the room after your class is finished! The next instructor will love you for it! 

Any questions about anything else? Give us a call, we’re here to help! 

Thank you for reading! 

gina 

You are currently subscribed to spring2014classrooms as: ]~vsmith’a:emsi! tree 

To unsubscfibe click here: ht~ i/li ~ts unc edui~? 
,d 7]~2~764:~)17~ge~Fc7~o64F56~7aS~ae[;55d7e&n22r&l pn?~g2Oi~4dassrcorq~&o 34/~e,<S~7 

(It may be necessatT to cut and paste the above ~ if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emNl to leave-3qO~o5837-71325/64bfFSgeI~;:71t~>64f5667aStg, a~xk~>gTe~alis~scrvunc~:dt, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail corn on behalf" of 
~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,               3:34 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

CES Pre-Dissertation Fellowship 

CES Pre-Diss - Narrative Statement docx 

Good afternoon Jay, 

I wanted to send along a revised draft of my narrative statement for the CES Pre-Dissertation Fellowship 
application I was wondering if you could look it over quickly I incorporated some more specifics regarding 
which series and collections in the archive I plan to look at, but I am worried now that there is a little too much 
information I’m not sure if the flow of the proposal gets lost 

Also I just wanted to send a fi-iendly post-holiday reminder that the application is due by 

I hope your holidays were wonderful and I wish you the best of luck in gearing back up for the semester! (I am 
personally still holding out for a freak snow storm to delay classes, just one more day!) 

Sincerely, 

Histo~T Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willinghmn, Mat) C <mwillinghmn@unc edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~3" 7, 2014 8:25 PM 

Snrltl~, Ja? M <ja?snrltl~@email uric edu> 

Re: CNN 

Lead stoic," on CNN c..~ now        saw it at the hospital - oops. I should have warned her I need to shut it oft’and 
rewrite some of tl~c GD declaration now 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 7, 2014, at 8:05 PM, "Jay Smith" <~t~!i~n~gfL~m.c_,~d2> wrote: 

Oh no Smnc idiots or new ones? You deser~,e a break Too cold to run 

On I/7/14 7:54 PM. Willingham, Ma~5" C wrote: 

T6e hate mail is back Not sure I could stomach Betl~al right now- or ever WCHL & Jane S 
have cmallcd Check out Sara Gmfun’s twitter feed No, Josh never called back-whatever And, 
Stun is still waiting for tl~c World Wide Web- wow 

Sent from my iPad 

Well, he can’t send a bomb there or anything, so maybe invite tl~e vamp0"e enter 
yourlair? [That’s atleasttl/ree metaphors there ] Did HBO Josh back off? 

I want to say, again, how helpful I think t6e CNN piece is/~x as You did a great 
job, tl~c numbers you and Sara shared are powerful (and you didn’t really give all 
that much m~a?), m~d you’ve added a big snowflake to tiffs avalm~chc tl~at’s going 
to come one of these days 
On I/7/14 6:35 PM, Willingham. Ma~3" C wrote: 

?? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Bradley Bethel <             g ~mad corn> 
Date: Jm~uar, 7. 2014 at 5:21:09 PM EST 

Subject: CN N 

Ma~5", I’m honestly glad you had the opportunit3" to share 
your experience and m~alysis with CNN the wa5 you did 
Do you hm, e a personal cmall at which I can cmall you 
and share more tlmughts? 

--Bradley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail corn> 

Wednesday,.               2:20 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: 

Did you decide on a time for this? Just before class (1:00 or so)? Or earlier? 

On gri, at I 1:04 AM, Jay Smith <Za’csmith~;en)ail un~ edu> wrote: 
Hi folks: 
Don’t let me interrupt for long your waning days of relaxation, but I do have a couple of quick questions for 
you I) Are you all free for about an hour next Thursday in the AM, before class? I’d like to meet just to 
discuss some procedural issues, settle who will be taking which sections, and distribute whatever desk copies 
have come in by next week 2) Since you are all early-modernists or close enough to t~ake it, I’d be delighted 
to give each of you the chance to give a lecture in the course if you’re inclined I’m making up the syllabus 
right now and will have some tentative lecture titles/themes listed for each meeting, but if you feel strongly 
about lecturing on a particular topic and would like to let me know about it now, please do Othe~vise you 
can just adapt to one of my announced themes Or you can say--not thanks, I’d rather not That’s fine too 

See you soon, and happy new year 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Wednesday,               7:12 PM 

Steinwand, Blaire <blairej s~)live unc edu>; Rosenberg, Joseph Gideon 
<jgrosenb@live unc edu>;                        ~live unc edu>; Wimperis, Tedd 

Alexander <wimperis@email unc eclu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Attendance on      and 

SCAN0082YPG 

Happy New Year! 

I am looking forward to seeing you soon and starting the new semester. 

Thanks[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2054 50:32 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Schooled...documentary screening and panel discussion 

From: SOUTHALL, RICHARD [Southall@hrsm.sc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 7:26 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Cc: HARRIS, JESSICA 
Su~ect: Schooled...documentary screening and panel discussion 

Great news! It seems as if the screening and panel are on I hope your schedule will still permit you to be part 
of the panel 
The screening is scheduled to begin @ 6:00pm on Tuesday, Janua~J 21 st in the Russell House Theater on the 
campus of the University of South Carolina 

I received word fi-om J ohn Dozier USC Chief Diversits, Officer - that we will need to coordinate your hotel 
arrangement through Jessica Harris (SPTE Administrative Coordinator) I have cc:d her on this email, so she 
can work with you on the specifics 
Her contact information is: 
Jessica Harris 
SPTE Administrative Coordinator 
jlharris@mailbox sc edu 
Room 2012 Carolina Coliseum 
Phone: 803-777-4690 

If you have any questions for me, feel free to contact me 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Soutball 
Associate Professor 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 
University of South Carolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 
Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803777-5550 
Cell: 
Email: sot~tha![ ~a~ sm ~!: cd u 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport 
April 22-26, 2014 ~;~ri ~a~*;!~!:~;~:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Wednesday, Janual?z 8, 2014 10:42 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RI~: FW: Schooled documentataj screening and panel discussion 

I’m not doing it. 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 10:38 PM 
TO: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: FW: Schooled...do~umentary screening and panel discussion 

Hey, I hope they’re paying you an honorarium 
On 1/8/14 10:32 PM, Willingham, Mary C wrote: 

From: SOUTHALL, RICHARD [Sc;.IthN[~i_s~hrbnt,sc ~.dti] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 7:26 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
~:c: HARRIS, JESSICA 
Subject: Schooled...documentary screening and panel discussion 

M ary, 

Great news! It seems as if the screening and panel are on I hope your schedule will still pem~it you 
to bc part ofthc panel 
The screening is scheduled to begin @ 6:00pro on Tuesday, January 21st in the Russell House 
Theater on the campus of the University of South Carolina 

I received word from John Dozier USC Chief Diversity OflScer - that we will need to coordinate 
your hotel arrangement through Jessica Harris (SPTE Administrative Coordinator) I have cc:d her 
on this email, so she can work with you on the specifics 
Her contact information is: 
Jessica Harris 
SPTI~ Administrative Coordinator 

Room 2012 Carolina Coliseum 
Phone: 803-777-4690 

If you have any questions for me, feel free to contact me 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
hltlJ:~i~r~-so orgi 
Department of Sport and l~ntertainment Management 
University of South Carolina 
Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 
Columbia, SC 29208 



Office: 803777-5550 
Cell: 

Email: so/~tll~i!~l~r m sc edu 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport 
April 22-26, 2014 csrico~lge~ence 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 10:48 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: Schooled documentary screening and panel discussion 

Kidding - ugly emails and long day. I will run an exLra mile to get rid of snark- see you tomorrow. I’ve been on the stupid 
bike ’trainer’ for the last two days - not cool. 

From= Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Seat= Wednesday, January 08, 2014 10:44 PM 
TO= Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject= Re: Schooled...documentary screening and panel discussion 

Certainly, certainly !! Silly me 
On 1/8/14 10:42 PM, Willingham, Mary C wrote: 

Probably? rll email Northam after a sleep and 8 miles 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 10:37 PM, "Jay Smith" <~_a_? slr,___t~.h.~2~5~t~.!~j.!2~2.~.~.~.@> wrote: 

I hear you I used to be a relatively well adjusted French histoean 

On 1/8/14 10:32 PM, Willingham, Mary C wrote: 

From: SOUTHALL, RICHARD [Scgtha!!@h[sm~s¢2d~ 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 7:26 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 

I:e: HARRIS, JESSICA 
Subject: Schooled...documentary screening and panel discussion 

Mary, 

Great news[ It seems as if the screening and panel are on I hope your 
schedule will still permit you to be pa~ of the panel 
The screening is scheduled to begin @ 6:00pm on Tuesday, January 21 st 
in the Russell House Theater on the campus of the University of South 
Carolina 

I received word from John Dozier USC Chief Diversity Offi cer - that we 
will need to coordinate your hotel arrangement through Jessica Harris 
(SPTE Administrative Coordinator) I have cc:d her on this email, so she 
can work with you on the specifics 
Her contact information is: 
Jessica Harris 
SPTE Administrative Coordinator 
ilbarris~a ~lai/bo. ,c ed~ 
Room 2012 Carolina Coliseum 
Phone: 803-777-4690 



If you have any questions for me, feel free to contact me 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 
University of South Carolina 
Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 
Colmnbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803777-5550 
Cell: 
Email: ~Ou tk~]!~:~]St n ~c ~! 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport 
April 22-26, 2014 csricc!,!(rer~cc or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, MalT C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Wednesday, JanualT 8, 2014 10:56 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: Schooled documentary screening and panel discussion 

Will you introduce me to him on email? 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 10:49 PM 
TO= Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject= Re: Schooled...documentary screening and panel discussion 

No, keep the snark, please It just wouldn’t be the same We are also partners in snark 

Not his best, but I like that he’s keeping the heat on 
On I/8/14 10:47 PM, Willingham, Mary C wrote: 

Kidding - ugly emails and long day. I will run an extra mile to get rid of snark- see you tomorrow. I’ve been 
on the stupid bike ’trainer’ for the last two days - not cool. 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 10:44 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject= Re: Schooled...d~x:umentary screening and panel discussion 

Certainly, certainly![ Silly me 
On 1/8/14 10:42 PM, Willingham, MatT C wrote: 

Probably? I’ll email Northam after a sleep and 8 miles 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 10a7 PM, Jay Smith" <la: mi b,~email n: ed > wrote 

I hear you I used to be a relatively well adjusted French historian 

On 1/8/14 10:32 PM, Willingham, Mary C wrote: 

From: SOUTHALL, RICHARD [Southalh~hr3m.~: edul 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 7:26 PM 
TO: Willingham, Mary C. 

C¢: HARRIS, JESSICA 
Suite�t: Schooled...documentary screening and panel discussion 

MatT, 

Great news! It seems as if the screening and panel are on I 
hope your schedule will still permit you to be part of the 



panel 
The screening is scheduled to begin @ 6:00pro on Tuesday, 
January 21 st in the Russell House Theater on the campus of 
the University of Soutb Carolina 

I received word fi-om J ohn Dozier USC Chief Diversity 
Officer - that we will need to coordinate your hotel 
arrangement through Jessica Harris (SPTE Administrative 
Coordinator) I have cc:d her on this email, so she can work 
with you on the specifics 
Her contact information is: 
Jessica Harris 
SPTE Administrative Coordinator 
jlham s’:2ma{[l~x ~ ~du 
Room 2012 Carolina Coliseum 
Phone: 803-777-4690 

If you have any questions for me, feel free to contact me 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Depa~ment of Sport and Entertainment Management 
University of South Carolina 
Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 
Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803777-5550 
Cell: 
Email: sour h~d!@b_~sm ~c edu 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport 
April 22-26, 2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Wednesday, JanualT 8, 2014 I 1:03 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Schooled documentary screening and panel discussion 

Did you see this? OMG 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 10:49 PM 
TO: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject= Re: Schooled...documentary screening and panel discussion 

No, keep the snark, please It just wouldn’t be the same We are also partners in snark 

Not his best, but I like that he’s keeping the heat on 
On 1/8/14 10:47 PM, Willingham, Mary C wrote: 

Kidding - ugly emails and long day. I will run an extra mile to get rid of snark- see you tomorrow. I’ve been 
on the stupid bike ’trainer’ for the last two days - not cool. 

From: Jay Smith [ia’~smith(~;)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 10:44 PM 
TO= Willingham, Nary C. 
Subject: Re: Schooled...do~umentary screening and panel discussion 

Certainly, certainly![ Silly me 
On I/8/14 10:42 PM, Willingham, MatT C wrote: 

Probably? I’ll email Northam after a sleep and 8 miles 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 10:37 PM, "Jay Smith" <ja_3~slnit~g elnai! ~mczdu> wrote: 

I hear you I used to be a relatively well adjusted French historian 

On I/8/14 10:32 PM, Willingham, Mary C wrote: 

From: SOUTHALL, RICHARD [8c~thallg~!~!sm~: ed!~] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 7:26 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 



HARRIS, JESSICA 
Subject: Schooled...documentary screening and panel discussion 

Great news! It seems as if the screening and panel are on I 
hope your schedule will still permit you to be part of the 
panel 
The screening is scheduled to begin @ 6:00pro on Tuesday, 
January 21 st in the Russell House Theater on the campus of 
the University of South Carolina 

I received word from John Dozier USC Chief Diversity 
OflScer - that we will need to coordinate your hotel 
arrangement through Jessica Harris (SPTE Administrative 
Coordinator) I have cc:d her on this email, so she can work 
with you on the specifics 
Her contact information is: 
Jessica Harris 
SPTE Administrative Coordinator 

Room 2012 Carolina Coliseum 
Phone: 803-777-4690 

If you have any questions for me, feel free to contact me 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Depa~ment of Sport and Entertainment Management 
University of South Carolina 
Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 
Columbia, SC 29208 

Off5 ce: 803777-5550 
Cell: 
Email: so/lth~d!@h~sm v edu 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport 
April 22-26, 2014 csrico~_t)re,~:,~e o,_;g 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email unc edu> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 1:35 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Participation in a Panel on Saturday Morning April 12 

Jay, thanks for keeping the question open. I know Lew very well and will run this by the planning committee. I think it 
would be great for Mary to participate as well (I have met her and know her husband from another context.) David 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 11:01 AM 
TO= Kiel, David 
Subject= Re: Participation in a Panel on Saturday Morning April 12. 

0(~ I/9/14 10:29 AM, Kiel, David wrote: 

From: Jay Smith [i~,~srn!th ?~email anc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 10:04 AN 

TO: Kiel, David 
Subject: Re: Participation in a Panel on Saturday Morning April 12. 



On I/9/14 9:36 AM, Kiel, David wrote: 

Hi Jay, I hope you are starting the new year well. 

On behalf of the Golden Fleece Reunion Planning Committee, I would like to ask 
you to participate in a panel on athletics and academics on Saturday Morning, 
April 12 at the Carolina Inn. Your panel would be one of two concurrent panels 

during that time slot. (Either 10:00 or noon.) Chancellor Folt will speak at 

the breakfast preceding the panels Here is the broader context. 

The Order of the Golden Fleece is holding its second decennial alumni meeting 
on Campus on April 11-12. The Order is one UNC’s most distinguished honorary 
societies and is devoted to serving the University. Members include present and 
past students, current and past faculty and UNC staff members, most notably 
Frank Porter Graham, and William Friday. In fact Mr. Friday was one of the 
guiding planners of this conference before he passed away. The goal of the 
meeting is to help re-connect some of UNC’s most distinguished alumni and 
alumnae to the campus and to engage them on behalf of the university as it 
seeks to preserve core values and commitments. 

The panels will focus on four topics key to the university’s future: The Value of 
the Liberal arts at Carolina, Keeping Carolina Affordable and Accessible, 
Carolina’s Research Mission, and Athletics and the Integrity of the University. 
(Your colleague Jim Leloudis, is the moderator for the panel on the liberal arts.) 

We hope this panel will educate an influential group alumni about the key issues 
about Athletics and Academics at Carolina. 

Right now the panel will likely consist of Joy Renner, Jim Dean, and Karen 
Shelton. We are reaching out to some Conference officials as well. We really 
need a voice on the panel who will represent a critical perspective. (Taylor 
Branch, A Golden Fleece member from my era cannot attend because of other 
commitments.) You are the obvious choice for this role if you are able to 
participate. 

The panelists would not be expected to make any prepared remarks but to 
respond to questions posed by the moderator (yet to be chosen.) We would also 
try to engage those in the audience as much as possible. (In advanoa of the 
panel we would identify some of the key questions we need to cover.) 

Should you be able to participate, please feel free to join the group for the 
breakfast with the Chancellor and stay through all the morning sessions. Also, 
Mia Harem will give the Annual Golden Fleece Sponsored Frank Porter Graham 
Lecture on Excellence in the Great Hall of the Student Union on Friday night. This 
is open to the public. 

Thank you for considering this. 



Best wishes, David 

PS if you want to chat about this I can be reached today at 
919-962-9972 (o) 

or tomorrow at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail corn> 

Thursday,                3:20 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: 

Thanks, 

On Thu,           at 3:05 PM, Jay Smith <jay~al ih%~,nai! uric ed~> wrote: 
You’re added to Connect Carolina, but I need your UNC email address to get you added to Sakai 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail corn> 

Thursday,               3:25 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

abstract 

CES dissertation completion abstract docx 

Here’s the CES abstract, while I’m thinking of it I have a comment noting where I should maybe say something 
about the "incoherence" of political ideology Anything else? I wonder if the public sphere stuff could be stated 
a bit more strongly, to create more a sense of tension between what the scholarship says and what I’m actually 
doing Trying to make this jump out in any way I can 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Friday, January 10,2014 11:I6AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

FW: Joy - typos correction FW: Joy - clarification FW: Joy Renner Data discussion and 
FAC next Tuesday 

Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 7:37 AM 
TO: Willingham, Mary C. 

I am a little confused by your emsiL i wasn’t asking for the dat~ Nscussion to help you know something new. 

Joy 

919 966 5147Desk 

Cell 

919 966 6951 Fax 



Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 7:34 AM 
TO: Willingham, Mary C. 

Subject= Joy - clarification FW: Joy Renner. Data discussion and FAC ne~ Tuesday 

Hi Mary! 

The Committee has lots of information and data to review as we continue working our way through understanding what 

So I hope ~ou cam joim us on Tuesda~ but if not, could you please send me your datsset arid analysis/results and the 

committee i~,ernbers assiened to review academics could contact you if we come up with somethin8 new that mieht 

interest you or if we have any qu estions. 

Ti)ank you for your help in makin8 sure we t~ave the most information in hand before movin~ forward with 

Joy 

919 966 5147Desk 

Cell 

9] 9-966-69S 1 Fax 

and may be disclosed to third par~ies b’~ an authorized ~ate of, ficiai (NCGS, ch, !32), Student 



From: Joy Renner rrnailto:       ~qrnail.corn] 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 4:08 AM 
TO: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Fwd: Joy Renner. Data discussion and FAC ne~ Tuesday 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin fol~varded message: 

From: "Willingham, Mary C" <mwillin~ham~bunc edu> 
Date: January 9, 2014, 11:22:48 PM EST 
To: Joy <         ~?~mail corn> 
Subject: Re: Joy Rennet. Data discussion and FAC next Tuesday 

Joy, I believe that the ofticial response from the University questioning my truthfulness tells me all 
that I need to know, and therefore I decline your ’request’ The raw data is available in athletics-all 
of it End of discussion 
Mary 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 7:49 PM, "Joy" 

Good evening 

I hoped to have a moment during advising to come downstairs this afternoon but walk 
ins were on and offbusy 

At our December meeting you mentioned you would have to check witl~ the IRB about 
sharing your data witl~ our committee for discussion I assume since ti~e data were 
published and analyzed by CNN this week you found the dataset is open I am 
requesting that you provide the dataset for FAC to include in our discussions and 
planning and tilat you join us this coming Tuesday, the 14th, for a discussion of the 
data I would like to share the data ahead of time so everyone is prepared for the 
discussion and we can make good use of our time together with ti~e committee 
members 

For your schedule planning, I would estimate the time this discussion would happen is 
around 4:30 in ti~e agenda If you can send the dataset tomorrow (Friday) ti~at should 
give most of the FAC time to review it 

Thanks for your efforts If you have any questions or need an adjustment in time you 
can reach me best by cell phone as I will be at Duke tomorrow 

Joy 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~’y C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 I 1:59 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

FW: CNN 

From: Bradley Bethel [mailto: 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 11:56 AM 
TO~ Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: CNN 

@gmail.com] 

Mary, I have to take back my statement that I am glad you were able to share your analysis, until I am 
sure you actually had the right to collect and analyze all the data you did. Questions have been raised 
about whether you had permission to collect the last two years of data, and I just learned about your 
blog post before the bowl game, in which you allegedly wrote, "A cohort of 17 of our top footbag players 
appearing in the bowl game today (on TV) have an overall gpa of 2.3, they accumulated 10 semesters of academic 
probation (below a 2.0), together they have 29 F’s and 53 D’s on their unofficial transcripts. More than half read 
below grade level. Two are most likely non-readers. Together they took a total ef 48 drama classes while not a 
single one majors in drama." If that is in fact what you wrote, I am not sure what gave you the right, under the "need to 
know" pdnciple of FERPA, to collect that data. 

I am sending this from my personal email address because I am responding as a concerned citizen, not as an employee 
or representative of any organization. As a concerned citizen, I believe stories like some of those you have told should 
indeed be publicized, but I also believe research ethics and FERPA guidelines need to be followed. I hope you are, and 
have been, following such guidelines. 

On Tue, Jan 7, 2014 at 5:21 PM, Bradley Bethel <.            ~?~mail corn> wrote: 
Ma~-y, I’m honestly glad you had the opportunity to share your experience and analysis with CNN the way you 
did Do you have a personal email at which I can email you and share more thoughts? 

.... B~adlc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 
Friday,               12:08 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: Alumni 

-quick fs"i, I was wrong about Alunufi ball It’s in that general 
vicimt~, but you need to walk a little fugller towat~l the Dmde poplac 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

April Dudash <ADudash@heraldsun corn> 

Friday, J anuary I 0, 2014 I : I I PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: UNC athlete research findings 

would love to il~clude you 

Sincereb, 

April 

April Dudash 
higher cducalion rcporlcr 
The Herald-Sun 

@ADHcmldSun 

..... Original M¢ssag¢ ..... 

Senl: Thursday, Janua~) 09, 2014 12:41 PM 
To: April Dudash 
Sul~iect: Re: UNC afltlete research findings 

April--today isjusl impossible for m¢ Mcclings and classes all day 
So~" -Ja) Snrith 
On 1/9/14 12:21 PM, April Dudashwrote: 
>Hi Ja), 

> I hope you ,arc well - M5 name is April Dudash, and I’m a rcporlcr over al The Durham Herald-Nun I’m aclually working on a slo~3 
figbt ~ow ~egat~ling Mat5 Willhtgham’s lecent findings about low reading levels among UNC-CH sRldent atldetes 1 saw tbat you’~e 
working with Ma~y on tbe acadenrics/atldetics topic at U NC - Would you be free to clmt toda) ? I wanted to get your take on a few 
Ihings 

> Thank you so much, 

> April 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~y C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Friday, J anuary I 0, 2014 1:22 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Fwd: The Colbert Report 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: Monica Hickey <,nomca hickey@~l~eco[hertrep~)tuorg> 
Date: January 10, 2014 at 12:42:17 PM EST 
To: <m ~i!!i~ha~n:.,~mc cdu> 
Cc: Emily Lazar <emily !~z~i~rtAh~colhe~r~por~ ~rg>, Amy Schwartz 

Subject: The Colbert Report 

I’m a producer working with Comedy Central’s Stephen Colbert I’m writing to see if you would 
be interested in talking with Stephen on The Colbert Report next week about your research that 
shows that between 8% and 10% of UNC’s football and basketball players are reading below a 
third-grade level 

The Colbert Report is the Peabody and Emmy Award winning broadcast where most young people 
get their news 

The inte~wiew would be a 6 minute one-on-one conversation shot live to tape in fi-ont of an 
audience at our studio in New York City We tape Monday through Thursday from 7-8pro We 
provide transportation and hotel accommodations when necessary 

Would this interest you? Please let me know if we can discuss this further 

All the best, 

MonicaHickey 
TNentDepartment 
The Colbert Report 
212-649-6304 

Monica Hickey 
Talent Booker 
The Colbert Report 

phone; 2126496304 I fax; 212.6496288 
cell; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Friday,               1:54 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

good afternoon reading 

Good afternoolk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~?¢ C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 3:20 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

FW: The Colbert Report 

From: Monica Hickey [mailto:monica.hickey@thecolbertreporLorg] 
Sent= Friday, January 10, 2014 3:20 PM 
TO= Willingham, Mary C. 
~,1:= ’emily.lazar@thecolbertreport.org’; Amy Schwar[z 
Subject: Re: The Colbert Report 

Hi Mary, 

Thank you for your quick response. As per our phone conversation, we are looking to tape this next Thursday. We will be in 

touch with you to work out travel, logistics ,etc. as soon as our Executive Producer confirms. 

Talk soon, 

Monica 

Monica Hickey 
Talent Booker 
The Colberi Report 
513 West 54th Street New York I NY I 10019 
phone: 212.649.6304 I Fax: 212649.6288 
cell: 
emaih moniea hicke¥~thecolbertreport orq 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, January 10, 2014 at 1:44 PM 

To: administrator <monica.hickey@thecolber~report.org> 

Subject: Re: The Colbert Report 

Thank you Monica. I am heading to advising where students will be lined up (3rd day of class) but I would like to talk about 

this on your show with M r. Colbert. I teach here on Tuesday and Wednesday evening so Monday or Thurs. would be best. 

Mary 

Cell 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan :~0, 20:M, at :~2:42 PM, "Monica Hickey" <monica.hickey@thecolbertreport.org> wrote: 

Dear Mary, 

I’m a producer working with Comedy Central’s Stephen Colbert I’m writing to see if you would 
be interested in talking with Stephen on The Colbert Report next week about your research that 
shows that between 8% and 10% of UNC’s football and basketball players are reading below a 
third-grade level 

The Colbert Report is the Peabody and Emmy Award winning broadcast where most young people 
get their news 

The intewiew would be a 6 minute one-on-one conversation shot live to tape in fi-ont of an 



audience at our studio in New York City We tape Monday through Thursday from 7-8pro We 
provide transportation and hotel accommodations when necessary 

Would this interest you? Please let me know if we can discuss this further 

All the best, 

Monica Hickey 
TMent Depa~ment 
The Colbe~ Repo~ 
212-649-6304 

Monica Hickey 
Talent Booker 
The Colbert Report 

phone; 2126496304 I fax: 212.6496288 
cell; 
email:menica hickev~thecelbertrepert erq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail corn> 

Friday,               4:49 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: have a look 

CES dissertation completion abstract docx 

Yeah, I like that much more Made one or two changes and then incorporated it in This is the final one I’ll send 
to you The warning is that I’ve also tinkered with the first paragraph, and now it’s messy I have two 
suggestions in the changes section for what to put in its place, but I’m not even sure if its better than what I had 
in the first place, which you’ve seen before I’m j ust t~aying to have a punchy open line, and to make sure I make 
it clear to the people what the project is actually doing (not its significance, but what I actually do in the 
project) The other paragraphs I think sound fine now Just looking to start with a bang 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elyse O-ystall <     @mindspring com> 

Sunday, JanuaR¢ 12, 2014 3:03 PM 

The progt~ac mailing list <progt~ac@listserv unc edu> 

[progfac] Response to FoltE)ean 

A thoughtful response by our colleague Neel Ahuja to the FoltE)ean statement re: the American Studies 
Association boycott vote published in ETHOS: A DIGITAL REVIEW OF ARTS, HUMANITIES, AND 
PUBLIC ETHICS 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:jaysmith@email unc edu">jaysmith@email unc edu</a> To unsubscribe send a 
blank <br> 
email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-34099250- 
60582236 80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467@listserv unc edu">leave-34099250- 
60582236 80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467@listserv unc edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 

Monday,                 12:48 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

ENROLLMI~NT IN HIST     WELCOME, QUESTIONS, CONCERNS 

GOOD AFTERNOON MR. SMITH, 

My name is             and I am a returning student working toward completing my third year at the university. I 
recently spent this past fall semester out of school due to personal reasons, and I am ready to get back into school with a 
new at[itude and high hopes of completing the semester to the best of my ability. I know I already missed Thursday’s 
class, but I had an issue with enrollment and registration and was not able to register until this morning. I just wanted to 
go ahead and introduce myself and let you know that I am looking forward to taking your coupe, as well as being as 
successful in it as possible. Also, I wanted to make sure I get the proper textbooks for the course. At the moment the 
class is not showing on my Sakai account, so I will continue to check it periodically to see if it has been u pdated. If you 
could just email me the list of books that we need for your course, that would be greatly appreciated, and again I look 
forward to beginning your class on tomorrow. 

Thank you for your time and patience! 

Regards, 

Returning 3rdyearstudent 
PID: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Monday,                 9:16 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Sports Rap on WXYC 

Theme song included Thanks again for coming on 

hnp://wwwmixcloudcom/DunksButts/matay willingham~ay smith/ 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 8:50 PM 

To; 

Subject: Re: Sports Rap on WXYC 

-is there by chance a link to last night’s show? I’d sort of like to listen Can’t find help at the website 

JS 
On 4:14 PM, wrote: 

Co~Tection: The room number is 3420 It’s the top floor of the Union, all the way down the hall and 
take a right 

From: 

Sent: Friday~ 9:48 PM 

TO: Smith, Jay 

Subject: RE: Sports Rap on WXYC 

It is at the radio station, which is room 3408 in the very back of the Union If you could show up 
around 8:45, that would be perfect The door is locked, so either knock or call me at 
and someone will let you in Thank you so much for doing this 

I suppose I could do this Is it over the phone or in a studio? If the latter, where do I come 
and when? 
On 4:20 PM,                       wrote: 

Dr Smith, 

My name is               and I am a part of Sports Rap, a weekly radio show on 
student-run WXYC I asked Ma~N Willingham to come on air this Sunday at 9 pm and 
she said yes She also recommended you joining us to talk about what has been 
happening at UNC Please let me know if you would be interested in joining us for 



Sports Rap this Sunday or any other Sunday 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 10:28 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Email to Chancellor 

On my calendar now 

MalN Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

www unc edu/-willin~h 

On Jan 13~ 2014~ at 10:19 PM~ "Jay Smith" <iavsmith(a)email unc edu> wrote: 

Mary--this alum would like to have lunch next Wednesday Are you free? -Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: Email to Chancellor 

Date:Mon, 13 Jan 2014 21:32:52 -0500 
From:Rob Rivers <         (a~gmail corn> 

To:’Jay Smith’ <iaysmith(~email unc edu> 

Wednesday January 22 will be great, Where and when would you like to meet and wbere wouid you like 

to eat? I can come to your offk:e if you like. I will block out the day, so I can !re available any time from 

can joh~ 

Rob 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:iavsmith(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 11:54 AM 
TO: Rob Rivers 
Subject: Re: Email to Chancellor 

Rob: Holy cow. I hope they haven’t stooped to blacklisting concerned alumni. Don’t know about Folt’s 
addresses, I’m afraid. After I sent her three messages and got no response, I sor{ of gave up on her. 

Wednesday Jan. 22 would be good for lunch. I’ll see if Mary is available. Jay (And she’s not the type to 



bow to pressure~ rest assured.) 

On 1/13/14 11:21 AM, Rob Rivers wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

Sorry for the flurry of emails today. The email to Chancellor Folt on 
which you were copied bounced back with the error message that the 
rejection was due to the "sender’s reputation." I wonder if I have been 
blacklisted? I resent it to the chancellor@unc.edu address but did not 
copy you this time. At least someone may read it. Has Chancellor Folt 
removed her direct email address? 

This weekend’s news was a further embarrassment. I hope Ms. 
Willingham sticks to her guns. Please let her know that many alumni 
support her. 

Finally, would next Wed, January 22 or Thu, January 23 work for lunch 
with you? Ms. Willingham would be welcome to join us if she desired. 

Best regards, 

Rob 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Tuesday, Janual’y 14, 2014 I 1:38 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

FW: Ma~ Willingham on The Colbert Report Thursday January 16 

From: Monica Hickey [mailto:monica.hickey@thecolberLreporLorg] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 11:30 AM 
TO: Willingham, Mary C.; Amy Schwartz 
Co: Emily Lazar 
Subject: Re: Mary Willingham on The Colber~ ReporL Thursday January 16 

Hi Mary, 

Bad news due to the show’s time restraints, the Producers have decided to cut your interview on Thursday. As of now, they 

are still planning to talk about your research (this may change). I’m so sorry. I will be in touch if they decide to revisit the idea. 

Thank you for your willingness to join us and if you are ever in NYC I would be happy to get you tickets to a taping of our 

show. 

Monica 

Monica Hickey 
Talent Booker 
The Colber[ Report 
513 West 54th Street New York I NY I 10019 
phone; 212.649.6304 I Fax; 212649.6288 
cell: 
emaih monica hiokev~t heoolbertreDo r[.ora 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, January 13, 2014 at 2:29 PM 

TO: Amy Schwartz <amy.schwartz@thecolber~report.org> 

Co: administrator <monica.hickey@thecolber~report.org>, Emily Lazar <emily.lazar@thecolber~repor~.org> 

Subject: Re: Mary Willingham on The Colbert Report Thursday January 16 

Amy (and all), Thank you. I will be available by phone on Wed. at 3. I would like to travel on Thurs. and if possible return Thurs. 

night or very early Friday morning. I will be in need of accommodations if I stay over. I have two friends who are telling me 

that they would like to join, but they may not confirm until tomorrow. Mary (                I 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.u nc.edu/~willingh 

On Jan g3, 2094, at g:06 PM, "Amy Schwartz" <amy.schwartz@thecolbertreport.org> wrote: 

Hello Mary 

Below is the information for your appearance on The Colbert Report Thursday. 

Booking information: 

TAPE/AIR DATE: 

ARRIVAL TIME: 

TAPE TIME: 

Thursday, January 16, 20:14 

6:30pro 

7:J.Spm 8:15pm 



ENTRANCE: 513 West 54th St. (b/t lOth & 13-th Aves.) 

Here are my questions for you: 

3.. Do you need me to book any travel for you? Do you need accommodations I NYC? 

2. Are you available for a pre-interview over the phone with Monica at 3pm on Wednesday? 

If this works should she call your cell? 

3. Would you like tickets to the taping for friends/family? 

Please let me know that you got this and if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you, 

Amy 

P.s. This information is attached as well. 

Amy Bchwartz Fischel 

Talent Coordinator 

The Colbert Report 

593 West 54th Street 

New York, NY 3.003.9 

o: 292.649.6260 

From: Monica Hickey [mailto:monica.hicke¥@thecolbertreport.or~] 

Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 12:g6 PM 

To: Willingham, Mary C. 

Cc: Emily Lazar; Amy Schwartz 

Subject: Re: The Colbert Report 

Hi Mary, 

Yes, we can confirm you for this Thursday. Amy, our wonderful Talent Coordinator, will help to sort our your 

travel, pre-interview, etc. 

Monica 

Monica Hickey 

Talent Booker 

The Colbert Report 

53.3 West 54th Street New York I NY I 3.003.9 
phone: 212.649.6304 I fax: 212.649.6288 

cell: 

emaih monica.hickey~t hecolbertreport.or~ 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillin~ham@unc.edu<mailto:mwillin~ham@unc.edu>> 

Date: Monday, January 3.3, 203.4 at 3.3.:58 AM 

To: administrator <monica.hickev@thecolbertreDort.or~<mailto:monica.hickev~thecolbertreDort.or~>> 

Subject: RE: The Colbert Report 

Monica, Just checking in with you, as I am sorting out my schedule for the week. Thanks, Mary 

From: Monica Hickey [mailto:monica.hickeg@thecolbertreport.org] 

Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 g:20 PM 



To: Willingharn, Mary C. 

Cc: ’emily.lazar@thecolbertreport.org<mailto:’emily.lazar@thecolbertreport.org>’; Amy Schwartz 

Subject: Re: The Colbert Report 

Hi Mary, 

Thank you for your quick response. As per our phone conversation, we are looking to tape this next Thursday. 

We will be in touch with you to work out travel, logistics ,etc. as soon as our Executive Producer confirms. 

Talk soon, 

Monica 

Monica Hickey 

Talent Booker 

The Colbert Report 

53.3 West 54th Street New York I NY I 3.003.9 

phone: 212.649.6304 I fax: 212.649.6288 

cell: 

emaihmonica.hickey@t hecolbertreport.or~ 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillin~ham@unc.edu<mailto:mwillin~ham@unc.edu>> 

Date: Friday, January 3.0, 203.4 at 3.:44 PM 

To: administrator <monica.hickey@thecolbertreport.or~<mailto:monica.hickey@thecolbertreport.or~>> 

Subject: Re: The Colbert Report 

Thank you Monica. I am heading to advising where students will be lined up (3rd day of class) but I would like to 

talk about this on your show with Mr. Colbert. I teach here on Tuesday and Wednesday evening so Monday or 

Thurs. would be best. Mary 

Cell 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 10, 2014, at 12:42 PM, "Monica Hickey" 

<monica.hickey@thecolbert report.or#<mailto:monica.hickey@thecolbert report.or#>> wrote: 

Dear Mary, 

I’m a producer working with Comedy Central’s Stephen Colbert. I’m writing to see if you would be interested in 

talking with Stephen on The Colbert Report next week about your research that shows that between 8% and 

3.0% of UNC’s football and basketball players are reading below a third grade level. 

The Colbert Report is the Peabody and Emmy Award winning broadcast where most young people get their 

The interview would be a 6 minute one on one conversation shot live to tape in front of an audience at our 

studio in New York City. We tape Monday through Thursday from 7-8pm. We provide transportation and hotel 

accornmodations when necessary. 

Would this interest you? Please let me know if we can discuss this further. 

AIIthe best, 

Monica Hickey 

Talent Department 

The Colbert Report 

23.2 649 6304 



Monica Hicke¥ 

Talent E~ooker 

The Colbert Report 

513 West 54th Street New York I NY I 10019 

phone: 2~.2.649.6304 I fax: 2~.2~649.6288 

cell: 

email:monica.hicke¥@t hecolbertreport.or~ 

<Mary Willinsham.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail corn on behalf of 
~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,               2:19 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Meeting 

Hi Jay, 

I was just wondering if you wanted to set up semi-regular meehngs again this semester? Or at least a meeting 
sometime soon to touch base Let me know what works for you[ 

Best, 

HistotN Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Mill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Powell             ~gmail corn> 

Tuesday, Janua~y 14, 2014 4:33 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

FYI 

For the record, I LOVE Karen Gil But this is what I just sent her 
For context, I mostly knew Moeser, Thorp, Kupec and Jamie May at any administrative level, so I’ve lost all my 
"you fucking have to call back and talk to me today" relationships Apparenfly~ once you’ve given your $8 
million, you’re yesterday’s sto~T 
John 

Text to Karen Gd below: 

Karen, 

I hate beating on you,., and I’m sure you’re tired of it as well. 

But how did Roy Williams go from "1 don’t care what the Chancellor said about admissions standards, we’re 

not doing it" to "if we admitted basketball players with questionable abilities, that’s on those pointy heads 

over there, not on me"? 

And THATS REALLY IS WHAT HAS GONE ON. 

Please have whoever is in charge of not challenging Roy Williams call me ASAP, 

Thanks. 

John Powell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail corn> 

Tuesday,               5:40 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

CES Stuff 

CES dissertation completion abstract docx; CES dissertation project outline docx 

Here is the Project outline that they want you to write for the CES It’s supposed to talk about the pace you’ve 
set, what you have left to do, etc It’ll be less than the 800 word limit when I take the heading off Few 
comments here and there, but most of all I want to make sure I’m not going overboard in describing the proj ect 
at the expense of talking about my hmetable--and that I’m not actually rambling when I get into details about 
the chapters 

I’m also sneaking that stupid abstract in here one more time I’m stuck on the final sentence of the first 
paragraph I know you suggested saying something like the dissolution of the Company shows us how the 
French failed for find a place for private interests in discussions of the public good, but I’m wondering if I have 
provided a segue into this in the paragraph I have something right now, but I don’t think it actually does 
anything I’m stuck trying to find that pithy formulation that will actually make a grant committee excited about 
this project, and make it clear what the project actually is What are your thoughts on what I have vs what I’m 
trying to do? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 1:28 PM 

~live uric edu> 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Histol’y Old Regime France fall docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Weiler          @gmail com> 

Wednesday, Janua~?~ 15, 2014 2:42 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 

Just finished chapter seven It’s terrific, in many ways the most powerful chapter in tbe book Among its virtues 
is that, despite the fact that the fodder for the chapter derives from UNC athletes, its global applicability is 
inherent and inescapable 

On the top ofp 17, when you note that tbe diamond miners can’t be bothered with the academic preparation of 
their recruits, you might want to include Roy’s quote to Andy Katz on Tuesday, that he didn’t think UNC 
recruited such players but "again, that’s not my world" 

Jonathan 

On Wed, Jan 15, 2014 at 2:28 PM, Jay Smith <j~smitrL~T~211ai[~£~ e~u> wrote: 
Thanks ve~’y much, Don and everyone Do please spread the word We’re already up to about 50 signatures 
On 1/15/14 12:47 PM, Nonini, Don wrote: 

Colleagues, I’m with Jay on this The URL below worked for me, and I have j ust signed the petition 
Urge eve~ayone else to do so as well 

Don 

Don Nonini 
Professor of Anthropology 
Anthropology Department 
UNC Chapel Hill 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Smith, Jay M 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 8:13 PM 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Subject: [progfac] petition on free speech 

Colleagues: 
I don’t know if the list is aware of this, but Mary WIIlingham, the athletics whistleblower who was on CNN 
this week, has received about a half dozen death threats and many other hateful and hostile calls and emails 
this past week from (presumably) athletic boosters Our administration, too busy trying to discredit 
Willingham’s claims about literacy level of some athletes, has uttered not a single public word about this 
abhorrent behavior The athletic reform group has created a petition at il2_etjtion~:~_a and we are hoping to 
collect many faculty signatures to present to the chancellor for F6day’s Faculty Council meeting I was 
unable to send the link to a listse~, but I *believe* that you’ll be able to access and sign the petition here if 
you are so inclined Thanks for conside6ng (And please spread the word) 

Jay Smi~ 



~tp:iiw~>c~" il~etJtto*~s ¢o*t~ipetStJ,ot~iut~c.o~oses-dc cl -9~eats 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dnoaini ~;~cmail tmc cdu To unsubscribe send a blank email 

You are currently subscribed to progfac as ~e~t!i~al-’ v~go. To unsubscribe send a blank email to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 2:42 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: European history grad admissions conversation 

just saw the note about letter= [ agree with you that the report from !ast year is fine; tbe only 

Thanks, Lloyd 

From: Jay Smith [maJlto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:22 PN 
To: Kramer, Lloyd S 
Subject: Re: European history grad admissions conversation 

Lloyd--I teach at 2, but will try to get through the few other applications I’ve not yet seen and let you know by tomorrow 

if there are any standouts in my view. -Jay 

On ¯ 3:22 PM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 

Deai" Colleagues, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cynthia Radding <radding@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 2:53 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: 

On 2:14 PM, Jay Slrfith wrote: 
> Hi Cyntlfia: 
> I wonder ir you and I could chal briefly aboul 
> schedule She stopped by for a quick check up j usl now Io talk aboul 

> via a dkffet~nt numbe~) because site lind too nmm"      aheady Or 
> sometlmtg along tbose lines Hence, site is now t~giste~ed in a 
> Rehgious Studies course flint I tlfiltk is poi]~tless for her 
> inte[lecalal program       wasfft complaimng about am" of tlfis, 
> ooly explaimng bet schedule But I persot~all? ant not vet5 lmpp? about 

> Could we possibly revisit this issue oftbe ? In bet case, she is 

> any sorl ofindcp¢ndcnl slud5 -Jay 

appat~l~tly yes, co]mectcaroli]m would not 311ow bet to sign up for two 
or for ~vo     m tbe same semester Sbe was wor!dng wiflt Diataa 

Clmse on tiffs Site found the RS com~e, which deals wiflt lslmn Wben 1 
spoke with bet briefly (at the elevator) two dza’s ago, site seemed lmppy 

C~ nthia Radding 
Gusselthoven Disthtgmisbed Professor 
Director of Graduate Six,dies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 10:40 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

courses 

Hi lay, 
So I went to the religious studies course this evening, and it was really good. It focuses on Sufi Islam 
in early modern South Asia (and other places). I think I can tie it together with the study I did with 
Emma Flatt and beef up my S. Asia credentials. I can maybe get some leads and some titles from her 
for the course’s writing assignment as well. At any rate, after having attended a meeting, I’ve found 
that the course is not way out in left field. It’s also less labor-intensive than the digital humanities. I 
might just stick with it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sims, Julia <JSims@wral corn> 
Thursday, January 16, 2014 10:31 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Athletes and academics 

Professor Smith 

I’m a reporter with WRAL~V you and I traded emails last month when Julius Nyang’oro was indicted. I’m looking into a 

follow up story on Mary Willingham’s research. I believe you are on the Athletic Reform Group at UNC. 

Has the group had an opportunity to meet with Chancellor Folt? How about any former athletes? 

I’m wondering if you could talk with me about Willingham’s research- if anything has changed, improved in the last 3 

years since the Athletic Reform Group was created. 

Please let me know what you think. 

Thanks 

Julia Sims 
WRAL-TV5 

(919) 821 8600 office 
cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elliot M Cramer             @bellsouth net> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 II :34 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: your letter regarding CNN a~icle 

It’s attached; to Dean and Broome 
It was sent to me by a conse~/ative friend I presume that Fritz (sic) Russ (Former Senior Vine Provost and 
NCAA Faculty Athletics Representative) 
copied many of his friends who forwarded it to my friend. I’ll ask him about it. I also copied the N&O 

\On 1/16/2014 I h22 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Thanks for weighing in, Elliot To whom was the email directed (and how did you come upon 
his/her slandering of Mm’y?) 
On 1/16/14 1 h l 8 AM, Elliot M Cramer wrote: 

I was sent a copy of your email where you say " And this raises a 
question about why Mary Willingham should be so concerned about reading 
ability measured by SAT or ACT. More importantly, it indicates that well- 
designed holistic admissions processes can be very useful in making decisions 
about special admits." 

The paper you cite (attached) deals primarily with The Academic Progress 
Rate (APR) rather than GPA. It does give a correlation table (attached) which 
shows that the correlation between high school GPA and standardized tests 
(SAT or ACT) is .53, justifying Willingham’s use of the SAT. GPA is correlated 
only .28 with APR. APR is a much poorer measure of academic ability than 
the SAT. 

I might add that critics of the SAT have claimed that it is "culturally biased". 
This is nonsense; the SAT actually overpredicts the performance of African- 
Americans. and is very useful in eliminating those who are unlikely to be 
successful in college. 

I am not in a position to evaluate Willingham’s research (though I have offered 
to do it) but I will be very interested in the University’s independent evaluation. 
I do not believe that your criticism is justified. I believe that the SAT and high 
school GPA are the two most important variables for admission decisions 

Elliot 

Elliot M. Cramer 
PO 428 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919 942 2503 

Department of Psychology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Websites 

This email is free from viruses and malware because awst! An ivi~us 

protection sactve, 

Elliot M. Cramer 

PO 428 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919 942 2503 

Department of Psychology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

This email is free from vir ~ses a[]d ma!ware because aw~st! At@virus protection is active. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,                 1:00 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

class 

DearProfessorSmith, 

Sorry to miss class so early in the semester, but I’ve come down with some flu-like symptoms and will not be 

there today. See you next week! 



History 278: The Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade 

Spring 2014 
Professor Lisa Lindsay 

with Teaching Assistants 

and Apprentice Teacher 

Lectures: Tuesdays & Thursdays, 12:30 h45pm in Murphey 116 

How to contact Dr. Lindsay: 

Office hours: We&~esda~,~s 2:30-3:30, Thursdays 3:30-4:30, m~d by appointment 

Office: 521 Hamilton Hall 

Emil: lalindsa~em~l. ~mc.edu 

Discussion Sections: 

607 Thurs. 3:30pro, Bingham 217 

608 Thurs. 5pm, Greenlaw 106 

601 Fri. I lain, FedEx building 1009 

605 Fri. Ipm, Mitchell 305 

606 Fri. 2pm, Greenlaw 103 

603 Mon. 11~an, Murph~’y 204 

602 Mon. 12pm, Greenlaw 107 

600 Mon. 2pro, Hamilton 150 

604 Mon. 3pro, Bingham 306 

Additional information: I have set up a website for this course on Sakai. The site contains the syllabus 

m~d information about assig~mlents, ~ wall as links to useful resources, ways to communicate with 

your instructors and class~’nates, and up to the minute announcements. 

COURSE OVERVIEW 

This course concer~s one of the most tragic ,~d horrifying phenomena in the history of the western 

world: the trans-Atlantic slave trade. Over sixteen weeks, we will repeatedly encounter people’s 

inhumanity to each other. Why would anyone want to spend so much time on a topic so grim? l 

propose two reasons that work for me, and l also encourage you to think for yourself about why you 

are interested in this and what the history of the slave trade can tell us. 

First, the Atlantic slave trade was foundational to the development of the Americas and indeed the 

entire western world. If we want to understand how the US (and not only the South), Western 

Europe, p~ts of Latin America, and mud~ of Africa got to be how they are now, we need to know 

something of the humaq commerce that profoundly shaped them. Related to this, m~d as the eminent 

histori,~ W.E.B. DuBois f~anously ~gued, "The problem of the 20’~ century is the problem of the color 

line." By tracing the origins of modern raci~ categories ,~d the economic/social/politic~ structures 

built upon them, this course cm~ hdp us to m~derst~d as well as work against racism even in the 21~’ 

century. 



A second reason for studying tile Ath~tntic slave trade is that this topic teaches us to be better historians 

mid, more generally, sharper thinkers. In terms of content, we will have to grapple with the histories 

of four continents and roughly four centuries. Methodologically, we will confront both what 
historians have determined about the trade (and what is still in quesfion) ~ wall as how they l~ave 

reached their conclusions. Our subject matter requires us to keep in mind that historical works are 

written in specific contexts and must be read with those contexts in mind. Finally, we will be dealing 

with some unpleasant truths about what people have done to other people and how they have 

justified their actions. Thus, we will have to see how people’s understandings of morality have been 

influenced by their subjective positions and historical circumstances. 

By exa~ining first-hand accomlts by slaves and slavers, works of fiction and filln, and ml~yses by 

historians, we will trace tile origins, expansion, mid decline of the trade in addition to its impact on 

four continents. We will seek to mlswer, among others, the following questiot~s: Wily were Africans 

enslaved? Why did (some) African societies sell slaves? Which ca~e first, European radsm or slavery? 

How many enslaved people were involved in this trade, where did they come from, mid where did 

they end up? HOW were sodeties in Africa, the Americas, and Europe transformed by tile trade? How 

did slaves recast or maintain aspects of their home cultures in their new circumstances? In what ways 

were they involved in the making of American cultures? 

In addition to treating the above questions, I intend to return often to three major content themes. 

First, we will treat Africa not as some undifferentiated point of origin, but as the home to varied and 

complex sodeties which must be understood on their own terms. Second, we will trace the historical 

contours of slavery, noting its similarities and yet important variations over time and place. Third, we 

will explore the changing meanings of race and racism, l want you to end this semester knowing that 

race is neither an objective biological reality nor something fixed and certain. The slave trade and 

slavery have fundamentally affected Western understandings of human variation and these 

understandings along with the relations and institutions that accompany them have shifted over 

time. 

STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES 

For most weeks of the semester, you can expect to attend two lectures (on Tuesday and Thursday) and 

then a diso.lssion section (which will meet on Thursdays, Fridays, or Mondays). In other words, the 

course is organized into "weeks" that are conceptualized as "Tuesday lecture; Thursday lecture; 

Discussion Section," even though your discussion section may meet on the billowing Monday. 

Discussion section meetings will begin in Week 3. 

Lectures and discussion sections serve different but complement~y purposes in this course. 

Inevitably, lecfures will involve the presentation of facts and interpretations about the slave trade 

from your professor, ~though I will try to involve you in some discussion and activities as well. Your 

discussion sections, led by Teaching Assistants, will be much more interactive. Because people learn 

better when they involve more than one of their s~ses in processing information, discussion sections 

are designed to get you talking, writing, and moving as well as listening. They are also intended to 



involve you in the practice of history by interpreting primary sources (i.e. those produced at the th~e of 

the action by p~ticipants or observers) as well as ~sessing the w~rious (~ld someth~es co~fflicting) 

interpretations produced by profvssion~ histori~tns. To get the most out of both lectures 

discussions, you must do the reading assignments. Please come to class meetings having done the 

readings listed for that day on the syllabus, and with a copy of the readings with you. 

The required books for this class are Philip Curtin, The Rise and Fall of the Plantation Complex 2d ed. 

(Cambridge University Press, 1998); David Northrup (ed.), The Atlantic Slave Trade 3rd ed. 

(Wadsworth, 2010); and Barry Unsworth’s magnificent novel, Sacred Hunger. (Please note that Sac~vd 

H~nger is a very long book. You would do well to start reading it today.) A textbook that I wrote, 

C~Tpllves as Commodities: 1?~e Transatlantic Slave Trade (Prentice H~I, 2008), is an optional supplement; in 

it you will find the maps, ch~ts, mid graphs from lecture, ~unong other thhlgs. All of these books ~e 

available for pttrchase at Student Stores, ,~ld copies have ~so been placed on Reserve. Be sttre to get 

the 3rd edition of the Northrup book. In addition to these books, we will read ~ticles and book 

chapters that are av~lable on the course w~bsite (sakaintnc.edu) ~ .pdf files. You may read them 

ot~line and take yottr own notes or print them ottt. Other ~tides ~e available on the internet. Yott cml 

get to these sites on your own (see the addresses listed below) or via links provided on the syllabus on 

the course webpage. Copies of these materials will not be placed on Reserve. 

In addition to gathering your materials for this course, please rebdster to use Poll Everywhere, an 

interactive format that allows you to use smartphones or laptops to participate more actively than 

usual in lecture. PII explain more in class, but if you are not already registered for Poll Everywhere, 

please go right away to http:/!help.unc.edu/help/poll everywhere faq/for instructions, and 

https://www.polleverywhere.com/register?p-ljac la5v to get set up. Rebdstration is free of charge. 

GRADING 

The best strategy for earning a good grade in this class is to show up to lectures and discussk)n section 

meetings, ke~p zip with yottr readings mid other assigim~ents, mid speak zip when yott have a question 

or an idea to contribute. Expectations for this class are intended to be transparent, so if they are not, 

please let a member of the teaching staff know. 

Your Teaching Assistants do all of the grading in this course, in consultation with the professor and 

each other. They will base your course grade on eBective completion of the following assignments: 

Map exercise, due in discussion sections in Week 3, worth 5% of your grade. 

Eour short (1-2 pages) mlswers to the reading respo~se question(s) posed for each discussion 

section meeting. Provide a thottghtfttl, coherent narrative ,~lswer to the question(s), based on 

the reading for that discusMon section ~ well as your own analysis. Your mlswer should be in 

the form of p~agraphs, typed, and submitted to your TA (in the m~tmler s/he specifies) by the 

start of the rdevant discusMon section. Your responses will be graded on a scale of 1-5 and, 

together with ~l evaluation of your class participation, will accotmt for 20% of your over~J1 

grade. (Please note that there are seven possible reading response questions. Since you must 

answer four, you can skip three, l suggest you plan ahead.) 



Mid-term exarn on Thursday, F~’b. 20, worth 20% of your grade. Exam grades will be based on 

your ability to use sources to make a thoughtful interpretation or m~Mysis of major historical 

ideas, cl~,nge or events. 

Assignment on the movie Amisf~Td, which you will need to watch on your own. This is due in 

discussion section during Week 14 and worth 10% of your grade. 

A 6 8 page research paper on a topic of your choice (approved by your TA). The paper should 

entail a critical analysis of one or more primary sources, such as a memoir by a participant in 

the slave trade, informed by at least three of the secondary sources on the syllabus. 

Instructions are posted on Sakai. A brief prospectus outlining the sources you plan to use and 

the issues you plan to explore must be approved by your TA by the end of Week 13. A rough 

dr~t is mm~datory ,~d must be brought to recitation on Week 14. The paper is due on Friday, 

April 25 ,~d is worth 20% of your grade. Deadlines are firm: lateness will result in a reduction 

of your grade. Also be aw~e that all suspected c~es of plagi~ism will be turned over to the 

Fli~M exam on May 3 at 12:00pm, worth 25% of the course grade. 

Writing is essential. The official policy of the College of Arts and Sciences specifies that "Instructors 

should help students realize the integral relationship between thinking clearly and writing clearly .... 

Faculty in all disciplines should require their students to write well." Here’s how your TA and l will 

evaluate (i.e. grade) your writing: 

Focus (does the writing deal with the problem or question?) 

Evidence (does it support its position with adequate information?) 

Coherence (does the argument make sense logically?) 

Scope (does it deal with all aspects of the question?) 

You will get specific guidelines for each writing assigument. 

Academic Support Services: The College of Arts and Sciences has developed several support 

programs to assist students. Learning Disabilities Services provides individual support to students 

with diagnosed leamhig disabilities (962-7227). The Le~hing Skills Center offers free li~struction in a 

v~iety of academic leaning strategies (http://le~nli~gcenter.unc.edu/, 962-3782, 962-6389). The 

Writli~g Center--which fills ttp quickly--provides free ttttori~ serxYlces 

(http://www.unc.edu/depts/wcwob/about.html, 962-7710, 962-4060). 

HONORABLE AND COURTEOUS BEHAVIOR 

THE HONOR CODE: If shall be the responsibility of every student at the University of Nor& Carolina at 

Chapd Hill to obey and to s~tpporf the enforcement of Ne Honor Code, which prohibif~ lying, cheating, or 

stealing when &ese actions involve acadenlic process~,s or University, student, or acadenlic personnel acting in 

an official capacity. (See 

http://studentc~nduct.m~c.edu/sites/studentc~nduct.unc.edu/files/d~cuments/~nstrument.pdf~ pp. 5~) 

1 encourage you to sh.~dy together; however, you are bound by the Honor Code in taking exams and in 

writing your papers. Please consult with me if you have any questions about the Honor Code. 



THE CAMPUS CODE: It shall be &e filr&er responsibilify of every strident to abide by &e Canlp~ls Code; 

namely, to conduct oneself so as not to impair significantly &e a~eifare or the e&lcational opportunities of others 

in the University community. 

The Campus Code asks us to be courteous to each other. In a large class, manners are especially 

important. 

Courtesy during Classes: It is disruptive to others to arrive late to class or to leave early. If you must 

do it (which I discourage), please try to be tmobtrusive. Also, please turn off all cell phones. Finally, 

m~d I know you’re not going to like this, do not open your laptup hi this cl~s unless specifically 
instructed to do so. It’s already hard to stay engaged with the course when we have nearly 200 

students crammed into a room; it’s nearly impossible when laptops are open to Fact, book and sports 

highlights. I will try, to post an outline of the lecture on Sak~ before ead~ class meethig. It may be 

helpful to you to print it and write your notes (by hand) directly onto your printout. In ~tny case, 

plebe do plan not to use your laptop for note-taking unless you clear it with me in advance. 

Courtesy in Debate: Disagreement is an important part of intellectual discussion, and arguing about 

issues is critical to a university education. Therefore, you should expect to disagree with the ideas or 

opinions of others, especially in your discussion sections. Please always disagree in a respectful 

manner. Treat others as you would like to be treated. 

Deadlines: In the event that you cannot ~.~rn in an assignment on the due date, you must request an 

extension and ~range an alternate due date with your TA before the date of the assignment. 
However, Teaching Assistants will never accept late Reading Response Questions (RRQs) under 

any circumstances. Generally, late papers will be marked down one grade increment (A to A- to B+, 

etc.) for each day past the due date. Make up exams will be accommodated if there is documentation 

for your illness or emergency and should be arranged as quickly as possible. 

SCHEDULE OF COURSE MEETINGS AND READINGS 

Please note: Each "week" is conceptualized as "Tuesday lecture, Thursday lecture, and Discussion 

Section" even though your Discussion Section may meet on the following Monday. 

Overview and BackgroLmd of the Slave Trade 

In the first week, l will introduce the course and give a broad overview of the slave trade based 

on recently compiled statistics. During the next two weeks, we will exarnine worldwidc slavery 

before 1492, what West Africa w~ like before the slave trade, the initial contacts between 

Europeans and Africans, and the emergence of the slavery-based "plantation complex." 



Weeks 1-2: Introduction and Background 

Th I/9: Introduction to the Course 

Tu 1/14: The Numbers and Over~l Structure of thv Slave Trade 

Please plan to use your laptops in class this time. 

David Eltis and Da~4d i~ch~dson, "The Ad~ievements of the "Numbers Ga~e’," in Northrup 

(ed.), The Atlantlc Slave Trade, pp. 81-86 

Explore the Transatlanflc Slave Trade Database, at http://slavew~vages.org and begin reading 

David Eltis’s essay, "A Brk’f Overview of the Trans-Atl~tntic Slave Tra&’," at 

http:!/www.slavevoyages.org/tast!assessment/essays intro 01.faces 

Optional: Lindsay, Captives as Commodities (hereafter "Captives"), pp. I 10 

Th 1/16: Slavery in the Western World before 1492 

Curtin, "Mediterranean Origins," chapter 1 of The Rise and Fail of the Plantation Complex 

(hereafter "Plantation Complex’) 

Optional: Captives, pp. 10-14 

Week 3: Beginnings 

Tu 1/21: Introduction to Western Africa 

Curtin, "Africa and the Slave Tr a&’," Chapter 3 of The Rise and Fall of the Plantation Complex 

Th 1/23: The Marith~e Revolutk)n; or Cl~ristopher Columbus Goes to Africa 

Sak~ (under "Resources" and then "Readings," h~’re~ter noted with an S): Boha~man and 

Curtin, "The Marith~e Revolution," in their Afri~-a and Africans, 4’}’ ed. (1995), pp. 172-74 

Optional: Captives, pp. 14-21 

Th, F. M II/23 1/27) Discussion Sel:tion #l: EarIy Modern SIavery 
Introductions 

Map assignment due in discussk)n section (find this assig~ment on Sakai, under "Resources" and 

then "Assignments") 

Read, analyze, and be ready to discuss the following reading on Sakai: "The Pope grants to the 

Portuguese a monopoly of trade with Africa," from Africa and the West: A Doc~mentar~ Histor~J~om 

the Slave Trade to Independence, edited by William H. Worger et al (2001), pp. 13 16. 
Reading Response Question (RRQ): What, according to Pope Nicholas V, are the potential benefits of 

the exploratio~s sponsored by Prince Henry the Navigator? What does this document suggest about 

the rdationship between Christianity and slavery in the 15th century? 



The First Two Cenh.~ries of the Slave Trade 

The period from roughly 1500 to the e~ly 1700s saw the fotmdation of the Atlm~tic slave system. 

Yet in mm~y ways New World slavery differed during this era from our typicM notions of 

plantation-style bonded labor. During the next tl~ree weeks, we will ex~anine the emergence of 

labor demm~d in the Americ~ ,~d the devdopments in Africa rdated to filling that demand. We 

will Mso look at the e~ly years of the Europem~ slaving business. Finally, we will examine slave 
culture and resist,~ce during these "ch~ter generations." 

Week 4: The Plantation Complex 

Tu 1/28: The birth of the plantation complex 

Curtin, "Sugar Planting: From Cyprus to the Atlantic Islands," chapter 2 of Plantation Comple~ 

David Eltis, "Early Slaving Voyages," in "A Brief Overview of the Trans Atlantic Slave Trade" 

at http://www.slavew~yages.org/tast/assessment/essavs-intro-O4.faces 

Optional: Captives, pp. 22-30; Curtin, Plantation Complea, chs. 4-5 

Th 1/30: Beyond Pocahontas: the English Colot~ies in the 1600s 

Curtin, Plantzvtion Complex, d~apter 6, "The Sugar Revolution ,~d the Settlement of the 

Caribbem~" m~d chapter 7, "An~chy and lmperiM Control" 
Optional: Captives, pp. 30-34 

Th, F, M (1/30 2/3) Discussion #2: I!/hl~ African Slaves? 

Selectiot~s by Willla~s, Eltis, Davis, m~d Heywood and Thornton in Northrup, Atlantic Slave 

Trade, pp. 1-26 

S: Excerpts of accounts by i(ichard Ligon al~d Moreau de Saint-M6ry in Lindsay, Captiw, s, pp. 

48 50 

Optional: Captives, pp. 4147 

RRQ: According to these primly m~d secondary sources, what factor(s) best explain European 

reliance on African slaves. Was slavery based on racial or economic foundations? Both? Neither? 

What do you think? 

Week 5: Africans and the Slave Trade 

Tu 2/4: Why did Africm~s sell slaves? GenerM At~swers 

Jolm Thornton, "Africa’s Effects on the Slave Trade," in Northrup, Atlantic Slave Trade, pp. 110- 

117 

Hawkins, "An Allim~ce," in Northrup, Atlar~tic Slave Trade, pp. 88-89 

Review Curtin, chapter 3 of Plantallon Complex 

Optional: Captives, pp. 54 65 

Th 2/6: Why did African sell slaves? Specific Cases 



Th, F, M (2/6 2/10) Discussion #3: Slaver~[ in Africa 

S: John Thornton, "Africa and the Afric,~as," in Slavery, edited by S. Engerman, S. Drescher, 

mad R. Paquette (2001), pp. 54-56. 

S: Suzanne Meirs and Igor Kopytoff, "Slavery in Africa," excerpted in Robert O. Collins (ed.), 

Problems in Afl’il!an History: The Precohmial Centuries (1993), pp. 264 176 

S: excerpt from lbn Battuta, Travels in Asia and Aft’lea 1325 I354 

S: Letter from Afonso I of Kongo to Joao Ill of Porn.~gal, 1526 in Lindsay, Captives, pp. 78 79 

RRQ: On the basis of these primary and secondary sources, how would you describe the nature mad 

extent of slavery in Africa before, or in the early stages of, the Atlantic slave trade? To what extent 

does the e~ldence ha the primary documents (lbn Battuta mad Alfot~so 1) confirm or contra~dct the 

~guments made ha the secondary documents (Thornton, Meirs mad Kopytoff)? 

Week 6: Slavery, Race, and Culture in the New World 

Tu 2/11: i~ce and Slavery ha Colonial North America 

S: Ira Berlin, "h~troduction: The Charter Generations," in Many l?~ozlsa~ds Gorw: 17~¢ First 

Centuries oJ Slavery in North America (1988), pp. 15 28 

Optional: Captives, pp. 96 105 

Th 2/13: Rebels, Runaways, and Cultural Change 

Curtin ch. 8 of Plantation Complex, "Slave Societies on the Periphery" 

S: i~chard Price, "M~oons mad their Cotnmunities," ha Heumata mad W~vin (eds.), The Slavery 

Reader, 608 625 

Th, F, M (2/13 2/I 7 Discz¢ssion #4: Slave~3[ and African American Cultu~z’ in the Charter Gene~’ations 

S: Sara Vincu~a Guengerich, "The Witchcraft Trials of Paula de Eguiluz, a Black Woman, in 

Cartagena de lndias, 1620 1636," in Kathryn Joy McKnight and Leo J. Garofalo, eds., 

Latino Voices: Narratives from the Early Modern hle~’o Atlantic World, 1550 I812 (lndiannapolis, IN: 

Hackett Publishing Company, 2009), 175 193. 

RRQ: What was Paula de Equiluz accused of doing? How did she respond to those accusations? What 

evidence is there about the extent to which the cultural traditiot~s on which she was drawing were 

Afric~tn, Europema or In,dan ha origin? To what extent does this trial record support or contra~dct 

Berlin’s cl,~drus about slavery mad culture during the "ch~ter generatiot~s"? 

Week 7: The Midterm 

Tu 2/18: TBA 

Th 2/20: Midterm Exam 

No Discussion Sections: A Midterm Break 

Start (or better yet, continue) reading Sal:~’ed Hl¢ngc’r; you’ll need all the time you can get! 



The Plantation Generations 

We’ll now dew~te three weeks to studyh~g the peak ye~s of the Atlantic slave trade, roughly during 

the 1700s and into the 1800s. F~ more slaves were brought from Africa to the Americas durh~g this 

century thm~ during the previous 200 years, m~d, as we will see, slavery during this period w~ in 

generM at its most rigid and oppressive. We will look not o~ly at the plm~tation system h~ the 

Americas, but at the vast commerdal networks based in Europe and Africa which supplied millions of 

people to it. Memoirs from, and a novel about, this period tell us not only of the conditions for slaves 

and slavers, but also of the ways they understood their individual positions in this global commerce. 

Week 8: The Plantation Generations 

Tu 2/25: The Plantation Generations; or the Slave Trade at its Peak 

S: Berlin, "Introduction: The Plantation Generations," in Many Thousands Gone, pp. 93 108 

Optional: Captives, pp. 3440 

Th 2/27: European organization of the trade 

Curth~ ch. 10 of Plantation Complex, "Atlantic Cormnerce in the Eighteenth Century" 

Th, F, M (2/27 3/3 ) Disc~lssion #5 on the worlffn~s of the slave trade 
Unsworth, Sacred H~m.~er, Book 1 (pp. 1 391) 

l think this is a fascinating and profound book, and I encourage you to read all of it. However, if you 

find it utterly necessary to skimp on some parts, you may probably omit the following chapters 

without compromising our purposes too much: 5, 7, 9, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 36. On the other hand, 

chapters 24, 27, 32, ~d 35 are absolutdy key for our discussions and must be read. 

RRQ: What is the "sacred hunger" of the title? Why does the author use religious overtones to 

describe this hunger? Who has the "sacred hunger"? 

Week 9: The Slave Trade in Africa 

Tu 3/4 ~d Th 3/6: African Dyn~anics at the Trade’s Peak 

Curth~, ch. 9 of Plantation Complex, "The Slave Trade ~d the West African Economy h~ the 18’~ 

Century" 

David Eltis, "The Afric,~ Side of the Trade" h~ "A Brief Overview of the Tr~s-Atl~tic Slave 

Trade" at http:/!www.slavevoyages.org/tast!assessment/essays4ntro 06.faces 

Mungo Park "West Africa in the 1790s," in Northrup, Atlantic Slave Trade, pp. 28 34 

Optional: Captives, pp. 65 74 

No Discussion Sections--A Spring Break 

Keep reading Sacred Hunger to catch up on what you should have done for last week, or to make 

progress on what we will discuss il~ week 12. 



Week 10: Spring Break, March 10-14 

Week 11: Experiences of the Enslaved 

Tu 3/18: The Middle Passage 

David Eltis, "The Middle Passage" in "A Brief Overview of the Trans Atlantic Slave Trade" at 

http:!/www.slavevoyages.org/tast!assessment/essays intro 07.faces 

Joseph C. Miller, "West Central Africa," in Northrup, Atlantic Slave Trade; pp. 3945 

Herbert S. Klein, "Profits and lx~sses," in Northrup, Atlantic Slave Trade, pp. 76 81 

Optional: Captives, pp. 84 96 

Th 3/20: Afric~ Life in the Diaspora 

S: Stephanie Smallwood, "Life ,~d Death in Diaspora," from her book, Saltu~ater Slavery: A 

Middle Passage fronl Afri~-a to American Diaspora (2007), pp. 182-207 

Optional: Captives, pp. 96-106 

Th, F, M (3/20 3/24): Discussion #6 on the Middle Passage 

Baquaqua, "An African’s Ordeal," and Buxtotu "An Abolitionist’s Evidence," in Northrup, 

Atlantic Slave Trade; pp. 56 69 

S: Stephanie Smallwood, "The Living Dead aboard the Slave Ship at Sea," from Saltwater 

SIaver~, pp. 122 154 

Revisit Unsworth, Sacred Hunger’, chapter 35 

RRQ: What do you think ,,,,ere the most difficult features of the Middle Passage for enslaved captives? 

What were the most sibq~ificant effects of those hardships? 

The Meaning of Freedom in the Age of Revolution 

The tirne period induding the Americm~ Revolution and the European revolution~y movements of 

the mid-19’~ century has been called the "Age of i~.ew~lution." As we will see over the next three 

weeks, slaves also carried out revolutions durh~g this period, sometirnes in conjunctk~n with other 

rew~lutions m~d sometimes on their own. Slaves’ wbellk~ns hdped to propel the movements some 

Europem~s m~d Americans launched agah~st the slave trade m~d slavery itsdf. But p~adoxicall~,~, the 

Age of Revolution also saw an expansion of slavery in those areas where it was not abolished and a 

further hardening of the white supremacy that underpinned it, as we ,,,,ill see in our treatment of 19~’ 

century slavery across the Americas. Moreover, even where slavery was abolished, what freedom 

would actually entail was very much an open question. Did freedom mean political dtizenship, 

physical safety, and access to land, as many freedpeople hoped, or did it provide a new context for 

disfranchisement and subservience? 



Week 12: Revolutions and the Slave Trade 

Tu 3/25: Slavery and the American Revolution 

S: Ira Berlin, "hatroduction: The Rew~lution~y Generatio~s," in Many !?~ousands Gone, pp. 217- 

227 

Curtin, ch. I 1 of Plantation Complex, "The Democratic Revolution in the Atlantic Basin" 

Optional: Captives, pp. 114 118 

FYI: March 25 has been designated the International Day of Remembrance of the Victims of Slavery 

and the Transatlantic Slave Trade. 

Th 3/27: The Haitima Revolution 

Curtha, ch. 12 of Plantation Complex, "i’~evolution in the French Antilles" 

Optional: Captives, pp. 123-128 

Th, F, M (3/27 3/31) Discussion ~7: The Ambi~uiti~’s of Antislavery/ 

Unsworth, Sacred Hunger, Book 2, especially P~t 9 

RRQ: Contrast the ideals of freedom held by P~is mad Kereiku. What khad of system did eada of 

them think would replace African slavery on their island? 

Week 13: British Antislavery 

Tu 4/1: Britons against the Slave Trade 

Adrian Hastings, "Black Abolitionists" and Osei Bonsu and Eyo Honesty II, "African 

Opponents of Abolition" in Northrup, Atlantic Slave Trade, pp. 153 163 

Optional: Captives, pp. 118 123 

Th 4/3: Slavery Abolition in the British Colonies 

Michael Craton, "Slave Revolts and the End of Slavery," in Northrup, Atlantic Slave Trade, pp. 

164-175 

Th, F, M (4/34/7) Discussion ~8: Whl/ did l&l!nlakers abolish Britain’s slave trade? 

Eric Williavns, "Slavery, Industrialization, ,~ad Abolition" in Northrup, Atlantic Slave Trade, pp. 

132-138 

S: S~’ymour Drescher, "The Willizu~s Thesis After Fifty Ye~s," ha Northrup (ed.), !?re Atlanti~- 

Slave Trade, 2~d ed., pp. 141 149 

David Brion Davis, "Morality, Economics, and Abolition," in Northrup, Atlantic Slave Trade, 

pp. 139 146 

Optional: Captives, pp. 132 135 

Paper prospectus, with sources, due 
RRQ: If British lawmakers abolished the slave trade largely because they determhaed that it was 

immoral, why hadn’t they done so twenty, Fifty, or a hundred years earlier? What was new in the 

e~ly 19’~ century that facilitated slave trade abolition? 



Week 14: The Persistence of Slaving and Slavery- 

Tu 4/8: The Suppression-- ~d Exp~sion-- of the Atlantic Slave Trade 

Curth~, ch. 13 of Plantation Complex, "Readjustments in the Nh~eteenth Century" 

Optional: Captives, pp. 128 132 

Th 4/10: Slavery in the Americas after the Slave Trade 

S: Ira Berlin, "The Migration Generations," in his book Genc~’ations oJCaptivity: A Histor~ of 

AJ~ican American Slaw’s (2004), pp. 160 209 

Optional: Captives, pp. 149 160 

Amistad, directed by Stephen Spielberg (Dreamworks Productions, 1987): Watch the video on your 

own, complete worksheet to turn in, and come to cl~s ready to discuss the video ~d its l~istorical 

No RRQ this week. 

Legacies of the Slave Trade 

For the last two weeks of the class, we will assess the effects of the slave trade in Europe, the 

Atnericas, m~d Africa. To do so hdps us to come to grips with Africm~ agency in the trade. 

Although African individuals and groups participated in and benefited from the trade, overall 

Africa suffered losses while Europe and Euro America gained. Do you think these differential 

effects warrant reparations in the contemporary era? Finally, we will link the slave trade to the 

racism and imperialism of the nineteenth century as well as lingering effects today. 

Week 15: How the Slave Trade Shaped the Western World 

Tu 4/15: Effects of the Slave Trade on Europe 

Revisit Seymour Drescher, "The Williams Thesis After Hfty Years," in Northrup (ed.), The 

Atlantic Slave Trade, 2’~ ed., pp. 141-149 (BB) 

Option~: Captives, pp. 147-149 

Th4/17: Effects onAfrica 

Selectiot~s by Rodney and Manning in Northrup, Atlantic Slave Trade, pp. 89-110 

Option~: Captives, pp. 74-77 



Th and M (4/17and 4/21) Discussion #9: Writin~ Workshop 

Come to section with a rough draft of your paper for peer editing 

Your rough draft mid peer edits must be attached to your final draft when it is submitted 

No RRQ this week. 

(Please note: Friday, April 18 is a univc~’sity holiday. See below Jbr how the Friday sel!tillns will make ~p for 

their missed meeting time.) 

Week16:TheEnd? 

Tu 4/22: No class for students in Thursday ~ld Monday discussion sections. Students in Friday 

discussion sections should come to class as scheduled. They will use this time to do the writing 

workshop that they missed on the Friday, April 18 holiday. 

Th 4/24: Aftermaths: Imperialism, New- Slave Trade’s, and Wrapping Up 

Antislavery International, "Modern Slavery," at 

htt p://www.~ltislavery.or g/englisl~/slaverv today/default.aspx 

FINAL PAPERS (with edited rough drafts attached) ARE DUE TO YOUR TA BY FRIDAY, APRIL 
25. 

FINAL EXAM: Friday, May 2, 12:00pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

W Miles Fletcher <wmfletch@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,             I 0:24 AM 

Goforth, Kathtayn <kgoforth@email unc edu> 
~email unc edu>; Sarah Jacobson <sejacobs@email unc edu>; 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 

Re: Updating JDP worksheets 

I appreciate being copied on Ihis correspondence I will it3 Io answ¢r 
questions I appreciate       carefld plammlg for her staal) 

a/NUS, and the Hislot3 Dcpamncnl is glad to help her achieve her 
acadenfic goals 

1) A UNC sludem in the JDP in lfistot5 lna) take an hidependent stud) 
course or hidependenl shtd3 courses a/NUS wilh lhe permission, oF 

course, of facults" nlemha~ s inthe Histot5 Departnlent at NUS 

2) When ~cully mcmb¢rs in the Hislot3 Dcpamn¢nls al UNC and NUS drew 
up file ~equi~ements for file JDP, the expectation was that sludents in 
file JDP would complete the senior honors program at flleir ~espective 
htstdutiot~s The provision that UNC sta~dents could take ~,vo 

progmnl was nleant to cover the probably mflikal) possibdit3 that a U NC 

a/UNC Shtdenls do hay¢ Io apply for the s¢nior honors program al UNC. 

file facuh3 was that a sta~dent in file JDP would undertake a lr~ior 

3) In regard to the issue of a professor at NUS sc~ing as a sludelll’s 
nmin adviser for zu~ honot~ thesis at U N C, I tltmk flint in the UN C 
Hislot3 Dcpaylmcnl Ihe Associal¢ Chair. Ihe Dircclor of Undcrgmd~mt¢ 
Sludics. and Ihc Dircclor of Senior Honors would have to discuss and 
inake Ihal decision 1 should explain Ihal ill order Io colnplele a senior 
honors thesis at UNC, a student has to take the yem-long sehior hatlot~ 
seminar, Hislot3     and Hislot3      wilh Ihe Dircclor of Senior 
Honot~ In addition, a student must have a facuh3 adviser who ideally 
is a specialist in the field in which the sludent is wrhing a thesis 
To date, a mnnber of sta~dent s have had a "second ~eader" on their thesis 

uhivet~ities (most often NCSU m~d Duke m~d mote lecentl) from King’s 
College, wifl~ which the U NC Histo~3 Department has devaloped a 
coopemlive rclalionship), bul Ihe prtinat3 adviser has always been a UNC 
~acadt) member in the Department of History 

I anl copying Professors Ja) Slmth and Katlfleen Duval on tlfis message, 

Histot5 Departnlent and as Director of Undergraduate Studies of the 

Miles FICt chcr 

Kathi3 n Go forth wrote: 
Hi 

Thanks for your cmalk I’ve made [he requested clu~ngcs on your workshcct 
and graduation ~otes Both ate attached here 



> N U $ professot~ or advisors, I would ask Professor Flelcber about tlml 
> one I don’t know kl" be is in elnail contact Ibis sununer or not but 

> paragraph #2 below) 

> For s? llabi for gen ed courses, I tt3 to nmke tbose approvals witlfin 24 

> sensitive A~ld for your question about supplemental education courses, 

> with ate Com~ections 

> Hope tbis helps! 

>> Asian. nol Global I anlicipal¢ gin&ruling in 

>> tbe summeL the idea was raised of IW possibl? doing two h~deNndent 

>> tbe Nll two yea~s in           and flee me up to take one office 
>> Hisl     when I gol back to UNC Anolher possibility was my doing 

>> one of IW advisors) be a professor I know it says ooline flint 

>> at UNC, bul what do you Ihink about doing eilller in         / wilh a 
>>           advisor? 

>> class I Imve Io send a s3 Ilabus to Ihe slud} abroad office NUS 

>> could fred out wlmt if an) tlfing, it would count for’? I don’t want to be 

>> 1 lmve so nmW mquire]neNs to fuIfdl 

>> supplemm~tal classes double with appmacbes classes’? 

>> OnMon,            10:38:14 -0400, Katlm’n Goforth 
>> <kgo forlh@emall unc edu> 

>>> Hope your smmner is going well[ 

>>> etc Also, if you could fill in your anticipated graduation date on tbe 



> Elnail: kgo fo rth~a einail ul~c edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matthew Andrews <           @mac corn> 

Monday, October 2_, 2010 J :42 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: teaching 

Hi Ja?- 
2:00 will work I accept Again. thank you so much I’m looking 
fore ard Io teaching at UNC in Ihe Sp~ing 

Besk 
Mall 

On Oct 25, 2010, at 3:02 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

> Matt: Great rm afraid it is hldeed 2pin But that stir works? 
> Just cotffirm, and rll lmve Wanda lhik you to that course You’ll 
> soon be able to ot~ler books, etc That~ks for belping out 
> 
> PS Olk and tbe sakuy is tbe usual--       for those wbo have 
> filfished tbe Plff),       for tbose who haven’t 

> O1110/25/10 2:55 PM. Ma/Ihcw Andrews wrol¢: 
>> Hi Jay- 

>> Thanks for the cmail Yes, I’m inlcrestcd And unbelievably, 
>> both those times woik for me (tbough 10 am is better tban 2:00 
>> pm just in case there’s a cboice) 
>> 

>> But I’m hi eitber wa? Thtmk you so much[ 

>> Besl, 

>> Mall 

>> O110c125. 2010, a/ 10:58 AM. Jay Smilh wmlc: 

>>> Dear Mall: 
>>> Yes, I do remen~ber meeting you at Lloyd’s paid --tbat~ks for 
>>> jogging my memot? 

>>> It taints out fltat we do h~deed have a vacm~H" in Histoiy 128 for 
>>> next semester Would you l~ke to take on tbe course? It meets 
>>> MWF--eifl~er at 10am or 2pm (rll have to check and get back to 
>>> you on tlfis) Tbe nmx eitrolhnent has been set at 50, fllough 1 
>>> inmgh~e you’d wind up wifl~ something in the lfigh 40s Does 
>>> sound intcresllng to you? lr so, please I¢1 me know ASAP We’re 
>>> It3 ing Io nail down staffing assignm¢nls in ad~ ance or 
>>> registration Thanks 

>>> Jay Smdh 
>>> On 10/14/2010 5:57 PM, Mallllew Andrews wml¢: 
>>>> Hi Jay- 

>> >> Thaitk ~’ou for this message I was iust about to send you mt 



>>>> it If Ihcr¢’s an opening in HIST 128. I’nl inlcrcslcd 

>>>> By the way, I believe we met al Lloyd Kmlncr’s holiday parly 

>~>> I hope your semester is going well 

>>>> On Oc114, 2010. at I 1:14 AM, Jay Smidl wrote: 

>~>>~ in 128 (Us Histot7 since 1865) could open up in the weeks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 I 1:07 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

letter models 

tfletter Ih 04-14-10 doc; lec letter Ih (large course) 04-14- I 0doc 



UNC 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCIENCES 
April 14, 2010 

Dear 

I am pleased to inIbrm you that the Department of Histot% pending final budgetary 
authorization, can nominate you for an appointment as a Lecturer for Section 007 of 
Histo13z 128, American Histo13z since 1865, in the fall semester, 2010 The course 
will have a maximum enrollment of 165 students, and three Teaching Assistants will 
be assigned to the class The course is scheduled for Tuesday/Thursday at 12:30 
1:45 pm 

Your stipend tbr teaching the course will be 

If other teaching opportunities for the academic year, 2010-201 I, become available, 
will contact you 

Ahhough we fully expect to have the resources to oiler this course, the appointment 
is contingent on the availability of state ~nds 

If you have any questions, please contact me at 962-5577 or 
wmfletch@email unc edu( ) 

By Friday, April 23, please inIbrm me in writing of your acceptance of this 
assignment~erhaps using email might be most efficient and sign and return the 
attached pdfcopy of this letter to the Administrative Manager for the Histot?¢ 
Depa~ment, Ms Nadine Kinsey, Dept ofHistot% CB 3195, Hamilton Hall, 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 Also, Ms Kinsey will 
need an updated copy of’your CV Please let me know if the Department or I can 
help you in any way to prepare for teaching in the fall, 2010 Good luck with your 
course 

Sincerely, 

W Miles Fletcher 
Professor and Associate Chair 
Department of Histot?¢ 

cc:W Fitzhugh Brundage 
Nadine Kinsey 

Signature Date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Monday, Janua~?~ 10, 201 I 10:34 AM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: FW: happy new year and a que~ay 

fm going to paste m below the exch:mge I had with Bill Andrews alld Jonathan Haffdyn about the plan for Eve Duff? to teach one 

with the overload pay form now I assume fl~at Nadine never had time to work on it anfid the mountain of materials she was 
processing in December An? wa?, tlfis will show fire arrangement And we should check to see it’the mol~ey has in fact been 
Imnsfc~rcd Born Ihc Dean to our instnLclional budgcl Thanks. Lloyd 

Tlfis exch:mge took place on July 2, 2010 

fll witte to her, Lloyd Tbaitks for your cotffirmation 

Bill 

Lloyd Kmmer wrote: 

> Eve Duff3" 1 flfit~k tiffs will respond to her intelests and provide a hal:raced woikhiad in conjunction wiflt her pm~cipal duties at the 

> Will Bill witte Eve to cotffirm tlfis new plan? I expect that she will be pleased with this arrangement: and I thit~k she’ll understand 
wl~ we’t~ olfl? going to offer one course in tlfis lust yeai 

> Lloyd 

> J onafl~an Hard> n wrote: 
>> Lloyd_ Thank you for your note I understand and what you wrolc back is acceptable Io bodl Bill and t~ me I cop} die key 
paragraph again het~: 

William L Andrews 
E Maynard Adams Professor of English 
Selfior Associate Dean for l:h~e Arts and Huir~ufifles 
CB #3100; UNC-Chapcl Hill 27599-3100 
919-962-9270; 919-962-1165; 919-962-2408 



..... Ofigilml Message ..... 
From: Kent, Admn $ 
S¢nl: Friday, Janum3 07, 2011 3:25 PM 
To: Smidk Jay M: Kmmer. Lloyd S 
Sul~iect: RE: FW: lmppy new year and a quet5 

Hi Jay, 

College / Provost’s office and it should be all squared away early next week Have a great weekend!! 

..... Ofigi~ml Message ..... 

Senl: F~day, JanuaU 07, 2011 2:13 PM 
To: Kmmer, Lloyd S 
Cc: Kent, Adam g 
Sul~iect: Re: FW: lmpp) new yea~ and a qumy 

Hi--did we ever get this one figured out2 

On 1/4/11 3:29 PM, Kxamer, Lloyd S wrote: 
Adam, 
1 flfink Nadine filed some paparwo~k for Eve Duff5" to get paid for her 
course in the spFmg She works at rite Program in rite Hunmlfities and Hunmn 
Values, so I Ihink she gels t~o htmp sum paymcnls for teaching This ~ill 
crone to       in total Could you check to see wlmt we lmve in her fde? 

Tlmtlks LIwd 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith~acmall uric cdu] 
Senl: Tuesday, Janum3 04, 2011 2:18 PM 
To: Kmmcr, Lloyd S 
Sul~iect: Fwd: ImplY" new year mtd a quet) 

Dear Lloyd: Eve asks a good qucsllon here Nadinc did nol ask me got 
an "appointlnent letter" for Eve, mtd I assumed site was in a categot) 
diffcrcnl [rol~l Max, Rob, and olher fixed Icnn people BIII did I assume 
wrong? Pm lmpp) to write a leRer if necessmy --just dofft want to get 
the terms of langt~gc wrong J~kq[ let me know how to proceed 

Jay 

........ Origiiml Message ........ 
Subjccl: hapD new year and a qucl) 
Dale: Tuc, 04 Jan 2011 13:56:30 -0500 
From: Eve M Duffi" <em&fff) @entail uric edu> 



Hi Ja)] Happ) New Year to you] Are you excited about your book? I hope 
so I’ve alt’ead) pt’e-oide~ed it! 

I’m wtiling Io ask you aboul my paymcnl rot leaching Ihis spring As l 
am s~laried, m? department ~eeds to route an overload approval lbnn to 
the deaffs office, and this lmsn’t lmppened yet, so I’m wondering ff fl~e 
issue ogmy paymcnl has been resolved Arc you Ib¢ righl person ~o ask 
about this, and/or can you let me know wbom I should contact? 

mare" tbmtks, Jay[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail corn 

Monday, June 20, 2011 4:23 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Analytics history unc edu 20110613-20110619 (Google Analytics for the Histot3~ site) 

Analyticshistol3z unc edu20110613-20110619 
(Google Analytics for the Histo~2¢ site)pdf 

Google Anal?~ics for rite History site 

This is a w¢ckly cmail from Googlc Analytlcs You rcc¢ivcd Ihis ¢mall 
because someo~le t~quested the t~port to be sent to you You will receive 

deliveiy from Google Mini? tics, please visit 



Name Street Line 1 Street Line 2 Phone ernail City, St, Zip 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Carrobor, NC 27510 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

RALEIGH, NC 27603 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Henderson, NC 27536 

Durham, NC 27713 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Durham, NC 27713 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Chapel Hill, NC 275161638 

Durham, NC 27705 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Durham, NC 27707 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Montclair, NJ 07043 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 



Davidson, NC 28036 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Carrboro, NC 2751 ~3 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Carrboro, NC 2751 ~3 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Apex, NC 27539 

Carrboro, NC 2751 ~3 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Carrboro, NC 2751 ~3 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Littleton, CO 80128 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Durham, NC 27705 

Carrboro, NC 2751 ~3 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Nashville, TN 37212 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Durham, NC 27704 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Carrboro, NC 2751 ~3 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Carrboro, NC 2751 ~3 

Durham, NC 27707 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Carrboro, NC 2751 ~3 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 



Carrboro, NC 27510 

Durham, NC 27713 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Chapel Hill, NC 25716 

Durham, NC 27713 

Chapel Hill, NC 275143139 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Portsmouth, NH 03801 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

BURLINGTON, NC 27217 

Durham, NC 27713 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Efland, NC 27243 

K~lleen, TX 76549 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Greensboro, NC 27410 

Coconut Grove, FL 33133 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Carboro, NC 27510 

Suffolk, VA 23435 

Miami, FL 33196 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Mt Crawford, VA 22841 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Oviedo, FL 32766 

West Chester, PA 19382 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Chapel Hill, NC 275178927 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 



Hollister, NC 27844 

Washington, DC 20010 

Durham, NC 27701 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Fort Collins, CO 80524 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Lakeland, FL 33809 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Bethesda, MD 20814 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27516 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Monroe, NY 10950 

Durham, NC 27707 

Durham, NC 27713 

Philadelphia, PA 19147 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Durham, NC 27713 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Raleigh, NC 27615 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bums, Kat|uTn J <kjbums@email unc edu> 

Friday, Febmat2¢ 25, 2011 8:39 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

potential teaching appointment 

Dear Jay, 
Just a line to let you know that if Hist142 is offered more than once (my large LA colonial survey), it’ll fill -- it always 
seems to have a wait list, no matter what size, since it fills so many requirements for students. 

Should the department want to offer additional sec[ions nex[ year, I know of a Duke grad s[udent who’s terrific l 

I who will be PhD-in-hand soon and may be available. Don’t know if we hire outside our own, but thought I’d let 
you know. 
all best, 
Kathryn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 11:12 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: quick question about 924 

Hi Jay, 

No. don’t push back! Melissa and Miles ha~¢ Ihoughl Ihis oul much b¢lter Ihan I have! And 8-10 will be fine It!ll be a little diffcrcnl 
cout~e next spbmg because fire students in it wofft be as advanced as those in fire fall of the tlfird year I tlmtk it will offer mare" of 
fltem a semester to do the kind of readhtg and reflecting necess~uy to write the bistoriogmpl\~ of their field and craft a hypothesis 

Don 

.... JW S~mth <jaysnfith?* elnail m~c edu> wrote: 
> Don: 

> front Mdes, one of lits few explicit directives (backed by Mehssa/was 

> compleling the MA on Ihc old schedule (this coming spring) will want 905 

> probably wm~t it in spring 2012 I t fihtk it’s mitikel> fltat you would 

> O11 11/30/10 10:34 AM.      :~nc rr corn wrOle: 
> > That~ks Jay, Pm sut-prised that there is a need for it to be offered t~vic e The new graduate curriculam on the dept web site says 
flint Histmy 905 will be offmed in the spring and flint smdel~ts wall take it in their 4fit semester or, Lf’they entered with fire MA, ht 
flteir 2rid semester 

> > 1 realize students nmy decide not to follow these iltstmcfions The? also have to do a 900-level senittmr between the M A and 

ht 2011-2012 will be the first class completing the 3 -semester MA so flits logic of waiting untd the fall of flteir third yea~ to take 905 
would not apply until 2012-2013 

> > It ma? be that throe is a basic division nexX yea~ with Americat~ist s ta!dng the course with Heather and fire fahly small group of 
non-Americalfists wiflt me 1 suppose as long as neither of the 905’s has less than 5 students, it wall pass muster (That’s m? concern 
24 sludenls this year was large, bul I’d hale to be told my 905 next spring didn’l qualif3 for leaching credit) 

> > ---- Ja> Snl~th~ia? smith?*emad unc edu> wrote: 

> >> No, but it’s offmed boflt semestms You in spbmg, Heather Wilhalns in 

> >> ira handful o f people in 924 would also b¢ inclined Io lake Ihe 905 

> >> can I’ll keep you posted -Jay 

> >>> Hi Jay, 

> > > >> Dear Modern Eums (1 hope Pve not forgoRen an? one): 

> >>>> filll And so I lulv¢ a question Would 905, dissertation design, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jarausch <jarausch@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               2:58 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: 159 

yezus before starring graduate scl/ool Usuall) 159 fills m tbe last weeks 
before tbe semester begit~s, because it has a substantial eltrollment of 
iumors and selfiot~, around 40% altogefl~er It looked in pasla yeat~ as k[" 

oversubscribed (mfless Prod Nolte fdgbtened off too n~m) students by lfis 
u~realistic leading list) Also we don’t yet know whetber          FLAS 

Slavic department Ires to approve, and since it would be an independent 

would be to look for such altenmtives Once tbe sectiolts a~e gone, tbe 

also back in town zmd ate tbey not also TAs? ff tbe department Ires a few 
dollars loll,            would be anolhcr possibilily to pick up a couple 

Cordially, 

KHJ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Aydin, Cemil <caydin@email unc edu> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 10:47 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: 139 

That~ks for tiffs clarification e-nmil I wall tNl~k about ifie wa) s to nmke sur~ey classes with morn at~racifi’e content alld lmmes and 

I would not nfind just having a class of 30 sta~dents witbout m~) lecitation session (do we bm-e to bm-e a tecitution session?) 

Or I cm~ do a lecitution in) self on Wednesday afiernooits 

It is better for me to tu[k until 11 45 am (within an bout) as I am siugle parent this weekend and kids will be at borne in the afternoon 
My phone 

From: Ja) Slhith [[a) sihith@en~ailunc edu] 
Scnl: Friday. November 16, 2012 10:01 AM 
To: Aydhi. Ccmil 
Sul~[ect: 139 

Greetings, Ceiml: 
Registration for tbe spring is still ongoing, but ira." check of 
ptelinfin~y eitrolhnent mnnbers makes me doubifid tlmt 139 will get 

bas 25 I know tiffs would be a lmge pain, but 1 flfit~k you ram." need to 

without lecitufions Theie at~ a couple of options we can discuss, 
ifiougb (For exainple, how would you feel about teaclfing a sinai1 
rccila/ion group yours�l[’? IF tlutt is acceptable, we might yet be able 
to draw 60-70 students trod give you one TA) If you’d like to tu[k this 
afternoon, let me know a mnnber and fll call (fm woikhtg on new 
year’s schedule a/home Ioday ) -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cynthia Radding <radding@email unc edu> 

Friday,                  12:23 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; 
Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu>; Jones, Joy Mann 
<j oyj ones@email unc edu> 

Fwd: Latest update 

TA Assignments - Spring              xlsx 

Dear friends: here is the latest update on the TA assignments, reflecting the changes we noted in the earlier 
emails regarding 

Jay, I’m not sure what to say about the two sections of ; if Teny’s course does not reach enough students for 
the TAs assigned to him, we’ll have reassign them elsewhere More sensitively will be TenN’s feelings about 
having to grade a class of 30 students himselfi 

Cynthia 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Latest update 

Date:Fri,            12:11:05 -0500 
From:Jones, Joy Mann <ioyiones(Taemail unc edu> 

To:Radding, Cynthia <raddin~@email unc edu> 

Hi Cynthia: 

Please see the attachment for the latest update involving 

Enjoy Your Day, 

Joy 

.loy Mann Jones 
Graduate Coordinator 
[NC CH Del~artment of H~story 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Flora Cassen        @gmail corn> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 8:18 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Field business 

course request form for 2013-2014docx 

On Nov 27, 2012, a/2:44 PM, Jay Smith wrOlC: 

> H¢llo again Flora: 
> I’m embarrassed to sa) tlmt I folgot to send this to you when I sent it to the other Europemdsts last week It follows from rite 

Ihoughts, I’d apprccial¢ il (And also--if you did nol gel the announcemcnl aboul Ihat Nov 7 European field lneeling, you should let 
Ko~rad know so he can get you added to the listser~" ) 

> tlmt~ks, 
> Jay 
> <Dim Sherman for Euros docx~" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pennybacker, Susan Dabney <pennybac@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 12:38 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: 157 

Jay, 
i think we worked through a Britain 1890-present as a lecture option I need it to be a T Th midday slot, 
whichever it is, as I will continue to commute between my apt and in DC The grad course could be W 
ideally, but T or TH is also fine 

I will be in Chapel Hill from 9 May for a few days, so I hope we can speak of content and title and wording at 
last 

Vet3; best from Delhi, thanks, 
Susan 

Sent £rom S~msung Mobile 

........ Original message ........ 
Subject: 157 
From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
To: "Pennybacker, Susan Dabney" <pennybac@email unc edu> 
CC: 

Susan--for now. I’m w~iling in "157" (along wilh a grad 775) for your 
spring 2014 com~es 1 l~low we still have details to sort througl~ but 1 
nc¢d to gel [he lime/day request forms oul Write back when you Im~c 



Christopher R. Browning 
Frank Porter Graham Distinguished Professor 

Hamilton Hall 511 
CB #3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
cbrownin @email.unc.edu 

Oberlin College, BA, 1967 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, MA, 1968 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, PhD, 1975 

Research Interests: 

Professor Browning’s research focuses on the Nazi Germany and the Holocaust. He has 
written extensively about three issues: first, Nazi decision- and policy-making in regard 
to the origins of the Final Solution; second, the behavior and motives of various middle- 
and lower-echelon personnel involved in implementing Nazi Jewish policy; and thirdly, 
the use of survivor testimony to explore Jewish responses and survival strategies. 

Major publications: 

Rememperinq Survival: Inside a Nazi Slave Labor Camp (WW Norton, 2010) 
The Oriains of the Final Solution: The Evolution of Nazi Jewish Policy, SePtember 1939- 

March 1942 (University of Nebraska Press, 2004) 
Nazi Policy, Jewish Workers, German Killers (Cambridge University Press, 2000) 
Ordinary Men: Reserve Police Battalion 101 and the Final Solution in Poland 

(HarperCollilns, 1992) 
The Final Solution and the German Foreiqn Of~ce (Holmes & Meier, 1978) 

Graduate Students: 



Courses taught: 

History 262 - History of the Holocaust 
History 290 - Seminar: Debates over National Socialism 
History 490 - Seminar: Holocaust and Genocide 
History 774 - Seminar: Readings in Modern European History 19:19-1945 
History 890 - Topics Seminar: National Socialism in Comparative Perspective: Fascism 

and Genocide 
History 924 - Writing seminar in Modern European History 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Attach: 

Schoonmaker, Nancy G <nancys@email unc edu> 

Monday,               6:34 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 

FW: KCL-UNC Website 

KCL-UNC-Workshop-Progr doc; KCL-UNC -Workshop-Progr- 
docx; BA Fom~- Idoc 

Adam and I met with Kmen Hagenlmm on Friday Adam is tiyhlg to create a stmcmie wbeie be and I are tbe gatekeepet~ bet~ een 
clients (eg Kat~n) and web site ct~atot~ (?ou mid        Kaien bas been told sbe is to come to nle to access you, and props to 

Take a look at the stuff she has sent when you have time to be on tbe clock; mbmlm llout~ am rule if you have studies that lake 
precedence I know       has aheady shawn you some of file tlmlgs she has leanled in woikmg with Katen tbat will make your job 
much easier, and you have shown Ihal you arc a quick slud3 in WordPrcss 

BeN, 
Nancy 

May tbe flings of Cmigbton rot in tbeir foul karma 

Froin: Katen Hagenlaim, UNC [bagenlmm@unc edu] 
S¢nt: Sunday, March 18. 2012 I 1 : 13 PM 
To:          Mark Hay; Miclu~el Row¢ 
Cc: Kent, Admn S; Schao~mlakec NancT G 
Subject: K CL-UNC Websile 

nlanager Adam Kent proposed to use as a model for our KCL-UNC 
project website, but of course m a different font and color scheme 
and wilh differenl images 

I) tbe colffetence progmnl: 
2) the (posl)gmduatc workshop program 
3) tbe application for tbe British Acadnl?, from wlrich we Cml use for 

and Mark agreed to look for 12-15 images that we can use for 
file two bmmers Wiki-coimnons pieferred 

Adam told lne that we l~eed to wink on tlris asap Tbe website has to 
be ~eady until the end oftbe      temLi e early 

@gnlail conl>, Mark Ha? <mark ha? @kcl ac uk~, Michael 

and be able to make cbanged 

will wink with NancT mid lne on tbe design of file website 

BesI wishes, 



James G Kenan Dislingltishcd Professor of HisloD 

Universlly of Norlh Carolina al Chapel Hill 
Histot5 Department 
Hamillon Hall, CB # 3195 
Clml~el Hill, North Carolhm 27599-3195, USA 
gmail: hagemam~@unc edu 

Jolm G Mcdlin. Jr, Fellow 
Natiotml Hunmlfifies Center 
7 Alexander Drive 
Box 12256 
Reseamh Triangle Park, NC 
Phone: (919)549-066 I-Exl 209 
Fax: (919)549-9001 



UNC 
LONDON 

King’s College London 
Department of History and Department of War Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Histoiy and The Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 

The Winston House London 
College of Arts & Sciences, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

KCL-UNC Post-Graduate Workshop, King’s College London 

THE ATLANTIC WORLD IN THE AGE OF REVOLUTIONS, 
c. 1775-1830 

London, Thursday 
9:00 am- 4:00 pm 

FiRy years have passed since Robert Palmer and Jacques Godechot’s classic elaboration of a 
common transatlantic revolutionary experience at the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. This workshop aims to revisit the validity of the concept of an ’Atlantic 
Revolution’ by applying the findings of researchers working in the field. The Atlantic World 
in the Age of Revolution is the second and final joint KCL-UNC (Post-) Graduate Workshop 
organised within the framework of a larger ongoing project devoted to the theme of trans- 
Atlantic interactions at the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. This Workshop 
will immediately precede a major international conference, War, Demobilization and Memory: 
The Legacy of War in the Era of Atlantic Revolutions, to which participants in the Workshop are 
warmly invited. 

The Workshop will consist of seven 20-minute papers arranged into three panels. Each of 
the three panels will also include a commentator who will have approximately 10-minutes 
to draw together some common themes, which can then be developed fiarther in the 
discussion. The papers will have to be sent to the organizers latest two weeks in advance. The 



organizers will then distribute them. It is intended that the best papers will be included, in a 
revised version, in the conference volume if they cohere with the overall theme. 

Draft Program of the Workshop 

8:30 am: WELCOME COFFEE 

9:00 am: WELCOME: Michael Rowe (King’s College London, Histoiy Department) and Kaxen 
Hagemann (UNC-Chapel Hill, Histoiy Depaitment) 

9:15 - 11:15 am: 
SESSION 1: THE MILITARY, WAR AND OCCUPATION 

MODERATION: Wayne Lee (UNC Chapel Hill, Hisro13, Department) 

PARTICIPANTS: 

(UNC Chapel Hill, Histo~?¢ Department) 

(UNC Chapel Hill, Histo~T Depmtment) 

Mark Hay (King’s College London, History Department) 
National I~litia or Profbssional Army? The Reorganization of the Armed Forces in 
Restoration Netherlands 

COMMENT: Andrew Lambert (King’s College London, War Studies Department) 

11:15 - 11:45 am: Coffee Break 

SESSION 2: COUNTER/REVOLUTIONARY RHETORICS 

MODERATION: Karen Hagemanu (UNC Chapel Hill, History Department) 

PARTICIPANTS: 

(UNC Chapel Hill, Histo~?¢ Department) 



Adam Larragy (Royal Holloway, University of London, Histoi~y Department) 
Combating the ’Monster of Paper Money’ the United States’ currency question in 
Britain 

COMMENT: Lloyd I~amer (UNC Chapel Hill, History Department) 

1:15 2:lSpm: LlmchBreak 

2:15 - 3:45 pm: 
SESSION 3: PRACTICES OF SLAVERY 

MODERATION: Alan Forrest (University ofYo~k, Depaltment of History) 

PARTICIPANTS: 

Paul Shirley (University College London, Depaltment of Histo~Ty) 
Freedom and Slavery in the Age of Revolution: State Manumission in the Bahamas, 1787 
1793 

Katie Louise Donington (University College London, History Department) 
"I believe it will ever remain, so long as that Family exists": Commercial, Family and Kin 
Networks in the slavery business, c. 1730 1830. 

COMMENT: Richard Drayton (King’s College London, History Department) 

CONCLUDING REMARKS: Michael Rowe (King’s College London, History Department and 
Chair of the KCL HistolTg Department 

Organizers: 

Dr. Karen Hagemmm, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Department of HistolN, 
Email: hagemann(a unc.edu and 
Dr. Michael Rowe, King’s College London, Department of Histoty, 
Email: michael.rowe(a kcl.ac, uk. 

In cooperadonwith: 

Mark Hay, Kings College London, HistolT Depaitment 

Email: mark.hav¢mkcl.ac.uk 

UNC Chapel Hill, History Department 

Email: ¢~gmaihcom 



UNC 
LONDON 

King’s College London 
Department of History and Department of War Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Depaitment of HistoiT and The Curriculum in Peace, Wa*, and Defense 

The Winston House London 
College of Arts & Sciences, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

KCL-UNC (Post-)Graduate Workshop, King’s College London 

THE ATLANTIC WORLD IN THE AGE OF REVOLUTIONS, 
c. 1775-1830 

London, 
9:00 am- 4:00 pm 

FiRy years have passed since Robert Palmer and Jacques Godechot’s classic elaboration of a 
common transatlantic revolutionary experience at the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. This workshop aims to revisit the validity of the concept of an ’Atlantic 
Revolution’ by applying the findings of researchers working in the field. The Atlantic World 
in the Age of Re~olution is the second and final joint KCL-UNC (Post-) Graduate Workshop 
organised within the framework of a larger ongoing project devoted to the theme of trans- 
Atlantic interactions at the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. This Workshop 
will immediately precede a major international conference, g/at, Demobilization and Memory: 
T,% Legacy of War in t,% Era of Atlantic Re~olutions, to which participants in the Workshop are 
warmly invited. 

The Workshop will consist of seven 20-minute papers arranged into three panels. Each of 
the three panels will also include a commentator who will have approximately 10-minutes 
to draw together some common themes, which can then be developed fi.~rther in the 
discussion. The papers will have to be sent to the organizers latest two weeks in advance, until 

who will make them available for the participants with a password on the 



internal conference website. The best papers will be included in a revised version in the 
conference volume if they fit to the others contributions. 

Program of the Workshop 

8:30 am: WELCOME COFFEE 

9:00 am: WELCOME: Michael Rowe (King’s College London, Histoly Department) and Karen 
Hagemann (UNC-Chapel Hill, Histoly Depaltment) 

9:15 - 11:15 am: 
SESSION 1: THE MILITARY, WAR AND OCCUPATION 

MODERATION: Wayne Lee (UNC Chapel Hill, Hisro13, Department) 

PARTICIPANTS: 

(UNC Chapel Hill, HistolT¢ Depaitment) 

(UNC Chapel Hill, HistoiT Depaltmen0 

Mark Hay (King’s College London, History Department) 
National I~litia or Protbssional Army? The Reorganization of the Armed Forces in 
Restoration Netherlands 

COMMENT: Andrew Lmnbert (King’s College London, WaI Studies Department) 

11:15 - 11:45 am: Coffee Break 

SESSION 2: COUNTER/REVOLUTIONARY RHETORICS 

MODERATION: Karen Hagemanu (UNC Chapel Hill, History Department) 

PARTICIPANTS: 

(UNC Chapel Hill, Histo~?¢ Department) 



Adam Larragy (Royal Holloway, University of London, Histoi~y Department) 
Combating the ’Monster of Paper Money’ the United States’ currency question in 
Britain 

COMMENT: Lloyd Kramer (UNC Chapel Hill, History Department) 

1:15 2:lSpm: LunchBreak 

2:15 - 3:45 pm: 
SESSION 3: PRACTICES OF SLAVERY 

MODERATION: Alan Forrest (University of York, Depaitment of Histoly) 

PARTICIPANTS: 

Paui Shirley (University College London, Depaitment of Histoiy) 
Freedom and Slavery in the Age of Revolution: State Manumission in the Bahamas, 1787 
1793 

Katie Louise Douington (University College London, History Department) 
"I believe it will ever remain, so long as that Family exists": Commercial, Family and Kin 
Networks in the slavery business, c. 1730 1830. 

COMMENT: Richard Drayton (King’s College London, History Department) 

CONCLUDING REMARKS: Michael Rowe (King’s College London, History Department and 
Chair of the KCL Histo~ Department 

Organizers: 

Dr. Kazen Hagemann, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Department of Histol% 
Email: hagemann(a unc.edu and 
Dr. Michael Rowe, King’s College London, Department of History, 
Email: michaehrowe(a kcl.ac, uk. 

In cooperafionwith: 

Mark Hay, M,A,, Kings College London, History Department 

Email: mark.hav¢a~kcl.ac.uk 

UNC Chapel Hill, History Department 

Email: ~gmaihcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                I 1:43 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: DTH: priority registration 

well hfformed about how pfiofit~ legistration actually woiks I suggest 

couple of the questions (see CAPS) -IS 

On       I 1:03 AM, 
> Okay tbat’d be fil~e If you could just answer what you cm~, that’d be great[ 
> 
> Firstly, I’d hke to know a bit mo~e about how the pfiofit~ registration system act~lall) works What can you tel1 me about it? How 
much or each class is rescued? How many classes have rescued seats--do all of d~cm have rcsct~ cd seals or is i[ jus[ a porlion? 
> What groups ate inctilded to receive priottti" registration--is it the same every year? 
> ls d lyue Ihal a/hlelcs are Ih¢ lypically Ihe ones wilh priorily regislralion? ATHLETES ARE NOT TH1E ONLY ONES ~VkIO GET 
PRIORITY. BUT I BELIEVE THAT THE POLICY PROPOSAL ORIGINATED IN TH1E FACULTY ATHLETICS COM~VffTTEE, 
AFTER PROMPTING BY PERSONNEL IN ACADEMIC SUPPORT--THOUGH YOU SHOULD DOUBLE CHECK THAT 
> Have flte~e been mr) disc~lssed ch:mges to the c~lrrent policy mtd ft. so what? THE POLICY IS CURRENTLY UNDER REVIEW 
> If no changes, whI not2 Is ever3 one on campus really satisfied? 

> M3 other questions ate ~elated to the statement that you and other faculb" members nmde recentl3 
> Wh! was II~c slalcmcnt made? I THINK THE STATEMENT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF, REALLY 
> Could you elaborate on what you meant about the atltletic hlvestigation and its ~elation to the priottti" reNstmtion? 
> Do you tlti t~k fl~e current system is fati’? WhyA~ 1\~ not? I’M CONFLICTED 1 HATE THE SIGNAL THAT THIS POLICY SENDS- 
-1 E, THAT WE AT CAROLINA WILL BEND ACADEMIC PROCEDURES TO ACCOIVEvlODATE CERTAIN EAVORED 
GROUPS OF STUDENTS BUT I’M ALSO SYMPATHETIC TO STUDENTS, SUCH AS OUR OVERWORKED ATHLETES, 
WHOSE COURSE OPTION S ARE STRICTLY LIMITED BY EXTRACURRICULAR REQUIREMENTS BEYOND THEIR 
CONTROL I ~VOULD PREFER TO SEE EXTRACURRICULAR STRUCTURES CHANGE TO ACCOMiVIODATE ACADEMIC 
STANDARDS AND BASIC EQUITY REQUIREMENTS, NOT THE OTHER WAY AROUND, BUT 1 CERTAINLY DON’T 
WANT STUDENTS CAUGHT IN THE MIDDLE AND SUEFERING IN THE MEANTIME 
> Wha/abOltl die slndenls who ha~c jobs. setiolts olher extra-curricular lime COl~ll~lJll~lelll S--S]lOtlld w ]1~11 consideralions should be 

nmde for them with ~egards to ~eNstt-ation? THAT IS A VALID QUESTION ONCE YOU START MAKING EXCEPTIONS, IT 
BECOMES HARD TO KNOW WHERE TO STOP 1 BET DTH REPORTERS WOULD LIK~ TO HAVE PRIORITY, FOR 
EXAMPLE 
> Does pfioiti~ legistrafion sigt~icantl) hurt peoples’ chances of ge~dng a class if the) ’re not the ones with fl~e prioritI’? IT 
DEPENDS ON ~VkI AT YOU MEAN BY "SIGNIFICANTLY," BUT YES, OF COURSE IT MAKES A DIFFERENCE 
> In your opilfion, who benefits from the current system? Who is hurt by it? THOSE WHO HAVE PRIORITY BENEFIT B Y 
DEFINITION. RIGHT’? IF ONLY ALL STUDENTS COULD HAVE PRIORITY[ 
> What kind of changes to the system do you flfit~k should be made if mr) ? I’M OPEN TO BEING PERSAUDED, EAGER TO 
H1EAR SOM1E NEW IDEAS 

> From: Ja) Slmth Ija) simth@email unc edu] 
> Scnl: Monday,              8:10 AM 

> Subject: Re: DTH: priority registration 

> EPC (or which I’m a member) will be riding on Ihis cvenlually, dloug]l, I 
> have to be carefid not to poison the discussion by saving someflfing 
>rash -Jay S~mth 

> O11 10:31 PM. wrOle: 
>> Professor 



Registration Advisor5 Conmfit~ee Tltey’te going to lneet mid disca~ss the requests for pfiofit) registration I read a past article, 
however, flint you and otl~er faculg" mmnbers l~ad sent in a statemm~t asking fl~e U~fiversi~ to re-evaluate fl~e system I was wondem~g 
ir I could ask you a few qucslions aboul your Ihoughls on Ih¢ currcnl s~ slcm--rair or un~lir--ir you ha~¢ lime I’d like ~o speak wdh 

entail ~f you’d prefer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Monday,             1:40 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: the last 

Monsters Chapter 8-NN doc 

Thanks for sharing this with me. I think the whole chapter is brilliant, and I’m really digging the argument about 
recontextualization and multiple confrontations between modernity and tradition, urban and rural, elites and non 
elites, rationalism and superstition. I had only a few minor editorial suggestions (see attached). 

Sorry my comments are SO brief this time but I’m trying to finish a chapter before I have to grade what are sure to be 
some truly awful final exams (groan). Can’t wait to see the whole thing in print! 

On 4:59 PM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ph.D. Candidate, Department of History 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 
CB #3195, Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3195 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Attach: 

Blake Smith              ~gmail com> 

Monday, January 9, 2012 2:38 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Benjamin Radford              ~gmail corn>; Karen Stollznow 
<kstollznow@berkeley edu>; Daniel Loxton <juniorskeptic@skeptic corn> 

Re: Ag bullets 

Screen Shot 2012-01-09 at 2 18 06 AM png 

An evening of interesting breakthroughs 

I found an earlier book with a direct reference to La Bete AND silver bullets! 

£he &__t!Lgya! Sto2)!..BQ,2!{ (I 914) by Andrew Lang contains a reference to a silver bullet, though in this version the 
beast is dispatched by a knife and the help of a dog I’ve attached a copy of the ar~ associated with the story of La 
Bete that accompanies this chapter It’s a very fanciful version of the story 

It remarks that the use of a silver bullet against magic is similar to that used against The C~eat Dundee I didn’t 
recognize that name, but found in The i )ictiona~ v o~" Nationatl Bic~gre~tlhy by Sir Leslie Stephen (1890) that 
Dundee was a man who allegedly had a magic totem against injury by leaden bullet 

"The circumstance of Dundee’s death allowed full play to the imagination of the covenanters No one had 
seen him shot, and he was supposed to have obtained a charm from the devil against leaden bullets; 
various accounts became current as to how he met his death; but that which ultimately found general 
acceptance was that he was shot by his own servant ’with a silver button he had before taken off his own 
coat’ (Howie, God’,s ,hMgemem on Persecmol:~; p. xxvivl) In accordance with thi s tradition, Dundee is 
depicted by Scott among tbe ghastly revelers in ’Wandering Willie’s Tale’ as having ’his left hand always 
on his fight spule-blade to hid the wound that the silver bullet had made’" 

So there, again, the silver bullet’s efficacy against mystical protection is reinforced 

The search goes on 

On Mon, Jan 9, 2012 at 2:05 AM, Blake Smith <             ~matl ¢~m> wrote: 
Alert listener Andrew Gable sent me this information about a book called "Extinct Pennsylvania Animals" 
The book is from 1919 and is available for free perusal on Goog!e gooks 

The book contains both a direct reference to La Bete as well as the earliest direct tie to wolf shapechangers and 
silver bullets It does not tie the silver bullet to La Bate And it does not mention werewolves But it does 
continue the legend (as I CO~Tesponded about in previous mail) of silver bullets being useful against shape- 
changing witches Only in this case, thewitchesaren’tharesorcats-butwolves! (Fimdly9 

So I’m still on the lookout for the earliest direct reference to werewolves and silver bullets - and it may really 
be true that The Wolfinan was what brought it all together But this is dam close - and if Curt Siodmak looked 
at it while researching for the fihn it certainly puts all of the elements together (But that is speculation, of 
course) 

Maybe I should be looking for the first reference tbat ties a silver bullet to La Bete in particular? I’ll start on 
that soon My "real life" work has been keeping me swamped lately and it’s been difficult to make time to do 
proper research But I am still very interested in figuring out the source of this central bit of werewolf lore 

-Blake 



Fol~varded message 
From: Andrew Gable < iy~..~ma d c{’~m> 
Date: Fri, Nov 18, 2011 at 9:26 PM 
Subject: ADGable from Twitter; werewolfinfo 
To: 

Here’s the stuff I had mentioned on the silver bullet / werewolf connection here in Pennsylvania that I 
had mentioned a few days ago There wasn’t as much as I thought: most of the direct connections were 
in a November 23, 1950 article in the Wellsboro Gazette One interesting one in there, though, mentions 
using a pewter bullet! 

The pre-Wolf Man citations are from Henry W Shoemaker’s Extinct Peml.s?,h,attia Attimals 
l (I 919), describing the natural history of the wolf and the panther: 

(;eorge Wilso~t had lo~ suspected that a certain woman in his neighborhood was a witch, (rod 
u ent about in wo(fish j?)rm at nigh{ihll. One eve~ting at (htsk he scm the wolff.. He quickly loaded 
his r!fle wi/h a sih’er bullet, attd made qfter /he in/ruder 

(p 99) 

This only wounded the werewolf, however; but it is perhaps the same three-legged animal described 
later - 

1his wo([ wa,s a three-legged animal, trod d~fied /he humet;s a~td trappers for a &~zen years, 
until its hard3: .~pirit u as k~id m rest by a sih’er bullet firedji’om George Wilso~is rifle... 

(p 1063 

To reiterate the last, in another section of the same book Shoemaker states that Wilson "had shot several 
spook wolves with silver bullets" (p 59) 

It’s also interesting that this last passage is from a chapter on the "white wolf of Sugar Valley", which 
Shoemaker likens to the Beast of Gevaudan (although its depredations seem nowhere near that level) 

In the first section of the book, on the natural history of mountain lions in the state, Shoemaker recounts 
a legend about a reanimated panther corpse laid to rest with a silver bullet (p 55) Not quite a werewolf, 
true, but it still shoes a supernatural/silver bullet connection 

Another article from the Po¢¢,sville Republican ("Witch lore motive for killing," March 22, 1934) 
mentions the stury of the Hex Cat, saying "silver bullets were molded to ward off the visit of the evil 
animals" An article on this story, appearing in the same newspaper for September 28, 1911 ("Hex cat 
dodges bullets of gold"), as implied, mentions gold bullets 

What exactly the Hex Cat was is sometimes unclear: it was a large cat haunting the Thomas Farm in 
Tumbling Run (Schuylkill County) which at times seems to be a demonic sending and at times a 
werecat A witch is definitely said to be connected 

Andrew D, Gable 
CFZ-US State Rep: Pennsylvania/Maryland 
http://masksofinesin~v blo~spot co,~/ 

On Fri, Oct 2 I, 201 I at 10:02 AM, Jay Smith <)a’~ ~n:]th~t~ email m~c edta> wrote: 
Fascinating Please keep me in the loop I’m thinking out loud here, but I wonder ifMontague Summers 
might have played a role in linking this piece of lore specifically to the beast I have not read his book on 



werewolves, but I think the dates might work, since he was writing in the ’30s And I seem to recall that he 
made reference to the beast somewhere If I think of it next week, I may uay to look this up mysel£ 

On 10/21/11 12:07 AM, Blake Smith wrote: 

Thanks Ben, 

I j ust tried an interesting change of tactics - rather than scouring old random texts for the use of 
"silver bullet" - I tried going back to Werewolf l~re in particular Sabine Baring-Gould’s book 
on the topic includes an interesting phrase: 

"and I know a stul"y of two such creatures appearing in an inn and nightly drinking the cider, 
till the publican shot a silver button over their heads, when they were instantly transformed into 
two ill-favoured old ladies of his acquaintance" 

This at least hes that "silver" susceptibility back to before Siodmak’s work I can’t imagine that 
Siodmak wouldn’t have read Baring-Gould since he did pride himself on his research abilities 

Baring-Gould’s werewolf book goes back to at least 1865 I still haven’t found a direct 
"werewolf being killed by a silver bullet" before Siodmak - but this is really fun research If 
any of you has a clever idea or wants to participate in this ridiculous quest, I’m happy to 
collaborate 

-Blake 

On Thu, Oct 20, 2011 at 11:56 PM, Benjamin Radford <i.-?mi~rar!.t’otd),!~gm~l,com> wrote: 
Very interesting good detective work, Dr Atlantis! 

Ben 

On Thu, Oct 20, 201 I at 9:03 PM, Blake Smith <doctorat~anti~!ig,~aa~ I corn> wrote: 
Hello Again fellow Monster Hunters, 
(Jay - rve included you in this continuation but if you’re tired of tlae topic let me know) 

Ok - I must confess I have a ridiculous tendency to keep digging on stuff that isn’t ve~’y 
important But I wanted to get to the bottom of this "silver bullet" and werewolf sto~ay I 
think I have at least found proof that Curt Siodmak did not invent the "silver bullet" being 
useful against a werewolf out of whole cloth for his movie (Not that any of us thought he 

must have - but still, it’s nice to be definitive) 

It was well established during the terror ofLa Bete that she was impervious to muskets, 
right? And although so far I haven’t found any direct reference to a silver bullet and her 
case, I did find proof that the efficacy of silver bullets against musket-proof creatures 
predates her reign of terror 

What follows is a short excerpt from a British histo~3@oem called: 
E~gla;Id~ R~formation, (l+om lhe l~me Of K. He;ity Viii. lb lhe L)ld Of OaW.s’,s PIot.): 

A Poem itt l’~ur (Ta~ttus 



by Thomas Ward - Published in Janua~2¢ 1719 (Goo~de Book; Li~k) 

When, just as he was taking Aim 
In happy time to Memo~2¢ came, 
That yet he had not loaded Gun 
With Bullet, as he shou’d have done ; 
The counter-charming Silver Bullet 
He searches for ’tween Lips and Gullet, 
(For in his Mouth he’d wisely hid-it 
To have it ready when he needed) 
But found it not: For lucky Chance, 
Which still prese~ed the Sovereign Prince, 
Had, none knows how convey’d it thence 
This Bullet, as Learn’d Titus said, 
Was of the Lunar-Metal made, 

’Cause champed silver kills Stone-dead 
such as are Musquet-Proof’gainst Lead 

Pages 192/193 

Well that’s pretty neat and pretty, isn’t it? Ok - I’m continuing my research but thought this 
was an important clue So far it is the oldest mention of the silver bullet and its magical 
eft]cacy that I’ve dug up 

-Blake 

On Wed, Sop 21, 2011 at 6:35 PM, Jay Smith <ia:~sr~iih~;)~er~i! mc edu> wrote: 
Nope, no balles d’argent They were always made of lead 

On 9/21/11 6:31 PM, Blake Smith wrote: 

But you did not see any contempora~’y references to "balle d’argent" in your 
research? I am away from my computer and now urgently want to start 
digging! :) 

On Sep 21, 2011 4 56 PM Jay Smtth ~;:~s~’airS:,~tnm! ~!ncedt: wrote 
> Blake--I listened to the "show," and it was great I was surprised to 
> hear the reference to the silver bullet "in French" thing, because I 
> should have intetw-ened to tell you I must have passed out for a few 
> seconds or something Anyway, a silver bullet would be "balle d’argent" 
> in French Balle ball (and "bullets" were in fact round balls in the 
> 18th c) and argent silver So maybe you could search for that in 
> Google books if you find gobs of free time on your hands .... 
> 

>Jay 



> On 9/I I/I I 12:42 PM, Blake Smith wrote: 
>> Interesting When they say "generally with characteristics of a man 
>> and a wolP’ I suppose they mean it is generally found in usage as 
>>/loup/-garou Which would be/wolf-garou/, right? 
>> I think the etymology of werewolf is that the/were/part means 
>>/man/Literally man-wolf, so that there are in folklore werebears, 
>> weretigers, etc 
>> But are there also -garou where the blank is filled by different 
>> animals? 
>> In my monster reading I’ve only heard of European/French usage of the 
>> term to mean something synonymous with werewolf 
>> 

>> On F~i, Sep 9, 201 I at 5:22 PM, Jay Smith 
>> <mailto:~3 smill !@email utqc ed ~>> wrote: 
>> 
>> If it’s useful to you, here’s the actual definition, followed by 
>> my translation: 
>> "Personnage mylhique et mal~fique, tenant gdn~ralement de l’homme 
>> et du loup, qui est r~put~ errant la nuit dans les campagnes " 
>> 
>> "A mythic, malevolent [evil-doing is better] figure, generally 
>> with characteristics of a man and a wolf, thought to to wander the 
>> countryside at night" 

>> From : 

>> ~p:i w~v~ cnrd 11- dcfinilior~’garot~ 
>> 

>> On 9/9/11 1:34 PM, Karen Stollznow wrote: 
>>> Monster and linguistics - I love it[ Thanks Jay 
>>> 

>>> laren 
>>> 
>>>> Thanks Jay - I’m forwarding this to Ben& Karen because it’s a bit of 
>>>> monstrous etymology they’ll want to know as well 

>>>>        Forwarded message .......... 
>>>> From: Jay 
<mailto:i r~vsmith ’q.2~ma]l ~c~da> 
>>>> Date: Fri, Sep 9, 2011 at 12:35 PM 
>>>> Subject: Re: podcast 
>>>> To: Blake Smith< 2~.glnall corn> 
<mailto: 

>>>> I should tell you that after our inte~wiew, I went to the Trdsor de la 
>>>> langue frangaise (a comprehensive French dictionary) and looked up 
>>>> "garou " 

>>>> It means, basically, ’wandering and malevolent spirit of the night’ 
>>>> That’s 
>>>> a paraphrase, not an exact translation And it is occasionally applied to 
>>>> creatures other than wolves So thanks for prompting me to find out 
>>>> something I should have already known[ 
>>>> 



>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Blake Smith <             ~gmail com> 

Saturday, Januat’y 14, 2012 9:45 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Benjamin Radford              ~gmail corn>; Karen Stullznow 
<kstollznow@berkeley edu>; Daniel Loxton <juniorskeptic@skeptic corn> 

Re: Ag bullets 

I learned a lot more about the histoiN of werewolves and silver bullets over the past couple of days! 
It turns out that while Google Books is a immeasurably helpful research tool, it is of no use if you can’t anticipate 
how people might spell something like "werewolf" 

I was messing around witb search terms and "silver bullet" and "wolf" took me back further than I’d gone 
before[ 

1916 - _E...n..c~£c.!.o..p~edia of reliq!#_~ and ethics: Volume 8 - £..a.Ae 209 

Edited by John Hastings 
"If tales of werewolves are scanty, there are innumerable tales and traditions of witches changing 
to hares, cats, dogs and the like in order to do harm. No charge is more common in the 16th and 
17th century witch trials, and frequently the belief is found, as in the case of the werwolf [sic], that 
such a wer-animal [sic] can be hurt only by a silver bullet. In some instances wounding causes 
the witch to assume her true shape, when she is found with a corresponding wound." 

But even more exciting to me were these two finds: 

1879/1880 McMillan’s Magazine - Vol XLI - Nov 1879 - 1880 pp 219-224 
Bisclaveret: A Breton Romance - by Maurice Kingsley 

A man shoots a "wolf’ with a silver bullet only to discover it is not a shape changer but a man 
wearing wolfskins... 

1882 -The Guernsey Maclazine: a monthly illustrated journal of useful... Volume 10 
Translations of German 
Wehr-wolf folktales combines silver-bullets and werewolf efficac!! 

-wbs: The spelling variation is what kept me from finding this before!! 

Obviously it is impossible to determine where or how Guy Endore (The Werewolf of Paris) found out about tbe 
legend of the silver-bullet and its efficacy in fighting werewolves, but the 1882 article implies that the legendal3 
relationship goes back to Germany in the 1600’s (Most modem articles argue that it is a Scottish legend - which 
it clearly is in the 1700’s - but it may be that the source is from mainland Europe?) I’m tt’ying to see if I can find 
the old documents tbat this magazine article references 

"The authority from whom we have            so frequently quoted, Herr 

Bartach, in his work on the legends of Mecklenburgh, says, speaking on 

this subject as a superstition in Northern Germany that the 

transformation into a wolf used there to be supposed to result from 

wearing a magic girdle." 

"In the year 1682," Herr Bartach goes on to say, "a number of persons 

were brought to trial in                 on the charge of being able to 

change themselves at pleasure into wolves; and even within the last 



thirty years many stories on the 
nurserAes... 
next page 

have been still current in 

The               who was usually present at the royal hunts in the woods 
round Klein-Krams, was reminded by this story of the invulnerable wolf 
they were in the habit of encountering at those hunts. He 
determined that he would kill it, and, at the next hunt said to his 
friend, at the same time            a silver bullet into the barrel of his 
gun, ’To day the wehr wolf shall not escape me!’ 

His companions looked at him with                    but he said nothing 
more in explanation. The hunt began, and it was not long before the 
wolf made its appearance. Many huntsmen tried to shoot it, but it 
remained unln3ured. At last it came near the forester, who with one 
shot stretched it upon the              That the wolf was wounded, everyone 
could see             but in a few minutes it sprang up again and rushed 
off to the village... 

One bit of interesting news by way ofLa Bete & Silver Bullets So far, the oldest reference I’ve been able to find 
is a 1962 book 

1962 - A Lot To Remember - by Joan Marshall Grant 
...The finest marksman in France at last managed to shoot the Beast of 
Gevaudan with a silver bullet, and by royal command the body was taken to Versailles, where 
Louis XV declared himself astonished that it looked no different to that of... 

I wasn’t able to find out much about the content from the Google search but a variety of book sites 
explain that Joan Marshall Grant was a writer who believed she was psychic and used past-life 
regressions to help her write "historical" novels about what she experienced. In the case of this book, 
apparently it is a travelogue about her trips to the Lot region of France. After 1962 the references to 
silver bullets in relationship to La Bete increase. 

John Keel writes about the case in 1970 and repeats the story of the silver bullet in his version. After 
his version, nearly every subsequent version includes the legend of the silver bullet. (At least among 
cryptozoology type books.) 

I guess what I’m wondering is how plausible is it that Joan Marshall Grant embellished her version of 
the tale and that got passed on to - say John Keel, a man who might read a psychic’s travelogue as a 
reference book - who then made it more popular among the paranormalists? That’s highly speculative. 

The search goes on... 

-Blake 

On Thu, Jan 12, 2012 at 10:24 AM, Jay Smith <ja? st~tth~f mall:tmc~d~a> wrote: 
Veta/interesting I checked Chevalley again, by the way, and there’s no silver bullet there Chevalley’s main 



character continues to speculate on tbe hyena at tbe end of the sto~3z .... 

On 1/12/12 9:58 AM, Blake Smith wrote: 

I’m continuing my search - especially for an instance of La Bete being actually felled by a silver 
bullet 

Came across an intersting find this morning pertinent to Loup Garou: 

From "Lc~ee~/s cfLc {~etrl;it" pg 117-118 (c) 1884 
That it was the Loup Garou or wehr-wolf Archange had seen he did not doubt, how the dreaded 
monster had stolen young children; sometimes a young man would be inveigled away in to the 
forest and never heard of afte~-ards, and his fate conjectured by some, having sen the wolf 
dressed in his clothes It was for young maidens he showed the greatest fondness, and "it boded 
no good to her whose path he crossed" Several attempts had been made to kill the beast, yet all 
failed and it was thought he bore a charmed life But one adventurous hunter determined to try his 
skill, so he molded a bullet from silver coin and patiently waited for his victim "to cross his path" 
The charmed missile sped tuwards its destination and instead of killing the monster only severed 
hZs fail, which was secured, dried and stuft’ed It was the wonder of the whole count~T, and was 
worshiped for years by the Indians as a powerful fetich 

There is a footnote in this book thnt snys: 
"The term Loup Garou Its Latin equivalent in the Middle Age was ger~dt)lltts The Gem~an wet- 
wolf and English were-wolf have the same meaning Ose~ais de Tilbu~T in his Oisiortes 
hnperiahis gives the following explanation: "We have frequently seen in England," says he, 
"under the influence of certain conditions, men transformed into wolves, species of men called by 
the French garous (gemlphus), and the English, werewolf" Were in English signifies man, and 
wolf, Ioup -- man-wolf In Longfellow’s Evangeline the following relative to the Loup Garou and 
other old Norman supersitions is found: 
"He was beloved by all, and most of all by the children, 
for he told them tales of the Loup Garou in the forest, 
and of the goblin that came in the night to water the horses, 
and of the White Letiche, the ghost of a child who unchristened died and was doomed to haunt 
unseen the chambers of children" 
If no one objects I will continue to reply-all on these finds until I get ready to write up something 
This way, should I be hit by the proverbial bus, somebody else can pick up the slack ;) 

-Blake 

On Mon, Jan 9, 2012 at 11:22 AM, Jay Smith <~,smith~%emai! m~ ¢-d~> wrote: 
One other thing I’ll mention: I’ve recently seen a couple of references to the 1936 novel of Abel 
Chevalhiy, La Bete du Gevaudan, as a source (perhaps original) for the silver bullet link The 
thing is, I read the novel a couple of years ago, or at least perused the section that discussed the 
Chastel killing of the beast, and I saw no reference to silver I clearly have to go back to that 
novel, though, to be sure I didn’t miss something It’s not available in English, but I’ve got a 
copy in French I’ll t~’y to do this soon and at least confirm for you one way or anotber whether 
a~e~I shows up in that book 

Jay Smith 

On 1/9/12 3:04 AM, Blake Smith wrote: 



And then the case was solved 

So, the answer to the question - "Was Curt Siodmak the first to use the silver bullet 
against werewolves?" - is no. 

It turns out that Guy Endore’s The Werewo{/ojParis contains explicit reference to 
the use of silver against u’erewoh,e.s Endore’s book is from 1933, about eight years 
before ]he Wolfimm would come to life on the screen 

There is still the question of when did the silver bullet get attached to the La Bete 
stol3~, but it seems much more likely that Siodmak got his silver bullet from the 
popular Endore stotT than from the tale of La Bete 

Accord ng to Chantal Bourgault du Coudray, author of 
.! e Be~t V~tn r, Endore and S odmak \Net;wolf: Far, t~sy }4or~ec arid t ~ " 

were close friends (pp76) 

Coudray’s book, from the excerpts I can see, does a great job of explaining the 
sourcing of the modern werewolf mythos to the work of Endore and Siodmak in 
particular I bought Endore’s book on the Kindle and put Coudray’s book on my 
wish-list It’s out of print so is a bit pricey right now 

Anyway, the question of where La Bete picked up the silver bullet legend is still out 
there - but I’m guessing, based on this finding, that the link will likely show up 
after the success of Endore and Siodmak in tying silver to werewolves in the public 
mind I’ll t~y to track that link down if I can, but I think I have enough here to at 
least write an article and clean up Wildpedia a bit 

Good lord - it’s 3 AM and I have to work tomorrow *sigh* 

Goodnight all! 

On Mon, Jan 9, 2012 at 2:37 AM, Blake Smith < 
An evening of interesting breakthroughs 

! found an earlier book with a direct reference to La Bete AND silver bullets! 

The Ani ~al Stow ~gool¢ ( 1914) by Andrew Lang contains a reference to a silver 
bullet, though in this version the beast is dispatched by a knife and the help of a 
dog I’ve attached a copy of the art associated with the stotT ofLa Bete that 
accompanies this chapter It’s a ve~T fanciful version of the stot~ 

It remarks that the use of a silver bullet against magic is similar to that used 
against The G~-eat Dundee I didn’t recognize that name, but found in The 
Dt t~o~-a~ ~t N~uo~-a! b~-og~-a~h’~Z by S~r Leshe Stephen (1890) that Dundee was 
a man who allegedly had a magic totem against injmT by leaden bullet 

"The circumstance of Dundee’s death allowed full play to the imagination 
of the covenanters No one had seen him shot, and he was supposed to 
have obtained a charm from the devil against leaden bullets; various 
accounts became current as to how he met his death; but that which 



ultimately found general acceptance was that he was shot by his own 
servant ’with a silver button he had before taken off his own coat’ (Howie, 
God’.s,h~d~ementonPel;svcutot;s, p. xxxixl) In accordance with this 
tradition, Dundee is depicted by Scott among the ghastly revelers in 
’Wandering Willie’s Tale’ as having ’his left hand always on his right spule- 
blade to hid the wound that the silver bullet had made’" 

So there, again, the silver bullet’s efficacy against mystical protection is 
reinforced 

The search goes on 

On Mon, Jan 9, 2012 at 2:05 AM, Blake Smith < ~!m¢~il corn> 
wrote: 

Alert listener Andrew Gable sent me this information about a book called 
"Extinct Pennsylvania Animals" 

: The book is from 1919 and is available for free perusal on C~c 

The book contains both a direct reference to La Bete as well as the earliest 
direct tie to wolf shapechangers and silver bullets It does not tie the silver 
bullet to La Bete And it does not mention werewolves But it does continue 
the legend (as I corresponded about in previous mail) of silver bullets being 
useful against shape-changing witches Only in this case, the witches aren’t 
haresorcats-butwolves! (Finally~) 

So I’m still on the lookout for the earliest direct reference to werewolves and 
silver bullets - and it may really be tree that The Wolfinan was what brought it 
all together But this is darn close - and if Curt Siodmak looked at it while 
researching for the fibn it certainly puts all of the elements together (But that 
is speculation, of course) 

Maybe I should be looking for the first reference that ties a silver bullet to La 
Bete in particular? I’ll start on that soon My "real life" work has been keeping 
me swamped lately and it’s been difficult to make time to do proper research 
But I am still vein interested in figuring out the source of this central bit of 

werewolf lore 

-Blake 

Fox.yarded message 
From: Andrew Gable < ~}smail corn> 
Date: Fri, Nov 18, 2011 at 9:20 PM 
Subject: ADGable from Twitter; werewolfinfo 

Here’s the stuff I had mentioned on the silver bullet / werewolf 
connection here in Pennsylvania that I had mentioned a few days ago 
There wasn’t as much as I thought: most of the direct connections were 

in a November 23, 1950 article in the WelZsboro Gazette One 
interesting one in there, though, mentions using a pewter bullet! 

The pre-WolfMan citations are from Henry W Shoemakers Ex#nct 
Penttsi,Ivat#aAnimaZs; I~1. 1 (1919), describing the natural histo~a/of 



the wolf and the panther: 

(Teotge Wilaotl had Iortg su.wecled lhal a cerlt#tl wotna,t itt his 

~teighborhood u as a u itch, and u ent about #1 wo~fish fi~rm at 
m~4~dl. One eve~ting at dusk he s~m’ the u o~.. He quickly 

loaded his r~le with a sih,er bullet, a~d made q~er the m~uder 
(p 99) 

This only wounded the werewolf, however; but it is perhaps the same 
three-legged animal described later - 

]his u olj was a three-legged animal, and d~fied the hunters and 
~appers,ibr a doze~ years, until its har@ .~7)irit u as ktid to rest 

by a sih’er bullet fired ffom George Wilson’s r~ile... 
(p 106) 

To reiterate the last, in another section of the same book Shoemaker 
states that Wilson "had shot several spook wolves with silver bullets" (p 

59) 

It’s also interesting that this last passage is fi-om a chapter on the "white 
wolf of Sugar Valley", which Shoemaker likens to the Beast of 
Gevaudan (although its depredations seem nowhere near that level) 

In the first section of the book, on the natural histotT of mountain lions 
in the state, Shoemaker recounts a legend about a reanimated panther 
corpse laid to rest with a silver bullet (p 55) Not quite a werewolI; true, 
but it still shoes a supernatural/silver bullet connection 

Another article from the Pott.n,ilh, Republican ("Witch lore motive for 
killing," March 22, 1934) mentions the stot?¢ of the Hex Cat, saying 
"silver bullets were molded to ward offthe visit of the evil animals" An 
article on this story, appearing in the same newspaper for September 28, 
1911 ("Hex cat dodges bullets of gold"), as implied, mentions gold 
bullets 

What exactly the Hex Cat was is sometimes unclear: it was a large cat 
haunting the Thomas Farm in Tumbling Run (Schuylkill County) which 
at times seems to be a demonic sending and at times a werecat A witch 
is definitely said to be connected 

Andrew D, Gable 
CFZ-US StateRep: Pennsylvania/Maryland 
htto://masksofmesin~w blousoot co~, 

On Fri, Oct 2 I, 201 I at 10:02 AM, Jay Smith <j~l_~_~jj~(~en,ai] ur,c edu> 
wrote: 

Fascinating Please keep me in the loop I’m thinking outloud here, but I 
wonder if Montague Summers might have played a role in linking this piece 
of lore specifically to the beast I have not read his book on werewolves, but 
I think the dates might work, since he was writing in the ’30s And I seem to 
recall that he made reference to the beast somewhere IfI think of it next 
week, I may ttT to look this up myself 



On 10/21/I I 12:07 AM, Blake Smith wrote: 

Thanks Ben, 

I just tried an interesting change of tactics - rather than scouring 
old random texts for the use of "silver bullet" - I tried going 
back to Wcrewolf lo~e in particular Sabine Barlng-Gould’s 
book on the topic includes an interesting phrase: 

"and ! know a stotT of t~vo such creatures appearing in an inn 
and nightly drinking the cider, till the publican shot a silver 
button over their heads, when they were instantly transformed 
into two ill-favoured old ladies of his acquaintance" 

This at least ties that "silver" susceptibility back to before 
Siodmak’s work I can’t imagine that Siodmak wouldn’t have 
read Baring-Gould since he did pride himself on his research 
abilities 

Baring-Gould’s werewolfbook goes back to at least 1865 I still 
haven’t found a direct "werewolf being killed by a silver bullet" 
before Siodmak - but this is really fun research If any of you 
has a clever idea or wants to participate in this 6diculous quest, 
I’m happy to collaborate 

-Blake 

On Thu, Oct 20, 201 I at 11:56 PM, Benjamin Radford 

’~2~ L Q¢m > wrote: 
VetT/interesting good detective work, Dr Atlantis! 

Ben 

On Thu, Oct 20, 201 I at 9:03 PM, Blake Smith 
~maP- cam> wrote: 

Hello Again fellow Monster Hunters, 

(Jay - I’ve included you in this continuation but if you’re 
tired of the topic let me know) 

Ok - I must confess I have a ridiculous tendency to keep 
digging on stuff tl~at isn’t ve~T important But I wanted to 
get to the bottom of this "silver bullet" and werewolf story 
I think I have at least found proof that Curt Siodmak did 
not invent the "silver bullet" being useful against a 
werewolf out of whole cloth for his movie (Not that any of 
us thought he must have - but still, it’s nice to be definitive) 



It was well established during the terror of La Bete that she 
was impervious to muskets, fight? And although so far I 
haven’t found any direct reference to a silver bullet and her 
case, I did find proof that the ePficacy of silver bullets 
against musket-proof creatures predates her reign of terror 

What follows is a short excerpt from a British histotN/poem 
called: 
Engkmd’s Rejormatio~, (From ]he Time OJ K. He~o~ ~ii. 
To The E~J Oj Oates’s Plot.): 
~ Poem ltt Four (?~tt~los 

by Thomas Ward - Published in JanuatN 1719 

When, just as he was taking Aim 
In happy time to Memot~J came, 
That yet he had not loaded Gun 
With Bullet, as he shou’d have done ; 
The counter-charming Silver Bullet 
He searches for ’tween Lips and Gullet, 
(For in his Mouth he’d wisely hid-it 
To have it ready when he needed) 
But found it not: For lucky Chance, 
Which still preserved the Sovereign Prince, 
Had, none knows how convey’d it thence 
This Bullet, as Learn’d Titus said, 
Was of the Lunar-Metal made, 

’Cause champed silver kills Stone-dead 
such as are Musquet-Proof’gainst Lead 

Pages 192/193 

Well that’s pretty neat and pretty, isn’t it? Ok - I’m 
continuing my research but thought this was an important 
clue So far it is the oldest mention of the silver bullet and 
its magical ePi]cacy that rve dug up 

-Blake 

On Wed, Sep 2 l, 201 I at 6:35 PM, Jay Smith 
<12c~s~ill~¢~e~ail unc ed~> wrote: 

Nope, no balles d’argent They were always made of 
lead 

On 9/21/11 6:31 PM, Blake Smith wrote: 



But you did not see any contemporat2¢ 
references to "balle d’argent" in your 
research? I am away from my computer and 
now urgently want to start digging! :) 

On Sep 21, 2011 4:56 PM, "Jay Smith" 
<~a y,~,mith@cmaii ~ mc edu> wrote: 
> Blake--I listened to the "show," and it was 
great I was surprised to 
> hear the reference to the silver bullet "in 
French" thing, because I 
> should have intervened to tell you I must 
have passed out for a few 
> seconds or something Anyway, a silver 
bullet would be "balle d’argent" 
> in French Balle ball (and "bullets" were 
in fact round balls in the 
> 18th c) and argent silver So maybe you 
could search for that in 
> Google books if you find gobs of free time 
on your hands .... 
> 

> Jay 
> 

> On 9/I I/I I 12:42 PM, Blake Smith wrote: 
>> Interesting When they say "generally 
with characteristics of a man 
>> and a wolff I suppose they mean it is 
generally found in usage as 
>>/loup/-garou Which would be/wolf- 
garou/, right? 
>> I think the etymology of werewolf is that 
the/were/part means 
>>/man/Literally man-wolf, so that there 
are in folklore werebears, 
>> weretigers, etc 
>> But are there also -garou where the 
blank is filled by different 
>> animals? 
>> In my monster reading rve only heard of 
European/French usage of the 
>> term to mean something synonymous 
with werewolf 
>> 

>> On Fri, Sep 9, 201 I at 5:22 PM, Jay 
Smith qja?srnid?~!m~t! talc ed!~ 
>> <mailto:iavsmith@emai[ uric edu>> 
wrote: 

>> If it’s useful to you, here’s the actual 
definition, followed by 
>> my translation: 
>> "Personnage mythique et maldfique, 
tenant g~ndralement de l’homme 



>> et du loup, qui est r~put~ errant la nuit 
dans les campagnes " 
>> 
>> "A mythic, malevolent [evil-doing is 
better] figure, generally 
>> with characteristics of a man and a wolf, 
thought to to wander the 
>> count~?~side at night" 
>> 

>> From: 

>> 

>>On 9/9/I I 1:34 PM, Karen Stullznow 
wrote: 
>>> Monster and linguistics - I love it~ 
Thanks Jay 

>>> Karen 
>>> 

>>>> Thanks Jay - rm fo~-arding Nis tu 
Ben& Karen because it’s a bit of 
>>>> monstrous etymology they’ll want to 
know as well 

>>>>        Forwarded message .......... 
>>>> From: Jay 

<mNlto:)~ smith~ernail un~: cd~> 
>>>> Date: Fri, Sep 9, 2011 at 12:35 PM 
>>>> Subject: Re: podcast 
>>>> To: Blake 
Smith c~ amrd! corn> 
<mNlto:, ~ ~mail corn> 

>>>> I should tell you that after our 
interview, I went to the Tr~sor de la 
>>>> langue franqaise (a comprehensive 
French dictionary) and looked up 
>>>> "garou" 
>>>> It means, basically, ’wandering and 
malevolent spirit of the night’ 
>>>> That’s 
>>>> a paraphrase, not an exact translation 
And it is occasionally applied to 
>>>> creatures other than wolves 
So thanks for prompting me to find out 
>>>> something I should have already 
known! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Attach: 

Daniel Loxton <juniorskeptic@skeptic corn> 

Saturday, Januat2¢ 14, 2012 I 1:38 PM 

Blake Smith <             ~gmail com> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Benjamin Radford 
~gmail corn>; Karen Stollznow <kstollznow@berkeley edu> 

Re: Ag bullets 

1838-10-26Hagerstown-Mail~2 crop pdf; ATT00001 c 

Welcome to nly mglltnlaie with file sea serpem: maN" countties widl man? wolds by man spellings of creatures that sometimes refer 
Io (various!) real world anbnals 

enchaminents or kill witcbes (At~acbed) 

Have you tried file Eati? English Books Otlline database? Sonle of fllat contem seems to be indexed on Google books, but rin not slue 

Also, you know the Olaus Magnus 1555 nlateri~l on werewolves? Olaus also ~efet~ to an account from Piil[~ I’ll send it to you in a 
separate email 

Damel 



On Jan 14, 2012, at 6:45 PM, Blake Smith wrote: 

> I learned a lot more about the history of werewolves and silver bullets over the past 

couple of days! 

> It turns out that while Google Books is a irl~easurably helpful research tool, it is 

of no use if you can’t anticipate how people might spell something like "werewolf." 

> 

> I was messing around with search terms and "silver bullet" and "wolf" took me back 

further than I’d gone before! 

> 

> 1916    Encyclopedia of religion and ethics: Volume 8    Page 209 

> Edited by John Hastings 

> "If ta es of werewolves are scanty, there are innumerable tales and traditions of 

witches changing to hares, cats, dogs and the like in order to do harm. No charge is 

more coK~i~on in the 16th and 17th century witch trials, and frequently the belief is 

found, as in the case of the werwolf [sic], that such a wet animal [sic] can be hurt 

only by a silver bullet. In some instances wounding causes the witch to assume her 

true shape, when she is found with a corresponding wound." 

> 

> But even more exciting to me were these two finds: 

> 

> 1879/1880     McMillan’s Magazine    Vol XLI     Nov 1879 1880 pp 219 224 

> Bisclaveret: A Breton Romance    by Maurice Kingsley 

> 

> A man shoots a "wolf" with a silver bullet only to discover it is not a shape changer 

but a man wearing wolfskins... 

> 

> 1882    The Guernsey Magazine: a monthly illustrated 3ournal of useful... Volume 10 

> Translations of German 

> Wehr wolf folktales coi~ines silver bullets and werewolf efficacy[ 

> wbs: ~he spelling variation is what kept me from finding this before[! 

> 

> 

> Obviously it is impossible to determine where or how Guy Endore (The Werewolf of 

Paris) found out about the legend of the silver bullet and its efficacy in fighting 

werewolves, hut the 1882 article implies that the legendary relationship goes hack to 

Germany n the 1600’s.    (Host modern articles argue that it is a Scottish legend 

which it clearly is in the 1700’s     but it may be that the source is from mainland 

Europe?)    I’m trying to see if I can find the old documents that this magazine article 

references. 

> 

> "The authority from whom we have already so frequently quoted, Herr Bartach, in his 

work on the legends of Mecklenhurgh, says, speaking on this subject as a superstition 

in Northern Germany that the transformation into a wolf used there to be supposed to 



result from wearing a magic girdle." 

> 

> "In the year 1682," Herr Bartach goes on to say, "a nui~er of persons were brought to 

trial in Fahrenholz, on the charge of being able to change themselves at pleasure into 

wolves; and even within the last thirty years many stories on the subject have been 

> next page 

> 

> The forester, who was usually present at the royal hunts in the woods round Klein 

Krams, was reminded by this story of the invulnerable wolf they were in the habit of 

encountering at those hunts. He accordingly determined that he would kill it, and, at 

the next hunt said to his friend, at the same time putting a silver bullet into the 

barrel of his gun, ’To day the wehr wolf shall not escape me!’ 

> 

> His companions looked at him with astonishment, but he said nothing more in 

explanat on. The hunt began, and it was not long before the wolf made its appearance. 

Many huntsmen tried to shoot it, but it remained uninjured. At last it came near the 

forester, who with one shot stretched it upon the ground. That the wolf was wounded, 

everyone could see plainly, but in a few minutes it sprang up again and rushed off to 

the village... 

> One bit of interesting news by way of La Bete & Silver Bullets. So far, the oldest 

reference I’ve been able to find is a 1962 book 

> 1962     A Lot To Remei~er    by Joan Marshall Grant 

> ...The finest marksman in France at last managed to shoot the Beast of 

> Gevaudan with a silver bullet, and by royal coi~and the body was taken to Versailles, 

where Louis XV declared himself astonished that it looked no different to that of... 

> I wasn’t able to find out much about the content from the Google search but a variety 

of book sites explain that Joan Marshall Grant was a writer who believed she was 

psychic and used past life regressions to help her write "historical" novels about what 

she experienced.    In the case of this book, apparently it is a travelogue about her 

trips to the Lot region of France. After 1962 the references to silver bullets in 

relationship to La Bete increase. 

> 

> John Keel writes about the case in 1970 and repeats the story of the silver bullet in 

his vers on. After his version, nearly every subsequent version includes the legend of 

the silver bullet.    (At least among cryptozoology type books.} 

> 

> I guess what I’m wondering is how plausible is it that Joan Marshall Grant 

eii~ellished her version of the tale and that got passed on to     say John Keel, a man 

who might read a psychic’s travelogue as a reference book    who then made it more 

popular among the paranormalists? That’s highly speculative, 

> Still... 



> 

> The search goes on... 

> 

> Blake 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Thu, Jan 12, 2012 at 10:24 ~d~I, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Very interesting.    I checked Chevalley again, by the way, and there’s no silver 

bullet there.    Chevalley’s main character continues to speculate on the hyena at the 

end of the story .... 

> 

> 

> On 1/12/12 9:58 AM, Blake Smith wrote: 

>> I’m continuing my search especially for an instance of La Bete being actually 

felled by a silver bullet. 

>> 

>> Came across an intersting find this morning pertinent to Loup Garou: 

>> 

>> From "Legends of Le Detroit" pg 117 118 (c) 1884 

>> That t was the Loup Garou or wehr wolf Archange had seen he did not doubt, how the 

dreaded monster had stolen young children; sometimes a young man would be inveigled 

away in to the forest and never heard of afterwards, and his fate conjectured by some, 

having sen the wolf dressed in his clothes. It was for young maidens he showed the 

greatest fondness, and "it boded no good to her whose path he crossed." Several 

attempts had been made to kill the beast, yet all failed and it was thought he bore a 

charmed ire.    But one adventurous hunter determined to try his skill, so he molded a 

bullet from silver coin and patiently waited for his victim "to cross his path." The 

charmed missile sped towards its destination and instead of killing the monster only 

severed his tail, which was secured, dried and stuffed.    It was the wonder of the whole 

country, and was Worshiped for years by the Indians as a powerful fetich. 

>> 

>> There is a footnote in this book that says: 

>> "The term Loup Garou. Its Latin equivalent in the Middle Age was gerulphus. The 

German wet wolf and English were wolf have the same meaning. Oservais de Tilbury in 

his Oisiortes Imperiales gives the following explanation:    "We have frequently seen in 

England," says he, "under the influence of certain conditions, men transformed into 

wolves, species of men called by the French garous (gerulphus), and the English, 

werewolf." Were in English signifies man, and wolf, ioup man wolf.    In Longfellow’s 

Evangeline the following relative to the Loup Garou and other old Norman supersitions 

is found: 

>> "He was beloved by all, and most of all by the children, 

>> for he told them tales of the Loup Garou in the forest, 



>> and of the goblin that came in the night to water the horses, 

>> and of the White Letiche, the ghost of a child who unchristened died and was doomed 

to haunt unseen the chai[~ers of children..." 

>> If no one objects I will continue to reply all on these finds until I get ready to 

write up something. This way, should I be hit by the proverbial bus, somebody else can 

pick up the slack. ;) 

>> 

>> Blake 

>> 

>> 

>> On Mon, Jan 9, 2012 at 11:22 AM, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> One other thing I’ll mention: I’ve recently seen a couple of references to the 1936 

novel of Abel Chevalley, La Bete du Gevaudan, as a source (perhaps original) for the 

silver bullet link. The thing is, I read the novel a couple of years ago, or at least 

perused the section that discussed the Chastel killing of the beast, and I saw no 

reference to silver.    I clearly have to go back to that novel, though, to be sure I 

didn’t m ss something.    It’s not available in English, but I’ve got a copy in French. 

I’ll try to do this soon and at least confirm for you one way or another whether argent 

shows up in that book... 

>> 

>> Jay Smith 

>> 

>> On 1/9/12 3:04 AM, Blake Smith wrote: 

>>> And then the case was solved... 

>>> 

>>> So, the answer to the question     "Was Curt Sio~ak the first to use the silver 

bullet against werewolves?"     is no. 

>>> 

>>> It turns out that Guy Endore’s The Werewolf of Paris contains explicit reference to 

the use of silver against werewolves.    Endore’s book is from 1933, about eight years 

before The Wolfman would come to life on the screen. 

>>> 

>>> There is still the question of when did the silver bullet get attached to the La 

Bete story, hut it seems much more likely that Sio~nak got his silver bullet from the 

popular Endore story than from the tale of La Bete. 

>>> 

>>> According to Chantal Bourgault du Coudray, author of "The Curse of the Werewolf: 

Fantasy, Horror and the Beast Within," Endore and Siodmak were close friends (pp76) 

>>> 

>>> Coudray’s book, from the excerpts I can see, does a great job of explaining the 

sourcing of the modern werewolf mythos to the work of Endore and Sio~nak in particular. 

I bought Endore’s book on the Kindle and put Coudray’s book on my wish list. It’s out 

of print so is a bit pricey right now. 

>>> 

>>> Anyway, the question of where La Bete picked up the silver bullet legend is still 

out there    but I’m guessing, based on this finding, that the link will likely show up 



after the success of Endore and Siodmak in tying silver to 

werewolves in the public mind. I’ll try to track that link down if I can, but I think I 

have enough here to at least write an article and clean up Wikipedia a bit. 

>>> 

>>> Good lord    it’s 3 AM and I have to work tomorrow.    *sigh* 

>>> 

>>> Goodnight all[ 

>>> On Non, Jan 9, 2022 at 2:37 ~, Blake Smith ¯ ~gma±l.com> wrote: 

>>> An evening of interesting breakthroughs... 

>>> 

>>> I found an earlier book with a direct reference to La Bete AND silver bullets! 

>>> 

>>> The As~imal Story Book (1914} by As~drew Lang contains a reference to a silver 

bullet, though in this version the beast is dispatched by a knife and the help of a 

dog.    I’ve attached a copy of the art associated with the story of La Bete that 

accompan es this chapter.    It’s a very fanciful version of the story. 

>>> 

>>> It remarks that the use of a silver bullet against magic is similar to that used 

against ~he Great Dundee.    I didn’t recognize that name, but found in The Dictionary of 

National Biography by Sir Leslie Stephen (1890) that Dundee was a man who allegedly had 

a magic totem against ln3ury by leaden bullet. 

>>> 

>>> "The circumstance of Dundee’s death allowed full play to the imagination of the 

covenanters. No one had seen him shot, and he was supposed to have obtained a charm 

from the devil against leaden bullets; various accounts became current as to how he met 

his death; but that which ultimately found general acceptance was that he was shot by 

his own servant ’with a silver button he had before taken off his own coat’ (Howie, 

God’s Judgement on Persecutors, p. XXXlXI)    In accordance with this tradition, Dundee 

is depicted by Scott among the ghastly revelers in ’Wandering Willie~s Tale’ as having 

’his left hand always on his right spule blade to hid the wound that the silver bullet 

had made.’" 

>>> 

>>> So there, again, the silver bullet’s efficacy against mystical protection is 

reinforced. 

>>> 

>>> The search goes on... 

>>> 

>>> On Hon, Jan 9, 2@12 at 2:05 AM, Blake Smith < @gmail.com> wrote: 

>>> Alert listener Andrew Gable sent me this information about a book called "Extinct 

Pennsylvania Animals." 

>>> The book is from 1919 and is available for free perusal on Google Books. 

>>> 

>>> The book contains both a direct reference to La Bete as well as the earliest direct 



tie to wolf shapechangers and silver bullets. It does not tie the silver bullet to La 

Bete. As)d it does not mention werewolves. But it does continue the legend (as I 

corresponded about in previous mail) of silver bullets being useful against shape 

changing witches. Only in this case, the witches aren’t hares or cats but wolves! 

(Finally!) 

>>> 

>>> So I’m still on the lookout for the earliest direct reference to werewolves and 

silver bullets    and it may really be true that The Wolfman was what brought it all 

together. But this is darn close and if Curt Siodmak looked at it while researching 

for the film it certainly puts all of the elements 

together. (But that is speculation, of course.} 

>>> 

>>> Maybe I should be looking for the first reference that ties a silver bullet to La 

Bete in particular? I’ll start on that soon. My "real life" work has been keeping me 

swamped ately and it’s been difficult to make time to do proper research. But I am 

still very interested in figuring out the source of this central bit of werewolf lore. 

>>> 

>>> Blake 

>>> 

>>> Forwarded message 

>>> From: ]~drew Gable ¯ 

>>> Date: Fri, Nov 18, 2011 at 9:26 PM 

>>> Subject: ADGable from Twitter; werewolf info 

>>> To: ~gmail.com 

>>> Here’s the stuff I had mentioned on the silver bullet / werewolf connection here zn 

Pennsylvania that I had mentioned a few days ago. There wasn’t as much as I thought: 

most of the direct connections were in a Noveil~er 23, 1950 article in the Wellsboro 

Gazette. One interesting one in there, though, mentions using a pewter bullet! 

>>> 

>>> The pro Wolf Man citations are from Henry W. Shoemaker’s Extinct Pennsylvania 

Animals, Vol. 1 (1919), describing the natural history of the wolf and the panther: 

>>> 

>>> George Wilson had long suspected that a certain woman in his neighborhood was a 

witch, and went about in wolfish form at nightfall. 

One evening at dusk he saw the wolf... He quickly loaded his rifle with a 

silver bullet, and made after the intruder 

>>> (p. 99) 

>>> 

>>> This only wounded the werewolf, however; but it is perhaps the same three legged 

animal described later 

>>> 

>>> This wolf was a three legged animal, and defied the hunters and trappers for a 

dozen years, until its hardy spirit was laid to rest by a silver bullet fired from 

George Wlson’s rifle... 

>>> (p. 106) 



>>> 

>>> To reiterate the last, in another section of the same book Shoemaker states that 

Wilson "had shot several spook wolves with silver bullets" (p. 59). 

>>> 

>>> It’s also interesting that this last passage is from a chapter on the "white wolf 

of Sugar Valley", which Shoemaker likens to the Beast of Gevaudan (although its 

depredat ons seem nowhere near that level). 

>>> 

>>> In the first section of the book, on the natural history of mountain lions in the 

state, Shoemaker recounts a legend about a reanimated panther corpse laid to rest with 

a silver bullet (p. 55). Not quite a werewolf, true, but it still shoes a 

supernatural/silver bullet connection. 

>>> 

>>> Another article from the Pottsville Republican ("Witch lore motive for killing," 

March 22, 1934) mentions the story of the Hex Cat, saying "silver bullets were molded 

to ward off the visit of the evil animals". An article on this story, appearing in the 

same newspaper for Septet/~er 28, 1911 ("Hex cat dodges bullets of gold"), as implied, 

mentions gold bullets. 

>>> 

>>> What exactly the Hex Cat was is sometimes unclear: it was a large cat haunting the 

Thomas Farm in Tu~ling Run (Schuylkill County) which at times seems to be a demonic 

sending and at times a werecat. A witch is definitely said to be connected. 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> Andrew D, Gable 

>>> CFZ US State Rep: 

>>> http://masksofmesingw.blogspot.com/ 

>>> On Fri, Oct 21, 2011 at 10:02 ~, Jay Smith <jaysmith@emaii.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> Fascnating.    Please keep me in the loop.    I’m thinking out loud here, but I wonder 

if Montague Sut~ers might have played a role in linking this piece of lore specifically 

to the beast.    I have not read his book on werewolves, but I think the dates might 

work, since he was writing in the ’30s. And I seem to recall that he made reference to 

the beast somewhere. If I think of it next week, I may try to look this up myself... 

>>> 

>>> Jay 

>>> On 10/21/11 12:07 AM, Blake Smith wrote: 

>>>> Thanks Ben, 

>>>> I just tried an interesting change of tactics    rather than scouring old random 

texts for the use of "silver bullet"     I tried going back to Werewolf lore in 

particular.    Sabine Baring Gould’s book on the topic includes an interesting phrase: 

>>>> "...and I know a story of two such creatures appearing in an inn and nightly 

drinking the cider, till the publican shot a silver button over their heads, when they 



were instantly transformed into two ill favoured old ladies of his acquaintance." 

>>>> 

>>>> This at least ties that "silver" susceptibility back to before Siodmak’s work.    I 

can’t imagine that Sio~i~ak wouldn’t have read Baring Gould since he did pride himself 

on his research abilities. 

>>>> Bar ng Gould’s werewolf book goes back to at least 1865.    I still haven’t found a 

direct "werewolf being killed by a silver bullet" before Sio~ak    but this is really 

fun research. If any of you has a clever idea or wants to participate in this 

ridiculous quest, I’m happy to collaborate. 

>>>> On ~hu, Oct 20, 2011 at 11:56 PM, Benjamin Radford < @gmail.com> wrote: 

>>>> Very interesting.., good detective work, Dr. Atlantis! 

>>>> On ~hu, Oct 20, 2011 at 9:03 PM, Blake Smith ¯ ~gmail.com> wrote: 

>>>> Hel o Again fellow Monster Hunters, 

>>>> (Jay I’ve included you in this continuation but if you’re tired of the topic let 

me know.] 

>>>> Ok    I must confess I have a ridiculous tendency to keep digging on stuff that 

isn’t very important. But I 

wanted to get to the bottom of this "silver bullet" and werewolf story. I think I have 

at least found proof that Curt Sio~ak did not invent the "silver bullet" being useful 

against a werewolf out of whole cloth for his movie. (Not that any of us thought he 

must have    but still, it’s nice to be definitive.) 

>>>> It was well established during the terror of La Bete that she was impervious to 

muskets, right? And although so far I haven’t found any direct reference to a silver 

bullet and her case, I did find proof that the efficacy of silver bullets against 

musket proof creatures predates her reign of terror. 

>>>> What follows is a short excerpt from a British history/poem called: 

>>>> Eng and’s Reformation, (From The Time Of K. Henry Viii. To The End Of Oates’s 

Plot.): 

>>>> by ~homas Ward    Published in January 1719 (Google Books Link} 

>>>> 

>>>> ...When, just as he was taking Aim 

>>>> In happy time to Memory came, 

>>>> That yet he had not loaded Gun 



>>>> With Bullet, as he shou’d have done ; 

>>>> The counter charming Silver Bullet 

>>>> He searches for ’tween Lips and Gullet, 

>>>> (For in his Mouth he’d wisely hid it 

>>>> To have it ready when he needed) 

>>>> But found it not: For lucky Chance, 

>>>> Which still preserved the Sovereign Prince, 

>>>> Had, none knows how. convey’d it thence. 

>>>> This Bullet, as Learn’d Titus said, 

>>>> Was of the Lunar Metal made, 

>>>> 

>>>> ’Cause champed silver kills Stone dead 

>>>> such as are Musquet Proof ’gainst Lead. 

>>>> 

>>>> Pages 192/199 

>>>> Wel that’s pretty neat and pretty, isn’t it? Ok I’m continuing my research but 

thought this was an important 

clue. So far it is the oldest mention of the silver bullet and its magical efficacy 

that I’ve dug up. 

>>>> On Wed, Sep 21, 2@11 at 6:35 PM, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Nope, no hallos d’argent. They were always made of lead. 

>>>> On 9/21/11 6:31 PM, Blake Smith wrote: 

>>>>> But you did not see any contemporary references to "balle d’argent" in your 

research? I am away from my computer and now urgently want to start digging[ 

>>>>> On Sep 21, 2011 4:56 PM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email,unc,edu> wrote: 

>>>>> > Blake I listened to the "show," and it was great. I was surprised to 

>>>>> > hear the reference to the silver bullet "in French" thing, because I 

>>>>> > should have intervened to tell you. I must have passed out for a few 

>>>>> > seconds or something. Aslyway, a silver bullet would he "halle d’argent" 

>>>>> > n French. Balle     ball (and "bullets" were in fact round balls in the 

>>>>> > 18th c) and argent    silver. So...maybe you could search for that in 

>>>>> > Google books if you find gobs of free time on your hands .... 



>>>>> > On 9/11/11 12:42 PM, Blake Smith wrote: 

>>>>> >> Interesting. When they say "generally with characteristics of a man 

>>>>> >> 

>>>>> >> 

>>>>> >> 

>>>>> >> 

>>>>> >> 

>>>>> >> 

and a wolf" I suppose they mean it i$ generally found in usage as 

/loup/ garou. Which would be /wolf garou/, right? 

I think the etymology of werewolf is that the /were/ part means 

/man./ Literally man wolf, so that there are in folklore werebears, 

weretigers, etc... 

But are there also garou where the blank is filled by different 

animals? 

In my monster reading I’ve only heard of European/French usage of the 

term to mean something synonymous with werewolf. 

On Fri, Sep 9, 2011 at 5:22 PM, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu 

<mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

If it’s useful to you, here’s the actual definition, followed by 

my translation: 

"Personnage mythique et mal%fique, tenant g%n%ralement de l’ho~e 

et du loup, qui est r6put6 errant la nuit dans les campagnes." 

"A mythic, malevolent [evil doing is better] figure, generally 

with characteristics of a man and a wolf, thought to to wander the 

countryside at night." 

On 9/9/11 1:34 PM, Karen Stollznow wrote: 

Monster and linguistics    I love it[ Thanks Jay. 

Thanks Jay     I’m forwarding this to Ben& Karen because it’s a bit of 

monstrous etymology they’ll want to know as well. 

From: Jay Smith<jaysmith@email.unc.edu> <mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, Sep 9, 2011 at 12:35 PM 

Subject: Re: podcast 

To: Blake Smith< !gmail.com> <mailto ~gmail.com> 

>>>>> >>>> langue franGalse (a 

I should tell you that after our interview, I went to the Tr@sor de la 

comprehensive French dictionaryI and looked up 



>>>>> >>>> It means, basically, ’wandering and malevolent spirit of the night.’ 

>>>>> >>>> That’s 

>>>>> >>>> a paraphrase, not an exact translation. And it is occasionally applied to 

>>>>> >>>> creatures other than wolves. So...thanks for prompting me to find out 

>>>>> >>>> something I should have already known! 

>>>>> >>>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blake Smith <             ~gmail com> 

Tuesday, March 6, 2012 1:58 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: More on the magic of Silver 

Hey, as you probably know, that means a lot I think this side-track into the history of silver and medicine is 
going to have to be a separate article, but perbaps an important one in its own way The final link in my little 
chain before I write up the werewolf findings is tqcing to idenhfy what - if any - ancient texts referred to the 
magical powers of silver rm beginning to suspect that it was medieval alchemists who made silver into a 
magical metal, not the Greeks or Romans At this point I’d be happy to find anything before 1700 that calls 
silver magic 

Something like that has to be out there - but I’m reaching out to some alchemist/histo~7-of-science experts and 
hope to get some leads in the next month or so 

-Blake 

On Tue, Mar 6, 2012 at 1:50 PM, Jay Smith <ia__’t.~n_~id___!¢~i.l. ~mc_ xd_2~> wrote: 
Blake--absolutely ove~vhelmed with work, thus you’re not getting much from me But I’m following your 
updates with great interest 

On 3/3/12 1:33 AM, Blake Smith wrote: 

Also, here is the passage from Herodotus that many books and websites claim shows that this 
ancient king knew the prese~-ative power of silver 

Now the great king makes his marches not only well furnished from home with 
provisions for his table and with cattle, but also taking with him water from the river 
Choaspes, which flows by Susa, of which alone and of no other river the king drinks: 
and of this water of the Choaspes boiled, a very great number of waggons, four- 
wheeled and drawn by mules, carry a supply in silver vessels, and go with him wherever 
he may march at any time. 

Herodotus; M.A.G.C. McCaulay (2008-07-02). The History of Herodotus - Complete 
[Annotated] [Illustrated] (Kindle Locations 1585-1589). LeClue 22. Kindle Edition. 

I don’t think this passage says anything about silver being used to preserve the water or purify it? 
I think it says that the king (a) only drinks water from the river Choaspes and (b) boils it (?) and 
(c) carries it in silver vessels 

It could be that he carried silver vessels because he was a king and silver is vetay ostentatious? 
Or it could be that silver vessels don’t bump into each other and break in the wagon? 
Or it could be that Silver vessels held water better than clay? 

I just don’t see how that passage necessarily means that the king knew of some magical property 
of silver 
I’m not even sure that the phrasing means he literally had his setw-ants boil the water - vs drawing 



the water from a roiling, white-water section of the river? I guess it would help to know what the 
original translation said 

-Blake 

On Sat, Mar 3, 2012 at 1:25 AM, Blake Smith <             djL~,gS.[p~s.!&2> wrote: 
Among the legends of the power of silver are two claims in particular that I’m focusing on: 
(I) That the use of silver’s power at prese~w-ing and preventing bacterial growth was known to 
the ancients (Not that they needed to know about bacteria to benefit from it, but that they 

knew silver would make things last longer) 
(2) That American pioneers used to put silver coins in their milk jugs and drink casks to make 
their beverages last longer 

The first I’ve been addressing with a number of searches against the historical sources So far, 
things aren’t looking good for Silver in that regard But that could be overturned with a single 
solid quote - so I’m still cautiously optimistic that this is not the case, or at least that the reality 
is inconsistent with how it is portrayed these days in books and on websites 

The second could be tested with a science-fair type project with some milk or other fluid, some 
silver coins from the period, and a good protocol I don’t doubt that this was real folklore, but 
wonder if it really helped at all (Also, did pioneers keep milk like that? Wouldn’t they just go 
milk the cow daily and have fresh milk? Did it go bad that quickly?) 

Then I sta~ed thinking - if the oligodynamic effect is so powerful why don’t silver fillings 
prevent tooth decay? (Knowing from personal experience that bacteria can still form and 
require the fillings to be replaced) So a google book search led me to this interesting find: 

Pocket atlas of endodontics 
By Rudolf Beer, Michael A. Baumann, Andrej M. Kielbassa 
Page 198 
lin!, to entr~ 

Silver points have been used in endodontics for over 100 years. The underlying 
premise during the development of silver point root canal fillings was the 
antibacterial effect of silver. Even small amounts of silver or mercury completely 
kill bacteria in vitro. This led to the term "oligodynamic effect" (Greek: oligos, 
little; dynamos, force). The assumption was that the bacteria release soluble 
metal salts from the surface of the silver point, and these have a toxic effect. 

As early as 1921, a mixture of silver and copper was utilized as a root canal 
filling paste; in 1929, a silver point was used in conjunction with a silver- 
containing paste. However, in 1936, Grossman proclaimed that the results of in 
vitro studies cannot always or completely be related to the clinical situation 
within a root canal, which raised doubts concerning any true oligodynamic effect 
within the canal. Grossman favored silver points from a purely practical 
perspective: They are easy to place, even in narrow and dilacerated canals. 
Later, numerous experiments confirmed the oligodynamic effect, but it has 

never been clarified wither this effect also occurs under invivo conditions. 
Following initial reduction of the bacterial load, bacterial proliferation frequently 

occurred after only a short period. 

If the silver in a tooth can’t stop the bacteria in an area that small, it makes me wonder how 



ePi’ective it can be in the form of a coin immersed in milk (or other dfink) Most of the modern 
uses of this effect seem to tie in with ionized fields - where a silver rod is electrified to activate 
its purifying effects This is often described as "improving the effect" or "maximizing the 
ePi’ect" Anyway, the silver coin thing sounds velT dubious to me I’m t~2cing to find out if 
there is anything to these claims The alt-med sites on silver have it doing amazing things 
There is a widely repeated claim that dropping a little bit of silver into your septic tank will 

completely kill the useful bacteria in the tank and you’ll have to re-introduce the good bacteria 
I don’t know if this is true but it sounds suspicious 

Anyway, that’s where I am with this research right now If you have any advice I’d appreciate 
it 
I’m creeping fot~vard, I think At this point I wish Silver were as awesome as so many describe 
it - but I’m really doubting it 

On Sat, Feb 25, 2012 at 8:28 PM, Blake Smith <            ~¢~<ma~l co~> wrote: 
I may have inadvertently learned something fatrty interesting which may give my a~icle a 
little more punch In the the 1720’s poem "England’s Reformation, (From The Time Of K 
Hemay Viii To The End Of Oates’s Plot): A Poem In Four Cantos" by Thomas Ward 

We get these lines: 

This bullet as learn’d Titus said 
Was of the Lunar metal made 
’Cause champed silver kills Stone-dead 
such as are Musquet-Proof ’gainst Lead 

-Pages 192/193 

I assumed by "learn’d Titus" he meant Titus Livius, the Roman historian So I went to his 
history of Rome and searched for "silver" and there are more than a hundred references All 
of them to do with tribute and treasure, none to do with the efficacy of silver in matters 
medicinal or magical 

So I thought to myselI; perhaps he meant Hippocrates or Herodotus so I searched their 
works as well Hippocrates only had one reference to silver Herodotus had 67 - and again, 
they were not about medicine or magic 

Although I’ve seen many, many, many examples of websites and articles which claim the 
ancient Greeks and Romans knew of the medicinal value of silver - this suddenly makes no 
sense Duh - the germ-theo~T of medicine didn’t really come into play until the 1700’s and it 
wasn’t untilthe 1800’sthatitgotanykindofverification Some sites claim that the metal’s 
tendency to turn black in the presence of sulfer-based poisons made it useful for detecting 
such things - but I’m getting the idea (which will prolong my research, but is actually 
fascinating to get to the bottom of) that perhaps this whole idea of the efficacy of medicinal 
silver migllt have come from the discovet2¢ of its antibiotic properties in the 1800’s being 
retro-fitted to historical use of silver as a possible additional puq~ose behind its use in cups 
and plates Meanwhile, I’m suddenly finding myself betting that the real use of silver goes 
back to the more pfimat2¢ fact that it is shiny and pretty In nearly evely case of its histufical 
mention by these ancient writers it is as part of a list of silver, gold and brass - with talents, 
coins and treasure 



So I’m still looking to see if I can find any ancient C~-eek or Roman use of silver for magical 
weapon making, but now add to the list the inqui~N of the historicity of its medicinal eft~cacy 
in ancient times 

Neat 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wednesday, August 8, 2012 9:13 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

review of your book! 

Monsters of the Gevaudanreviewpdf 

HiJay, 

Greetings from Chicago! I hope you are doing well. I’m writing because I am delighted that the journal I edit, History: 
Reviews of New Books, is publishing a ve~ positive review of Monsters of the Gevaudan, and I thought you might like a 
preview. The actual issue isn’t coming out until SeptembedOctober, but I’m attaching a PDF of the relevant pages here. 

Take can, 
Miriam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom C~iffitbs <               ~gmail corn> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 12:32 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: At dusk in the Gevaudan 

At dusk in the Gevaudan doc 

Dear J ay, 

You may remember that I wrote to you late last year after I had completed a walk through the Gevaudan in the 
footsteps of RL Stevenson and you kindly replied Since then, I wrote an essay about the experience and about 
your book and submitted it to an essay prize in Australia and I have just heard that the essay was short-listed 
and given a Commendation and will be published in a month or two in the A~siralitm Book Revieu, which is a 
widely-circulated monthly review of books in Australia So my essay (attached) will be a kind-of personal 
review essay of your book, among otl~er things, and I hope it finds you more readers I also hope you find that I 
have been fair in representing and distilling the rich argument of your book 

The essay prize is called the Calibre Prize and I am obliged to have the essay published as it was submitted 
However, if you do have any comments on the attached essay, I would still be ve~-y grateful to have them - 
because I eventually plan to write a longer piece about the walk, one where I could have more to say about 
Stevenson’s interest in the Camisards So any coments you have would help me improve the longer piece, 
wherever that may end up But most of all, I just hope you’ll enjoy these meditations of an appreciative reader 

With my best wishes, 
Tom 

On Tue, Oct 23, 2012 at 3:25 PM, Jay Smith <ja?:~lrli,~h ~,.!e~!!a]J,ut~c:edu> wrote: 
Dear Tom (ifI may): 
Thanks so much for this email Readers like you were among my "target" audience, so I’m glad you found 
tl~e book useful and readable I gave up camping years ago, but I envy you your walk along Stevenson’s route 
all the same I love tllat region, and find it ruggedly beautiful (Did you have a chance to visit the gorges of 
the Tarn? Gorgeous gorges) Anyway, it’s great (as I’m sure you know) to have a reader say that he got out 
of the book precisely what you as the author were t~3zing to put into it rm glad that the ’myste~’y’ of the tale 
stays sufficiently alive, despite my occasional debunking, to maintain reader interest and appreciation for this 
too-good-to-be-truestu~’y Ihadablastresearchingit, andwritingitwasapurejoy I’m glad that some of 
that comes through 

All the best to you and your "kids" (My oldest is graduating from college in May) 

Jay Smith 

On 10/21/12 11:43 AM, Tom Griffiths wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I just wanted to thank you for your mal~zellous book and work of histol’y, 7~e Mo.sn~rs oj 
Geva~dan I’m a historian based in Australia (and a fellow author with Harvard University 
Press), but I came to reading your book as an ordina~’y traveller hung~3z for histu~3z I recently 
walked the route of Robert Louis Stevenson in the Cevennes (and the Velay and Gevaudan) with 
my grown-up children and we of course encountered the legend of the Beast of the Gevaudan 
along the way As we walked and talked and developed our own theories, we generated a 
longing for a book such as yours Would one be out there? A scholarly histo~ recounting the 
original episode but also the making of the legend; a learned writer able to tell the stu~3z with its 
full power but also uncorrupted by its politics past and present; a book that might use the 



phenomenon as an illuminating window on eighteenth-centre7 French histot7 would such 
exist? Well thanks to you, it does, and I read it gratefully, swiftly and with enormous intellectual 
pleasure this week I’m utterly convinced You have explained the stotN without diminishing its 
magnetism; indeed, your telling reveals its richness 

On the morning we were to walk into the forests of the GCvaudan (in September), our host 
in Pradelles handed me the local newspaper with a photo and headline that declared Le 
Ioup estarriv#! It announced evidence that the wolf was now back in the G~vaudan. 
Our host was stirring us by eagerly brandishing this news, for he knew we had a tent 
and were determined to camp (as we indeed did). Perhaps there was also some 
genuine concern for our welfare, but it was easy to discern his real purpose. As the 
owner of a chambres d’hStes, it was not in his interest to encourage anyone to camp. I 
guess the le Ioup has always had its human uses, as you show so clearly! 

Many thanks again. 
With my best wishes, 
Tom Griffiths 

Tom G~ift]ths, FAHA 
W K Hancock Professor of Histot7, 
School of History, Research School of Social Sciences, CASS 
Director, Centre for Environmental History, ANU 

Chair, Editorial Board, Australian Dictionary of Biography 
Professorial AfI’fliate, National Museum of Australia 
Adjunct Professor of Climate Research, University of Copenhagen 

School of Histol7, RSSS 
Coombs Building, Australian National University, Canbe~Ta, ACT 0200 
Tel: 612 6125 3345 

Tom Griffiths FAHA 
W K Hancock Professor of Histo~N 
Chair, Editorial Board, Australian Dictiona~’,~ of Biography 
Director, Centre for Environmental Histo~’,~ 

School of Histol’,~, Research School of Social Sciences, CASS 
Australian National University, Canberra ACT 0200 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Andrew J Perdn <andrewA)erdn@unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 11:57 AM 

Biddle, Andrea K <andrea biddle@unc edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Foster, Beverly B <bbfoster@email unc edu> 

Re: Release of EPC/COSC Honor Court Su~wey Data to the Reesenews C~oup--Agenda 
Item and Important Point of Consideration 

There is no question that fl~e data collected fltrough fl~e survey 

fl~e leporters I authorized that lelease, and I do legret not asMng or 
in forming EPC of tile decision However. I do 11ol see thai we I~ld an3 
otber chaice as to tbe fnml decision 

fl~ougbt about it morn carefully I would have withheM tbese However. 
fl~ete is no human subjects .jurisdiction involved since this activig" 
does not fall under human subjects tegmlations (it’s not for 
generalizable knowledge) 

Again, I apologize for having mtthotized Ihis. but ask thai we recognize 

Best, 
Andy 

On Wed, 2011-04-27 al 11:40 -0400. Birdie. Andrea K wrote: 
> Dear Andy and Jay, 

> I am disappointed about the release of in fomnalion and m\~ dala by your subcommille¢, wilhoul Ibe considemlion or approval of the 
full EPC 

> Nor did you consider Iha pol¢nlial Iong-lenn ¢ffecls of Ihe aclion Specifically, by releasing Ihe mw data, you released Iwo pages of 
entail addresses of t~spondents who said tbey would be willing to speak with us about fl~e honor court m~d their surve? answers A 
reporter sent queries out to at least m~e of fl~ose h~dividuals (see email below) I don’t know how mare" individuals be contacted This 
action is a clear b~each of trust to our resl~ondent s if not of bunmn subjects tegmlations (ie, m~ tPd3 nmttm) 

> 1 wdl add fl~e EPC/COSC surve? nmt~er to the Ma? 4, 2011, meeting agmlda Tbe cmmmttee wdl address it at that time ~1~ 
accot~lm~ce with fl~e NC Open Meetings Law (Article 33C of Genmal Stat~tes Chapter 143, begPming at GS 143-3189) If there 
are ileitis [ha/yolt believe Ihe rest of [lie col~llhillee should read in preparalion for [lie meet hig, please fo~ard Ihem Io me no later {ban 
Fridw, 29 April at nomt so flint 1 ~na? tach~de tbmn ~l~ tbe agenda and tbe ~naterials sent to conumttee ~nembers I curreml? plan to 
hiclude Iha link Io Ihe arlicl¢, bul a copy of the sm~ey results wOldd be helpfld 

> Andrea 

> From: 
> Sent: TuesdW, April 26, 2011 11:39 AM 
> Subject: UNC Honor Court: Investigative sloD 

> Good morning, 

> I’m , a studenl a/UNC and in tha journalism 



school I’d like to share an in-depth report our reporters ha,,c just published into issues with the UNC honor court and student 
cheating The stray especi~ll) addresses the some pmfessot~ distrust of the svstein, along with its inefficienw: 

> l’ln entailing because, in file process of reporting the stray, the si~ldent joumahsts used data from a t~cent survey issued by the 
fac~dt~ cmmnittee formed to adik~ss hoimr court issues The comnfirtee gave the t~por~et~ permission to use this data, wlfich was 
invaluable Io Ihem while reporting II~e slo~) Your cmail address was included wilh Ihe dat& as a ~lcully member who was willing Io 
be coNacted about honor cou~ issues 

> 1 hope that the report is useful and informative, and is sometNng that you will consider sharing with your co[leagmes Howevec 1 

piece If you would hke to discuss aik~ honor court issue Nrtl~ec or have a pet~oiml stray that you would like to shat~, please email the 

using your lmme 

> Thank yold 

> Andrea K Biddlc. MPH. PhD, Associate Professor Dcpartmenl of Heallh Policy and Managemcnl Gillings School of Global Public 
Health UNC-Chapel Hill 
> CB#7411 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7411 
> 919 9667377 (voice) 919 9666961 (Ncsimile) Andrea Biddle@unc edu 

> -----O~iginal Message ..... 



Andrea K Biddlc. MPH. PhD 

Health Polic? and Management 

Gillings School of Global Public Health 

Chapl¢ Hill, NC 27599-7411 

1 9199667377 (Voice) 

1 9199666967 (Fax) 

Andrea Biddlc~a uric cdu 

Scnl: Tuesday, April 26, 201 I 15:39 
To: Biddlc, Andrea K 

developments in the honor survey mini? sis? Bey is upset, perhaps with 

futflter work on tlfis Perhaps I should, too Am’wa?, we need to 

Ja?M Snfith 

ja~’snfith@enmil uric edu 
919-962-3949 
919-962-1403 

Associalc ProFessor and Associal¢ Chair og Sociolog} 
U niversits" of Notfll Caroh]m - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 



Biddle, Andrea K 

Sent: 
To; 
Subject: 

Wednesday, April 27, 201! 8:27 AM 
Biddle, Andrea K 
UNC Honor Cour[: Investigative story 

Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 201I 11:39 AH 

Subject: UNC Honor Court: Investigative stor~ 

Good moming, 

at the Reese Felts Digital 

Newsroom in the journalism school, l’d Jike to share al in-depth report our reporters have just 
published into issues with the UNC honor com’t and student cheating. The story especially 
addresses the some professors’ distrust of the system, along with its inefficiency: 

http:i/reesenews.or~ ’2011/04/26 is-the-unc-honor-com’t-broken, 15392 

I’m emailing because, in the process of reportmg the story, the smdant journalists used data from a 
recent survey iss~lcd by the facui~" committee formed to address honor court issues. The conmli~ee 
gave the reporters perurisslon to use this data. which was invaluabie tc them while reporting ~he 
srnry. Your email address was hacluded with the data. as a faculb’ member who was willing to be 
contacted about honor com’t issues. 

[ hope that the report is useful and informative, and is something thin you wilI consider sharing 
with your colleagues. However, I also know that we’ve just scratched the surface of this complex 
issue, and the story team would like to dig even deeper in a tbllow-up piece. If you would like to 
discuss any honor court issue ~ffu’ther. or have a eersonal stor) that you would like to share, pIease 
civil the story’s writer.                      ~;reesenews.or~). Also please feel free to 
comment on the stery itself, either anonymously or using your name. 

Tl~nk you! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones, Joy Mann <joyjones@email unc edu> 

Monday, July 18, 2011 12:00 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Phone Message 

HiJay: 

Ihad a message on my phone for you to call 

En~oy Your Day, 

Joy 

at He called at ll:43am. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Monday, July 18, 2011 3:00 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: football 

Hi Jay, 
Yes, indeed I lemember you especially woikhtg together with adnfissions Yes, rite case is a lr~ior embarrassment, and like 
you have had Io deal wilh rcporlers I would be happ3 to lalk more with you, as this does provide us with a good opporlunily I 
achially have a colffetence call with the N CAA ht 2 nfinutes, so will emad you again 

Jan 

..... Origi~ml Message ..... 
From: Ja) Slmth Imali~2~tbi((enmi! ~nL~ ehaI 
Scnl: Monday, July 18, 2011 2:38 PM 
To: Boxill, Jeanette M 
Subject: foolball 

I hope you remember me We once worked together on an aikmssions office "sales pitch" to new adnfits--nmybe in 2005? I’m writing 

but it also plesents a golden opportunit~ Because details of flits case have been made public, we have a perspectike on 
functioning of the foolball program (and tha a/hlchas dcparhncn0 thai we’ve never had before II’s not a pretty piclur¢ 11 may be Ihat 
flmtgs ate not nearly as bad as the?, happen to look right now, but hi ot~ler to clear the ah, restore cmffidence in U NC, :rod send a 
message about whine our priorities lie, I’d love to see the chancellor create :m ad hoc task fome to root out :m? and all problems Such 
a task fome, in m? humble opit~imz would need to be made up of ~eople with no appatehi ties to the admhfistrafive complex as it now 
cxisls (hlodlcrwords, Ijusldon’ldlinkdlcFacullyAIhlclicsCommdl¢cis~ighlfordlisjob) Thcrcarcpl¢nlyofp¢opl¢whocould 
do such a job vet) well EPC ~mght be a place to start (1 happen to be on the EPC, fltough rm not suggesting that I need to be involved 
m this) 

Awwa?, rite details ate sometlmtg I would happil? trust you and othet~ to wink out But the U mvet~ib" has a huge black eye today, 
and public pcrccplion is thai UNC now Ires a serious hilcg~ily problem Ohiy Ihc faculty can make dlhigs ~ighl agahi Please consider 
hi!ring up this issue[ 

Ja? M Snfith 
Dcpanmcnl of Hislot3 
U niversits" of Norflt Carotilm at Chapel Hill jaysnfiflt,~a emafl uric edu 
919-962-3949 
919-962-1403 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeffrey Thompson < @gmail corn> 

Saturday, July 30, 2011 2:50 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

You and Thorpe should resign together immediately 

You are truly not worthy of even stepping foot on the campus of UNC, much less teaching or doing research 
Here is to hoping your class sizes drop so small you will be relieved of your meaningless duties Because there 
will be cuts when the academic funding of the many thousands of football fans close their wallets You really 
are not as smart as you think you are ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@liveuncedu> 

Tuesday,            6:38 PM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 
RE: Sexual Assault Policy and Student Athletes 

Dr. Smith, 

Thank you for responding so promptly to my e-mail, and to reminding me of the importance of language surrounding 
privilege, responsibility, and how language structures interpersonal exchange. I will be sure to use the term "privilege" 
where appropriate, and at°Lively resist the characterization of athletes’ position as privileged in and outside the task force. 

At the beginning of tomorrow’s meeting, there should be time for each of us to share our commitments and concerns 

about the task force. After reviewing the list of task force participants, there do not appear to any people who work 
specifically with athletes or within the department of athletics. Based on the topics you mentioned, I think the special 
treatment of athletes relates to the duties of several task force members, given their positions within the University. 

I would appreciate the opportunity to continue this discussion when you’ve returned from France. Until then, have a 
great time! 

From: Jay Smith liavsmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,           12:39 PM 

Subject: Re: Sexual Assault Policy and Student Athletes 

Thank you for se~a/ing on this vital task force I wish your group the best 

I should probably be clear about my position on what you call "student-athlete privilege" before I say anything 
about its specific manifestations I’m not sure that "student-athlete privilege" is the right phrase, since I don’t 
really accept the term "student-athlete" (it’s a deceptive term) and I see many ways in which athletes are actually 
deprived of basic rights (e g, due process rights vis-a-vis the NCAA)--a situation that is not really compatible 
with our usual understanding of privilege 

What DOES bother me immensely is the "special treatment" afforded athletes because of their importance to the 
operahons of the athletics department Some of that treatment looks like p~ivilege (for example, the right to 
miss many classes per semester because of travel), and some of it looks like exploitation (for example, the fact 
that they HAVE to miss so many classes and thus wind up with a degraded education) What bothers me about 
it is that it deprives athletes of all the rights and responsibilities that go along with being a University student 
Instead they’re placed in a class apart, and the main reason for all of that is that the athletics dept needs to 
control their activities, their schedules, and their labors to maximum effect for tbe athletic dept--educational 
needs be damned 

Now, for tbe purposes of your task force, I think this does suggest that the University needs to make special 
efforts to ensure that athletes--given the insular and aggressive environment they inhabit--need to be fully 
educated about the realities of sexual violence and that male atbletes in particular must not be shielded fi-om the 
consequences of their behavior It’s not hard to imagine the athletics dept seeking to extend its protective cloak 
over the atbletes in their care even to the point of bringing undue pressure to bear on a sexual assault 
complainant--after all, we’ve seen too many vivid examples of this (at Notre Dame, at Steubenville High) in 
recent months to assume that UNC would be immune to the phenomenon 

My only word of caution is that you might avoid the phrase "student-athlete privilege" to characterize that 



dynamic Because, as I’ve said, in many ways athletes are distinctly under-privileged T~2¢ to be careful not to 
demonize athletes as a group (though I realize that’s not your intent) and to place the blame where it ultimately 
belongs: on a commercially driven athletics program that prioritizes maintaining the availability of athletic labor 
over promoting the rights and responsibifuies of student citizenship 

I’d be happy to talk further about this if you’d like I’m in France until         however, so I may be out of 
touch for long stretches until then Thank you again for volunteering to serve on this critically important task 
force -Jay Smith 

On 10:45 AM. wrote: 

Dr. Smith, 

I am an undergraduate currently serving on the task force to review student on student complaints of 
sexual misconduct. You have been a vocal critic of student athlete privilege in the past, and I want to make 
sure the task force address~ the issue during our meetings. Are there any specific manifestations of 
student athlete privilege that you would like the task force to address? 

There isn’t any rush to generate ideas, but I think you input would be valuable. 

Thank you for your time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu> 

Monday, December 12, 201 I 10:57 AM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrewperrin@unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; 
Gless, Dartyl J <glessd@email unc edu>; redfield@unc edu; Tomaskova, Silvia 
<tomas@unc edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D 
<jweiler@email unc edu>; Tyler Curtain <           ~gmail corn>; Thrailkill, Jane F 
<tkill@unc edu>; Carter, Tim <cartert@email unc edu>; McGowan, John 
<jpm@email unc edu> 
RE: Another update on athletics 

I agree with Andy’s poim hem I tlfiitk tlmt what will be most useful is for us to develop a set of hltet.ests or principles These intet.ests 
basically say that at tile end of the da~’, this is what is iinportant for file uhiversits" These ale district fmin whatever positioits or 

..... Otlginal M¢ssag¢ ..... 

S¢nl: Monday. D¢cember 12,2011 8:28 AM 
To: Slhith, Jay M 
CC: Sleponailis, Vhicas P: Margolis, Lewis; Guskiewicz, Kevin M: Gless. Dan31 J: rcdfi¢ld@unc ¢du: Tomaskova. Silvia; Janken, 
Kennelh R: Weiler. Jonathan D; T5 I¢r Curtain: Thmilkill, Jan¢ F: Cayler, Tim: McGowan, Jolm 
Sul~iect: Re: Another update on afltletics 

Colleagues, 

Fin t.eall? happ? to hear of Viifs interaction with Holden on this 
mailer, and I Ihink Holden’s fundamentally honorable and inlcllcclt~al 
nature is one of the major things we have going for us in fltis endeavor 

Whil¢ I Ihink a s¢ri¢s or ronuns or colloquia is a good idea, and agree 
flint it should start ASAP, I do not tlmtk tile development of a platform 

HOWEVER, I tlmtk it makes sense for tlmt platform to be formulated as a 
set of *principles*, not specific reforms Indeed, the set of 
fonnns/cotloquia could hffonn tlte wa~’s we and otltet~ envision 
implemenlhig tile prhiciples as specific reforms For example: Olle 
principle might be "We do not conlpromise intellectual integrits" for 
a/hlelic success" Specific reforms emerging from thai mighl be: 

sludem-atltletes at.e admitted without adequate academic credentials 

We could cet~ahtl? come up with a platform now that outlines the set of 

colhiquia/fomms as well as to recruit potential membet~ for the Facult) 

Thoughls? 

And?" 

On Sun. 201 I - 12- I 1 al 13:46 -0500. Jay Smilh wmle: 
> Vin: My wony is that if we make tl~e platform dependent on a series of 



> be so diluted that rite platform will have little bite, and we will have 
> lost so much time that fl~e year will be over m~d the facult3" will have 

> us, and fltat obvioul? takes time, but I tbit~k we aheady have enough 
> "information" to make a set of denmnds (Maybe a baseline set of 

> lefmed over thne?) 

> But maybe fltat’s .just me Whatever our precise strategD’, I do tbil~k fl~e 
> fonLms arc a good idea Lcl’s lalk soon Will you be around Ihis week? 

> O11 12/1 I/I 1 1:32 PM. Vin Slcponailis wrole: 

> > of success (in the sense of bodi being adoplcd and acltkally working), 
> ~ it should come out of a deliberative process in which 
> ~ ilffommtion-gathem]g is a ke? component That’s wbeie tbe fomnts 
> > and/or colloquia might be helpful If a plalfonn is issued before Ihe 
> > ilffommtion is gatbe~ed, it will look like a "kneezierk" reaction and 

> > fonnWcolloqumm idea ff someflfing is to happen nexX semester, the 

> > > Vin: Yes, this sounds hke a fine idea to me 1’11 clteck with Leloudis 

> > > able to rope him in for a discussion 

> >> out a couple of weeks ago--one that wit1 soon lead to a "platform" mtd a 

> >> discu s s/publicize/~ ec ndt new interested parties and gene1311y keep 

//consctousness ffothet~alsoflmikflte fomnts ateagoodtdea, nm)be 

>>>O1112/11/11 I 0:40 AM, Vin Slcponailis wrote: 
> >>> Dear Jay (el al), 

> >>> by Lew mtd Ja) He sunmlarized tbe le~er -- Nit’l), 1 fltougN -- 

> >>> his answers or not, I tlthik be haudled it re1) well 

> >>> I asked him a queslion (publicly) aboul tile syslemic probl¢lns widi 



> >>> OVIcntions of this me�ling have repeal�ally appeared in the press, but 
> >>> with no detailed account of what happened) He at~sweled the question 
> >>> by givhtg us a smmnat5 of the meeting -- again, a reasonable answer 

> >>> In Ihc course of responding Io lifts qucsbon, Holdcn incidcnlally 
> >>> mentioned that Taylor Brmtch is phaming to be in Chapel Hdl dubmg 
> >>> the Spbmg semester, apparently as a gmest of fire Histoly Department 
> >>> I asked Lloyd Kmmcr aboul INs a fict~ ard, and Lloyd said Ihal Jim 
> > > > Leloudis had arranged for Branch to teach a course this spbmg on the 

> >>> article in file Atlantic Montbl) on "The Shame of College Sports" ff 

> > > > that there has been tan of olgamzing a facadt3 woddng group fltat 

> >>> mentioned Jim Peacock’s suggestion that facults" organize a course on 
> >>> this subject -- atmlogous to file "Nike course" fltat Jim and othet~ 

> >>> perhaps olgamzed under the mlspices of IAH or the Odum lostimte? 

> >>> -- Bill Friday, Charles Clot feller. Taylor Branch, Io l~llne a few -- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gless, Darryl J <glessd@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, December 14, 2011 9:12 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis <lewmargolis@unc edu>; 
Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~oerrin@unc edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email unc edu>; Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin 
M <gus@email unc edu>; McGowan, John <jpm@email unc edu>; Tomaskova, Silvia 
<tomas@unc edu>; redfield@unc edu; Tyler Curtain <           ~gmail corn>; 
Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu>; 
Engel, Jonathan <engelj@physics unc edu> 

RE: Herald article 

Hello ever5 one, 

As the chancellor says, those ate good 
qucslions, and good coverage in Ihc Herald I hope your courageous beginning will lead to somclhing subslantlal 

See you in Jalmmv, 

Dart~l 

..... Origi~lal Message ..... 

Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2011 8:15 AM 
To: Margolis. Lewis: Pen*in, Andrew J; Jank¢n. K¢nn¢lh R; Steponaitls. Vincas P; Guskiewicz, Kevin M: McGowan, John: 
Tomaskova. Silvia; rodfi¢ld@unc edu: Gless, Dan31 J: Tyler Curtain; Thmllkill, Jane F; Wciler. Jonathan D: EngeL Jonathan 
Sul~iect: Herald article 

Don’t know if you road the Herald regularly, but hero’s a lit/l¢ wril¢ lip aboul Ih¢ l¢lter we distiibuled and its effccts Pretty good, on 
balance I’ll be in Iouch soon about our spring plans 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vin Steponaitis <vps@email unc edu> 

Thursday, December 15, 201 I I I : 19 AM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrewperrin@unc edu>; Tyler Curtain < @gmail corn>; 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; 
Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; Gless, Darryl J <glessd@email unc edu>; 
redfield@unc edu; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu>; Thrailkill, 
Jane F <tkill@unc edu>; Carter, Tim <cartert@email unc edu>; McGowan, John 
<j pm@email unc edu> 

Article in today’s N&O 

FYI, in case some of you hadfft seen tltis yet: 

Professor of Amhropolo~" 
Chair. Cumculum in Archaeology 
Director; Research Laboratories of Archaeologw 

Mailing address: 
Reseaich Laboratories of Arclmeologw 
U niversit3" of Norfl~ Caroliim 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3120 

I¢1: (919) 962 -6574 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu> 
Tuesday, Januat2¢ 3 I, 2012 12:08 PM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrewperrin@unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; Southall, Richard Michard 
<southall@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jeanette M <YMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 
Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; 
Farel, Paul B <paul farel@med unc edu>; Engel, Jonathan <engelj@physics unc edu>; 
Talbett, Richard J <talbert@email unc edu>; Tyler Curtain < @gmail corn>; 
Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu>; Gless, Darryl J 
<glessd@email unc edu>; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; redfield@unc edu; 
Carter, Tim <cartert@email unc edu>; McGowan, John <jpm@email unc edu>; Weiler, 
Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu> 
RE: Jan 23 meeting on athletics 

Hi everyone- 1 lmve adinired front afar the good work of this group I wanted to offer a few tboughts moving fern ard, prompted by 

1) Regarding sporls and tile itniverslly’s mission ("Sports are worthwhile activities in [ helllSelves"): TO iile, eVell emphasizing llle 
positive--sports as a soume of "cobesion", a venue for competitive "excellence"-- defines afldetics as an "add-on" to tbe urtivet~itv’s 

core mission 

Othet~ are lrkel) mole awaie, but fm stdl learlfing front colleabmes in otber deparlment s that tbis is a hirtited understmtding We have 
st udenls majord~g in EXSS. racuby doing sporls-rcla/cd research in kincsiolog3, anlhropology, hislm), and medicine Alldclics is 
hnportmtt to mtti-obesits" sta~die s alld progrmns across campus (Scbool of Nut~htg, Public Healtk etc) Sports ate also a part of our 
global mission, in Ihe folln of Carolina for Kibcm. Ihc soccer-based oulreach program UNC undergmds statical oulside of Nalrobi So, 
perhaps part of what the group nllght do in tbe fl~mie is pohtt out and support the ways in wltich aflfletics--in its mint) forms--is mtd 
could conlinuc Io be positively inlcgmlpd inlo Ihc university’s academic mission 

2) Regarding where w¢ larg¢t our critique ("Facully must be ¢mpow¢rpd to ov¢rscc alldclics"): CuPoing cxccss¢s of UNC’s alhlclics 
program is important It also bas the drawback of tending towmd divisiveness I wollder if tbe conmtd~ee, moving fern at~l, couldn’t 
also make cmmnon cause with otber stakeholders--even tbose whom we seek to "t~in iff’--m~d put tbe spotlight on Big Sports Like 
rues[ of you, l have been reading Tay lot Branch and Jo¢ Noc¢m. aod II appalls m¢ Io learn wlml our administmlors, coaches, players. 

Best, 

Jane 

Jane F TlwalIkill 
Associate Professor & Director of Graduate Admissions 
Dcpamncnl of English and Comparative Lllcralure 
Univ¢rslly orNorlh Carolina. Clmp¢l Hill 
tkdl@unc edu 

Frmn: Andrew J Pemn [andrew Nrbm,?zunc edu] 
Scnl: Monday, Januat3 30, 2012 2:00 PM 
To: S~rtith, Jay M 
CO: Margolis. Lewis: Soulhall. Richard Michard; Boxill. Jean¢ll¢ M; Guski¢wicz. K¢vin M; Sl¢ponailis. Vincas P; Farel, Paul B; 
Engeh Jmmfltan: Talbert, Riclmt~l J Tyler Curtain Thradkdl, Jane F: Jmrkem Kmmeth R: Gless, Dart51 J Tmnaskova, Silvia 
redfiald@unc edu: Carter. Tint McGowat~ Joint: Weder, Jmmthmt D 
Subject: Re: Jan 23 meeting on a/hlelics 

All - allacbed is a sligbtl? prettier, PDF version suitable for franmtg 
(or at least for distfibuthtg to colleagmes) I suggest we each keep our 
scpamle lists of people who ha~¢ signed on wllh us, and we can COlnpile 



Ihese on or aboul Ihe I Odl which is Ja~’s sugges[¢d deadline 

All best, 

On Molt 2012-01-30 at 12:51-0500, Ja) Snfith wrote: 
> 1 agree on all of fltese points 1 suggested rite DTH ool) becmlse *hat 

> shauld seem to be expressing a gmundswell of opimon 

> Shall we take a week or so to collect "signatures"? Aim for. 
> Friday, Febma~3 10 as a deadline? That would make il possible 
> submit the letter early in the following week--wall befole fire Feb 28 
> event But I’m shaotmg front the hip bele .... 

> Jay 
> PS--If am’one behtg copied hate would prefer not to have her/his nmne 
> listed, that’s A-OK, of course Just let me know 

> On 1/30/12 11:09 AM, Andrew Perbm wrote: 
> > Thanks. Jay. and I like tile document a Iol I will be happy Io circulate 
> > among m) colleagmes in sociologtt’, mtd will also leach out to my 
> > leadership 



> >> OIhcr ideas? -Jay 

> >> On 1/27/12 4:38 PM, Mmgolis, Lewis wrote: 
> >>> I’d suggcsl lhal %1 Ih¢ expense of academic inlcg~ily" be phrased in lhc posilivc, as arc lh¢ principles " excellence a/UNC- 
Chapel Hill musl rcsl on academic inlcgrily, and always rcfl¢cl " 

> >>> -----Origit~al Message ..... 
> >>> From: Soulhall, Richard Michard 
>>>> Sent: Frida?., Janumy 27, 2012 12:41 PM 



> ~>> On 1/24/I2 11:56 AM, Soutlmll, Richard Micha~d wrote: 



> >>>>>> On 1/16/12 10:03 PM, Boxill, Jeanelte M wrote: 

>>>>>>>>You’ll likely gel lois of"rcply all" emails!!! 

> >>>>>>> Clmir of the Facult) at UNC-CH 

> >>>>>>> Carolina Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 Office Phone 919-962-3317 
> >>>>>>> Fax: 919-962-3329 

> >>>>>>> Senl: Monday, Jamm~) 16. 2012 9:53 PM 

> >>>>>>> Tiffs is a quick :emhlder (wdll mine details to follow by the end of 

> >>>>>>> Jan Boxill will be discussing "Sporls as a Public Forum for Elhics " 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <kljanken@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, February I, 2012 11:41 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu> 
Perrin, Andrew J <andrewperrin@unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis 
<lew margolis@unc edu>; Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu>; 
Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
<gus@email unc edu>; Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; Farel, Paul B 
<paul farel@med unc edu>; Engel, Jonathan <engelj@physics unc edu>; Talbert, 
Richard J <talbert@email unc edu>; Tyler Curtain < .         @gmail corn>; Gless, 
Dartyl J <glessd@email unc edu>; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; 
redfield@unc edu; Carter, Tim <cartert@email unc edu>; McGowan, John 
<jpm@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu> 
RE: Joe Nocera 

Dear all, 

1 Ihink it will b¢ interesting to hear Born Joc Noccm, Ihough I favor a lalk with Q&A allctx~ ard mlhcr than a "conversation " I agree 

same time, I mn a little distressed that most of file m~ior figmtes who a~e discussh~g college athletics seem to take tbe poi~t of view 

have l~ot read as widel3 as I would have liked to, I’ve ~ead little supporting Bill Frida3 ’s goal of elintinating tbe hffluence of 

principles nmkes cleat; but I thi~ik that we plan on having some sori of p~esence in co~mng semesteis, we a~e tenllss if we dofft also 

flleir perspectives 

Kemteth R Jatiken 
Professor of Afro-Am¢fican Studies 
Dcpattmcnt of African and A fro-American Shtdics 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of Notth Carolina 
ChaNl Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(9193 962-1519 (voice) 
(9193 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a litik for ilffommtion about m3 pubhcations: 

..... Original M¢ssag¢ ..... 
From: Ja? Slmth [n~a~lto i!t~altb/Len~dllr~c e~a] 
Scnl: Tuesday, Janua~? 31,2012 2:47 PM 
To: Tltrallkill, Jane F 
Cc: P¢mn. Andrew J: Margolis. Lewis; Soulhall, Richard Michard; Boxill, Jeanell¢ M: Guski¢wicz. Kevin M; Slcponailis, Vincas P: 
Farel, Pmll B: Engel, Jo~utthzm: Talbert, Richard J: Tyler Curtalm Jmike~ Kem~efll R: Gless, Dart51 J; Tonutskova, Salvia: 
rcdflald~a unc edu; Catter. Tim: McGowan. John; W¢il¢r, Jona/han D 
Sul~iect: Joe Nocem 

I just got off the phone with Joe Nocera of the NY Times, and be seems gemllnaly eager to coine down Tbe dates we discussed: 
March 13-14 He suggested that be fly in on the afternoon of fire 13fl~ spend some time with us that da), and flten have an eyelet on 
Ihe 14111 He futther suggesled (and I loved the idea) Ihat inslead ordoing a "talk/spe¢ch," 



hkes tbe idea of a major in football, mid of comse be wants to blow up tbe NCAA) and tben imerrogate and push Nnl in a way that 
wdl engage the audience mid touch on big issues I tlmlk tlfis could be bugel) successfld 

But there arc tlfings to set/le: will these dates work for enough of us to make it workable? And how do we pay for his flight2 (l told 

Nm that we would at least cover lfis Wansportation expmtses, ShlCe lie wants no hanorarimu) These ate tbe tNngs to square away as 
quickl) as we can We want to lock lmn in ff we 

The oilier thing to flfink about--tbe fornmt of his presenlafion, or our "com’et~ation" with lfinl One idea is to call it "College Sports 
Ioday: 
A Com’ersation with Joe Nocera" But wha would do die convet~ing, how would we stmclure it, etc? Tilts InW be reason enough to 

for deft’a) ing tbe ffigbt 
expenses Also--where Io do this? The Stone Ccnlcr? -Jay 

PS Robert Orr will need to be bmugbt in soinehaw--shlce it was lits "in" 
wdh Noccm thai made Ihis possible One idea: have a dinner on the 13lh Io which he would be invded Bul we’ll want ~o Ihink about 

On 1/31/12 12:07 PM, Thradkdl, Jane F wrote: 
> Hi cvc~3 one- I ha~c admired from afar Ihc good work of Ihis group I wanted to offer a few Ihoughls moving for~ ard, prOmplcd by 
stone ideas generated by tbe vmy fine slatenlm~t the group has dra~ed: 
> 

> 1) Regarding sports and die umversit~ ’s lnission ("Sports are worthxx lille activities in thentselves"): To nle, even einphasizing file 
positive--sports as a source of "cohesion". a Velllte for competitive "excellence"-- de lilies al]llelics as an "add-on" to Ihe univerSily’s 

> Others are likely more a\~ am, but l’m slill learning from colleagues in olher dcpamncnts thai Ihis is a limited understanding We 
have smdm~ts nDiming in EXSS, faculty" dohlg sports-related ~eseamh in !dnesiologw mltluopolog~, litstmy and lnedicine Atlitetics 
is imporlanl Io anli-obcsdy sludics and programs across campus (School of Nursing, Public Hcabh. tic) Sports are also a parl of our 
global mission, in the form of Carolina for Kibcm. Ihc soccer-based oulreach program UNC undergmds slarlcd oulside of Naimbi So, 
perhaps pall of what the group mighl do in the future is poinl oul and support the ways in ~ hich alhlelics--in ils man3 forms--is and 
could continue to be positively imegmted into the u nivet~iiy’s academic mission 

> 2) Regarding where we largcl our critique ("Facully must be empowered to oversee alhlelics"): CuPoing excesses or UNC’s 
a/hlelics program is ilnpOt lan[ l[ also has the dra~back or lending [oward divisiveness 1 ~onder if Ihe committee, moving for~ ard. 
couldn’l also make common cause wdh other stakeholders--even those ~hom ~c seek to "rein in"--and put the spollighl on Big Sporls 
Like most of you, I have been reading Ta? lot Branch and Joe Nocem mid it appalls nle to learn what our adnitmstmtors, coacbes 
players, and families arc dealing wdh in Ihe form of die NCAA 

> As you can hem, I’d be interested in finding ways to refranle die entire relatimtslit p between die umversit~ and atlitetics in its nmW 

> From: Andrew J Pen*in [andrewAx:mn@unc edu] 



> All best, 
> And5 

> On Molk 2012-01-30 at 12:51-0500, Ja) Snfith wrote: 

>~ makes perfect seitse to address it to Holdeik with a cop) to tbe DTH 

>~ us, but sbould seem to be expiesshlg a gromldswell of opilfion 

>~ Slmll we take a week or so to collect "sigt~amies"? Aim for, say, 
>> Fdd~ly, Fcbrum) l0 as a deadline? Thai would make il possible Io 
>> submit tbe le~er earl)" h~ tbe following week--well before tlte Feb 

>> Jay 
>> PS--If at~ one being copied bere would prefer not to ltave lter/lfis i~ame 
>> listed, tbat’s A-OK, of course Just let me know 

>> On 1/30/12 11:09 AM, Alldiew Pemnwrote: 
>>> Thanks, Jay, and I like Ihe documenl a Iol I will be Ilapp) Io 
>>> circulate mnong m) colleagnles in sociolog3, and wiU also leach out 

>>> and deliver tlte sigi~atmes to someone official (Cltancellor Tborp 

>>> 1 ~lso tbit~k it’s hnportm~t tbat it not be "tbese few facults" and 

>>> Tntslces lasl fall Someone (Jay? Low?) should be Ihcrc as a 

>>> - perhaps lislcd alphabcllcally? 

>>> And) 

>>> On Sun, 2012-01-29 at 12:05 -0500, Jay Smithwrote: 

>>>>madeoneorgvootbermhlortweaksm)self So voila lsuggest 

>>>> of Ihe day Iomo~row (a dirrercnl lille, for example?), Iha/we, or 

>>>> sharing tlfis docmnent with colleagn~es by Tuesday" In tbose 

>>>> commillce, perhaps one person could lake charge of compiling a lisl of signaloties (I’ll do so for Hislo~) ) 
>> >> Of course, we’ll t~5" to ~each beyo~d our own departments, but kl" 

>> >> DTH? Lew lms pubhshed op-eds on this general subject in tbe DTH 

>> >> willing to do the work ff tbe lest of you a~e pressed for thne, but 
>> >> it migbt be best kl" no individual seems to claim ownership I’m 

>>>> Sub~mtted b) 247 faculg" at the U~m-et~it) (full list of 1tomes 
>>>> a~ailable in Ihe online cdilion of DTH) 



>>>> Otber ideas? 

>>>> On 1/27/12 4:38 PM. Margolis, Lewis wrolc: 
>>>>> I’d suggesl Iha/ "al Ihe expense of academic inlcgdly" be phrased in Ibc posilive, as am Ihe principles "excellence al UNC- 

>>>>> -----O~ginal Message ..... 

>>>>> Scnl: Frilly, Jant~a~3 27, 2012 12:41 PM 

>>>>> Cc: Boxil[. Jcancllc M; Guskiewicz, Kevin M: Pe~n, Andrew J; 
>>>>> Ste~tmitis, Vmcas P; Margofis, Lewis: F~el, Prod B: Engel, 
>>>>> Jonalhan: Talbot. Richard J: Tyler Cu~ain: Thmilkill. Jane F; 
>>>>> JatNen, Kemteth R; Gless, D~D’I J: Tonmskova, Silvia: 
>>>>> ~edfield@unc edu: Camel Tim: McGowm~ Jolm: Wefler, Jo~tlmn D 
>>>>> Subject: Re: Jan 23 rattling on a/hlclics 

mended in a pm~ciple, I inse~ed tbe following few wot~s into tbe document (AU Caps below) 

>> >>> "In BgN of ~ecent developmems, bowever, we i]~ist flint tbe pursuit of atNetic excellence at U NC-Clmpel HiU MU ST N OT 
CO~ AT ~ E~ENSE OF ACADEme I~EGRI~, and always reflect and reinfome Ihe following Ihme principles:" 

>>>>> Coordina/or The Unive~ily of North Carolina al Chapel Hill 
>>>>> Direclor - College Spo~ Reseamh Inslil]tlc Woollen Hall 203C 
>>>>> Office - 919962-3507 ~ll - Fax - 919962-6235 
>>>>> soutlmll@en~l uric edu 



>~>>~>> Just a note to flmnk ever5 one wha was at yestelda)’s "wot-king group" 

>>>>>>> that might be of interest I welcome mr) critiques or criticisms 



>>>>>>> On 1/20/12 12:01 PM, "Ja} Snfith"<jaysnfitb?*einail ul~c edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>> Colleagues: 
>>>>>>>> I attach gvo items Tbe fnst is the agmlda for our meeting on 
>>>>>>>> Monday, Jan 23 (3pro in the upstait~ semhmr room at Hyde Hall) 
>>>>>>>> The second is a dral~ slal¢menl of p~inciples Iha/we will wanl 
>>>>>>>> to discuss and refine (We’ll also need to decide what, 
>>>>>>>> exaclly, Io do wilh said sla/el~l¢lll; I have a rcw ideas ) I did 
>>>>>>>> not have time to solicit inpugfeedback from evmyone 
>>>>>>>> time,ks, Ihaugh, ~o Lew and And~ for rcsl~nding ~o my rirsl drarl I’ve included many of flmir suggcslions 
>>>>>>>> We’ll surel? continue to reshape tlfis thing 

>>>>>>>> Filmily--m? apologies for leaving a few of you out of m? Monday 
>>>>>>>> renfinder e-mail I was acting quickl? and on tbe basis of 
>>>>>>>> ~l~dly memo~3 l 
>>>>>>>> *lntsl* Ihal 1 ]la~¢ cvc~3 one now If an) ofyoIt know of 
>>>>>>>> h~dividuals whase interests or expertise nfigbt lnake fl~etl 
>>>>>>>> h~volveinent valuable for us, feel free to share this e-nmd 
>>>>>>>> wilh Ihcm Don’l bmad¢asl il Io whole dclx~rlmcnts (the 
>>>>>>>> seimimr morn seats olfly about 15, after all), but targeted imdiafions are a good idea 

>> >>> > >> I look fore at~l to conthmmg tbe conversation MondW -Jay 

>>>>>>>> On 1/16/12 10:03 PM, Boxill, Jeanette M wrote: 
>>>>>>>>> Hi Jay, 
>>>>>>>>> You’ll likely get lois of "reply all" 

>>>>>>>>> Jan Boxill, PhD 
>>>>>>>>> Chair of the Facu0T at UNC-CH Director Parr Center for 
>>>>>>>>> Ethics Setaior Lecturer. Department of Pbilosopl\~ U~fivet~ig" of 
>>>>>>>>> North Carolbla Clulp¢l Hill. NC 27599-3125 Office Phone 
>>>>>>>>> 919-962-331 ? 
>>>>>>>>> Fax: 919-962-3329 

>>>>>>>>> Fmin: Ja) Slmth [ja)simth@enmil uric edu] 
>>>>>>>>> Scnl: Monday. Januau 16, 2012 9:53 PM 
>>>>>>>>> To: Pmmk Andrew J; Stepotmitis, Vincas P: Margolis, Lewis: 
>>>>>>>>> Farel, Prod B: Engel, Jot~athan; Talbert, Ricbmd 1: T?ler 
>>>>>>>>> Curtain: Thrailkill, Jane F; Janken, Kenlleth R; Gless, 
>>>>>>>>> Dan31 J: Tomaskova, Silvia: rcdrield~a unc edu; Car~¢r, Tbn; 
>>>>>>>>> McGowan, Jolm; Boxi[1, Jeane~e M; S~mth, Jay M 
>>>>>>>>> gubjecl: Jan 23 mcebng on a/hlebcs 

>>>>>>>>> Dear colleagues: 



>>>>>>>>> Jan Boxill will be discussing "$porls as a Pub[ic Forum for Elhics" 
>>>>>>>>> If 
>>>>>>>>> you’d like to come, you’ll need to make a t~se~’ation by 
>>>>>>>>> Iomorrow--lunch is provided--so a¢l quickly: go Io 
>>>>>>>>> pa~rccnlcr unc cdu Io make your rcs¢~ alion This is Ih¢ 
>>>>>>>>> first in a series of forums/public disc~ssions on sports 
>>>>>>>>> issues tlfis spring that should intmest maik~ of us 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@gmail corn on behalf of 
Tyler Curtain <          @gmail corn> 

Wednesday, February 1, 2012 1:49 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu>; Farel, Paul B <paul farel@med unc edu>; Southall, 
Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jeanette M 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~errin@unc edu>; Margolis, 
Lewis <lewmargolis@unc edu>; Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; 
Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; Engel, Jonathan <engelj@physics unc edu>; 
Talbert, Richard J <talbert@email unc edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<kljanken@email unc edu>; Gless, Darryl J <glessd@email unc edu>; Tomaskova, 
Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; redfield@unc edu; Ca~er, Tim <cartert@email unc edu>; 
McGowan, John <jpm@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu> 

Re: grammar and a bit of humor 

Ensure is correct 

I ensure you that I will insure the car You insured the car? Not me, the company How do I know? I will send 
you the forms The signature of the insurance representative at the bottom ensures that it is tree 

Yours, ere, 

Tyler, Professor of Pontificating C~ammaration, General Frowner, and Policer of Language Usage 

On Wed, Feb I, 2012 at 12:16 PM, Jay Smith ~ir~ys~nil~!~ifemailur# edna> wrote: 
See the response I got from Karl Petersen in Math when I asked him to sign our letter: 

Jay-- Yes, I’m happy to sign Pine statement (except "ensure" is preferable to "insure" twice (once by the 
BOG)) Best, --Karl Petersen 

I (Jay) had sort of concluded in recent times that "ensure" was now practically an archaism that was rarely 
used anymore, though Karl is (I think) technically right Do we care? Thomas Jefferson did keep reworking 
the Declaration, after all .... 

Jay 
PS Perhaps we should defer to the English department on this one .... 

On I/31/12 4:00 PM, Thrailkill, Jane F wrote: 
That’s a great idea[ And--I will see if English and Comp Lit has some funds to contribute It would be 
good to have lots of co-sponsors 

Jane P Thrailkill 
Associate Professor& Director of Graduate Admissions 
Depa~ment of English and Comparative Literature 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
tkill@~nc e t/ 

From: Farel, Paul B 
Sent: Tuesday, January 31, 2012 3:50 PM 



To: Soutball, Richard Michard; Boxill, Jeanette M; Smith, Jay M; Thrailkill, Jane F 
Cc: Perrin, Andrew J; Margolis, Lewis; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Steponaitis, Vincas P; Engel, Jonathan; 
Talbert, Richard J; Tyler Curtain; Janken, Kenneth R; Gless, Darryl J; Tomaskova, Silvia; 
~ed/~dd’~!E7 edp_; Carter, Tim; McGowan, John; Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: RE: Joe Nocera 

What about asking the Athletic Depa~ment to support Nocera’s visit? Given all the criticism they have 
received and the arrival of a new director, their support of Nocera’s visit could be their way of heralding a 
spirit of cooperation 

At the very least, their response will be interesting 

Paul Farel 

From: Southall, Richard Michard 
Sent: Tuesday, January 31, 2012 3:29 PM 
To: Boxill, Jeanette M; Smith, Jay M; Thrailkill, Jane F 
Cc: Perrin, Andrew J; Margolis, Lewis; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Steponaitis, Vincas P; Farel, Paul B; Engel, 
Jonathan; Talbert, Richard J; Tyler Curtain; Janken, Kenneth R; Gless, Darryl J; Tomaskova, Silvia; 
_rg~!.l.i.e..t.,.!~2~!.).~2~.e.~.t~.; Carter, Tim; McGowan, John; Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: Re: Joe Nocera 

CSRI can help co-sponsor Joe’s and Robert Orr’s coming to campus as well 
This would be a great lead up to our April conference 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - 
Cell - 
Fax - 919962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

ovetwiew/ 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: 



On 1/31/12 3:23 PM, "Boxill, Jeanette M"<2MBONILL(~}cmrd! uric cdu> wrote: 

Jay, 
Thanks for your email with the news of Nocera The dates are actually 
pretty good The Parr Center has a ve~3z velN small budget but could chip 
in with other units to co-sponsor, eg IAH, CSRI 

Jan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto:l~k~_i_~t:!~.L~)~.i.!.:k~,~: 
Sent: Tuesday, January 3 I, 2012 2:47 PM 
To: Thrailkill, Jane F 
Cc: Perrin, Andrew J; Margolis, Lewis; Southall, Richard Michard; Boxill, 
Jeanette M; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Steponaitis, Vincas P; Farel, Paul B; 
Engel, Jonathan; Talbert, Richard J; Tyler Curtain; Janken, Kenneth R; 
Gless, Dartyl J; Tomaskova, Silvia; lcd~eld~cunc c~; Ca~er, Tim; 
McGowan, John; Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: Joe Nocera 

Jane--you make good points here, to which I will respond soon, but first 
some news: 

I just got off" the phone with Joe Nocera of the N Y Times, and he seems 
genuinely eager to come down The d~tes we discussed: March 13-14 He 
suggested that he fly in on the afternoon of the 13th, spend some time 
with us that day, and then have an event on the 14th He further 
suggested (and I loved the idea) that instead of doing a "talk/speech," 
one or more of us could simply inte~wiew him on stage--that is, give him 
a soap box to push some of his more radical ideas (e g, he likes the 
idea of a maj or in football, and of course he wants to blow up the NCAA) 
and then interrogate and push him in a way that will engage the audience 
and touch on big issues I think this could be hugely successful 

But there are things to settle: will these dates work for enough of us to 
make it workable? And how do we pay for his flight? (I told him that 
we would at least cover his transportation expenses, since he wants no 
honorarium) These are the things to square away as quickly as we can 
We want to lock him in if we can 

The other thing to think about--the format of his presentation, or our 
"conversation" with him One idea is to call it "College Sports today: 
A Conversation with Joe Nocera" But who would do the conversing, how 
would we structure it, etc? This may be reason enough to have another 
quick meeting in the next week or so But in the meantime, please weigh 
in on the dates and share any ideas you have for defraying the flight 
expenses Also--where to do this? The Stone Center? -Jay 

PS Robert Orr will need to be brought in somehow--since it was his "in" 
with Nocera that made this possible One idea: have a dinner on the 13th 
to which he would be invited But we’ll want to think about this ..... 

On I/31/12 12:07 PM, Thrailkill, Jane F wrote: 



Hi evel2cone- I have admired from afar the good work of this group I 
wanted to offer a few thoughts moving forward, prompted by some ideas 
generated by the very fine statement the group has drafted: 

I) Regarding sports and the university’s mission (" Sports are 
worthwhile activities in themselves"): To me, even emphasizing the 
positive--sports as a source of "cohesion", a venue for competitive 
"excellence"-- defines athletics as an "add-on" to the university’s core 
mission 

Others are likely more aware, but I’m still learning from colleagues in 
other departments that this is a limited understanding We have students 
majoring in EXSS, faculty doing sports-related research in kinesiology, 
anthropology, history, and medicine Athletics is important to 
anti-obesity studies and programs across campus (School of Nursing, 
Public Health, etc) Sports are also a part of our global mission, in 
the form of Carolina for Kibera, the soccer-based outreach program UNC 
undergrads started outside of Nairobi So, perhaps part of what the 
group might do in the future is point out and support the ways in which 
athletics--in its many forms--is and could continue to be positively 
~ntegrated into the university’s academic mission 

2) Regarding where we target our critique ("Faculty must be empowered 
to oversee athletics"): Curbing excesses of UNC’s athletics program is 
important It also has the drawback of tending toward divisiveness I 
wonder if the committee, moving forward, couldn’t also make common cause 
with other stakeholders--even those whom we seek to "rein in"--and put 
the spotlight on Big Sports Like most of you, I have been reading 
Taylor Branch and Joe Nocera, and it appalls me to learn what our 
administrators, coaches, players, and families are dealing with in the 
form of the NCAA 

As you can hear, I’d be interested in finding ways to reframe the 
entire relationship between the university and athletics in its many 
forms Count me in for future meetings[ 

Best, 

Jane 

Jane F Thrailkill 
Associate Professor& Director of Ga-aduate Admissions Department of 
English and Comparative Literature University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill tki!!@unc edu 
From: Andrew J Pe~lin [arclrew 
Sent: Monday, January 30, 2012 2:00 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Cc: Margolis, Lewis; Southall, Richard Michard; Boxill, Jeanette M; 
Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Steponaitis, Vincas P; Farel, Paul B; Engel, 
Jonathan; Talbert, Richard J; Tyler Curtain; Thrailkill, Jane F; 
Janken, Kenneth R; Gless, Darryl J; Tomaskova, Silvia; 
~cdfield@~mc e~h!; Carter, Tim; McGowan, John; Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subiect: Re: Jan 23 meeting on athletics 



All - attached is a slightly prettier, PDF version suitable for 
framing (or at least for distributing to colleagues) I suggest we 
each keep our separate lists of people who have signed on with us, and 
we can compile these on or about the 10th which is Jay’s suggested 
deadline 

All best, 
Andy 

On Mon, 2012-01-30 at 12:51 -0500, Jay Smith wrote: 
I agree on all oftbese points I suggested the DTH only because 
tl~at seemed to be where we wound up at tl~e last meeting But it 
makes perfect sense to address it to Holden, with a copy to tl~e DTH 
I also agree that it should not be associated with one or a few of 

us, but should seem to be expressing a groundswell of opinion 

Shall we take a week or so to collect "signatures"? Aim for, say, 
Friday, FebruatT 10 as a deadline? That would make it possible to 
submit the letter early in the following week--well before the Feb 
28 event But I’m shooting from the hip here .... 

Jay 
PS--If anyone being copied here would prefer not to have her/his name 
listed, that’s A-OK, of course Just let me know 

On 1/30/12 11:09 AM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 
Thanks, Jay, and I like the document a lot i will be happy to 
circulate among my colleagues in sociology, and will also reach out 
to my leadership group 

My own 2c: I think the DTH should not be the primata£ venue for this 
I think we should get lots of signatures, circulating informally, 
and deliver the signatures to someone official (Chancellor Thorp 
seems like a good choice), with a sort of press release to DTH and 
others about the delivery Our message ultimately should be to the 
university administration, not the press 

I also think it’s important that it not be "these few faculty and 
xxx others" because we’ve already signed on to the message to the 
Trustees last fall Someone (Jay? Lew?) should be there as a 
contact, but the list of people who signed should be neutral with 
respect to involvement 
- perhaps listed alphabetically? 

Thanks, 
Andy 

On Sun, 2012-01-29 at 12:05 -0500, Jay Smith wrote: 
Thanks to Richard and Lew for their tweaks to this statement I 
made one or two other minor tweaks mysel£ So voilit I suggest 
that if there are no other suggestions for changes before the end 
of the day tomorrow (a different title, for example?), that we, or 



at least those of us with the time and energy to do so, begin 
sharing this document with colleagues by Tuesday In those 
departments/units with more than one representative on our 
commi~me, perhaps one person could take charge of compiling a list 
of signatories (I’ll do so for HistolT) 
Of course, we’ll t~’y to reach beyond our own depamnents, but if 
one person in each department takes the lead we’ll avoid duplication 
of effort 

Thoughts on a deadline? And on the procedure for submitting to the 
DTH? Lew has published op-eds on this general subject in the DTH 
already, so maybe he does the submitting? Just an idea I’m 
willing to do the work if the rest of you are pressed for time, but 
~Emightbebestifnoindividual seems toclaim ownership rm 
thinking the letter might be "signed" in the following manner: 

Submitted by 247 faculty at the University (full list of names 
available in the online edition of DTH) 

Other ideas? -Jay 

On 1/27/12 4:38 PM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 
I’d suggest that "at the expense of academic integrity" be phrased 
in the positive, as are the principles "excellence at 
UNC-Chapel Hill must rest on academic integrity, and always 
reflect " 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Southall, Richard Michard 
Sent: Friday, January 27, 2012 12:41 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Cc: Boxill, Jeanette M; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Perrin, Andrew J; 
Steponaitis, Vincas P; Margolis, Lewis; Farel, Paul B; Engel, 
Jonathan; Talbert, Richard J; Tyler Curtain; Thrailkill, Jane F; 
Janken, Kenneth R; Gless, Darryl J; Tomaskova, Silvia; 
r~dt~Jd~;.nc ~dt~; Carter, Tim McGowan Johm Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: Re: Jan 23 meeting on athletics 

Jay, 

Thank you for circulating this revised draft As a possible way to 
address your expressed concern about "integrity" not being included 
in a principle, I inserted the following few words into the document 
(All Caps below) 

"In light of recent developments, however, we insist that the 
pursuit of athletic excellence at UNC-Chapel Hill MUST NOT COME AT 
THE EXPENSE OF ACADEMIC INTEGRITY, and always reflect and reinforce 
the following three principles:" 

Richard 



Dr Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration C~-aduate Program 
Coordinator The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
D~rector - College Sport Research Institute Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - ~!5’~C.:o_~_~!~.~ Cell - Fax - 91 ~ ~)1~2 (,23 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

strati on 
overview/ 

Conference on College Sport website: 
CSRI 

On 1/27/12 1136 AM, Jay Smtth <~,-,mtth w~nxatt u,z., e,lu> wrote: 

Friends: 
I’ve taken another shot at the "statement of principles" (though 
I can’t be sure that I didn’t forget something important--so 
please read it top to bottom) I changed some wording here and 
there, but I think it reflects the spirit of our Monday 
discussion I’m still a little bothered that "integrity" has 
Fallen out as a principle, but I suppose it’s covered implicitly 
m points 1 and 2 

Ideally, we’ll be able to finalize this by early next week and 
stari circulating the statement among our colleagues (I’d like 
ro suggest that we tlN to finish the whole process, and submit 
our letter to the DTH, before spring break) 

Jay 
PS I’m calling Joe Nocera next week; I’ll let you know what 
comes of that 

On 1/24/12 11:56 AM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 
Just a note to thank eve~yone who was at yesterday’s "working 
group 
meeting - and others on this list - for the chance to 
participate in the discussions I enjoyed the chance to work on 
the statement of principles, as well as "letter-drop" some 
college-sport acronym s 

As a way to foster additional conversation, either in person or 
via email, I wanted to fo~vcard a couple of recent commentaries 



that might be of interest I welcome any critiques or criticisms 

cs-ref 

If anyone wants to venture over to CSRI (There’s another of 
those 
acronyms!) in Woollen Gym or meet for coft’ee or lunch and talk, 
I’ll be happy to buy the first cup of coffee 

Cheers, 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration Graduate Program 
Coordinator The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director 
- College Sport Research Institute Woollen Hall 203C Oft]ce - 
919962-3507 Cell -             Fax - 919 9(~2-~235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

nistra 
rio 

ove~wiew/ 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: 

On 1/20/12 12:01 PM, "Jay Smith"~iavsmid~(,~g~mail tmc ed.t~> 
wrote: 



Colleagues: 
I attach two items The first is the agenda for our meeting on 
Monday, Jan 23 (3pro in the upstairs seminar room at Hyde Hall) 
The second is a draft statement of principles that we will want 
to discuss and refine (We’ll also need to decide what, 
exactly, to do with said statement; I have a few ideas) I did 
not have time to solicit input!feedback from eve~3zone My 
thanks, though, to Lew and Andy for responding to my first 
:lraft I’ve included many of their suggestions 
We’ll surely continue to reshape this thing 

Finally--my apologies for leaving a few of you out of my Monday 
reminder e-mail I was acting quickly and on the basis of 
t~aulty memory I 
~tmst~ that I have evetTone now If any of you know of 
individuals whose interests or expertise might make their 
involvement valuable for us, feel free to share this e-mail 
with them Don’t broadcast it to whole departments (the 
seminar room seats only about 15, after all), but targeted 
~nvkations are a good idea 

I look fot~vard to continuing the conversation Monday -Jay 

.On 1/16/12 10:03 PM, Boxill, Jeanette M wrote: 
Hi Jay, 
You’ll likely get lots of "reply all" emails![[ 

Jan 

Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH Director, Parr Center for 
Ethics Senior Lecturer, Depa~ment of Philosophy University of 
North Carolina Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 Office Phone 
9 l g, .53(~2-33 l 7 
Fax ~19-90--3~29 

From Jay Smith [iz~ys5~ith’~Jzamai!:mccdu] 
Sent: Monday, Januma£ 16, 2012 9:53 PM 
To: Perrin, Andrew J; Steponaitis, Vincas P; Margolis, Lewis; 
Farel, Paul B; Engel, Jonathan; Talbert, Richard J; Tyler 
Curtain; Thrailkill, Jane F; Janken, Kenneth R; Gless, 
Dartyl J; Tomaskova, Silvia; ~edficld~,~iunc ~,&,.; Ca~er, Tim; 
McGowan, John; Boxill, Jeanette M; Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Jan 23 meeting on athletics 

Dear colleagues: 
Someone do me the favor of responding "reply-all" to this 
message so that I don’t have to reconstruct the list again 
Thanks Now for the news 

This is a quick reminder (with more details to follow by the 



end of the 
week) that we’re scheduled to meet Jan 23, 3:00-4:30pm in the 
upstairs seminar room of Hyde Hall We’ll have quite a few 
things to discuss--including a preliminat’y "statement of 
principles" and plans for a faculty forum on student-athletes 
in the classroom--so make evet’y effort to come if you can 

In the meantime, I want to bring to your attention a lunchtime 
discussion this Wednesday, 12-1pm, in the University Room of 
Hyde Hall 
Jan Boxill will be discussing "Sports as a Public Forum for 
Ethics" 
If 
you’d like to come, you’ll need to make a resetw-ation by 
tomorrow--lunch is provided--so act quickly: goto 

~L_c~e_~r_.t±~.~.~ to make your rese~w-ation This is the 
first in a series of forums/public discussions on sports 
issues this spring that should interest many of us 

More to come later in the week .... 

Jay Smith 

yler Curtain 
hapel Hill, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Andrew J Perrin <andrew~errin@unc edu> 

Friday, Febmat-y 10, 2012 I 1:45 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Southall, Richard Michard 
<southall@email unc edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu>; Thrailkill, 
Jane F <tkill@unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; Guskiewicz, 
Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; Farel, Paul B 
<paul farel@med unc edu>; Engel, Jonathan <engelj@physics unc edu>; Talbett, 
Richard J <talbett@email unc edu>; Tyler Curtain <           ~gmail corn>; Gless, 
Dartyl J <glessd@email unc edu>; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; 
redfield@unc edu; Carter, Tim <cartert@email unc edu>; McGowan, John 
<jpm@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu> 

Re: letter and meeting 

Dear Colleagn~es- 

Noccm is coming and happ> to report thai sociolog5 will cosponsor I 
flmtk file "conversation" format is free, but do tlmtk it would be 
helpful to push on the question I mis¢d in m3 blog post about the 

Followhlg is a list of people whom I’ve contacted mid who lmve agreed to 

it’s something[ 



Stewart, Kevin G (Associate ProfessoL Geological Sciences) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn on behalf of 
Tyler Curtain            ~gmail corn> 

Monday, FebrumT 13, 2012 7:30 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

FYI 

Tyler Curtain 
Chapel Hill, NC 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vernon Winters         ~triad rr corn> 

Friday, February 17, 2012 4:44 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

An article from www newsobserver corn 

Vernon Winters has sent you the following story: 

Prof. Smith, your objective seem on point and noble. I do think that the faculty should punish its own lack of integrity. 
I am speaking of the             situation with Julius Nyang’oro, I don’t know that he remains on the faculty but I 
never heard that the faculty demanded his firing, So what you expect of the athletic department should also be 
e~<pected of the faculty. I woulFl hope that you would agree. 

Posted on Friday, Feb. 17, 2012 

UNC faculty members want athletic department to pursue academics 

A group of faculty members at the University of North Carolina has urged the university to pursue athletic excellence 
"on a foundation of academic integrity" while remaining consistent to the university’s overall m~ssion. 

The faculty members on Friday released a statement through the university that called for UNC’s athletic department 
to better align itself with the rest of the university community. Jay Smith, a UNC history professor, led several faculty 
meetings during the past several months about the future of athletics at UNC. 

The university, meanwhile, is sLill waiting for the NCAA to rule on the impermissible benefits and academic fraud 
cases that erupted within the UNC football program in 2010. The scandal tarnished UNC’S academic reputation and 
eventually led to the firing of football coach Butch Davis. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farel, Paul B <paul farel@med unc edu> 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 9:09 AM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; 
Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 
Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; Perrin, Andrew J 
<andrew~errin@unc edu>; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; Thrailkill, Jane F 
<tkill@unc edu>; Maffiy-Kipp, Laurie F <MAFFLY@email unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis 
<lew margolis@unc edu>; Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email unc edu>; Engel, Jonathan <engelj@physics unc edu>; 
redfield@unc edu; Gless, Danyl J <glessd@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D 
<jweiler@email unc edu>; West, Tim <timwest@email unc edu>; Cramer, Richard 
<mrcrame@email unc edu> 
RE: Taylor Branch 

As one of the ECFC and Facults" Council survivors of the inmtediately subsequem period, it seems to me that rite fine wink of tltis 
commdtce was not conlinued in large pan because of the absence of champions New Chancellors. new facally chairs, and new 

For a complex effort such as athletic lefonn to succeed will lequite prominent proponents front facuh~ governmtce, but also tangible 

Failing such suppork I ha~¢ no doubl Iha/our successors in 2030 will look back on us wilh Ih¢ same admire/ion for idcnlil~ ing Ihe 

Paul Fatal 

Scnl: Sunday, FcbnmD 19. 2012 10:12 AM 
TO: Smidk Jay M: Soulball. Richard Micbard 
Cc: Guski¢wicz. K¢vin M: Pen*in. Andrew J; Tomaskova. Silvia; Tbmilkill, Jane F; Maffly-Kipp, Laurie F; Margolis. Lewis: 
Stepotmitis, Vhtcas P; Jmtket~ Kemteth R; Engel, Jonathan; Fatal, Prod B: t~dfield~a uric edu; Glass, Dariyl J: Weder, Jmmthan D; 
West, Tim; Crmnec Richat~ 
Subjecl: RE: Taylor Branch 

Jan 

From: Ja) Slrtith [[a) sirtith@enutilunc edu] 
Scnl: Sunday, FcbnmD 19. 2012 9:59 AM 
To: Soulhall, Richard Michard 
Cc: Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Perrit~ Andrew J: Tonmskova, Silvia: TltralIkill, Jane F: Maffly-lOpp, Laurie F: Maigolis, Lewis; Boxill. 
Jan; Stepotmitis, Vincas P: Jmtkel~ Keimeflt R: Engel, Joimthmt: Fatal, Paul B: tedfiald(a uric edu; Gless, Darl~ 1 J; Weiler, Jmmtban D: 
W¢sl, Tim: Cromer. Richard 
Subjecl: Re: Taylor Branch 

Richaid has fotnvmded lne a Cluoiticle essa? front 1990 that--I warn 

U NC Facadt~ Council meeting from Janum? of that year A special 

fltat conmtiRee founded htthe late 80s?) pushed aggtessivaly for 
U niversits’, confeience, and NCAA lefornts intended to protect 

endmsed their leport The conurtittee, and the facults" as a whole, sound 
mnmrkabl? ealightened and measmed You’ll be proud of them and of our 
association with fltem Chancallor Paul Hat~lin and the athletics program 



It’s a depressing article, hi t~trospect, but it documel~t s a precedent 

t~amral h~erlla of large iilsfitutioils But 1 ~lso cl/oose to see it as a 
valuable wake-up call Frodo’s m~g nia? be at the bottom of a cave, but 
ils power slill shines -Jay 

On 2/17/12 12:44 PM. Soulhall. Riclulrd Michard 
> Hello all: 

> Pm glad Ta? lot leaclied out We spoke yesterda? and we’t~ platming on 
> ha~ing him speak Io one of our undcrgmdualc spoil adminislmlion classes 
> @ 11:00am on Feb 29 In addllioik I tlmik it iriakes a great deal of seilse 
> for Ta? lot to attend a flltme meeting 

> Richard 

> Dr Richard M Soulhall 
> Associate Professor - Sport Adnmfistvation 
> Gmdua/c Program Coordinalor 
> Tlte U im-et~ilT, of North Carolitm at Clmpel Hill 
> Dircclor - College Spoil Research lnsllllt[¢ 
> Woollen Hall 203C 











Bachelor’s 

1,448 1,092 2,686    2 40:?, 

Doctoral Fir~,t Professional 

Women ~ Men 







Appalachian State University 

East Carolina University 

North Carolina State University at Raleigh 

University of North Carolina at Asheville 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Black Students % 
Men Overall Difference 

50.4 63.2 -12.8 
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54.5 71.2 -16.7 

43.0 56.7 -13.7 
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43.5 51.5 -8.0 
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44.1 48.3 -4.2 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email unc edu> 
Friday, March 23, 2012 6:26 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; discussion <t~aculty--athletics- 
forum @It stsel~¢- un c edu> 
RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] minutes 

Dear All, 

rite short term, wbile ofltet~ will t~quite a longer fime to tackle The crucial goal is to keep dialo gn~e alld momenlum going for~ ard 

..... Ofigiiml Message ..... 

Sent: Ffida?, Mamh 23, 2012 6:00 PM 
To: discussion 
Cc: discussion 
Sul~iect: Re: [facuh~,’--athletics-forum] ~rtinutes 

My own thaught is fl~at tbete is sttengqh in nun~bet~ (few in number thaugh we ate at the moment), and that IF we can avoid 
splintering into several smaller groups we should 1~ Io do so Maybe using Oltr group as an umbrella organizalJon within which a 
nmnber of distinct goals could be pursued is one wa? to keep us togeflter (tbe Nst of Miles’s message, I thi~tk) Better yet, front m? 
perspeclive, would be deciding on a 
several-pronged agenda w¢ can all acccpl and pursue wllb some vigor 
But yes, I thi~tk it’s possible that we ma? want or need to separate, and mm.’be tbat, too, would be OK in the long run But let’s have 
anoflter discussion or ~,vo, where we talk about sNcific goals, and see what happe~ts 

Let’s take my lisl. s¢¢ how each point could b¢ refined (or jcttiaoned), and then lalk aboul a) whal might be added to Ihe lisl. and b) 
whed~¢r a larger lisl just becomes too unfocused Io ha wod~abl¢ As I said at d~¢ m¢¢ling, I’d b¢ happy Io put some items on a "long- 
term" wish list fltat we dofft seriously touch for tbe time behtg But ht ~m." d~eants, our group could settle on a set of specific t fihtgs to 
push lu~rd For. and righl a~ay 

slake out some positioits I’ll send a follow-up emait asking about hines for mtotber meeting .... 

On 3/23/12 4:09 PM, Andrew Perrin wrol¢: 
> l hate Io strike a sour nole on []lJ s, but to whal ex[¢lll are we 

orgmtized group it" fire mtswer is hey, go won on whatever you wmtt~ 
> 1 flitt~k we should sNnd some mote fime as a group eitber deciding on a 
> s~Ssel of goals (like Ihe ones Jay senl around ea~liar) [hal we can 
> all agree o~k or deciding fltat we teall? are ~,vo distinct groups and 
> wishing one anolhar well 

> I do Ihink Ihe lisl of goals Jay oullined is a prelly good lisl of 
> places wbe~e tbe acadenllc-integrits" and atkletes-rigbt s platforms 
> inlerSecl The queslion. Ihan. is: are we prepared Io work Ioward a 
> compromise plalfonn Ihal includes jusl Ihose goals Iha/arc s~iecl Io 
> broad approval, or do we want to t~y to push for~ aN rowan one or 
> olher broader program? 

> All best, 
> and? 

> On Ffi, 2012413-23 at 20:05 +0000, Fletcber, W Miles wrote: 
>> Dear All. 



>> I agree with Richard I tlmtk that the group can pursue issue 1A and 
>> issue IB at the same tiine but stone people can focus lnore on oue 
>> issue than tha other as the3 ~ish 

>> Miles 

>> Smut: Friday, March 23, 2012 12:00 PM 
>> To: discussion 
>> Sul~iect: Re: [facubs’--athletics-fomm] tmnutes 

>> Fellow travelet~:)& Ja? specificall?: 

>> I dofft tlthtk your ol~iectives and itents are tmsinformed at all 1 
>> think wha/you’ve a~ticulated are man} oflhe salienl poinls in this 
>> discussion Nor do l think o~tr group need be monolilhic in its 
>> approachto these issues HoweveL I tlfi~tk you’le correct in 
>> articulaling the existence of various philosophical posibons 
>> However. I aclually think pursuing Issue I A wilho~tl 1B is a mislake 
>> {I’ll lea~e il Io each individual to assign Iheir own order to Ihe 
>> issues!) 

>> Nolhing bl tha Iwo posibons you’ve identi/ied precludes simullaneily 
>> of action I actalall? tlthtk such a strateg~ is fl~e best way to 
>> continue moving things fotn~ at~l 1 fltit~k it’s extremely impotent 
>> cveuonc follow the "issue" about which Ihe) are most passiolmte 
>> There am nmW strategies that can be cm~sidemd and activated at the 
>> same time 

>> 1 see no reason "group" memhars cannol engage in specific lobbying 
>> efforts, Mille at the same time we serve as a "conduit" for dialobme 
>> on these issues 1 Ihink evc~3 one’s pcrspcclives are valuable and we 
>> cannol lose sight thai keeping tha dialogue going even if there am 
>> otfllogmml but eNtancing voices wiflfin the group is a valuable 

>> Just my fl~oughts 



>> By the wa?, t~x o tNngs related to tl~e CSRI Conference: 

>> Cell 



>> CSRI Colfference on College Sport website: x~vw csricolfference org 

>> From: Ja? Snfitb~ia? smith~aemail uric edu> 
>> Reply-To: Jay Snldh<jaysmidl~aenlai[ uric edu> 

>> Sulziect: [facults"--afltletics-fonunl nfinutes 

>> Pm aRacbhrg my hnpeffect nfinutes of our 3 -20 meeting (That~ks to 

>> dofft own these minutes, obviously, so m’et5 one sbould feel free to 
>> correcl/objecl 

>> risk of splmtehrtg into three camps Camp 1 sees the Bmncl~/Nocera 
>> agendn for atldeles’ rights as priohry #1 ; camp 2 sees tile 
>> prOleClion of academic inlegrily as priohry #1 ; camp 3 (perhaps Ihe 

>> agendas shmdtaneously Perlmps the put-pose of our nexX meeting 

>> I’d tike to take a stab at idenfifs"mg a nun~ber of objectives on both 
>> sides (fighls/iategrily) Ihat I *lhink* most of us could agree on 

>> phrtciples, broadl? rater-prated ) Maybe we could take m? list as a 

>> acadenfic peffom~mce and acadeirdc behavior for atl categories of 

>> --Revisit and perhaps redefine tbe cbarge of tbe facults" athletics 

>> --Woik to broaden, hnprove, and molfitor more closeb (with cot~sistel~t 
>> facult~ im-olvement) "acadeirdc support services" 



>> --Lobby rite ACC/NCAA to stop accepting spoitsorslfip from Budweiser et 

>> --Lobby Ihe ACC to slop scheduling lat¢-nighl games during die week 

>> ml) athlete acca~sed of wrongdoing eitber by fire NCAA or by tbe 
>> Universily ilself 

>> --hasist that tbeie be a presumption of imlocence ht 311 cases 
>> involving alleged NCAA violations, even if Ihis means Ihc UnivcrSily 
>> risks raising Ihc ire of [lie NCAA 

>> --Advocate for fire pm-acy fights of atlfletes 

>> --Urge tbe U nivet+its" to challenge tbe NCAA on its defnfiflon of 

>> socio-ecoimnfic and racial inequities built htto the ndebook it is 

>> --Requesl grcaier flexibildy in delemfining siandards of 
>> "eligibilib’" so that sludents are not forced into "eas)" academic 

>> undoubtedl) ale) might provide a basis for a forthaomhtg discalssion? 
>> lr so. I’ll 05 Io schedule one more meeling before Ihc CSRI 

>> PS We lenlalively have a meeling scheduled wdh Branch on April 24; 
>> we shauld also decide wbeflter we still wmtt tbat meethlg 

>> T&I facadt)--atlflefics-fonun&o 31136042 

>> broken) 

>> leave-31136042-48699884 3c0dt’03868952acddd594a08487223e6@[ist serv uric 



>> w~nfletcl~?* mnail unc edu 

>> T&I NmflV--atlflefics-fonun&o 31136374 

>> {II may be necessat3 1o cul and paste lilt above URL if Ille line is 
>> broken) 

>> or send a blmN email to 
>> leave-31136374-48699893 07ca43763 N9abbbb8526663985856ec ~a lislse~ uric 

-- You are Cllrrell~ly subscribed to facul~--atblelics-fonnn as: wlnflelch~aenlai11111c edll To u11subscribe click hem: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rob Rivers <          ~gmail corn> 

Wednesday, July I I, 2012 2:31 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Recent Academic Fraud Developments 

Dear Professor Smith, 

By way of introduction, I am a graduate of UNC-CH (BS Math 1973, Phi Beta Kappa), a Lifetime Member of the GAA, a 

former varsity athlete (3 year letterman in Fencing), a former Navy Fighter Pilot (U NC N ROTC), a former NASA Test 

Pilot, a current contract test pilot and expert witness, and a very concerned supporter of Carolina. I appreciate your 

efforts to try to initiate much needed reform at UNC regarding the very distu rbing academic fraud allegations and other 

athletic department failu res. I believe that you and you r fellow concerned professors must continue to insist on reform 

if Carolina is to regain the trust and respect of its alumni and stakeholders. 

I have corresponded with Chancellor Thorpe a number of times in the past two years expressing my deep sadness and 

concern over the developing situation. I do not believe that he has handled this crisis in the best manner. For the first 

time in 30 years I suspended my annual gift to the College of Arts and Sciences in protest of the Administration’s weak 

response to the crisis. That symbolic stand seemed to have no effect. Those of us outside Chapel Hill feel that UNC is 

not being forthcoming with the details of the extent of the problem. I feel that changes were made far too late and 

those changes were far insufficient in scope. I have not been impressed with what I have heard from the new football 

coach and newAD. I have not heard a single word regarding GPA, graduation rate, and recruitment of students who 

have some feint potential to succeed academically at UNC. I have repeatedly suggested to Chancellor Thorpe, Dean Gill, 

and to the fundraising department that there is a simple wayto lead the nation in college athletics reform: insist that 

all potential athletes must demonstrate the potential to succeed academically. This may mean a much higher minimum 

SAT score for admittance. When I fenced for UNC in the early 1970s, Coach Ron Miller (still UNC’s fencing coach) 

monitored our academics and insisted on excellent performance. I believe our graduation rate was 100% in the three 

years I was on the team, and we never finished lower than 15th in the NCAA tournament. Coach Miller still ru ns his 

team with that philosophy. It can be done. 

I suggest that no student be admitted to an FBS university with a combined SAT lower than 200 points from the 

incoming class average. The Dean of College of Arts and Sciences should have a veto over every incoming recruited 

scholarship athlete and should carefully review every one of their applications to determine if they possess the 

minimum requirements. The Dean should be held accountable for any problems that develop from student athletes 

that are approved by his/her office. Place the control of student admissions on the academic side rather than in the 

athletic department. Having coached youth teams in poor neighborhoods for the past 4 years in Oxford, NC, I can tell 

you that the trickle down effect of such a policy on young athletes would be very positive. 

Finally, I believe that Dean Gill should step down. Dick Baddour was removed for the embarrassment to the University 

that occurred on his watch. Dean Gill bears responsibility for the current academic fiasco. The fact that a fraudulent 

course was taught to football players just last su miner, one year into the scandal, is corn pletely unacceptable and shows 

woefully inadequate oversight. 

UNC can lead the nation in athletics reform. College football and basketball are in severe crisis, except for the dollars 

they generate which is the root of the corruption. The term "student athlete" is a farce. I hope you and your colleagues 

will demand accountability from the administration and the athletic department. Apparently, the professors have the 

best chance of correcting this embarrassing mess. The NCAA is a major contributor to the problem. I would rather see 



UNC disband the football and basketball programs than watch Carolina be ~rouped with the likes of Miami, Ohio State, 

and USC. And, frankly, nothing used to please me more than spendin~ a glorious fall afternoon in Kenan Stadium. The 

athletic department has robbed me and many like me of those great moments in life. 

If I can be of any assistance in pushing for needed reforms, please feel free to call on me. I have been in contact with Bill 

Friday on these issues, and, as you know, he is deeply concerned as well. 

Sincerely, 

Rob Rivers 

Oxford, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Rob Rivers           @gmail corn> 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 9:47 PM 

Thorp, Holden <holdenthorp@unc edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 
Frazier, Diane <diane frazier@unc edu> 

Concerns over the Academic Fraud Situation 

Dear Holden, 

I know the past two years have been very challenging and disappointing for you with regard to the football situation at 

UNC. I sincerely appreciate your efforts to lead Carolina through this difficult time, and you know you have my 

profound support. However, ldo not agreewith allthatyour administration hasdoneinthe pasttwoyears, lalso 

acknowledge that you serve many constituencies and must try to appease us all within the bou nds of you r best 

judgment. Since we have corresponded on this topic in the past, I wanted to provide input to you as a concerned 

alu mnus representative of many alum ni in the wake of the litany of recent front page articles in the News ond Observer 

and the tragedy at Penn State. On page 115 of you r book, Engines of Innovation, you lauded former Penn State 

President Graham Spanier for his role in making Penn State one of the most popular universities in America. That he has 

fallen so far is a vivid lesson on the dangers big time college sports now present to FB5 universities. That the reputation 

of the football program at Penn State was deemed more important than the safety of young men by otherwise 

intelligent and caring administrators is a very sad testament to our modern collegiate sports landscape. What was also 

striking was a corn ment made by an ESPN football analyst shortly after the release of the Freeh Report. He actually 

stated on air: What happened at Penn State was a tragedy, butatleastunderJoePaternoPennStateneverhadan 

NCAA violation or academic fraud. The "academic fraud" comment was directly related to UNC’s issues, and the 

commentator opined that our situation was somehow on the same level or worse than the tragic circumstances at Penn 

State. The comment was silly and thoughtless, but it demonstrated the damage done to UNC’s reputation. 

The situation with the academic fraud just last summer in which 18 football players and a former player enrolled in a 

class that did not meet is appalling and u nacceptable. Fu rthermore, it is disingenuous for UNC to suggest that this was 

not showing special treatment to football players. We were all students once. We all knew which classes were "slides." 

The word got arou nd. Certainly, the fact that some non-football players also enrolled in those 54 suspect classes seems 

more likely due to the football players letting their friends in on the deal than to a situation in which football players 

were not being aided. The fact that some basketball players also took those classes is very troubling. I am sure you have 
had Roy Williams in your office by now to look you straight in the face and tell you that his team is clean. If not, I 

respectfully suggest that. 

In previous correspondence I have suggested to you that bold and decisive action is needed to reestablish the primacy of 

academics over athletics on our college campuses. We have not seen that yet. Speaking for many alumni with whom I 

have corresponded, we believe that UNC has not been forthcoming with details regarding the academic fraud situation 

andthe NCAAviolationissues. This may be an incorrect perception on our part, but it is our perception. I was pleased 

to see the Board of Governors initiate an investigation into the situation at UNC, but an independent investigative board 

such as the Freeh Committee would be a better approach. I respectfully suggest that. 

One aspect of the bold and decisive action that I previously suggested included establishing higher academic standards 

for incoming revenue sports athletes. Admitting athletes who clearly cannot succeed at Carolina is unfair to the 

unqualified athlete, the University, and the fully qualified student denied acceptance at UNC to accommodate 

unqualified athlete. I would like to reiterate the suggestion of increasing minimum academic requirements for all 

potential incoming athletes. One possible idea might be to set as a minimum a combined SAT score not lower than 200 

points below the previous incoming freshman class average. Other possibilities certainly exist. Higher requirements 

seem to be an essential step in the right direction. This would obviate the need for the Academic Support Center as it 

currently exists and would certainly seem to reduce the possibility of academic fraud if only serious students are 

admitted. UNC must also insist on not exceeding the NCAA limit of weekly practice and after practice hours for our 



athletes in order to allow them to devote the appropriate time to academics. Non revenue student athletes in most 

cases mu st be accepted academically first. These are the true student athletes. A fu r~her indication that U NC grasps the 

seriousness of our current state would be to demand graduation rate goals and GPA goals be met as a prerequisite for 

retention of coaches~ not sim ply wins. If this were in Coach Fedora’s contract, I missed it. 

As a former collegiate athlete and letterman at Carolina, I fully supporl the athletic component of a higher education. I 

am dumbfounded by what has happened at UNC with the football team, however. Few enjoy a lovely Carolina fall 

afternoon at Kenan Stadium more than I. Despite never living in North Carolina since graduation until 4 years ago, I 

made every effor~ to attend at least one home game each season. Yet, now I find myself thinking that Carolina should 

suspend football for a season in order to establish ou r athletic culture in a proper mode. As drastic as that thought 

seems, it is more troubling to see my 11 and 13 year old sons who have lived and breathed Carolina since infancy now 

becoming ambivalent toward Carolina. 

It finally appears that the NCAA has grasped the gravity of the situation of the athletic tail wagging the collegiate dog. 

As I suggested to you almost two years ago~ Carolina can become a leader in reforming a sadly broken institution, 

college athletics. Bold action is needed. I have copied Professors Smith and Boxill with the sincere hope that the faculty 

will bring to bear their considerable influence in helping lead~ along with you and your considerable talents~ the 

University of Norlh Carolina to a culture where athletics support the academy, not drive it. 

With my very sincerest best wishes for you at this very difficult time, I remain, 

Rob Rivers 

Class of 1973 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Orr, Robert F <rorr@poyners corn> 

Sunday, August 5, 2012 4:02 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: sports etc 

From: Jay Smilh [jaysmiih~acmall uric ¢du] 
Sent: Sunda?, Augmst 05, 2012 1:52 PM 
To: Orr. Roharl F 
Subject: Re: sporls 

Bob--that’s fine, I can wait Eveiy week bitngs a new revelation tlmt 

a player front last year’s temn wha is upset by tbe acade~mc gmidance be 
has r¢ceiv¢d and may b¢ willing Io talk Io our facully group H¢m’s 

On 8/4/12 9:46 PM, Om Robe~ F wrote: 
> J a?, hape the French expedition was tim Great nfinds tlfitN on tbe stone patl~ since I was just tl~ng toda? co~mng back from 

but it’s going to take a wlfile Maybe we cmt catch up in a couple of weeks mtd do some stvategizing Howevec I would note that 
notl~tg and I mean notNng has been done that hnproves the cimums~nces of the students wha play spots at U NC or am" wbere for 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith~acmaJl uric ¢du] 

> It’s been a wl~e, but rm back from France, still m’eted by tbe UNC 
> situation, and sti~ ve~? htterested in writing someflfing about it 
> I’ve been q~mlcd publicly several [il~lCs sillc¢ we talk¢d, gcn¢mlly 

> ~ghls, ¢1c (By Ihc way, you slmuld see Taylor Branch’s new place in 
> the Cl~omcle of Higher Ed if you ~vefft yet: 



telephone at 919 783 6400 alld delete tNs connnumcation fmin your s? stein Thmtk you 

avoiding lax lelated petmlties or promoting, madreting or lecommending to anofl~er pat~ m~? lax lelated mailer addressed het~hl 

Ihe use of Ihe named recipient If you are not the intended recipient, you arc prohibited from dissemina/ing, disltiiffiffng or cop3 ing 
tiffs commuiffcatiffn If you lmve teciffved tiffs conmmiffcatiffn in error, please inm~ediatel) not~ us by temrn message or by 
telephone at 919 783 6400 mid delete tiffs connnumcation from your s) stem Thmtk you 

To e~sme co~npliance with teqifftements imposed by the IRS, uoless specfficall) Iffdicated otherwise, ml) tax advice contained in tiffs 
comm~micalion (including an3 allachmcnls) was nol inlended or written Io be used, and cannol be used. for Ihe purpose of avoiding 
lax ~elated Ntmlties or promoting, marketing or leco~mnendh~g to anofl~er pat~" ml) tax ~elated nmtter addressed he~eh~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sunday, August 19,     5:36 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

An answer to the student-athlete dilemma? 

Hello Jay, 

My name is 
graduated from 
was 10 years old. 

I’m years old, retired after a        career as an                        with      I 
with a Mathematics and a Computer Science degree, but have been a diehard UNC fan since I 

I~e been reading with interest the recent developments concerning the             transcript, and noticed that you were 
named as a leader in the desire to find the right balance be[~veen academics and athletics at UNC. The ongoing fiasco at 
Carolina, especially the academic improprieties has made me think about the root cause of the problem, and some possible 
solutions. I have no clout in the world of academia or athletics, so I may be completely off based, but I’ve had some thoughts 
I’d like to share with you. 

After looking at the alleged transcript for               I believe in my hear[ that this was a case of a student-athlete (or more 
appropriately an athlete-student) skating by to retain his eligibility with little interest in getting an education. I don’t blame 

as he was just taking advantage of a system that was/is completely out of whack. There probably are some people in a 
position of authority that are to blame, but I’m not interested in where to place the blame, but rather how to fix the problem. 

My suggestion would be to establish a new curriculum targeted at the student-athlete, but obviously open to all students. I 
know there are curriculums related to the world of spods, such as Spods Marketing, Physical Therapy, etc, but I’m talking 
about something different. Whereas there seems to be higher educational opportunities for almost any career imaginable, I’m 
not sure there are any to teach someone how to be a professional athlete or how to make a living in professional athletics. 
When I think of the multitude of things someone needs to know before embarking on a career in professional spor[s, it seems 
like a lot of the training for that seems to be [rom the school of hard knocks. When I look at how many athletes completely 
screw up their lives when going from needy student to multi millionaire overnight, it seems like they might have benefitted from 
some early formal education. 

How do they learn how to deal with the world of big finance, when people are going to come at you from all angles to try to 
cash in on their success? How do you prepare for a career where your major earnings may only last for a few years. How do 
they learn how to deal with the media, with coaches, owners, teammates, and doctors? How do they learn how to avoid 
injuries, and how to rehab when you get one? How do you prepare for the inevitability of your career ending, either normally or 
prematurely? How do they learn how to maximize their relationship with their communities? I could probably go on and on, but 
the point is it seems like most of the time, these things are taught by coaches and peers, and possibly too late to be of great 
benefit. 

I believe having this type of curriculum could give the prospective athlete a soft place to land in the world of academics. I can 
only imagine how intimidated,              ttght have been staying in school for four yea~s, and taking some of the current 
300 400 500 level courses currently available. Some people are just not cut out for that, and we end up in the situation where 
a University gets used and abused by athletes who are not interested in the academics that are available in a collegiate 
environment. 

I think many student-athletes would be very willing to go down this path, and would find themselves both interested and among 
their peers. 

Maybe people a lot smarier than me have already figured this out, and maybe something like this does exist, and just hasn’t 
worked. But I would be interested just to know what you and your peers think. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

TO: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@emaihunc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 20:12 9:07 PM 

discussion <faculty--at hletics-forum @listser~.unc.ed u> 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@emaihunc.edu>; Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 

<nancys@emaihunc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Thanks for your note 

Thanks for your note regarding Allen. It reminded me I had not yet posted another good source for faculty interested in 

research on college sport: Journal o.flntercollegiate Sports (JIS): ~/jourrlals hulr, a ~k[rleli(s l’orn]jLs 

Allen’s talk at the Colloquium "How to Ewduote HC4A Success in Attuining its Stuted Mission Impgc~,dons jot Athletes" 

Rights and 5ociui )usbce" is available on the JIS Hu man Kinetics website: 

I’ll continue to try and provide additional information, including the recent California Senate Athletes’ Rights 

proposition. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M Southall 

Associate Professor Spo¢[Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

office - 919962-3507 

Cell 

Fax - 929962-5235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI website: www unc.edu/c ri 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www csrJconference,ol’g 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to facult~ athletics forum as: 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above U RL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Monday, August 27, 2012 2:45 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-fomm@listserv unc edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] Reform Group discussion 

Tlmt~ks for weigldng lit I too endorse tbe italicized section--it applies to all aspects oftbe umvet~ib" ]~ot just atltletics I tltfltk ]naW of 

fl~e six realities as clear lealities 

Jan 

..... Ofigiiml Message ..... 
Frmn: Andrew J Pemn [ma/Iro:a,a&ew 5errh~Izm edt] 
Senl: Monday, Augus127. 2012 2:29 PM 
To: discussion 
Cc: discussion 
Subject: Re: [facully --a ddetics- forum] CaliC Sena/e Passes LandmaN Alhlete Welfare Legislation 

1 Ihoroltghly endorse {lie ilalicizcd seclioll We p3rl ways, Ihough, Oil Ihe question o f whelher die oulcome described would be 
"paradise on earth" I drift wish to see tbe mid of college atlfletics, wlfich is effectively what you desmibed 

ap 

On Mort. 2012-08-27 al 12:49 -0400. Jay Smilh wml¢: 
Andy--flm~tlcs for weigltfl~g in Just to clarify, "disentanglement" (as 
I emdsion it) would get us OUT of the business that we’~e ahead? IN 
That would be tbe poh~t of it--to separate us from a conlanfinm~t Yes, 
~ent out tbe Pacildies and tbe use of our tmme Afltletes who wrested 
to lake classes could still do so, bul we woald be free Io treat them 
like aW ofl~er student No morn "comphm~ce," no lnore special achnds, 
no niole steering, no nlom nfid-senlester leports to tile support office 
In a word, no more pretending To me Iha/sounds like paradise on earth 

> Maybe not realistic, but bappy-dm~ce desirable In aw case, as I said 
in an ca~licr ¢mail, I pose i{ only as an allcmalive Io be considered 
And I also see the goals you hat as mm~entl) desirable 

To mtswer tbe question--wl\x mlother statement?--)ou fahly poh~I out 
thai we ha~¢ other slalcmenls alread~, and thai we mighl just relu111 
to Ih¢m for ¢labomlion (The Branch-inspired one was never finished. 
though) But one ~eason for fl~e new statement was to provide a 
raIlyh~g point to draw mine facubs" into our project And we fl~ought 
thai a statement dedica/ed to "righls" and Io the pml¢clion of the 
inlcresls of mislrea/ed shtdenis, would be a good way Io do thai 

As I also suggested in m3 earlier emall, it’s the ilalicizcd parl Io 
wlfich I feel passimmtal? cmmmtted If we could agree on fl~e proper 
wording for jusl Ihal s¢clion, and agree thai il’s something we should 
all be "on boat~l" with, I’d be dalighted And perhaps that could 
se~,e as Ihe foun&~lion for a much shorl¢r sla/em¢nl If anybod3 
would l~ke to be ~enfinded oftbe italicized text, let me know -Ja) 

Oil 8/27/12 I 1:34 AM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 
> Colleagmes- 

>> 

> I’m son3 Io have missed Ihe m¢eling; aplx~rcntly I was ilmd~ erlenlly 
> unsubscdhad from the mailing list 

>> 



have both our early one front tbe fall and tbe oi~e we crafted tlris 
spring ht didio gm e with Taylor Branch 

latter part (tbe A-B-C hat) is far too pdil~ted towatrl so called 
"disentanglement," aim movhtg aflfletics into a separate, commercial 

neitber a good nor a ~eahsric outcome I don’t nrind pursuing 

lnternall) at UNC, I tlmtk we shauld be pushing for what our earlier 

full httegrlt~, no ad~mssions of atlfletes wha can’t succeed as 
students, full support for athletes’ academic success (not just 
"compliance"), duo process and dill righls as sludcnls for alhlclcs 

ExXernall?, I tbink we should be puslring our NCAA leps to allow mole 
econolrfic rlgbts for atlrietes, four-yeaa schalat~lrips across tbe 

111 operates right now ff that spurs NFL/NBA/etc to start up a 

be in fire business of nrinoMeagme sports? Just because of 

O11 Fd, 2012-08-24 a122:17 +0000. Cromer, Richard 

>> I have subnrit~ed a letter to tbe editor of tbe Independent in 

>> and complclc, bul I Ihink you’ll find mine supporliv¢ if il sees Ih¢ [ighl of day 

>> Riclulrd Cromer. PhD 
> Academic Advisoc College of Arts mdi Sciences, 

From: Jay Snrith [jaysnrith~a email m~c edu1 
>> Scnl: Friday. Augus124, 2012 5:00 PM 

>> Subj¢cl: Re: [facally--alhlclics-fomm1 CaliC Scnal¢ Passes 

> Did everyone leceive m) draft docalment front yestetrlav? Curious 

>> O118/24/12 4:57 PM, Brooks. Edhan W wrolc: 



> >>> W~ll someone please belp me (m tbe CA bill ctun Imv): what is tbe 
> >>> media $ level at UNC/ACC currently/projected? That~ks 

>>>> Willis Brooks 



> 

> >>> UNC Sport Adtmmstmtion website: 



> >> or selld a blm~k e~nail to 
>>> lem-e-32026083 -48699891 94aa6dc8edb08de0 lcca2c6f25b0ccc5 @listserv u 

> >> You are currentl) subscribed to faculg’--atl~letics-fomm as: 

Andrex~ JPemn an&ex~ perrmTluncedu-ht ~ ~.mno~cs ttua. ,,fluAssoctateProfessorofSoctolob3, Umxersit~ of Nortlt 
CAirolina CB#3210, 155 Hamilton Hall. Chapel Hill. NC 27599-3210 USA 

-- You are currenlly subscribed to facully--alhl¢lics-fontm as:jayslnilh~acnlaJl uric cdu To unsubsc~ib¢ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,               6: I I PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-fomm@listserv unc edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] NCAA 

It’s a Ffi&~y and we’re all tired, bul before my rirsl vodka (I may 
need several), 1 have to sa? sometlmlg about what happened toda? The 
NCAA has lax exempl slalltS because d bills ds¢lf as aJi "¢duca/ional 
organization" Yet the NCAA has, evidently, declared itseffuntroubled 
b? a scare the propose of wlfich was to band out flee credit s to athletes 
(al Ieasl for Ihe mosl pan) Because I know Ihal man} innocenl Ta~ 
Heels would s~fffer if mot~ sanctio]~s crone down fl~e pike, I’m of comse 
teheved in a se]tse that the NCAA is done with us But cm~ m~ one on 
fl~e planet jusfifs" the 1\~ pocfisv of tlfis non-move? was a 
scoundrel b¢cmts¢ h¢ drank a bolll¢ of frc¢ champagne was 
mn out of town on a ~ail because he 1Fright have put someone hi touch 
with an agcnl Shtdenls gelling free crcdils no biggi¢ 

-- You arc currcnlly subscribed to faculty--athl¢fics-fontm as:jaysmith~aemail uric ¢du To m~subscfib¢ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 12:06 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-fomm@listserv unc edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-fomm@listserv unc edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Holden cont’d 

Well, I suppose And) has a point (Thaugh, in Spaitier’s defel~se, it 

our situation, after ayem (2010-2011) of musltroommg "scandal" and 
speculation at UNC. I would say flint tliem teall) was no clioice but to 
disclose The         lapcr and Ih¢       ~’nrolkncnl in the 428, all by 

m tlie state of Demnark Ate tliem teall) some wha think that tlie 
University could have just refused to provide am" m~swers? Not 
plausibl¢ Tlu~l rcporl absolutely had Io be made public 

Look, I do apprccial¢ Ihat Holdcn has b¢en in a tough sihmtion I just 
happen to tlfi~tk that tlie chancellor of a public mtive~sli) sliould ~ever 
regard Imnsparcnc3 as optional Shouldn’t wc ,all rind it slighlly 
chilling that lie apparently does? 

On 9/4/12 10:06 AM. Andr¢w P¢mn wrote: 

Of course tliete were alternatives - see Spmtier. Graham, witli respect 

to ~lilurc to disclose major problems 

O1109/04/2012 09:30 AM, Jay Smdh wrote: 

>> Khld of interesting Chapelbom story: 

-- You ate currently subscribed to facult) --atlflefics-fonnn as: jaystmth@enmil unc edu To u~subscfibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday, September 8, 2012 6:21 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Your comments yesterday 

Jay, it is certainly hard to be a voice crying in the wilderness. However I thought the N&O gave good coverage to the 
meeting including your comments and Holden’s response in a kind of "fair and balanced" manner. 

I do think it is a good time to reassess and perhaps make a strategic retreat, or re-group with more like minded and 
organizationally savvy and committed faculty colleagues. The day I observed your group when Taylor Branch was there, I 
left feeling that the within group dynamics were not promising for effective action. 

However I did think your points yesterday were telling about how we are handling this and how we are perennially behind 
the curve on public information. Everyone outside the university feels that way and p~ople who are press savvy like 
Hodding Carter also believe this. 

I definitely would be willing to have a cup of coffee to discuss your leadership options here. 

Sadly I think the storm may still be gathering, which is perhags why there was such silence along with a hope that it 
would pass over, and that we were doing enough, or also perhaps the process at the meeting was not conducive to 
discussion, though there was e~ensive discussion at the orientation for the faculty council a couple of weeks before. I 
can fill you in on that. 

The Peppers transcript release suggests that what we have here is the tip of the iceberg. 

My daughter’s boyfriend’s best friend (who now works for OMB in DC and who graduated in 2007 )tells this story.--just 
related to me this afternoon by my daughter. He enrolled in an AFAM class, I don’t know the instru~or, possibly JN. 
There were five other students in the class all athletes. He soon discovered that he was the only one showing up for 
class! And then it dawned on him what was going on. 

I can give you other anecdotes. It is clear that there has been a rotten culture around some aspens of athletics for a long 
time and we have all been very complacent and self-eengratualtory that here at UNC we had got it right. The full 
picture, when the book is written, will not be a pretty one, even the situation at UNC is in fa~ better than at many other 
schools as many have contended. 

Interestingly, Joy Renner did put on the table, the question of whether a Division I Sports Program is consistent with 
academic integrity. I was surprised to hear that come out of her mouth, including the idea that she did not know enough 

to answer the question. 

Best, David 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, September 08, 2012 12:25 PM 
TO= Kiel, David 
Subject: Re: Your comments yesterday 

David: 
Thanks for your support and your thoughts FYI, Anne Whisnant and Joe Ferrell both asked me for a copy of 
the document I read, and I’ve sent it to them It will be included in the minutes for the meeting 



I’m depressed, David I agree entirely with eve~2cthing you say, especially about our failure to come to grips 
with what it is we’re doing and why And if the current dynamic continues, we’ll never do so Here’s a little 
backstotT My little reform group had tried for a few days this week to draft a statement that could be read at 
yesterday’s meeting--a statement that could help guide the work of the upcoming Rawlings review committee 
(Naturally, I did the drafting--more on this in a sec) In the end our pathetic little group often could not agree 
on the tone of the document Why? Because I had included this in a list of three questions for the Rawlings 
group to ponder: Are bigtime sports and the academic mission of the University truly compatible? Some 
objected because--this is rich--we might then needlessly alienate people at the U who would assume that we 
hate all things athletic In the end, we couldn’t agree on a version of our statement and so we said nothing 
yesterday Meanwhile, Jan Boxill (who belongs to our listselw- and witnessed our entire debate) prepares a 20- 
minute rah-rah defense of sports, apple pie, and achievement Did she ever ask herself whether she might 
alienate anyone (e g,, ME! !) by offering a preemptive defense of the sport industrial complex? Of course not 
Refom~ers have to worry about their feelings They don’t need to worry about ours It’s a sick dynamic 

Worse still, NOT ONE member of the faculty yesterday had anything at all to ask the chancellor after our 
summer from hell They could only rouse themselves out of their stupor when the EPC suggested that maybe 
syllabi should be required in all courses An outrage!! Academic freedom!! No policing!! I witnessed this 
from my seat in the back of the room with a sense that this was a theater-of-the-absurd performance It was 
self-parody 

And increasingly--this is a sudden thing, just this past week--I begin to feel like Moses coming down from Mt 
Sinai only to see idol-worshiping Israelites unworthy of his efforts The analogy is a little grandiose, I know, 
but at this point I’m wondering whether my "leadership" is doing more harm than good Faculty are quiescent 
by nature Now that a new pattern has emerged--ah, Smith can handle the protests--there’s no further incentive 
for other faculty to stand up and talk And get infom~ed And notice the world around them What has 
happened to this university? 

rmreassessing, David -Jay 

On 9/8/12 7:33 AM, Kid, David wrote: 

DearJay, 

I do hope you will make your comments available so they can be published on the faculty governance 
website or some other venue. If you like I can check with Katy Turner and Anne Whisnant about the policies 
governing such a posting. (I certainly would like to have access to the your comments.) 

i really applaud your going out on a limb here, and in doing so you uphold the honor of the faculty in my 
view and help keep us all honest, and help make the faculty council a genuine forum as well as an 
administrative and policy body. 

The pervasive presumption that we are all doing the best we can in the athletics situation, and because we 
are good people we are always doing the right things is our biggest enemy, I think. By calling out officials 
in their apparent inconsistencies between statements and what is likely true, you help us keep a grip on 
reality. 

Our dear friends and fellow ALP grads, Holden, Jonathan Hattlyn, and Bill Andrews, among othem----and I 
do seriously consider them all dear friends, and wonderful people. (For example Bill’s daughter and my 
daughter were best friends through high school and college and Bill and I are going hiking together at the 
end of next month.) ---need to be challenged on the apparent inconsistencies in what they said and what an 
intelligent observer might conclude is true from other facts and logic. (e.g., how could athletes not be 
favored if all the students in one slide coume were athletes as you point out.) They or someone needs to 
answer. 

Holden, too often, has said something in the press which he has had to back track on or just look very bad, 
as when he and Dick Baddour supportec        iI think) has having been exonerated by the honor council 



and then it turns out that a lot of his paper was plagarized, to cite one example. 

Hugh Stevens is a f~rst amendment lawyer in Raleigh, an active UNC Alum, (I think he represents the NC 
Press Association), the head of the Friends of the Library Board, and old bud, and someone I am working 
with on planning a major conference at UNC a couple of years from now. From informal conversations, I 
know that Hugh and other press advocates are deeply unhappy with UNC’s policy of stonewalling the press 
whenever possible, even to the point of withholding information that is already public in other areas. Of 
coupe this only makes the journalists dig harder, and cast a more jaundiced eye at our doings and our 
sayings. How could they do otherwise? 

I do think the steps Holden has taken to get an outside look at our doings are good steps and will lead to 
more positive changes, but they will also lead to more revelations, and more ways UNC has failed to 
aggressively police itself in situations where wrong doing was not only possible but probable, and the PR 

problems you point out, rather than going away will continue. (To make an analogy to your recent book, 
we keep bringing in more and more famous hunters to t~nd and shoot the beast.) 

Unless we somehow collectively and fully acknowledge the depth and pervasiveness of our failure~ here, in 
specific terms, we will never be credible to the outside and we will never really tackle the problems that we 
have. As a culture we want to avoid the pain of our situation and this leads to a lot defensive behavior, 
evasion, legalism, bureacratic wheel spinning, burden shifting, and scapegoating. Ultimately this prolongs 
the pain where simple honesty might hurt more sharply but the we’d be better o~ long-term. (I do need to 
read the Maffly-Kipp report and see how deep this acknowledgement is there.) 

In my view we all really have been in denial for years and yea~ about the breadth and depth of the 
contradictions and tensions between big-time athletics and academic integrity; between the money that is 
generated and what the players and top coashes get; and degree of incompatibility between the time that 
all athletes are being asked to devote to their sport and academic expectations; whether we can field 
winning teams with the type of students who can succeed here academically with reasonable levels of 
support; whether we can fill up the Smith Center and the Dean Dome without winning teams, and if not 
whether we can generate the revenues we need to run a strong athletics program in all the sports we 
operate in now. We also need Lo acknowledge that being a University of the People for many of The People 
is inextricably bound up with basketball and football,and that the sports are among the most racially 
integrated activities within UNC’s culture, and this speaks to the contradiction of our being an elite university 
in a populist state and how sports help us reconcile (paper over?) that contradiction too. 

i certainly don’t dispute Jan Boxill’s spirted defense of the value of sports in college, yesterday, nor can I 

find much fault with Joy Renner’s systematic approach to the reconsitituted FAC, I only question whether 
we are able to look at the tensions that are set up by the way we do sports. I think your comments get at 
another of the ways we keep ou~elve~ from being honest with ou~elves. Unless we are willing to have the 
courage to be honest about all of the tensions, if not contradictions that are involved here, and find a way 
to embrace them and work with them genuinely as a community, we continue to be at risk of all kinds of 
corruption of our important values, our credibility with the public, and trust within our own academic 
community. 

David 
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From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 6:53 PM 

To: discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] Fwd: Athletes’ academic choices put advisers in tough balancing act - 

USATODAY.com 

Gerald Gurney has forwarded to me a number of very interesting 2008 articles from USA Today, the first 

of which I’ve already shared. Together with the one Richard sent last week on Michigan (which I must 

go read I didn’t have time before), they provide a distressing picture of the national scene. Jay 

PS I’m sure Richard already knew all about these. But I asked Gerald specifically about the "shadow 

curriculum" thing, and these are the things he sent me. 

PPS I TA’d in a summer course at Michigan years ago. Two star football players were in the course; I 

gave them failing grades on their first essays. The supervising professor, after hearing their complaints, 

then intervened and took over the grading. They passed the class and were on the field for the Notre 

Dame opener. We Wolverines know our priorities. 

........ Original Message ........ Subject: Athletes’ academic choices put advisers in tough balancing act - 

USATODAY.com 

Date: Mon, 10Sep 2012 16:05:55 -0500 

From: Gerald Gurney < @gmail.com> 

To: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
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"These kids are getting steered into less rigorous majors, or majors with friendly faculty," says former 

Marshall compliance director B. David Ridpath. "1 do admit I did it myself, and I’m ashamed of it, and I 

wish I’d never done it." 



By Jay LaPrete for USA TODAY 

Updated 11/20/2008 4:19 AMll/20/2008 4:19 AM I Comments g8 I Recommend 52 Share on 

emailE-mail I Share on printPrint I Reprints & Permissions I 

Enlarge By John Sommers II for USA TODAY 

Louisville associate director of academic services Christine Jackson helps Anastasia Artemeva of Russia, a 

sophomore volleyball player, in a computer lab at the university. Jackson says advisers let students pick 

majors and courses while pointing out those which might conflict with practices. "1 like to say I’m the 

reality check," says Jackson. 

CALCULATING THE APR 

The NCAA annually calculates an Academic Progress Rate (APR) for every team at every Division I school, 

using data collected over a rolling four year period (from 2004 05 to 2007 08 in the most recent case). 

Teams failing to achieve a score of 925 are subject to penalties that become progressively harsh for 

repeat underperformers. After public warnings, they can face reductions in scholarships, recruiting 

opportunities and practice and playing seasons and eventually can become ineligible for postseason 

competition. The totals in each category of the following equation are tallied at the end of each term. 

Using the grand totals for the four year period, this is the basic method for determining a team’s APR 



Step 1 

Number of players who were eligible for the next term PLUS Number of players who returned to school 

for the next term or graduated 

Step 2 

Number of players on scholarship or who were recruited** MULTIPLIED BY 2 

Step 3 

DIVIDE figure from step 1 by figure from step 2 

Step 4 

MULTIPLY figure from step 3 by 1,000 and you have an APR score 

Eligibility 

The NCAA requires athletes to pass a minimum of six credit hours a semester and make annual progress 

toward graduation -- completing 40% of their degree requirements by the end of their second year, 60% 

by the end of their third year and 80% by the end of their fourth year. They also m ust post a grade-point 

average that keeps them in good academic standing at their respective schools. 

Retention 



Players who leave school early to enter a professional draft do not cost a team a retention point if they 

would have been eligible for the next term. Those who leave a school -- initially costing a team a point -- 

but return to the school and graduate earn a "delayed point" for the term they graduate. 

By Steve Wieberg and Steve Berkowitz, USA TODAY, based on information provided by the NCAA 

*There are rules covering a wide range of variances in this form ula (i.e., whether a school is on the 

semester system or quarter system). 

**Teams and/or schools that do not offer athletic scholarships use the number of players who meet the 

NCAA’s definition of a recruited athlete. 

Athletes’ academic choices put advisers in tough balancing act 
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By Erik Brady, USA TODAY 

B. David Ridpath has a confession to make. As the athletics department’s compliance director and liaison 

to academic services for athletes at Marshall from 1997 to 2001, he often told athletes to avoid tough 

majors if they wanted to play their sports. 

"Academic advisers say that all the time," he says. "You’d do it in more subtle kinds of ways, but I have 

directly told kids myself, ’You can be in this major if you want to be, but if you want to play football, or 

want to play basketball, you may want to look at this major.’ And that’s what happens." 



These days Ridpath is an assistant professor of sport administration at Ohio University and a member of 

the Drake Group, a national network of faculty members and others who advocate broad reform of 

college sports, particularly in terms of academic integrity. 

"These kids are getting steered into these less rigorous majors, or majors with friendly faculty," Ridpath 

says. "1 do admit I did it myself, and I’m ashamed of it, and I wish I’d never done it." 

A USA TODAY study of the majors of juniors and seniors in football, men’s basketball, women’s 

basketball, baseball and softball at 142 of the NCAA’s top level schools shows athletes at many 

institutions clustering in certain majors, in some cases at rates highly disproportionate to those of all 

students. 

Academic advisers for athletes face complex, pressure-filled jobs that have become more so in recent 

years as the NCAA eased rules on freshman eligibility while ratcheting up requirements for minimum 

progress toward a degree. 

The result is it is easier for an athlete to get into school but harder to stay in. 

Stakes are high: Teams that fail to meet academic standards can lose scholarships. That puts advisers in 

the crosshairs as they juggle constituencies with competing interests: athletes who want to play, 

coaches who want them eligible and provosts who want them to graduate. 

"Academic support programs grew up with all the best intentions," says Donna Lopiano, Texas’ director 

of women’s athletics from 1975 to ’92, now president of Sports Management Resources, a college 

sports consultancy. "But when they are controlled by athletics departments, they live in the shadow of a 

conflict of interest." 

Lopiano says the majority of academic advisers are good people doing good work "a lot of them are 

saints" but she thinks the imperative of staying eligible sometimes trumps the best interests of 

athletes who get nudged into majors they might not otherwise choose. 



That, Ridpath believes, is exactly what happens: "Whenever you see a team with a high percentage of 

players in one major, you have to ask if the advisers are advising athletes on staying eligible for four or 

five years or advising them how to prepare for their next 55 years." 

Ridpath filed a civil suit against Marshall and others alleging he was made a scapegoat in 2001 following 

an NCAA investigation of academic fraud and improper athlete em ployment. The suit alleges he cannot 

get a job in college athletics as a result. Trial is set for February in U.S. District Court in Huntington, W. 

Va. 

The NCAA placed Marshall on probation for academic fraud and a lack of institutional control. Ridpath 

alleges he consented to a reassignment outside athletics, in part, because the university agreed to tell 

the NCAA and the public the reassignment was not the result of any wrongdoing by him. The school 

reassigned Ridpath and told the NCAA it was a "corrective action" that the NCAA then cited in its own 

report. Ridpath alleges he did not commit NCAA rules violations, only reported them. 

’High burnout field’ 

In 1991, the NCAA’s member schools adopted Rule 16.3, making academic support for athletes 

mandatory. Such support has been a growth industry since to the point that academic services, and 

the facilities that house them, are now part of the competition for recruits. "There is an arms race in 

facilities and an explosion in expense," says Phil Hughes, Kansas State’s director of academic support for 

athletics and past president of the National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletes (N4A). 

Liz Friedman, assistant dean in DePaul’s School of Computer Science, Telecommunications and 

Information Systems, was the associate director of student-athlete support services from 1997 to 2007 

at Michigan State, where she was academic coordinator for men’s basketball. She says she worked well 

with Tom Izzo but knows of other cases in which advisers felt they could not stand up to high profile 

coaches. 

"It’s a high burnout field," says Friedman, who also worked at Maryland. "It takes a lot of self confidence 

to put your toes against the toes of a multi million dollar earning coach." 



Tony Terrell is happy as an academic adviser in health services at UNLV but wasn’t happy as an academic 

adviser to athletes. 

"Oh, it’s wonderful," he says of his new position. "I don’t have to worry about eligibility ... and I don’t 

have to deal with coaches." 

Terrell was an offensive lineman on the UNLV football team in the early 2000s. He expected to be 

ordered around by coaches then, but resented it as a professional adviser. 

"You’re monitoring at risk players, who maybe came in through alternative admission criteria, or they 

may have a learning disability, so you may need to coddle them," he says. "Then, you have coaches 

micromanaging what you do, and I didn’t like that.... I felt that sometimes I was being treated like" a 

graduate assistant. 

Often what’s at issue is what majors and courses athletes will take. "For years we were criticized for 

encouraging athletes to major in eligibility," Friedman wrote in a 200g monograph for the National 

Academic Advising Association (NACADA). But "reform measures instituted by the NCAA make this 

practice more, rather than less, common." 

She is referring to what has come to be known as The 40-60-80 Rule. It says athletes must complete 40% 

of their degree work by the end of their second year of enrollment, 60% by the end of their third year 

and 80% by the end of their fourth year. 

The reform is meant to ensure athletes are moving toward degrees but another consequence is they 

must often pick a major sooner than other students and have less flexibility to change. 

"We certainly want to have a measurable number and we want to make sure we are steering students 

toward a major that will be useful to them later in life, but if there is some tinkering we can do to 

provide more flexibility, we ought to consider that," University of Hartford President Walter Harrison, 

chair of the NCAA’s Division I Committee on Academic Performance, said late this summer. 



Harrison said last week the panel discussed in late October possible alteration of The 40-60-g0 Rule, has 

asked NCAA staff to try to develop some data on the issue, and "We’ll certainly consider what options 

we have." 

What to major in? 

Advisers have the best interest of the athletes in mind, Friedman says, but they must also keep other, 

often competing interests in mind, including myriad eligibility rules from the NCAA, the conference and 

the institution. 

Athletes compete with the student body at large for positions in competitive majors, where students 

must have a certain grade point average to qualify. 

Christine Jackson, Louisville’s associate director of academic services and the N4A’s incoming president, 

says advisers let students pick majors and courses while pointing out which ones might conflict with 

practices. 

"1 like to say I’m the reality check," Jackson says. "We let students pick what they like. But I might say, 

’OK, but let’s move this lab to the offseason.’ Or I’ll let them know the business school is really hard to 

get in; you have to have a 2.75 (GPA). The engineering school is harder. 

"There’s that reality talk again: ’Yeah, I know you want to be an engineer, but that may not happen if 

you’re taking algebra for a third time. Think about your end result. What do you want to do?’ Those 

kinds of conversations happen." 

David Goldfield, faculty athletics representative at Charlotte, was a member of the NCAA com mittee 

that created the Academic Progress Rate system that sets minimum NCAA academic standards for teams 

and sanctions for failing to meet them. 

"The objective," Goldfield says, "was to change the culture of recruiting" to say to coaches "do not 

recruit student-athletes who have no chance of maintaining their eligibility because if they don’t, it will 



count a8ainst you. You’ll 8et embarrassed. You’ll lose scholarships and it will affect your wins and losses. 

"We really haven’t seen that chan8e in culture. The initial eli8ibility standards are so low, and the efforts 

of academic support services have been so heroic that, in fact, it is possible to maintain the eligibility of 

these student athletes and not be penalized." 

Contributing: Jill Lieber Steeg, Steve Berkowitz 
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1 2 manytimes (9 friends, send message) wrote: 11/20/2008 10:27:50 PM 

heyou5432 wrote: 22m ago 

this is ridiculous, sure there are a lot of athletes who take easy classes just to get the right amt. of 

degree hours and remain eligible, but there are over 36 NCAA varsity sports, guess what, there isn’t a 



pro field-hockey league, or a pro-rowing team anywhere, so athletes who know that playing their sport 

professionally simply isn’t a possibility enter school knowing how important graduating with a good 

degree really is. stereotyping student athletes is insane...not everyone plays football or other big money 

sports, and is looking at a multi million dollar signing bonus after four years, the vast majority of student 

athletes do it because they love their sport and they love to compete, and yeah, getting athletic 

scholarships is a great bonus, but the tradeoff is immense, i’m a former Big 10 athlete and the level of 

commitment involved in playing a D-1 sport is unreal, you have no idea unless you do it. so yeah, we got 

tutoring and free tuition, but we also practiced 20 (sanctioned) hours a week...usually more with 

voluntary workouts, being a student athlete is absolutely a full time job, and there is no way to prevent 

your GPA from suffering, and i’m sorry, but D 1 athletics is big business, performance matters, not just 

for your coach and school, but because your performance will affect your teammates, being exhausted 

after pulling an all-nighter simply isn’t an option, especially in season, so complain about slackers if you 

want, but give respect where respect is due. in the end, these are just kids juggling two very different 

things: school and sport. 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

Very well said. 

Recommend I Report Abuse 

thirdkill3 (0 friends, send message) wrote: 11/20/2008 10:17:22 PM 

If you are a full scholarship athlete and don’t graduate, then that’s your fault. You get not only your 

advisor in your major, but you get the athletics department advisor. You get free tutors. Free printing, 

nice study areas, free use of laptops, free food. College is not that hard. 

The fact of the matter is that NCAA student-athletes graduate at a higher rate than regular college 

students. Any athlete that complains about the demands of their time to play, practice and travel should 

try working 40+ hours a week and try to pay for school. Most regular college students waste 4 hours a 

day sleeping, playing video games, surfing the net or drinking. Being a college athlete makes you have 

time management skills, which is the most important skill you need in graduating. Don’t let the school 

use you...use the school to travel the country, play the game you love to play and get a free education. 



I was a NCAA and Big Ten Champion and graduated with a degree in Finance. I never had a problem with 

balancing academics and athletics. College was easier than high school. 

Recommend 1 I Report Abuse 

heyou5432 (0 friends, send message) wrote: 11/20/2008 9:54:29 PM 

this is ridiculous, sure there are a lot of athletes who take easy classes just to get the right amt. of 

degree hours and remain eligible, but there are over 36 NCAA varsity sports, guess what, there isn’t a 

pro field hockey league, or a pro rowing team anywhere, so athletes who know that playing their sport 

professionally simply isn’t a possibility enter school knowing how important graduating with a good 

degree really is. stereotyping student athletes is insane...not everyone plays football or other big money 

sports, and is looking at a multi-million dollar signing bonus after four years, the vast majority of student 

athletes do it because they love their sport and they love to compete, and yeah, getting athletic 

scholarships is a great bonus, but the tradeoff is immense, i’m a former Big 10 athlete and the level of 

commitment involved in playing a D 1 sport is unreal, you have no idea unless you do it. so yeah, we got 

tutoring and free tuition, but we also practiced 20 (sanctioned) hours a week...usually more with 

voluntary workouts, being a student athlete is absolutely a full time job, and there is no way to prevent 

your GPA from suffering, and i’m sorry, but D 1 athletics is big business, performance matters, not just 

for your coach and school, but because your performance will affect your teammates, being exhausted 

after pulling an all-nighter simply isn’t an option, especially in season, so complain about slackers if you 

want, but give respect where respect is due. in the end, these are just kids juggling two very different 

things: school and sport. 

Recommend I Report Abuse 

maineman (40 friends, send message) wrote: 11/20/2008 9:28:01 PM 

If you see a lot of interviews with NBA or NFL players you can tell that a lot of them majored in basket 

weaving 101. and probably didn’t pass that. Of course, there are always a FEW exceptions. 

Recommend 1 I Report Abuse 



SRM (0 friends, send message) wrote: 11/20/200g g:47:29 PM 

I ran track in the Pac-10. All NCAA athletes are required to have a plan of study. I told my adviser from 

the very start my reason for running track: FREE EDUCATION. I completed a BS in 2 1/2 years. 

Universities only want to win. The education of athletes, especially black athletes, is secondary. 

Recommend 1 I Report Abuse 

lurks_alot (21 friends, send message) wrote: 11/20/2008 7:51:05 PM 

When I was in college a lot of the academically challenged athletes ended up in elementary education 

career paths. 

Recommend I Report Abuse 

raebee (0 friends, send message) wrote: 11/20/2008 6:50:48 PM 

As a college athlete and a graduated Chemical Engineer, I can attest to advisors trying to steer athletes 

into easier majors. I defied them and stuck with it but let me tell you it was hard as can be. I’m not a 

dumb person but I was looking at ineligability because I was having a hard time with P chem a 5 credit 

course and you’re required to pass 12 credits a semster. That sounds easy but when you have practice 3 

hours a day and are gone for games more times than you can count taking a credit load of 15 credits or 

more during season is a nightmare if you want to put the time into your studies that they deserve. 

Athletes also need more rest than other students you can pull an all nighter and expect to perform well 

in your sport the next day. I think yeah some advisors want to push students into easier majors to keep 

them eligable, but the truth is alot of people are cut out for the detication it takes to do two full time 

activites at once. I barely scraped buy and my GPA definately suffered from being in sports but 

employers love to see college athletics on resumes as well shows motivation and detication and 

coachability. So for all the parents of college athletes, or those who want to be. Don’t sugar coat what 

it’s going to take for your child to succeed and accept that maybe they might have to dumb down their 

major if they aren’t showing detication to academics their first year it only gets harder from there. 



Recommend 1 I Report Abuse 

lynnb (1 friends, send message) wrote: 11/20/2008 6:45:09 PM 

This is so pathetic ..we have tons of jocks that might be able to toss a ball; and yet are stupid. What 

happens when these idiots get into the real world after their ’go team’ years and have to earn a living? 

Then they go into politics apparently. 

Recommend 1 I Report Abuse 

Mark M (2 friends, send message) wrote: 11/20/2008 6:18:39 PM 

Just win baby! 

Recommend I Report Abuse 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elliot M Cramer <l )bellsouth net> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 2:05 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

The Observer got it right 

UNC board needs to closely eye chancellor’s performance 

The Charlotte Observer 
Posted: Sunday, Sep 16, 2012 

Thorpie, you’re doing a beck of a job 

That seemed to be the off-key message from the UNC Board of Governors and system President Tom Ross to 
UNC Chapel Hill Chancellor Holden Thorp on Friday after Thorp spent an hour answering questions about yet 
another in an endless parade of embarrassments that have happened on his watch 

Now, Ross and the Board of Governors should determine whether chancellor is the role in which he can best 
help the university 

Holden decided himself and he was right The statement by your Executive committee is an embarrassment to 
the University 

Elliet M. Cramer 

Department of Psychology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, November 23, 2012 5:55 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-fomm@listserv unc edu> 
discussion <faculty--athletics-fomm@listserv unc edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Even more thoughts this day after Thanksgiving 

vm--i fear that you and I at~ fated ever to disagree on the sul~iect of 

On 11/23/12 4:49 PM, Vin Stepol~aitis wrote: 

> Having t~-lead tbe message on which I conmtented, I see fltat you weie 
> indeed lefemng to strategies, not people I apologize for that 
> lnisundeistmtding (Must have been the afteieffect of too much hlike? 
> tile night before!) 

> person wi[ll respecl? Lel!s nol forgel Ihal [lie vasl nlajofily Of our 
> colleabqles wha wink for tbe athletics department believe in what 
> Ihc} ’re doing and are acling in good fadh Dhlo for file alhleles 
> We can disagree widl file NCAA and ils policies, we can be be upsel by 
> some of tbe things that have gone on be~e, we can fairly c~iticize 

> tlthtk it’s important that we keep our discourse on an even keel 

> Vin 

> On 11/23/2012 3:46 PM, Jay Smifll wrote: 



>> On 11/23/12 1:33 PM, Vin Stepo~mitis wrote: 
>>> Jay -- l ]la~C Io say tllal expressing ~’COll[~lnpt alld mocker3" for our 
>>> fellow UNC oniployccs is nol somolhing I find particularly useful or 
>~> appearing I’m ltapp? to ltelp look for practical sohitio~ts to file 
>~> problems we’t~ till concerned about, but I believe strongl? fltat we czm 
>>> find e fl-ectivc ways Io do tlull wilhoul Irca/hig our colleagues and 
>)> co-worket~ wiflt dislespect Best, Via 

>>> On 11/23/2012 11:48 AM. Jay Smilh wrole: 
>~ >> Tha~tlcs, Riclta~l for your conhrming wink in uncovering rite propagzmda 
>>>> slm/egics of tile NCAA and its members I guess il’s your job to 
>)>> point 
>> >> out fl~eir existence It’s tbe job of tbe t~st of us to subject 
>>>> Ihcm Io 

>>>> On 11/23/12 1 I: 19 AM. Soulhall. Richard Michael wrolc: 

>~>>~ pardcadzu and tbat of big-time college sport in general 

>~ >>~ By tbe wa?, I tbit~k it bigltb likely Steve wrote his le~er prior to 
>>>>> his Ifip Io Maul for Illc EA Sporls Maul Invilaliolull His job during 

>~>>~ as favorable ligbt as possible 

>~ >>~ To t~searcbers such as m? serf, wbo look at the institahion of college 

>~>>~ depamnent’s i~tstimtim~al propagmlda (Black, 2001: Jowe~ & 
>>>>> O’Donnell, 1992: Slaurowsky & Sack. 2005) I would call your 

>>>>> Io a sclccbon (p 13) from a manuscfipl (jusl suhinhicd for 

>>>>> (Drcxcl Universily): Soulhall. R M, & Slaurowsky, E (2012) 
>~>>~/*Cbeering on rite Collegiate Model: C~eating, Dissenhr~ating, and 
>>>>> Imbcdding Ihc */*NCAA’s Rcdcfinilion of Ama/eufism* Submil/ed for 

>~>>~ *(GIA), a decision tlmt effectively set up a s? stem of pay for play 

>~>>~ *threatened tbe NCAA’s Nndamental principle of mnateurism, co[lege 



>>>>> *scholarship allllelcs are sludellls like any edicts" (Slaurowsky 

>>>>> Sack, 2005,* 
>> >>> *p 105) Mobilizing a newly enlmgmg staff of pubtic t~latim~s 
>>>>> professionals 
>>>>> *alhlclic dclxlrlmcnls called Sporls Infot~na/ion Direclors (SIDs), 
>>>>> Byet~ issued* 
>>>>> *strict it~stnlctim~s that %taldent -athlete" was to be used whanever* 
>>>>> *possible * 

>>>>> *In lfis melnoir he wrote,* 

>>>>> *and soon it was embedded in * 

>>>>> *pros ~Bycrs & Hammer. 1995, p 69)* 

>> >>> *This pattern of lh~gmistic subterfuge has formed the foundation 

>>>>> *d~ivcs wlml Brand (2006, 2009) has Icnncd ’l]le big-lime college 

>>>>> *business more specifically (Soullmll & Nagcl, 2008; Soulhall cl al, 

>>>>> Placed within Ihis context, Steve is jusl doing tile job for which file 

>>>>> Tile UnivcrSily o f North CAirolina a/Chapel Hill 

>>>>> Woollen Hall 203C 

>>>>> Office - 919962-3507 

>>>>> Fax - 919962-6235 



-- You ate currently subsciibed to factfit) --atlflefics-fonun as: jaystmth@enmil unc edu To m~subsciibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

allen sack <          ~yahoo corn> 

Monday, Deceml)er 3, 2012 9:13 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

National Organization of Faculty 

Drake Strat Plan Oct 30 12doc 

Dear J ay, 

I am just finishing my iMl semester exams etc I begin a sabbatical leave after my last grades are posted, and 
will devote the next six months full-time to Drake Group activities I have read the UNC statement of principles 
for Athletics It is ped’ectly consistent with the Drake GToupl Is mission and vision In your email, you discuss 
the I Idaunting challenges of maintaining academic integrity given the often conflicting priorities of highly 
commercialized college athletics and educational values I am attaching a copy of the Drake Group strategic 
plan developed at our annual meeting in Chapel Hill I would appreciate your feedback Our new webpage will 
be up and going before Christmas, at which time we will begin a national membership drive I would like to 
invite all UNC faculty who signed your I I Statement of Principles document to join with us Please note that 
Drake Group goals emphasize the need for academic integrity and standards as well as athletes[2 rights to the 
educational opportunities promised in their scholarships The issue of transparency is at the Drake C~oups core 
Could we schedule a time to talk on the phone? I hope to be in touch with you soon 

Allen Sack 
President The Drake Group 

(H) 203 932 7090 (O) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Rennet-, Joy J <Joy Renner@med unc edu> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 1:20 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~oerrin@uncedu> 

RE: stats on athletes 

Tlfis sounds great! lmnsogladwewillbewolMngtogetberalldhavecleatedtlthtgsup lcanlaIkwithAndyandffbefeelsour 

Conumttee is not going to defi’e htto issues deeply tben I mn not doing my job as a Chair part of it, is that it takes time to budd tbe 

Joy 

Joy J R¢nn¢r, MA. RT(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Pm lessor and Director 
U niversits" of Norflt CaroIi~m at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
321-A South Cohnnbia St 
Chal~el Hi[l, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5 I47Desk 
Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Tlfis e-nmil lnessage, inchiding atiachinents, if aW, is intended olfl? for rite -person or entiD to 
which it is addressed and ma? contain colffidenfial and/or privileged material An? ---mmufltorized review, use, dischisure or 
distribution is prohibited If you ate not tbe intellded recipient, please contact tbe sender by lepl? e-nmil and destroy all copies oftbe 
origitml message 

Ema[l correspondence to m~d fmin this address may be sul~iect to the North Carolhm Public Recot~ls hi~ and may be disclosed to third 
parties by an authafized state official (NCGS ch 1323 Student educatiotml ~ecmds me sul~iect to FERPA 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Sm[lb 
Senl: Thursday, December 06, 2012 12:36 PM 
To: Rennet. Joy J 
Cc: P¢mn. Andrew J 
Subject: Re: stats on alhleles 

Jw--sort?, I didfft lnean to ilnply that you were preparing to witbltold info I was.just macthtg to seine of your laltg, imge Ma) be 
specffica[ly tbe line that ~eads: 

uhintended hurtful and sfignmtizing and even discfinfinatot5 thaughts and acfim~s 

I was just registering my belief that it would be mffomnmte [f we mfiained front co[lecthtg data because we womed about how it 
nfigbt make some people feel or flint it nfight allow some people to interpret it ("bad thaugbts") ht ways that we don’t approve And, 
maybe I did misread, I was assuming []l~rt d was yoltr experience Iha/COllllll[llees (FAC or olher) ]la~e in the pasl made decisions 
againsl Imnsparency on jusl such grounds, and Ihal you were giving me a hcad’s up aboul Ihal If I misread/misunderstood and mis- 
reacted accordingly, l’m sony 

I slill vel3 much look for~ard to working w[lb you and FAC So I¢l!s forget ibis exchange -Jay On 12/d/12 10:47 AM, Rennet. Joy J 



words and nol in my �mail nor implied in nU cmail) In ~lcl I believe we will be collecting much ol’ll~¢ data you suggested and it will 
be vc~ helpful in our discussions We alrcad.~ arc developing simila~ qucslions and directions I bcliav¢ I did acknowledge and Ilulnk 
you I’or sha~ing 111¢ qucsbons which helps us be inchisiv¢ of all aspects ol’lh¢ issue I was just providing dialogue, which I dloughi 

am just tiymg to provide file coimhittee with as much information as possible to support discussioiis mid decisioiis So please 
undeistm~d that I am looking forwattl to woikmg with you mid I ceriahll? hoN that you still feel tbat wa~" as well 

> So hi" you would take another nlinute to let~ad m? enlail It was metal? an altempt to exphim haw tile Coimhittee works, that thet~ 
at~ comNtent people on tbe coimnlltee, mid ml indication of wl\~ you imgbt ilOt t~ceive ml miswer tomorrow to tbe questions We 
have mini? of tile stone goals as outlined in your t~sponse Please understand I mn not the enemy but a colleagnJe Rereading iW email 
with tbat pet~pecthie ma? be helpful Please do not assume because someone does not inmlediatel? lespond with file iiffomlation you 
t~quest that he/sbe at~ not going to. at~ not willing to. or at~ upset tbat you asked the question If that has been your experience in the 
past wllb olhcrs, please do nol judge me orFAC by thai cxp¢~icncc 

> Jo3 J Rennet, MA. RT(P.), FAEIRS 

> University of North Carolilul at Clulp¢l Hill School of Medicine CB 
> #7130 UNC-CH Bonduranl Hall 321 -A Soulh Columbia St 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

> 919-966-5147Desk 
> Cell 
> 919-966-6951 Fax 

> -CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Tltis e-mail message, inchiding ai~achinents, if an?. is intended o511y for file -person or emit? to 
which it is addrcsscd and inay cont~lin confidential and/or pri¥ilcgcd inatcrial An? ---unauthorized rc’,’icw, usc. dischisurc or 
dislribulion is prohibited lr you arc 11ol 111¢ intended recipient, please conlac1111¢ sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies o1" llle 

> Emall correspondence to m~d from this address nlay be sul~ject to tile North Carolhla Public RecoMs law and nlay be disclosed to 
flfird parties by an authorized state official (NCGS ch 132) Sll~dellt educatioilal ~ecottls ate subject to FERPA 

> -----OfiNilal Message ..... 

> Sent: Tlnusda). December 06. 2012 9:19 AM 

> Cc: Pcrdn, Andrew J: Farmer, Slcphcn M 



> Take, for example, Ilic Univcrsdy salad) dalabasc Thai info is public knowledge, and Ihc "facls" can bc mlhcr cmbarrassing--bolli 
Io Ihosc of us One[ me!) who arc underpaid and Iliosc of us who seem overpaid Bul Ihcrc’s a broad public and univcrsdy inlcrcsl in 
making Ilial dala available, so we live wllh [lie anmml cmbam~ssmcnl I would say, in Ihc mailer of admissions and posl-admission 

sliordd ferret out those hlclrdatiolts wherever we find tliem mid make clem wlienever we can that "social science" mnnps potential 
en~barmssnlent (By file wa?, is flle~e a nliddle level of access? 
> Avaitable for review but not "published"? Perhaps fltis is sometbhlg 
> to look rdto ) 

> So am’way, I see aitswet~ to all of tlie liypothetical oDj ectiolts you raise hate rnl still persuaded that the Urdversi~ has an abiding 
inlercst in knowing, for example, tile degree Io which athleles are integrated hilo tile full academic life of tile Universlly (tile poinl of 
in3 rclluesl on FYS. clubs, slud5 abroad, clc) Is it no1 Ihe Universdy’s official posllrpn lllal it is good for all sludenls to be so 

brcadlh roulinely ad~ anlaged in admissions? (Yes, Ihay arc) Then thai degree ofinlcgmlrpn a/UNC should be measured, across tile 
board ig need be 

(practice hours, class lime) arc requested slinply in Ilie interest o f nakedly exposing, and making it possible to Imck. Ihc demands 
placed on Ilie lime and cnerg5 of our alldelcs by non-academic pursulls So an3 way, I really, really hope Iha/Ihc FAC finds cve~) 
wa) it can to acconnnodate fltese requests I will be dimessed beyond words it" fire FAC instead finds ~easolts not to provide this sort 
of infornmtio~t 
> That~ks, mid I look fore ard to contimdng tlie conversation 

>Ja) 

>> Tlie FAC encourages all facallt} to share tlieh thouglit s on data that could or sliordd gqllde decisions and policies related to our 
students wha are also athletes on this cmnpus We have several high leval ~eseamhers on the conmlittee who ate well-equipped to 
look at which data should be soughi, file utllit} and validit} of tlie data based on what is fire hitent and what is tlie value in collectrdg 
fltat data Having suggestions such as youth, helps us make sure we ate not ntissing some statistic that could be lialpfrd I hope oflter 
Pacallt} will also choose to participate ht tlie ongoing process 

fltem as a student fu st is o~e of the gqdding pmlciples behind data collection decisio~ts For ex~unple, uhiess we have srdtilar data 

processes we can as much as possible iltsme we do not cause a new problem, issue, or harm while conducting our work Tlits does 
not mean at all we will l~ot collect fire i~ffornmiton you have suggested, I just wanted to explain wliy this ma) take mote itme than 
some ate willrdg to allow Spendrdg thne upfront to establish our reference frmnewo~k for fu taue data collection and mini) sis will 
serve us all better 

>>Agard, flrat~kyouforyourtime, efforts, andrdtelestshiUNC i assme you I amjust as passionate about understandrdg all fire 
issues, needs, and perspectives related to UNC and our athletics pregrmn 

>> Joy 



>> Joy J Relmer, MA, RT(R), FAEIRS 
>> Associate Professor and Direclor 
>> Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Medicine CB 
>> #7130 UNC-CH Bonduranl Hall 321 -A South Colunlbia SI 
>> Chapel Hill. NC 27599-7130 

>> 919-966-5147Desk 
>> Cell 
>> 919-966-6951 Fax 

>> -CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-nmil message, inchiding attachnlents, ff m~?, is h~tended ordy for the -person or entig" to 
which it is addressed mrd ma? contain coJffidential and/or privileged material An? ---mmufl~ofized review, use, dischisute or 
distribution is prohibited If you ate not the inteJlded recipient, please contact the sender by ~epl? e-nmil mrd destroy all copies oftbe 
ot’iginal message 

>> Entail correspondence to and from tiffs adthess am? be subject to fl~e Noffd~ CaroIiim Public Records hiw mrd am? be disclosed to 
Ihird lxlrlies by an anthorized slate official (NCGS ch 132) Shrdenl educational records are sul~iecl to FERPA 

>> -----Original Message ..... 

>> Seat: Wednesday, December 05, 2012 6:08 PM 
>> To: Rennet. Joy J 
>> Cc: Fa~ner, Stephen M 
>> Sul~iect: stats on atbhites 

>> Dear Joy (and helhi Steve): 
>> Tlmt~ks so much for meeting wiflt me toda?, and I apologize for ~W contribution to the wasting of your fime between 12-12:30 1 
gq~e ss "Lenoir" is just too darn vagme a destination 

>> I’ve now had [lie clu~nce Io look over the sial sheat you gave me (compiled by Sieve), which has inleresling delails Bu[ I do think d 
"disgaises"--nol necessafily inlenliolu~lly, this is not an accusation--some of the mosl relevanl numbers 

>> So, for exmnple, to m? point about "student-athlete" being a 
>> decepfivel? large categot5, take a look at tlte SAT sco~es mid high 
>> scbord class rat~ks Tbey list tbe average for "athletes" but not the 
>> m’erage for teams ft. for FERPA reasons, team numbers can’t be 
>> given annually (but even for footha[1 this wouldn’t be possible?), 
>> I’d nevertbehiss teall? love to have, sa?, 3-year aggregates by temn 
>> Tbe reason for this 

>> (Maybe I’ll be suq3rised to learn olhen~ise ) And by "problem" I mean the muhiple strains placed batll on our academic 

UNC and the NCAA Leaving aside whether one believes college sporls should be abolished or whather one believes they should be 
expanded (~ith man} new forms of academic support offered to the athlates), we should all be able to agree that a finn foundalion in 

discfinfinating term "atbhite" as used on this clmrt you provided They disbqdse as much as they reveal 

>> Some otlter stats I would love to see disphi? ed in annual FAC t~ports (apohiNes for tbe redundancy kf you abeady do some of 
tiffs): first, second, m~d third semester GPAs by temn; numbers of grade clmnges mid withdi-awals (both tetmacthie m~d oflter) by reran: 
nDiors by team: perce~tage invoNed in non-atldetic chibs m~d actix ifies by reran: pementage wbo lmve taken first year seim~mrs by 
team: perce~tage invoNed ht smd.~ abroad by team: nunthers of mmual class hours nfissed for travel put-poses by team: bonor cases by 
team: bouts spent ht either practice or tiai~thtg (weigbt, film, etc) by temn; all of tbese figm~es compared (to fire exte~t possible and 
televallt) to the staldent body as a whole 



>> a special set of challenges and strains to tbe task of ulfiversit) 

>> (Tbe NCAA itself" obviousl? believes fl~e same--l~ence its t~quit~ment 
>> that athletes sign awa? fl~eir figllt to pm-ac? wben tbey sign tbeir 

occasional inlcmpem/c (I prefer "passional¢") lang~mge, I have no agenda ha) ond Imlh, inlegfily, and filimess We can ha~c a hcallby 
dcba/c aboul Ihc meaning of filimcss, pcd~aps, bul Ihe olhar Iwo should be aulomalic and easy enough for all good people al UNC Io 

>> Jay 

later in tbe week Most aheady knew we were going to be meeting m~) wa) Tlm]~ks again for taking tha time today 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thorp, Holden <holdenthorp@unc edu> 

Samrday,                   9:21 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: emerging issue 

Thanks for sending Ihis 
Holden 

..... OfigPml Message ..... 
From: Jay Smidl 

Sent: Ffida), 3:39 PM 
To: Thorp, Holden 
Sul~iect: emerging issue 

Dear Holden: 
I’ll soon be leaving you alone, bul I wanlcd to share wdh you a porlion of an �mail l received j~tsl a few ho~trs ago from an inslruclor I 

’Tbe sta~dent adntit~ed that be had an athletic tutor te-wiite tbe lust four pages of tbe paper The tone of rite paper bieaks dramatically 
on page 4 where Ih¢ sludcnl acknowledged thai h¢ finished tll¢ paper wilhoul Ihe adviser revising il Do we do an3 dling? Is Ihis jusl 
Ihe same as Ihe writing c¢nl¢r? Th¢ rc-wriling was subslanlial I asked ir he had som¢bod~ edil his paper H¢ said yes, Ihal is wha/ 
fire) do I asked him if somebo@ else wrote the paper and be I compared fire writing ht tbe essay to one of lfis weekl) ~espmtses 
asking ifil read like the same voice He said no’ 

Further proof, as ff we teall) needed aw, that the support s) stein is broken--broken by the pressures placed on it by tbe intperafives of 
big-time sport That this could be happelfing NOW--after what wek’e been tltroughjust ht tbe last few lnontbs lamdng aside 
and all Ihc resl--is a Icslamcnl to the magnitude oflhe problem Highsmdh. like Ihc olhcrs, was only doing wha/he had been "taught" 
to do Revising lutor lnanuals and put~htg up posters ht locker rooms about rite honor code isn’t gohig to be enough 

When you’re liberated 6 monfl~s froin now, I hope you’ll coitsider joimng fotves with us 

Jay 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,                  10:08 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv unc edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv unc edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] on plagiarism 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 10:08 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted 
graduation gap (AGG) report 

One final word from me on this, just to illustrate the point as dramatically as possible Would anyone on this 
list dispute that athletes (and non-athletes) whose transcripts at graduation included the bogus courses with 
Julius received, in the end, a degree of lesser value than others in their cohort? I know we’re being asked to 
believe that there was nothing structural about athletes’ experiences that led many of them to those courses, but 
that’s a separate though related and enormous issue If you even disagree with the idea that there are more and 
less legitimate ways to compile 120 credits, then I guess I have no more to say 

And I’m done anyway 
On 1/10/13 10:00 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Tobeclear, I’m not disparaging any CHOICES None 
On 1/10/13 9:54 AM, Shuster, Elizabeth O wrote: 

(not all cases) the switch is to make more time for other pursuits. Does this mean that any 

student wl~o fails to complete a BS in Chemistry, 13iolog¥ or Physics is following a path of least 

Elizabeth O. Shuster 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

2002 Steele Building 

Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 27599-3510 

eshuster@email.unc.edu 
ph: 919-843-8918 

fax: 959-962-6888 
advising.unc.ed u 



From: Renner, 3oy 3 [mailto:3oy Renner@med.unc.edul 
Sent: Thursday, 3anuary 30, 2033 9:39 AM 
To: discussion 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] 2012 C$R1 Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted 
graduation gap (AGG) report 

ley, could you elaborate on ¥oul last poinL a little mot e. "Graduation is of course critical, 
but there is one other issue to consider: the content of the degrees earned I would 
submit that degrees earned through following paths of least resistance, paths cleared 
for the athletes by their full-time counselors, do not have tbe same value as degrees 
earned the old-fashioned way" 

The content of a degree earned is detemfined by the University and is any true for any 
student receiving that degree 
How are paths cleared for athletes by their full-time counselors? If a student 
completes degree requirements as set-forth by the University what is meant by 
degrees earned the "old-fashioned" way? 
Would a student who balanced her schedule with a mix of courses she had required for 
her major and courses that peaked her interests with a few classes she heard from 
classmates and saw on Pick a Prof and were easier than others but fill requirements 
have a "less valued" degree? 

Joy 

JovJ. Renne~ M.A., RTIR), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 

Cell 

919 966 6951 Fax 

From: Jay Smith [mailtodavsmith(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 9:19 AM 
TO: discussion 



Ce: discussion 
Subject: Re: [faculb/--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRT ivlen’s and women’s basketball adjured 

graduation gap (AGG) report 

Richard, one would think that your comment on the bottom of page 4-top of page 5 in 
this document would a~iculate the principled position of University faculty across the 
land, including those at UNC-CH It’s so sad that that will probably never be the case 
-Jay 

PS C~aduation is of course critical, but there is one other issue to consider: the content 
of the degrees earned I would submit that degrees earned through following paths of 
least resistance, paths cleared for the athletes by their full-time counselors do not have 
the same value as degrees earned the old-fashioned way 

On 1/10/13 2:56 AM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Hello all, 
Attached please find a copy of the 2012 College Sport Research Institute 
(CSRI) Adjusted Gqaduation Gap (AGG) report for NCAA men’s and 
women’s Division I basketball 

I would be happy to discuss the report with any of you 

Best regards, 
Richard 

Dr Richard M Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: w~w.csr{coo[crenclz.org 

Lifc is an obligation Wc’rc not hcrc to dic slowly, wc’rc hero to live fully 



You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
jaysmith(-a)email unc edu 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists unc edu/u? 
id 4869985765997791b4b45b38dgf69522ac998ca9&n T&I facultv-- 
athletics-forum&o 32604462 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken 

or send a blank email to leave-32604462- 
48699857 65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998cag~?listserv unc edu 

You are cullently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
Joy Renner~med unc edu 

To unsubscribe click here: h~p://lists unc edu/u? 
id 58571604229e717e31d387e13836b56d20alc8aS&n T&I facultv--athletics- 
fomm&o 32605259 

(It may be necessa~?¢ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32605259- 
58571604 229e717e31 d387e 13836b56d20a I c8 a5(~li stselw- unc edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eshuster~t~email unc edu 

To unsubscribe click here: h~p://lists unc edu/u? 
id 48737285009bdbbeeb5344a8a694becb968e2cf2&n T&I faculty--athletics- 
fomm&o 32605399 

(It may be necessata£ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32605399- 
48737285 O09bdbbeeb5344a8a694becb968e2cf2(~listse~w- unc edu 

You are cu~lently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith~a)email unc edu 

To unsubscribe click here: h~p://lists unc edu/u? 
id 4869985765997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998cag&n T&I t~acultv--athletics- 



forum&o 32605510 

(It may be necessa~N to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32605510- 
486998576599779 Ib4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9(~a)listse~w- unc edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: iavsmith(?~email unc edu 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists unc edu/u? 
id 4869985765997791b4b45b38dgf69522ac998ca9&n T&I facultv--athletics- 
forum&o 32605551 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-3260555 I- 
48699857 65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9~?listserv unc edu 



From~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjcct: 

Attach: 

........ Original Mcssogc ........ 
Subject:Re What’s d~c lk~nnula lk~r pro&c/ran l~sl vc~K grades by allzlc/cs 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

allen sack           @yahoo corn> 

Monday, January 28, 2013 4:08 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Answer to your question 

The Federal Cn-aduation rate for UNC football players is 58 percent, meaning that of the players who enter as 
fi-eshmen only 58 percent graduate from UNC The FGR for the general student population is 85 percent How 
do you account for that 27 percent gap? I£UNC players already receive multiyear scholarships guaranteed to 
graduation (five year max), Why the incredibility low retention? Many of timse players should not have been 
admitted in the first place Frreshman ineligiility for special aadmits would discourage some players from doing 
one and out Why are faculty allowing these "one and out" students to remain eligibible for basketball if they 
can’t read This is a t~aculty problem and one the Drakes want to address Admissions and academic standards in 
general have to be raisied to admit only students who have a chance of succeeding academically Once admitted 
riley need to know that each football season is not merely a t~2cout for retaining a scholarship the next So on the 
one hand eligibility standards to play as freshmen have to be raised Freshman ineligibility for special admits is 
also an idea I support On the other hand, athletes should know what scholarships are guaranted through 
graduation Athletes whose GPAs fall below 20 in a given semester should be ineligible the next, and should 
lose their scholarship all together if they cannot get the GPA up to 20 in one semester Lets talk more about 
this later I am talking about a carrot and stick approach And keep in mind that I am talking about multiyear 
scholarships extended to graduation (max 5 years and 4 years of eligibility) I cannot imagine an athlete and his 
or her family simply throwing that a way I think it will bring about a culture change That is why over 60 
percent of schools voted against it, a vote just short of allowing an override If this legislation were 
merely window dressing, why the fierce opposition? 

Allen 

--- On Thu, 1/24/13, Jay Smith <jaysmitI~.a;,enutil.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Subject: Re: Answer to your question 
To: "allen sack"          @yahoo corn> 
Date: Thursday, January 24, 2013, II :33 AM 

Allen--thanks for sending tiris I see your point (and no need to apologize for typos) Cynic that I am, 
however, I admit that I’m less hopeful When you say: 
"At schools that decide to adopt multiyear scholarships, college athletes will be students, not cheap 
labor," I have two thoughts First, what about the whole one and done phenomenon? Or two and 
done? Are the basketball players recruited to play for Roy Williams or John Calipari or coach K really 
any more likely to regard themselves, and to be regarded by their coaches, as "students first"? Second, 

at places like UNC, where scholarships are basically never revoked, tiris policy change will have little 
practical meaning And yet, we now know that athletes at Carolina have, for years, been processed 
through the meat grinder with little regard for their educations Especially those in the revenue sports, 
the special admits and others I’ve been told on good authority that some revenue sport athletes have 
graduated from UNC still unable to read beyond the 5tia grade level So I’m just not sure that 
guaranteeing scholarships for 4-5 yrs will really affect the morality of the system In fact, the worst 
cynics (yes, like me!) would say that the NCAA is merely oft’ering an over-the-table bribe to keep the 
system’s critics happy enough that they’ll withhold their fire and thus presetwe the all-important fig leaf 
I’m sure it’s more complicated than that, and that some at the NCAA mean well with this policy change, 
but I’m still not quite persuaded 



I look forward to talking about it in person -Jay 

On 1/23/13 I 1:27 AM, allen sack wrote: 

When I sent my email yesterday, I was dealing with students in my oft]ce, rushing to make 
a dinner date with my wife, and trying to restructure a data base for research I am doing As 
a result, I had no time to edit what I sent you I am sorry for the typos and t~ailure to do a 
spell check I am attaching an lttsi&, Higher’ Ed~icalh)tt article I wrote a while ago that lays 
out my argument in some detail The NCAA’s recent turn-around on multiyear scholarships 
has forced me to reconsider my position on the question you asked me My article should 
explain why 

Take Care, 

Allen 



THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

Introducing the Carolina Higher Education Opportunities Programs of~ce 

Over the summer and fall of 2012, the Office of TRiO Programs (Upward Bound and McNair) and the North Carolina Health Careers Access Programs 
(NC H~-Ap) joined forces to create a new office entitled the Carolina Higher Education Opportunitv Progra ms {CH EOP) This merger has allowed th roe 
access a n d success Brograms to sha re resou tees, leadershiB, a nd great ener~ in working [or u nderreBresented students Dud ng this session, more 
in[orrnation will be provided on the o[fice’s new structure and leadership, innovative programs, and OBBOrtunities for student, faculty and staff 



In search of wisdom found in unlikely places, Tile PhilosopherKings takes us on a journey through the halls of the most prestigious colleges and 

universities in America to learn from the staff members who see it all and have been through it all: the custodians This thought provoking, feature 

length documentary interweaves the untold stories of triumph and trasedy from members of society who are often disresarded and isnored, and 

seeks out the Idnd of wisdom that gets you through the day and the lessons one learns from sur~ivin8 hard times, lost loves, and shattered dreams 

8rin8 a friend! 

For fu rth er inform ation or requests for future topics, contact: 

[-ynt hia Demetriou, Office of Undersraduate Education, cyndem@err 6 ! uric edu 

Alice Dawson, Academic Advising, adawson@ema L nc.edu 
Amy Schmitz Sciborski, Counseling and Psychological Services, sch mitzsi~ email uric ed u 

Cynthia Demet riou * Director for Retention 

Undersraduate Retention , Office of Undersraduate Education 

3003/3002 Steele Building, CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, (919)843 5015 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 I 1:07 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 

Re: 

Just take the total committee case figure and double it from a ’learning needs’ assessment English I00 
enrollment tells the real sto~y For example, the athlete English 100 enrollment (a class that no longer 
exists) was more than 40 and absolutely more than 10 players The registrar would have this data since 
athletes are now identified in connect carolina 

Here is the total numbers of first year students on the 
- 33 
- 46 (lots of walk ons- + 15) 
- 48 (lots of walk ons - + 15) 

-27 
- 26 
- 30 
- 46 (walk on again) 

roster per year: 

I am not sure how/if admissions accounts for the January admits - most are from 
where they spend an extra semester of HS in order to qualify (NCAA), and of course play We just had 
5 join us this past month Usually we would have 3-5 They are always extra special guests If they would just 
teach reading instead of bible study - a class where everyone makes an A, it might be beneficial 

Matay Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 

On at 6:34 PM, "Jay Smith" <j~,,s_,nitk@email unc e~lt~> wrote: 

Dear Richard/Mary: 
I’m pasting in figures from an old email sent to me last 
about committee cases and        players) He sent this: 

by Steve Framer (when I asked him 

23 total, 14 

27 total, 18 

22 total, 17 

13 total, 11 

16 total, 11 

14 total, 9 

21 total, 12 



My question for you: Can either of’you point me to where I would find the total number of 
players who entered the program in a given year? So in     , 17 of--what? 20?-- 

were committee cases? Where would I find that? The numbers have trended down a bit 
since      which they never cease celebrating, but when you think about what this means 
for a team culture, it’s pretty staggering If--as I believe I’m seeing here--half or more of the 

team consists of committee cases, what is that team culture going to be like? 

Thanks if you can help And Mary--see you tomorrow -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rennet, Joy J <Joy Renner@med unc edu> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 11:14 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] a rip-roaring op-ed 

discussion Faculty" am ooly silenced ff they zdlow flteinselves to be silenced No adanhfistmtor’s conmtent has ever Ifffluenced what 1 
ha~c said or not said in Facult3 Council II appca~s to me you arc undcrcslima/ing your ~cult3 colleagues by implying Ihcy arc 
umx illmg to speak up becm~se of adimiffstrative control I do tecogiffze that our adnfiiffstt-ators ate the decision-nmkers (someone 
ulfimatel) has to nmke the decision) zutd as such bern the lespoitsibilit3 for the decisioits but I do not agree that wiflt tiffs comes a 
"dcscP, cd deference" 

Joy J Reimer, MA, RT(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
Universily orNorlh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
32 I-A South Cohtmbia SI 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 
Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Tiffs e-nmil lnessage, inciffding attaciffnents, if am’, is intended olfl3 for rite -person or emit3 to 
which it is addressed and ma3 contain colffidenfizd and/or privileged material An3 ---mmufltofized review, use, disciffsute or 
distributiffn is proiffbited If you ate not the intellded recipient, please contact the sender by lepl3 e-nmil and destroy all copies of the 
original message 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ja3 Smith [tnailto:i:v,:,mith~i~nlai[ lute ~:dtd 
Sent: Tuesda3, Febnlm5" 19, 2013 9:38 AM 
To: discussiffn 
Cc: discussion 
Subjccl: Re: [facult3--addelics-forum] a tip-roaring op-cd 

for 22 yeats, so I’ve got soine expefiel~ces, too What I said perfectly captures in3 experience, but fin eager to Item about the 

The im’olvemem of select coinnfit~ees in some decision-nmkmg is no substitatte for robust faculty" debate Robust debate seents vet3 
uolikely to occur in a setting wheie adimiffstratot~ are not ooly piesent, but wheie the d3 lmnfic establishes at the outset flint they’re the 
decision makers, Ihat they dcsc~c de ~crcncc, and Ihat the Icnns o~lhc parlncrship bclwccn academics and athletics (concerning the 
issue many of us care aboul) aren’t really up ~or discussion 

Council opet-ates, 1’11 be sum to attend and contribute ira." views 
On 2/18/13 10:47 PM. Andrew Pemn wrolc: 
> Ja3, tiffs is a much Iffnger discalssion than we have time for now, Ifflt 

> And3 

> On 02/18/2013 10:45 PM, Ja3 Smith wrote: 
>> VeD lillle holds up Io scniffW? (All Ihe answers hare been provided 

>> spot on to me--and that’s not the fault of al~ Iffdiffidual, least of 



>> lnen~ber 10 yeat~ ago, and I solnethnes still visit just for fun Tlie 

>> discalssion takes place; meeting adjourned It’s been fltat wa~" for a 
>> long while now Is this unique Io UNC? Of course 11ol. but wh) is Ihat 

>~ mid do good woN, to be sine) from fl~e culiut~ he’s describing Tlfis 

>> real decision-making is made by CEO types and Ihcir small colc~ic 
>~ advisot~ Does m~? one leally dispute tlfis genel~l pbenomenon? 

>~ our conumttees at~ chosen in part by co-optation Ate) wa?, fl~et~’s a 
>~ huge diffeience between a govenmnce cultut~ that’s nolmlm[ly 
>> parlicipalo~ and one thai relics on and requires faculty 
>~ decision-nmking We dofft have faculD decision-nmking You’ll note 

>~ are done now; he’s just pointing out what has been lost Tlle loss is 

>> O112/18/13 10:21 PM. Andrew Perdn wrole: 
>~ > I agree entit~l? - vel? little of fl~e op-ed actually halds up to 

>>> On 02/18/2013 10: I 1 PM. Vin SlepOnaills wrolc: 

>)>> 1) If Hunt tldllks UNC is a "top-dowff’ instimtiolk ma?be be basfft 

>~>> experience, one would be hard pressed to find an it~stiiution that’s 

>~>> 2) He bemomts a "democmc? deficit" at UNC, m~d then proceeds to 

>>>> smoolhly functioning legislative bod3 like Faculty Council Thai 

>>>> 3) lr he had aclamlly gone to a Facully Council mcebng Ihis ycaL 

>> >> woikmg incredibly haiti at exemising "gemdne oversight" on behalf 

>>>> titan jumping to conchlsions 

>>>> Tlte piece ma) be "rip roaring," but I didn’t find it vely edLfs’hig 

>>>> On 2/18/2013 9:23 PM, Jay Smdh 



>>>>> -- You ate curremly subscribed to facallt) - -at lflefic s -fo nun as: 

>>>>> 2&n T&I facult3"--aflfletics-fomm&o 32775022, 

>>>>> leave-32775022-48916009 d79fda5d625c10c35 lee99649142060271 ristserv unc edu 

-- You ate currently subsciibed to fac~flt)--atlflefics-fonun as: Jo) Remter@med unc edu To unsubscdbe crick l~ete: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 9:04 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc 

Jay, 
I agree with n~m? of tbe points tbat Rudi has raised I want to reinforce one of these points about tbe role of tbe town meeting 

proposal I am vc~ conc¢n~cd Iha/cvcn ir thcsc gcl off Ihc ground thay will soon radc for all or thc us~ml reasons Onc¢ Ihat lu~ppcns 
it allows thase who are fine with fire aflfletics enterprise to concNde fltat even trough a smafl number of faculty" sNak out, fire 
co~mnumt) at large doesn’t really ca~e fltat much about tbese issues or even supports the atlflefics enterprise as it is I mn renfinded of 
Ihc la~ycrs who say Ilu~l onc should n¢vcr ask a qucsbon aboul som¢lhing Ihal onc do¢sn’l alrcad) know Ihc answcK Town hall 
meetings a~e a great idea If we knew fltat tbey would ge~et-ate tbe type of discussion and action that we tlfi~tk ale intportant If fltat 
doesn’t happen, then it’s a setback I know I shauld have raised this as this lecent docmnent was being generated, but I did thi~tk it still 
worth mentio~tfitg        Regarding fire agenda, wben in the meeitng is our 10 nfinutes? If it’s earl? I ma? be able to do tiffs, 
allhough I cannol slay for Ihe ¢nlirc m¢ct hig, i[ I]la/’s a probl¢ln l would also need Io spcak wdh you aboul cxacdy W]la/we wanl as 
fire introduction of this documel~t 

..... O~iginal M¢ssag¢ ..... 
From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 10:22 PM 
To: discussion 
Cc: discussion 
Sul~iect: Re: [facult~’--atbhitics-fomm] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc 

Rudi--no need to apologize for not being tbeie Tbe Frida? befme spring break is easity tbe worst possible time to have one of fltese 
meetings, mtd I wasn’t tL5 ing to "gmitt trip" mr? one about that 

to move to a later lneetmg, mtd I’m also frustrated that our issue is ghien a whopping 10 nfinutes, but if we wait until later, we nfight as 

Councit; the age~da is wa? too crowded mtd the d~’Lmnfics are all wrong) 1’11 just tL5 to be m? most efficient self Ffida? and see it" we 
can at least get a ~espoltse front tbe crowd Maybe 1’11 blow a whistle to wake eveLyone up 
I’ll play 111¢ fighl song[ I dlink you’re tighl aboul Williams and Fedora. by Ihc way And yes. adminislmlors nccd Io sland and answer 
our questions for once And yes, too, that we need to figmre out a mecbalitsm to "opemtio~alize" fire ~r~iorit~" views that come out of 
fltese discussions -Jay On 3/6/13 9:58 PM, Colhi~edo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

fire ARG and Ja? ht parficuhic but we ale far better off having Ja? speak bhintly and directly about all flits that keeping quiet 

fire basketball coach was filed for fal sifs’ing ~eceipts, and I was at Iowa when two vice-presidents weLe filed in tbe nitdst of a rape 

suspicious gt-ades, faked classes, academic support program under suspicion, report after report offeled, flten challenged, and 
fire entire mm-ersit) ’s credentials questioned, so much so that tbe chief academic officer of tbe mm-eL~it) is sendhtg out inspectoL~ to 

uhiveL~it~" mtd who ale conmitt~ed to getting things back on solid ground mtd out of this quicksand 

persoLmll? vahies, not what fire NCAA tells us we shauld vahie I would like to hear where her linitts ale At what point is too much 

> To nmtter, Roy Wit[irons needs to be at one oftbe town ball meetings I don’t nitnd it" be is coddled and leaves withaut takhtg 

CaroliL~a education memt to him when he thi~iks about his phi? ers? Ghien all fltat is expected of him and his phi? eL~, has be ever risked 

> And to nmtter, fire facult) needs to speak up about haw fire events of tbe last fltree yems have affected their view of sports 

> I will also say I ha~¢ high expectations Public mccthigs of 111¢ cdizcnl) (or faculty) should produce binding results I grew up hi a 
small town ht Massacbuset~s wbe~e people mn the town in the town meeting Wben I was old enough to vote, my mother dragged me 



grade classrooln for Howat~l Dean or libr~uy for Mike Huckabee lnemlt you were actually casting your vote Tbe town hall lneethlgs 

> Having shared all tiffs, 1 see that for a second time, tbe discussion of all tbese problems will be upstaged by the strategic plmming 
effort The tinting evidentl3 has been determhled by Tom Ross I tbilik it would be wise to ask to have this atlflefic issue moved to a 

> RUdi 

> From: Southall, Richalfl IVJ~chael [southall@email m~c edu] 
> Senl: Wednesd~ly, March 06, 2013 6:55 PM 
> To: discussion 
> Sul~iect: Re: [faculb’--atbletics-fomm] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc 

> Colleagues: 

> CSRI will be glad to belp facilitate a series of cmnpus 

> and also with contacting local or nafiotml participants Let me know 

> Richard 

> Dr Richard M Soulhall 

> Cooidhmtor The U mvet~ib" of North Camlit~a at Cbapel Hill Director - 
> College Sl?orl Research lnsldulc Woollen Hall 203C Office - 
> 919962-3507 Call - F~x - 919962-6235 
> southall@enmJl unc edu 31 hatnmil corn 

> UNC Sport Admhfistration website: 

> Life is an obligation We’re 11ol here to die slowly, ~c’rc hcrc Io 

> On 3/6/1~ 6 45 PM Ja3 Smt h <ja3 snnf1171 entail uric edu> x~ t~3 e 

>> Yes. bul I heard jusl Ioday ilurt Ihe Rawlings process will not begin 
>> unlil April 19 A week before tha end of Ihe term? Huge mislakc Io 
>~ walt that long in m3 opi~ilon We~’e already waited ~ar too long 



>> For the Fall 
>> On 3/6/13 6:42 PM, Pemn, Alld~ew 1 wrote: 
>>> Shlce Raw[ings will p~esumabl? be starting Iris ~eview fifis Spmlg, 

>>> Andrew Penin, UNC Sociolog3 

>>> On Mm 6, 2013, at 5:36 PM, "Jay Snfifll" <jaysnfitb[a emiffl talc edu> wrote: 

>> >> plm~s for Friday Let me begin with Frida? As tiffngs Stmld at 
>>>> file monlent, fnl prepared to hltrOduce our docmnent (brier?) mid 

>>>> cmnpus-wide, no-halds-harred and well publicized series of 
>>>> discussiffits about aflfietics at UNC I have asked 34 of you to do 

>>>> you know, I’ve been saying for some time now fl~at tile nloie ARG is 
>>>> idenlified wilh nit Ihe less seriously il will be taken) So 
>>>> hie know if you’d like to take on the task I can’t imaghle it wdl be mote thml a 3-5 nfimlte firing 

>>>> AS For FAC: 

>>>> them because they have huge and challenging jobs We (Rudi, 

>>>> file?" wel~t into "closed session" to hem about individual sludel~ts, 

>>>> --Bradley Betbel discalssed file LEEP progrmn, tile newly designed 
>>>> program For "especially challenged" alldeles, and provided some 
>>>> telling nunlbet~ Tllete ate 80 afifletes in fi~e progrmn, 40 from foothall 
>>>> Using powet-pohlt slides, be noted that file three goals oftbe 

>>>> comprehension levels mid fluency with co fiege-level vocab: 3 

>>>> NOW Iha c3nic (Ihal’s me) would say you’re hoping Ibal 
>>>> eventually flley’ll be writhlg and reading at college-level? Are 

>>>> Because Belhel also acknowledged (and I For one apprccia/ed his 

>>>> have aciffeved filese goals even AFTER FOUR YEARS AT UNC 

>>>> (tile goals slide) some lext that he had meant to delele It read 
>>>> (as tile last "goal"): HOW ABOUT ADMITTING KIDS WHO CAN GRADUATE FROM LEEP? 

>> >> tiffs particular kAnd of gallows burner seems ptet~ telhrag 

>>>> Loudemfi[k, said "gvo, ma?be two and a half" Tiffs conflicts with 

>>>> defiifftio~ml, but it’s clear fimt Betbel believes tile most at risk 
>>>> athletes on cmnpus have exacfi? two people to go to--Befilel mid (1 flhrak) Befll L?ons 

>> >> scme at home) flint tile football program brings in about 20 



>> >> ASPSA in fall, 2011 Tlmt fall them were 1,110 appointinet~ls nmde 
>>>> and 439 Slud¢lllS sc~ed (apparently because "Olympic sport" people 

>>>> h~cluded ) lnnnediatel) thete~ter, ~tming was li~mted to the 
>>>> acadmmcaRy needy (esNciall) footb~l) m~d the mm~ber of students 
>>>> wilh appoinlmenls dropped all Ihe way to 379 (with 172 sc~ed in 
>>>> total) T1N nunNet~ Mve gone up a bR since but tile big drop-off 

>>>> ~ose am ~n) lfiglflights OtMt~ wl/o were them (hlcludhlg 

>>>> mmnbe~s) should feel flee to clfime m 

>>>> -- You am m~rrently subsmibed to facu Ig’- -aflfletic s-fom~n as: 
>>>> andrew pemn@unc edu To unsubscribe click here: 

>>>> &nT& 1 faculg’--aflfletics-fomn~o 32845368, or send a blm~ entail 

>>>> leave-32845368-48699881 dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@~stseg" u 

>> somlmR@enmil uric edu To m~ubsmibe click Mm: 

>> T&I ~cully--alhlelics-fomm&o 32845568, orsendablankcmaillo 
>> leave-32845568-48699884 3c0dR!3868952acddd594a0848722306~a lislse~ uric edu 

> -- You am curmmly subscribed to famfiV--alflefics-fonnn as: co~omd@mmR unc edu To unsubscribe 

-- You ate currently subsmibed to factfit)--atlflefics-fonnn as: lew nmrgolis@unc edu To unsubsciibe click here: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Thursday, March 7, 2013 10:24 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-fomm@listserv unc edu> 
RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COUNCIZ etc 

Hi All, 
So nml\~ tbings to address: 
1 Hunter Rawlings is coming April 19tb: the d¢lalls of this will b¢ announc¢d on Friday 
2 Tom Ross wdl be attending Ffida? ’s Facuh~" Council Meeting and fltis will lake a good bit of time at tbe begitming 
3 We will also likel? be disca~sshtg the sexmal misconduct issues, Mgch ate pret~." intportant 
4 I ha~e luld so maw news mporlcrs calling hie aboul II b¢cans¢ Ibey behave II is a Facully Council proposal; bul d would be odd for 
you not to bbmg it up [Ja? I ant not sm~ what you mean about September: you wine given time, but your leading tbe long statement 
deadm~ed am" discussimt1 
5 1 thhtk you ale rigbt, FC is not tbe best place because of all the otber Governance issues that come up It is hard to have 

"business" of Facadt) Governmtce, and anotber for tbese khtds of open - themed discussim~s 

years ago wllh Bill Friday, Dick Baddmm Fac Rcp from Duke,[who had to deal wdh lll¢ Lacross¢ scandal] 2 coaches, and 2 sludcnl 

revenue sport athletes; mtother wiflt presm~t aflfletes, coacbes, and faculty" Tbe discussimts wine vmy fmllfhi, especially bearing front 

BaPoam Osborne 

hanest, open discussiol~s to aclfieve justice I would be happ> to comdinate with Richard 

..... Oligilml Message ..... 

Sent: ThursdW, March 07, 2013 9:39 AM 
To: discussion 
Cc: discussion 
Sul~iect: Re: [facuh~’--athletics-fomm] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc 

Do you disagree with the arbmlne nt ? 

On 03/07/2013 09:18 AM, JW Smiflt wrote: 
> I have to say: I aln baffled by this discussion, and baffled by who is 
> suddmfly driving it (this also happened in Septemhar ) 

> I’m happy Io tell Jan Io pull us from the agenda Bul at Ihal point, l 
> truly mn done with ARG 
> On 3/7/13 9:14 AM, Wa?ne Lee wrote: 

>> I agree To be clear, however, the mason the call is in our documcnl 
>> was becmlse no date had yet been am~ounced for the Rawlings visit 
>> (and although Jay has rccenlly lean~ed it will b¢gin April 18, as ~r 
>> as 1 !~tow, flint is still not public) We can simply modi~ our call 
>> by saying Ihal w¢ welcome Rawling’s proj¢cled visit as a firsl slep, 
>> but that we hape fltme will be fi~rther events and actual folhiw thi~ugh 
>> At this poinl, b¢ginning the "conversalion" a/Ih¢ end of April, wllb 
>> tbe Chmtcallor leaving, leally meat~s stardng over in file Fall 

>> Wayne E Lee 
>> Professor ofHistot5 
>> Chair of the Cumcuhim in Peace, Wa~, and Defense wlee@unc edu 

>> www area/on comF~Vayne-E -Lee/C/B001KHRXKW/m~nllalhr dp~oel 



O113/7/2013 8:48 AM. Andrew 

>>> I am conccn~cd Ihal Ihis pa/h will. once again, marginalizc Ihc ARC 
>>> wilh rcspecl Io odicr groups on campus Specifically: because Ihc 
>~> next step in what tbe Chancellor has ~lleady plmmed is to have 

> Hunter Rawlmgs lead a panel to discuss the role of atltletics at U NC 
>>> and polcnlially more broadly, I Ihink an) rcasolu~blc oulsidc 

> observer would see tbe t~quest l~et~ that we have a series of 
>>> convcrsa/ions on precisely Ihal qucslion as rcdimdanl l Ihink it 

> would be far wiser for tl~e t~quest to be flint tbe Rawlhtgs 
>>> commission bc asked m handle ds lask Ihrough a vc~, open, 
>~> conversatiotml process like tbe one emdsioned in our documet~t 

> Here’s wbele we stand, in my view We asked for FEC to launch a 
>~> faculg’-led investigation of what happened Tltey did so, and in 
>>> large parl because of us Ihcy recommended high-slalus indcpcndcnl 
>>> inquiries inlo (a) wlu~l happened; and (b) die role of adilclics 
>~> UNC in general Tbe adnfit~istration ~esponded by agreeing to do both: 
>~> first fire Martin im’estigatio~k then the Rawlings conmrission 1 
>>> Ihink wc all agree Ihal dic Marlin invcsligalion was vc~3 shodd), 
>~> but tbat doesfft cNmge tbe fact that the adnfimstration clmrteled 
>>> il largely bccmtsc ~cully asked Ihcm I~ do so 

>>> Now, having asked for and been gmnlcd a high-profile, indcpcndcnl 
>~> panel assessing tbe role of athletics on campus, and rougldy a month 
>>> bc fore dial panel is duc Io begin ils work, we conlcmpla/c slanding 
>>> up al Facully Council Io la~mch anodicr rcqucsl, for all Ihc world 

>>> And) 

>~> On 03/06/2013 10:22 PM, Ja~" Smithwrote: 
>>>> Rudi--no need Io apologize for nol being there The F~iday before 

>> spring b~eak is easil) the worst possible time to h~-e one of tbese 

>> Your t~nmrks are very useN1, thaugh, and wifl~ your penmssion 1 
>> flfitik rll lead m3ight from diem Frida) I he~u you on tbe 

>> latec we nfiglR as well write off tiffs semestec I tlthik I’d hate 

>>>> Maybe I’ll blow a whisllc Io wake cvc~) one up I’ll play Ihc fighl 
>>>> song! I diink you’re tight aboul Williams and Fedora. by the way 

>> "operatiolmlize" tbe nmjori~ views that come out of these discussiol~s 

>~>> On 3/6/13 9:58 PM, Collot~do-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

>>~ the ARG and Ja) h~ paffficulac but we at~ far beret off h~dlig 



>> >>> basketbzfll coach was fired for ~alskf~,mg receipt s, alld I was at 

>>>>> xxe have done to our ulfivet~ib’: NFL-bound pla3 et~ banned from the 

>>>>> UNC team, football coach filed NCAA sanctioits clmir of acadenfic 

>>>>> gt-ades faked classes academic support pmgt-am under suspicion, 

>>>>> lmll meetings need tbe involvement of people xxho lead tbJs 

>>>>> persotaall3 vahles l~ot what fl~e NCAA tetls us xxe sbould value 1 

>> >>> asked of bet students wbo play on a sports team? 

>>>>> 1 dofft nfind ff be is coddled and lem’es ~ itbout takhlg 

>~ >>~ risked success on the court for one of lfis players aclfievemeN in the classroom? 

>>>>> ¢illzcnl) (or ~lcully) should produce bblding rcsulls T grew up 

>~>>~ could bappen to pass tbe plamfing oidiimnce or buy tbe bulldozer 

>~>>~ grade classroom for Howm~ Dean or librmy for M~ke Huckabee merest 

>>>>> discussion of all dlcsc problems will be upslagcd b3 Ihc slralcgic 

>>>>> From: Soulhall, Richard Michael [soulhall@cmail uric cdu] 
>>>>> Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 6:55 PM 

>>>>> Sul~iect: Re: [faculB’--atblefics-fomm] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc 

>> >>> CSRI will be glad to belp facilitate a series of campus 



>>>>> Dr Richard M $outhall 

>>>>> Coordina/or The University ol’Nordl Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>>>> Dilector - Coilege Sport Research lltSflmte Woollen Hall 203C 
>>>>> Office - 919962-3507 Ceil -              Fax - 919962-6235 

>>>>> UNC Sporl Adminislv, llion wcbsilc: 



>>>>>>>> hfifiating a campus-wide llO-halds-barred and well publicized 

>>>>>>>> seriously it will be takeit ) So hit nle know kt" you’d like to 

>>>>>>>> asked several key persomlel from ASPSA to come explain file 

>>>>>>>> of the discussion I was piesent for, but for me the lfiglikght s 

>>>>>>>> --Bradley Bclhel discussed [lie LEEP program, the newly designed 

>>>>>>>> NOW the c?lfic (that’s lne) would sa? you’re hoping dlat 
>>>>>>>> evenllmlly Ihey’ll be wriling and reading at college-level? Are 

>>>>>>>> YEARS AT UNC 
>> >>> > >> --Ill a faux pas for the ages, Befllel included on one of his 

>>>>>>>> It read (as the last "goal"): HOW ABOUT ADMITTING KIDS WHO CAN 
>>>>>>>> GRADUATE FROM LEEP? 
>> >>> > >> HA The gnly shouldn’t be cnlcified for having a seiise of hunloc 

>>>>>>>> --Befllel, when asked how many leanmlg specialists work in 

>>>>>>>> Io--Belhel and (I Ihink) Bclh L3ons 

>>>>>>>> happened over in ASPSA in filll. 201 I Thai Fall Iherc were 

>>>>>>>> silldents with apl~ointnlelltS droplxd all the way to 379 (with 172 



>>>>>>>> big drop-oFF 
>>>>>>> >from fail 2011 is striking mid--as far as I’m concenled--not 
>>>>>>> >)et 
>>>>>>>> adcqtk~lcly explained 

>>>>>>>> Those me in) lfiglflights Othet~ who were fllme (inchlding 

>>>>>>>> andrew pemn@unc edu To unsubscribe click here: 



>~ T&I fac~ilt~--atlflefics-fonun&o 32847090, 

>~ leave-32847090-48699857 6599779164645638dgfb9522ac998cag@listserv unc edu 

> -- You at~ currel~tly subscribed to fac~ilt~ - -at lflefic s -fo him as: 

>T&I facully--a/hlclics-forunl&o 32847135. 

>leave-32847135-48699881dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listser~-uncedu 

Andrew J Pcriln - andrewA)criln@m~c edu - hi{~:’,p{:v*in socsci ~nrc ,?d~ Associale Professor of Sociolog5 - +1 (919) 962-6876 
U niversits" of Notflt CaroIi~m - CB#3210, Clmpel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 

-- You are currenlly subscribed to facully--alhlclics-fontm as:jmboxill~aemail unc cdu To unsubscfibc 

or send a blmtk entail to leave-3284727448699895 743a27fe2ca6a6720a4d40981 ef56593 @listserv unc edu 

-- You are currenlly subscribed to facully--ailllelics-fontm as:jaysmilh~aemaJl unc edu To unsubsc~ibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,               2:22 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 

[thearg] a new wrinkle 

as well as received $ from ml agent 

-- You arc currcnlly subscrib¢d to thcarg as: jaysmilh@cmail unc cdu To unsubsc~ib¢ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 6:48 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 

[thearg] Rawlings Panel comments and CSRI Livestream Link 

Rawlings Panel April 19-2013 Expanded Written Remarks docx; Rawlings 
PanelApril 19-2013 OralRemarks 4-19-13 docx 

Jay and the ARG: 

Jay, thanks for your recognition I was one of the speakers I have no problem with not being mentioned in the 
media coverage, but wanted to pass along my oral remarks & expanded written comments for the record and 
hope they may contribute to future dialogue 

I thought Jay’s deconstruction of one of the NCAA’s first uses of institutional propaganda was extremely 
effective It resonated with the media in attendance as well as the attendees! 

I don’t want to inundate folks with stuft; but also wanted to forward a link to the speakers and panels from the 
recent C SKI conference I think there is a good deal of relevant and timely information you can peruse at your 
leisure: 

Take care, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southal! 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hil! 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

~Voollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

Life is an obligation. We re not he e to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 



You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ~,mltl~ ~cmai[ unc e~tu 

To unsubsclibe click here: !~?: [i~ts ~nr, C eduu? 
{d ~’lS0388~b~,35e{,0,~’lc75aa~b2ed73bdS(’5f~4e[l;.~:n ;’&l "t/tea~.&o 33025(~8~ 

(It may be necessa~N to cut and paste the above ~ if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emNl to lcavc4302~SS~S:~:~c(~0r~Ic75~agb2ed73hclSf:~cli~q!!istscr,~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              6:42 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 

Re: [thearg] mandatory reading 

BA-SB D-I AGG Report Final pdf 

Dick 

Cobort ( Re~ort) 
UNC play¢r F¢dcml Gmdua/ion Ral¢ (FGR) - 38% 
UNC player Graduation Success Rate (GSR) - 93% 
UNC male stud�hi FGR - 83% 
UNC fidl-time male sludent graduation rate - 85% 
UNC Federal Graduation Gap (FGG) - (2,5) 
2013 UNC baseball Adjusted Graduation Gap (AGG) - (-47) - Note: We do not 
publicly report individ~ml universily AGGs, sinc¢ Ih¢ sampl¢ size for ¢ach 
school is small, bul Ihis is Ih¢ data we aggrcga/e and report by 
co]ffetence The Atlantic Coast Co]ffetence’s AGG for 2013 was (-344) But 
you’ll nolice Ihe AGG is only 2 poinls grcaler Ihan Ihe FGG. which 

baseball and softball for you 

Report) 
U NC player Federal Graduation Rate (FGR) - 44% 
UNC player Gmd~mtion Success Rate (GSR) - 94"/o 
UNC Male sn~dent FGR - 87% 
UNC     FGG (-43) 

We ate in file process of collecting tbe AGG data 

Hope this helps 

Dr Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Adminislm/ion 
Gradua/e Program Coordinalor 
The UltivemiD of North Carolitm at Clmpel Hill 
Dircclor - College Sport Research lnslilule 
Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - 919962-3507 

F~x - 919962-6235 
soulhall~a email unc ¢du 

?~ botmail corn 



Life is an obligation We’t~ not llet~ to die slowly, we’le brae to live 

On 12:02 AM. "Crmner. Riclmt~l" qnrcmine@enmil unc edu> wrote: 

>It would be intetesth~g to see bow n~m), ff aw, of our star 
>players grad~mle                    as opposed Io          and 
>           lms m~ agt~einent with the NCAA tlmt playet~ who start college 
>cannol be drafled unlil aflcr Iheir junior yea~ This is cetlainly 
>better thmt wltete tl~ev can be drml~ed earlier, 
>but pla) ers like tbis yea~ and a couple of 
>yea~s ago are celebrated for being dm fled early and gelling sizable 
>signing bonuses 
>                          Dick Crmner 

> 

>Riclmt~l Crmnec PhD 
>Academic Ad~ isor, College of Arts and Sciences, 

>From: Jay Smilh [jaysmilh~aemail uric edu] 
>Sel~t: Wednesday, 2:45 PM 
>To: alhlctics reform group 
>Cc: ’alhlelics reform group’ 
>Sul~iect: Re: [tbeargI mmldatot5 ~eading 
> 

>Anlhon3 --indeed. the baseball team is in a calegoU of its own for 
>class-lime missed Thing is, the3 always poinl Io [be "superman" 
>lTpe--evidenfly                           or something--to suggest that 
>tlmt’s file norm We all know it’s not In Pact, I would love to see the 

>O11 12:38 PM. Anlhon5 J Vogl wrOle: 

>> 1 have not been recently active wiflt tbe Afltletic Refonn Group 

>> UNC-CH’s teain is ca~rrently pla~’ing S Camlitm to get in 

>> during Ihc winler-sp~ing scmcsler, they played 40 plus games Tha/’s a 

>> least one game &rang tbe whtter-spring semester exam period Tltese 
>> happenings are further illuslmlions of how major alldclic programs 

>> -----Origitml Message ..... 



-- You ate currently subscribed to tllearg as: jaysnfifl~(a email unc edu To unsubscribe 

cma~l o Ica~c-~3206226-6180~888 b83~c6061c7~aMb2cd73bd_ r~rr4clr~zhs scr~ nc cd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 6:52 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 

Re: [thearg] mandato~’y reading 

southall Phi Kappa Phi pdf 

Dick 

score), lower graduation roles (FGRs) Thal’s because players leave for 
professional baseball after their j~mior year. bul before they "gmdmqle " 
The GSR (The NCAA’s developed m¢ltic, allows for alhl¢les who 

result, you see how high tbe GSR is (93% and 94%) when compared to tbe 
FGR Tltis is bow a cbange in tbe sample Ires been deliberately nmde 
ot~ler to paint a mo~e favorable picnu~ for athletics The N CAA’s PR 
campaign Ires t~sulted in the media mtd the general public now accepting 
fire GSR as "a mo~e accurate measme of graduation "success" Pve aitacbed 
an article fltat explains fltis graduation rate co~ffusion a bit mo~e 

Riclmrd 

Dr Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport AdntiN stration 
Graduate Program Coot~linator 
The Ultiveisio of North Camltim at Clmpel Hill 
Director - College Sport Research htstimte 
Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - 919962-3507 

UNC Sport A&ninislm/ion w¢bsllc: 

Life is an obligation We’t~ not het~ to die slowly, we’le beie to live 
fully 



On 6/13/13 12:02 AM, "Cromer. Riclulrd" <mrcmmcr~a email unc edu> wrote: 

>players grad~ml¢ Major league baseball, as opposed Io pro foolball and 

>cannol be drafled unlil afler Iheir junior yca~ This is cerlainly 
>belier Ihan foolball and baskelball, where they can be dm fled earlier, 
>but pla? ers like           this yem and Dustin Ackley a couple of 
>years ago at~ celebrated for being drafted earl? mid getdng sizable 
>sighing bonuses 
>                          Dick Crmner 

>Riclmrd Crmnec PhD 
>Academic Advisor, College of Arts mtd Sciences, 

>From: Jay Smilh [jaysmilh~aemail uric edu] 
>Senl: Wednesday, June 12, 2013 2:45 PM 
>To: alhlctics reform group 
>Cc: ’alhlelics reform group’ 
>Subjecl: Re: [Iheargl mandalo~3 reading 

>Anlhon5 --indeed. Ihe baseball learn is in a calego~5 ofils own for 
>class-time nfissed Thing is, the? ahva? s point to tbe "superman" 
>~’pe--evidenfly, Be~ton Moss is a Mo~ehead or sometlthlg--to suggest tbat 
>tlmt’s fire norm We all know it’s not In Pact, I would love to see the 
>GPA’s and cumcallu~ paths of tbese last eigbt baseball teams tltat went 
>to fire College World Series Pm sut~ it’s not a pre~" sight -Ja~" 

>> I have not been recently active wiflt tbe Afltletic Reform Group 

>>    UNC-CH’s baseball temn is ca~rrenrly playing S Carolitm to get in 
>> tbe College World Series I bope fltey succeed Howevec I took note 

>> during tbe whtter-spring semestec tltey pla?ed 40 plus games Tltat’s a 

>> during Ihe exam period However, [his year. [he baseball learn played 

>> happenings arc furlher illuslralions of how major alhlelic programs 

>> -----Origitml Message ..... 



>> 

>> ith-effects-of-unc-coNmvers}/33189# 

>> -- You ate currentl} subscribed to thearg as: ?~earthfiltk ~mt To 
>> unsubsc~ibe click hem: 

>> th 
>> carg&o 33 

>>leave-33195796-62073852 ff79¢6f3a32c51245cc056508cd991 bS~alislscr~ uric cdu 

> dick 

-- You ate currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysnfifll,?l email unc edu To unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday,             10:25 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 
[thearg] 

-- You ate currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysmiflt(a eltmil unc edu To unsubscribe 

email to leave-33277367-61803888 b835e6061c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5ff4e I f a;listser~- m~c edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sarah Shields <sshields@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, July 16, 2013 2:27 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: oy 

Hi Jay 
Acl~all?, tiffs one is eas? I didn’t join FEC unt[l I returned from 

Sarah 
On 7/16/2013 1 : 15 PM, Jay Sm[lb wrote: 
> Saral~--rm sor~" to come back again (feel free to give me fl~e virtual 

> FEC and Boxill’s concern with Ihc languag¢ of the firsl draft of 
> Maffly-Kipp report from lasl summer Jan apparently wrolc to 
> subco~mmttee at some point explessing a~:dets" over arousing ~ew NCAA 

> He asked me if I’d be willing to tell you that, and I now quote, he 

> the? didfft raise tbe "N CAA" concen~,’ and whetber that nmkes 
> difference to you/? our recollectiotgyour w[llingness to sa~" what you 

> Obviousl?, you’re free to ignole Kane and me both That would be sane 
> and perfectly understandable ff you do, 1’11 just tell him fltat 

CB 3195 
Univcrs[ly of Norlh Carolina 
ChaNl Hi[l, NC 27599 
Phone: 919 962-8078 
Fax: 919 962-1403 
samhshiclds org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,              12:20 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 

[thearg] Sporting News 

-- You arc currcnlly subscrib¢d to thcarg as: jaysmilh@cmail unc cdu To unsubsc~ib¢ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,                 5:11 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 
[thearg] the system 

So \~ill sldp his )car and go pro 

He would *seem* to be one of the people for whom "the s) stem" woiked 
He’ll soon have a conlmcl and probably a nice career Bu[ really? 
He is far from completing a degree    playet~ wl/o declaie earl) 
B’piczfll) also skip the second semester office      year to tea@ 
fltemselves for the dr-aft--not to mention fiequent pool performances 
du~ing die ~lll lemls oflheir final playing seasons transcripl 
would probably make for an interesting stud)) If never completes 
his ¢ducalion, will w¢ still be able Io say, 10 years or 15 yeays from 
now, Ihal Ih¢ syslcm worked for him? Sporls Illuslmlcd says 80% of 
players have gone bankntpl or arc in financial distress wilhin 5 years 
after leavhtg the game Add ht concussio~s and dementia and--in too mare" 
cases--those fake educations, and I Ihink Iherc’s enough Io make us all 

with the "success" stories 

Sore, for rite dowl~er before Tlmnksgiving, wlfich I hope is great for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                 6:24 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 

[thearg] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @email unc edu> 

Saturday, 10:44 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Draft Slide List 

Slide gist for the Renaissance Art Lecture docx 

Here is the said slide list Slides provide richer color qualit3" tNm 

I have tried Io cleave as closely as possible to sldctly chronological 
order wilhin each group og slides, abhough I do nol do so p¢ff¢clly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @email unc edu> 
Thursday, 2:59 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: Fwd: Student concern 

mine H¢’s righl al a B/B+ righl now 

On Thu, 13:43:55 -0400, J W Slrdth <jaysnfith~a einad unc edu> 

>        belong to awone? Apparentl> lfis fanfil> has experienced stone 
> medical Imgcd3 of some kind--I need Io know his grade a/Ihis poinl in 
> the term Thmtks -JS 

Original Message ........ 
> Sul~iect: Student concern 
>Dale: Thu, 15:08:12+0000 
> Fmln: Dawsom Alice C <adawson@e~nait unc edu> 
>To: Smdh. Jay M <jay smid~a cmail uric edu> 
>CC: DawsomAliceC <adm~son@enmiluncedu> 

> Hello JW 

> 1 hope thai all is well wilh you I am conlacling you concerning ,q 
> student inyourHist class The student is 
> (pid# ) has had Io go home due Io a 
> serious fanfil? ~nedical emergency mtd will be out of class at least for 
> a few days He is also seriously considering a wdhdrawal for the 
> semester ht ruder to be hmne with lfis fanfil? at tiffs thne As a part of 
> the ~ilhdm\~ al process, we ask thai sludcnls go to each o f Ihcir 
> i~tstmctors with a withdrawal forn~, mtd ask each insmlctor to il~dicate 
> the student’s current grade at the time at wlfich rite student is 
> ~ilhdm~ing 1 Iold          Ihal glacn his circumstances, I would 
> conlacl his inslruclors on his behalf Could you respond via email and 
> let ~ne know             current grade in your course in the event 
> that he does wish to proceed with a withdrawal? 

> Man3 drunks for your lime and assislance 

> Regards, 

> Alice Da~ son 

> Alice Da~ son, PhD 

> Smfior Assistant Dean 

> Acadenfic Advising Progrmn 

> College of Arts mtd Sciences and the General College 



> University of Norlh Carolilm at Clmpel Hill 

> 1014 Steele Building 

> Clm~el H~ll, N C 27599-3110 

> 919843-7727 

> 919/966-5116 to schedule m~ appoint~nent 

> 919/962-6668 fax 

> aRad~nents, is for the sole use of intended recipiet~t(s) and ~na~ 

> review, use, disclosme, or distribution is pml~bi~ed ** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, JanuatT 19, 2011 10:57 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
How to see evaluations 

Hello Dr Smith, 

describes to us how to see fl~ese evaluatiolts, but it is one 1 lmve not yet 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail corn> 

Thursday,                4: I 0 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Auditing HIST 

Dr Smith, 

rm vein excited about this class! My schedule is full, unfortunately, t~’ying to finish up my 
majors, but I do want to learn this material, having never taken a European histu~N course I’m concurrently 
taking an l~nglish class on the Later Renaissance, and I’m already making connections between the two 

Can you add me to Sakai? My onyen and PID are: 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@liveuncedu> 

Thursday,               6:16 PM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Histo~aj 

Professor Smith, 

I just added history    to my sched ule and was wondering if I missed anything today. Also, will there be 

recitations tomorrow for the class? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday,               2:05 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sick, but paper 

Burgermeister’s Daughter docx 

Hi professor, 

I’m in your Hist    class and rm recovering from the flu. rve attached my 250 words and I’ll bring a hard copy in if you 
need me to upon my return. 

Thanks in advance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Thursday,                11:15 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Reaction Paper 2 

Reaction Paper 2pdf 

Hi Professor Smith, 

Attached is my reaction paper for the Cardinal Richelieu reading. Thank you again for letting me submit the paper via 
email so I can attend the funeral of my friend’s father. I really appreciate it. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, $2:47 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

reaction paper 

richelieu reaction.docx 

Here is my reaction to the Richelieu reading 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc edu> 

Saturday,              12:32 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Grades 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

Sorry it took me a while to check on this. 

I checked on Sakai and            is missing 3 papers: Reactions 2 & 3, Paper # 2 as well as the paragraph rewrite 
from Paper # 1. It was at the point when I did not receive a rewrite or paper # 2 from       that I assumed he had 
dropped the class. His email refers to two papers only vaguely and I’m not sure which ones he means. I think he might 
be hoping that we would not notice this. 

It is possible that he might have mentioned to me in person that he had to turn in a paper late, and I told him to drop it 
in the TA mailbox outside the history office ("your box on the second floor"?! That’s my best guess), and I forgot to pick it 
up. I have no record in my email of this. If he just pot it there and expected me to somehow intuit its presence, that 
sounds like his problem, especially when we had an explicit no late papers policy. I’ve checked through my stacks of un- 
distributed work and I do not have any of his missing paper, although he says that he turned in one "on your 
desk" (where I sat in Murphy?) along with everyone else. 

I could grade his papers today if deadlines still permit that. It would have been nice if he had been more concerned about 
his grades earlier on in the semester...He got a on the final, so he’s probably hoping to escape that somehow. I do not 
necessarily think he is lying, but I have had students lie to me about work they’ve submitted before when it came down 
to passing a class, and he does not seem to have been one of our more serious students. Please let me know if I should 
get back to him and ask for electronic copies of his papers to grade. 

Thank you, 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 8:38 AM 
To: 
Subject: Fwd: Grades 

Any thoughts? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Grades 

Date:Fri, 19:54:13 -0400 
From:: 

To:undisclosed-recipients:; 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Hello, 

My name is and I was looking over the grades for your class and I saw that I received two zeros 



for two papers in your class I know for a fact that I turned in the third and final paper to you the day it was due 
I turned it in on your desk along with everyone else, but I did not receive my paper back after the final exam, 
and now it shows that I did not receive credit for that paper Also, the second paper that was due, I turned that 
into your box on the second floor the day it was due, yet I haven’t received a grade for that paper This is vetT 
confusing to me, as I knew that I turned my papers in yet my grade does not reflect that I would like to know, 
did you not receive them and they were somehow lost between the time I turned them in and the time you took 
them away? I have my papers saved on my computer, so if there is an issue, I would greatly appreciate if we 
could fix this problem 

Thank you 

This folwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST           " site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

peoplesoft@unc edu 
Tuesday,. 11:33 PM 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 
Grade Change Request for 
Spring 

,HIST 

A Grade Clmnge Request for for HIST Spring Ires been approved The l~ew 
grade has been posted to Ihc studcnl’s record 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday,                10:57 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Take-Home Midterm 

hist midtenn docx 

Hi Professor Smith, 

Here’s my take-home midterm - I think the word count without sources and titles is 2110. 

See you in class, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu 

Tuesday, 

Presentation 

3:58 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Clarity was vet~y good, but I think the audience and presenters would have benefitted from a powerpoint to help 
give it a bit more structure and a visual aid 

Trustworthiness was good; all information was cited 

the content was good and I liked that the significance of all the mistresses together and each individual mistress 
was highlighted, along with the effects on the kings’ reputations Relating the mistresses to other incidents at 
the time (ie vingtieme and Vanishing Children) also helped get an the importance of the mistresses 

This fo~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST.             ’ site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu 
Tuesday, 

Group 1 

3:58 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Objectivity: Multiple sources with reasoning for choosing sources was good 

Completeness: Ve~?¢ good yet concise ove~wiew of your topic 

Clarity: Very clear, I appreciated the references to chronology and comparative nature of the various affairs 

Tmstwor’hiness: I believed you, it seemed like you did thorough research while adding your own analytical 
thoughts 

I’d like to hear more about: 
Why Louis XVI chose not to take a mistress 
More about the religious implications and attitudes within the church surrounding mistresses 
More specific examples of public reactions to the mistresses Troth v Rumor in how strong their power was 
over King 

This fo~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST             site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu 
Tuesday,                  3:59 PM 

Royal Mistresses Presentation 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Trustworthy: ***** 

Objective: ***** 

Complete: ***** 

Well-written: **** 

Feedback: I really liked how comprehensive this article / presentation was and the way that the presenters 
intet~-ove narrahve elements (the sto~ies of the mistresses) with larger themes I took off one star for "well- 
written" because I noticed a handful of minor grammatical errors and a few instances of unclear phrasing in the 
text of the article while it was projected on the screen, and because one or two of the presenters struggled with 
giving their parts of the presentation smoothly 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HtS2 



From: ~email unc edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subject: Wiki Review 

4:01 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From : 

Mistresses in French Regimes: 

I though you guys did a great job of brining in mistresses that were less well known and that we have not 
covered in class This gave me a broader perspective of the prevalence of mistresses within the French regime 
and their growing power 

I would’ve liked to hear a little bit more about if any of the mistresses besides Mine Pompodour that had 
specific influence on policy (specific policies) I understand that that may be a harder to determine Overall I 
thought the presentation was great 

Completeness: 10 

Trustworthiness: 10 

Objectivity: 9 

Clarity: 9 

This fo~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HIST 



From: @live unc edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subject: Wiki Project Evaluation 

4:1 I PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

I liked the explanation of how the influence of the mistresses changed in relation to the king’s that they selwed 
For instance, Mme de Maintenont did not have much influence because Louis XIV was so powerful; however, 
Mine de Pompadour was hugely influential because Louis XV was so weak 

I would have liked to seen an expansion on the specific policies that the mistresses influence or took concern in 
Is there an explanation for why Pompadour took interest in controlling certain policies and no others? 

This fo~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HI’ST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu 

Tuesday, 

Presentation 

4:15 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

I liked that you focused more on the Wikipedia page and your project itself as well as discussing the content and 
the information in your paper 

Both the paper and the powerpoint were really clearly presented visually the presentation was really easy to 
understand and clearly presented your topic and thesis And it was great to have pictures 

Eve~?~thing was succinct and to the point while still conveying enough information that anyone could read it and 
get a basic understanding of the Mississippi Bubble 

This fo~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST              site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu 
Tuesday,                 4:18 PM 

Mississippi Bubble Presentation 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Trustworthy: ***** 

Objective: ***** 

Complete: ***** 

Well-written: ***** 

Feedback: I really liked the Wikipedia-style formatting of this group’s article and their use of a graph to 
dramatically show how quickly the Mississippi Bubble burst and their use of a cartoon to show public 
perception of John Law I also really liked that the group did a good job going back and forth on who was 
talking, rather than each strictly taking turns I don’t really have any criticisms, other than that the beginning of 
the presentation seemed a bit scattered 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HtST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu 
Tuesday, 

Group 2 

4:18 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Group 2: Mississippi Bubble and Public Opinion 

Objectivity: Multiple sources listed were impressive, I really didn’t expect there to be so much out there about 
economic matters You made it clear when you were adding analysis to historical facts in your article and 
avoided generalizing the event as a reason that the revolution happened or as a sole source of public discontent 
Good job { 

Completeness: I thought that you all had a wealth of information on the topic and many of you offered 
insightful analysis of how the bubble was connected to public opinion 

Clarity: The graphs really helped to illustrate your points The layout of your page was vet2/organized and 
concise 

Trustworthiness: You didn’t talk about how you chose your sources as much as other groups, but I don’t think 
anything was lacking 

I’d like to hear more about:How the financial ministers were chosen, more on the public opinion and court 
politics regarding these men Maybe a little more explanation on what economic terms mean -just ibr those of 
us who don’t know anything about economics :) 

This fo~ax-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HISF 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 4:18 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wikipedia Presentation Review Group 2 

Objective: ***** 
Trustworthiness: **** 
Completeness: **** 

I really liked the formatting of the word dcx:ument and the pictures that were included. It seemed very official. I noticed 
a fair amount of modern slang in the excerpts which I found rather out-of-place. I would have liked more on the 
e~onomics of the bubble rather than focusing so much on John Law. Your sources are probably very reliable but nothing 
was mentioned concerning them. 



From: ~live unc edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subject: Wiki Project Evaluation 

4:19 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From : 

I enjoyed how thorough the project is The group provides a very good view of the system form beginning to 
end, inluding an analysis of public feeling before and after the bubble burst I also appreciate the extra work put 
in to find statistics and maps that pertain to the system 

I do not have any criticisms Extremely thorough, well documented and logical 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST. site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HI’ST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 4:22 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

John Law~Vlississippi Bubble Wikipedia page 

Bubble John Law Wikipedia docx 

Professor, 

AEached is the Wikipedia document! 

Thank you, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday, 4:23 PM 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Feedback for Wikipedia Project 

~b~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

Trustworthiness- ***** 
Objectiveness - **** 
Completeness- ***** 
Well-Written - ***** 

I really liked that the project was well organized. Splitting up the project into each mistresses made 
it easy to follow. 

You could in improve talking more about how people learned about the different 
king’s indiscretions ie. pamphlets, word of mouth, law briefs, etc. This could have given insight into 
the mechanisms of public opinion. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 4:3 I PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

Wikipedia Presentation Review Group 3 

Objective: ***** 

I thought the timeline of evenEs would be very useful to Wikipedia viewers. Distinguishing between rumor and fact was 
very impo~ant and very well done. This was a very small and isolated topic and I think your project was well-researched 
and interesting. I would have liked a li[JLle more formalib/in your presentation, but that’s personal preference. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu 

Tuesday, 

Vanishing Children of Paris 

4:34 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

What I liked: Separation of events and rumors is a great way to organize the project This clarifies the events of 
the book 

What I would like to hear more about: The description of the differences in punishments following the upheaval 
were great but I would like to hear more about the resounding effects, such as the demonstration of a crowd’s 
power 

This fo~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HI’ST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu 
Tuesday,                 4:35 PM 

Vanishing Children presentation 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Trustworthy: ***** 

Objective: ***** 

Complete: ***** 

Well-written: **** 

Feedback: I really liked that the group talked about their sources (and the lack of English sources on this 
episode) I also liked that they shared the speaking time fairly evenly I did feel that their "Conclusion of the 
Episode" should have been before "Historical Significance," since this part of the a~icle and the presentation 
felt like moving backward The formathng of the paper also could have used a little work to be more attractive, 
but it works 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HtST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu 
Tuesday,                 4:36 PM 

Wiki Review: Vanishing Children 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From : 

Wiki Review: 

I really appreciated that you guys separated the rumor from t~act I think this was really well done and helps 
clarify both why rumor played a large role and what actually happened in this aft’air 

It would’ve been interesting to see if the fl-ench monarchy ever heard about this massacre or if they had an 
opinion on these rumors I’m not sure if that exists, but a regime response to these rumors would have been 
very interesting 

Objectivity: 95 

Clarity: 9 

Tmstwor’hiness: 10 

Content: 10 

Thanks, 

This fo~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
II~S~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu 
Tuesday, 4:36 PM 

Vanishing Children presentation 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

I really liked the way you separated rumor and event, and focused a section specifically for the rumors that 
affected the peoples’ reactions 

It was a ve~’y clear presentation and I really enjoyed it It also made the presentation more "trustworthy" 
because you placed a clear line between rumor and event 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST              site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday, 4:36 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Feedback for Wikipedia Project 

@unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

Trustworthiness: ***** 

Objective: ***** 

Complete: ***** 

Well-Written: ***** 

Feedback: 

I liked that you separated fact from fiction, making sure in the text you talk about what was purely 
conjecture. The pictures were nice, but it would have been great to include some car[oons or 
paintings from the time period that related directly to this event (if they exist of course). 



From: @live unc edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subject: Wiki Project Evaluation 

4:37 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

I liked the inclusion of another Farge book and the focus on rumors such as the shipping of children to the 
colonies and the monarch’s blood bath practices was good I also think that the minors regarding Louis’ leprosy 
are important to note because they only added to the existing public opinions that Louis gradually lost control of 
the monarchy throughout his reign I also liked that the group noted how minimal the court action was du~ing 
the actual events- the case of the vanishing children is certainly not about law but rather about rumor and public 
opinion Even though the case had small legal implications, it made a huge impact on society in that it lead to a 
new era of public opinion which focused on the monarch and the king 

I think the group did a good j ob in spite of a lack of primary sources regarding the event Perhaps more media 
would have added some context to the presentation 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST              site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: @live unc edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subject: Wiki presentation! 

4:38 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Hey girls! 

! thought you guys used some really fresh and good sources, nice to have something from outside of class Also, 
the focus on shift in perception of king due to mistresses was really interesting! 

I liked the mentioning of the sovereigns gaze and religious involvement, but I wish there would’ve been more 
information about those aspects instead of general information/basic facts Also, it would’ve been nice to see a 
little clearer link to public opinion and why it changed as opposed to just how 

All in all, you looked and sounded really professional! 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
IIIST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu 
Tuesday,                 4:38 PM 

Mississippi Bubble Wild Review 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Hey 

Wild Review: 

Could you forward this to your group Thanks! 

I though you guys did a great job of outlining Law’s perception as a "wizard" I found that analysis particularly 
fascinating, and I though your themes of public perception throughout the presentation made the whole thing 
ve~’y cohesive 

It would’ve been interesting to hear a little bit more about the economic impact/public backlash form the bubble 
burst You go over it, but it would have been interesting to see how public opinion shifted after the bubble 

Objectivity: 10 

Clarity: I0 

Content: 10 

Trustworthiness: 9 

Thanks, 

This fo~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HINT 



From: ~email unc edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subject: Wiki presentation 

4:40 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From : 

I liked how you clearly organized the events and made it into a section The book made it difficult to 
understand, so your presentation made it ve~ay clear I also really liked that you separated the section into events 
and rumors I also really liked how you desc6bed the two main rumors and how one initiated actions and the 
other reflected negative public opinion 

You did say that the blood bathing rumor caused some negative opinion This may have been a slip, however I 
feel like since it arose after the fact, it was more of a reflection of public opinion rather than a cause 

Tmstwor’hy 4 

Objectivity 5 

Clarity 5 

Completeness 5 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST               site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu 

Tuesday, 

FW: Wild Presentation 

4:41 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Forwarded Message 

Authored By 
To 

Subject Wiki Presentation 
Label Normal 

4:37 PM ) 

I really liked your presentation style where everyone talked a li~le on each section It made you all look very 
informed and very cohesive I also liked your "suprises" that you learned from research, and the explanation of 
the graph you used It was ve~?¢ helpful I did notice that your sources were a little mixed up You had t~vo 
number 14 foot notes Also, using more books for sources would have made your work seem more reliable, I 
noticed a lot of websites in your foomotes 

Overall: 

Trustworthy 4 stars 

Objectivity 5 stars 

Clarity 5 stars 

Completeness 5 stars 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HIST 



From: ~live unc edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subject: Wiki presentation! 

4:43 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Hey fall! 

Really liked the focus on the growing disillusionment/disapproval of despotism focus since it was relevant to 
the class themes Also, you guys really tied in the thesis with by highlighting public opinion around the 
government and the riots 

In the beginning it seemed a little jumbled with the text and moved a little fast, but good projection 

All in all, great job! 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST. site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HI’ST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 4:58 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

HIST    Group 1 Project 

WIKI Final Edited docx 

Professor Smith: 

Here is a digital copy of our Wikipedia article. Thank you for your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu 
Tuesday, 5 : 19 PM 

Royal Mistresses Wikipedia Presentation 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Your a~icle was really well-written and very thorough I especially enjoyed hearing about du Barry and the 
Nesle sisters, since it seemed like we sort of glossed over them in class My only critique is that the presentation 
went on a bit too long Other than that, great job! 

Trustworthy: ***** 
Objective: ***** 
Well-written: ***** 
Completeness: ***** 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
H~ST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu 
Tuesday, 5:26 PM 

John Law and Mississippi Bubble Presentation 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

The presentation itself really held my attention I think the switching between PowerPoint slides and the article 
itself" made things more dynamic and enjoyable to follow I also thought you did a good job with your selection 
of interesting pictures The article looks well-written and well-researched My only critique is that the article 
might be just a bit too long 

Trustworthy: ***** 

Objective: ***** 

Well-written: ***** 

Completeness: ***** 

This fo~v-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST             site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 5:3 I PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Vanishing Children Wikipedia Project 

Wikiproject doc 

Professor Smith, 

I’m not sure if you have a copy of our group’s presentation or not, but I figured I might as well send you one just in case. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Tuesday, 

Subject: wild project 

@gmail corn> 

5:42 PM 

@live unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; @live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 

Complete: 9 for lack of pictures 
Clarity: 9 for focus on events rather than thesis? 
Objectivity: 10 
Tmstwor’hiness: 10 

I think you guys did a good job summing up a vel?~ broad and entertaining topic The presentation was a little 
lengthy with the summary of events You could have focused more on your process I think, but overall really 
interesting! 



From: @gmail corn> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:47 PM 

To: ~)live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; Smith, Jay M 
<j aysmith@email unc edu> 

wiki project 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

Complete: 9 
Clarity: 10 
Objectivity: 10 
Trustworthiness: 10 

Hey guys! I thought you all had the best presentation of the day You actually made economic things 
interesting I’m glad you pointed out what surprised you since I never would have caught on to those things in 
my own reading etc I think you could have talked a little more about what your sources were and a few people 
could a have talked a little more, but other than that it was great! 



From: @live unc edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:16 PM 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu>;                    ,~)live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>;                             @live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Group 2 (Mississippi Bubble & John Law) 

I like your group d?. lmnfics You all seeined to flow vet5 wall together so that it appealed as a conversation raffler than a lecture 
Always eNoyable 

VC~3 nice prescnlalion Clean Well Labeled Images/Graphs were rclevanl and effccllve 

You all definitely did your research Good job in condensing so much information into a powerful pres¢nla/ion 

Lots of evidence and examples It is clea~ you put a lot of work into tlfis project Well done 

Suggestion: when presenth~g, face your audiel~ce m~d cmmnand tlieir attention (this lna? lnean notecat~ls so you don’t have to t~rn 
around Io reference Ihc prqiccllon) 

Tntsl~orlh) (5/5) 
Olziective (5/5) 
Complete (5/5) 
Well-Writ/on (5/5) 

Sincede?, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday, 7:24 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
M <j aysmith@email unc edu> 

Cn-oup 3 (The Vanishing Children) 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; Smith, Jay 

You gu>s did a great job of providing n¢w p¢rspccllvc Io TVC s¢cing as we ha~¢ alrcad3 read it Good Job 

presentation wdhout difficuh~" It is clear you all did your research! 

Tntst~orlh3 (5/5) 
Ol~iective (5/5) 
Complete (5/5) 
Wcll-W~il/cn (5/5) 

Sincetel), 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Tuesday, 7:59 PM 

~?live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

Hey y’all! 

The way you divided up your project was very interesting, I thought that having one person write about the monarchs for continuity was 
very effective Subsequently, dividing up Louis XIV and Louis XV’s mistresses was also effective I thought that the way you organized 
your presentation was very successful and informative 

The information about the Cardinal’s control over Louis’ mistresses was also very interesting Also getting more detailed information 
about these mistresses was very fascinating 

Completeness: 5/5 

Trus[wor[hiness 5/5 

ObJectivity 5/5 

Well-writ[en: 5/5 

GreatJob! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 
Tuesday, 8:07 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wikipedia Presentation 

@live unc edu> 
@live unc edu>; 

Hey y’all! 

It was really interesting to hear what you all were surprised by in your outside research, Your point about how quickly the Mississippi 
bubble collapsed in relation to bubble’s today, was very eye opening I also appreciated that in your presentation you did not completely 
reiterate what we have already learned in class, but you focused more on your processes and outside resources 

Completeness: 5/5 

Trustworthiness: 5/5 

Objectivib/: 5/5 

Well-written: 5/5 

GreatJob! 



From: @live unc edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subject: forgot the ratings 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Completeness: 5/5 

Trustworthiness: 5/5 

Objectivity: 5/5 

Well Written: 4/5 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST             site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: @live unc edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subject: forgot the ratings 

9:12 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Completeness: 5/5 

Trustworthiness: 5/5 

Objectivity: 4/5 

Well-written: 4/5 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST,             site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu 
Wednesday, 

Review of Presentation 

12:54 AM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Hello all, 

First oft; I would like to congratulate you all on going first and getting it done, as I know that there’s a lot of 
pressure there Still, I wish I was done! Now you get to be critical of all of u!! 

I thought all of your sources were quite good You gave plenty of accurate information, and it followed the 
basic Wikipedia-style format, with one exception: shouldn’t the summa~?¢ go at the top? Also, a few more dates 
would be necessary to make it really look like a Wikipedia article Birth dates, death dates, the year in which 
these women met the king, etc would be ve~T nice, though ! noticed that the section on the de Nesle sisters was 
quite on top of that 

Also, were there sources backing up the opinion that the monarchy had been damaged by Louis XIV and XV? 
Otherwise, that’s a little too subjective and opinion-rich for a Wikipedia article But I totally agree with you, and 
if you can back it up with sources, this whole paragraph is unnecessary Forgive my faulty memotay on this 

I also saw that there was an error in the first sentence on de Pompadour, where the word "mistress" was 
repeated in a weird spot Just clean that one up, add some dates, and it’s all good 

Well done! 

PS No room for a Doctor Who joke while discussing Madame de Pompadour? Not one? I can’t be the only one 
who’s disappointed by this 

This fo~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
firST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu 

Wednesday, 

Review of Presentation 

1:02 AM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Hello all, 

First oft; your actual a~icle really looked just like it belonged on Wikipedia[ Way to go the extra mile and put 
the pressure on the groups going on Thursday to be that professional-looking, Was the PowerPoint presentation 
even necessary when the final project looked that good? I was a little worried when you guys sta~ed off with a 
thesis, since Wikipedia doesn’t even have theses, and I found it a little silly when you said you were surprised 
by the distance between France and Louisiana (it’s really freaking far Duh), but the actual article blew me 
away Other than your misplacement of the cartoon featuring John Law as a wizard, it was basically flawless It 
looked very authentic, the sourcing appeared to be legitimate, and the information was solid Outstanding 
overall 

Great j ob [ 

Michael Fox 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST              site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu 
Wednesday, 

Review of Presentation 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

Greetings, all[ 

Your presentation on the Vanishing Children of Paris was vetay professional The map of Paris at the beginning 
was rather cool (although completely pointless, but Wikipedia does that all the time), and you actually managed 
to bring "desacralization" back! Quite an accomplishment! The Herod pictures, along with the joke about 
swinging infants being the most cost-effective way to kill them, were nice touches You had plenty of sources, a 
few good quotes, and mostly stuck to tl~e book that we read on the subject, which seems to be the definitive take 
on the events anyways Nothing wrong with that 

One minor complaint: Shouldn’t the "Conclusion of the Episode" section just be titled "Conclusion"? Wikipedia 
never titles things like that 

Overall, great j ob ! 

This fo~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from tl~e 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HIST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu 
Wednesday, 

Group 1 Wikipedia Project 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Dear Team, 

I really enjoyed your presentation on the mistresses and their ability to influence French politics under Louis 
XIV and Louis XV It was a ton of information and you did a really good job condensing it into a narrative that 
was cohesive and understandable I thought including little stories throughout your presentation gave the project 
a ton of life, and allowed you to stray from the typical rambling of facts and information that you see in a lot of 
presentations Your project was CLEARLY very well cited and researched, and I really felt like all of you had a 
passion and understanding of" the topic at hand My only complaint was the presentation did feel scripted at 
times, but it was easy to look past that because the narrative was quite interesting 

Completeness: 5/5 

Trustworthiness: 5/5 

Objectivity: 5/5 

Well Written 5/5 

Really awesome j oh! 

This fo~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST              site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu 
Wednesday, 

Wikipedia Project 3 - Vanishing Children 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Dear Team, 

I vetT much enjoyed your presentation on the Vanishing Children Incident When I saw your project topic I was 
a little bit concerned, just because we had spent so much time in class reviewing this material, but you did a 
great job expanding your sources and revealing new information that we did not hear about in class It was a 
tough assignment but you really did a good j ust keeping it interesting and engaging I thought the presentation 
was very casual yet informative, more of a dialogue than a lecture - which is always enj oyable for the audience 
I thought for how niche the topic is you did a good job finding sources and researching Overall, no complaints 
- vetT well done 

Completeness: 5/5 

Trustworthiness: 5/5 

Objectivity: 5/5 

Well Written: 5/5 

Awesome[ 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,                   11:51 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wikipedia project 

La Noblesse Commergant Wikipedia Project docx 

Hey Dr. Smith, 

Since ours is finished, I’m going to go ahead and send it over. I put our names at the top, but other than that, it looks 
exactly like a Wikipedia page, so I’m proud of my editing job, haha. See you in class! 



From: @live unc edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: Group 2 Wikipedia 

3:25 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

So, I really liked your presentation on the Mississippi Bubble After reading the Jones book, I was still slightly 
confused, but I feel that if ! read your Wikipedia page, eve12¢thing would be cleared up Your presentation was 
clear, you completely covered the topic, you didn’t seem to lean towards any particular bias, and from all your 
sources, it feels ve~2¢ trustworthy 

Great j ob y’all [ 

This fo~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HI’ST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,                   3:27 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wikipedia Enttay 

Wikipedia Madame de la Motte FINAL pdf 

Is attached. 



From: @live unc edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: Group 3 Wikipedia 

3:29 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

I really liked your presentation on the Vanishing Children incident My biggest complaint about the Farge book 
is that the minors and the facts become convoluted at times, so I appreciated that you broke the event into the 
parts and the rumors Your article is trustworthy, complete, clear, and has the objectivity necessa~?¢ for a rumor 
fueled event Great jo!! 

This fo~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST              site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 
Thursday, 3:48 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
@live uric edu>;                             @live uric edu>; 

@live uric edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Group 5 (Madame de La Motte) 

You all had a Iol of players Io consider in die diamond necklace affair Goodjob keeping them straight and delivering II in such a way 
fllat was easy to follow 

Sometimes the presentation was directed toward other group melnbet~: remmnber to square your shoulders mid conmlmtd the 
audience’s attention 

I appreciated rite flow of your presentation: rite col~cept s were clearl5 sectioned and each individual did a wonderful job deliveftng 
flteir cot~tribution! 

~mderstanding why each person framed their sections as thW did and how their sources contribuled to Ih¢ understanding of the subject 

Tntstx~ottlU (5/55 
Objective (5/55 
Complete (5/55 

Well-Written (5/55 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu 

Thursday, 

Madame de La Motte 

3:48 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Clarity: ***** 

Trustworthiness: ***** 

Your presentation was ve~3~ organized and the powerpoint at the conclusion was attractive I thought the way 
you presented your methods was impressive and I thought it was funny about the trouble you had trusting 
sources concerning Madame de La Motte’s early life considering she was prone to lying I liked the references 
to the Nun at the conclusion of your presentation, that was a vePy interesting speculation 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
H1ST 



From: @live unc edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: Wiki presentation! 

3:48 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Hey girls! 

You guys did a great job of tying in class themes, such as feminization of the monarchy and frivolity/excess, 
with your thesis Nice use of sources, too! 

Your use of papers and notecards was slightly distracting I would’ve enjoyed more connection between her 
background and her actions instead of background 

All in all, good description and master of the material[ 

Completeness: 4/5 

Trustworthiness: 5/5 

Objectivity: 5/5 

Well-written: 4/5 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
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From: @live unc edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: Group 4 Wikipedia 

3:49 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

I think all of you did great research, and it seems that you really enjoyed your research However, it feels that 
you either expanded out too much, or didn’t cover eve~?~thing enough From your presentation, I think you 
could have written an article just on la Motte’s life that would have been a much more interesting one than is 
already on Wikipedia 

Clarity: *** 

Completeness: *** 

Clarity: **** 

Objectivity:**** 

This fo~a~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST             site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 
Thursday,                   3:49 PM 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 
Wikipedia Review Group 1 Day 2 

Completeness: **** 
Well-Wrilten: ***** 
TrustworLhiness: ***** 
Objectivity: **** 
I enjoyed your topic, and your piece seemed well-wrilten and researched. Your presentation, however, didn’t really make 
much sense to me; you are speaking to an informed audience, we didn’t really need the detailed summary of Madame de 
la Moire that took up most of your time. Also, part of it seemed overly scripted while the remainder struck me as too 
conversational. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn> 

Thursday, 3:49 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc ecu; 

Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

wild presntation 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; Smitb, 

Tmstwor’hiness: 10/10 
Complete: 10/10 
Objectivity: 10/10 
Well written/Clarity: 9/10 

You guys had an awesome focus on perceptions of women in court life The comparisons with du Berry and 
Pompadour were really interesting I also think you had a great use of sources I think you could have spent a 
little less time explaining the information and more focusing on the thesis in the presentation, but overall it was 
great! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu 

Thursday, 

Wiki presentation feedback 

3:51 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

You guys did a very good job of remaining focused despite the ten people coming in late in the middle of your 
presentation, so good job! I wish you would have talked more about your sources while you were discussing the 
histo~’y I also really like how you guys emphasized that the scandle surrounding                happened 
~¢?er the trial was finished One thing I noticed though, was the division of sources also didn’t seem ve~?~ fair, it 
looked like two people did a large amount of work, at least by your "division of labor" slide 

Clarity: 4 

Trustworthiness: 4 

Objectivity: 5 

Completeness: 5 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
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From: @live unc edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: de la Motte 

3:54 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

The background provided about la Motte was well researched I thought the group did a good job of talking 
about how the necklace affair plays into public concern that the King was treating his mistresses so lavishly 
This certainly plays into public concerns that court women had too much control over the court and could in 
turn influence policy 

I am interested in the logistics of buying such an expensive necklace with such unknown purposes How is it 
even possibly to buy something like that, and then break it apart and sell it? 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HIS~" 



From: ~live unc edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: Group 5 Wikipedia 

4:01 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

I liked how all of you broke this down into separate parts that you were able to explain Your actual a~icle 
looks great, and it seems that you found a way to enjoy your topic Your article was to the point without losing 
information, and didn’t go off on tangents, which I feel like it would have been easy to do, especially if you 
didn’t have an English version of your subject 

Clarity: ***** 

Completeness: ***** 

Objectivity: **** (lust a little bit of bias in parts, but that made it interesting) 

Trustworthiness: ***** (how can you argue with your sources?) 

Great j ob [ 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST              site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 
Thursday,                   4:02 PM 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 
Wikipedia review Group 2 day 2 

Completeness: ***** 
Objectivity: ***** 
Trustworthiness: ***** 
WelI-WriL~en: ***** 
I really enjoyed your presentation, it was the right mix of summary and explanation of your process. Your article seemed 
well-written and your research was as in depth as possible given your topic. Bravo! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu 
Thursday, 

LaNoblesse Commercant 

40~ PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Clarity: ***** 

Objectivity: ***** 

Trustworthiness: ***** 

Completeness: ***** 

I thought your presentation was interesting and quite humorous at times I thought that you could have gone 
much deeper with the ramifications of this work being published, but nonetheless it was a strong argument that 
you made It had to be frustrating to not find your work published in English, but overall I thought your 
presentation was cohesive 

This fomv-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST             site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: @live unc edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: La Noblesse Commercante presentation 

4:03 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Trustworthy: ***** 

Objective: ***** 

Complete: ***** 

Well-written: ***** 

Feedback: I really liked that you all discussed your sources (and trouble finding sources in English that weren’t 
by the professor!) Your article is vet~¢ attractive; I like your images and "Wikipedesque" formatting From 
what I can see by quickly scanning your text, it seems very clear and informative 

This fo~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST             site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: ~live unc edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: Wiki presentation! 

4:03 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Hey Noblesse Commer~ante group! 

Your group seemed really knowledgeable about the subject, I didn’t hear anyone stumble over words 
Presenting both side of the argument was great, because it helped with the objectivity of the 
presentation. 

Towards the end, the presentation became a little disjoint with the insistence about difficulty finding 
sources, be confident because it was great! 

Completeness: 5/5 

Objectivity: 5/5 

Trustworthiness: 4/5 

Well-written: 4/5 

This folwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST              site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu 

Thursday, 

wiki presentation feedback 

4:03 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

I really liked your article, it looked alot like a Wikipedia page, so good job! I think a quote from the abbe rather 
than a general discription of his opinions would have made your presentation more "objective" by wikipedia 
standards My only other comment is that you used alot of the same sources or didn’t use many sources from 
outside of class compared to some other groups, which impacted your "objectivity and trustworthyness" scores 

Clarity: 4 

Tmstworthyness: 4 

objectivity: 4 

Completeness: 5 

This fo~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST             site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: @live unc edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: Wiki Project Evaluation 

4:04 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

I like how the group stresses how important the ideas of patriotism were important to commerce For instance, 
the Noblesse Commercante argued that commerce can facilitate the purchase of things necessatT to the crown in 
particular It appears that Coyer was tl?cing to justify his argument instead of being outwardly inflammato~’y 
Also, I found it fascinating that Coyer studied in England and then chose to bring what he learned to France 

I would have liked for the group to put Coyer’s work more in context, especially considering the nature of 
Coyer’s literature 

This fo~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST             site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emailuncedu 
Thursday, 

wild presentation 

4:04 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Trustworthiness: 10/10 

Clarity: 9/10 

Complete: 10/10 

Objectivity: 10/10 

I think your analysis of Coyer and his use of noble language was really interesting You did a great job of 
making the information concise I think you could have talked more about how you decided to address the 
Noblesse Commercame in the way that you did, but overall it was great! The presentation was very 
entertaining Great use of limited sources! 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
IIIS1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday, 4:05 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Presentation 

9t31ive unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

The discussion surrounding the methodology of researching and bridging the information between King’s Louis XIV and 
XV was interesting. It was surprising that, according to Aimee, Louis XV’s reputation largely suffered due to his ’public’ 
intimacies rather than domestic policy. Taryn’s background of the de Nelse siste~ was quite informative and from the 
surface thoroughly researched. I enjoyed it! You all were verg engaged and knowledgeable about the subject. 

Trustworthy (10/10) 

Objective (10/10) 

Complete (10/10) 

Well-written (10/10) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Thursday, 4:11 PM 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Presentation 

~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 

Your presentation was e~remely thorough, and I especially enjoy     enthusiasm for the topic. The Vanishing Children 
was not only one of the most interesting topics of this class, but I believe that you exemplified exac[ly why it was 
significance in the scheme of French History. 

Ratings: 

Trustworthy (10/10) 

Objective (10/10) 

Complete (10/10) 

Well-written (10/10) 

:) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thursday, 

@live unc edu>; 
<j aysmith@email unc edu> 

@live unc edu> 

4:12 PM 

,~)live unc edu>; 

Group 6 (Noblesse Commergante) 

@live unc edu>; Smith, Jay M 

The Wikipedia layout was a race touch The hnages nmde it easy to follow your outline 

You all did ve~) well wilh linling You spoke long enough Io gel Ihe imporlanl poinls across but avoided Frivolous drivel Wonderful 

I giggled Lovely humor 

Remember; alxx a) s "Keep Calm m~d Use your Soitic Screwdriver[" 

Tntst~orlh) (5/5) 
Ol~iective (5/5) 
Complete (5/5) 
Well-Wril/en (5/5) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday, 4:16 PM 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Presentation Ratings 

@live unc edu>; 

The presentation as a whole, was great. I think        humor added a flair to the entire thing. According to your page, 
it appeared heavily researched and you all maintained a great degree of confidence in what you were discussing. Great 
job! 

Trustworthy (10/10) 

Objective (10/10) 

Complete (9/10) 

Well-written (10/10) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu 

Thursday, 

wiki presentation 

4:17 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From : 

Trustworthiness: 10/10 

Objectivity: 10/10 

Complete: 10/10 

Clarity: 9/10 

You guys have a great fore, a!! I’m glad someone finally made their work look like a wikipedia page You were 
very thorough on the question of nobility and its many t~acets in Louis’s story You also addressed the distinction 
between provincial and Parisian significances well The speaking had a few jumbled moments and the 
explanation of the information was a little lengthy compared to the explanation of the process, but over all the 
presentation appears very professional 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
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From: @live unc edu> 

Se~t: Thursday, 4:20 PM 

To: ~live unc edu>; @live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; ~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 

Cc: Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Subject: Presentation Ratings 

The Wikipedia entry was very creative and very well-designed! I particularly enjoyed the style and structure as well as 
Chase’s technical description of the financial situation of France in the early 18th century. 

Trustworthy (10/10) 

ObJective (10/10) 

Complete (10/10) 

Well-writ~en (10/10) 

:) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,                   4:23 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wikipedia Review Group 3 day 2 

Completeness: ***** 
Objectivib/: **** 

TrustworLhiness: 
I was impressed with your presentation but would have liked more information about the affair from other players like 
Louis’ wives or the maids or how the french public saw the case. Your sources seemed valid and the whole project was 
well put-together. 



From: @live unc edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: Group 6 Wikipedia 

4:24 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

I really like how you broke up the court case and simplified it Ravel is a great author, but this is a complicated 
case, and you break it up into understandable chunks You also touch on the issues that made the court case so 
sensational at the time, and why these things are important You were concise without losing infom~ation, and 
informative throughout Good Job! 

Clarity:***** 

Completeness:***** 

Objectivity:***** 

Trustworthiness:**** 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu 

Thursday, 4:24 PM 

wild presentation feedback -Louis Pivardiere affair 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Wow! That looks exactly like a Wildpedia page! I really liked the diagrams and cha~s that you included to help 
understand the progression of the case One of my only problems was that you cited using parenthetical 
citations rather than footnotes, which is the normal wikipedia style I also wish you had talked about your 
sources while you were describing the events to make your facts more reliable 

Clarity: 45 (would be 4, because I was still a little confused afterwards, but those diagrams are really great!) 

Trustworthyness: 4 -- you relied really heavily on Ravel, so the interpretations of events and their implications 
aren’t as trustworthy as if you had multiple sources 

Objectivity: 5 

Completeness: 5 

This fo~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
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From: @live unc edu> 
Sent: Thursday, 4:25 PM 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu>;                   @live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>;                           @live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Group 4 (Louis de La Pivardi6re) 

The Wi!dpedia displW was vet5 race A wonderful wW to "legitin~e" your presentation 

Lovely job in culling oul Ihc less relevant dclails (especially considering thai we ha~c covered Ihis sul~jccl so d~oroughly in class) 

I teall? appieciated your mitical take on tbe subject mid tbe fact that you provided counterpoints Your hard wink is obvious in your 
prescnla/ion ~oo1]1 w~[ 1Cll and spoken) 

Vet? good use of your time! 

Otfl? suggestion: lnaintain e?e contact[ Index cmds/notes are alwws useful but remeinber to nmke eye contact with your audience and 
not your hOleS (although lifts wasn’l a major problem) Congralulalions, you’re done! 

Tntsl~orlh} (5/5) 
Olziective (5/5) 
Complete (5/5) 
Well-W~l/en (5/5) 

Sinceteb, 



From: @live unc edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: Wiki presentation! 

4:25 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Hey Louis Pivardi~re group! 

You guys clearly spent a lot of time making sure this presentation was great. The formatting was 
really engaging and fresh. Awesome that you used French sources! 

The beginning of the presentation was a little jumbled. Also, a little more mastery of what you were 
going to say would’ve prevented relying on the screen. 

Completeness: 5/5 

TmstwoVhiness: 5/5 

Objectivity: 4/5 

Well-written: 4/5 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
firST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu 
Thursday, 4:26 PM 

The Louis de Pivardiere Affair 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Clarity: ***** 

Objectivity: ***** 

Trustworthiness: ***** 

Completeness: ***** 

I thought your presentahon was well organized and one of the more thorough ones presented I thought the 
judicial proceedings section was especially interesting and well researched The incorporation of earlier court 
cases, the background of the judges, and connections to enlightenment ideas all made for a very interesting 
argument Connections back to theatrical interpretations of the affair was nice to include, and velN relevant to 
what we have been discussing in class 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HtST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu 

Thursday, 4:26 PM 

Louis de Pivardiere presentation 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From : 

Trustworthy: ***** 

Objective: ***** 

Complete: **** 

Well-written: *** 

Feedback: I really liked how official your presentation looked with the Wikipedia template, but the maps could 
have been better labeled and the flowchart seemed a little out of place Also, it concerned me that it looked like 
you each did totally separate pages rather than a cohesive whole (thus why I’m taking off a star for "complete") 
You should use footnotes rather than in-text citations for this sort of article (though I did really like your links to 
other content being included in the text) Also, for a Wikipedia a~icle (as opposed to an academic essay) I 
would suggest using far fewer (or, preferably, no) direct quotes from secondal~/sources like Ravel; interpret his 
ideas using your own words instead Similarly, use fewer direct references to seconda~ay sources (so omit things 
like "detailed by Sarah Maza in Prig,ate Li~,~,s and P~d~lic dffitirs") Overall, your writing style seems more 
like an academic essay than an encyclopedia article, which is why I’ve taken of[" two stars for "well-written" 

By the way, kudos to you guys for managing a topic where you only had one major source of information 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
~IST 



From: @live unc edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 4:27 PM 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu>;                   @live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>;                           ~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

trustworthy 4/5 
objective 5/5 
complete 5/5 
well-written 5/5 

I really liked how you branched out or Louis and the case to include other related topics. Very well done and thorough. 
My one complaint is that you relied on Ravel a ton, which is understandable when your focus was on Louis, but other 
sources could have been used more for the parlements and The Husband Returns 



From= @live.unc.ed u> 

Sent: Thursday, 4:28 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu>; 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Group 4: Madame de La Motte 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Completeness: 5/5 

Trustworthy: 5/5 
Objectivity: 4/5 

Well-written:4/S 

Overall a nice presentation, the powerpoint at the end answering Professor Smith’s presentation 
questions was a nice touch. I felt like there was some overlap on your wikipedia page, such as mentions 

of the perceptions of women effected by the diamond necklace affair in at least a couple of your sections, 

but overall it was solid work. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday, 4:29 PM 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live uric edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

Presentation Ratings 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

The article was thorough as well as the presentation. Everyone did a great job of connecting their assigned topics to the 
theme~ of the course, but the methodology of research was a bit confounding. But overall, I think it was great! 

Trustworthy (9/10) 

Objective (10/10) 

Complete (9/10) 

Well-written (10/10) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday, 4:3 1 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wikipedia Project Feedback 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

I liked the visuals. The pictures were very helpful. The flow chart really made the narrative easy to 
follow. 

I thought you could have included more overlap between the sections on the nobility, the judicial 
system, and the stage. They seemed like three different parts that had nothing to do with each 
other, when you could have really argued how interrelated they are. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday, 4:3 1 PM 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Group 1: Mistresses and the reputation of the French monarchy 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

Completeness: 5/5 
Trustworthy: 5/5 
Objectivity: 4/5 
Well-written: 4/5 

Comments: good break up of sections, obviously knowledgeable on the topic. While I felt like the 
presentation was a little long long because of the emphasis on the actual topic vs. how the work was 
divided and the sources, the information was still really interesting, you guys obviously worked very 

hard on this project. Good job. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday, 4:3 1 PM 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wikipedia Project Feedback 

@live unc edu>; 

Feedback: 

I liked how many great sources you had, especially the actual memoirs of Madame de La Motte. That 
added a lot of credibiliN to the project. 

I think you could have done a better job connecting the diamond necklace affair to public opinion 
about women in politics. They seemed like two different sections rather than one cohesive project. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday, 4:3 1 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>;                    @live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

presentations 

trustworthy 5/5 
objective 4/5 
complete 5/5 
well-written 5/5 

well done. i liked how you brought in Pompadour and Bern/. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.ed u> 

Thursday, 4:33 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Group 2: The CEMississippi bubble~ and public credit 

@live.unc.ed u>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Completeness: 5/5 
Trustworthy: 4/5 
Objectivity: 5/5 
Well-written: 4/5 

Atta-active page, thorough presentation, i really liked the pictures! i felt they were very diverse and 

meaningful for your page. It was a great presentation, you guys obviously worked very hard on your 

project. Good job. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Thursday, 4:33 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wikipedia Project Feedback 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

Feedback: 

I liked that you focused the project on the debate between Abbe Coyer and Chevalier D’Arc. It really 
helped convey the changing perception in patriotism in France at the time. 

I would have liked to know more about the life of Abpe Coyer and how his upbringing and lifestyle 
may have affected his beliefs. Lack of English sources may have prevented this from happening. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.ed u> 

Thursday, 4:33 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Group 5: Noblesse Commer~ante 

@live.unc.ed u>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

Completeness: 5/5 
Trustworthy: 5/5 
Objectivity: 4/5 
Well-written: 5/5 

1 was impressed with this presentation, I loved your project format and the pictures fit well with your 

page. 1 Felt like you not only researched your topic well but also put it together on the page well. Good 
job. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.ed u> 

Thursday, 4:34 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Group 6: Louis de La Pivardi~re 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Completeness: 5/5 

Trustworthy: 5/5 
Objectivity: 4/5 

Well-written: 5/5 

I really liked the format of your presentation (with the actual wikipedia page background) and the use of pictures. You guys 

did a great job on not just focusing on Louis and the events but how the events effected France as a whole, which was 

important. Nice work. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu 

Thursday, 

Review of Presentahon 

4:35 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

Hello all, 

Your presentation was overall quite well-done Your language is appropriately professional, and the format was 
ve~’y Wikipedia-esque (if that’s a thing) I wish you would’ve added some color to spice the whole thing up 
though, Also, was the first section in bold after the intro wasn’t? I couldn’t tell, but it looked that way You 
seemed to have a ton of citations, explained your division of labor quite nicely, and I had zero problems with 
the content 

Well Done! 

This fo~v-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST             site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Attach: 

@gmail corn> 

Thursday,                   4:36 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

@gmail corn; 
~live unc edu>; 

Louis Project Powerpoint 

wikipedia template -- Louis pptx 

@live unc edu>; 
@live uric edu> 

Here is our Wikipedia presentation: 

Tlmnk you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thursday, 

@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 

@live unc edu> 

4:38 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wikipedia Presentation 

Hey y’all! 

I like how y’all did not focus on re-telling the story that we already know, but focused more on some of the legal aspects 
of the case that were mentioned in the Maza reading. I also thought it was interes[ing how the people involved in the 
case said that Marie-Antoinette was innocent, but even af[er the event, the people turned that anger on her. I also 
thought it was interesting to hear how Madame du Pompadour and Madame du Barry contributed to the affair. 

Completeness: 5/5 

Trustworthiness: 5/5 

Objectivib/: 5/5 

Well-written: 5/5 

GreatJob! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emailuncedu 

Thursday, 

De LaMotte 

4:40 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Could you forward this to the rest of your group? Thanks[ 

I was really impressed with the depth in which you described la Motte’s life which provided really important 
context for her behavior and her ambitions You also did a great job addressing public opinion su~+ounding the 
Diamond Necklace Aft’air 

I wish you could’ve talked a little more about La Motte’s punishments after the affair and described her time in 
London i more depth 

Trustworthiness: 5 

Clarity 4 

Objectivity: 5 

Well-Written: 5 

Thanks! 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HIST 



From: @email unc edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: Wiki Project Evaluation 

4:42 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Could you forward this to the rest of your group? Thanks[ 

I was really interested in how you brought up that this Noblesse Commercante was not translated in English and 
ve~’y few people had attempted analysis (Professor Smith!) I think that proves good context with the complexity 
of your project which you handled very well 

I would have liked to learn a little bit more about Coyer’s life to provide some more in depth explanations about 
his motives in completing this work Overall great work[ 

Trustworthiness:5 

Objectivity: 5 

Well-Written: 5 

Clarity: 4 

Thanks, 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HIS~ 



From: @live unc edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 4:54 PM 

To: @live unc edu>; 
g~,live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; Smith, Jay M 
<j aysmith@email uric edu> 

wiki presentations 

~liveuncedu>; 
@liveuncedu>; 

trustworthy 5/5 
objective 5/5 
complete 5/5 
well-written 

You guys obviously put a lot of work into researching and writing on this topic. I would have liked to hear more about 
how you approached gathering all the information and sorting through it though when you presented, rather than 
summarizing the content of it all 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday, 4:58 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Presentation Ratings 

Very thorough, wide range of effec[ive sources, great distribution of labor 

Trustworthy (10/10) 

Objective (9/10) 

Complete (10/10) 

Well-written (10/10) 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 4:28 PM 

~:1 Smith, Jay 
Su~ect: Presentation Ratings 

The article was thorough as well as the presentation. Everyone did a great job of connecting their assigned topics to the 
them~ of the course, but the methodology of research was a bit confounding. But overall, I think it was great! 

Trustworthy (9/10) 

Objective (10/10) 

Complete (9/10) 

Well-written (10/10) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday, 5:00 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: Review of Presentation 

Thorough, loved the humorous anecdotes, great job of finding (limited) trustworthy sources, clear & fair division of labor 

Trustworthy (9/10) 

Objective (9/10) 

Complete (10/10) 

Well-written (10/10) 

From: @email.unc.edu @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,                4:38 PM 
Su~ect: Review of Presentation 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Hello all, 

I was a big fan of that Wikipedia template. It looked phenomenal. I wish we would’ve found that for our presentation. 
You added several colorful and helpful maps to make the article more interesting. Your in-text citations looked more like 
they belonged in an essay than a Wikipedia article...this was the one thing that hurt the look of it. Beyond that, your topic 
appeared to be well-researched, and I had no problems with the content. 

Greatjob! 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST           site. TO reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: I-lIST, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Thursday, 5:03 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

trustworthy 5/5 
objective 4/5 
complete 4/5 
well-written 5/5 

I thought the presentation of it all was great. I hope Professor Smith doesn’t get too much of an ego a~er being 
presented as the savior for you research though. I loved how there was a strong emphasis on how this affected French 
society af[erwards rather than just dwelling on the document itself 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday, 5:07 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
<j aysmith@email unc edu> 

wiki presentation 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; Smith, Jay M 

trustworthy 4/5 
objective 4/5 
complete 5/5 
well-written 5/5 

You were really constrained by the limited english resources on this topic, so I felt like you did a great job capturing the 
scope of the event given the materials available to you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn on behalf of 
@live unc edu> 

Thursday,                   6:12 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wikipedia Comments on all groups 

Group 1: Mistresses & Reputation of French monarchy 

I really liked the fact that every group member seemed well informed on their respective topics. I definitely learned 
some new information. Your emphasis on the mistresses, their perceived power, and public opinion was great. I really 
wish you had used pictures on your page (there are so fabulous porkraits of this time). 

Ratings: 

trustworthy: 5 stars 

objectivity: 5 stars 

complete: 5 stars 

well-written: 4 stars 

Group 2: Mississippi Bubble 

I really enjoyed the overall presentation of your page; you had great graphics! I thought it 
was great that you found such surprising information throughout your research. I would have 
liked to hear a little more about the ramifications for the financial advisers after Law as well. 

objectivity: 5 

well-written: 5 

trustworthy: 5 

complete: 4 

Group 3: Vanishing Children of Paris 

I really enjoyed your overall presentation. I thought it was great that you emphasized the huge difference between 
rumor and truth in the events. I would have loved to hear more about the perception of the royal family over the 
event (if it would have aided your discussion on public opinion). 

completeness:4 

trustworthy: 5 

well written: 5 

objectivity: 5 

Group 4: Madame de La Motte 

You had a great presentation with lots of great background information. You also had 



some fantastic sources for your project. T would’ve liked to hear more of your journey 
through all of the research and opinions over a detailed overview of your sections. 

complete: 5 

trustworthy: 5 

well-written: 5 

objectivity: 4 

Group 6: Loui.sdeL~tPivardi~re 

Your presentation had some great background information, exploring the various aspects of the 
event. I also loved your graphics to help clear up the case. I would have really appreciated more 
discussion on the ramifications of the case on the public & what the king may have thought about all 
of it. 

objectivity: 5 

trustworthy: 5 

well-written: 4 

complete: 5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,                   6:56 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

La Noblesse Commercante, take two 

La Noblesse Commergante Wikipedia Project docx 

I can’t believe I forgot those e’s! I haven’t taken French in a few years. Apparently it shows, haha. Thanks for letting me 
resend this! 



From: @live unc edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: Wikipedia presentation 

7:04 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Trustworthy: 5 

Objective: 4 

Complete: 5 

Well-written: 5 

I really enjoyed all of the information on the two monarchs I thought that complimented the infom~ation about 
the mistresses well It was also interesting to learn that Madame de Maintenon actually improved Louis XIV’s 
marriage 

However, I would have liked to have seen a few pictures on the document It would have added to the 
presentation 

Overall, great work! 

This fo~a~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST              site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: ~live unc edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: Wikipedia presentation 

7:06 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Trustworthy: 5 

Objective: 5 

Complete: 5 

Well-written: 5 

You guys did a great job relaying the information, and I loved the layout of the article/paper However, I didn’t 
really see that the PowerPoint was needed Overall, you did great work, though[ 

Amber 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HIST 



From: @live unc edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: Wikipedia presentation 

7:09 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

Trustworthy: 5 

Objective: 5 

Complete: 4 

Well-written: 5 

I really enjoyed the analysis of the historical context and the explanation of people’s motives for rioting It 
helped humanize the rioters some However, I would have liked to have known more about growing up in Paris 
and what the role of children was in Paris during that time period I understand that for the sake of brevity, this 
may not have been possible 

Overall, terrific work! 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST              site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: @live unc edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: Wikipedia presentation 

7:12 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Trustworthy: 5 

Objective: 4 

Complete: 5 

Well-written: 5 

The paper/article looked awesome, and you seemed to have found a lot of good information I also enjoyed 
learning how this tied into later issues Great work[ 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST,             site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: @live unc edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: Wikipedia presentation 

7:14 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Trustworthy: 5 

Objective: 4 

Complete: 4 

Well-written: 5 

I liked the graph type explanation of the murder That visual aid really helped clarify a ve~?~ confusing case I 
would have liked to have heard a little more in depth analysis of the ramifications of this case, though With the 
difficulty of finding sources in English, I understand how this may not have been possible Overall, great work! 

This fo~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HIST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday, 9:3 1 PM 

a) live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wikipedia Presentation 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

Hey y’all! 

I really like the way that you divided up your presentation and I thought it was effective in conveying new information. I 
also thought the information you presented about the effect this had on education was interesting too. 

Completeness: 5/5 

Trustworthiness: 5/5 

Objectivib/: 5/5 

Well-written: 5/5 

Greatjob! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday, 9:52 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wikipedia Presentation 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

Hey y’all! 

I think you did a really good job reiterating basic details from the story since it was a confusing plot line. I also thought 
your description about the judicial proceedings surrounding this case was very interesting. I also enjoyed hearing more 
detailed information on D’Aguesseau. 

Completeness: 5/5 
Trustworthiness: 5/5 
Objectivib/: 5/5 
Well-written: 5/5 

Greatjob! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu 
Friday,                 2:13 PM 

Madame de la Motte Presentation 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

I liked the organization of the presentation and you covered all the main points of interest really well The 
article itself was ve~2¢ well-written and well-researched I’m sure it was difficult t~Ting to decipher which 
sources were reliable, but I thought you did a good job sorting fact from fiction 

Trustworthy: ***** 

Complete: ***** 

Objective: ***** 

Well-written: ***** 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST. site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HIST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu 
Friday, 2:16 PM 

La Noblesse Commercante Presentation 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From : 

I love that you already organized your article in the format of a Wikipedia page Ve~ impressive The 
presentation flowed nicely, and you all did well talking about your sections You had a wide variety of sources 
as well, which is always good Nice jo!! 

Trustworthy: ***** 

Complete: ***** 

Objective: ***** 

Well-written: ***** 

This fo~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST              site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu 

Friday,                 2:19 PM 

Louis de la Pivardiere Presentation 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

I really like that you had already formatted your article in the style of Wikipedia You also did a nice job 
covering all the twists and turns of a pretty complex case in a coherent and intelligible way My only critique is 
that you may want to provide a few more citations for things that aren’t direct quotes, to give the article a little 
more trust~vortlriness 

Trustworthy: **** 

Objective: ***** 

Complete: ***** 

Well-written: ***** 

This fo~v-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST             site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 
Thursday,                   9:02 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Absent 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

This is             from your HIST    class. Unfortunately I won’t be able to make it to class today. I 
sprained my ankle in aerobics class yesterday, and it hurts far too much to walk on it today. I have the form 

from Sports Medicine that states I have a lateral ankle sprain. I can bring that in to show you on Tuesday, so 
hopefully this absence will be excused. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jaysmith@email unc edu 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 10:59 AM 

CLASSCANCELED 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

Folks:                                   I have to cancel class today Sorry about this Email me if you 
have any questions about the midterm still scheduled for next Tuesday 

This fo~c-arded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIST309 001 FA 13" site 
To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email unc edu 

Tuesday,             12:59 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

papers 

book review doc 

I couldn’t minen~ber if you wmlted e-nmiled copies of our papers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail corn> 

Thursday,               3 : 18 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Book Review 

Book Review docx 

Professor Smith, 
Here is my book review Let me know if for some reason it doesn’t open 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,                  1:47 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Midterms 

Midterm Enlightenment paper doc 

Hi Professor Smith, 

Here are my midterm papers a~ached. They’re both in the same document; the word count was 2,004 including titles; I 
think it’s 1996 words without. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,                  2:27 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Take Home Mid Term Essays 

MidTermExam I doc; MidTermExam2 doc 

Word Count: 1732 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail corn on behalf of 
@live unc edu> 

Monday,                 5:55 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

final paper 

Final Paper-Donahue docx 

Dear Professor Smith, 

Here’s the final paper as promised I enjoyed reading these two but was a little unsure of how to bring you into 
the Blaufarb historiography (do I just talk about you as a disembodied third person given that I’m handing it in 
to you?) so I mostly just highlighted that part and moved on Looking fox.yard to meeting on Weds 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail corn on behalf of 

@duke edu> 

Monday,                 8:39 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

final book review 

l~inal Book Review pdf 

Hello Dr Smith, 

Here is my final book review for your class My apologies for not delivering it to you in person I had an 
overbooked day so I really appreciate your allowing me to deliver it to you over e-mail 
rm son?~ I won’t be able to make the class drink next week! I really enjoyed your class this semester I have to 
admit that you fostered the most productive seminar environment that I have yet to experience in my time here 
in North Carolina (and I’m almost done my coursework!) 

Please let me knowi fyou have any trouble with the pdf, or if you would prefer it in a different file format 

I hope you enjoy the holiday!, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn on behalf of 
@live unc edu> 

Tuesday,                   4:28 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: review 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I’m so sot-u! That completely slipped my mind as well as I was doing historiographical essays at the end of the 
semester Of course I will review the King’s Army It sounds like it will be quite useful to me as well I’ll send 
the review as soon as I can 

On Fri,              at 9:13 AM, Jay Smith <t~!y~-.mi~h(a)e,n~ai[ u,~,.: edu> wrote: 
--this is a real embarrassment, but--unless I’m losing my memot2¢ at an alarming pace--you never did a 

review/presentation in      We never should have let that slip (If I am forgetting--just remind me, and send 
me an electronic version of your review) 

I’d like to propose a deal I will just build the (relatively small) grade percentage for that assignment into 
your final assignment, giving that more weight for you than for anyone else But when you get a chance in the 
next month, could you please write a 2-3 page review of James B Wood’s The King’s Army (about warfare 
during the French wars of religion) and send it to me and evetayone from our class? As a military historian, I 
think you’d find Wood valuable and far fiom a waste of time And eve~2cone else will then benefit from your 
reporting on a book they don’t know (which was the main purpose of these assignments, after all) Let me 
know if this seems fair to you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Monday,              4:12 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Comparative Review 

andress and woloch docx 

Professor Smith, 

Attached is my comparative review on Andress and Woloch. 

Besb 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

SaRlrday,                  4:12 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

FW: Presentation - 

Sent~ Friday, 

Subjeet~ Presentation - 

3:45 PM 

Hey 

I’m really interested in your topic, I had heard of ]ack the Ripper but didn’t know anyLhing about him until your 
pr~entation. 

Here are just a few things I wanted to note: 

1. Do they know if the women had to live through the torture or did he cut their throats first so they were dead when he 
sliced and diced them? 

2. Do you think that Jack the Ripper may have been motivated to kill more because of the widespread publicity he was 
getting? Maybe a warped way of getting his "fi~een minutes." 

3. Interesting about the "murder" being yelled. Who would have thought? 

4. Maybe the bystander effect could have contributed? Its shocking that no one would have seen all these people 
geeing murdered. Even when they knew to be on the lookout for it since it was probably in the newspapers. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Thursday,                  I 0:52 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

final paper 

final docx 

Thank you for being a great professor. I really enjoyed the class and I would’ve ordinarily never taken an interest 
French history course. Hopefully I’ll be able to have you again in the next four years. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<       ~liveuncedu> 

Thursday,                  11:57 AM 

Smith, Jay M<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

docx; docx 

I have two documents attached. The first is my paper. They second is a map which I am including in my hard-copy. 

I just wanted to emphasize how much I have truly enjoyed this class. Unlike The Villaoe of Cannibals, "Monsters, 
Murder, and Mayhem" definitely lived up to its title. Thanks for even/~hing! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<     @live unc edu> 

Thursday,                  12:12 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu> 

Microhistory ! 

A Microhisto~T docx 

Had fun with this! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu> 
Friday,               5:24 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: [history-graduate]    information 

research is on womeffs role in North Caroliffa’s eugenics progmnts I’m 
piffmfing on wriffng tbe lust chapter of m) dissertation new semester 

A couple of ~m." thaughts about the course: ffflte course will be 
stmclmed aromld writing groups, l~’e found small groups (approldmateb 
four people) to be most helpfid It lets you ~eally get to know each 

flmtk about big ideas instead of st) le or mechaiffcs As much as I like 
learning From people in oilier geographical or chronological areas, il’s 

South or women’s Iffstot) Fil~ally, I like what Don has us diffng tiffs 

Thanks For soliciling pro-ratio (?) Feedback! 

4th-year students Because I bm-efft taught fire course, m~d because semiffat~ that cross fields t) picall) serve multiple put-poses, I’d 

> course might tan to your advisot~ about your mutual expectatiol~s for next semester, and tben let me know haw you flmik tiffs 
course can set~-e your needs I cmt’t gmamntee that 1’11 hanor all requests, of course, knt f[1 do wbat I can to keep irritants in check, al~d 

witltht the new week or so, that would be very helpful Emaik jaysnfiflt(a eitmil uric edu 

> Ja) S~rfith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jaysmith@email unc edu 

Wednesday, 

small groups etc 

Grcclings fellow travelers: 
OK, so l~’e tunled over in in? lmnd your various prqiects and piedilectioits, and 1 flfit~k l~’e put togetber some veiy inteiesting groups 
0Each on¢ has its own ralional¢, which I could share if pressed to do so Bul a lilll¢ hi) st¢~) is always intriguing, Ioo) 

Group#l: 

Group #2: 
Group #3: 

Yes, yes, I know I’ve segregated by gender Terrible firing to do, blalk blah I tNt~k it nutkes seitse And could explah~ myself it" l had 
Io (see paragraph #1) I Ihink Ihcs¢ arc IIircc Icnific groups, and I look foia~ ard Io working wdh all oryou 

For Ihc first m¢cling (d~c schedule vati¢s per group), I’m asking Ihal you do Iwo dfings I) B¢ prepared to say with som¢ dcgrc¢ of 
precision wha/il is you’re planning/hoping Io do this scm¢sl¢r 2) Idcnlif3 a problem thai you’re reasonably confidcnl you’ll be 

find the proper tone, haw to begin witting, etc etc--so that your group can prepare itself mentall? to assist you in ways you’ll fred 
especially help ful 

Also--please remen~ber to check in with your advisor so that sbe/he can give me an official flnnnbs up on your plaits for the term 
Preferably by nexl Tuesday, bul Iherc’s a bil of flcxibildy on Ihal 



From: @email unc edu> 

Sent: Friday, 2:24 PM 

To: 

Subject: HIST Draft: FEST 001 

Attach: HIST Paper doc 

Hello All, 

Here is a copy of the imro to my "work in-progress" I’m looking forward to hearing commems 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 
Tuesday,              12:47 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Re: writing fragments: HIST 001 SPRING 

playing nice Sadly, my life hasn’t improv¢d much - I actually ¢nded up 
having to go borne and deal with ever5 thing in person for awl~e, 

up¸ 
You cafft make this stuff 

idea of winking on m) prospectus for your class by you I wrote a draft 

past JolmKasson, be wasn’t thiilled with fire direction m) project was 

t~iected fire idea of redoing m) prospectus for your class because it sort 
of s¢¢mcd like double-dipping, bul Nora poinl¢d out thai wc’v¢ worked on 
file same paper for seveial of our seiml~at~ But I do have to finish 

and some quality" feedback about it 

so Far, I guess t~¢nly pag¢s oF prospectus wouldn’t be aW diFFerent From 
Iwcnly pages OF inlroduction But iFl ha~c tried your patience beyond all 

Tlmnks, a~d I bope you’re well, 

On Tu¢. 14:56:17 -0500, Jay Smidi ~iay smilh~a �mail unc cdu> 

> Real life being whal il is. I don’l see wha/we can do here ¢xc¢pl pul 

> die wriling on hold unlil you can resume your roulincs I’m dihiking 
> that perhaps you could circulate what you have as soon as you have it, 
> and tben you and I can meet m my office to discuss it rll mist you 
> and Iha resl OF your crew to exchange Feedback when i{!s convenient For 
> all involved Just keep me informed Sort) for this speed bump Hope 

>5 Hi 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email unc edu> 
Monday,             1:46 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
final draft 

-Medical Chapter doc 

I just left a haiti cop? of my fuml draft m your lnailbox, but here is a 
cop? attached as well 

extteinely helpfifl mtd I feel lnuch morn on solid ground with tNs particular 
part of m? research titan I did at the begimfing 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email unc edu> 

Monday,.            3:14 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

H    Final Draft 

H Final Draft doc 

Here attached is a cop5 of m5 final H paper I am also pulling a paper 
cop? in your mailbox Thaltk you for your pateience, and all your helpfifl 
criticisms Ihis scmesler[ Besl, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email unc edu> 

Saturday, 9:22 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: books 

Koebner- Despotism pdf 

I was able to get the article from tbe Journal of rite Wal~ourg-Corialld 

Scnl: Friday, 8:58 AM 
To: 
Subjccl: Re: books 

could pick up my ONE card for cop3 ing if you’re in Ihe neighborhood) 

Somebody wrote a piece on despotism in the Journal of tbe 
Wanburg-Courlmdd Insllulc, 14 (1951): 275-302 (Don’l know 
autbor because Jolm Headley gave me tlfis almost dlegible tefeience ) 

ALso. 
Melvin Ricbter’s essa) on despotism in Plfi[ip Wiener, ed, Dictionat5 of 

rite Histmy of Ideas: Studies of Selected Pivotal Meas (1973), vol 2, 
pp 2-18 

Ok someone also has toll me I must read Mane de Stall’s De l’ilffluence 
des passiot~s Could you cbeck to see if tlmt exists in our libmt5 as a 

sland-alon¢ work? If nol. could you, a/som¢ poinl (we’re talking 
weeks) t~y to find the essa) in bet collected winks? 

And finally, one lasl book: Molla Ozou]’, LeS AveltX du roman Thanks 

Jay 

> mailbox wben I’m done, or would you p~efer fltat 1 ~eturn it to you in 

> Scnl: Wednesday, 4:19 PM 

> Subjecl: books 



> While I’m Ihinking aboul il (and yes. il’s weird thai I wasn’t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  7:42 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

in case you missed it 

WSFH Proceedings pdf 

:-) See you tomorrow[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Friday, January 21,201 I 6:00 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
French Group 

RE Jan 23 meeting msg 

We la[ked                               alld I know tbat it is mflikely that you’ll be able to come to the discussion of Ellen 
Welch’s paper on Sunda), but I thought I’d send it along in case you can It’s quite interesting 

BCSL 

Don 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Payne, Sandra S <payne@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~2¢ 18, 2011 3:02 PM 

Jim Winders @yahoo corn> 

Don Reid @nc rr corn> 

RE: Jan 23 meeting 

FCS-Welch pdf 

From: Jim Winders               @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Monday, January 17, 2011 12:25 PM 
TO: Payne, Sandra S 
Cc: Don Reid 
Subject: Jan. 23 meeting 

Hi Sandi, 

I know today is a holiday, but as soon as you can, please let Don and me know if you received the paper from 
Ellen Welch If so, please fox.yard it and we’ll get right back to you with the text of our meeting announcment 

Best, 

Jim 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Skomicki Arnault          @yahoo fr> 

Wednesday, March 2, 2011 12:28 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re : sort~i 

Chapitre3 JM Smith doc; Bibliographie docx 

Dear Jay Smith, 

it has been a long time since our last contact. First of all let me congratulate you for your book on 
Gevaudan, that it seems very exciting. 
I’d like to ask something for me, if you don’t mind. I’m going to publish my first book, that is an shorter and 
rewrited version of my thesis. The title would be something like "L’economiste, le roi et la nation". I have to 
give the final manuscript at the end of April. And I’d really like to make you read one of my chapters 
devoted to the invention of the French commercial humanism: that is 24 pages (in french) all about an 
issue that you studied a lot. As you know I really appreciated your former book, and I’ll be delighted if you 
were one of my first reader. I hope you’ll be available to. 
You can find the chapter and the bibliography in the attached files. Just tell if you can do (or not) for me. 
Thank you! 

Best regards, 
Amault Skornicki 

De : Jay Smith <jaysmith#email.unc.edu> 
.,~ : Skornicki Arnault          )yahoo.fr> 
Envoy~ le : Lun 30 mars 2009, 15h 50min 14s 
Objet : sorry 

Dear Amault: 
rm very sorry to have missed you at the conference in St Louis I know you were present at my panel, since Tom Kaiser 
mentioned you, and I hoped to talk with you afterwards, but by the time I had finished talking with others you had le[t the room I 
didn’t know your face and could not find you afterwards either We must make it a point to meet in Paris the next time I’m there. I 
may come briefly in September. In any case, I enjoyed your essay on Baudeau (I thought about it in the session on republicanism, 
because the issue of "commercial patriotism" came up more than once ) Also, I wanted to thank you in person for the nice review 
you wrote of my book In Paris I hope! 

~ la prochaine fois, 
Jay Smith 



Admissions summa~ with awards 5/2 

Summary 5/2:23 acceptances (6 univ. funded + 1 military + 1 internat Fulbright ; 15 dept. funded +1 military deferred to 

Accept? 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 
YES 

YES 

YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 



YES 
YES 
YES 

YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 

YES 
YES 
YES (for 

[# Accepts] 

2 

6 

3 +1 deferred 

23 +f deferred 

Notes 





MA? 

MA 

MA (S Studies) 

Admitted in conjunction with University and MEMS awards 

5-Year fellowships 

1-Yr Univ. Merit Assistantships 

(Gender/Eur): 

(US): 

(Rus): [also Af Am] FLAS first yr. unvi. 2nd yr. 

MA (Anthro) 

MA history 

MA As Studies 

MA Studies 

MA LA Studies 

NC Nat Am Presence: 

(US): 

MEMS-MelIon 
iMed. Eur): 

MEMS Incentive 1 -yr Top-up 

)Mil. Ear Mod): 

(Asia) 

Weiss Urban Livibility l-yr T 
(us): 

Admitted with Dept. Fundinq by Field 

(Asia): 

(la~ Am): 



lus): 
lus): 

Late Admits 
(Eur): 

IEur): 
ILaL Am): 

[us): 

Admitted with outside fundinq (US military; International Fulbriqht| 
(us): 

)[NB delayed admit to 1: 

Admits By Field 
Anc 
Asia 

Eur 
Gen/Women 
Global 

Lat Am 

Rus/E.Eur 

US 
Total 

Original list included 12 fellowship winners, of which 3 are top-ups after dept funding (1 Weiss;2 MEMS) 
). 



4/8: admitted 5 off waitlist, 2 Eur, 1 LA, 2 US 

Summary 4/18, 5/1 
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updated (remaining) 4/13 

2 2 

8+2 6 

0 

5+1 2 

4 4 

10+2 7 

39 25 live offers remaining 



6 acceptances w. univ. funding 
1 militaly ( + 1 militaly deferred not counted in total) 
1 internat. Fulbright 

15 dept. funded (inc.1 Weiss and 2 MEMS top-ups) 

23 acceptances + 1 deferred 



Direct Admit (confirmed) 

No 

No 



Yes 

Yes 

No 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Monday,                7:21 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

draft # I 

Time docx 

Hi Jay, 
Attached is my time piece (pun definitely intended). It is a very draft-y draft. It’s written with whole 
sentences, of course; it’s not in bullet-point form or anything like that, but I’m not sure if I like my 
argument, and I’m prepared to revise a lot. 
I’m happy to print out the thing and give you a hard copy if you like. Are we still on for tomorrow 
(Tuesday at 1)? It’s ok if you’re busy. I just had a couple logistics questions. 
See you Wednesday at any rate, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Monday,                   5:47 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

RE: book review paper 

Do you think so? I would love to blow minds. 
There is Cyrano de Bergerac’s voyage to the moon, but I don’t think he travels in time; he’s just on 
another planet. Still it is great early modern sci fi. I remember when I was reading Koselleck this past 
summer about how people didn’t think of the future as different from the end of days until the 18th 
cent., but some people disagree with that now. 
Someone wrote a book about theater times in early modern Venice. Aren’t novels like the Princesse 
de Cleves and Clelie set in other times/places so as to thinly veil their political commentary or 
critiques? I guess that’s obvious, but yes, it would be cool to say something about how other times 
are conceived of in the novel, or how they think of the past, or the future. OK, I will reflect on all of 
this. 
Thanks, 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,                5:26 PM 

Subjeet= Re: book review paper 

I would think so Especially if my hunch is fight: that a "modernizing urban environment" [with clocks, 
punctuality, work discipline, entertainment schedules, the weekly and then daily newspaper, etc] encouraged a 
new consciousness about time--and perhaps new methods for escaping time Wouldn’t it be wild if you could 
argue that the French Revolution’s abandonment of history was not so much a political decision as the result of 
a new phenomenology that put a premium on timelessness? That would blow minds 

Do you know anything about futuristic novels as a genre? I know nothing It would be so great if their origins 
could be traced to the early-modern era (other than just Mercier) Increasingly, I think you may want to 
combine (in the way Koslofsk~ does, in fact) literary as well as more conventional historical sources That 
would be good for you, no? 

I’m firing here, obviously But the novel Clearly it enables readers/authors to imagine themselves in difi’erent 
worlds Lynn Hunt even thinks the sentimental novel made human fights possible, since it encouraged empathy 
for people of widely diverse social profiles But what about time-thinking? Mine de Lat~ayet~e set the Princesse 
de Cleves in the 16tb c But hers wasn’t exactly "historical fiction" in the way we think of it today She mainly 
just wanted to find an alternative time frame How are other "times" conceived in the novel, and what does that 
tell us about the cultural environment in which the modern novel was invented? The fashion "season" was 
invented in the last years of the 17tb c (Were there "theater seasons" in the 18th c? I have no idea) On that 
incoherent note, I’ll close 
On         5:09 PM,             wrote: 

OK. I’ve read L’an 2440; that was great! Time and timelessness... Hopefully I can still talk 
about clocks? 



From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Monday, 4:59 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: book review paper 

I’ve been thinking about Louis-Sebastien Mercier and L’an 2440 Mercier was also a student of 
Paris’s urban environment I wonder about space and time ..... 

Also, Lynn Hunt should be on the agenda for the independent because of her concept of the 
"mythic present " Iwonderifthere’sanewsenseoftimelessnessorliving"out oftime" in the 18th 
C 

But yes, Comm is crazy Rich Cante in particular We’ll sort it out 
On         4:50 PM,             wrote: 

Right. OK. I’ll contact that faculN member, and yes I would like to meet up the 
first week. Classes star[ the 6th or something, right? Anyway, I’m hoping to 
find a good theory class like you suggested. But I’ve been hearing things from 
people about the communications people, e.g. that they’re crazy. Hopefully 
that’s not true! Or maybe they’re crazy in a helpful way... 
OK, I will make sources my prioriN this coming semester. I still don’t know 
what I want to say about time. But is that the better way to go about projects? 
Is it better to have a solid idea of what you want to do and try to find the 
sources, or to look through sources and then formulate an argument? What 
happens more of[en? 
Thanks, 

Sent: Saturday, 10:12 AM 

Subject: Re: book review paper 

ok--for now, go ahead and sign up for that Foucault course if you want But let’s talk 
one more time in the days before classes begin I think much would depend on what 
you’ll be reading in the course Contacting the faculty member to find out might be a 
good idea, even now (or before        anyway) 

Your main objective in the spring will be finding a set of sources (seconda~’g and 
primal’g) in which you can really immerse yourself, really go deep, to help you tbink 
through "time" and how to get a handle on it historically 
On 11:30 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Attached is my short paper. Sorry it’s so late! 
Have a great holiday, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Wednesday,                12:40 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Furet -Hunt/Prospectus/Haiti 

on Euret and Hunt docx; General Will Prospectus DRAFT docx 

DearJay, 

Voil~ the Fure~Hunt piece. Please find aLtached also my prospec[us-in-progr~s. 

Question: Could I do for my 3-book review this semester, and if so, would some combination of thee 
work?: 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@unc edu> 

Tuesday,             4:36 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

FW: Comps list 

comp early modern docx 

Plus also: Richelieu and Olivares 
The Embarrassment of Riches 
Gerald Strauss’s Luther’s House of Learning 
James Van Horn Melton’s Absolutism and the Origins of Compulsory Schooling in Austria and Prussia 
Peasants of Languedoc 

From~ 
Sent: Monday, 
TO: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Comps list 

12:13 PM 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

Happy New Year. I hope you had a nice holiday. 

I have b/ped up the early modern comps list that we discussed. Currently it is at 18 titles. Is that enough? If not, I think 
we had also discussed the possibilib/of 2 more political histories of Germany and Spain, and perhaps another book on the 
Reformation. I’ve attached the list. 

I’m looking forward Lo your lecture this week, and working with you as a grader this semes[er. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail corn on behalf of 
@duq edu> 

Thursday,                 5:25 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Prospective PhD Student 

Curriculum Vitae (Phd, Fifth Revision) docx 

Hello Dr Smith 

My name is          I am currently a graduate student studying history at          University, and I intend 
to start working toward a doctorate next fall I am ve~T interested in attending your program at UNC and I have 
already begun the application process 

I hope to study the early modem French military and its influence on state formation Your knowledge of the 
old regime and of the nobility would be an invaluable asset I would like nothing more than to study under your 
supe~wision Additionally, the histo~T department at UNC is full of faculty members who could provide helpful 
insight Wayne Lee, who focuses on military histotT, and Terence McImosh, who concentrates on early modern 
Germany, are two great examples of the excellence UNC exhibits in the field This makes the program 
extremely appealing to prospective students with academic interests such as mine 

I am curious to see if you are still advising PhD candidates, and if you would consider me as a prospective 
student? I have attached my CV if you are interested 

Thanks for your time 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Adler, Robert <bob adler@unc edu> 

Monday,               10:26 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sauls, Jonathan C <jsauls@email unc edu> 

RE: honor case 

Hi, Jay 

Tlmnks for forwarding your complaint I’d be de[igbted to chat with you about fire case fm free to talk around 3:00 tomorrow if 
flint’s conveniel~t for you My phone number is 962-3156 

BeN wisbes 

Bob 

Robert Adler 
Professor 
Luflter Hodges, Jr, Schalar in Ethics and Law 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
CB #3490. McColl Building 
ChapelHi[1, NC 27599-3490 
(919) 962-3156 
(919) 962 -5539 - FAX 
bobadlc@unc ¢du 

..... Origiiml Message ..... 

Scnl: Monday, 5:12 PM 
To: Adler, Robert 
Subject: honor case 

Dear professor Adler: 
I’ve been referred Io you by both Andrew Pcrdn and Jona/han Sauls 1 
iust beat~l the news that m3 student          , wha perpetrated in m3 
Histot3    last tbe lnost egregious plagiarisin violation l~’e ever 
been pm’deged to witness, had her honor court conviction ovemm~ed by 
something called the UnivcrSily Hearings Board The grounds: 
htsufficient evidence I can haiely contain in3 outrage over this case 
As I drink you’re aware, I’ve already shared with Jo~u~lhan Sauls my 
many grievances aboul Ihc handling of Ibis case, which was a mocker3 

"trial," which gmamnteed in m3 view that file student would win an 

few weeks, and I think it’s ~air to say that the lefornts implemel~ted a 

detenmned to lead a crusade on this issue, and I’d prefer that the 

available to talk by phol~e come to campus only 

Thanks. 
Ja3 Slhith (History department) 



Honors in History 
HIST692, Spring 2010 

Mondays 7-9:50 pro, and Wednesdays, 11 a m-2:50 pm Hamilton 523 

Professor: Malinda Maynor Lowery 
Oft~ce: Hamilton Hall, #474 
Oft~ce hours: by appointment 

E-mail address: mmaynor@email unc edu 
Telephone: 919-599-3969 

Welcome back! You can congratulate yourself for researching and writing two chapters last 
semester I hope you had a restful break and are ready to continue your good work Please keep 
meeting regularly with your adviser and, of course, feel free to confer with me and your classmates 
whenever we can be usefi~l 

Two deadlines are extremely important for you to keep in mind: 
(1) If you and your adviser expect that your thesis will be recommended for h~ghe.st honors, you 
must meet with your two-person orals committee and submit two copies of your thesis to Wanda 
Wallace by Friday, April 1, at 3:00p.m. The Histot’y Department Prize Committee will then decide 
which theses merit highest honors (no more than 1/3 of the theses) 
(2) To graduate with l~om)rs, you must meet with your two-person orals committee and your adviser 
must email a note of approval to Wanda Wallace and me by Fri&o’, April & at 3: 
These deadlines are non-negotiable 

If you haven’t already, you need to identify a faculty member to setw-e as your second reader on the 
orals committee You should make the necessatT contacts and have your second reader on board by 
mid-February He or she will need a copy of your thesis at least a week prior to the committee 
meeting and may want to be involved sooner Feel free to talk with me (as well as your adviser) 
about who would be appropriate 

As the semester begins, you should be beginning to: 
-- revise your first two chapters based on the feedback you have gotten 
-- research and drafi your final chapter (due the first week of February[) 

Here are your groups(for chapter deadlines)and meeting times(for Wednesday sessions): 
¯ Ca-oup I: Wednesday 11-11:50 am 
¯ Group2: ~ednesday 12-12:50 pm 
¯ C~-oup 3: Wednesday 2-2:50 pm 

Your writing pawners will stay the same as last semester Because you will not always be able to 
meet with them in class, you may want to plan to communicate with them regularly outside of class 

Class Schedule 

Monday, Janua~N l0 Thinking about the Next Chapter: WHOLE GROUP MEETING 

Assignment: 
Bring to class the working titles of the thesis and each chapter 



Monday, January 17 ~o Class MI~K Day 

Assignment: 

By Tttesday, Jamtary l& at 5p.m., email to me, your adviser, and your partner at least 3 
pages of your third chapter 

Wednesday, January 26 Drafting the Next Chapter: SMALL GROUP MEETINGS 

Assignments: 
(I) By class time, read your partner’s assignment from last week 
(2) By class time, email your adviser, your partner, and me four more pages of your new 

chapter 
(3) Be prepared to discuss the argumem of your next chapter 

Monday, January 31~o Class 

Assignment: 
Draft of third chapter due to your adviser, me, and your partner: 

Group 1 by 2 pm, Monday, Jan 31 
Group 2 by 2 pro, Tuesday, Feb 1 
C~-oup 3 by 2 pro, Wednesday, Feb 2 

Wednesday Febma~N 9 Small-C~oup Discussion of Third Chapter: SMALL GROUP 
MEETINGS 

Assignments: 

(1) If you have not already done so, identify a potential second reader (in consultation with 
your adviser) Arrange to meet with that person to discuss your project and ask her/him to be 
your second reader By class time, email me the status of your search 

(2) Read the drafis of the other members of your group (If you are pressed for time, spend 
the most time on your partner’s drafi ) As you read, consider the following questions: 

-- What is the chapter’s argument? (Is there one?) How persuasive is it? 
-- Does the narrative move steadily fo~:¢ard, or does it go offtrack? 
-- Are these gaps that the author needs to fill? 
-- What else do you find pa~icularly effective or interesting? 
-- In what other ways could the author improve the chapter? 



Wednesday Febmatw 16 Small-Gioup Discussion of Revisions: SMALL GROUP MEETINGS 

Assignment: 
Select your weakest chapter, print it out, and diagnose it using the following guidelines as 
discussed in Booth, et al (oh 14): 

(1) Mark the outer frame of the chapter introduction and conclusion Then underline one 
sentence in each that states your main claim 

(2) Mark the major sections of your chapter Underline the main-point sentences for each section 
(3) In the introduction, circle key thematic concepts If you only find a few in the introduction, 

move to the conclusion and circle key thematic concepts there Trace whether these concepts 
appear in your main-point sentences you underlined in each section 

(4) Combine the main-point sentences you have underlined into a single paragraph 
(5) Bring your paragraph and marked-up chapter to class 

Monday, Febmatw 21 No Class 

Assignments (both due Feb 21: 

(I) Email me, your adviser, and the members of your group: 
-- the title of your thesis 
-- your overall argument 
-- the title and argument of each chapter 

(2) Give to your adviser and your partner: 
-- all three revised chapters 



Monday, Febma~N 28 Discussion of Revised Thesis: WHOLE GROUP MEETING 

The class will meet all together at 7 pm 

Assignments: 

(1) Read your partner’s thesis Write up answers to the following questions and email them 
to me and your partner by Mo~tday at 9 a.m. : 

-- What is the overall argument of the thesis? 
-- How does each chapter advance that argument? 
-- Having read the entire thesis, how persuasive do you find the argument? 
-- In what ways could the author improve the thesis? 

(2) Read your own thesis Write one page on what your thesis is arguing and why it is 
important Email it to me and your adviser byMomlay al 9 a.m. 

(3) By March 4, register your thesis title on the Honors Website 

Monday, March 7 ~o Class Sprin~ Break 

But it would be wise to spend some of this time reading over Booth, et al, ch 14 and beginning 
to drat~ your introduction and conclusion 

Monday March 14~o Class 

Assignment: 
Draft of your introduction and conclusion due to your adviser, me, and your partner 

Group 3 by 2 pm, Monday, March 14 
Group 2 by 2 pm, Tuesday, March 15 
C~-oup I by 2 pro, Wednesday, March 16 

Read chapter 16 of ]he Crqi? qiRese(wch if you need inspiration 

Monday, March 21 The Home Stretch: WHOLE GROUP MEETING 

The class will meet all together at 7 pm Think of this meeting as preparation for the discussion 
with your orals committee 

Assignment: 
Write up comments on your partner’s introduction and conclusion and email them to your 
pa~ner and me or bring them to class 



Wednesday. March 30 No Class 

I will be available in my office (Hamilton 474 ~ for individual meetings between 11:00 am and 

3:00 pm 

Friday, April 1, 3:00p.~: Orals committee nominalion.[~r highest honors due 
For your thesis to be eligible tbr highest honors, you must meet with your adviser and second 
reader before this deadline You must give a complete draft to each of them one week prior to 
that meeting If your committee nominates you for highest honors, you must deliver two copies 
of your entire thesis to Wanda Wallace by this deadline 

Monday, April 4 No Class 

Friday, April 8, 3:00p.~: Orals committee reportJ~r honors due 
For your thesis to be eligible tbr honors, you must meet with your adviser and second reader 
before this deadline You must give a complete draft to each of them one week prior to that 
meeting 

Monday, April 11~o Class 

Monday, April 18 Class Reunion: WHOLE GROUP MEETING 

The class will meet all to~ether at 7 pm 

Bring a poem, song, piece of prose, photograph, joke, cartoon, or thought to commemorate 
the experience we have shared since August 

We will also discuss the panel presentations 

Monday, April 25 No Class 

Monday, April 25, 10:00 ~L m. 
Submit to Wanda Wallace two final copies (prootbead) on 100% cotton, 20-1b bonded paper, 
with signatures of your adviser and second reader on the title page 

Thursda!~. April 28 2:00 p.~ 5:00 p.m. 
Panel presentations to faculty, graduate students, prospective honors thesis writers, and tbiends 

Wednesday,, Map 4, noon: Lunch at the ~rollna Club 
The Histo~ Department will host a luncheon for you and your adviser to celebrate your 
accomplishment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,               12:39 PM 

@email unc edu> 
Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; 
Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu>; Loftin, Joyce <loftinj@email unc edu>; Wallace, 
Wanda L <allace@email unc edu>; Whalen, Brett E <bwhalen@email unc edu> 
congratulations 

Boyatt Award Letter $201 I         doc; Boyatt Award Release doc 

Dear 

I am pleased Io wrile thai you ha~¢ been awarded a Boy all Undcrgrad~ml¢ Research Award in Hislo~) supported by Ih¢ 
and          Boyatt Fund in the alnount of $950 in order to support travel to and research at HatvaN U~tivet~it3, Howard 
University, and archives in driving dislancc from Chapel Hill for your senior honors projcct, "Religion and Supcrslition in Early 
Modern Europe’ The Selection Co]mnittee is pleased to help support this project 

You nmy use rite Boyatt funds ooly for trm’el and research related to your semor ho~ot~ prelect, uoless approved in a&’ance by the 
Dircclor of Senior Honors and by the Director of Undergmdua/e Shtdies in tile Dcpamncnl of Histo~) At your eadiesl convenience 
withflt the new week please see Ms Joyce Loftht the Accounthtg Teclmician for the Department of Histoxy, in Hantilton Hall 559 to 
sign the necessat?, documents including a travel release form, related to rite awat~l I have altached this document, although you 
shoald wail Io sigll d ill MS Loflin’s plqySellce Ill order [o be Iqyil~lbltrsed [or expenses, yolt will lleed IO provide a record of each 

expenditure and provide all ~alevant receipts to the Depamnent of History 

pmchased with funds from rite Boyatt Axx ard will become rite prope~13 of the Departlnent of Histot3 at the conclusion of your p~qiect 

report witlfin tbit~ days after completion of your plqiect 

Your honors thesis zutd am" other publicatioits resulting from your research should include the following acknowledgment: Tlfis 
prqjccl was supporlcd b3 a Boyat/Award in Histo~) supporlcd by the Boy all Fund and adminislcrcd by 
fire Department of History 

Carolitaa at Chapel Hill fi~mnces your award His addless is: 

Sincetel), 

cc: 
Lloyd Kramcr 



atmched: 
Boyatt A~ at~l Release 

Kathleen DuVal, Associate Professor and Director of UndetTgmduate Studies 



UNC 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

Dear 

I am pleased to write that you have been awarded a Boyatt Undergraduate Research Award 
in Histot?¢ supported by the                          Boyatt Fund in the amount of $950 
in order to support travel to and research at Harvard University, Howard University, and 
archives in driving distance from Chapel Hill fbr your senior honors project, "Religion and 
Superstition in Early Modern Europe" The Selection Committee is pleased to help support 
this project 

You may use the Boyatt funds only for travel and research related to your senior honors 
project, unless approved in advance by the Director of Senior Honors and by the Director 
of Undergraduate Studies in the Depa~ment of History At your earliest convenience 
within the next week, please see Ms Joyce Loftin, the Accounting Technician for the 
Department of Histot?¢, in Hamilton Hall 559 to sign the necessat3z documents, including a 
travel release form, related to the award I have attached this document, although you 
should wait to sign it in Ms Loflin’s presence In order to be reimbursed for expenses, you 
will need to provide a record of each expenditure and provide all relevant receipts to the 
Department of Hi 

You will be able to request reimbursement for expenses until June 30, 2012 Any 
equipment, unused supplies, or other materials purchased with funds fiom the Boyatt 
Award will become the property of the Department of Histo~3z at the conclusion of your 
project or on June 30, 2012, whichever comes first As a condition of receiving this award, 
you are required to submit to me a brief final report within thirty days at~er completion of 
your project 

Your honors thesis and any other publications resulting from your research should include 
the following acknowledgment: This project was supported by a Boyart Award in Histota£ 
supported by the Boyatt Fund and administered by the 
Department of Hi 



I also encourage you to write a note of appreciation to                   whose 
generous donation to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill finances your award 
His address is: 

Such a note would greatly assist the Department in expressing its appreciation to a strong 
supporter of undergraduate research 

If you have any questions, please contact me I wish you the best for the success of your 
project 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen DuVal 
Associate Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies 
Depa~ment ofHistotT 

Lloyd Kramer 

Jay Smith 
Adam Kent 
Joyce Lot~in 
Wanda Wallace 
Brett Whalen 

attached: 
Boyatt Award Release 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail corn> 

Monday                 8:31 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Draft of Chapter One 

Draft of Chapter One docx 

Professor Smith, 
Here is the first draft of my first chapter I feel good about my selections for 

the time to read the chapter and offer your advice 
really appreciate you taking 

Also, I wasn’t sure if you wanted to meet to discuss some of the things I have come across this week or whether 
it would be more convenient for you to wait until next week when you have had a chance to read the draft of my 
chapter Just let me know what works best for you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live unc edu> 

Monday,               4:04 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thesis 

Final Thesis docx 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I apologize that I didn’t give you very long to respond to my last email but I wanted to make sure you had at least a 
week to read my thesis so I’ve attached it. If you would like a hard copy I would be more than happy to bring one to 
class tomorrow. Also, Professor McIntosh indicated an~ime Monday        would be fine for the defense but hasn’t 
confirmed the 3pro time yet. I confirm with him tomorrow if he doesn’t email me back tonight. 

Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,               12:08 PM 

@yale edu 
MA 

I hape the semester is willdmg down lficel) for you rm in touch now 
because I’ve been prompted by Mclissa Bullard Io ask aboul your Ihinking 
on fire MA--specffica[ly, are you expecthlg/tNnkmg about entering our 
program at ground level oc rathec as a PbD student, having ahead> 
"finished" your MA? We lalkcd aboul Ibis briefly al lunch and I *lbink* 
we agreed tbat it would prohabl3 be best for you to start from sccatch 
so that you’d have adequate time to read broadly h~ tbe historiography, 
etc But I want to cotffirm that m3 memmy is correct before reporting 
back to Mclissa If you want to bc considered as a dirccl cntmnl inlo 
fl~e PbD progmnt you’ll need to send me the fimsbed version of the MA 
you’ve bccn woNing on, and than I will nccd Io read il and officially 
"approve" il as an acceptable Hislo~ MA (Hey, we’re a slalc 
Univcrsily--Iols of bureaucracy ) I should mention Ihat one olhar 
advantage of NOT gohlg straigbt into tbe PbD program is flint you would 

watch and learn fire ropes at a distance before having to take on 

get tbe whale year as an AT, fltough rm not sine what the chances ale, 
hanestl) ) 

So anyway--Icl me know what you Ihink about tiffs as soon as you can 
Also, once tbe semester is ovec 1’11 t~y to compde a "books evetyoue 
should ~ead" list for you Have a good spring/sununer .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, August 9, 2011 10:02 AM 

@gmail com> 
Re: chaps 

calelldar (Dofft wort) ! 1 have l~otNng else giffng on that da~’) Sure, 

On 8/7/11 9:44 PM,               wrote: 
> II looks like I’ll have Io I¢a~¢ Chapel Hill by lal¢ a flen~oon on Monday, so I don’t drink I’ll have Iffn¢ for dinn¢r :( Any chance 
you’re free for Iffnch a~er my defet~se Iffstead? 

> O11Ju125, 201 I. at 1:24 PM. Jay Smilh wrote: 

>> O117/25/1 I 1:14 PM,               wrole: 
>>> Sooooo, where should I send the hat~l coD" - your schaol or hame address? 

>>> On Jul 21.2011, al 10:10 AM. Jay Smilh wmle: 

>>>> These days ever3 thing goes Io my hcad--ifftt since tha N&O kind of botched what I said awway, I won’t gel Ioo carded a~ay by 
tiffs one On your t~ip: OK, just let me know If you’re free for ml3 sort of socializing No pressure 

>>>> On 7/21/11 9:41 AM, wrote: 

finding tbe time to ~ead these so quickly You are tnd3 awesome 

>> >>> 1 leave for lean~-haw-to-be-a-iffgbschaol-teacher t~aliffng cmnp next Sunda~" (reall3), so m3 plan is to nmil copies of tiffs tlth~g 
to ever3 one on Saturday, July 30 I’m t~ying ~eally hat~l to get the intmductiffn done so you can read it before tbelt because I suspect 

>>>>> As for Augmst I’m dmdng down to CH solo fl~e da3 before the defe~tse, but I tiff~tk I migbt acluall3 have to leave as soon as 
it’s over We statt ~lcully mcclings al Norfolk Academy on Ih¢ 19lh, but I’m not sure yel if I need Io b¢ Ihcr¢ on Tuesday or nol I’ll 
keep you posted 

>> >>> Loved your conunents on tbe fiffiffres of tbe hanor court in file N&O, by tbe wa3 You should know that it’s made you quite 

>>>>> On Ju120, 2011, at 7:40 PM, Ja~" Snfifl~ wrote: 

>>>>>> I’m Ifflaciffng chapter 3, wiffch is basically good to go I’m also going to attach chapter 5 again, just in case I sent it to the 
wrong c-mall yeslerday LCl me know if you didn’t gel Ih¢ c-mail yeslerday and I’ll foP,~ ard it to you 

isfft Tbey wink fine as distiJ~ct pieces 1 adJmt that 1 oltly skhnmed tbe last 10-12 pages (hey, If you wrote like     you’d get closer 
a/Icnliffn), bul I can lell you dial wdh vc~3 minor touch-ups, bodl arc read3 to go Wluifs your schedule, by die way? Can we have 
you (or you mat    ?) for dimmer? If not, can I at least lake you oul and get you soused before you drike back to Norfolk? Let me 

>>>>>> <Chapter 3 docx><Chapter 5-draft 070211 doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, August 9, 2011 10:44 AM 

@gmail com> 
Re: chaps 

prepare remember your fife stot5 and how R ever iNet~ected with tNs 

fltfltgs up, and then we’ll take rants punmtaling you Just kiddin!! It 
will be a pleasmtt com’et~ation I havefft been to m) office for a few 

Can’t wait to ~ead it begimfing to end .... 

On 8/9/11 10:34 AM.               wml¢: 
> You’le leally scabmg me now You know it’s 22 Augqlst, fight? Just kidding 10:00 ant 

> So, whal shoald I be doing to prepare for Ihis? 

> On Aug 9, 2011, at 10:02 AM, Jay Snfiflt wrote: 
> 

>> Wh¢n arc you defending? I s¢em not to have pu[ [he ho~tr in my cal¢ndar (Don’l won3! I have nolhing ¢1S¢ going on Ihal &~y) 
Sure, we can do hmch after 
>> 

>> On 8/7/11 9:44 PM, wrote: 
>>> It looks like rll have to leave Chapal Hill by late afternoon on Monday, so I don’t thitik rll have thne for dimter :(An) chtmce 
you’re free for hnlch after nly defet~se htstead? 

>>> On Ju125, 2011, at 1:24 PM, Ja) Slrdth wrote: 

>>>> On 7/25/11 1:14 PM,                 wrote: 
>>>>> Sooooo, where should I send the hard cop? - your school or home address? 

>>>>> On Ju121, 2011, at 10:10 AM, Jay Smithwrote: 

>>>>>> These da?s everything goes to m? head--but since fire N&O kind of botched what I said am’way, I won’t get too carded awa? 
b) Ihis one On your Ifip: OK, jusl 1¢1 mc know if you’re free for any son of socializing No pressure 

>>>>>> On 7/2 I/1 I 9:41 AM. wrote: 

for finding the time to read these so quickl? You are truly awesome 

suspect that will have fire most problems BTW, should I send your copy to HamPton Hall or to your home addless? 

>>>>>>> As for Augqlst rm ddving down to CH solo the day before the defe~tse, but 1 flmik I nfight actually have to leave as soon as 
d’s over We slarl ~lcully m¢¢bngs al Norfolk Academy on Ih¢ 19lh, bul I’m nol sure yel if I n¢ed Io b¢ Ih¢r¢ on Tuesday or nol I’ll 
keep you posted 

>> >>> > > Loved your comments on fire fadmes of fire ho~or court m the N&O, by the way You should know tbat it’s nmde you quite 

>>>>>>> On Ju120. 2011, al 7:40 PM, Jay Smith wrole: 



>>>>>>>> rm attaclmlg chapter 3, wlfich is basicall) good to go i’m also going to di~ach chapter 5 agahr just in case I sere it to the 
wrong e-mad yesteida) Let me know ~t’you didn’t get the e-nmil yesteida) and rll fo~ m~l it to you 

fl~et~ isn’t They woik fine as distinct pieces I adlrdt that I odiy skmm~ed the last 10-12 pages (ha), ~f you ~rote l~ke     you’d get 
closer dileNion), but I can tell you that with rely lrdl~o r touch-ups, both at~ t~ad) to go What’s your schadula by tl~e way? Cml ~e 
Ila~c you (or you and Joel?) for dinner? If 11ol. Call l a/ Icasl I,’lk c you oul and gcl you soused bcforc you dfivc back Io Norfolk? LCl 

>>>>>>>> <Chaplet 3 docx><Cbaplcr 5-draf1070211 doc> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith ~iaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               5:54 PM 

McFm-land, Michael B <mike mcfadand~am~c edu> 

Re: DTH Request -- Draft Report 

Honor committee report draft 2docx 

Mike: 
I’m attaching the draft UnFortunately, I had started modi(~ ing the draft (with track changes) at yesterda?,’s committee 
meeting, and had saved some o[’those changes as draft 3 [!], belbre I realized what I was doing So I had to reconstruct 
a few sentences to faithfully reflect what was in draft #2 I think I’ve got it just about right, but I couldn’t swear in a 
court o1" law that this the precise Form o1" draft 2 

Anywa3, ma?, be none of that matters to you 

Ja? Smith 

On 5:24 PM, McFarland, Michael B wrote: 

From: [mailto: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:03 PM 
To: McFarland, Michael g 
Subject: Draft request 

He? Mike. 

Thanks for the help today I was just talking to Professor Jay Smith about his honor conmailtee’s draft of a 
report to the educational policy committee and cmmndtee on student conduct regarding a review of the 
honor system I asked to obtain a cop3 of the draft 6~hich I believe is in second draft stage), and he said I 
would have to go through the proper cham~els of authofib" for records requests Can you help me with it? 

[ nireraily 
"b~ l)ag’ ’I::c It,:,:1 daibtarhee] corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               9:20 PM 

@yahoo corn> 

Re: graduate program in Histo~ 

--sure How do you feel about lpm? I’ll be in Hamilton 564 -JS 

On 6:29 PM, wrote: 

Dear Dr Smith, 
Thank you for agreeing to meet with me Do you have any availability this Friday? If this Friday 
is too busy--completely understandable--then perhaps Wednesday ? Please let me know 
what works best for you, best, 

--- On Tile, 

From: Jay Smith 2~}i~litl~(~,~<~:0Jl 
Subject: Re: graduate program in Histo~’y 

Date: Tuesday, 1:07 PM 

Dear 
I would enjoy meeting with you I teach on MWF at 3pm, and will usually be around in the 
early afternoons on those days (though tomorrow maybe not the best day), and I also keep 
regular office hours on Tuesdays 11-12 Doanyofthesetimesworkforyou? 

Jay Smith 

On 1:00 PM, wrote: 
> Dear Dr Smith, 
> My name is and I just graduated from UNC in 
> with a BA in I am currently looking into 
> graduate programs in Histo~ay, including UNC’s program I am especially 
> interested in the early modern Europe and early American fields I met 
> with Professor Duval on tbis subject and she suggested that I also speak 
> with you, given your expertise on early modem Europe~rance Do you by 
> any chance have some time in the next couple of weeks to meet with me? I 
> will be in Chapel Hill through mid-September Please let me know if you 
> would be willing to meet, many thanks, 

Jay M Smith 
Depaffment of History 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-3949 

919-962-1403 (fax) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                10:44 AM 

~yahoo corn> 

Re: graduate program in History 

--sorry to throw a change-up, but could we meet at 1:30 or thereabouts on Friday, rather than 1? i’d 
forgotten a tenta6ve lunch meeting I had lined up .... 

JS 

On 6:29 PM, ua-ote: 

Dear Dr Smith, 
Thm~k you for agreeing to meet with me Do you have any availability this Friday? If tlris Friday is too 
busy--completely understandable--then perhaps Wednesday August 31 ? Please let me know what 
works best for you, best, 

--- On Tue, 

From: Jay Snrith ~slmt!vd;~e~!-ail Rrt~dL’z 
Subject: Re: graduate program in History 
To: ~3.5..ahoo 
Date: Tuesday, , 1:07 PM 

Deaf 

I would enjoy meeting with you i teach on MWF at 3pm, m~d will usually be around in the 
early afternoons on those days (though tomorrow maybe not the best day), and I also keep 
regular office hours on Iuesdays 11 - 12 Do any of these times work for you? 

Jay Stmth 

On 1:00 PM, wrote: 
> Dear Dr Smith, 
> My name is and I j ust graduated from UNC in May 
> with a BA in i am cm-rently looking into 
> graduate programs in History, including UNC’s program I am especially 
> interested in the early modern Europe and early American fields i met 
> with Professor Duval on this subject and she suggested that I also speak 
> with you, given your expertise on early modern Europe/France Do you by 
> any chance have some time in the next couple of weeks to meet with me? 1 
> will be in Chapel Hill through mid-September Please let me know if you 
> would be willing to meet, many thanks, 

> 

Jay M Smith 
Department of History 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
j zl?~smjth @ern ail !me ed u 
919-962-3949 
919-962-1403 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                 I 1:36 AM 

@email unc edu> 

Re: today 

at 2:45ish ) 

On      11:11 AM,      wrote: 
> Hi Professor Smith, 
> Yes. I’ll b¢ Iher¢ al 2pro il" Ihat still works I’or you l ha~¢ an excel 
> sbeet of sources and brief notes/ideas to discuss Sbould I bring 
> else? 
>Thanks, 
> 

> On Fri, 10:46:26 41400, Jay Smitl~jaysmilh@email uric ¢du~ 

>> .-arc we m¢¢flng al 2pro Ioday? I hop¢ I didn’l gel contused aboul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 10:01 PM 

MATTHEW ANDREWS ~mac corn> 

Re: 395 

Matt--I wonder whether you’d be willing to teach it in the m’emng--sa) 

appeal no mailer Ihc hour I ask because Wanda told me just today dial 

2-5 because Ihcy’r¢ jusl nol available I’m cop)ing Wanda here so thai 

Or, if you have other ideas, you nlight be able to ask Wanda and cop) me 
(just keep us both in fire loop) -Jay 

PS We’re t~all? hoping to get the schedule l~ailed down by Friday ff at 
all possible 

On 9/14/11 1:37 PM, MATTHEW ANDREWS wrote: 
>Hi Ja?- 
> 

> Grea/news on Ihe 395 I’m looking fore ard Io il lr possible. I do prefer Ihe 3-hour block, especially for a seminar like Ihis Any 
limcTuesdayworksgrealforme Ifyouhaveanccdforamid~ayorla/eafl¢~oonoffcting, pleascfcelfreeloslolmeinlhere 1- 
4? 2-5? 3-6? I can even do laler ifyou’d like 

>Best, 
> Matt 

> O11 Sop 14, 201 h al 10:57 AM, Jay Smdh wrolc: 

>> Ma/I--ha~e I asked you yel about your preferred leaching [ilnes for [lie spring? Right now, we’re planning on [lie 395 (I *lhink* w¢ 
ha~e coverage for Ih¢ 128s. dlough I may gel back Io you soon aboul rills), and Leloudis had scheduled his a/ 12:30 on Tues/Thurs 
AW inlercsl in jusl sliding inlo dial brae? Or do you prefer 111¢ 3-hour blocks? lr so. can you give me a few oplJons on which 3-hr 
blocks’? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, September 16, 2011 9:28 AM 

Matthew Adkins          @gmail corn> 

Fear and Loathing in the Royal Academy of the Sciences docx; Feedback for Matt docx 

1 teall) love tfiis, I’m not kidding Tbere’s soinething seiiousl) 
screwed up aboul academic publishing Ioday if you don’l gel ibis tiling 
hilo pfinl II!s a powerful slou, original and poignanl I’m 
complelely convinced I’m sure Iha/some specialisls of Ihe 
ENlighlenmenl can find reasons Io nilpick (hey, whal aboul Locke 
or whoever?), bul Ihc overall vision isjusl vet3 compcllil~g Awway, 
I’m a/laching Iha whole Ihing now (l added a commcnl or Iwo from page 
115 or so, so go back Io Iha beginning o f Ihal chaplet Io resume m} 
commcnlsNuggeslions) I’m also a/laching a lisl oflhings Io consider 

I would tbit~k that you could make all tbese changes in less than a 
monflt, m-enasbus-vasyouraie So, m) idea is to wfite Noms Pope 
soon mtd alert hint to fltis great little book that’s close to completion 
and see what he sa) s I’d suggest fltat you wait for me before sending 
am’firing off to hint simpl) because there’s benefit to bm-htg an 
acquisifioits editor eagell) anticipating tbe arrival of something 
(raflter than have something shaw up out of the blue) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 I 1:04 AM 

@email unc edu> 

draft 

SSRC Narrative draft Idoc 

OK, off to a good start P,’e lnade a bunch of st31e suggestioits, placed 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 6:45 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu>; Kramer, Lloyd S 
<lkramer@email unc edu>; Lindsay, Lisa <lalindsa@email unc edu> 

worksheets 

Update Worksheet-I xlsx; TA ASSIGNMENTS SPR docx 

jusl now slightly revised, as well ,’Is a lisl o1" the TA needs per course 
as I now see them A few of fl~e changes on fl~e excel sheet lind no uet 
TA chang¢s (c g, I’ve downsizcd Pcnwbackcr bul w¢ had nol y¢l 
budgeted a TA for her an)~vay), but in total I’ve increased the TAs 
assigned from 55 to 6 I, in lighi or Cynlhia’s ¢slimal¢ on TA 
avallabllit) If all goes well, we would STILL lmve at least two mine 

hi some cases (e g,                I’ve not yet informed fl~e 
all-cclcd ~lcully ormy revised plans I thought we could wall unlil 
tomorrow to filmlize, after which rll e-mail everyone I’m not 
anticipating probhims am’where 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitb <jaysmitb@email unc edu> 

Wednesdo5,               9:23 AM 

~;email unc edu> 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Re: Graduate Student Opinions on Honor System 

Dear 

I’m really not sure tbat [ qualig," as an "expert," but I admit tbat I’m invested in tbe issue An3~vay, [ tbink tbis is a fine 
idea [ tbink a high proportion oftbe respondents in our survey were advanced grad students, tbough you’re 
right tbat we couldn’t quite figure out tbe absolute number 

The only olher issue/question I thh~k you might \~ont to odd to your short list here is somelhing about facull?-TA 
engogement I’d love to l~no\~ \~hat TA’s hear fi-om supervising faculty ond/or the deportmental facull? as a whole about 
tbe Honor System and how grad students should (or should not) use it I have an impression, tbough it’s not much more 
tban an impression, tbat TAs are quite cynical about tbe Honor System in part because of what tbey’ve been told by" faculty 
who have used it There’sindirectevidenceoftbisintbe survey, but l’d love to know more Ihopeyougetmany 
responses 

Jay" Smitb 

On wrote: 

Professor Smith and Chair Bexill, 

My name is and I am the 

With all of the great work you have been doing with lhe Honor Subcommittee Report and the newly 

formed committees, I wanted to mention some work lhat     was about to embark to trg and assist in the issue. I 

know lhat during the initial survey lhat lhere were some graduate student TA responses, but I wasn’t clear as to how 

many there were. To try and increase the information we have on this population and their thoughts on the Honor 

System, we were going to trg and solicit a second batch of responses. Recently, we have found great success in letter 

writing campaigns from graduate students as opposed to other means of surveying, so I thought we could trg lhe same 

idea here. By providing an avenue for graduate TAs to make sure that their voices are heard, hopeNlly we can learn 

more about their opinions. The goal is to try and start receiving responses around the beginning of          so we 

will probably start releasing some of the early "calls to action" in the middle of next week. Here were some initial 

questions we were going to pose (more as a guide, not necessarily instead of open comments): 

Have you ever participated in any Honor Court proceedings? 

-- DO you believe a student-run Honor System can be effective (or ... is integral to the ideals of UNC)? 

-- During your TA training, were you ever informed about how to utilize the Honor System to investigate honor 

violations? 

My main question to both of you is what other information might be helpful to ll~e new committee? Am there oll~er 
questions that were posed during the survey we could repeat, or somell~ing that hadn’t been ll~ought of before? I know 
you are both experts in the area, so I wanted to t~/and get any more ideas before we move forward. Please let me 
know any lhoughts and suggestions you might have, they would be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you, 

Universib/of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,                 1:35 PM 

McReynolds, Louise <louisem@email unc edu> 
Re: plagiarize 

On        1:03 PM, Louise McRcynolds wrolc: 
> May 1 steal your "gt-ading" of participation? Please? 

> O11 9:56 AM, Jay Smilh wrolc: 
>> See attached 

>> On         9:16 AM, Louise McReynolds wrote: 
>>> Sccondm), ptimm3, or mix Whal l had in mind, and I undcrsland wh 
>>> they were co~ffused, is that they consult with flteir advisers and start 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  1:21 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Hist 

-let me ask you to keep t~aying to get in There’s always some movement in and out of courses during 
registration (and then again right at the beginning of the semester) If you can’t manage to get in, and you’re 
really persistent and come to class in the first week, I will almost certainly let you in But not yet -JS 

On 1:17 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I was really hoping to take you History    class on the                nex[ semester, rma sophomore 
history major and I have been interested in this class since I saw it in the undergraduate bulletin Freshman 
year, and I was really excited when I saw that it was being offered next semsster. I was wondering if you 
would possibly consider adding one more student to the class or opening a wait list? 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, November 8, 201 I 8:21 AM 

Darv Johnson         ~gmail corn> 

Re: story on honor code for UNC alumni magazine 

Honor committee final report Sept 201 I w edits docx 

OK See attached Next Tuesday, same time, would work well Though there are other times -JS 

On 11/8/11 8:04 AM, Data/Johnson wrote: 

Jay - 
I spoke with Jan Boxill yesterday and now realize that you’ve already written a report on the honor 
code Do you think I could get a copy of that report, and we could reschedule our conversation for 
sometime next week? I want to make the best use of your time 
Thanks, 
Darv Johnson 

On Sat, Nov 5, 2011 at 9:39 PM, Data/Johnson" 

Tues afternoon sounds good Can I give you a call around I? 

On Nov 5,2011 11:39 Aivl, "Jay Smith" <iavsmi¢h ~emali unc e~u> wrote: 
Darv--sorry I’m slow to respond A very busy couple of days I could talk early in the week 
Perhaps Tuesday would be best I’m heading to a conference late in the week, and Wednesday 
will be a very busy day How about Tuesday afternoon? -Jay Smith 

On I I/3/11 10:17 AM, Da~ Johnson wrote: 

Dr Smith, 

I’ve been asked to write a sto~T about UNC’s honor code for the Alumni Review; 
would like to get your perspective on the code’s evolution, issues it faces, etc Is 
there a good time to reach you in the next week or so? 

Thank you, 
Da~w- Johnson 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 11 : 15 AM 

Hunziker, S Brandon <branhunz@email unc edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Re: Department Penthssion for History 

I’ll ask the registrar On your     Brandon, 1’11 note that just last night I had noticed that your cap was set at 65 
rather thm~ 165 for reasons i don’t get That MAY have something to do with whatever problems you were having 
For the     I’m guessing it’s the LAC Earlier in the week,    was having similar problems because there were 
insufficient numbers of recitation seats Let me l~mw if you heaL of other problems -Jay 

I 1:06 AM, Hunziker, S Brandon wrote: 

Dear Lloyd, 

I have seen a hmtdful of cases of students supposedly needing deparimental permission - with History 
and this morning (maybe) with my own History/     It may have to do with conflicts with 

recitation conflicts or special issues (LAC, etc), as Wanda indicated, but i didn’t see this at all last 
semester I’ll ask over at Advising and the Registrars and see if they know what’s going on, but maybe 
Jay should look into it as well 

Best, 
Brandon 

From: "Kramer, Lloyd S" <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed,           09:59:23 -0500 

To: Brandon Hunziker <branhunz@email.unc.edu>, "Wallace, Wanda L." <allace@email.unc.edu>, "Lindsay, 

Lisa" <lalindsa@email.u nc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Department Permission for History 

From [mailto: Nlive.u nc.ed_u3 
Sent: Wednesday,                 9:50 AN 
To: Kramer, Lloyd 5 
Subject: Department Permission for History 

Hello Mr. Kramer! 
My name is and I am a first year student here at UNC. I was choosing out spring semester classes 

and Connect Carolina told me I need department permission in order to take History I am a Biology major, 

planning to declare a Spanish Minor, and I thought Histon/ would have 
been both an interesting and relevant option to fulfill Gen Ed requirements. I apologize if you are not the 
appropriate person to contact about this. 

Thank you for your time. Your response would be greatly appreciated 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 5:38 PM 

Whalen, Brett E <bwhalen@email unc edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday, November 12, 2011 11:48 AM 

Rene Marion < @verizon net> 
Re: meet 

R¢n¢--I’v¢ decided Io skip all Ib¢ inonfing sessions Olher than walking 
over to Powell’s books (wlfich Pll do m a few nfinutes, probabl) ), 1 

iust before lunch 

On I 1/12/I 1 1:33 AM, Rcn¢ Marion wrol¢: 
lsfft your session figbt after lunch? I’ll keep an eye out for you 
tomorrow am I ma) spend part of the morning writing lettels of 
~ecommendation--but will be at one session at least[ 

>M) cell is Rene 
O11 Nov 12, 2011, a/ 12:58 AM, Jay Smidl wrole: 

>> R¢ne--I’m having breakfast wdh a grad sludenl, and I don’l haye a 
>> ticket to tbe hmcbeon Ma)be I could crash it? Or--I could gt-ab 
>> you for coffee afl¢r (and w¢ play hooky?) L¢I m¢ give you my c¢11 
>> phone number in cas¢ we don’t run into each olher in Ihe AM: 
>> It’ll be great to see you! 
>> 

>> On 11/11/11 7:23 PM, Rel~e Marion wrote: 

>> > working! I am in Penfl~ouse #5 (no kidding) in case fl~e pbol~e 



> Rene Marion 

> Professor o f Hislo~ 
> Bard High School Early 

> 525 E Houston St 
> New Ymk, NY 10002 
>office: 2129958479 cxl 4082 

>fax: 2127774702 

> ~narion~a bhscc bard Cdu or 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   I 1:45 AM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

I/.ramer. Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu>; Lindsay. Lisa <lalindsa@email unc edu>; 
Anderson, Violet <vmanders@email unc edu> 

Re: 158 and 161 

On 11:39 AM, Cvntbia Radding wrote: 
> JW: Wby don’t you W,’, and we’ll ~nove back to your 
> course, as a grader rye made the cNmge Cynflfia 
> 
> On 11:27 AM. Ja~" Smith wrote: 
>> I’m afraid I’ve golten ahead of m? self I was assmrting tlmt 
>> expanding Louise’s coitl~e fro Ill 70 [0 ] 00 woldd be 110 problelll 
>> Wrong! Scaling capacity: 72 And dley claim Ihcy cannot find 
>> another room at thai ho~tr I’m red son3 for this hassle, l should 

>> I jusl checked my room size: 198 And I’d be willing Io open dial 

>> Jay 

>> On 10:06 AM, C.~ nlhia Radding wrote: 

>>> 140,006 
>>> 161.001 
>>> 278.006 

>>> At yestet~la~"s meeting we lalked about the low e~rollment in 133 

>>> On 9:41 AM. Kmm¢r. LIo.~ d S wrote: 

>>>> at 12:30 So expanding Louise’s class looks like the best way to go 

>>>> Tlm~iks again Lloyd 

>>>> -----Ofighml Message ..... 



>>>> To: Kmmer, Lloyd S: Radding, Cynthia: Lindsay, Lisa 
>>>> Sut~iecl: 278 

>>>> Regrellably, I mltsl allnoltllce Ihal Lisa’s 278 cannol expand_ because 
>>>> Ihere’s no morn I’ve been in Iouch wilh Louise, who would love 
>>>> exlm TA Maybe we give her Ihe TA Ihal was inlendcd rot Lisa:? We 
>>>> would Ollly need Io crca/e I\~o extra rccilalions and raise die cap Io 
>>>> 110 I Ihink we would probably gel close Io 100 -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                   5:35 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: DON’T MISS THIS SALE!: HIST 001 

: This could work, but you want to be careful I’d be inclined to use "the booming Texas economy" as the 
context, with oil and banks and cars and wealth disparities all being small parts of that bigger picture You just 
don’t want to spend much space talking about oil wells and drilling techniques and Standard Oil Not directly 
relevant for you Remember to connect your context to specific parts of your event/stotT; that will help check 
your (meaning the historian’s) tendency to include lots of detail just for the sake of it You want to make your 
detail count 

On 5 : 15 PM, wrote 

Hey this is          from History and I jus[ had a question about my microhis~ory excerpt. Jus[ to 
remind you I’m doing the Santa Claus Bank Robbery that happened in Cisea, Texas in 1927. I was 
wondering if it sounds ok to tie the robbery and their decision to rob the bank to the texas oil boom that 
occurred a few years earlier as well as the increasing use of automobiles. I would probably talk about an 
influx of wealth that caused an increase in bank use, the availability of can and oil for these can for the 
getaway, improvement of roads due to the oil industry and use of cars, and possibly criminality of the oil 
boomtowns inspiring lawlessness in Texas. Does it sound like I’m going in the right direction or is this a bad 
way to go with the paper? 

Thanks, 

From: JAY M Smith [j#abmith@emai[.unc.ed~] 
Sent: Wednesday,                 7:53 PM 
Subject= DON~T MISS THIS SALE!: HIST     .FALL 

Thought I might get your attention that way, what with the holiday shopping season already upon 
US .... 

But what I’m "selling" you can have for free! Two announcements 

1 I’ve scheduled our final movie viewing of the semester for next Monday,        ,6:30 PM in 
Rm 207 of the Undergrad (the usual place) I’m sorry to say that the libraq¢ does not own Violette 
(a Claude Chabrol movie), so if you can’t make it Monday, you’ll need to rent the movie on your 
own or see what other possibilities are out there 

2 Momentarily, I will be posting a sort-of assignment for Friday I guess I’ll put it in the 
Assignments folder It’s really just me ranting--though I’ll ask you to absorb my rant, develop some 
feelings and thoughts about it, and then come to class prepared to let me (or     ) have it! 

Okey dokey See you Friday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                 2:01 PM 

@email unc edu> 

draft 

Chapter II draft docx 

present tense again[), but I have just two substuntive firings for you to 
flmtk about mtd take il~to cot~siderafion going fore ard 

secular arnt for ultinmte pmfislmtent--so "secular power" had ahvays been 
hwolved ht one wa) or m~otber in tbe proseca~tion of fire heterodox 

tesponsibilib’* felt (and expressed?) by magistrates in tbe 16th-17tb 
centuries, especially in tile wake of the fracturing of Christendom and 
fire universal belief that sove~eig~ts must insure tbe spiritual somldness 

2 On tile suspicion directed Ioward priesls--do you wahl Io I~int out 
Iha/p~icsls, aftur all. conlrollcd "SUl~malun~l" po~crs Ihrough Ihcir 
performance of rite sact-aments (and tbeh control of hal3 water, etc) mtd 

simply because of thair fimclions? This would help to explain ~h5 

JS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                 4:54 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Paper Ga-ade 

I’m son3~ you’re disappointed by the grade, and I’d be happy to talk about it in person First let me say that if the 
"big" project grade is significantly better, I’ll find a way to modit~v this ~rade (I told one other st e same 
thing today after class) But let me explain what I was thinking 

There were a healthy number of A’s and B+’s on this assignment, and all of those students addressed the context 
question, so I’m reasonably confident that this wasn’t a general communication breakdown, but if you’d like to 
talk it over, I’d be happy to do so I don’t won’t to be unfair And I never like it when students are distressed 
about a grade I have office hours Monday, if you’d like to drop by 

JS 

On 4:12 PM, wrote: 

Hi! I just wanted to email you real quick because I’m confused by your grading of the papers that 
you returned in class today I received a    because you said that I needed to talk less about the 
event and more about the contexts that I was going to be including I feel like there was a 
miscommunication in the assignment because your syllabus says that the paper was to be " Your 
initial brief description of the event, its essentials, and how you discovered it" I would appreciate 
it if you could email me back maybe explaining where I am confused Thanks so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, November 21,201 I 9:57 AM 

Payne, Robin K <rkpayne@email unc edu> 
Re: appt letter 

for l/ow I can solve our emeigency, I’m all eat~ -Ja) 

On 11/21/11 9:54 AM, Pa? he, Robin K wrote: 
> Dear Jay, 

> I’m writing to let you know that, mffomn~atel~, I will be unable to teach History 128-007 nexX spring 
Please do accept ~m." si~cet~ apologies for having to 

withdraw front tbe com~e with such short notice I vet5 much appreciate you having belped me to secm~ tbe position and have 

bappy to ~econunend am" potential replacements for fire position it" ~t would be belpfid 

> Robin 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith~acmall uric ¢du] 
> Scnl: Tuesday, November 08, 201 I 5:22 PM 
> To: Pavne, Robht K; Robin Payne 
> Subject: appl let/or 

> Dear Robin: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,                 6:44 PM 

Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~errin@unc edu>; 
Janken, Kenneth R <kljanken@email unc edu>; Gless, Dar~yl J 
<glessd@email unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis <lewmargolis@unc edu>; redfield@unc edu 

minutes 
Recap of the meeting docx; docs pdf 

I’ve drafted a smmnap, of tbe meeting (sbould have taken better notes) 

I Ihink I’ll share this with a few crilical p¢opl¢ among thos¢ who coald 
no[ all�rid (Johll McGowan--our hosl!--l’or exalnpl¢) Also, l inay ask a 
few other people to join us Jolm mentioned to me before our meeting, 
for ¢xampl¢. Ihal Jonalhan W¢il¢r in Global Sludies is apparently 
som¢lhillg ol’all exp¢rl on colleg¢ a/hlelics He’s also a good gl~ l 
know pr¢lly well So, I’ll see ifh¢’s inlercslcd lryou have olher 
suggestion,s along those lines let me latow 

1’11 be in touch in vet?, earl?. Januat?, Have a ~tice end of semester in 
fire meantime 

Jay 

PS I also attach tbe PDF of file docs from the        court case, wltich 
I filled "        does " Tile transcript of Ih¢ heating comes oll p 64 
(of 189), so you’ll need to do some scmllhlg if you want to find tbat 
doc in particular The ~x hole tl~tg is an eye-opener But who Ires time 
Io read il all at 111¢ end or a scmcslcr? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday, December I, 201 I 9:36 AM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 
Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu>; Lindsay, Lisa <lalindsa@email unc edu> 

enrolhnents 

Dear C3"nthia/Lloyd/Lisa: 
W¢’vc made what I hope arc our last adjuslmcnls to enrollments for 
spring, and I’ve informed the facult) Lisa and I switched rooms, 
fltough her room holds o~tl?, 198 (not the 220 we’d hoped for) Lisa 
should Ihcrcfor¢ b¢ given a fourlh TA: my 158, now cul back down Io 90, 
should ha~¢ just one grader I           ); Michael Tsin’s 133 has b¢cn 
set at 70, with o~e TA (1 mentioned to him fltat he would keep an .AT, 

Now let’s cross our finget~ -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  9:42 AM 

Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Re: FW: Eligibility: Joint Degree Program and Inter-Institutional C~-ade Transfer 

Seems pretty clear to me that the J DP makes this student’s argument moot The whole point of the JDP is that 
there be ONE maj or; it would not be possible to regard     grades as on a par with "study abroad" grades 
This is a different animal Of course, if the JDP does make it harder for a student to get PBK, and word gets 
around, that may decrease the appeal of the JDP But that’s life 

On 9:17 AM, Wallace, Wanda L wrote: 

From: Cara Engel rmailLo:ceneel(~obk.ora] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:04 PM 
TO: Wallace, Wanda L. 
Subject: FW: Eligibility: Joint Degree Program and Inter-Institutional Grade Transfer 

Hi Warlda, 

received this email from a UNC student- [ will reply to t~im, but with the idea tibet the UNC chapter i~as 

uitimate discretion. I just wanted to give yo~ all the heads up that ! was going to reply from tile nationa! 

office- if he should say that we said anything otherwise, Thanks! 

From: Bill Colella 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:57 AM 
TO: Cara Engel 
Subject: FW: Eligibility: Joint Degree Program and Inter-Institutional Grade Transfer 

From: rmailto: @live.unc.edu] 



Sent= Tuesday, 5:26 AM 
TO= info 
Subject: Eligibility: Joint Degree Program and Inter-Institutional Grade Transfer 

Hello, 

I hope this finds you doing well. It’s my hope in sending this that it can be routed to the 
appropriate person. I’m hoping someone from national can clarify a question I’ve been 
discussing with my school’s chapter. 

I am a first semester      enrolled at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. As a 
sophomore, I committed to doing an undergraduate Joint Degree Program between UNC 
and the Per the cooperative relationship between UNC 
and grades transfer back as graded credit, rather than the pass/fail more commonly 
associated with study abroad. This fact was advertised to me by UNC, but the university 
did not disclose that     grades all courses on a natural curve. 

The issue I’m having is that UNC’s chapter of PBK wants to use both my UNC and 
grades to determine eligibility. Though the UNC chapter does not accept typically accept 
grades from other institutions or transfer grades, the chapter has determined that this is a 
special case. I would be fine with this relationship, as I am currently eligible for first class 
honors through Any average over an A- merits first class honors. Approximately 1 in 
10 students receive honors of any sort. However, grades all courses along a natural 
curve, meaning they use quotas for each letter grade, does not release average 
GPA or other metrics with which I could compare it to UNC, grading on a natural curve 
makes my     grades incomparable with my U NC grades. In effect, I’m competing for a 
spot in UNC’s chapter of PBK with a quarter of my grades judged on a harsher scale. 

The     first class honors cut off is an A- average, while UNC’s PBK chapter - having 
raised the standard multiple times in the last 20 years in response to grade inflation - uses 
3.75.     has no PBK chapter, but the university itself grants honors. 

In short, if UNC’s PBK chapter considered my UNC grades alone, I would be eligible. 
Because they are choosing to include grades from a different university and different 
grading system, the chapter is judging me to be ineligible. When I raised this concern 
about the fairness of including natural curve grades with UNC’s inflated grades with equal 
weight, the UNC PBK contact effectively told me to work harder. The chapter’s position is 
that because the university considers the grades equal, they must as well, and cannot 
grant an exception. 

Are there national standards for eligibility in inter-institutional situations? How should I go 
about addressing the question with my school’s chapter? Their response to date has been 
disappointing and, in my opinion, has unsatisfactorily addressed the question at hand. 

While I wish that I could work harder on my schoolwork, I’ve maintained full-time 
employment and pushed myself well beyond the standard load. Though UNC’s 

major is 10 courses, my program’s major is 20. The school requires 120 hours for 
graduation and I’m on pace to complete 165. The idea that I should work even harder to 



make up for an unfair systemic arrangement struck me as missing the point. 

Thank you for your time and I look forward to hearing your guidance on this situation. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  I0:11 AM 

~email wm edu> 
Re: Information about my plans for graduate study 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjcct: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <ja? smith(a;email uric edu> 

Thursday,                 2:37 P[VI 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Subjcet:Summe~ Research I~ellm~ship 
Date: Ihu           14:20:13 0500 

-Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  5:58 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Hisl Presentation Critique 

-your feedback has been exemplary Great work This is how a writers’ workshop functions, or is 
supposed to function--which I hope you’ll discover for yourself when you write an honors thesis -JS 

On 5:52 PM wrote: 

Your presentation on the Saint Valentine’s Day Massacre was very informative and well-structured (nice use 
of Prezi!). Previous to your presentation, I really did not know that much about this event so it was nice to 
learn more about it. 
explanation for why                                                              the 

be 
, the 
etc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  2:03 PM 

@email unc edu> 

draft 

Chapter II Thesis Draft w edits docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  11:21 PM 

~email unc edu> 

Re: FW: Short-term fellowship announcement: Gimon Collection on French Political 
Economy, Stanford University Libraries 

Aotually, I’mthinkingofapplyingforitmyself! MynewprojectinvolvesNecker But that doesn’t mean I 
couldn’t also write for you And for me this is only a figment of a daydream at the moment We should both 
check out their collection a little bit first .... 

On 9:40 PM wrote: 

Any use applying for this? I certainly will have to think about political economy a bit, even if it’s not the 
major focus on my project (I’ll want, in particular, to think about the commerce debates). Could do it for a 
few weeks after I (hopefully) finish up in France. 

Stanford University Libraries is accepting applications for a short-term research fellowship for 
scholars wishing to use the Gustave Crhnon Collection on French Political Economy, held in the 
Libraries’ Special Collections department The Libraries annually awards stipends of $3000-$5000 
(depending on the length of visit, expected to last from 2 to 4 weeks) in support of research in the 
collections 

The Gimon Collection contains approximately 1000 titles that concentrate broadly on the evolution 
of French economics and politics from the late sixteenth to the mid nineteenth centm’y Because the 
Gimon Collection embodies a broad definition of political economy and because its materials span 
the three centuries from 1550-1850, scholars working in fields as varied as Histo~% Literature, Art 
History, Economics, and Philosophy are invited to apply for an opportunity to work in the 
collection 

The current application deadline is 
to 

The fellowship can be used 

For more detailed information about applying for this short term fellowship, please see: 
htIp:/libra~=staat\~deduidepts/has~g{’~mtct~ e~]ish hlml 
t~://librar~ st:mfi~a] ed~ddcgts,’h~srg,~rnWcfp~rcnchNmJ (inFrench) 

Sarah Sussman 



Curator, French and Italian Collections 
Stanford University Libraries 
Stanford, CA 94305 

tel: 65~ 727 948 I 
fax: 650725 10~8 

ht*r~:/ilib* a* v st anford edts’derlt s&asrg[t rniriindex h*ml 
~ ://sul n o~i zi e bl ogspot corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, December 9, 2011 2:47 PM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu> 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; Perrin, Andrew J 
<andrew~errin@unc edu>; Gless, Darryl J <glessd@email unc edu>; 
redfield@unc edu; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<kljanken@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu>; Tyler 
Curtain <          @gmail corn>; Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu>; Carter, Tim 
<cartert@email unc edu>; Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; McGowan, John 
<jpm@email unc edu> 

Re: update 

Thanks for laking Ih¢ lim¢ Io do Ihis, L¢w Good world And Ihanks Io 
you, Andy, for doing m~other t~vision of fl~e letter 

On 12/9/11 2:17 PM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 
> Several hundred people attended the press colffemnce I disnibuted our statement ainong the large lnedia co~Iingent During the 
qucslions, a reporter from channel 5 ~ fcmnccd our docum¢nl and asked how Ihc increasing s¢gmgalion of mv¢nuc slndcnl-alhl¢l¢s 

> -----Original Message ..... 



coach, il jusl sounds like il has been lumped in 
>> 
>> 4 How will this like adikess the inc+easing segtegarion of wilt have become essenfi~ll? professiotml athletes from tbe fidl 
academic and social life of Ihc univerSily? -- I undersiand wha/is being asked, bul "professional alldeles"?? 
>> 
>> As you know, this letter will evenll~lly sbow up in tlle N&O as well mid I tlmlk it would be wise ffwe took a little mote rime to 
flmlk fltrougb it and be sine the fight message is sent, file right grmmnar used, mid most importmltly - it’s written hi a wa? tlmt we will 
be taken seriously Lcl’s not acl hastily, jusl as we arc suggesting Ihis hiring process may ha~e been handled I realize thai I did not 
attend file fit~t meethlg oftbe facults" group, so ma?be tbe pohlts a~e not as llasrib derhied as I suggest Ma?be l just don’t see tbe 

>> Kevin Guskiewicz, PIID, ATC 
>> Kellan Disthlgn~ished Professor 
>> Chair, Dcpattmcnl oF Exercise and Sport Science Univcrsdy or Nottb C~lrolina a/Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-5175 

>> Kevin Guskiewicz, PIID, ATC 

>> Universily ogNott h Carolina a/Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-5175 

>> -----Origitml Message ..... 

>> Sent: Friday, December 09. 201 I 12:03 PM 
>> To: Pcnin, Andrew J: Smilh. Jay M 

Curtain: ThrMlkill, Jmle F; Carter, Tim; Stepotmiris, Vincas P: McGowan, dolm 
>> Subjccl: RE: URGENT ACTION 

office at about 12:40 it" otbet~ would like to tespolld before I make a fitml cop3" Tllanks 

>> -----Origitml Message ..... 



>> > will be sigrfing, mid some show of force might be lfice, tl/ough not 
>>> csscnlial Jusl acl quickly, since Ihc press conference is scheduled for Ipm TODAY 

>>> Jay Snfith 

>>      Associate Professor and Associate Clmir of Sociolog9 U nive~sit) of North Carolitm - CB#3210, Clmpel Hill, NC 27599- 
3210 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                   6:12 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: FW: Research Ethics course Spring GRAD 

You strike me as pretty ethical, so nah (They’re just trying to drum up business any way they can think of 
And some professional schools, like the B-school, do have such reqs) 

On 12/15/11 4:39 PM, wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
I just got this email. DO I have "ethics training requirements"? DO you know? 

thanks, 

From: bounce-30487502-45827350(~listserv.unc.edu [bounce-30487502-45827350(~listserv.unc.edu] on 
behalf of AndeNon, Violet [vmanders(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:04 PM 
To: history-graduate 
Subject: [history-graduate] Research Ethics course_Spring    _GRAD 

Dear Student- 

Fulfill your ethics training needs and requirements by taking Research Ethics: GRAD This 
one-credit hour interactive course is a collaboration offered by The Graduate School and the 
Philosophy department at UNC Chapel Hill. GRAD    will meet two hours/week for seven 
weeks beginning                Space is limited. A description and syllabus for the course is 
attached for your review. Registration is being handled through the registrar’s office. 

Thank you, 
Les~e Lerea 

Leslie S Lerea ¯ Associate Dean for Student Affairs 

The Graduate School ¯ The University of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

203 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 4010 

(919) 962-6329 ¯ (919) 602-2377 (m) ¯ lerea@unc.edu 

Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu 

<uI> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
history-graduate as: <a href "mailto: ~?email unc edu"~" ~?email unc edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, December 20, 2011 11:37 AM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Fwd: second athletics meeting 

Jan--I meant to type your address in but forgot SortN about that You’re invited, too Please let me know if either 
day can work for you Judging by the early responses, it seems Monday might be the best, but let me know -Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:second athletics meeting 

Date:Tue, 20 Dec 2011 09:22:48 -0500 
From:Jay Smith 

To:Margolis, Lewis ::le~ Inr~g_~!~zd.~j~, John McGowan 2~)~>~(~r~k~c,~u:~, Vin Steponaitis 
~s’~rnail maa; ed ~>, Andrew J Perrin <ar~d~ew_A er~k~@u~z ed ~>, Kevin Guskiewicz 
<~.~sZ~cmail u~c edu>, Kenneth Janken <[<iank~z~c~oa~’ ~mc edu , Silvia Tom~gkov~ 

tomas,: ~)unc edu>, G ess, Daffy J 
jonathan weiler <i,~,ei/er~e~rai/ uric e&~>, se~thalr@crr ai[ unc cdc< W Miles Fletcher 
:2x~ro~’[~yoa~Am~~ ~dcr-, ~i~!i~du, Tyler Cumin 2 )~j:[[~£:_, Jane F 
Thrailkill ikill’~2emr~l~pc/~d,~-’, Iim Carter <~ar~c~r~¢~enmil m~c ed ~> 

The IPI{ seminar room is available to us on the afternoons of Friday, 
Jan. 20 and Monday Jan. 23. We could meet at 3 or 3:30 either day. It 
goes without saying that we’ll never find a time when everyone can come, 
but I’d like to maximize turnout for this second meeting, when we’ll do 
some serious strateglzlng and perhaps think through our "first 
principles."    Let me know if you have strong preferences, or a strong 
aversion to both days. I’ll go back to the drawing board if I need to, 
though if we can get a healthy majority for one of these two, I’ll 
probably go with it. 

Two quick updates, vin Steponaitis and I met a week or so ago to talk 
about the possibility of scheduling some forums (and vin has also since 
met with Jan Boxill); just yesterday we discovered that Tim West and the 
Southern Historical Collection have planned a very big and attractive 
forum on "Big Time Sports: What Needs to Change?" on Feb. 28 at 
5:30 the featured speakers will be Charles Clotfelter, Taylor Branch, 
and Bill Friday. We’ll want to show up in force, I think. Meanwhile, 
vin and I will continue to brainstorm about other possibilities. 
think it’s now clear, in any case, that our group should operate 
parallel to, and independently of, the large public discussions that we 
may nevertheless help to facilitate in the spring term. This is one of 
the things we’ll talk about in January. 

Finally, here’s a tidbit from today’s N&O, a nmnor story certainly, but 
one that suggests that the "culture" issues surrounding the football 
team are far from corrected. 

Let me know about Jan. 20/23. Thanks.    Jay 

PS A few new mei~ers will be ]Olnlng us for the next meeting. If 
you’ve decided, by contrast, that you’d prefer to be left out of the 
e mail roundroblnS, and don’t have time for all this, just let me know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday, Janual"y I, 2012 12:14 PM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; Perrin, Andrew J 
<andrew~3errin@unc edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; McGowan, 
John <jpm@email unc edu>; Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; Tyler Curtain 
<          @gmail corn>; Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email unc edu>; Gless, DanTl J <glessd@email unc edu>; Engel, Jonathan 
<engelj@physics unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu>; Car~er, Tim 
<car:ert@email unc edu>; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; redfield@unc edu; 
Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jeanette M 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; TalberL, Richard J <talber~@email unc edu>; West, Tim 
<timwest@email unc edu> 

second meeting of the ’ad hoc’ group 

Colleagues: I’ve now heard from about half of you on the Jan 20 vs Jan 23 issue, and it now seems clear to 
me that Jan 23 is the better day for our second meeting If you’ve not responded yet, please do let me know if 
you’re planning to come to the meeting, which will be held once again in the seminar room of the IAH (upstairs 
in Hyde Hall) I may send out some materials before the meeting; stay tuned 

There have been several important developments since our first meeting I’ll save most of the details for our 
face-to-face meeting on Jan 23, but you should know that Jan Boxill (copied here, and perhaps also coming to 
our meeting), Vin Steponaitis, John McGowan, Tim West and I have begun to plan a series of "forums" for the 
spring semester You should also know that the idea of a "faculty task force" for athletics reform was floated at 
our first planning meeting, and that this idea was intriguing enough to interest Holden Thorp when Jan later 
mentioned it to him The chancellor himself will attend the second "forum-planning" meeting next Friday If 
anything substantive comes out of that meeting that you should know about before we meet again as a group, I’ll 
be sure to let you know Even if this "faculty task force" comes into being, our group should have a continuing 
and independent existence; we can talk about the hows and whys on the 23rd 

I’m enjoying all the published commentary on issues relevant to our work The Nocera piece from the NYT 
today, which suggests it’s time to pay players a sala~T, is an interesting one For me, however, the key passage 
in that article came in a discussion of the academic hypocrisy now so thoroughly ingrained in the system 
Former Michigan and Columbia president James Duderstadt was refreshingly blunt: 

’Even those who officially "graduate" often do so without getting a real education It is the unspoken scandal 
that permeates college sports, and it is corrosive not j ust for the athletes but also for the entire student body 
"Within two or three weeks of coming to a university, players often find out they are woefully underprepared 
for college work," Duderstadt says "Vel?¢ quickly they give up and major in eligibility They take the cupcake 
courses It is an insidious thing’" 

This is the form of hypocrisy I’m finding it harder and harder to live with 

I’m also inserting a link to an a~icle on "graduation rates," brought to my attention by Richard Southall (who 
will be joining us on Jan 23), whose work in the CSRI provides very valuable basic research on college sports 
The second link takes you to the CSRI data referred to in the article Duderstadt’s comment in the Nocera piece 
aligns with the thrust of the article: graduation rates are probably not the best way to measure educational 
effectiveness with regard to student-athletes 



It’s going to be an exciting semester, I think I look fol~vard to working with you all, and I hope to see most of 
you Jan 23 

Jay 

PS Happy New Year 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                I 1:14 AM 

~live unc edu> 

I hope you had a refresNng holiday" break I’m checkh~g in once again 

(l’ln pt~t~ sut~) if’you’ll t~lrdnd lne of your PID and it’you make room 
h~ your schedule for the     (1 seem to t~ca[1 that you had to drop a 

me know eifl~er 

BeN, 
Jay Smilh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,              2:40 PM 

~email unc edu> 
Re: FW: [grad funding] Phillips Ambassadors scholarship 

yes, definitely worth keeping in mind 

On 12:05 PM, wrote: 

Not for next year, certainly, but maybe something to look into for the year a~er. Obviously I have no idea 
what it’s like, or what it entails, to do archival work in India, but a trip to Pondicherry would certainly add 
some legitimacy to my project. Though I suppose for now I should worry about the French stuff tint... 

Check out the new signature at the bottom. Moving up in the world. 

The Universib/of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: ~. f~_~u L~.~cV~c~unc,edu [~/~ad 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:05 AN 
To: GFaduate School Funding Announcements 
Subject: [gFad_funding] Phillips AmbassadoFs scholaFship 

Graduate Phillips Ambassador 
(ht~p~/~ohillip_~ s_tu~d abroad unc edu/&og_ejgradua!e-phillip_ s-amb assador ) 

The Phillips Ambassadors Program is delighted to offer one Phillips Ambassadors Scholarship on 
the graduate level to: further enrich the overall educational expe~fience of undergraduate Phillips 
Ambassadors by involving one outstanding graduate student who is engaged in research related to 
some aspect of Asian society, culture or histo~N in the program each year; to further integrate the 
program into tbe life of the university by creating a strong link to the community of graduate 
students with interests in Asia; in general support the study of Asia at UNC at all levels 

General ~ide/ines for ,s~/ection: 

¯ The Graduate Ambassador will be a student in a PhD program at UNC-CH who is committed 
to conducting thesis research on some aspect of Asia 

Stipend and dn/ie,s : 

¯ The Graduate Ambassador would receive a stipend of $6500 to support summer travel and 
research in Asia 

¯ The Graduate Ambassador would be expected to assist the Program Academic Director in 
leading the weekend retreats (2-3 days in spring prior to departure to Asia, and 2-3 days in 
the Fall upon return) for the undergraduate Ambassadors 

¯ The Graduate Ambassador would be expected to participate actively in the online discussion 
forum, engaging with, and responding to the comments posted by the undergraduate 
Ambassadors 

¯ During the summer, the Graduate Ambassador would be expected to meet, and stay in 



contact with, undergraduate Ambassadors in the count~?z or sub-region where he/she is 
conducting summer research as practical (This will help to create a direct human link to the 
program in addition to the connection provided by the online discussion forum) 

For summer     research, applications are due                in hard copy to the Study Abroad 
Oft]ce All materials should be submitted together in one packet, attn: Dan Gold (with the official 
transcripts and faculty letter in sealed envelopes): 

Applicants will be asked to submit the following: 

1 A cover letter (1-2 pages) explaining why the student will be able to make a positive 
contribution to the educational expelience of the undergraduate Phillips Ambassadors 

2 A brief (2 page) research proposal, outlining the applicants plans for summer research and 
relating this to his/bet thesis work 

3 Transcripts (Undergraduate and graduate) 
4 Letter of recommendation from thesis advisor 

For any questions please contact: Dan Gold (d_go!d~unc edu), Asia Programs Director, Study 
Abroad Office, Tel: (919) 843-6299 

-- You are currently subscribed to grad funding as:      ?gcmail ~m~ cd~ To unsubscribe send a 
blank email to ~ca~’e-3~?5~2~-2~9742~2~cce7(~25c~f19~9h95cd7c‘~b94[c~66~[ists~r~un~ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Samrday,                I 1:02 AM 

~gmail com> 
Re: HIST 

Keept~ymgto legister over the nexX t~ o dws Kyou’m not signed up 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                I 1:3g AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu>; Hagemann, Karen <hagemann@unc edu>; 
Mclntosh, Terence V <terence mcintosh@unc edu> 

I’d apprecial¢ il ireach oryou could lake a look al Ih¢ file of 

diplomacy Thanks -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,               3:10 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Anderson, Violet <vmanders@email unc edu> 

Statement of Progress Toward Degree docx 

not to blaine [ As Violet knows, 1 cafft be trusted with aW form lmvmg 
to do with a grad strident rm attaclthlg it here now, but can bring h~ 
a lmt~l cop3" tomormw if needed 



Statement of Progress Toward Degree 
The Department now requires that all ABD students employed as Teaching Assistants 

file with the DGS, no later than the first day of final exams, a short statement (a) specifying 
the progress that has been made toward degree during that semester and (b) signed by the 
student’s advisor. Receipt and approval of these statements is a sine qua non for further 
support by the Department. 

STUDENT’S NAME: 

SEMESTER: Fall 

STATEMENT OF PROGRESS TOWARD DEGREE FOR THIS SEMESTER: 
(If you like, you may attach your statement to this form) 

I spent the fall semester of     in France doing research for my dissertation. I was not 
employed by the University during this time, but I will be returning to TA in the spring of 

ADVISOR’S SIGNATURE: JAY M. SMITH 
(if your advisor is away from campus, he or she may email approval to the DGS) 

RETURN TO THE DIRECTOR OF GRADUATE STUDIES, NO LATER THAN THE FIRST 
DAY OF FINAL EXAMS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               9:07 AM 

Owre, Maximilian P <owre@email uric edu> 
Re: FW: Honor Court Case: 

Wow Can’t say I’m surprised, but wow Does this make you feel just a wee bit better that you nailed him? 

On 8:45 AM, Owre, Maximilian P wrote: 

Hello Jay, 
I can only assume that the hearing last night did not go in my student’s favor. Please note below the email 
sent by the girlfriend to    (TA) and my response to     I forward this to you so you are aware of this. 
I’ll keep you in touch, let me know if you have any advice beyond that which I’ve given 
Best, 
Max 

Maximilian Owre, PhD 
Associate Director, Program in the Humanities and Human Values 
Lecturer, History 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Owre, Maximilian P 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:30 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Honor Court Case: 

This is unbelievable and ridiculous. 
You simply ignore this for now. You are completely insulated against this in any case because you were not 
the one who found her name. Regardless of anyLhing, we did not bring any charges, the school did. 
I’ll speak to people in the department and get back to you. 
Best, 
Max 

Maximilian Owre, PhD 
Associate Director, Program in the Humanities and Hun]an Values 
Lecturer, History 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, January 10, 2012 8:23 AM 
TO= Owre, Maximilian P 
Subject= Fwd:             Honor Court Case: 

Did you get one of these too? Not sure how I need to proceed 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 



Resent-From: 
From: ’ 
Date: 
TO: ’ 

Subject: 

~x~liv¢ u ~c edu> 
_¢¢email ~ln:: cdu> 

1:28:01 EST 

Honor Court Case: 

My name is              and I am writing on behalf of              regarding a 
maliciously plagiarism claim you recently made against him Due to the decision 
regarding this case plans to make a civil claim against you and your 
false and malicious actions 

Best Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               1:33 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: HIST 

chance 

On 

No, you can just come to class Thursday Check out the Sakai site (for the syllabus) when you get a 
-JS 

1:30 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

My name is             , and I just enrolled in your course. It was closed, and I couldn’t make it to sit 
in today (Tuesday) so I just wanted to check with you to see if there was anything I needed to do before 
the next class Thursday. Is there a required recitation with this course that I should sign up for and is there 
anything particular on the syllabus that I should know before the next class? I look forward to meeting you 
Thursday. 

Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,               2:42 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: HIST 

On       2:33 PM,                     wrote: 
> ProL Smith. 

> 1 have been having trouble finding classes and just tegisteled for your History 
you gave today" Is there at~ tfihtg that 1 ~rtissed or a swllabus flint I need to go over? 

> That~k you, 
> 

> 

class, fl~emfote I have missed tbe first lecture that 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               8:59 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: meeting up and 

rll tlN Sakai momentarily Since I haven’t finalized the list for your grads, better wait on those for now But if 
you feel strongly about any particular book, let me know 

In general, Wednesdays are pretty good for me In t~act, if you’d like to agree on, say, lpm as a time, I can tell 
you right now that the following Wednesdays will work for sure: 

For the other weeks, we might need to get creative ! have brief windows between afternoon classes on Tues 
and Thurs And there will surely be a few Mondays or Fridays when I know I’ll be coming in We’ll figure it 
out If you’d like to find a little time on Thursday this week, I’ll tray to work around you 

Jay 

On 8:06 PM, Nicole Bauer wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Cla~s was fun today. DO you mind adding me on Sakai so I could see the syllabus? Trying to get the books 
and they’re not all at the bookstore. Also, which were the four books that you wanted to have us grad 
students read? I know one was Char[ier and one was Furet. 
And when is a good time to meet up? You mentioned Wednesdays? That would work for me. Anyway, I’ll 

talk to Violet about getting into your French rev class. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, JanuatT I I, 2012 8:09 AM 

< @yahoo corn> 

Re: Fw: Sylabus 

Hi stot’y Sp~ing 2012 doc 

Are you registered for the course yet? If so, you’ll find all the course materials on Sakai, under the "Resources" 
tab In case not, though, here it is -JS 

On 5:11 AM, wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith: 

This is from , Please send me the Syllabus as soon as you can Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, 9:28 AM 

~live unc edu> 

you’re in Ihc I’ll add you to Sakai .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, 9:30 AM 

~live unc edu> 
again 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,                 9:39 AM 

Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu> 
Re: 

On 9:26 AM. Wallace, Wanda L wml¢: 
>HiJW, 

is now e~olled mid I lowered your et~rollment 
>To27 

Tlmt~ks 
Wanda 

-----Original Message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 9:51 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Thesis Titles 

--if you can’t get a copy of the Loyseau, let me know this AM I’ll leave a copy for you to pick up at the 
desk of Joy Jones, the departmental secreta~T whose desk is out fl-ont in the middle of the histo~7/office 

On 9:49 AM, Ms wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

Professor Whalen wanted us to send our advise~ our thesis and chapter titles. I’ve attached them. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,                 3:20 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: HIST    - Old Regime Textbook 

Deay unlucky soul: 
Don’t woro" about it You cmt catch up when fire book arrives (Tbe 
lexl is only aboul 18 pages long) -JS 

On         1:09 PM,               wrote: 
> Professor Smilh, 

> 1 ant one of tbe mdu cks" souls who was not able to acquire a cop3" of tbe 
>/Tbe Old Regime and fire Frm~ch Revolution/by Baker for class on 
> Thursday (1 ordered it online yesterday but it will not come in until 
> Flidw) 

> I k~ow you said to nol loose an} sleep over iL bul please lel me know 
> if there is some olher way for me Io gel Ihe reading done by Iomorrow 

> Thank you! l will see you in class tomorrow 

> UNC Chapel Hill Class or 

JW M Smith 
Department of Histot3 
U niversits" of Notflt Carohim at Clmpel Hill 
jaysmilh~a email uric edu 
919-962-3949 
919-962-1403 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 3:21 PM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: syllabus 

I’ll b¢ hcr¢ 

> should do 

>> Sul~ject: s)llabus 

Jay M Smilh 
Dcpartmcnl of Hislot) 
U niversits" of Norkh Caroliim at Clmpel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 3:22 PM 

~gmail com> 

Re: tomorrow 

son3 lforgo }o l’llbcaro nd~igh allcro rdcp mooing, hich 
will likely elld zuoulld 4:30 or so Will tlmt work? 

On 1:18 PM wrote: 
>Jay, 
> 

> A~e you around today? I am going to be on czunpus for a little bit this 

> O11 Mon, al 1 I: 17 PM. @gn/ail corn 

for TAing and oflter tlmtgs, and figmred I might stop by 
b~icfl) o alk comps s rrir>o ’re in 

Jay M Smllh 
Department of Histot?, 
Univ¢rslly of Norlh Carolina at Chap¢l Hill 
ia3 s~mth@enmil uric edu 
919-962-3949 
919-962-1403 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,                 3:22 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Tomorrow Histo~ay 

Nopc, no reading I’lljusl be I¢cluring 

On I/I 1/2012 2:09 PM wrolc: 
> Professor Smith, 
> l am a strident of your History class and I noticed on the s) llabus 

> ages" :rod I was just wondering does tltis correspond to a ~eading? 

Jay M Smilh 
Department of Histop, 
Univ¢rsily of Norlh Carolina at Chap¢l Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,                 3:24 PM 

~email unc edu> 
Re: Loyseau 

I’ll let you in if you promise to slay! Aclually, you should 
e-nmil Wanda Wallace at allace@enmil uric edu to let her latow tlmt I’ve 

She’ll need your PID, ~mybe some oflter info 1’11 let her latow to 
expect your e-mail -JS 

On         3:15 PM,               wrote: 
> Professor Smith, 

> I wasin your HIST    and I nc¢d Io gcl back in I was in Ihc class as 
> of about an hour ago but I dropped becmlse I tbought I needed a 

> *Front:* javsntith@enmil uric edu Ijavsntith@enmil uric edu] 

> *Subject:* Loyseml 

Jay M Smilh 
Department of Histot5 
Univ¢rsily of Norlh Carolina at Chap¢l Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,                 3:25 PM 

Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu> 

Hi Wanda: 
Could you please add to the Hist 
cmailing you soon wilh h¢rPID Thanks -Jay 

? She’ll be 

Jay M Smilh 
Department of Histot?, 
U niversits" of Norkh Caroliim at Clmpel Hill 

ia) sirdth@enmil uric edu 
919-962-3949 

919-962-1403 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 3:27 PM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: Loyseau reading for ~ class 

Malloiy: Dofft worN about it, but coine for fl~e dism~ssion 

Ja?, M Snfith 
Department of Histot5 

Univ¢rsily of Norlh Carolina al Chap¢l Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,                 5 : 17 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Baker Book 

¯ -b¢sl b¢l would b¢ Io order onlin¢, probably D¢livet3 would be 
~aster and it ram." even be cheaper -J S 

PS Did you pick up the class since Tuesda? ? 

On 4:03 PM, wrole: 
> Dear Professor Snfiflk 
> 
> M) nmne is and I am sending you an e-mail to let you know 
> thai I also do nol have a cop3 oflh¢ Kedh Micha¢l Bak¢r book/The Old 
> Regime and the French Revolution h~eeded for class I was able to find 
> il on google books in ord¢r Io read the s¢cfion for class tomorrow DO 
> you know if/\~ hen Ih¢ book will be available in Ih¢ sludcnl slor¢, or 

Jay M Smilh 
Department of Histot) 
U~flversits" of North Carolhm at Clmpel Hill 

ia? s~mth@enmil uric edu 
919-962-3949 

919-962-1403 (~lx) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, 6:42 PM 

~live unc edu> 
@email unc edu> 

Re: Loyseau 

Indeed I was going to put Loyseau in your boxes today I had them copied, but then a long, longer, longest 
department meeting this afternoon distracted me and I forgot to put them in your mailboxes Will do so by 
about 10AM tomorrow Read the text if you can, but don’t worry if you can’t You’ll both want to read Loyseau 
at some point, though, trust me -Jay 

On 6:36 PM, wrote: 

Dear Prof. Smith, 

Were you going to leave me a copy of the texL in my mailbox? I checked when I got off work this af[ernoon 
and there wasn’t anything in there. Please advise. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 9:21 PM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: tomorrow 

On 8:43 PM, wrote: 

Yeah, I was at racquetball when you sent your email; got back to Hamilton around 5:05, so might 
have just missed you When are your office hrs? 

On Wed             at 7:33 PM, Jay Smith <~srrdlh.f2,cm~;! ut~c cd~x> wrote: 
Did I miss you today? Sorry for all the confusion this week I’ll be in tomorrow morning for 
office hours And will have a bit of time between classes around 2ish 

On 1:18 PM, wrote: 

Jay, 

Are you around today? I am going to be on campus for a little bit this afternoon 

On Mon, at 11:17 PM, 
Jay, 

How about Wednesday? I think I’m gonna be in Durham all day tomorrow 

On Mon, at 8:00 AM, Jay Smith "qiaysmi~h~=emai! tmc~dLl> wrote: 
I’m not planning to be on campus today I could meet tomorrow around 

I 0, or between classes around 2 Or Wednesday sometime 

On 5:36 PM, wrote: 

Hey Jay, 



Are you going to be on campus at all tomorrow? I have to be in for 
TAing and other things, and figured I might stop by briefly to talk 
comps stuffif you’re in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 9:24 PM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: HIST    enrollment 

-I’m afraid I already have more than I can handle There are several great histo~ courses with seats still 
available, including: 565 (Civil War), 276 (Modern Middle East), 292-003 (Gender in South Asia, taught by an 
exciting new member of the faculty), and (I think) 226 (Histo~?~ of Rome, by one of our most popular profs ) 

Jay Smith 

On 9: I I PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I am a      set to graduate in May and I only need one history course to complete the 
major I would love to take your course but Connect Carolina says its closed Is there any chance 
of me being able to enroll in your class? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,               2:34 PM 

Anderson, Violet <vmanders@email uric edu> 
Re: [histo~-t~aculty] File for 

not I 

On 10:01 AM, Anderson, Violetwrote: 

It appears the 

anyone borrow it? 

Thanks! 

file has decided it belongs somewhere other than my filing cabinet. Did 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
histo~?~-faculty as: <a hre~"mailto:iavsmith@email unc edu">iavsmith@email unc edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,                 9:12 PM 

~live uric edu> 
Re: Histo~ay Reading for tomorrow 

--I sent an email about this last week I’ve uploaded a new version of the syllabus, with the link restored 
(to another site) You should use that link -JS 

On I 1:52 AM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I tried to open the link for the Pico della Mirandola, "Oration on the Digni~ of Man," at the website you gave 
us on the syllabus: httD://Dublic.wsu.edu/Nwldciv/world civ reader/world civ reader 1/Dico.html 

The website has b~en deleted, but I have found other websites with copies of portions of the reading. Do 
we n~ed to find the full thirty page text or are the first seven paragraphs of the reading ok for us to read? 

Here are some of the versions of the text I found: 

Are either of these e×ceptab]e to read for our class tomorrow? 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 9:40 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Glasses and a quick correction 

yes, yours 

On 74J PM wrote: 

HiJay, 

I believe that the glasses youfound weremine. They have gold hea~s on the sides? I will be going by there 
soon tosee but Ijust wanted to let you know thatI believe they aremine. 

Thank you, 

Sent: Thursday,              2:02 PM 
Subject: Glasses and a quick correction 

To: All Participants 

From:Jay Smith 

Histo~7 
Someone left a pair of glasses in lecture today the glasses can be retrieved from the Histo~7 
department main office on the 5th floor of Hamilton hall 

Also, it has come to my attention that the link to the first reading--Pico della Mirandola’s Oration 
on the Dignity of Man--was not working properly I have since uploaded a new version of the 
syllabus to the Sakai site You’ll find the new and improved link there --JS 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST " site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: ~I[ST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 9:41 PM 

~gmail com> 

Re: abstract 

forgot to attach 

On 8:55 PM, wrote: 

How does this abstract look? I’ll probably go over it for wording again tomorrow (I have to submit 
of the 15th, and am, according to Karen, basically guaranteed a spot), but does it sound exciting 
and interesting enough? I must admit, I feel a lot less excited coming back to the project than I did 
when I was writing it 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, January 16, 2012 9:53 PM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrewperrin@unc edu>; Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; 
Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; garel, Paul B <paul farel@med unc edu>; 
Engel, Jonathan <engelj@physics uric edu>; Talbert, Richard J 
<talbert@email unc edu>; Tyler Curtain <          @gmail tom>; Thrailkill, Jane F 
<tldll@unc edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu>; Gless, Darryl J 
<glessd@email unc edu>; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; redfield@unc edu; 
Carter, Tim <cavtert@email unc edu>; McGowan, John <jpm@email unc edu>; Boxill, 
Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Jan 23 meeting on athletics 

Sonleone do lne the favor of responding "reply-all" to tltis message so 

Tlos is a quick reminder (with lnme details to follow by the end of the 
week) Ihat we’re scheduled to meet Jan 23, 3:00-4:30pm in Ih¢ upslairs 
semitmr mmn of Hyde Hall We’ll have quite a few tlitngs to 
discuss--hlcludhlg a pmhirt0mt~ "statement of principles" and plaits for 
a ~leully forum on sludcnl-alhlclcs in Ihc classroom--so make every 

Ja?, Slrtith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 11:05 PM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: Guest, french revolution 

if you find the chair 

On 9:59 PM, wrote: 

Yeah, I actually thought of that too I was thinking I could grab a chair fl-om another room and he 
could sit on the side? The problem is that I’m only in one histo~ay class this this semester 

On at 9:27 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Ordinarily I’d say yes, no problem, but I’m worried about our chair situation We’re 
awfully squinched in this room Are there other classes you could take him to? 

On 3:36 PM, wrote: 

Professor, 

Do you think it would be aMght if I brought a fl-iend to class tumo~+ow? 
He’s looking to transfer to UNC next semester as a histo~’y major 

Thank you! 

PID: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, i              9:11 AM 

_~email.unc.edu> 

Re: dissertation committee 

Did I ever respond? I can make Friday. -JS 

On ;:08 PM, wrote: 

Professors, 

Based on the responses that I have received so far the general consensus seems to be that Friday afternoon 
after 2pro is best. Are there any objections to Friday, Jan 20th at 3:00? If this works for everyone I will go 
ahead and set up a room. 

Thank you all again, 

From: Reid, Donald M. 
Sent: Monday, 11:15 AM 
TO: Smith, Jay ~ 
Ce~ Jarausch, Konrad H; Hagemann, Karen; Browning, Christopher R 
Subject~ RE: " " dissertation committee 

Hi 

I cannot do early afternoon on Wednesday. 

Don 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Monday, 11:13 AM 
To: 
Cc: Jarausch, Konrad H; Hagemann, Karen; Browning, Christopher R; Reid, Donald M. 
Subject: Re:        dissertation committee 

I can do early afternoon Wed or Fri Not Tues -JS 

On 10:09 PM, ~ wrote: 

Professors, 

First off, my apologies for sending this out so late. I was consulting with Professor Jarausch 
about my progress on my dissertation at the end of last semsster and had planned to send 
this email shortly before Christmas. Indeed, I thought I had, and then began a family 
vacation where my access to email was fairly limited. Surprised by what I thought to be a lack 
of response over the break I was preparing another email to broach the subject again, when I 
discovered that I had simply saved a draft email on the 22nd rather than actually sending it. 

That said, attached to this you will find my 18 month report on the progress that I am making 
in my dissertation. It is attached in three formats - a .docx which should be compatible with 
all recent versions of MS Word, an "old fashioned" .doc which should be compatible with all 
older versions of Word, and a .pdf which should be readable - but not able to be edited - by 
any computer. They are all identical and the various formats are included only to make sure 



that everyone can read it. 

I would like Lo schedule a Lime someLime nex-L week (between Jan. 16 and Jan. 20) when we 
can siL down Lo discuss my projecL, using the report as a sLarting poinL. This coming Friday, 
Lhe 13Lh, would also be an option, although I undersLand thaL thaL is uncomfortably soon. 

Based on a few inquiries I made in mid-december, Lhe early afLernoon on eiLher Tuesday, 
Wednesday, or Friday appears LO be the easiest Lime for most Lo work with. My single conflicL 
is Lhat I have recitaLion secLions from 11am LO 2pm on Fridays, but from 2pro on I am free. 
WhaL times would be mosL convenienL for you, and which would be absoluLely impossible? 

I undersLand thaL this is a biL sudden, due to my email-based misLake, and apologize for iL. If 
anyone can noL make it because of Lhis I certainly understand and would be more than happy 
to meet with you privately, as your schedule permits. 

Thank you all again for the time you have spent with me shaping this projecL, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               9:15 AM 

~live unc edu> 

Re: independent graduate study 

-sorry for the late response I was out of tuwn for a few days, and I’m scrambling to catch up I really, 
really hate to pose problems for you, but I just can’t possibly do an independent study this semester In fact, I’m 
trying to eliminate them altogether The good news is that I’m teaching a grad course (either old regime France 
or old regime Europe, I have not decided yet) next fall, so there will be at least one other opportunity for you to 
take a course and compile a reading list with me This semester is shaping up to be the craziest in years, 
though, and I couldn’t possibly add another obligation to my plate Happy to talk later about the fall course if 
you’d like 

Jay Smith 

On 12:28 AM, wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I’m a I st year histu~’y PhD student studying milita~3z histu~’y under Wayne Lee, and I focus on 
colonial new world/early modem Europe, in particular France and lEngland (eg French and Indian 
Wars, borderlands) After talking with                           , they highly recommended 
getting in touch with you about the possibility of undertaking an independent study on early 
modem Europe this semester since there isn’t anything offered on the subject and they spoke ve~3~ 
highly of your work on early modem France While I don’t have my specific dissertation topic yet, I 
would love to be able to learn more particularly on the 17th and 18th centuries, though I am also 
interested in bringing my knowledge of either end of that period (I 5th- 16th c, napoleon, etc) up a 
bit as well to connect it into the things I have studied more recently (medieval histu~’y, French Wars 
of Religion) and to prepare for a comp in early modern europe/milita~ay I would certainly be able 
to talk more with you about specific topics either through email or at an appointment, but first I 
wanted to check to see if you would be available and willing to direct me in readings I’m sure you 
are very busy, and so I would ve~ay much appreciate any little time you would be able to give me for 
suggeshng books Thank you ve~’y much for your help 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               2:30 PM 

Payne, Sandra S <payne@email unc edu> 

Sandi--I’ll take the paper Thanks -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               5:29 PM 

Whisnant, Anne Mitchell <AnneWhisnant@unc edu> 

Schoonmaker, Nancy G <nancys@email unc edu>; Kent, Adam S <akem@unc edu>; 
~live unc edu> 

Re: your new exhibit 

In t~act, it’s probably time to do a large-ish "feature" to take the place of the Wayne Lee thing (which I assume is 
still on the home page--haven’t visited in a few weeks) Maybe we should talk about how to frame this piece on 
the Parkway 

Jay 

On 3:42 PM, Whisnant, Anne Mitchell wrote: 

http://uncnews.unc.edu/content/view/5025/73/ 

From: Schoonmaker, Nancy G 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:40 PM 
To: Whisnant, Anne Mi~cheil 
Cc: Smith, Jay M; Kent, Adam S; 
Subject: your new exhibit 

I heard about this on the radio this morning, and would LOVE to put something about it on the 
History Department web site Could you steer us to some infom~ation, please? 

Much appreciated, 

Nancy Gray Schoonmaker 
nancvs(-a) email unc edu 
552 Hamilton Hall, CB#3195 
9199621109 
fax 919962 1403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               5:39 PM 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu>; Lindsay, Lisa <lalindsa@email unc edu> 

Fwd: Independent Study with Eve Duffy 

Hi Kathleen: 
I think this one is in your bailiwick I’m copying Lloyd and Lisa, though, because we had a conversation about 
this velN issue a couple of months ago If I remember correctly, we agreed that, as a rule, "fixed-term" faculty 
should not direct independent studies But adjunct faculty with some degree of permanence (like Eve Duffy and 
Anne Whisnant) may tMI into a different category I’ve forgotten Lloyd? Lisa? -Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Independent Study with Eve Duf’t’y 

Date:Tue, 15:36:45 -0500 
From: _ ~live unc edu> 

To:Smith, Jay M <iaysmith~?email unc edu> 

Good afternoon Dr. Smith, 

I hope you had a wonderful MLK weekend and are looking forward to the week ahead. I am emailing you in hopes of 

working with Eve Dully this semester in an independent study. Dr. Dully and I have spoken about this possibility, and 

ou r only concern was as Eve is a "non-regular" member of the department, structuring an independent study might not 

be possible. 

I hope we can work this out, and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 

UNC Class of 

@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               9:29 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: office hours 

Sure, the lights are an ongoing experiment We’ll go brighter next time Also, happy to talk after class 
on Thursday -JS 

On 8:49 PM, 

Dear Professor Smith, 

Hello! I’m 

wrote: 

(call me though) from your History    class on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays. I was wondering if you were free to talk with me after class on 
Thursday on how we should be reading The Burgermeister’s Daughter. So far I really like 
it, but I’d like to get a feel for what kind of notes I should be taking while I read. 

I’m sorry I can’t make it to your office hours, I have to work at that time on most weeks. 

I’ve really enjoyed class today! If you don’t mind, do you mind keeping the lights a little brighter next 
class? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, JanuatT 18, 2012 2:08 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D <tiffanyclarke@unc edu> 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu>; Andrews, William L 
<wandrews@unc edu> 

Re: Arts and Sciences G~ants for InterdisciplinalT Initiatives 

I’m afraid there were no written evaluations of the proposals I’d be happy to talk about general impressions, 
though Perhaps we can chat briefly next week, Richard (I think I’m seeing you on the 23rd, no?) -Jay Smith 

On 1/18/12 10:07 AM, Clarke, Tiff’any D wrote: 

Hi Richard, 

Thanks for your email. I did not participate in the committee deliberations last year 
and am personally unaware of whether formal or informal written evaluations were 
produced as part of the review process. I am copying Jay Smith (chair of review 
committee last year and this year) and Bill Andrews {Sr, Assoc, Dean overseeing this 
project) with the expectation that at least one of them wif! be able to address your 
qaestion below, 

Kind regards, 
Tiff 

From: Southall, Richard Michard 
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2012 9:25 AM 
TO: Clarke, Tiffany D 
Subject: Arts and Sciences Grants for Interdisciplinan/Initiatives 

Tiffany, 

I hope you enjoyed a great holidays and your new year is off to a good start. 

Having received the call for proposals for this year’s "Arts and Sciences Grants for Interdisciplinary 

Initiatives," I wanted to contact you and see if there was any written feedback regarding the 

proposal we submitted last year that we could reference as we develop this year’s proposal. Since 

our proposal was not funded last year, we wanted to make sure we correct any identified 

deficiencies, in order to make our proposal more competitive this year. 

If the reviewers did not offer any written remarks or identify any deficiencies, we’ll still reevaluate 

our proposal for last year and submit a more competitive proposal this year, but we thought it 

prudent to contact you to see if there might be some information in our file from last year that we 

could use moving forward. 

Thanks, in advance, for checking on this for us. 



Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - Collese Sport Research institute 

Woollen Hal! 203C 

Office - 929.962-3507 
Cel! - 

Fax - 929.962-6235 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www cs: conference oH: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, January 20, 2012 12:02 PM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
<gus@email unc edu> 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrewperrin@unc edu>; Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; 
Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; Farel, Paul B <paul farel@med unc edu>; 
Engel, Jonathan <engelj@physics unc edu>; Talbert, Richard J 
<talbert@email unc edu>; Tyler Curtain <          @gmail corn>; Thrailkill, Jane F 
<tkill@unc edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu>; Gless, Dar@ J 
<glessd@email unc edu>; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; redfield@unc edu; 
Carter, Tim <cartert@email unc edu>; McGowan, John <jpm@email unc edu>; Weiler, 
Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu>; Southall, Richard Michard 
<southall@email unc edu> 
Jan 23 meeting on athletics 

1-23-12 Athletics Meeting agenda docx; Statement of principles Jan 23 2012 doc 

Colleagmes: 

Jan 23 (3pro in the upstait~ semhmr room at H?de Hall) The second is 

refine (We’ll also need to decide wlmt, exactly, to do with said 

mpufifeedback front m’elyone M? tlmnks, though, to Lew mtd And? for 
responding to m? first draft I’ve included nm~> of their suggesfiot~s 

Finally--iny apologies for lea’,’ing a few of you out of m3 Monday leminder 
e-nmil I was acting quic!dy and on the basis of fault3" memo~) 1 
*tnlst* flint 1 lmve ever)one now lfm~> of you know of hidhiiduals 

us, feel free to slmre this e-mail wifll them Don’t broadcast it to 

targeted invitatiol~s me a good idea 

I look for~ ard to continuing the conversation Mollday -Ja~" 

On 1/16/12 10:03 PM. Boxill, Jeanel/e M wrote: 
>Hi Ja?, 



> Subjecl: Jan 23 re�cling on a/hlelics 

> Dear colleagn~es: 
> Someone do me Ih¢ favor OF responding "reply-all" Io [his message so 
> Iha/I don’l lulv¢ Io rcconsl~ucl Ihe lisl again Thanks Now for 

> This is a quick reminder (wilh more delaJls Io Follow by Ih¢ end OF Ih¢ 
> week) flint we’le scheduled to meet Jml 23, 3:004:30pm in the upstairs 
> seminar room oFHyd¢ Hall We’ll have quilt a Few Ihings Io 
> discuss--h~cNdh~g a pielilmlmt) "statement of principles" mid pimps for 

> effoil to come it" you can 

> discussion tlfis Wednesda?, 12-1pro, h~ the U mvet~ils" Room of Hyde Hall 
> Jan Boxill will be discussing "Sporls as a Public Fontm For Elhics " IF 

> is provided--so act quickl? : go to parrcenter uric edu to make your 
> lesetn’afion Tlits is the lust in a series of fonlms/pubIic discussiol~s 

> Jay Smilh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday, Janua~2¢ 2 I, 2012 I I : I 0 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Perrin, Andrew J <andrewperrin@unc edu>; Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; 
Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; Farel, Paul B <paul farel@med unc edu>; 
Engel, Jonathan <engelj@physics unc edu>: Talbert, Richard J 
<talbert@email unc edu>; Tyler Curtain <          i@gmail corn>; Thrailkill, Jane F 
<tkill@unc edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu>; Gless, Dan2A J 
<glessd@email unc edu>; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; redfield@unc edu; 
Ca~er, Tim <cartert@email unc edu>; McGowan, John <jpm@email unc edu>; Boxill, 
Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Re: Jan 23 meeting on athletics 

FYI In addition to a new Nocera piece in today’s NYThnes, there’s tltis: 

On 1/16/12 9:53 PM, Jay Smithwrote: 
> Dear colleagmes: 
> Someone do me the favor of ~esponding "reply-all" to tltis message so 
> Iha/I don’l lulve Io rcconsl~ucl Ihe lisl again Thanks Now for 

> This is ,’1 qhick reminder (wilh more delails Io Follow by Ihe end of 
> the week) tlmt we’re scheduled to meet Jmr 23, 3:00-4:30pro in the 
> upstairs semhiar room of IIyde IIail We’ll lm~ e qhite a few tlthigs to 

> for a facadt) fonnn on staldent-athletes ht the classroom--so make 

> discussion Ihis Wednesday, 12- Ipm, hi Ihe Universdy Room of Hyde 
> Hall Jan Boxill will be discussing "Sporls as a Public Forum for 
> Ethics" ffyou’d like to come, you’ll need to nmke a ~eservation b) 

> fonnns/public discussions on sports issues fltis spring tlmt should 

> Jay Smilh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, January 23, 2012 12:20 PM 

Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; McGowan, John <jpm@email unc edu>; Boxill, 
Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; West, Tim <timwest@email unc edu> 

Fwd: Re: UNC, NCAA, etc 

Boom! That didn’t take long And no honorarium Andperhapssomeforthcomingpublicityifwewantit-- 
though we’ll want to talk about whose "face" to present to the public if it comes to that More later today 

Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: UNC, NCAA, etc 

Date:Mon, 23 Jan 2012 11:59:46 -0500 

To:Jay Smith ~lgt~.Zsrlg~l_~:_:?’,,erl~aiLuncedu 

i am definitely interested. Judge Orr mentioned this to me. I would also love to know more about 
what you folks are doing at UNC. I had originally asked about an honorarium, but in truth, I might 
wind up writing about what you folks are doing, so let’s keep money off the table. 

On Mon, Jan 23, 2012 at 11:48 AM, Jay Smith <i~-~ sr~it~’~em~il mc edu> wrote: 
Dear Mr Nocera: 
rm a faculty member at UNC-Chapel Hill, and for the past few months some like-minded colleagues and I 
have been agitating for reforms in the LrNC athletics program (and, in our dreams, the NCAA) This morning 
judge Robert Orr, whom you know through the               case, let me know that you might be open to 
the idea of coming to Chapel Hill at some point in the next few months to give a talk and/or participate in a 
discussion about big-time college athletics The issue is very much in the air at UNC, and this semester is 
shaping up to be an exciting one for the reform-minded among us (And we’re not simply a bunch of cranks-- 
our chancellor, AD, and chair of the faculty are ve~’y interested in what we’re doing) It would be great to add 
you to our roster of events this term At this point I have nothing concrete to propose, but I wanted to check 
with you first to see if this is indeed something you’d be interested in It" so, could you perhaps indicate a few 
open dates? I’ll get busy organizing if you give me the green light (I’ve been enjoying your recent Times 
columns, by the way) 

Best, 
Jay M Smith 
Professor of Hi story 

Joe Nocera 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 (office) 

~cell) 

~n~?ib corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, January 23, 2012 2:22 PM 

West, Tim <timwest@email unc edu> 
Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; McGowan, John <jpm@email unc edu>; Boxill, 
Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Re: UNC, NCAA, etc 

Isn’t that spring break week? I’m afraid it might be Maybe the following week? 

On 1/23/12 2:15 PM, West, Tim wrote: 

Big-Time College Sports: What Needs to Change? 
A Conversation with V~lliam C. Friday, Taylor Branch, and 
Chades T. Clotfelter 
A panel discussion featuring three of the 

this issue, currently so impor[ant to American 
higher education. Pulitzer prize-winner Taylor 
Branch is the author of "/7~c, 
/�ix(? and/mm~lc,nt Fall of the’ NLHA. Charles 
T. Clotfelter’s most recent hook is Z71Z, Time 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Bent: Honday, January 23, 2012 12:20 PH 
To: Steponaitis, Vincas P; HcGowan, John; Boxill, Jeanette N; West, Tim 
Subject: Fwd: Be: UNC, NCAA, etc. 

Boom! That didn’t take long And no honorarium And perhaps some forthcoming publicity if 
we want it--though we’ll want to talk about whose "face" to present to the public if it comes to that 
More later today 

Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: UNC, NCAA, etc 

Date:Mon, 23 Jan 2012 11:59:46 -0500 
From:Joe Nocera <nocera~?nvtimes corn> 

To:Jay Smith <iaysmith(T~email unc edu> 



i am definitely interested. Judge Orr mentioned this to me. I would also love to know 
more about what you folks are doing at UNC. I had originally asked about an honorarium, 
but in truth, I might wind up writing about what you folks are doing, so let’s keep money off 
the table. 

On Mon, Jan 23, 2012 at 11:48 AM, Jay Smith <iavsmith(a)email unc edu> wrote: 
Dear Mr Nocera: 
I’m a faculty member at UNC-Chapel Hill, and for the past few months some like-minded 
colleagues and I have been agitating for reforms in the UNC athletics program (and, in our dreams, 
the NCAA) This morning judge Robert Orr, whom you know through the Devon Ramsay case, let 
me know that you might be open to the idea of coming to Chapel Hill at some point in the next few 
months to give a talk and/or participate in a discussion about big-time college athletics The issue 
is ve~7 much in the air at UNC, and this semester is shaping up to be an exciting one for the reform- 
minded among us (And we’re not simply a bunch of cranks--our chancellor, AD, and chair of the 
faculty are ve~7 interested in what we’re doing) It would be great to add you to our roster of events 
this term At this point I have nothing concrete to propose, but I wanted to check with you first to 
see if this is indeed something you’d be interested in If so, could you perhaps indicate a few open 
dates? I’ll get busy organizing if you give me the green light (rve been enjoying your recent 
Times columns, by the way) 

Best, 
Jay M Smith 
Professor of Histo~7 

Joe Nocera 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 (off5 ce) 

(cell) 
~a)~mail corn 

-nocera~?nvtimes corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, Janual~¢ 24, 2012 9:30 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Perrin, Andrew J <andrewperrin@unc edu>; Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; 
Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; Farel, Paul B <paul farel@med unc edu>; 
Engel, Jonathan <engelj@physics unc edu>; Talbert, Richard J 
<talbert@email unc edu>; Tyler Curtain < ~         ~@gmail corn>; Thrailkill, Jane F 
<tkill@unc edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu>; Gless, Dar@ J 
<glessd@email unc edu>; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; redfield@unc edu; 
Ca~er, Tim <cartert@email unc edu>; McGowan, John <jpm@email unc edu>; Boxill, 
Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Re: Jan 23 meeting on athletics 

FYl--comcideNall), a Thnes article today shaws that rite mtecdote about 
Ihc shrinkage of Penn $1a1¢’s application pool Ihis year was wrong 

On 1/16/12 9:53 PM, Jay Smithwrote: 
> Dear colleagmes: 
> Someone do me tbe favor of ~esponding "reply-all" to tltis message so 
> thai I don’l I~lv¢ Io rcconsl~ucl Ihe lisl again Thanks Now for the 

> This is a qhick rcnlinder (wilh more details Io follow by tile end of 
> the week) that we’re scheduled to meet Jalt 23, 3:00-4:30pro in tbe 
> upstairs semhiar room of IIyde IIail We’ll hax e quite a few tlthigs to 
> discuss--including a prelimilul~) "sla/cmcnl of principles" and plans 
> for a facadt) fonnn on staldent-athletes m tbe classroom--so make 

> discussion Ihis Wednesday, 12- Ipm, hi die Universdy Room of Hyde 
> Hall Jan Boxill will be discussing "Sporls as a Public Forum for 
> Ethics" ffyou’d like to come, you’ll need to nmke a lesetvation b) 

> fonnns/public discussions on sports issues fltis spring that shauld 

> Jay Smilb 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay SmiN<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Thursday,                 6:25 PM 

~liveuncedu> 
Re:Wrong quiz 

You can just bring it to class Tuesday (Please remember to do so, though, because the other 
distressed about this today) In the meantime, you can always look up your grade on Sakai -JS 

was 

On 5:34 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

Today in class I accidentally got the wrong quiz. My name is             and I got the quiz of 
Our handwritings are very close so I didn’t notice it as I first grabbed it, but now that I’ve 

reviewed it in my room I can clearly see the difference! Should I drop her quiz by your office and pick up 
mine? What works best? Thanks and sorry for the confusion! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

........ Oiqginal Message ........ 

Subject:Fwd RE Ywd: Prospcctt~ Rcqt~rclnCnlS Ik~r Lt~cy 
Date:Tue           085344 -0500 

original Message 
Subject: RE: Fwd: Prospectus Requirements for Lurcy 
Date: Tue,                       08:39:42    0500 

The requirement for the prospectus to be approved prior to application 
is mot llew.     Ill rare ClrCU~lStances we will waive this requlremellt if the 
applicant and their advisor can demonstrate that the prospectus can and 
will be approved prior to award.    If this is the case, then both the 
applicant and the advisor need to address this in the application and 
letter of recoitffnendation. 

If you have any further questions, please let me know. 

Best regards, 

~ny Yonai ¯ Fellowship and Funding Nanager 
The Graduate School ¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
200 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 4010 



Fax: (919) 966 4010 
Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu 

I am now chairing the prlze coi~littee and have absolutely no idea about 
this. Can you please help out? 

Original Message 

Date: Tue, 10:02:10 +0100 

This is puzzling. I don’t reme~@er any requlrement that the dissertation 
prospectus be formally approved. There is also a bit about the applicant 

Original Message 

Date: Mon, 13:14:38    0500 

I am applying for the Lurcy grant, and saw under the application 

~uidelines that you must have successfully defended your prospectus 

before applying. I know that students in the past haven’t had to do 

this, so Jay suggested checking in with you about prospectus 

requirements. I want to apply for the grant, but don’t think I can get 

my prospectus coKJ[~lttee together by the             internal deadline. 

Thanks, 

The university of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,               9:21 AM 

@email unc edu> 

FLAS 

FLAS personal statement docx 

I just t~ eaked it here mid tllete, lnaitfl? to teinove soine excess 

verbiage I’ll see you later today 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, January 27, 2012 I 1:36 AM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 

Boxill, Jeanette M <ZMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
<gus@email unc edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~errin@unc edu>; Steponaitis, 
Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis <lewmargolis@unc edu>; Farel, Paul B 
<paul farel@med unc edu>; Engel, Jonathan <engelj@physics unc edu>; Talbert, 
Richard J <talbett@email unc edu>; Tyler Curtain <           ~gmail corn>; 
Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu>; 
Gless, Dartyl J <glessd@email unc edu>; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; 
redfield@unc edu; Carter, Tim <cartert@email unc edu>; McGowan, John 
<jpm@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu> 
Re: Jan 23 meeting on athletics 
Statement of principles revsd Jan 27 2012 doc 

I’ve taken another shot at the "statemem of principles" (though I cafft 
be sure tll~ll I didn’l forg¢l somclhing importanl--so ple,ise read it top 

to boRom) I changed sonle wot,:ling het~ mid there, but 1 flfink it 
reflects the spirit of om Monday" discussion Pm still a little 

it’s coveied implicitl) in points 1 and 2 

Ideally, we’ll b¢ able to fin,ilize this by early nexl week and start 
cireulaling Ihe slal¢menl among our colleagues (I’d like Io sugg¢sl 
flint we ny to fimsh the whole process, and submit our lei~er to the 
DTH. before spring break) 

On 1/24/12 I 1:56 AM, Soulhall, Richard Michard wrOle: 
> Just a note to tkmk everyone who was at yestet~la~"s "working group" 
> meeting - and olhers on lifts lis[ - for [he chance Io parlicipa/e in Ih¢ 
> discussions I e~!ioyed the clmnce to work on the statement of principles, 
> as well as "lel/er-drop" some coll¢ge-sporl acronyms 

> As a way to rosier additional convcrs,i/ion, eilher in person or via ¢mail, 
> 1 wanted to fomvat~l a couple of ~ecent co~mnentaries tlmt might be of 
> interest I welcome am" critiques or criticisms 

> 0932 htnll?ref sports 

> across> ms!) hi Woollen G) m or meet for coffee or lunch mid talk, Pll be 
> liapp+,, Io buI die firsI cup ol’coffeo 



> Associate Progcssor - Sport Adminislm/ion 
> Graduate Program Coot~linator 
> Tlle Ulm-et~i~ of North Carolitm at Clmpel Hill 
> Direclor - College Sporl Research lnslilltle 
> Woollen Hall 203C 
> Office - 919962-3507 



>>> Panl B: Engcl. Jonatluln: Talbcrt, Richard J; T31cr Curtain; Thmilkill. 
>>> Jane F: J allkel~_ Kennefll R: Gless, Dart? 1 J; Tomaskova, Silvia; 
>>> redfldid?~ unc edu; Carter, Tim; McGowan, Jdim; Boxi[1, Jeanette M: SnfiflL 
>>> Jay M 

>>> This is a quick rcmindcr (widi morc dclails to follow by die end of Ihc 

>>> discuss--including a prelinfinaiy "statement of pmlciples" and plans for 

>>> discussion this Wednesday, 12-1pm, in file Ulm-ersii~ Room of H?de Hall 
>>> Jan Boxill will bc discussing "Sports as a Public Forum for Edlics " lr 
>> > you’d like to coine, you’ll need to make a teser~’afion by tomorrow--hulch 

>>> reseJa-atiol~. This is the first in a series of forums/public discussions 

>>> Ja~" Snfith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, January 27, 2012 1:21 PM 

Farel, Paul B <paul farel@med unc edu> 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu> 

Re: Jan 23 meeting on athletics 

Paul--that~ks for your thoughts on this I hear you But I can reassure 

On 1/27/12 12:37 PM, Fatal, Paul B wrote: 
> D¢ar Jay, 

> I’ve just retired after 39 yca~s al UNC and ha~¢ bccn im olvcd in facully govcmanc¢ for a good proporlion of thai lim¢. including six 
yeas on fire ECFC, three yea~ on the Chancellor’s Advisory Co~mniRee (including chair:rag), and m~e yeat~ on facuh~ council I also 
co-chaired Ihc Chancellor’s Special Commillcc on Appoinlmcnls, Promolion, and Tenure 



>> the discussiol~s I eqioyed tha chalice to wink orifice statement of 

>> emaiL I wmlted to fore ard a couple of t~cent conm~entaries that nfigl~t 
>> be of hltet~st I welcome aik~ critiques or criticisms 



>~> all), but targeted imdtafions at~ a good idea 

>~> On 1/16/12 10:03 PM, Boxill, Jeanette M wrote: 

>>>> You’ll likely gel lois of "reply all" cnlails[[[ 

>~>> Clmir oftbe Faculg" at UNC-CH 

>~>> Carolitm Cbapel Hit1, NC 27599-3125 Office Pbone 919-962-3317 
>>>> Fax: 919-962-3329 

>>>> From: Jay Smilh [jaysmilh~acmail unc cdul 
>)>> Sent: Monda?. Janual? 16, 2012 9:53 PM 
>>>> To: Pcrdn. Andrew J; Slcpoll~ldi s, Vblcas P: Margolis, Lewis: Far�l, 

>>>> Thmilkill, Jane F; Janken. Kcnn¢lh R; Gless, Dan31 J: Tomaskova. 
>~>> SiNia; ~edfield@unc edu: Cartec Tint: McGowmk Joint: Boxi[1, 
>>>> Jeanelle M; Smidk Jay M 

>>>> This is a quick reminder (willl more dciails Io follow by Ih¢ end of 

>>>> week) Ihal we’re scheduled Io inccl Jan 23, 3:00=4:30pm 
>~ >> upstahs se]m]mr room of H) de Hall We’ll have quite a few tlfings 

>~>> discussion tiffs Wednesda), 12-1pm, in tl~e U mvet~ig" Room of Hyde Hall 
>~ >> Jan Boxill will be discussh~g "Sports as a Public Fonun for I~tlfics" 

>~>> tomorrow--Nnch is provided--so act quickl) : go to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday, Janum’y 29, 2012 I 1:47 AM 

Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu> 
Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; Southall, Richard Michard 
<southall@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 
Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; Perrin, Andrew J 
<andrewA)errin@unc edu>; Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; Farel, Paul B 
<paul farel@med unc edu>; Engel, Jonathan <engelj@physics unc edu>; Talbert, 
Richard J <talbert@email unc edu>; Tyler Curtain <.         ~gmail corn>; 
Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu>; 
Gless, Darryl J <glessd@email unc edu>; redfield@unc edu; Carter, Tim 
<cartert@email unc edu>; McGowan, John <jpm@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D 
<j weiler@email unc edu> 
Re: Jan 23 meeting on athletics 

file read \¥lmt a bizane systein 

On 1/27/12 8:00 PM, SiMa Tonmskova wrote: 

> On Jm127, 2012, at 4:38 PM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 

Clmpel Hill must ~est on academic il~tegri~,, m~d ahvays t~flect " 

>> -----Origitml Message ..... 

>> To: Snhlh, Jay M 
Cc: Boxill, Jemtette M: Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Perrit~ Andrew J; Stepotmitis, Vincas P: Margolis, Lewis; Faiel, Paul B: Engel, 

Jolu~lhan; TalbcrL Riclu~rd J: Tyler Curlahi: Thrailldll. Jane F: Jankcn. Kenneth R; Gloss, Dan31 J: Tomasko~ a, SiMa: 

>> Sul~iect: Re: Jan 23 meeting on aflfletics 

>> Jay. 

Tlmt~k you for circulating this revised draft As a possible way to address your expressed concern about integrity not being 
hichtdcd in a prhiciplc, I inserted the follo~ing fc~ ~ords hilo the documcnl (All Caps belong) 

In light of recent developments, however, we insist that the pmsuit of athletic excellel~ce at UN C-Chapel Hill MU ST NOT 
COME AT THE EXPENSE OF ACADEMIC INTEGRITY, al~d always reflect zmd rehfforce the following fltree principles:" 





>>>> Coordinator The Univcrsily of North Carolina a/Chapel Hill Director 
>~>> - College Sport Reseatx:h lnstiixlte Woollen H~11203C Office - 
>~>> 919962-3507 Cell -              Fax - 919962-6235 

>~>> UNC Sport Adnfimstvation website: 



>>>>>> Jean�lie M; Smilh. Jay M 
>)>>)) Sul~ject: Jalt 23 meeting on afltletics 

>)>>)) so that I dofft have to ~eco~tstnlct tlte list again That~ks Now 

>~>>~ This is a quick ~enfinder (wifll mot~ details to follow by the end of 

>)>>)) week) that we’t~ scheduled to meet Jan 23, 3:00-4:30pro in the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday, Janua12¢ 29, 2012 12:05 PM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu> 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jeanette M 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; Perrin, 
Andrew J <andrew~errin@unc edu>; Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; Farel, Paul 
B <paul farel@med unc edu>; Engel, Jonathan <engelj@physics unc edu>; Talbert, 
Richard J <talbett@email unc edu>; Tyler Curtain <          @gmail corn>; 
Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu>; 
Gless, Dartyl J <glessd@email unc edu>; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; 
redfield@unc edu; Carter, Tim <cartert@email unc edu>; McGowan, John 
<jpm@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu> 
Re: Jan 23 meeting on athletics 

A Statement of Principles Jan 29 2012 dec 

TNmks to Richaid and Lew for flteir ~,veaks to tltis statement I made 
one or two other nllnor ~,veaks myself So voll5 1 suggest that if 
llmre are no olher sugg¢slions for changes before Ihe ¢nd of {he day 
tomorrow (a different title, for exmnple?), flint we, or at least tliose 
of us wiflt tlie t0ne and enerb3" to do so, beght slmfing fltis docmnent 

charge of compilhig a lisl of signalofics (I’ll do so for Hislol)) 

person in each dcpamn¢nl lak¢s Ih¢ I¢ad we’ll avoid duplication of afforl 

Thoughts on a dcadlin¢? And on the procedure for suhinllling 
DTH? Lew has published op-¢ds on Iliis general subjecl in Ihe DTH 
alrcad}, so mayha he do¢s Ihe submll/ing? Jusl an idea I’m willing 

Subnfit~ed by 247 faculb" at tlie U mvet~ib" (filll list of ~mmes avadable 
hi Ihe online edhion of DTH) 

Olher ideas? -Jay 

On 1/27/12 4:38 PM, Margolis, L¢wis wrOle: 
> I’d suggest that "at rite exNnse of academic integrlis’" be phrased in tlie positive, as are the principles "excellence at UN C-Clmpel 
Hill must lest on academic integrlis", mtd alxx a) s ~eflect " 
> 
> -----Original M¢ssag¢ ..... 
> From: Southalli Richard Michat~l 
> Sent: Friday, Januat) 27, 2012 12:41 PM 
> To: Smllli, Jay M 
> Cc: Boxill, Jeanette M: Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Pemn, Andrew J; Stepotmllis, Vhtcas P; Margolis, Lewis: Fatel, Pmll B; Engel, 
Jolmlhan; Talharl. Riclmrd J: Ty I¢r Curlain: ThmilkilL Jan¢ F: Janken. K¢nn¢lh R; Gless, Dan31 J: Tomaskova, Silvia: 
tedfield@unc edu: Carter; Tint; McGowat~ Jolm: Weder, Jmmthan D 
> Subject: Re: Jan 23 meeling on a/hlehas 
> 
> Jay, 

> Tlumk you for circulating this ~evised draft As a possible way to address your expressed concern about "integri~’" not being 
inchided in a principle, I inserted Iha following few words hilo Iha documenl (All Caps below) 

> "In light of recent devehipme~ts, liowever, we hisist flint tlie put, nit of athletic excellence at U NC-Clmpel Hill MU ST N OT COME 
AT THE EXPENSE OF ACADEMIC INTEGRITY, and always reflect and reinforce the following tDee principles:" 



> Richard 

> Dr Richard M Southall 
> Associal¢ Pro fcssor - Sport Admbhalm/ion Gmdtkal¢ Program Coordina/or The Univcrsilv of North Carolina al Chapel Hill Dir¢clor 
- College Sport Research htstitute Woollen H~l1203C Office - 919962-3507 Cell - F~x - 919962-6235 
soulhall~a cmail unc Cdu 

> UNC Sport Adminislralion wcbsilc: 
> 

>On 1/27/12 11~6 AM, Ja? Snuflt <ja?snufltTlemadunc edu> ~rote 

>~ it top to bortom) I changed some woidhtg heie and tbeie, but I tlthtk 

>> bolharcd Iha/ "inlcgfily" has fallen oul as a p~inciplc, bul I suppose 
>> il’s covered implicitly in poinls 1 and 2 

>~ ldeall?, we’ll be able to fiimlize this by earl? nex~ week and start 

>> DTH, bcfor¢ sp~ing brcak) 

>> Jay 
>~ PS rm c~lling Joe Nocem next week; 1’11 let you know what comes of 

>~ On 1/24/12 11:56 AM, Southall, Richat~l Michat~l wrote: 

>~ > ema~l, I wmtted to fore ard a couple of t~cent commentaries that nfight 





>>>>> Carolina Chapel Hdl, NC 27599-3125 Office Phone 919-962-3317 
>>>>> F~x: 919-962-3329 

>>>>> Flom: Ja) Slmth [ja)simth@enlail talc eduJ 
>>>>> Sent: Monday, Januat3 16, 2012 9:53 PM 

>>>>> Farcl, Paul B: Engel. Jonalhan: Talbcrl, Richard J; T31er Curlain: 

>>>>> Silvia: rcdfield~a unc edu; C~lrlcr. Tim; McGowan. John: Boxill, 

>>>>> This is a quick reminder (wilh more delails Io follow by Ih¢ end of 

>> >>> upstMrs selmlmr room of H?de Hall We’ll have quite a fe~ firings 

>>>>> discussion d0s Wednesday, 12- Ipm, in Ih¢ Univcrsily Room of Hyde 

>>>>> Jan Boxill will be discussing "Sporls as a Public Fontal for EIhics " 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,               9:26 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: list 

ok 

On 6:25 PM, wrote: 

I’ve read some of Dale’s work, of coupe. However, I have not yet read Religious Origins. Could I read it in 
lieu of something else, say Roche’s book? 

From: Jay Smith [La~±~L£:0~2#~] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:03 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: list 

Bergin, McManners, and Palmer seem like a likely trio (I’m sure you’ve read a bit of" Van Kley 
too, no?) I wonder if something involving all four would be workable--something that compares, 
say, "institutional" and "doctrinal" approaches (loose and imprecise labels, of course) to religious 
histo~7 in the early-modern era? 

On 9:43AM, wrote: 

Well, I’ll have to read the massive tomes someday. It may as well be now. 

I guess the first meeting would be the second week of February? What writing would you like 
me to prepare for it? 

From: Jay Smith [j~lysmRh@r~ma~Lun~dL~] 
Sent: Friday, 5:21 PM 
TO: 
Subject: Re: list 

Yes--and that list is fine I do warn you that you have some massive tomes on the list 
(McManners, Roche, Bergin, Eccles), but if you’re game, they’re all certainly worthy 

On 3:58 PM, wrote: 

Dear Prof. Smith, 

Did you get my book list for the ? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,               9:27 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: list 

4 books--I’d say maybe 3rd week of February. 

On 9:43 AM, wrote: 

Well, I’ll have to read the massive tomes someday. It may as well be now. 

I guess the fi~t meeting would be the second week of February? What writing would you like me to 
prepare for it? 

From: Jay Smith [i~m[th~emal! un(,cdu] 
Sent: Friday, 5:21 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: list 

Yes--and that list is fine I do warn you that you have some massive tomes on the list (McManners, 
Roche, Bergin, Eccles), but if you’re game, they’re all certainly worthy 

On 3:58 PM, wrote: 

Dear Prof. Smith, 

Did you get my book list for the ~ 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, January 30, 2012 9:14 AM 

Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu> 
Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; Southall, Richard Michard 
<southall@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 
Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; Perrin, Andrew J 
<andrew~errin@unc edu>; Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; Farel, Paul B 
<paul farel@med unc edu>; Engel, Jonathan <engelj@physics unc edu>; Talbert, 
Richard J <talbert@email unc edu>; Tyler Curtain <          @gmail corn>; 
Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu>; 
Gless, Darryl J <glessd@email unc edu>; redfield@unc edu; Carter, Tim 
<cartert@email unc edu>; McGowan, John <jpm@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D 
<j weiler@email unc edu> 

Andy Perrin for FAC! 

hitetest" hi faculg" govenlance roles telr6nds me that it would be good 

Pemn would be a *great* addition to the Facul~ Atlfletics Conur61tee 

also do so ) Aline will be sure that fire message gets tl~mugh to the 

On 1/27/12 8:00 PM, Sihaa Tomasko~ a ~ro1¢: 



>> Associale Professor - Sl~rl Adminislmlion Gmd~ml¢ Program Coordilullor Th¢ Univ¢rsily of Norlh Carolina al Chap¢l Hill 
Director - College Sport Research htstimte Woollen Hall 203C Oli’ice - 919962-3507 Cell - Fax - 9199625235 
soutltall@enmil uric edu 

>> UNC Sporl AdminislmlJon wcbsll¢: 



>>>> Richard 

>>>> Dr Ricl~rd M Soulhall 
>>>> Associale Professor- Sport Adminislnl don Gnldua/e Prognlm 
>~ >> Comdinator Tlte U]m’ersib of North Carolitm at Clmpel Hill Director 
>~>> - College Sport Research lnstitalte Woollen Hall 203C Office - 
>>>> 919962-3507 Cell - Fax - 919962-6235 
>~>> soutlmll@ema~l uric edu 

>~>> UNC Sport Adnfimstmtion website: 

>>>> On 1/20/12 12:01PM, "Jay Smith"<jaysmith@cmall unc cdu> wrote: 

>~>>~ Colleagmes: 

>>>>> Monday, Jan 23 (3pro in the upslairs seminar room at Hyde Hall) 

>>>>> ~enfinder e-ma~l I was acting quickl? and on fire basis of faull~" 

>>>>> whose intmests or expertise migbt make flteir im-oNement valuable 
>> >>> for us, feel flee to share tiffs e-ma~l with diem Dofft broadcast 

>>>>> all), but largeled invitations are a good idea 

>>>>> O111/16/12 10:03 PM. Boxill, Jcancllc M wrote: 

>>>>>> You’ll likely gel lots of "reply all" emails!!! 

>>>>>> Clmir or the Faculty a/UNC-CH 

>>>>>> CaroIi~m Clmpel Hill, NC 27599-3125 Office Phrase 919-962-3317 
>>>>>> Fax: 919-962-3329 



>>>>>> Sent: Monday, Janlml) 16. 2012 9:53 PM 
>>>>>> To: Pemn. Andrew J; Stepot~aitis, Vincas P: Margolis, Lewis: 
>>>>>> Fmel, Paul B: EngeL JmmtNm: Talbert, Richat~l J: Tyler Cut.in: 
>>>>>> Thmilkill. Janc F; Jankcn, Kenneth R: Glcss. Danyl J; Tomaskova. 
>>>>>> Silvia; redficld@unc cdu: Carter, Tim; McGowan, John: Boxill. 

>>>>>> Nomconc do mc Ihc favor of responding "rcply-all" Io this mcssagc 
>>>>>> so that I dofft have to ~ecm~stnlct tl~e list again That~ks Now 

>>>>>> This is a quick rcmindcr (wilh more dclails Io follow by Ibe end of 
>>>>>> the 
>>>>>> week) that we’re scheduled to ~neet Jan 23, 3 :O0-4:30pm in the 

>>>>>> Jan Boxill will be discussing "Sporls as a Pl~blic Forum for Elhics " 

>>>>>> Jay Smilh 

> Women’s Studies& Anthropolob3 
> UNC Chapel Hill 
> tonms@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, January 30, 2012 12:52 PM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrewperrin@unc edu> 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; Southall, Richard Michard 
<southall@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 
Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; 
Farel, Paul B <paul farel@med unc edu>; Engel, Jonathan <engelj@physics unc edu>; 
Talbett, Richard J <talbert@email unc edu>; Tyler Curtain < ~        l@gmail corn>; 
Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu>; 
Gless, Dartyl J <glessd@email unc edu>; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; 
redfield@unc edu; Carter, Tim <cartert@email unc edu>; McGowan, John 
<jpm@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu> 
Re: Jan 23 meeting on athletics 

I agree on all of these points I suggested the DTH oul3 because that 

sbould seem to be expressing a groundswell of ophaion 

Shall we lake a week or so Io collecl "signalures"? Abn for. say, 
Ffidw, Febmmy 10 as a deadline’? That would nmke it possible to 
submd the lel/er early in the following week--well before Ihe Feb 28 
event But lhn sbooting from the lfip hare .... 

On 1/30/12 11:09 AM. Andrew Pemn wrote: 
Thanks, Ja), and 1 l~ke the docmnent a lot I will be lmppy to circulate 
among my colleagues in sociology, and will also reach oul Io my 
leadership group 

M3 own 2c: l Ihink Ihe DTH should nol be Ihe ptimm3 venue for this l 
tltmk we should get lots of signatmes, cimulatmg ilffommll), and 
deliver Ihe signatures Io someone official (Chancellor Thorp seems like 
a good cl/oice), with a sort of press lalease to DTH and othet~ about tile 
delivcu Our message allima/ely should be Io the university 
adlrt0itstratiolt not tile piess 

othars" because we~’e alleady signed on to file message to file Trustees 
last fall Someone (Ja?? Lew?) should be tbe~e as a contact, but the 

- p¢rhaps listed alphab¢lically? 

Alldy 

On Sun. 2012-01-29 at 12:05 -0500. Jay Sl~lilh wrote: 
>> Tbanks to Richat~l and Lew for their tweaks to tlits statement I nmde 
>> one or two othar nitnor t~x eaks m? set[ So voilfi I suggest flint it" 

>> tmnormw (a different title, for exmnple?), that we, or at least thase 
>> of us with tile time and enerD" to do so, begin sharing tlha docmnmit 
>> with colleabmes b? TuesdW In those departments/utitts with ~nom 



>> charge ofcompiling a lisl of signa/olies (I’ll do so for 
>> Of course, we’ll tt5 to leach be) ond our own departments, but ff one 
>> person in each department takes fire lead we’ll avoid duplication of effort 
>> 
>> Thoughls on a deadline? And Oll Ihc procedure for subnlilling Io Ihc 
>~ DTH? Lew Ires published op-eds on this general sul~iect in the DTH 
>> already, so ma)be lie does the subnfi~ng? Just an idea rm x~illhtg 

soutlmll@enmil uric edu 



>> >> it reflects tbe spirit of our Monday" discussion I’m still a little 
>>>> bofllet~d that "tiltegrit)" has fallen out as a principle but I suppose 
>>>> it’s covered implicitly in points I and 2 

>>>> ldeatly, we’ll be able to fitmlize tiffs by earl3" next week trod start 
>>>> cti, allating tbe statement among our colleagmes (I’d like to suggest 

>>>> DTH, before spring b~eak) 

>>>> On 1/24/12 11:56 AM, Southall, Richard IVticha~d wrote: 

>>>>> principles, as well as "letter-drop" some college-sport acrom’ms 

>>>>> 21 
>>>>> 0932 hlnd?re~sporls 

>>>>> acrow~ns!) m Woollen G?ln or ~neet for coffee or lunch and taik 1’11 

>>>>> Coordina/or The UniverSily o f North Carolina al Chapel Hill Director 
>>>>> - College Sport Reseatvh h~stilute Woollen Hall 203C Office - 
>>>>> 919962-3507 Cell -            Fax - 919962-6235 

>>>>> UNC Sporl A&ninislmlion wcbsile: 



>>>>> On 1/20/12 12:01 PM, "Jay Slmth"qia)slmtlta;enmil uric echl> wrote: 

>>>>>> Colleagues: 
>>>>>> I atlach two items The first is the agenda for our meeting on 
>>>>>> Mond~ly, Jan 23 (3pro in chc upslchrs seminar room al Hyde Hall) 
>>>>>> The second is a draft statement of principles that we will wm~t to 
>>>>>> discuss and refine (We’ll also need Io decide whal, cxacdy, Io do 
>>>>>> with said statement; I have a few ideas) I did not have time to 
>>>>>> solicd inpuI/fcedback from cvc~? one M3 chanks, chough, Io Low and 
>>>>>> Andy for responding to my first chaff fve h~chided many of theh suggestion,s 
>>>>>> We’ll smely conthme to ~eshape tNs tlfing 

>>>>>> Finally--my apologies for Ica~ing a few of you ou, of my Mon&ly 
>> >>> > ~emh~der e-nmil I was acting quickly m~d on the basis of faubs" 

>>>>>> *lrusl* I11~11 l have CVCl~ OllC now l[ any of you kllOW of individuals 

>>>>>> whose h~tet~sts or expertise might l~mke their im,olvement valuable 

>>>>>> all), bill largclcd invilalions are a good idea 

>>>>>> On 1/16/12 10:03 PM, Boxdh Jem~etle M wrote: 

>>>>>>>You’ll likely gel lois of "reply all" cmails!!! 

>>>>>>> Chair o f chc Facully al UNC-CH 

>>>>>>> Carolina Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 Office Phone 919-962-3317 
>>>>>>>Fax: 919-962-3329 

>>>>>>> From: Jay Sntifl~ Ljavsntifl~,?~email unc edu] 
>)>>))> Sent: Monda), Janu~u5" 16, 2012 9:53 PM 

>>>>>>> Fatel, Paul B; Engeh Jolmflmn: Talbert, Richat~l J; Tyler Curtain: 
>>>>>>> ThmilkilL Jane F: Jankcn, Kcnncch R: Gloss, Dan31 J; Tomaskova, 

>>>>>>> Someone do me the favor of responding "~eply-all" to this message 

>>>>>>> This is a quick ~emh~der (with mine details to follow by the end of 



>>>>>>> Jan Boxill will be discussing "Sporls as a Public Forum for Elhics " 

>~>>~> a series of fonuns/pub[ic discussiolts on sports issues this spmig 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, Janual~¢ 3 I, 2012 I 1:09 AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 
Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu>; Radding, Cynthia 
<radding@email unc edu> 

Re: meeting 

if you need nle And I’ll be 

On 1/31/12 11:03 AM, Kmnler, Lloyd S wrote: 
> Jay, 
> Thanks for your note We bad scheduled a nleeting tomorrow at 10:00, bm I can see that 

> I’m not sut~ about other topics to address tiffs week ff you’t~ at hame and we need to t~lk, 
> We could conceivably c~ll you on tbe speaker phane for some input? Tiffs would not cart5 you 
> Too far from the fireplace, but we could consull irnccd be? 

>An3wa3,thanksforcbeckinginontiffs lttiff~tkourmeethlgnex~weekisscbeduledforTuesdav, Feb 7at10:30 Andwe’llbe 
discussing otber firings ill tbe memlthne Tlmnks again for your i~put on tbe post-doc selection process I tiffnk we have ml excellent 

> Bcsl, Lloyd 

> -----Original Message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, Janual’y 3 I, 2012 I 1:53 AM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Fwd: Re: CSRI 

Hi Jan--see Richard’s response to my query I have no idea how realistic this is, but at least it’s a number to 
work with -Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: CSRI 

Date:Tue, 3 I Jan 2012 I 1:49:03 -0500 
From:Southall, Richard Michard 

To:Smith, Jay M <ia\’smi/h:~vemail u~c edu-" 

Jay, 

Our "hat in hand" ball park figure is $15,000.00. This need is based on 
conference registration lagging behind last year and Friday Center costs 
having risen. In light of the current economic situation, we have tried to 
control our speaker fees/expenses as much as possible. We have tri1~rked 
approximately $i0,000.00 from last year’s budget, but are concerned that 
further cuts will affect the conference’s quality. 

While we recognize we may not be able to garner all that support from 

Holden and/or Jan’s resources, that figure would help us out a great deal. 

However, anything helps. 

In exchange for this support, we could easily make available to interested 

UNC faculty 40 5@ conference registrations on a first come first serve 

basis. 

Thanks for all your help in generating additional support for the 

conference. I think the three days of discussions can be extremely 

valuable. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor    Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director    College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office    919.962 3507 

Cell 

Fax    919.962 6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 



>Richard haven’t heard from Holden yet, but Jan Boxill thinks she 
>~might* be able to find some money under a mattress.    She needs to know 
>how much, though. Do you have a ballpark figure?     My own guess is that 
>if you were to make this "public," you’d still probably have no more 
>than about 50 additional fannies in the seats. But I admit that’s only 
>a guess.    And we *Gould,* I suppose, restrict access to those of us 
>working on these cot~tittees (maybe 20 tops). 
> 

>Anyway if we start going hat in hand, how much are we talking about? 
> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, Janual’y 3 I, 2012 2:47 PM 

Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu> 
Perrin, Andrew J <andrewperrin@unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis 
<lew margolis@unc edu>; Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu>; 
Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
<gus@email unc edu>; Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; Farel, Paul B 
<paul farel@med unc edu>; Engel, Jonathan <engelj@physics unc edu>; Talbett, 
Richard J <talbett@email unc edu>; Tyler Curtain <          t@gmail corn>; Janken, 
Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu>; Gless, Darl3~l J <glessd@email unc edu>; 
Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; redfield@unc edu; Carter, Tim 
<cartert@email unc edu>; McGowan, John <jpm@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D 
<j weiler@email unc edu> 
Joe Nocera 

Jane--you make good points here, to which I will respond soon, but firsl 

l.just got off the phone with Joe Nocera of the NY Times, and he seems 
genuinely eager to come down The dales w¢ discussed: March 13-14 H¢ 
suggested that lie fl? hi on the afternoon of the 13tl~ spend some time 

suggested (mid I hived the idea) that htstead of doing a "talk/speech," 

a soap box Io push some of his more radical ideas (e g, h¢ likes tha 
idea of a m~ior in football, and of cout~e he wmlts to blow up the NCAA) 
and then interrogate and push ltfln in a wa) fltat will engage the audience 
and touch on big issues 1 fltink this could be hugel) successftd 

"conversation" wilh him One idea is to call il "College Sporls 
A Com’ersation with Joe Nocera" But who would do the conversing, how 

in on Ih¢ dales and slulrc an3 ideas you have for defraying Ih¢ flight 
expenses Also--whe~e to do tltis? The Stone Center? -Jay 

PS Robert Orr will need to be brought in solnehow--shlce it was bis "in" 
with Nocem that nmde this possible One idea: have a dimler on the 
13th to wltich lie would be invited But we’ll wmlt to t hil~k about fltis ..... 

On 1/31/12 12:07 PM, Thradkdl, Jane F wrote: 
> Hi ¢v¢h!one- I ha~¢ admired from afar the good work of Ihis group I wanled Io offer a few Ihoughls moving fon~ ard, prompted by 

have smdel~ts nNiofing in EXSS, facubs" doing sports-~ehited ~eseamh in kinesiohigw, mlthi~polog3, history, and medicine Athletics 
is hnportmlt to mlti-obesits" sta~die s and progrants across campus (School of Nutting, Public Healflk etc ) Sports ate also a part of our 
global ntissio~t in the form of Carolhm for Kibera, the soccer-based outreach progtmn U NC unde~gmds started outside of Nairobi So, 



could continue to be positivel) hltegrated into tbe umvet~il~,’s acadenfic lrdssion 

> 2) Regarding where we largel our cfiliquc ("Facully musl bc empowered Io oversee alhlcbcs"): Curbing excesses of UNC’s 

couldn’t also nmke conm~on cause with other stakeboldet~--even those whom we seek to "~ein h~"--and put the spotligbt on Big Sports 
Like most of you, I have been ~eading Ta) lot Branch and Joe Nocem, m~d it appalls me to learn wlmt our adnfimstmtors, coacbes, 
players, and families arc dealing wilh in Ihc form of the NCAA 

forms Count me in for futut~ meeting!! 

> Jane F Thmilkill 
> Associate Professol& Director of Graduate Adimssiot~s 

> tkdl@unc edu 



>>> I also think it’s hllportmlt that it not be "these few facults" and xx~x 

>>> last fall Someone (Jay7 Low?) should be there as a contact, but Ihc 
>>> list of people who signed should be neutral with respect to im-oNmnent 
>>> - perhaps listed alphabetic~ll? ? 

>>> Ands 

>>> On Sun, 2012-01-29 at 12:05 -0500, Jay Smithwrote: 

>> >> fllme ate no ofl~er suggestions for changes before the end of the 

>>>> charge of compiling a lisl of signal~ries [I’ll do so for Hislo~) 
>> >> Of com~e, we’ll t~y to ~each beymld our own departments, but kf one 
>>>> person in each dcparlmcnl lakes Ihe lead we’ll avoid duplicalion o f efforl 

>> >> DTH? Lew has pubhshed op-eds on tlfis general subject in the DTH 
>>>> already, so maybe he does d~e sl~mdling’? Jusl an idea I’m willing 

>> >> best if no individual seems to claim ownerslfip I’m flm~dng the le~er 

>>>> Submil/ed b} 247 facully al die Universdy [full lisl or names available 

>>>> Od~erideas? -Jay 

>>>> On 1/27/12 4:38 PM. Margolis, Lewis wrolc: 
>>>>> I’d suggest that "at fl~e expense of acadenfic integrits’" be phrased in the positive, as ate the principles "excellence at UNC- 
Chapel Hill m~tst rest on academic intcgrily, and always rcflecl " 

>>>>> From: Soulhall, Richard Michard 
>>>>> Sent: F~iday, Januat5 27, 2012 12:41 PM 

Jolmlhan; Talhark Riclmrd J: Tyler Curtain: ThmilMII. Jane F: Janken. Kennelh R; Gless, Dan31 J: Tomaskova, Silvia: 
mdfield@unc edu: CarPet Tim; McGowat~ Jolm: Weder, Jmmth~ D 

included in a principle, I inserlcd Ihe following few words inlo Ihe documenl (All Caps below) 

>>>>> "In lighl of recenl developments, however, we insisl Ihal Ihe pursuit of athletic excellence al UNC-Chapel Hill MUST NOT 
COME AT THE EXPENSE OF ACADEMIC INTEGRITY, mid alwa? s reflect mid mhffome the following flmee principles:" 

>>>>> Dr Richard M Southall 



Direclor - College Sporl Research Inslilltl¢ Woollen Hall 203C OllSce - 919962-3507 Cell - 
soutltall%enmil uric edu 

>>>>> UNC Sporl Adminislralion websilc: 

Fax-919962~235 

CSRI Conference on College Sporl websil¢: 



- College Spoil Reseaich Institute Woollen Hall 203C Office - 

919962-3507 Cell - Fax - 919962-6235 

On 1/20/12 12:01 PM, "Ja) Snfith"<jaysnfith?~email m~c edu> wrote: 

>5>>55>> solicit inpufffeedback from eveiyone My flmJtks, thougK to Lew and 

>5>>55>> all), but targeted imdiafions ate a good idea 

>5>>55>>5 You’ll likel) get lots of "t~pl) all" entails[I[ 

>>>>>>>>> Carolina Chapel Hill. NC 27599-3125 Office Phonc 919-962-3317 

>>>>>>>>> From: Ja) Slnith [ja)Slnith@enlail talc edu] 



>>>>>>>>> Fareh Prod B: Engel, Jot~atlmn; Talbert, Richaid J: T?, ler Curtain; 

>>>>>>>>> Silvia: rcdficld~a unc cdu; C~lrlcr. Tim; McGowan. John; Boxill, 

>>>>>>>>> Tlfis is a quick tenfinder (with mote details to fotlow by the end of 

>>>>>>>>> a series of forums/public discussiot~s on sports issues this spring 

>     Associate Professor and Associate Clmir of SocioloD" 
> U~fiversit3 of Notfl~ Caroli~m - CB#3210, Clmpel Hdl, NC 27599-3210 USA 













From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, Janual’y 3 I, 2012 5:39 PM 

Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu> 
Perrin, Andrew J <andrewperrin@unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis 
<lew margolis@unc edu>; Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu>; 
Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
<gus@email unc edu>; Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; Farel, Paul B 
<paul farel@med unc edu>; Engel, Jonathan <engelj@physics unc edu>; Talbett, 
Richard J <talbett@email unc edu>; Tyler Curtain <          @gmail corn>; Janken, 
Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu>; Gless, Dart3~l J <glessd@email unc edu>; 
Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; redfield@unc edu; Carter, Tim 
<cartert@email unc edu>; McGowan, John <jpm@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D 
<j weiler@email unc edu> 

Re: Jan 23 meeting on athletics 

wbe~e you are on this We memioned tbe "positive" p~ecisely because we 

disnfiss mtd abhor tbe el~tiie aflfletics enter-prise And we’t~ all for 

flthtk we weie ttymg to sa~" and I tbit~k it’s correct for us to 

Jay 

On I/31/12 12:07 PM. Thmilkill. Jane F wrolc: 
> Hi eveiyone- 1 lmve adinired from afar the good woik of tltis group I wanted to offer a few tboughts movmg fore ard, prompted by 
some ideas generated by Ihc vch! fine slalcmcnt the group has drafted: 

> I) Regarding sporls and [lie itniverslly’s mission ("Sports arc worlhwllile aclivilics in []lel~lselves"): TO i~le, even emphasizing llle 
positive--sports as a soume of "cobesion", a venue for competitive "excellence"-- defmes aflfletics as an "add-on" to tbe uhivet~it~"s 
core inission 
> 

> Othet~ are likel) mole awaie, but Pm still learimtg front colleagmes in oflter departments tlmt this is a liihited understanding We 
hare slndenls majoring in EXSS, I’ac ully doing sports-related research in kinesiology, anlhropolog3, hisloh!, and medicine Addeftcs 
is importanl Io anli-obcsfty shtdics and programs across campus (School of Nursing, Public Hcallh. tic) Sports arc also a pan or our 
global mission, in [lie folln of Carolina for Kibcm. Ihc soccer-based oulrcach program UNC undcrgmds slarlcd OltlSide of Nairobi So, 
perlmps part of what the group nllght do in tbe fl~mie is pohtt out and support the ways in wltich aflfletics--in its mzm) forms--is 
could continue Io be positively inlcgmted into Ihc university’s academic mission 

> 2) Regat~ling where we target our critique ("Facuh3 must be empoweied to oversee aflfletics"): Cu going excesses of UNC’s 
athletics progrmn is intl~rtant It also lms tbe drmx back of tending towaid divisiveness I wonder if tbe coimnlltee, moving fore ard, 
couldn’l also make common cause wfth other stakeholders--even those whom we seek to "rein in"--and pu[ the spotlight on Big Sporls 
Like most of you, I have been leading Ta) hit Branch and Joe Nocem, mtd it appalls me to learn wlmt our adntihistmtors, coacbes, 
players, and families arc dealing wllh in Ihc form of the NCAA 
> 

> As you can hezu, I’d be inteiested in finding ways to leframe the entire lehitioitship between the mtiversit3 and athletics in its 
forms Counl me in for fulurc mcclings! 
> 

> BeSI, 

> Jane 

> Jane g Tln-ailkill 



> Associal¢ Professor& Dircclor of Gmd~ml¢ Admissions 
> Department of Enghah and Comparative Literatme 
> Umversit3 of Norflt Caroli~m, Chapel Hill 

> From: Andrew J Pemn [andiew perbm,~aunc edu] 
> Sent: MondaL Januai5 30, 2012 2:00 PM 
> To: Smilb, Jay M 
> Cc: Margolis, Lewis; Soufllall, RichaiiI Michard: Boxill, Jeanette M: Guskiewicz, Kevin M: Stepollaitis, Vincas P: Farel, Prod B: 

tedfield@unc edu: Cartec Tint; McGowat~ Jolm: Weiler, Jo]lathmt D 
> Subjecl: Re: Jan 23 meeling on a/hlehas 

> All - a0,qched is a slighdy prCllier, PDF version suilable for framing 
> (or at least for dimibutmg to colleagqles) 1 suggest we each keep our 
> separate lists of people wha have signed on with us, and we can compile 
> Ihese on or aboul Ihe 10dl which is Jay’s suggesled deadline 

> All best, 
> Alldy 

> On Moik 2012-01-30 at 12:51-0500 Ja? Sndth wrote: 
>> I agree on all of []lese poinls 1 suggested [lie DTH 0lily because that 
>> seemed to be wllete we wound up at tbe last nleeting But it nlakes 
>> pcrfccl sense to address d (o Holdcn, wilh 3 copy [o [lie DTH I also 
>> agree fllat it shauld not be associated with one or a few of us, but 
>> should sccm to be expressing a groundswcll o f opinion 

>> Shall we take a week or so to co[lect "signatures"? Aim for, say, 
>> Fridny, Fcbrum3 10 as a deadline? Thai would make it possible to 
>> submil Iha loller early bl Iha following week--well before Ihe Fob 28 
>> evenl Bu[ I’m shoobng from [be hip hero .... 

>> On 1/30/12 11:09 AM, Alldlew Pemnwrote: 
>>> Thanks, Jay, and I like il~e document a Iol I will ha happ3 Io circulalc 
>>> mnong my colleagmes in sociolog3, and will also ~each out to m? 

>> > My own 2c: I think tbe DTH shauld not be tbe pronto5" venue for this 1 
>> > think we shauld get lots of sigllataues, cit, zadating informally, mid 
>>> deriver tbe signatures to someone officizd (Chancellor Tharp seems [ike 

>>> deriver? Our message ultinlately shauld be to tbe umvet~ib" 

>>> lasl fall Someone (Jay’? Low?) should ha Ihcrc as a conlacl, bN Ihc 

>>> - perhaps listed alphabeticzdl3 ? 

>>> And) 

>>> On Sun, 2012-01-29 at 12:05 -0500, Jay Smithwrote: 

>>>> tomorrow (a different title, for example?), that we, or at least thase 



>>>> cbarge of compiling a list of sigtmtodes (I’ll do so for HistoaT) 

>>>> Tltougltts on a deadlil~e? And on tlte procedure for subimtifftg to tlte 
>>>> DTH? LC~ has published op-cds on this general sul~jec[ in Ihe DTH 
>>>> already, so nmybe he does the submitting? Just an idea I’m witling 

>> >> best if no individual seents to cliffm ownersiffp fm flfit~:ing the letter 

>>>> S bmi ed b5 247 fac I 3 at tile Uni~ ersil5 (full lisl of names a\ailabl¢ 

>>>> Olhcr ideas’? -Ja3 

>>>> On 1/27/12 4:38 PM, Margotis. Lewis wrote: 
I d suggest tlmt at fire expense of acadenfic integrit3., be phrased in the positive, as ate tlte principles "excellence at UN C- 

>>>>> Scnl: Ffida3. Jantmt3 27, 2012 12:41 PM 

Jo~ullhan; Talbcrl. Riclulrd J: T31cr Curlain: Thrailldll. Jane F: Jankcn. Kenneth R; Gloss, Dan31 J: Tomasko~ a, Sil~ia: 
tedfield:~.;unc edu Carter. Tint: McGowat~ Joifft Weder Jo~mtbzmD 

Tlmt~k you for circulating tiffs revised draft As a possible way to address 3,our expressed concern about i~tegrit3., not being 

COME AT THE EXPENSE OF ACADEMIC INTEGRITY. mid zdways reflect trod rehfforce the following fltree principles:" 

>>>>> Associate Professor - Sport Admhfistmtion Graduate Program Coordi~mtor Tlte U mvet~ity of North Caroiffm at Clmpel Hit1 
Dir¢clor - College Sporl Research Inslifftl¢ Woollen Hall 203C Oflqc¢ - 919962-3507 Cell -            Fax - 919 962ff~235 

>>>>> UNC Sport Admhfistmfion website: 



>>>>>> it top to bottom) I cltanged so~ne wo~dh~g here and the~e, but I tlthtk 

>>>>>> DTH, befoie spfingbte~) 

>>>>>> On 1/24/12 11:56 AM. Soulhall. Richard Michard wrolc: 



>>>>>>> On 1/20/12 12:01 PM, "J~ly Sn01h"~jaysn01h?i,cmail uric cdu> wrolc: 

>>>>>>>> Colleagues: 
>>>>>>>> I attach t~vo items The lust is the agellda for our meeting on 



>>>>>>>>> a seiies of forums/public discussions on spor~s issues tl~s spring 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, Febma~?¢ I, 2012 I I : I 0 AM 

Lucia Binotti < @gmail corn> 
Re: appeal for support 

Thanks! 

On 2/I/12 11:06 AM. Lucia Binolli 

> On Feb 1, 2012, at 11:02 AM, Ja) Snfith wrote: 

>> Dear friends and colleagmes: 

principles: our hope is to plesent mote specific su ggestions/~ ec o~mnendatiolts for reform later tiffs year--reforms fltat will be co~tsistent 
with Ihes¢ principles 

>> For tlfis to lmve am" clmnce to garner attetation and make an impact it needs to have the force of fl~e facult3 behind it Hence my e- 

we czm attach to the document when we sublrfit it to Holden If you’d [ike your ~mme to be included please let me know wiflfin the 

>> That~ks for considering 
>> Ja) Snfith (History) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith qiaysmith, a;email unc edu> 

We&lesday, Februa~F 1, 2012 11:38 AM 

Salemi. Michael Ken3’ <Michael Salemi~aunc edu> 

Re: appeal [or support 

Got it 

On 2/1/12 11:36 AM, Salcmi, Michael Kcrr~ wrolc: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, February I, 2012 11:59 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu> 
Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu>; Pertin, Andrew J <andrew~errln@unc edu>; 
Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; Southall, Richard Michard 
<southall@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jeanette M <YMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 
Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; 
Farel, Paul B <paul farel@med unc edu>; Engel, Jonathan <engeli(?*)physics unc edu>; 
Talbett, Richard J <talbert@email unc edu>; Tyler Curtain <          @gmail corn>; 
Gless, Darryl J <glessd@email unc edu>; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; 
redfield@unc edu; Carter, Tim <cartert@email unc edu>; McGowan, John 
<jpm@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu> 

Re: Joe Nocera 

Kemleth--I defmitel? see your point The it~-bllt) problem with 
Noccm is Ihat he seems to prefer nol Io have Io prepare a fo~nal 

we can cough up--wlutt, a Ihousand bucks or so?--I mighl b¢ able Io lalk 
him into a formal p~esentation But we would want to move quic!d? 

httermgatoffhlterviewer will challenge hint on these issues If one of 

Jay 

On 2/I/12 11:41 AM. Jankcn, Kennelh R wmle: 
> Dear all, 

> I Ihink it will be interesting to hear Born Joe Nocem, Ihough I fayor a lalk wdh Q&A aller~ ard mlher than a "conversation" I agree 

same tithe, I mn a little distressed that most of file m~ior figmres who a~e discussh~g college athletics seem to take the poi~t of view 

Fox, Nike, m~d other corporation,s is taken as a ~mm~al occurrence -- someflting we ma? not like but which is here to stay While 1 
haye nol read as widely as I woald hayc liked Io, I’ve mad little suppotting Bill Friday’s goal o f eliminating Ihe influence of 
entertaimnent m~d chithing corporations from college afltletics mid the uhivetsitv College sports is our bailhiick, as the statement of 

examhle ofl~er aspects of sport m~d societ) I would not mh~d bt:mNng sportswriters Dave Zifin and Robert Lips? te to cmnpus to add 
Iheir perspectives 

> Kem~eth 

> Pmfesso~ of Afro-American Studies 
> D¢pattm¢nt or A filcan and A fro-Am¢fican Sludies 
> 109 Battle Hall CB# 3395 
> University of Notth Carolil~ 
> Chal~el Hill, NC 27599-3395 

> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
> (919) 966-2694 (fax) 





>> English and Comparabvc Ldcra/urc Univcrsity of Norlh Caroli~m, 

>> Fmln: M~drew J Perfm [m~dmw pemn~(zunc edu] 
>> Sent: Mon~ly, Jalumt3 30. 2012 2:00 PM 
>> To: Smilh, Jay M 
>~ Cc: Margolis, Lewis: SoutlmlL Riced ~clm~d; Bo~ll, Jeanette M; 
>~ Gu~ewicz, Kevm M: Stepmmitis, Vmcas P; Fm~h Paul B: Engel, 
>> Jonadmn: Talbot, Richard J: T}lcr Cu~abp ThmJlkill. Jane F; 
>~ Ja~en, Kem~eth R; Gless, Dar~’l J: Tonmskova, SiNia: 

>~ each keep our separate ~sts of people wbo ~’e signed on with us, and 
>~ we can compile tbese on or about tl~ 10th wlfich is Ja?’s suggested deaNi~ 

>> On Mon, 2012-01-30 at 12:51 -0500. Jay Smdh 
>> > I agree on aR of tbese ~ints I suggested tbe DTH m~y because 

>>> n~es perfect sense to address R to Holden, wifl~ a cop> to fl~e DTH 
>>> I also agree thai it should not be associated wdh o~e or a few of 
>> > us, but sbould semn to be expressing a gmundswell of opimon 

>>> Shall we take a week or so to collect "signa/ures"? Abn for, say, 
>>> Ft~dW, FebmaU 10 as a dead,he? Tlmt would ~e it possible to 
>>> submil Ihe lelter early in Ihe following week--well before the Feb 
>>> 2g event But l’m shooling from Ihe hip hem .... 

>~ > P S--~ ~? one being copied brae would prefer not to lmve berflfis ~mme 

>~>> Trustees last NIl Someone 0a?? Lew?) should be tbme as a 

>>>> And} 

>~>> On Sink 2012-01-29 at 12:05 ~500, Ja? S~mth wrote: 

>~ >>~ of tbe d~" tomorrow (a d~ment title, for example?), t~t we, or 



>>>>> coimniltee, perltaps one ~et~on could take cltaige of coinpibng a list of signatories (1’11 do so for Histoiy) 

>>>>> Tllougbt s on a deadline? And on tlte procedure for subnfi~dng to tbe 
>>>>> DTH? Lew has published op-eds on ibis general subject in tile DTH 
>>>>> aheady, so rim)be l~e does file sub~mtth~g? Just anidea I’m 
>>>>> willing Io do tile won iflhe resl oryou arc pressed for lime, but 
>>>>> it ~mgbt be best it" no h~dividual seems to claim ownership I’m 

>>>>> Suhinilled by 247 faculty at tile University (full lisl of names 
>>>>> available in tlte o~ith~e edition of DTH) 

>>>>> Otherideas? -Jay 

>>>>> On 1/27/12 4:38 PM, MatTgolis, Lewis wrote: 

Chapel Hill must rest on academic inlegitly, and always rcflccl " 

>>>>>> From: Soutball, Ricltat~l Miclmt~l 
>>>>>> Sent: Friday, Janlmh! 27. 2012 12:41 PM 

>>>>>> Slcponailis. Vincas P; Margolis, Lewis: Farel, Paul B; Engel, 
>>>>>> Jonatltan; Talbert, Richard J; T) ler Cut~h~: Thraitldll, Jm~e F; 

Illchidcd in a principle, I inserted tile following few words Illlo tile documenl (All Caps below) 

>>>>>> "In lighl of recent developments, however, we insist thai Ihe pursuit of a/hlclic excellence at UNC-Chape[ Hill M]JST NOT 
COME AT THE EXPENSE OF ACADEMIC INTEGRITY, mid alwa? s reflect mtd ~ehffome tbe following fltree principles:" 

>>>>>> Coordi~ullor Tile University of Norlh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>>> Director - College Sport Research lnstita~te Woollen Hall 203C 
>>>>>> Office - 919962-3507 Cell - 901 240-7197 Fax - 919962-6235 

>>>>>> UNC Sporl Administration websile: 

>>>>>> CSRI websile: x~vuncedu/csri<b,tp:/is~-a-a-a~zeda, csrt> CSRI Co~fference on College Sport website: 



>>>>>> On 1/27/12 11:36 AM, "Jay Smith"<ja~,smith~aelnail unc edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>> I’ve taken al~othei shot at fl~e "stateinent of principles" (though 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, Febma~-y I, 2012 12:01 PM 

Welch, Ellen R <el~,velch@email unc edu> 

Re: appeal for support 

Jay 

On 2/I/12 11:53 AM. Welch. Ellen R wmlc: 
> Hi Jay, 

> 1 agree to be included on tlie sigl~atmes list zmd eclio Lucia’s praise for the tlioughffull? written statement 
> 
> Best wislies, 
> Ellen 

> From: Ja> S~mth Ija>s~mth@email unc edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, Febmat5 01, 2012 11:02 AM 
> To: lucia binotti; Washburn, Scan: Mm3 Sheriff: R¢inctt. Thomas J: V¢rs¢nyi, Adam Natlianicl; Sayrc-McCord. G¢off; Lawrcnc¢. 
David S: Balthrop, Bill; D¢mpscy, Sarah E: Grossb¢rg, Lawrcnc¢;         ~a aol corn: Garcia. David F; Holland. Dorotliy C; 
forcst@ama/h unc cdu; McLaughlin. Richard M; P¢l¢rscn, Karl E; H¢ss. Jonatlian M; Ko¢lb. Claylon T: Putn¢y, Christopher R; 
StaN¢y, Ka/h~n; Welch, Ellen R; Bcnning¢r, Lan3 K: Kasson. Joy S: Mart. Tim: Riv¢s. James; Haggis. Donald Charl¢s: Sal¢mi, 
Miclmel KerR’: Hobbs, Suzamte M: WoK, Susan R: Lienescl~ Micl~ael; Splinter-Haler, Jeff: tint mckeow~ia;m~c edu: Sclioultz, Lzus 
G: St? eta, Randall: Bumll, Enfily Suszm: Fauser, Amtegret; Douglas, Eduardo de Jesfis 
> Subject: appeal for support 

> D¢ar Blends and colleagues: 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, February I, 2012 12:17 PM 

Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu> 

Farel, Paul B <paul farel@med uric edu>; Southall, Richard Michard 
<southall@email uric edu>; Boxill, Jeanette M <YMBOXILL@email uric edu>; Perrln, 
Andrew J <andrew~errin@unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; 
Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; Steponaifis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; 
Engel, Jonathan <engelj@physics uric edu>; Talbert, Richard J 
<talber~@email unc edu>; Tyler Curtain <          ~gmail corn>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email uric edu>; Gless, Darryl J <glessd@email unc edu>; Tomaskova, 
Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; redfield@unc edu; Carter, Tim <car~er:@email unc edu>; 
McGowan, John <jpm@email uric edu~ Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu> 

grammar and a bit of humor 

is (I hink) ¢chnicalb figh Do \~e care’? Thomas Jefferson did kcep rc\~orking the D¢clamlion, after all .... 

PS Perlmps we should defer to the English department on tlfis one .... 

> Sul~iect: RE: Joe Nocera 

> Sul~iect: Re: Joe Nocem 



> CSRI can llelp co-sponsor Joe’s and Robert Orr’s craning to calnpus as well 
> This would be a grcal lead up Io our April coll fcrellcc 



>> and touch on big issues l think this could be hugely succcssfid 
>> 
>> But fllete ate tltings to settle: wdl these dates work for enough of us to 
>> make it workable? And how do we pay for his flighl? (l told him Iha[ 
>> we would at ]casI cover his Imnsporla/ion expenses, since he wants 11o 
>> hol~omriun~) These ale rite tlfings to square awa) as quickly as we can 
>> We want to lock him in it’we cmt 

>> The otl~er thing to tlfiltk about--the format of lfis pmsentatioit or our 
>> "convcrsalion" wdh him One idea is to call il "College Sports Ioday: 
>> A Com’et~ation wifl~ Joe Nocem" But who would do the convet~ing, how 

>> quick meeting in the next week or so But in the lneantilne, please weigh 
>> in on Ihe dales and share an5 ideas you ha~e for defraying Ihe flight 
>> expet~ses Mso--xx hme to do this? The Stone Center? -Ja) 

>> to which he would be im’ited But we’ll want to tltitlk about this ..... 

>> O111/3 I/12 12:07 PM. ThmilkilL Jane F wrole: 
>> > Hi ever5 one- 1 have adtmted front afar the good work of this group 1 

>>> 1) Regardhtg sports and the univet~ti3"s tmssion ("Sports me 

>>> "excellence"-- defines afltletics as an "add-on" to the univet~ti3 ’s cme 

>> > nmjobmg in EXSS, facult) doing sports-related ~eseamh in kinesiolog3, 

>>> Public Hcallh. tic) Sports arc also a pa~l of our global mission, in 
>> > the form of Caroltim for Kibem, the soccer-based outreach program UN C 
>>> undergmds slarted outside of Nairobi So, perhaps part of whal tile 
>>> group nfight do ht the Nm~e is pohtt out and support fire wa) s in wlfich 
>>> athletics--in its nmm" forms--is and could col~tilme to be positivel) 

>>> 2) Regardhtg whine we tmget our critique ("Facult3" must be empowered 
>>> to oversee atltletics"): Cu doing excesses of UNC’s afltletics program is 

>> > wonder it" fire conumttee, movhtg forwmd, couldfft also make conmton cause 

>>> Ihc spollighl on Big Sports Like mosl of you. I ha~c been reading 

>>> adnitnistrators, coaches, plavms, and fatmlies are deahng with in the 
>>> fOlln of tile NCAA 

>> > As you cmt heac I’d be interested ht findhtg wa) s to refmme the 

>>> Jane F Thmilkill 
>> > Associate Professor& Director of Graduate Adnitssimts Department of 



>>> Chapel Hill Ikill~a~mc edu 
>>> From: Mlikew J Pemn [alldtew pemn@unc edu] 
>>> Sent: Monday, Jaml~w 30, 2012 2:00 PM 
>>> To: Snlilh. Jay M 
>>> Cc: Margolis, Lewis; Soulhall, Richard Micharik Boxill, Jeanell¢ M: 
>>> Gus!dewicz, Kevin M; Stepotmitis, Vincas P: Fatel, Paul B; EngeL 
>>> Jolmthan; Talbert, Richald J: T) ler Curtain: TlwaitldlL Jmle F: 
>>> Jankcn. Kcnnclh R; Gless, Dan31 J: Tomaskova, Silvia: 
>>> tedfleld~a uric edu; Carter, Tim; McGowan, Jolm; Weilec Jonathan D 
>>> S~jccI: Re: Jan 23 meelilig on addclics 

>>> All - at/ached is a slighlly prettier. PDF version suitable for 
>>> ft-almlig (or at least for distributing to colleabmes) I suggest we 
>>> each keep our scpamm lisls of people who ha~c signed on wdh us. and 
>> > we can compile tbese on or about tbe 10fl~ wbich is Jay’s suggested 
>>> deadline 

>>> All besl, 
>> > And) 

>>> On Mon. 2012-01-30 at 12:51 -0500, Jay Smdh wrote: 
>>>> I agree on all oftbese poh~ts 1 suggested tbe DTH ooly because 
>>>> Ihal seemed Io be where we wound up a/Ihe lasl mee{ing Bm Il 
>>>> nmkes perfect sense to address it to Holden, with a cop3" to the DTH 
>>>> I also agree Ihal it should nol be associa/ed with one or a few of 
>>>> us, but shauld seem to be expressing a gmundswell of opimon 

>>>> Shall we lake a week or so to collect "sig~mlures"? Aim for. say, 
>>>> F~ida?, Febnl~w 10 as a deadline? That would nmke it Imssible to 
>>>> submit Ihe letter early in Ihe followillg week--well before Ihe Feb 
>>>> 28 event Bul I’m shooting from Ihe hip here .... 

>>>> Jay 
>> >> PS--If mt¥one being copied heie would piefer not to have bet/Iris tmme 

>>>> On 1/30/12 I 1:09 AM, Andrew Perdn wmle: 
>>>>> That~ks, Ja?, and I like tl~e document a lot I will be happy to 

>>>>> 1 flfitak we should get lots of signatures, circulating hfformail?, 
>> >>> and deliker tbe signatures to someone official (Chancellor Tha t-p 
>> >>> seems hke a good chaice), with a sort of p~ess release to DTH alld 

>>>>> Trustees last fall Someone (Ja?? Lew?) shauld be there as a 

>>>>> - perhaps hated alphabetically? 

>>>>> On Sulk 2012-01-29 at 12:05 -0500, Ja? Snfith wrote: 



>~ >>~ ~ Tbougbts on a deadline? And on tbe procedure for subnfiilh~g to tbe 
>>>>>> DTH? Low has published op-cds on Ihis gcncnll subjccl ill Ihc DTH 

>>>>>> it nfight be best if no individual seents to claim ownerslfip I’m 

>>>>>> Subnfit~ed by 247 Pacaflt3 at tbe U niversit3" (flfll list of tmmes 

>>>>>> On 1/27/12 4:38 PM, Margolis. Lewis 

>>>>>>> Slcponailis. Vincas P; Margolis. Lewis: Farcl. Paul B: Engel, 

>>>>>>> Thzmk you for circulating tiffs revised draft As a possible way to 

>>>>>>> pursuit of a/hlelic excellence at UNC-Chap¢I Hill MqJST NOT COME AT 
>>>>>>> THE EXPENSE OF ACADEMIC INTEGRITY, and zdways reflect trod lehffome 

>>>>>>> Director - College Sporl Research Inslilule Woollen Hall 203C 
>>>>>>> Office - 919962-3507 Cell - F~x - 919962-6235 





>>>>>>>>> Dr Richard M Soulhall 
>>>>>>>>> Associate Professor - Sport A&nhfistration Graduate Program 
>>>>~>>~ Coo~dhmtor Tlte U mvet~ig" of North Carolit~a at Cl~apel Hill 
>>>>>>>>> Nit�clot 
>~>>>~>>~ - College Sport Research htstitute Woollen Hall 203C Office - 
>>>>>>>>> 919962-3507 Cell - Fax - 919962-6235 
>~>>~>>>~ soutlmll@enmil unc edu 

>~>>~>>> UNC Sport A&nhfistrafion website: 



>>>>>>>>>>> 919-962 -3317 
>>>>>>>>>>>Fax: 919-962-3329 
>>>>>>>>>>> web: parrcenter uric edu 

>/>>//>>//> From Ja3 Snuff1 [la? snufl~T~ellmil unc edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Monda.~, Jamlmy 16, 2012 9:53 PM 
>>>>>>>>>>> To: Pcrtin. Al~drcw J; Slcpolmilis, Vincas P: Margolis, Lewis: 

>> > Andrew J Pemn - andrew pemn@unc edu - ~:e,m~ socsci ru~c edt, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, February I, 2012 1:55 PM 

Tyler Curtain <           @gmail corn> 

Re: grammar and a bit of humor 

I so hate being frowned upon 

On 2/I/12 1:48 PM, Tyler Curtain wrote: 

Ensure is co~+ect 

I ensure you that I will insure the car You insured the car? Not me, the company How do I know? 
I will send you the forms The signature of the insurance representative at the bottom ensures that it 
is true 

Tyler, Professor of Pontificating Cn-ammaration, General Frowner, and Policer of Language Usage 

On Wed, Feb I, 2012 at 12:16 PM, Jay Smith <.!~1~i~!ig_it~q!)3aql ~..rt.k=edu> wrote: 
See the response I got fi-om Karl Petersen in Math when I asked him to sign our letter: 

Jay-- Yes, I’m happy to sign Fine statement (except "ensure" is preferable to "insure" twice 
(once by the BOG)) Best, --Karl Petersen 

I (Jay) had sort of concluded in recent times that "ensure" was now practically an archaism that 
was rarely used anymore, though Karl is (I think) technically right Do we care? Thomas 
Jefferson did keep reworking the Declaration, after all .... 

Jay 
PS Perhaps we should defer to the English department on this one .... 

On I/31/12 4:00 PM, Thrailkill, Jane F wrote: 
That’s a great idea! And--I will see if English and Comp Lit has some funds to contribute It 
would be good to have lots of co-sponsors 

Jane F Thrailkill 
Associate Professor& Director of Graduate Admissions 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

From: Farel, Paul B 
Sent: Tuesday, Janua~2¢ 3 I, 2012 3:50 PM 
To: Southall, Richard Michard; Boxill, Jeanette M; Smith, Jay M; Thrailkill, Jane F 
Cc: Perrin, Andrew J; Margulis, Lewis; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Steponaitis, Vincas P; Engel, 
Jonathan; Talbert, Richard J; Tyler Curtain; Janken, Kenneth R; Gless, Darryl J; Tomaskova, 
Silvim cedfield~,i, unccd~:.~ Carter, Tim; McGowan, John; Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: RE: Joe Nocera 



What about asking the Athletic Department to support Nocera’s visit? Given all the criticism 
they have received and the arrival of a new director, their support of Nocera’s visit could be 
their way of heralding a spirit of cooperation 

At the vet?~ least, their response will be interesting 

Paul Farel 

From: Southall, Richard Michard 
Sent: Tuesday, Janua~N 31, 2012 3:29 PM 
To: Boxill, Jeanette M; Smith, Jay M; Thrailkill, Jane F 
Cc: Perrin, Andrew J; Margolis, Lewis; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Steponaitis, Vincas P; Farel, 
Paul B; Engel, Jonathan; Talbert, Richard J; Tyler Curtain; Janken, Kenneth R; Gless, Dar~?~l J; 
Tomaskova, Silvia; m~l!2eldrwm~c ed~; Carter, Tim; McGowan, John; Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: Re: Joe Nocera 

Jan, 

CSRI can help co-sponsor Joe’s and Robert Orr’s coming to campus as well 
This would be a great lead up to our April conference 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - c~ 19962-3507 
Cell - 9012~40-7197 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

overview/ 

CSRI website: ~>:s=a unc ~Jaaics~ ,, i<htt~o, gv,~,~ tv-c edu/~ > 
CSRI Conference on College Sport website: ~va~; csricon!~.=rence ol;g 

On I/31/12 3:23 PM, "Boxill, Jeanette M"<.IMB©XILI (i~emai! unc ed~> wrote: 

Jay, 
Thanks for your email with the news of Nocera The dates are actually 



pretty good The Parr Center has a ve~’y very small budget but could chip 
in with other units to co-sponsor, eg IAH, CSRI 

J an 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Tuesday, January 3 I, 2012 2:47 PM 

3-o: ]-hrailkill, Jane 
Cc: Perrin, Andrew J; Margolis, Lewis; Southall, Richard Michard; Boxill, 
Jeanette M; Gusklewicz, Kevin M; Steponaitis, Vincas P; Farel, Paul B; 

Engel, Jonathan; ]-albert, Richard J; Tyler Curtain; Janken, Kenneth 
Gless, Darryl J; Tomaskova, Silvia; redfietd(g)un~edu; Carter, Tim; 
McGowan, John; Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: Joe Nocera 

Jane--you make good points here, to which I will respond soon, but first 
some news: 

I j ust got off the phone with Joe Nocera of the NY Times, and he seems 
genuinely eager to come down The dates we discussed: March 13-14 He 
suggested that he fly in on the afternoon of the 13th, spend some time 
with us that day, and then have an event on the 14th He fu~her 
suggested (and I loved the idea) that instead of doing a "talk/speech," 
one or more of us could simply intetwiew him on stage--that is, give him 
a soap box to push some of his more radical ideas (e g, he likes the 
idea of a maj or in football, and of course he wants to blow up the NCAA) 
and then interrogate and push him in a way that will engage the audience 
and touch on big issues I think this could be hugely successful 

But there are things to settle: will these dates work for enough of us to 
make it workable? And how do we pay for his flight? (I told him that 
we would at least cover his transportation expenses, since he wants no 
honorarium) These are the things to square away as quickly as we can 
We want to lock him in if we can 

The other thing to think about--the J%rmat of his presentation, or our 
"conversation" with him One idea is to call it "College Sports today: 
A Conversation with Joe Nocera " But who would do the conversing, how 
would we structure it, etc? This may be reason enough to have another 
quick meeting in the next week or so But in the meantime, please weigh 
in on the dates and share any ideas you have for defraying the flight 
expenses Also--where to do this? The Stone Center? -Jay 

PS Robert Orr will need to be brought in somehow--since it was his "in" 
with Nocera that made this possible One idea: have a dinner on the 13th 
to which he would be invited But we’ll want to think about this ..... 

On I/31/12 12:07 PM, Thrailkill, Jane F wrote: 
Hi everyone- I have admired from afar the good work of this group I 
wanted to offer a few thoughts moving fo~-ard, prompted by some ideas 
generated by the very fine statement the group has drafted: 

I ) Regarding sports and the university’s mission ("Sports are 



worthwhile activities in themselves"): To me, even emphasizing tlle 
positive--sports as a source of"cohesion", a venue for competitive 
"excellence"-- defines athletics as an "add-on" to the university’s core 
mission 

Otbers are likely more aware, but I’m still learning from colleagues in 
other departments that this is a limited understanding We have students 
majoring in EXSS, faculty doing sports-related research in kinesiology, 
anthropology, histury, and medicine Athletics is important to 
anti-obesity studies and programs across campus (School of Nursing, 
Public Health. etc) Sports are also a part of our global mission, in 
the form of Carolina for Kibera, the soccer-based outreach program UNC 
undergrads started outside of Nairobi So, perbaps part of what the 
group might do in tbe future is point out and support tl~e ways in which 
athletics--in its many forms--is and could continue to be positively 
integrated into the university’s academic mission 

2) Regarding where we target our critique ("Faculty must be empowered 
to oversee athletics"): Curbing excesses of UNC’s athletics program is 
important It also has the drawback of tending toward divisiveness I 
wonder if the committee, moving fotweard, couldn’t also make common cause 
with other stakeholders--even those whom we seek to "rein in"--and put 
the spotlight on Big Sports Like most of you, I have been reading 
Taylor Branch and Joe Nocera, and it appalls me to learn what our 
administrators, coaches, players, and families are dealing with in the 
form of the NCAA 

As you can hear. i’d be interested in finding ways to reframe the 
entire relationship between the university and athletics in its many 
forms Count me in for future meetings! 

Best, 

Jane 

Jane F Thrailkill 
Associate Professor& Director of Graduate Admissions Department of 
English and Comparative Literature University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill ~ki!12~)unc e&! 
From: Andrew J Perrin [andrc,.~ pemn~*~xic ed*t] 
Sent: Monday, January 30, 2012 2:00 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Cc: Margulis, Lewis; Southall, Richard Michard; Boxill. Jeanette M; 
Guskiewicz. Kevin M; Steponaitis, Vincas P; Farel, Paul B; Engel. 
Jonathan; Talbert, Richard J; Tyler Curtain; Thrailkill, Jane F; 
Janken, Kenneth R; Gless, Darryl J; Tomaskova, Silvia; 
~ec~/Seld~¢~’tanc ed~; Carter, Tim; McGowan, John; Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: Re: Jan 23 meeting on athletics 

All - attached is a slightly prettier, PDF version suitable for 
framing (or at least for distributing to colleagues) I suggest we 
each keep our separate lists of people who have signed on with us, and 
we can compile these on or about the I 0th which is Jay’s suggested 



deadline 

All best, 
Andy 

On Mon, 2012-01-30 at 12:51 -0500, Jay Smitb wrote: 
I agree on all of these points I suggested the DTH only because 
tbat seemed to be where we wound up at tlle last meeting But it 
makes perfect sense to address it to Holden, with a copy to tbe DTH 
I also agree that it should not be associated with one or a few of 
us, but should seem to be expressing a groundswell of opinion 

Shall we take a week or so to collect "signatures"? Aim for, say, 
Friday, February l0 as a deadline? That would make it possible to 
submit the letter early in the following week--well before the Feb 
28 event But rm shooting from the hip here .... 

Jay 
PS--If anyone being copied here would prefer not to have her/his name 

listed, that’s A-OK, of course Just let me know 

On 1/30/12 11:09 AM, Andrew Perrln wrote: 
Thanks, Jay, and I like the document a lot I will be happy to 
circulate among my colleagues in sociology, and will also reach out 
to my leadership group 

My own 2c: I think the DTH should not be the primary venue for this 
i think we should get lots of signatures, circulating informally, 
and deliver the signatures to someone official (Chancellor Thorp 
seems like a good choice), with a sort of press release to DTH and 
others about the delivel"y Our message ultimately should be to the 
university administration, not the press 

I also think it’s important that it not be "these few faculty and 
xxx others" because we’ve already signed on to the message to the 
Trustees last fall Someone (Jay? Lew?) should be there as a 
contact, but the list of people who signed should be neutral with 
respect to involvement 
- perhaps listed alphabetically? 

Thanks, 
Andy 

On Sun, 2012-01-29 at 12:05 -0500, Jay Smith wrote: 
Thanks to Richard and Lew for their tweaks to this statement I 
madeoneortwootherminortweaksmyself So voilfi I suggest 
that if there are no other suggestions for changes before the end 
of the day tomorrow (a different title, for example?), that we, or 
at least those of us witb the time and energy to do so, begin 
sharing this document with colleagues by Tuesday In those 
departments/units with more than one representative on our 
committee, perhaps one person could take charge of compiling a list 
ofsignaturies (rll do so for Histo~T) 



Of course, we’ll t~3z to reach beyond our own departments, but if 
one person in each department takes the lead we’ll avoid duplication 
of effort 

Thoughts on a deadline? And on the procedure for submitting to the 
DTH? Lew has published op-eds on this general subject in the DTH 
already, so maybe he does the submitting? Just an idea I’m 
willing to do the work if the rest of you are pressed for time, but 
it might be best if no individual seems to claim ownership I’m 
thinking the letter might be "signed" in the following manner: 

Submitted by 247 faculty at the University (full list of names 
available in the online edition of DTH) 

Other ideas? -Jay 

On 1/27/12 4:38 PM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 
I’d suggest that "at the expense of academic integrity" be phrased 
:in the positive, as are the principles "excellence at 
UNC-Chapel Hill must rest on academic integrity, and always 
reflect" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Southall, Richard Michard 
Sent: Friday, Janua~’y 27, 2012 12:41 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Cc: Boxill, Jeanerte M; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Perrin, Andrew J; 
Steponaitis, Vincas P; Margolis, Lewis; Farel, Paul B; Engel, 
Jonathan; Talbert, Richard J; Tyler Curtain; Thrailkill, Jane F; 
Janken, Kenneth R; Gless, Dar@ J; Tomaskova, Silvia; 
,-edf,~ld2kz~u[~cx~du; Carter, Tim; McGowan, John; Weiler, Jonathan D 
:Subject: Re: Jan 23 meeting on athletics 

Thank you for circulating this revised draft As a possible way to 
address your expressed concern about "integrity" not being included 
in a principle, I inserted the following few words into the document 
(All Caps below-) 

"In light of recent developments, however, we insist that the 
pursuit of athletic excellence at UNC-Chapel Hill MUST NOT COME AT 
THE EXPENSE OF ACADEMIC INTEGRITY, and always reflect and reinforce 
the following three principles:" 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration Graduate Program 
Coordinator The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Director - College Sport Research Institute Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - 919 ~i~2-3507 Cell -             Fax - ~l’; 962-~23~ 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

On 1/27/12 11:36 AM, "Jay Smith"<)?vsn~l~5"r~ ;~al unc edu> wrote: 

Friends 
I’ve taken another shot at the ’statement of principles" (though 
[ can’t be sure that I didn’t forget something important--so 
please read it top to bosom) I changed some wording here and 
there, but I think it reflects the spirit of our Monday 
discussion I’m still a little bothered that "integrity" has 
fiallen out as a principle, but I suppose it’s covered implicitly 
~n points I and 2 

Ideally, we’ll be able to finalize this by early next week and 
start circulating the statement among our colleagues (I’d like 
to suggest that we try to finish the whole process, and submit 
our le~er to the DTH, before spring break) 

Jay 
PS I’m calling Joe Nocera ne~t week; I’ll let you know what 
comes of that 

On 1/24/12 11:56 AM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 
lust a note to thank everyone who was at yesterday’s "working 
group 
meeting - and others on this list - for the chance to 
participate in the discussions I enjoyed the chance to work on 
the statement of principles, as well as "letter-drop" some 
college-sport acronyms 

AS a way to foster additional conversation, either in person or 
via email, I wanted to forward a couple of recent commentaries 
that might be of interest I welcome any critiques or criticisms 

al~_U:i~www hu ftlnq’rorpost c~m/~i cha ~ d- m- south,@ t;oll~ ~ -,~.hJeti 
cs-ref 



b 
1210919 html 

s-pay 
~ I 

)932 html?refsports 

f anyone wants to venture over to CSRI (There’s another of 
.hose 
~cronyms[) in Woollen Gym or meet for coffee or lunch and talk, 
I’ll be happy to buy the first cup of coffee 

7heers, 

~.ichard 

Dr Richard M Southall 
&ssociate Prot~ssor - Sport Administration Graduate Program 
7oordinatur The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director 
- College Spo~ Research Institute Woollen Hall 203C Office - 
)!9 9~,2-35o? Cell -              Fax - 91 ~) ~o2-~235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

7SRI Cont?rence on College Sport website: 

)n 1/20/12 1201 PM "Jay Smith"<~.V~. i~] )~’~ ~ai] uqc edu> 
~rote: 

Colleagues: 
I attach two items The first is the agenda for our meeting on 
Monday, Jan 23 (3pm in the upstairs seminar room at Hyde Hall) 
The second is a draft statement of principles that we will want 



~.o discuss and refine (We’ll also need to decide what, 
exactly, to do with said statement; I have a few ideas) I did 
not have time to solicit input/feedback from eveiyone My 
lbanks, tbough, to Lew and Andy for responding to my first 
draft I’ve included many of their suggestions 
We’ll surely continue to reshape tbis tbing 

Finally--my apologies for leaving a few of you out of my Monday 
reminder e-mail I was acting quickly and on the basis of 
Paulty memo~T I 
~trust* that I have evetyone now It’any ofyou know of 
ndividuals whose interests or expertise might make tbeir 
nvolvement valuable for us, feel free to share this e-mail 

w~tb them Don’t broadcast it to whole departments (tbe 
seminar room seats only about 15, after all), but targeted 
~nvi~adons are a good idea 

look fotaxard to continuing the conversation Monday -Jay 

On 1/16/12 10:03 PM, Boxill, Jeanat~e M wrote: 
H~ Jay, 
You’ll likely get lots of "reply all" emails![[ 

Jail 

Jan Boxill, PhD 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH Director, Parr Center for 
Ethics Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy University of 
North Carolina Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 Office Phone 

From: Jay Smith ;[~..,~vs_ls~h~.~m~il 
Sent: Monday, Januata2 16, 2012 9:53 PM 
To: Perrin, Andrew J; Steponaitis, Vincas P; Margolis, Lewis; 
Farel, Paul B; Engel, Jonathan; Talbe~, Richard J; Tyler 
Curtain; Thrailkill, Jane F; Janken, Kennetb R; Gless, 
Dan~l J~ Tomaskova, Silvia~ ~~dficld;@m~ *.~h~; Carter, Tim; 
McGowan, Johm Boxill, Jeaneue M; Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Jan 23 meeting on athletics 

Dear colleagues: 
Someone do me the flavor of responding "reply-all" to this 
message so that I don’t have to reconstruct tbe list again 
Thanks Now for tbe news 

This is a quick reminder ~witb more details to follow by the 
end of the 
week) that we’re scheduled to meet Jan 23, 3:00-4:30pm in tbe 
upstairs seminar room of Hyde Hall We’ll have quite a few 
things to discuss--including a preliminatT "statement of 
p~qnci~les" and plans for a faculty forum on student-athletes 



in the classroom-so make evelT effort to come if you can 

In the meantime, I want to bring to your attention a lunchtime 
discussion this Wednesday, 12-Ipm, in the University Room of 
Hyde Hall 
Jan Boxill will be discussing "Sports as a Public Forum for 
Ethics" 
If 
you’d like to come, you’ll need to make a rese~wation by 
tomorrow-lunch is provided--so act quickly: go to 
pawcc*tcer ~sn:’ cdu to make your reservation This is the 
first in a series of forums/public discussions on sports 
issues this spring that should interest many of us 

More to come later in the week .... 

Jay Smith 

Tyler Curtain 
Chapel Hill, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                 9:13 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: 

--do you mean the "reaction paper"? Because I’ll have some things to say about that in class The first 
real paper isn’t due until         so there’s plenty of time This week and this coming Monday, thesetimes 
don’t work for me Usually, though, late on Thursdays would work OK -JS 

On 8:33 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

This is            in your History                  . I came up to you earlier this semester informing 
you that classes may conflict with my game schedule that our team is assigned for this following spring. 
Anyways, since there is no recitation in this class and I cannot make your office hours due to pra~ice times, 

I was seeing if we could schedule an appointment to meet sometime before our fi~t paper assignment due 
date. 

I am available outside of these times: 
thursday 11-1:45 & 4-5 
friday 12-12:50 & 2-2:50 
monday 12-12:50 & 2-2:50 & 4-5 

I hope we can plan something out. Thanks for spending the time reading my email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday, Februa~2¢ 2, 2012 9:28 PM 

Reinert, Thomas J <treinert@email unc edu> 
Re: appeal for support 

On 2/2/12 4:53 PM. R¢incrk Thomas J wrote: 
> Ja?-- ~1> of tbose da?s ougbt to wolk How about Wednesda? (Matx:h 7)? --Anlazing bow tbe yem is going by--we’re already 
talking about Marck --Tom 

> Fmln: Ja> Slmth Ija.~simth@enmil unc edu] 
> Sent: Tlnusda), FebnlaL~" 02, 2012 8:57 AM 
> To: Reinert, Tl/onms J 
> Subject: Re: appeal for supporl 

> Tom--~ ¢s, Icl’s Weren’t we supposed Io ha~¢ lunch in, like. 
> S¢pl¢mb¢r? Spring break shoald be good I may b¢ out of Iown tl~e 
> second weekend, bul Monday-Thursday I’ll be around Which day would 
>you l~ke? -Ja) 
> 

> On 2/2/12 8:38 AM, Rein¢rt, Thomas J wml¢: 
>> Hi, Ja)-- Pm lmpp) to add IW ~mme to this --And wlmt about hinch some time? M) scbedule is bad this semeste~--I teach MWF 
Ihrough lunchlime--bul are you around during spring break’? --Tom 
>> 

>> From: Ja) Sndth Ijavsndtb?*emad m~c edu] 
>> Smut: Wednesda), Febmat) 01, 2012 11:02 AM 
>> To: lucia binohi: Washburn, S¢an; Mat3 Sheriff: R¢inerl, Thomas J; Vers¢n3 i, Adam Na/hani¢l; Sayre-McCord, Geoff: Lawrence, 
David S; Baltltrop, Bdl: Dempsey, Sarah E; Grossberg, Lmx ~ence:         ~l;aol corn; Garcia, Dmdd F: Hollmld, Domtby C: 
fotest@mnath uric edu: McLauglthit Pdclmt~ M: Petetsen, Karl E: Hess, Jot~atlmn M: Koelb, Clayton T; Putrid’, Clmstopher R: 
Starkey, Kathiy m Welch, Ellen R: Bemtfl~ger, Larry K; Kassmt Joy S; Mm~. Tim; Rives, Jmnes: Haggis, Dotmld Charles; Salemi, 
IVficlmal KerD’: Hobbs, Suzam~e M: Wolf, Susan R: Lienescl~ Micbaal; Splinter-Haler, Jeff: tim mckeowlra;m~c edu: Scboultz, La~s 
G; Slyers. Randall; Burdll, Emily Susan; Faus¢r, Annegrel; Douglas, E&mrdo de Jesfis 
>> Sul~iect: appeal for support 
>> 

>> Dear friends and colleagues: 
>> Attached is a brief "statement of principles" about atldefics at UNC 
>> thai an hifo~nal committee wdh which I’m involved has recently 
>> drafted Our intention is to sub~mt tbe statement formally to 
>> chancellor Thorp (who is already a~are Ihal il!s coming), wilh a copy Io 
>> tbe DTH We’d hke to do rids by ndd-Febmmy You’ll see tlmt it’s a 
>> relatively modest slal¢menl thai foc~tses on broad principles: our hope 
>> is to present more specific suggeslions/recomm¢n&~lions for reform later 
>> this yea~--~eforms tlmt will be consistent wifl~ tbese principles 
>> 

>> For Ihis Io ]Rive any chance Io gam¢r al/enlion and make an imlX~cl, il 
>> needs Io ha~¢ Ih¢ force of Ihe ~lcully behind d Hence my e-mail 
>> Membet~ office dmfih~g cmmnittee ate now collecting "sigt~amres" (i 

>> to fl~e document wben we suhinit it to Holden If you’d like your nmne to 

>> Tbete’s no need to respond to me if you’ve ahead? ~esponded to off,ms 

>> Thanks for considering Ihis, 
>> Jay Sndth (Histmy) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,               9:11 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Reaction Paper 1 

yes, take a side 

On 9:32 PM, 

Professor Smith, 

I just wanted to discuss my ideas for the first paper. Do you particularly want us to take 
a side for "who wronged whom," because I want to make the argument that they both 
wronged each other. Just let me know so I can start the paper this weekend! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,               I 1:54 AM 

~gmail com> 

Re: Lurcy 

Goodnews 

On 9:20 AM, wrote: 

Thanks Found out yesterday that I made it to the next round of the SSRC Again,      made it to 
the finals and didn’t get anything from them, so I’m keeping a level head about eve~aything, but still 
much preferred to not moving on[ 

On Fri, 
Letter’s in 

at 9:10 AM, Jay Smith <~fit[ ~cmai[ tlnc edu> wrote: 

On 1:37 PM, wrote: 

Hey Jay, 

Just a heads-up that the Lurcy is due tomorrow They don’t really give me good 
status updates through the system, so I’m not sure if you or Lloyd have submitted 
yet Thought I’d send out a reminder just in case 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, Febmat?¢ 3, 2012 12:52 PM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Re: A meeting re Nocera next Friday? 

and/or othet~ could share your views (if you lmve strong views) by 
c-mail. I’d be inclined Io m¢cl anyway I’m ~om¢d aboul lime slipping 
away from us, wltich is ah~ad~" lmppemng on order fronts -Ja) 

On 2/3/12 12:33 PM, Boxill. Jcan¢ll¢ M wrolc: 
> Next Friday is a Faculg" Council meeth~g from 3-5 
>Jan 



>> > ff we can couglt up--wbat, a tbousmtd bucks or so?--I nfigltt be able 

>~>> atNetes wNle tbe ~ansfonnation of college aflfletics iNo a profit 

>>>> slay While I ha~c nol ~ad as widely as I would I~lvc liked 

>>>> atNetics and fl~e umvet~ig" College spots is our baifiwick, as 

>>>> Clmpel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

>>>> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
>>>> (919) 966-2694 (~lx) 

>>>> -----O~ighml Message ..... 

>>>> From: Ja~ Smith 



>>>> Scnl: Tuesday, Janua~) 3 h 2012 2:47 PM 
>>>> To: Th~al[kill, Jalle F 
>~>> Cc: Permk Andrew J: Margolis, Lewis; Soufl~all, Richard Michat~l; 
>>>> Boxill. Jeanell¢ M: Guskiewicz, Kevin M: Sleponallis. Vincas P; 
>>>> Farcl, Paul B: Engel. Jonalluln: Talbctl, Richard J; T~ler Curlain: 
>~>> Jm~ke~k KenNeth R: Gless, Dart31 J; Tomaskova, SiNia; 
>~>> t~dfiald@m~c edu; Carter, Tim; McGowan, Jolm: Weilec Jonafl~an D 
>>>> Su~iecl: Joe Nocem 

>>>> Jane--~ ou make good poinls here, Io which I will respond soon, 

>~>> l just got offthe phone with Joe Nocera of the NY Times, and he 
>>>> seems gcnhinely eager I~ come down The dales we discussed: March 
>~>> 13-14 He suggested that he fl? in on the a~ernoon of the 13th, 
>~>> spend some time with us that day, and then have an event on the 
>>>> 14111 He furdler suggesled (and I loved Ihe idea) Iha/inslead of doing a "la lkNpcech." 
>>>> one or more of us coald simply inlc~ iew him on slagc--Iha/is, give 
>> >> hint a soap box to push some of his mote radical ideas (e g, he 
>>>> hkes tl~e idea of a nmjor ht football, and of course he wants to 
>>>> blow up Ihe 
>>>> NCAA) and then i~terrogate and push hint in a way that will engage 
>>>> Ihe audience and Iouch on big issues I Ihink Ihis could be hugely 

>>>> But the~e a~e tlthtgs to settle: will fltese dates work for enough of 
>>>> us to make il woNabl¢? And how do we pay for his flight2 (I 
>>>> Iold ]lil~l Ihal w¢ would al leasl cover his Inlnsporlalion expenses, 
>>>> since he wants no honorarium) These are the tlthtgs to square 
>>>> as qhickly as we can W¢ wanl to lock him in if we can 

>>>> A Conversation with Joe Nocera " But who would do the conversing, 

>>>> please weigh in on Ihc dales and share any ideas you hare for de fraying Ihe fbghl 
>>>>expe]tses Also--wl~etetodoflfis? Tl~eStoneCeNNer? -Jay 

>>>> PS Robert O~r will need to be brought ht somehow--since it was his 
>> >> wiflt Nocem that nmde this possible One idea: have a di]mer on the 

>>>> On 1/31/12 12:07 PM, Tlwaltki[1, Jane F wrote: 

>> >>> I waNNed to offer a few thaugltts movmg fore ard, prompted by some 

>>>>> I) Regarding sporls and Ihe universily’s mission ("Sporls are 
>>>>> worthxx l~e activities in themselves"): To me, even emphasizing the 

>>>>> Othet~ are likel3 mo~e awa~e, but I’m still lear]mtg front 

>> >>> understm~ding We have students majobmg in EXSS, facult3 dohtg 

>>>>> programs across cmnpus (School of Nut~htg, Public Healtlk etc) 



>>>>> which a/hlelics--in ils many gonns--is and could conlinue Io bc posdivcly inlcgm/ed inlo Ihc universily’s academic mission 

>)>>) 2) Regat~ling where we target our critique ("Facul[} must be 
>>>>> clnpowercd ~o oversee ad0clics"): Curbing excesses ogUNC’s 
>>>>> alhlebcs program is imporlata II also luls Ibc drawback or lending 
>~ >>~ towat~l divisiveness I wonder it" fl~e conumt~ee, movh~g fo~ ard, 
>~ >>~ couldn’t also nmke conmlon cruise with other stakeboldet~--even tbose 
>>>>> whom we seek Io "rein in"--and pul lhe spollighl on Big Sporls 
>~ >>~ Like most of you, I have been reading Ta? lot Branch m~d Joe Nocem, 
>>>>> and d appalls me Io lean~ whal our adminislmlors, coaches. 
>~ >>~ pla? eta, m~d fmndies are dealing wifll in the form of the N CAA 

>~>>~ As you can hem, I’d be interested in finding ways to ~eframe tbe 

>~>>~ English and Compacative Literature U mvet~its, of North Cmolitm, 
>>>>> Chapel Hill Ikill@unc cdu 

>~>>~ From: Andrew J Pemn [andlew Derbu~,~aunc edu] 
>>>>> Scnl: Monday, Janum) 30, 2012 2:00 PM 

>~>>~ Cc: Margolis, Lewis; Souflmll, Riclmrd Michard: Boxill, Jem~eRe M: 
>>>>> Guskicwicz. Kcvin M; Slcponaitis, Vincas P: Farcl, Paul B; Engcl, 
>>>>> Jonalhan: Talbcrk Richard J: Tyler Curlain: Thmilkill. Jane F; 

>>>>> All - a0achcd is a slighdy prcllicr, PDF version suilablc I’or 
>>>>> Framing (or al Icasl got disl~ibubng Io colleagues) I suggcsl we 
>~ >>~ each keep our separate lists of people wbo have signed on with us, 

>~>>~ On Mo]k 2012-01-30 at 12:51-0500, Ja) Sndrh wrote: 

>>>>>> Friday, Fcbruat3 10 as a deadline? That would make il possible to 
>>>>>> sub]mr tbe le[~er earl3 h~ tbe following week--well before tbe Feb 

>>>>>> Jay 
>~>>~ PS--If re}one being copied bere would prefer not to lmve her/Ns 

>~>>~ On 1/30/12 11:09 AM, Andrew Pemnwrote: 



>>>>>>> and deliver rite sigl~atmes to someone official (Chancellor Tl~orp 

>>>>>>> Tntstccs lasl fall Someone (Jay? Low?) should be Ihcrc as a 

>>>>>>> - perhaps listed alphabeticzfll) ? 

>>>>>>> On Sun, 2012-01-29 at 12:05 -0500, Jay Smithwrote: 

>>>>>>>> charge of conlpiling a lisl of signalodcs (I’ll do so for Hislot3) 

>>>>>>>> fire DTH? Lew has published op-eds on this gel~eml subject ht 

>>>>>>>> ownership I’m t biitldng the letter nfight be "sigl~ed" in the following nmimer: 

>>>>>>>> Submitted b) 247 faculty" at tha Ulm-et~it3 (full list ofimmes 
>>>>>>>> available in tha online edition of DTH) 

>>>>>>>>> Scnl: Friday, Jant~at3 27, 2012 12:41 PM 

>>>>>>>>> Jonalhan: Talharl. Richard J: Tyler Curlain: Thmilkill. Jane 



>>>>>>>>> 1~ address your expressed concern aboul "inlcglily" no[ being 
>~>>~>>~ inchlded in a pbmciple, I inserted tbe following few winds 
>~>>~>>~ into tbe docalment (All Caps below) 

>>>>>>>>> "In lighl of r¢ccnl dcvclopmcnls, however, we insisl Ihal 
>~>>~>>~ pursuit of atldefic excellence at UNC-Clmpel Hill MUST NOT COME 
>~>>~>>~ AT THE EXPENSE OF ACADEMIC INTEGRITY, mtd alwa~’s ]effect and 
>>>>>>>>> reinforce Ih¢ following Ihrc¢ principles:" 

>>>>>>>>> Richard 

>~>>~>>~ Dr Richard M Soutltall 
>>>>>>>>> Associal¢ Pro lessor - Sporl Adminislrabon Gmdtkal¢ Program 
>>>>>>>>> Coordina/or The Univcrslly of Norlb Carolina al Chapel Hill 
>~>>~>>~ Di]ector - College Sport Research htsfimte Woollen Hall 203C 
>)>>))>>) Office - 919962-3507 Cell -              Fax - 919962-6235 





>>>>>>>>>>>> On 1/16/12 10:03 PM. Boxill, Jcanel/e M 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> o f North Carolina Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 Office Phone 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> 919-962-3317 



>>>>> --- Andrew J Perrin - anchew perrht(aunc edu - 

>>>>> Associate Professor mid Associate Clmir of Sociolog3" 
>>>>> Ulfiversit) of Norfll Carolilm - CB#3210, Clmpel Hill, NC 27599-3210 
>>>>> USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, Februat2¢ 3, 2012 1:48 PM 

Joe Nocera <nocera@nytimes corn> 

Re: upon reflection .... 

OK, I’ll see what I can do We’re a pitiful, struggling state U, of course, but I’m sure I can come up with 
something (No hotel expense, so that helps!) I won’t be crass and ask about a figure--I’ll just see what’s 
available and go from there More later 

On 2/3/12 1:29 PM, Joe Nocera wrote: 

...if there is indeed an honorarium available, I can accept. NYT rules allow writers to be 
paid when they speak at universities. 

Joe Nocera 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 (oft5 ce) 

(cell) 



lay Snlth qaysn’ith@emrdL mc.edu> 

BNday, h’ehruary 8, 20i2 B133 PM 

Soukhall Rk’hard ~Iich, rd <soukhaI!@cnisikunc.cdu> 
Re: Rrofcssors Must Speak Out Collc~;es Can No Lon£c~ Afford Athletics 
as Nsual Commentary "the Chronicle of Hi~ther Education 

Richard--thrmks. T talked to [iolden before I r’er~d your en’aH~ hut it didn’t matter it, the end. 

lTe solnded synipathetc~hJt his nan point ~Tas thatyo~ need to exhaust all ot~er sources of 

fundin}~ (internally, that is Lhc College, related departments etc,) and once you’ve done 

that, you s’ould approach’ Nolden dh’ectly if you stilir:eed note, 7-~think* this meanst) at he 

%elevesyou’l f~et the ~or,eyyou need fl’om one place or another, b~t that he~,~ants to be 

sure you ~to throu~h the food chahz :m the norm w~y. We didn’t Lalk ~,bouL numbers, buL 1 

w~s cncoura}~cd by hi,.~ tone ~t ’.ca,.~t. Jy 

On 2/3/i2 3:42 RM, SouLhali, Richard Michard wrote: 

Jsy, 

l’]e h£sest thlr,£ CSR! (in get,oral) ar,d the conference in particular car provide to 

(LXC’s faculty and ad~linlstration is access to resear’ch nnd reseat’chef’s. One of t e 

College-sport experts from across the country will be available to our administration, faculty, and 

students through out the conference. In addition, CSRIs contacts with researchers across the 

country, the [nst[tute’s ongoing in-house research, and the catalogued research manuscripts 

published in our peer-reviewed journal are all assets that can help insure discussions specific to 

UNC can be placed in a larger national context. 

I hope this is what you are looking for. Let me know if you need or want any additional 

information. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M Southall 

Associate Professor Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director College Sport Research institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office 919.962 3507 



Fax - 919.962-6235 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 3 Feb 2012 14:32:54 0500 

TO: Richard Southall <southall@email unc.edu> 

Stlbjl~¢t: Re: Professors Must Speak Out Colleges Can No Longer Afford Athletics as Usual Commentary 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Jay, 

Dr. Richard M. South~,ll 

Associate Professor Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of NoAh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office 919.962 3507 

Cell 

Fax - 919.962-6235 



CSRI webs[te: wvcw.urlc edu/csri 

CSRI Conference on College Spor~ website: www,csricon[ele ~,:e,or~ 

<!--[if !supportLists]--> < ! -- [endif] -->Monclay. April 5. 2010 

Professors Must Speak Out: Colleges Can No Longer 
Mford Athletics as Usual 

The recent economic downturn has exacerbated the ]ong~erm tensions and issues 

surrounding campus atldetics. While the NCAA considers expanding its money-making 

postseason basketball tournament fl’om 65 to 96 teams and renegotiating its television 

contract, a growing nLtmber of students and fiaculty membet~ are questioning the cost, 

purpose, and appropriateness of the intercollegiate athletics enterprise. Most major 

athletics programs operate with a deficit and drain theh’ institutions of revenue. Students 

who face constantly rising tuition are beginning to ask how much of their money is being 

used to support athletics programs as opposed to theh’ education. 

Some institutions have decided to drop programs, move to less competitive (i.e., less 

costly-) divisions, or eliminate football, by far the most expensive sport. Yet on many 

campuses, spending continues unabated, Pacilities are made more lavish, coaches’ 

contracts continue to escalate, and, according to the Knight Commission on 

Intercollegiate Athletics report "College Sports 101," only 20 to 30 colleges ~n support 

their atlfletics programs without direct subsidies, typically in the form of institutional 

loans and student fees. 

In addition to piling up debt, many athletics programs are awash in academic sendal. 

The NCAA credits its academic-reform efforts for the rise in its "Graduation Success 

Rate" of 78 percent. But the fact is that student athletes generally do well in their studies, 

with the glaring exception of those in men’s basketball and football--the two "revenue 

spot,s" associated with almost all of the publicity, visibility, notoriety, and fraud in 

intercollegiate athletics. Binghamton University, for instance, part of the State University 

of New York, recently spent close to Sl million to investigate academic improprieties 



related to its men’s basketball program. The arrests of players on felony chaises 

involving drugs, assault, and shoplifiing led in part to the suspensions of six players, the 

resignation of the athletics director, and the suspension on paid leave of the coach. An 

adjunct sociology- professor, asserting she was pressured by coaches to give preferential 

treatment to basketball players, was terminated and later reinstated by the university. In 

,lanu arty- 2OlO, Georgia Southern University was placed on two years’ probation for 

academic violations that included a men’s basketball coach taking an examination for a 

player--which, in academic terms, might be considered a capital crime. 

Paul Dee, chairman of the NCAA Division I Committee on infractions and a sports-law 

professor at the University of Miami, has expressed his concern about the growing 

number of academic-fraud cases that his committee sees. It seems that cases of academic 

dishonesty and fraud have actually increased in tandem with the NCAA’s attempts at 

academic reform, in fact, since the beginning of such efforts at reform, in 2oo3, as many 

as 33 eases of major infractions related to academies have occurred. 

How might NCAA reforms and academic fl’aud have a cause efl~ct relationship? To 

increase access to higher education for economically disadvantaged student-athletes, the 

NCAA, albeit well intentioned, has created the possibility of essentially open admissions. 

That has resulted in many of those students’ being academically unprepared for college. 

As "special admits," prospective high school student athletes can now qualify for 

eligibility without correctly answering a single question on a standardized examination. 

And many admissions officers fear rampant ~’ade inflation on the transcripts they 

review. Yet, according to the findings of a Knight Commission study released in October 

2oo9, most college presidents are reluctant to unilaterally impose controls on atlfleties 

or raise standards, because of pressure from popular coaches, donors, and trustees who 

fear their teams might be put at a disadvantage. Some coaches have even threatened to 

leave if their institutions do not lower admissions requirements to match the NCAA’s 

initial-eligibility tales. 

Once at the university, underprepared, at-risk student-atlfletes ofien feel as if they are 

impostors who do not belong among students Par better prepared for the demands of 

college work. At-risk student-athletes are often caught in the twin pincers of 

underpreparedness and increased demands for academic performance in order to 

remain eligible to compete. 

Is it any wonder that such pressures t~sult in academic misconduct? To limit the risk of 

the NCAA’s imposing penalties on them for not progressing academically, at-risk 

student athletes often cluster in majors likely to ensure athletic eligibility, or sometimes 

engage in cheating, plagiarism, and other forms of academic fraud. The entire culture 

surrounding big time spotts encourages such actions. The student athlete is Ltsually 

aware that officials of his college, beginning with the coach who recruited him, are 



engaging in a deception designed to itse his athletics talent for entertainment purposes, 

often regardless of whether he gains the broader benefits of higher education. But evel~ 

time a student is admitted under essentially false premises, the institution gives away a 

small piece of its integrity--an action that is inimical to the long-term well-being of the 

institution and of higher education in general. 

The NCAA, understandably, represents its own interests and those of its athletics 

constituents, not the educational interests of colleges and universities. Thus it can’t be 

depended upon to make the fttndamental changes that atp needed. True athhlties reform 

requires a new and better model of shared decision-making, one that calls on faculty 

members and faculty senates to participate far more in the debate on athletics reform on 

their campuses and on the national scene. 

Specifically, faculty members should: 

Gain more control over special admissions. Profsssors should ensure that student- 

athletes accepted by theb’ institutions bring the necessary eompetencies to the 

classroom. That is not to say that colleges should do away with special-admissions 

options, but rather that they should ensure that admissions decisions reflect more than 

the interests of the football and men’s basketball coaches. If faculty senates do no more 

than establish appropriate athletics admissions standards for their own institutions, that 

could go a long way toward real academic reform. 

Select the faculty athletics representative. That important appointment should no longer 

typically be made by the president, but by the faculty senate or another body that reflects 

the faculty’s will. In addition, term limits should be put in place, in some instances, the 

representative remains in that position for decades, when five years might be a 

reasonable period for any one person to serve. Apart from other considerations, it seems 

unreasonable to expect a person to spend years being ente~"~ained by the athletics 

department, ypt at the same time remain uninfluenced by athletics interests--especially 

when they mn counter to those of the institution. 

Work more forceflflly through independent f:acult~based organizations. Those groups 

include the Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics and the Draks Group, which represent a 

variety of positions on important topics such as academic integrity in athletics, athletics 

related financial aid, and athletics-department debt. 

Further, whomever is selected to lead the NCAA should engage its member institutions 

and the faculty based organizations in determining how intercollegiate athletics can 

better support both campus priorities and student-athletes. The aim should be for the 

athhlties program to serve the institution, not the other way around. 

Athletics reform has not achieved its desired goals, but is not too late to reshape a more 

responsive and responsible intercollegiate athletics. The inclusion of the academic side of 



the university cotfld ofl~r a refl’eshing redirection for competitive big time college spoF~s. 

Expenditures for athletics facilities would take their place in line with other campus 

priorities, understanding that donors will always have preferences as to how their dollars 

are to be used. A student-athlete who is a step slower in the 4o-yard dash but better 

prepared academically could compete with the expectation of graduating, reaping the 

benefits of a college education, and enhancing his life and the life of his community. 

Meanwhile the games would remain competitive, Ohio State University and the 

University of Michigan wotdd still battle on the last Saturday of the football season. 

And the Final Four basketball fians wotdd still come out in throngs. 

Gerald S. Gurney is senior associate athletics director for academics and student life and 

an adjunct professor of education at the University of Oklahoma, and president-elect of 

the National Association of Academic Advisers for Athletics. Jerome C. Weber is a 

professor of education at the university. 

<!--[if !suppovtLists]--> <!--[endif]-->The Chronicle of Higher Education 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                2:22 PM 

Re:    lecture clarification 
@live unc edu> 

-you’ve got it right Luther advanced "con" versus "trans"substantiation And Zwingli could not even 
acceptthatfom~ofdivine"presence" He insisted that communion was st~ictly symbolic -JS 

On 12:17 PM, wrote: 

Dr Smith, 

I am going over the             lecture and am slightly confused about what Luther and Zwingli 
disagreed on Is it that Luther disagreed with transubstantiation and believed in consubstantiation 
and Zwingli believed opposite? I have in my notes that Zwingli denied consubstantiation but I don’t 
have anything about what he actually believed as far as communion 

Thanks, 

On at 4:59 PM, 
<£~!..~!!.tl!!!:z)etnal! un ~ edu> wrote 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

Keywords for the last two lectures now posted Sonny for the tardiness 

This folwv-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Messages from the "HIST ’ site To reply to tbis message click this link 
to access Messages for this site: H-[.~;1’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,              4:57 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 
Re: Paper Prompt 

The whole thing, I’m afraid. 

On 4:56 PM, wrote: 

We just need to read up to 100 for Burgermeister’s Daughter right? Or did we need to finish the book? 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Sunday, 4:54 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Paper Prompt 

No biggie 

On 4:53 PM, 

Sorry prof. I’ll try and read more closely nexL time. 

Read my last email to the class 

On 4:46 PM, wrote: 

Hey Professor, 
Have you posted the paper prompt online yet? If you have, I have no idea 
where to find it. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,                 10:28 AM 

@email unc edu> 
meeting 

-lt!s Monday and alrcad5 my w¢ck is o~tt of conlrol l I~org¢l 
whether we wet’e plaltaing to meet today 1’11 be leading your clmpter 
bct\~c¢n now and abo~tt lpm B~tl I ha~¢ oth¢r mc¢tJngs unlil a/Icasl 
2:30 Were you plaltaing to come toda?. ? Sort5 to have forgotten 1 
need to start writing our meetings into my calendtu 

JS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, Febmat2¢ 6, 2012 10:55 AM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu> 
Re: Nocera column today 

Kevin--greal I’ll tt3 to gel him to nail down his flight plans and 
fl~en get back to you If you call tt3 to hald both willdows open for a 
bil -Jay 

PS Lowell has aheady let me know that the) "going m mtotber 
direction." as they say So you’re off Ihe hook Bul Ihanks again for 
being wilhng 

On 2/6/12 9:09 AM, Guskiewicz, Kevin M wrote: 
> Jay, 
> 1 would e~!ioy meeting wiflt him On March 14th, I could meet between 11-12:30 or after 2:30 Let me know what works 

> Kevin 

> Kevin Guskiewicz, PbD, ATC 
> Kenan Dislinguished Professor 
> Chair. Depa~llnenl of Exercise and Sporl Science 
> U~fiversit~ of NoNt Caroli~m at Chapel Hill 

> 919-962-5175 

> -----Ofi{~ml Message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 3:47 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Reaction papers, study questions, etc 

--with a one-page assignment, it’s really best to keep it simple So just focus on the relationship between 
father and daughter (as I explained in class) Was the father or daughter more at fault? 

JS 

On 3:3 I PM, wrote: 

Hi, 

I just have a quick question about our argument for the paper. Is it okay to include more than one 
argument? I know it is a short paper and we can’t explore very many arguments, but I would like to argue 
that Hermann wronged Anna, but that she in turn wronged her siblings. I would also like to explore whether 
Erasmus or Daniel wronged Anna by not marrying her in the first place. If it is not okay to have multiple 
answers to "Who wronged whom?" then I can just stick to my argument that Hermann wronged his 
daughter the most. 

Thanks, 

Sent: Sunday,               3:30 PM 
Subject= Reaction paper, study questions, etc 

To: All Participants 
From: Jay Smith 
Hello--there are now a few study questions posted for the reading on Tuesday--you’ll find them 
posted under the Study Questions folder 

Also, the key words from the last lecture are also posted 

And finally, let me remind you of the guidelines for the reaction paper You’re all writing on the 
big question "Who wronged whom?" Write no more than one page, double spaced, and remember 
to do two things 
1 Be sure to draw on two sections of the text (e g, perhaps two quotations) to help you make your 
point And 
2 Be sure to cite the page number in parentheses So, for example, you might write: "Anna was 
badly mistreated when she was tied to a table and imprisoned for months (p I 15)" OK, see you 
Tuesday Happy reading 

This fo~,varded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST ’ site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, Febmat?¢ 6, 2012 4:00 PM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email unc edu>; Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu>; Perrln, Andrew J 
<andrew~errin@unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; Guskiewicz, 
Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; Farel, Paul B 
<paul farel@med unc edu>; Engel, Jonathan <engelj@physics unc edu>; Talbert, 
Richard J <talbert@email unc edu>; Tyler Curtain <           ~gmail corn>; Gless, 
Dartyl J <glessd@email unc edu>; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; 
redfield@unc edu; Carter, Tim <cartert@email unc edu>; McGowan, John 
<jpm@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu> 

Meeting this Friday 

Hi folks--I’m mall3" sorD" to call a meeting that colfflicts wifl~ Facult? 

for a meeting at 3:3 0 (NOT 3 ) in the se~m~mr morn at the IAH where we 

ff you can’t nmke it, but would like to share your fltoughts, please 

people should be on the stage with Nocera for our mmditable discussion; 
B) how we mighl wahl Io stntclurC the roundlablc; C) whclhcr there arc 

judge Om who might want to go to dimler, etc 

Thanks SccyouFdday(Ihoscofyouwhocancomc) -Jay 

On 2/3/12 12:33 PM, Boxlll, Jeanelte M wrote: 
> Ncxl Friday is a Facully Council rattling from 3-5 

>Jan 

> -----Ofigi~ml Message ..... 



>> In lighl o f previous discussions. 1 dloughl I’d for~ ard a link Io a 
>> conunentat5 flint appeared in the Clumficle of Higher Education (April 
>> 5, 2010) Germ" offers stone spec~c po~w mconnnen~fions to cm~ider: 
>> 

>> 

>> Take cam, 



>> >> Department of African and Afro-Alnerican Studies 
>>>> 109 Battle Hall. CB# 3395 
>>>> U mvetsits, of North Carolhm 
>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

>>>> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
>>>> (919) 966-2694 (Fax) 



>> >> 13fl~ to wlfich he would be h~vited But we’ll wm~t to tlfiltk about 

>>>> On 1/31/12 12:07 PM, Tbmilkill, Jane F wrolc: 
>~ >>~ Hi evelyone- 1 lmve admkred from afar the good woik of tiffs group 
>~ >>~ I wanted to offer a few tbougl~ts moving fore ard, prompted by some 

>>>>> I) Regarding sporls and IIle univcrsily’s mission ("Sporls arc 
>~>>~ wogh~ lye activities in themselves"): To me, even emplmsizing tbe 

>>>>> undcrslanding Wc lulve sludenls m~iofing in EXSS. racuby doing 

>~ >>~ Slmtls ale also a part of our global lmssion, in tbe form of 

>~>>~ wlfich athletics--in its mare" forms--is m~d could continue to be positivel? integt-ated h~to the mfiversit~ ’s acadenfic lmssion 

>>>>> 2) Regarding where we largcl our cdriquc ("Facuby musl be 
>~>>~ empowel~d to oversee atlflefics"): Cm~oing excesses of UNC’s 

>~ >>~ Like most of you, I have been l~ading Ta? lot Branch al~d Joe Nocem, 

>>>>> players, and families arc dealing wilb in Ibc form or Ibc NCAA 

>~>>~ As you can hem, I’d be inteiested in finding ways to leframe tbe 

>>>>> Senl: Monday, Janum3 30, 2012 2:00 PM 

>~>>~ Cc: Margolis, Lewis; Souflmll, Riclmt~l Michard: Boxill, Jem~e~e M: 
>>>>> Guskiewicz. Kevin M; Slcponaibs, Vincas P: Farel, Paul B; Engcl, 

>~>>~ All - a~acbed is a sIigbtl? prettier, PDF version suitable for 
>>>>> framing (or al leasl for dislfibubng Io colleagues) I suggcsl wc 





>>>>>>>> On 1/27/12 4:38 PM. Margolis, Lewis wrole: 

>>>>>>>>> Sent: FlidW Januat5 27, 2012 12:41 PM 

>>>>>>>>> JonalhaJ~: Talberl. Richard J: Tyler Curlain: Thmilkill. JaJ~e 

>>>>>>>>> pursuil of alhlelic excellence a/UNC-Chapel Hill M]JST NOT COM1E 
>>>>>>>>> AT THE EXPENSE OF ACADEMIC INTEGRITY. ,qJ~d always reflecl and 

>>>>>>>>> Cooldinator Tlle U mvet~itv of North Carolina at Claapel Hill 
>>>>>>>>> Director - College Sport Research l]tsfimte Woollen Hall 203C 
>>>>>>>>> Office - 919962-3507 Cell -              Fax - 919962-6235 

>>>>>>>>> O~ 1/27112 11:36 AM, "Jay Smilh"~iaysmilh@email u~c edu> wrom: 



>>>>>>>>>> On 1/24/12 11:56 AM, Southall, Richard Miclmrd wrote: 

>>>>>>>>>>> Coordinator The Ulfiversit~ of Noffd~ Caroham at Chapel Hill 

>>>>>>>>>>> - College Sport Research InslJl~Llc Woollen Hall 203C Office - 
>>>>>>>>>>> 919962-3507 Cell -              Fax - 919962-6235 



>>>>>>>>>>> UNC Sport Adnm~istmtion website: 



>>>>> --- Andrew J Perrin - an&ew perrin(aunc edu - 

Associate Professor mid Associate Cltair of Sociolot,3" 
>~>>~ Ulfiversit~ of Nor~t Caroli~m - CB#3210, Cltapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 
>>>>> USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 5:3 I PM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: the whole enchilada 

yes¸ I’ll send out another email 

4:03 PM, Brett King wrote: 

Prof, 
Just to clarify, as Par as your question of "Who harmed whom?" are you specifically referring to 
whether Anna was "harmed’ by her father or by the pressure’s put on him given his position and the 
movement at the beginning of the Reformation? SonT for my confusion 
Thanks, 

On Sun,            at 4:59 PM, <ja,/smith’4cmail uric ed~> wrote: 
To: All Pa~icipants From: Jay Smith Folks--just to clarify, again, the nature of the reading 
assignment for Tuesday: You’re reading ALL of the Burgermeister’s Daughter The syllabus 
suggested that you get a start on the reading last week, but you’re responsible for tbe whole book 

This fot~,varded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
flom the "HIST ’ site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages 
for this site: H1 ST’ 

Brett King 
(910)-297-7902 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 6:32 PM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: Reaction paper 

Yours was about the 4th email asking what the reaction paper was all about--the others from people who clearly 
weren’t in class Don’t worry, not a biggie 

On 5:44 PM, wrote: 

Prof, 
Sonny if my email irritated you, I was in class all last week and for some reason was confused by 
the emails I guess Son~ for the confusion See you tomorrow 
Best, 

On Mon,            at 5:34 PM, ~_s_m_~i~_.L~iv~.N_,’j!.!._.’nc&~> wrote: 
To: All Participants From: Jay Smith This is a quick note to repeat what I said in class on 
Thursday--that the reaction paper is about who should be seen as the greater offender in the 
Burgermesiter’s Daughter, Anna or her t~ather Who wronged whom? You’re not being asked to 
discuss any other actors in the book Just father/daughter I hope this comes across as a nice 
reminder of why it’s good to come to class 

OK, see you tomorrow 

This fox.yarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST ’ site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages 
for this site: HI ST’ 

Brett King 
(910)-297-7902 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               9:14 AM 

@gmail com> 

Re: a quick question 

Sorry, I didn’t get to this in time Alas, I had no ideas anyway 

On 12:39 PM, wrote: 

I took my copy of The Burgermeister’s Daughter home to Du nn with me this weekend, and it seems that I 

may have left it there. I have read the vast majority of the book, but still need to finish my response. I tried 

searching the library’s online catalogue but it doesn’t appear to be there. Any suggestions on how I can 

move forward. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, Febma~3z 7, 2012 9:23 AM 

Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu> 
Re: Meeting this Friday 

I’ll have room to bteatbe flten l should be at home most oftbe da~’: 
933-6467 -Jay 

On 2/6/12 11:32 PM, Vin Stepotmitis wrote: 
> Jay -- Unfortunalcly, I have to at/end Facully Council on Friday Let 
> me give you a call tomorrow to fill you in on various t hinlls When 
> and wbe~e can you best be ~eacbed? That~ks, Vin 

> On 2/6/2012 4:00 PM, Ja? Smith wrote: 

>> Co~mcil, and I know Iha/man5 of you ha~e to all¢nd Ihal m¢¢bng, bul 

>> e-mail me or tbe wbole group with your ideas about A) wbo and bow 
>> people sl/ould be on the stage with Nocem for our roundtable discalssion; 
>) B) how we nlight want to stn~ctme tbe roundtable: C) wbether tbet~ ate 

>> Kelmeflt’s concern (slmt~d b? otbers among us) tlmt tbe ve~? idea of 

>> an? otber fltougbts about surrounding events--e g, bow to incorporate 
>> judge Om who ~mght want to go to dimtet; etc 

>> Tlmt~ks See you Ffida? (tl/ose of you who can come) -Ja~" 

>>> Nex~t Ffida? is a Facallt? Council meeting from 3-5 

>>> -----Original Message ..... 



>>> On 2/2/12 3:50 PM, Somlmll, Richard Michard wrolc: 
>>>> Hello all: 

>>>> In lighl of previous discussions, 1 Ihoughl I’d fop,~ ard a link Io a 
>>>> comnlemm5" that appemed in tile Chrooicle of Higher Education (April 

>>>> On 2/1/12 11:59 AM, "Jay Snfiflf’<jaysnfifll(a enmd uric edu> wrote: 

>>>>> Kemleth--I defufitely see yore point The it~-bit~ problem with 
>>>>> Nocera is that he seems to piefer not to have to piepme a fomml 
>>>>~ talk/speech, "since I’m not taking an hol~omrium" Otis exact wot~ls) 
>>>>> If we can cough up--wMI, a Ihousand bucks or so?--I mighl be able 
>~>>~ to talk lfim into a fonnal piesentation But we would wmlt to move 
>>>>> quickly 

>>>>> Another oplion, of course, is to make sure Ihal his 
>>>>> inte rrogato r/rot erviewer wdl challenge ltfln on tbese issues If one 
>>>>> oF us lak¢s Ihal rol¢. Ibal mighl solve Ihe probl¢m We cl¢arly ne¢d 
>>>>> to lalk aboul Ihis So gel read) For anolh¢r ¢fforl Io s¢l a 

>>>>> Ja) 

>> >>> On 2/1/12 l 1:41 AM Janken, Kemleth R wrote: 
>>>>>> Dear all. 

>>>>~ I tlmtk it will be interesting to hear from Joe Nocem, fllough 1 
>>>>>> Favor a lalk widl Q&A arlcn~ ard ra diet Ihan a "convcrsa/ion " l 
>>>>>> agree [ha/cxlcnsivc reform in die relalionship be[\~ ecn college 
>)>>)) atltletes mid the umversit~ ’s that profit from tbeir labors is in 
>>>>>> order AI Ihe same Ihll¢, I am a lillle dislrcssed Ihal mosl oglh¢ 



>> >>> > I’ve read little supporthlg Bill Frida? ’s goal of elinfinafing fl~e 

>>>>>> atlflefics mid the mm-eisii~ College sports is our bailiwick, as 

>>>>>> 109 Baille Hall, CB# 3395 

>>>>>> Clmpel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

>>>>>> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
>>>>>> (919) 966-2694 (fax) 



please weigh m on the dates and slmt’e ml) ideas you have for 









>>>>>>>>>>>>> 0932 hlml?re~spotls 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> If anyol~¢ waJ~ls Io venture over to CSRI (There’s a~olher of 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> acrowlns!) in Woollen G?ln or ~neet for coffee or hmch and 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> talk, 1’11 be llapp? to buy file first cup of coffee 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Clteers, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Riclmt~l 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dr Richard M Soulhall 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Associate Professor - Sport A&nhfisWation Graduate Program 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Cooldillator Tlle U mversii~, of North Carolina at Clmpel Hill 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> - College Sporl Research l~sld ul¢ Wooll¢~ Hall 203C Office - 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> 919962-3507 Cell - Fax - 919962-6235 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> soutlmll@enmil unc ~ou 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> UNC Sport Ad~nhfistrafion website: 



>>>>>>>>>>>>>> On 1/16/12 10:03 PM, Boxill, Jeanetle M wrote: 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> HI Ja~" 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> You’ll likely gel lois of "reply all" cmails!!! 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Jail Boxill. PhD 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Clmir of the Facult~ at UNC-CH Director, Parr Center for 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> glhics Scl~ior gcclurer, Dclxlrlmcnl ofPhilosoph3 U~ivcrsil5 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> of North Carolhm Clmpel Hill, NC 27599-3125 Office Phone 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 919-962 -3317 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>Fax: 919-962-3329 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              10:27 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: the whole enchilada 

Hard copy. 

On 10:03 AM, wrote: 

Are we allowed to do online submissions or do you prefer paper copies? 

From: Jay Smith [3~mit~_n__~.~l_..~!~c~_~_’] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:13 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: the whole enchilada 

In class today 

On 5:33AM, wrote: 

Hey Prof, 
I had a quick question regarding the paper. DO we submit it ele~ronically or turn in a hard 
copy during class? Some teachers allow papers to be submiRed by the end of the day it’s 
due. 

From: as,~mith ~.~emaiL u nc~ed u 
Sent: Sunday, 4:59 PM 
Subject: the whole enchilada 

To: All Participants 
From: Jay Smith 
Folks--just to clarify, again, the nature of the reading assignment for Tuesday: You’re 
reading ALL of the Burgenneister’s Daughter The syllabus suggested that you get a 
start on the reading last week, but you’re responsible for the whole book 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Messages from the "HIST ’ site To reply to this message click this link 
to access Messages for this site: I-~IST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~3z 7, 2012 10:28 AM 

Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu> 

Re: Joe Nocera 

Jane--great idea rll see if 5pro winks for otbet~ -Jay, 

On 2/7/12 10:26 AM. Thrailkill. Jane F wrote: 

> Jane F Thmilkill 
> Associate Professor& Director of Gmd~mlc Admissions 

> U~tiversit> of North Caroli~m, Chapel Hill 
> tkdl@unc edu 

> From: Jay, S~mth Ijay,s~mth@enmil uric edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday,, Febnlzuy 07, 2012 9:16 AM 
> To: TlmaiIkill. Jm~e F 
> Cc: Kent, Adain S 
> Subject: Re: Joe Nocem 

> go? (That way, all expenses will be dol’my cd from tile same source) 
> Admn Kent, copied here, is file go-to glly for us in Histot?, -day‘ 

> On 2/6/12 2:52 PM, Tltradkdl, Jane F wrote: 
>> Hi Jay,- Beverly, Taylor says that English and Comp Lit will be able to contribute $200 to doe Nocem’s visit in Mamh Do you 

>> Jane F Thmilkill 
>> Associate Prol’cssor& Director of Gmd~mt¢ Admissions 

>> Universily o f North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> tkill@unc edu 

>> Se~t: Monday, Febmat?, 06, 2012 10:54 AM 
>> To: Tltradkdl, Jane F 
>> Cc: Richat~lson, Mark: Home, Linda C: Samuels, Robh~ J 
>> Subject: FW: doe Nocem 

>> Thanks For im olving DOECL in this inlcrcsting endeavor 

>> -----Original Message ..... 
>> From: Thrailkill, Jane F 



>> TO: Taylor. Beverly W 
>> Subjecl: FW: Joe Nocem 

>> Hi Beverly- I am emailing wilb a rcquesl: would ECL have some funds Io help bring Joe Nocem, an op-ed cohimnisl for Ihe NY 
Times. Io Calnplkq [o lalk aboul his recenl arllcles on Big Sporls? There’s buzz [ha/Ibis selies is Puldzer inal¢lial, so il isn’l complel¢ly 
offkey wilb Ihe depl’s concerns 

>> Jay Smith and a group of professors (including T5 let, John. Dan)~ I and I) have been coordi~mbng a faeully response Io ilm various 
athletic troubles that hin-e been in the news Ja?’s email about Joe Nocera’s visit is below 

>> It would be 1rice to hin-e ECL on tbe pub [icits" for what may prove to be a "spotlight" event on campus He’s not asking for an 
hanorarium: we’t~ just t~yhtg to pull together Nnds to fl? lthn brae and put hint up for a da? and a haft 

>> I’d love to hear your thougbts! 

>> Best. 

>>jane 

>> Jane F Thmilki[I 
>> Associalc Professor& Dircclor of Gin&role Admissions Depamnenl of English and Compamllve Ldemlurc University of Norlh 
C~rolina, Chapel Hill Ikill~a unc edu 
>> From: Jay Smith [jaysmilh@email uric edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, Janitor) 31,2012 2:46 PM 
>> To: TDailkill, Jane F 
>> Cc: Pemn. Andrew J; Margo[is, Lewis: Southall, Richard IV~chard: Boxill, Jeanette M; Gus!dewicz, Kevin M; Stepotmilis, Vincas 
P; Fatal, Paul B; Engel, J onaflm]~ T~lbert, Richat~l J; Tyhir Curtain: Jat~kelk Kmmeth R: Gless, Danyl J: Tomaskova, Silvia; 
mdfield@unc edu: Cartec Tint; McGowat~ Joint: Weiler, Jmmthim D 
>> Sul~iect: Joe Nocem 
>> 

>> Jane--you make good poinls here. to which I will respond soon, bul firsl some news: 

>> I just got offtbe phane wiflt Joe Nocem oftbe NY Thnes, and be seents genuhtel? eager to come down The dates we discussed: 
March 13-14 He suggested that be fly in on the afternoon of fire 13ilk spend some time with us that da?, and flten bm-e an evm~t on 

fire 14th He furflter suggested (and I hived the idea) that i]tstead of dohtg a "t~lk/speech," 
>> one or mot~ of us could simply interview hint on stage--that is, give lfim a soap box to push some of his mine radical ideas (e g, 
be likes tbe idea of a nNior in football, and of com~e he wants to blow up tbe NCAA) and tben interrogate and push lfim in a way that 
will engage the audience mtd touch on big issues I tlmik tlfis could be bugel? successfiil 

>> But fltet~ at~ things to settle: will tbese dates work for enough of us to make it workable? And how do we pa? for his flight? (1 
Iold ]lbn Ihal we would at leasl cover his Iransporla/ion expenses, since he wanls llo ]lolloraliltm) These are file illhigs Io square a\\ay 
as quickly as we can We wanl to lock hbn in if we can 

>> The other Ihing Io think aboul--lhe formal of his presentation, or o~tr "conversa/ion" with hbn One idea is to call il "College 
Sporls Ioday: 
>> A Conversation wilh Joe Nocem " Bul who would do Ihe conversing, how would we slmclurc hi elc? This may be reason enough 

for dafnlying Iha flighl 
>> expet~ses Also--xx brae to do this? Tbe Stone Center? -Ja) 

>> PS Robert On will need to be brougbt in somehow--since it was lfis "in" 
>> with Nocera tbat made tiffs possible One idea: have a dimmer on the 13th to which be would be invited But we’ll want to tltilik 

>> On 1/31/12 12:07 PM, Thrailldll, Jmte F wrote: 
>> > Hi ever5 one- 1 hin-e adnfited front afar tbe good work of this group I wmtted to offer a few thougbts moving forwat~l, prompted 

b) some ideas generated by Ihc vch! fine slalcmcnt tile group has drafted: 



hare stndcnts majoring in EXSS, ~lculty doing sports-rclatcd rcscarch in kincsiology, anlhropohlg5, histo~3, and mcdicinc Addctics 
is llnportanl Io anli-obcsdy sludics and programs across campus (School of Nursing, Public Hcallh. ctc) Sporls arc also a pan or our 
global mission, in [lie I’olln o1" Carolina for Kibcm. Ihc socccr-bascd oulrcach program UNC undcrgmds slarlcd OltlSid¢ o1" Nalrobi So, 
perhaps part of what the group nllght do in tbe fi~m~e is pohtt out and support the ways in wltich afltletics--in its ~rmn3 forms--is mad 
could continue to be positivel3 httegrated into tbe uoivet~ib"s academic ~mssion 

>~> 2) Regardhtg wbe~e we target our critique ("Facubs" must be empowered to oversee athletics"): Cm~ohtg excesses of UNC’s 
athletics progrmn is important It also has tbe drm~ back of tending toward divisiveness I wonder ki’tbe co~mnlltee, moving fore ard, 
couldn’t also nmke conmton cause with other stakehaldet~--even those whom we seek to "~ein ha"--and put the spotlight on Big Sports 
Like most of you, I have been ~eading Ta3 lot Branch and Joe Nocem, mad it appalls me to learn what our adntimstmtors, coacbes, 
pla3 eta, mad fantllies ate dealing wiflt in fire form of the N CAA 

>~> Associate Professor& Director of Graduate Ad~mssio~ts Department of 
>~ > English m~d Comparative Literature U~tiversit3 of North Carohlm. 
>~> Chapel Hill tldll@unc edu 
>>> From: Andrcw J Pcnin landrcw~pcrrin~nnc cdnl 
>>> Scnl: Monday, Jammt3 30. 2012 2:00 PM 
>>> To: Smilll. Jay M 
>~> Cc: Margolis, Lewis: Southall, Richard Michat~l; Boxill, Jemtette M; 
>~> Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Stepotmitis, Vincas P: Fatel, Paul B; Engel, 

>~> Jmtke~t Kenneflt R: Gless, Dart31 J; Tomaskova. Silvia; 
>~> tedfleld~a unc edu; Carter, Tim; McGowan, Jolm; Weilet; Jonathan D 
>~> Subject: Re: Jan 23 meeting on atltletics 

>~> All - attached is a slightly p~ettie~; PDF version suitable for 
>>> fnlming (or a/Ioasl for disiriblhlng Io colleagues) I suggcsl we 

>>> All bcsl, 
>>> Ands 

>>> On Mon. 2012-01-30 al 12:51 -0500, Jay Smdh wrolc: 
>~>> I agree on all oftbese poh~ts 1 suggested tbe DTH ohly because 

>~>> I also agree that it should not be associated with one or a few of 
>~ >> us, but shauld seem to be expressing a groundswell of opimon 

>~>> Shall we take a week or so to collect "aig~mlutes"? Aim for; say, 
>~>> Frida3, Febnlm3" 10 as a deadline? That would nmke it possible to 
>>>> submil Ihc loller early in Ihc hllhlwing week--well bcl’or¢ Ihc Feb 





>>>>>>> Sent: Friday, Jamm~) 27. 2012 12:41 PM 
>>>>>>> To: Smilh. Jay M 
>>>>>>> Cc: Boxill, Jeanertc M: Guskicwicz. Kcvin M; PcFdlI. Andrew J: 
>>>>>>> Slcponailis. Vincas P; Margolis. Lewis: Farcl. Paul B: Engel, 
>>>>>>> Jonathan; Talbcrt, Richard J; T) lcr Curtain; Thmilkill, Jane F: 
>>>>>>> Jankcn. Kcnnclh R; Gloss, Dan31 J: Tomaskova, Silvia: 
>>>>>>> rcdficld@unc cdu: Carter, Tim: McGowan, John: Wcilcr, Jona/han D 

>~ >>~ ~ > Th~tk you for circulating tiffs revised dra~ As a possible way to address your expressed concern about "integrit~" ~ot 
being included in a principle, I i~tserted file fo[lowhtg few wo~ds into tbe docannent (All Caps below) 

>~>>~> "In ligbt of recent developments, howevec we insist that tbe pursuit of afltletic excellence at UNC-Chapel Hill MUST NOT 
COME AT THE EXPENSE OF ACADEMIC INTEGRITY, mid ~lwa? s reflect mtd ~ehffome tbe following fltree principles:" 

>>>>>>> Richa~ 

>>>>>>> Dr Richard M Soulhall 
>~>>~> Associate Professor - Sport Adnfioistration Graduate Progrmn 
>~>>~> Coot~linator Tbe U~fiversit~ of Nor~l Caroli~m at Chapel Hill 
>~>>~> Director - College Sport Research lt~stilute Woollen H~l1203C 
>~>>~> Office - 919962-3507 Cell - F~x - 919962-6235 
>~>>~> southall@email uric edu 

>>>>>>> UNC Sport Administration wcbsd¢: 

CSRI Co~ffere~ce on College Sport website: 



>>>>>>>> Jay 
>>>>>>>> PS l’ln calling Joe Nocera ncxl week; 1’11 let you know whal 

>>>>>>>> On 1/24/12 I 1:56 AM, Souihal[, Richard Michard wroic: 
>>>>>>>>> J~isl a hole Io Ihank cvcuone who was a/ycslerday’s "working group" 
>>>>>>>>> meeling - and olhers on ibis [isl - For Ih¢ chance Io 
>5>>55>>5 participate hlthe discussiolts I et]ioyed the chalice to work on 
>5>>55>>5 the statement of principles, as well as "letiei-drop" some college-sport acro~ ms 

>5>>55>>5 As a wa) to foster additiolml conversation, eifller in person or 



>>>>>>>>>011 1/20/12 12:01 PM. "Jay Smidl"<jaysmidl~acnlail unc cdu> 

>>>>>>>>>> Colleagmes: 
>>>>>>>>>> I atlach two items The first is tlie agenda for our meeting on 
>>>>>>>>>> Monday Jalt 23 {3p~n in tlie upstahs senfitmr mmn at H) de Hall) 
>>>>>>>>>> Tlie second is a dt-a~ statemeN of principles that xxe xxi]l want 

>>>>>>>>>> to discuss and ~efine (We’ll also need to decide xxhat. 
>>>>>>>>>> exact1), to do xxith said statement I have a fexx ideas) 1 did 
>>>>>>>>>> not have time to solicit input/feedback front evetsone My 

>>>>>>>>>> O111/16/12 10:03 PM, Boxill. Jean�It� M ~rolc: 

>>>>>>>>>>> You’ll likely get lots of qeply all" elnails!!! 

>>>>>>>>>>> North Camlitm Cl~apel Hill, NC 27599-3125 Office Phone 

>>>>>>>>>>> 919-962 -3317 

>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Monday, Jamm~3 16. 2012 9:53 PM 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, February 7, 2012 10:31 AM 

Tyler Curtain <          ~gmail corn> 

Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu>; Farel, Paul B <paul farel@med unc edu>; Southall, 
Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 
Perrin, Andrew J <andrewperrin@unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis 
<lew margolis@unc edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; Steponaitis, 
Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; Engel, Jonathan <engelj@physics unc edu>; Talbert, Richard 
J <talbert@email unc edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu>; Gless, 
Dartyl J <glessd@email unc edu>; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; 
redfield@unc edu; Carter, Tim <cartert@email unc edu>; McGowan, John 
<jpm@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu> 

5pm Friday? 

Hi folks--I’m truly sorry to keep pestering, but since so many of you have to be at Faculty Council, I’m 
wondeling about the odds of a decent turnout for a 5pro meeting this Friday (instead of 3:30 at the IAH) for the 

Nocera discussion If we can meet at 5, there’s a room in Greenlaw we could use It would indeed be much 
better if more than 3-4 of us can be present at this meeting So how about it? -Jay 

On 2/I/12 1:48 PM, Tyler Curtain wrote: 

I ensure you that I will insure the car You insured the car? Not me, the company How do I know? 
I will send you the forn~s The signature of the insurance representative at the bottom ensures that it 
is true 

Tyler, Professor of Pontificarlng Grammararlon, General Frowner, and Policer of Language Usage 

On Wed, Feb 1, 2012 at 12:16 PM, Jay Smith <~,~,stn]~l! Q~e!~rAl ~mc edu> wrote: 
See the response I got from Karl Petersen in Math when I asked him to sign our letter: 

Jay-- Yes, I’m happy to sign Fine statement (except "ensure" is preferable to "insure" twice 
(once by the BOG)) Best, --Karl Petersen 

I (Jay) had sort of concluded in recent times that "ensure" was now practically an archaism that 
was rarely used anymore, though Karl is (I think) technically right Do we care? Thomas 
Jefferson did keep reworking the Declaration, after all .... 

Jay 
PS Perhaps we should defer to the English department on this one .... 

On I/31/12 4:00 PM, Thrailkill, Jane P wrote: 
That’s a great idea! And--I will see if English and Comp Lit has some funds to contribute It 
would be good to have lots of co-sponsors 

Jane F Thrailkill 



Associate Professor& Director of Giaduate Admissions 
Department of l~nglish and Comparative Literature 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
tldll~;t c ed~J 

From: Parel, Paul B 
Sent: Tuesday, Janumay 31, 2012 3:50 PM 
To: Southall, Richard Michard; Boxill, Jeanette M; Smith, Jay M; Thrailkill, Jane P 
Cc: Perrin, Andrew J; Margolis, Lewis; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Steponaitis, Vincas P; Engel, 
Jonathan; Talbert, Richard J; Tyler Curtain; Janken, Kenneth R; Gless, Darryl J; Tomaskova, 
Silvia; redllcid@~snc cda; Carter, Tim; McGowan, John; Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: RE: Joe Nocera 

What about asking the Athletic Department to support Nocera’s visit? Given all the criticism 
they have received and the arrival of a new director, their support of Nocera’s visit could be 
their way of heralding a spirit of cooperation 

At the ve~3~ least, their response will be interesting 

Paul Farel 

From: Southall, Richard Michard 
Sent: Tuesday, Janumay 31, 2012 3:29 PM 
To: Boxill, Jeanette M; Smith, Jay M; Thrailldll, Jane F 
Cc: Perrin, Andrew J; Margolis, Lewis; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Steponaitis, Vincas P; Farel, 
Paul B; Engel, Jonathan; Talbert, Richard J; Tyler Curtain; Janken, Kenneth R; Gless, Dan3~l J; 
Tomaskova, Silvia; rcdtield%~m;; e !~!; Carter, Tim; McGowan, John; Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: Re: Joe Nocera 

Jan, 

CSRI can help co-sponsor Joe’s and Robert Orr’s coming to campus as well 
This would be a great lead up to our April conference 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - 919 962-3507 
Cell - 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

ove~-iew/ 



CSRI Conference on College Sport website: w’~wc.s~iconiere,~ceot2{ 

Jay, 
Thanks for your email with the news of Nocera The dates are actually 
pretty good The Parr Center has a vet2¢ vet2¢ small budget but could chip 
in with other units to co-sponsor, eg IAH, CSRI 

Jan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto:~?2~j35{ttb:;~ cmai[ ~anc edt~] 
Sent: Tuesday, JanumT 31, 2012 2:47 PM 
To: Thrailkill, Jane F 
Cc: Perrin, Andrew J; Margolis, Lewis; Southall, Richard Michard; Boxill, 
Jeanet~e M; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Steponaitis, Vincas P; Farel, Paul B; 
Engel, Jonathan; Talbert, Richard J; Tyler Curtain; Janken, Kenneth R; 
Gless, Dart3zl J; Tomaskova, Silvia; red~el~!@~r,c ed~; Carter, Tim; 
McGowan, John; Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: Joe Nocera 

Jane--you make good points here, to which I will respond soon, but first 
some news: 

I just got offthe phone with Joe Nocera of the NY Times, and he seems 
genuinely eager to come down The dates we discussed: March 13-14 He 
suggested that he fly in on the afternoon of the 13th, spend some time 
with us that day, and then have an event on the 14th He further 
suggested (and I loved the idea) that instead of doing a "talk/speech," 
one or more of us could simply interview him on stage--that is, give him 
a soap box to push some of his more radical ideas (e g, he likes the 
idea of a major in football, and of course he wants to blow up the NCAA) 
and then interrogate and push him in a way that will engage the audience 
and touch on big issues I think this could be hugely successful 

But there are things to settle: will these dates work for enough of us to 
make it workable? And how do we pay for his flight? (I told him that 
we would at least cover his transportation expenses, since he wants no 
honorarium) These are the things to square away as quickly as we can 
We want to lock him in if we can 

The other thing to think about--the format of his presentation, or our 
"conversation" with him One idea is to call it "College Sports today: 
A Conversation with Joe Nocera " But who would do the conversing, how 
would we structure it, etc? This may be reason enough to have another 
quick meeting in the next week or so But in the meantime, please weigh 
in on the dates and share any ideas you have for defraying the flight 



expenses Also--where to do this? The Stone Center? -Jay 

PS Robert Orr will need to be brought in somehow--since it was his "in" 
with Nocera that made this possible One idea: have a dinner on the 13th 
to which he would be invited But we’ll want to think about this ..... 

On 1/31/12 12:07 PM, Thrailkill, Jane F wrote: 
Hi evelTone- I have admired from afar the good work of this group I 
wanted to ofi’er a few thoughts moving fut~-ard, prompted by some ideas 
generated by the very fine statement the group has drafted: 

I) Regarding sports and the university’s mission ("Sports are 
worthwhile activities in themselves"): To me, even emphasizing the 
positive--sports as a source of "cohesion", a venue for competitive 
"excellence"-- defines athletics as an "add-on" to the university’s core 
mission 

Others are likely more aware, but I’m still learning from colleagues in 
other depa~ments that this is a limited understanding We have students 
majoring in EXSS, faculty doing sports-related research in kinesiology, 
anthropology, histo~j, and medicine Athletics is important to 
anti-obesity studies and programs across campus (School of Nursing, 
Public Health, etc) Sports are also a part of our global mission, in 
the form of Carolina for Kibera, the soccer-based outreach program UNC 
undergrads started outside of Nairobi So, perhaps part of what the 
group might do in the future is point out and support the ways in which 
athletics--in its many forms--is and could continue to be positively 
integrated into the university’s academic mission 

2) Regarding where we target our critique ("Faculty must be empowered 
to oversee athletics"): Curbing excesses of UNC’s athletics program is 
~mportant It also has the drawback of tending toward divisiveness I 
wonder if the committee, moving forward, couldn’t also make common cause 
with other stakeholders--even those whom we seek to "rein in"--and put 
the spotlight on Big Sports Like most of you, I have been reading 
Taylor Branch and Joe Nocera, and it appalls me to learn what our 
administrators, coaches, players, and families are dealing with in the 
form of the NCAA 

As you can hear, I’d be interested in finding ways to reframe the 
entire relationship between the university and athletics in its many 
forms Count me in for future meetings! 

Best, 

Jane 

Jane F Thrailkill 
Associate Professor& Director of C~-aduate Admissions Department of 
English and Comparative Literature University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill 
From: Andrew JPerrin [andrew pcr~in~::;~.lnc edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 30, 2012 2:00 PM 



To: Smith, Jay M 
Cc: Margolis, Lewis; Southall, Richard Michard; Boxill, Jeanette M; 
Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Steponaitis, Vincas P; Farel, Paul B; Engel, 
Jonathan; Talbert, Richard J; Tyler Curtain; Thrailkill, Jane F; 
Janken, Kenneth R; Gless, Darryl J; Tomaskova, Silvia; 
redtield¢?t~unc edu; Carter, Tim; McGowan, John; Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: Re: Jan 23 meeting on athletics 

All - attached is a slightly prettier, PDF version suitable for 
framing (or at least for distributing to colleagues) I suggest we 
each keep our separate lists of people who have signed on with us, and 
we can compile these on or about the 10th which is Jay’s suggested 
deadline 

All best, 
Andy 

On Mon, 2012-01-30 at 12:51 -0500, Jay Smith wrote: 
I agree on all of these points I suggested the DTH only because 
that seemed to be where we wound up at the last meeting But it 
makes perfect sense to address it to Holden, with a copy to the DTH 
I also agree that it should not be associated with one or a few of 
us, but should seem to be expressing a groundswell of opinion 

Shall we take a week or so to collect "signatures"? Aim for, say, 
Friday, February 10 as a deadline? That would make it possible to 
submit the letter early in the following week--well before the Feb 
28 event But rm shooting from the hip here .... 

Jay 
PS--If anyone being copied here would prefer not to have her/his name 
listed, that’s A-OK, of course Just let me know 

On 1/30/12 11:09 AM, Andrew Pertin wrote: 
Thanks, Jay, and I like the document a lot I will be happy to 
circulate among my colleagues in sociology, and will also reach out 
to my leadership group 

My own 2c: I think the DTH should not be the primary venue for this 
I think we should get lots of signatures, circulating informally, 
and deliver the signatures to someone official (Chancellor Thorp 
seems like a good choice), with a sort of press release to DTH and 
others about the delivery Our message ultimately should be to the 
university administration, not the press 

I also think it’s important that it not be "these few faculty and 
xxx others" because we’ve already signed on to the message to the 
Trustees last fall Someone (Jay? Lew?) should be there as a 
contact, but the list of people who signed should be neutral with 
respect to involvement 
- perhaps listed alphabetically? 

Thanks, 
Andy 



On Sun, 2012-01-29 at 12:05 -0500, Jay Smith wrote: 
Thanks to Richard and Lew for their tweaks to this statement I 
madeoneortwootberminortweaksmyself So voili~ I suggest 
that if there are no other suggestions for changes before the end 
of the day tomorrow (a dift’erent title, for example?), that we, or 
at least those of us with the time and energy to do so, begin 
shanng this document with colleagues by Tuesday In those 
departments/units with more than one represenlahve on our 
committee, perhaps one person could take charge of compiling a list 
of signatories (I’ll do so for Histo~3z) 
Of course, we’ll t~2¢ to reach beyond our own departments, but if 
one person in each department takes the lead we’ll avoid duplication 
of effo~ 

Thoughts on a deadline? And on the procedure for submitting to the 
DTH? Lew has published op-eds on this general subject in the DTH 
already, so maybe he does the submitting? Just an idea I’m 
willing to do the work if the rest of you are pressed for time, but 
iEmightbebestifnoindividual seems to claim ownership I’m 
thinking the letter might be "signed" in the following manner: 

Submitted by 247 faculty at the University {full list of names 
available in the online edition of DTH) 

Otherideas? -Jay 

On 1/27/12 4:38 PM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 
I’d suggest that "at the expense of academic integrity" be phrased 
in the positive, as are the principles "excellence at 
UNC-Chapel Hill must rest on academic integrity, and always 
reflect 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Southall, Richard Michard 
Sent: Friday, January 27, 2012 12:41 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Cc: Boxill, Jeanette M; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Perrin, Andrew J; 
Steponaitis, Vincas P; Margolis, Lewis; Farel, Paul B; Engel, 
Jonathan; Talbert, Richard J; Tyler Curtain; Thrailkill, Jane F; 
Janken, Kenneth R; Gless, Darryl J; Tomaskova, Silvia; 
reiJ t!e!d([~t~lc ed~; Carter, Tim; McGowan, John; Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: Re: Jan 23 meeting on athletics 

Thank you for circulating this revised draft As a possible way to 
address your expressed concern about "integrity" not being included 
in a principle, I inserted the following few words into the document 
(All Caps below) 

"In light of recent developments, however, we insist that the 
uursuit of athletic excellence at UNC-Chapel Hill MUST NOT COME AT 



FHE EXPENSE OF ACADEMIC INTEGRITY, and always reflect and reinforce 
the following three principles:" 

R~chard 

Dr Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration Graduate Program 
Coordinator The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director - College Sport Research Institute Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - ~)[~ :,~2.~35u7 Cell -              Fax - 9l,~ 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI website v:wwunc ~dn ~s~l<kttp i/wwv:+n~- eduicsri> CSRI 
Conference on College Sport website: 

On 1/27/12 I 1:30 AM, "Jay Smith"<j~,’s,~ll~f,t~Le, ~a~l utwedu> wrote: 

Friends 
I’ve taken another shot at the ’statement of principles" (though 
I can’t be sure that I didn’t forget something important--so 
please read it top to bosom) I changed some wording here and 
there, but I think it reflects the spirit of our Monday 
discussion I’m still a little bothered that "integrity" has 
[’allen out as a principle, but I suppose it’s covered implicitly 
~n points 1 and 2 

Ideally, we’ll be able to finalize this by early next week and 
start circulating the statement among our colleagues (I’d like 
to suggest that we try to finish the whole process, and submit 
our le~er to the DTH, before spring break) 

Jay 
PS I’m calling Joe Nocera next week; I’ll let you know what 
comes of that 

On 1/24/12 I 1:5~ AM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 
lust a note to thank everyone who was at yesterday’s "working 
group 



meeting - and others on this list - for the chance to 
participate in the discussions I enjoyed the chance to work on 
the statement of principles, as well as "letter-drop" some 
college-sport acronyms 

As a way to foster additional conversation, either in person or 
via email, I wanted to fotaxard a couple of recent commentaries 
that might be of interest I welcome any critiques or criticisms 

b 
1210919 html 

~:iiwww huk~in&~ortl>~ st eomit’icktar i-m-sotsl}taliico!lcge at~tictc 
s-pay 
b 1 

0932 html?re~sports 

If anyone wants to venture over to CSRI (There’s another of 
those 
acronyms[) in Woollen Gym or meet for coffee or lunch and talk, 
1’11 be happy to buy the first cup of coffee 

Cheers, 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration Graduate Program 
Coordinator The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director 
- College Sport Research Institute Woollen Hall 203C Office - 
9!9 9~,2-’~51)7 Cell -               Fax - 9~, 91~ ,~: .~ 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

httu:, exss ~mc c h~cara0t~,rte-t~am ispeeializalionaisool>a,’imi 
nistra 
rio 
n/ 
ovmw-iew/ 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: ~v,v t,, cs~icon ference ?~ 



Dn 1/20/12 1201 PM, "Jay Smith"<51;vc~l~lidl@elaa~l 
~rote: 

Colleagues: 
I attach two items The first is the agenda for our meeting on 
Monday, Jan 23 (3pm in the upstairs seminar room at Hyde Hall) 
The second is a draft statement of principles that we will want 
m discuss and refine (We’ll also need to decide what, 
exactly, to do with said statement; I have a few ideas) I did 
not have time to solicit input/feedback from everyone My 
thanks, though, to Lew and Andy for responding to my first 
draft I’ve included many of their suggustions 
We’ll surely continue to reshape this thing 

Finally--my apologies for leaving a few of you out of my Monday 
reminder e-mail I was acting quickly and on the basis of 
iSulty memory I 
*trust* that I have everyone now If any of you know of 
individuals whose interests or expertise might make their 
involvement valuable for us, feel free to share this e-mail 
with them Don’t broadcast it to whole depa~ments (the 
seminar room seats only about 15, after all), but targeted 
invttations are a good idea 

I look fo~ax-ard to continuing the conversation Monday -Jay 

On 1/16/12 10:03 PM, Boxill, Jeanette M wrote: 
Hi Jay, 
You’ll likely get lots of "reply all" emails[!! 

Jan 

Jan Boxill, PhD 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH Director, Parr Center for 
Ethics Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy University of 
North Carolina Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 Office Phone 

From: Jay Smith [~>12_,22~[~!y~_]..~L%:g~!] 
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2012 9:53 PM 
To: Pemn, Andrew J; Steponaitis, Vincas P; Margolis, Lewis; 
Farel, Paul B; Engel, Jonathan; Talbert, Richard J; Tyler 
Curtain; Thrailkill, Jane F; Janken, Kenneth R; Gless, 
Dar@ J; Tomaskova, Silvia; re,.q]eJd~ tmc e~ql: Carter, Tim; 
McGowan, John; Boxill, Jeanette M; Smith, Jay M 
Subiect: Jan 23 meeting on athletics 



Dear colleagues: 
Someone do me the favor of responding "reply-all" to this 
message so that I don’t have to reconstruct the list again 
Thanks Now for the news 

This is a quick reminder (with more details to follow by the 
end of the 
week) that we’re scheduled to meet Jan 23, 3:00-4:30pm in the 
upstairs seminar room of Hyde Hall We’ll have quite a few 
things to discuss--including a preliminary "statement of 
principles" and plans for a faculty forum on student-athletes 
in the classroom--so make evelN effort to come if you can 

In the meantime, I want to bring to your attention a lunchtime 
discussion this Wednesday, 12-Ipm, in the University Room of 
Hyde Hall 
Jan Boxill will be discussing "Sports as a Public Forum for 
Ethics" 
If 
you’d like to come, you’ll need to make a reselwation by 
tomorrow--lunch is provided--so act quickly: go to 
parrccntur ~m cda to make your reservation This is the 
first in a series of forums/public discussions on sports 
issues this spring that should interest many of us 

More to come later in the week .... 

Jay Smith 

Tyler Curtain 
Chapel Hill, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, Februa~?~ 7, 2012 2:41 PM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrew perrin@unc edu> 
Re: 5pro Friday? 

On 2/7/12 10:36 AM. Andr¢w J P¢rrin 
> Sor~’, I can’t, but mn happy to discalss by entail 

> ap 

> On Tue, 2012-02-07 at 10:30 -0500, Ja? Snllth wrote: 
>> Hi fo[ks--fm trill? soro to keep pestering, but since so mare" of 
>> you have to b¢ al Faculty Council, I’m wondoing aboul Ihc odds of a 
>> decent ta~rnout for a 5pro meeting fltis Frida? (htstead of 3:30 at the 
>> IAH) for Ih¢ Noccm discussion If w¢ can m¢¢1 a/5, Ih¢r¢’s a room 
>> in Grccnlaw we could use l[ would ind¢¢d be much bet/or i f more Ihan 
>> 3-4 of us can b¢ prcs¢nl at this meeting So how about it;? -Jay 

>)> I e~tsme you that I will iltsme the car You insm~d file cat’? Not 
>>> me, tile compare" How do I know? I will selld you file fornts The 
>) > sig~uttm e of tile disurance t~p~esentative at tile boltom e~tsmes that 

>>> T? let, Professor of Pontificating Gm~mnat-ation, General Frowue~; and 
>>> Pdiicer of Langnlage Usage 

>>> On Wed_ Feb 1,2012 a/ 12:16 PM. Jay Smilll~jaysmllh~acmall unc cdu> 

Jay-- Yes, I’m happy Io sign Fin¢ sla/cm¢nl (cxccpl 
"ensure" is preferable to "insure" t~ ice (once b? file 
BOG)) Best, --Karl Petet~en 

was now pt-actically an archaism that was t-a~ely used 
an5 more. though Kad is 0 ll0nk) I¢chnically fighl Do 

Jay 
PS Perhaps we should defer to the English department on 

On 1/31/12 4:00 PM. Thmilkill. Jan¢ F wrolc: 
Thafs a great ideal And--I will see ifEnglish and 
Comp Lit has some fimds to contribute It would be 



Jane F Tlwaitldll 
Associal¢ Pro lessor& Direclor of Gmdtkale 
Admissions 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 
U niversits" of Norfll Caroliila, Clmpel Hill 

From: Fare[, Paul B 
Sent: Tuesda?, Januar? 31, 2012 3:50 PM 

S~rtith, Jay M Thradkdl, Jane F 
Cc: Perdn. Andrew J: Margolis. Lewis; Guskiewicz 
Kevin M Stepotmitis, Vincas P: EngeL Jollathall: 
Talbert, Riclmt~l J Tyler Curtain Jmtket~ Kemleth 
R: Gless. Danyl J; Tomaskova. Silvia; 
redfield~a unc edu; Carter. Tim: McGowan. John; 
Weiler. Jmmthan D 
Sul~iect: RE: Joe Nocem 

Paul Farel 

Sul~iect: Re: Joe Nocem 

Jan, 

CSRI can help co-sponsor Joe’s and Robert Orr’s 

This would be a greal lead up Io our April 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southall 
Associal¢ Professor - Sport Adminislm/ion 
Graduate Program Coottlinator 
Tile UniverSily of North Carolina a/Chapel Hill 
Director - College Sport Research h~sfimte 
Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - 919962-3507 
Cell - ~ 



CSRI wehaite: 

CSRI Conference on College Sporl wcbsll¢: 

On 1/31/12 3:23 PM, "Boxill, Jeanel/e 
M"<JMBOXILL~a email uric cdu> wrote: 

Nocera The dates ate actually 
prClly good The Parr Center has a vet3 
vet3 snmll budget but could drip 

CSRI 

Jan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smllh 

Sul~iect: Joe Nocem 

will tesl~nd soon, but lust 

ljusl got offlhc phone wilh Joe Nocem of 
tbe NY Times, and be seeins 
genuinely eager Io come down The dales wc 
discussed: March 13-14 He 
suggested flint be r3 in on fire afternoon of 

suggested (and I loved the idea) that 
instead of doing a "lalk/spccch," 
one or mote of us could sinlply interview him 

ideas (c g, hc likes tile 
idea of a lr~ior in football, and of course 
he ~anls Io blow uP tha NCAA) 



that wdl engage the audience 
m~d touch on big issues I tlm~k tlfis could 

be hag¢ly successful 

ltis flight? (1 told lmn that 

PS Robert Orr will nccd Io bc broughl in 
somehow--since II was his "in" 
with Nocem that made fl~is possible One 
idea: have a dilmer on the 13th 
Io which he would be invited Bu[ we’ll 

On 1/31/12 12:07 PM, Thrailldll, Jmte F 

Hi ever3 one- 1 have adnfired from 
afar the good wolk of tiffs group 1 

moving fon~ ard prompted by some 
ideas 
generated by the ve~3" fine statement 
Ihc group has dnllled: 

1) Regarding sporls and Ihc 
university’s mission ("Sporls arc 

themseNes"): To me, even 
emphasizing die 
posllive--sporls as a source of 
"cohesioff’, a vem~e for competitive 

an "add-on" to the mtiversit) ’s cote 

I’m still learmng fmin colleagn~es 

limdcd undcrslanding We have 



anfl~ropolob9 lfisloD, and medicine 

anli-obcsiiy sludics and programs 
across campus (Schaol of Nmsing, 
Public Healflk etc) Sports ate 
also a lxlrl of our global mission, 

soccer-based outieach program UNC 
undcrgmds slarlcd OltlSide of 
Nairobi So, perhaps part ofwbat 

group nfight do mtbe fi~ta~m is 
point out and support tbe wa?s in 

could cm~ti]me to be positively 
integrated into tbe mdvei~it~ ’s 

2) Regarding where we largel our 
ciitique ("Facults" must be 
empowered 
to oversee atldefics"): Cm’oing 
excesses of UNC’s alhlelics program 

impotent It also has tbe dmxxback 
of tending toward divisiveness I 
wonder if the commit/co, moving 

wifl~ ofl~er stakehalders--even fl~ose 

Ihe spollighl Oll Big Sporls Like 

Ta? lot Branch and Joe Nocera, mid it 

adnmfistt-atoi~, coacbes, plavei~, 
and fmndies ate dealing with in the 
fo~n of Iha NCAA 

As you can bear. I’d be imerested 
in finding wa) s to leframe tbe 
cnlire ralalionship bclwccn Ihc 
mm-ersit~ and athletics in its nmm" 
forms Counl me in for fulure 
mcclings! 

Jane F Tluallkill 
Associa/cProfcssor& Direclorof 
Graduate Adnfissioits Department of 
English and Compamlivc Lilemlure 
U mvet~ig" of North Carolhm, 
Chapel Hill tkiIl@unc edu 

[mldtew pemn@unc edul 
Sent: Monday, Jamm~ 30. 2012 2:00 



PM 
To: Snfiflk Ja? M 
Cc: Margotis, Lewis: Soutlmll, 
Richard Michard; Boxill. Jeanellc M; 
Guskiewicz, Kevin M: Slcponailis. 
Vincas P; Farel, Prod B: Engel, 
Joimthzm: Talbert, Ricltaid J: Tyler 

Tomaskova, gilvia: 
t~dfield~a uric edu; Carter, Tim; 
McGowan. John; Weiler, Jona/han D 
Subject: Re: Jan 23 meeting on 
allllelics 

All - attached is a slightly 
prettier, PDF version suilablc for 
fnlming (or a/least for 
distributing to colleabq~es) 1 
suggest we 
each keep our scpam/c lisls of 
people wbo have signed on wiflt us, 

deadline 

All besl, 
And? 

On Mort. 2012-01-30 a/ 12:51 -0500, 
Jay Smdh wrol¢: 

I agile on all of these 
points 1 suggested fire DTH 

address it to Holde~k with a 

not be associated with one 
or a few of 
us, but should seem to be 
expressing a groundswell of 
opilfion 

Aim for, say, 
Ffi&ly. Febnm~) 10 as a 
deadline? Thai wouldmake 
it possible to 

fire fotlowmg week--wetl 
before IIIc Feb 

Ja? 

PS--If anyone being copied 
here would prefer nol Io 
have l~er/lfis tmme 



On 1/30/12 11:09 AM, Andrew 

Thanks. Jay, and I 
like fl~e document a 
lot I will be lmpp) 

sociolob3, and will 

to m) leadmslfip 
group 

M) own 2c: I tlmik 
Ibc DTH should 

for tiffs 

gel lois of 

inforntall), 

signatures to 

(Clmncellor Thorp 
seems like a good 
choice), wilh a sorl 

DTH and 
offsets about the 
delivmy Our 

should be Io Ih¢ 

facult~ and 

Somconc (Jay’? Low?) 

On Sun, 2012-01-29 



al 12:05 -0500. Jay 
Smith wrote: 

Richard and 
Low for 
their tweaks 
to tltis 

Thoughts on 



for 

DTH? Lew 
bas 
published 
op-eds on 

sulziect in 

be does tile 
subnfitting? 

willing to 

of you me 
pressed for 

il might be 
best ff no 

claim 

le~er might 

be "signed" 

following 

247 facadt3 

UnivcrSily 
(fldl list 

available in 

edition of 
DTH) 

Olhcr ideas? 
-Jay 

On 1/27/12 
4:38 PM. 
Margolis, 
Lewis wrote: 

I’d 
suggest tlmt "at the expense of acadenfic integfit3" be phrased 

the 
positive, as ate tile principles "excellence at 
UNC-Chapcl Hill musl rcsl on academic inlcg~ity, and always 

..... Original Message ..... 



From: Soultiall, Richard Michard 
Sent: Frida?, Januat5 27, 2012 12:41 PM 
To: 
Smilti, Jay M 
Cc: 
Bo xill, Jeanette M: Gnskiewicz, Kin’in M: Pemlt Andrew J: 
Stepo~milis, Vtitcas P; Margolis, Lewis; Fa~el, Paul B: Engel, 
Jo~ullhan; Talharl. Richard J; Tiler Curlahi; Thmilkill, Jane F; 
Jat~ken, Ke~meth R: Gless, Dart31 J; Tonmskova, Silvia: 
rcdfield~a ~mc edu; Carter, Tim; McGowan. John: Weiler. Jonalhan D 
Sul~iect: Re: Jan 23 meeting on afltletics 

Tlmt~k you for citvuhiting this revised draft As a possible wa? to 
address your expressed concern about "h~tegrit3" not being il~chided 

principle. I inscrlcd the following few words into Ihc documcnl 

Caps 

tight of recent dm’elopmeNs, howm’ei, we insist that file 
pursuil of aildelic excellence al UNC-ChaI~I Hill MUST NOT COMU AT 
THE 
EXPENSE OF ACADEMIC INTEGRITY. and always reflect and reinforce 
Ihc 
following thiee principles:" 

Richard 

Dr¸ 

Richard M Southa[1 

Associalc Pm lessor - Sporl Administration Grad~ml¢ Program 
Cooldtimtor The U~m ersits" of Notfl~ Caroti~m at Chapel Hill 
Director - Co[lege Sport Research lnstita~te Wootlen Hzd1203C 

OflSce - 919962-3507 Cell - Pax - 919962-6235 

southall@enmil uric edu 

CSPd 

On 

1/27/12 I 1:36 AM. "Jay Snlilh"~iaysnlilh@cmail imc edu> wrote: 

Friends: 
I’ve lakcn anotticr shot at the "sla/cmcnl o f r~rinciplcs" (Itiou~h 



please lead it top to boi~onl) I clmnged some winding here and 
tltere, but I tlfiitk it reflects the spirit of our Monday 

fallen oul as a pnnciplc, bul I suppose il’s covered implicidy 
in points 1 and 2 

Ideally, we’ll be able Io finalize this by early nexl week and 
start ckrculating the statement mnong our colleagmes (I’d like 

our letter to the DTH, before spring b~eak) 

PS I’m calling Joe Noccm ncxl week; I’ll let you know wha/ 
comes of tlmt 

O111/24/12 11:56 AM. Souihall, Richard Michard wroic: 
Just a note to th~tk evmyone wl/o was at yestet~lav’s "working 
group" 
meeling - and others on [his lis[ - for the chance Io 
participate inthe discussimts I et!ioyed the cltm~ce to wink on 
the slalemenl of principles, as well as "lel/er-drop" some 
college-sport aCfOll?, ms 

As a way to foster additioiml conversation, either in person or 

0932 html?nz~sporls 

ff alex one wants to ventme over to CSRI (There’s another of 
those 
acrownts!) in Woollen G~n or ~neet for coffee or lunch mid talk, 
l’ll be happ~ Io buy the first cup of coffee 

Richard 

Dr RichardM Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport A&nhfistration Graduate Progrmn 
Coordinator The UniverSily of North Carolina al Chapel Hill 
Director 
- College Sporl Research Inslilule Woollen Hall 203C Office - 
919962-3507 Cell - 901240-7197 Fmx - 919962-6235 
soutlmll@enmil unc edu 

UNC Sporl Adminislmlion websilc: 



On 1/20/12 12:01 PM, "Ja.~ Slmth"qia? simth@enmil uric edu> 

Colleagues: 
I al~ach two Ileins The first is the agenda for our ineethlg on 
Monday, JZal 23 (3 phi in the upstairs seniltmi room at Hyde Hall) 

Fitmily--my a~ologies for leaving a few of you out of lW Mollday 

reminder c-mail l ~,~s acling qaickly and on the basis of 

On 1/16/12 10:03 PM, Boxill, Jeanelle M wrote: 
Hi Jay, 
You’ll likely get lots of "ieply all" enmilsH[ 

Chair o f Ihc Facully at UNC-CH Dir¢clor. Parr Ccnlcr for 
Eil0cs Senior L¢clurcr, Dcpatlm¢nl o f Philosophy Univ¢rsity 
Norlh CAirolina Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 Office Phone 

919-962-3317 
Fax: 919-962-3329 
web: parrccnlcr unc ¢du 

From: Jay Smilh [ia? smilh~aenmil unc edul 
Scnl: Monday, Janua~) 16, 2012 9:53 PM 
To: Per(w, Andrew J: Stepo~aifis, Vmcas P; Margolis, Lewis: 
FarcL Paul B: Engcl. Jonalhan: Talbcrl. Richard J: TsIcr 
Curtain; Thrailkill, Jane F: Janken, Keimeth R: Gless, 
Darts1 J; Tomaskova, Silvia: t~dfield~aunc edu; Carter, Tim; 
McGowan. John: Boxil[. Jcanellc M; Smidl. Jay M 
Sul~jccl: Jan 23 tootling on aihlciJcs 



>>> T3lcr Curlain 

>>> Chapel Hill, NC 

>>> 919-323-8433 

This is a qldck nzmindcr (with nlorc details to follow by the 
et~d of rite 
week) that we’~e scheduled to meet Jan 23, 3:00-4:30pm m tbe 

tNngs to discuss--including a p~e[i~m~mt5 "statement of 
principles" and plans for a faculty forum on sludcnl-a/hlclcs 
intbe classroom--so nmke every effort to come i[’you cast 

In the meantime, I want to bring to your attention a lunchfime 
discussion INs Wednesday, 12- Ipm, in Ihc Univcrsily Room of 

Jmt Boxill will be discussing "Sports as a Public Fonun for 

lr 
you’d like to come, you’ll need to nmke a ~eservation by 
tomorrow--N~ch is provided--so act quickl? : go to 
parrccnlcr unc cdu Io makc your rcsc~allon This is Ihc 
first ht a series of fonuns/pubfic discussio~ts on sports 

Jay Smith 

Andrew J Pcmn - 
a ndlew,~errin ?~i u nc edu - 

Associa/c Chair of Sociology 
Univcrsily of Norlh Carolina - 
CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 
USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               2:46 PM 

~email unc edu> 
Fwd: telling time in the eighteenth centuo~ 

you’re on to something 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:telling time in the eighteenth centu~3z 

Date:Mon,          19:29:41 +0000 
From:H-France 21~s2~s=~_4a_~Lq_n.=~!~= 

Reply- To :~!~ c ~?[2$~fik~N~.~gn ~ ~12~_~ 

I had a question about how time was reckoned in France in the eighteenth century. I guess I’ve always simply assumed 
that the day started at midnight and reset at noon, so that when people at the time (in this case, witnesses in court) 
spoke about something that happened at "quatre heures du soiL" "cinq heures du matin," or "trois heures de I’apr~s- 
midi," they meant exactly the same thing as we would mean by such expressions (4 pro, 5 am, 3 pm or 16h00, 5h00 and 
15h00). Given that by this period most (all?) villages had clocks, this seems likely, but I was wondering if someone on H- 
France could confirm and/or suggest something I could read on the subject. 
Thanks, 
Jeremy Hayhoe 

L’information contenue dans ce courriel (y compris les pieces jointes) est confidentielle et vise uniquement son 
destinataire ou ses destinataires Toute autre distribution, copie ou divulgation est interdite Si vous avez requ ce 
courriel par erreur, veuillez nous aviser et ~liminer ce courriel, ainsi que les pi~ces jointes, de votre syst~me 
informatique et de vos dossiers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, February 7, 2012 7:02 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email unc edu>; Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu>; Pertin, Andrew J 
<andrew~errin@unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; Guskiewicz, 
Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; Farel, Paul B 
<paul farel@med unc edu>; Engel, Jonathan <engelj@physics unc edu>; Talbett, 
Richard J <talbett@email unc edu>; Tyler Curtain <.         ~gmail corn>; Gless, 
Dartyl J <glessd@email unc edu>; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; 
redfield@unc edu; Carter, Tim <cartert@email unc edu>; McGowan, John 
<jpm@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu> 

letter and meeting 

On 2/3/12123a PM Boxill. Jeanelte M ~rote 

> Jan 

> -----Origiiml Message ..... 



>> Richard 

>> Dr Richard M Soulhall 
>> Associalc Professor - Sporl Adminislmlion Gmd~ml¢ Program 
>~ Coot~lilmtor The U mvet~its, of North Carolina at Chapel Hdl Director - 
>~ College Sport Research hasfimte Woollen Hall 203C Office - 
>> 919962-3507 Cell - Fax - 919962-6235 
>~ southaIl@email mtc edu 

>~ UNC Sport Ad~m~fistration wehaite: 

>~> tatk/sNeclk "since rm not *a!dng an honorarium" (his exact winds) 

>~> interrogato~/inter~-iewer will challenge hint on thase issues ffone 

>~ >> I thit~k it wdl be interesting to hear from J oe N ocera, thauglt 1 
>~>> favor a talk wiflt Q&A a~erwat~l mflter than a "com’ersation" 1 

>~>> athletes and the umvet~it~,’s that profit from flteir hibot~ is in 

>~>> athletes while the transformation of college afltletics into a profit 

>~>> sta? While I have not read as widely as I would have liked to, 
>>>> I’ve read lillle supporling Bill F~iday’s goal of eliminaling Ihe 
>> >> hffhlence of entet~ahmtent and clotlmtg corpomtio]ts from college 
>>>> a/hlehas and Ihe university College sporls is our bailiwick, as 

>>>> not nfind bfinghtg sportswriters Dave Zifin mtd Robert Lipsvte to campus to add flteir perspectives 



>> >> Professor of Afro-Alnerican Studies 
>> >> Depamnent of African and Afro-Alnerican Studies 

>>>> Clmpel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

>>>> (919) 962 - 1519 (voice) 
>>>> (919) 966-2694 (fax) 



>>>>> I) Regarding sports and the mfiversit3 ’s mission ("Sports are 
>>>>~ worth~ ltBe activities in themselves"): To me, even emphasizing tbe 

posilivc--sporls as a sourcc of "cohcsion", a venue for compeldJvc 

>>>>> Olhers arc likely more aware, bul I’m slill lea~ing from 
>)>>) colleagmes in other departments that tlfis is a linfited 
>>>>> undcrslanding We lulvc sludcnls m~joting in EXSS. I’acldly doing 
>)>>) sports-lelated lesearch in kinesiolog3, antltropologw, lfistot3, and 
>>>>> medicine AlhlclJcs is impon,~nl Io anii-obcsily slndics and 
>5>>5 programs across cmnpus (School of Nursing, Public Healtlk etc) 
>>>>> Nporls arc also a part of our global mission, in Ihc form of 
>5>>5 Carolitaa for Kibera, tbe soccer-based outieach program UNC 
>)>>) undergrads started outside of Nairobi So, perhaps part of what tbe 
>>>>> group might do in Ihc fulurc is point Oltl and support Illc ways in 
>>>>> which a/hlehas--in ils many forms--is and could conlinue Io bc posilJvcly inlcgm/ed inlo Ihc universily’s academic mission 

>~>>~ 2) Regarding where we target our critique ("Facu113 must be 
>>>>> clnpowen3d Io oversee alhlclics"): Curbing excesses of UNC’s 
>~>>> aflfletics program is important It also has tbe drm~back of tellding 

>~ >>~ couldn’t also nmke conm~on cruise with other stakehaldet~--even thase 

>~ >>~ Like most of you, I have been leading Ta3 lot Branch mid Joe Nocem, 

>>>>> players, and Families arc dealing wilh in the Form of the NCAA 

>>>>> Jane F Thmilkill 

>>>>~ English and Compacative Litemmie U mvet~its, of North Cmolitm, 
>>>>> Chapel Hill Ikill@unc cdu 



>>>>>> us but sl/ould seem to be expiesshlg a groundswell of opilfion 

>>>>>> Friday, Fcbrual) 10 as a dcadlinc? Thai wo~dd make il possible 
>>>>>> sublet tbe le~er e~l) h~ tbe following week--well before tbe Feb 

>>>>>>> and deliver tl~ siglm~ues to someone o~chl (Clmncellor ~lorp 

>>>>>>> and offsets about tbe deliveiy Our message ulthnatel) should be 

>>>>>>> On Sun, 2012-01-29 al 12:05 -0500, Jay Smdh 

>~>>~>> clmrge of compiling a list of sig~tofies (1’11 do so for Histm3 ) 

>>>>>>>> On 1/27/12 4:38 PM. Margolis, Lewis 



>~>>~>>~ -----Ofigilml Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: Soulhall, Richard Michard 
>>>>>>>>> Scnl: Friday, Jantkal) 27, 2012 12:41 PM 
>)>>))>>) To: Slrtith, Jay M 
>~>>~>>~ Cc: Bo xill, Jeanette M: Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Pemn, Alldt~w J: 
>>>>>>>>> SlcponailJs, Vinca s P: Margolis, Lewis; Far�l, Paul B; Engel, 
>~>>~>>~ J onaflm]~ T~lbert, Riclmt~l J; Tyler Curtain; Thmilkill, Jm~e 
>>>>>>>>> F: Jankcn, Kennelh R: Gless, Dan) l J; Tomaskova. Silvia: 
>>>>>>>>> ledfield@unc edu: Carter. Tim: McGowm~, Jolm: Weiler. Jonatlmn 

>)>>))>>) Sul~iect: Re: Jmt 23 meeting on athletics 

>>>>>>>>> Thank you for circulaling Ibis revised drafl As a possible way 
>>>>>>>>> Io address your expressed concern aboltl "inlcgtily" no[ being 
>~>>~>>~ incNded in a pbmciple, I inserted tbe following few winds 
>)>>))>>) into tbe docalment (All Caps below) 

>)>>))>>) "In ligltt of lecent developments, bowever, we i~tsist flint tlte 
>>>>>>>>> pursuil of alh[¢lic excellence a/UNC-Chapel Hill MIJST NOT COM~ 
>~>>~>>~ AT THE EXPENSE OF ACADEMIC INTEGRITY, mtd ~lwa~’s ~eflect and 
>>>>>>>>> reinforce Ih¢ following Ihrc¢ principles:" 

>>>>>>>>> Richard 



>>>>>>>>>> On 1124/12 11:56 AM, Soutl~all, Pdclmt~l Micl~at~l wrote: 

>>>>>>>>>>> - College Sporl Rescarcl~ lnsiiiltie Woollen Hall 203C Office - 
>>>>>>>>>>> 919962-3507 Cell -              Fax - 919962-6235 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, Febma~T 7, 2012 9:40 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu> 
Re: letter and meeting 

Kevin: 
Tlmt~ks for all your belp The "aignalut~" is virt~ml--so, as long as 1 
ha~e your permission, which I lldnk I now have, I’ll lisl you as a 
aignatot) (mid that~ks for flint) As for Bubba--flmt~ks so much for 
art-angh~g a meeting Let me get back to you on the particulms (if 
you’re willing Io be an inlcnnedia~3) I’m nol sure when would be Ih¢ 
optinml moment, or wha we ]rtigbt wm~t to ire’oNe But I appreciate your 
maclm~gout Mot~ soon 

On 2/7/12 7:56 PM. Guski¢wicz. K¢vin M 

> Un forhmalcly I am old of Iown Thursday and F~iday Ihis week. so I will no1 be able Io allcnd Ih¢ me�ling I believe Riclulrd is also 
a\~ay, bul working on collecling siglullures from EXSS l Ioo want Io sign II so how can I beat gel Ihal Io you’? 

> Also, when would we like to meet with Bubba Cmmingbam He is willing to do so, and just said to let ltim latow wben mid whet~ 

> K¢vin 

> S¢nl from my iPhone 

> On Feb 7, 2012, at 701 PM, Ja3 Snuflt <ja? snufltT1e~lmll uric edu~ ~ rote 

bappy to ~eport that I have be~,veen 50-60, about half from Histot5 mid half from the great beyond (’out mostl? in file College) ff 
others can double down mtd strive for 10-20 signatmes apiece, we might have a ~especmble mnnber--200 or so? That would gmamntee 



>>>> commeetm) that appeared in the Chronicle of Higher Educa/ion (April 
>~>> 5, 2010) Gert3 offet~ some specific polic) recommendatiolts to cot~sider: 

>>>> Richard 

>>>> Associetc Pm lessor - Sporl Adminislmlion Gmgua/c Program 

>>>> College Sporl Research Inslilet c Woollen Hall 203C Office - 
>~>> 919962-3507 Cell -              Fax - 919962-6235 

>>>> ~C Sporl Adminislm/ion wcbsilc: 

>>>> On 2/1/12 11:59 AM, "Jay Smidt"<jaysmdh@cmail unc cdu> wrote: 

>~>>~ Kenneth--I defnfitely see your point The it~-bitt3 problem with 
>>>>> Noccm is II~at he seems to prefer nol Io have to prepare a formal 

>>>>> If we can cough up--wlu~l, a Ihousand bucks or so?--I mighl be able 
>)>>) to tatk him into a formal presentation But we would want to move quickly 

>) >>) Mtother option, of course, is to make sum fltat his 
>~>>~ interrogator/httet~’iewer will challenge fihn on tbese issues ff one 
>>>>> of us lakes Ihal role. Ibal mighl solve Ihc problem We clearly nccd 
>)>>) to tatk about this So get ~ead) for anotber effort to set a 

>>>>> Jay 

>>>>> O112/I/12 11:41 AM. Jankcn, Kenneth R wrolc: 
>>>>>> Dear all. 

>~>>~ I t fihtk it will be htteresting to hear front Joe Nocem, fltough 1 
>>>>>> favor a lalk wi[ll Q&A arlcn~ ard ralller dlan a "conversa/ion " l 
>>>>>> agree dial cxlcnsivc reform in [lie relalionship bet\~ een college 
>)>>)) at filetes and the mfiversit3 ’s that profit front tbeir labors is in 

>>>>>> ~r~ior fign~tes who are discussing college at filefics seem to lake 

>>>>>> stay Wlfile I have not read as widel) as I would have liked to, 
>>>>>> I’ve read Idde supporling Bill Friday’s goal of climinaling Ihe 

>>>>>> atfilefics m~d tbe mm’e~sit3 College sports is our bailiwick, as 



>>>>>> 109 Batlle Hall, CB# 3395 

>>>>>> Chapal Hill, NC 27599-3395 

>>>>>> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
>>>>>> (919) 966-2694 (~ax) 

>>>>>> Scat: Tuesday, Jan~m~3 31,2012 2:47 PM 

>>>>>> Cc: Pcmn, Andrew J: Margolis, Lewis; Soatball, Richard Michard; 

>>>>>> Falel, Paul B: Engal, Jo~mthan: Talbert, Richard J; Tyler Curtain: 

>>>>>> seents genuinaly eager to come down Tlte dates we discussed: March 

>>>>>> 14th He futllter suggested (and I loved fire idea) that i~tstead of doing a "talk/speech," 

>>>>>> lmn a soap box to push some of his mot~ radical ideas (e g, ha 
>>>>>> likes tbe idea of a m~ior in football, m~d of com~e ha watts to 

>>>>>> us to make it workable? And haw do we pa? for his fligbt? (1 

>>>>>> PS Robert On wdl need to be brougbt in somehaw--since it was ltis "in" 







>>>>>>>>>> Otherideas? -Ja~ 

>>>>>>>>>> On 1127/12 4:38 PM, Margolis. Lewis wmle: 
>>>>>>>>>>> I’d suggesl Ihal "al Ihe expense o f academic inlegrily" be 
>>>>>>>>>>> plwased in tl~e positive, as am fl~e pmlciples "excellence 
>>>>>>>>>>> at UNC-Clmpel Hill nmst test on acadeinic mtegrit?’, and alwws 

>>>>>>>>>>> -----Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>> From: Soutlmll Ridmt~l Michard 
>>>>>>>>>>> Senl: Friday, Jamm~3 27. 2012 12:41 PM 
>>>>>>>>>>> To: Sddfl~, Ja? M 
>>>>>>>>>>> Cc: Boxi[I, Jeanelle M: Guskiewicz. Kevin M; Perdn, Andrew J? 
>>>>>>>>>>> Stepmddtis, Vincas P: Margolis, Lewis; Fatel, Paul B: Engel, 
>>>>>>>>>>> Jmmtlmn: Talbert, Riclm~d J: T?ler Curtain: Tlwaitldll, Jane 
>>>>>>>>>>> F; Janken. Kenneth R; Gless. Dan3l J? Tomaskova. Silvia; 
>>>>>>>>>>> redfield@unc edu: Carter, Tim: McGowan, John: Weiler, Jona/han 

>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: Re: Jan 23 meeting on atltlefics 

>>>>>>>>>>> Thmtk you for circulating ills revised dt-ml~ As a possible way 
>>>>>>>>>>> Io address yoltr expressed collcelll about "integrity" nol being 
>>>>>>>>>>> included in a principle, I i~serted fire foIlowhlg few wot~ls 
>>>>>>>>>>> into Ihe documenl (All Caps below) 

>>>>>>>>>>> "In light of recent developments, ltowm’er, we insist flint the 
>>>>>>>>>>> pursail of a/hlelic excellence at UNC-Chape[ Hill k,rklST NOT COME 
>>>>>>>>>>> AT THE EXPENSE OF ACADEMIC INTEGRITY. and always reflect and 
>>>>>>>>>>> reinforce the following three principles:" 

>>>>>>>>>>> Riclmt~l 

>>>>>>>>>>> Dr Riclmt~l M Soutlmll 
>>>>>>>>>>> Associate Professor - Sport Adtmtristmtion Graduate Progrmn 
>>>>>>>>>>> Coordinator The University of Norlh Caroli~m at Chapel Hill 
>>>>>>>>>>> Director - College Sport Reseatvh lt~stilute Woollen Hall 203C 
>>>>>>>>>>> Office - 919962-3507 Cell - Fax - 919962-6235 
>>>>>>>>>>> soutlmll@email uric edu 

>>>>>>>>>>> UNC Sport Adnfitristmtion website: 





>>>>>>>>>>>>> UNC Sporl Adminislmlion wcbsilc: 

....... e~ e~3 one My tlmnks, thougl~ to Lew and Andy for t’esponding 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> You’ll likely get lots of "~ply ~11" e~rmils!!! 



>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Carter. Tim: McGowan, John; Boxill. Jean�lie M; Smidl, Jay 

>~>>~>>~>>~> Subject: Jan 23 meeting on atlfletics 

>)>>))>>))>>))> Sonleone do hie the favor of responding "lepl? -all" to tlfis 
>)>>))>>))>>))> message so tlmt I don’t lmve to reconstruct tbe list again 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> This is a quick reminder (wilh more d¢lails Io Follow by 













From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 7:44 PM 

~email unc edu> 
chapter 

Chapter 3docx 

It’s comhig along 1 flfit+k the framewolk of your argnm~ent is 
sound, and you’ll be ab]¢ Io make a good cas¢ I’or II Mainly, Ih¢ 
suggestio]]s I have at~ for improving flow (mid just nmkh~g the wNing 
mo+e gt-aceNl) You often forget, h~ this dr-aft, to pause mid explahi 
your evidence, what II adds up to, and how your argumcn~ fits 
R¢adcrs n¢¢d help wllh dig¢slion Again. I wahl Io ¢ncouragc you 
clmrt out the paper-by-paragraph so that you la~ow (and will therefet~ 
t~member to let file leaders lamw) what the BIG point of each paragraph 
is and how II moves the argum¢nl along We’ll lalk Iomon’ow .... 

JS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                 9:49 AM 

~email unc edu> 
Re: papers 

Idea: Let’s wait until Tuesday to give them back Then I’ll have time to grade the late ones and we’ll have 10 
minutes to talk about this at some point 

On 9:10 AM, wrote: 

I was just about to enter the grades, but then I realized the Sakai gradebook wants a percentage/number. 
We have not discussed corresponding letter - number grades. What is an A- or C+? I could just put the 
letter grade in Sakai now and change it to another number later ....... 

Froml 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:09 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: RE: papers 

Distribution (let me know if acceptable, total of 77 papers): 
A: 18 
A-:24 
B-- : 10 

B-:8 
C+:5 
C:2 

From~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Jay Smith 
Subject: RE: papers 

9:20 AM 

Gotit. Noworries, theseareprettyquickgoing. LotsofA’ssefar... 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:01 AM 

Subject= Re: papers 

Fine with me By the way, I realized later that I should have taken some for myself Oh well I’ll 
grade the ones submitted late 

On 9:11PM, wrote: 

Ok, I find myself using more +/- than I originally anticipated. Is this ok? I will give you a 
breakdown of the grades when I get them done to see if they meet any kind of preconceived 
distribution you had. This might not be until tomorrow morning though. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, Februaq¢ 9, 2012 2:1 I P M 

Libra~ay Media Resource Center <mrc@unc edu> 

Re: Instructor Film Request 

That will be great Thanks 

On 2/9/12 I 1:42 AM, media resources center wrote: 

That should be fine We are open until 9:45pm and just like to have our rooms closed up by 
9:40pro if possible I will go ahead and book the film and room for 7pro on the 23rd Please let me 
know if you need anything else 
Thanks! 

R.B. Houee Undergraduate Library 

962-2559 

On Feb 9, 2012, at 11:25 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

7pm would work, but the movie runs a little over 2 hours Is that a problem? 

On 2/9/12 11:03 AM, media resources center wrote: 

Professor Smith, 
Unfortunately, both of our screening rooms are already booked at 6:00pro 
on Feb 23rd We do have a room open at 7:00pm on that night but not 
before that 
Would this work or is there another date you would like to tray and book a 
room for this screening? Please let us know when you get a chance 
Thanks, 
MRC Staff 

Media Resources Center 
R B House Undergraduate Library 

On Feb 9, 2012, at I 0:15 AM, Apache wrote: 

PID : 
CallNumber : 65-V544 
Film Title : La Nuit de Varennes 
Month : Feb 
Day : 23 
Year : 2012 
First : Jay 



Last : Smith 
Email : ja3 smith,2i~-mai[ 
Depa~ment : Histot~ 
Phone : 2-3949 
Course: HIST 457 
Semester : Spring 2012 
Sta~ Time : 6:00 pm 
How Long : 30 hours 
Room : 7-29 (Room 207) 
Notes : 

...... Mail generated at Feb 092012 10:15:21 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                 2:39 PM 

Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu>; Anderson, Violet 
<vmanders@email unc edu> 

Hi Wmlda/Violet--on the off chmtce fltat you can bandle tlfis nmimaIly, 
1 authorize            to take an    with me tNs semester 
(He’s been working since the begitming of the term, in fact) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,               5:57 PM 

Kent, Admn S <akcnt@unc cdu> 

Re: FW: URGENT - Opps! I mcmat Jonaflaml Hancock 

Adam--this looks fine -Jay 

On 3:54 PM. Kenk Adam S wrote: 

Adam Kent 
Depar[mental Manager 
UNC Department of History 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3195 
919952-2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919 962 1403 (Fax) 
akent(~,unc.edu 
IM: oasisadamkent 
hltp//history.uric edu 

Sent: g~u~day, 3:47 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 

Cc: Anderson, Violet 
Subject: URGENT - spring 

HiJay, 

There seems to have a been a communication breakdown as            is currently teaching Hist.     however, 

he is not on payroll. Violet terminated his fall TA assignment not knowing that he had a teaching responsibility in the 

spring. We have processed the EPA web action to get him back on payroll and he will get paid for January and 

February at the end of the month. We will send him our apologies for the inconvenience. Attached is the letter that 

we use for Fixed-term appointments to which I have put in his information. If this is acceptable, I will have him sign it 

and we will move forward. 

Please contact me with any questions or if I ca n be of fu rther assistance. 

Adam 
Adam Kent 
Departmental Manager 
UNC Department of History 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919962-2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919962-1403 (Fax) 
a kent(~unc edu 
IM: oasisadamkent 
hltp flhistor¥.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                 6:05 PM 

@email unc edu> 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 

mess 

I’ve just heard about the complete disaster with your lx~ycheck for 
Januat3, and I just want to apologize for tlfis ridiclilOUS oversight 
I’m still tt3ing to fiillue out how it lmppened, but in fl~e end it’s 
clearly my rcsponsibilfly Io gel Icllcrs oul and vcri(~ their rClum 

and your appohltnlent letter Adam and I were expemnentmg in the fail 
with slmted ~espoi~sibilig" for drafting letters, but clearly flint 

flu’ough I understand that Adam is now on top of the problem and we 

one day, though tlmt’s small conlpet~sation for this kind of aggravattoit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                 I 1:38 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Quiz 2 

On 4:32 PM. rcalubil wml¢: 
> Hey Professor Smith, 

> This is               from yo~tr Hislo~3                         I don’t know if you remember but l came ~o your office 
haut~ a couple of weeks ago 

> 1 was just wondering k[’l could meet with you bfiefl? tomorrow, Ffida? the      to go over strategies for taking/studying for the 

quiz I gol an on Ih¢ lasl one. which isn’t bad a/all, but I’d like Io do better I have a meeling from 12-1230pro and Ihen class al 2- 
3:15pro Just let me know what you thit~k whenever you get the chance! That~ks[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday, Februa~2¢ 9, 2012 11:45 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu> 
Re: Nocera column today 

On 2/6/12 9:09 AM, Guskiewicz, Kevin M wrote: 

> Kevin 

> Kevin Guskiewicz. PhD, ATC 
> Kenml Distingmished Professor 

> University orNorlh Carolil~l at Cl~lp¢l Hill 
> 919-962-5175 

> -----Ofigiiml Message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                8:14 AM 

~email unc edu> 

-quick word to say Ihat, on days like yesterday, when we’re only 
discussing pfinmiy docs, you should feel free not to coine to    kf 
you’ve gol belier Ihings Io do (which I’m sure you do) Feel free Io 
coine, but also feel free not to -Ja?. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                9:03 AM 

Anderson, Violet <vmanders@email unc edu> 
Re: URGENT ¯                 spring 

That I don’t know Maybe he’s teaching instead of TA’ing, and using this as a semester of aid I guess if we 
haven’t heard him complain, we assume eve~Tthing is hunky-doq¢ 

On 9:00 AM, Anderson, Violet wrote: 

Ok So the next question are we paying       A:~ times in the past, a stipend hasn’t worked with his 

fel!owship= i’m unsure if he’s currently on that fellowship or not. Do you know if he% doing this pro- 

bono? [ql get him on payroll ASAP if that is the case We also need to reach out to him if hes in the same 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmith~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 8:58 AN 
To: Anderson, Violet 
Subject: Re: URGENT- spring 

is also teaching a survey, I think 

On 8:37 AM, Anderson, Violet wrote: 
teaching this semester?’. 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 8::[1 AN 
To: Kent, Adam S 
Co: Ande~on, Violet 
Subject: Re: URGENT- spring 

Adam/Violet: Are we sure that        is indeed on the payroll? I ask because                    were 

the two people added late--they were basically in the same category. I wouldn’t be surprised if we missed 

them both. 

Jay 



On 3:47 PM, Kent, Adam S wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

There seems to have a been a communication breakdown as            is currently teachin8 Hist. 

however, he is not on payroll. Violet terminated his fall TA assignment not knowin8 that he had a teaching 

responsibility in the spring. We have processed the EPA web action to get him back on payroll and he will 

set paid for January and February at the end of the month. We will send him our apolosies for the 

inconvenience. Attached is the letter that we use for Fixed-term appointments to which I have put in his 

information. If this is acceptable, I will have him sisn it and we will move forward. 

Please contact me with any questions or if I can be of fur[her assistance. 

Adam 
Adam Kent 
Depar[mental Manager 
UNC Depar[ment of Histot~J 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919.962-1403 (Fax) 
akent~unc.edu 

htt p://histo n/.u n c.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, Febmat-y 10, 2012 3:49 PM 

Frank Dominguez <           @nc rr corn>; Perelmuter, Rosa 
<rpperehn@email unc edu>; Rao, Ennio I <erao@email unc edu>; Clark, Freddie M 
<fredclark@unc edu> 
Binotti service 
Smith service report on Binotti docx 

I had a couple of free hom~ this afternoon and slapped togetlier a 

whatever changes you want me to nutke (or you can make and rll approve, 

fire short side, but 1-2 pages is all we ever do, so 1’11 need a little 
guidanc¢ if you want m¢ Io find a way to b¢¢f i[ up 

By tli¢ way--is there an) news on liming? Has the book come oul yet;? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday, February II, 2012 9:28 AM 

Frank Dominguez <           @nc rr corn> 

Perelmuter, Rosa <rpperelm@email unc edu>; Rao, Ennio I <erao@email unc edu> 
Clark, Freddie M <fredclark@unc edu> 

Re: Binotti sel~-ice 

Sounds good 

On 2/10/12 6:05 PM, Frank Dominguez wrote: 

Dear Jay: 

Thank you for your report It looks fine to me I sent Larl3~ an email a few day ago about the timing 
of the report Here is what he responded: 

Febma~T 10: 

Frank: We will have to schedule a separate meeting for full professors, anytime before the end of 
classes. I think we should try for the last Wednesday April 25. That should give you plenty of time 
after the letters are in around april L 
Larry 

January 26: 

Frank: This is to confirm that I have sent a copy of Lucia BinoEi’s manuscript to 7 outside 
reviewers. They will have their reviews in between March 15 and April 1. Your committee should 
plan to complete its report in time for a faculty vote before the end of classes. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Larry 

Originally, I had thought that we needed a draft before Spring Breal~ and that we would meet 
after vacation to finalize it. Now it seems that Rosa and I will have to incorporate the outside 
let{ers into our section after April 1. 

If all of you can get a draft of your sections to me by that Friday {April 6), i will compile a draft 

oF the Final document and send it back to you for approval. IF necessary, I will schedule a 
meeting for the week of April 9. 

Frank 

PS Please acknowledge the receipt of this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday, February II, 2012 11:41 AM 

Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu> 

Farel, Paul B <paul farel@med uric edu>; Southall, Richard Michard 
<southall@email uric edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu>; Perrin, Andrew J 
<andrew~errin@unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; Guskiewicz, 
Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; Engel, Jonatban 
<engelj@physics unc edu>; Talbert, Richard J <talbert@email unc edu>; Tyler Curtain 

@gmail corn>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email uric edu>; Gless, 
Dartyl J <glessd@email unc edu>; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; 
redfield@unc edu; Carter, Tim <cartert@email unc edu>; McGowan, John 
<jpm@email uric edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email uric edu> 

publicity 

Greetings I tl/ought you’d all appreciate rite flyer alld press release 
ha he Friends of he Libratn haxc prod cod for heir big panel 

On 1/31/12 4:00 PM, Th~ailkill, J~uie F wrote: 
> Thal’s a grcal id¢a! And--I \~ill soo if English and CoInp Lit has solno funds Io conirlbul¢ II \lould bo good Io lia~ ¢ lots of co- 

> Jane F Tlwailkill 
> Associal¢ Profcssor& Dircclor of Grad~ml¢ Admissions 

> tkdlr~t;unc edu 

> To: Soutlmlh Riclmid Miclmt~l; Boxill, Jeanel~e M; Slr6th, Jay M: TlwailkilL Jane F 
> Cc: Pcrdn, Andrc\~ J: Margolis. Lo\~is; Guskio\~icz, Ko~in M: Slcponailis, Vincas P: EngoL Jonadian: Talborl. Richard J: T31cr 
Curtain; J altkei~, Ketmefli R; Gless, Dartyl J; Tomaskova, Sdvia; tedfield,)x uric edu; Carter, Thn; McGoWalk Jolm; Weiler, Jotmflmn D 
> Subjoc[: RE: Joe Noccra 

new director, flteir support of Nocera’s visit could be their way of heralding a spirit of cooperation 

> Paul Fatel 

> Sent Tuesday January’ 31 2012 3 29 PM 
> To: Boxil[. Jean�lie M; Smflh. Ja5 M; Thmflkfll, Jane F 

Cc: Permk Andrew J; Margolis, Lewis: Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Stepol~aitis, Vincas P; Fareh Paul B: EngeL Jo~athan: Talbert, 

> Subjocl: Re: Joe Noccm 

> CSRI can help co-sponsor Joe’s and Robert Orr’s coming to calnpus as well 
Tltis would be a great lead up to our April co~fference 

> Richard 



> Dr Richard M Southall 

> Graduate Ptx3gram Coot~linator 
> The U lfivet~ii) of North Catx31ina at Cl3apel Hill 

> Woollen Hail 203C 
> Office - 919962-3507 



>> "convcrsalion" wilh him One idea is to call il "College Sporls Ioday: 

>~ quick meeting in the next week or so But in tbe meantime, please weigh 
>> in on Ihe dales and share an5 ideas you ha~e For defraying Ihe flighl 
>~ expet~ses Also--~ be~e to do this? Tbe Stone Center? 

>~ PS Robert On will need to be brougbt in somehow--since it was lfis "in" 

>~ to which be would be im’ited But we’ll want to tltitlk about this ..... 

>) On 1/31/12 12:07 PM, Thrallldll, Jalte F wrote: 
>~ > Hi ever5 one- 1 bm-e adtmt~d front afar tbe good work of this group 1 

>~> 1) Regardhtg sports and tbe umvet~ig"s tmssion ("Sports a~e 

positive--sports as a source of "cohesioff’, a venue for competitive 

>~> Otbers ate likely mot~ m~ ate, but rm still learmng from colleagn~es in 

>>> m~ioring in EXSS. facally doing sporls-rela/ed research in kincsiolog5, 
>>> anfltropolog3, lfistot5, m~d medicine Athletics is important to 

>>> Public Hcallh. clc) Sporls arc also a pa~l of our global mission, in 

>~> group nfight do ht tbe Nm~e is pohtt out and support fire wa?s in wlfich 

>~> 2) Regardhtg wbe~e we target our critique ("Facults" must be empowered 

>~> intportant It also lms tbe drm~back of tending towat~l divisiveness 1 
>~ > wonder it" fire con~arfittee, movhtg forward, couldfft also make conmton cause 

>~> tbe spotlight on Big Sports Like most of you, 1 ltave been leadhtg 
>~ > Ta? lot Branch mtd Joe Nocera, and it appalls me to leant wltat our 
>~> adnitmstt-ators, coacbes, players, and fatmlies are deahng with in the 
>>> form of Ihc NCAA 

>>> Jane F Thrailkill 
>5 > Associate Professor& Director of Gt-aduate Adtmssiolts Department of 

>~> Clmpel Hill tldll@unc edu 
>~> Front: Andrew J Pemn [a~dtew pemn@unc edul 
>>> Senl: Monday, Jamm~) 30. 2012 2:00 PM 
>>> To: Smilh. Jay M 
>~> Cc: Margohs, Lewis: Soutlmlh Riclta~d IMAcltat~l; Bo:dll, Jemtette M; 



>>> Jonathan: Talbcrl, Richard J; Tsler Curtain; Thmilkill, Jane F; 
>~> Jmtkelk Kenneflt R: Gless, Dart? 1 J; Tomaskova. Silvia; 
>~> t~dfleld~a uric edu; Carter, Tim; McGowan, John; Weilec Jonathan D 

>~> All - atiached is a slightly p~ettieL PDF version suitable for 
>~> ftmrdng (or at least for distributing to colleat,qles) I suggest we 

>~ > we can compile tbese on or about tbe 10fit which is Jay’s suggested 
>>> deadline 

>>> All bcsl, 

>~>> I agree on all oftbese poh~ts 1 suggested tbe DTH ooly because 

>~>> I also agree that it should not be associated with one or a few of 
>~ >> us, but shauld seem to be expressing a groundswell of opimon 

>~>> Shall we take a week or so to collect "sig~mtut~s"? Aim for. say, 
>>>> F~i&ly, Fcbnm~ 10 as a deadline? Thai would make it l~ossiblc 
>~>> subnfit fl~e letter earl) in fl~e fo[lowh~g week--we[1 before tbe Feb 

>>>> On 1/30/12 I 1:09 AM, Andrew Perdn wrole: 
>>>>> Thanks. Jay, and I like the document a Iol I will bc happy Io 

>~ >>~ and daliver tbe signatures to someone official (Chancellor Tha t-p 

>~>>~ Trustees last fail Someone (Ja)? Lew?) shauld be thet~ as a 

>>>>> - perhaps listed alphabclically? 

>~>>~ On Sink 2012-01-29 at 12:05 -0500, Ja) Sn]~th wrote: 

>>>>>> ogsig~ullodes (I’ll do so For 



>> >>> > Tbougbts on a deadline? And on tile plocedufe for subnfilthlg to tile 
>>>>>> DTH’? Low has published op-eds on Ihis gencnll subjccl ill Ihc DTH 

>>>>>> it nfight be best if no individual seents to claim ownerslfip I’m 

>>>>>> Submiltcd by 247 f~lculty a/Ihc University (fidl list of names 
>~ >>~ ~ available h~ tbe o~di~e edition of D TH) 

>~>>~ On 1/27/12 4:38 PM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 

>~>>~> Prom: Soutlmll, Riclmrd Michard 
>>>>>>> Senl: Friday, JammW 27. 2012 12:41 PM 

>~>>~> Stepo~aitis, Vincas P: Margolis, Lewis; Far’el, Paul B; Engel, 

>>>>>>> Jonalban; Talbcn, Richard J; T~ler Curtain; Thmilkill, Jane F: 

>~>>~> Thzmk you for circulating tiffs revised dt~a~ As a possible way to 

>>>>>>> (All Caps below) 

>5>>55> pursuit of atlfletic excellel~ce at UNC-Clmpel Hdl MU ST NOT COME AT 
>5>>55> THE EXPENSE OF ACADEMIC INTEGRITY, and zflways reflect zutd lehffoice 

>>>>>>> Coordin,~ior The University of Norlh Caroli~ul at Clu~pcl Hill 
>>>>>>> Director - College Sport Research lnsiilulc Woollen H,~I1203C 
>5>>55> Office - 919962-3507 Cell -              z~x - 919962-6235 



>>>>>>> On 1/27/12 11:36 AM, "Ja.~ Slmth"qia?slmth@enmil uric edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>> g~iel~ds: 
>>>>>>>> l~’e taken anofller sltot at rite "slatement of pbmciples" (tltough 
>>>>>>>> I cal~’/be sure tirol I didn’l forgel somelhing importa~l--so 
>>>>>>>> please read it top to bot~onl) 1 clmnged some wmfling hem 
>>>>>>>> Ihere, bul l Ihink il re flecls the spiril of our Mop,day 
>>>>>>>> discussimt I’m still a liRle botl~ered flint "integrit~" Ires 
>>>>>>>> fallen out as a ptil~ciple, but 1 suppose il’s covered implicitly 
>>>>>>>> in points 1 and 2 

>>>>>>>> Ideally, we’ll be able Io finalize I]liS by early nexl week and 

>~>>~>> our le~er to the DTH, before spring b~eak) 

>>>>>>>> On 1/24/12 I 1:56 AM, Soulhall, Richard Michard 

>>>>>>>>> 1210919 htllit 

>>>>>>>>> 1’11 be happy Io buy Ihe firsl cup of cofi-ce 



>>>>>>>>> Coordina/or The Univcrsily OF North Carolina al Chapel Hill 

>~>>~>>~ - College Sport Resem~h h]stit]Jte Woollen Hall 203C Office - 
>>>>>>>>> 919962-3507 Cell -            Fax - 919962-6235 

>~>>~>>~ UNC Sport A&nhfistrafion website: 



>>>>>>>>>>> Scnl: Monday, Jamm~3 16. 2012 9:53 PM 
>>>>>>>>>>> To: Perritz Alldiew J: Stepmmifls, Vincas P; Maigolis, Lewis; 
>>>>>>>>>>> Fatal Paul B Engel, Jmmfltan: Talbert Richat~l J T)ler 
>>>>>>>>>>> C~trl,’lin: Thrailkill, Jane F; Jankcn. Kcnnclh R; Gless, 
>>>>>>>>>>> Danyl J; Tomaskova. Silvia; rcdficld@unc cdu: Carlcr. Tim: 
>>>>>>>>>>> McGowan, Jolm: Boxill, Jeanette M: Smiflt, Ja) M 
>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: Jan 23 meeting on atltletics 

>>>>>>>>>>> Someone do me Ihc ~l~or o f responding "reply-all" Io Ihis 
>>>>>>>>>>> message so that I don’t have to t~constmct tbe list again 
>>>>>>>>>>> Thanks Now for [be news 

>>>>>>>>>>> This is a quick reminder (wdh more delails Io follow by Ihc 
>>>>>>>>>>> end oftbe 
>>>>>>>>>>> week) that we’re schaduled to meet Jan 23 3:00-4:30pnl in tbe 
>>>>>>>>>>>upslairs scmina~momofHydcHall We’llha~cquilea few 
>>>>>>>>>>> Ihings to discuss--including a prcliminm3 "slalemenl of 
>>>>>>>>>>> pm~ciples" m~d plates for a facadt) fonnn on staldent-afltletes 
>>>>>>>>>>> in tha classroom--so make evmy effort to come if you can 

>>>>>>>>>>> In tha meantime, I want to bring to your attraction a lmtcbtime 
>>>>>>>>>>> discussion Ihis Wednesday, 12-1 pro. in the University Room of 

>>>>>>>>>>> Jail Boxill will be discussing "Nporls as a Public Folltl~l for 

>>>>>>>>>>> you’d like to come, you’ll need to make a rcsc~alion by 
>>>>>>>>>>> tomormw--hmch is provided--so act quic!dy: go to 
>>>>>>>>>>> parrcenler ~mc edu to make your rese~alion Thisis Ihe 
>>>>>>>>>>> firs~ in a series of forums/public discussions on sporls 
>>>>>>>>>>> issues Ihis spring thai should inleresl many of us 

>>>>>>>>>>> Jay Smdh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday, February I I, 2012 4:26 PM 

Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu> 

Re: Nocera 

Yes, and I’ll send to the whole group, too I’m more persuaded on Jan, I suppose I wonder if you wouldn’t 
mind pitching this to the group? If I do it, I’ll only be repeating your arguments anyway And if you do it, it 
would also save me a little embarrassment since I wrote to Laurie this morning saying that I hoped she’d be 
willing to do it! That’s a very minor thing, but rm also wary of asserting too much ownership over this group 
anyway Pitch it and I’ll support it[ -Jay 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contact The Student Athlete’s Human Rights Project 

(917) 297 8488 

STUDENT-ATHLETE DUE PROCESS AND THE UNC 

FOOTBALL INVESTIGATION PANEL 

During the 2010-2011 collegiate football season sixteen University of North 

Carolina (UNC) football student-athletes missed all or parts of the season 
due to a National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) investigation. One 

of the student-athletes was eventually exonerated, but at least two of the 
student-athletes were never informed of why they were ruled ineligible. 

None of the student-athletes were initially represented by an attorney and 
none were afforded a hearing prior to being ruled ineligible. 

There is not one page in the 434-page NCAA manual related to student- 

athletes rights. 

Student-Athlete Due Process & the UNC Football Investigation panel 
discussion will be held in "The Great Hall" at the North Carolina Central 

University (NCCU) School of Law on Wednesday, February 22, 2012, at 4:30 
pro. The NCCU Law School is located at 640 Nelson Street, Durham, NC 

27707. 

Panelists include Bomani Jones (Around the Horn), Deunta Williams 

(Tarheelblue Network), Robert Orr (Poyner Spruill), Noah Huffstetler (Nelson & 

Mullins), and Marcia Shoop (Calling Audibles). 

The panel is free and open to the public. Please RSVP to 

On 2/11/12 3:13 PM, Vin Steponaitis wrote: 

I understand your worry But there perhaps a couple of ways to mihgate it First, Jan won’t be the 
only one asking questions She’ll lead offthe questioning, but presumably about halfway through 
we’ll move to questions from the audience So if she doesn’t ask the tough questions, others will 
Also keep in mind that Nocera doesn’t NEED tough questions to elicit responses about reform 



He’s the one who’s skeptical of the current system; the "tough" questions for him would be ones 
coming from an informed supporter of the status quo 

I do think it makes sense (and would help the moderator) to come up with a list of questions in 
advance But I feel that the moderator would pick and choose anyway, no matter who the 
moderator is But if eve~’yone in the group has seen the list, then someone will always have the 
opportunity to ask, even if the moderator chooses not to 

Finally, even if Jan decides not to do it, it’s good politics to give her first refusal and/or to ask her 
advice Andifforwhatever reason she doesn’t feel comfortable in that role, then shewon’t hesitate 
to say no 

The other possibility is to have you and Jan both on stage with Nocera 

Anyway, just some thoughts 

Vin 

P S Do you have the info on the NCCU event? 

On 2/11/2012 1:55 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Vin--of course the dinner plans can wait a few days Take your time I 
hope you cancel your t~ip 

I just wrote to Karen Moon of University News Se~-ices this AM I think 
she’ll send out a press release, and she may be able to help with the 
poster I MAY be able to get the web site up and running from within my 
dept, where we’ve been investing resources into web things lately and 
have on hand a talented work-study group More on that Monday (Though I 
don’t know about a poster--maybe Tim will help there) I can also draft 
the email to send to Jan/Anne Whisnant Let’s talk about this stuff 
early in the week 

On Jan as moderator: I’m conflicted I see your point about Jan’s having 
a foot on the athletics side of things, and her role as faculty chair 
makes her an obvious choice, but I have some wo~lies Would Jan feel 
comfortable asking some of our planted questions, even if they’re 
critical of the athletics enteq~rise? Is it even appropriate for us to 
ask her to do it, but then to do it our way and while asking many of our 
questions? And is she forceful enough to intervene when someone needs to 
interject with a tough question? I didn’t sense in the room yesterday 
that there was a lot of confidence in Jan for this particular role 

But I do see that, moving forward, this could be the best political 
choice I wonder if SH~ could do the intro and summary of’how we got 
here’ instead of me?? -Jay 

On 2/11/12 12:50 PM, Vin Steponaitis wrote: 

Jay, 

Thanks so much for the invitation rd love to go to dinner with you 



folks, but having looked at my calendar I have to make a decision: I 
just realized I’m scheduled to be out of town then to attend a board 
meeting in Tempe on the 15th and 16th I’ve been thinking about 
backing out of that trip for other reasons, so now I just have to 
decide Can I take a rain check on making up my mind until the middle 
of the week? (Lunch wouldn’t be any better, since I’d have to catch a 
morning flight in order to arrive in Phoenix at a reasonable time) 

I’ve also been thinking a bit more about our meeting and conversation 
yesterday With more time to reflect, here are my additional thoughts: 

* I think that Jane’s right about having Nocera start the session by 
setting out his position on the NCAA, etc Not eye,Tone in the 
audience will have read his stuft; or will remember all of it The 
simplest way to do this without changing the "ground rules" you’ve 
already agreed to would be for the moderator to lead off by asking him 
to summarize his position We can give him a "heads up" in advance so 
he can be prepared to do this Or if he prefers he can start with a 
brief talk at the podium Same thing 

* Laurie Maffly-Kipp and Julia Wood are fabulous moderators But the 
more I think about it, the more it seems to me that the moderator 
should be well informed about the issues being discussed Of course, 
Laurie or Julia could do a bunch of background reading as if they were 
preparing for a seminar, but that may be too much to ask on short 
notice, given how busy they are So at this point, I think we should 
ask Jan Boxill first Keep in mind that Dick Baddour is Jan’s buddy, 
and Joe Nocera is not So i think she would pose good questions, 
especially if we help her by suggesting some in advance If Jan won’t 
do it, then we should probably ask one of the faculty in EXSS or 
perhaps Jack Evans You would also do a great job, as you’ve given 
these issues much thought Whatever you decide to do is fine; these 
are just my suggestions) 

* We have to get the publicity going soon Here’s a list of what we need: 

-- a web page (designed by Tim West’s or John McGowan’s staft?) 
-- a poster (ditto) 
-- an email advertising all the upcoming events sent to the Faculty 
Governance listserv (Anne Whisnant and Katie Turner can do this) 
Ideally, this should include an appeal from Jan for t~aculty Council 
members to attend and get involved 
-- a press release from UNC News or the College, distributed through 
the usual channels 
-- an informal campaign in which members of our group encourage 
colleagues in our respective departments to attend 

If you send me the dates, times, and venues of all the events we 
currently know about, I’ll be glad to help in getting the publicity 
machine rolling 

Thanks for all you’re doing to make the Nocera event happen! 

Best, 



Vin 

On 2/I 1/2012 I 1:48 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Vin: Still working on logistics for the Nocera event (How 
many PhD’s 
does it take to schedule a speaker visit? ) After the event, 
we’ll 
need to take Nocera to dinner Would you like to come along? 
I want you, 
Andy, Lew, and now perhaps Laurie, all to have an 
opportunity to sit 
down with Nocera over a meal Andy will likely do lunch (If 
that’s 
better for you, we can arrange that) If you can’t do either one, 
that’s 
OK I’m sure we’ll manage to get a crowd But I wanted to get 
you in for 
one or the other if you’re interested 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday, FebmatT 12, 2012 10:20 AM 

Orr, Robert F <rorr@poyners corn> 

Re: lunch March 14 

Ihe "lypical" facully ogres complaining about sports De-emphasizing 

imagine Ihcr¢ arc different ways of defining such a position MOSl of 

football and basketball, bul we’re all scandalized by the sysl¢m’s 

pla? sports So, we’~e hoping to make h~stllutiotml cNmges wifltin rite 
m~rrent s? stem AND push UNC to become a natio~ml leader in taking on the 
NCAA and fommg big changes at the ~mtio~ml level We’re not in 
agreeme~t on what thase big changes should be yet--we’re figm ring it out 

and m~sustai~mble And yes, the playet~ are exploited sNuneNll? We 
pmfs fltink we’re being exploited shamefully, too So we have comlnon 
gmund[ 

Thai said, if you and Joe were hoping to have a pow-wow wllh only the 

missed a chance to "get to the table"--htemll? ! ffyou do that, 1 
fltmk I mentioned, the Umvet~lls" wofft be able to cover the 
since no U staff Nt~on would be available to take fire check, vet:@ the 
attendees, etc That’s probably not a big deal to you, but I mention 
so you’ll know I will add that tile small handful of ~lcully l luld in 

Maffly-Kipp, for example, is a good friend ofMarsha Shoop’s Jane 

do dghl by eye.one involved in Ih¢ alhl¢lics enlcrpris¢ An}way, we 

On the diimer--my concern is olfl) to h~suie that the key pla) ers m in) 
group all have the oppomnti~" to meet mtd chat with Nocera if they want 
to do so and ale avadable We can learn front ltfln, but he also should 
learn sometltfltg front us That wouldn’t pieclude some of your friends 
front attending both meals, but I’d like to t ltiiik about how we’ll arrange 
it Maybe we should meet up on Ffida) for a half hour? I could meet 

Jay 

On 2/I 1/12 9:53 PM, Orr. Robert F 
> Jay, I’m glad you thought the talk was enjoyable I thought Dean Wegner was going to lock you in to attending all of the talks for 
enlirc day If we need ~o sll down for a qui¢l¢r discussion of Joe’s lalk. I’m in CH Friday’s leaching bul I’m dlrough al I 1:50 so have 
some a~ailabillly alter lhal I m¢mion¢d to Joe aboul Ihe lunch attendance and he wanled ~o k¢cp II prclly much limited ~o those who 
wet~ strong advocates for the smdent/atllletes Pve got no problem wiflt ~’our two faculty" members attending but hopefilll~, the~ ’t~ on 



board Ibat aspccl of rc form The only adddions Io llle lunch from my pcrspeclivc would be Professor Emmcll Gill from NCCU and 
mayhamy son who works in Chapel Hlll (He’smy fonnerMorchcadScholarconfidanlonallll~ingsrclalcdlolheNCAA) Aslo 
dinner I’m open on Ihc invlle lisl I suppose d depends on how you scc Ihc discussion progressing The Shoops ha~e a remarkable 
hisighl Io big lime sporls and wllb Marsha ha~ing a PhD in Theology and John ha~ing his dcgrcc from Ihe Universlly of lllc Soulh and 
ha~ing considered Ihc minisl~3, lilt} would add a great deal Io Ihe conversation El~ll~lCl[ is a PhD in Sociology, played baseball at 
UNe-Charlat/e and as an African-American hc would b~ing a special perspccbve Io Ihe evening Now if bath Marsha and Emmel/arc 
a/Ihe lunch do you nat include Ihem hi [be dinne~? Also. I would like Io invllc Tom Ross I don’l know how comforlable 
mighl be wllb Ihe lop dog Iherc, bat Tom and I wcnl Io law school Iogclher and ha~e remained friends over Iha years I’m prcl/y 
flexible in all of tltis since you’re making this happen so whatever ~orks best for you works for me I suppose I still don’t have a 
strong seltse of wbere your gronp would like to take tbe issne Is it to de-emphasize sports? hastimtio~al reform within tha present 
s? stem? Willingness to take on tbe NCAA and tlte current system? Or ma?be yon’re still ttsing fignJre all this out like mare" of us rll 
be happ? to pick Joe up and just let me know if you wan to meet in a quieter emdromnent to tie all of this down Bob 

> From: Ja) Slhith ]ja) simth@email unc edn] 
> Sent: SatuNay, Febmat5 11, 2012 11:21 AM 
> To: Om Robert F 
> Subjecl: hinch March 14 

> Dear Bob--son3 I ardvcd later {h,’ln cxpeclcd ycslcrday l{ would have 
> been nice Io nail down a few more delails on Nocem Bat I enjoyed your 
> [alk. and was pleased Io scc N&O coverage Ioday 

> Bat answay a few queries for you I don’l know how big a group you 
> ha~e in mhid for Ihc lunch on {ha 14ill (where, by {lie way’? Carolina 
> hm?), but I wanted to ask about tbe possible addition of 1-2 other 
> interested parties One of ~m." partners in crime. Andrew Perbm of tbe 
> Sociohib9 dept, camtot make it for dimler but would mall,," like to have 
> a chance to meet Joe Nt~o~ally Andy is vet5 smart m~d well-informed, 
> but is also a great colmnnmcator and all-arom~d good boy OK if be 
>joins you? There’s also a possibilii)" that someone from thc Journalisn~ 
> School would like 1o lag along (Ihey may bc co-sponso~ti~g) Would Iha[ 
> be abighl? Kcvin G~tskicwicz (do you know aboat him? Great g~g, and a 
> "gehins" a~ aN wimler for his research on concussio~ts) ntigltt be anotber 
> possibllit) 1 bnJess we skonld tt5 to keep tbe total lmmhar under 8, 
> becmlse at that point com’ersation becomes close to impossible But 1 
> dofft know haw mat~) you had in mind 
> 
> Also--I don’t want to impose, bnt 1 fltitik it migbt be wiser for you to 
> pick up Joe at tbe ahport than for me to do it Not only do you know 
> hint but yoifm a bit closer to RDU And since ha is sta,dng withyou, 
> II migh{ make sense for you Io be Ihc shu01er-in-chief lr Ibis poses 

> 
> There’s also Ihc dinner I ha~e in mhid 4-5 people (in adddion 1o 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday,                  10:41 AM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu> 
Re: Nocera yet again 

Kevin: 
I pulled this from NYTimes site: 
Joe Noc¢m is an Op-Ed cohimnisl B¢forc joining The Opinion Pages in 

he wrote the Talkhig Business cohiim~ for The New York Times 
edch SaluNay m~d was a staff writer for The New York Times Magazine In 
addhion Io his work at The Times. he sct~ cs as a regular business 
co~mnentator for NPR’s Weekend Edition with Scolt Simon 

IVh Nocera has won thiee Gel-aid Loeb awaids, inchiding the 2008 award 

for collllllelllal), and Ihl~e John Hancock a\~ ards for excellence ill business 

iounmlism A     Pulitzer finahst, he is the author of three books 
"A Piece of Ihe Aciion: How Ihe Middle Class Joined Ihe Money Class." 
(Touchslon¢.      won Ih¢ New York Public Library’s     Helen 
Bcmslcin Award as Ihc bcsl non-ficlion book of Ihe yea~ He has also 

wittten "Good Gu) s and Bad Guys: Behilld The Scenes With The Sahtts mid 

Scoundrels of American Business (and Evc~3 thing In BCI\~ ccn)" (Pott folio. 
, and. mosl rcccnlly. "All Ihe Devils Arc Here: The Hidden History 

of the Fi~mncizd Crisis (Portfolio ~, wbich he co-authored with 

Bcllla~l3 McLean 

1 (Jay) would add that over the past few monfl~s, wltile writing ltis 
general opihion cohinm, he became interested ht the NCAA--hl part 
because h¢ had followed Ihe UNC scandal and Ican~cd I]le dclails oflhc 

case He wrote a cohnnn about ., m~d has followed up 
with other cohinms detailing the aP~itmhr~ess of the NCAA That’s how 
he came to our attention You can see Nocera h~ actiot~ talkhlg fi]muce, 
on fl~e D~ily Show heie: 

nmch as a sunmmiy of ltis nmin concents about the N CAA Tltis will be 

questions "plzmted" by our group) -Jay 

On 7:35 PM, Guskiewicz, Kevin M wrote: 
> Jay, 
> I will be happ5 to ask B~bba II would b¢ hclpfid if you could provide m¢ wilh a brief bio on Joe. and the title (Iopic) of his Icchtrc 
I wdl sha~e tltis wifl~ Bubba and see it" he can nmke it over to the Center that afternoon 
> Kevin 

> Kevin Guskiewicz, PbD, ATC 
> Kcnan Dislinguishcd Professor 
> Chaic Department of Exercise m~d Sport Science 
> Univcrsily of Notth Carolilul at Clulp¢l Hill 
> 919-962-5175 

> -----Original Message ..... 



Could you broach that possibdit~ with Bubba? I realize flint he nm?. be unable (or not rely 
> eager) to lneet Joe, and that’s free But I’d hate to flfit~k flint we didn’t give these t~vo bqlys the opportulfiB" to slate into fire face of 
Ihe enemy [[] -- if bolh are inlet�sled Given Ihe [ig]llness Of Joe’s schedule Iha/day, I Ihink Ihis 3:30-4:30ish window is really Ihe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                  I : I I PM 

~gmail com> 

Re: Lurcy 

I think Louise is being excessively cautious here Planning a defense this week is j ust not a winning 
proposition, anyway You’d waste a lot of time needlessly I think the C~-ad School will accept our word that 
this is a formality that will be taken care of in a matter of weeks 

On 12:59 PM, wrote: 

Jay, you have any ideas? I’m not sure what to tell Louise, but I figure we need to tell her something 
relatively soon (before she submits her letter) 

On Sat,             at 6:56 PM,                   ~grnail .xm~> wrote: 
So what do you think? Logistically, it will be really annoying to schedule the defense for like 
this week, but I don’t want to run myself out of contention for the grant either This is such a 
tremendously stupid rule 

On Sat, at 12:07 PM, Jay Smith <:_~L~m~;~.n.?{d_[ unc~_t[> wrote: 
¯ -I think you sent this to me only I’m not sure whether she’s saying we must DO the 

defense or schedule the defense There IS a recent role that allows for the prospectus defense 
to take place before the writtens in some exceptional cases I guess we can do that if 
necessary But see what she says 

On I 1:52 AM, wrote: 

Hi Professor McReynolds, 

I can obviously speak less to this than Jay can, but I am not anticipating any 
problems getting my prospectus approved We just weren’t in a hur~?~ to defend 
since we didn’t know of the Lurcy requirement until I started my application, and 
had just assumed that I would do the defense right after my comps in April 
(Students in the department who’ve applied for this grant in the past haven’t had 
their prospectuses approved, so the requirement snuck up on me) But if you 
think it’s the best move to improve my candidacy for the grant, we could 
definitely do the defense now 

Best, 

On Sat,            at I h33 AM, Jay Smith <l)2~i~gjJ_]!~%_e:~)wrote: 
Louise--     can schedule the defense ~ght away if need be As I wrote in my 
letter, I have indeed seen the prospectus and think it will pass with flying 
colors; other committee members are well aware of its content It really is only 
a formality--even more so than it usually is -Jay 

On 10:46 AM, Louise McReynolds wrote: 



Good morning, gentlemen the prize committee is nominating you for 
the Lurcy, but that means that you are supposed to have defended your 
prospectus Have you? If not, you need to schedule a defense and Jay, you 
have to promise that this is a mere formality, because     is completely in 
control of his topic Or have you defended? I have to write the letters of 
nomination pronto 

Best, Louise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                  9:37 PM 

~live unc edu> 

Re: Quiz 2 

I thought I’d done it already Will do so now 

On 7:24 PM, wrote: 

Hey Professor, 
Are you going to post the list of terms for 

Thanks, 

before the quiz? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  8:08 AM 

~live unc edu> 

Re: Keywords for 

Yes, they’re there now 

On 1:30 AM, wrote: 

Professor, 
I was wondering if you were going to post the keywords from Thursdsay on sakai before the quiz. 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  12:09 PM 

~email unc edu> 
Re: papers 

OK Will also get around to that lecture you sent me 

On 12:07 PM, wrote: 

Jay, here is the NCSU paper. Please read it when you get a chance and let me know if it is "presentable." 
We can talk later about what I will actually do with it in a dissertation. This does not have to be done 
immediately, of course. 

From: I 
Sent: Saturday, 
To~ Jay Smith 
Subject: RE: papers 

9:59 AM 

Got it. I will put the grades into sakai today. 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Saturday, 9:23 AM 
To: 
Subje~: Re: 

A 95 
A 91 
B+ 88 
B 85 
B- 81 
C+ 78 
C 75 
C- 71 
D+ 68 
D 65 

On 9:10 AM, wrote: 

I was just about to enter Lhe grades, buL then I realized Lhe Sakai gradebook wants a 
percentage/number. We have not discussed corresponding let[er- number grades. What is 
an A- or C+? I could just put the letLer grade in Sakai now and change it to another number 
later ....... 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: RE: papers 

12:09 PM 

Distribution (let me know if acceptable, total of 77 papers): 

A-:24 

B: 10 
B-:8 



C+:5 
C:2 

From~ 
Sent: Wednesday, 
TO= Jay Smith 
Subject= RE: papers 

9:20 AM 

Got it. No worries, these are pretty quick going. Lots of A’s so far... 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:01 AM 

Subject= Re: papers 

Fine with me By the way, I realized later that I should have taken some for myself 
Oh well I’ll grade the ones submitted late 

On 9:11 PM, wrote: 

Ok, I find myself using more +/- than I originally anticipated. Is this ok? I will 
give you a breakdown of the grades when I get them done to see if they meet 
any kind of preconceived distribution you had. This might not be until tomorrow 
morning though. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  12:27 PM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 
Schoonmaker, Nancy G <nancys@email unc edu> 

Re: web help 

Adam--are you in the bunker with Cheney? Tell him it’s safe to come out! And thanks for tills- 

star, after all Star student, that is We’re all stars 

On 12:23 PM, Kent, Adam S wrote: 

Lets get on this 

Sent from a secret undisclosed location 

iS OUF 

"Schoonmaker, Nancy G" wrote: 
Short answer, pending Adam’s approval, is yes 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Monday, 11:53 AM 
To: Schoonmaker, Nancy G 
(~c: Kent, Adam S 
Subject: web help 

Dear Nancy: 
Is therc a chancc that someone in thc dcpt could help mc by slapping togethcr a basic web page to 
publicize a campus event coming up a month from now? I’d like to be able to refer to an existing 
web page in emails I send out, etc The event is a talk/appearance by Joe Nocera We’re calling it 
’~Big-Time Sports and the University: A Conversation with Joe Nocera of tl~e New York Times," 

5:30pro at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center Theater 

I realize that this is not exactly Histo~’y business, although the History dept is a co-sponsor and I led 
the committee tl~at lured Nocera down here Is there perhaps a work-study person who would put 
something together? We just need the basics, plus a list of sponsors, and a brief bio of Nocera 
(which I could provide in minutes) Thoughts? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,.                  12:28 PM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 
Schoonmaker, Nancy G <nancys@email unc edu> 

Re: web help 

Maybe I should add time is of the essence When do you think she might be able to hop on this? The sooner 

the better from my perspective 

On 12:23 PM, Kent, Adam S wrote: 

Lets get on this 

Sent from a secret undisclosed location 

"Schoonmaker, Nancy G" wrote: 
Short answer, pending Adam’s approval, is yes 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Monday, 11:53 AM 
To: Schoonmaker, Nancy G 
(~c: Kent, Adam S 
Subject: web help 

Dear Nancy: 
Is therc a chancc that someone in thc dcpt could help mc by slapping togethcr a basic web page to 
publicize a campus event coming up a month from now? I’d like to be able to refer to an existing 
web page in emails I send out, etc The event is a talk/appearance by Joe Nocera We’re calling it 
’~Big-Time Sports and the University: A Conversation with Joe Nocera of tl~e New York Times," 

5:30pro at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center Theater 

I realize that this is not exactly Histo~’y business, although the History dept is a co-sponsor and I led 
the committee tllat lured Nocera down here Is there perhaps a work-study person who would put 
something together? We just need the basics, plus a list of sponsors, and a brief bio of Nocera 
(which I could provide in minutes) Thoughts? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  I: 17 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Nocera 

Joe Nocera bio docx 

Hi       ! I’m sure you don’t have any studying to do or anything, so could you help me by creating a web 
page? The essentials are these: 

"Big-Time Sports and the University: A Conversation with Joe Nocera of the New York Times" Wednesday, 
5:30pm in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center Theater Joe Nocera will give a brief presentation, engage 

with interested faculty, and take questions from the audience 

Co-sponsors: The Institute for the Arts and Humanities, the College Sports Research Institute, and the 
Departments of English and Comparative Literature, Exercise and Sport Science, Histo~?¢, Religious Studies, 
and Sociology 

rm also attaching a bio of the speaker, Joe Nocera In my dreams, we would be able to incoq~orate some nifty 
sports-related icon or theme, but I dunno It’s not essential, in any case 

I’m sure you’ll have other questions I’m sure I will, too -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, Febmat-y 13, 2012 1:29 PM 

Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu> 
Perrin, Andrew J <andrewperrin@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu>; 
Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis 
<lew margolis@unc edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; Steponaitis, 
Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; Farel, Paul B <paul farel@med unc edu>; Engel, Jonathan 
<engelj@physics unc edu>; Talbert, Richard J <talbert@email unc edu>; Tyler Curtain 

~gmail corn>; Gless, Darryl J <glessd@email unc edu>; Tomaskova, Silvia 
~-mmasr~unc edu>; redfield@unc edu; Carter, Tim <cartert@email unc edu>; 
McGowan, John <jpm@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu>; 
Cramer, Richard <mrcramer@email unc edu>; Maftly-Kipp, Laurie F 
<MAFFLY@email unc edu> 

releasing our statement 

our "statement" to tbe world? (We have ma)be 110 signamtes--sti[I time 
Io add a few more if you’re collecling) Do we address a hard cop) Io 

unde~stalldably a little sel~sitive about entail conmm~ticatio~s 

Do w¢ submil Io the DTH and/or the N&O, CH Herald, or CH News? lfw¢ 
submfl Io Ih¢ press, do we send il cold as a "lel/er Io Ihe edilor" or 
sbould l/we cultivate some of our leporter friends? 1 l~ow at least 
people prClly well at {lie DTH. 1~o o{llers at file N&O, one a/Ih¢ CH 
News And at~ thet~ order things I’m not tltiitldng of! Tbeie usualb 

PS lfl get a little thne tbis afternoon, rll tt) to send around an 
updalc on our mccbng from Friday 

On 2/10/12 1:54 PM, Thrailkill, Jm~e F wrote: 
> Hi all- we’re all set Io meet in Donovan Lo~mge al 5:15. 223 Grecnla\~ Hall if you have Iroubl¢ finding il, give a call: 622-8755 

> Jane F Tltrailkill 
> Associale Professor& Director of Gmd~mle Admissions 
> Department of English and Comparative Literatme 
> University or Notth Caroli~ul. Clulp¢l Hill 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smit|l <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,                  1:44 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Upcoming HIST    Quiz 

> Piof SmitK 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  2:21 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Nocera 

how about Noceraconversation web unc edu? 

On 2:14 PM, wrote: 

Hi Jay! Glad to be creating a website for you again; feels like my newbie days! 

All of this sounds doable, and it shouldn’t take very long at all. Quick qu~tion- what would you like the URL 
to be? Obviously it has to end in .web.unc.edu, but you’re free to pick the first part (e.g. 
nocera.web.unc.edu, bigtimesports.web.unc.edu, or anything you want- the options are endless). 

Once you tell me that, I can create the website and get it up and running in no time. 

Best, 

I:rom: Jay Smith [iay;!!?!kh@~,na!!!!!?c:e~iu] 
Sent: Monday,                  1:17 PM 

Hi       ! I’m sure you don’t have any studying to do or anything, so could you help me by 
creating a web page? The essentials are these: 

"Big-Time Sports and the University: A Conversation with Joe Nocera of the New York Times" 
Wednesday,          5:30pm in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center Theater Joe Nocera will give a 
brief presentation, engage with interested faculty, and take questions from the audience 

Co-sponsors: The Institute for the Arts and Humanities, the College Sports Research Institute, and 
the Departments of English and Comparative Literature, Exercise and Sport Science, History, 
Religious Studies, and Sociology 

I’m also attaching a bio of the speaker, Joe Nocera In my dreams, we would be able to incorporate 
some nifty sports-related icon or theme, but I dunno It’s not essential, in any case 

I’m sure you’ll have other questions I’m sure I will, too -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                8:27 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Meeting 

ok 

On 6:52 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 
I’m sorry this is so last minute, but I was just reviewing for the quiz tomorrow and I have a couple 
questions so I was wondering if I could stop by around 12:15 tomorrow, or slightly earlier, to just ask you 
quickly? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 1:53 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy G <nancys@email unc edu> 

Re: advising honors thesis students 

On 12:54 PM, Schoonmaker, Nancy G wrote: 

In an effort to keep our on-line information up to date, please let us know if you are advising any 
honors thesis students this semester (and their departments) 

Many thanks, 

Nancy Gray Schoonmaker 
nancvs~&email unc edu 
Web Site Content Manager 
552 Hamilton Hall, CB#3195 
9199621109 
fax 919962 1403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               ; 2:38 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Class 

ok--I’ll try to be louder But be sure to get my attention iITwhen I’m moving too fast 

On 2:33 PM, wrote: 

Hey Professor, 
I should have spoken up during class, but I was too shy to say anything. It was really hard to hear what 
you were saying in class today because you were speaking so softly. I also missed a lot during lecture 
because you move very quickly for the amount of information on your slides. I thought I would let you 
know because it was hard to keep up today. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                3:02 PM 

Leloudis, James L <leloudis@unc edu> 
Re: [histo~3~-t~aculty] advising honors thesis students 

Speaking of which, Jim--any news on my year-old proposal to do away with highest honors? -Jay 

On 2/14/12 3:00 PM, Leloudis, James L wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:05 PM, "Schoonmaker, Nancy G" <nffLcy~r~)cmai[ unc ec2u> wrote: 

Professors: 

In an effort to keep our on-line infom~afion up to date, please let us know if you are 
advising any honors thesis students this semester (and their departments) 

Many thanks, 

Nancy Gray Schoonmaker 
nancys~?email unc edu 
Web Site Content Manager 
552 Hamilton Hall, CB#3195 
9199621109 
fax 919962 1403 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
histu~-y-faculty as: <a hre~"t~ai!tolel,~udis’[2urc~edu">~lol~dis~’urlcedu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,.                3:08 PM 

Anderson, Violet <vmanders@email unc edu> 

Violcl--hcr grad course is Thursday 2-5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                3:21 PM 

Anderson, Violet <vmanders@email unc edu> 

Hcr recitations: Thurs 12, 1,2, 3 and Friday 9, 10. I I. 12 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                5:05 PM 

Leloudis, James L <leloudis@unc edu> 
Re: highest honors 

OK I for one will be less inclined to direct theses in the future I’ll pass on your decision (when and by whom, 
by the way? an advisolT board?) to the recent Honors directors in Histu~T, all of whom were behind my 
proposal (Duval, Maynor-Lower, Whalen, Jackson) 

On 3:33 PM, Leloudis, James L wrote: 

Jay, 

Our colleagues had some sympathy for the appeal, but in the end weren’t convinced They noted 
that thesis work tends to spread across a very wide spectrum of quality, and concluded that for that 

reason we need the highest honors designation for truly exceptional scholarly achievement They 
felt that scuttling it would do a disservice to our very best students Graduating with honors is a 
genuine achievement, and we need to make sure that our students understand that fact 

Jim 

Sent fi-om my iPhone 

On at 3:02 PM, "Jay Smith" ~th~,~.em~ ur~_d~> wrote: 

Speaking of which, Jim--any news on my year-old proposal to do away with highest 
honors? -Jay 

On 3:00 PM, Leloudis, James L wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:05 PM, "Schoonmaker Nancy G" 

Professors: 

In an effort to keep our on-line infonnation up to date, please 
let us know if you are advising any honors thesis students this 
semester (and their departments) 

Many thanks, 

Nancy Gray Schoomnaker 
nancys~)email unc edu 
Web Site Content Manager 
552 Ilamilton lIall, CB#~}195 

fax 919.962.1d0;~ 



<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
histo12¢-faculty as: <a 
hre~"lnait to:l,~/o~dis(a u~c ed~ ">le!~udi s~Z~l~c ~d~</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                5:06 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: OflSce Hours 

See you then 

On 4:32 PM, wrote: 

Mr. Smith, 

My name is          and I just want to let you know that I’m going to stop by your office hours on 
Thursday at 10 to briefly talk about my reac[ion paper! 

See you Thursday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, February 14, 2012 5:07 PM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 
Re: A couple of things 

Richard--rm still figuring out how to do a press release, etc, so we have at least another day or two I’m aiming 
for Friday as the date when I finish my work on this thing 

Nocera is coming March 14 I hope to send out announcements very soon .... 

On 2/14/12 5:04 PM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

Jay, 

Wanted to check to see what the timeline is for sending the statement of principles forward I have 
circulated the document via our faculty listserv and have also sent it to a number of associate 
professors in the college, who are taking pan in a seminar One faculty is forwarding it to her 
internal list of UNC colleagues 

I will be happy to forward the statement to my media contacts when it is deemed appropriate to do 
so, but don’t want to jump the gun at all 

Have we tentatively determined a date for Joe’s visit? I’ll be happy to help with any details that 
need to be addressed, but also don’t want to step in where I am not needed 

Thanks, 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director College Sporl Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office 919.962 3507 

Cell 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 



Richard: You mentioned in an earlier e-mail that you thought CSRI could co-sponsor the Nocera 
event and pitch in a bit? Is that right? If so, is $200 too much? Even $150 could help 

And on the faculty forum--re1T regrettably, I’m on the verge of realizing that I just can’t take on the 
organization of another event like this, at least not this semester I’m associate chair of my dept, 
teaching a new course, supetw-ising grad students, and going nuts! In the last month, I’ve spoken 
more with Robert Orr than with my own wife! At this point I’m thinking maybe we could do this 
forum on classroom culture in the fall? Our idea, after all, is that the conversation must continue 
"Reform" is not a one-semester project So let’s revisit this when the very busy spring is over - 
Jay 

On 2/9/12 7: I I PM, Soutball, Richard Michard wrote: 

Carrie’s a very good person & brings a variety of perspectives to the discussion 

I think the group would be a great one for a lively discussion 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 8, 2012, at 12:09 PM, "Jay Smith" <ja~ smiih’c@mail ~nc edu> wrote: 

Thanks--verse helpful! I just checked out Ca~Tie Leger and saw that she 
was an undergrad at Towson--that’s where I was a freshman 33 years ago{ 
Maybe I’ll play up our Towson link{ 

You, Carrie, Emmett Gqll, Orin Stern, and maybe me (or some other 
frustrated skeptic) That could be a good discussion, no? 

On 2/8/12 12:03 PM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

Jay, 

If you are wanting non-UNC, but local, people here are three 

suggestions: 

515-0332 would be a good choice, 

2. Another local person who would be a very good person 

to contact is Dr. Emmett Gill NCCU - egilll @I’4CCU.EDU 
(919) 530- 

id::egii!l 

3. A third local person is Dr. Rober~ Malekoff, from 

Guilford College - rmMekof@guilford.edu 

{336) 316-2329 



primary areas of research. I’d be happy to facilitate or take part in a 

forum discussing these issues. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 91%962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax 919.962 6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

ht ~p:i/exss m ~c,edu/[~raduate-proRrams/speckdizations/sport 

CSRI Conference on College Sport 

Richard good to know about these people, but we have no money 

for flying people in. I was hoping there might be locals available? 

Didn’t you say something about someone at NC State, for example? 

This event, assuming I can get it off the ground, will be super low-key 

in comparison to the Nocera visit or any of the other events we have 

planned this spring. I suppose I could ask Bobbi Owen about a good 

advisor here at UNC-. 

Jay 

On 2/8/12 11:42 AM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

3ayj 

Here are some individuals who 
might be worth contacting re: 
faculty forum on "classroom 
culture." 

a 



Sorry I won’t be able to attend 
this Friday’s meeting. I hope to 
outline some thoughts and 
~orward in time got the meeting, 
As alwaysj too much to do...too 

little time:) 

The past president o$ N4A 

(National Association of 
Academic Advisors Sot 
Athletics h[~p:i!www.~rou~.o~!) is Dr. 

Gerald "Gerry" Gurney, an 
assistant pro~essor at the 

University of Oklahoma - 

~i.com (405)325- 
8398. The current N4A president 
is Dr. 3oe Luckey, CAAS Director 
at the University of Memphis - 
~ilucke~memphis,e~u (901) 678- 

2714. 

The researchers @ Nova 
Southeastern University who have 
done a good deal o{ work in 
"clustering" are Dr. Peter 
Finley (p~in!ev~nova,ed~) and 

Dr. ]ef~ Fountain 

Dr. Billy Hawkins @ University 
o~ Georgia - bhawk@uga.edu (706)542 
4427 has done a good deal of work on 
migration patterns o{ NCAA D-1 black-male 
{ootba11 and men’s basketball players 
that is a very important component of any 
cultural discussion, 

Hope this information helps in the 
discussions, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M Southall 

Associate Professor Spon~Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director College Spon~ Research institute 



Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919,962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919,962-8235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI website: w~w ur!c.cou/csri 

CSRI Conference on College Sport 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                5:21 PM 

@live uric edu> 
Re: Questions about Today’s Lecture Material and Paper Comments 

-keep the questions coming I’m sorry that today’s lecture was harder to follow than most; not sure 
why that was, really See below for answers IN CAPS By the way--I’m planning to post my answers to you on 
Sakai, since a number of students had questions about today’s lecture -JS 

On 3:34 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I have a few questions regarding the lecture material today: 

1) The Habsburg Empire was based on the Habsburg family, which was a famous, powerful family during 

the 16th century, correct? But the Habsburg Empire was still under the control of Charles V? If so, why was 
it named the Habsburg Empire? WELL, Yg WASN’T REALLY EVER CALLED THE HABSBURG EMPIRE--ITS 
WHAT HISTORIANS CALL IT. THE OFFICIAL EMPIRE WAS THE HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE. IN PRACTICE, 
THOUGH, PHILIP II ALSO CONTROLLED A VAST EMPIRE. 13 JUST WASN~r NAMED ONE. (AND CHARLES V 
WAS HIMSELF A HABSBURG--AS WAS HIS SON PHILIP). 

2) Charles V divided the HRE in 1556, correct? Did Philip II reign from 1556 to his death in 15987 CHARLES 
DIDN’T, AND COULDN’T, DIVIDE THE HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE. HE DIVIDED HIS OWN LAND HOLDINGS-- 
AUSTRIA TO FERDINAND, SPAIN AND ALL THE REST TO PHILIP. FERDINAND WAS THEN LATER ELECTED 
AS HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR, BUT THAT WAS NOT CHARLES’S DOING. YES, PHILIP RULED IN SPAIN FROM 
1556-1598. 

3) Was the Inquisition a branch of the Socieb/of the Jesuits that only served Philip II? What is the 
difference between the militant Jesuit and the missionary Jesuit groups? SORRY I SEEM TO HAVE 
CONFUSED EVERYONE WITH THE JESUYfS. "MILITANT’ AND "MISSIONARY" ARE JUST TWO RELATED 
ADJECTIVES THAT ONE CAN USE TO DESCRIBE THE 3ESUIT ORDER. THEY WERE MILITANT IN 
ADVANCING CATHOLIC INTERESTS, MISSIONARIES TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY TOOK THE WORD OF 
GOD TO NEW LANDS. (THEY ALSO RAN AN EXTENSIVE NETWORK OF SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN EUROPE-- 
WHICH MIGHT BE VIEWED AS AN EXTENSION OF TH EIR MISSIONARY ACTIVYfES). THE INQUISYfION IS 
AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT INSTITUTION, FOUNDED IN 1231, THE PURPOSE OF WHICH WAS TO 
EXTIRPATE HERESY. WE’VE ENCOUNTERED 13- IN OUR COURSE BECAUSE 13- WAS REINVIGORATED (BOTH 
THE ROMAN INQUISYfION AND THE INDEPENDENT SPANISH INQUISTIION) IN THE CONTEXT OF THE 
RELIGIOUS DISPUTES OF THE 16TH C. 

4) Was there additional information on the slide concerning the Calvinists in the Netherlands being inspired 
by Calvinist forces in France to organize waves of iconoclasm that we need to know? NO. 

5) The Council of Troubles was organized by the Spanish Duke of AIba to punish the Calvinist iconoclasts, 
correct? Was there any additional information? Yg WAS A COUNCIL COMPRISED OF INQUISITORS--A 
PANEL OF RELIGIOUS INTERROGATORS. 

6) William of Orange and his son Maurice of Nassau organized blockades, controlled waterways, developed 
new ~rategies, and what else to gain the Dutch success against the Spanish? THAT’S Yg. I DID MENTION, 
THOUGH, THAT THEIR INNOVATIONS IN INFANTRY ORGANIZATION HELPED START THE PROCESS 
KNOWN AS THE ’MILYfARY REVOLUTION.’ 

7) Was the Dutch independence was obtained in 1609? ACTUALLY NOT OFFICIAL UNTIL 1648, THOUGH 
IN PRACTICE THEY ACTED AS AN INDEPENDENT STATE AFTER 1609. 

8) Concerning the effects of Philip II’s reign, was one of them the death of the dream for universal 



monarchy that the Pope had for uniting Europe solely under Catholicism? THE DREAM OF UNIVERAL 
MONARCHY WAS MAINLY PHILIP’S DREAM--NOT THE POPE’S DREAM. AND YES, ONE EFFECT OF HIS 
FAILURE WAS TO PUT THAT DREAM IN MOTHBALLS. 

I apologize for all the questions, but I just wanted to get all the fac~s straight and I was having a litge 
trouble geeing all the information down today. 

Thank you and see you in class Thursday. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,                5:47 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: meeting 

and rll show Or tbere’s alwws FridW I should be free around 4 

On 4:16 PM wrote: 
>Hi JW, 
> Monday’s bus3 for me, Ioo. so Ihal!s ok 1 ha~c a mounlain of papers Io grade, and l’m always womcd l’m by lures going cas3 on 
fllenl, or being too exacting Do you have ml? tips? Awway, that’s m?, weekend and Monday as well 
> 1 was a slug Thursda?, (it’s been a cruz? week), but I see what you memt Wdl keep fllat in nfind, but I do enjoy the class nlme fllan 
file OfllmS. so I like comhlg Wish I could audit 900 
> Wha/about Wedn¢sday, 1 or 2? 

> From: Jay Smith [iaysmi/b~acmail uric ¢du] 
> Scnl: Saturday,                12:18 PM 

> Subject: m¢¢ling 

>       -It rams out fllat Monda? is no good for me new week But I do 
> hare lime either Wed afternoon or Friday before 2 Either of those 
> work? -Jay 

> PS I didn’t send the email yesterda? becmlse of sluggislmess You’le 
> auditing[ So i/!s OK for you to pick and choose classes to a/lend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                6:49 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Apology Histo~ 

it was indeed rather abrupt, but I figured there was a reason for it 

On 5:24 PM, wrote: 

Hello Professor, 
I apologize for cutting you off at the end of class today, was calling and I had been playing 
phone tag with them all day. so that they do not 
prevent me from participating in classes and in keeping up with my work. Again, I am very sorry for being 
rude. 

Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith ~iaysmith@emad unc edu> 

We&aesday,                 7:44 PM 

~alive m~c edu> 

Re: Montaigne tomorrow 

You’re welcome 

On 

And now I know at least one person will have read the text [’or tomorrow .... 

7:16 PM, wrote: 

I did not think of that, but yes I definitely can. 
Thanks! 

On 

I can’t I would have to rescan, and I don’t have a scanner available Can you print it out’? 

Professor Smith, 
Half of tomorrow’s reading is upside down, Could you please upload another copy? 

Thank you, 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

The "On Cannibals" text you’re reading for tomorrow was composed round 1580--as 
Montaigne watched in horror ~ Prance tore itsel f apart through reliNous conflict The essa’, 
focuses not so much on reliNous conflict, however, but on European habits of mind and how 
the?, compared to the customs and mores of the Indians of the new world (in this case, 
Bra/il) We’ll devote at least 30 minutes of cl~s to the text tomorrow: as you read. think of 
the following: 

I How is this a text of the Renaissance’? How do we know that Montaigne was something of 
a "humanist"’? 

2 In M’s view. what feature, or features, of Indian culture makes it superior to that of the old 
world’? 

3 Is there an "argument" in this text? If so. whatis it? 

This forwm-ded message was sent via The Universi~- of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill 
Messages from the "HIST ’ site To reply to this message click this link to 
access Messages for this site: L[IST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  9:16 PM 

@email unc edu> 

Re: one more thing to read 

--FYI, there’s no way in the world I will have looked at your lecture (for the class) by tomorrow But 
let’s still get together to discuss the other stuf~ 

On 3:57 PM, wrote: 

...but it is very short. If you get a second, please read the paragraph on page one of this document. It is 
my pitch for the CCO-online teaching for next fall. I am not sure if I even need to make a formal pitch, but 
please make sure I do not sound like a total jack ass. Also, you could wait to read this in front of me 
tomorrow morning if you wanted. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  7:55 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Absent 

On 

-sorry you’re under the weather Get well soon 

11:52 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I’m sorry to say it looks like I won’t be in class tomorrow in addition to missing Tuesday. 
haven’t been able to do much. I have a doctor’s note if needed. 

Thanks, 

and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, Februal’y 16, 2012 10:47 AM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 
Re: Itineralay for your upcoming trip 

Adam--a $1000 honorarium and reimbursement for flight and some meals Here are the commitments I have 
for the units (still waiting on Athletics): 

$500 IAH 
$200 English 
$250 Hi sto~’y 
$250 EXSS 
$200 RELI 
$200 SOCI 
$200 CSRI 

I’m not sure whether some units want to hold on to their money and reimburse specific things yet I’ll tlT to find 
out But in any case, Histo~7 will be the main clearing house -Jay 

On 2/16/12 10:41 AM, Kent, Adam S wrote: 

Adam Kent 
Depar[mental Manager 
UNC Depar[ment of History 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919.962-1403 (Fax) 
akent@unc.edu 
IM: oasisadamkent 
htt p://histo ry.u n c.ed u 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:iavsmith(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 15, 2012 3:01 PM 
TO: Kent, Adam S 
Subjer.t: Fwd: Itinerary for your upcoming trip 

Adam dust FYI, here’s Joe Nocera’s flight info; we’re going to be reimbursing him for his $190 fare Is there anything 
he/I will need to do to insure that that’s a smooth process’~ ~lay 

...... Original Message ....... 
Subject:Itinerary for your upcoming trip 

Date:Wed, 15 Feb 2012 15:41:44 +0000 
From:JetBlue Reservations <reserva0ons~,ietblue corn> 

To:<rorr~,poyners corn>, <iavsmith~email unc edu>, 



You’re set! 
Thanks for choosing JetBlue. Please review this booking confirmation carefully as it includes some impor[ant and 
helpful information about your trip Although you don’t need this document to check in. we recommend that you 
print it out for your reference 

Your confirmation r~mber is HNAWRE. 

Congratulations 

You have purchased an Even Mote Space seat which means you’ll have extra 
legroom to stretch in and you’ll get to board early, plus have early access to 
overhead bins In select cities, your purchase includes Even Mote Speed so you 
can also get to your gate faster with expedited security Enjoy! ~4.:ie i" 

Your itinerary 

Date Departs/    Route Flight/ Travelers Frequent Seats2 Terminal 
Arrives Operated Flyer1 

by 

1 To provide a frequent flyer number please call 1-800~IETBLUE (538-2583). 

~ver~ r~oreTM Extras 

EVEN MORE options 

Even MereTM Speed NEW YORK JFK~ NYto 
RALEIGH DURHAM, NC 

Flight Travelers 

1103 Joseph Nocera 

Payment 

For a detailed receipt, select a customer: .3se;h iloc:.13 

Please rqc ha, for details regarding change and cancel policies 



For Access America flight insurance inquiries, please call 1 800 284 8300 

Special travel deals 

Earn 10,000 TrueBlue points with your first purchase on the card1. Redeem toward Award 

Travel2. :®ly i~’ Terms and restrictions apply 

We’ve teamed up with ’ ~tels cb "to offer you a huge selection of hotels 

¯ Special Internet Rate Price Match Guarantee3 

¯ No Change or Cancel fee4 

¯ No phone booking fee 

¯ Thousands of TripAdviso~ customer reviews 
-:rk ~e’e or call 800-544-3581 to book your hotel now 

~ 
Find great car rentals from Hedz, Enterprise, Dollar, Avis and more ig ere noneedto 

~ go website hopping 

Li ftlO}~25 Ride in style with private car service to/from the airport from our new partner, LimoRes It’sa 

Iotlessthanyouthink ratesstartatjust$495 ~:)r,I (1’ nenow 

?DIRECTV® and XM Radio@ services are not available outside the continental US; however, where applicable, 
movies from detalue Features are offered complimentary on these routes 

1 Welcome bonus of 10,000 TrueBlue Points will be awarded to Basic Cardmembers 6 8 weeks after the first 
purchase on the JetBlue Card from American Express This offer is valid for first time JetBlue Cardmembers only 
First purchase offer expires one year from time of Card account opening. You may be permitted to have more 
than one JetBlue Card account; however, you are only eligible to receive one welcome bonus. 

2 The number of points required for a particular flight is based on the published base fare at the time of booking, 
which depends on, among other things, the flight chosen and applicability of peak travel periods. Government 
taxes and fees apply to award flights, are the responsibility of the passenger, and will vary based on your 
departure and destination cities. For domestic award flights, taxes/fees range from $250-$500 for one-way and 
$5 00 $10 00 for roundtrip flights For international award flights, taxes/fees range from $2 50 $82 10 for one way 
and $22.34-$102.10 for roundtrip flights These ranges include the September 1 lth Security Fee of $2.50 per 



enplanement at a U.S originating airpor[ (maximum of $5.00 each way). Award flight fares also do not include 
fees for oversized/overweight~extra baggage and other fees for products/serMces sold separately Taxes and fees 
must be paid at time of award flight booking and are subject to change as required by law 

3 Price Match Guarantee: If you find the same hotel and dates of stay at a lower rate, Hotels com will, at its 
choice, either match the lower rate or cancel the reservation without a cancellation fee See 
http//hotels.ietblue com/index isp?pa9eName-guarantee 

4 No Change/Cancel Fees Hotels com does not charge a change or cancel fee; however, each property has 
independent penalties for changes/cancellations See full hotel details and descriptions for details 

5 *Advertised rates are based on trips belween airports and downtown metropolitan area locations in an economy 
class vehicle Rates do not include additional charges that may be applicable, such as charges for tolls, extra 
stops, parking fees, telephone usage, pets, extra in-car bags, car seats, waiting time, or custom requests. Rates 
include local and state taxes and fees, except in NY, N J, and CT; passengers in these states are responsible for 
taxes and fees (including, in NY, a 2% NYC workmen’s compensation charge and 8 875% state and local sales 
taxes) Rates include gratuity, except in NY, N J, and CT; passengers traveling in these states are encouraged to 
provide appropriate gratuity based on the service received Economy pricing may not be available at all times 
during the day or during certain weather conditions Advertised rates only apply for bookings made online at 
limos jetblue corn or by calling 1 888 478 8190 

CUSTOMER CONCERNS 
Any customer inquiries or concerns can be addressed here, emailed to dearietblue(~ietblue.com or sent to 
JetBlue Airways, 6322 South 3000 East, Suite G10, Salt Lake City, UT 84121 

NOTICE OF INCORPORATED TERMS 
All travel on JetBlue, whether it is domestic or international travel, is subject to JetBlue’s Contract of Carriage, the 
terms of which are incorporated herein by reference International travel may also be subJect to JetBlue’s 
international passenger rules tariffs on file with the U.S and other governments, and, where applicable, the 
Montreal Convention or the Warsaw Convention and its amendments and special contracts Incorporated terms 
include, but are not restricted to: 

NOTICE OF INCREASED GOVERNMENT TAX OR FEE 
JetBlue reserves the right to collect additional payment after a fare has been paid in full and tickets issued for any 
additional government taxes or fees assessed or imposed 

1 Liability limitations for baggage, including special rules for fragile and perishable goods and the availability of 
excess valuation 
2 Liability limitations for personal injury or death 
3 Claims restrictions, including time periods within which passengers must file a claim or bring an action against 
JetBlue. 
4 Rights of JetBlue to change the terms of contract 
5 Rules on reservations, check in, and refusal to carry 
6 JetBlue’s rights and limits on its liability for delay or failure to perform service, including schedule changes, 
substitution of aircraft or alternate air carriers, and rerouting 
7 Non-refundability of reservations. 
8 The Contract of Carriage and tariffs may be inspected at all JetBlue airport customer seHice counters, and 
upon request you have the right to receive by mail a copy of the full text of the Contract of Carriage or tariffs. 
Additional information on items one through seven can be obtained on JetBlue’s websae at ~ JetBlue corn or 
at any U S location where JetBlue transportation is sold 

CARRY ON BAGGAGE RULES 
JetBlue flights - Each customer may bring one bag that fits in the overhead bin plus one personal item (purse, 
briefcase, laptop, etc ) that fits under the seat in front free of charge Any excess carry-on baggage will be 
checked baggage Visit ht[D flwww.ietblue com/ba(~s and httD flwww.tsa.(~ov for more information Connecting on 
our partner airlines (including Cape Air) - The carry on rules of a partner airline apply when checking in to a 
JetBlue flight that is connecting to the par[her See ht~://www.ietblue.com/#ar[ners for more information. While 
JetBlue may allow additional carry ons as a courtesy to customers connecting to our partner airline, JetBlue 
cannot guarantee that those bags will be accepted for in cabin travel on the partner Customers are encouraged 
to abide by partner’s rules for their entire journey to avoid additional checked baggage fees if their carry ons do 
not meet size/weight restrictions. 

CHECKED BAGGAGE ALLOWANCE/FEES 
Domestic JetBlue flights - JetBlue allows one free checked bag, subJect to size/weight restrictions For flights 
booked on or after February 3,2012 a $40 00 fee applies to a second checked bag ($35 00 for flights booked 
before February 3, 2012), subject to size/weight restrictions A $75 fee applies for a third checked bag Other fees 
apply for additional baggage and oversized or overweight baggage Visit hftp//www ietblue com/baqs for more 
information. International JetBlue flights - JetBlue allows one free checked bag, subject to size,M,eight restrictions 
For flights booked on or after February 3, 2012 a $40 00 fee applies to a second checked bag ($35 00 for flights 
booked before February 3, 2012) Excess baggage rules and size/weight restrictions may vary depending on load 
availability and country restrictions See ~ letblue com/baqs for more information Travel on our partner airlines 



(excluding Cape Air*) Baggage rules and fees vary by par[ner airline and destination. JetBlue will follow our 
partner airlines’ fees when customers are traveling on an itinerary including one of our partner airlines Excess 
baggage rules and size/weight restrictions may vary depending on load availability See 
http//ww~v ietblue com/pa ffners for more information 

*For itineraries with a connection only to/from Cape Air, JetBlue’s standard fees apply 

CHECK-IN TIMES 
For domestic flights, customers traveling without checked baggage must obtain a boarding pass ~venty (20) 
minutes prior to scheduled departure and customers traveling with checked baggage must obtain a boarding pass 
thirty minutes prior to scheduled departure Customers must be present in the boarding gate are fifteen (15) 
minutes prior to scheduled departure or the posted aircraft departure time For international flights, customers 
traveling with or without checked bags must obtain a boarding pass sixty (60) minutes prior to scheduled 
departure Customers must be present in the boarding gate [wenty (20) minutes prior to scheduled depar[ure or 
the posted aircraft departure time 

DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS 
For domestic travel, customers over the age of 18 will be required to show a U.S federal or state-issued photo ID 
that contains the following information: name, date of birth, gender, expiration date and a tampe~resistant feature 
Customers traveling to/from an international destination are required to present proper documentation at the time 
of check in Documents required for travel vary according to citizenship, residency, country of travel, age (for 
minors), length of stay, purpose of visit, student status, etc Please check for specific requirements for the country, 
or countries, you are visiting to make sure you have the correct documents. In addition, Customers traveling to a 
country other than their country of citizenship or residency are required to hold proof of return or onward travel 
Failure to present proper documentation could result in denied boarding. 

ADVICE TO INTERNATIONAL PASSENGERS ON LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 
Where a passenger’s journey involves an ultimate destination or a stop in a country other than the country of 
departure, either the Warsaw Convention and the Hague Protocol, their amendments, and any special contracts 
of carriage embodied in applicable tariffs that waive Warsaw/Hague limits, or the Montreal Convention may apply 
to the entire journey including the pot[ion within the countries of departure or destination and, in some cases, may 
limit the liability of the carrier for death or personal injury, delay, and for loss of or damage to baggage The 
Montreal Convention, where applicable, does not impose and special contracts voluntarily entered into by many 
carriers, including JetBlue, waive, the Warsaw/Hague limitations for compensatory damages arising out of 
personal injury or wrongful death caused by an accident, as defined by the applicable treaty The names of 
carriers par[y to the special contracts are available at all ticket offices of such carriers and may be examined upon 
request 

NOTICE OF BAGGAGE LIABILITY LIMITS 
For international transportation (including domestic portions) governed by the Montreal Convention, JetBlue’s 
liability for baggage is limited to 1,131 SDRs (see, www.imf ore for current value) per passenger unless a higher 
value is declared and an extra charge is paid For international transportation governed by the Warsaw 
Convention and the Hague Protocol and their amendments, JetBlue’s liability for baggage is limited to $907 per 
pound for checked baggage and $400 per passenger for unchecked baggage unless a higher value is declared 
and an extra charge is paid Special rules may apply to valuable articles For domestic transportation, JetBlue’s 
liability for baggage is limited to $3,300 per passenger General baggage rules: As set forth more fully in its 
Contract of Carriage and international passenger rules tariffs, JetBlue will not be responsible for fragile or 
perishable goods. JetBlue assumes no liability for oversized, overweight or overpacked baggage, or for loss of or 
damage to baggage parts such as wheels, straps, pockets, pull handles, zippers, hanger hooks or other items 
attached to baggage JetBlue will not be responsible for the following items in checked or unchecked baggage: 
money, jewelry including watches, cameras, camcorders, any type of electronic equipment, including computers, 
valuable papers or documents and other similar items as described in more detail in the Contract of Carriage. 

NOTICE OF OVERBOOKING OF FLIGHTS 
Although JetBlue does not intentionally overbook its flights, there is a slight chance that a seat will not be available 
on a flight for which a person has a confirmed reservation. If the flight is overbooked, no one will be denied a seat 
until airline personnel first ask for volunteers willing to give up their rese[vation in exchange for compensation of 
the airline’s choosing. If there are not enough volunteers, JetBlue will deny boarding to other persons ~n 
accordance with its particular boarding priority With few exceptions, including failure to comply with JetBlue’s 
check in deadline (which are available upon request from JetBlue), persons denied boarding involuntarily are 
entitled to compensation The complete rules for the payment of compensation and JetBlue’s boarding priorities 
are available at all airport ticket counters and boarding locations Some airlines do not apply these consumer 
protections to travel from some foreign countries, although other consumer protections may be available Check 
with your airline or your travel agent 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith ~jaysmilh~acmaJl uric cdu> 

Thursday, Fcbruar3 16. 2012 10:56 AM 

Joe--son), no He just didn’t know Ihe details We’ve taken up our colleclion [!] and I ha~c Ihe 1K reads Didn’l mean to confitsc 
you I was just ttTmg to help Adam, who will be ltandling the papetnvork etc -Jay 

On 2/16/12 10:50 AM, Joe Nocera wrote: 

Wifll Adam? 

Sent frmn in? iPhone 

On Feb I6, 2012, at I0:48 AM, JW Stmth <iavsinitffa einail talc edu> wrote: 

Adain--foilowing up l’lnjust cop?ing Joe Nocera so you can contact lfinl dimctl? ff need be -Jw 

On 2/16/12 10:41 AM, Kent, Adam S wrote: 

Adam Kent 
Depa~[mental Manager 
UNC DepaF[ment of History 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3195 
919 962 211 . (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
019.962-1403 (Fax) 
akent@unc edu 
IM oasisadamkent 
http:flhistory unc edu 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmithC~email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, FebruaP¢ /.5, 20:L2 3:0/. PN 
TO= Kent, Adam S 
Subject: Fwd: Rine~aw for your upcoming trip 

Adam just FYI, here’s Joe Nocera’s flight info: we’re going to be reimbursing him for his $190 fare Is there 
anything he/I will need to do to insure that that’s a smooth process? Jay 

...... Original Message ...... 

Subject:ltineral¥ for your upcoming lrip 
Date:Wed, 15 Feb 2012 15:41:44 +0000 

From:JetBlue Reservations <reser~ations~ietblue.corn> 
To:<rorr~Bovnerscom> <iavsmith@email.uncedu>. 

Scan this barcode to 

~check in at any JetBlue 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitb <jaysmitb@email unc edu> 
Thursda}, Februai3 16, 2012 10:59 AM 

Soulhall, Richard Michard <soufl~all~;email uric edu> 

Re: two ilems 

Dear Richard: Would you ol~iect to having the $200 Iransfer~¢d to Ihe Histot3 Departmenf? We’re sort of collecting 
contributions and defraying expenses as tbey arise Nocera’s flight, for example And tbe I K honorarium And tbere will 
be meals Of course. [ can understand why you’d be reluctant to let tbe money go witbout assurances tbat you’ll get it back 
if its not spent! But I’ll tell you Ihat, l~o\~ing \~hat I know about your conference needs, \~c’ll spend you money last And 
happily return it if not used 

On 2/13/12 3:22 PM, Soutball, Richard Michard wrote: 

CSRI can commit to $200 for Joe’s visit to campus We can use it as an opportunil? to publicize Ihe upcomfl~g 
conference 
No worries on tbe faculB" forum We can discuss whetber- and/or how CSRI &/or tbe Parr Center might be 
existing on-cmnpus entities t~ough which on-going discussions of these issues might be facilitated I kno\~ I’d 
be supportive of CSRI’s involvement, since d~at’s in line \~ith our mission 

Let me know when you need our $200 

Also, do you need my actual signature for tbe document, or is my name just going to be listed [ can get a 
signature to you as need be 
Richard 

Sent from my iPhone 

Richard: You mentioned in an earlier c-mail flaat you flaought CSRI could co-sponsor the Nocera 
event and pitch in a bit? Is tbat right? If so. is $200 too much? Even $150 could help 

And on flae facull3 forum--vet3 regn-ettably, I’m on flae verge of realizing Ihat I just can’t take on 
Ihc organization of anoflaer event like dais, at least not dais semester I’m associate chair of m3 
dcpt, teaching a nc\~ course, supervising grad students, and going nuts! In Ihc last monde I’ve 
spoken more witb Robert Orr tban witb my own wife! At tbis point I’m tbinking maybe we could 
do tbis forum on classroom culture in tbe fall? Our idea. after all, is tbat tbe conversation must 
continue "Reform" is not a one-semester prqiect So let’s revisit tbis when tbe ve~3" busy spring 
is over -Ja3 

On 2/9/12 7:11 PM. Soutball. Richard Michard ~rote: 

Carrie’s a vcr? good person & brings a varicb of perspectives to Ihc discussion 

[ tbink tbe group would be a great one for a lively discussion 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 8, 2012, at 12:09 PM, "Ja} Smith" <~vsmi~h r.@mai] uric cdu> wrote: 



Th anks--veP," helpful [ I just checked om            and saw that she 
was an undergrad at Towson--that’s where I was a freshman 33 years 
ago! Ma}be I’ll pla} up our Towson link! 

You                              and maybe me (or some other 
frustrated skeptic) That could be a good discussion, no? 

On 2/8/12 12:03 PM, Soulhall, Richard Michard wrote: 

Jag, 

If you are wanting non UNC, but local, people here are 

three suggestions: 

In addition, not to say I am an expert on athletic-department 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hil! 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cel! 

Fax - 919.962-6235 



CSRI Conference on College Sport 

From: Jay Smith 

Date: Wed, 8 Feb 2012 11:46:28 0500 

To: Richard Southall <soutba!!(~l;~i[.unc edu> 
Subject: Re: Faculty forum 

Richard good to know about these people, but we have no money 

for flying people in, I was hoping there might be locals available? 

Didn’t you say something about someone at NC State, for example? 

This event, assuming I can get it off the ground, will be super low- 

key in compaRson to the No�era visit or any of the other events we 

have planned this spring, I suppose I could ask Bobbi Owen about a 

good advisor here at UNC... 

Jay 

On 2/g/12 11:42 AM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

]ay, 

Here are some ±nd±vlduals who 
mlght be worth contactlng re: 
~aculty ~orum on "classroom 

culture." 

Sorry I won’t be able to attend 
thls Frlday’s meetlng. I hope 

to outllne some thoughts and 
~orward in tlme ~or the 
meetlng. AS always, too much to 

do_too llttle tlme:) 



Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Assodate Professor Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at ChaRel Hi!l 

Director College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office 93.9.962 3507 

Cell - 

Fax 93.9,962 6295 

CSRI Conference on College Sport 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  2:05 PM 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 

Re: 

Nope She’s on the bubble Quite ridiculous, of course 

On 11:53 AM, Duval, Kathleen A wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
DO you know if 

Best, 
Kathleen 

was admitted? I haven’t seen the list. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday, Februa~¢ 16, 2012 2:07 PM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 
Re: statement news 

Press release 

Sure And 1’11 fore ard to our whole group 

On 2/16/12 12:16 PM, Souflmll, Riclmrd Michard wrote: 

> ~elease as well? 

> documents a~e embargoed until tomorrow at the time UNC News will be 
> releasing il Do you know what time thai will be? 

> appreciate your leadership and stewardship of this Tlmt~ks a great deal 

> Richard 

> Dr Richard M Southall 

> Graduate Program Coordinator 
> Tile UniverSily o f Norlh CAirolina a/Chapel Hill 
> Director - Co[lege Sport Research htsfimte 
> Woollen Hat1203C 
> Office - 919962-3507 

> O112/16/12 I 1:37 AM, "Jay Smidl"’~iaysmidl@cmail imc edu> wrote: 

>> Hi Richard--I jusl hand delivered Ihis baby Io Holden And UNC news 
>> will be issuing a press ~elease tomorrow So, you ~mght want to wait 
>> unlil Iomon’ow. bul have al il wilh your media friends[ -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, Februal’y 16, 2012 2:09 PM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 

Fwd: Contact information for CSRI contribution 

My strong arm tactics are working Here’s the College Sports Research Institute .... 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Contact information for CSRI contribution 

Date:Thu, 16 Feb 2012 13:14:54 -0500 
From:Southall, Richard Michard 

To:Smith, Jay M <~_~_;kh~_~m~iil !mc ed~: 
CC:Smith, Michael <micttaci smh~b’uac edu> 

If ?ou can have your accounting staff person contact Michael Smith (cc:d on this email) - either via emM1 or ~t 962 0017, 
Michael cm~ get CSRI’s $20000 contribution processed 

Thanks 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Soulhal] 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

CSRI website: www,um::.eduicsri 
CSR! Conference on College Sport webs[te: www,cs![conference,org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday, Februal’y 16, 2012 2:31 PM 

Joe Nocera < ~gmail corn> 
a document of interest 

Press release 

b> fl~e infomml facult~ group I’m wor!dng wifl~--it’s a brief but broad 
statement of principles tlmt we hope will belp gnJide UNC’s tltht!dng as 

bit mole about our group befole you come We’le all getting veiy 
excited about the event--preceded on Feb 28, by the way, by a p:mel 
discussion wilh Taylor Branch. Bill Friday and olh¢rs Exciling lim¢s 
at UNC -Ja> 

PS I’ll also shale with you later, il~ tbe comhtg days, tbe U NC p~ess 

PPS rm having lunch with judge Orr tomorrow; with Iris input, 1’11 tt5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, FebruaPy 16, 2012 2:50 PM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 

Re: Contact information for CSRI contribution 

will do-just did 

On 2/16/12 1:14 PM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

If you can have your accmmting staff person contact Michael Smith (cc:d on this cmail) - either via cmail or at 
962 0017. Michael em~ get CSRI’s $20000 contribution processed 

Thmtks 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southal[ 

Associate Professor - SporL Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College SporL Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office 919.962 3507 

Cell 

Fax 919.962 6235 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www,csrJconferen!::e c.r_.q 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, FebrualN 16, 2012 3:12 PM 

Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; Perrin, 
Andrew J <andrew~el+in@unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; 
Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu>; 
Tyler Curtain @gmail corn> 

Re: Nocera web site 

Oh. the header is going Io change .... 

On 2/16/12 3: I 1 PM, Jay Smilh wrolc: 
> Folks--lk’e lind a tecltie in m? dept establish a bare bones (and still 
> developing) web page I’or tile Noccm event Have a look and tell me 
> wlmt you fltink sbould go on fire mahl page (and other suggestiot~s you 
> may have): 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, February 16, 2012 5:01 PM 

Joe Nocera          @gmail corn> 

Re: a document of interest 

too early to tell The chancellor only got hold of it today I’ll let you know if/when we hear anything from that 
end 

On 2/16/12 3:35 PM, Joe Nocera wrote: 

thanks, Jay. good food for thought, is the University administration in favor of this 
initiative? 

On Thu, Feb 16, 2012 at 2:30 PM, Jay Smith <~gdysn~i0~@e~61 uqc edu> wrote: 
Dear Joe: 
I’m attaching a press release (scheduled for release tomorrow) prepared by the informal faculty 
group I’m working with--it’s a brief but broad statement of principles that we hope will help 
guide UNC’s thinking as the institution reconsiders its role in Big-Time sports I share it with 
you only because I thought it would be good for you to know a wee bit more about our group 
before you come We’re all getting very excited about the event--preceded on Feb 28, by the 
way, by a panel discussion with Taylor Branch, Bill Friday and others Exciting times at UNC - 
Jay 

PS I’ll also share with you later, in the coming days, the UNC press release about your imminent 
arrival 
PPS i’m having lunch with j udge Orr tomorrow; with his input, i’ll try to finalize your itinerary 
and send it to you next week 

Joe Nocera 
Talking Business columnist 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Fdday,                8:18 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy G <nancys@email unc edu> 
Re: MEMS 

fire students ate *cleafl) * all better, it’s fltat tbe letters of 

On       8:15 AM, Schooimmker. Nancy" G wrote: 
> And we know we arc slficlly objcclivc 

> From: Ja? S~rtith Ija?s~rtith@enmil uric edu] 
> Sent: Tlnusda?,, 5:38 PM 
> To: Schoonmakcr, Nancy G 
> Subject: MEMS 

> Nancy: 
> M) mnkings (cmbamlssingly lihcd to Histoly--bul our Ihrcc *should* be 
> the top three History is best, period) 

>1 

>2 

>3 

>4 

>5 

>6 

>8 

>9 

>10 

>12 
>13 

> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,                9:14 AM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 
Re: Grad Sch University Fellowships 

Q, ndfia--grcal news On die MEMS (M~ich will be decided later today), I 
iust wanted you to kalow flint tbe Histot) no~rd~mtion letters ale HEAD AND 
SHOULDERS above dios¢ fronl olher units Our candida/es *should* be the 
top tltree in fl~e entire pool of 13 Of course, 1 lmve no way of 
predicting wlmt will come of the discussion later, but I wanted you to 
know wlu~l a great job yo~ff\~ e did in making die case for our sludenls -Jay 

On       9:10 AM, Cvntlria Radding wrote: 
> Dear frie~lds: 

> the notice from tbe Graduate Scbodi on the awards for five-) ear 
> fellowships and doctoral meril assislant ships All I’our of our 

> were awarded five-) ear fellowsltips 

> The Weiss mx at~ls will be mmounced 

> 1 have included in fltis emall the Executive Conmllt~ee, the com’enors 

> valuable material for tbe texts I composed to forward tbese 

> as well as Violet Andelson 

> package we can now offer them 1 do not yet ka~ow tlle ~mme of tbe 
> fellowships (whcdier Roysler or nthcr) oll-crcd Io I’ll 
> t~y to find out toda) from A~m." Yo~mi 

> In brief, tbe Fallowsltips offer tbe st~ldents a 22,000 stipend over 

> lmve to teach h~ yeats 1 mid 5 During yea~s 2-4, the) work as TAs in 

> The Doctoral Merit Assistant sltips provide a stiNnd of 18,000, filll 

> ~entissiolk but not fees hi all yea~s they work as TAs (altbough we 

> case of who comes wifll tbe BA) 

> Sincetel), 
> Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                10:15 AM 

~email unc edu> 
Nocera site 

Nocera home page blurb docx 

for the Nocem web site in two ways? First, l’nl attaclfing a description 
of the event that I’d like you to put raider file title and essentials 

to those various colunms and nmke thenl hot lhiks to the NYTimes pieces? 
Let me know if you don’t get what I’m asking (After this, we’ll be 
jusl aboul finished with Ihis site, I Ihink ) -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, Februat’y 17, 2012 10:17 AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 
Re: American meeting 

On 2/17/12 9:59 AM, l~anler. Lloyd S wrote: 

> Attend the NCCU m-el~t It would be belpfid, however, it’you could p~epme 
> a brief stateme~t smmnarizmg the problems you face in scbeduling U S histot) 
> courses I nitght ask Miles for some historical perspecthie on flits, based 
> on his experiences In facl. 111¢ problems extend bc3 end Ih¢ US field but 
> every faculty member we add in am" field can help m some way 

> Best, Lloyd 

> -----Origi~ml Message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,                10:36 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Homework for Hist 

Dense? Never! No, I’m sure I’m the one who messed up I though I’d posted it, but maybe I didn’t I’ll check 
T~-y again in about 10 minutes 

On I 0:34 AM, wrote: 

Dear Prof. Smith, 

I’m sorry to bother you, and I’m sure I’m just being dense, but where should I go to find the Barruel 
reading? I’ve checked on Sakai and it doesn’t s~em to be there. 

Thanks so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, FebmatT 17, 2012 I 1:06 AM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 

Re: Fwd: Press Release: A statement of principles for Athletics at UNC 

She’s got a point Not sure what to do about it, though And anyway, if we’re asserting "paternal" control, isn’t 
*our* paternalism better than the paternalism of exploitative millionaire coaches?!{ Never mind, I didn’t say 

On 2/17/12 11:01 AM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

Jay, 
Wanted to fox.yard this response 
Richard 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth" 
Date: February 17, 2012 9:34:34 AM EST 
To: "Southall, Richard Michard" <sot**ha!! (secrt;dl tmc cdt~> 
Subject: RE: Press Release: A statement of principles for Athletics at UNC 

Thanks for sharing, ilele is my honest reaction, great press release, well stated and 

supported by the adopted language of the Board of Governors I do have one qtlestion or 

perhaps it is a caveat. Are any of the people you list as possible contacts for the media of 

color? I do not know any of them so cannot tell. The ~ssues surrounding ~thletics at Carolina 

in the past year ~nd a hadf or so have been highly radalized. If tNs looks like a bunch of white 

fac~dty trying to restore honor and respec~ to athletics or even ~orse, is interpreted as an 

Cookie 

From: Southall, Richard Michard 
Sent: Friday, February 17, 2012 7:31 AM 
Su~ect: Press Release: A statement of principles for Athletics at UNC 



Hope you’re well. I wanted to pass along the attached press release. If you have any questions or 

want to discuss, feel free to get in touch. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www.csrk~nfet ence.orl! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                I 1:28 AM 

@email unc edu> 
2 questions 

AW idcas for th¢ first cssay qucstion(s)? I’m suppos¢d to post thcm 
(or it?) on Tuesday 

And do you know the details of the Damton thing? When he’s speaking, 
etc? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                2:07 PM 

~live unc edu> 

Re: Nocera site 

Nocera home page blurb docx; Links to Nocera pieces docx 

Tltis is bizarre l see them on tbe doc3nnent, and I don’t la~ow 
haw you could miss tbem, so clearly someflthig veiy strange is gding on! 
I’ll send here again I’ll also send Ih¢ links as a scpaml¢ doc -Jay 

> Hi Jay, 

a/lached Could you poinl hie hi 111¢ right dircclion? 

> 1 did go abead and update the hamepage wifl~ tbe lust two paragraphs of text from tbe document Tbe test of the texX is on its own 
page ("About Joe Nocem"); would you like it on the hame page also, or perhaps instead? 

> Fhially, I c~eated a new beader for tbe website, which I thitik leall? pulls it all togefl~er 

> Just let me la~ow about tbese edits and I shauld be able to get them done today [ 

>Best, 

> From: Ja> S~hith l ia~s~hith~a;enmil uric edu] 
> Sent: Friday’,                  10:15 AM 

> Subject: Nocem site 

> Hi 
> If you have an hour or so this ]no~hing, could you ]nodif3" tbe "hame page" 
> For Ih¢ Noccm web silo in t~o ways’? Firsl. I’m attaching a dcsc~iplion 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,                3:09 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 
ivlEMS 

I’m sine you tn~st me [[], but I do w~tt you to latow tlmt 

lobbying They liked the               flting, and for some teasonthe 
facl Ihal IA~¢ said she was doing "culling ¢dg¢" work really imprcss¢d 

candidates furlhcr down the list!! Who knew?) They found 
lelter a liltle too genetic and dependent on langqmge front teconunenders, 

slrong (The other five applicanls, in Ihe ¢nd, were not mnk¢d at 
all) -Ja) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, Febmat?¢ 17, 2012 3:42 PM 

Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc edu> 

Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~errin@unc edu>; 
Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu>; Janken, 
Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu>; Tyler Curtain @gmail corn> 
Re: Nocera web site 

Check it out now M? tecltie (a channhtg sopholnote) is a teal wl~ kid 

On 2/16/12 9:23 PM, Vin Slcponailis wrote: 
> I Ihink it would b¢ great if this web page would conlain links Io 
> Nocera’s telex’ant colunms mid his NY Thnes magazhte piece a few weeks 
> back Thai way, p¢opl¢ who hadn’l sen Ihe columns previously could 
> ca/ch up All Ihal should be readily accessibl¢ on Ihe w¢b Thanks. Vin 
> 

>On2/16/2012 3:11 PM. Ja) S~mth wrote: 
>> Folks--I’ve had a Icchi¢ in my dcpl establish a bare bones (and still 
>> developing) web page for the Nocem event Have a look and tell me what 
>> you fltit~k should go on fl~e mah~ page (and other suggestions you 
>> have): 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday, FebmatT 19, 2012 10:00 AM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 
Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; Perrin, Andrew J 
<andrew~errin@unc edu>; Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu>; Thrailkill, Jane F 
<tkill@unc edu>; Maftly-Kipp, Laurie F <MAFFLY@email unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis 
<lew margolis@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Steponaitis, 
Vincas P <vin@unc edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu>; Engel, 
Jonathan <engelj@physics unc edu>; Farel, Paul B <paul farel@med unc edu>; 
redfield@unc edu; Gless, Dar@ J <glessd@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D 
<jweiler@email unc edu>; West, Tim <fimwest@email unc edu>; Cramer, Richard 
<mrcrame@email unc edu> 
Re: Taylor Branch 
1990 UNC Faculty CouncilChronicle of Higher Education 1-31-1990 docx 

Richald has forwaided lne a Cltrolficle essa? from 1990 that--I warn 
you--could make you weep It provides extended coverage o f a momentous 
U NC Facadt~ Council meeting from Janual? of that year A special 
"Facults" athletics council" (not clear to me kf this is tbe FAC--was 
Iha/commlllcc founded in Ihc lalc 80s?) pushed aggressively for 
U niversits’, confelence, and NCAA lefornts intended to protect fl~e 

we cmt publicize and build on As a ltistofian, I see m it new proof of 

valuable wake-up call Frodo’s brag rim) be at tbe bottom of a cave, but 
its power slill shllles -Jay 

On 2/17/12 12:44 PM. Soulhall. Riclmrd Michard wml¢: 
> Hello all: 

> Pm glad Ta? lot ~eached out We spoke yesterda? and we’re platming on 
> havhtg ltim speak to one of our undergraduate sport adnllmstmtion classes 
> ~a 1 I:00am on Feb 29 In addflion. I dllllk it makes a grea/deal of sense 

> Richald 

> Dr Richard M Soulhall 
> Associate Professor - Sport Admfltistration 

> The U~tivet~it~ of North Camlitm at Chapel Hill 

> Woollen Hall 203C 
> Office - 919962-3507 
> Cell - 
> Fax - 919 962-6235 
> southall@enmil uric edu 

> UNC Sporl Adminislmlion w¢bslle: 



>On2/17/12 11:20 AM, "Jay Snfifll"<jaysnfifll(aeinail unc edu> wrote: 

>> Friends: 
>> I wanted to let you kuow that I just leceived an hlciedibl? gracious 
>> note from Taylor Branch. who (thanks Io Tim West and Richard Soulhall) 

>> lie’s on cmnpus ever3 Tuesday" tNs semester, lie would happil? make 
>> lmnsett" available to us in mkx wa~" we flfit~k lie migbt be halpfid 

>> t l~illk we nfigllt want to flfitlk about scbeduling one of our nleetings (we 

>> thaugbts Maybe a 5pro meetmg But also--R’am" of you have oilier 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@emall unc edu> 

Sunday, FebmatT 19, 2012 10:03 AM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@emall unc edu> 
Re: FW: Press Release: A statement of principles for Athletics at UNC 

Richard--my sense is that B-School faculty are blameless for this We just didn’t have any contacts over there 
and therefore no one asked any of them to sign I would like to hear, though, why your fiiend seems a little 
suspicious of" them .... 

Jay 

On 2/18/12 5:01 PM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

Jay, 

Here is an emall correspondence with a colleague from Canada He brings up several interesting 
points 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Soutbal[ 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College SporL Research institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax 919.962 5235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

h~)://ex~s~u~c edu/graduate~pr~rams/spec~N~zat~Rs/sp~t~adm[nistrat[on/~verv~ew/ 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: ww’,v.cslicorfference. !rg 

From: 
Date: Fri, 17 Feb 2012 10:24:43 -0800 

There is no question that IT IS A "fertile research project", one with veq¢ important "real" 
implications 

Please do keep me informed 

Thanks, Richard 

Have an excellent weekend, 



Richard 

From: Southall, Richard Michard [~f_~l!d~al_l~gJ±~L~:~j~] 
Sent: Friday, February 17, 2012 10:16 AM 
TO: 
Subje~: Re: Press Release: A statement of principles for Athletics at UNC 

Great to hear from you I had not noticed that Since this statement came about as the result of a 
really informal and very organic process (I’ve always wanted to use that term in reference to 
something in which I’m involved!), the lack of B-School representation may simply be the result 
that no body contacted anyone fi-om our Business School Moving fo~-ard, now that this is a public 
document, the response of t~aculty from various colleges, schools and departments will be 
interesting to note 

I’ll keep you posted I’m thinking this might be a fertile research project[ 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cel! ¯ 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

http:~/exss~unc edu~raduate~pr~rar ~s/s~eci~i~atjon~s~It~d!rdI~;st~ati~n overv~e~‘v~/ 

CSRI website: wv’zw unc eduicsri 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www csric ~r~ferenc ?.org 

From: 
Date: Fri, ~7 Feb ~0~ ~0:07:4g ogo0 

TO: Richard Southall <soul:halhi~erll*qil.Lm~ edtl> 



Subject: RE: Press Release: A statement of principles for Athletics at UNC 

Hi Richard, 

Thanks for sending 

Excellent statement; I imagine that it took many meetings/a lot of time to craft and agree on the 
wording 

Am I correct that there are no B-School signees? 

From: Southall, Richard Michard [!~uthall(~i’emai[.url,~ edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 17, 2012 4:30 AM 
Subje~: Press Release: A statement of principles for Athletics at UNC 

Hope you’re well I wanted to pass along the attached press release 

If you have any questions or want to discuss, feel free to get in touch 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI website: >,ww tu/c ed*@:sri 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: wt~!w.csiicon[erertce./!rg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                  10:06 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Possible Meeting? 

-of course Happy to talk You mean Tuesday 

On 11:12 PM, wrote: 

right? I could do that -JS 

Dear Professor Smith, 
Hello! I was wondering if we could next week on Tuesday at 11:30 to discuss some of the 
comments on the Burgermiester’s daughter paper. Some of the writing I can’t unde~tand so I’d like to see 
those critiques to improve my writing. Also I think I have different copy of the book than Joseph or the 
grader - this means some of the page numbers don’t line up and I think I may have meaningless page 
attributes to my ideas. I’ll bring my book if you’re free to meet. 
Hope you’re having a good weekend! 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:26 PM 
Subje~= Today’s lecture 

To: All Participants 

From:Jay Smith 

I’ve posted under lecture materials a document titled "Some answers to questions on 2-14"--it’s a 
transcript of an email exchange with a student in 158 about today’s lecture, which apparently 
confused some of you Anytime you have thoughtful questions, please send them my way In a 
large lecture class, it’s not always easy to see/notice when people are struggling to keep up or even 
when they have their hands up Sometimes, an email after class can clear up a lot 

I haven’t figured out yet what made this lecture more confusing than others, but I’ll see if I can 
avoid confounding you in the future 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST ’ site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: tI[SI’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  3:59 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: documents for midterm 

Safe to say that the decree preceded his document 

On 3:06 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

Another quick question about the midterm. For question 1 I really want to use the Decree of August 10th, 
and I was wondering if that came before or after Mounier’s document. I know they’re both written in 1789 
but I could not find the date for Mounier’s document, and I wanted to make sure I did not inaccurately say 
that Mounier had influence from that decree. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, Februat2¢ 20, 2012 4:56 PM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 
Re: Nocera 

great 

On 2/20/12 4:54 PM, Kenl, Adam S wrote: 
>HiJW, 

did request fllat he fax the paperwmk back to us Best, 

> Admn 

> Admn Kent 
> Departmental Manager 
> UNC Dcparlmenl o f Hislol3 
> CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
> Cllabxl Hill, NC 27599-3195 
> 919 962 -211 ? (Direct Line) 
>             (Mobile) 
> 919962-1403 (Fax) 

> IM: oasisadmnkent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <iaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,                  4:59 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: meeting up 

How ’bout 2-3? 

On 4:56 PM, wrote: 

HiJay, 
Is there a good time for you on Wednesday to meet up? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  5:00 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: meeting up 

I think we should talk about what you’ll be writing in 900, by the way We should probably set a deadline or 

On 4:56 PM, wrote: 

Is there a good time for you on Wednesday to meet up? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  8:00 PM 

~email unc edu> 
midterm 

Midterm docx 

Let me know your ol~jectiol~s ASAP ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                7:49 AM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: FW: Calling Audibles Part VII: Black and White 

Richard--I don’t disagree with anything you say here You’re probably right about the code words in "will turn 
pro in something else" I think we have a duty to see that all students succeed, and are put in a position to 
succeed (as students) We need to own up to that responsibility For me, personally, that suggests that a) we 
need to fight back against the excessive demands placed on students by their coaches and their sports; b) we 
should fight the NCAA (federal?) rule that "student-athletes" be full time athletes eve~ semester; c) we should 
give athletes 6 years to finish school; d) we should put in place effective ’remedial’ programs that bring select 
students up to speed relatively quickly; e) we should fight the colossally dumb role that students can’t profit 
from their talents while in school (remaining poor doesn’t help scholastic achievement); t) we have to make 
tough choices and deny admission to students who don’t have a prayer of succeeding in our competitive 
academic environment 

Voili~--the makings of the Smith reform program[ Supported by Smith -Jay 

On 10:46 PM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

Jay, 

Thanks for geeing back to me. Al’~er re-reading and re-writing my thoughts, I apologize for the length of 
this email. One of the reasons I have yet to "tweet!" - 149 charac[ers; you have to be kidding! 

My comment, "It’s spot on," was overly simplistic. What I should have said was as we discuss big-time 
college sport and its relationship to higher education we must be aware the landscape within which this 
discussion takes place is highly racialized. We cannot ignore that some (but not all) football and basketball 
playe~ would, in fact, not be @ UNC if not for the fact they play football & basketball. It also cannot be 
ignored some of these players come from very different backgrounds than those of the predominately 
middle/upper class White crowds (students, alumni, and fans) they entertain. 

University administrators, faculty councils, and faculty (myself included) who cede control of "special 
admission" decisions involving playeN with 700 SATs to committees have to be called to task for allowing 
such admission decisions (which disproportionately involve Black male athletes). Fundamentally these 
decisions are the result of a desire for athletic glory and revenue generation that provides athletic 
opportunities for middle/upper class white athletes in Olympic sports (we used to call them non-revenue 
sports - until it was decided that had too negative of a connotation). 

This highly racialized reality underlies the NCAA’s tagline: "There are over 400,000 NCAA student-athletes, 
and most of us will go pro in something other than sports/That phrase - in my opinion - contains a 
racialized code that most NCAA athletes (who are predominately White) are "real" students, unlike the 
"pros" (football and men’s basketball players) - who are disproportionately black males. In fact, in the 
NCAA’s initial calculation of these athletes who go Pro in something other than sports, football and men’s 
basketball players were actually removed from the poulation. An NCAA staffer acknowledged this in 2005. 

The most salient point brought up in the blog was the DTH’s portrayal of the players involved in the scandal. 
I agree the portrayal and the investigation has been exceedingly racial in tone. This should not deter a 



discussion of the systemic nature of this problem. 

I think it very important our the statement of principles not be seen as being part of this racialized college- 
sport environment. Perception is sometimes reality, unless open communication takes place. I think it might 
be a very good idea to reach out to to the Carolina Black Caucus (Dr. Stroman who spoke to WRAL is the 
Chair) and get feedback and possible endorsement from that group. I do not want to seem to be pushing 
this point, but only want to offer my perception based on comments from several individuals about the 
statement. 

Hope that clarifies my intent in forwarding the biog. I did so a~er discussing it with one of our CSRI 
researchers as we discussed the statement and the upcoming NCCU panel. There is much "buzz" on campus 
regarding this issue. 

Last - and unrelated - point. I have been in communication with Terry Holland (AD @ East Carolina) and 
former coach at UVA (He coached Ralph Sampson back in the day). I think we may be able to get his 
endorsement for the statement. He also has some very interesting ideas on fixing the system. I have asked 
his permission to forward one of his emails to me to the working group. If he gives me his permission, I’ll 
send it along, simply as fodder for discussion and as a means to provide additional context. 

Thanks for putting together the Joe Nocera event. I think it’ll help keep the momentum going, so hopefully 
in 22 years an informal working group won’t have to learn about what you and the other working-group 
members started. 

Again, I apologize for this email morphing into a tome... 

I too am glad for the debate and discussion. 

Richard 

Thanks, Richard I’ve read Shoop’s blog and find it very thoughtful I can’t wait to meet her at the 
Nocera event I’m also sympathetic to the claim that ours is an inherently racist system I’ve gotten 
to know Robert Orr well in the last few weeks, and I find much of what he says ve~sz compelling 
But in the end, I reject Shoop’s argument here Here’s what gets me: 
"White people in power have tried to soften the overtly racial nature of it all by appealing to things 
like "academic integrity" and "not lowering our standards" 

That’s not playing fair, and it makes me understand better conse~w-atives’ complains about liberal 
use of the race card The fact that I do care about academic integrity, and that I do think that some 
of these players should never have been admitted to UNC, does not make me an unselfconscious 
racist And it sure doesn’t mean I’m using double-speak tu cover my race-related concerns 
Protecting academic integrity and pursuing social justice are different projects Related, perhaps, 
and both worthwhile, but they’re quite distinct I agree that our system abuses players, and that 
black players suffer disproportionately But I also think that abandoning standards and pretending 
that the                  of the world really belong at UNC is not the way to fix that systemic 



problem I’m not a racist ifI say that someone with a 700 SAT should be at a community college 
rather than a Research I university I just reject that rhetoric 

But I love the debate[ I hope we can keep it going and take it public! -Jay 

On 7:00 PM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

Jay, 

To give context to our discussion last week, I wanted to fox.yard this blog posting from 
last November I think it’s spot on I saved the copy of the DTH to which she refers and 
made note of the lay out in my classes 

~):iir~arciamountsheop comiC:’01 [ / I [/2 [/ca/li n~ audibl es<~ar t-vi i-black and-;whit~/ 

Richard 

Dr Richard M $oathall 

Associate Professor Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office 919.962 3507 

UNC Sport AdmiNstration website: 

CSRI website: www.unc eduic~,Ii 

CSRI Conference on College Spor[ website: www cslicor ference org 

To: Richard Southall <southa!.@emai!,unc~du> 

Dr S, 

Here’s the blog I was telling you about: 

Enjoy, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,                8:15 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy G <nancys@email unc edu> 
Re: poster 

Hisiol) is on¢ sponsor, bul Ihcr¢ arc aboul 6-8 oili¢rs Maybe ifI call 
find a free 5 nfinutes toda?, fll drop by and you could mm.’be sliow me 
example or Iwo II wouldn’l n¢cd to b¢ Ioo clabom/c. I doll’[ []lJllk 

On       8:12 AM, Schoo~mmker. Nancy G wrote: 
> Depends how big and ~ncy you want it We generate our own for MEMS. SXST and some histo~-rcla/ed things 

> 1 won’t be in the office untd late monthtg, and then can check on prices for printing 

> W¢’r¢ going to have to add at leas[ on¢ won slud5 studenl Io learn to do Ihe things       is doing               is alrcad5 
working on Facebook for us, and si~ce she is a freshman and sliows great pro~mse we wmtt to get tier started on web sites as soon as 
possible 

> No ~r only       and I arc doing poslers lr you Jell me what you need. how man~, and ig color-laser I]ycrs arc adcq~ml¢ or you 
want something lalget; we sliould be able to have something for you to look at on Frida?       won’t be winking again untd Friday’, 

> Another emad to follow on a related topic 

> From: Ja? S~mth l ia~s~mth%email unc edu] 
> Scnl: Tuesday, 8:04 AM 
> To: Schoomnaker, Nancy G 
> Sul~[ect: poster 

> Hi N ancy: 

> generate a promotioiml poster? 1 spoke to fl~e people in "Ul~c Creative" 

> of our budget Do you know of otlier possibilities? fm gelting desperate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 11:57 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy G <nancys@email unc edu>; 
@email unc edu> 

Nocera web update 

(with Nallcy’s permission[): Could you please add olle slzonsor to 
Ihe list of sponsors a/Ihe Noccm web page: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  8:22 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: student seeking hist apt 

--sure Do you have any time after class but before 3pm on Thursday (tomorrow)? Or could you meet 
me around 3pro today in my oPi]ce? -JS 

Professor, 

My name is              and I am in your Tu/Thur Hist    class and I was hoping to meet with you 
concerning the upcoming paper, I would like to talk about the Reformation to make sure that I fully 
unde~tand the concepts. I am in class during your off]ce hours and was hoping to make an appointment at 
your convenience. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  8:23 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Midterm question 

close enough 

On wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

Although the second question on the midterm says to refer to the events of May-August of 1789, would it 
be acceptable to also use the Reveillon riot as evidence even though it occurred on April 28? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  9:06 AM 

~live unc edu> 

NewbenT¢ 

evidentl), but we teall) MU ST t~y to get you into one of these in a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,                  3:40 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: textbook 

Probably the best is Menay Wiesner-Hanks, Early-Modern l~urope H G Koenigsberger has a book by the 
same title, also perfectly fine And the early-modern chapters in R R Pahner and Joel Colton, Histo~3z of the 
Modem World, would also be helpful 

Professor Smith, 
Would you mind sending me the name of several texLbooks that you think would reinforce the lec[ure 
material. I can’t remember the names of the books you suggested and I want to make sure I choose one 
that is most applicable to your lectures. 
Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  8:49 PM 

~live unc edu> 

Re: Midtern deadline 

yep--or even after class if that would help 

On 4:10 PM, wrote: 

Professor, 

AS I am currently working hard on completing my midterm, I had another quick question. 
I know that we are supposed to bring a hard copy to class tomorrow, but I was 
wondering when exactly you needed it e-mailed? It is just by 3:30 tomorrow? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  8:51 PM 

@gmail com> 

Re: HIST    paper question 

yep 

On 8:43 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

Just writing to confirm that we don’t need a works cited page, and that in-text citations are 
sufficient since all the readings are in the syllabus Thanks, 

:12!1,, ])atly :]:m ]teeJ I ddilytarheel corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 8:52 PM 

Ca~er, Andrew <acarter@newsobsetwer corn> 
Re: UNC things 

Thanks 

On 2/22/12 2:32 PM, Carter, Andrew wrote: 

Jay: 

Our op-ed editor is Allen Torrey, and he can be reached at ato~rc,,~cb lc~,~sohse~ er c~ m 

-Andrew 

On Wed, Feb 22, 2012 at 9:14 AM, Jay Smith <iaysmith ,)~emai[ i rtc cdll> wrote: 
Dear Andrew: 
We spoke briefly last December about faculty concerns over athletics (I also appreciated your 
story last Saturday) I have two quick queries for you First, Joe Nocera of the NYTimes is 
coming to campus on March 14 to talk about the NCAA, U-NC football, and other things Any 
chance you or another N&O reporter would have an interest in running a story on that event, or 
covering the event as it happens? 

Also--I’m thinking I’d like to write an op-ed piece, ideally for the N&O, about why faculty have 
the right and the duty to speak out on athletics matters Is there someone I might contact in 
advance to ask about particulars (i e, length) and the feasibility of getting it published? Ihanks 

-Jay Smith 

Andrew Carter 
Reporter 
The News & Observer 

@_andrewcarter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  9:13 AM 

~email unc edu> 

forget it 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  9:17 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Revolution midterm book review 

On 

-right, and we’re meeting today to discuss Sewell, right? -JS 

wrote: 

Dear Dr. Smith, 

I am sending you a digital copy of my book review for the midterm. 
Please let me know if you have any trouble accessing the document. 

Cheers! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  I 1:34 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Corrected Midterm 

No way! No re-do’s! 

On 

Just kidding In any case--remember that I want a hard copy anyway 

Professor Smith, 

I noticed this morning that I did not include page numbers on the midterm I sent you last night, and that I 
put down 1780’s rather than 1780s twice. These are the only changes I’ve made, but if you would grade 
this document rather than the one I sent at 2 am, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thanks, 

P.S. I’m really sorry for being such a bother about this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                  I 1:45 AM 

Joe Nocera <joe nocera@gmail corn> 
Re: impermissible benefit? 

vicimt~ of czunpus Don’t ask me wl~ But tlmt was the plzm zm) wa) 

On 8:47 AM. Joe Noccm wrolc: 
> It lna) well be impenmssible I betieve tlmt an atl~lete is allowed 3 meals ht someone’s home per yezu and tNs would probably count 
as one 1 flfit~k you need to ask a compliance officer at UNC Tndy absmd of course 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, I 1:48 AM 

rorr@poynerspruill corn 

Dcay Bob: 
Just a quick FYI that I’ve cotffirmed wifll the compliance office [[] lhat 
we can indeed bu} lunch got             on          Yippp¢c¢[ 
So please do tly to get a conumtment from him rm flfit~khlg you could 
iust go straight to the Carolitm hm (flee parking thele for up to 2 
hours) I’rom die airporl and meel Ih¢ olhcr guesls Ihcr¢ Sound OK? 
1’11 nmke a teser~-ation--:md see if I can get the little pro’ate room 

R¢ally ¢njo) ¢d the NCCU discussion y¢slerday It was ~mlaslic--and I 
wish we could arrange to bring fl~e same c~ew to UNC at some poi~t 

Mayb¢ lhal can be a rulurc ¢v¢nl .... 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  12:19 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: last-minute midterm question 

Just put author and page # in parentheses 

On wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I’m sorry to be asking you this so close to the due time for our midterms, but I had a question about 
citing: do you want a works cited page? I’m not sure how to do that for the writings we’ve looked at 
that you uploaded to Sakai since I’m not sure what book those are fl-om 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Thursday,                  3:10 PM 

@emailuncedu> 

Re: Midterm 

On 

-thisis great Thanks 

Professor Smith, 

1 wasn’t sure if we were supposed to email you the midterms or upload them on Sakai. i have attached 
them here but will upload them if need be. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                  7:28 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Quiz #3 

¯ -yes, I’ve just posted a document with all the key words from 2-14 through today That’s it (though there 
are a bunch!) 

And don’t WO~Ty I don’t think you’re a religious bigot Just a class-ist But that’s OK -JS 

On 4:26 PM, jchollin wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

Hello! I was curious if there is an~hing we need to know in particular for the quiz that is scheduled for ne~ 
tuesday? ju~ the key words from Spain until today? 

Let me know. And just wanted to clarify that I don’t think Catholics are lazy haha! I think Catholic nobles 
were lazy though.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, FebmaPy 24, 2012 2:56 PM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 
Re: op-ed 

Richard--thanks much for the feedback Can I ask about one other modification I made since this AM? Look at 
this: 

The maintenance of integrity also requires that faculty take seriously their obligations to students that they 
treat them with respect, keep them focused on their educational objectives, regard them as partners on a journey 
of discovePy, and facilitate their maste~7 of a body of knowledge that will enable them to function with greater 
competency in the world-after-college If we demand any less of ourselves or of our students, if we fam~ out 
our responsibilities as educators to "academic support" offices, if we allow outside forces (television, radio, 
conferences) to infringe on our prerogatives as educators, then we should frankly admit that the whole 
enteq)rise of college sport is a sham, and that we are witting participants in an elaborate charade whose sole 
purpose is to keep athletes eligible eligible to play their sports for the University’s glo~’y and enrichment 

Will the academic support people ctT foul? I almost don’t care, but thoughts? 

On 2/24/I 2 2:42 PM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

Very well-wrltten piece You’ve done a nice j ob of laying out the issue and offering a tempered 
discussion of the context and motivation of the Statement document In other words, you’re going 
to get blasted when this is published:) (Just kidding!) 

Attached are some comments and suggestions Take or discard any or all of them When you have a 
second, I’d love to talk (oft-line) about some things 

Call me when you have some time 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southa]l 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office 919.962 3507 

CSRI website: www.unc edu/csri 
CSRI Conference on College Sport website: 



Subject: op-ed 

Richard: I’m thinking about submitbng an op-ed piece Lo the N&O (or failing that, the DTH). I’d value your 
feedback on this. I want Lo assert the faculty’s right Lo speak up, but I want to be careful not Lo imply 
nefarious motives on the part of athletes or anyone else. Please have a look when you get a chance. -Jay 

PS See what you started when you shared that 1990 document with me?! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, FebmatT 24, 2012 3:00 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy G <nancys@email unc edu> 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 

Re: Nocera flyer 

Thanks for the double awesomeness 

On 2/24/12 2:59 PM, Schoonmaker, Nancy G wrote: 

Already in Jay’s mailbox 

From: Kent, Adam S 
Sent: Friday, February 24, 2012 2:58 PM 
TO: Smith, Jay M 
Cc: Schoonmaker, Nancy G 
Subject: RE: Nocera flyer 

Adam Kent 
Departmental Manager 
UNC Department of History 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919.962-1403 (Fax) 
akent~unc.edu 
IM: oasisadamkent 
http://history.unc.edu 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:iavsmith(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 24, 2012 2:08 PM 
TO: Schoonmaker, Nancy G 

Cc: Kent, Adam S 
Subject: Re: Nocera flyer 

Thanks a million for this Now, may I ask: is there a fancy color laser printer in the vicinity where 
we could print 30-50 of these? I’ll want to start distributing/posting early next week Sorry I’m 
such an idiot, by the way 

On 2/24/12 8:23 AM, Schoonmaker, Nancy G wrote: 
Jay: 

Attached is a IPEG of the flyer For some reason the PDFs look fine but will not print properly 

ngs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, Februaq¢ 24, 2012 3:23 PM 

Career, Andrew <acarter@newsobsetwer corn> 

Re: UNC things 

Nocera Press Release Idocx 

Andrew: Sorry I forgot this Attached you’ll find the details of the Nocera thing -Jay 

On 2/22/12 11:36 AM, Carter, Andrew wrote: 

Thanks for your note, Jay 

I wish the stoq¢ we ran last week could have been more in depth and that I’d had more time to 
spend on it I’m interested in doing a more in-depth story about the faculty’s concerns over athletics 
and about what the faculty is hoping to accomplish 

I definitely think we’d have an interest in both a stoq¢ on the March 14 event and in an op-ed piece 
from you If you have them already, please send me additional details about Joe Nocera’s speaking 
event on the 14th 

I will also fo~-ard your email to my editors in sports, Lorenzo Perez and Steve Ruinsky, who will 
be able to better assist you with the logistics of an op-ed 

-Andrew 

On Wed, Feb 22, 2012 at 9:14 AM, Jay Smith <2Evsmith~a’e~nai! t~nc e~J~> wrote: 
Dear Andrew: 
We spoke briefly last December about faculty concerns over athletics (I also appreciated your 
story last Saturday) I have two quick queries for you First, Joe Nocera of the NYTimes is 
coming to campus on March 14 to talk about the NCAA, UNC football, and other things Any 

chance you or another N&O reporter would have an interest in running a sto~7 on that event, or 
covering the event as it happens? 

Also--I’m thinking I’d like to write an op-ed piece, ideally for the N&O, about why faculty have 
the right and the duty to speak out on athletics matters Is there someone I might contact in 
advance to ask about particulars (i e, length) and the feasibility of getting it published? Thanks 

-Jay Smith 

Andrew Carter 
Reporter 
The News & Observer 
o: 919.829.8944 
c: 
@_andrewcarter 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ja? Smith <ja?smith@email tmc cdu> 
Friday, Febmat3 24, 2012 5:06 PM 

Torrey, Allen <atorrey a newsobset~ er corn> 

Re: op-cd submission 

OK, 1’11 tt3 f,axing it tomorrow .... 

On 2/24/12 5:05 PM, Torrey, Allen wrote: 

It can be done electronicall5 (or by fax) but there has to be some actual signature, as I understand it 

Crmat. thanks Does this form need to be retunmd to you in hard copy’? Or cm~ this cmail, with the form filled 
out below, sc~c as my "signature"’? 

On 2/24/12 4:32 PM, Torrcy, Alien wrote: 

Jay Smitb thin,ks for sending the piece 1’11 mn it, sometime next week Meantime, our 
permission form for op-ed writers is below Best wishes, Allen Torrey, op-ed editor, N&O 

News & Observer op-cd contributors: 
Here’s a form that you may print out and fax back, or print out, sign, scan and email 
Please return it in advance of publication to Ann Lee, who handles these forms Her 
fax hum bcr is 919-829-4529 Her cmail address is aIcc ~ ~e,a sob~crvcr corn 
Thanks, Allen Torrey, op-ed editor 

From: Allen Torrey 

Date: Feb 24, 2012 

Re: Article on UNC facult3/athletics 

Dear Jay Smith: 

contribution is greatly appreciated 

By sending this submission to The News & Observer, you have represented 
that you are the attthor and copyright owner of the submission and you 
have granted The News & Obsma er an irrm ocable, royal~’-fi’ee license to 
publish, republish, resell, distribute and copy the edited submission an 
unlimited number of times in an5 print, electronic or other medium As 
copyright owner, you retain the right to use your material or offer it 
for publication elsewhere after it has appeared in the print edition of 
The News & Observer 

lfyou arc in agreement with the above terms, please indicate that 
agreement below and return tbis form 

I have read tile above and I understand and agree to its terms 

Name: Jay M Smith 

Signature: Ja3 M Smith 



Phone: 

3/12/02, updated 11/12/2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, Februat2¢ 24, 2012 6:18 PM 

Flora Cassen @gmail corn> 
Re: Hist 158 

ask for t~vo TA’s rll cotffirm tlfis by Monda> 

On 2/24/12 4:48 PM, Flora Cassen wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 

> I jusl received Violel’s email aboul TA requesls for file fall and was wondering whelher you Ihink I would need one or nlor¢ TA(s) 

> Flora 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,                  9:30 AM 

@email uric edu> 

Re: lec 

when we discuss FoNe fll save at least 20 lrdns at the end 
Io lell diem about Kepler and Galileo basics 

> From: Jay Smilh [jaysmith~acmall uric cdu] 
> Sent: Ffidm’,                1:41 PM 

> Subjccl: Re: Ice 

> Oh s--- I was unaware of the schedule fltat I set up Well how do 
> you feel aboul d? Would you like Io lead [lie Galileo discussion? 

> class--taking ~tmybe 25-30 nfinutes wiflt the text Before you then dazzle 

>> Great] The lest of the document is just notes otfl) 19 pages of lecture let me know ffyou want me to include other nmtefial (eg 
Spino/.a) And, I noticed dial Ihe Galileo reading is for dial day Am I to nm Ihe discussion orjusl tU Io integm/c the reading inlo the 

>> From: Ja) Snfith [jaysnfith~aemail m~c edu] 
>> Scnl: Friday,                10:59 AM 

>> He3", the lectme looks great (1 didfft ~ead carefully after the lust 
>> 5 pages, bul I can see I’m going Io Ican~ a Io0 And I can "do" 
>> Gzflileo, Keplec trod Copenficus befmehzmd, as Tero did. and the) wdl 
>> have read II1¢ letter to Ih¢ grand duchess So. il’s all good 

>> Thc one thing I noticed is Ileal the doc runs 44 l~gcs] Tlu~l \~ould 



]oe Nocera’s itinerary, 

Flight arrives at RDU (letBlue 1103) 
Pick-up: Robert Orr 

12:00-1:45pm 
Lunch at the Carolina Inn 
Guests include Robert Orr, 
Shoop, Marcia Shoop, Laurie Maffly-Kipp 

Andrew Perrin, John 

1:45-2:30pm 
Brief campus tour (lay Smith) 

2:45-3:15pm 
Meeting with Chancellor Holden Thorp, 103 South Building 

3:30-4:30pm 
Meeting with Kevin Guskiewicz and Bubba Cunningham (if available) at the Gfeller 
Research Center 

4:30-5:15pm 
Free time 

5:30-7:00pm 
"A Conversation with Joe Nocera" at the Stone Center Theater 

8:00pm 
Dinner at the Carolina Club 
Guests include Jay Smith, Lew Margolis, John and Marcia Shoop, Emmett Gill, Robert 
Orr, Jane Thrailkill?, Kevin Guskiewicz? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                  I I: 16 AM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Ist Paper 

You mean this Tuesday? Yes, turning it in early is the way to go 

On wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I will not be able to altend class later this week, and will not be present to turn in the first paper 
assignment. Would it be possible for me to simply email it the same day, or just complete it and bring it in 
Tuesday? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday, February 26, 2012 2:13 PM 

Keith Fowler @art net> 

’Mary Virginia Scott’ ~verizon net> 

Re: Athletic Department Foundation of Academic Integrity 

Dear Mr Fowler: 
Apologies for the long delay It’s been a busy time for me Unfortunately, I’m not involved in any internet (or 
other) discussion groups on athletics/integrity I’m involved with a faculty committee that meets now and again, 
but it’s an infom~al and powerless committee All we can do is t~’y to contribute to public discussions from time 
to time If you’re inclined to visit, I do recommend that you consider coming to two exciting public forums 
scheduled in the next few weeks: February 28 (discussion involving Bill Friday, Taylor Branch, and Will 
Blythe), and March 14 (Joe Nocera of the New York Times) Both events at 5:30 in the Stone Center Theater 
on the UNC campus Both should have large and lively crowds, including people of influence in athletics and 
the University administration Thanks for your continuing interest in all things UNC 

Jay Smith 
History Depaffment 

On 2/18/12 11:06 AM, Keith Fowler wrote: 

Dr Smith, 

I am respectfully requesting that you add me to any internet discussion group you are operating as regards 
the above referenced topic. As a graduate of the College OfA & S, I was also a two spot[ Monogram winner. 
My family also undePwrites b~o scholarship opporiunities at UNC and has been actively involved with and 
suppoding UNC since my cousin walked from Wilmington to attend 200+ years ago. 

I thank you in advance for your a[lention to this matter and wish you the best. 

Best regards, 

Keith Fowler 

UNC ’73 

@att.net 

Richmond, VA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                  4:01 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: paper 

Tuesday after class works fine 

On 

Hi Professor Smith, 
I have some questions about my paper due this coming week. Would you have time to 
meet with me for a little either Monday (anytime after 11:15) or just Tuesday after class 
sometime? I just want to make sure my argument is on track and "works" for this paper. 
I’m no good at these quizzes, so my paper grades will (hopefully) be my saving grace! 

Thanks so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                  4:41 PM 

@live unc edit> 

Re: Luther Text 

Yes, you were supposed to read the whole text--Luther’s prefatory letter to the pope and then the actual text 
OK on your cousin 

On wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

As I re-read the Luther text in preparation to write my essay, I discovered something that I missed the tint 
time we read them: there are two different Luther texts. The first time I read the letter to the pope, but 
now I realize there is a document called "The Freedom of a Christian"... which is the document we are 
supposed to have read (or were we supposed to read both?). If I end up using Luther, I don’t want to use 
a source that I’m not supposed to. 

On a completely unrelated note, my cousin, an accepted high school student, is coming to visit campus next 
weekend before my family goes on our Spring Break trip. Would it be okay for her to sit in on Thursday’s 
class? 

Thanks, and have a good rest of your weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                  6: I 0 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Quiz 

On 

¯ -no, SO~Ty, the schedule won’t be changing 

wrote: 

Good evening Professor Smith, 
I was wondering if you had possibly given any thought to changing the quiz date from this Tuesday to the 
one right af[er break,          I think we are all focusing on ensuring our papers are very well written and 
comprehensive, and that later quiz date I think would really help. If not it’s totally fine, I just thought I 
would suggest it because it might help the class and our performance on the papers. I know we all want to 
do well! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, Febmat-y 27, 2012 10:15 AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 
teaching issues 

Deay Lloyd: 
Looking back over tbe schedule I etched out for next spring, 1 see tlmt 
Pcrcz had Iold iiic way back when [ha/he would b¢ gon¢ all year I’ve 
scbeduled ~lothing for ltim in the spbmg But last week you suggested 
be’d be gone in file fall oul) (is that fight?) 1 lind ltim gone both 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, Febma~-y 27, 2012 10:49 AM 

Joe Nocera @gmail corn> 

AD 

Deay Joe: I can confirm Ihat you’ll b¢ me¢llng wilh UNC’s AD, Bubba 
Cummlgham, at 3:30 on March 14--at fire Gfe[ler resemch center where 
you’ll also be II1¢¢1illg Kcvin Guski¢wicz. [he collcussion rcsearcher Alld 
not oo17 flint: the athletics department is co-sponso(mg your visit[ 
Our new AD ma? be mot~ enlightened titan am" of us had hoped Let’s 
cross oltr fingers 

Also, FYI, hate’s the wehaite advertish~g your visit: 

1’11 have fl~e itinermy t~ad? soon Rumth~g a little beNnd on that 
More la/cr -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, Februat2¢ 27, 2012 I I : 15 AM 

Flora Cassen @gmail corn> 
158 

Hi Flora: I see Ihat we’ve aclually put your 158 at 165 seals So 
you’ll wan to ~equest 3 TA’s (Tltis is still subject to mmtipulation 
lal¢r on. bul Io be safe go ahead and count on 3 TA’s for now) -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  I 1:32 AM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Midterm Questions 

It sounds to me that you’re thinking about using Luther’s word es as a symptum of problems in 16th c religious 
life That’s a perfectly acceptable strategy What you want to remember is that you’re t~2cing to develop an 
overall interpretation of the 16th c, so just frame your analysis of Luther in a way that’s broad enough for you to 
extrapolate and generalize (So, for example, maybe you’d want to emphasize that L’s attack on the church was 
the sign of a general detemdnation to question the conditions of the status quo, which was making a lot of 
people unhappy) By all means use lecture material--but just t~y to keep your interpretation grounded in your 
reading of the texts We want to see you digging into the texts (as with the reaction papers--only deeper) 
Happy to talk further about this 

JS 

Professor Smith, 

I am working on the midterm paper and I am having some difficulties with the approach of the paper. I 
have decided to argue that the 16th century is was a time of pessimism and despair, but I am unsure of 
how to focus the essay around the texL. 

My original plan was to use quotes and ideas that Luther depicted in his te~ and to support his views with 
lecture information regarding the corruption of the Papacy at the time (indulgences, Treasury of Merit, etc.). 
Then, I was going to cite quotes of Luther’s ideas that acted as springboards for the ideas of radical leade~ 
like Zwingli and Munzter, which led not only to religious confusion but an upheaval of European societal 
structure itself (German Peasant’s War, French Wars of Religion, Dutch Revolution). Lastly, I planned to use 
Montaigne’s two essays to communicate the lack of humanity, the artificial nature that European society had 
developed via comparing the native’s cannibalism to Europeans, the gap that existed between classes based 
on greed and resources from the New World, and the disjointed structure of a society which follows a child 
as king. 

I just wanted to give you my outline of ideas for the paper to go from. I feel as if my approach in using 
Luther’s texL is not exactly what you want. I am unsure that using Luther’s ideas to as a catalyst for a lees 
of society integrity might not be what you are looking for. 

Please let me know if this is the right direction in using the Luther text. If not, I would greatly appreciate 
any help and advice. I know you cannot help me with the paper itself, but I just want to make sure I am 
tackling this paper correctly. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, Februa~7/27, 2012 12:39 PM 

Joe Nocera @gmail corn> 

Re: media 

My land line is in use for the next 15 mins or so, but it’s If you want to t~T my cell, 

On 2/27/I 2 12:37 PM, Joe Nocera wrote: 

I would be happy to. I need to taalk to you quickly about something, pls send your 
number, thanks. 

On Mon, Feb 27, 2012 at 12:33 PM, Jay Smith ~ld~i~b~¢~e~at[ k~r,c edu> wrote: 
Hi Joe: I’ve been asked by the UNC news services people if you would be willing to make 
yourself available to any news agencies (for example, the Raleigh News and Obse~/er) in 
advance of your visit They’re going to send out a press release on Wednesday Would it be OK 
ifI gave the news office contact info for you? If so, which info would be best? 

Joe Nocera 
Talking Business columnist 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, Febmaq¢ 27, 2012 I : 17 PM 

Joe Nocera @gmail corn> 

Re: media 

Joe--so I’ll just forward your contact info (at the bottom of your signature) to the UNC news people I doubt 
there will be much bother if any, but we’ll drum up attention any way we can -Jay 

On 2/27/I 2 12:37 PM, Joe Nocera wrote: 

I would be happy to. I need to taalk to you quickly about something, pls send your 
number, thanks. 

On Mon, Feb 27, 2012 at 12:33 PM, Jay Smith ~ld~i~b)~¢~e~at[ vlr, c edu> wrote: 
Hi Joe: I’ve been asked by the UNC news services people if you would be willing to make 
yourself available to any news agencies (for example, the Raleigh News and Obsetwer) in 
advance of your visit They’re going to send out a press release on Wednesday Would it be OK 
ifI gave the news office contact info for you? If so, which info would be best? 

Joe Nocera 
Talking Business columnist 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, Febmat-y 27, 2012 I : 18 PM 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc edu> 
Re: Contact info/Nocera publicity 

Dee: Joe Nocera would be happy to talk to any media folk if they’re interested I include his contact info: 

Joe Nocera 
Talking Business columnist 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 

(cell) 
7~,gmail corn 

nocera(rt~nytimes corn 

On 2/27/I 2 12:29 PM, Reid, Dee wrote: 

hanks [’[1 probably list rnysell as the cor~tact and will try to reach you by email [f we get inquiries. 

Web: htt p://college, u nc.ed u 

Facebook: htt p://www.fa cebook.co m/U N C.College 

Twitter: htt p://twitter.com/u n ccollege 

You] ube: http://¥outube.com/user/U NCCollege 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:iavsmith(eemail.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2012 12:15 PM 
TO: Reid, Dee 
Subject: Re: Nocera publicity 

Dee: 

5u re. We’ve set up a little web site for the event, and here’s the sponsor page: 

http://noceraconversation.web.unc.edu/sponsors/ 

I hesitate to do it, but I guess you could list me as the contact person. Don’t know if you can u rge the use 

of email, but if so it would be worth it. Not only am I in my office infrequently, but I never set up my voice 



mail when we changed voicemail systems last year! For what’s worth, my number: 962 3949. Email is 

best! 

Let me know if you need anything else. -Jay 

On 2/27/32 12:09 PM, Reid, Dee wrote: 

Jay, 

Someone in News Services asked me about bein# the media relations point person for Nocera event, but I 

don’t know much about it. Can you tell me who is sponsorin# the event? (i.e. what unit at the university), 

and who would be the appropriate person to refer media calls to? 

Thanks, 

Dee 

Dee Reid (919) 843 6339 

Director oi @o~unications 

@ollege of Arts and Sciences 

The University oi North @arolina at @hapel Hill 

205 South Building, @B #3100 

@hapel Hill NC 2?599 31@O 

Web: 

Facebook: http://w~e~.facebook.com/UNC.Colleqe 

Twitter: 

YouTube: http://voutube.com/user/UNCColleGe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, Februat2¢ 27, 2012 1:33 PM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 
Re: dinner March 14 

cout~e, butI’mjugglinglotsofbodies ForBvoineals Andffyour 
wife comes, dial would be quite an EXSS conlingenl[ But more laler .... 

On 2/27/12 11:40 AM, Soutlmil, Richaid Mdchat~l wrote: 
Jay, 

I would m!ioy going to dimler with Joe after his m’ent 1’11 be lmpD to 
invite Debby, or eifl~er of you can Also, if m? wife Deb (one of our SpAd 
facully Ioo) can come along, then I have a tide home:) I Ihink Deb would 
gteatl) enjoy the clmnce to visit as well 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Soulhall 
Associate Professor - Sport Adminislm/ion 
Graduate Program Coot~linator 
Tile University o f North CAirolina a/Chapel Hill 
Diiector - College Sport Research htsfimte 
Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - 919962-3507 
Cell - 
Fax - 919962-6235 
southal[~o enlail unc edu 

UNC Sport A&nhfistration website: 

CSRI Colfferel~ce on College Sport website: www csricolfferel~c e oig 

On 2/27/12 11:26 AM, "Jay Snfifl~"<jaysnfifl~ql einail unc edu> wrote: 

>> Hi gu) s: 
>> Would either or both of you hke to aRend fl~e dhmer for Joe Nocem 
>> after his event March 14? We’ll galher at the Carolina Club (1 
>> thiitk--must cmtgtrm) around 8ish Also, in the intmest of dhiet~ii3", 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, Febmat2¢ 27, 2012 3:31 PM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrewperrin@unc edu> 

March 14 

DearAndy: CouldIaskasmallt:avor? Sinceyou’llbeattendingthelunchforNoceraonMarch 14, couldIjust 
ask that you handle billing? You should be able to charge it to Sociology If the bill exceeds $200, the 
Sociology contribution, I can have Histot2¢ transfer the balance back over to your account in Soci Sound do- 
able? The lunch line-up, listed below, includes a football player and his mother .... a former 
coach and his wife (the Shoops), and the former player though he has yet to confirm Oh, and 
judge Robert Orr, who You and Laurie Maffly- 
Kipp of RELI will represent the faculty With the exception of , whom I have not met, I can 
tell you that these are all extremely nice people Let me know if there are problems here -Jay 

12:00- 1:45pro 
Lunch at the Carolina Inn, "Blue Ridge Room" 
Guests include Robert Orr, 
Marcia Shoop, Laurie Maffly-Kipp 

, Andrew Perrin, John Shoop, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  4:34 PM 

Joe Nocera <nocera@nytimes corn> 

Re: on another subject entirely .... 

Yes, it was #23 No Tar Heel could forget! 

On 4:32 PM, Joe Nocera wrote: 

do you remember what Jordan’s number was? sorry-- last question! 

On Mon,             at 4:29 PM, Jay Smith <j~,,smith@cm;~d ~mc ed~> wrote: 
Just took a quick look at the TarHeelBlue official athletics site, clicked on Store, and found loads 
of jerseys--of both former and CU~Tent players They don’t have their name, only their numbers 
But of course, evet’y fan knows that Julius Peppers was 90, and Ty Lawson (or was it Raymond 
Felton?) was 5 You can also buy the    of current star 

On 4:17 PM, Joe Nocera wrote: 

Do you know if UNC sells replica Michael Jordan jerseys, or any other ex 
player? Would love to know that if you know off hand. 

Joe Nocera 
The New York Times 
212-556-gqM(~ (office) 

(cell) 

Joe Nocera 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 (office) 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,                  5:05 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Hist Paper Question 

You could lake Ihal as general knowledge Bul for the purposes of this 
papec it wouldfft be usefld/valuable am’wa? Better to focus on his 
ideas ralhcr than his biogmph3 

> 1 dofft kuow if you can answer this question but a~ we writing to :m audience tlmt knows for example, Luther’s backgromld or 
should we assume tlmt the audience does ~ot know it :rod inchide it within our paper? 

> Tlmt~k you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  5:30 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Mid Term Paper 



<[ [if[vml] ><[ [endif] ><[ [if[vml] ><[ [endif] ><[ [if[vml] ><[ [endif] ><[ [if[ 

vml] ><[ [endif~ > 

OK, and here’s tile line up for lunch: 

Robert Orr, , Andrew Perdn, John Shoop, Marcia Shoop, Laurie Maffly Kipp 

Let me know if 

coming and who’s not. 

can’t make it I won’t add a faculty member if lie can’t, but it would be good to know precisely who’s 

I’ll call tile Carolina Inn momentarily to tW to reserve a large table .... 

Dear Bob: 

Do I remember correctly that you have "con nectio ns"at the Carolina Club? If so, may I ask that you exploit them in order to 

schedule the dinner? None of my colleagues, remarkably enough, has a membership there rm pasting in here a tentative list of 

20 attendees: 

Joe Nocera, Jay Smith, Lew Margolis, John and Marcia Shoop, Emm~tt Gill, Robe r~ Orr, Kevin Guskiewicz? Debby St roman?, Richard 

Sout hall? 

I think they could *probably* manage a table for lo, right? The mingling b~forehand is what’s important, probably, as you 

mentioned before Anyway, if you could make some headway on this I’d be velN appreciative. (Southall was at the NCCU event 

and asked tile question about tile NCAA as a state actol; Guskiewicz is tile MaCar~hur award winning concussion ex per~; Stroman 

is an African American faculty member from Exercise and 5port Science who was an athlete herself back in the day women’s 

basketball at UVa. So, in other words, they’re all rely pro athlete.) 



Quick update: Bubba Cunningham is co sponsoring Nocera’s visit and is going to meet wit h him[ 4ay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,                  6:42 PM 

<        ~live unc edu> 
Re: Paper 1 question[ 

Yes, that’s fine Thanks for asking 

On 6:40 PM, wrote: 

Hi Prof. Smith! 

I know it’s late and you may not check this before tomorrow, but I am in the process of reviewing my paper 
and have a grammatical question! You state in the midterm information document to use one tense 
consistently. I definitely only refer to specific people and events in the past and keep the same tense 
throughout a sentence, but what about when discussing the 16th century as a whole? Is it alright if I use it 
in a present tense in certain cases? For example, ’~The 16th century is o~en seen as a tumultuous time..."? I 
just wanted to check with you because I’m not sure what the proper tense to use is! If you get this before 
tomorrow at 12:30 I’d appreciate your feedback! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday, March 4, 2012 10:16 AM 

Reinert, Thomas J <treinert@email unc edu> 

Re: 

Tom--ves, still on for lunch 
Jack Sprat is OK by me, though maybe the Carolina Coffee Shop would be a nice change of’pace? - 

Jay 

On 3/4/12 8:21 AM, Reinert, Thomas J wrote: 

Hi, Jay-- I hope we’re still on for lunch this Wednesday I think we didn’t set a time or place yet 
Do you want to try 12:30? Jack Sprat? Other times and places would be fine too --Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday, March 4, 2012 1:52 PM 

Taylor Branch 

Re: March 20?? 

Dear Taylor: rve polled my group, and it looks like that week in March just doesn’t work well for many of us 
So I’d like to propose that we plan to meet on April 24, if you can hold open that later afternoon time (around 
5) I know it seems a long way oft; but time flies--and this would give us a chance to get together a time or two 
to think through our own position before you meet with us We will also begin the process of bridge-building 
with our neighbors at Duke and NC State; maybe we could even have a few people from those places gather 
with us on April 24 

Does this sound acceptable to you? If not, maybe we’ll have to plan an evening meeting some time -Jay 

On 3/2/12 12:10 PM, Taylor Branch wrote: 

Hi, Jay, 

I’m free all morning on March 20, but not in the afternoon because of classes 

Unfortunately, I don’t have another Tuesday visit afte~vard until April 24 

If non-Tuesdays are ever a possibility, I’m free all day March 21 and March 23, plus March 22 
except noon-2PM 

Best, 
Taylor 

On Thu, Mar I, 2012 at 5:55 PM, Jay Smith <j~rSmn~ilS~{{£en~a] unc,edu> wrote: 
Dear Taylor: 
I’m t@ng to call my team together for a meeting on some Tuesday in the coming weeks--a 
Tuesday when you could attend (at 5pro or thereabouts) Are you by chance free on March 20? 
If not, March 27? If neither-could you propose another possibility or two? 

I just saw David Kiel’s email to you (which he forwarded) Haven’t really been able to process it 
yet, but I think the general idea looks interesting More to talk about .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,              2:08 PM 

~uncaa unc edu> 

Re: lunch for an athlete 

Occasioi1M Meals with Faculty pdf 

Dear        Here’s the form for the 
process was a little confusing for me -Jay Smith 

meal Let me know if there’s anything amiss--the signature 

On 10:22 AM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

On tarheelblue corn, there is a staff directory that provides a list of contact information for all 
employees in the athletic department The link is: 

You can get to this link by rmming your mouse over the "Inside Athletics" tab at the top of the screen 
and clicking StaffDirectory, which is in the far right column This Staff Directory has been a part of 
the website for several years 

In regards to your other question, yes, it is permissible for an institutional staff member (including a 
faculty member) to provide an occasional meal to student-athletes The only stipulation is that the 
meal must be in the locale of the institution So, any restaurant on Franklin Street or near UNC’s 
canlpus would meet this requirement 

I have attached an Occasional Meal form tbat we require to be completed BEFORE tbe meal occurs 
Please return it to me (either via email or campus mail) before 

Please let me l~ow if you have any other questions 

Thank you, 

University of North Carolina 
(919) 843-4738 

>>> Jay Smith <ja~smit!?,~,."cln~.~!,u~c~cdu’~ 9:27 AM >>> 

I’d first like to register a quick complaint: it’s ridiculous that the 
UN C Athletics website has no "staff roster" and no contact info for key 
personnel Even when I looked up "NCAA Compliance" on the UNC home 
page, 1 was directed to NO office or contact info for compliance 

info about "Family Fun" days IfUNC wanls to be transparent about all 
things athletic, this would be a nice place to start 

Now, my question: in connection to the visit of Joe Nocera to campus on 
a faculty group i work with would like to invite an athlete to 

lunch that day--specifically,                if we pay his lunch tab, is 
that an impermissible benefit? -Jay Smith (History) 



Per NCAA Bylaw 16 1 I 15, a student-athlete may receive an occasional meal from an institutional staff 
member on infrequent and special occasions in the locale of the institution The institutional staff member may 
provide reasonable local transportation to involved student-athletes to attend the meal 

Date of Meal: 

Meal Location: Carohna Inn 

Occasion:Lunch meeting with guest speaker Joe Nocera 

List all student-athletes who will attend the meal: 

Sport: 

................................................................................................................................................... Sport:                                                           . ................................................................................................. 

:Sport: 

.................................................................................................................................................... Sport: 

Sport:{ 

My signature certifies that, to the best of my knowledge, the above information is accurate I1" my plans change, 
I understand that I ivEUST notify the Compliance Office at (919) 962-6000 or compliance(a)uncaa uric edu 

Print Name:Jay M. Smith i Provider Title: Professor of History 

sig Jay Smith 
....................................... 

Provider nature: ...... *o,.mi,,~ .............. Date: 

Compliance Approval: Date: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              9:03 AM 

Sengupta, Sohini <sengups@unc edu> 

Re: Turnitin Pilot Study--Reminder to send me your students’ email addresses 

Sohini--I really do apologize for putting you in this spot, but now that I’ve glanced at the tutorial I see that this 
would be way too labor-intensive for me I’ll have to opt out I trust that you have enough other classes 
involved to make the pilot worthwhile 

I’ll let Andy Perrin, who’s on the honor system task force and who asked me to pariicipate, know what I think of 
the system Thanks -Jay Smith 

On 8:32 AM, Sengupta, Sohini wrote: 

Dr. Smith--I just perused the Turnitin website for training on the software. It appears that both instructors 

and students can submit papers, and faculty do have the option of submitting students papers at one time 

(versus individually). All of these instructions are on the Turnitin website (I sent you instructions to access, 

and it includes links to the training). Here is the general link for instructors: 

http://turnitin.com/en us/training/instructor~raining, and here is the specific link to submitting papers: 

http://turnitin.com/en us/training/instructor~raining/submitting papers. You will see that there is an 

option for a "multiple file upload." Alternatively, you can have your students submit their own papers into 

Turnitin--Here are the general instructions for students: http://turnitin.com/en us/training/student 

training, and here is the specific link to how you can allow students to submit their own papers: 

http://turnitin.com/en us/training/student-training/submitting-a-paper. You will need to set up a class 

assignment for the students in order to have them su bruit their own papers. I hope this information is 

helpful. 

Please do let me know if you will stay in the pilot study. If so, I will send you r students the initial email with 

opt out choice today using the onyens you sent me. 

Sohini Sengupta, PhD, MPH 
Research Coordinator 
Center for Faculty Excellence 
UNC-Chapel Hill, CB# 3470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3470 

3el: 919-966-1741 
Emai!: senclups@unc.edu 
http://cfe.unc.edu 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:iavsmith(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 3:53 PM 
TO: SengupLa, Sohini 
Subje~: Re: Turnitin Pilot Study--Reminder to send me your studenLs’ email addresses 

OK, maybe I will have to opt out. I did not realize that I would have to manually submit every paper (l’ve 

always had the impression that the students did this). This is a sign, of course, that I would never want to 



use turnitin so usethat feedback for what it’s worth. It would be WAY too time consuming for a profto 

submit these papers one by one in a large class. Doing 5 minute surveys now and then is not a big deal, but 

the manual submissions of individuals papers makes this a non starter for me. In case I’m completely 

misunderstanding, I~11 paste in their onyens here. 



On 3:42 PM, Sengupta, Sohini wrote: 

Dr, Smith You could send rne your students’ on,/ens, and I can add the @!ive,unc.edu e~ension to 

their% if that is easier for you, You could copy al3d paste them in an ei~lail to rne, If you can sel)d ther~ to 



Giving me your students~ email addresses; I will email you the students who decided to opt out 

Submitting papers in Turnitin and the time will vary for each faculty par[icipant 

Logging the number of papers you submit through Turnitin {I sent you this log--if you can’t find it in your 

email~ I can send it to you again) should take a few minutes per submission 

End of       online survey {about 5 7 minutes) 

End of semester survey (about 5 7 minutes] and send me back your completed log 

Sohini Sengupta, PhD, MPH 
Research Coordinator 
Center for Faculty Excellence 
UNC-Chapel Hill, CB# 3470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3470 

Tel: 919-966-174i 
Email: senclups@unc.edu 
http://cfe.unc.edu 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 12:08 PM 
To: Sengupta, Sohini 
Subject: Re: Turnitin Pilot Study--Reminder to send me your students’ email addresses 

Sohini: How, exactly, are we supposed to do this? I have a class with over 80 students. I’m not going to 

cut and paste 83 email addresses. Can’t you get access to the students’ email addresses through the 

registrar’s office? l’m sorry, but I’II have to opt out if I have to do this manually. Just no time for it. -Jay 

Smith 

On        4:10 PM, Sengupta, Sohini wrote: 

Dear Professors, 

For the cou rse(s) you are planning to use for the Tumitin Pilot Study, please send me the list of your 

students’ email addresses. Thank you. 

Sohini Sengupta, PhD, MPH 
Research Coordinator 
Center for Faculty Excellence 
UNC-Chapel Hill, CB# 3470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3470 

Tel: 919-966-1741 
Email: senflups@unc.edu 
http://cfe.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,              9:09 AM 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc edu> 
Re: FW: Joe Nocera 

Dee: We haven’t arranged it, but it’s sure a good idea I’ll look into the possibilities .... 

On 9:07 AM, Reid, Dee wrote: 

Jay, De ~,ou know if this is being videotaped for web viewing after~ards? Dee 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Reid, Dee 
Subject: Joe Nocera 

8:59 PP1 
~hotmail.com] 

Hi Dee, 

I would love to hear Joe Nocera speak on          but it’s not possible for me to be in Chapel Hill than. 

Does anyone plan to video the discussion to your knowledge? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smifll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,              9:27 AM 

West, Tim <timwest@email unc edu> 
Re: 

Thanks! 

On      9:22 AM, Wcsl. Tim wrote: 
> Dear Jay, 

(R¢cscNcws fully, DTH highlights only) I’d suggcsl conlacling RccscNcws, which. I believe, is somehow affilia/cd with Ihc UNC 
Jounmlism Scbool Our contact 

> rccscncws org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, March 5, 2012 10:03 AM 

Cemil Aydin " ~gmail corn> 

Re: tMI schedule 

When you’re free                      , call me at           I moved your 394 to the spring because Sarah 
specifically requested it--I think you were copied on the email, no? It would be difficult to re-do that change at 
this point 

On 3/5/12 9:33 AM, Cemil Aydin wrote: 

Dear Jay, 
I was planning to come to the office this 

afternoon Perhaps we can meet and talk, or decide on the phone My number is 

Here are my recommendations: 
1 Still teach an 394 Why did we think that our 394’s compete with each other: I was doing mine 
on international-global history field, not specifically on the middle east Were they at the same 
time? 

2 I can teach later hours on Tuesday and Thursday, so we can do one big bloc of time on a 
Tuesday or Thursday afteraoon I prefer a Tuesday spot 

, it is possible for me to teach late afteraoon on Tuesday or 
Thursdays 

3 Can I teach a History 490 in a once a week schedule, lets say on Tuesday afternoons? 

In any case, it will be better if we talk on the phone about this 

Cemil 

On Mon, Mar 5, 2012 at 8:56 AM, Jay Smith ~Us, llil*,,~ge, lla !:ur!c edu> wrote: 
Cemil: 
After much rearranging, I’ve put your grad course in the spring, along with your 394 (so you 
won’t be competing with Sarah) This has created another problem, unfortunately I had hoped 
that we could simply replace your fall 394 (which was scheduled for T/TH 9:30-10:45) with your 
139 But we’re told that they do not have a room capable of holding 35 students at that hour 
Your 292 is scheduled at 12:30 What would you like us to do? I’m guessing 8AM is too early? 
And 3:30 too late? Please advise -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,               12:00 PM 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc edu> 
Re: FW: Joe Nocera 

Dee--I *think* that Reesenews will be taping the event and will be posting it later I won’t know for sure until 
after spring break, alas -Jay 

On 9:07 AM, Reid, Dee wrote: 

Jay, Do you know if this is being videotaped for web viewing afterwards? Dee 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Reid, Dee 
Subject: 3oe Nocera 

8:59 PN 
~hotmail.com] 

Hi Dee, 

I would love to hear Joe Nocera speak on           but it’s not possible for me to be in Chapel Hill than. 

Does anyone plan to video the discussion to your knowledge? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, March 5, 2012 2:33 PM 

Joe Nocera ~gmail corn> 

Re: UNC events 

Excellent-I’ll be looking for it 

On 3/5/12 2:31 PM, Joe Nocera wrote: 

thanks, got a quick question for him for tomorrow’s column[ 

On Mon, Mar 5, 2012 at 2:30 PM, Jay Smith ~a~smith’~.~ernai! ~nc cdu> wrote: 
Joe: He doesn’t use email, but his phone number is: I’m sure he’d be happy to 
talk with you 

On 3/5/12 2:15 PM, Joe Nocera wrote: 

Jay-- do you know how I can get in touch with Bill Friday? 

On Wed, Feb 29, 2012 at 1:08 PM, Jay Smith <jaysmi!h@emai[ uric edu> wrote: 
Dear Joe: 
I know you’re busy and have a job to do--so read/look only if you have time, but I 
wanted at least to bring to your attention last night’s fascinating UNC panel 
discussion (involving Taylor Branch, Bill Friday, Charles Clotfelter, Will Blythe) 
on big-time sports Your name came up often, and the Branch/Nocera view 
tended to dominate If you scroll to the bottom video box, you can see about 40 
minutes of it 

Yesterday the Raleigh News and Observer also ran a little op-ed I wrote about 
faculty responsibility for these issues It will give you a slightly better sense of 
where my group is coming from (though many of us are also ve~7 sympathetic to 
the rights and due process arguments you and others are making): 

Joe Nocera 
Talking Business columnist 
The New York Times 

(cell) 



Joe Nocera 
Talking Business columnist 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, March 5, 2012 3:3 I PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 
Re: Central Asia 

I’m working al homc--Iuing Io gel Ihrough a stack of papers I should 
have graded a week ago Nun~ber: 

On 3/5/12 3:24 PM, l~ramer, Lloyd S wrote: 

> of stuff But I would be able to talk a bit later i[’you have some thne 1 could call you 
> would be mole conveiti ent --probab 1? a little after 5:00? 

> Bcsl, Lloyd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              3:50 PM 

~email unc edu> 
Re: papers 

ok, my office Here’s what’s more depressing: senior history majors are just as zombie-like 

On 3:48 PM, wrote 

Sounds good. Your office? These papers are numbing: "Time of hope and renewah..Iook at all the bad 
things Luther and Mont had to say, but its cool because they were expressing their opinions and trying to 
change things..." 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Monday, 2:31 PM 
To: 
Subje~: Re: papers 

Yeah, that’s cool I have a lunch at I that will likely run to about 2:30 Is that an OK time? (I 
haven’t read a single one yet--still working on my French Revolution class) 

On 2:10 PM, wrote: 

What is the possibility of us meeting on wednesday in order for me to give you the papers to 
look over? Nothing long, but I have to come to chapel hill for interlibrary loan book 
retrieval/submission, and I thought this would be a way to deal with the papers without rush. 

Sent: Sunday, 2:14 PM 

Subject: Re: papers 

Definitely punish them if they go over more than 50 or so words We don’t have to tell 
them that the word limit is to make our jobs easier We’re teaching them concision[ 

On 12:48 PM, wrote: 

Ugh, these papers are so mediocre...B’s all over the place. I have had a few 
papers go up to 1400 words. For those, what do you think of dropping them a 
third of a grade: B to B- ? Also, these papers are mediocre...did I say that 
already~ 



Sub.icct: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, March 6, 2012 I 1:50 AM 

Orr, Robert F <rorr@poyners corn> 
itinerary 

Joe Nocera UNC itinerary docx 

Hi Bob: 
I’m a/laching Joe’s ifinera~3 --mainly so you’ll know who n¢¢ds an invite 
to hinch or dilmer? Ma? I ask you to romld up Enunelt, file Shoops, 
and his mother,       ~ 

The guest list is still, I’m a fmid, slightly in flux b¢caus¢ a couple 
of IzeoNe have ~’et to colfflrm But I tlmtk flits is 90-100% accut-ate 



]oe Nocera’s itinerary, March 14, 2012: 

Flight arrives at RDU (letBlue, 1103) 
Pick-up: Robert Orr 

12:00-1:45pm 
Lunch at the Carolina Inn, "Blue Ridge Room" 

Guests: Robert Orr, 
John Shoop, Marcia Shoop, Laurie Maffly-Kipp, Richard Southall 

, Andrew Perrin, 

1:45-2:30pm 
Brief campus tour (lay Smith) 

2:45-3:15pm 
Meeting with Chancellor Holden Thorp, 103 South Building 
Pick-up: Jan Boxill 

3:30-4:30pm 
Meeting with Revin Guskiewicz and Bubba Cunningham at the Gfeller Research 

Center 

4:30-5:15pm 
Free time 
(Kevin will get loe where he needs to be...) 

5:30-7:00pm 

"A Conversation with loe Nocera" at the Stone Center Theater 
(Casual book signing after? Books will be available.) 

7:45pm 

Dinner at the Carolina Club 
Guests: Jan Boxill, Jay Smith, Lew Margolis, John Shoop, Marcia Shoop, Emmett Gill, 

Robert Orr, Debby Stroman, Kenneth ]anken, Deb Southall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,             4:40 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 
Re: Fall CCO teaching 

Lloyd--this looks like a good list, and I appreciate that you got 

On 

inthe mix-Jay 

3:26 PM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 

have been working my way through ti;e applications for fall CCO teachhN and [ want to send you a draft 

of the list of cou rses and instr~actors Fm now planning to propose, [ want to avoid overlap between CCO 

inst~nctors and in (:lass [nstru,:tors.           fo~ example, has applied to teach both on line and in the 

Here then is my proposed ![st: 

Based on what I can see in my records and their CVs, the people marked with * have never had a chance to 

Do you have any of these people on a fixed term list for the fall? And do the courses look like they’ll 

b~!ance OK with orl canlpus ~lasse~’? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             5:12 PM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: Red Tape - Govt agencies, colleges demand applicants’ Facebook passwords 

athletics "listse~," I created last week Will do now[ -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,              9:11 AM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrew perrin@unc edu> 
Re: Some information on honor system reform 

Plcas¢do[ 

On      9:10 AM, Andrew Percin wrol¢: 
> That~k you, Ja? Much appreciated[ Of com~e you c:m pass the letter on 
> to the EPC/COSC folks 

> May 1 send the email you sent me on to the t~view co~mnittee? 
> 
> All ~m." best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 9:15 AM 

Myers, Richard E <rmyers@email unc edu>; Foster, Beverly B 
<bbfoster@email unc edu>; Sauls, Jonathan C <jsauls@email unc edu>; 
lee may@unc edu 

Fwd: Some information on honor system reform 

honor-court-01117-f pdf 

Hi folks: I thought you’d be interested to read Andy Perrin’s depressing and devastating letter -Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Some information on honor system reform 

Date:Wed, 7 Mar 2012 08:38:40 -0500 
From:Andrew Perfin .... 

Reply-To.- an d r~ ,~ _~2_e£!~2,2~ u n ~ 
Organization:Universi~ of Noah Carolina, Chapel Mill 

C Sauls ~I~(~E[~j_[X[E~22, Katie Turner 2~ie ~2~%~N)_, Tanya L Shields 
qshi~[d@tmc edu>, Jan Boxill <JMBOXI~ ~e~nai! ut~c ~:du>, Jay Stain 

Dear colleagues    I hope you are having a good spring break. I am 

sending this letter to the col@r~ittee as the most recent among many 

examples of the pressing need for serious reform in the way UNC handles 

matters of academic misconduct. 

Best wishes, 

~drew Perrin 

Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology 

University of North Carolina     CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 321@ USA 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ja? Smith ~ja} smitl~ a~email unc cdu> 

Wednesday,               9:48 AM 

Wallace, Wm~da L <allacc a~email unc edu> 

Re: FW: Teaching in Fall 

We’ve canceled the courses, so she’s free to submit a letter of application if she’d like, but when faculty go on leax e we 
typically cancel their courses, especially if they’re not large enrollment courses 

On 9:2g AM. Wallace, Wanda L wrote: 

Good Morning, 

See message below. 

Thank~ 
Wanda 

From: Anderson, Violet 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:48 PM 

To: Wallace, Wanda L. 
Subject: FW: Teaching in Fall 

Sent: Monday, 11:59 AN 
To: Anderson, Violet 
Subject: Teaching in Fall 

Zamgosa Vargas recently told me he is going to be on leax e and asked if I would be interested in teaching 
one of his courses. 

I vaguely remember an email that went out possibly asking people for application materials if they wanted 
to apply to teach a course next semester? If I got something along those lines, I probably would hm,e 
deleted it as I wouldn’t have expected to be teaching my own course But if Vargas’s courses are m, ailablc, I 
would bc interested in filling one of his slots Could you let me know how to proceed or who to contact’? 

Thanks much. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, March 7, 2012 10:27 AM 

Reznick, Steve <reznick@email unc edu> 
Re: An invitation 

coimnent about portrayal of fire FAC None of us has portt-a)ed tbe fact 

or nat) specific iltsfitutioiml process I adnfit that it has long been m) 
belief that a l~ew group, one with no htsfitufiotml investment in the 

critical view oftbe whale wa) we do business, but I have nmde no public 
statements about tbe FAC at all I’m sort3 if you, or Lissa Broome, or 
otbers httet-piet in) group’s hiitinfives as an assault on fire system or 

to be widened Tbe "scandal" (a nfisleading wot~l, fll adnfit) is proof 

PS We’ve worked togetber well in the past, and I’m sut~ we can work 
Iogcthcr well in the Future l don’l want us to be al odds 

On 3/7/12 10:03 AM, Rezmck, Steve wrote: 

to j oin tiffs group and to tnlk about aflflefics at Carohl~a from a rnatge of perspectives in an ilfformah coidial, and cotffidenfial setthtg 
My hfifinl lespot~se reflects in3." ongohtg fmstvafion and disappointlnent in how some of our colleagmes are portra? ing tbe FAC fm 
colffident that your group will belp t~duce tlfis colffusion nard also belp tbe FAC intprove its flmcfiotmlit3 

> -----Ofigil~al Message ..... 
> From: Rezmck, Steve 
> Senl: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 8:54 AM 
> To: Stepoimitis, Vhtcas P 
> Cc: Agha-Davies, Am~a Sophia; Boxi[1, Jan; Jack Evans: Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Maigolis, Lewis: Shrifts, Ja~" M 
> Subject: RE: An im ilalion 

> Vin - l’m confused by your obscr~ alton Ihat "The FAC’s agenda is set in parl by the adminislmlive needs or the Addchas 
Department" Tbe FAC’s charge is "ilffomfing tbe facuba" and advising the chancellor on nat? aspect of atlflefics " (Faculb" Code § 
4-7[bl) and our agenda is slruclurcd around heating formal reporls on: Academic Supporl for Sludenl Alhlelcs, Admissions, Addctics 
Dept Budget, Sports Medicine, Title LX, and Markefing Our agenda also includes subcomnfit~ee alld task fome t~laorts on various hot 
Iopics (eg, a~ailabildy of majors for sludenl alhleles, bctler communicalion wilh facully, ctc); and Ihe process of conducling exil 

bena feedback on nat? thing else tbe FAC could do to lneet our charge 

> -----Original Message ..... 



and Ihc group led by Jay Smilh Ihal recently released a "Slalcmcnl ogP~inciplcs" on athletics al UNC 

> 1 propose that we form a tbit~l working group, consisting nmi~fly of faculg’, tlmt will approach these questio~ts in a somewhat 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 5 : I I PM 

Joe Nocera <nocera@nytimes corn> 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 

Re: Coach Cal 

Joe Nocera UNC itinerm3~ docx 

Joe: I’m attaching the itineranT, which I should have done by now The guest lists for the meals are still not 
*quite* settled, but pretty darn close Richard will be at lunch with you--and, if he’s available, he could spend 
some time with you after you visit with Kevin (there’s about one free hour before the event) -Jay 

On 3/7/12 5:02 PM, Joe Nocera wrote: 

Richard-- did you see this interview with Calipari? http:i/ael.s,oortingnews.comt~caa 
bask~tb_~.!!~t~?ry!~0!~:~3 0~[!t~],~y::~!;~ac[?-job~!:~[ipari-[ve ~.ot:m~;/be the-bast )~b in 
b~ske.tb.~tLI. I love the way he brags about pushing his players to go pro--and then also 
brags about Kentucky’s "high" APR. Would love to talk to you next week about how the 
APR is gamed eto. (Check out as well what Cal says about the NCAA--pretty amazing 
coming from a coach.) Jay-- as you are the master of my schedule next Wednesday, I 
want to make sure there is time for me to meet and talk to Richard. I’ll even give up my 
pre-talk nap! Looking forward to meeting you both next week. 

Joe Nocera 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 (off5 ca) 

(cell) 
~mai! c~m 



]oe Nocera’s itinerary, March 14, 2012: 

Flight arrives at RDU (letBlue, 1103) 
Pick-up: Robert Orr 

12:00-1:45pm 
Lunch at the Carolina Inn, "Blue Ridge Room" 

Guests: Robert Orr, 
John Shoop, Marcia Shoop, Laurie Maffly-Kipp, Richard Southall 

Andrew Perrin, 

1:45-2:30pm 

Brief campus tour (lay Smith) 

2:45-3:15pm 

Meeting with Chancellor Holden Thorp, 103 South Building 
Pick-up: Jan Boxill 

3:30-4:30pm 
Meeting with Revin Guskiewicz and Bubba Cunningham at the Gfeller Research 

Center 

z~:30-5:15pm 
Free time 
(Revin will get Joe where he needs to be...) 

5:30-7:00pm 

"A Conversation with loe Nocera" at the Stone Center Theater 
(Casual book signing after? Books will be available.) 

7:45pm 

Dinner at the Carolina Club 
Guests: Jan Boxill, Jay Smith, Lew Margolis, John Shoop, Marcia Shoop, Emmett Gill, 

Robert Orr, Debby Stroman, Kenneth ]anken, Deb Southall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 5:23 PM 

Joe Nocera <nocera@nytimes corn> 

Re: Coach Cal 

We’re excited, can’t wait 

On 3/7/12 5:20 PM, Joe Nocera wrote: 

that’s a helluva day. you guys will be sick of me by dinner[ 

On Wed, Mar 7, 2012 at 5:19 PM, Joe Nocera <:~ocera~)~nytlmcs corn> wrote: 
thanks, Jay. 

On Wed, Mar 7, 2012 at 5:10 PM, Jay Smith <ia~smith@el’~ ml un~ e&~> wrote: 
Joe: I’m attaching the itinera~ay, which I should have done by now The guest lists for the 
meals are still not *quite* settled, but pretty darn close Richard will be at lunch with you-- 
and, if he’s available, he could spend some time with you after you visit with Kevin (there’s 
about one free hour before the event) -Jay 

On 3/7/12 5:02 PM, Joe Nocera wrote: 

Richard-- did you see this interview with Calipari? 

way he brags about pushing his players to go pro--and then also brags 
about Kentucky’s "high" APR. Would love to talk to you next week about 
how the APR is gamed etc. (Check out as well what Cal says about the 
NCAA--pretty amazing coming from a coach.) Jay-- as you are the master 
of my schedule next Wednesday, I want to make sure there is time for me 
to meet and talk to Richard. rll even give up my pre-talk nap! Looking 
forward to meeting you both next week. 

Joe Nocera 
The New York Times 
212-556-gqM(~ (office) 

(cell) 
~nail cer0 

Joe Nocera 
The New York Times 
212-5568940 (office) 

(cell) 



Joe Nocera 
The New York Times 

212-556-8940 (office) 
(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 7:00 PM 

K Vincent <svincent@ncsu edu> 
Re: dinner with Kate Hametton 

I know I haven’t been a good French studies seminar citizen lately, and this won’t help things, but I’m going to 
have to decline the dinner offer I’m going to make every effort to get the paper read and make it to the seminar 
Sunday, but the paper is long, rve got a ton of work to catch up on before classes begin again on Monday, and I 
iust can’t afford to devote my entire Sunday to the seminar I also had a chance to dine with Kate at the 
Western, so maybe the slot should go to someone who doesn’t know her well Ellen Welch in UNC’s French 
dept, for example? -Jay 

On 3/6/12 1:04 PM, K Vincent wrote: 

Dear Jay and Anoush, 

I’m planning to take Kate Hamerton to dinner after the French Studies/Intellectual HistotT joint 
seminar on Sunday The seminar is 5-7pro; I’ll make a resetwation somewhere for 7:30 I’m hoping 
that you will be able to join us 

RSVP 
Steven 

K Steven Vincent 
Professor of HistotT 
North Carolina State University - Box 8108 
Raleigh, NC 27695-8108 

telephone: 
email: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,              4:56 PM 

~email unc edu> 
missing papers 

performance and oilier wehdness), but also 
and           An> ideas? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               II :09 PM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: Red Tape - Govt agencies, colleges demand applicants’ Facebook passwords 

¯ -Ijusl read this articl¢ Honil~ing And all Io protect the 
n~yth of the "anmteur " Yikes 

On 4:59 PM, wrote: 

> UNC Chapel Hill, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,             2:22 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 
Re: Instructional Budget          xlsx 

Yes, I’ll be at the lunch colloquium Also at the DRC, since I’m commenting And 
visiting that day--so I hope we can ca~e out a little time for you to talk to her 

is also 

On 10:02 AM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 

Jay, 
Thanks for this note. I understand the need for parental support and interventions. So the dinner with 
Paret should take second place to the dinner as Parent. That one little "n" makes a big difference. 

I’ve been able to recruit a few others, so we should have a respectable group for the dinner. The next day, 
Michael Rowe will be here for the faculb/lunch colloquium. He teaches French history at King’s 

College and focuses on the Napoleonic era. I hope you’ll be able to attend that lunch because I’d like for 
you to meet him and he will be important for the future of the King’s/UNC collaboration. 

The break is quickly slipping away, but I hope you’ve had a chance to catch your breath. 

best, Lloyd 

From: Jay Smith riavsmith#email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:06 PM 
TO= Kramer, Lloyd S 
Subject~ Re: Instructional Budget .xlsx 

Lloyd-- 
I think I better decline SonT -Jay 

On I 1:59 AM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 

lay, 

Thanks for this follow-up. Do you agree that it’s viabie to offer g56 both in class and on line? 

I guess the budget didn’t go through to you because ! simply hit reply, but I can forward it to 

On another issue: would you be able to attend a dinner for Peter Parer after his talk in the 

depaRment on          I ~:now you teach on Thursday afternoons, but maybe you can 

catch the last few rninutes of the talk or Q & A and then join us for dinner at about 7:00? lie’s 

speaking cn CDusewitz and his historical view of Frederick the Great. 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edul 
Sent~ Tuesday, 11:52 AN 
To~ Kramer, Lloyd S 
Cc= Kent, Adam S 
Subject= Re: Instructional Budget         .xlsx 

Yes, I did have Wanda add a 356 to the fall schedule, and that will be a fixed term slot. (By 



the way, the budget wasn’t attached to my email, if that matters.) 

On 11:50 AM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 

Thanks for the instructional budget information, which I’m using as ! set up the CCO 

Did we mean for this to be tiist 3567 I’m copying jay on this message to see if he has some 

information on this course, which will be taught be a fixed term person. ~A]e also have 356 on 

line and on campus. 

From: Kent, Adam S 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:26 AM 
TO: Kramer, Lloyd S 
Subject: Instructional Budget .xlsx 

Good Morning Lloyd, 

Here is the latest Instructional budget per your request. 

Adam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday,               3:34 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy G <nancys@email unc edu> 
Re: Listing of grauate student 

OMG 

> Fmin: Karen Hagenmim, UNC [lmgen~um@unc edu] 
> S¢nl: Smlday,              1:27 PM 

> Subject: Lisling of gmuale studcnl 

> I just sm~ flint                 is listed on Ko~rad Jarmlsch’s 
> websilc without (co-advised b~ Karcn Hagcmann) I would like you to 
> add this I am actualb her main advisor .... 

> It looks odd, if on her m~ IW website this is correct m~d on Ko~rad’s not :-) 

> Best wishes, 

> Karen Hagenmm~ 

> Hamillon Hall, CB # 3195 
> Chal~el Hill, North Carolhia 27599-3195, USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,               8:17 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Hist o~ay 

So it’s the paper, mainly, that has you concerned? Maybe we should sit down and talk about the paper? 
When do you have to make this decision? My hunch is that you would probably improve on the second paper, 
and that you’ll do fine with the other grades, but obviously this needs to be your call -JS 

On 12:23 AM, mccoyr wrote: 

Dr. Smith, 
I’ve really enjoyed your class. I’m considering taking the class pass/fail, but I wanted to get your opinion 

on it. My grades are:     on paper ,     on the reaction paper, and          and      on the three 
quizzes. I’m not sure what to do! DO you have any advice? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 10:12 AM 

abrenner@ 1360wchl corn 
Nocera 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 I 1:32 AM 

Joe Nocera ~gmail corn> 
NCAA ruling 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 2:51 PM 

Davis, Stacy <sdavis@wral corn> 

Re: NCAA Sanctions from WRAL 

Stacy: thanks for this I think propriety requires that I defer to the t~aculty athletics rep (Lisa Broome) on this I 
have opinions, but I’m not eager to share them in a way that might seem self-aggrandizing 

But let me take this opportunity to encourage WRAL to cover the talk and discussion led by Joe Nocera-- 
scheduled for this Wednesday at 5:30 in the Stone Center theater He will undoubtedly have things to say about 
this ruling, and discussion should be animated -Jay Smith 

On 3/12/12 2:40 PM, Davis, Stacy wrote: 

Just got this, I know it is a !or to digest and then be asked to immediately react to, but it seems this was 
considerably tough it goes beyond the self-imposed sanddons, Would any of you be able to comment on 
camera or even just share your thoL!ghts on the phone? Thanks [n advance! 

5tacy Davis WRAL-TV 971-2570 

Latest News 

Publish date: Mar ~2, 2012 

UNC receives postseason ban, scholarship reductions 



Stacy Davis 
WRAL-TV Repolte~ 

sdavis@wral.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 2:58 PM 

Joe Nocera < @gmail corn> 

Re: NCAA ruling 

NCAA findings on UNC March 2012 pdf 

FYI Interesting reading 

On 3/12/12 12:23 PM, Joe Nocera wrote: 
Oh, lny[ 

S¢nl from m~ iPhonc 

O11 Mar 12, 2012, at 1132 AM, Ja) Snuth<ja)smtthylen]ml uric edu/ xxrote 

>> Joe--the tilmng couldn’t be better UNC to hear about its ~ate today 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ja3 Smith <ja3smith@cmail unc cdu> 

Monda3, March 12. 2012 3:37 PM 

Weiler, Jonathan D 5iweilerd;email uric edu> 
Re: FW: I E of S I March Madnewss and "The Civil Rights Movement for our Times" 

Jonathan--by all memts Do you have a link for the article? I’d suggest that you .just send it to our list -Jay 

On 3/12/12 1:38 PM. Wcilcr. Jonathan D wrotc: 

Hi Jay, 

Perhaps this is worth posting to the list. 

Jonathan 

From: edgeofsports            ~pai[~om] 
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2012 1:31 PM 
To: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: [E of S] March Madnewss and ’The Civil Rights Movement for our ]Sines" 

E of S Peoples: Reminder to Berkeley/Oaklmtd, Smt Fran folks I’m speaking in Berkeley this Wednesday, March 
14th on Sports Under Occupation For a good cause!~ Comc on through[ 

In strt~ggle and sports 
Davc Z 

March Madness told the ’Civil Rights Movement for Our Times’ 
by Dave Zirm 

In 1968, Tommie Smith and John Carlos r:dsed their ~is~s at the O!’: m_o~! g,mtes~ taking a stand against the 
i~iustices the3 saw in theh" corner in the SportsWorld The year 2012 is c~3ing out for smailar displays of athletic 
militancy but wc shouldn’t havc to wait For this summer’s Olympics The timc For action is right now during thc 
NCAA men’s college basketball tournament We need young people of uncommon courage stepping fotavard into 
what sports sociologist Dr Haru" Edwards calls ~’The Civil Rights Movement for our times," the inequi~" and 
cxploitation cnginccrcd by tim NCAA 
In our perennial rite of spring, we are being bombarded with hracketology, Pmal Pour predictions and the general 
hoops hysteria othcr~isc known as "March Madncss " There arc invariably articlcs on the business page about the 
billions oF dollars at pla3 From tclcvision contracts to onlinc betting to lost productivit3 as workcrs spend hours 
obsessing over their brackets Yet there is precious little discussion about the teenagers, branded with corporate 
Iogos, gcncrating this tidal wave of rCVCllttC This is why Dr Edwards bclicvcs the sct-ttp is in dcspcratc nccd of a 
shakc-ttp In a rcccnt Icctttrc at CaI-Bcrkclcy, hc directly tied thc relationship bctwccn the NCAA and its "stttdcnt 
athletes" to the injustices that spurred the Occupy Wall Street movement 

That "someone" ma3 have been the great chronicler of the Civil Rights Movement, Pulitzer Prize wmater. Taylor 
Branch Branch. writing for The A tlanttc Mon#~l) last Oclobcr. ttmmd his cycs toward the NCAA The gcntits of 
his subsequent piece, ;,e ,7h ;~ ;~; ,!5’¢~f¢’ @Joe; , was that he was a fi’esh set of eyes, pointing out what many of 



us scc cvc~ day but have become too calloused, too jaded or too bought-off to notice 
While college presidents ct3 about athletic department deficits, Branch pointed out that in 2010, the Southeastern 
Conference (SEC), "became the IS"st to crack tbe billion-dollar barrier m athletic receipts The Big Ten pursued 
closely at $905 million That money comes from a combination of ticket sales, concession sales, merchandise. 
licensing lees, and otber sources~ut tbe great bulk of it comes from television contracts" 
Branch, Dr Martin Lutber King, Jr’s biographer, looked at die state of affairs and could come to on15 one 
conclusion: 

The NCAA tells us change is coming, yet the past year shows tbat no roarer how mmiy scandals etmpt, we won’t 
sec ttuc reform and ttuc justice without a movement built by the "student-athletes" themselves This is not wishfid 
thinking Writing for Salon, Josh Eide[son. a former labor organizer, sheds li~,ht on a new organization, the 
National College Players Association (NCPA) 

!~JSJ)~2[a*~£~J291~5~ "This past fall. hundreds of Division I college athletes at five schools including ever3 
member of UCLA’s basketball team and most of its football team signed an NCPA pet chin to the NCAA calling 
for a set of reforms: using nexv TV re~ enues to improve compensation mid create m~ ’educational lockbox’ tllat 
would reward p[ai, ers who graduate; allowing multi-year scholarships; and establishing that athletic injuries should 
not end atbletes’ scholarships or leave tbem paying lbr tbeir own medical treatment" 
The presence of the NCPA is critical because it bhmgs instm~t credibili~" to tbe discussion and prevents the NCAA 

But die efforts of tlle NCPA mid die struggle for basic f,airness for college adlletes would be raised dramatically by 
seeing just a couple of players under March’s blazing spotlight willing to risk tbe wradl of those in tkrall to tbe 
"Madness " The next Smith/Carlos moment is there for any "jock for justice" willing to grasp it This would 
require tbem xvalking to mid-court before die Final Four ripping offthe assorted brmlds mid logos attached to dleir 

fans would rage The announcers would sneer The coaches would fume But histol~, would bc kind and nothing 

taking but don’t take my word lbr it As John Carlos said to me, "1 have no regrets about what I did in 1968 The 
people widl regrets are the ones x~ho were dlere witb us and did nodling " 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 3:39 PM 

Stancill, Jane <jstancill@newsobserver corn> 

Re: Iime today to talk? 

sure 

On 3/12/12 3:38 PM, Stancill, Jane wrote: 

1 lmderstand i will tI2¢ Lisa 

It would be helpful for me to quote the contents of’your email, though Is that OK? 

Thanks again, 
Jane 

On Mon, Mar 12, 2012 at 3:35 PM, Jay Smith <L~ ! k~£ e z m ~; !29 .t .~.q~/d~u..> wrote: 
Jane: i appreciate the email, but i thii~k propriety demands that I defer to the Faculty Athletics Rep 
(Lisa Broome), at least for now I will tell you, and you’re free to use it if you want, that as a 
f~aculty member, in my day-to-day classroom activities, I have not noticed any change in the 
University’s approach to athletics A thorough review is probably already underway, though I 
suspect that we’ll eventually see signs of" stricter "monitoring" and more intensif,ied "policing" of" 
athletes’ activities, though I fear that any changes in that direction will ultimately prove to be 
counter-productive, a distraction from the critical issues in any case, I’m sure that the chancellor 
and others were waiting for the ruling before deciding to make any decisive changes it will be 
interesting to see how the University responds in the months to come 

As an aside, I’ll admit that the elaborate machinery of NCAA "legislation" and enforcement only 
underscores how arbitraty and indefensible many NCAA rules really are The resomces expended 
in enforcing "amateurism"--and the University resources expended in ensming compliance with 
"amateurism"--are completely wasted There’s a Potemkin village quality to "amateur college 
sport" that’s becoming harder and harder to ignore -Jay Smith 

On 3/12/12 3:01 PM, Stancill, Jane wrote: 

Dr Smith, 

The NCAA today released ils findings on the UNC football investigation I’m doing a 
story looking at what universities can learn from such an investigation and how they 
may or may not change going forward after sanctions I am talking to faculty and 
others about whether they’ve noticed any substantive differences in the university’s 
approach to or handling of athletics 

Would you have a bit of time to talk by phone today? 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              9:34 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy G <nancys@email unc edu> 

Kent, Adam S <akem@unc edu>; 
~live unc edu> 

Re: FW: Book Cover 

@live unc edu>; 

Right--do what we normally do I’ll write him to explain .... 

On 9:18 AM, Schoonmaker, Nancy G wrote: 

Jay: 

I actually asked him for this information to post under Faculty Books We had talked about putting 
book covers and info on jump pages, but I don’t think we’ve done so yet Your call 

ngs 

From: ~ Serna, Miguel Abram 
Sent: Monday, 10:37 AM 
To: Schoonmaker, Nancy G 
Cc: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Book Cover 

De~ Nm~cv: 

Here is the cover design of my book that you asked for, so you can include it on my faculty profile 

page. Here also is the link for the book: http://unopress.uno.edu/books/’11678.html 

That~k you so mucl~ for followh~g up on this. 

Best, 

Miguel 

Miguel La Serna 

Assistant Professor 

Department of History 
Himlilton Hall CB #3195 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC, USA 27599 3195 

Office: (919) 962-3970 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,              10:42 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: meet this week? 

On 

--it’s another crazy week (I hope the last ofseveral in a row), buthowaboutaI)er class on Thursday? 

10:55 PM, wrote: 

HiJay, 
Hope you had a nice spring break. Is there some time this week that’s good for you tom~et up? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              I 1:48 AM 

Quercia, Roberto G <quercia@email unc edu> 

Re: [leadership fellows08] should we try? 

I think the Chair’s manual is in need of an update Didn’t Eric Myln leave the University in 2007? 

On I 1:45 AM, Roberto Quercia wrote: 

Great 

BTW, you are listed in the Chair’s Manual as working with Bobbi Owen, Eric Myln and 

Roberto G. Quercia 919.843.2493 
Director, UNC Center for Community Capital 
Professor, City and Regional Planning 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1700 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd., Suite 129 
Campus Box 3452 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3452 

www.faceboek comiU NCCent~,’f’orCom munitvCapitN 
www.twitter~com/Commu nitvCa~ 

On , at I 1:39 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

I think I could make it around 6:30 

Don’t forget, everyone: Joe Nocera, tomorrow night (5:30, Stone Center) 

On 11:08 AM, Robetto Quercia wrote: 

Yes, we are all ve~7 busy 

How about next Wed     early after work, say 6? 
We could do something simple as meeting at IAH and order pizza 

Roberto G. Quercia 919.843.2493 
Director, UNC Center for Community Capital 
Professor, City and Regional Planning 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1700 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd., Suite 129 
Campus Box 3452 



Chapel Hill NC 27599-3452 
www ccc uec edu 
www.facebook.com/U NCCente~fo[CommL~nityCapita! 
www.twitter’~ co m/C o m m u n ibLC_,_a~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 1:57 PM 

Hartness, Erin <ehartness@wral corn> 

Re: WRAL-TV Request 

Erin--have you tried to reach Lisa Broome, Jan Boxill, or Steve Reznick? It" they have proven inaccessible, I 
would be willing to give you a few brief remarks--though the problem is that rm not fi-ee until about 4:45 -Jay 

On 3/13/12 12:26 PM, Hartness, Erin wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I hope you are well. Are you available today for a quick interview about the NCAA repor~ and sanctions? 

Thanks. 

Erin 

Erin I Iarmess 
Reporter 
WR,\L-TV 
ehartness@wral.com 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 1:59 PM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~oerrin@unc edu> 

Re: Fwd: [histo~2c-faculty] Honor And Integrity Week 

Unk yes Have you had am" t~actioik oilier than Kevin’s email, to your 
blislcdng letter? 

On 3/13/12 I : 18 PM, Andrew J P¢nin wrolc: 
> Thanks - yes. il!s classic, I don’t drink I can go but w¢ bolh know wlull 
> will lulppen Iherc The} ’re convinced dull Iheir problem is 
> "communication." as iflh¢ problem is thai we don’t undcrsland Ihc honor 

> Alldy 

> On Tue 2012-03-13 at 09:21-0400 Ja) Smith wrote: 
>> Andy--in case you lmdn’t herod about fltis Pm sure you’ll be 
>> inteiested] -Ja) 

OtiNnal Message ........ 

>> [hislot3 -~lcully] Honor And 
>> hll¢grily We¢k 

>> Tue, 13 Mar 2012 13:00:14+0000 

>> Wallace, Wanda L 
>> <allace@enmil uric edu> 
>>              Reply-To: 
>> Wallace, Wanda L 

>> 4-6PM, Union 3505 

>> During this open fontm fi~culty and gmd~mlc shtdcnts setting as 

>~ conunents At fltis event we will also be seeking instnlctor feedback 



>> Lighl rcfrcshmcnts providcd 

>> Ulm-ersit~ of North Camlit~l at Cl~lpel Hill 

>> </it]> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,              3:07 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: DTH story on NCAA sanctions 

CAIII I should b¢ Ihcr¢ b5 5:30 

On       3:07 PM, 
> That~ks for your reNY I ant in a meeting for rite stot5 from 
> 4 00-5 30pro today, would I be able to call you after fltat has fiuisbed? 

> On at 14:08, Ja? Snfith wrote: 

>>    -1 won’t have am" thne befme 4:45, but I cmt call then if you’d 
>> like 

>> On 1:24 PM, wrolc: 
>>> Deal Prof 

>>> M5 name is              and I am a wilier for Ihc Daily Tar H¢cl I 
>>> mn winking on a stray detailing facubs" reaction to fire sanctions 
>>> Ihal the NCAA handed down to UNC y¢sl¢rday, and was wondering if I 
>>> could ask you a few questions tiffs afternoon If you could let me 
>> > know if there is a good time for me to call this afternool~ or call 
>>> me on              that would be great 

>> > Thmtks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              5:05 PM 

Orr, Robert F <rorr@poyners corn> 

Re: Nocera visit 

Bob--I *believe* that the Club will be sending me the invoice directly, though I did use Boger’s account to get 
us in the door (and he apparently has to sign some permission fom~ of some sort) If for some reason he gets 
sent the invoice, we in Histo~2¢ will be sure to reimburse him promptly 

So you’re OK to do the pick up at the airport, fight? If so, I’ll see you at the Carolina Inn when I pick Joe up 
around I: 145ish 

On the dinner--Richard Southall has already inserted a twelfth person 
So I doubt that space will open, but we’ll try to keep an eye on it tomorrow See you 

soon 

Jay 
PS I’ve been so busy I haven’t even read the N&O yet .... 

On 3:47 PM, Orr, Robert F wrote: 

Jay, had a qu estion from the Law School on if we were charging the dinner to the Dean’s account. What 

did you finally work out? And just checking on the final head count on lunch and dinner. Your comments 

in the paper were the only enlightened ones I read. The Report should send chills down everybody’s back 

with the draconian perspective of the NCAA. Looking forward to seeing you tomorrow. If an extra seat at 

the dinner opens up,                from NCSU will be attending the talk. She will be 

think that’s correct) program over there. She’s very interested in everything going on. Not trying to shoe 

horn her in but if there’s an open seat she would be excellent,                         at NCSU). Bob 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,               8:20 AM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 

CSRI <csri@unc edu> 

Re: CSRI Conference mention @ Joe Nocera’s talk? 

Thanks so much for this I’ll t~T to remember to bring some index cards and little pencils for people to write 
questions with 

On 9:35 PM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

Jay, 

We’ll have at least 4 and possibly 6-8 students at Joe’s talk/conversation tomorrow is 
coordinating having the students there between 5:00-5:10pm 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southal[ 

Associate Professor Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 20gc 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax 919.962 g295 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: w~w cslic,:!nfelcnce.,-lrf~ 

Richard--certainly I wonder if your interns might also be willing to help out during the talk? I’m 
thinking (and will confirm this after speaking with Jan later today) that we might want to have 
audience members write their questions for Nocera on index cards which we can distribute 
throughout the event Could your interns help with that? I might also be able to scare up a histo~T 
student or two 

On 12:58 PM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 



I wanted to check to see about getting a mention of our upcoming conference at this 
Wednesday’s event? I think it would be a great opportunity for faculty, students and the 
local community to be exposed to the research on college sport that should inform our 
discussions:) 

Also, would it be okay for us to have some of our interns hand out flyers and also have 
an information/registration table out front, similar to table for his books at the 
last panel? 

this 
(CSRI Office Manager) on this email, so she’s in the loop on 

Thanks, 

Richard 

Dr Richard M SouthaU 

Associate Professor Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office 919.962 3507 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI Conference on College Spor~ website: wwv~.csrJconference.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 8:53 AM 

Orr, Robert F <rorr@poyners corn> 

Joe Nocera <nocera@nytimes corn> 

Re: flight is late 

It was supposed to be 12, but rve now told my crew to gather there at 12:45 and wait for you 

On 3/14/12 8:27 AM, Orr, Robert F wrote: 

Will still pick you up Jay, aren’t folks coming at 1:00? 

On Mar 14, 2012, at 7:44 AM, "Joe Nocera" <nocer~timcs corn> wrote: 

they are saying it won’t arrive until 12:22. sorry. I will let you know if that 
changes. 

Joe Noeera 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 (office) 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,               8:54 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Thesis 

-I’m SO busy this week that the earliest we could possibly meet would be Friday AM Do you have time 
around, say, I17 

On 5:12 PM, wrote: 

Here you go... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 8:57 AM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 
Re: dinner tomorrow evening 

ok 

On 3/13/12 9:28 PM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

Jay, 

Wanted to check with you and let you know     will not be able to make it to dinner tomorrow 
night If it’s okay to come to dinner as well, I’d enjoy the chance to 
join the group 

Thanks, 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College SporL Research institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell ~ 

Fax 919.962 5235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

h~://ex~s~u~c edu/graduate~pr~rams/spec~N~zat~Rs/sp~t~adm[nistrat[on/~verv~ew/ 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: ww’,v.cslicorfference. !rg 

Joe: I’m attaching the itinera~a£, which I should have done by now The guest lists for the meals are 
still not *quite* settled, but pretty darn close Richard will be at lunch with you--and, ifhe’s 
available, he could spend some time with you after you visit with Kevin (there’s about one free hour 
before the event) -Jay 

On 3/7/12 5:02 PM, Joe Nocera wrote: 



Richard-- did you see this interview with Calipari? 
http:flao[ spcr~ir~gr~is.c’om/ncaa basketba!l/story/2012-03 05!~.antucky coach 
jehn-ca!i~.tari-ive-got-rr~aybe-ti~e-best-job-in-baskatba!l. I love the way he brags 
about pushing his players to go pro--and then also brags about Kentucky’s 
"high" APR. Would love to talk to you next week about how the APR is gamed 
etc. (Check out as well what Cal says about the NCAA--pretty amazing 
coming from a coach.) Jay-- as you are the master of my schedule next 
Wednesday, I want to make sure there is time for me to meet and talk to 
Richard. I’ll even give up my pre-talk nap! Looking forward to meeting you 
both next week. 

Joe Nocera 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 (office) 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                12:26 PM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 

~gmail corn> 

Re: list of sponsors for Joe Nocera 

The Depatunent of Athletics should also be added to the list You’ll see the full list here: 
hup://noceraconver sation web unc edu/sponsors/ 

Jay Smith 

On 12:05 PM, Kent, Adam S wrote: 

Hi 
Here are the current list of sponsors for the Joe Nocera event this evening: 
Institute of Asts and Humanities 
English 
Histuq¢ 
Exercise and Sports Science 
Religious Studies 
Sociology 
College Sports Research Institute 
I have CC’d Jay Smith on this to clarify ifi have missed anyone or if there are any last minute 
changes Please contact me ifI can be of further assistance 
Adam 

Adam Kent 
Deparimental Manager 
UNC Depar[ment of HistooJ 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919.962-1403 (Fax) 
akentg~,unc.edu 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:56 AM 
TO: Kent, Adam S 
Subje~: list of sponsors for Joe Nocera 

~qmail.com] 

Hi Mr Kent, 
This is with the Daily Tar Heel We spoke briefly earlier about who was sponsoring 

New York Times columnist Joe Nocera to come speak this evening Please let me know where I 
can find the list 



Thanks again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                12:32 PM 

@reesenews org> 

Re: Nocera event 

Thanks! 

On 11:53 AM, wrote: 

Here’s the page link: l,ttp:zJhit [yiwlH7Mc 

Best, 

On Mon, 
Great, thanks 

at 11:49 AM, Jay Smith <]a2smith@cmai[ imc cdu> wrote: 

On 10:39 AM, wrote: 
Hi Jay, 

I am planning on covering Nocera’s talk I will be able to tell you more about what we’ll be 
doing when we get back to school after spring break 

Thanks, 

p: i919t 962-169! 
c: 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:30 AM, Jay Smith<~,mith~a:ernai! m~c edt~> wrote: 

Dear 

gave me your contact info I wanted to make sure that you and Reese news knew 
about the upcoming visit by Joe Nocera of the NY Times He’ll be speaking about "big 
time" sports on          in the same venue and at the same hour at the Taylor BranchfBill 
F~qday event last week I’m hoping that you will consider videotaping (digital taping?) the 
event so that it can be posted to the web later We’ve had a few queries from people who 
can’t be present but really want to witness the conversation if possible Please let me know 
if I can help with anything 

Thanks 



Jay Smith 
History 

p: (919) 962-1691 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 1:28 PM 

~yahoo corn> 

Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu> 

Re: lecture course 577 

Sounds good! Sorry I’ve not yet responded to your last e-mail, Klaus I am absolutely snowed under (Despite 
the temperature) More later 

Jay 

On 3/14/12 1:21 PM, K Larres wrote: 

Hi Jay and Wayne, 

It was pointed out to me that there is already a course on the books (577) on US foreign policy in 
the 20th centu~?~, formerly taught by Michael Hunt 

It seems to correspond closely to the course I suggested recently (the US in World Affairs) So 
perhaps, should this course be revived? 

Would you let me know if this is a good idea or what your preferences are? 

Thanks a lot, 
Cheers Klaus 

Personal Webpage: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 8:54 AM 

Sherman, Daniel J <dsherman@email unc edu> 
Re: gathering in honor of Paula Sanders 

Dan--crazy, crazy week for me, and                                           I have to meet with a 
prospective grad student until about 6 or 6:30 tomorrow--but will make a brief stop at your place after See you 
then -Jay 

On 3/12/12 3:57 PM, Daniel Sherman wrote: 

Dear friends, 

With apologies for the late notice -- we have both been traveling, and the break seems to have done 
something to my sense of time -- we would like to invite you to a ve~’y informal gathering at our 
home in honor of our dear friend Paula Sanders, who is giving a lecture (details below) sponsored 
by Art Histotay and Jewish Studies this Thursday 
The gathering, drinks and snacks, will be this comin~ P6dav, the 16th, from 5:30 to 7:30 at our 
home, 

Spouses and partners welcome Please let us know if you can 
make it 
All best, 
Dan 

"Claiming Maimonides for Egypt: The Restoration of Cairo’s Ray 
Moshe Synagogue" 

Paula Sanders, Rice University 

15 March 2012, 5:30 pm 

105 Caldwell Hall 

How does the restoration of the Rav Moshe synagogue in Cairo reclaim Moses Maimonides as a 
figure in Egyptian national history? This talk looks at how the restoration has helped to recreate a 
specifically Egyptian Jewish identity in the context of a broad range of other restoration and 
prese~w-ation projects carried out under the rubric of the World Heritage convention that now 
defines Jewish sites as part of the Egyptian cultural patthnony and how the re-opening of the 
synagogue constituted it as a site for competing claims to Maimonides’ memory and legacy 

Paula Sanders is a Professor of History and Vice Provost for Academic Affairs and Dean of 
Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies at Rice University Her publications include Crea#ngMedieval 
(’a#’o : Empire, Religiot~, a~ld ArchitecturaI Preservatio~l it~ Ni~leteet~th-(’et~tuty Eg)~pt (2007) and 
Ritual, Politics, and the (7it)’ i~l l’~timid (’a#’o (1994) Sanders is also a Co-creator, with Dr Lisa 



Spiro of Rice’s Digital Media Center, and Principal Investigator for the Tra;/e[ep: n the Middle 
E~st A:chi,,c (TIMEA), a digital archive that focuses on Western interactions with the Middle East, 
particularly travels to Egypt during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 

This special lecture is co-sponsored by the Art Department and The Carolina Center for Jewish 
Studies 

UNC Art Department: ~.l.X ,arttmc eduiindcx Itt~n~ 

Carolina Center for Jewish Studies: ~://a a~a uric edu ccis 

Daniel J. Sherman 

Professor, Art History; Adjunct Professor, History 

Department of Art, UNC Chapel Hill, CB 3405, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Fax: (919) 967 0722 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <javsmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,              I g:27 A M 

folivc uric cdu> 

Re: DTH Intervic\~ : Progress of the honor system 

-yes, I read it alter I sent my first email Interesting to see McKay expressing some impatience with the task 
force’s speed On that, at least, the two of us cma agree entirely! -Ja3 

On 9:g9 AM, wrote: 

Professor Smilh, 

No worries, I understand, l~e story ran into today’s issue of the DTH if you’d like to check it out! Thanks for your help 
anyway, 

Because of the Joe Nocera event yestcrda3, which I orgmfized, I’ve had absolutely no time this wcck--I 
couldn’t even answer all e-mails, as you now know VetTsortTaboutthat I’lllookforthestot3"intheDTH, 
which I’m sure will be vet? good 

Ja3 Smith 

On 7:3g PM. wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

Hope you’re doing well and recovering ~om your break! I am emailing you because I am currently 
writing an article for the DTH about the Honor System’s Honor and Integrity Week (which is going on this 
week) and even more broadly, about how t~e honor system is progressing as a whole in opening up 
the system to students and faculty. 

I spoke with Student                         this afternoon, and we discussed the role that the 
honor system task force has had throughout the review of the system. While    loves the establishment 
of committees that include more faculty involvement (like the faculty adviSo~l committee and task force), 
he did offer a few points of critique of its output t~us far. 

I know that we have spoken before about your opinion on the honor system progress in t~e past (off the 
record for my Newswriting final project article). I was wondering if you would be willing to offer any 
type of comment (Ibis time, on the record), of your opinion of how the task force/faculty advisor~ 
committee/or honor system in general is progressing throughout Ibis year of review. 

Would be available sometime tomorrow morning or afternoon to speak with me about how you lhink the 
task force is progressing? I don’t believe it should take more than about 15 minutes of your time! Please 
let me know if you have any spare minutes at all tomorrow. I can be reached either via email or by cell 
phone at I look forward to hearing from you! 

All my best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 3:12 PM 

K Larres @yahoo corn> 

Re: schedule 

Klaus--rm sony, I know that the registrar won’t play ball with us on T/Th afternoons We’ve already been 
rejected many times for those hours for new courses we’ve scheduled in the past month or so -Jay 

On 3/15/12 3:02 PM, K Larres wrote: 

Thanks Jay For the 292 1 think we agreed on a course on British foreign policy since 1945 I sent 
you a more precise title recently I’ll dig it up again 

Is there any chance of shifting the 1230 slots to something like 2 or 3pro slots? 

The 890 sounds fine 

Cheers Klaus 

Personal Webpage: 

From: Jay Smith ~vsnlitl,,~¢ten~ai] ~nc edu> 
Subject: Re: schedule 
To: "K gaffes" 
Date: Thursday, March 15, 2012, 2:39 PM 

Klaus--I’ve checked on the fall, and we have you teaching a 292, T/TH 12:30 (topic not yet 
identified--but the undergrad studies committee needs to approves special topics courses, 
so we’ll have to move quickly on that), and the 890 is on W 5-7:30 -Jay 

On 2/27/12 8:44 PM, K Larres wrote: 

Hi there Jay, 

Thanks 
Re 890: we agreed on a graduate class on the US and transatlantic relations; ! 
have to check the precise title Give me a day or so 

Could you remind me of the other course for the fall which we agreed on? It 
seems to have escaped me 

You are right, so far we have never talked about the spring of 2013 
Let me think about it "The World since 1945" doesn’t make me too excited 
What other possibilities are there for such a large enrolhnent course? I am sure 
I can come up with something rather popular Maybe something on Churchill 



from the beginning in 1874 to the end in 1965? but this is just a quick idea, just 
came to me, let me think about it 

Mid-March is difficult as I will be away for spring week but by the end of 
March should certainly work 

cheers Klaus 

Personal Webpage: 

From: Jay Smith ~laVSndflt@e~ail ,me ed~> 
Subject: schedule 
To la_.!t.,__~n)g~![_~n~ ec_ h2. K Larres 
Date: Monday, February 27, 2012, 5:15 PM 

Hi Klaus--in addition to my earlier question today (sent to the unc 
email address) asking what your topic for the 890 will be for next fall, 
I just discovered that I have NO courses down for you for spring 2013 
yet Could you let me know what you were thinking of teaching? 
Since one of our courses each year needs to be a "large enrollment" 
course, have you given thought to doing, say, a history 140 (The 
World since 1945)? Either way, let me know your thoughts on the two 
spring courses 

Also, the 890 will need to go through the Ga-ad Studies Committee for 
its formal approval (a formality) So, when you can get a draft 
syllabus together, let Cynthia Radding know that you’d like the 
committee to look at the syllabus for a future meeting (Could you do 
thatby mid-March maybe?) Thanks! -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,              10:12 AM 

@email unc edu> 

thesis 

Chapter I Revision Smith comments docx; 
comments docx 

Chapter 2 revision Smith 

can g¢l painfully slow when fil¢s arc too big No need Io do aluthing 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,              10:12 AM 

@email unc edu> 

Chapter 3 Revision Smith comments docx; 
comments docx 

Introduction Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,              I 1:54 AM 

~live unc edu> 

Jesuits 

¯ -1 just did a 2-secolld semvh for "Jesuits -- Bibliogmph?" aud 

could polcnlJally be useful 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,              2:12 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy G <nancys@email unc edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,              6:51 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Thesis Defense 

Sure, anytime. I’d prefer afternoon, but whatever works for you. 

On 4:47 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

Based on Professor Mclntosh’s availability for the thesis defense I was wondering if Monday, 
and 3pro would work okay? I’m still waiting from a confirmation from Professor Mclntosh but he indicated 
anytime Monday would be fine. 

Thank you, 

From: Jay Smith [iaysmith@ern~ !.unc~du] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:50 PM 
TO: 
Subject: Re: Thesis Defense 

-Tuesday is terrible that week, and Thursday all afternoon is gone, but I could do pretty 

much any MWF times Or Thurs morning 

On 3 : 12 PM, wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I am hoping to set up a date for my thesis defense, preferably sometime the last week in 
I was wondering which dates and times would be most convenient you? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,              10:05 PM 

Burns, Kathryn J <kjbums@email unc edu> 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 

Re: Fwd:          class add request 

Kath~’yn: 
It takes a full year for the registrar to process changes in course characteristics I’m pretty confident that *next* 
year (in fact, by probably) you’ll be back down to 2, but we can’t do anything in the meantime 
The changes must still be in process As for this guy--I’d tell him to take a leap Who does he think he is? 
(Hello Kath~Tn?!) Joker -Jay 

On 7:28 PM, Kathtayn Bums wrote: 

Dear Jay and Kathleen, 
I’m sta~ing to get the usual messages from students interested in getting into Hist and one 
alerted me tbat the course still meets four requirements I thought this fall it would meet only two 
Is there anything we can do now to decrease the number of requirements Hist    fulfills? And if 
not, do we need to do anything further to make sure that next fall it meets only two? Thanks for 
your help with this, 
KathtTn 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:         class add request 

Date:Wed, 04:01:54 -0500 
From: ’f2t~k e !a~- fl ag I er ~m: ed~ 

To:Burns, Kath~n J ~ k~b~r.~s2(qc~r~ei! unc~du> 

Hello Kathryn, 

I am a rising major 
add me to your fall coupe, HIST 
this coupe, as it fulfills 4 requirements needed for graduation 

and am writing to request that you 
It is imperative that I take 

As I will have been abroad for 2 semesters come this fall (part of Kenan-Flagler’s             , I have a 
very strict schedule of classes to take in my final 2 semesters if I am to complete the requirments for both 
my       major and       minor. 

While there is a decent chance I would be able to add your class at my normal registration time, it would be 
great for my blood pressure if I were guaranteed entrance to the course. I greatly appreciate your help and 
understanding in this matter. 

Kind Regards, 

Kenan-Flagler Business School Class of 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

On 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,              10:06 PM 

_~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Thesis Defense 

-I just read your email (all the way through this time). And yes, 3pm is fine. -JS 

4:47 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

Based on Professor Mclntosh’s availability for the thesis defense I was wondering if Monday, 
and 3pro would work ok~3y? I’m still waiting from a confirmation from Professor Mclntosh but he indicated 
anytime Monday would be fine. 

Thank you, 

From: Jay Smith [iaysmith@er~ !.unc~du] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:50 PM 
TO: 
Subject: Re: Thesis Defense 

¯ -Tuesday is terrible that week, and Thursday all afternoon is gone, but I could do pretty 
much any MWF times Or Thurs morning 

On 3 : 12 PM, wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I am hoping to set up a date for my thesis defense, preferably sometime the last week in 
I was wondering which dates and times would be most convenient you? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, March 16, 2012 10:08 PM 

Shem~an, Daniel J <dsherman@email unc edu> 
Re: gathering in honor of Paula Sanders 

Jay 

On 3/16/12 10:06 AM, Dani¢l Sherman wrolc: 

> and Ihcr¢ will be pl¢nly of food W¢ haven’t marc dinner plans, and 
> you’le welcome to sit and sclmtooze and make a light supper of it 
> tarter than (if Pve got fltis figN) have a solllaty dhmer chez toi 
> We encountered fire Paget dhmer group last fright at Acme, wltich gave 
> Paula a chance to greet Lloyd 

> If not tortight flten soon, when you have a moment Pll report on FHS 

> O113/16/2012 8:28 AM. Jay Smllh 

>>                    (meaning I’ll also need to wrap up Ihings 
>> quickly with ira." prospective--that will intpiess her) Sor~" to miss 

>> On 3/15/12 4:56 PM, Dani¢l Sh¢nnan wrolc: 

>>> myseff, but perhaps he will I do hope fltis will get some publicit) 
>>> at UNC once it’s official, though probabl) otlly ffl get a megaphone 
>> > and proclaim it front the Old Well 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday, 12:17 PM 

~live unc edu> 

Thanks again for hosling              and for hanging oul 
most of the day yesterday (which you probabl3 would have preferred not 
Io do--was tlull "Dulch war effort" lalk not ¢xcntcialing?) Now b,qck 
to the Jesuits! 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,               3:22 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Two kind of important items 

Got it And hey--I read every book 

On ] 2:56 PM, wrote: 

Revolutionary Leader: 

If possible, I’d like to work with        I have no preferences other than that, but il~d be nice if we could 
work together. Also, I would like to mention my appreciation for the Harry Potter reference. 

Thanks so much, 

From: !a,i~niilh@emaihuiic.~u [ia?smNa~’ental[ unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,             11:51 PM 
Subject: Two kind of important items 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

Revoluti oni sts: 

let me know before Tuesday if you have strong preference about the people with whom you 
would like to work, or not work, in groups Because the FOLLOWING Tuesday you’ll be arranged 
in groups to carry out a           And I will want to sort you, Han~i Potter style, before then 

This fox.yarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST " site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,                I0:13 PM 

~gmail com> 

Re: 30th 

cool 

On 2:54 PM, wrote: 

is good with the 30th, which means that I can now conceivably become an 
some point in the near future[ I’ll work on specifics later 

student at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,               8:32 AM 

~live unc edu> 

conclusion 

conclusion Smith comments docx 

-this is good I thit~k you need to add one semence at the end, 
fl~ough, in wlfich you use cymbals to state your grand conclusion and 
~mdcrscorc "lhc        Ihcsis " Andjusl have a look at my Few 
corr¢clions/commcnls -JN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday,                1:56 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Popkin 

On 1:27 PM, wrOle: 
Hi, 
Yes. I do, but it’s not the fifth(?) edition Is tlmt the one you’re using? It’s the one published in 1995 I cmt bmtg it in if you like 

From: Ja) S~mth Ija) slmth@enmilunc edu] 
Sent: Sunda?,,                10:31 AM 

Sul~iect: Popkrd 

-do you slill have file libra,3 ’s cop3 ofPopkin? I wonder if I 
might borrow it before we get togclhcr to discuss it I’m afraid that 
if I order it ordine it wofft arm’e in time .... 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday,               2:29 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Citations-quick question 

Just for Ihc bibliography (And ¢vcn Ihcr¢ il’s not absolulcly ncccssa~)) 

On       1:58 PM,                 wrolc: 
> Hi Professor Smith, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, March 19, 2012 2:23 PM 

K Larres        ~yahoo corn> 

Re: Title for 292-1 Larres 

The only difference is that 292’s are for undergraduates only 490’s are open, in theory at least, to grad 
students That’s tile only difference And yes, I like your first title better I’ll let Wanda know -Jay 

On 3/19/12 12:36 PM, K Larres wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

Thank you This sounds good 

But perhaps the title is a little dry what is better in your experience: 

"Britain in World Affairs since 1945" 

or "British foreign policy since 1945" 

Somehow I think ti~e fomler but rd be guided by your experience 

And also what is tl~e big difference between a 292 course and a 490 for example, or is there much 
of a difference? 

Thanks again for your help, 
cheers Klaus 

Personal Webpage: 

From: Jay Smith 
Subject: Re: Title for 292-1 Larres 
To: "Wallace, Wanda L" <aiiace(~ e_,nmi unc ed ~> 
Cc: "K Larres"         ’d~yah~o com~, "Kathleen DuVal" 
Date: Monday, March 19, 2012, 10:33 AM 

Wanda--No, I don’t think I told you Let’s say "British foreign policy since 1945" for the 
292 in tiae fall (unless Klaus wants to correct me on tlaat) And Klaus/Kathleen: I’ll let tile 
two of you figure out how/when to get ti~e 292 approved Obviously we’re going to want to 
get a few permanent courses on the books for Klaus soon 

Jay 

On 3/19/12 10:28 AM, Wallace, Wanda L wrote: 



Hey Jay, 

I am sure you have told me but do you have the rifle of Larres 

292? 

Wanda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,               4:38 PM 

~live unc edu> 

Re: Thesis 

--sorry, I somehow missed your earlier email Anyway--a hard copy in the next day or two would be 
fine Thanks -JS 

On 4:03 PM, wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I apologize that I didn’t give you very long to respond to my last email but I wanted to make sure you had 
at least a week to read my thesis so I’ve at[ached it. If you would like a hard copy I would be more than 
happy to bring one to class tomorrow. Also, Professor McIntosh indicated ang[ime Monday the    would 
be fine for the defense but hasn’t confirmed the 3pro time yet. I confirm with him tomorrow if he doesn’t 
email me back tonight. 

Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              8:42 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Onion headlines 

no worries 

On 10:54 AM, 

Professor Smith, 

I am not sure if you staffed grading our interim onion headlines proj ect yet, but I wanted to maker 
sure I explained something about mine! Although my paper was only slightly over 1 5 pages, I did 
w~ite roughly 130+ words for each I decided not to double space because to me it looked as though 
I was j ust t~aying to take up space and not like a news a~icle I know it was supposed to be two 
pages, so I just wanted to make sure I explained so as hopefully to not be punished as much{ 

Thank you, and see you in class tomorrow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 
Tuesday, 8:46 AM 

~liveuncedu>; 
trial etc 

~live unc edu> 

I bope you wofft be cn~shed if I leave you both off tbe "mock trial" 
leal]lS (and also excuse you [bolll T]lltrbOily’s prep mccling) II’s nol thai 
acting a part cafft be inst~ctive even for you, but all things being 
equal, grad students have better things to be dding So--today’s 

but the next two, not so much 

PS And we’ll schedule tbe Popkht discussion soon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Tuesday               10:14 AM 

@ncsuedu> 
Re: Saturday 

Great The bleak job market has a silver lining (lust kidding) I’ll be in touch 

On 6:51 PM, wrote: 

HiJay, 

Thank you for the note I have really enjoyed being a pa~ of the conversation concerning student- 
athlete rights over the past few weeks at events in the area The event on Wednesday was 
outstanding and I appreciate you willingness to let me join the group for dinner 

Although I am applying for faculty j obs, it looks like I may be staying in the area for another year 
I’ve already been in touch with a few people at State and am trying to get some information 
together for Bob I would be happy to help this cause in any way that I can so please feel free to 
drag me into the conspiracy 

On Ffi, at I 1:39 AM, Jay Smith <~ffl ;h (~g~L[!~.iJ..~!.~?..c.’~.?.c.!!4> wrote: 
it was great meeting you Wednesday 1 *hope* I didn’t call you by mistake (did 

I?) Forgive me ifI did Congrats again on defending the diss I hope we can figure out a way to 
work together on some of these issues as we move fox.yard Bob Orr is fight, I think, about 
having universities j oin forces on this Are you planning to stay in the area for the time being? 
If so, we’ll happily drag you in to the conspiracy -Jay Smith 

North Carolina State University 
Raleigh, NC 27695 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,              2:40 PM 

@live unc edu 
Re: Quiz name 

-I’ll for~ard this Io       who’s grading I guess you were so 
fltrown by Las MeUilms that you tmgot to witte your tmnle (just 

kidding) -JS 

On 2:34 PM,        ?Hive uric edu wrote: 
> Professor Smilh, 
> For stone reason I am ge~dng tlfis ht!ding that I did not put my name on m> quiz But to prove wlfich one is nfine, it" flits is the case, 1 
wrote the dates for each answer under flie question that asks wlitch one came fnst (answer Clmsfine de Pisan) and for the question flint 
asks wlitch opposed physico-theolob3 1 drew m~ arrow and wrote Descarted (mechamcal pl~osophy) and citvled mechamcal 
philosoph} as Ihe answer 1 ]lOpe lily name is Oil my quiz, ljusl wanled Io be sure! 

> Besl. 

> Senl from my Vetizon Wireless BlackBeny 





History (Spring , Group assignments for the mock trial 

Pseudo-Morisson 

Pseudo-Maihle 

Pseudo-Paine 

Pseudo-Saint-lust 

Pseudo-Marat 

Pseudo-Robespierre 

Pseudo-Veruniaud 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                1:51 PM 

~live unc edu> 

Re: FW: FLAS Awards 

--1 l/onesfly don’t know You nfight just carl and ask wbether 

> l .just got this ~espol~se froln tbe FLAS people Do you thit~k tbe~e’s stir hope, or sl/ould I nmke oilier plans for smnmer? 

> From: Erica Edwards [eedwat~ls@enmil uric edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday’. 10:33 AIM 
> To: Edwat~ls, Erica 
> Subject: FLAS Awards 

> Dear 

> Tlmt~k you for subnfi~dng m~ application for a FLAS Sununer FeIlowslfip As 
> the attached letter indicates, you have been mt~ked as m~ altenmte In 
> the m-e~t tlmt a fellowship becomes available, I will contact you 
> i~mnediately 

> BesI, 

> Efica 

> Efica E Edwards PhD 
> Executive Director 
> Center for European Studies 
> European U t~ion Center of Excellence 

> 3210 Fedgx Global Education Center 

> Campus Box 3449 
> Chal~el Hill, North Carolhia 27599-3449 

> Phone: 919-962-6765; Fax: 919-962-5375 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,               2:30 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 
schedule discrepancy 

Dcay Lloyd: 
When I looked at m) cop? of the ~all schedule today’, I saw that theie 
arc in I’acl THREE s¢clions of    Ihat need Io be st~ffcd (we chose 
person,          , for just one this AM) It will be easy elloHgh to 
find good candidates for those secfiot~s, but I wanted to check to be 
sure dial we’ve gol Ihc resources for d Do we need Io wail on 
scheduling the 358, for example? Let me !~tow what you tlthtk -Ja? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,               2:31 PM 

~email unc edu> 

Re: Historical Education course 

-yes, is on the schedule for next spring -JS 

On 2:17 PM, wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I’m a    student in the department, and I’m writing to inquire about the possibilib/of the department 
offering the                course next year, either fall or spring semester. I was unable to fit the 
coupe into my schedule when it was offered last spring, as I was taking my comprehensive exams and 
completing my dissertation prospectus. I would very much like to take the coupe before I enter the job 
market, however, and I’d imagine that there are other graduate students in the same boat. Do you think 
that the department is likely to offer the coupe next year? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,               5:07 PM 

~email unc edu> 
Re: Tomorrow’s meeting schedule 

Yep [ 

On 5:06 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

Just toclarify, we’re meeting with you tomorrow in our regular classroom, correct? 

Thanks, 

From: ~mith@ea~l.anc.~Ju [j~,smith@emaLut~c.eau] 
Sent: Wednesday,             3:02 PM 
Subject: Tomorrow’s meeting schedule 

To: All Pa~icipants 

From: Jay Smith 

Eve~None--I’ve also posted this to Sakai under Assignments Have a look and let me know right 
away if there are problems with this schedule (a few of you are coming after the re~lar class time) 

You need not come to class tomorrow EXCEPT during the 15-min slot for our discussion 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST site ~o reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
th~s s~te tLh,7 



To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Snlidl qiaysmdh@¢mail uric ¢du> 

Wednesday,              6:31 PM 

Baker, David John <davidbak@¢mail unc edu> 

Fmtke, Claudia Constance <cfunke@enmil unc edu>: Woffe, Jessica L <woff~i@unc edu>: 
@emait uric edu> 

Re: FW: Soulhwesl Airlines Confinna/ion-JOHNS/ADRIAN-Confimlalion: ICIJBK 

Dear David et al: 
I seriously regret this, but rm going to have to decbne the imdtafion to participate in the panel discussion on We have a 
dcpamnenl rattling Ihal day, and we’ll be discussing hiring pfiofilics (an issue Ihal has become especially vexed of lal¢ in our dcp0 
and possibly also an imporlanl personnel rcporl I jusl can’l afford Io miss il Ve~, SOn) 

ff you would like me to attend a dimter/lunch or whatever. Pm walling to tit to wo]k it in, fltough I imagine you’d raflter incorpot-ate 
Ihc people who will be participaling acbvely in olber ways You can le[ mc know abou[ Ihal 

My friend Lucia Binotti nfigbt be interested in joining a discussion ]elated to tbe lfistot5 of the boo!UtexXs, if you have a sharmge (1 
doubt it) of ]~ames to drmx on .... 

Jay 

On 10:11 AM, Baker, David John wrote: 

Dear Claudia, Jessica, Jay, mtd 

I gol lifts Born Adrian Johns II gives his sense of his Iopic [Claudia and I and his plans for Ihc panel [Jessica and 
Jayl 

For the Invention of Scientific Reading, tbete aren’t ]eally specific authat~, but it would be mahily about tbe transition 
bet~veen practical st)les to do wiflt umvet~it) ]mtuml plfihisopby and expemnental philosopby in file 17th centmT So 

went befo]e, but also with what came latec especiall) in tbe late modem scientific world: one of tbe inte]estmg things 
today is tbe aspiration to ’autonmte discover5’ by having computet~ ’read’ millio]ts of scientific papet~ at once with tbe 

For the ’Recent problems’ session. I’d be reclined to go with the first of your options, but Pm not particular about it 
Which kinds of books get spoken about teall) depends on tbe convet~afio]~ but ]ecenfly Pve found ]wself mc]easingl) 
juxlaposing three periods: Ihe early moden~ (171h cenlm) ), indusltial (19111 cenlul) ), and lal¢ modem (now) To give 

Lancet’ fmne), and the ]ecent Prometheus vs Mayo Cli]fic case that file Sup]eme Court just nded on Tbe idea was that 
tbe problents of infommtion policy today - SOPA, etc - ate far mole closel) aligned with the histo]T of medicine thtm 

rm sori) to be so vagq~e, but I haven’t had a chance to deal with it yet And I do find tbese days that I wmtt to IJT to talk 



appropriale cases from diffcrenl periods aren’l stilled 

Best. 
Adrian 

On 12:58 PM, Baker. David Jolm wrote: 

Hi, Adrian, 

Ijusl spoke wdh Jessica Wolfe here in Ihc English Dcpl [she’s co-organizing Ihc visd wdh me] 

2 tlthlgs: we’d like to take you out to dimmer eifl~er a~er your talk or tbe panel~nd dilmer one ~fight plus 
drit~ks anofl~er would be fine too 

For tbe panel, "Recent Problems in Book Histm3"," we were tlriltldng of putting you togetber wiflt Jessic~ 
and maybe anolher scholar and laking an anccdolal ,qpproach You and [be others would describe some of 
your experiences and [lie problel~lS ill interpreting tile evidence~g marginalia dial yolt’d encountered, 
and tben use tbose anecdotes to lead into a discussion of fire larger methodological questimts We could 
structure the m’ent in otber ways too; for instmtce, you could start wiflt a sbort statement, etc Could you also 
lel us know how Ihose oplions sound to you? 

1 bope you’re dohlg well, and we’re looking fonvmd to your visit 

Besl. David 

Hi David, 
Here’s the airline booking with all tbe details l’ln just back fmin a tlip out of town so 1’11 bm-e to grab a 
minule laler Io&ly to look back a/Ihe UNC file Io remind myself whal I’m supposed Io be doing! But I think 

Adrian 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, March 21, 2012 6:34 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Re: April 11 meeting 

At FHS--tell              1 said hello Are you going to the awm~ls 
lunch? I didfft win the Pit~kney (bias agah~st nticrohistoiy ! !), but I 
know who did And you’ll be inleresl¢d, ir you’re able Io go 

On 3/21/12 6:11 PM, Kmmer, Lloyd S wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, March 21, 2012 9:36 PM 

Larres, Klaus <larres@email unc edu> 
Re: 

Klaus--rm afraid I can’t I just learned that I have to take my 
Thursdays I teach at 12:30 Sorry -Jay 

late Wed morning, and on 

On 3/21/12 6:39 PM, Larres, Klaus wrote: 

DearJay, 

How are you? 
Are you interested in going for lunch with          ~ 
Lloyd was unsure whether or not you might be interested and had the time. 
If you can make it on either Wed or Thur 12.30 next week, I’d be happy to send you a formal email about 
it. 

Let me know please, 

cheers Klaus 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, March 21, 2012 9:38 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Lloyd--son3 to complica/e th¢ plans 
learned toda? flint rm going to lmve to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               8:59 AM 

Andrews, William L <wandrews@unc edu> 

~unc edu> 

Re: quick question re: Interdisciplinary Initatives grant 

Fine with me, though I agree that we would need to redact all names 

On 8:54 AM, Andrews, William L wrote: 

[ have no oL,jection to sharing one, as long as Ja}~ [5 ok with it. The name of the grantee(s} should be 
deleted. 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 8:53 AN 
To: Andrews, William L; Smith, 3ay M 
Subject: RE: quick question re: Tnterdisciplinary Tnitatives grant 

I have all the previous proposals, I just need to know if you approve of us shar ng 
them with new applicants. 

From: Andrews, William L 
Sent: Thursday, 8:51 AM 
TO:              Smith, Jay M 
Subject: RE: quick question re: Interdisciplinary Initatives grant 

I don’t haw: a copy of a previous winner. 

Office: 919 962 9210 



Sent: Thursday,             8:28 AM 
TO: Andrews, William L; Smith, Jay M 
Subject: FW: quick question re: Interdisciplinary Initatives grant 
Importance: High 

What say you two to tile inq.iirv below? 

From: Welch, Ellen R 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:20 PM 
TO: 
Sub.iect: quick question re: Interdisciplinary Initatives grant 

Dear 

I’m currently preparing a proposal for the Interdisciplinary Team Teaching Initiative competition and was 
wondering whether you had an example of a successful application from previous rounds that you would be 
able and willing to share. 

Many thanks, 
Ellen 

Ellen R. Welch 
Assistant Professor of French 
Acting Undergrad Advisor for French (Spring 
Dept. of Romance Languages and Literatures 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
143 Dey, CB 3170 
Office hours: Mondays 3:00-4:00pro, Wednesdays 11:00am-12:00 and by appt. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               3:13 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Trial Meeting 

classroom 

On 3:12 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I might have just missed this in your emails but are we suppose to go to your once or to the classroom for 
the "class" meet today? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               6:54 PM 

@email unc edu> 

Re: quizzes 

Did not, pissy pants "You’ll say it[the spelling -or] ’s adviser [the spelling -er] " Don’t EVER accuse me of 
mixing up its and it’s Unless I do, of course 

On 6:17 PM, wrote: 

Fair enough, but you misused either "it’s" or "adviser"...unfortunately I have not advanced far enough to 
understand which one. 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Thursday, 5:34 PM 

I can mock you i5r any reason I choose That’s the prerogative ofthe advisor (I suppose you’ll say 
it’s adviser) 

On 5:3 0 PM, wrote 

Yeah, I had a momentary crisis when you started speaking about "centrifugal" forces. You 
probably did not need to send an email or mock me for being right, but I generally assume 
there were multiple times you cringed during my "discussion/lecture" and did not tell me. 
Reading Richelieu (bad ass cardinal!) but too excited cause of tomorrow’s bball line up. 

Actually, now that I think about it, no--I do know the difference between the two 
terms I was still wrong, but I’m surprised I was wrong Funny how that happens once 
eve~?~ few years 

On 3:45 PM, wrote: 

Oh, I forgot to mention to you after class. We used "centrifugal" in two different 
ways, and I am confident that I used it correctly: movement away from a 
center. Don’t worry, I probably misled them on Galileo so we are even :) 



I’ll just explain it when we hand back the quizzes 

On 12:44 PM, wrote: 

Well, since I was in charge of the discussion, I feel partially 
responsible for the confusion. I dont like it, but it might be a nice 
gesture, especially since the Bacon and Las Meninas questions 
"could" (one may say) have been confusing for some. When I 
enter the grad~, I will put the +5 in (I will still wait for your ok 
though), but I am not going to rewrite the grades on all the 
quizzes. You should perhaps give them a disclaimer of sorts: 
"While we are going to alter the grades now, this should serve as 
an indication of the increased gradient of the quizzes" or some such 
remark so that they do not think that they won! 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:38 PM 

Subject: Re: quizzes 

What would you think about giving them 5 points across the 
board? I don’t think the Galileo question was particularly 
hard, but if more than half missed it that may be reason to 
make an adjustment Is 5 points too much? Too little? 

On 10:52 PM, wrote: 

I have not entered the grades, but I suspect this is 
going to be the lowest average so far. I have at least 
one 20 and one 30! Out of 76 quizzes, 19 missed the 
Malebranche question, 10 missed the Las Meninas 
question, 8 missed the Bacon question, and 42 
missed the Galileo question (!!!!). 

Do what you will with them, but I think they were just 
not prepared for a tough quiz...though, the quiz was 
very tough. I think somebody was irritated at the 
poor Fonte reception. Let me know if you want me to 
enter the grades as is or give everyone a couple of 
points. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,              1:43 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Hist Tuesday 

Long semester 

On 1:41 PM, wrote: 

Thank you, it’s been a long week. See you Tuesday. 

Sent: Friday, 1:40 PM 

Subject: Re: Hist Tuesday 

--you’re reading a book, it’s not a Sakai reading 

On 1:28 PM, wrote: 

Hey, 

Is the reading posted for Tuesday and the Reaction Paper? I am having trouble finding it on 
Sakai. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,              4:38 PM 

@email uric edu> 
Re: FW: [t~aculty--athletics-forum] minutes 

surething 

On 4:30 PM, wrote: 

Hello lay: 

Is it possible ti~at I can be added to the ~-acu[tv Athletic Forum I[stserv? [ ~ou[d hke to stay connected with 

everything that’s going 

From: Southall, Richard Michard 
Sent: Friday,             3:01 PM 

Subject: FW: [faculb/--athletics-forum] minutes 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 



CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www esr confe!erlce.or~ 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@emaihunc.edu> 

Reply-To: Jay Smith <iaysmith@emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Fri,            11:16:26 -0400 
TO: discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 
Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] minutes 

Folks: 

I’m attaching my imperfect minutes of our meeting. (Thanks to Debby Btroman for sending her summary, 

which was very helpful). I don’t own these minutes, obviously, so everyone should feel free to correct/object. 

Based on the tenor of the discussion, and some conversations I’ve had subsequently with a number of you, I 

think our group is running the risk of splintering into three camps. Camp g sees the Branch/Nocera agenda for 

athletes’ rights as priority #g; camp 2 sees the protection of academic integrity as priority #1; camp 3 (perhaps 

the loneliest camp, since I may be the only one in it) thinks our priority should be finding a way to pursue both 

of these important agendas simultaneously. Perhaps the purpose of our next meeting should be to decide 

whether we can, in fact, be one group. If so, what’s our agenda? 

I’d like to take a stab at identifying a number of objectives on both sides (rights/integrity) that I *think* most of 

us could agree on. (I also think all of these are consistent with our statement of principles, broadly 

interpreted.) Maybe we could take my list as a departure point for our next discussion: 

To ensure academic and institutional integrity: 

--Urge the Faculty Athletics Committee to demand from the athletics dept. more comprehensive 

and transparent statistical measures of academic performance and academic behavior for all 

categories of athletes; urge the committee to recognize that its role is not to "support" the 

athletics program but to insure its alignment with the University’s mission, 

--Revisit and perhaps redefine the charge of the faculty athletics representative, and mandate that 

the position be rotated evew 3 years, 

--Work to broaden, improve, and monitor more closely (with consistent faculty involvement) 

"academic support services." 

--Challenge the "admissions" committee to apply standards consistently; insist that membership 

on this committee should be determined by faculty vote and that at least part of the membership 

rotate annually. 

--Lobby the ACC/NCAA to stop accepting sponsorship from Budweiser et al. 

--Lobby the ACC to stop scheduling late-night games during the week. 

To ensure that all students are treated as rights-bearing citizens: 

--Ask that the University automatically provide free legal counsel to any athlete accused of 

wrongdoing either by the NCAA or by the University itself. 

--Insist that there be a presumption of innocence in all cases involving alleged NCAA violations, 

even if this means the University risks raising the ire of the NCAA, 

--Advocate for the privacy rights of athletes. 

--Urge the University to challenge the NCAA on its definition of"impermissible benefits" and to 

vigorously state its concern over the socio-economic and racial inequities built into the rulebook it 

is now required to enforce. 



--Request greater flexibility in determining standards of "eligibility" so that students are not 

forced into "easy" academic tracks that limit their intellectual options. 

Do we think these asenda items (misinformed and partial thoush they undoubtedly are) might 

provide a basis for a fo~hcoming discussion? If so, I’ll try to schedule one more meeting before 

the CSRI conference. At that meeting, likely our last of the year, we might also decide whether we 

want to plan fall events, And whether it makes sense for our group to continue, 

Jay 

PS We tentatively have a meeting scheduled with Branch on 

whether we still want that meeting. 

we should also decide 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: southall@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 

id 48699884.3cOdfO3868952acddd594aO8487223e6&n T&I faculty athletics forum&o 33.3.36042 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ernail to leave-31136042-48699884.3cOdfO3868952acddd594aO8487223e6~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,                I 1:47 AM 

@gmail corn> 

blog post 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Schoomnaker, Nm~cy G <nm~cys~;email unc edu> 

@bye unc edu>: Kent, Adam S <al, ent?~;unc edu>: 
?~;bve uric edu> 

Re: FW: Your Weeldy Facebook Page Update 

Nancy et al: 
I’ve retired from Facebook (I find it more trouble than it’s worth), and I therefore have not been able to see the great recent 
work       hasdone But keep itup[ I guess we decided we were ok with "like"? I’m not objecting, just acknowledging 
d~at I totally lost track of \~here \~e were .... 

On 8:33 AM. Schoonmaker, Nancy G wrote: 

Do you get these notifications too? It would be nice if SXST were set up the same way, but [ think I 
understand that we probably can’t change it 

BTW, you arc so excellent at social media, especially MEMS I finally had a chance this morning to look at 
how much you have done Copying Adam (and Jay and Rachel) because I want to be sure ever?one l~nows 
what a superb self-starter you arc and ho\~ invaluable you have made yourself 

Best. 
rigs 

2 8 352 4-:~ :" :: ,, 

216 .<,: .~o~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                12:38 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Richelieu Reaction Paper 

Let’s say a firm 350-word limit I’ll email the class 

On 12:34 PM, wrote: 

Hello Professor Smith, 

I have a question regarding the length of the reaction paper for the Richelieu text. Does the paper need to 
be exacUy a page, or can it go over a litUe and still be okay? Thanks and I hope you are having a relaxing 
Sunday! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                10:21 AM 

@email unc edu> 
defense 

--I realized jusl now Ihat I should ha~¢ tuld you earlier aboul th¢ 
t~’pical procedm~ for a thesis defel~se Basicall?, it goes like tlfis: 

your research experience--i e, how the project evolved, how you 
brought it intu focus, wbat fmstrafiot~s you had, what things you wish 

etu --mid then TM and I will take turns asking you questions about die 

am’wa? ), we’ll ask you to step outside so we can "assess" the fllesis 

wdl ceriahll? be that you passed the defel~se) That’s it Don’t be 

JS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, March 26, 2012 1:22 PM 

K Larres        @yahoo corn> 
395 another possibility 

Klaus--I’d also lu~ppily pul you in anolhcr rcs¢arch seminar (cilh¢r US 
or Global) instead office topics course, 292, k[’you’d raffler do that 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 8:23 AM 

duval@unc edu 
Re: Meeting 

Oust one quotation mark ~rfissing in the first pamgrapk ) You can just 

U ndergt-aduate Curricula, and include the proposal as a separate 
document, maybe titled "Proposed History IVi~io r CNmges" or somet fihlg 
And yes, il all com¢s from Ihc Dircclor of Undcrgradlml¢ Studies -Jay 

On 3/27/12 7:59 AM, duval~aunc edu wrote: 
> Dear All, 

> Plcas¢ conlacl m¢ wilh a~U conccms I s¢nl Jay and Mil¢s a draft of Ihc TWNW proposal, and I plan to share th¢ n¢xl drafl with 
Exec Conmtd~ee mtd TWNW facults" 
> BCSl, 



History 
Early-Modern Europe 

T/TH 12:30-1:45 
Coker 201 

ProL Jay Smith 
Hamilton 564 
Office Hours: Thurs. 10-12 and by appointment 
Phone: 962-3949 
Emaih jaysmith@email.unc.edu [best to contact me via email] 
Graduate assistant: 

This course considers European history between the 150’ and the late-18t~’ centuries. The 
period began with the Renaissance, matured in the course of the Protestant and Catholic 
Reformations and a destructive age of religious wars, fitfully gave birth to the 
"Enlightenment," and culminated with a series of world-historical Revolutions most 
notably the American and the French (both prefigured by the precocious English). 
Historians describe this period as "early modern" because it was clearly post-medieval 
(medieval institutions, ideas, and patterns of thought and behavior were decaying or 
collapsing) but not yet exactly modern ("free market" capitalism was not yet free, nation- 
states were not the focus of political life and organization, democracy was little more than a 
discredited idea, and individualism was celebrated by no one). In other words, the early- 
modern era was a distinctive hybrid--partly fading medieval, partly emergent modern, but 
with a unique character of its own. For those of us who specialize in the period, it is 
precisely the multi-faceted and almost hydra-like nature of the beast that makes it so 
fascinating. Bold, progressive, innovative, and eminently familiar thoughts and practices 
existed side-by-side with assumptions that seem to our modern sensibilities outdated, 
quaint, unfortunate, or bizarre. The period hints at the good, the bad, and the ugly of the 
entire European experience. 

We might think of ourselves as tourists on a chronological journey. Our itinerary will take 
us to many of the more famous attractions (you will read Martin Luther, appreciate 
Caravaggio, and see Versailles), but the journey has a theme the capacities of the human 
being that provides a set of questions we will ask at each stop: What did Europeans 
assume to be the limits of human nature and human reason? What were the individual’s 
rights and obligations with respect to the powers-that-be, and how did those rights and 
obligations vary according to context, social condition, gender, place, and historical 
moment? As we watch time unfold, do we see Europeans becoming more "free," less "free," 
or something in between? 

Assignments 
History     is a lecture course, and there will be frequent Tuesday quizzes on the lecture 
and reading material. The eight quizzes will measure your familiariW with the readings 
(author, date and place of composition, and main themes or arguments) and your 
comprehension of the lectures’ themes and main illustrative points. Your lowest quiz grade 
will be dropped before we calculate final grades. If you have to be absent from class during 



ANY of the quizzes, that grade--a 0%--is the grade that will be dropped. Check the dates 
of the quizzes AND PLEASE DROP THE COURSE IMMEDIATELY IF YOU SEE THAT YOU 
WILL HAVE MORE THAN ONE UNAVOIDABLE CONFLICT (OR IF YOU ARE UNWILLING TO 
BEAR THE CONSEQUENCES IF YOU DO HAVE MORE THAN ONE MISSED QUIZ). ON THIS 
RULE I MAKE NO EXCEPTIONS. 

In addition to the quizzes, there will be three 200-300 word reflections on some assigned 
readings, two short (3-page) papers in which you have the opportunity to compare 
authors, their texts, and the perspectives conveyed therein, and a final exam. 

grading: 
Quiz average: 15% 
Reaction papers: 15% 
Paper#l: 20% 
Paper #2: 25% 
Final: 25% 

Books to purchase: 
Steven E. Ozment, Tl~e Burgermeister’s Daughter 
Moderata Fonte, The Worth of Women 
Cardinal Richelieu, The Political Testament 
Peter A. Morton, ed., Tile Trial of TempeI Anneke: Records of a Witchcraft Trial in Brunswick, 

aermany, 1663 
Lynn Hunt, Inventing Human Rigl~ts 
Other readings will be available through Sakai or through web links in the syllabus. 

Schedule of meetings and assignments: 
Tues., 

Course basics; grading, assessment, and plagiarism; introduction to the early modern. 

Thurs., 
Emerging from the Middle Ages 

Tues., 
Humanism in action; the example of Florence 
*For class discussion, read Pico della Mirandola, "Oration on the Dignity of Man," 
httt): //www.historv2uide.or2/intellect/t)ico.html 

Thurs., 
Art of the Renaissance 

Quiz#1 
Humanism and Church reform. 

Thurs., 



The Lutheran Reformation 
*Discuss Martin Luther, "The Freedom of a Christian" in John Dillenberger, Martin Luther: 

Selections from his Writings (1961), 42-85. On Sakai. 

Consequences of the Lutheran Reformation: social and political 

Begin reading The llurgermeister’s Daughter, (try to read through p. 101 this week) 

Thurs., 
Consequences of the Reformation: religious. 
(Reaction paper assignment discussed). 

Tues., 

*Discuss The Burgermeister’s Daughter 
Turn in reaction paper #1. 

Thurs., 
The Reformation in 16tt’-century context: disorientation as a way of life. 

Ouiz #2 

Spain, the New World, "Universal" Monarchy, and the Dutch Revolt 

Thurs., 
The French Wars of Religion and their political attershocks 
*Discuss Montaigne, "On Cannibals," in Complete Essays, 151-159. On Sakai. 

Economic change, military change, political change and...the aristocracy in crisis? 
Question for Paper #1 posted. 

Thurs., 
*Discuss Montaigne, "Of the inequality that is between us," in Eomplete Essays, 189-196 
(on Sakai), and Cervantes, Don Quixote, Part I Chaps. I, VI, VII, VIII. 
http://www.online-literature.com/cervantes/don quixote/5/ 
httD: //www.online-literature.com/cervantes/don ouixote/10/ 
httD: //www.online-literature.com/cervantes/don ouixote/ll/ 
http://www.online-literature.com/cervantes/don quixote/12/ 

Tues,, 
Quiz #3 
Art of the 17th century: Baroque spirituality, but also_.surfaces, psychological depths, and 
selves; on self-fashioning and historical change. 
This week you may want to begin reading The Worth of Women, pp. 12-22, 43-117 

Thurs., 



The "Querelle des Femmes" (debate about women} and the witch craze 
Midterm evals. 
Paper #1 due 

Tues., SPRING BREAK 

Thurs., SPRING BREAK 

Tues., 
*Discuss Moderata Fonte, The Worth of Women, pp. 12-22, 43-117. 
Start reading The Trial o[Tempel Anneke, at least pp. xiii-xxxvii (xxxvii-xliii optional}, 
though you may begin to read ahead if you wish (see page assignments for March 20}. 

Thurs., 
From Skepticism to Scientific Method 
*Discuss Galileo, "Letter to the Grand Duchess Christina." On Sakai 

Tues., 

Quiz #4 
*Discuss The Trial of Tempel Anneke, 3-35, 50-65, 71-94, 98-116, 140-141, 14S-1S1 

Thurs., 
Centralizing authority (and a Thirty Years’ War) 
*Discuss Koslo~ky, "Court Culture and Street Lighting in Seventeenth-Century Europe." On 
Sakai 
(Reaction paper assignment discussed}. 

*Discuss Richelieu, Political Testament 
Turn in Reaction paper #2 
Video: Theodoric of York (and "missed opportunities" in history). 
http://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/theodoric-of-york/2888 

Question(s) for Paper #2 posted. 

Thurs., 
Crisis of the 1640s and the English Revolution 
*Discuss "Agreement of the People" and "The Putney Debates," 
http://olhlibertyfund.org/index.php?option=com content&task=view&id= 1483&Itemid=2 
64 AND 
htto://www.thenauain.info/Classes/Sources/Clarke.Putnev.html 

Quiz #5 
Versailles, Paris, and the empire of French culture 

Thurs., 



The Enlightenment, the Republic of Letters, and...a reinforcement of hierarchy? 
*Discuss Locke, "Essay Concerning Human Understanding" [excerpts]. On Sakai 
Paper #2 due 

Quiz#6 

The first "information age" and the emergence of civil society 

Thurs., 
Europe’s "old regime" feels its age. 
*Discuss Diderot, "Supplement to the Voyage of Bougainville" [excerpts]. On Sakai. 
(Reaction paper assignment discussed). 

Quiz#7 
The coming of the French Revolution 
Evaluations 

Thurs., 
*Discuss Lynn Hunt, Inventing Human Rights 
Turn in Reaction paper #3 

Quiz #g 

On the verge of modernity... 
*Discuss Marquis de Condorcet, The Tenth Epoch, (from Outlines of an Historical View of the 

Progress of the Human Mind) READ ONLY THE FIRST SIX PARAGRAPHS 

http://olhlibertyfund.org/index.php?option corn content&task view&id 712&ltemid 26 
2 

Final Exam: Thursday, 12PM. In our regular room. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <iaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              2:10 PM 

@email unc edu> 

Fwd: Reaction Paper 

Richelieu docx 

Get this 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Reaction Paper 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I’ve attached a digital copy 
of my paper and will submit a paper copy to your office as soon as possible. 

I apologize for the inconvenience, but I hope you understand. 

Take care, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, March 27, 2012 3:14 PM 

Pielak, GalT J <galT pielak@unc edu> 
Re: committee 

but I tNnk you’re fight that we cml probabl? handle tNs tDough 

people we can get r[1 be in touch when have tile applications m Nmd 

(Poli), Admn Vetsewi (Dm~na) 

On 3/27/I2 I:25 PM, Pielak, Gat) J wrote: 
> Jay, 

> Cheers, 

>gaiy pielak~aunc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,              5:07 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy G <nancys@email unc edu> 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu>; 
@live uric edu> 

Re: Questions about WordPress 

@live unc edu>; 

Nancy--let’s fred some tiine to sit down and go over some web tlmtgs 

exmnple--tbey’t~ fight under Emefiti faculB" at tbe moinent, suggesthtg 

beret’. I tlthtk But I know tbem’s lot’s morn to discuss .... 

On 4:22 PM, Schaomnaker, Nanc) G wrote: 

> 
> The drop-down look as you move front page to page is a good enough substti~lte for what we could do in Plone, mid is user fiiendl) 
> 
> We wdl need to ~etltfltk how we me deploying much of tbe inforumtion that is now ht sidehars, esNciall) facult) mtd graduate 

Suggestions welcome 

> Sent: Tuesda). 3:44 PM 

> Cc: Kent, Admn S; Snfitl~ Ja) M: 
> S ubj ec[: RE: Qltesllolls aboul WordPrcss 

have enougb interest to do a group tmimng 

> Senl: Tuesday,              3: I 1 PM 
> To: Schoomnaker, Nancy G VmtDrinmtelem Jeff 
> Cc: Kent, Adam S: Smilh. Jay M; 

> Luckily Jeff is a wordpress guru and figured this oul for us lr you go to hisloD web uric edu and look at die lop sidebar navigation, 
it acts mine l~ke plone It’s ~ot EXACTLY the stone, but it’s much ~ticer 

> -Kevin 

> Kevin Colet~a 
> Applications Developer. Enterprise Applications 



> Ulfiversit) Of North Carolitm at Clmpel Hill 
> CB 3056, 03 Howell Hall 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 
> 9193869206 (DinzcI Line) 
> kcoletla@enmil uric edu 
> MM: oasiskcoletla 
> Skypc: colclla kcvin 

> From: Schoomnaker, Nancy G 
> Seal: Monday, 1:58 PM 
> To: Vat~Dmmnelen, Jeff 
> Cc: Kent, Adam S: Smdh. Jay M; Colctta, Kcvin: 
> Sul~iect: RE: Questimts about Wot~lPt~ss 

> Was away Tbursday and Frida). and now an following up on tlrings from last week We are defilikaly read) to lhtk to tbe new 
Wot~:lPmss graduate intmnet from our Plone site 
> 

> Per your suggesfiotz is compihng a hst of st) le pollers to look at with the goal of making the new site as much like the old 
one as possible I Ioo will spend some lime on comparisons soon lVlcanwhilc, clever nolcd immcdialaly Ihal Ihe Icfl sideba~ 
navigation looks like a serious issue (as you told me) 
> 

> Mag~ tlmtiks, 
> Nancy 
> 

> From: Schoomnaker, Nancy G 
> Seal: Tuesday, 4:32 PM 
> To: VanDfimmclcn, Jeff 
> Cc: Kcnl, Adam S: Sn0dl. Jay M; Colclla, Kcvin: 
> Subject: RE: Questions about WordPress 

> Jeff and Kcvin: 
> 

> I have added all bul Ihc slragglcrs’ onycns Io Ihe gin&role inlmnct silo as subscribers, so we are read5 Io acllval¢ Ihal link on our 
Plone site 
> 

> Huge tbmiks to you both for your help 

> Nancy 

> From: Vat~Dmmnelen, Jeff 
> Seal: Monday, 4:04 PM 
> To: Schoomnaker, Nancy G 
> Cc: Kcnl, Adam S: Smdh. Jay M; Colclla, Kcvin: 
> Subjccl: Re: Qucslions aboul WordPress 

> You can go m a~d edit tbe penmssim~s in Setlings Privac? Just set it to "Olfly allow those fltat are added as uset~" Tben to to 
Users Add UNC User and Chief Ihc owens or Ihosc you wahl Io give fighls Io view Ihc silo ( I per lille) and salecl Ihc box Ihal says 
"Subscriber" (ig all you wahl Io do is allow Ihcm Io view Ihc conical) 

> 

> Thai will add Ihcm LCl ille kllow if you ha~c all3 problenls or qttesllolls 

> Date: Mort, 11:27:07 -0500 



> Sul~iect: RE: Questioits about Wot~lPt~ss 

> Jeff-; 

> We wet~fft sut~ office timeline for migt-at mg fl~e whole depamnent site, m~d thet~ was a pressing need to get tiffs set of forms sorted 
out Kevin gm’e us a WordPiess site to start on fl~em The login to web uric edu is down, but it’s something like gt-adh~tmnet uric edu 
Tile plan was Io gel il opcm/ional and link to il from Ihc Plonc sil¢ II should be tea d~ Io go, as soon as you 1¢11 us how Illc password 
protection should woik 

>Best, 

> Jeff-: 

news indeed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              5:08 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Reaction Paper 

Never mind I’ll print it 

On 4:57 PM, wrote: 

I was not unfortunately however I found my onecard and can print it out. Would you like me to bring it by 
your office? How long are you here until today? 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:10 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Reaction Paper 

--were you in class? We’d rather have the hard copy 

On 12:24 PM, 

Hi Professor SmiLh, 

I have misplaced my one card and therefore am unable Lo prinL but I figured I would send Lhis 
to you via email. 

I apologize for the inconvenience and could find a way to print it out later today and bring it 
by if that would be betLer but I just want you to see that I have turned it in by the deadline. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              6:56 PM 

@email unc edu> 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

review 

Sahlins blurb docx 



To: 

Su~cct: 

Jay Smilh "~iaysmilh@¢maJl uric Cdu> 

Tuesda?,             ; 7:06 PM 

On 7:03 PM, wrote: 

Love the Temple question! I think that the G/R question is good, but I am all of a sudden drawing a blank on the Richelieu angle. 
All I would suggest is that you think for a minute if there is enough evidence in The Political Testament b~ show that Richelieu was 
depar’dng from previous authorities/tradition and articulating something completely new, That is, evidence that is evident enough 
to the students, 

cool How about tbese draft questions: 

OK, I’ve read about 5.    If they did the wrong text, give them a 50 {not 

a 0).    For an A, they need to quote and/or cite 3 5 times and 

*interpret* Richelieu’s take on women rather than simply list all of the 

bad things he says about them. If they capture all the bad things by 

stringing together quotes, and also write really clearly (but don’t 

really interpret) that could still earn a B+, though more likely a B. 

Bs and Cs will have some col~bination of a) reasonable quotes, b) bad or 

sloppy writing, c) weak (or absence of) organization e. g., a 

1 sentence into and one interminable paragraph. That enough guidance? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              7:08 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: grades 

11 is great 

On 7:07 PM, wrote: 

Of course- I actually am free between i0 and 2 if there is a different time that works 
better for you. 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:04 PM 
TO: 
Subject: Re: grad~ 

--if you can, come closer to 11 than 10 I know I’m going to be tied up until about 10:45 

On 7:02 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 
I appreciate that (even though a is by far unacceptable to me). I will stop 
by on Thursday morning during your office hours. 
Thank you, 

From: Jay Smith [j~,s!nit[!~2e!na[Lunc edz:] 
Sent: Tuesday,             6:57 PM 

Subject: Re: grades 

--not offended, j ust worried Especially by your worry{ I think you’re doing vet3~ 
well in the class, by the way But come in and let’s talk -JS 

On 6:50 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 
I hope that I did not offend you in class. I was actually intending 
to come to your office hour on Thursday. I don’t think you graded 
unfairly at all, I am just struggling and very disappointed with my 
grades in class right now. I have never had this much trouble in a 
history class, and I think it is intensified by my (probably 
unreasonable) demand for extensive, detailed instructions. I am 
working very hard, doing all the readings, coming to class 
prepared, and still feel like I cannot succeed in this class. Being a 
senior certainly doesn’t help my attitude. If you wouldn’t mind at 
least going over my errors with me a bit more, then I would at 
least feel more comfortable in identifying what notto do on future 
assignments. 



Thank you, 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:50 PM 
Subject: grades 

From: Jay Smith 

¯ -j ust a quick note to urge you to come talk to me if you think I 
graded you unfairly on something I don’t recall the problem with the 
midterm that you mentioned in class (didn’t you do a book review?), but if 
you think I was unfair about something you should let me know what it 
was specifically It’it can be shown that I’ve been unfair, I’m always ready 
to make amends where possible -JS 

This fox.yarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill Messages from the "HIST             site To reply to this 
message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                I 1:02 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Office Hours 

-I’ll have       answer you directly Are my hours inconvenient for you? If so, I’ll try to find another 
hour in the week Or, of course, you may just speak to 

On I 0:56 AM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 
When are office hours? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,                12:39 PM 

Re: course offerings, Fall 
@dukeedu> 

--I strongly urge you to take the grad course if you can You can talk to       about her experience in 
the French Rev course this term, but I always feel that the grad students get shortchanged in such courses Yes, 
I would t~?¢ to arrange a bit of extra work and a few extra meetings for grad students in the     but it doesn’t 
really approximate a grad seminar in rigor or atmosphere So--go for the    if you can swing it -JS 

On I 1:36 AM, wrote: 

Hello Pro£ Smith, 

Thank you for the course description This looks fbscinating[ 

I am also considering your HIST    course, in part because of an anticipated time conflict with 
other courses I am required to take for my program I understand that in your undergraduate lecture 
for this semester, you had an additional graduate course component where your graduate students 
met with you separately for an additional seminar I was wondering if you were also planning on 
doing this with your HIST    course 

Thank you for your time, 

On Wed, at 11:04 AM, Jay Smith <i;~3 scai~h(=! e,’ar~lkma: ed~> wrote: 

It’s bare bones, but I sent this to histot?¢ grad students yesterday: 

Histu~?~    (Fall, Smith 

Old Regime France (1650s-1780s) 

This course offers an ovetw-iew of developments in French political, cultural, social, and 
economic histu~?¢ between the rise of absolutism and the eve of the French Revolution Each 
student will complete 1-2 supplemental readings that can be integrated into class discussion, and 
the main writing assignment will involve a histuriographical review of some topic of interest to 
the student The reading list (one book per week), though not yet finalized, will likely include 
the following: 

Jacob Soil, The Information Master: Jean-Baptiste Colbert’s Secret State Intelligence System 
William Beik, A Social and Cultural Histo~?~ of Early Modem France 
Montesquieu, Persian Letters 
Marc Fumaroli, When the World Spoke French 
Dan Edelstein, The Enlightenment: A Genealogy 
Madame de Graffigny, Letters from a Peruvian Woman 
Diderot, Supplement to the Voyage of Bougainville (in Political Writings) 



Kaiser and Van Kley, From Deficit to Deluge: The Origins of the French Revolution 

On 10:41 AM, wrote: 

Hello Professor Smith, 

I was wondering about your course offerings for Fall I see that you will be 
offering a class on Ancien Regime France (Hist as well as a class on Topics in 
French HistotT (Hist    , I was wondering if you had a course description for the 
latter of these two classes 

Thank you for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,                12:41 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: FW: [history-graduate] Course in Cultural Histo~3~ 

let’stalkaboutit 

On 

¯ -we’ll want to talk about it Dan’s a good friend of mine, and you’d learn a lot Maybe worth doing But 

12:21 PM, wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Do you think the following is a good idea for me for next semester? I would take it along 
with your seminar. 

From: bounce-31168396-49614824@listserv.unc.edu [bounce-31168396-49614824@listserv.unc.edu] on 
behalf of AndeNon, Violet [vmanders@email.unc.edul 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:48 AM 
To: history-graduate 
Cc: Reid, Donald 
Subject: [history-graduate] Coupe in Cultural History 

Friends, 

I’d like to draw your attention to Prof. Dan Sherman’s graduate course on art and ideas in twentieth-century 
France. Prof. Sherman is an internationally reknowned cultural historian (and adjunct professor in our 
department). His most recent book just won the prestigious Pinkney Prize for the best book by a North 
American on the history of France. No matter what your geographical field, if you are interested in cultural 
history, I strongly recommend that you consider this course. You’ll find a course d~cription below. 

Don Reid 

Art 
Fall 

Seminar in Modem Art: Art and Ideas in 20th-Centmay France 

Daniel J Sherman 
Thursdays, 5:30-8 PM, HAC 118 

This is a research seminar focusing on the relationship between art and ideas about politics, society, 
and culture in France from the late nineteentl~ centu~7/to the end of the Algerian War 1962 The 
key questions we will be exploring include: how did a~istic creation in the broadest sense respond 
and contribute to debates about modernity, various political doctrines, the "other," and art itself? In 
what ways did artistic avant-gardes interact with political avant-gardes, on the left as well as tl~e 
right? How can we measure tl~e effects revivifying, stultifying, or othe~vise of intellectual 
debates on artistic production? In addition to common readings, students will research and present a 
paper on a work or works of art or an artistic movement related to the themes of the course 
Several weeks of the course will be devoted to research and writing in a workshop format For tl~e 
purpose of research projects, which will be developed jointly by the student and the instructor, the 
scope of the course includes works of art (not simply works by French artists) made in France from 
1886-1970 



<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
histol~z-graduate as: <a hre~"mailto:nbauer(7/~email unc edu">nbauer(7~email unc edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                I: 12 PM 

~email unc edu> 
Re: FW:    description 

Hey, we’ll Skype you in whenever you want 

On I: l0 PM, wrote: 

Are you kidding me? You do this now!? 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: bounce-31170077-49614850~listserv.unc.edu [bounce-31170077-49614850~listserv.unc.edu] on 
behalf of Anderson, Violet [vmanders~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:51 AM 
To: history-graduate 
Subject: [history-graduate]    description 

History    (Fall, , Smith 

Old Regime France (1650s-1780s) 

This course offers an overview of developments in French political, cultural, social, and economic 

history between the rise of absolutism and the eve of the French Revolution, Each student will 

complete 1-2 supplemental readings that can be integrated into class discussion, and the main 

writing assignment will involve a historiographical review of some topic of interest to the student, 

The reading list (one book per week), though not yet finalized, will likely include the following: 

Jacob Soil, The Information Master: Jean-Baptiste Colbert’s Secret State Intelligence System 

William Beik, A Social and Cultural History of Early Modern France 

Montesquieu, Persian Letters 

Marc Fumaroli, When the World Spoke French 

Dan Edelstein, The Enlightenment: A Genealogy 

Madame de Graffigny, Letters from a Peruvian Woman 

Diderot, Supplement to the Voyage of Bougainville (in Political Writings) 

Kaiser and Van Kley, From Deficit to Deluge: The Origins of the French Revolution 

EndFragment 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
histo~T-graduate as: <a hre~"mailto:RmoleUa)email unc edu">gmole(~email unc edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,               2:15 PM 

@gmail corn> 
DTH piece 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,               2:16 PM 

@gmail corn> 
DTH piece 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,               8:56 PM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: Off~ce Hours 

High, but what are we gonna do? They’ll probably get crushed on the papers I won’t have mine tomorrow 
Must wait til Tuesday to return .... 

On 3:36 PM, wrote: 

Distribution: 
A:9 
A-:13 
B+: 10 
B:18 
B-:9 
C+:I 
C:1 
C-:2 
"50": 2 

Fair enough? 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:59 AM 
TO~ Jay Smith 
Subject~ RE: Office Hours 

yep 

From: Jay Smith [~rnith~ernNl=onc~edt~] 
Sent: Wednesday,             11:00 AM 

Subject: Fwd: Office HouN 

Could you answer directly? Thanks 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Office Hours 

Date:Wed, 14:56:33 +0000 
From: ~’!ive t,nc ed’= 

To:Smith, Jay <i ~vs~i;h’a’etnai/ ~ c edt~> 

Professor Smith, 
When are office hours? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                I I :Og PM 

@email unc edu> 
Fwd: Hist 

fun fun fun 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Hist 

Date:Wed, 22:05:44 -0400 
From: 

To:Smith, Jay M 

Hi Professor Smith, 

class tomorrow? 
Can I email it to you or should I bring it with me to 

http:l/tinyu~l com~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                I 0:18 AM 

@gmail com> 

Re: 

Don’t lose confidence The project is a great one I’m sure I’ve mentioned to you before that I managed to get 
no research support for the Monsters book project, for no logical reason Selection committees (I know since 
rve been on them) are ve~’y subject to faddishness and also can be bedazzled by star power sometimes If you 
had been applying from Halw-ard with Darnton pulling for you, for example, you probably would have been a 
shoo-in Or if you had been showing that women and dwarfs were the principal merchants in India--they would 
have been drooling But good work always shines through in the end Too early to get down about this 

On 9:58 PM, wrote: 

Yeah, I’m not thrilled                               discovering a new set of sources or 
applying new methods in their analysis And my friend from Duke, who works with Dubois, got 

which I’m of course glad about, but also sours my mood a bit at the moment I don’t 
know, this is definitely draining some of my confidence (and enthusiasm) in the project away: I 
know            is tough, but I had a good feeling about it, and if the thing I had a good feeling 
about didn’t pan out, then what is possibly going to happen with the stuffthat I had less of a strong 
feeling for 

On Wed,             at 8:57 PM, Jay Smith <ia~-s~it/~e~ai[ u~c edu> wrote: 
Well, this seriously sucks I’m genuinely surprised by It’s always a crapshoot with 
them, but I don’t get it The dept has fared well with in recent years, so let’s 
see 

Remind me what was again? 

On 6:35 PM, 

Yeah, this is starting out really well 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay SmiN ~aysmith@emailuncedu> 

Thursday,                10:19 AM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: HIST    group 

ok 

On 3/28/I 2 I 0:02 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I’m open to working with anyone for the group project. I just wanted to let you know that I will not be able 
to present on       because I will be attending a competition for another class on that day. 

Thank you, see you tomorrow. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               2:55 PM 

@live uric edu> 

Re: Lecture Questions 

--you’re the last person to apologize for not contributing, so don’t worry See the CAPS 

On 2:43 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I missed some information in the lecture today and I wanted to see if I understand the last question you 
asked about the Putney Debates: 

1) For Cromwell’s New Model Army, I missed the battle that occurred in which Charles I was imprisoned. 
Could you tell me the name of the battle and the dates for it as well as Charles’s imprisonment? I DIDN’T 
MENTION ANY EAqq-LE; IN FACT, I DON’T THINK 13 WAS A BA]q-LE, HE WAS JUST CAPTURED. THAT WAS 
IN 1646. HE THEN ESCAPED IN 1647 AND WAS ON THE RUN FOR ABOUT A YEAR 

2) What was the date for Charles rs execution? 30 JANUARY 1649 

3) For the slide on Regicide, were the Commonwealth and Protectorate two phases of social regime after 
the execution of Charles I? Was the Commonwealth the time that the Parliament ruled and Protectorate the 
time when Cromwell ruled? I missed the information after Cromwell decided to dissolve Parliament. YES, 
THE COMMONWEALTH LASTED FOR 4 YEARS (1~ WAS THEORETICALLY A REPUBLIC) AND THE 
PROTECTORATE LASTED FOR 6 YEARS. WHEN HE DISSOLVED PARLIAMENT IN 1653 HE NAMED HIMSELF 
LORD PROTECTOR AND GOVERNEID MORE OR LESS AS A MILITARY DICTATOR. 

4) For the Philosophical Realm slide, I did not get the date for Hobbes book Leviathan. Was there any other 
information other than Hobbes did not support monarchy, but did not support anarchy either? 1651. HE 
WAS A "CONTRACT THEORIST’ WHO BELIEVED THAT SUBJECTS GAVE AWAY THEIR RIGHT TO REBEL 
WHEN THEY "CONTRACTED" WI~H A RULER TO PROTECT THEM FROM ANARCHY. 

5) Last Question: For the Putney Debates, I had a hard time with the last page of the reading, so I am sorry 
for not answering in class. Is the reason the poorsst man must have a voice in context with the English 
Revolution, revolting against the monarchy and James rs concept of Divine Right? LOOK ATTHE 
SENTENCE, IN RAINBOROW’S LAST CONTRIBUTION, WHERE HE WONDERS "WHAT THE SOLDIER HAS 
FOUGHT FOR ALL THIS WHILE." 

I am sorry for all the questions! I just couldn’t seem to get all the notes down today. Thanks! THERE WAS 
A LOT TO ABSORB TODAY. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday, March 3 I, 2012 I 1:40 AM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Nocera column 

On 3/31/12 11:34 AM, Soutlmll, Richaid IVJJchat~l wrote: 

> This is Ih¢ moslly ignored pan of Ihe business of big-lime college sporl, 
> in which fm inunet~ed Glad to hm-e you down the rabbit hole [ 

> Richard 

> Dr Richard M Soutlmll 
> Associate Professor - Sport Admflfistmtion 

> The U~m-et~it) of North Carolitm at Clmpel Hill 
> Diiector - College Sport Research htstimte 
> Woollen Hall 203C 
> Office - 919962-3507 
> C¢11 - 
> F~x - 919962-6235 
> soutlmll%enmil uric edu 

> UNC Sport Achnhfistmtion website: 

> CSRI Conference on College Sporl websilc: www csdconfcrcnce org 

> On 3/31/12 11:29 AM, "Jay S nfifl~"<j ay snfifl~(a email uric edu> wrote: 
> 
>> After leading the cohinm and going to the lil~k Nocem provides (cited 
>> Richard), I found Ihis NCAA dcllnhion oflhc collegial� model: 

>> "In the pro fcssional model, the alhl¢l¢s arc a wofl~ force, a commodily 
>> thai can b¢ ~mded from ~¢am 
>> atlflete is a student lnfl~e professiotml model the goal is to generate 
>> reveime tltrough entertaimnent In the collegiate model, the goal is to 
>> acquire an education, including Icanfing the value of hard work and learn 
>> work, self-sacrifice and sol f-discipline, resilience and pcrsislcncc, 
>> m~d the pursuit of excellence lnflle professiotml model the team is 



>> frmlclfise tNx)ugh the building mid maintellance of facifities and the 
>> pluclmse of tickets In the collegiate model, file team is elldu (mgl? 

>> To nle tlfis Sfil~S of hypocfis? (tlmt~ goodness we don’t seek to 

>> atlflete is: "a smdem" whose "goal" is "educatiol~" pursued t~ough 

>> principles? They arc sl~Mcnls fi~l and Ihcmforc belong Io the 

>> full-fledged nlembers (Also, as smdems, they should enjoy exactly the 
>> same fights as other s~dems) 

>> As 1 ~ad this. I]lC NCAA ilsclf provides Ihc scfipl by which I]lO 
>> "~vem~e spot" model can be disn~lfled 

>> On 3/31/12 l 1:04 ~ Ja? Snfith wrote: 
>>> Richa~ as go-lo gu3] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday, March 3 I, 2012 I 1:56 AM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Nocera column 

On 3/31/12 I 1:53 AM, Soulllall, Richard Michard wrOle: 
Maybe an analysis of US lfistot5 sil~ce 1852 as reflected hi college 
sport:)? Looking for a co-mlthor? 

Dr Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Admflfistvation 
Gmdua/c Program Coordinalor 
The U lm-et~il) of North Carolitm at Chapel Hill 
Direclor - College Sporl Research lnslillil¢ 
Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - 919962-3507 

>On3/31/12 1151 AM, Ja} Snuflt <ja3snuflt71ematlunc edu> x~rote 

>> H~mnm The Reign of Terror--flte~e’s m) tie-in! 

>> On 3/31/12 11:49 AM, Southall, Richat~l Michat~l wrote: 
>>> Jay. 

>>> What I find fascit~ating is that I tlmtk file) actually believe what the) 
>>> write I gqle s s the corofltuy is found in lfistoty~iustfflcations for war, 

>>> Ma)be that’s where a book lies? 

>>> Dr Richard M Soulhall 
>>> Associate Professor - Sport Adnfioistration 

>>> Tbe U niversits" of North Carofi~a at Chapel Hdl 
>>> Dircclor - College Sporl Research lnslilulc 
>>> Woollen Hall 203C 
>>> Office - 919962-3507 
>>> Cell - 
>>> Fax - 919962-6235 



>>> UNC Sport AdminisimiJo~l wcbsil¢: 

>>> n/ 





>>>>>>> &l 
>> >>> > > =facu lt3.’--alJ~lelic s-fom~n&o= 31191860, 

>>>>>>> leax e-3119 Ig60-49699857 65997791 b464563gd9f69522ac998ca9~ lis scr~ nc 

>~ >>~ ~ facult~,--atl~letic s -fo nlm&o = 31191921, o r send a blmtk m~mil to 

>>>>>> Ica~ c-31191921-48699884 3cOdR)3868952acddd594a08487223 c6 ~a lislscr~ unc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday,                12:50 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy G <nancys@email unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

review 

Sahlins blurb docx 

Nan," ff or someone could post tiffs to the Moltsters site 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday, March 31, 2012 I:l I PM 

Joe Nocera @gmail corn> 
Re: kudos 

fotnvaid to future colunws, when you Call take thne axx a) from your "base" 

On 3/31/12 11:52 AM. Joe Nocem wrote: 
> That~ks, jay Richat~l, who I met thataks to you, was t~all? the driving intellect bebind that column That UNC trip has mall,," paid 
off So thanks again for Ih¢ invilc 

> Sent from m> iPhane 

> On Mar 3 I. 2012. al 11:35 AM. Jay Smllh<j ay smith@cmail unc edu> wrol¢: 

>> Joe: Loved Ihc cohtmn Ioday I wcnl Io tha NCAA link you provided and was indeed slruck by Ihc h~ pocfisy I really loved this: 

>> Also imporlanl Io the prolcction of the collcgia/c model of athlchas is an aggressive public and media relations agenda thai 
addresses critics wben tbey itmccatrately characterize college sports Tile emeighlg platforms for social interaction (blogs, Tx~ ittet; 
olhcr social nclwoNs) should b¢ fully engaged Io provide an ahama/ivc to Ih¢ doggerel or cynics 
>> 
>> Keep your bead dowit cyaic! -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday, April I, 2012 12:37 PM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu> 
Re: Athletics and Honor Code 

Will--could we put it offone week, until April 11? Carolina Coffee Shop at noon? -Jay 

On 3/3 1/12 3:17 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

Jay This corning Wednesday is fine with me, Any time and place handy for you. 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmith~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, March 31, 2012 12:36 PM 
To: Brooks, Edwin W 
Subject: Re: Athletics and Honor Code 

Wlll--I think I may have forgotten to answer this. Of cou rse, let’s meet for lu nch one day. Wednesday April 

4? 

Jay 

On 3/24/12 20:57 AM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 
Jay, 

Appreciating your commitments to the reform of athletics and the honor code (not necessarily related or 

in that order), I hope that we might meet sometime soon to discuss both. Since l’m retired-very flexible, 

let me know when that might be convenient. 

Will 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,           1:39 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: 

¯ .-Oh, I see. Yes, it’s OK for you to have the ladies "know" about Tempefs profile and social situation. That’s fair 
enough. As for the structure--you can do it whichever way feels right to you. If you want, you can structure it as a 
dialogue (though you would need to have an intro and a conclusion to the dialogue in which you express your opinions 
clearly), or you can keep the whole thing in your voice and just explain what the characters *would* say if they could. 
OK? -JS 

On 12:38 PM wrote: 

Okay I thought it would be titling for the women to talk about Tempel Anneke as a widow. There definitely 
could have been reference to this in some of the documents from the trials that I just didn’t highlight, I’ll 
check again. Also, for this prompt are we supposed to include dialogue scattered throughout the paper or 
just summarize the discussion that the ladies would have about the trial? Sorry, I just found these prompts 
a little less straightforward than our last paper prompt. 

Subject: Re: 

--good question Is there specific "background" info you’d like to incoq)orate? The idea is 
to have the ladies discuss the details of Tempel’s case and comment on them from their perspectives 
(as expressed in The Worth of Women) So it should be only the details of the case that matter 
But is there something specific you have in mind? 

JS 

On 12:14 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

For the second essay prompt using Tempel Anneke and The Worth of Women, would the 
women just be supplied with the transcript starting on page 3 to discuss or also with the 
background information in the introduction chapter? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,           3:11 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 
Re: meeting 

yes--see you then. 

On 3:04 PM, wrote: 

I could do 3:30 Monday. Would that work? 

-I spoke too soon I have a committee meeting 1-3 tomorrow that I can’t miss Are you by 
chance free after 3? The other two Mondays are fine, but I’d forgotten this meeting (it’s a sports- 
related thing, not a regular committee) If not after 3 Monday, 5pm Tuesday? I’ll also have an 
hour, 2-3, on Wednesday -Jay 

On 2:10 PM, wrote: 

Dear Prof. Smith, 

Are you free to meet next Monday the    at 12:30 in your office to discuss the church books 
(McManners, Bergin, Palmer, Van Kley, McMahon)? Can we meet the following Monday the 

at 12:30 to discuss the colonial books (Peabody, McClellan, Eccles, Greer)? Can we meet 
t~o Mondays thence on the    at 12:30 to discuss the remaining intellectual and cultural 

histories (Mornet, Goodman, Lilti, Riskin)? 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,           9:20 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Questions About Quiz 5 and Paper 

For Laud, just remember the 1630s. For the essay--you’ll want to quote the texts to illustrate their thinking. I don’t know 
if that amounts to "finding similarities in the way they presented" things, but you want to tell us how they went about 
establishing their respective authorities. 

On 12:42 AM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

Thanks for the help! I was trying to clariS/earlier about the comparison paragraph, when I need to identiS/ 
what Galileo and Richelieu’s strategies have in common. Is it sufl3cient to say they had a common goal of 
limiting religious authority in their areas of expertise or do I need to find similarities in the way they 
presented their bases of authority? 

Also, I am missing the dates for Laud for the quiz tomorrow. Do I need to know them? I’m sorry about all 
the questions! 

Sincerely, 

From: Jay Smith [~a~n~i~h¢)emai!,un¢ edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 12:24 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Questions About Quiz 5 and Paper 

--see CAPS 

On 2:26 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I have a few questions regarding the information for the quiz on Tuesday and a question 
about the structure of my paper. 

1) DO we need to know the date for Simp/idus Simp/idssimus~ And if so, could you tell me the 

date? IT WASN’T PUBLISHED UNTIL THE 1660S, BUT YOU DON~T NEED TO KNOW THAT 
ANYWAY. 

2) Do we need to know the date that Versailles was built? And if so, could you tell me the 
date? 1662-1682 (THOUGH WORK CONTINUED FOR YEARS AFTER THAT) 

3) For my paper, I have decided to write on the first prompt about Galileo and Richelieu’s 
bases of authority. I plan on saying that Galileo established a basis of authority centered 
around logic and Richelieu based his authority on reason. I wanted to clarify with you my plan 
for comparing the two’s strategies for basing their authority. I want to write about how both of 
them wanted to challenge the place of religion in science and politics respectively. Did you 
want similarities in the way that they supported this idea, or just commonality in the goal that 
Galileo and Richelieu both had for establishing these bases of authority? Let me know if this 
confuses you. I THINK I AM A LI33LE CONFUSED BY YOUR LAST SENTENCE. I THINK 
YOU’RE ON THE RIGHT TRACK IF YOU THINK THAT THEY BOTH ESTABLISHED A 
FOUNDATION FOR THEIR RESPECTIVE AUTHORITIES BE CLARIFYING THEIR SCOPE AND 



BOUNDARIES. AND YES, BOTH TRIED TO LIMIT THE REACH OF RELIGIOUS AUTHOREPf. 
LET ME KNOW IF YOU HAVE OTHER QUESTIONS. 

Thanks for all the help! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,             9:22 AM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: a potential problem 

I have another meeting after class on Thursday (from 5-6:30) So this will be a problem Talk tomorrow ...... 

On 8:26 PM, wrote: 

I have a meeting next thursday at 2:00 with somebody for orientation for the online teaching gig. The 
problem here is that we will not have time to read over some papers and discuss grading. The meeting will 
last about t~o hours I think, which means we could meet aEer your class if you still have the inclination to 
be on campus. Or, you could grade some papeN and leave me some notes in my mailbox. Either way 
works for me, but we can wait to discuss this tuesday if you want. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,             12:08 PM 

@gmail com> 

Re: Defense Times 

Here now (For another 40 rains) 

On 12:00 PM, wrote: 

Jay, 

Are you going to be in your office today? I need to hammer down a time for the prospectus 
defense (9? 10?) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,             6:07 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re:    Midterm 

-it’s never a problem to turn in a paper early Were you thinking Wednesday? I’ll be in my office for 
much of the afternoon Even if I’m not there, you could leave it in my mailbox in the main histo~?~ office (5th 
floor Hamilton Hall) Thanks for the reference I know David Bell, so rm sure it will be interesting 

JS 

On 

Professor Smith, 

Hi my name is I am a student in your Hist    class. I am departing Chapel 
Hill for a flight home prior to class this Thursday. Could I possibly turn my mid-term in 
prior to class? If so, when and where would be most convenient for me to get the paper 
to you? 

Also, I thought this might interest you: 

Thanks for the help and sorry for the trouble, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,             7:56 PM 

Re: office hours 

@live unc edu> 

Sure, happy to Just catch me after class 

On 7:37 PM, wrote: 

Dr Smith, 

I can’t come to your office hours on Wednesday because I have a class during that time, but would 
you have time to meet with me briefly after class tomorrow to talk about the midterm? 

Thank You, 

On at 3:26 PM, 

To: All Participants 

l~rom: Jay Smith 

This fo~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Messages from the "HIST site To reply to this message click this link 
to access Messages for this site: tlIS I- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 8:01 PM 

McReynolds, Louise <louisem@email unc edu> 
Re: quick question 

Louise--good question But Cyndfia would b¢ Ih¢ one Io answer it I 
dofft flthtk am’firing Ires clmnged, and in fact I don’t even tlthtk that we 
classif3 courses like thai in the grad program (cxccpl Io dclcnninc 
"secolld field" boundaries) But sbe’stheautbofit) l’vebeenhete 
20+ years, but that doesfft mean 1 latow the rides 

On 4/2/12 7:47 PM. Louise McReynolds wrote: 
> This is a response of sorls It) Kadd¢¢n’s ¢mail descripbon of 

undergraduate courses When we move to graduate courses, do our 
> colloquia cover Europe and Asia’? What I mean is. can sludcnls laking 
> my colloquium on hnp¢~ial Russia count i[ as a grad course in Europe? 
> Asia? I ask because the first thne I taugl~I tlfis course, ball tbe 
> sludcnls wcr¢ in Europe and Asia. not specifically Russianisls Yet 
> when l~’e taught it shtce, olfly Russitufists have eurolled I’m 
> wondering of sometlthtg changed 

> Thanks. Louise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            8:34 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: about the exam 

Noon would be fine, sure 

On 9:46 PM, wrote: 

Dear Dr. Smith, 

I’d like to come talk about with you about the essay, but I have class from 11 to 11:50 on Wednesday. Is 
there any way I can come right before 11 (around 10:30 or so) or right at noon? 

Thanks, 

From: !a,i~niill~@emaiLuiic.~u [ia?smNa~’ental[ unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 3:24 PM 
Subject: about the exam 

To: All Participants 
From: Jay Smith 
Two quick announcements: I I’m going to hold an extra office hour this week, Wednesday I I-I 2, 
in case one or more of you would like to come in to talk about the essay 2 On the Temepl 
Anneke question, it’s OK for you to assume that tbe "ladies" know eve~2cthing about Temepel that 
you know--how old she was, that she was a widow, etc, even if those social facts are not made 
explicitly in the t~ial documents Also--you’re free to structure that particular essay any way you’d 
like, so long as your points get communicated clearly You can write it in detached third person 
("Helena would have said ") or in first person, with actual dialogue: "Corinna: Helena, you must 
be joking ") Just have an intro and a conclusion, in your voice, no matter what you decide 

This fox.yarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIS1 site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: HlSF 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            8:36 AM 

~live unc edu>; 
Re: Office Hours 

@email unc edu> 

is copied here He can tell you about his availability 

On I 1:38 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 
Could you please tell me once hours and email address please? I would like to contact him in 
regards to the grades I’ve been receiving on my papers and how I can improve because based on my 
grades I am seeing a regression rather than a progression in my papers. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            5:26 PM 

@live uric edu> 
Re: Format ofl~ssay 

Last names and page numbers are fine As for the structure--that sounds like a fine plan, though I’m wary of 
saying one and only one paragraph on topic X, one and only one on topic Y, etc But the sequence sounds fine 
(though you may find that the "similarities" topic dese~w-es its own paragraph Or, alternatively, you may spend 
two paragraphs, or sections, on Richelieu--one of which highlights some similarities, and one of which 
highlights dissimilarities, though I’m not really sure that’s a word) -JS 

On 4:27 PM, wrote: 

Hello Professor Smith, 

I was wondering how to cite Galileo and Richelieu in the paper? Should I put their names or a condensed 
version of the titles? 

Also, I have some questions about the struc[ure of the paper. Is it okay to have the first paragraph on 
Galileo’s base of authority, the second on Richelieu’s base of authorib/and his similarities with Galileo, and 
lastly talk about who saw himself as the greatest innovator? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

okey dokey 

On 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            5:27 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: group project request 

3:36 PM, wrote: 

Hey Professor Smith, 

Just as we discussed in class today these are the people who would like to work together on the 
group project (aka Team Awesome): 

Please let me know if you need any other information fl-om me 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 

From: <[~3 gsm~t h @ e mail u~?c. ~du> 

Date: Wed,            22:13:36 -0400 
TO: <undisclosed-recipients:;> 

Subject: couple things 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

Tomorrow’s readings fl-om the Baker anthology are totally fascinating, mind-blowing really Have 
fun with them--though most of tomorrow’s lecture will deal with the events before this new 
radicalism reared its head I plan to have a good time tomorrow 

Just a head’s up, in case you’ve not noticed, that we’re reading a novel next week, about half for 
Tuesday and about half for Thursday, though you may want to read ahead some between now and 
next Tuesday It’s a pretty gripping sto~T, Ithink, butljustwantedyoutobeawareoftheneedto 
budget your time .... 

This fox.yarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST, site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: I~[S~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            5:37 PM 

~live uric edu> 
Re: Midterm Paper 

ok 

On 5:36 PM, wrote: 

Prof. Smith, 
I was wondering if it would be okay for me to put my midterm paper in your box sometime tomorrow. I am 
trying to leave early for break as there has been a new addition to my family today. 

Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            II :09 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: hist midterm 

-off hand, I can’t remember if there’s any info on these questions in the text, but I don’t think it much 
matters, honestly Are there reasons why you would want to incorporate these facts? Maybe I can help you 
express the idea in a different way 

JS 

On 9:30 PM, wrote: 

Hey, 

I am continuing to form my argument~ for the midterm, answering the 2nd question connec[ing The Worth 
of Women and The Trial of Tempel Anneke. I am aware that Tempel Anneke is a widow and is dependent 
on her son and his farm but I was wondering if you knew what happened to her husband and her father. I 
have had a hard time finding this information, if the book even provided these details. 

I’d greatly appreciate any help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            II :22 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
Re: Tempel not Temple or Temlpe 

@email unc edu> 

--I’m afraid I don’t have the text with me {left it in the office), and so I can’t answer your questions very 
accurately (I’m copying       so he’ll be aware of what I’m saying) The good news is that, since this is an 
ENTIRELY hypothetical situation, we’re obviously going to give you wide latitude in your application of the 
perspectives of the particular characters What’s important is that you represent different perspectives on the 
issue, and that each one be somehow connected with the general outlook expressed by the characters in Fonte’s 
text You’re right that only a couple of the characters have clear and distinct perspectives (e g, for or against 
ma~Tiage), but that’s OK You can use that flexibility to your advantage Just be sure to CITE PAGE 
NUMBERS that, in your opinion, support your "take" on the perspective of the characters in question So if 
Cornelia, for example, seems to say one thing on one page and a slightly dift’erent thing on another, just cite the 
page that supports your inteq~retation of her views That’s fair enough If that’s not enough help for you, I’ll be 
back in the office tomorrow and can answer a follow-up email .... 

JS 

PS What you say about structure seems fine--taking each character in turn, each representing a different 
perspective, seems a good strategy to me 

On 9:39 PM, wrote: 

I was thinking email might be easier with the time crunch. My questions concerning the second prompt are: 
i) of Lucretia and Lenora who is more of the middle man in terms of arguing for or against men? (I had a 
hard time discerning this) 
2) Is there a stark difference in perspective between Corinna and Cornelia? (they seem very similar and it 
was hard to discern) 
3) I am structuring my paper by the female voices and their relation to how they would react; do you advise 
this or would you suggest a different approach? 
Thank you for your help, I also have an additional question not relating to the midterm but about the history 
courses here in general: what is the difference between taking a 100-1evel and taking a 300-1evel history 
course at UNC? And would you advise this transition to a rising sophomore? 
Thank you professor, 

From: Jay Smith [Dy~;mith(i~ernNl.anc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:41 PM 
TO: 
Subject: Re: Tempel not Temple or Temlpe 

Sot-w--have you figured out how you want to handle this? I can meet with you 
tomorrow if you’re free rm holding the extra hour I I - 12, but could make some time a little later if 
necessary Or you can email 

JS 

On 3:42 PM, wrote: 

Professor, 
I was hoping to make an appointment to discuss the upcoming paper. However, if no time is 
available I have a few questions that could also be answered by emaih Thank you. 

(HTST 



Sent: Sunday,            7:26 PM 
Subject: Tempel not Temple or Temlpe 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Messages from the "HIST site To reply to this message click this link 
to access Messages for this site: EIIST 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 4, 2012 9:00 AM 

Pielak, Gary J <gary pielak@unc edu> 

Re: committee 

G,n~ -4hanks again tk~r agreeing to ~his. i fl~ii~k you’ll be he,nfing fl’om 

~ e’ll ,nll re~’ie~ ~he applica~lons on otw own (the? ’11 be delivered tod,qv 

A~I? w,n?, ~his is a heads up th,nt you’ll be healan~ more soon .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, April 4, 2012 9:44 AM 

Cobb, Daniel M <dcobb@email unc edu> 
MALrNDA MAYNOR-LOWERY 
Cahan, Deborah A <dscahan@email unc edu> 

Re: EMERGENCY: Fall 2012 HIST/AMST I I0 

@me corn>; Simmons- 

This is probably because the registrar limits enrollments in the spring to save seats for freshmen, who register 
during CTOPS I’ll try to confirm this -Jay 

On 4/4/12 9:12 AM, Cobb, Daniel M wrote: 

Dear Jay and Malinda: 

I checked on enrollments for HIST/AMST 110 for the Fall of 2012 and found that is not set up 
properly Last fall we capped it at 165, with 120 seats for HIST and 45 seats for AMST We also 
had 3 TA’s assigned to the class who led TR/Friday recitation sections 

Could you two look into this on your side of things and keep Debbie posted? We already have 
students not enrolling because they think the class is closed 

Best, 

Dan 

Daniel M Cobb, PhD 
Associate Professor 
Coordinator of American Indian Studies 

Department of American Studies 
227 Greenlaw Hall, CB#3520 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3520 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,             9:50 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: about the exam 

--can you make it at 1? A faculty member needs to see me at 12:15 

On 8:41 AM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 
I would have emailed you sooner but I didn’t expect to have this much trouble with my paper so i would like 
to come to your once hours; however, I have class until 11:50. Is there any way I could beg you to stay an 
extra ten minutes? i understand I should have contacted you earlier and so if you have other obligations I 
completely understand. Just let me know. Thanks, 

From: ~_~,SN ~ e m ~ it .t., n c. a-J u 
Sent: Sunday, 3:24 P[Vl 
Subject: about the exam 

To: All Participants 
From: Jay Smith 
Two quick announcements: 1 I’m going to hold an extra office hour this week, Wednesday 11-12, 
in case one or more of you would like to come in to talk about the essay 2 On the Temepl 
Anneke question, it’s OK for you to assume that tbe "ladies" know eve~’ything about Temepel that 
you know--how old she was, that she was a widow, etc, even if tbose social facts are not made 
explicitly in the trial documents Also--you’re free to structure that particular essay any way you’d 
like, so long as your points get communicated clearly You can write it in detached third person 
("Helena would have said ") or in first person, with actual dialogue: "Corinna: Helena, you must 
be joking ") Just have an intro and a conclusion, in your voice, no matter what you decide 

This fox.yarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: III;,F 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              10:06 AM 

@email unc edu> 
Fwd: Second Midterm 

Oy vey 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Second Midterm 

Date:Wed, 13:59:50 +0000 
From: i~’.~_ ~1t ~ ~ e ~:2 

To:Smith, Jay ~=~_!~!i;~_~mai[ unc ed~-" 

Thanks. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              11:35 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: about the exam 

did you get the follow-up about lpm? 

On 10:39 AM, wrote: 

That works perfectly! Thanks 

From: Jay Smith [~:~_TI~IT,!~_e!~.![&.r!~E~] 
Sent: Wednesday,            9:36 AM 

Subject: Re: about the exam 

Yes, though someone else is coming at 12 Maybe 12:20? 

On 8:41AM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 
I would have emailed you sooner but I didn’t expect to have this much trouble with my paper 
so i would like to come to your office hours; however, I have class until 11:50. Is there any 
way I could beg you to stay an ex[ra ten minutes? i understand I should have contacted you 
earlier and so if you have other obligations I completely understand. Just let me know. 
Thanks, 

To: All Participants 
From: Jay Smith 
Two quick announcements: I rm going to hold an extra office hour this week, 
Wednesday I I - 12, in case one or more of you would like to come in to talk about the 
essay 2 On the Temepl Anneke question, it’s OK for you to assume that the "ladies" 
know eve~7/thing about Temepel that you know--how old she was, that she was a 
widow, etc, even if those social facts are not made explicitly in the trial documents 
Also--you’re free to structure that particular essay any way you’d like, so long as your 
points get communicated clearly You can write it in detached third person ("Helena 
would have said ") or in first person, with actual dialogue: "Corinna: Helena, you 
must be joking") Just have an intro and a conclusion, in your voice, no matter what 
you decide 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Messages from the "HIST site To reply to this message click this link 
to access Messages for this site: bZSi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,             2:21 PM 

~kenan-flagler unc edu> 

Re: Paper 2 

As you scroll through the document, Adobe tells you what page you’re on Just use that as your page number 

On 1 : 19 PM, wrote: 

Hel!o Professor Smith, 

had a quick question pertaining to the first question [or tile second paper. Can you explain to rile what 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,             2:26 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Citing Galileo 

On 1:06 PM, Peterson, wrote: 

> How would you like us to cite the Galileo t exit ? Thele ate no page mlmbet~ on the docmnent tlmt you lmve provided us 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,             2:26 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Citing 

As you scroll through the document, Adobe tells you what page you’re on Just use that as your page number 

On 12:53 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 
When citing Galileo what do you want me to use for pages numbers? Just assume the first page is page I 
and it isn’t from a larger source? 

From: ia~!~±~ c_._~% [~L~3 c ..eel u ] 
Sent: Tuesday,           9:45 AM 
Subject: reading for Thurs canceled 

To: All Participants 
From: Jay Smith 
I’ve decided to relieve you of the burden of reading Locke’s Essay Concerning Human 
Understanding for Thursday I’ll incorporate large chunks of it into lecture You can thank me 
later 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: t~IST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,             4:32 PM 

@kenan-flagler unc edu> 

Re: Paper 2 

"truth" and "reason" are definitely closer to the mark than officials (or authority figures) Truth is kind of a 
slippe~T catego~T, it seems to me, since anyone who exercises authority always claims that truth is on their side 
(for example, didn’t theologians who tried to limit Galileo’s freedoms believe they were speaking the "truth"?) 
But you might be able to work with truth if’you think about HOW they establish what is "tree " What gave 
Galileo the authority to claim that heliocentrism was true? That’s the way to think about it 

On 2:33 PM, wrote: 

Let me know if this makes more sense. 

1hanks, 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmith~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,            2:28 PM 

Subject: Re: Paper 2 

I waited to answer this question because I’m not entirely sure what you’re asking (or whether rm 
really permitted to answer it) I don’t think I can tell you whether R and G used Scripture as a basis 
for their authority The word "bases" was included only because there are two people defining 
authorities which may be multiple--unless they’re defining exactly the same thing Do you want to 
tlT asking this question again? -JS 

On 1:19 PM, wrote 

Hello Professor Smith~ 

I bad a quick question pertaining to the first question for tbe second paper. Can you explain to me what 

you mean by bases of authority because I think the way I was outiining ray paper was more towards a basis 

of authority and I do not want to attack the question in the wrong way. As of now I was going to write 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,             5:35 PM 

@live uric edu> 
Re: meeting up 

-tomorrow after class? TA assignments will be out in a week or so I think (I can tell you that you’re 
least tentatively assigned to              But please don’t be spreading the word yet) -Jay 

On 5:05 PM, wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Are you available some time this week or Monday to meet up? Oh, and do you know 
when the TA assignments will be out? I should have emailed you sooner; I know you’re 
usually available Wednesdays. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,           8:08 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Second Midterm 

Sure--but be sure to explain why THESE WOMEN would have considered her treatment unfair. That is, don’t simply put 
in the mouths of these early 17th c women a rhetoric of justice that would be more suited to the 21st century. (And 
watch your punctuation!) 

On 5:10 PM, wrote: 

Does this work as a rough draft? 

If the women from Fonte’s "Worth of Women" were presented with the transcript from "The Trial of 
Tempel Anneke," they would have varying opinions on the treatment of Tempel. Though she was accused 
of witchcraft the way the oversee~ of the case treated her was unfair, ignoring her defense entirely. The 

treatment of women during the 17th century witch trials was unfair and displayed the cruelb/men delivered 
women. 

From: Jay Smith [ja~,,smith@ema~U~c~edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:19 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Second Midterm 

Yes, you would cite the page(s) that provide evidence that your characters would have that 
opinion So, if they make a remark about widows, or about Tempel’s reading ability, you would 
cite pages where those general topics were discussed in our assigned reading 

On 12:05 PM, wrote: 

Quick question, on rite second pro]npt it sa?s fltat we should cite texX front both sources ffwe are to 

pretend that rite?" at~ disca~sshtg Tempel A]meke 

Yes, that’s fine And OK, I suppose I can look at a few sentences 

On 10:27 AM, wrote: 

Could I just be like "Upon the arrival of the trial details, the women began 
discussingit..." "Thisiswhattheyeachwouldhavethought" somethinglike 
that. How about I write a body paragraph or get it started and send you a 
snippit of it? 

From: Jay Smith 



Sent: Wednesday, 
To: 

Subject: Re: Second Midterm 

10:06 AM 

-you mean you’ll just write in your own voice throughout? 
("Helena would have thought") That’s fine 

On 9:59 AM, wrote: 

Hc3 Professor, 

I’m t~Ting to write ira." paper, fire second prompt, but I’m ]tot quite sure 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,             9:00 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Citations 

just use the Roman numerals (xxiii) 

On 8:39 PM, wrote: 

Also, I am using some part of the Introduction of Tempel Anneke in my paper, how should I number the 
pages for reference because they are numbered differently than the actual documents. 

From: Jay Smith [~y~mit)~_n__~.tl_..f!ta~:~_~’] 
Sent: Wednesday,            8:27 PM 

Subject: Re: Citations 

the editor, Morton 

On 8:26 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 
For The Trial of Tempel Anneke, would you like me to use the editor or translator as part of 
my citations since it does not have an author. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,             11:05 PM 

@email unc edu> 

Re: about the exam 

crap 

On 10:40 PM, wrote: 

Right now on the TV channel "Versus" (i think), Bob Costas is hosting a panel discussion on college academics 

and athletics. It is probably too late for you to watch it now (if you even receive this email), but try to find it on 
the intemet later. It could be of interest. 

-JS 
Absolutely Go for it! We want to support the brave However you structure it will be fine 

On 4:38 PM, wrote: 

Prof. Smith, 

I have a question regarding question two of the midterm. You mentioned in the email attached that 
we could do a more creative answer to the question so I just wanted to clarig/. As long as I have 
the introduction and conclusion in my own voice can I write the women’s opinions and such like a 
third person narrative piece? It would read more like a creative writing scene but still express their 
views about what happened to Tempel Anneke. Would this suffice for the paper? 

Sincerely, 

To: All Participants 
From: Jay Smith 
Two quick announcements: I I’m going to hold an extra office hour this week, 
Wech~esday 11-12, in case one or more of you would like to come in to talk about the 
essay 2 On the Temepl Anneke question, it’s OK for you to assume that the "ladies" 
know eve~ything about Iemepel that you l~mw--how old she was, that she was a widow, 
etc, even if those social facts are not made explicitly in the trial documents Also--you’re 
free to structure that particular essay any way you’d like, so long as your points get 
communicated clearly You can write it in detached third person ("Helena would have 
said") or in first person, with actual dialogue: "Corinna: Helena, you must be joking ") 
Just have ml intro m~d a conclusion, in your voice, no matter what you decide 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Messages from the "HIST site To reply to this message click this link to 
access Messages for this site: 141ST 



Erem= Jay SmRh [maJlt o ia ?smit h @em all unc edu] 
Wednesday, April 04, 20[2 9:55 AN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,             12:01 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: thesis 

On      10:40 PM,                 wrole: 
> Hi Professor Smith, 

> I wasn’t going Io il~quir¢ aboul an~ thing related Io highcsl honors (I didn’t aclually know d existed until aboul halr~ay Ihrough Ih¢ 
ye~u) but I am alwa~’s open to heating l/ow the thesis as a whole could be improved (wltich I feel I aheady got some of during the 
defe~tse) Mo~e specifically, tl/ough, I was hoph~g to look at wa?s to trim the thesis down to a smnple of writing for m? graduate 
school applicatio~ts and possibly improve some aspects of m? won for fltat 

> Tlmtiks, 
> 

> 

> From: Jay Smith [iaysmi/h~acmail uric cdu] 
> Sent: Tuesda?,              7:31 PM 

> Subjecl: Ihcsis 

> about the fl~esis and fl~e whole "highest ho~ot~" firing I’d be happy to 
> meet with you to talk about wl\~ your "conurtittee" in the end decided not 
> to push for highest (much as we liked your thesis and much as we thi~tk 

> philosoplfically opposed to the "lfighest" distinction am’wa) and oal) 

> tlmt I’d lmppily tall about it ff you’d like, though theie is no 
> pressure to do so, eiflter 

>JS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,            ):00 AM 

email unc edu> 
Re: George B Tindall Graduate Fellowships for Summer Research 

¯ I don’t know about that I think you should apply, actually They may take your other funding into 
account, but I don’t remember hearing about such restrictions -Jay 

On I 1:58 PM, wrote: 

Jay, 

I don’t think this is even worth sending an email, but I will anyway: there is no reason to apply for this right 
(already have summer funding; is in the US). Just want to be sure. 

Best, 

The Universibl of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Anderson, Violet 
Sent: Monday, 2:26 PM 
TO: 

Co: Kent, Adam S; Kramer, Lloyd S 
Subject: George B. Tindall Graduate Fellowships for Summer Research 

To: Graduate Students in tile Third Year 
(Class entering UNC in 

From: Lloyd Kramer, Chair 
Date: 
Re: George B. Tindall Graduate Fellowships for Summer Research 

T invite third year graduate students to apply for a continuing summer research 
fellowship that is made possible through the generosity of a former student of 
Professor George B. Tindall. Professor Tindall x~as a distinguished historian of 
the American South who taught in our department betx~ een 1!@8 and 1 .%0; he died 
in 2006 at tile age of 85. 

This generous private support x~ill enable the Department to grant several Tindall 
fellowships for graduate students who have recently completed their 
comprehensive e×aminations and are no~ launching the early phases of their 
dissertation research. The grants %NI1 be available for students in all fields who 
need summer money for travel to archives/libraries, for the collection of materials 
abroad, or for other research activities within the United States. Bach fellowship 
will provide $2,000 during the summer of 2012: and the Tindall fellox~ship should 
he used during the current calendar year. 



Tn order to apply, you must ~rite a one-page statement about your research and 
travel needs in tile coming summer, provide a simple budget (indicating bo~ the 
funds ~ould be spent), and include a copy of your curren~ CV. Please submi~ this 
material ~o Violet Anderson in fl~e Ilistory Depar~men~ office by Monday, April 9. 
Reci>ien~s of the a~ards will b~ notified before fl~e end of April. The ap>lications 
may be submitted in hard copy or electronically (wnanders(~¢ email.unc.edu): and 
they should be received by 5:00 PM on the due date. 

This is a special opportunity that an alumnus has created for our graduate 
program, and 1 encourage applications from everyone who needs funding to move 
forward on their early dissertation research. 

At the end of tile summer, recipients should submit to Violet a one-page report on 
how they used the Tindall funds and box~ the award advanced their dissertation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,            9:01 AM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: George B Tindall Graduate Fellowships for Summer Research 

and it’s not specifically American--"for the collection of materials abroad" 

On I 1:58 PM, wrote: 

or tl¢c collc,ction of mate,rials abroad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,            9:03 AM 

@gmail com> 

Re: Midterm 

OK I’ll need proof, but you can turn it in next week 

On wrote: 

Hey Pro[ Smith, 

I missed class today                                      I can either submit my midterm 
electronically later this weekend, or I can turn in before class on Tuesday If either of those options 
is okay with you, just let me know 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, April 6, 2012 I 1:02 AM 

Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard@email unc edu> 
Re: 905 

Mclissa--may I call you al home Ihis AM? -Jay 

On 4/2/12 12:37 PM, Bullard, M¢lissa M wrote: 
> Hi J a), Tlml~ks for your message I am indeed back, plg’sicall) at least Dofft pencil me in yet Can you give me a call at borne to 
discuss this matter? I have some questiol~s and a problem rll be here until 2PM at -Melissa 
> 

> -----Ofigi~al Message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,            3:23 PM 

@yahoo com> 

Re: Midterm II 

--have you gone to student health services? I want to encourage you to do that, both for your own health 
(most important) and for the purposes of negotiating your course work in this and other classes Having some 
form of official word, from a personal doctor, campus doctor, or official in the administrahon, makes it easier 
for instructors to make special arrangements for students in unusual circumstances such as yours Papers can be 
turned in late when there are clearly extenuating circumstances, but the circumstances need to be verified by 
someone in the know You might want to call Counseling and Wellness Se~w-ices, for example, at 966-3658 - 
Jay Smith 

On 2:01 PM, wrote: 

I am having trouble finishing up this midterm and I am letting you know because I did not want to 
end up not being able to turn it in, as was the case with the first midterm-- 

I did not e-mail you before this 
past Thursday because I thought that I would be able to finish it on time, but I keep running into 
this road block whenever I tta£ to type I know what I want to include in my essay, but I am having 
trouble sitting still long enough to actually put what I am thinking on paper The more I push 
myself to finish,                                                                      This 
e-mail is mostly to inform you that I am t~Ting my best to complete tbe essay and have not simply 
cast it aside or decided not to write it I apologize for my midterm being submitted late, but I will 
do my best to get it in to you today 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,             3:50 PM 

@live uric edu> 

Re: Lecture Questions for 

See below 

On 3:21 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I have some questions about the lecture material from last w~ek. 

Lecture 

1) What were the wars in which the French were involved in under Louis XIV’s reign and their dates? I 
didn’t get them all down in class. 

War of Devolution ($667-68) 

Dutch War (1672-78) 

Nine Years’ War (1689-98) 
War of the Spanish Succession ($705-$713 

2) Did the cities that the Huguenots fled to after Louis XlV passed the Edict of Fontainebleau include 
Amsterdam, Leiden, London, Berlin, and Cologne? Yes 

3) What were the academies founded by Louis XIV between 1648-16707 French Academy (es~ 1635 but 
expanded under L 14), and academic of Dance, Music, Inscriptions, Painting, Sciences, Art in Rome 

4) Was the Republic of Letters a periodical where scientists, intellectuals, and those involved in French 
culture collaborated and developed ideas that resulted in the Enlightenment? No, the "republic of letters" is 
a metaphor for a broad, informal, international community of men/women of letters who exchanged ideas 
through publication and correspondence. 

1) I am confused over how the Glorious Revolution started and William and Mary’s involvement. Also, I did 
not get down the information about the Parliament’s relationship with William and Mary and the information 
on the Whigs as the Parliamentary majority. Could you explain these topics for me? It ~arted with 
opposition to James’s I "Popish" religious intentions and the birth of a male Catholic heir (who would return 
England to the Catholic fold); Wm and Mary were invited to take over the throne because Mary was James’s 
daughter, happily married to a Protestant prince. Whigs-the faction in parliament that believed that 
parliament should hold the upper hand over kings. 

2) Was the Royal Military School based in France? When was it founded? Yes, founded in 1751 

3) Concerning Russia and Prussia, what did Frederick II do in the 1740s-1750s? And was there more to the 
Berlin Cadet Corps in (1730) than its pedagogy was inspired by August Herman Franck? He was king then, 
and he restricted access to his officer corps to nobles. Nothing more on the Berlin corps... 

4) For the Segur Law (1781), did it just basically limit officer positions in the French Army to those with at 
lea~ 4 generations of nobility? YES I have in my notes about continued funneling of something under the 
same slide. DO you remember what you said in class about that? Yes, that the French were continuing to 



limit access to military position on the basis of family background. 

Sorry for all the questions! 

Thanks, 



List of fall instructors (fixed-term/ABD): 

"50 students) 
50 students) 

SO students) 

110 students) 
SO students) 

165 students) 
(165 students) 
(50 students] 
(50 students) 

(50 students) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,             I 1:46 AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 
Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu>; Duval, Kathleen A 
<duval@email unc edu> 
Re: instructor list 

I dofft !o~ow how       got deleted front that list--rids is wl\x I need a 
proofrcader Ye~. hc’s on for seclion    Of I]le     wil]l 50 
sludenls       Coldd also do a large section, provided he defends 
successfidl? h~ Ma?, but 1 fl~ouglit Mulve? would be better because lie has 
iiiore experience (1 I]lhik we COldd always persuade Ihem Io change la/er 
it" we need them to ) 

On 4/9/12 11:22 AM, F,~ramer. Lloyd S wrote: 
> Jay, 
> Tlumks for tlds list I tlm~k it looks good mtd inchldes tlie people and courses we have agreed on But I have a question about tlie 
list for HIST 140 It looks like Mulvey is assigned to the large section of this course that was orighutll) going to Brmtdon: Hist 140- 

list: Hist        (50 six,dents?) I had put tlie nmne of           h~ for that comse (MWF 3:00 PM) Is flds tlie course that would 
now be left utmssigned for tlie moment? Or sliould we decide be~,veen Mulve) and       for section    9 

alwa? s, something could cbange again over tlie smmner But I thiiik it’s appropriate to go aliead with appointment lettei~--afler a fuuit 

> Thanks for pulling INs together, 
> Lloyd 

> -----Origi~ml Message ..... 

> Sent: Monda),               10:27 AM 
> To: Kmmcr, Lloyd S: Radding, Cynlhia: Dural, Ka/hlccn A 
> Subject: instmclor lisl 

> Hello--rm tea@ to send out appoinlment letteis for our fixed termet~, m~d I wanted to mn the list by ever) one (especially Lloyd) for 
one lasl look before I send tllem oul It!s underslood Ihat we may be moving Mulvey (or adding Io his chores) depending on tlie Chris 
Lee siixmtio~z m~d the Hut~ziker 151 lemains mffitled for tlie moment (pending our Lecmier seamh), but otherwise I tlthik tlds reflects 
our collective wisdom Let me !o~ow if I missed somefldng 

> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,             5:49 PM 

Lowe~7, Malinda Maynor <mmaynor@email unc edu> 

Simmons-Cahan, Deborah A <dscahan@email unc edu> 

Re: Fwd: AMST 

not that I know of 

On 5:13 PM, Lowery, M alinda Maynor wrote: 

Hi Debbie and Jay, 
Is there a change with 

Thanks, 
Malinda 

I should know about? See below 

Malinda Maynor LowetT 
Assistant Professor of Histoq¢ 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB# 3195, Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Twitter @malindalowetT 

Begin forwarded message: 

Hello, 

I was registered for your AMST    class for next fall but I notice now that the date, time and 
staff are TBA. Is this class still being offered in the fall? 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,             I 1:47 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Final Exam 

On 9:40 PM. wrOle: 
> Professor Snfith, 

> YOlt should ]laVe rec¢ived an ¢lllail earlier [his semcslcr from Disabilily Ne~ices infonning you [hal I al~l ¢ligible for extra [Jl~l¢ oil 
extorts I want to use tlmt thne for file fitml exant but I need to know how long the exmn will be in ot~ler to schedule it wiflt Disabdit~ 
Services Please let me know, and I will keep you apprised of am" updates as they come up 

> BCSI, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,             I 0:50 AM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 
Re: People Admin Waiver 

Adam--yes, the budget looks right to me (except that       is not teaching the ; we’ve moved him to a 
large section of    ~ And we have 3 151 s to fill only if you’re still counting the Hunziker 15 I, which we have 
indeed left vacant for the moment But yes, the numbers look good 

It’s OK for me to e-mail all these people (except ) and tell them that they’ve been "selected" 
but there may still be another step in the process? -Jay 

On 10:09 AM, Kent, Adam S wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

Please review the attached instructional budset for fall 2012 to make sure that there have been no 
chanses since last week. If all is correct, I will submit the people admin waiver requests,       and 

are exempt as they are teachin8 this semester. This leaves requests for (3) sections of 128, (4) 
sections of 140, (3) sections of 151, and (1) section of 356. Please contact me with any questions and / or if 
I can be of further assistance, 

Adam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              9:16 AM 

have an appropriate meeting spot: 

file 2rid floor of Loudenrtilk Center for Excellence 

I-3 We 

See you then! -Ja?, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smifll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,              2:13 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 
Re: good news 

On 2:12 PM, C3 nlhia Raddina wrote: 
> And, got file fellowslfip[ 

> Ijusl gol Ihe messages from Ih¢ Grad School Ihal             and 
>             received off-cmnpus dissertation fimding awat~ls[ So, Vi, 
> the? can come off our TA list 

> Cynlhia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              2:18 PM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: 

Woo hoo! C~-eat news Let’s hope for a two-fer 

OF 2:15 PM, wrote: 

Just got the      ! Still really want but know I will be in France at least, 
and that someone outside of the hist dept (even if not yet outside of UNC) actually likes this 
proiect Phew 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, 2:33 PM 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

your group 

(a31ive unc edu>; 
~live unc edu> 

Fo[ks--I foigot to ask whether you would be willh~g to go on the lust 

JS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              6:26 PM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: Midterm II 

You forgot to give me , and you forgot to give me a head count 

OK, with that out of the way--you have total discretion, and yeab, in general I think it’s good that they see the 
number as well as the letter 

On 3:41 PM, wrote: 

Forgot to ask: is it ok if I give out number grades at my discretion. Perhaps, if someone earns a 79 over a 
78? And, do you want me to put the number grade on the paper or just put the letter? 

From~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:11 PM 
To: Jay Smith 
Subject~ RE: Midterm II 

Dinner too! Damn thats hot! 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:45 PM 
TO: 
Subject: Re: Midterm II 

Yeah, the Adrian Johns thing, which was pretty good Dinner with him after was better--ve~ay funny, 
down-to-earth British guy who seemed as bored by our colleagues from the l~nglish dept as I was 

That’s my life, man--no time for consultation on anything I promised that today I’d inform them 
about the final, so I felt compelled You know me I keep my promises At least 72% of the time 

On 8:55 PM, wrote: 

Did you go to Adrian Johns’ talk? Another reason that it sucks to live in Hende~on. What the 
hell with study guide so early? No consultation? Good questions though. Totally unexpected, 
but giving the students no cause for complaint! 

From: Jay Smith [ia~,~n ithC~en~ai!.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,            5:27 PM 

Sul~ect: Re: Midterm II 

oh crap next one will be harder Offto a talk 

On 5:22 PM, wrote: 

The effect of quizzes in rapid succession: 87% class average (with a few zeros). 
You should screw with the students by telling them that since the quizzes will be 
getting easier because covering less material, we are not going to drop the 
lower. 

From: Jay Smith [l_aysrnith;~eu’~ail,unc~edul 
Sent: Tuesday,            12:10 PM 



Subject: Re: Midterm II 

No way I can meet today If you have papers, cool If not, we’ll deal with 
it later 

On 9:50 AM, wrote: 

Yet, you knew who Tom Watson was/is. Not related. We had 
planned on discussing the papers tomorrow, do you still want to do 
that7 Or, would it be easier if I just bring the papem to you, you 
can look through some, then return them to me on thumday with 
any comments on my grading? I should be done with nearly all of 
them. 

From: Jay Smith [~ey~mith@en~a[I.anc ed~.,] 
Sent: Monday~ 9:01 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Midterm II 

Bring       and let me look at it tomorrow And as for 
Watson I take it this is Tom Watson’s grandson or 
something? Golf: the one sport I have never, ever cared about 
on any level 

On 10:37 PM, wrote: 

So, Bubba Watson won the Masters. Awesome. 
Should be a beRer distribution this time. is 
borderline plagiarism. Well, she quotes Rand G 
without using quotation marks. Either way, a solid 
or worse if you want to be mean. 

Sent: Sunday, 11:13 AM 

Subject~ Re: Midterm II 

Oh God 

On 9:55 PM, wrote: 

We have another fine reading from the 
vault. An extra 98wordsto 

boot! 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 3:37 PM 
To: Jay Smith 
Subject= RE: Midterm II 

If she can write an email that long she 
ought to be able to write a paper. I do 
empathize with her. 

From: Jay Smith 



Sent: Friday, 3:23 PM 
To: 
Subject: Fwd: Midterm II 

A fun one This one will drag on, I 
assure you 

It’s OK--I’ll do the gang of 14 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Midterm II 

Date:Fri, 11:01:52 - 
0700 

From: 

Reply-To: 

I am having trouble finishing up this 
midterm and I am letting you know 
because I did not want to end up not 
being able to turn it in, as was the case 
with the first midterm--I had been 

I did not e-mail you before this 
past Thursday because I thought that I 
would be able to finish it on time, but 
I keep running into this road block 
whenever I t~T to type I know what I 
want to include in my essay, but I am 
having trouble sitting still long 
enough to actually put what I am 
thinking on paper 

This e-mail is 
mostly to inform you that I am trying 
my best to complete the essay and 
have not simply cast it aside or 
decided not to write it I apologize for 
my midterm being submitted late, but 
I will do my best to get it in to you 
today 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,             8:15 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Final Exam 

hout~, but 3 ate allowed (1 flfit~k fltat’s a Ulfiversit~ role, in fact) 

And yes, email would be fine 

> Professor Snfith, 
> 

> 1 looked over the study sheet you posted, but I stir need to know how much time is aIloRed for fl~e fitml exam so fltat I can schedule 
it with Disabildy S¢la, iccs Also, I am supposed to won out how Io transfer the exam from you to Disabilily Services and back I think 
fire easiest way to do tlfis would be by email, but if you would prefer a different metl/od flten let me know 

> BCSI, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,             I 1:04 AM 

@live uric edu> 
Re: memoire 

--is 2pm good Wednesday? 

On this mdmoire I now see that this is definitely not for you I now remember that this m~moire written for 

Sorry ’bout that As I said, I think you’ll find your best leads in the 
hands on that as soon as you can -Jay 

On 9:00 PM, wrote: 

bibliography--get your 

Hi Jay, 
Here is a bit copy-pasted from the email I told you about. I’m sorry, I got the anagram 
wrong: 

Do you know anything about that? Also, what time is good for you on Wednesday? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,             12:07 PM 

@email unc edu> 
tMI teaching 

fall     doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,             12:08 PM 

@gmail com> 

tMI teaching 

fall     doc 

--see altached -Ja?. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,             12:09 PM 

@email unc edu> 
tMI teaching 

fall     doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,             12:09 PM 

@email unc edu> 

fall teaching 

fall     doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,             3:01 PM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 
Re: Fixed Terms 

I sent letters to 
should have clarified what I was doing 

(since they’re not required to do the online thing) Son% I 

On 2:43 PM, Kent, Adam S wrote: 

HiJay, 

emailed me a question about his contract and I wanted to know if you only sent out the 

contracts to                  , or did you send this out to the whole group. I have the emails prepared 

for everyone and just wanted to make sure that we are not duplicating our efforts. Please advise on what I 
should do and I apologize if I am making you crazy with this, 

Adam 

Adam Kent 
Departmental Manager 
UNC Department of History 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919.962-1403 (Fax) 
akent@unc.edu 
IM: oasisadarnkent 
htt p://histo qt.u n c.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,              3:19 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Cyntltia--you probably ahea@ la~ow, but has accepted our 
offcr Good news -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday, April 15, 2012 12:09 PM 

Palmer, David <palm@email unc edu> 
Re: Pall teaching 

tiffs year I work with a form leRer and sometimes forget to switch pa) 

fl~e heads up on tbe sectiolts I have no idea wby sections weren’t 
scbeduled for fltis com~e, but the) will be as soon as Wanda gets back 

On 4/15/12 12:01 PM, Palmer, David wrote: 
> D¢ar Jay, 

> I acc¢pl my designated leaching assignm¢nl I’or the ~l12012 semester I will sign Ihe ronn s¢nl Io m¢ in Ib¢ previous email and 

> palm@entail uric edu 

> From: Ja) S~mth Ija) s~mth@enmil uric edu] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday,               12:14 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 
Re: TA lists and class sizes 

C} utlfia--Bull is definitely willing In ~ct, he said 220 "or higher 
needed" -Ja) 

On 12:43 PM, Cvt~tlita Radding wrote: 
> Hi, Jay: 
> Please do ask Marcus Bull if h¢ is willing Io expand his class Io 220 
> sludents and four TAs 1 have assigned              to ltis class 
> and I have made the correctio~ts to Gluttlmar’s e~trollments Shlce we 
> erred on the mnnber of gradet~ for Caddelfs 213, we have a staldent 
> who needs again Io placed elsewhere            crone off" 
>because he won a               fellowship -- good news! We put 
> in his plac¢ 
> 

> Thai still leaves us wllh a shotlag¢ of places and we haven’t yet 
> placed ml? of the new sludents Please verif? it" Chad Btymlt’s comse, 
> currcutly a170 sludeut s, could be increased to 110. Ihus opening up 
> on¢ more TAship plac¢ 

> And, our lisl of new admits has risen Io 14 (17) -- 
CNulged her nllnd mid has accepted our offer to come to UN C-CH 

> Tlmt~k you 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday,               12:14 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 
Re: TA lists and class sizes 

On 12:43 PM, CvNhia Radding wrote: 
Hi, Jay: 
Please do ask Marcus Bull if h¢ is willin~ Io ¢xlgand his class Io 220 
sludents and four TAs 1 have assigned              to ltis class 
and I have made the correctioits to Gluttlmar’s eitrollments Shlce we 
erred on fl~e mnnber of gradet~ for Caddelfs 213, we have a staldent 
who needs again Io Naccd elsewhere            came off 

> becmlse he won a fellowship -- good news! We put 
in his place 

Thai still Icavcs us wllh a shotlagc of places and wc harcn’l ycl 
placed zm3 of the new sludents Please verif3 it" Clmd Bryant’s comse, 
currcutly a170 sludcut s, could be increased to 110. Ihus opening up 
one more TAship place 

And, our lisl of new admils has risen Io 14 (17) -- 
clmnged her nllnd and lms accepted our offer to come to UN C-CH 

Tlmt~k you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday,              3:29 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Quiz Tuesday 

C~n you come at 10AM’? Tha/’s Ihc only lime I have thai day 

On 6:04 PM wrote: 
> Hey Professor Snfith, 

>Thisis               IaminyourHisl    class on T/TH Ihavchacnloyourorricchoursafcwhines Iwasjuslconlacling 
you about a concern I have for the quiz this confing Tuesday 1 lemen~ber how you s~id that we need to nmke it to all the quizzes 
semester, mid If we wet~ to nfiss one or be late then we would just have to take fl~e 0 I was just wondering it" 1 could come to you or 

office earlier in the month~g to take fl~e quiz because I rim? ~mss file first hail" of the class on Tuesda) 1 l~lize that you 
dropping Ih¢ lowing quiz grade at the end of the semcslcr, so missing this qhiz wouldn’l be Ihe end of the world I would jusl don’l 
like nitssing the opportuhiB." to boost my grade If you could just get back to me when you cmk I’d ~ea[ly appreciate it Thaltks and 
have a good weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,              8:13 PM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: midterm 

Probably not until Tuesday AM 

On 7:28 PM, wrote: 

Let me know when you enter your paper grades, and I will do so soon after. 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 12:26 PM 
To: Jay Smith 
Subject: RE: midterm 

Yeah, well, if I want to read about healing the mind-body connection I will go straight to Descartes...with all 
the meditating he did he probably never had back problems... 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Friday, 11:56 AM 

Subject: Re: midterm 

sounds like a character in an A1 Pacino film 

On 11:36AM, wrotc: 

Wow, brilliant. 

From: Jay Smith [iavsnl]th~1~emai!.urlc.ed~] 
Sent: Friday,            10:33 AM 

Su~e~t: Fwd: Re: midterm 

Oh, you have another one to grade! 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: midterm 

Date:Thu, 20:34:13 -0400 
From: 

To:Smith, Jay M 

I slipped it under your door I’m not sure that no one was in the entire histotay dept I 
only went to your office 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:27 PM, "Jay Smith" ~iavsmi¢h(a,em~fi~ mc cdu> wrote: 

No one in the Histot?¢ office? I’ll ask the staff where they disappeared to 
tomorrow Email it now, but I’ll want a hard copy (assuming there’s an 



explanation from the staff) 

On 4:28 PM, wrote: 

I’m here but no one else is 

Sen from myiPhone 

On           , at 7:07 PM, "Jay Smith" 
<~aysmith ~cmr, il ~tlc cd~*> wrote: 

Not a lot at this point You’re a week late, I never 
heard a word from you before the due date, and 
you’re continuing a pattern (no reaction paper, 
etc) that shows no signs of stopping If you turn 
in a paper by 4:30 tumon-ow, we’ll give you half 
credit for it (that is, if you earn a 90 we’ll give 
you a 45), which is better than a zero and may 
allow you to pass the class After tomorrow, it 
turns to 0 

On ll:45AM, wr~e: 

Professor Smith, 

I haven’t turned in my midterm paper 
and I’m freaking out I don’t have a 
legitimate excuse, I’ve just been 
going through a lot of personal stuff 
over the past few weeks and haven’t 
gotten it done What can I do? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,            9:28 AM 

Shields, Sarah D <sshields@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting      ~ 

Well, I can’t do afternoon on so maybe we should aim for 

On 9:13 AM, Shields, Sarah D wrote: 

I’ll see about reserving 565... 

HiJay. 

They seem to be trying to schedule             dissertation defense for      too. It can’t be from 
noon to 3, though, because one member of the committee has a final exam scheduled then. Can we try for 
early afternoon on the , or some time on the ? I’ll let you know as soon as they set a time, 
unless we can set one firs!! 

thanks. 
Sarah 

is fine with me I’ll get it scheduled soon 

On 7:26 AM, Shields, Sarah D wrote: 

HiJay. 

I had made arranaements weeks ago to see my parents right after my exams. I’m supposed 
to be gone        Any chance we could get together on              to make our 
short list? I’d be glad to move anything else around to do this--I’d even make cookies. 

Thanks for considering this. 
Sarah 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,              9:43 AM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu>; Duval, Kathleen A 
<duval@email unc edu>; Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu>; Anderson, Violet 
<vmanders@email unc edu> 
Re: Grad admissions and TA slots 

Cyntlfia--Chad is hi a snmll room (72 seats), wlrich nmkes tlmt move vet’," 
difficult Would you hke me to ask Marcus k[" be’s willing to roll the 
dice with Ihe 107 and go for 300? -Jay 

On 9:37 AM. Cynthia Radding wrol¢: 
> D¢ar all: 
> 1’11 give you a brief sununat5 on whet~ we stmld on adntissio~ts 
> acc¢plances and TA slols Vi call¢d in sick Ioday, so I’ll lulv¢ Io 

> mro]dng, is flint he will fund one oftbe ad]rtits with a RAship at the 

> European: four (~,vo eari? modem and t~ o modem) 

> Global: one (’out Huckestein wrests to be considered hi tbe European 
> field when she arrives) 

> Mildtuy: four (3 are active duB" officet~) 

>US:five 

and one of fl~e m~cient adirtit s tltrough the Mapping 

> we ctm place our currel~t sludents and a few of fllese admds in TA 

> Chad B~) anl about the possibildy of expanding his HIST 260? 

> Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, April 16, 2012 12:41 PM 

Bethany Keenan ¯ " ~gmail corn> 

Re: Phone call? 

Bethany--Wednesday would be a lot better for me Call at home between 9-11 

On 4/I 6/I 2 12:33 PM, Bethany Keenan wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

Would you have time sometime tomorrow for a phone call? I’ve got some questions about how to 
deal with departmental issues that I don’t really want to write down (This makes it sound much 
more cloak-and-dagger than it is, but I’m really just being prudent) Basically I’d like some advice 
as an untenured faculty member, and I don’t feel comfortable asking tenured folk here I think 
you’ve dealt with similar issues and I’d value your feedback 

If you were available tomorrow morning, that’d be great Could you let me know a number to call? 

thanks, 
bk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,               1:17 PM 

@gmail corn> 

tomolTOW 

¯ -I’m just snowed under (again), and flle~e’s no wa? I can take an 
hour or so today Io read over the prospectus and answ¢r all your 

Jay 
PN is coming, in case you hadn’l h¢ard 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,              2:05 PM 

Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu> 
Re: 

oh, y¢s. musl add There will b¢ 6 TA’s 18 sections[ I ha~¢ a 
mole like this conling, by the way 

On 2:02 PM, Wallace, Wzmda L wrote: 
> Hey, 

> Wzmda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              3:16 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Question 

the year was 1766 

On 3:13 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 
what year did King Louis XV march to the parlement in Paris? I have written in my notes that it 
was in 1776, but I remember being confused by this because then your next slide said "the 
magistrates did not give up So to the end their resistance one and for all, Louis XV and his 
chancellor, Rene Nicolas de Maupeou, disbanded all 16 parlements in a dramatic coup in 1771 " So 
I was j ust wondering if i wrote down the date of the King’s march to parlement incorrectly 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,             4:5 1 PM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: midterm 

I tuld          on Wednes&~y thai we’d giv¢ him half credit ir he 
turned in a paper by 4:30 on Thursda? He entailed me at 4:28 
complaining Ihal I wasn’t in my office to r¢ceiv¢ his belated gill 
So ff he gets a 90 on the midtenn, we give him a 45 

On       4:23 PM, 
> Guess which 

> From: 
> Sent: Tuesda?, 4:06 PM 
> To: Smith, Jay M 
> Subject: RE: midtunn 

> For file ~ecmd,           [ms 

> Scnl: Monday, 1:1 I PM 
> To: Slrtith, Jay M 
> Sul~iect: RE: midtemt 

> Average: 82 I gave 

> Sent: Monda?,, 12:41 PM 
> To: Jay Smith 
> Sul~iect: RE: midtemt 

t~m~ed in a quiz today[ What me we doing with 

for quizzes, so we slmll drop the 

> Sul~iect: Re: lrtidtenn 

>> From: Ja> Smith Ijavsntith~aemail m~c edu] 

grade? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, April 17, 2012 4:57 PM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 
Re: CSRI 

Just raxcdit Hopcll worked -JS 

On 4/17/12 3:25 PM, Soullmll, Richard Michard wrole: 
If you wmlt to fax it to us, that’ll be great 

Dr Richard M Soutlmll 
Associate Professor - Sport Admfltistcation 
Graduate Program Coot~linator 
Tile UnivcrSily o f North CAirolina a/Chapel Hill 
Diiector - College Sport Research htstimte 
Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - 919962-3507 
C¢11 - 
Fax - 919962-6235 

UNC Sport A&nhtistration website: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             5:01 PM 

~email unc edu>; 
~unc edu> 

rankings 

I’m afraid I wofft be able to complete my rat~kmgs of the applicants 
until I can sit down with tbem tiffs weekend Will it give you enough 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             I 1:18 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: reaction paper for Hunt reading 

Yes, here’s the email I sent to the class last Thursday, which I’ll send again -JS 

For the reaction paper on Lynn Hunt’s Inventing Human Rights, let me ask you to focus on one thing in 
particular: Hunt’s argument about the role that novels and novel reading played in laying the groundwork for 
human rights Do you accept her argument? Why/Why not? 

On 11 : 12 PM, wrote: 

Good evening Professor Smith, 

I hope you are doing well. My name is         and I’m in your HIST    class. I was wondering if there is 
anything specific you would like us to discuss in our reaction paper for the Hunt reading. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              10:04 AM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Input on pariicipation grades 

--that’s fine i may be just a little late tomorrow because i have a 9:30 meeting that could run a little long 
By the way--you’re the only person in class who didn’t manage on the quiz Would you like to take 
another shot at the Popkin quiz tomorrow, too? -JS 

Or 9:57 AM, wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

From: iaysmith@email.unc.edu [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,            5:25 pivl 
Subject: Input on participation grades 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

Hello: Don’t feel obligated, but if you’d like to email me your thoughls on what you think you 
deserve as a participation grade in the course, feel free But do so by tomorrow, 1 pm 

i’ll llave these grades for you on the last day of class and will email them in a secret code Ihe code 
works like this: taking 70 as the baseline, i’ll email you a +15 if you got an 85 for participation, a -2 if 
you got a 68, etc Just remember tl~at what i tell you is in relation to 70 

This gets around the prohibition on emailing grades and gives you a slightly better sense of where you 
stand heading into the final .... 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from 
the "HIST " site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HIS] 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ja? Smith ~ja} sn~ith a~email unc cdu> 

Wednesday,               Ig:30 AM 

@email uric edu> 

Re: Reaction paper Thursday 

Average63? Holys--- Itwasalittletougherthanthelastone. butnotTHATmuch Oh. 

On 10:24 AM, wrote: 

Notes from the quiz: average was 63%, I am pretty sure not a single person got the 1759 Illuminati question correct, 
and our buddy           misspelled his name. 

--you can use first person if you want. so long as there aren’t a million I’s sprinkled through the 
paper 

IS 

On 11:31 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

Do you want us to write in first person or third regarding whether we accept Hunt’s argument in the 
reaction paper? 

Thanks! 

Sincerely, 

To: All Participants 
From: Jay Smith 
Dear denizens of 
One question I just received makes me suspect that one or more of you failed to notice the 
email from last Thursday, Sol resend its contents: 

For the reaction paper on Lym~ Hunt’s Inventing Humm~ Rights, let me ask you to focus on 
one thing in particular: Hunt’s argument about the role that novels and novel reading played 
in laying the groundwork for human rights Do you accept her argument? Why/Why not? 

This for~x arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Messages from the "HIST ’ site To reply to this message click this link to access 
Messages for this site: iIigT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,               1:54 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: HIST    Onion Headlines Assignment 

not necessary 

On 1:44 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

Do we need to include a works cited page for the sources used in the Onion headlines assignment? 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,              3:00 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Reaction Paper 

ok 

> Hey Professor SnfitI,, 

> This is               fronl your Hisl    class I was jltsl lel/ing you know that I’ll be sloping by your office hours tomorrow to 
turn 1W RP 3 earl? befole class starts I ma? be a little late to class so I’d rather t~rn it in earl?" titan t~rn it in late Tlmt~ks, mid ill see 
you tomorro!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            3:01 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Reaction paper Thursday 

--I’m not sure you really need to address Hunt’s "points of support." It’s OK if you did a little of that, though. 
Mainly we want to see that you read the book and understand her argument, and that you evaluated the argument for 

I’m going to miss your emails when the semester ends .... 

On 2:11 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

Thanks for the clarification email this morning. I have just one more question about the structure of the 
paper. Do we need to identify Hunt’s argument about novel reading, its points of support, and whether we 
personally accept it as a valid argument? I’ve already written the paper, but I just wanted to make sure I 
did it right. Thanks! 

Sincerely, 

-you can use first person if you want, so long as there aren’t a million rs sprinkled 
through the paper 

JS 

On 1 1:31 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

DO you want us to write in first person or third regarding whether we accept Hunt’s argument 
in the reaction paper? 

Thanks! 

Sincerely, 

Prom: ,L~¢smithi~emaiL~mc.edu [;~vsmith~;emaih~mc,eau] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:20 PM 
To: 
Su~ect: Reaction paper Thu~day 



To: All Participants 
From: Jay Smith 
Dear denizens of 
One question I just received makes me suspect that one or more of you failed to notice 
the email from last Thursday, Sol resend its contents: 

For the reaction paper on Lynn Hunt’s Inventing Human Rights, let me ask you to 
focus on one thing in particular: Hunt’s argument about the role that novels and novel 
reading played in laying the groundwork for human rights Do you accept her 
argument? Why/Why not? 

This fotwv-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Messages from the "HIST " site To reply to this message click this link 
to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              7:44 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu> 

see auached 

docx 

f~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, 7:47 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
~gmail corn>; 

@live unc edu> 

see attached 

~)live unc edu>; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              7:49 PM 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

see attached 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              7:53 PM 

~gmail com> 

Re: Prospectus 

Yeah, you may be tight--unless you can go with cheapie hotels for part of the time But maybe that’s too 
complicated I know nothing about leboncoin, but is there any way to rent by the week? 

On 5:08 PM, wrote: 

Well, with housing, it might be tough I’m looking at leboncoin for places to stay, originally 
planning on doing a month in one and three weeks in the other Should I just stick the original 
plan, then? I don’t know how I can play it by ear over there with the need to lock into some sort of 
rooming a~+angement Are you thinking a hotel or something like that is a better idea? 

On Thu,             at 4:59 PM, Jay Smith ~[aEsmith@cmail unc cdt > wrote: 
ffpossible, play it by ear Ifthe holdings in Lotient are really good, yeah, just stay there If you 
exhaust the good stuff in a few weeks, consider moving I know that strategy leaves things 
unsettled, which is a bit if a drag, but for a short trip it’s best to do that if you can arrange it .... 

On 4:57 PM, wrote: 

Ok, we’ll I send along what i have, then Also, for summer plans: I had thought on 
doing both Nantes and Lorient, but by the time I get to France, I’ll have about 7 
weeks (or maybe more like 65) Do you think it’s better to stay just in Lorient for 
summer (as they have the archives of the Compagnie des Indes) My thinking is that 
if I do a month in Lorient and 3 weeks in Nantes, I’ll end up having little time to do 
research in Nantes by the time I move and get set-up there (and could do later next 
school year) Alternatively, could always just tlT to do quick recon of the Nantes 
holdings What do you think? 

Best, 

On Thu,             at 2:50 PM, Jay Smith qay~pd~h@<~tnaiJa~c ad~.~> wrote: 
I think it’s j ust an internal thing, no need for the whole committee to see it 

On 12:25 PM, wrote: 

Jay, 

Should I have attached my mowry to the doc that I sent out, or do 
people not need to look at that till the day of the defense? 

Best, 

On Tue, at 2:46 PM, @gm~dl corn> 



wrote: 
Thanks for the look-over Made one or two more polishing 
changes, and am now done Attaching final here just so you have 
it And awesome that        is coming Just don’t forget who 
your favorite advisee is while I am away 

On Mon,             at I 1:06 PM, Jay Smith 
<j awrr~i~!’.~.~_qg!~i_[.Z:.n_~ d u> wrote: 

--OK, looked it over again And- 
¯ -I don’t think I’d change a thing You might make that 

year in India sound a little more aspirational than you do at the 
end ("Ideally, I would "), but othe~vise this prospectus gives us 
plenty to chew over, which is the whole point of a prospectus I 
wouldn’t bother changing the list of things you’ve applied for, 
either It’s supposed tu be provisional afterall 

On 1:07 PM, wrote: 

Hey J ay, 



Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              9:09 PM 

@email unc edu> 

Fwd: Quiz 8, Hist 

Gee, what am I supposed to do? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Quiz 8, Hist 

Date:Fri, 01:08:22 +0000 
From: 

To:Smith, Jay ~=~_!!!i;~_~mai[ unc ed~-" 

Professor, 

President Obama will be speaking in Chapel Hill this Tuesday, I am told, during our Hist    class. As 
a member of Young Democrats, I would love to be in attendance. Could I possibly make up our last 
quiz some time Monday, or possibly on Wednesday? Please let me know if there are any times 
that are convenient for you, for me to take the exam. 

Of course, if this is not your policy I will be happy to take the quiz in class on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               II :00 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Quiz 8, Hist 

--I j ust took a look at your grades, and I see that you already have a       quiz average (assuming you 
were to take a zero on the last quiz and we dropped that grade, since one will be dropped anyway) Given your 
other grades in the course, you sure *seem* to be cruising toward I mention this because if we just 
forget about the last one in your case, it would help me to maintain my policy of not allowing make-ups or 
making special arrangements for the quizzes That would be my preference And you could still see Obama, 
without guilt Doesthis seem OK toyou? -JS 

On 9:08 PM, wrote: 

Professor, 

President Obama will be speaking in Chapel Hill this Tuesday, I am told, during our Hist 
class. As a member of Young Democrats, I would love to be in attendance. Could I 

possibly make up our last quiz some time Monday, or possibly on Wednesday? Please let 

me know if there are any times that are convenient for you, for me to take the 

exa m. 

Of course, if this is not your policy I will be happy to take the quiz in class on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               I 1:23 PM 

@live unc edu> 

-this thought just came to me--perhaps a likel) starting place 

These at~ r:mdom thoughts, mall3", but they keep colrdng to me 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,             8:21 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: see attached 

awwW, and some of it can be nmde up with tbe j ounml And besides, 

presentation It will all work out in tbe end -J S 

On I 1:29 PM wrOle: 
> Hi Dr S~nitk 
> 
> I just wanted to clear sometltfl~g up abmlt our p~esentation - it was supposed to be papular participation raffler than origit~s; that was 
m3 faull I got a bil flustered at the beginning and originally il was supposed to b¢ origins bul Ihen we decided to change il Io popular 
action h~stead sort? about tbat fm completel? fine with the grade we ~eceived, and it was ~W fault am’wa?, but I dofft want tlle test 
of our group Io be penalized for m3 mislak¢ I don’t mean to b¢ presumpluOus; I j usl fell like I should b¢ Ihe one Io lake Ihe blame for 

> From: Jay Smith [iaysmith~aemail uric ¢du] 
> Sent: Tlnusda~,,              7:47 PM 

> Sul~iect: see attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,             11:34 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: next monday’s meeting 

Let’s play it by ear... 

On i0:09 AM, wrote: 

Um...would Thursday or Friday be out of the question? 

Thanks, 

From: Jay Smith ri~v:;mi~:h;L~en~a I.unc cd~,] 
Sent: Friday, 8:17 AM 
To: 
SubjecL: Re: nexL monday’s meeLing 

ok--Tuesday at 10? Wednesday at 3:302 

On 3:27 PM, wrote: 

Dear Prof. Smith, 

Could we possibly move our meeting to another day later in the week~ 

Thank you, 



From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sent: Friday, I 1:40 AM 

To: ~email unc edu> 

Subj ect: stuff 

Attach: Hi sto~’y quiz 8docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,             7:04 PM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: Thesis project 

--I forgot you, I admit it But it’s just as well, since the last month has been just about the most insane of 
my life Anyway, if you’re still going to be around in early May, maybe we could meet and chat then, when the 
insanityofclassesisbehindus? I’llbeintownatleastthroughtheendofMay-Jay 

On 2:46 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 
Thank you vet2¢ much for getting back to me I completely understand not being at the p~ivate 

meetings at this point I would really enjoy sitting down with you to get a sense of your 
cause/goals to better understand the situation Please let me know if you are available at any point 
to meet 

Best, 

On Thu,             at 11:28 AM, Jay Smith <jaS, smlt~@email i*t~c ed~> wrote: 
Sort2¢ I dropped the ball here and didn’t respond sooner, but I agree that for now it might be 
best to meet with me (and/or others) personally rather than have      sit in on the meetings i 
suspect some faculty would feel inhibited with a student present and would prefer to carry on 
these discussions in semi-private, at least for the time being But I’d happily meet in April 
sometime .... 

On I I : I 8 AM, Soutball, Richard Michard wrote: 

Thanks for your email I’ve cc: Dr Smith to facilitate communication about your 
interest in visiting with him and sitting in on future "working group" meetings as 
part of your thesis project research I’m reticent about my unilaterally extending an 
invitation for you to sit in and obse~w-e meetings However, I think it very 
appropriate and worthwhile to sta~ a dialogue to explore if and how faculty might be 
able work with you and whether "obsetwing" meetings is appropriate 

We might also need to set up a meeting with Dr Blackburn to discuss if it’s 
appropriate to start work now on an IRB application re: this 

Let’s plan to visit more 



Dr S 

Dr Ricllard M Southall 
Associate Professor Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Fax 91~4 b~,_.E~ ~2 

CSRI website: www uni:.czduii:sri 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: wa~w~csliconfelence.ol f 

From: 

Date; Thu, 11:04:34 -0400 

TO: Richard Southall <southa!l@email ~mc.edu> 
Subject: Professor Smith 

HI Dr S, 
I just wanted to send you a reminder to let me know when Professor Smith and the 

faculty group will be meeting, as well as if I could potentially sit down with him at 
some point Thanks again 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 
MA Candidate- Sport Administration 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 
MA Candidate- Spo~ Administration 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,             9:01 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: see attached 

On 8:42 PM wrote: 
> Dear Pmf Snfith. 
> 
> Hello[ I jusl wanted Io make sure-- our journals are due the day or exams. ~ighl? Not the last day of class’? 

> Tlmt~ks so much. 

> From: Ja?. Slrtith Ija?.s~rtith@enmil uric edu] 
> Senl: Thursday,             7:47 PM 

> Subject s¢¢ a/lached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,             9:02 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: see attached 

By the way, 
code) 

--your payticipallon grade will b¢ a (remember 

On       8:42 PM,               wrote: 
> Dear Prof Snfith. 
> 
> Hello [ I just waned to make sm~-- our journals at~ due the da? of extorts, fight? Not the last da? of class? 
> 
> That~ks so much. 

> From: Jay Smith [iaysmilh~acmall uric ¢du] 
> Scnl: Thursday,             7:47 PM 

> Sul~iect: see attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,               1:34 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 

Re: FW: web site updates 

Leloudis pubs docx 

Nancy: See CAPS 

On 12:48 PM, Schoonmaker, Nancy G wrote: 

From: Schoonmaker, Nancy G 

Sent: Tuesday, 
TO: Smith, Jay M 

Cc: Kent, Adam S; 
Subject: web site updates 

3:22 PM 

I updated the honors advisees for Hagemann, Watson, Smith, Vargas, Williams, Leloudis W Lee 

Also did unsolicited style compliance updates for Allen, Barney, B~Tant, Burns, Hildebrand, 
Jackson, La Serna, Lowety, McIntush and Sweet 

Still need work: 

Coclanis: I wouldn’t know where to begin WE NEED PUBLICATIONS? JUST TAKE HIS 

BOOK ON SOUTH CAROLINA, HIS CO-EDITED BOOK FROM A COUPLE OF YEARS 
AGO, HIS BOOK WITH THE GOULDIAN "TIMES’A ARROW" TITLE, AND TWO OF HIS 
RECENT REFEREED ARTICLES YOU’LL FIND THE ARTICLES IN THE NEWSLETTER 
OR SOME RECENTLY SUBMITTED CV HE CAN’T COMPLAIN; HE’S HAD LONG 
ENOUGH 
Glatthaar: Needs to pare down his publications THIS ONE IS EASY LIST THE FIRST 5 
BOOKS, DOWN TO FORGED IN BATTLE, AND CUT THE REST 
Leloudis: I wouldn’t know where to begin SEE MY ATTACHMENT 
Lowed?c: I did a little She needs to pare down her publications and put her awards in her CV 
EASY INCLUDE THE PUBLICATIONS DOWN TO "PEOPLE AND PLACE" AND CUT THE 
REST AS FOR HER CV--HER PROBLEM IF IT’S NOT UP TO DATE THAT’S NOT 
SOMETHING TO WORRY ABOUT, I DON’T THINK 

We’ve made huge progress 

Best, 
ngs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,               1:35 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Reading for the historiography essay 

that’s fine 

On 12:54 PM, wrote: 

Dear Dr. Smith, 

For the historiography project, would it be okay for me to read edited collection of ~says in addition to 
monographs? 
Some of the book titles on the proposed list of books I gave to you are edited collections. 
So, in the end, it looks like the historiography will cover 3-4 monographs and a lot of articles. 
Does this sound okay? Or should I work only with monographs? 

Cheers! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,              4:58 PM 

@live uric edu> 

Re: Quiz 8 Term 

When Louis XVl had his master of 
ceremonies order the deputies to 
adjournthe deputy Mirabeau* 
retorted: "we will be dispersed only by 
the force of bayonets." 
On 4:51PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I am studying for the quiz on Tuesday and I cannot find the term Mirabeau in my notes. Under what 
information was the term under? Thanks! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday,               I 0:40 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: obama speech 

We’ll figure it out 

On I 0:35 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I did not get a ticket yet, but I’m hoping to get one tomorrow a~ernoon for Obama’s speech on Tuesday. If 
I do get one would it be okay to take the last quiz at the end of class or another day? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday,               I 0:43 AM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: stuff 

blow off steam, you get burned a little --is she anotber 

out of a paper bag .... 



>>> Front: Ja~" Snfiflt Ljaysnfiflt,?zemail unc edu] 
>>> Scnl: Friday,             I 1:39 AM 

>>> Subject: stuff 

>>> t~putation as a doucltebag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,               1:09 PM 

@email unc edu> 

Fwd: question about paper 2 

Hi sto~-y quiz 8docx 

This one’s yours, man (Let me know the answer and I’ll respond to her) I wouldn’t mind pushing her to 
Just because I like her 

And here’s the new quiz--does it meet you approval, mister whiny undergrad? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:question about paper 2 

Date:Sun, 13:06:17 -0400 
From: 

To:Smith, Jay M <iavsmith¢~,~mNI unc ~d~i> 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I received an on the 2nd paper and on Sakai it is recorded as a Was there a spectrum of different number grades 
that fell into the category, or were all the automatically counted as a on Sakai? I was just wondering, because 
my grade of on the first paper is counted as an on Sakai, so I’m assuming that a would be an and it seemed 
unusual that there would only be one point difference between an and . I’m only asking because last semes[er in a 
class, Sakai automatically set the parameters of the different letter grades and a professor had to go in and change 
several final grades af[er they had been sent to connect carolina. So now I never know whether to trus[ sakai! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,               1:44 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: question about paper 2 

--I’ve checked with 
range), but also about the 

and he was intentional about the (wanted it to be on the low end of the 
He didn’t realize that is technically an     So we’ll bump you to OK? -JS 

On 1:06 PM, wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I received an on the 2nd paper and on Sakai it is recorded as a Was there a spectrum of different 
number grades that fell into the category, or were all the automatically counted as a on Sakai? I 
was just wondering, because my grade of on the first paper is counted as an on Sakai, so I’m 
assuming that a would be an and it seemed unusual that there would only be one point difference 
between an and I’m only asking because last semester in a class, Sal~3i automatically set the 
parameters of the different letter grades and a professor had to go in and change several final grades after 
they had been sent to connect carolina. So now I never know whether to trust sakai! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,              2:07 PM 

Sherman, Daniel J <dsherman@email unc edu> 

Histo~-y docx 

Hi Dan: 
Could I ask a Favor? Could you see tlu~l lifts gels distributed on the 
Art grad list se~-? I’d love to lmve a few Art stl~dents in fltis class it" 
fl~e) ’~e h~tetested (fl~ough 1 la~ow it’s scheduled right against Ma~y’s 
seminar, which makes il unlikely) By IIic way--I’m 90% sum dull my 

have plent) of histofimts (well, you lalow what I mean) -Ja? 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday.              4:32 PM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: 

it will be painful See you there 

On 3:43 PM. wrote: 

Agreed I just finished it i was going to send you an email basically saying the same thing, but now 
that i’ve put in the effort, i might as well go But yeah, not really sure what the point of this whole 
thing is: Who cares that three to four texts on commercial science had unclear or flexible definitions 
of piracy? And why do I need to go through 25 pages of you telling me every single "semantic 
slippage?" 

On Sun. at 3:24 PM, Jay Smith <.!e_~mtlv{Semsi! ul~c edu> wrote: 
-now that i’m 3/4 through i’m not sure it will be worth your time A confused mess, 

honestly 

On 1:11 PM, wrote: 

Yes, i ana, but they actually ran out of money to pay me, so     is doing this meeting 
I think              ended up costing more money than anticipated cause she can’t 
drive, and thus needed to hire cabs all wknd But will try to make the meeting and ask 
some commerce-y thing 

And. yeah, I will double-check with to make sure she sent questions in 

Incidenlally. my friend checked out some academic listserv where people go to talk 
about grants Apparently both the and are delayed, and I 
probably won’t hear until Less stressful cause I have the but am still 
eager for this whole process to be done with Also seems that acceptances 
went out 10-days before either my fiiend or I heard, so we’re thinking that both of us 
might have been alter~ates if so, makes me feel slightly better: must have been fairly 
close to getting it 

On Sun.             at 1:06 PM. Jay Smith <_la_~ smith~.,;ema i! m~c cdt~> wrote: 
Are you not the rapporteur? I’m reading the paper now It’s typical but 
possibly useful for you The Dutch East india company is in there 

Incidentally,       has never asked me for nay comps questions i’ll send them to 
her now-. but i hope she has the other questions in hand by now 

On 1:01 PM, wrote: 

Are you going to the        thing tonight? Comps start tomorrow, but 
I feel like, since it’s a topic somewhat related to my interests. I should 
make an appearance What do you think? Worth it to go? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu> 

Monday, 8:10 AM 

@email unc edu> 

Fwd: Two Questions 

I so hate this bitch There will still be a quiz 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Two Questions 

Date:Sun, 17:17:55 -0400 
From: 

To:Smith, Jay M ~i~mail !mc ed~> 

Professor Smith, 
I am not sure if you are aware of this but in accordance with the UNC undergraduate bulletin, it says 
that no quizzes may be given during the last week of school, or during the last five days of regular 
classes. 
Additionally, as I am sure you know,              will be coming to school on Tuesday. You do 
not have an attendance policy, so there is no need to get this excused, but I am conflicted because I 
know that the final day of class will really help on the exam, but I will not have access to the 
powerpoint if I attend the                I was wondering if you would be willing to post the last 
day’s lecture powerpoint for the students who choose to attend the                If not, I 
understand, but I figured there was no harm in asking, considering how this opportunity is very 
unique. 

Best 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              g:ll AM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Two Questions 

--there will be no powerpoint So you won’t miss that And everyone gets to drop a quiz grade, out of 
the goodness of my heart, so there’s no need to take the quiz either Enjoy         -JS 

On 5:17 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 
I am not sure if you are aware of this but in accordance with the UNC undergraduate 
bulletin, it says that no quizzes may be given during the last week of school, or during the 
last five days of regular classes. 
Additionally, as I am sure you know,              will be coming to school on 
Tuesday. You do not have an attendance policy, so there is no need to get this excused, 
but I am conflicted because I know that the final day of class will really help on the exam, 
but I will not have access to the powerpoint if I attend the                I was 
wondering if you would be willing to post the last day’s lecture powerpoint for the 
students who choose to attend the                If not, I understand, but I figured 
there was no harm in asking, considering how this oppor[unity is very unique. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              8:12 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: 

ok 

On 5:52 PM, wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I have tickets to the                        on Tuesday. I’m pretty sure taping begins at 1:30 and 
will last about two hours but it could be later/shorter. I just wanted to make sure it was okay if I showed up 
to class a liLtle late Tuesday? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              8:16 AM 

@gmail com> 

Re: Onion headlines 

headlines last day of class, journals on exam day 

On 9:44 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

Are the headlines due the last day of class or the exam day? Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,              8:18 AM 

’@live unc edu> 
Re: onions 

Personalize it in a way that will set up the tenor of your headlines Obviously you can’t really explain the 
French Rev in a paragraph, but you can give it your personal touch 

On 12:00 AM, wrote: 

Hello Professor, 
I have a quick question about the Onion project. What b/pes of things do you want us to include in the intro 
paragraph? Do you want us ti just summarize the history of the revolution or are we supposed to be giving 
it our own pem~onal spin? 

Thank you, 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:57 PM 
Subject: onions 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

No works cited page is necessary for the Onion project Just cite in parentheses 

This fox.yarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST ’ site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              8:21 AM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: Onion Project Question 

one paragraph of 50-75 words 

On 12:03 AM, wrote: 

Hello Professor, 
I just have a quick question about the intro paragraph for the onion project What types of things do 
you want us to include in the intro? Do you want us to summarize the major events of the 
revolution or do you want us to give the timeline our own personal spin? Also, roughly how long 
do you want the intro to be? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              8:56 AM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Tuesday 

No, it’s OK I mean--what am I going to do?, I can’t vely well prevent 

On       8:35 AM.              wrote: 
> Well if you say so, I won’t go and will be in class I realize it is the lasl day of our class 
> 
> From: Jay Smith [iaysmilh~aemail uric ¢du] 
> Senl: Monday,             8:12 AM 

> Subject: Re: Tuesday 

> I’d t-ather have you flte~e But wlmt mn I going to do? 

> On        4:17 PM,               wrote: 
> Professor Smith, 
> 1 received a ticket for the on Tuesday, and the ticket sa?s tlmt the show should be over 
approximal¢ly at 3:30 Is il a problem thai I should miss or be late 1o class? I realize Ihe journal and onion papers are due. and thai 

> Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, _            11:57 AM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: class tomorrow 

--I’m likely to schedule an *early* quiz "make-up" tomorrow, around 9:45AM Could you make that? 
(Hamilton 569 is likely to be the room, though you would come to my office at 564) 

On I 1:38 AM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I want to let you know that I won’t be in class for HIST    tomorrow because 
I’m attending                      I know that we have a quiz, and you 
have a very strict policy on attendance for quizzes, but I’m wondering if this 
event will allow be to me excused and I can make up the quiz at a later date. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              3:09 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Quiz 8 Term 

On 

-you got my answer? (I pasted in from my powerpoint ) 

4:51 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

~ I am studying for the quiz on Tuesday and I cannot find the term iVlirabeau in my notes. Under what 
information was the term under? Thanks! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,              3:25 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu>; Duval, Kathleen A 
<duval@email unc edu> 
Re: New IA assignments 

Cyntlfia--the room for 159 lms sufficient space, and we’ll probably want 

Jay 

On       12:58 PM. Cynthia Radding wrol¢: 
> Dear Lloyd, Ja? and Katlfleel~ 

> You ate right, Jay (1 was wolklilg off an older versiomx lien I entailed 
> you emlier tlfis monmlg) HIST 107 is set at 296 and HIST 368 is set 

> 1 have ~emoved mid 1’11 write to her again, and put 
> her and on a wait list I put illtO HIST 
> and mov¢d to won as grader for PWAD per 
> request (a separate email to hie over tlie week end) 

> ¢nmlhn¢nl in HIST 159, thus affording another spot We slJll owe an 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,              3:55 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Quiz 

I’ll add you Io the lisl: 

On       3:45 PM, 
Professor Smilh, 

1 have a ticket to see 

Thank you, 

?~ email uric edu 

tomorrow mid I was wondering if you will be allowing quiz nmkeups? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              4:29 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Onion Intro paragraph 

I’ll send a message to this list 

On 4:27 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

Sorry for the short notice, but I was wondering what you’re looking for in the introductory paragraphs of our 
Onion projects. Should we recount the Revolution by mentioning only the ten events we chose, or is it 
meant to be more of an extremely concise account of the entire Revolution? 

Also, I’m assuming it’s meant to be in the neighborhood of 250 words or so? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              4:45 PM 

Re: Alternate quiz time 

~gmail corn> 

This is what I would expect from a 

On 4:33 PM, wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

After some investigation I found out I can take the quiz tomorrow at 4:45 in G307 venable hall 
And I’ll bring my ticket! 

?;,;live ~anc ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              4:47 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Tomorrow 

--you can be added to the group to whom I directed this 

You    seem to have landed       tickets If you’d like to take the quiz tomorrow, you have two options: 1 
show up at the Histo~-y department (5th floor Hamilton Hall) tomorrow at 8AM and ask to see Wanda Wallace 
Once you show her your ticket, she’ll let you take the quiz 2 Alternatively, you can see me at 4:45 in Venable 
Hall G307, where I’ll be finishing up with another class You can take it with me in the room right at 4:45 (once 
rve seen proof that you missed class for the -JS 

On 4:23 PM, wrote: 

Mr. Smith, 

I will be altending                       tomorrow at 1 PM and consequently missing all my classes. I 
was wondering what you are going to do about the quiz because I’m sure I’m not the only pe~on missing 
class. Would we just have to have this grade dropped since it would be a zero or is there any possible way I 
could come take the quiz on Wednesday or during your ofl3ce hou~ on Thu~day? Please let me know! 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, April 23, 2012 4:48 PM 

Lee, Christopher J <cjleel@email unc edu> 
Re: next year 

Thanks. Chris So wha/will you b¢ doing and wh¢re will you b¢ doing 
it’/ We should have lunch m Ma> 

On 4/23/12 4:20 PM, Lee, Clmstopher J wrote: 
>Hi Ja), 
> Thanks for your palienc¢, just a quick nole to say thai I received Ioday a hard cop3 of Ihe conlmcl I was wailing for, so I can say 
offiaially that I wall not be het~ 11ext year (though I will t~mam on contract until 2013) M3 apologies again for the slowness, let me 
know ff I can mmwer am" questions 
>Best, 
> Chris 
> 

> Chfislophcr J L¢c. PhD 
> Assislanl Profcssor 
> DepartmeNN of Histot) 
> University of Norlh Carolil~l. Cl~lpcl Hill 
> Han011on Hall, CB #3195 
>ChaI~elHdl, NC 27599-3195 USA 
> Phone: (919) 962-5583 
>Fax: (9193 962-1403 

> Fmln: Ja3 Slrdth [Ja3slrdth@enmil uric edu] 
> Scnl: Tuesday, April 10. 2012 9:55 PM 
> To: Lee, Cluistopher J 
> Sul~iect: Re: 11ext year 

> Thanks, Clms Lloyd had meNNioned tlfis possibilits" to me, but I waNNed 

> O114/10/12 2:47 PM, Lee. Chfislophcr J wml¢: 
>> Hi Ja3, 

yeal-long fellowships from So, it’s 

being awa3 will give me a useN1 period of tmltsition into a llew chapter of m3 career I hope tiffs doesfft c~eate a problem on your end, 

>> All bcsL 
>> Clms 

>> Christopher J Lee. PhD 

>> Ulfiversit) of North Camlitm, Chapel Hill 
>> Hamilton Hall. CB #3195 
>> ChapelHill, NC 27599-3195 USA 
>> Phone: (919) 962-5583 
>> Fax: (9193 962-1403 

>> Sel~t: Friday, Febmat) 24, 2012 9:48 AM 

>> Subjecl: RE: hmch 

>> Clms--I enjwed it And r[1 happily let you maiprocate before long As I said, you shouldn’t forget that you have n~m) fliends and 



admirers in Ih¢ dcpl -Jay 

>> From: Lee, Cluistopher J 
>> Scnl: Thursday, FcbnmD 23. 2012 10:29 PM 
>> To: Smilh, Jay M 
>> Sul~iect: RE: lunch 

>> Hi Jay, 
>> Just a brief note of tlmtiks again for hmch yesteida?, it was lfice to catch up, and I greatly appreciate your support; your conm~ents 
mcanl a Iol Wha/has mcanl Ihe most to me, and whal I will miss Ih¢ mosl, are Ihc r¢lalionships I have had here l hope we can gel 
together again befme I leave, with lunch on me 
>> BCSl, 

>> Cluis 

>> Clmstopher J Lee, PhD 
>> Assislanl Pm lessor 

>> U~m-ersii~ of North Camlitm, Clmpel Hill 
>> Hmnilton Hall, CB #3195 
>> Chapel Hill. NC 27599-3195 USA 
>> Phone: (919) 962-5583 
>> Fax: (919) 962-1403 

>> From: Jay Smilh [jaysmilh@cmail uric edu] 
>> Smut: WednesdW, Febmat) 22, 2012 10:01 AM 
>> To: Lee. Christopher J 

>> Chris--still on for hmch a/Ihc Carolina Inn? Noonish? Unless I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              4:56 PM 

@live unc edu> 
congrats 

-Ih¢ardaboulyour Congmls Andha~¢ fimin -JS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,            5:03 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Onion Intro paragraph 

Hmmm. I’ve now sent it three times. I’m guessing you’ll receive them at some point later in the day. In the meantime, 
here it is: 

AIs~l’ve heard that a number of’you are planning to go this afternoon        thing, whatever it is I’ll do 
what I can to accommodate you, and if presentations can be arranged in a way that ensures that late arrivals 
won’t do any harm, that will be fine But it goes without saying that the remaining presentations need to go on 
as planned tomorrow, and I have make-up quizzes to administer promptly at 4:45 (another class), so do your 
duties 

On 5:00 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

NO, I haven’t golten anyLhing yet. 

From: Jay Smith ~[~.3y~c~it3@em~il.unc.ed¢] 
Sent: Monday, 4:57 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Onion Intro paragraph 

--did you get am email from me via Sakai (and to the whole class)? I’ve sent it twice, but 
it seems not to be going through -JS 

On 4:27 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

Sorry for the short notice, but I was wondering what you’re looking for in the introductory 
paragraphs of our Onion projects. Should we recount the Revolution by mentioning only the 
ten events we chose, or is it meant to be more of an extremely concise account of the entire 



Revolution? 

Also, I’m assuming it’s meant to be in the neighborhood of 250 words or so? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,              5:45 PM 

Whalen, Brett E <bwhalen@email unc edu> 
Re: Honors Theses Presentations 

(pain m tbe ) 

On       5:40 PM, Bret~ Wlmlen wrote: 
Hello Colleagues, 

l assume Ibal your Ihesis shtdcnls ha~¢ in formed you aboul Ihcir 
presentations tiffs Tbursday: file scbedule is atlacbed Tbete are 
breaks b¢lwccn scssinns rot Ihos¢ or y ou wllh busy schedules I am 

Sincerely, 

On          10:52 AM, Bier1 Wlmlen wrote: 
>> Greetings Colleagues, 

>> Please nole: hi consullallon wllh Kallllccn DuVal (DUS), I notified 

>> 390 t~search paper (ie ate taking it l~ow or during the             is 
>> condfllonal upon a revic~ of tile 390 paper b3 Ihcir prospeclivc adviser 
>> mtd the program diiector (me) 

>> peffonnance in tbe 390 falls short of expectatim~s (tbe etbos being, a 

>> If tlfis is file case with m~e of your prospective advisees, please be 

>> m~d let me know it" you feel flint m~ ~ed-flags have been raised 

>> Tbe class: 

>> (Jackson) 
>> (LcLoudis) 

>> (Bull) 
>> (Reid) 
>> (Watson) 
>> (Bull) 
>> (Reid) 
>> (Vargas) 
>> (Lee) 



>> (gamcy) 

>> (McNcil) 

>> If you hm-e ate) questions, please feel f~ee to cow,tact me, 

>> Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,               11:24 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Class tomorrow 

---you can be added to the group to whom I directed this 

You    seem to have landed               If you’d like to take the quiz tomorrow, you have two options: 1 
show up at the Histo~-y department (5th floor Hamilton Hall) tomorrow at 8AM and ask to see Wanda Wallace 
Once you show her your ticket, she’ll let you take the quiz 2 Alternatively, you can see me at 4:45 in Venable 
Hall G307, where I’ll be finishing up with another class You can take it with me in the room right at 4:45 (once 
rve seen proof that you missed class for the -JS 

On 9:49 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 
My name is and I am in your Tuesday Thursday lecture I was 
wondering what your protocol for the              tomorrow is? I planned on going, so I am 
assuming one of the dropped quiz grades will be attributed to this? Also, is there anything about the 
exam that you planned on announcing? 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,               I1:29 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: quiz 

--I’ll be keeping my rcgulay hours on Thursday. so maybe I’ll see 
you then Or you can email              @enmilunc edu) As 
Bougainville--h¢ wrote in 177 I. and you know how Diderot rcacled to and 
built on his writing, wlfich is pmbabl) enough -J S 

On       9:29 PM,        wrote: 
> Professor Snfith, 
> That~k you for allowing us to take the quiz at tNs time I will be them at 4:45 
> Also, I have a couple questio~ts I was hioking over ~m." notes mtd noticed that I did not have all the information about Bougalnville, 1 

> Sul~iect: quiz 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             8:15 AM 

Anderson, Violet <vmanders@email unc edu> 
Re: Comp question for 

Comps Questions for           docx 

On 7:31 AM, Anderson, Violet wrote: 

HiJay, 

l’m in need of a comp question for 

Thanks 

for this Friday. Will you email me when you get a chance? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             9:15 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Class tomorrow 

And       --I’m not announcing anything about the exam, only offering a brief overview of the course and 
answering any questions students have 

On 9:49 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 
My name is and I am in your Tuesday Thursday lecture I was 
wondering what your protocol for the              tomorrow is? I planned on going, so I am 
assuming one of the dropped quiz grades will be attributed to this? Also, is there anything about the 
exam that you planned on announcing? 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,             9:16 AM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: update 

On 

--congrats Wouldn’t it be nice if that turned into something long-term? -Jay 

9:46 AM, wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

I just wanted to update you on my situation. I’m going to be a visiting assistant prof. next year at 
It’s my alma mater and exactly the kind of school I’d love to eventually end up at, so 

I’m excited about the opportunity. 

I hope you’re doing well. 

Best, 



History 

ProL Jay Smith 

Hamilton 564 
Office Hours: Thurs. 10-12 and by appointment 

Phone: 962-3949 
Emaih jaysmith@email.unc.edu [best to contact me via email] 
Graduate assistant: 

This course considers European history between the 15th and the late-18t~’ centuries. The 
period began with the Renaissance, matured in the course of the Protestant and Catholic 
Reformations and a destructive age of religious wars, fitfully gave birth to the 
"Enlightenment," and culminated with a series of world-historical Revolutions most 

notably the American and the French (both prefigured by the precocious English). 
Historians describe this period as "early modern" because it was clearly post-medieval 
(medieval institutions, ideas, and patterns of thought and behavior were decaying or 

collapsing) but not yet exactly modern ("free market" capitalism was not yet free, nation- 
states were not the focus of political life and organization, democracy was little more than a 
discredited idea, and individualism was celebrated by no one). In other words, the early- 

modern era was a distinctive hybrid--partly fading medieval, partly emergent modern, but 
with a unique character ot its own. For those of us who specialize in the period, it is 
precisely the multi-faceted and almost hydra-like nature of the beast that makes it so 
fascinating. Bold, progressive, innovative, and eminently familiar thoughts and practices 
existed side-by-side with assumptions that seem to our modern sensibilities outdated, 

quaint, unfortunate, or bizarre. The period hints at the good, the bad, and the ugly of the 

entire European experience. 

We might think of ourselves as tourists on a chronological journey. Our itinerary will take 
us to many of the more famous attractions (you will read Martin Luther, appreciate 
Caravaggio, and see Versailles), but the journey has a theme the capacities of the human 
being that provides a set of questions we will ask at each stop: What did Europeans 

assume to be the limits of human nature and human reason? What were the individual’s 
rights and obligations with respect to the powers-that-be, and how did those rights and 
obligations vary according to context, social condition, gender, place, and historical 

moment? As we watch time unfold, do we see Europeans becoming more "free," less "free," 
or something in between? 

Assignments 
History     is a lecture course, and there will be frequent Tuesday quizzes on the lecture 
and reading material. The eight quizzes will measure your familiarity with the readings 
(author, date and place of composition, and main themes or arguments) and your 
comprehension of the lectures’ themes and main illustrative points. Your lowest quiz grade 
will be dropped before we calculate final grades. If you have to be absent from class during 



ANY of the quizzes, that grade--a 0%--is the grade that will be dropped. Check the dates 
of the quizzes AND PLEASE DROP THE COURSE IMMEDIATELY IF YOU SEE THAT YOU 
WILL HAVE MORE THAN ONE UNAVOIDABLE CONFLICT (OR IF YOU ARE UNWILLING TO 
BEAR THE CONSEQUENCES IF YOU DO HAVE MORE THAN ONE MISSED QUIZ). ON THIS 
RULE I MAKE NO EXCEPTIONS. 

In addition to the quizzes, there will be three 200-300 word reflections on some assigned 
readings, two short (3-page) papers in which you have the opportunity to compare 
authors, their texts, and the perspectives conveyed therein, and a final exam. 

grading: 
Quiz average: 15% 
Reaction papers: 15% 
Paper#l: 20% 
Paper #2: 25% 
Final: 25% 

Books to purchase: 
Steven E. Ozment, Tl~e Burgermeister’s Daughter 
Moderata Fonte, The Worth of Women 
Cardinal Richelieu, The Political Testament 
Peter A. Morton, ed., Tile Trial of TempeI Anneke: Records of a Witchcraft Trial in Brunswick, 

aermany, 1663 
Lynn Hunt, Inventing Human Rigl~ts 
Other readings will be available through Sakai or through web links in the syllabus. 

Schedule of meetings and assignments: 
Tues., 

Course basics; grading, assessment, and plagiarism; introduction to the early modern. 

Thurs., 
Emerging from the Middle Ages 

Tues., 
Humanism in action; the example of Florence 
*For class discussion, read Pico della Mirandola, "Oration on the Dignity of Man," 
httt): //www.historv2uide.or2/intellect/t)ico.html 

Thurs., 
Art of the Renaissance 

Quiz#1 
Humanism and Church reform. 

Thurs., 



The Lutheran Reformation 
*Discuss Martin Luther, "The Freedom of a Christian" in John Dillenberger, Martin Luther: 

Selections from his Writings (1961), 42-85. On Sakai. 

Consequences of the Lutheran Reformation: social and political 

Begin reading The llurgermeister’s Daughter, (try to read through p. 101 this week) 

Thurs., 
Consequences of the Reformation: religious. 
(Reaction paper assignment discussed). 

Tues., 

*Discuss The Burgermeister’s Daughter 
Turn in reaction paper #1. 

Thurs., 
The Reformation in 16tt’-century context: disorientation as a way of life. 

Ouiz #2 

Spain, the New World, "Universal" Monarchy, and the Dutch Revolt 

Thurs., 
The French Wars of Religion and their political attershocks 
*Discuss Montaigne, "On Cannibals," in Complete Essays, 151-159. On Sakai. 

Economic change, military change, political change and...the aristocracy in crisis? 
Question for Paper #1 posted. 

Thurs., 
*Discuss Montaigne, "Of the inequality that is between us," in Eomplete Essays, 189-196 
(on Sakai), and Cervantes, Don Quixote, Part I Chaps. I, VI, VII, VIII. 
http://www.online-literature.com/cervantes/don quixote/5/ 
httD: //www.online-literature.com/cervantes/don ouixote/10/ 
httD: //www.online-literature.com/cervantes/don ouixote/ll/ 
http://www.online-literature.com/cervantes/don quixote/12/ 

Tues,, 
Quiz #3 
Art of the 17th century: Baroque spirituality, but also_.surfaces, psychological depths, and 
selves; on self-fashioning and historical change. 
This week you may want to begin reading The Worth of Women, pp. 12-22, 43-117 

Thurs., 



The "Querelle des Femmes" (debate about women) and the witch craze 
Midterm evals. 
Paper #1 due 

Thurs., 

Tues., 
*Discuss Moderata Fonte, The Worth of Women, pp. 12-22, 43-117. 
Start reading The Trial o[Tempel Anneke, at least pp. xiii-xxxvii (xxxvii-xliii optional), 
though you may begin to read ahead if you wish (see page assignments for March 20). 

Thurs., 
From Skepticism to Scientific Method 
*Discuss Galileo, "Letter to the Grand Duchess Christina." On Sakai 

Tues., 
Quiz #4 
*Discuss The Trial of Tempel Anneke, 3-35, 50-65, 71-94, 98-116, 140-141, 145-151 

Thurs., 
Centralizing authority (and a Thirty Years’ War) 
*Discuss Koslo~ky, "Court Culture and Street Lighting in Seventeenth-Century Europe." On 
Sakai 
(Reaction paper assignment discussed). 

*Discuss Richelieu, Political Testament 

Turn in Reaction paper #2 
Video: Theodoric of York (and "missed opportunities" in history). 
http://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/theodoric-of-york/2888 

Question(s) for Paper #2 posted. 

Thurs., 
Crisis of the 1640s and the English Revolution 
*Discuss "Agreement of the People" and "The Putney Debates," 
http://olhlibertyfund.org/index.php?option=com content&task=view&id= 1483&Itemid=2 
64 AND 
httu://www.thenauain.info/Classes/Sources/Clarke.Putnev.html 

Quiz #5 
Versailles, Paris, and the empire of French culture 

Thurs., 



The Enlightenment, the Republic of Letters, and...a reinforcement of hierarchy? 
*Discuss Locke, "Essay Concerning Human Understanding" [excerpts]. On Sakai 
Paper #2 due 

Quiz #6 

The first "information age" and the emergence of civil society 

Thurs., 
Europe’s "old regime" feels its age. 
*Discuss Diderot, "Supplement to the Voyage of Bougainville" [excerpts]. On Sakai. 
(Reaction paper assignment discussed). 

Quiz#7 
The coming of the French Revolution 
Evaluations 

Thurs., 
*Discuss Lynn Hunt, Inventing Human Rights 
Turn in Reaction paper #3 

Quiz #g 

On the verge of modernity... 
*Discuss Marquis de Condorcet, The Tenth Epoch, (from Outlines of an Historical View of the 

Progress of the Human Mind) READ ONLY THE FIRST SIX PARAGRAPHS 

http://olhlibertyfund.org/index.php?option corn content&task view&id 712&ltemid 26 
2 

Final Exam: Thursday, 12PM. In our regular room. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             9:19 AM 

Re: Class 

@live unc edu> 

-I think I may have left you out of the email I sent yesterday about the visit If you’d like to 
make up the quiz, you can either a) come to my office now, or b) meet me at Venable G307 at 4:45 today, 
where I’ll be finishing up with another class There will be at least a handful of students there for the quiz 
-JS 

On 9:35 AM, wrote: 

Dr Smith, 

Between 9 and 10 will work for me Let me know what time is best for you 

Thanks again, 

On at 14:08, "Jay Smith" <k{tvsn~5%b’)emai! urc eda> wrote: 

I’ll think of something Probably early Tuesday between 9-10 or so 

On 1:58 PM, wrote: 

Dr Smith, 

I’m sure you have received tons of emails concerning the 
this Tuesday, so I apologize in advance I got a ticket to 

which starts at 1:30, but we have to get there a couple of hours in 
advance Is there a way I can take quiz 8 early either Monday afternoon or 
earlier in the day on Tuesday? 

Thanks 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication, 
Advertising 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, April 24, 2012 9:20 AM 

Flatt, Emma <eflatt@email unc edu> 
Re: Fall semester 2012 

No. thafs grcal Shall wcjusl nicer up here in Ih¢ Hislot3 office. 
around fire madroom, and take it front there? Around noon? 

On 4/22/12 10:20 PM, Flat~, Enm~a wrote: 
> Dear Jay, 

> Best wisbes, 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmitb~acmail uric ¢du] 
> Sent: Frida,,’, Aprd 20, 2012 11:55 AM 

> Subject: Re: Fall scm¢sl¢r 2ffi 2 

> E~mna--I seem to have neglected to mark down our Nnch date on m? 
> calcnday W¢rcn’l we going to do Iha/soon anyway? Did you write i[ 
> down?! -Jay 

> O114/20/12 7:43 AM. Flail, Emma wrolc: 

>> That~ks for tlfis I thit~k I’d like to discuss tiffs a li~e mo~e - I do still feel we could easil3 lmltflnise disruption to tbe st~dents if 
lqbal and I co-teach in tbe fall, and 1’11 be hanest, 1 ant nervous about being able to give m3 full attention to my teacltfltg so soon 

>> From: Jay Smilh [jaysmilh@¢mail uric cdu] 
>> Se~t: Wednesda?, April 18, 2012 3:10 PM 

>> Subj¢cl: Re: Fall sclncslcr 2012 

>> Emma--Lloyd and I had a chanc¢ Io talk about Ibis a bil y¢slcrday and. 

>> te:un-teacltfltg would cause for st~ldents (:uk~ous little gt-ade-monget~ 
>> tllal Ihcy arc) I colnplclcly understand your desire Io 

>> in fire wa? intended, but for st~dents it would be better for you to take 
>> one term off and for lqbal to take anoflter term off And even in tbe 

>> bit of time early in the semester to work on your book[ 

>> Having said all flint, we want to do what’s best for you, and fm sut~ 

>> best (Don’t worm" at all about our having to cancel some comics, 

>> Jay 

>> On 4/16/12 3:19 PM, Flatt, Enuna wrote: 

I have just been to see Lloyd :rod have offered the followi~tg solution to 



>> > I would begin teaclfing Hist 135 mid Iqbal would take over after fall break Iqabl and I would also co-teach oi~e of the 292 
courses and h~ addition, lqbal would teach another of fl~e already scheduled 292 courses In flits way we would be able to cover 3 

>>> Lloyd however pmfet~ the following solution: 
>>> I would and lqbal would teach 135 and one of his scheduled 292 courses The other 292 
courses ( I langhl by Iqbal and one by me) would be cancelled Then in Ihc Sp~ing scmcslcr. Iqbal would and I 
would teach 136 and a 292 course Lloyd feels this would nithinitze dismpiton h~ terms of teaching 

>> > We are lmppy to do either of these tn~ o options, or at~ other option you would like to suggest - basicall? we ale keen to mhitnitze 

told Lhiyd I would speak to you m~d I believe he will also wm~t to discuss this matter wifl~ you hi your meeting tomorrow 

>>> I apologise for not le hing you know sooner, and also for am" exXm lmssle this news wall cause 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,             9:52 AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 
Re: 

OK. so~mds good Andjusl Io remind you--nU lasl EPC m¢¢ling of thc 
semester is tomorrow, so 1’[1 be arm’hlg late to tile team meeting 
Probably aro~md 10:30 

On 9:47 AM, Kxamer. Lloyd S wrote: 
> Jay, 
> Thanks for tiffs update I tNltk Cemil would be a good cmldidate for teaclfing tiffs class and he 
> Would be well pt~pm~d to do so Also, I had a long meeting with Enmm yestelda? and I t bil~k we may 
> Be able to work out tile "reran teaclfing plaff’ that would mean she an lqbal team teach 135 and her 292 com~e: she wants to lel~ame 

would elld up with two team taught com~es and one of Iris own; then he would take over fldl lespoltsibihts" for tile gvo team courses 

> Mole soon, Lloyd 

> -----Original M¢ssag¢ ..... 



>>>> I have removed and 1’11 wiite to ller agaiit and 
>>>> put her and on a wait list I put it~to 
>>>> HIST a~d moved to work as for PWAD per 
>>>> Wa) 11c Let’s rcqltCSl (a gcpanlle Clllai[ 1011/C 0~ Or the \~cck end) 

>> >> Jay, I ask you again to see with Wanda whether we can raise tlle 
>>>> enrollment in HIST Ihus a~-ordi~g another spot We still owe 
>>>> apoit~tment to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,             10:01 AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 
Re: 722 

LIoyd--Io follow up on the encouraging conversation we had about Molly 
and MAke: al~ the> going to be colmng in Januat5 ? ff so, 1 lmve plent~ 

Jay 

On 9:47 AM, l<xamer. Lloyd S wrote: 

> Thanks for Ihis update I think C¢mil would be a good candidal¢ for leaching Ihis class and h¢ 
> Would be well pt~pat~d to do so Also, 1 lind a long meeting with Enmm yestelda? and I t hil~k we may 

after Enuna would take her We cml discuss tlfis fl~rther tomorrow but file HR office 

> Mole soon, Lloyd 

> -----Ofigil~al Message ..... 

> Sent: Monda?,, 4:51 PM 
> To: Radding, C.~ nlhia 
> Cc: Kmmer, Lloyd S 
> Sul~]ect: 722 

> Cvnthia/Lloyd--I just now got won from Cluis Lee tbat lie is indeed 

> person to teach 722 (the modenl lmlf of the global colloquiunl) Doyou 
> tlthtk A) din would be a good choice? He’s scheduled to do a 890, but 1 
> imagine I mighl be able Io pcrs~mdc him Io fill Chfis’s shoes inslcad 

> Jay 

> On 4:35 PM, C) nlhia Radding wrote: 



>>>> I mnailed you earlier tl~is lnormng) HIST 107 is set at 296 mid HIST 

>>>> HIST and lnoved to work as for PWAD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,             I 0:13 AM 

Jarausch, Konrad H <jarausch@email unc edu> 
Re:    (again) 

On 5:00 PM, Jamusch. Konmd H 
> Dear Jay, 

can fdl it, but in the meantime I have a Pahly good powerpoh~t for the lectmes so tlmt sbould help 

>PS 

> From: Ja? S~rdth Ija?s~rdth@emait uric edu] 

> Scnl: Monday, 3:28 PM 
> To: Jamusch, Konmd H 
> Sul~iect:    (again) 

> Dear Kom’ad: 
> Tlfis nmy give you a seltse of ddja x~l, but I’m wondebmg it’you now 
> wouldn’t nitnd it’we ~aised your e~ro[lment cap in    all tbe way to 300 

> sludenls I know Illal we inay be drcalning, and a course as "specialized" 

> as              ~rdght not be able to draw quite fltat mat~), but I tltfltk 
> it’s worth a ny, and no other large surveys have the capacits" to expmld 
> quite so lnuch We need to get all our TA’s assigned for tbe so if" 
> you’~e willing to give tiffs a go, rll ask C) nthia to assign you yet 
> anolhcr TA Wha/do you dlink? -Jay 



Subjcct:liE    (~g~in) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             I 0:37 AM 

Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu> 

Fwd: Fwd:          - HIST    , recitation sections 

Wanda--yes, this is true In the last couple of weeks, we’ve had to expand a number of courses so that TA’s 
could be properly assigned This afternoon we can talk about all the adjustments ..... 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Fwd: HIST recitation sections 

Date:Tue,            10:20:22 -0400 
From:Cynthia Radding .~t a_~!f.!i_rJ~i~:~nlail Line edLl; 

To:Jay Smith <iavsmi!h ;~emad unc edu>, Wanda Wallace 
CC:                       rvemaii ~mc eda> 

Dear Jay and Wanda, 
Please check on the recitation sections for HIST 
4 TAs       kindly pointed this out to me 

Cynthia 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

Date:Tue, 10:07:44 -0400 

To:Radding, Cynthia 

I hope that it is indeed set up for 12 recitation sections and 

Hi Prof. Padding, 

I hope this email finds you well. Hooefully you are able to avoid campus today; I hear it’s crazy. I wanted to email you 
about HIST    (taught by             for which I am scheduled to next semester. According to the excel 
spreadsheet, there are 4 TAs for the class. However, I see that on Connect Carolina there are only 9 recitation sections. 
Perhaps there’s a reason for this! But I thought I’d still bring it up. I already emailed but I thought I’d email 
you as well. Have a lovely day. 

Besb 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             I 0:38 AM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu>; 

Re: Fwd: - HIST recitation sections 

~email unc edu> 

Cynthia--we’ve not yet added all the recitation sections to all the courses that have expanded I wanted to let the 
dust settle before doing that (e g, until yesterday we didn’t realize would have 300 students[) But we’ll get 
them all added before the 

Jay 

On 10:20 AM, Cynthia Radding wrote: 

Dear Jay and Wanda, 
Please check on the recitation sections for HIST I hope that it is indeed set up for 12 recitation 
sections and 4 TAs       kindly pointed this out to me 

Cynthia 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:         - HIST 

Date:Tue, 10:07:44 -0400 
From: 

To:Radding, Cynthia <raddP~g(,%etnail unc edu> 

Hi Prof. Radding, 

I hope this email finds you well. Hopefully you are able to avoid campus today; I hear it’s crazy. I wanted 
to email you about HIST    (taught by             for which I am scheduled to next semester. 
According to the excel spreadsheet, there are 4 TAs for the class. However, I see that on Connect Carolina 
there are only 9 recitation sections. Perhaps there’s a reason for this! But I thought I’d still bring it up. I 
already emailed       but I thought I’d email you as well. Have a lovely day. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,             12:02 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 
Re:    and 

Close enouglk I’d sa) -Ja) 

On 11:58 AM. Cymltia Radding wrote: 
On your question, 1 flfit~k tbat Cemd Aydin or Sarah Slfields would be 
cxccllcnl I0 leach [lie gradua/c global colloquhiln I wrilc Io ask. 

havhlg been prompted by Riclmtrl Talbert, it’it’s possible to expand 
Fled Naiden’s to 165 students, tbereby opemng up one mole TA 
slot , ml mlcient student, is ptesel~tly hi He 
is going to see ir he can trade with either 
however, it" we can expzmd file course, it’the room wit1 atlow for it, 
Iha/would bc wondcrhil solution, and I can shuffle somconc clsc inlo 
the Nativc Amc~ican gmdcr slol in Richard thinks the coursc 
could at/mcl more cllro] hilClll, since HTST is nol being [~ug]ll ncx[ 
semester 

Thank you, C5 nlhia 

On 4:50 PM, Jay Smith wrolc: 
>> Cvntbia/Lloyd--I just l~ow got wold from Chiis Lee that lie is indeed 
>> deczunping new year Among tbe problems this cleates: we’[1 need a 
>> new person to teach    (tbe modem half of file global colhiqumn0 
>> DO you []lhik Aydin would b¢ a good choice? Hc’s schcdhicd Io do a 

>> 890, but I imaghle I migbt be able to pelsuade him to fdl Cluis’s 
>> shoes htstead 

>> On 4:35 PM, Cynthia Raddhlg wrote: 

>>> who, by itgbts, is witltfll his semesters of funding, and 
>>> who is really Olt[ of fimding 

>> > Cynflita 

>>>> stnlggle to fill even at 260, but we’ll see 1’11 elrmil Ko~rad to 

>>>> On       12:58 PM, Cy nlhia Raddhig wrolc: 
>>>>> Dear Lhiyd, Ja? and Katbleel~ 

>> >>> lien I emaded you earlier this morhing) HIST is set at 296 and 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             1:56 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Class today 

-they’re not allowing walking? Geez, what will they think of next? If you can’t come, please email me, 
preferably before class -JS 

On 1:35 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I’ve had problems getting out of my dorm today; I live in 
Street has been closed to foot traff]c because of 
if I’m unable to, how should I turn in my onion headlines? 

Sorry for the inconvenience, 

I’ll do my best to get to class~ but 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             3:04 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Essay Concerning Human Understanding 

Yes, only fi-om the lecture in which I talked about the Essay--no need to read it 

On 2:59 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 
I was wondering where I could find the "Essay Concerning Human Understanding" by Locke I 
could not find it on Sakai, and I am trying to get a study sheet together in advance for the exam If 
we do not have to read the essay would the question on the exam just be based on our Locke 
discussion fl’om          Thank you, 

From: ’~5,_~mN~qs~_e~2~,~nc~u [~:~it~t@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:55 PM 
Subject: INPORTANT MESSAGE 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

Please bring laptops to class tomorrow; I’ll be giving you time to fill out course evaluations Don’t 
forget! Thanks 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: H[SF 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             3:24 PM 

Coclanis, Peter A <coclanis@unc edu> 

Re: q ue~ay 

Peter: Oh hell no, we’re nol paying an) Ihing[ (Scc, Iold you it was 
otfly half serious) I understand it" tiffs is just too much to 

is indeed a stna~t g~ 1 tl~ought hc was going to get a 
still pissed that be didfft He has a      for next year, and stdl in 
file mtming for a He deser~’es a prestigious grant 
Tlmt~ks for meeting wifl~ ltfln 

On 3:20 PM, Coclanis. Peler A wrole: 
> Jay: Hi Interesting proposal I’m nol sum if the Provosl’s Office will let me leach since il is bu3ing oul my lime Maybe Bruce 
and Ron would agree, given tbe particular circumstances next year I can cbeck If I did it as an "overload," would I get paid? 
Cheers, Pclcr 

> PS 1 had a good meeting wit1 A snmrt kid--and ~dce 

> -----Ofigi~al Message ..... 

> Sent: Tuesda), 11:51 AM 
> To: Coclanis, P¢ler A 

> Peter--a quet5 tndy froln out oftbe bNe, and ~neant oral) half seriously But Clms Lee (tbe Afitcamst has 
hffonned me tbat he’s skipping town new year and will not teach He had been scheduled to do tbe 722--modern global bisto~3" 
chanc¢ you’d like Io gel back in Ihe saddl¢ and do 722 nexl sp~ing? I know d’s mildly insane to ask, bul Ihis incidenl has reminded m¢ 
haw much we nitss you around be~e 

> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             5:10 PM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: question about paper 2 

God, what a grade monger But she was OK, seemed to listen to my explanation of why she just hasn’t quite 
delivered (My explanation: you’re rough around the edges, are occasionally imprecise, make overstatements, 
and your prose is in need of fine tuning But clearly smart, work hard, blah blah blah) 
On 3:58 PM,              wrote: 

How did the meeting go with 

From~ 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:13 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subje~: RE: question about paper 2 

Ichanged 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 4:07 PM 
To: Jay Smith 
Subje~: RE: question about paper 2 

Hah, good to know. I hope nobody ever investi~lates you and demands answeN from me. Oh, credit you 
for one of the best lines ever regarding ..write herself out of a paper bag...makes no sense 
but hilarious... 

yeah, for years I violated University policy .... 

On 2:07 PM, wrote: 

Oh, I used your West Civ syllabus for this. Yes, give her a 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Sunday, 1:42 PM 
TO: 
Subjeet: Re: ques[ion about paper 2 

but please explain the scenario. 

Actually, is an Let’s tell her we’ll give her the --lowest on the scale OK? 

On 1:41 PM, wrote: 

Ok, I did not actually look at the quiz when I said it was fine. Now I have. Its 
fine. A    is still an I think. I quibbled with her about a few things, which 
is why I lowered the grade. 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Sunday, 1:09 PM 
To: 



Subject: Fwd: question about paper 2 

Or crap--did I grade hers? I dunno 

........ Original Message ........ 
S.bjeet:question about paper 2 

Date:Sun, 13:06:17 -0400 
From: 

To:Smith, Jay M 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I received an on the 2nd paper and on Sakai it is recorded as a Was there 
a spectrum of different number grades that fell into the category, or were all 
the automatically counted as a on Sakai? I was just wondering, because 
my grade of on the first paper is counted as an on Sakai, so I’m assuming 
that a would be an and it s~emed unusual that there would only be one 
point difference between an and I’m only asking because last semester in a 
class, Sakai automatically set the parameters of the different letter grades and a 
professor had to go in and change several final grades aEer they had been sent 
to connect carolina. So now I never know whether to trust sakai! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             5:19 PM 

@gmail corn> 

Anderson, Violet <vmanders@email unc edu>; Radding, Cynthia 
<radding@email unc edu> 

Re: Fwd: TA Workshop at UNC: Please respond 

--I’m copying prof Radding, too, since she may have a clearer idea of the protocol here Our AT’s, as 
you know, don’t have teaching responsibility in their first semester (or first year?), but it probably does make 
sense for you to attend the TA workshop just the same (assuming you’ll be in town by then) It will give you 
some sense of what it is that our TA’s do, and how to go about doing it when the opportunity presents itself 
down the line I don’t know if this is usually required/expected of Al’s or not, hence my copy to Cynthia .... 

JS 

On 3:02 PM, wrote: 

Hello Violet and Jay, 

I wasn’t sure who to direct this question to and please let me know if I should ask somebody else I 
just received this email about TA training and wanted to double check that it applied to first year 
students I know there are varying levels of teaching training in the UNC program so does this only 
apply once I will actually be TAing or is this a general introduction? 

Thanks, 

Forwarded message .......... 
From: Shields Sarah D <s hicldsi~ em dl ~mc e~’_a> 
Date: Tue,            at 1:15 PM 
Subject: TA ~Vorkshop at UNC: Please respond 
To: 

i?j~sew mee edu" 

Dear New Teaching Assistant, 

On behalf of the History Department’s Committee on Teaching, I’m writing to let you know about our annual 

Teacher-Training Workshop scheduled for Saturday,        from 9:30 am to 4pro in Hamilton 569, and 
Monday,         from 9:30 am to 12:30 pm in Hamilton 570. The History Department expects all new 
TAs to attend both days of this workshop. 



We will be talking about the sorts of issues that previous Teaching Assistants have found most compelling, 
trying to answer important questions. "What exactly does a TA do?" "What am I supposed to accomplish in 
a discussion?" "What if my students don’t talk?" "How much of an expert am I supposed to be?" "How 
does one grade fairly?" "How do I navigate being in the middle, between the professor and the students?" 

The Teacher-Training Workshop will offer a variety of perspectives and practical techniques for dealing with 
questions like these. We’ll also let you try out new approaches in a safe, supportive setting. In other 
words, you can do a bit of pra~ice teaching. And we’ll give you a chance to share anxieties and ideas with 
faculty members and other TAs. 

Please save the workshop dates. I will be emailing some brief articles for you to read before the first 
session. For now, I would appreciate it if you could confirm that you will attend the sessions. 

Also, this note is intended for people who will be working as TAs for the first time this and who have not 
previously participated in the COT teacher training workshop. If I have contacted you in error, please let 
me know. 

If you have any questions, please email me or call me at 

I’m looking forward to seeing you at this year’s workshop. 

With best wishes, 
Sarah Shields for the COT 

Sarah Shields 
Associate Professor 
Department of History 
CB #3195 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Dance and Movement Studies Major 

Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 5:46 PM 

Taylor Branch     @ corn> 

Re: Wednesday at lpm? 

Taylor--yes, on for tomorrow Unfortunately, I have a lunch meeting to attend at noon, and was planning to 
leave there to go directly to the Loudennilk center (2nd floor conference room, never been there!)just before 
Ipm I’ll have some time after the meeting--would that work just as well? I assume you know how to get to the 
Loudermilk center? It’s attached to Kenan stadium, just above one of the end zones So I’m told! I look 
forward to seeing the place .... 

Jay 

On 4/24/12 5:41 PM, Taylor Branch wrote: 

Are we on for tomorrow? 
Should we meet at your oft]ce? 
If you’ve got an extra minute before the meeting, I’d like to ask your advice on a histo~?~ matter far 
afield 
Taylor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,             6:59 PM 

Naiden, Fred S <naiden@email unc edu> 
Talbert, Richard J <talbert@email unc edu>; Radding, Cynthia 
<radding@email unc edu> 

Re: 

Fmd--I don’t assign TA’s, but r m copying Cvntl~ia hem She’ll let you 

know ~l~ll’s possiblc -Jay 

On       5:49 PM, Naidett Fred S wrote: 
> Sure Could Ihc third onc b¢ 
likely to teach when he gets a job Right now, 

> Assoc Prof Frcd S Naidcn 
> 417 Hmrdlton Hall 

> UNC-CH 
> Clml~el Hill, NC 27599 
>tel 919 962 3971 
> fax 919 962 1403 

> From: Jay Smilh [jaysmilh~acmafi uric cdu] 
> Scnl: Tuesday, 2:14 PM 
> To: Naidcn. Frcd S 

> Hi F~ed--would it be OK wifl~ you hi" we raised the emolhnent in your 
>        I’rom 110 Io 153. Ihrowing anolllcr TA your way? II would help 
> us make "efficient" use of TA labor -Ja~" 

is assigned (I’m cc’ing Riclmt~l because he and 1 lmve tatked 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmid~’a;emall unc edu> 
Wednesday,              8:19 AM 

"a;email unc edu> 

Re: question about paper 2 

It’s just the curse of bering Asian God, did I say Ihat? I have lost m? pc beatings 

Ca~ 9:25 PM, wrote: 

Yeah, it is interesting, but I am not yet at the pertinent 18th century part. said she needed a 

an in the course. Did you get the feeling that she might start crying at any moment? 

I like Ihc Small book Sort o12 told me she \~ants a Grade monger extreme 

8:00 PM, \~rote: 

on the exam to get 

She obviously had not thought through it either. I am reading Smail’s On Deep History and the Brain, so I 

wash my hands of this debacle....except to say, I was right about        ..though, this means we can 

probably smash the objective part while they are writing...though, it also means we should be more strict in 

grading... 

As a matter of fact,       \~as present as dfis idea ~op~ed into my head and I started t[finking out 
loud about it She loved it! (I also sa\~ her at             last night Can you believe Ihat? The 
first time in my life I’ve referred to a student as a bilch, and suddenb she’s evet?,where Serves me 
tight for being so ungendemanly ) 

As for tbe chaos angle--I tbink it will be minimal It will keep us moving and bus’,’, for sure, which 
seriously sucks But given tbe size of tbe room, the ample space witb tbe seating, etc. I don’t tbink 
tbere would be too much disruption You have until tomorrow morning to talk me out of it ..... 

On 6:09 PM. wrote: 

I agree that you are brilliant, but I think this idea is stupid. Can you not hear 

complaining about losing time passing things around and getting up and such? How much 

chaos will it cause when students in the middle of aisles have to walk over other students to 

turn in the objective part? Ultimately, you should have squashed the whole idea immediately, 

but not only are you brilliant, you are incredibly kind and sensitive to the plight of the 

undergrads. Look at that, you went from douchebag to saint in a week! 

Ok, it is not a stupid idea, but I still do not like it. Since I have no suggestions, I must 
nevertheless capitulate. 

I dfink I’ve got it We have Ihen~ brh]g in oudh]es with Ihem and turn diem into us at 
Ihe begitmmg of class W[file doing Ihe objective part, we can actaalb check them out, 
initial Ihcm, and alphabetize fl~em--returtfing Ihcm once they’ve turned h~ the o[~jcctive 



section (We can also speci~ beforehand how long they’re allowed to be) I thinl, this 
is brilliant Do you agree that I’m brilliant? 

On 5:21 PM. wrote: 

Yeah, used the same phrase with me. She may be on to something or not. 
What are you going to do about this "ougine/notecard" thing for the final? 

oh, right, I forgot--she said \~e "keep moving the goal posts" I’ll boot her 
over the goal post .... 

On 3:58 PM, wrote: 

How did the meeting go with 

Sent~ Tuesday, 2:13 PM 
To; Smith, Jay M 
Subject: RE: question about paper 2 

I changed 

From~ 

Sent; Sunday, 4:07 PM 

To: Jay Smith 

Subject: RE: question about paper 2 

Hah, good to know. I hope nobody ever investigates you and 
demands answers from me. Oh, credit you for one of the best lines 
ever regarding             ..write herself out of a paper 
bag...makes no sense but hilarious... 

From; Jay Smith ~vsm~thrp2emai!=urc edu] 
Sent; Sunday,             2:08 PM 

Subject; Re: question about paper 2 

yeah, for years I violated Univcrsib policy .... 

On 2:07 PM, wrote: 

Oh, [ used your West Civ syllabus for this. Yes, give 
her a    but please explain the scenario. 

Actually, is an Let’s tell her \~c’[l give her 
the -lowest on the scale OK? 

On 1:41 PM. wrote: 

Ok, [ did not actually look at the quiz 
when I said it was fine. Now I have. Its 
fine. A    is still an [ think. [ 
quibbled with her about a few things, 



which is why ] lowered the grade. 

Or crap--did I grade hers’? I dutmo 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:question about paper 2 

Date:Sun, 13: 06:17 
-0400 

To:Smilh, Jay M 

Dear Professor Smith, 

[ received an on the 2nd paper and on 
Sakai it is recorded as a Was there a 
spectrum of different number grades 
that fell into the category, or were all 
the ; automatically counted as a on 
5akai? ] was just wondering, because 
my grade of on the first paper is 
counted as an on Sakai, so Pm 
assuming that a would be an and 
it seemed unusual that there would only 
be one point difference between an 
and I’m only asking because last 
semester in a class, 5akai automatically 
set the parameters of the different letter 
grades and a professor had to go in and 
change several final grades after they 
had been sent to connect carolina. So 
now I never know whether to trust 
sakai! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,              8:20 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: oftlce hours thursday? 

yes, I’ll be there 

On 11:14 PM, wrote: 

Dear Dr. Smith, 

I just wanted to see if you will still be having office hou~ this Thu rsday even though it is a reading day? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,              4:02 PM 

@email unc edu> 
Monday 

I hope your computer is recovering well. and Ihal Ih¢ cxalll w~iling is 
going swiimnhlgl) Quick questiol~/colfflrmafion: We’t~ on for Monday 
10-12 in H,’lmillon 565 for Ihc de fcnsc, fighl? I never pul Ihc hours or 
fire room in m) calendar, which Ires proven to be quite dun~b When you 
get a clmnce, please lemhtd me .... 



From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:03 PM 

To: @duke edu> 
Subject: Re: 

Attach: HistotT docx 

Gee, I hope that’s the case (that it will be valuable for you) I’d certainly enjoy having you Here’s a somewhat 
updated list of readings for the course .... 

JS 

On 1:12 PM, wrote: 

Hello Professor Smith, 

I wanted to keep you updated as to my possible course conflict, and your suggestions regarding the 
two courses you’ll be teaching next semester I feel that it would be much more valuable for me to 
participate in your                 so I’ve submitted an interinstitutional registration form to take 
your seminar, rather than the other class with which it conflicts at Duke University 

Thank you for your advice, and patience, throughout this process 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              5:15 PM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: A COUPLE THINGS 

Complaint not the right word, but .... (who fricking else?) said, as I was passing out make-up 
quizzes to the gang of 7 yesterday at 5pro, "so I hear you’re a Republican" My response: "WHAT???! !!! 
She continued: "Yeah, a classmate told me that you said today how happy you were that there were other 
Republicans at UNC" I couldn’t let that impression stand I just couldn’t Even though I figure most of the 
smart ones realize it was j ust a damn j oke 

On 4:58 PM, wrote: 

Please tell me nobody complained about your joke, and that you are jus[ covering your ass. 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:35 PM 
Subje~= A COUPLE THINGS 

To: All Participants 
From: Jay Smith 
Dearest students of 
You are hereby informed that I will be holding my regular Thursday office hours (10-12, though I 
can stay a bit later if needed) tomorrow,         if anyone would like to come in to talk about the 
final, course business, Barack Obama, or if you just want to bring me an apple to thank me for a 
glorious semester 

And speaking about Obama this isn’t important, really, but I though it might be useful to clear up a 
misperception When I made my little joke yesterday about there thankfully being "some 
Republicans on this campus" (ha ha--because they didn’t care about going to the 
I wasn’t outing myself politically, either as a Republican or as a Democrat I was just making one 
of my lame jokes I actually make an effort NOT to bring politics into classes, so I just wanted to 
be clear on that 

Anyway, these days I’d be more likely to identify with, I don’t know, the Westerfell party or 
something 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: HZS’I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitb<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Wednesday,              5:19 PM 

~liveuncedu> 

Re:Question Conceming the Finn 

yes, I can email it to you immediately after it’s been selected And for a backup plan--in case I forget to do it or 
something--we can say that you’ll just choose whichever question you prefer 

On 5:17 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I just had a quick thought about the final. I test 
rather than in our regular classroom. AS a result I will be unable to know 

which essay topic you choose for us to write on. 

I am sure we can find a solution. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              5:53 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: A COUPLE THINGS 

¯ -I can’t talk about the essays specifically, but you can certainly ask me about some of the component 
parts of the essays and whether you seem to be interpreting those things properly (So you would get input on 
the essays indirectly ) -JS 

On 5:38 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I was just wondering if we could come in to office hours to get your opinion on potential 
ideas for our essays, or is that getting too much help for the final? 

Thanks, 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:35 PM 
Subject: A COUPLE THINGS 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

Dearest students of 
You are hereby informed that I will be holding my regular Thursday office hours (10-12, though I 
can stay a bit later if needed) tomorrow,         if anyone would like to come in to talk about the 
final, course business, Barack Obama, or if you just want to bring me an apple to thank me for a 
glorious semester 

And speaking about Obama this isn’t important, really, but I though it might be useful to clear up a 
misperception When I made my little joke yesterday about there thankfully being "some 
Republicans on this campus" (ha ha--because they didn’t care about going to 
I wasn’t outing myself politically, either as a Republican or as a Democrat I was just making one 
of my lame jokes I actually make an effort NOT to bring politics into classes, so I just wanted to 
be clear on that 

Anyway, these days I’d be more likely to identify with, I don’t know, the Westerfell party or 
something 

This fo~,varded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: t]IST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,              7:20 PM 

Shields, Sarah D <sshields@email unc edu> 
Re: URGENT: Monday reschedule? 

Samh--Mileswanls3:30 Wouldlhalgiveyouenoughlim¢? (Oryou 
could come in at 3:45 mid nfiss.just a bit?) 

On 5:01 PM, Slfields, Sarah D wrote: 
>HiJa> 

> I’d l~ke to go to a bit of a retirement celebration that afternoon for someone from my IAH leadership group It nnts from 3 -5 1 
could nfiss the whole tNng if that’s the oN? option I’d prefer to gez to a bit at the begimfing or at the end But since we’~e scbedulmg 
it befoie m? trip, rm glad to do it whel~ever works for all 

> Saral~ 

> Bowmm~ and Got~lon Gr~" Distmgmisbed Term Professor 
> Department of Hislot3 
>CB 3195 
> Umversit~ of Notfl~ Caroli~m 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919 962-8078 
> 919 962-1403 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               I 1:50 AM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: Outlines and procedures for the final 

Hell no, I just picked that number out of the air It’s not like we’re really going to police that Let’s be honest 

On 11:14 AM, wrote: 

Yeah, good call on the bookbags and electronic devices. Did you write up a mock outline to see if 75 words 
wasenough? 

From: J.~£3 ~ -~l~?Zd ~, ~ ’~ ~2~ 
Sent: Thursday, 11:01 AM 
Subject: Outlines...and procedures for the final 

To: All Participants 
From: Jay Smith 
OK, so we’ve decided that we WILL allow you to bring outlines for the final exam essay questions, 
but there are a number of conditions you need to be aware of 

1 The outlines should be on one page (the front for one essay, the back for the other), and each 
outline should run no more than 75 words--please put your word count at the top of the page 

2 Your name must be clearly visible at the TOP of the page 

3 You will give us your outlines at the beginning of the class, and we will return them to you 
when you have turned in the "objective" portion of the exam 

Some other things to be aware of: 
* You’ll need to deposit your backpack and all other belongings at the fl-ont of the classroom before 
the exam begins 
* Absolutely NO electronic devices allowed Any sighting of an electronic device will amount to 
an honor code violation and will prevent the oti’ending party from earning a grade in the course 
until after an Honor court investigation is conducted 
* No bathroom trips until the objective portion of the exam is completed--so be sure you’ve taken 
care of business before the exam 
* We would prefer that you use pen If you absolutely have to use a pencil, please make it either a 
mechanical pencil or a super sharp pencil 
* Remember to bring a blue book Maybe even an extra just in case? 

See you Thursday Good luck And have fun with the studying and all .... 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIS] site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: ~I[ST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               12:08 PM 

@email unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

presentation eval 

Egypt group presentations fb docx 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

See attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               12:09 PM 

Reid, Donald M <dreidl@email unc edu> 

Anderson, Violet <wnanders@email unc edu> 

Re: 

Thanks, Don 

On 12:05 PM, Reid, Donald M wrote: 

Hi Vi and Jay, 

on the exam he wrote for me. It is characterized by the theoretical acumen and graceful 
writing that he has shown in all work done for me. 

Don 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               12:12 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
presentation eval 

Libya group presentations fb docx 

@gmail corn>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               12:13 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Fwd: presentation eval 

Bahrain group presentations Po docx 

Tl’ying again .... 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:presentation eval 

Date:Thu,            12:06:36 -0400 
From:Jay Smith -~ s~mLh~?~e~@i[ u~tc edd> 

To:                            ~,~llivc ~mc ed~, 
~live ulnc edu 

See attached .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,               1:55 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Thursday? 

2-3 works 

> From: Ja?. Slmth Ija3 s~mth@enmilunc edu] 
> S¢nl: W¢dn¢sda~,             4:12 PM 

>> From: Ja) Snfith I)a~’snfith~aeinail m~c edu] 

>> Sul~ject: Re: Thursday? 

>>> Subject: Tlmt~day? 

>>> (2pro) Would you be free around noomsh? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 2:29 PM 
Molly Worthen ~gmail corn> 
Re: courses for next year 

Molly-great Jus[ soyouknow. 
, so if you 1ross 

again Look forwmd to talking 

Jay 

On 4/26/12 11:42 AM, Moll3" Worthen wrote: 
> Dear Ja~’, 

> Tlml~ks for fl~e warm walcome! 1’11 give you a call tomorrow 
> all�moon--I’ll IU you around 1:30 Lloyd did mcnlion the seminar Io 
> me and Iha/sounds grca/l look for~ ard Io discussing Ihal and olhcr 

> Molly 

> O114/25/12 6:58 PM, Jay Smdh wrolc: 

>> I tlmtk you t~vo will do wondet~ for us in all sorts of wa?s 

>> aftenloon? Sa?., am’wheie 1-47 It’s We already have 

>> about flint mid all your other options Looking fom’ard to it (though 
>> let me know if the time doesfft wink) -Ja~" 

>> O114/25/12 5:37 PM, Molly Worlhen wrolc: 

>>> I thought I would get in touch with you to sa? how tl~(illed I anl 
>>> Ihat     and I arc joining Ih¢ UNC commlmdy, and thai I look 
>> > fore ard to talking with you about courses for the comh~g yea1 1 

>>> calling fees 

>>> Molly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 3 : 15 PM 
Taylor Branch ~ corn> 
a few items 

Dcay Tay lot: 
As I mentioned yesterda?, 1 flfit~k you’d el~ioy and learn from Linda 
Collcy’s Btilons, and Ihcrc’s also Ihc whole ocm rc og J C D Clan 
(British political history of the 17th and 18N c’s), incNding 
especially RevoNtion mid Rebelhon: State and Society" in England, and 
The La~lglmgc ogLibcrly 1660-1832 I suspccl you alrcad} know aboul 
old Dlew McCoy classic, The ENsive Republic, but 1 ~emember it being 
very strong on the sort of "classical ~publican" ideas flint made such 
an impact on both Jefferson ~md Madison (Going even deeper into fl~e 
canon, Bernard Bailyn’s Ideological Origins og Ihc American Roy \~ould 
also provide some i~ffo of use) 

from lm." former student lan Crowe, who wrote a fabulous dissertation on 
Burk¢ (coming out from Stanford Press la/cr this ycar) As a sp¢ciNisl 
of Fmncc. I’m raking d on lilt English stuff, bul Ian knows Ih¢ 
hteratme vet3" well indeed Mo~e later 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@emall unc edu> 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 I I : 13 PM 

Taylor Branch @ corn> 

some more 

Taylor--my student Ian responds, but we’ll have more on Cromwell soon 

On the question of book recommendations for Taylor Branch, I think you have covered the main titles already, 
though I would, of course, mention FP Lock’s two-volume biography of Burke, which is unwieldy in many 
ways, but also vetS well organized and indexed Or, much shorter, I might suggest David Bromwich’s 
introduction to his Burke anthology On Empire, Liberty, a.dRejorm On Burke and Whiggism, there is an 
interesting but little-known study by J ames Conniff called The U~ejitl Cobbler: EdmwM Bttrke and the Politics 
ojPro;wess. I would also suggest some sections (such as Chapter 3) of James J Sack’s From Jacobite to 
(’o~lservative: Reacliot~ a~ld Orlho&)xy i~l Brilai~l c, 1760-1832, and, on Tories and Jacobites more specifically, 
Eveline Cmickshanks’s Political Urmmchables (though this is not an uncontroversial work), and, more recently, 
Cmickshanks and Erskine-Hill, The Atterbury Plot (2004) Then there is a good collection of essays edited by 
David Womersley, entitled Liberty and American Experience #t the Eighteettth (?ettmry, (2006), containing an 
impressive list of contributors I don’t know if these would hit the subj ect at the appropriate level of detail, but I 
was focusing on the Whig-Tots-Burke connections in pa~icular I am embarrassed to say that I have not yet got 
round to reading Steve Pincus’s 168,~;, the First Modern Revohttion (2009), and so I cannot really recommend it, 
but I understand it is vetS good and accessible 

So, Taylor, you have a few things to get staffed with! More to come 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Stair1 <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday, April 26, 2012 11:23 PM 

Crowe, Ian <icrowe@bpc edu> 

Re: bibliography 

Ian--thanks so much for all this Branch will be overwhelmed, I’m sure, but that’s what he gets And these are 
great ideas all He’s an incredibly interesting guy, and amazingly down-to-earth for a Pulitzer winner (I’d 
always imagined they would be stuffy, anyway), but I have no doubt that he’ll find something new and 
interesting to say about Madison (always my favorite founding father, incidentally) If you get any Cromwell 
ideas, do let me know about them But I’ll keep thinking, too 

I know Christopher Hill did a book on Cromwell I suspect you may have other ideas, though -Jay 

On 4/26/I 2 I 0:08 PM, Crowe, lan wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

Thank you very much for your message, and it is very good to hear from you I have to admit that I 
was still admMng your rather imposing portrait in the Carolina Alumni Review in an article on the 
workings of the honor system, and so your campaign of agitation on the matter of athletics had 
slipped past me unnoticed With the help of the wonders of Google, however, I have caught up and 
I must say I wish the faculty group all the best in their stand I am also deeply impressed by any 
movement that gets over one hundred academics to endorse the same statement!) 

On the question of book recommendations for Taylor Branch, I think you have covered the main 
titles already, though I would, of course, mention FP Lock’s two-volume biography of Burke, 
which is unwieldy in many ways, but also very well organized and indexed Or, much shorter, I 
might suggest David Bromwich’s introduction to his Burke anthology On Empire, Liberty, and 

R~form On Burke and Whiggism, there is an interesting but little-known study by James Conniff 
called 771e Usejid Cobbler: F~lnumd Burke and the Politics q/ Progwess. I would also suggest some 
sections (such as Chapter 3) of James J Sack’s l,)’om .Jacobite Io Con.servative: Reac#on and 

Orthodoxy in Britain c. 1760-1832, and, on Tories and Jacobites more specifically, Eveline 
Cmickshanks’s Political Untouchables (though this is not an uncontroversial work), and, more 
recently, Cmickshanks and Erskine-Hill, ]he Atterbury Plot (2004) Then there is a good collection 

of essays edited by David Womersley, entitled Liberty and American Fxperience in the Eighteenth 
CentuO’, (2006), containing an impressive list of contributors I don’t know if these would hit the 
subject at the appropriate level of detail, but I was focusing on the Whig-To~?~-Burke connections in 
particular I am embarrassed to say that I have not yet got round to reading Steve Pincus’s 168,~;, the 
First Modern Revoh~tion (2009), and so I cannot really recommend it, but I understand it is very 
good and accessible 

On Cromwell, I am not so sure, but 

I hope some of this might be helpful, and I shall keep thinking about possibilities 



|an 

> -----Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [t_n.~!~_~.£)S~_,.iF~ad[..u_t!_c_.~.du] 
> Sent: Thursday, April 26, 2012 3:12 PM 
> To: Crowe, Ian 

Subject: bibliography 

Dear Ian: 
> My agitation on the athletics issues at UNC (were you aware that I’d 
> been agitating?) have put me in some strange situations this year, and 
> here’s one of them: Taylor Branch (Pulitzer winner, historian of civil 
> rights, college sport critic extraordinaire) asked me yesterday for some 

"good general background" reading on English political history in the 
17th and 18th centuries I had a few things to recommend--Colley, 

> Clark, Pocock--but I told him rd be sure to ask a more informed person 
> for some recommendations And since he’s especially interested in 
> biography--and mentioned Burke specificall!!--I of course had only one 
> place to go Do you know of a good book on Cromwell, by chance? The 
> Jacobites? A good readable book that would help him sort out Whigs from 
> 
> Tobies? What, apart maybe from Conor Cruise O’B~ien, would you 
> recommend as a biography of Burke? 

> Branch is working on a book about Madison and is trying to get a better 
> sense of the political landscape that Madison would have had in his 
> mind, hence the reason for the request (The occasion for the request: 
> he was in town yesterday and met with my little ad hoc group of 
> irritated faculty pushing for sports reforms; as an aside, he asked me 
> what I knew about British histot2¢ ) Anyway, whatever help you can 
> help me give to him will be appreciated 
> 
> Hope all is well in your neck of the woods I’m now finished with 
> classes, but have two hellish weeks still ahead, before graduation 
> Crazy, crazy year                 -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, April 27, 2012 9:02 AM 

Pielak, GatT J <gary pielak@unc edu> 
Re: InterdisciplinatT business 

Jay 

On 4/27/12 6:49 AM, Pielak, Gas) J wrote: 
Jay, 
Tlmt~ks[ As ahva) s, it’s a pleasme to ser~-e with you 

1 notice that NIU is your alnm hinter 

Cheers, 

Gat3 J Pielak. PhD 
Professor of Chemistry 

> Professor of Biochenfistt) & Biopl\x sics 
(919)966-3671 fax: (919)962 -6714 

>gary pielak{aunc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday,               I 0:14 AM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 
Re: Fwd: Re: TA adjustments and opportunity in Hist 

Yes, this will have to be a Monday thing Glad to see people dropping out .... 

On 10:20 PM, Cynthia Radding wrote: 

Jay, 
As you can see, Kathtayn does not mind reducing back to 165 students, but we need to close 
down the three sections that she had asked Wanda to open Can you do this, or do we need to wait 
until Monday morning? 

In the meantime, Int Studies has renewed their request for two TAs[ So, on Monday morning, we 
can revisit our lists 

Best, 
Cynthia 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: TA adjustments and opportunity in 

Date:Fri, 16:53:34 -0400 
From:Kathryn Burns 

To:Cynthia Radding 

Hi Cynthia, 

Hrr@n... I just asked Wanda to schedule three new recitation sections for 

Hist        on the theory that we’d need additional sections to acco~@@odate 

the 188 enrollment.    So my first question would be: can that be halted, 

or have those sections already gone up (and started enrolling people)? 

If they’ve already got students enrolled, it’ll be awkward to switch 

away from the 188 enrollment. 

But if they’re still not open, it’s okay with me if you approach 

to see if she minds teaching for                      . 

great to have her and do 188 students, but there’s 

for having 165 & not filling the room to bursting! 

what happens, either way.., thanks, 

Kathryn 

In some ways it’d be 

also a lot to be said 

Please let me know 

On                 1:45 PH, Cynthia Radding wrote: 

> Hi, Kathryn, 

> I hope you’re well. I caught a glimpse of you on Wednesday, 

> wasn’t time to say hello. 
> 
> 
> I write to ask you about the TA line up for HIST next 

but there 

As you 

on the latest list, we have        pushed to the max at 188 



> students with 4 TAs and one AT. I remember that you had particularly 
> requested                     and she is assigned to your course. We have 
> received just today a request from                       to nominate several 
> of our graduate TAs to fill some slots that they have just received 
> budget to cover. To be honest, our History Dept budget is strained to 
> cover all of our TA obligations, is one of the few 
> current graduate students who can teach history. Before 
> approaching her, I want to ask you how you feel about our "lending" 
>           to                        and lowering your class enrollment to 165. 
> We could possibly propose this to                 also assigned to your 
> course, but is not one of her fields. 
> 
> I look forward to hearing from you. 
> 
> Best, 
> Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,               I 0:16 AM 

Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu> 
IMPORTANT RECITATION ADJUSTMENT 

Hi Wanda--could you eliminate the three new recitations you apparently just created for Burns’s 

Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Fwd: Re: TA adiustments and opportunity in Hist 

Date:Fri,            22:20:48 -0400 
From:Cynthia Radding <ra~!di~g~,~email unc;edu> 

To:Jay Smith ~rvemail tmc edu% Wanda Wallace <a[lace@emaf! unc edu> 
CC:Lloyd Kramer <lk,ame~_~mail unc edu> 

Thanks 

Jay, 
As you can see, Kathryn does not mind reducing back to 165 students, but we need to close down the three 
sections that she had asked Wanda to open Can you do this, or do we need to wait until Monday morning? 

In the meantime, Int Studies has renewed their request for two TAs! So, on Monday morning, we can revisit our 
lists 

Best, 
Cynthia 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: TA adjustments and opportunity in 

Date:Fri, 16:53:34 -0400 
From:KathlTn Burns 

To:Cynthia Radding <radding~,/,emal! ~mc c~b> 

Hi Cynthia, 

~@~... l just asked Wanda to schedule three new recitation sections for 
Hist        on the theory that we’d need additional sections to accoi~odate 
the 188 enrollment.    So my first question would be: can that be halted, 
or have those sections already gone up (and started enrolling people)? 
If they’ve already got students enrolled, it’ll be awkward to switch 
away from the 188 enrollment. 

But if they’re still not open, it’s okay with me if you approach 

to see if she minds teaching for                         .    In some ways it’d be 

great to have her and do 188 students, but there’s also a lot to be said 

for having 165 & not filling the room to bursting! Please let me know 

what happens, either way.., thanks, 

Kathryn 



On                 1:45 PM, Cynthia Radding wrote: 
> Hi, Kathryn, 
> I hope you’re well, I caught a glimpse of you on Wednesday, but there 
> wasn’t time to say hello. 
> 
> 
> I write to ask you about the TA line up for HIST       next         As you 
> can see on the latest list, we have        pushed to the max at 188 
> students with 4 TAs and one AT. I remember that you had particularly 
> requested and she is assigned to your course. We have 
> received just today a request from to nominate several 
> of our graduate TAs to fill some slots that they have just received 
> budget to cover. To be honest, our History Dept budget is strained to 
> cover all of our TA obligations, is one of the few 
> current graduate students who can teach history. Before 
> approaching her, I want to ask you how you feel about our "lending" 
> to and lowering your class enrollment to 165. 
> We could possibly propose this to , also assigned to your 
> course, but is net one of her fields. 
> 
> I look forward to hearing from you. 
> 
> Best, 
> Cynthia 
> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday,               10:25 AM 

Pennybacker, Susan Dabney <pennybac@email unc edu> 

exmn alld let me/Violet la~ow by Monday 9AM whether he’s passed His 

am’firi!g! 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,               10:40 AM 

@live unc edu> 
oops 

JS 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ja? Smith ~ia5 sn~ith a, email unc cdu> 

Saturday,             7:46 PM 

~g live uric cdu> 

Re: Outlines and procedures for the final 

--all of the objective questions will deal with material from 1690 and later only And the essay questions, too, focus 
on that period--though if wc dra~ the second one, you will need to spend just a little time talking about developments in 
tbe 16th ccntur~ as tbey related to freedom of conscience No need to spend lots ofthnc reviewing lecture notes to get 
details and remember a lot of specifics, but you’ll want to say a little something about the effect of the Reformation on 
"freedom ofconscience" Doesthathelp? -JS 

On 7:31 PM, wrote: 

Sorry for the inconvenience but I am slightly confused as to the material that we are expected to know for the final in 
will it be just the material covered on the study guide or will it include all material and vocabulary throughout 

the semester? Thank you for your help. 

Senti Thursday,            3:01 PN 
Subject: Outlines...and procedures for the final 

To: All Participmats 

From: Jay Smith 

OK, so we’ve decided that we WILL allow you to bring outlines for the final exam essay questions, but 
there are a number of conditions you need to be aware of 

1 The outlines should bc on one page (the front for one cssas, the back for the other), m~d each outline 
should run no more than 75 words--please put your word count at the top of the page 

2 Your name must be cleady visible at the TOP of the page 

3 You will give us your outlines at the beginning of the class, and wc will return them to you when you 
have turned in the "objective" portion of the exam 

Some other things to bc aware of~ 
* You’ll need to deposit your backpack m~d all other belongings at the front of the classroom before the 
exam begins 
* Absolutely NO electronic devices allowed Any sighting of an electronic device will amount to an honor 
code violation and will prevent the offending party from earning a grade in the course until after m~ Honor 
court investigation is conducted 
* No bathroom trips until the objective portion of the exam is completed--so be sure you’ve taken care of 
business before the exam 
* We would prefer that you use pen If you absolutely have to use a pencil, please make it either a 
mechanical pencil or a super sharp pencil 
* Remember to bring ablue book MaYbe even an extra just in case? 

See you Thursda} Good luck And have fun with thc studying and all .... 

This f’or~x arded message was sent via Tbe University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HlS’l 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ja? Smith <ja} sn~ith a~email unc cdu> 

Sunday,               12:52 PM 

@gmai[ conl> 

Re: other book 

--I know you’re on pins and needles, so I write to tell you that you hax e 
both are well written m~d intelligent My only criticisn~: I think you mean 
stand on its own (unless I’m just not reading the right literature) 

Nice job-- 
I don’t think can 

Also--you may hax e plans for tomorrow, which is fine, but if not. would you like to go to TOH for beer and whatever 
wc fccl like eating? I cmgt make it until about, because I’m tied up with committee work all afternoon, but if you’re ffcc 
thm~ m~d feel like raising a glass, let’s do it Also, 

What’s your schedule like over the next couple of weeks? -Jay 

On 5:51 PM, wrote: 

Hcrc ismy comp for you 

On Sat. at 5:48 PM. ~!*~mall corn> wrote: 
Ugh I sent it to on Monda? I will send something along to her toda? Should I for~\ ard yesterday’s 
comp to you too? I have a Skype account we cm~ use; j ust need a computer 

Sent from my iPod 

On . at 5:25 PM, Jay Smith <iawmi~h ~ emai! ,~nc ~d~k> wrote: 

this weekend, will read it over the weekend 
> 

> On 12:11 AM, wrote: 
>> Jay, 
>> 

>> Quick thought about Monday: I had plam~cd on having 
still in the shop Does the dept hm, c one we cm~ use? 

>> Best, 
>> 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPod 
>> 

>>> Stephen Miller. State and Society in Eighteenth-Centre) France (Or just read a few reviews!) 

>>> On I 1:45 AM, wrote: 
>>>> Hey lay, 

>>>> Can you let mc know what other book you added to my list? Just wanted to check it out toda? 

also was not given your exam She asked that I suggest that you email it to her She’s in 

Skype in on my computer, but it is 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith ~iaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,             12:52 PM 

~a gmail corn> 

Re: other book 

yeah. I can be there by about 9:20 

On 12:51 PM, wrote: 

Jay, 

A~-e you going to be con cmnpus a little earlier than 10:007 If so, I thought maybe I could do a quick 
~am sl~’pe session on your comp with at 9:30 (iust want to make we don’t ha~ e any surprises 
come defense time) 

Thin,ks, 

On Sat. at 10:23 AM, Jay Smith ~i~2snJt~;email ul~c ed~> wrote: 
¯ I don’t know But I can bring mine I have a Skype account, rarely used. but I suppose you could 

: justsign in with my computer 

By the wa~--ifvoffve not alread3 done so, you should send a last reminder to ever5 one about Monda3’s 
meeting has not sent me your exam. so I can’t even read it before Monda3--unless you want to 
email me a copy; has I’ll have to contact to make sure she knows this 
must be done b3 Mond~x ) 

On 12:11 AM, wrote: 
Jay, 

Quick thought about Monday: I had planned on having 
still in the shop Does the dept ha~ e one we cm~ use’? 

Best, 

Skype in on my computer, but it is 

Sent from my iPod 

On at 11:59 AM, Jay Smith<laVSnlid~?~ en-~d[ unc ¢d.> wrote: 

Stephen Miller, State and Societ?" in Eighteenth-Centul~," France (Or dust read a few reviews!) 

On 11:45 AM, wrote: 
He}" Jay, 

Cm~ you let me know ~hat other book you added to my list’? Just wanted to check it out today 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,              2:16 PM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: forgot to tell you 

Final Exam docx 

Have strong opiN oils about aW of the objectives? 

> From: Ja) Slmth Ija) s~mth@enmilunc edu] 
> Sent: Sunda),               11:56 AM 

>> From: Ja) Snfith Ijavsnfitb?*email m~c edu] 

>>> From: Jay Sntiflt Ljaysmiflt,?zemad unc edu] 
>>> Sent: Sa/urday             10: I l AM 

>>> Sid~jecl: Re: forgol Io [ell yolt 

>>> addilion to blu¢ books’? (Tiffs was asked at tb¢ end of class 
>>> Tuesday--lemember?) 



>>>> Subjec}: for’got to tell you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,              4:13 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Office hours etc 

--good question 

On 2:33 PM, 

Dear Prof. Smith, 

For question 2, 

wrote: 

Thanks, 

Subje~: ONce hours etc 

To: All Pm~icipants 

From: Jay Smith 

Hello: 
I will be holding my regular Thursday office hours (10-12, though I could go a bit later if 
necessary) tomo~TOW,         if anyone wants to come by to talk about the final, talk about the 
course, or give me an apple (or a piece of your mind) 

Also--just to follow up on my previous email about that final exam I’ve now drafted the exam, 
and it includes I 0 multiple choice questions (similar in format to the Popkin quiz), I 0 matching 
"clueshons" involving items that link together in some sort of causal chain, and of course the essay 
question, which we will pick out of a hat on exam day 

Bring a blue book for the exam, but there’s no need for a scantron sheet I prefer that you write in 
pen, but if you are absolutely determined to write in pencil, just please make sure it’s a vel7 sharp 
one (preferably a mechanical one) 

See you next week if not before .... 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: ]lIST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,              5:33 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Outlines and procedures for the final 

I’m not sure To tell you the truth, though, we’re not going to be quite that severe on this If you have 80 words, 
but a number of them are dates like this, we’re not going to complain 

On 4:40 PM, wrote: 

Good Evening, 

I have a question about the word count limit on the outlines. Do dates such as" 5 September 1793" count 
as 3 words or one? 

Thank you. 

From: .~N’!?!_L2~ c n !_a ~.d ~L~ c ~u_ 
Sent: Thursday, 11:01 AM 
Subject~ Outlines...and procedures for the final 

To: All Participants 
From: Jay Smith 
OK, so we’ve decided tl~at we WILL allow you to bring outlines for the final exam essay questions, 
but there are a number of conditions you need to be aware of 

I The outlines should be on one page (the front for one essay, the back for the other), and each 
outline should mn no more than 75 words--please put your word count at the top of the page 

2 Your name must be clearly visible at the TOP of the page 

3 You will give us your outlines at the beginning of the class, and we will return them to you 
when you have turned in the "objective" portion of the exam 

Some other things to be aware of: 
* You’ll need to deposit your backpack and all other belongings at the front of the classroom before 
the exam begins 
* Absolutely NO electronic devices allowed Any sighting of an electronic device will amount to 
an honor code violation and will prevent the offending party from earning a grade in the course 
until after an Honor court investigation is conducted 
* No bathroom trips until the objective portion of the exam is completed--so be sure you’ve taken 
care of business before the exam 
* We would prefer that you use pen If you absolutely have to use a pencil, please make it either a 
mechanical pencil or a super sharp pencil 
* Remember to bring a blue book Maybe even an extra just in case? 

See you Thursday Good luck And have fun with the studying and all .... 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: I~S-[’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,               12:26 PM 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 
Re: lecturer 

I’ll see .... 

On ] 1:06 AM, Duval, Kathleen A wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Do you think we could get from the TAs’ evaluations of instructors they have worked with, for 
those applicants who have taught large lecture classes for us? It would be a nice additional piece of 
information to have --does s/he work well with TAs? I know there are confidentialib/issues, but the TAs’ 
names could be blacked out. 
Thanks, 
Kathl~en 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, April 30, 2012 12:33 PM 

Shields, Sarah D <sshields@email unc edu>; Fletcher, W Miles 
<wmfletch@email unc edu>; Jackson, Jenna A <jaj@email unc edu>; Duval, Kathleen 
A <duval@email unc edu> 

Re: Room still TBA 

whom we can reasolmbly .... 

On 4/30/12 12:31 PM, Ja) Smith wrote: 
> Hi ¢v¢~3 one--I’m afnlid 565 is taken Ihis artcmoon, as is 569 When 

> Hamilton and rll email you sometime before 3 

> Memlthne, I’m altaching ~m." spleadsheet with the candidates rmtked 

> here’s m) ptelhnh~a~?, mnkhtg ffyou can all get your hsts to me by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,               1:32 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Clarification on the ID’s 

On 12:32 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I ran into an ambiguity in the ID terms. One of them is Beccaria and I was wondering if you were referring 
to Cesare Beccaria? I know it seems a silly question but I just want to be sure because I know there was a 
Cardinal in the Catholic church during the same time by the same name. I also needed a little clarification 
on Patriotism. Are you referring specifically to French Patriotism or American Patriotism as well? Thank you 
for your time and if it would be easier for us to meet just let me know. My schedule is pretty open up until 
the test on Thursday. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,              3:18 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: my final on Tuesday 

G307 (on the bottom floor, strangely enough) 

On 3:12 PM, wrote: 

Dear Dr. Smith, 

I just wanted to confirm that I’m taking the HIST final during the final exam period tomorrow (Tues 
in your other class. I know it’s at 4 in Venable, but could you tell me the room number? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              5:53 PM 

@email unc edu> 
see attached letter 

doc 

Dear .I’d be lmpp? to talk about this (A hard cop? of tbv 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              5:54 PM 

@unc edu> 

see attached letter 

doc 

Dear       --lmpp? to talk about fltis 1’11 be sending a lintel cop? to 
your home addr¢ss. Ioo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,              5:55 PM 

@email unc edu> 

see attached letter 

doc 

Hi     --lmppy to talk about tbis if you’d like (A lintel coD" of fl~e 
leiter wdl be sent to your address ) 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,              5:56 PM 

@email unc edu> 
see attached letter 

doc 

Hi     --happy to talk about this if you’d like (A lintel copy will be 
sent to your addr¢ss ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              9:13 PM 

Hopkins, Cynthia <cynthia hopkins@unc edu> 

exam 

Final Exam Version Bdocx 

Here’s      exam rll plan to entail ltfin once the essa> question is 
selected (we’re choosing by Iol on exam day) If he never Ileays from iile 
for some masom r[1 just ask that he do essa~ question #2 -Jax Slmfl~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,               I I: 10 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Final Essay Length 

In class, we said the essays should be somewhere between 6-12 blue book pages (with front and back counting 
as two pages) Unless you write really, really small, probably 8-12 is more like it 

On 9:30 PM, wrote: 

Professor, 

I am sorry if you went through this in class last Thursday, but about how long should our 
essay be on the final? 

Thanks for the help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,               11:21 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: question about calas affair 

--the answer is yes to everything you’ve said Really, eve~aything And we’re far more interested in 
seeing you develop an argument (either side) with a command of facts/evidence than we are in seeing you pick 
one side over tbe other 

On 11:15 PM, wrote: 

Dear Dr. Smith, 

(Of course, I undeNtand if you aren’t answering specific questions such as these about the final.) Thanks so 
much. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            12:55 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Re: Fwd: Re: Recent PhDs looking for a VAP? 

but as convenor, he might have a better sense of the whole field that was my point 

On 12:37 PM, Cynthia Radding wrote: 

Thank you, I notice, however, that they have Germany covered 

On 12:29 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Cynthia--maybe you should ask        as convenor? I really only know the 
Frenchies, and        is the only one I’m aware o£ 

On 12:27 PM, Cynthia Radding wrote: 

Dear all: 
I thought I had forwarded this to you yesterday Do you have any students 
to recommend? I thought this morning of 
-- are there Europeanists who have finished their degrees without jobs, 
other than                 Please send me your suggestions and I’ll 
fo~-ard this message to them 

Cynthia 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: Recent PhDs looking for a VAP? 

Date:Mon, 10:23:12 -0500 
From:Brenden Rensink 

To:Cynthia Radding 

Cynthia, 

We are actually quite flexible as for what the candidate can cover. Our 

dept. has people doing Latin America, SE Asia, Modern Europe (northern 
and modern Germany covered), U.S. women’s studies, Eastern/Central 

Europe, U.S. West, Native American, U.S. Religious and a few other fields 

covered. We could surely use a colonial/revolutionary or Atlantic World. 
In other words, there is not a specific hole we are trying to fill. This isn’t a 
sabbatical replacement. We have an online MA program that is 

BOOMING and we can’t handle the enrollment demands. So, anyone 

who brings new things to the table would be welcomed. 

I believe a public announcement will be made, but if we already have a 

short-list of potential candidates we can directly contact to solicit 

applications, the process can be expedited. 



BR 

Brenden Rensink, Ph.D. 
Visiting Assistant Professor 

University of Nebraska Kearney 

Department of History 
103J Copeland Hall 

Kearney, NE 68849 

From= Cynthia Radd[ng 
Sent= Monday, 10:18 AM 

Sebject: Re: Recent Ph.D.s looking for a VAP? 

Dear Brenden: 

Thank you for thinking of us, before I forward your announcement on, 

please clarify a little -- is this primarily U.S. history, but not western or 

Native American, or are you interested in global, European or other 

fields? 

Cynthia Radding 

On 11:15 AM, Brenden Rensink wrote: 

Cynthia, 

We just got a Visiting Assistant Prof. search approved that we 

need to move q uickly on. So- a few of us are contacting 

colleagues at departments with Ph.D. programs to collect a 
small pool of candidates. Does your department have any 
recent Ph.D.s still searching for a position? We are quite 

flexible for field - but preferably not West or Native, since 
Mark Ellis and I both do that already. Does anyone come to 

mind? The pay is fairly good, and there is a possibility for a 
2nd year renewal. The teaching load is split between on- 

campus survey and upper-division courses and online M.A. 
reading seminars. 

BR 

Brenden Rensink, Ph.D. 
Visiting Assistant Professor 

University of Nebraska Kearney 

Department of History 
:[03J Copeland Hall 



Kearney, NE 68849 

Cynthia Radding 

Gussenhoven Distinguished Professor 

Latin ~@erican Studies and History 

Director of Graduate Studies, History 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Hamilton Hall 513 

CB 3195 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 3195 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,           4:43 PM 

@email unc edu> 

Re: Course question 

--yeah, she beat me to the punch on that It’s technically my job to inform you of such things Not that I 
mind when others do my job for me I’ll get you your appointment letter soon You’ll just need to return that, 
with a cv, to Adam Kent when you get a chance It’s not urgent Congrats -Jay 

On 4:39 PM, wrote: 

DearJay, 

I received an email from Prof. Radding a few days ago informing me that I’ve been awarded my own course 
(HIST            I want to first thank you for the opportunib/. Second, I was wondering if there was 
any paperwork or such requirements needed on my end. Should I also expect to hear from the department 
at some point in the coming months about various organizational details (i.e. book orders)? 

Thanks again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,            6:08 PM 

~email unc edu> 
Re: forgot to tell you 

OMG You win 

On 6:05 PM. wrote: 
> Don’t wony, suffering coines sool~, dhmer with         thursday evening 

> From: Ja) Slrdth Ija) sirdth%enmil uric edu] 
> Sent: Tuesda),              5:30 PM 

> Subjccl: Re: forgol to I¢ll you 

> Remember that wben you’re living it up with 

> O11 5:26 PM. wrote: 
>> I have attached a mot~ster document for you to look tfirough for our meeting Tbe~e a~e four sections Tbe lust col~sists of 

second is fl~e pt~seniafion on Mit-ahaau/body that I just gave, fl~e tbit~l is a mine general look at Nx~t7/body that I presented last yeac 
and tbe fi~ml is my attempt to understzmd the ~elatio~sbip between Malebmncbe mid Ques/IVJJm I certai~tly do ~ot expect you to ~ead 
it all, and tbe first zmd fourth parts at~ l~ot polished Tbe lust section is the most hnportzmt, so you ma? want to look fltrough tbat 



>~> Subject: Re: forgot to tell you 

>>> Hey, which blond nighlmar¢ are we lalking aboul? And Ihanks for 
>>> handling il 

>>> conmtit~ee that won’t be making its decision until late in the day on 

>>> cmtdidate, have it checked out by mtd then deliver it to the dept 

>>> czdlrdy discuss your httellecl~lzd trajectot5 is--wl~e pleasant--i~tsane 

notes on tbese t~vo Also, will tbe objective part of tbe Hist    exant cover ooly tbe 20 list of ternts give]z or mo~e titan flint?" Shtce 
site was ]~ot tbele for tl~e fitml lecture, Rof]" nmkes se]tse but not M~uy W 

>>>> Front: Jay Smith [ia) mmtlta;enmil uric edul 
>>>> Scnl: Monday,             8:22 AM 

>>>> Sul~jccl: Rc: forgol Io loll you 

>~>> fll email later--a~er defe~tse .... 

wednesda) I have to drop off at tbe ati-port at 5am, so I could be at your place by 5:30am for coffee and dougbuts mid blood) 

(~ead: contents of m) dissertation shtce much of tiffs is mtknown aud up for gt-abs) there also That’s flint 

>>>>> Scnl: Sunday, 4:27 PM 

Bougaim’flle and Beccaria Multiple choice mnnbers 5, 7, zmd 8 rim3 be a bit trick3" I would o~tly suggest teadhtg back through tbem 

>>>>> Scnl: Sunday, 2:15 PM 

>>>>> Subject: Re: forgol to loll you 

>>>>> O114/29/12 12:29 PM. wrOle: 
>~ >>~ ~ Good call on thaugh that would be categorized as a bate crone #2 is fine 

>>>>>> From: Jay Smid~ [jaysmdh@cmail uric cdu] 
>)>>)) Se~t: Sundzw,             11:56 AM 





>~>>~>>~ From: Ja? Slmth [ja?slmth~a;email talc edu] 

>)>>))>>) Sent: Friday,               4:11 PM 

>>>>>>>>> Subjccl: forgol Io I¢11 you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, May I, 2012 I I : 19 PM 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 

Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email unc edu>; Shields, Sarah D 
<sshields@email unc edu>; Jackson, Jerma A <jaj@email unc edu>; Kramer, Lloyd S 
<lkramer@email unc edu> 

Re: Interview schedule 

Sounds good, Katlfleen A~d Katlfleen--would you nlind introducing I 
to the facult? on Thursda) ? As DUS, you seem like the likeliest person 
(though HI lulppily do Ihe honors for Ih¢ olhcr Iwo) I can put her cv 
hi yolu lnailb ox tolnoHow 

Jay 

On 5/I/12 9:46 PM. Dural, Kaihl¢¢n A wrole: 
> D¢ar EVCl} Olle. 

> This schcdul¢ looks grca/I don’t know igyou all had a chance to lalk aboul whal we’ll ask the candida/es, but I’d like a few minules 
to describe file workhig t~latioltship b/t file DUS (me) and this position :uld perlmps to ask a ~elated question and miswer am" questions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, May 2, 2012 9:48 AM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Re: EEO just approved the interim 

Great Announcement set to go out .... 

On 5/2/12 9:30 AM, Kent, Adam S wrote: 

Subject line says it all!! 

Adam Kent 
Departmental Manager 
UNC Department of History 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 

919.962-1403 iFax) 
akent~unc.edu 

htto://historv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, May 2, 2012 1:34 PM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrew perrin@unc edu> 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu> 

Re: statement of’principles 

I also like tbis vet~iolt I’m sut~ we could come up with a substita~te 
for "commercial opporlunihas" around Ihe conference table Seems like 
we could colmnumcate tbe principle wifltout introducing tbe wo~d 

lhn fltiNdng maybe we could draft a 2-part docmnent: Part I a state~nent 
about Ih¢ sla/c of college addclics (more or less what we alrcad3 
have): Part 11: local actions we want UNC to take right away ThaugNs? 

I’d love Io sol up a rattling for tighl after gmd~mlion Just don’t 
have tbe time to do it right now Ma3~oe mid-week new week 

Jay 

On 5/2/12 11:02 AM, Mtdmw J Perbm wrote: 
> Jonad~an and Jay, 

> Sor~" to take so long on tltis I like it too - I’ve changed tltfitgs 

> 1 ant concerned about fire conunercial opportuttiries clause, largely 
> becmlse I ant col~cerned that fire big-money character of sports ol~e~ts tbe 

> than exploitation by college sports programs But that’s probably be3 ond 



>>> Jonalhan 

>>> From: Jay Smilh [~aysmilh@cmail unc cdul 
>>> Scnl: Wednesday, April 25. 2012 5:16 PM 
>)> To: Weilet; Jonatlmn D 
>~> Subject: Re: statement of pmlciples 

>>> lhanks! 

>>> On 4/25/12 4:38 PM. Wcilcr. Jonalhan D 
>) >> HI Jay, 

>) >> I mn working up a statement - parti~ll? cribbed from Ta? lot - but 
>) >> don’t h~-e our statement Could you send tlmt to me wl~en you lmve 
>>>> a chance? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,             I 1:22 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Final Exam 

Mainly, think about how the cadet corps and the French milita~T school tell us something about the 
impact/effects of Locke 

On 4:20 PM, wrote: 

Oh darn, it was worth a shot. Also, as I’m taking notes for the objective part, what should I pay atLention to 
for the Berlin Cadet Corps. Does this have to relate to Frederick II and how Prussia followed suit Russia 
when Empress Anna created a "Nobles Cadet Corp"? 

Thank you, 

From: Jay Smith [[avsmith(~clna!Lunc~edkt] 
Sent: Tuesday,           11:14 PM 

Subje~= Re: Final Exam 

~ -it is indeed a little late i had already decided which essay you all would do, and since i 
forced two students to write on tl~at question today (they have exam conflicts Thursday and were 
entitled to come take it today while I was administering another exam), I feel honor-bound to have 
you all do the same question at this point Don’t worry, I’m sure you’ll do fine It" you’re studying 
pretty hard, I think you’ll find the "objective" portion easy And I think that both essay questions 
require similar kinds of preparation 

JS 

On 10:37 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 
Is it too late to say that I would prefer to draw out of a hat for the free 
response question Thursday? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,             10:58 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: meeting time 

--sorry about this AM It’s a bit of a long story that I’ll explain when we get together It had to do with a) 
and b) taking competence for granted, which one should never do in today’s 

wofl d 

It so happens that I have time tomorrow between about 3-4pm, if that’s good I think about 4 books is good It" 
we can manage it, though, I’d like to liven up the essay just a bit by having you take, say, 2 of" the religion books 
and 2 other books and "make them speak to each other" somehow I don’t even care which 4 Or how you 
make them speak It’s just that "the 4 religion books" is WAY too conventional for me You can get started 
now if you’d like, or we can nail it down tomorrow -Jay 

On 10:02 AM, wrote: 

Dear Prof. Smith, 

This is my last appointment for the semester, so I can meet with you anytime. If you had a paper question 
in mind or you know which books you want me to write about, I could get started on that before our 
meeting. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,             12:34 PM 

~live unc edu> 

essay 2 

it’s essa? #2 (though k[’you started on l, it’s OK) -JS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, May 4, 2012 9:08 AM 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 
Re: 

Thanks for this! I’ll get back to you on the 390 stuiE 

On 5/3/12 4:12 PM, Duval, Kathleen A wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
I thought you might like to see the introduction I gave if you want to make the othe~ somewhat 
parallel. At the end, I told the audience what the search committee had asked the candidate to do as far as 
the talk. It might also be worth describing the position in a sentence or two, but I didn’t thinkto do that. 
Best, 
Kathl~en 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,           7:21 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: French Revolution Historiography 

--I’ve read over this quickly, but won’t be able to write up comments for you until late next week or even 
after graduation But I promise to do so soon I really enjoyed having you in the course, and enjoyed getting to 
know you I wish rd made    a little more rigorous for you, but I suppose you learned a thing or two -Jay 

On 1 : 19 PM, wrote: 

Dear Dr. Smith, 

Altached is the hi~oriography essay I promised to send to you today. 
I had a lot of fun writing it! 
I thought I would never come to this, but the Revolution is a lot more exciting and interesting that I had 
previously thought. 
I went into your seminar with a prejudice that Revolution is when all good art got destroyed, but it definitely 
has its own charms... 
Thank you for helping me think differently about the Revolution! 
I greatly enjoyed working with you this semester and hope you have a fun, productive summer. 

Cheers! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,             2:3 1 PM 

@email uric edu> 
Re: t~avorite quotes 

There’s somelhing wrong when who NEVER TOOK A QUIZ, can pull a 
hi the course The~e will be ac~iustment h~ the fl~m~e 

An) wa) -do you have strong feelhtgs about other bumpees? 

On 2:26 PM. 
>Dolt 

> From: Jay Smilh [jaysmith~acmail uric cdu] 
> Sent: Saturday,              2:22 PM 

> That’s beautiful Brings teas to ~m." eyes On bmnps I’m drinking 1 

> others and see 

Grades posted Eltmd me ffyou want some advice on grade bump-ups Check tlfis olle out: "Charles 11 (1660-85) was Cathaha 
and not tolem~lt of other ~eligio~s, so he declared the Edict of Fontainebleau in 1685 that over ~rned toleration of Protestmlts ht 
France He was exiled to England and [his led to Ihe PlLlilfl~l Revolulion " 

>> Sellt: Satmda), 12:49 PM 
>> To: Jay Smilh 

>> Sul~iect: RE: favorite quotes 

7:00 agah~st MJchigm~ WoNefines (then you cm~ hang out with a couple long necks for Cinco de Ma) o )" 
>> 

>> Those long necks are critical[ I will have the grades posted by 4pro 
>> 

>> From: Jay Smilh [jaysmilh@cmail uric edu] 
>> Senl: Salurday,             12:41 PM 

>> Sul~iect: favorite quotes 

>> once Oliver Cromwell hnplemented fl~e New Model Ann)" 

>> "Thouglk nmn) membet~ of fl~e Third Estate we~efft invited to caf6s, but 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday,            3:57 PM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: favorite quotes 

I was alrca@ phml~ng to bump/he last 4, includsng 

On 247 PM ~Tote: 

> krom: .la? Smith Ija? smitlCa email unc eduI 

>>> Grades posted Email lrl~ if you Wahl SOlrlC advice on grade btm~p-ups. Check this 01112 OLIL "Ch[/l[12s II (166(I-85) was Catholic and 

not tolerant of othe~ ~eligions so he declared the I~idict of Fontainebleau in 1685 that ox er t~u~ed ml~ afion of l~rotes~ants in I"~ ante He 

was exiled Io England ~md this led to the Pttrg~m Rcvolulion" 

>>> Sent: Saturda}, 1249 PM 

>>> Io Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,            2:22 PM 

~gmail com> 

paper 

KCL Paper docx 

Pa e aking at most Towm~l the end, fltouglk it does seem to me that you 
need to speculate, at least, about what the l~ew, mot~ complicated, and 
less dichotomized, picture of imperial pracliccs will lell its aboul Ih¢ 
cvolulion of old regime soci¢ly More specifically, whose ideas ,and 
assumptions got challenged or ckmged, and to what effect? Ma?ha take 
one class of actot~--coloNal adntimstt-ators? diplomats? slave tradet~? 
nobles’? bankers and I¢ndcrs? piml¢s?!--and suggcsl Ihat the cxp¢ficncc 
of llegotiatitlg diffelent cubures made them mote open to 

be figbffaccut-ate with your mole specadative tenmkt~, it’s just 

undertake this new prqiect of hnpefial ltistot) Otber than ri!!ring 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,            6:06 PM 

~gmail com> 

Re: paper 

It doesn’t have to be revolutionary thinking Just ’change’ of some sort that you think can be better explained by 
looking at actual commercial practices The commerce was always militant and that doux commerce was a 
complete myth Or that commerce actually strengthened absolutism by creating new hierarchies that needed 
royal arbitration I’m making it up But you get the idea 

Everybody creates straw men now and then I wouldn’t lose sleep over it 

On 5:04 PM, wrote: 

Jay, 

Thanks Little more clarification on your last point: I dunno how comfortable I am saying that the 
colonial experience led to more revolutionary thinking Would it be better to say that the need to 
conduct trade in foreign locales fundamentally changed the institutional structures of the Old 
Regime, and that any history of monarchical decline and social change would need to account for 
this? And that we need to focus on the histury of the colonies to better understand what actually 
happens in the eighteenth-century? It’s gonna be hard to show that revolutionary thinking really 
mattered, unless these were people in a position of influence when the rev broke out But I can 
speculate all I want on how the problems of resolving disputes in the colonies tested, expanded, or 
altered the judiciary (hello Kessler ); or on how people created networks of alliances outside the 
formal patronage networks created by the monarchy, perhaps thereby undermining its power Does 
this work for you? 

Maybe it’s just cause I am burnt out at the end of the semester, but I’m scared this paper is going to 
sound forced All of the people I’m responding to have complicated positions, and try to show how 
intellectual problems merged with institutional ones; they don’t necessarily succeed in this venture, 
but I’m fearful nonetheless that I’m creating straw men here 

On Sun, 

See my marginal notes and word suggestions here and there Minor tweaking at most Toward 
the end, though, it does seem to me that you need to speculate, at least, about what the new, more 
complicated, and less dichotomized, picture of imperial practices will tell us about the evolution 
of old regime society More specifically, whose ideas and assumptions got challenged or 
changed, and to what effect? Maybe take one class of actors--colonial administrators? 
diplomats? slave traders? nobles? bankers and lenders? pirates?!--and suggest that the 
experience of negotiating different cultures made them more open to revolutionary thinking or 
something? It’s not even important that you be right/accurate with your more speculative 
remakrs, it’s just important that you hint at what the pay-off is going to be if we/you undertake 

this new project of imperial histury Other than making things more complicated and non-linear, 
which is more a method than an outcome -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,             10:14 AM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: Final Grade 

I’m now thinking Friday 

On 10:07 AM, wrote: 

That is absolutely ludicrous. She should be ashamed of herself really. Interesting to know that she has 
been floating around that     range in other classes. Given any more thought to when we can meet? 
Thursday, friday, saturday...sunday is mother’s day, so probably not then. 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Sunday, 2:05 PM 

Subject~ Fwd: RE: Final Grade 

she’s relentless 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: Final Grade 

Date:Sun, 17:48:24 +0000 
From: ~)live u~i edu> 

To:Smith, Jay 2i~N~@_cm~ i! tmc cdl~ 

Hello Professor, 

I understand and respect your decision to keep my grade at a    and I do not intend to come 
across as belligerent, but I do still feel as if I have earned an I went onto Sakai and calculated my 
grade to the decimal points in the ’Quizzes’ and ’Reaction Papers’ sections (Sakai neglects decimals). If 
those are taken into consideration, my grade increases an additional .114, and my grade would be an 

I realize this is still in the range, however it is literally .136 away from your -.5 zone. At this 
proximity I would hate to miss out on a grade because of the in-class essay (and just out of curiosity and 
an attempt to improve my writing-overall, what was my essay lacking?) and I’m even willing to send you 
the other essay (the one not chosen on the exam) perhaps that would have scored higher. Again, I respect 
your decision, it is just frustratingly close and I would hate for my GPA calculation (not the overall GPA) to 
be affected by -1.2 (.4 x 3 class hours) because I missed an in-class cutoff by .136. 
And once again, I am very sorry if I come across as a nuisance by pestering you on this topic, but I have 
missed cutoffs similarly closely in other classes this semester (padicularly chemistry where I was .2 away 
from the next letter grade) and am desperate to prevent my GPA from sinking any lower. 

Thank you for being so understanding! 

From: Jay Smith [[a~/il.li!~)~9?Zl._L~2~_d.U] 
Sent: Sunday, 11:27 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Final Grade 

-I’m sorry that you’re disappointed, and I’m disappointed for you To get right to your point: 
I just went back to the grades in Sakai and raised your paper grade to an    It still leaves your 
course grade just a bit short of where you want it It is vet2/close, and I understand your 
frustration, but I can’t raise grades just because a student really, really wants me to I’m sure you 
understand that (I often "round up" when students are half a point away, but not when it’s more 



than half a point--and in your case you’re still that far off even when I retroactively raise your paper 
grade) 

I knew how closely you would be watching, and that’s why       and I both read over your essay 
for the final It was good (your pevl’ormance in the course was good), but the essay just wasn’t quite 
an -level essay Please don’t worry too much about this ]-vast me, all professional schools-- 
medical schools included--especially watch your major GPA and, even more important, how you 
do in your last 2 years in school A    in a Histo~2z class is not going to stop you from 
anything I guarantee it -Jay Smith 

On 8:36 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 
So I saw that I fell short of 4 points on my ~nal exam grade to achieve the goal of an that I 
se diligently worked towards. If you don’t remember I had mentioned if I had go~ten a on 
the ~nal I would have go~ten an . I have worked extremely hard in your class, and I feel 
like this would not be handing me a grade because I have earned it with the effort and time I 
put into this class and level of understanding I have a~tained. I hope that you will take my 
hard work and the points I was deducted for length on my ~rs[ essay, and se graciously 
award me a grade I have diligently worked to earn all semester only to fall short in the end. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,           8:14 AM 

@email unc edu> 

Fwd: RE: -Histo~?z 

fun fun fun 

How about Friday afternoon? And remind me, when is Jen leaving? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: -Histotb~ 

Date:Mon, 16:53:59 -0400 
From:Manning, Melinda L <manning~?email unc edu> 

To:Smith, Jay M <iavsmith~?email unc edu> 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:iavsmith~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,           3:55 PM 

Subject: Re: -History 

"trespassed from campus"--what is that, exactly? Sounds serious. 

On 3:26 PM, Manning, Melinda L wrote: 

Dr, Smith- 

I completely understand-last week was ugly for me as well, 

Melinda Manning, JD 

Assistant Dean of Students 



From: Jay Smith [maJlto:(aysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 4:36 PM 
TO: Manning, Melinda L 
Subject: Re: -HisLory 

Dear Melinda: 

I apologize for not getting back to you in time. This past week was the busiest of the semester for me, and I just lost 

track of this. If you’d still like to talk, I’ll have some time Monday morning. I had to su bmit grades already, and I 

assigned one of those temporary grades (though honestly, I don’t see a way out for him in my course; way too much 

work was left undone.) From about 9 10:30 on Monday I can be reached at Or let me know when you’d 

like me to call you. JS 

On 5:01 PM, Manning, Melinda L wrote: 

Dr. Smith 

Do you have any time tomorrow when I can call you in regards to this student? 

Best, 

Melinda Manning, JD 

Assistant Dean of Students 

UNC Chapel HIll 

htt p://d can ofst ud e nts.u nc.ed u 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ja? Smith %ja} sn~ith a, email unc cdu> 

Tuesday, May 8, 2012 10:20 AM 

Wallace, Wm~da L <allacc a, email unc edu> 

Re: courses fbr next year 

Wanda--right we hax e to add one fbr Wortben Sony to scare you Maybe we can just take over tbe classroom fbr 
Scvca’s cm]celcd 292? Does it hold 30 seats? -Jay 

On 5/8/12 111:12 AM, Wallace. Wanda L wrote: 

Good Morning 

This is kirld of starry. I do nok have a 292 thai. is not assigned to a p[ofcssor. 

Should I add o/e for her. I do have 5evea s 292 4 thai we are cancelling. That one 

Is Tuesday m~d Th ursday from 11 12:15 in GM. Do gou want me to go ahead and 

add this class? 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 07, 20t2 4:55 PN 

To: Wallace, Wanda L. 
Subject: Fwd: Re: courses for next year 

Wanda--~x e’ll talk one oftbese day’s I was late getting out of my meeting because Miles wouldn’t stop 
talking 

An3~xay, this is the most urgent matter, I suppose We want to a~ach a title to Worthen’s fall 395 (the one 
on rcligion)--m~d she’s chosen a doozy! See below for the titles of all four of her courses next year We’ll 
deal with the spring once I give you the completed spring schedule (I hope by next Monday) But for now 
see tbe titles of her 395 and tbe 292 we need to put on tbe schedule 

*The other issue is with her 292 She was hoping to teach it on a ]WW schedule I’ve discouraged that, but 
I don’t know if it’s possible (let’s hope so) to find her a room on T/TH, m~ytimc between 11 m~d 3:30’? It’s 
not going to be a big class 30 at tbe most Let me know if you hm,e trouble witb tbis ...... 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: courses for next year 

Date:Fri, 27 Apt 2012 18:21:13 -0400 
From:Molly Wortben <              ~a;,~zmail corn> 

To:Jay Smitb <iavsmitb~a email unc edu> 

Hi Jay, 

Great talking with you this afternoon. Just to confirm that Z have my 
courses straight, this is what I understand to be the plan. Also, I 
tweaked the name of the grad historiography course in the sprlng to 
something that I think sounds slightly more interesting. Let me know if 
it’s okay: 

Fall 2012 

"sin and Evil in Modern ~[Lerica" (undergrad research seminar, iX/wk) [THIS IS THE 395] 
"Global Evangelicalism" (special toplcs course, 2X/wk) [THIS IS THE 292] 



Let me know if I have confused anything, l~m very excited to teach these! 

best, 
Molly 

On 4/25/12 6:58 PM, Jay smith wrote: 
Molly I’ve been meaning to email you (and Mike) to tell you how 
delighted I am that you’re coming, too, SO...OK, you beat me to it. 
think you two will do wonders for us in all sorts of ways.    So...yes, 
let’s chat.    Could you call my home nuii~er Friday afternoon? Say, 
an~ghere 1 4?    It’s                    We already have an undergrad 

all your other options. Looking forward to it (though let me know if 
the time doesn’t work).      Jay 

> pS Too bad about your man Santorum.    (I jest). 

> On 4/25/12 5:37 PM, Molly Worthen wrote: 

>> I thought ~ would get in touch with you to say how thrilled I am 

>> that Mike and I are 3olnlng the UNC collm/unlty, and that I look 

>> forward to talking with you about courses for the coming year. I have 

>> exchanged emails with Lloyd about it and he seemed to like my 

>> preliminary ideas but I certainly need to talk with you about which 

>> logistics work. Is there a time in the next couple of days when it 

>> States, so ~ can call you to save the department international 

>> calling fees. 

>> Molly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, May 8, 2012 I 1:49 AM 

Molly Worthen @gmail corn> 
Re: courses for next year 

Molly--I’m working on spring courses now (w¢lL Thurs&~y to b¢ p~ccise) 
and bope to have them set by new Monda? So yes, let lne lalow wlmt 
you’re Ihinking .... 

Ja? 

On 5/8/12 11:47 AM, Moll? Worthen wrote: 
>Hi Ja?, 
> 

> Thal!s no problem Will you be sch¢duling Ih¢ spring class¢s soon 
> or are those scheduled closer to tbe begilming of spring term? 

> I’m aknosl done with my sy Ilabi and aboul Io s¢nd Ihem Io Kalhleen 
> Should Ihe sy Ilabus for grad readings course go to Cynthia inslead? 
> 

> I have wam¢d Mike to be read5 for you[ 

>best, 
> Molly 
> 

> 

> On 5/8/12 10:54 AM, Ja? Smith wrote: 

>> topics course (file Global Evangelicalism course) for tbe fall term, 
>> trod we did indeed have to put it on Tuesdm’/Thursda? (11-12:15) rm 

>> put your sentit~u on a We&~esda? Tbe good news--Mo~ldays and Ffida? s 
>> rrcc or campus rcsponsibilflJes, so Iha/shold help wilh any 

>> And 1’11 need to be h~ touch with Mike soon You lmght let him la~ow 

>> Jay 

>> On 4/27/12 6:21 PM, Moll,," WoN~en wrote: 

>>> Fall 2012 

>>> "Global Evangelicalism" (special topics course. 2XA~ k) 

>>> Spring 2013 

>> > comse, 



>>> "Problems in American Religious Hislo~," (grad seminar. 1Xh~ k) 

>>> Molly 

>>> On 4/25/12 6:58 PM, Ja) Snfith wrote: 
>>>> Molly--I’ve been meaning Io email you (and Mike) to Icll you how 
>>>> delighted I am that you’re confing, too, so OK, you beat me to 

>>>> So yes, let’s chat Could you call m) home nun~ber Ffida) 
>>>> a~ernoon? Say, an)~vbete 1-4? It’s               We ahead) 

>>>> (fl~ough let me know kl’tbe time doesn’t work) -Ja) 

>>>> PS Too bad aboul your man Sanlontm (I jesl) 

>>>> On 4/25/12 5:37 PM. Molly Worlhan wmle: 

>>>>> I thaught I would get in touch wifl~ you to say haw tluilled I mn 
>>>>> thai Mike and I arc joining tile UNC communily, and Ihal I look 

>>>>> have exchanged entails wifl~ Lloyd about it and be seemed to like 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 8, 2012 11:59 AM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 

Re: lecturer 

> 919962-2117 (Direct Line) 
>            (Mobile) 
> 919 962 1403 (Fax) 

> Original Mcssagc 

>>             t~V[obilc) 

>> 919.962-1403 (fax) 
>> akcnt~i k~nc cdu 



Report of the History Department search committee for a Lecturer/Adviser 

Committee members: lay Smith (chair), Kathleen Duval, Miles Fletcher, ]erma Jackson, 

Sarah Shields 

May 9, 2012 

Introduction 

In April of 2012, History Department chair Lloyd Kramer constituted a search 

committee consisting of lay Smith, Kathleen Dural, Miles Fletcher, ]erma Jackson, and Sarah 

Shields and charged it to fill the position of History department Lecturer/Adviser. This is a 

renewable fixed-term position that involves teaching two survey courses each semester 

and handling all advising duties for the department’s undergraduate majors and 

prospective majors (duties that encompass the entire calendar year.) The department 

posted an announcement of the position through UNC’s Human Resources office, which 

was placed on the UNC website and shared with InsideHigherEd.com, and we announced 

an application deadline of April 30. The committee received seventeen applications--from 

ten men and seven women--and quickly decided on a short list of three candidates: 

Between May 3 and May 7, each of the 

candidates gave a presentation to the faculty at a lunch colloquium organized as an 

undergraduate-style lecture, and department faculty were asked to provide input for the 

committee’s deliberations after the last visitor completed his presentation. The committee 

also interviewed all the candidates about their advising experiences and strategies as well 

as their classroom techniques and philosophies of teaching. On the basis of all the 

qualitative and quantitative evidence provided by the candidates, recommendations 



provided by their colleagues, our assessments of their lectures and their potential 

effectiveness as advisers, and the helpful feedback provided by our faculty, the committee 

unanimously recommends for the position of Lecturer/Adviser. 

completed his Ph.D. in History at in 2008. He wrote an interesting 

dissertation on ’ 

and he continues to pursue a research agenda; he intends to submit two article 

manuscripts for consideration by scholarly journals this summer, for example. Because the 

Lecturer/Adviser position does not involve a research component, however, the 

committee’s report will focus on the areas of teaching and service. 

Teaching 

has compiled an impressive record of sustained teaching excellence. 

As a graduate student, both at and at TA’d for a wide variety 

of courses, including Introduction to Women’s Studies, The American West, American 

Colonial History, US Women’s History, Western Civilization, and the standard US history 

surveys. Since completing the Ph.D., he has taught both large and small courses at 

on such themes as the history of American sport, the Gilded Age, 

civil rights, race relations, US History since 1945, and the Civil War and Reconstruction. 

With remarkable consistency a performance in these courses has generated 

warm and enthusiastic reviews. Numbers help to tell the story. 





meeting ] remind myself to ’teach like my hair’s on fire.’" _ ..... presentation to the 

department was fully reflective of his enthusiasm and his ability to engage a student 

audience, and the committee would be delighted to set him loose in more large lecture 

classes at UNC. He could teach both halves of the US history survey, he plans to transform 

his "US History since 1945" course into a "World since 1945" course, and the committee 

listened with excitement as he told us of his idea to someday create a large course on the 

history of sport in the United States. With his innovative methods, his versatility, and his 

experience working with TA’s, would be able to teach large numbers of 

students for the department while performing at an extremely high level. 

The person who occupies the Lecturer/Adviser position is required to spend about 

40% of his or her time advising HistoW majors, and we have every reason to believe that 

will do this well. His collegiality and good citizenship have been noted by 

virtually everyone who has come into contact with him-- 



The considerable anecdotal evidence about dedication to 

students and his talent in providing guidance to them suggests that he will take up the 

advising reins at UNC with gusto, and that he will be an active and helpful member of the 

department’s committees on teaching and undergraduate studies. 

Conclusion 

In light of demonstrated excellence as a teacher, the breadth of 

subjects covered in his past teaching, his recent experience as a History advisor at 

as well as his well-established reputation for collegiality and his natural charisma, 

the search committee unanimously and enthusiastically recommends that be 

nominated for the position of History department Lecturer/Adviser. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,             9:05 AM 

~live unc edu> 
meeting 

-we should meet tNs week What’s your schedule like? I have 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,             11:15 AM 

@live unc edu> 

report 

- first year report docx 

Hi      (again): 
Per dept regnJlafions, I had to w~ite up a report on your "peffomutnce" 
lifts y¢ar. onc thai will bc I’ilcd a\~ay in a cabincl drawcr somcwhcrc in 
Violcl’s officc Hcr¢ il is Nolhing Iha/will surprise you. I don’l 
Ihink l slill Ihink you’re grca/[ Wc’ll lalk soon 

Jay 
PS I hope C) nlhia at Icasl reads Ih¢ pa~t aboul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,             11:15 AM 

Anderson, Violet <vmanders@email unc edu>; Radding, Cynthia 
<radding@email unc edu> 

first year report docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,.             2:19 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 
Re: FW: [Faculty Athletics Forum] Comment: "Report finds academic fraud evidence in 
UNC department " 

Well wlmdd> a kuow? I bet I know wl/o the instructor was .... 

On 12:27 PM, Schoonmak¢r, Nanc3 Gray wml¢: 
>Jay: 

> I’m not payl of Ihis group, bul have a greal an¢cdolal about a           player who lumcd in Ih¢ sam¢ paper for Iwo different 
AfAm independent studies m~d never even met the professor According to m> soume, temnnmtes steered fllem into these courses 

> From: !ffiat~ken [xvmdptess~a;5"n~27 cas uric edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday,              12:24 PM 

> Sul~iect: [Fac~llt~ Aflfletics Fonnn] Cmmnent: "Report finds acadmmc frmld evidence in UNC departme~t " 

> New conm~ent on your post "Report finds acadenfic fraud evidence in U NC department " 
> Aulhor: k~jankcn(IP: 152258 I1 , 152258 1 I) 
> E-lnail : k(iat~ken@enmil uric edu 
> URL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,             2:23 PM 

~live uric edu> 

Re: report 

al 3pro F~iday How about 1:30 for you? 

>HiJW, 
> That~ks for flint Time lnanageinet~t strategies[ Yes. I need that[ 
> You seemed really slrCsscd oul lasl lime I saw you; I hope things arc bet/or now[ I’ve been reading Ihc bibliogmph.~ you Iold me 
about: fm finding some ~eally interesting stuf!! 
> What thnes are good for you Thursda3 or Friday? 1 prefer afternoons but leally I have a lot of free time now, so fm flexible 
> That~ks again. 

> From: Jay Smith [iaysmitb~acmail uric cdu] 
> Senl: Wednesday,             11:14 AM 

> Sul~iect: report 

> Hi      (again): 
> Per dept tegmlafiot~s. I had to write up a relmrt on your "peffommnce" 

> Violet’s office Here it is Notldng that wit1 surprise you, 1 
> tlthtk 1 still flfitak you’re great[ We’ll talk soon 

> Jay 
> PS I hope Cynflfia at least reads tbe part about 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,              2:06 PM 

@live unc edu> 
IN 

. --I/\~e are b¢ing harassed b3 Ihe regislmr about grades, so I 
tltfltk 1’11 go ahead and give you an htcomplete for now As soon as the 
paper is in, I’ll change i[ No harm done OK? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              5 : 19 PM 

@gmail com> 

Re: Meeting and Housing 

--I’ve had good success with abritel fr If you search location-vacances for your town, chances are good 
that a number of possibilities will pop up I found a decent studio in Montpellier just last week--and it was one 
of about 220 ’annonces’ for apartments in and around that city Pretty much all rent by the week Lo~ient 
obviously smaller, but give it a t~?g 

Sure, let’s meet next week 

On 1:08 PM, wrote: 

Jay, 

Ok, so none of the French people I’ve email about accommodation have responded to me Between 
the Chateaubriand (and the final Fulb~ght committee) and this, I’m really starting to hate this 
countt3~ What do you when you stay outside of Paris? I’m looking to avoid hotels, but since no 
one in Lorient apparently wants actually to make money offtheir rental postings, might have to 
Are there other websites to check out (that you know to be reliable) 

Are you going to have time over the next few days (tumo~+ow or next week) to meet up and discuss 
plans for the summer and next year? If, in particular, you think it’s a good idea to tl3~ for the grants 
again, I will need to plan out my attack sooner rather than later 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              5:23 PM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: Meeting and Housing 

I don’t know my Brittany geography--are there neighboring towns that might have things? Public transportation 
is generally good in France, as you know 

On 1:08 PM, wrote: 

Ok, so none of the French people I’ve email about accommodation have responded to me Betw-een 
the Chateaubriand (and the final Fulb~ight committee) and this, I’m really starting to hate this 
count~ What do you when you stay outside of Paris? I’m looking to avoid hotels, but since no 
one in Lorient apparently wants actually to make money off" their rental postings, might have to 
Are there other websites to check out (that you know to be reliable) 

Are you going to have time over the next few days (tomo~+ow or next week) to meet up and discuss 
plans for the summer and next year? If, in particular, you think it’s a good idea to tlN for the grants 
again, I will need to plan out my attack sooner rather than later 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              5:26 PM 

~gmail com> 

Re: Meeting and Housing 

Here’s one in Hennebont, near Lorient: 

tel [iiI ~cab on-vacance 

On 1:08 PM, wrote: 

Jay, 

Ok, so none of the French people I’ve email about accommodation have responded to me Between 
the Chateaubriand (and the final Fulbright committee) and this, I’m really stasing to hate this 
count~ What do you when you stay outside of Paris? I’m looking to avoid hotels, but since no 
one in Lorient apparently wants actually to make money offtheir rental postings, might have to 
Are there other websites to check out (that you know to be reliable) 

Are you going to have time over the next few days (tomorrow or next week) to meet up and discuss 
plans for the summer and next year? If, in particular, you think it’s a good idea to tlN for the grants 
again, I will need to plan out my attack sooner rather than later 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: for later 

Attach: info for jay docx 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,             I 1:29 AM 

~email unc edu> 

Didn’t quite finish section 4 (mid didfft aRe]npt 2 and 3, I adnfit), but 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,             12:55 PM 

~gmail com> 

Re: Tonight 

yep 

On 12:51 PM, wrote: 

Jay, 

Have we hammered down a time yet? 7:30 at CC? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,            5:46 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Hist question 

How about 2:30 in my o~ce, Hamilton 564? 

On 2:54 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

Next Tuesday works for me. I can meet you an~ime af[er my class that ends at 12:15. 

Thank you, 

The University orHonh Carolina at Chafi¢l Hill 
Class of 

Sure I’ll be around next Tuesday, for example 

On 1:28 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I was wondering if it was possible to obtain my final exam from the class because I wanted to 
see where i missed points on the final. I had lee the exam feeling well prepared for the 
essays and multiple choice but my final exam grade was a which is much lower than i 
anticipated. Is it possible to go over my final with you if you are available? I am enrolled in 
first summer session so i will be on campus. Thank you for your assistance! 

The Univcrsily ol’Norlh Carolina a/Chapel Hill 
Class or 



To: All Participants 
From: Jay Smith 
As promised (though hours later than I wanted): I’ve now posted to the Sakai site your 
final exam study sheet, which includes the "comprehensive" essay question you’ll be 
addressing on exam day Let me know if you have questions 

I just now got a vet2¢ fair question about the term ’colporteur’ in today’s lecture, a term 
that I neglected to translate for you A colporteur was literally someone who sold 
things from a make-shift satchel "carried [porter] from the neck [coil," as the man in 
the picture was doing this AM Colporteurs kept even "popular" urban neighborhoods 
and the count~’yside supplied with printed material 

Enjoy Diderot for Thursday--it’s a short text he wrote about a voyager (Bougainville) 
who had visited Tahiti and had come back to France with reports about the native 
culture there Diderot’s account is entirely fictional just ask: 
1 How does this text compare to Montaigne’s Of cannibals? What, if anything, has 
changed? 
2 On what grounds does Diderot seem to be criticizing Europeans’ attitiudes? 
3 WHy would Diderot’s ideas resonate differently from Montaigne’s? 

This folwv-arded message was sent via The University of" North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Messages from the "HIST ’ site To reply to this message click this link 
to access Messages for this site: IJ.4:$~. 



UNC 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

May 13, 2012 

Dear members of the Faculty Executive Committee: 

In the wake of the appalling news reported in the past week by the Raleigh News and 
Obse~w-er, you, the representatives of the Faculty in its summer sessions, must insist 
that there be a full, impartial, and preferably independent investigation of UNC’s 
management of its student-athletes Since the summer of 2010 the UNC 
administration has adopted a "few bad apples" theory of the cascading scandals we 
have had to confiont, and the first priority has been to ensure the university 
community and the state that all misbehavior was anomalous, that all problems have 
been solved, and that we just need to "move forward" This pa~y line was repeated 
just this week by UNC system president Tom Ross, UNC-CH chancellor Holden 
Thorp, and Faculty Athletics Representative Lissa Broome Even the detailed report 
on the Afii/Afum department by William Andrews and Jonathan Hartlyn carefully 
limited responsibility for the malfeasance exposed there to two individuals now safely 
headed into the silence of retirement 

From a public relations perspective alone, this administrative strategy is no longer 
tenable, and it was never really defensible Too much evidence ofsystemic failure 
has now been exposed thanks to investigative reporting by the local newspaper and 
one bold but ill-starred lawsuit The faculty must speak out, and the administration 
must act The University’s image depends on it 

Based on evidence so far made public, we know that one faculty member "taught" 75 
courses in four years; we know that athletes made up 58% of the student population 
in said "courses;" we know that a department chair was able to assign himself 
summer school courses every year, teaching fake courses all the time, and that no 
one--not his SAD and not the dean of the summer school ever bothered to ask 
questions about this unusual practice Common sense tells us other things: that 
advisers had to be aware of, if not fully supportive oi; this degrading and inexcusable 
scare; that a department chair se~w-ed for twenty years in his role and was able to 
operate his ofl]ce as an independent fiefdom; that people in the registrar’s oPi]ce must 
have noticed the unusual volume of Afri/Afam grade reports processed each summer; 
that athletes had ways of finding out that there were freebies to be had 

Those of us who care about academic and institutional integrit~and one would hope 
this would include every faculty member at this University will not be satisfied until 
a candid and thorough investigation (carried out by impa~ial officials) yields answers 
to the following questions: 



I How did the                              a marginal student (special admit?) in 
need of a remedial composition course discover that his best academic strategy, in 
preparation for his freshman year, was to take a 400-level summer Afri course taught 
by Julius Nyang’oro? 

2 What did advisers tell athletes about their course selections in the years covered by 
the Andrews/Ha~lyn report? Why did they participate in academic fraud, or, if they 
did not actively participate in the fraud, why did they not report the suspicious 
evidence they had to have seen? If they did report said evidence, why did their 
superiors remain silent? 

3 What were the GPA’s of the football and basketball players who tuokthe 
fraudulent courses, and how did their overall GPA’s compare to the grades "earned" 
in the fake courses? 

4 Olympic sport athletes were also in on the fun; how much did their coaches know? 

5 What patterns of course selection can be detected in athletes’ course itineraries? 
We have been asked to believe that the only suspicious academic behavior on our 
campus took place in a department whose chair was exposed BY ACCIDENT thanks 
to the i                lawsuit, which rendered documents public that would 
otherwise have escaped scrutiny Unless a careful review is conducted, on what 
grounds should anyone believe there aren’t similar shenanigans going on in other 
departments? 

6 Why do current and former athletes from revenue sports report that they were 
"told" by their advisers in their first year at Carolina that they needed to take 
Portuguese or Swahili to meet their foreign language requirement? (Why did 

choose the Swahili language, for example?) 

7 What are athletes told on the recruiting trail? 

8 In what circumstances are chairs allowed to assign themselves summer courses? 
Should there not be limits to such self-dealing? Is it even appropriate for chairs 
who are paid salary supplements and given course release time--to be teaching in 
summer school at all? How can the University justify paying a chair $130,00 over 
four summers? Why should the citizens of North Carolina not look at this story and 
conclude that UNC wastes its money in ever more creative ways? 



9 Why did the Andrews/Hartlyn report limits its investigation to four years? How 
far back does Nyang’oro’s amazing record of"productivity" go? Extrapolating fi-om 
the figures we have, one can assume that he has taught at l~,ast two hundred courses 
over the past twenty years Why did no dean ask questions about this bizarre 
practice? And who else knew about it? 

Other question~many other question~could be added to this list, but these are 
enough to demonstrate the need tbr a serious investigation We have played whack-a- 
mole and three blind mice tbr long enough Eternal optimists among us may continue 
to believe that thanks to                we blindly stumbled onto the one and 
only unit where dishonesty and shameful hypocrisy have pe~werted the University’ s 
academic mission And maybe, just maybe, that’s the case If so, the administration 
must show that it has the courage of its convictions and call for an independent 
investigation Confidence in UNC-Chapel Hill will never be restored until such an 
investigation occurs If the administration does not act, the Faculty Executive 
Committee and the Faculty Council will have to answer tbr an embarrassing failure of 
leadership 

Respectfully, 

Jay M Smith 
John Van Seters Distinguished Term Professor and Associate Chair 



UNC 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

May 13, 2012 

Dear members of the Faculty Executive Committee: 

In the wake of the appalling news reported in the past week by the Raleigh News and 
Obse~w-er, you, the representatives of the Faculty in its summer sessions, must insist 
that there be a full, impartial, and preferably independent investigation of UNC’s 
management of its student-athletes Since the summer of 2010 the UNC 
administration has adopted a "few bad apples" theory of the cascading scandals we 
have had to confiont, and the first priority has been to ensure the university 
community and the state that all misbehavior was anomalous, that all problems have 
been solved, and that we just need to "move forward" This pa~y line was repeated 
just this week by UNC system president Tom Ross, UNC-CH chancellor Holden 
Thorp, and Faculty Athletics Representative Lissa Broome Even the detailed report 
on the Afii/Afum department by William Andrews and Jonathan Hartlyn carefully 
limited responsibility for the malfeasance exposed there to two individuals now safely 
headed into the silence of retirement 

From a public relations perspective alone, this administrative strategy is no longer 
tenable, and it was never really defensible Too much evidence ofsystemic failure 
has now been exposed thanks to investigative reporting by the local newspaper and 
one bold but ill-starred lawsuit The faculty must speak out, and the administration 
must act The University’s image depends on it 

Based on evidence so far made public, we know that one faculty member "taught" 75 
courses in four years; we know that athletes made up 58% of the student population 
in said "courses;" we know that a department chair was able to assign himself 
summer school courses every year, teaching fake courses all the time, and that no 
one--not his SAD and not the dean of the summer school ever bothered to ask 
questions about this unusual practice Common sense tells us other things: that 
advisers had to be aware of, if not fully supportive oi; this degrading and inexcusable 
scare; that a department chair se~w-ed for twenty years in his role and was able to 
operate his ofl]ce as an independent fiefdom; that people in the registrar’s oPi]ce must 
have noticed the unusual volume of Afri/Afam grade reports processed each summer; 
that athletes had ways of finding out that there were freebies to be had 

Those of us who care about academic and institutional integrit~and one would hope 
this would include every faculty member at this University will not be satisfied until 
a candid and thorough investigation (carried out by impa~ial officials) yields answers 
to the following questions: 



I How did the                              a marginal student (special admit?) in 
need of a remedial composition course discover that his best academic strategy, in 
preparation for his freshman year, was to take a 400-level summer Afri course taught 
by Julius Nyang’oro? 

2 What did advisers tell athletes about their course selections in the years covered by 
the Andrews/Ha~lyn report? Why did they participate in academic fraud, or, if they 
did not actively participate in the fraud, why did they not report the suspicious 
evidence they had to have seen? If they did report said evidence, why did their 
superiors remain silent? 

3 What were the GPA’s of the football and basketball players who tuokthe 
fraudulent courses, and how did their overall GPA’s compare to the grades "earned" 
in the fake courses? 

4 Olympic sport athletes were also in on the fun; how much did their coaches know? 

5 What patterns of course selection can be detected in athletes’ course itineraries? 
We have been asked to believe that the only suspicious academic behavior on our 
campus took place in a department whose chair was exposed BY ACCIDENT thanks 
to the                 lawsuit, which rendered documents public that would 
otherwise have escaped scrutiny Unless a careful review is conducted, on what 
grounds should anyone believe there aren’t similar shenanigans going on in other 
departments? 

6 Why do current and former athletes from revenue sports report that they were 
"told" by their advisers in their first year at Carolina that they needed to take 
Portuauese or Swahili to meet their foreign language requirement? (Why did 

choose the Swahili language, for example?) 

7 What are athletes told on the recruiting trail? 

8 In what circumstances are chairs allowed to assign themselves summer courses? 
Should there not be limits to such self-dealing? Is it even appropriate for chairs 
who are paid salary supplements and given course release time--to be teaching in 
summer school at all? How can the University justify paying a chair $130,00 over 
four summers? Why should the citizens of North Carolina not look at this story and 
conclude that UNC wastes its money in ever more creative ways? 



9 Why did the Andrews/Hartlyn report limits its investigation to four years? How 
far back does Nyang’oro’s amazing record of"productivity" go? Extrapolating fi-om 
the figures we have, one can assume that he has taught at l~,ast two hundred courses 
over the past twenty years Why did no dean ask questions about this bizarre 
practice? And who else knew about it? 

Other question~many other question~could be added to this list, but these are 
enough to demonstrate the need tbr a serious investigation We have played whack-a- 
mole and three blind mice tbr long enough Eternal optimists among us may continue 
to believe that thanks to                we blindly stumbled onto the one and 
only unit where dishonesty and shameful hypocrisy have pe~werted the University’ s 
academic mission And maybe, just maybe, that’s the case If so, the administration 
must show that it has the courage of its convictions and call for an independent 
investigation Confidence in UNC-Chapel Hill will never be restored until such an 
investigation occurs If the administration does not act, the Faculty Executive 
Committee and the Faculty Council will have to answer tbr an embarrassing failure of 
leadership 

Respectfully, 

Jay M Smith 
John Van Seters Distinguished Term Professor and Associate Chair 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, May 14, 2012 10:25 AM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 
Re: Faculty Exec Comm 

Richard--maybe sending a similar sort or letter would b¢ bcsl I’ll 
forward you the email I sent them so you’ll have theh email addresses .... 

On 5/13/12 6:56 PM, Soutlmll, Richard Micha~d wrote: 

> 1 completel) agree wifll your letter and would gladl) do one of t~o things: 



UNC 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

May 13, 2012 

Dear members of the Faculty Executive Committee: 

In the wake of the appalling news reported in the past week by the Raleigh News and 
Obse~w-er, you, the representatives of the Faculty in its summer sessions, must insist 
that there be a full, impartial, and preferably independent investigation of UNC’s 
management of its student-athletes Since the summer of 2010 the UNC 
administration has adopted a "few bad apples" theory of the cascading scandals we 
have had to confiont, and the first priority has been to ensure the university 
community and the state that all misbehavior was anomalous, that all problems have 
been solved, and that we just need to "move forward" This pa~y line was repeated 
just this week by UNC system president Tom Ross, UNC-CH chancellor Holden 
Thorp, and Faculty Athletics Representative Lissa Broome Even the detailed report 
on the Afii/Afum department by William Andrews and Jonathan Hartlyn carefully 
limited responsibility for the malfeasance exposed there to two individuals now safely 
headed into the silence of retirement 

From a public relations perspective alone, this administrative strategy is no longer 
tenable, and it was never really defensible Too much evidence ofsystemic failure 
has now been exposed thanks to investigative reporting by the local newspaper and 
one bold but ill-starred lawsuit The faculty must speak out, and the administration 
must act The University’s image depends on it 

Based on evidence so far made public, we know that one faculty member "taught" 75 
courses in four years; we know that athletes made up 58% of the student population 
in said "courses;" we know that a department chair was able to assign himself 
summer school courses every year, teaching fake courses all the time, and that no 
one--not his SAD and not the dean of the summer school ever bothered to ask 
questions about this unusual practice Common sense tells us other things: that 
advisers had to be aware of, if not fully supportive oi; this degrading and inexcusable 
scare; that a department chair se~w-ed for twenty years in his role and was able to 
operate his ofl]ce as an independent fiefdom; that people in the registrar’s oPi]ce must 
have noticed the unusual volume of Afri/Afam grade reports processed each summer; 
that athletes had ways of finding out that there were freebies to be had 

Those of us who care about academic and institutional integrit~and one would hope 
this would include every faculty member at this University will not be satisfied until 
a candid and thorough investigation (carried out by impa~ial officials) yields answers 
to the following questions: 



I How did the                              a marginal student (special admit?) in 
need of a remedial composition course discover that his best academic strategy, in 
preparation for his freshman year, was to take a 400-level summer Afri course taught 
by Julius Nyang’oro? 

2 What did advisers tell athletes about their course selections in the years covered by 
the Andrews/Ha~lyn report? Why did they participate in academic fraud, or, if they 
did not actively participate in the fraud, why did they not report the suspicious 
evidence they had to have seen? If they did report said evidence, why did their 
superiors remain silent? 

3 What were the GPA’s of the football and basketball players who tuokthe 
fraudulent courses, and how did their overall GPA’s compare to the grades "earned" 
in the fake courses? 

4 Olympic sport athletes were also in on the fun; how much did their coaches know? 

5 What patterns of course selection can be detected in athletes’ course itineraries? 
We have been asked to believe that the only suspicious academic behavior on our 
campus took place in a department whose chair was exposed BY ACCIDENT thanks 
to the                 lawsuit, which rendered documents public that would 
otherwise have escaped scrutiny Unless a careful review is conducted, on what 
grounds should anyone believe there aren’t similar shenanigans going on in other 
departments? 

6 Why do current and former athletes from revenue sports report that they were 
"told" by their advisers in their first year at Carolina that they needed to take 
Portuguese or Swahili to meet their foreign language requirement? (Why did ~ _ 

choose the Swahili language, for example?) 

7 What are athletes told on the recruiting trail? 

8 In what circumstances are chairs allowed to assign themselves summer courses? 
Should there not be limits to such self-dealing? Is it even appropriate for chairs 
who are paid salary supplements and given course release time--to be teaching in 
summer school at all? How can the University justify paying a chair $130,00 over 
four summers? Why should the citizens of North Carolina not look at this story and 
conclude that UNC wastes its money in ever more creative ways? 



9 Why did the Andrews/Hartlyn report limits its investigation to four years? How 
far back does Nyang’oro’s amazing record of"productivity" go? Extrapolating fi-om 
the figures we have, one can assume that he has taught at l~,ast two hundred courses 
over the past twenty years Why did no dean ask questions about this bizarre 
practice? And who else knew about it? 

Other question~many other question~could be added to this list, but these are 
enough to demonstrate the need tbr a serious investigation We have played whack-a- 
mole and three blind mice tbr long enough Eternal optimists among us may continue 
to believe that thanks to                ~ we blindly stumbled onto the one and 
only unit where dishonesty and shameful hypocrisy have pe~werted the University’ s 
academic mission And maybe, just maybe, that’s the case If so, the administration 
must show that it has the courage of its convictions and call for an independent 
investigation Confidence in UNC-Chapel Hill will never be restored until such an 
investigation occurs If the administration does not act, the Faculty Executive 
Committee and the Faculty Council will have to answer tbr an embarrassing failure of 
leadership 

Respectfully, 

Jay M Smith 
John Van Seters Distinguished Term Professor and Associate Chair 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, May 14, 2012 12:14 PM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 
Re: To the members of the UNC Faculty Executive Committee 

Thanks, Richard Great letter So help me, if they just continue to circle the wagons, I’m going to sta~ ttaying to 
embarrass You’re not one to take pot shots, but I am!! (It helps that I have no ambition, of course) 

On 5/14/12 I 1:34 AM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

May 14, 2012 

Members of the Faculty Executive Committee: 

I am writing to offer my support for the sentiments expressed in Dr Jay Smith’s letter of May 13, 

2012 My support is not meant as an indictment of any segment of our university, but as a call for 

an open and honest examination of our university’s level of commitment to our educational 

mission 

When any organizational sub-culture’s actions ("The way things are done") are at odds with that 

organization’s publicly-stated mission, it is the responsibility of members of the organization’s 

formal governance structure to proactively and openly examine the organization’s policies and 

procedures as well as the actions of members of the sub-culture to insure the organization’s 

overall culture is supportive of its stated mission If such an open and public examination does not 

occur, the extent to which organizational sub-unit deviance exists cannot be ascertained and the 

level of dysfunchon cannot be known 

Recent events on our campus clearly offer evidence of a conflict between a big time college-sport 

subculture and UNC’s educational mission This conflict has undoubtedly resulted in widespread 

systemic dysfunction not only on our campus, but on campuses across the counttay (eg University 

of Michigan, Auburn University, University of South Carolina, etc) 

This past Februmy over one hundred UNC faculty offered their support for a statement of 

principles for athletics at UNC To my knowledge, these principles have not been publicly 

supported by any existing UNC faculty committee With this in mind, I urge the Faculty Executive 

Committee to not only openly discuss Dr Smith’s many posed questions, but also publicly support 

the previously offered statement of principles 

A Statement of Principles for Athletics at UNC 

At a time when both the emphasis on Division I athletics and the scandals that are associated with 
the athletics enterprise have presented new challenges to many universities across the countt~, we 
the undersigned faculty at UNC encourage the Board of Trustees, the Chancellor, the Athletic 
Director, and the entire UNC community to join with us in working to ensure that the athletics 
program operates in ways that enhance and complement the University’s core mission: 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, the nation’s first public university, se~-es North 
Carolina, the United States, and the world through teaching, research, and public service We 
embrace an unwavering commitment to excellence as one of the world’s great research universities 

Our mission is to se~e as a center for research, scholarship, and creativity and to teach a diverse 
community of undergraduate, graduate, and professional students to become the next generation of 
leaders Through the efforts of our exceptional faculty and start; and with generous support from 
North Carolina’s citizens, we invest our knowledge and resources to enhance access to learning and 
to foster the success and prosperity of each rising generation We also extend knowledge-based 
services and other resources of the University to the citizens of North Carolina and their institutions 
to enhance the quality of life for all people in the State 

With lux, libertas~ight and libeW as its founding principles, the University has charted a bold 
course of leading change to improve society and to help solve the world’s greatest problems 

(Approved by the UNC Board of Governors, November 2009) 

Sports are worthwhile activities in themselves, and a robust athletics program underscores the 
University’s commitment to excellence across the spectrum of human endeavor Fielding 
competitive teams can help build community cohesion among students, faculty, start; alumni, and 
all who have interests in the University We are j ustly proud of UNC’s record of integrity and 
success in intellectual and athletic life In light of recent developments, however, we insist that the 
pursuit of athletic excellence at UNC-Chapel Hill must rest on a foundation of academic integrity 
and should always reflect the following three principles: 

I nstltutional Openness. The University should confront openly the many conflicts created 
by its commitment to winning in the athletic arena The University must commit itself to 
honest, open, regular conversation about the divergent imperatives, and competing values, 
that drive athletic and academic success All data needed to understand the athletics 
department, and to address the issues raised by its operations, should be readily available 
Educational Responsibility. The University should commit itself tu providing a rigorous 
and meaningful education to eveta£ student All students should be integrated fully into the 
life of the campus, and they should be well prepared for life after college All students 

those who pa~icipate in sports and those who do not should be permitted and encouraged 
to take full advantage of the rich menu of educational opportunities available at UNC 
Mission Consistency. Athletics must be integrated intu the common enterprise of the 
University Faculty committees and administration must be empowered to oversee athletics 
and ensure that it supports and remains in alignment with the University’s core missions In 
times of hardship, the University must consistently work to prese~-e these core missions, 
even if such prese~ation comes at the expense of athletic success 

I am not a person who engages in taking "pot shots" at individuals or organizations at every opportunity. This 

letter was preceded by a great deal of thought and introspection. Given my primary area of research is big time 

college sport and its relationship to higher education, I have examined many of the issues identified by Dr. Smith 

for a number of years. After careful consideration I have come to the conclusion our university must provide 

national leadership on this important issue. 

As a result, I felt compelled to add my voice to that of Dr. Smith and several UNC faculty in calling for you to 

provide such leadership. 

I submit this letter with all due respect and humility, and look forward to the opportunity to discuss this matter 

more fully with each of you as you may see fit. 

Respectfully, 



Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Dr. Richard M Southal! 

Associate Professor - Spor~ Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director College Spot[ Research institute 

Woollen Hal! 203C 

Office - 929.962-3507 

Cell 

Fax 919.962 6235 

UNC Spor~ Administration website: 

CSRI website: www,ur~c.ed~/csr[ 
CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www cs: conference o[~ 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, May 14, 2012 12:21 PM 

Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard@email unc edu> 

Re: Faculty concern regarding the latest athletic/academic scandal 

Melissa--hey, maybe you’re making a little headway! Although I would be tempted to respond, in answer to her 
first point, that the investigation was forced on the U by the News and Observer’s reporting from last year, 
which revealed the whole              ?henomenon The investigation (presumably she refers to the 
Andrews/Hartlyn report) would never have happened had outsiders not humiliated the University first That’s 
Thorp’s MO--never do anything until forced, and then hope that half measures will be enough -Jay 

On 5/14/12 I 1:40 AM, Bullard, Melissa M wrote: 

Jean, indeed, [t is, and you raise a good point abo~.tt a control group. Perhaps those in the symphony 

orchestra ([argel and more diverse than the marching band which is tied to athletics} ,would be a good 

choice, since they also have extra demands on their time for practices and performances. Since our main 

concerns is with athletes, for starers, why not look first at them to see if any patterns emerge. A second 

pass for comparison could include the othe[ set of students: -M 

From~ DeSaix, Jean 
Sent: Monday, May J4, 2012 11:02 AM 

Subject~ RE: Faculty concern regarding the latest athletic/academic scandal 

I’m a bit of a Pollyan ha, but I feel like we wouldn’t know the things we now know if there hadn’t been an 

investigation that resulted in some pretty dirty laundry that was a[led without prejudice. I agree with you 
that a statistical anadysis of athlete registrations is m order. Who do you think would be a good ’control" 

group? I know that students choose courses in "clumps" based on what the,i hear from their if[ends an~l 

close associates, So maybe one set of courses ~vould have a preponderance of students from Granville or 

certain fraternities who share ’1he inside scoop" with their ~)uddies. In other words, we’d need to know, it 

seems to me, that athletes cluster differently tham, the marching band, for instance, This reall,i is a 

research question, isn’t it? 

Jean DeSaix 

From: Bullard, Melissa M. 
Sent: Monday, May J4, 2012 10:55 AM 
To~ DeSaix, Jean 



Subject: RE: Faculty concern regarding the latest athletic/academic scandal 

From= DeSaix, Jean 
Sent: Monday, May 14, 2012 10:36 AM 

Subject= RE: Faculty concern regarding the latest athletic/academic scandal 

Jean DeSaix 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

From= Bullard, Melissa M. 
Sent= Monday, May 14, 2012 9:47 AM 
To= Shields, Sarah D; Chapman, Mimi V; qcopenhaver@bio.un.edu; DeSaix, Jean; iearp@unc.edu; Gerhardt, 
Michael J; McMillan, Tim; Parise, L~lie V; Rodgers, Shielda GIover; Boxill, Jan; Ferrell, Joseph S; 
Bachenheimer, Steven L; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Maffly-Kipp, Laurie F; Maff]y-Kipp, Laurie F 
Subject= Faculb/concern regarding the latest athletic/academic scandal 

Please see the attached letter. MB 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, May 14, 2012 I:01 PM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 
Perrin, Andrew J <andrew perrin@unc edu>; Fletcher, W Miles 
<wmfletch@email unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; Janken, 
Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu>; 
Thrailkill, Jane F <tkill@unc edu>; Tyler Curtain <tylercurtain@gmail corn>; 
McGowan, John <jpm@email unc edu>; Bullard, Melissa M 
<mbullard@email unc edu>; Cramer, Richard <mrcramer@email unc edu> 
Re: news 

Riclmid--I agree el~ti~el? Tlris can’t substitute for a genuine rm’iex~ 
of bow we do firings But at least, for now, it adds to U NC’s 

On 5/14/12 12:57 PM. Soulhall. Riclmrd Michard wrote: 

Perlmpsgbut I m concented any im’estigation tlmt focuses on a sh~gle 
> individual is bound tu follow Ihe arc or previous investigations (¢g 
> Florida SIal�, Altbltrll. U o f Michigan. U o f Minn¢stua. U o f Te~m¢sse¢, U of 
> GA, etc) ht wltich a mgme illdividual is pilla~ed and offered up to the 

> ltistorical exmnples lms followed the stone script Utlless 
> s~d~stanlive policies thai lead Io transparency, l fear little will change 

> Just ira." take on things 

> Dr Richard M Southall 
> Associate Professor - Sport Admfltistration 
> Graduate Program Coot~linatur 
> The U~tivet~it} of North Camlitm at Clmpel Hill 
> Direclor - College Sporl Research lnslitul¢ 
> Woollen Hall 203C 
> Office - 919962-3507 
> Cell - 

> soutlmlPa;enmil uric edu 

> UNC Sporl Adminislmlion w¢bslle: 

> Life is an obligation We’re not here to die slowly, we’re h¢r¢ tu live 

> fully 



> On 5/14/12 12:26 PM. "Jay Smilh"<jaysmilh~acmail unc cdu> wrolc: 

>> Well gee, it looks like the~e will be ml independent im’estigation of 
>> sorls 



UNC 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

May 13, 2012 

Dear members of the Faculty Executive Committee: 

In the wake of the appalling news reported in the past week by the Raleigh News and 
Obse~w-er, you, the representatives of the Faculty in its summer sessions, must insist 
that there be a full, impartial, and preferably independent investigation of UNC’s 
management of its student-athletes Since the summer of 2010 the UNC 
administration has adopted a "few bad apples" theory of the cascading scandals we 
have had to confiont, and the first priority has been to ensure the university 
community and the state that all misbehavior was anomalous, that all problems have 
been solved, and that we just need to "move forward" This pa~y line was repeated 
just this week by UNC system president Tom Ross, UNC-CH chancellor Holden 
Thorp, and Faculty Athletics Representative Lissa Broome Even the detailed report 
on the Afii/Afum department by William Andrews and Jonathan Hartlyn carefully 
limited responsibility for the malfeasance exposed there to two individuals now safely 
headed into the silence of retirement 

From a public relations perspective alone, this administrative strategy is no longer 
tenable, and it was never really defensible Too much evidence ofsystemic failure 
has now been exposed thanks to investigative reporting by the local newspaper and 
one bold but ill-starred lawsuit The faculty must speak out, and the administration 
must act The University’s image depends on it 

Based on evidence so far made public, we know that one faculty member "taught" 75 
courses in four years; we know that athletes made up 58% of the student population 
in said "courses;" we know that a department chair was able to assign himself 
summer school courses every year, teaching fake courses all the time, and that no 
one--not his SAD and not the dean of the summer school ever bothered to ask 
questions about this unusual practice Common sense tells us other things: that 
advisers had to be aware of, if not fully supportive oi; this degrading and inexcusable 
scare; that a department chair se~w-ed for twenty years in his role and was able to 
operate his ofl]ce as an independent fiefdom; that people in the registrar’s oPi]ce must 
have noticed the unusual volume of Afri/Afam grade reports processed each summer; 
that athletes had ways of finding out that there were freebies to be had 

Those of us who care about academic and institutional integrit~and one would hope 
this would include every faculty member at this University will not be satisfied until 
a candid and thorough investigation (carried out by impa~ial officials) yields answers 
to the following questions: 



I How did the                              a marginal student (special admit?) in 
need of a remedial composition course discover that his best academic strategy, in 
preparation for his freshman year, was to take a 400-level summer Afri course taught 
by Julius Nyang’oro? 

2 What did advisers tell athletes about their course selections in the years covered by 
the Andrews/Ha~lyn report? Why did they participate in academic fraud, or, if they 
did not actively participate in the fraud, why did they not report the suspicious 
evidence they had to have seen? If they did report said evidence, why did their 
superiors remain silent? 

3 What were the GPA’s of the football and basketball players who tuokthe 
fraudulent courses, and how did their overall GPA’s compare to the grades "earned" 
in the fake courses? 

4 Olympic sport athletes were also in on the fun; how much did their coaches know? 

5 What patterns of course selection can be detected in athletes’ course itineraries? 
We have been asked to believe that the only suspicious academic behavior on our 
campus took place in a department whose chair was exposed BY ACCIDENT thanks 
to the                 lawsuit, which rendered documents public that would 
otherwise have escaped scrutiny Unless a careful review is conducted, on what 
grounds should anyone believe there aren’t similar shenanigans going on in other 
departments? 

6 Why do current and former athletes from revenue sports report that they were 
"told" by their advisers in their first year at Carolina that they needed to take 
Portuauese or Swahili to meet their foreign language requirement? (Why did 

choose the Swahili language, for example?) 

7 What are athletes told on the recruiting trail? 

8 In what circumstances are chairs allowed to assign themselves summer courses? 
Should there not be limits to such self-dealing? Is it even appropriate for chairs 
who are paid salary supplements and given course release time--to be teaching in 
summer school at all? How can the University justify paying a chair $130,00 over 
four summers? Why should the citizens of North Carolina not look at this story and 
conclude that UNC wastes its money in ever more creative ways? 



9 Why did the Andrews/Hartlyn report limits its investigation to four years? How 
far back does Nyang’oro’s amazing record of"productivity" go? Extrapolating fi-om 
the figures we have, one can assume that he has taught at l~,ast two hundred courses 
over the past twenty years Why did no dean ask questions about this bizarre 
practice? And who else knew about it? 

Other question~many other question~could be added to this list, but these are 
enough to demonstrate the need tbr a serious investigation We have played whack-a- 
mole and three blind mice tbr lone enough Eternal optimists among us may continue 
to believe that thanks to                 we blindly stumbled onto the one and 
only unit where dishonesty and shameful hypocrisy have pe~werted the University’ s 
academic mission And maybe, just maybe, that’s the case If so, the administration 
must show that it has the courage of its convictions and call for an independent 
investigation Confidence in UNC-Chapel Hill will never be restored until such an 
investigation occurs If the administration does not act, the Faculty Executive 
Committee and the Faculty Council will have to answer tbr an embarrassing failure of 
leadership 

Respectfully, 

Jay M Smith 
John Van Seters Distinguished Term Professor and Associate Chair 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 
Monday, May 14, 2012 3:01PM 

Bullard, MelissaM <mbullard@emailuncedu> 
Re:ideas 

Tern Rhodes (1 hope Ih¢ spelling is right) from Mltsic FYI--Tcm. 
Julms Nyang’oro, mid I (with two othet~) were part of a Lit? Foundation 
seminar a/Ih¢ IAH for a sem¢sl¢r in Ih¢ early ’90s Sh¢’s probably as 
disheartened as I am to see what has become of our old colleagn~e 

On 5/14/12 2:53 PM, Bullard, M¢lissa M wrote: 
> I’m plamfing to go, weather penmtthlg, for oflter leaso~s having to do wiflt MEMS Let me kuow the gist of what tr:mspi~es at your 
meeting If appropriate and it" fire oppomnitb" p~esents itself. 1’11 follow up at the p:u~." Meeting wiflt lits t~placement eari? on nitght 
be worthwlfile too Has that person been mmounced yet? -M 

> -----Origi~al Message ..... 



>~> sbi-to htnfl 

>>> On 5/13/12 4:46 PM. Jay Snlilh 
>>>> Hi folks: 
>~>> Tl~e Faculty" Executive Conumt~ee is meeting tomorrow I’ve sent them 
>~>> tiffs letter mgmg a cat1 to action If you agree with it, you 

>>>> once everyone has dispersed, noflfing wit1 lmppe~t and we’ll show up 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              3:27 PM 

~gmail com> 

Re: meeting 

OK, letter’s ready 

On 3:25 PM, 

Yeah, that’s fine 

On Mon, 
How about 2:30? 

wrote: 

at 1:29 PM, Jay Smith <)ysmithQvemaii ur_c edu> wrote: 

On 1:25 PM, wrote: 

Jay, 

Would you be able to do something then? Again, flexible on time Just thought of 
this too: can you do a quick letter of intro for me? I haven’t generally needed them, 
but who knows with those provincial archives 

On Mon,              at 8:06 AM, Jay Smith <iavsmiih~a e~ail t~nc eda> wrote: 
--not ~il Tuesday (tomo~+ow) 

On 12:38 AM, wrote: 

Jay, 

Little last minute, but are you on campus and at any point tomorrow 
Just asking cause we were going to have a meeting this week and I 
have to run and drop a library book (which I’m getting fined for) off 
Not pressing, but figured rd check since I’ll be on campus anyway 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, May 14, 2012 4:30 PM 

Flora Cassen ¯       ~gmail corn>; Cassen, Flora <fcassen@email unc edu> 

Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu> 
spring courses 

Hello 
I’m I~ing Io g¢l Ihc spring 2013 tcaclfing sch¢dulc compl¢l¢d, and I 
dofft have your teaching lequests hi lmnd (days :rod times) Please let 
me know your prefet~ces ASAP THmtks 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              5:45 PM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: Candidate 

-at long last I have a little time Would you like to get together for a little while Thursday afternoon? I 
have a lunch meeting that may run until 2, but would be free after that -Jay Smith 

On I 1:27 AM, wrote: 

Dear Dr Smith, 
My name is and I am currently a first year i 

at UNC I have the privilege of studying under both Dr Southall and Professor 
Barbara Osborne so I am extremely familiar with your work and interest in collegiate athletics As 
a part of my graduate program, I must complete a thesis during my second year and my area of 
interest involves faculty perceptions of an institution’s athletic department, as well as the role of 
intercollegiate athletics on a university campus Also, an aspiring collegiate athletics administrator, 
one of my main goals is to create a strong time between faculty and athletics I know that you are 
the Chair of a Steering Committee that has created guiding principles, and I was wondering if it 
would be possible to either sit and meet with you or hopefully attend a committee meeting as 
simply a quiet/confidential bystander? I really appreciate your time and consideration as well as 
all the work you have been doing on campus because of how interested I am in this particular topic 

Best 

UniVersity of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, May 14, 2012 6:18 PM 

Matthew Andrews < ’@mac corn> 
Re: spring 

Mall--on Ihe sports course. I’d really *like* to have a p¢nnan¢nl course 
munber atlactied to it (better for mare" reasons--e+trollments being o+~e of 
Ihenl), which suggesls il mighl be bcsl Io submil Iti¢ course For approval 
h~ September, get it on ttie books, mid ttien of*tit it fl~e foIlowh~g 
yea~ 1, too, am eager to get tlmt com~e offttie ground I tlthtk it 
will be a smashing success 

On ttie 140--ttie problem is that ttie two vacant sectioits are, yes, 
sctieduled at wildly different times One is a MWF com~e with no YA’s, 
Ihc olhcr a T/TH course wdh TA’s lr Ilull’s Ioo big a hassle (nol sure 
I’d want to do it), we can just set up the 128 as I mentioned eat’tier 

140 Thai would b¢ fine Jusl 1¢1 ine know -Jay 

On 5/14/12 5:26 PM, Matlhew Andrews wrote: 
> Hi Jay- 

> A 127 mtd a 128 in ttie S prmg would be great Of cout~e, as I’m sure you could tell, rm clmmptitg at file bit to teach one of my 
sports courses, but mayb¢ Ihal’s something to lalk aboul for Iti¢ following academic year? I’m pali¢nl 
> 

> As for da?s and times, I have do prefer classes in file 10:00 am - 3:00 p m rmtge but I know everyone does I’m not an earl?" 
monfing pet~on I also prefer file TuTh schedule over MWF as I fred 50 ~m~mtes a class session to be too stiort But agai~t ttiese are 
jusl preferences 
> 
> Tlmoks for asktiig 

>Best, 
> Mall 

> O11 May 14, 2012, at 3:57 PM, Jay Smdh wrote: 

>> And Mall--how about Iti¢ sp~ing? Would you like, say, a 127 and a 128? ~VIighl depend on what you’re doing in Ihe fall. of 
cout~e ) And do you lmve strong preferences about times and da?s+ 
>> 
>> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             12:33 PM 

@gmail com> 

Re: 2pro 

see you then 

On 5/15/12 12:32 PM, wrote: 

haha, yeah--that’s fine 

On Tue, at 12:30 PM, Jay Smith <~ smitb/~ emaii ~mc ed~> wrote: 
-can you do 2pro today? I forgot that I told a whiny undergrad he could come see me at 

2:30 And I have an appt with a dean at 3 -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 4:03 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@emailuncedu> 

Re: Rob Ferguson and HIST 128 

Mulve? is teaclmlg it 

On 5/15/12 4:00 PM, C3 nlhia Radding wrote: 
> Thank you, Jay What did you decide Io do aboul HIST 130. tha African 

> hislot3 course? 

> On 5/15/2012 3:58 PM, Jay Smidl wrole: 

>> The Fcrguson 128 IRis 21 enrolled: I agree Ihal il would be a good 
>> candida/e for cancella/ion I’m also interested in creating a NEW 
>> section of 128 that could have TA’s assigned (for Mat~ Andrews), one 
>> that would meet on T/TH mid be mote com’e~tient for Matt, given that 

>> ltis 140 meets according to tbat scbedule Cy~tltia--fltis would allow 
>> you to move TA’s out of courses wbe~e we’re ~lOt being "efficiellt" 
>> Mo~e once I’ve set this up 

>> Meanwhile, I’ve asked Sarah Vierra to take over tile 140-001 we had 
>> tentativel) assigned to Milder I thi~tk she’ll sa) yes And Michael 

>> Mulvcy will b¢ dohig bolll a 151-006 and a 130-001. bolll wdh TA’s 

>> Jay 
>> 

>> On 5/15/12 3:39 PM, Cynthia Raddmg wrote: 
>>> Dem all: 

>> > Rob just told us today that he has accepted a one-)ear visiting 
>>> ass’t professorship at Western Carli~la U~tivetsit? He was scbeduled 

>>> highly ¢nroll¢d. I might sugg¢sl Ihal w¢ simply cancel If in view 

>>> On a diffeleN case, we do not have a tesohition for 
>> >          , ~egarding paynlel~t of bet lldtion if she does not get a 

>> > GTIS to complement her l:ulbfight stipend I anl waiting to hear back 
>> > from Leslie Letea and Stephahie Schimdt form the Grad Schaol If 1 
>>> do not have an m~swer from tbem tomorrow, rll w~ite to fllenl again 

>>> on Tbm~dav 
>>> 

>>>Best, 
>>> C3 nlhia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 5:37 PM 

Alston Gardner < ~yahoo corn> 

Re: sports issues 

Nope, not a reporter LewMargolis--heteachesinPublicHealth Thanks, we’ll see you at 1:15 

On 5/15/12 4:30 PM, Alston Gardner wrote: 

Works for me The more the merrier - as long as he isn’t a reporter 

Would you mind ifI brought a colleague along? He’s one of the people I’ve been working 
with on sports issues (Not even yet sure he can come, but) 

Jay, 

Thanks, 

From: Jay Smith <~vsmith,~en ail.ur, c odu> 
To: Alston Gardner !             k@~hl~o corn> 
Sent: Sunday, May 13, 2012 5:50 PM 
Subject: Re: sports issues 

Gq-eat news I could meet at either time (though in the mornings I have 
a hard time getting to campus before 9) Happy to meet for coffee 
The clutter in my office could prove fatal if you stepped on the wrong 
pile of papers Let me propose Wednesday afternoon (2pro?) at Jack 
Sprat But other times and places also fine 
On 5/13/12 2:32 PM, Alston Gardner wrote: 

Jay, 
My apologies for not responding sooner I thought I had 
replied, but it turns out that my iPhone didn’t send the 
email for some reason I would be delighted to meet with 
you I am in Chapel Hill this week and could meet 
Wednesday afternoon or Thursday morning I would be 
happy to come by Hamilton Hall (the scene of the few 
brights spots in undergraduate academic career) or meet 
for a cup of coffee 

Regards, 
Alston Gardner 



Dear Mr Gardner: 
I believe that my neighbor Bob Reinheimer may 
have alerted you some 
weeks ago to the possibility that I would be 
contacting you soon 
End-of-semester craziness prevented me from 
acting before now, but the 
recent news from the UNC Afri/Afam department 
has reminded me of the 
urgent need for the University to begin thinking 
creatively about how to 
address the issues surrounding big-time sports I 
don’t want to impose, 
or waste your time, but I do wonder if there’s any 
chance that you 
and/or others from the Board of Trustees might be 
willing to meet with 
me however briefly to talk about strategies for 
pursuing meaningful 
reforms at UNC and elsewhere Two different 
faculty groups I’m involved 
with have begun talking about forging inter- 
institutional alliances of 
faculty and trustees, for example--starting, 
perhaps, with those at 
like-minded ACC schools I’d be vein appreciative 
if you could find 
time for brief chat in the near future 

Sincerely, 
Jay Smith 
Department of Histu~7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            7:21 PM 

~gmail com> 

paper 

Napoleon Revisited doc 

¯ -1 confess that I had not even opened file document--until now But 
ycah. I think your plan is a vc~) scnsiblc onc for Ihis pap¢r Scc Ihc 
few t~marks I make in tbe opemng 2 pages You’ll just need to 
aclalowledge, I t hit~k, that fl~eie was a senti-successful Revolutiotmt) 
Imdilion of clcclJons (campaigning I don’l know aboul), and Iha/in 
Ihis way, Ioo. N was building on R¢volulionaU preccdenls I wouldn’l 
worN much at all about tbe British Different pol cullutes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            7:30 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: grade change 

Good luck in the future 

On 12:55 PM, wrote: 

Thank you! I just checked Connect Carolina and my grade has been changed I really appreciate it 

On Thu,.              at 2:I0 PM, Jay Smith <ja~, ~n ith@e~n ai[ u+~c edu> wrote: 
Not sure Since our undergrad coordinator is out today, it could be a few days yet But I’ve filled 
out the form Sorry about this 

On 1:31 PM, wrote: 

Thank you sir About how long should it take for the grade change to show up? 

On Wed,            at 6:16 PM, Jay Smith <j~:~_~ig~_i~[~p~yall:~!p_~_~> wrote: 
rll have to do this tomorrow .... 

On 4:42 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

Just a quick reminder about changing my grade from a 
Sakai is down for maintenance but I remember what I got on all of 
my assignments and when I did the math my grade was an     which 
should round up to an    I especially appreciate you doing this as I 
will make the Dean’s List again which in turn will hopefully help me 
get off the waitlist at UNC Law Thanks again for a great semester 
and for changing my grade! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 7:30 PM 

Flora Cassen < @gmail corn> 

Re: spring courses 

Thanks, Flora (I had forgotten which courses you were teaching ) 

On 5/15/12 1:31 PM, Flora Cassen wrote: 

OnMay 15, 2012, at 8:17 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Wanda--could you please send Flora the days/times form? Thanks -Jay 

On 5/14/12 8:17 PM, Flora Cassen wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

teach bclwccn 9 AM and 4 PM (since I’ll b¢ own y own wilh I~o kids) 

Thmtk you, 

Flora 

O11 May 14. 2012. al 4:29 PM, Jay Snlilh wrote: 

> Hello Flora: 
> I’m t13 ing to get the sp~ing 2013 leaching schedule compl¢lcd, and I don’l have your 
teaching requests in hmld (da) s and times) Please let me know your preferences ASAP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday              1:44 PM 

@gmail com> 

Re: Fulbright-Hays 

Sorry, I thought that’s what you were intending anyway Yes, maybe apply next year and pitch it the way you 
describe it here, with one semester in each place 

On 1:35 PM, wrote: 

Jay, 

You have any thoughts about this? IfI were to apply, I’d have to act t~sst I’m thinking, though, that 
this probably isn’t something for this year To have a viable application, I think rd need to go to 
India, which is something I want to do in the future, but not something I need to do next year 
(French archives more important) Would not be a bad idea to apply next year, maybe pitching it as 
a semester in Lorient/Nantes and another semester in Pondi (they end up paying really, really well, 
so could afford to be in two spots it looks like) 

On Wed,              at 12:46 AM,                   ~*,g,~*ail c }t~> wrote: 
So my friend just emailed me, enthusiastically I might add, about the Fulbright-Hays being 
brought back for this year Is this something I should apply for? I always thought of this as 
something for non-Western topics--and indeed they give preference for uncommon languages 
Am i missing something? i do do a colonial topic of course, and could play up the india side of 

it rather than the French (not the going to India, but the doing work on colonial India through 
French archives) Seems like evet2cone from UNC who applies gets it, but then again, that’s 
going on Russianists and Latin Americanists, the people who are supposed to get it 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 6:35 PM 

Shields, Sarah D <sshields@email unc edu> 
Alston 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 6:37 PM 

Alston Gardner < @yahoo corn> 

thanks 

helpful I also luld a nice. illuminating lalk widl Holden Ioday I’m 

Jay 



UNC 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

May 13, 2012 

Dear members of the Faculty Executive Committee: 

In the wake of the appalling news reported in the past week by the Raleigh News and 
Obse~w-er, you, the representatives of the Faculty in its summer sessions, must insist 
that there be a full, impartial, and preferably independent investigation of UNC’s 
management of its student-athletes Since the summer of 2010 the UNC 
administration has adopted a "few bad apples" theory of the cascading scandals we 
have had to confiont, and the first priority has been to ensure the university 
community and the state that all misbehavior was anomalous, that all problems have 
been solved, and that we just need to "move forward" This pa~y line was repeated 
just this week by UNC system president Tom Ross, UNC-CH chancellor Holden 
Thorp, and Faculty Athletics Representative Lissa Broome Even the detailed report 
on the Afii/Afum department by William Andrews and Jonathan Hartlyn carefully 
limited responsibility for the malfeasance exposed there to two individuals now safely 
headed into the silence of retirement 

From a public relations perspective alone, this administrative strategy is no longer 
tenable, and it was never really defensible Too much evidence ofsystemic failure 
has now been exposed thanks to investigative reporting by the local newspaper and 
one bold but ill-starred lawsuit The faculty must speak out, and the administration 
must act The University’s image depends on it 

Based on evidence so far made public, we know that one faculty member "taught" 75 
courses in four years; we know that athletes made up 58% of the student population 
in said "courses;" we know that a department chair was able to assign himself 
summer school courses every year, teaching fake courses all the time, and that no 
one--not his SAD and not the dean of the summer school ever bothered to ask 
questions about this unusual practice Common sense tells us other things: that 
advisers had to be aware of, if not fully supportive oi; this degrading and inexcusable 
scare; that a department chair se~w-ed for twenty years in his role and was able to 
operate his ofl]ce as an independent fiefdom; that people in the registrar’s oPi]ce must 
have noticed the unusual volume of Afri/Afam grade reports processed each summer; 
that athletes had ways of finding out that there were freebies to be had 

Those of us who care about academic and institutional integrit~and one would hope 
this would include every faculty member at this University will not be satisfied until 
a candid and thorough investigation (carried out by impa~ial officials) yields answers 
to the following questions: 



I How did the                           ~ a marginal student (special admit?) in 
need of a remedial composition course discover that his best academic strategy, in 
preparation for his freshman year, was to take a 400-level summer Afri course taught 
by Julius Nyang’oro? 

2 What did advisers tell athletes about their course selections in the years covered by 
the Andrews/Ha~lyn report? Why did they participate in academic fraud, or, if they 
did not actively participate in the fraud, why did they not report the suspicious 
evidence they had to have seen? If they did report said evidence, why did their 
superiors remain silent? 

3 What were the GPA’s of the football and basketball players who tuokthe 
fraudulent courses, and how did their overall GPA’s compare to the grades "earned" 
in the fake courses? 

4 Olympic sport athletes were also in on the fun; how much did their coaches know? 

5 What patterns of course selection can be detected in athletes’ course itineraries? 
We have been asked to believe that the only suspicious academic behavior on our 
campus took place in a department whose chair was exposed BY ACCIDENT thanks 
to the                 lawsuit, which rendered documents public that would 
otherwise have escaped scrutiny Unless a careful review is conducted, on what 
grounds should anyone believe there aren’t similar shenanigans going on in other 
departments? 

6 Why do current and former athletes from revenue sports report that they were 
"told" by their advisers in their first year at Carolina that they needed to take 
Portuguese or Swahili to meet their foreign language requirement? (Why did 

choose the Swahili language, for example?) 

7 What are athletes told on the recruiting trail? 

8 In what circumstances are chairs allowed to assign themselves summer courses? 
Should there not be limits to such self-dealing? Is it even appropriate for chairs 
who are paid salary supplements and given course release time--to be teaching in 
summer school at all? How can the University justify paying a chair $130,00 over 
four summers? Why should the citizens of North Carolina not look at this story and 
conclude that UNC wastes its money in ever more creative ways? 



9 Why did the AndrewsKtartlyn report limit its investigation to four years? How far 
back does Nyang’oro’s amazing record of"productivity" go? Extrapolating from the 
figures we have, one can assume that he has taught at l~,ast two hundred courses over 
the past twenty years Why did no dean ask questions about this bizarre practice? 
And who else knew about it? 

Other question~many other question~could be added to this list, but these are 
enough to demonstrate the need for a serious investigation We have played whack-a- 
mole and three blind mice for long enough Eternal optimists among us may continue 
to believe that thanks to Michael McAdoo we blindly stumbled onto the one and 
only unit where dishonesty and shameful hypocrisy have pe~werted the University’ s 
academic mission And maybe, just maybe, that’s the case If so, the administration 
must show that it has the courage of its convictions and call for an independent 
investigation Confidence in UNC-Chapel Hill will never be restored until such an 
investigation occurs If the administration does not act, the Faculty Executive 
Committee and the Faculty Council will have to answer for an embarrassing failure of 
leadership 

Respectfully, 

Jay M Smith 
John Van Seters Distinguished Term Professor and Associate Chair 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday, May 19, 2012 I : I I PM 

Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard@email unc edu> 

Re: Your response to recent report on the athletic scandal 

The CSRI has no muscle, really But I plan to be ve~T blunt in my discussion with this subcommittee on 
Wednesday (a number of us are meeting with them) 

On 5/19/12 12:16 PM, Bullard, Melissa M wrote: 

Jay, ! had forgotten who was SAD, which further complicates matters and diminishes the 

likelihood of folks inside the institution of seizing what should be a golden opportunity to look 
more deepb/and clean house. Has your group thought of how to address the problem of weak 

oversight? [ suppose face saving is a part of the picture as weft. Does the institute on student 
athletes, or whatever that group [s cal!ed (mentioned in the paper the other day) have any muscle 
in the game? Could they undertake a more thorough study ol:ath[ete academics as part of their 

research agenda? Just a thought -M 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:iavsmith(eemail.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, May 19, 2012 12:11 PM 
TO: Bullard, Melissa M. 
Subject: Re: Your response to recent report on the athletic scandal 

Karen G was Nyang’oro’s SAD between 2004-2008 Do you think it’s a coincidence that she 
specified to Andrews and Hartlyn that they were to limit themselves to 2007-2011? Andrews was 
quick to let me know who made that decision when I asked him about it 

On 5/19/12 12:03 PM, Bullard, Melissa M wrote: 
Jay, I assume Jan’s subcommittee will want to meet with your group, which will be perhaps the 

best opportunity to press home the importance of examining the larger culture. Good luck [n any 
case. I thought her message was a bit cagey and eaning towards a narrow focus in line with the 

deans’ report which while disclosing some egregious improprieties certainly has the thrust of 
damage control, Perhaps Miles will have told ~/ou about an exchange witiq Paten G. at Nil’s 

reception. Strange at best. -M 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:iavsmith(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, May 19, 2012 10:47 AM 
TO: Bullard, Melissa M. 
Subject: Re: Your response to recent report on the athletic scandal 

Thanks for that, Melissa I also wrote to Jan independently, with some similar concerns We have 
an opportunity here, and we mustn’t fumble on the one-yard line (to use an apt metaphor!) 

On 5/18/12 10:36 PM, Bullard, Melissa M wrote: 
Dear Jan, 



Thank you for copying me on your timely response to my letter and those of other Faculty 
concerned about the athletic/academic scandal that has been unfolding this past year I am 
heartened to see that you are sensitive to the ethical dimensions of athlete academics and the 
damage to our integrity the whole Faculty suffers when preferential treatment in courses and grades 
is given to our student athletes 

Much of the publicity surrounding the current situation has been focused on one professor 
in one depa~ment That professor and his helper(s) did terrible things, but an investigation by the 
Faculty should not restrict itself to that one individual and his unit Rather, the Faculty 
investigation needs to dig deeper and go well beyond the limited study conducted by Deans 
Andrews and Hartlyn 

The current unsavotT events offer us the opportunity to make a thoughtful examination of 
the broader cultural context in which student athletics function at UNC and which, sadly, can all 
too easily encourage academic dishonesty on the part of students, administraturs, and faculty alike 
Big-time college athletics bring in lots of money and contributions to the university Athletics is a 
powerful player in the larger fabric of the institution Temptations are there What happened in that 
one depamnent is certainly egregious, but I suspect athletes taking courses in otbev departments are 
oftun given preferential treatment 

Personally, I believe it is unreasonable and unfair to the young men and women recruited 
primarily because of their superior physical abilities in sports to be expected to meet all the 
academic standards of the College The myth of the gentleman-athlete, born on the English playing 
fields of Eaton, is untenable nowadays when the expectations for athletic performance are so high 
and so time-consuming In a culture in which athletic recruits are expected to shine academically 
in order to maintain tbeir sports eligibility, the lure exists for them and their coaches and fans to 
find ways to assist their studies using corrupt means Plagiarism, bogus courses, and inflated 
grades for little or no work are the by-product of the unreasonable expectations placed upon these 
young persons Finding and then flattering professors who are willing to give athletes preferential 
treatment is just one aspect of gaming the system Administrators who are willing to turn a blind 
eye to irregularities in course creation and independent studies are only the tip of a massive, 
submerged iceberg that constitutes the operation of big-time college sports programs and the 
money and power that accrue to them 

The Executive Committee of the Faculty has two choices It can go along with the 
university administration’s attempt to limit investigations to the one t~aculty member and one 
depa~ment Alternatively it can take the bolder step and make a fuller investigation of athlete 
academics in tbe College over at least a decade How else can we understand and take steps to alter 
the culture that promotes illegal and unethical behavior? Only then can we proceed to avert new 
ethical lapses, lapses that inevitably accompany big-time college athletics if left unchallenged 
0nly then can the integrity of the Faculty be repaired 

Thank you for your serious attention to these important concerns 

Sincerely, 
Melissa M Bullard 
Professor of Histo~J 



From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2012 4:45 PM 
To: Ferrell, Joseph S; Bachenheimer, Steven L; Maffly-Kipp, Laurie F; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Shields, Sarah 
D; Chapman, Mimi V;          ~bio.un.edu; DeSaix, Jean; ieara@unc.edu; Gerhardt, Michael J; 
McMillan, Tim; Parise, Leslie V; Rodgers, Shielda Gloved Boxill, Jan 
Subject: FEC Response to recent report 

Dear Colleagues, 

I write on behalf of the Faculty Executive Committee, which spent nearly its entire meeting on Monday, 

May 13, 2012 discussing matters raised in the report by Senior Associate Deans Jonathan Hartlyn and 

William Andrews on courses in the African and Afro American Studies Depar[ment. We commend the 

Chancellor for appointing this excellent committee and for its thorough investigation and forthright 

reporting of the facts. 

We also thank you for sending us your timely, well-articulated, and thoughtful concerns. As the faculty’s 
elected representatives, and the body charged with acting when the full Faculty Council is out of session 

(as it will be until September 7), we feel a deep sense of obligation to take faculty requests seriously. 

After significant discussion about what action the FEC might take, and with the Chancellor’s 

encouragement, we have formed a subcommittee to look further into these matters. Consisting of 

Professors Steven Bachenheimer (Microbiology and Immunology), Michael Gerhardt (Law School), and 

Laurie Maffly-Kipp (Religious Studies), the subcommittee will be charged with three primary tasks to 

completed for the FEC meeting on Jun 25, 2012 {3:00-5:00 pm in South 105). FEC will then consider 

additional steps. 

The subcommittee will: 

I Review all reports relevant to this situation, including the review of courses in African and Afro 

American Studies, the report on Independent Studies in the College, and the 2011 review of the 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, and meet with the authors of those repor[s to 

discuss their processes and findings. Review other relevant materials and summarize and 

characterize the work that has already been done, including new procedures or policies already put 

in place. 

Based upon this review and taking into account questions you and others have raised, identify 

questions or gaps in knowledge that remain regarding events, systems, practices, or structures that 

might have allowed or facilitated the troubling breaches of academic integrity. The committee 

should focus in parOcular on those matters that have not been sufficiently addressed by procedures 

and policies already put into place. 

Create a plan for next steps. The subcommittee will consider what is necessary and feasible to 

investigate further in order to respond to the unanswered questions; and will make 

recommendations for other actions that need to be taken to reassure faculty and our community 

that we fully understand the problem, and that appropriate safeguards are already or will be put in 

place to ensure the integrity of our academic offering to students and our academic standards going 



forward. 

In addition to appointing the subcommittee, I will take oppor[unities, such as my report to the Board of 

Trustees, to express the faculty’s deep concern about the dismaying information that has been uncovered 

and publicly repor[ed by the University. While it appears that the problems are limited to a few people, 

the reputation of all of us is on the line. It isimpor[anttoreaffirmourfundamentalandunwavering 

commitment to academic integrity and excellence in teaching, research, and public service as the highest 

missions of this ~reat institution. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me again with any concerns you may have, and thank you for your 

dedication to Carolina. 

Best~ 

Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 

Chair of the Faculty at U NC-CH 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 

Senior Lecturer, Depa~ment of Philosophy 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 

Office Phone 919-962-3317 

web: parrcenter.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, May 21, 2012 9:56 AM 

Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu> 
Re: 128 

Yes 

is now assigned Io teach 151-006 and 130-001 

On 5/21/12 9:50 AM, Wallace, Wanda L wrote: 
> Thc.x are already assigned I reread your email and now I see Ihe light 
> you just wan to add HIST 128--with 110 eltrollmel~t with six lecitations 
> 
> So is no longer teacldng HIST 140-006? Put to fltat 

>> That~ks 
>> Wanda 
>> 
>> -----Origitml Message ..... 

>> Given all the other courses squeezing imo Tues/Thut~, we’ll need to put Matt’s new section of 128 on T/TH 3:30 m the fall 
semester (MAR, your 140-006 meets at 11) Let’s set et~collment at 110, and create sLx recitation sectimts 

>> For [lie spring, Mall. I’m pulling your 127 al 9:30 and your 165 a/ 12:30 l think we’ll aim for 165 sludenls in [lie 128, 1 l0 in Ihe 

127 

>> 



Fixed-term faculty Fall 

Visiting Instructors: 
Catherine Conner 
Ricky Law 
Michael Lubin 
Kelly Morrow 
Michael Mulvey 
David Palmer 
Sarah Vierra 

Teaching Fellows: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              3:57 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 

CORRECTION 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              5:46 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: meeting 

OK, let’s plml tel~tatively on Friday, OK? Around l? 

> Later Ihis week. ¢dhcr Thursday or Friday, would be bet/or for me Anylimc is fine 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmilh~acmaJl uric ¢du] 
> Sent: Monda),              3:19 PM 

> Subject: meeting 

>      -1 dofft suppose flte~e’s ate) chtmce you could sl~fi our meeting to 
> Wednesday? Either in the AIM or very earl,," aften~oon? If not--could we 
> ~eschedule for later in the week? -J S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, May 22, 2012 10:18 AM 

Reynolds, Andrew S <asreynol@email unc edu> 

Leadership Fellows 08 <leadership fellows08@listse~ unc edu> 

Re: [leadership fellows08] gathering 5/22 

OK, I’ll aim for a 6:30 pizza delive~T 

On 5/21/12 8:53 PM, Reynolds, Andrew S wrote: 

I should be there by 630 so Jay if you’d like to pull into the IAH space behind the church (by the 
side of IAH) I can take the pizza from you 

Thanks for stepping up to the dish 

From: "Guskiewicz, Kevin M" <gus@emaihunc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Guskiewicz, Kevin M" <gus@emaihunc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 22 May 2012 00:48:29 +0000 

TO: Leadership Fellows 08 <leadership fellowsOS@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: [leadershipfellows08] gathering 5/22 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2012 3:36 PM 
To: Leadership Fellows 08 
Ce: Leadership Fellows 08 
Subject: Re: [leadership fellows08] gathering 5/22 

Pizza, right? What kind? I’d be happy to pick up some pizza on the way Can someone else do 
drinks? (How many of us are coming??) Could someone maybe be waiting on Franklin for my 
drive-by pizza delivetay? I could then park and walk back -Jay 

On 5/21/12 1:07 PM, Danielewicz, Jane M wrote: 
Dear Roberto-- 
and we’ll try to set up another meeting. 

~lease let us know when you return 

Hi everyone--Do we have a head count? We are supposed to meet on Tuesday 5/22 



tomorrow at 6:30 at the IAH. I reserved the room. 

Can someone volunteer to order/bring the food? I can’t manage to do that tomorrow. 
just got back from Paris--and while we were away my 

Hope to see you tomorrow! 
Best, 
Jane 

Jane Danielewicz 
Hiskey Distinguished Professor in Research and Undergraduate Teaching 
Associate Professor 
Director of the Writing Program 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 
CB# 3520 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

Writing Program (919) 962-6920 
Office (919) 962-1988 

From: Roberto Quercia [quercia@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2012 10:28 AM 
To: Leadership Fellows 08 
Subject: [leadership_fellows08] gathering 5/22 

I have sad news 

I will not be able to attend the gathering tomorrow eve 
I will catch up with you all in the Fall when we meet again 

Robecto 
Roberto G. Quereia 9198432493 
Director, UNC Center for Community Capital 
Professor, City and Regional Planning 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1700 Martin Luther King Jr Blvd, Suite 129 
Campus Box 3452 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3452 
www ccc unc edu 
www facebook com/UNCCenterforCommunityCapital 
www twitter com/CommunityCap 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,             1:29 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 
Re: PWAD    grader 

assiglmlems? rll use that list to check agahtst ColmectCamlhm 

On 1:27 PM, Cynfltia Raddmg wrote: 
> Dear Jay: 
> We bad as grader for PWAD We could leplace him with 
> but before we do that, ht tbe httetests of watching 
> the budget, are tbeie am" other courses tbat seem under-e~rolled, from 
> which we could move a sludcnl currcndy assigned as a TA? 

> Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, May 22, 2012 1:58 PM 

Molly Worthen @gmail corn> 
Re: evangelicalism course 

I’d gmess that tlie worst that would happen is that you’d dt-aw 20 instead 
of 30 NO needlowoW 

Jay 

On 5/22/12 1:50 PM, Molly Worlh¢n wml¢: 
>HiJW, 

> I wanl¢d to check in wllh you abou[ my Global Evangelicalism course 
> A few da?s ago I learned that Yaakov Ariel in RelStald will be offering 
> a seminar on Evangelicalism in America in Ihe fall too I sent him my 
> syllabus and I have tlie hnptession that flte~e is substantial overlap 
> between our courses, since about half ~W s? llabus deals with 
> developments in America I asked hint if he tliouglit tlie~e would be 
> sludenl demand for 2 such courses and he said he didn’l know whal Io 
> advise Do you have am" se~tse of this? ff you thillk that sludent 
> interest is too soft to support 2 courses on evangelicalism in the 
> same term, I could do a special topics course on 20fit centmy American 
> intellechial cullute i~tstead, which would be a tweaked version of 
> course I plan to offer as a large-enrollment leclure course in the 
> futme 

> I also determined Iha/RelSlud facully 0nalnly Laurie M-K, and 
> otliers) have been offering a Religion in America surve? course ~early 
> ¢v¢~3 year. so we would want to coordi~u~le wllh them before slohing 
> me into an Americmt religious ltistot5 survey lecnue course nex~t year 
> Laurie said she’d b¢ happy Io ha~¢ m¢ in Ihe rolalion but l gather I 
> would not be offering it every year 

> Please lel m¢ know wha/you []rink re: slicking wilh Ihe evangelicalism 
> course or swapping it out 

> besl, 
> Molly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,            3:24 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 
another name 

Nancy--anolhcr person who should bc oll lllc lis{ o1" fixed I elqll people, as 
a Teaclfing Fellow, is             Sort) about fltis I forgot, until 

histol? Tlmt~ks 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,             8:10 AM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: greetings 

-For some odd reason, i’m actually teaching TWO old regime France courses in the fall, but one (456) is 
really for undergraduates, while the 776 course I’m teaching (Topics in French History) is really the one you 
want There should still be plenty of spaces in that one 

Since there are indeed plenty of good/useful graduate colloquia offered this fall, which is not always the case, I 
think you might want to wait on language courses Of course, you can always register for tlnee courses now, and 
we can make last minute adjustments after you arrive if we decide it would good to change something Have a 
good sunanaer When i have the syllabus for 776 ready, i’ll send it to you -JS 

On 7:48 PM, wrote: 

So i found information about registering, and apparently have been able to register since 
according to my ConnectCarolina account (woops?) But, it says online that your Old Regime France 
class is full ls this a glitch or is it actually full? If the latter is there any way I can sneak in? 

Also would you suggest taking a language course or taking three lectures? I would love to continue 
working on nay languages, but all of the courses somad so interesting as well, I’m simply wondering 
what students normally do and what is suggested i don’t want to be behind in anything nay first 
semester because I registered for the wrong course 

Also, don’t worry if you don’t l~aow the answer! Ihere are plenty of other people i can bother as well 

Sincerely, 

On Mon, at 4:44 PM, Jay Smith ~:_~ smitl’~s;e~vail unc cdtt> wrote: 
i iello -1 hope you made some progress on the registration frolic’? 

After please contact me at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday, May 24, 2012 12:53 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu>; Anderson, Violet <vmanders@email unc edu>; 
Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 
Re: Fixed term appointment changes 

Rigbt, I’d beard about     thi~ugh tbe gt-apevine (from            to 
be more prccis¢), so apparcn0y Ihal li01c ic¢b¢rg I placed in my own 
palb has bc¢n avcrlcd! Thal!s good L¢l m¢ lak¢ a qhick look al 
assiglmte~I list mtd Pll nmke a suggestion or Pa o for wbe~e you ~rdgbt 
find Ihal grader .... 

Jay 

On 5/24/12 12:37 PM. Cynlhia Radding wml¢: 
>Dear JW: 
> To follow up on the changes in tha fixed-term assig~mtents we had made: 
> as alrcad3 noted,             will not teach Ihe seclion of 128 he 
> had been assigned -- creating a new course with              sounds 
> rely seitsible Mole recently,           ~ill not teach tha 140 that ha 
> was assigned, because he has taken a visiting professorsltip at NFU 

> beBveen i             and             Filmily, we do have once 
> vacancy Iha[ needs Io be filled in Iha TA/GR hal: die grader for PWAD 
> 350 

>On 5/15/2012 3:58 PM. Ja) S~rfith wrote: 
>> The Fcrguson 128 IRIS 2 I enrolled: I agree Ihat il would be a good 

>> s¢clion of 128 thai could ha~¢ TA’s assigned (for ,, one 

>> his 140 mccls according Io Ihal schedule C3 ndha--Ihis would allow 

>> tentafivel) assigned to        I thi~tk she’ll sa) yes And 
>>       will be dohtg both a 151-006 and a 130-001, both with TA’s 

>> On 5/15/12 3:39 PM, Cyntlfia Raddhtg wrote: 

>>> just told us today that he has accepted a one-)ear visiting 

>> > higbl) emolled, 1 lrdgbt suggest tbat we simply cancel it, in view 
>>> of our budgetmy considerations Tbe ot~ly possible ~eplacement we 

>> > gave her a very good evahlation for her work for hint tlfis semester 

legardmg payme~lI of hat tadtion if she does not get a 
>>> GTIS Io complcmcnl her Fulbfighl sbpcnd I am wailing Io hear back 



>>> from Leslie Lcrca and Stephanic Schmidl form the Gr~ld School lift 
>>> do not have an mtswer front them tomorrow, rll write to fltem again 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday, May 24, 2012 3:09 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 
Re: Fixed term appointment changes 

C} ndfia--aplx~rcnlly I can no longer keep an}lhing stmighl Never have 
I mole needed a sununer bleak So~’, it’s       teaclfing 151-006 

is doing Iwo s¢clions of 140 (001 and 007), and      will do 
140-002 (tbe one forinerl) assigned to               :, memtwbile has 
140-006 mtd a section of 128 that’s not yet on the boors and titus 
doesn’l have a seclion numhar Whew[ 

(Really, Pm just tlymg to establish lW incompetence so fllat, when 
Lloyd’s term is up, tbete will be a cot~se~tsus fllat tbe assoc chair is 
not a viable rcplacem¢nl I’d m/her drink hemlock) 

On 5/24/12 2:59 PM, C3 nlhia Radding wrole: 
>Jay: 
> I suggest moving from 368 Io grade PWAD 350; move 
> front 159 to 128 (he will not be pleased, but 1 
> think he can handle it); and from 151006 to 128 (which 
> was his Ihird choice) Allcmaiivcly, could move From 
> 159 to one oftbe 140s 

> Pm COllfused by tbe fltread of our enlails:             is teaching 
> 151006, and is teachingboth 140006 and 130001? Is 
~- teaclthtg the un-sectioned 140? Who is teaching 140 007? 
> 

> Please clarif? the assigned instmctot~ mtd fire new course e~roilment 
> sizes 
> 

>Best, 
> Cynlhia 
> 

> On 5/24/2012 1:09 PM. Ja) Slrdth wrote: 
>> I’ve looked a/Ihc [is[, and since we achmlly need Io peel away 
>> THREE people (one grader and two TA’s for tbe new        course), 1 

>> 151-006 
>) 368-001 
>> 159-001 

>~ On 5/24/12 12:37 PM, Cynflfia Radding wrote: 

>~ > To follow up on tbe changes in the fixed-term assigmnents we had 

>~> 128 he had been assigned -- c~eathtg a new comse with 

>~> 140 that be was assigned, becmlse be bas taken a visiting 
>>> professorship al NFU And. you’ve worked out die polenlial 

>>> Fhlall?, we do have once vacanc? that needs to be filled in the 
>>> TA/GR hat: tbe grader for PWAD 350 

>> > Cynflfia 



>>> On 5/15/2012 3:58 PM, Jay Snfiflt wrote: 
>>>> The         128 has 21 enrolled; I agree tlull it would bc a good 

>>>> section of 128 that could have TA’s assigned (for 

>>>> tentatively assigned to        1 flfink sbe’ll say yes /Mid 
>>>>               will bc doing both a 151-006 and a 130-00 I, bolh 

>>>> On 5/15/12 3:39 PM, C) ntbia Raddmg wrote: 

>>>>> just told us Ioday thai he has acccpled a one-year visiting 

>>>>> is not lfigNy eitrolled, I nfigllt suggest that we simply cancel it, 

>>>>> back from Leslie Lerea and Stephtufie ScNnidt form the Grad School 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,              3:32 PM 

Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu> 
128-003 

Wanda--this section or 128 n¢cds Io b¢ canc¢l¢d Only 21 studcnls, so 
it’s not a total disaster But still a pain 

is the com~e we set up for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, May 29, 2012 I 1:48 AM 

Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu> 
Re: Final list for TAs and fixed-term appts 

On 5/29/12 I 1:03 AM, Wallace. Wanda L wrote: 

> Does tlfis mean you want me to lower the fltree 151,368 and 1597 

following: 

151-006 (from 165 to 110) 
368-001 (from 165 to 110) 
159-001 (from 245 to 220) 

> We can do these right awa? if you’d like PWAD 350 I just have no idea 
> about, sil~ce it’s not even a course tlmt we schedule -Jay 

> On 5/29/12 10:33 AM, Cyntltia Radding wrote: 
>> Good monfing, Jay: 
>> 

>> Please send us your decisioits on tile ftxed-tenn appts, et~collment s 
>> for classes we ]laVe downsized, and TA/Gmdcr positions I [hink on file 
>> latteL we weie waiting to see which tn~ o TAs would work with MaR 
>> Andrews and. then. who would sere as ~l~c grader for PWAD 350 
>> 

>> Bes[, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,             I I : 18 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: A new assignment 

No, I’m not teaching this summer Heading to France soon 

On wrote: 

Haha ahhh. Good to know. I knew that you were teaching summer classes (that’s you, right? Not one of my 
other past professoN?), so I wasn’t sure if the email was to one of them. And I think I’ve been more 
interested in what’s going on in Syria than in Egypt recently .... 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Saturday, 10:54 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: A new assignment 

-it was a jok!! Just wanted to remind eve~’yone that histu~T is shll happening out there 

On wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

AS much as I loved your class this past semester, I have to admit to a little reticence in 
undertaking a new, summer-time assignment for a class I have already finished and for a 
univelsity flora which I have just gladuated. 

So I apologize, but I am going to have to decline. 
Hope you’re well, 

Ps- I’m assuming this was meant for your summer class? 

From: .is,~srniLh@en’ad.vnc/edu ~ayscaiLl!@ema~ uric edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 1@46 AM 
Subject= A new assignment 

To: Undisclosed Reciepents 

From: Jay Smith 

Compare Mubarak’s fate with that of Louis XVI 

sentc~cc-pJ ~so’a lrtmJ?_2-- ! &hp 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Messages from the "HIST ’ site To reply to this message click this link 
to access Messages for this site: 14~$1 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday, June 3, 2012 12:18 PM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] The Educanon ofDasmine Cathey 

Richard--the link di&ft work for me -Jay 

On 6/3/12 12:10 PM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

Hello: 

Here is a great article in the Chronicle of Higher Education that personifies many issues related to big- 
time college sport and our society in general 

Dr Richard M Soutla~ll 
Associate Professor Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI website: www.unc ellu/c~ 
CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www,csriconle!ence org 

Life is an obligation We’re not ltem to die slowl?, we’re lte~e to live 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as:. a~ s!~iOzi’e~n~l t~!nc edu 

To unsubscfibe click here: h~t!~: ~lists 
i~J. Ig(;~?g5765997791b4b~5bSgd9%,9522ac~?gcag&n ~l&] ti~cu~tv--a~l~]e~)cs-fc.rum&o 3!60~420 

(lt may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above ~L if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml m leave-31602x20 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, June 4, 2012 1:55 PM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 

Re: FW: The Winthrop Note: Brian Wickstom’s Biggest Surprise, Recruiting Expenses & 
More! 

Wow, Tennessee has some impressive numbers! 

On 6/4/12 8:36 AM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

Some interesting data in this email 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southal[ 

Associate Professor Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The ~Jniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office 919.962 3507 

Cell 

Fax 919.962 6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

Lifo is an obligation We’re not hcr¢ to die slox\l?, ~¢’r¢ here to li~e full? 



NCAA Recruiting Expenditures Overview 
How much money do schools spend on recruiting student athletes and where does your university stack 

Using the Equity in Athletics Data Analysis, we examined 1,049 institutions over the 2003-2010 seasons 

to see how much each spend on student athlete recruiting We found that spending increased an average 

of 45% across all divisions over that seven year period, or an average of $400 per athlete per year during 

that period, in both men’s and women’s sports 

(June 23-26) 

"If U work in college athletics 

and don’t have ~t;:~,~f~n ~.D in 

your toolbox you’ve got one 

arm tied behind your back" 

Bill McGillis 

Execuhve Asseeate AD at 

USF 



By David P O’Bfien, J D 

Negotiating coaching contracts can be tricky for 

athletic directors, particularly when questions 

about equal pay come into play Guest author 

David P O’Brien of Drexel University provides a 

legal primer about pay equity to help athletic 

directors keep their affention focused on the 

cou~ of pla~not in the cour[ of law 

Success: Or~ the Cou~: a~d in the Box 
Office 

In the absence of having one ofthetop 

basketball programs in the nation, filling the 

seats for a college basketball game can be 

relatively difficult Despite the fact that the public 

measures performance of college basketball 

programs by the success of the team on the 

cour[, what is of[en of more impo~ance to the 

institutions is the ability for the team to generate 

profitable attendance figures While studies have 

been done in basketball about characteristics of 

gameplay that predict success on the court, 

there is very little information about factors that 

drive attendance at basketball games This 

study will look at aspects of gameplay that have 

predictive value in ticket sales, consider those 

same aspects in relation to excellence on the 

cour[, and compare the results to see if cer[ain 

styles of play are consistent with success both 

on the court and in the box office 

When negotiating and structuring college coach 

contract bonus provisions that link payment to 

academic peF’ormance, note that ceRain types 

of academic bonuses are now being tightly 

regulated by the U S Department of Education 

("Department") 1 Under new rules promulgated 

by the Department in 2011, some academic 
Ask 3he AD: 3 Question, s for New AD 



bonuses will run afoul of the Depadment’s ban 

on incentive corr 3ensation under Title IV of the 

Higher Education Act of q 965 ("HEA") If an 

incentive compensation is covered by the ban, 

adding it to a contract could lead to serious 

penalties against the school, including the return 

of some or all federal financial aid awarded This 

could mean forfeiture of millions of dollars. 

Director of Intercoflegiate Athletics 

University of California Riverside 

Biggest Surprise? 

The level of support that has surfaced since my 

arrival The enthusiasm and support for 

Highlander Athletics has been remarkable 

Biggest Challenge? 

Being able to balance the time spent on 

personnel issues and all of the opportunities to 

help grow our program 

Biggest Decision? 

Where to build the new C-Center (our multi- 

purpose facility for the community) - I want it to 

be the most convenient for the students and 

faculty so it is going on campus 

Win AD Features Update 

We have added ~ OO :,~il; a Lo across the entire athletic system to help empower your 
decision making in 2012. Check it out to see for yourself. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            10:06 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 

Re: Sharing video sto~ on Bill and Marcie Ferris 

Yikes It’s pure self-promotion, but unconnected to any particular event or intellectual project For now at least, 
let’s ignore it 

On 9:56 AM, Schoonmaker, Nancy C.ay wrote: 

Mixed feelings about putting this on the web site since there is no mention whatever of the History 
Department 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:00 AM 

Subject: FW: Sharing video story on Bill and Marcie Ferris 

Dear all: Wanted to share a video story that our multimedia intern,                 did on Bill and Marcie 

Ferris. Hoping you might use this on your respective Web sites and/or help us promote through your social 
media outlets ... your Facebook and Twitter pages. 

Thanks! 

Kim 

http://college.unc.edu/2012/O6/O4/billandmarcieferris/ 

http://www.youtube.com/watch? 

v-nmScYYlp0BE&list-U UtWAPF8RISqd6kkVPqAyJ Ng&index-l&feature-plcp 

Air~ Weaver Spurt (gl g) 962-4093 
Assistant Di[erAor of Commtmications 
Editor, Carolina Arts & Sciences magazine 
College of Arts and Sciences 
3021 Steele t3tdlding 
Campus B~x 3100, UNC-Chape! Hill 
Chapol Hill NC 27599-3100 
spu rrkC~,e mail. u nc.ed u 
Web: htt p://colleqe.u n c.ed u 
Facebouk: htt p://www.fa cebook.com/U NC.Colleq e 
Twit!e r: htt p://b~itt e r.com/u nccollege 
YouTube http://youtube.com/user/UNCCollege 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,            3:11 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: report 

Nope, no Koselleck necessatay Not for now anyway 

On wrote: 

OK, will do! One of the authors did talk a lot about Koselleck and his Sattelzeit. You don’t 
think I should read some Koselleck for this, do you? I’m guessing not, and I am happy to 
move on to the memoirs. It should be fun! 
Will keep you apprised, 

From: Jay Smith [ja’,,smith@eroa~Lut~c.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,            10:49 AM 

Subje~: Re: report 

-all sounds good The "multiple temporalities" thing reminds me of Reinhart Koselleck, 
who believes histo~-y moves on multiple levels at once, too (There’s a new piece on this in Histo~T 
and TheolT) 

All good Next step: dive into the prima~T sources and see what you find Don’t wait any more, I’d 
say Ihere’s always an understandable temptation to "do the background reading" first, and to an 
extent that’s inescapable But the prima~’y sources will provide the ballast Just remember that for a 
35-page master’s paper, you’ll be given a lot of slack in defining your analytical angle in the way 
that makes the best sense to you Sojustdefineyourangleandsta~runningwithit (And the real 
angle will emerge only after you’ve done some close primary reading ) Glad that you’re offto a 
good start! -Jay 

On wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Just thought I’d let you know how things were going; am currently slogging 
through secondary lit. I read the Koslovksy book and I really liked it. It was a 
fun read and he mentioned a lot of interesting stuff like the fact that in the 
seventeenth century someone invented a night clock with a lantern behind the 
dial that would light it up. I know he focuses on northern Europe and France, 
but he doesn’t talk much about regional cultural differences that might have 
already had a hand in later dinner times, for example. The Spanish eat really 
late, and I wonder when that started. I do know that among the many reasons 
that Louis XIII and Anne of Austria didn’t get along was that she kept her 
Spanish ways and dined at eleven or something like that, and that was later 
than he liked to dine.( I guess I should say, "supped" at eleven.) Or maybe he 
used that as an excuse not to dine with her. 
Among the books on time that I’ve read, I found one that was in a lot of ways 
like a project I wanted to do myself in the future, except that his sources are 
almost completely literary. It’s called Time and Ways of Knowing under Louis 



XIV by Roland Racevskis. He gives a brief history of clocks under Louis XZV and 
then spends the rest of the book talking about concepts of time in Moliere and 
Mine. de Sevigne. It’s no surprise that he would spend most of his time on 
literature being a literary historian, but other authors I’ve found do similar 
things with time and culture. One person doing early-modern England looked 
at Shakespeare and another early-modern Venice by looking at theater 
schedules. Racevskis argues that a culture can consist of multiple temporalities 
at once, even that they can define a culture. He also wrote a fascinating 
chapter of Louvois’ reforms of the postal service. Did you know mail carriers 
also transported prisoners? 
Many authors hone in on the mid-seventeenth century as a turning point, not 
only in technological development but also an increasing trend in rationality, 
e.g. Huuygens invents the pendulum clock in 1657. Many also mention how 
the clock became the symbol of modernity for many and the mechanism par 
excellence, the machine natural philosophers deigned to work with. I liked 
what Racevskis did and I want to do something similar, but more exciting, 
more interesting the way Koslovsky’s book was. Not sure how to go about that 
yet, though. 
Anyway, sorry I wrote you a novel here, but it was either that, or bombard you 
with short emails almost every day. Hope you are having a fruitful and 
enjoyable break so far! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, June 12, 2012 I 1:33 AM 

Hartness, Erin <ehartness@wral corn> 

Re: WRAL-TV Request 

Erin--thank you so much for staying on this stotT Unfortunately, I’m scrambling to get ready J’or a research trip 
abroad and won’t have time today (in fact, no more time until late July) May I suggest that you t~’y Kenneth 
Janken? He’s a profin Afam/Afri, and I imagine he would like to have the chance to put another "face" on his 
dept (He also is well informed and has strong, clear views about these issues) His email: krj(~,email unc edu 

To answer your questions: I think the school’s reputation suffers with each passing day of inaction All I can 
say is that I hope a vigorous and all-encompassing review is immediately forthcoming -Jay 

On 6/12/12 11:04 AM, Hartness, Erin wrote: 

I hope you are well. We are working on a followup story about the recent news involving the African and 

Afro American Studies Department. Are you worried about the school’s reputation after repeated 

headlines about academic fraud? Are you confident in the actions the University has taken so far with the 

investigations? Would you be available to speak to us on-camera today? 

Thanks. 

Erin 

I~:rin I Iartness 
Reporter 
WR,\L-TV 
ehartness(u wral .corn 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            4:37 PM 

@live uric edu> 
Re: grands-jours d’auvergne 

Grands jours probably not useful--as you may know, it refers to a vetT specific, and rare, sort of judicial ritual 
whereby counterfeiters and other betrayers of the public trust are tried and punished Move on, I’d say 

Say hello to your turtle for me (And rm heading for France Thursday, so I may be out of touch briefly) 

On wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
I’ve been reading some pretty interesting stuff so far with the memoires! But today I was 
reading this guy who is basically recounting the grands-jours d’Auvergne. I don’t know if 
this is really useful for my purposes. But what do you think? Should I read more of the 
grands-jours or move on? 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Tuesday, June 12, 2012 10:35 PM 

corn 
N&Oeditorial 

football scandal as closely as anyone for t~o years nmning--fidly agree 
with tbe tone of tbe N&O editorial toda) calting for greater 
accom~tabilits" from the UNC adnfinistmtion mid a vigorous comnfitment to 

great mare" (M? facadt) ~eform group has been discussing fire 
pardcadm s for a long thne) 1 [ike mtd have ahvays respected our 
leaders on a perso~ml level, but tbeir ~espo~tse to tiffs set of issues 

resort mtd when pusbed by tbe N&O It bas not been an it~spiring 

hold Ihc chancellor’s feel Io the fire and nol sbnply lake for gmnled 
file good intentions of tbose who could be embarrassed by a serious 

That~ks for [isteith~g, 
Jay Smilb 
Jolm Vm~ Seters Distingmisbed Tern~ Professor and Associate Clmir 
Histot) Department 
PS I appieciated havhlg the oppot~umt) to teach a Townsend First Year 
Seminar lasl fall! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              5:55 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: paper 

-yes, just haven’t read it Will do it on the plane tomorrow Don’t wonay, we’ll clear in the IN before 
August 

Jay 

On 10:08 AM. wrote: 

DearJay, 

I emailed you my paper weeks ago, but still have an IN. Did you getit? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,              3:27 A M 

@gmail corn> 

Re: Meeting 

-by now you must think I’m the least reliable person on campus All I can say is that I’ve had the busiest 
year of my life Anyway, I’m in France now until         If you’d like to come meet with me tbe week of 

, just name the day and time and I’ll be there (Give me a reminder the weekend before, since international 
n-avel makes me extra Ioopy) See you in July -JS 

On 2:20 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 
I am in Chapel Hill for the remainder of the summer and wanted to see if you had anytime to 

potentially meet to discuss my thesis topic? I understand how busy you are, however, anytime that 
you have would be greatly appreciated I hope the summer is offto a great start 

Best 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday, I 1:05 AM 

@live unc edu> 
paper 

FR REV Historiography marked up docx 

Dear 

This is in¢xcusably lal¢. I know, bul I wanlcd 10 giv¢ you SOllle formal 
feedback on your histofiograplr~" paper from     I et~j o’,’ed the paper m~d 
enjoyed having you in the class, tbough I wish (as I said aheady) flint 
you’d been able Io lake a seminar wdh me inslcad Thal’s life Have a 
good summ¢r 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,              3:45 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Hist o~ay 

Greetings from France I’m delighted that you’re in the course, and I’m sure you’ll have no trouble at all with the 
"level of difficulty" The reading load is probably a little stifler (i e, more stuff) than for the first year seminar, 
but not too much If you enjoyed the FYS, I think you’ll enjoy the 456 So I’ll see you in August! -JS 

On 9:09 PM, wrote: 

Dr. Smith, 
Hi! I’m signed up for your history class, Old Regime France, and I wanted to make sure that it would be an 
okay class for me to take, even though I don’t have a big background in French history. I really enjoyed 
your first year seminar, and the textbooks listed for this coupe sound really similar. 
Thanks for your advice! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subj ect: paper 

Attach: Spr 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,              8:03 AM 

@live unc edu> 

Historiographic Essay marked up docx 

See attached (Coimnents at the vet5 end) -JS 

PS It’s storm" and beautiflfi in MontpeIlier But what else is new? 



From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 1:09 PM 

To: @live unc edu> 

Subject: Re: paper 

Attach: Histo~-y fall docx 

Plett) darn close I lna? yet drop Momesquieu, and I lna? have to fred a 

On       1:03 PM,            wrol¢: 
>Merci! Ha~cyoufinalizcdlh¢ book list forlhc OIdRegime seminar? --JH 

> PS It’s slum? and beautiful in New Oflem~s Quelle surprise 

> From: Ja? Slmth l ia~simth:a;enlail talc edu] 
> Scnl: Smlday,            8:02 AM 

> Subject: paper 

> See a~tached (Coimnents at the vet5 end) -JS 

> PS II’s sunny and beautiful in Monlp¢llier But wha/else is new? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday, June 17, 2012 I : 13 PM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 

Re: SportsCorps Student Club 

Richard--quick thought I’ll bet Andy and Lew would also be interested in this project, for slightly different 
reasons Maybe fo~-ard to them too? -Jay 

On 6/13/12 2:58 PM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

Jan&Jay: 

I hope you’re doing well I’m looking forward to the completion of summer school and the sta~ of 
my research assignment for fall semester, but wanted to touch base with you and throw out an idea 
that might allow us to shift the focus from the disconnect between big-time college sport and the 
academy on our campus, to one in which sport is situated as an agent for social change and justice 

Attachedis a pdfdocument Starter Kit for a SportsCorps student club I~:,ispo,~co~p~ He’J I 
have been contacted by Matt Doyle, with SportsCorps, and wanted to pass along the information I 
think such a program, not through our athletics department necessarily but a faculty initiative 
might allow us to have a positive impact on our campus 

Let me know what you think and if you’d like to discuss more 

Thanks, 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southall 

Associate Professor Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

Life is an obligation We’re not hcr¢ to die slox\l?, ~¢’r¢ here to li~e full? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday,              2:55 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: paper 

ycp 

> From: Ja) Slmth Ija) s~mth@enmilunc edu] 
> Sent: Sunda),              1:08 PM 

> Subject: l~c: paper 

>> Sul~iect: paper 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, June 18, 2012 4:18 PM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 
Fwd: UNC review 

Richard--FYI, I sent this email to the BOG subcommittee 2 days ago Bissele actually thanked me for the 
email I hate to come down on Holden in this way, and it could come back to bite me, but I think we’re at a 
make or break moment -Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:UNC review 

Date:Sat, 16 Jun 2012 I 1:42:48 -0400 
From:Jay Smith <ia<smi!/) Lgmai[ unc edu> 

Dear BOG me~ers: 

Having just read about your assignment to review UNC CH’s internal 

investigation into its football (and related) troubles, I write in 

confidence to let you know that I have been concerned for nearly two 

years now about the relatively narrow scope of the looking and 

questioning that the a~inistration of the University and the College of 

A&S have undertaken. I have expressed these concerns repeatedly to the 

relevant a~inistrators, and I have been told to be patient.    It is 

clear to me, as an experienced faculty me~er who sensed something 

extraordinarily out of kilter as soon as the plagiarized HcAdoo paper 

came to light last July, that the administration resists a thorough, 

top to bottom review of our athletics programs and the channels through 

which our athletes flow through the curriculum. They keep applying 

bandaids and hoping that the questions will simply cease. The result? 

~1 unending string of el~barrassing revelations, parceled out piecemeal 

in response to N&O FOIA requests. I do not know why administrators have 

been resistant to close scrutiny and I will not speculate about it 

here. But the resistance is unmistakable. 

I have nothing but respect for athletes who are put through a grueling 

regimen while in residence on our campus, and I am not a knee jerk 

critic of athletics, even of the big time variety.    But every public 

institution has a moral obligation to be honest about the compromises it 

makes and the corners it cuts. We have not yet seen that kind of 

honesty at UNC Chapel Hill. 

I’m a proud 22 year veteran of the UNC faculty, and I dread further 
e~arrassment for an institution many of us love. But nothing could be 
any more er~arrassing than the ham handedness our leaders have shown for 
two years. ~d nothing will do more to restore the institution’s 
standing and reputation than a transparent and systematic review of its 
practices and procedures, coupled with a vigorous promise to root out 
abuses and to live up to the ideals of one of ~erica’s great 
institutions of higher learning. Please press our leaders on these 
issues; do not give them a form of political cover that they would 
undoubtedly put to use in unfortunate ways. 

Sincerely, 

Jay H. Smith 

John Van Seters Distinguished Term Professor and Associate Chair 

History Department 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, June 22, 2012 3:00 PM 

Kane, Dan <dkane@newsobserver corn> 
Re: some more ideas 

Dan--to answer the question, no, I don’t have much on the Portuguese I do know that the Portuguese graduate 
program was shut down 0naybe 5 years ago?) in part because the faculty in that wing of Romance languages 
were not as productive as those in French, Spanish, etc But the person I know best from that dept, now nearing 
retirement, is Fred Clark--who is now an administratur who loves his relationships with students So he’s not 
going to say anything that would reflect poorly on any students 

Here’s a comparative angle you might consider, though it may be too time-consuming In Romance Languages, 
the Spanish and French intro courses are 4-hour courses In Portuguese and Italian, they’re 3-hour courses (one 
explanation for their greater appeal to athletes) Has anyone ever asked the Rom Languages dept why they can 
tolerate this discrepancy, and what their rationale is? Do they maintain that Spanish is "harder" than Italian? 
(They would never) In any case, since both Ital and Port are less demanding, are athletes about evenly divided 
between Ital and Port? If not, why not? If they’re heavily concentrated in Port, this would strongly suggest that 
they’ve found another incentive--in addition to the smaller time commitment--to opt for Port within Rom 
Languages -Jay 

On 6/18/12 12:01 PM, Kane, Dan wrote: 

Thanks for writing My first thought was why are you thinking so much about this while you’re in 
France! But you are again helping me think about how it is vs how it should be and i really 
appreciate that 

Do you have specific info on Portuguese? It is clearly a language of choice for the athletes 
took it, got a B followed by two Ds) But I’m not aware of the level of chicanetay there that exists 
with the Swahili classes 

Hope you have a pleasant time across the pond 

Staff Writer 

On Sat, Jun 16, 2012 at 10:1 I AM, Jay Smith C.~’~’s;~,ith(~e~,ail urc edu> wrote: 
Dan--I read today’s article fl-om France, where rm doing some work for a few weeks I like that 
you continue to draw attention to the many unanswered (and unasked!) questions It occurs to 
me that you or someone should ask the deans (e g, Bobbi Owen) about normal practices 
elsewhere in the college, and for non-athletes For example, you could ask her whether foreign 
language courses are EVER taken as independent studies by other students, and if so, under what 
conditions? [It is college policy that NO general educ requirement may be taken in that manner] 
You could also ask Jan Yopp whether it is common to add a summer school course on the first 
day of classes in summer school If it happens in other instances, what are the circumstances? It 
seems to me that you also have evet2¢ ~ight to ask about the percentage of football and basketball 
players (not "student-athletes," which is a red herring of a term) who fulfill their foreign 
language reqs with Swahili or Portuguese Also--whether the college has bothered to look at 
Portuguese courses to make sure shortcuts aren’t being taken there, and if they have done the 
checking, where’s the evidence that they have done so? Another question: since we know that 



athletes take a lot of "courses" in the summer, are there new plans to tighten up controls over 
summer school offerings? Is it even appropriate to be satisfying language requirements in 
shortened sessions, for example? Most language teachers would say no, I’ll bet 

And like you, rm puzzled--outraged is more like it--that Andrews/Hartlyn and Thorp ALL have 
stressed that they saw NO evidence of favorable treatment to athletes even though we know they 
knew full well what had happened with AFAM 280 I wish someone would force one of them to 
explain that one 

There’s just so much more that needs asking Of course I know your time is limited! And 
you’ve accomplished an awful lot so far 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ja? Smith <ja3 smith a~emai[ unc cdu> 

Friday, June 22. 2012 3:4(I PM 

Kent, Admn S <akcnt@unc cdu> 

Re: [histol~,’-facult~’] Emergency Water Shut down![ 

On 6/22/12 3:15 PM, Kent, Adam S x~rote: 

Adam Kent 
Departmental Manager 
UNC Department of History 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3195 
919962-2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919962-1403 (Fax) 
akent~unc edu 

ht~p:flhistory.unc edu 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, June 22, 2012 3:11 PM 

To: Kent, Adam S 
Subject: Re: [history facul~] Emergency Water Shut down!! 

Man, Irm glad to be missing water world. 

On 6/22/12 3:06 PM, Kent, Adam 9 wrote: 

The water in Hamilton Hall will be shut down from 3:00prn until 4:00pro today! Emergency testing will be done 

during this time. Water for t he restrooms will be restored at approximately 4:00pro. 

Adam 

Adam Kent 
Departmental Manager 
UNC Department of History 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919962-2117 (Direct Line) 

’,Mobile) 
919962-1403 (Fax) 
akent~.unc edu 

ht~p://hist or~. un c ed u 

<li> You are currc ntly subscribed to 
</ul> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            3:54 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Meeting This Week 

¯ -I’m actually in France at the moment, and on the run I’ll be back in CH on , and would be happy 
to meet with you anytime between then and the start of classes (if you’ll still be around) Hope to catch up in 
July 

JS 

On 9:50 PM, wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

I hope you are having a great summer so far. I really enjoyed your French 
Revolution class this spring and was wondering if you had any time in the next week or so 
for me to come by your office and talk. Let me know if you are available. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,            4:04 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Meeting This Week 

On 

--just got this follow-up Sure, happy to write 
9:56 AM,             wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

I just received your automated message saying you were out of the office. I hope you are 

having a relaxing vacation. I had emailed to meet because I had hoped that you could write me a 

recommendation for medical school. Most applications require a recommendation from a non- 

science teacher, and having greatly enjoyed and succeeded in your class this fall, I thought I’d ask. 

If you are willing, that would be greatly appreciated. I can send you my resume and any other 

information that you request. 

ThankYou, 

I will be away until and will check email only intermittently. I will respond as soon as I can. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,             5:37 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Histo~ay    ¯ Old Regime France 

-no prereqs at all, and I’m sure you would be just fine When I have a syllabus ready, I hope by the 
first days of August, I’d be happy to share it with you There will be a fair amount of reading, as in most histo~N 
courses beyond the intro level, but I’m assuming students will have little-tu-no familiarity with French histu~ 

-JS 
On 7:05 PM, wrote: 

Hello, 
I am a                             major and would love to take your class in the fall 

Are there any prerequisites? I have already taken Western Civ and American histo~ay courses, and I 
am currently taking an 18th centm~ art histo~ay course (Art- I Any information would be greatly 
appreciated 

Thank you in advance 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, July 18, 2012 4:25 PM 

Morgan, Michael <morgan@unc edu> 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 

Re: UNC email 

rll weigh in in a day or two -JS 
On 7/18/12 3:55 PM, Mike Morgan wrote: 

OK I’m ve~Jz happy to defer to Jay’s judgment on this question 

Mike 

On 7/18/12 3:53 PM, Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray wrote: 

The question of populating fields is one that is ruled on by Jay Smith in his role as 
arbiter of all things web Just a fom~ality 

ngs 

From: Mike Morgan 
Sent: Wednesday, July 18, 2012 3:51 PM 
TO: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Subject: Re: UNC email 

Thanks[ As to my field, I guess you could also list me as European and US histotay, 
since I do teach elements of both 

Best, 
Mike 

On 7/18/12 3:46 PM, Schoonmaker, Nancy C~ay wrote: 

Cute! It will be just perfect Timely, too, as I am working on the website I 
inserted you into the global field list Are you also European? US? The 
list is here: 
h tt~s :/,’hi st©r,, u~lc edu~ge~,~Jeifa ct~J t-~--h ~- ti eld 

Thanks, 
Nancy 

From: Mike Morgan [mo~an~u;~¢ edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 18, 2012 3:43 PM 
TO: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray; Kent, Adam S 
Subject: Re: UNC email 

Hi Adam and Nancy, 

Here’s my headshot for the department website I hope it will work 
please let me know if you’d prefer a different format 



Thanks for putting up my profile I wonder if it would be possible to 
change my listed email address to my UNC alias (mo~,,.’~urLc c~z!), 
since it’s more straightfol~vard than my onyen address Thanks so much 
for all of your help 

Best wishes, 
Mike 

On 7/13/12 6:20 AM, Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray wrote: 

That’s terrific, Mike I j ust checked the online directot7 and 
your email is listed, so I’m sending this to that address as well 
Y’all must be seriously busy, so we appreciate your attention 
to these details{ 

Best, 
Nancy 

Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 9:35 PN 
1"o: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
I~: Worthen, Molly; Kent, Adam S; Mike Morgan 

Hi Nancy, 

Thanks for this I think my U-NC email address should be up 
and running now Molly’s going to take a headshot of me for 
the website tomorrow, so we’ll get it to you asap 

Best wishes, 
Mike 

On 7/9/12 12:04 PM, Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray wrote: 

Molly: 

Your office is 506, formerly Emma Flatt’s Emma 

and she did not 
have an office phone when she was in 506 Adam 
is working on one for you 

Mike is in 407, which does have a phone: 
919843 4309 We cannot create a web page 
without a U-NC address 

Let us know what else we can do to help with 
your transition{ 

Best, 



Nancy 

From: Molly Wo~chen [~nworthc~,~J~tc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 11:42 AM 
To: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Subject~ Re: UNC email 

Hi Nancy, 

Yes, it is unprecedented for me to be out ahead 
of Mike on anything related to IT, but here I am! 
I’m sure he’ll be in the system soon I did see 
Holly in the directory it’s an uncommon last 
name so I wonder if we are distantly related I do 
have some family in the area 

I don’t know my office number or office phone 
yet Do you happen to know those or should I ask 
Adam? 

thank you, 
Molly 

On 7/9/12 I 1:26 AM, Schoonmaker, Nancy C~-ay 
wrote: 

Molly: 

Updating our listservs and noticed 
you now have a UNC address but 
Michael’s is not yet in the online 
campus directo~3z Added you to the 
US field listserv, and will update 
your web page 

Had you noticed that UNC has a 
Holly Worthen? 

Best, 
Nancy 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,              I 1:20 AM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: USA 

I wasn’t but I am now Are you free tomorrow (Tues) at noonish? I have a I pm meeting with Lloyd, so 
that would be convenient for me Or 2ish, if that’s better Hope all went well in la belle France 
On 4:58 PM,           wrote: 

Hey Jay, 

Are you back in NC yet? I’m only asking b/c I am moving out of here on Wednesday, and figured 
if you were around might be good to have a quick meeting If not, ! will be back on the 

for the KCL-UNC conference Just wanted to check now since the Fulbright will be 
due before I get back in Sept, but I’m sure we can get a lot done through intemet if you aren’t here 
right now 

Best, 



UNC 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

Holden Thorp, Chancellor 
UNC-Chapcl Hill 
103 South Building 
CB# 9100 

Dear Holden: 

I apologize for cluttering your mailbox with yet another rm~dom opinion about the ongoing 
football scandal, and you should fccl no obligation to respond But I wrested to lay out my 
concerns in a document more formal than an e-mail and more pmate than either an e-mail or 
an op-ed in the DTH As you may have guessed from my comments at the Faculty Council 
meeting on           as a rule I do not have great confidence in the Honor Court I ha~e 
been burned by the ineflSciency and general incompetence of the student staff" far too often to 
expect the Court to handle these alleged infractions properly, m~d with broad concern for 
issues of academic integrit3 But that’s a big discussion for another da3, and i am alread3 
working with Andy Perdn m~d the EPC to tlfink t[trough the procedures of the Honor Court 
and to contemplate possible reforms that the EPC might wish to recommend 

The marc irmnediate issue is the football program itself The part of the scandal tbot most 
bothers me is the light that has been cast on academic misconduct Eve~3~hing about it the 
l~oct that the offending tutor worked in the home of the head coach, tbot multiple players 
(evidently) thought nothing of having a tutor write papers fbr them. that the discovery of the 
misconduct was inadverten~suggests that we’re seeing only the tip of an iceberg By 
coincidence, just in the past two weeks I have encountered two other troubling cases of 
fbotball players behaving badly Txxo weeks ago a fbrmer teaching assistant of mine, one 
who is teaching his own section of Histo~3"                  this semester, e-mailed me 
quite by chance to ask for advice on how to hm~dle m~ alleged instance of academic 
misconduct At the completion of an in-class midterm exam. a student came to report to the 
instructor (my former TA) tbot the student sitting next to her had bccn using Iris Blackben3~ 
t[troughout the exmn in order to search ID items on Googlc It turned out that the student in 
question was a        player In the end. after some hand wringing, the instructor reported 
the incident both to the student attorney general and to Jonafl~an Sauls, who presumobly 
would know the details of this new pending case Then, just last wcck I learned tbot a 
prominent        player is enrolled in my own Histo~3"    this semester When I contacted 
the TA’s to investigate his performance to date (as requested by Robert Mercer in Student- 
Athlete Development), I discovered tbot, with the exception of the first recitation meeting of 
the semester, he has missed eve~3" recitation meeting of the term (seven to date), that he failed 
to show up for a quiz in late September, and tbot hc l~oiled to turn in his take-home midtenn 
on Monday, 



Sadly, this is merely the continuation of a pattern long observed in my I~story    over the 
years The most recent        pla’,’er I can recall from tbis course passed tbe course witb tbe 
lowest possible and his performances on in-class exams were laughable (He was sax ed 
by grades earned with at-home written assignments, papers written with the assistance of who 
knows what tutor or otber assistant) The most recent          pla’,’er in my    . a star of 
the team on whom much attention was focused, also performed poorly and attended only 
intcrn~ttently before dropping the class on the last drop day of the semester To put it 
bluntly, I hax e grown accustomed to tbe feeling tbat I am participating in a charade And I 
resent what I scc perhaps I mn wrong as an elaborately constructed system built to 
encourage academic irresponsibility, the evasion of serious academic work on the part of 
student-atbletes, and a rbetoric of NCAA "compliance" tbat even a cbaritable person would 
see as a mask for h?pocrisy Needless to say, you arc in no way responsible for the system 
you inl~crited, and your own instincts and the messages you have conveyed to this pohlt in the 
ongoing saga have been admirable so much so tbat you’ve given hope to atbletics skeptics 
like me 

Short of abolishing tbe        program, which I suggested (only half-facetiously) at tbe last 
Faculty Council meeting, the ongoing institutio~ol investigation of the progrmn should do 
ever3¢hing possible to uncover and ~xamine the culture that prex ails over the xx orld of 
student-athletes Getting to the bottom of that culture is especially vital with regard to the 
student-atbletes in tbe big-money sports, many of whom hax e been pampered, coddled, and 
shielded from responsibility for most of their lives Statistics mad maalysis thot outline tha 
following might help to dispell (or, alas, confirm) my worst suspicions: 

How many stadent-athletes, and what percemage, witbdraw from courses 
retroactively each year? How do the numbers compare to the student body as a 
whole? 
How mm~y studcnt-afl~lctcs, and what percentage, drop courses each semester? 
When do tbey drop tbeir courses? How does tbis compare to tbe stadent body as a 
whole’? 
Arc there courses, m~iors, and instructors that have disproportionately high numbers 
ofstadent-athletes? (Especially impovtant for tbotball and basketball) Ifso.~xhat 
explains tbe stadent-athletes’ methods of selection? Are tbey ~’coacbed" to take 
ccrtahl courses or instructors? Steered awa? from others? If we t[fink not, how 
we be sure? 
Do facult’," ever receive free tickets or other inducements (lunch witb tbe coach. 
access to practices, claims on Final Four tickets, etc) to attend or otherwise support 
the athletic endeavors of the University? When, to whom, and under whot 
conditions are tbese inducements off,ored? 
What are tbe class attendance habits of stadent-athlet es and how are tbose habits 
tracked and verified? 
What is tbe student-atblete rate of participation in non-athletic clubs and activities? 
Arc there systems hl place to encourage their engagement with and involvement in 



the life of the wider University? If so, how do wc measure the effectiveness of such 
systems? 
How mm~y contact hours do student-athletes spend with tutors? How does that 
l]gure compare to contact hours in the classroom? 
Are athletes actively encouraged to visit faculty during oft]ce hours? Ho~ many do 
so each year? (To the best of my knowledge I have seen only one in twenty years 
though I have taught dozens of athletes, almost all in Western Ci~) 
How are the concepts of proofreading, editing, revising, draPting, and composing 
taught to student-athletes? 

Other items could be added to this list. but the University community would hax e a much 
clearer picture of the athletics department m~d its modes of operation if wc bad answers to 
these questions Wc might also then have a clearer idea of what needs to bc don~what 
reforms need to be implemented to ensure that respect Ibr academic rigor and a universal 
commitment to academic responsibility become hallmarks ofUNC afl~lctics Too much 
public evidence, m~d too much personal experience in my own case, show that that is not the 
case now and has not been the case for quite some time 

Sh~ccrcly, 

Ja) M Smith 
John Van Seters Distinguished Term Professor 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,             3:21 PM 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Re: my schedule 

On 

(I see on Cynthia’s spread sheet) 

3:13 PM, Duval, Kathleen A wrote: 

Dear Lloyd and Jay, 

Lloyd asked me to take over this coming fall for Malinda, which I am going to do. So that means I’ll 
teach    and    this fall and will take my 1 course of~ in the spring rather than fall. 

Next spring, I’m scheduled to teach    with 2 TAs and my    Because of the large enrollment in    and 
the fact that I’ve told many grad s~udents that I am offering it with a separate grad-readings section, I 
should keep it and cancel my 

Jay, can you tell me who the TAs are for ) 

Kathleen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, July 27, 2012 1:04 PM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 

Re: stuff 

Cool Let’s couN on Monday around l:30ish Where? Dail) Grind? K 
it’s still 102. w¢ mighl want a piping hot coil-co 

> No worti¢s I’m availabl¢ all day Mon & Tuc, cxccpl an 1130-1230 m¢cfing 
> wllh a Ihcsis ad~ isc¢ 

> Richard 

> Dr Richard M Soutlmll 
> Associate Professor - Sport Admfltistcation 
> Graduate Program CooNinator 
> The U~tivet~it) of North Carolitm at Clmpel Hill 
> Director - College Sport Research htstimte 
> Woollen Hall 203C 
> Office - 919962-3507 



>>> The University of Norlh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>> Woollen Hall 203C 
>>> Office - 919962-350? 
>>> Cell - 
>>> Fa~, - 919962-6235 

>>> UNC Sport Adnfimstmtion website: 

>>> CSRI Conference on College Sport website: ~v csficonfemnce org 

>>> Life is an obtigation We’re not hem to die slowl), we’re here to live 

>>> On 7127/12 I 1:42 AM. "Jay Smith" <jaysmdh@cmail unc cdu> wmlc: 

>>>> poh~t is: do you lmve fi~ne for sitting down m~)time soon? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,             8:59 AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 
Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu>; Duval, Kathleen A 
<duval@email unc edu> 
Re: Fall     teaching 

fll ask fit~t mid go from tbere 
On 8:14 AM. Kmmcr. Lloyd S wml¢: 
> D¢ar Jay, 

adds new pmssme to tbe nmtmgeinent of our fall courses This lnust be a good oppommdy for mid I assmne tbat a 

bout Sbe Ires hing been a good "depamnental citizen" But tltis sbows wl\~ we always l~eed some teser~-es who we cmt t~mt to at the 

> The obvious wa) fonx at~l here migbt be to turn again to            Sbe hkes to teacl~ and she lms just agreed to do flint oflter 
section of Hisl     So she would not ha~¢ Io prepare addilional mal¢fial, Ihough Ihis is a ~ schedule and the other is a T~ Bul 
I see on fl~e scbedule tlmt position was for a 50 s~dem class, wNch means no TA and tbeiefote additioiml 
gcadh~g TNsim~tbelessattmctiveto becausetbeotbersecfionlmsgvoTAs Butldofft~owl~owwecouldpmvide 
adddioiml TA suppo~ at tNs poiN Atg’wa), do we lmve am" ofl~er possible teacbers h~ tbe area? Sbould we begin by a~ng 
again? 

> Lloyd 

> Scnl: Sun~ly, 5:47 PM 
> To: Smith, Jay M 
> Cc: Kmmer, Lloyd S; ~dding, C)’NNa; Duv~, KatNeen A 
> Subject: Fall     leaching 

1 be~d about and got fl~e position todd’, a~ witNn thine hour’s time I mn very excited about tNs oppot~m~ and quite 

> But wifl~ tNs good news ~so comes bad news fm scheduled to teach HIST tiffs fall, so fm leavh~g you and tbe depa~ment wifl~ 

with wboever ~es over tbe com~e, if it’s not cm~celled 

> 1 t~alize tlmt tNs puts you in a tight bind, but I could not ~rn down tNs oppomnfi~" UNC’s History Depa~ment l~s been ~W borne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,             9:09 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Histo~T    - Topics on French Histo~T 

-right now there’s an open seat in the     If you’re still interested, go ahead and register for it the old 
fashioned way That way I won’t have to squeeze in additional people after all Thanks 

JS 
On 12:41 AM, wrote: 

[f you couJd find a way to squeeze me in that wouJd be great. [ wouJd defin[teh! be interested in taking that 

course, and it slots into rny schedule very well. Ah what I would give to go back to F~ance. Where did you 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmith~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,           7:06 AM 

Subject: Re: History - Topics on French History 

~here’s no way I could have forgotten you that fast! Yes, I’m afraid the    is a graduates only 

class, and the work load will be quite intense. In our department, as far as I know, undergrads have never 

been permitted to take grad classes, for a number of different reasons. (Not that undergrads and grads are 

such different creatures, of course, but their programs of study are quite different.) For what it’s worth, 

l’m also offering a 400-1evel course on old regime France (the focus of the grad class) on T/Th afternoons. 

If you’re interested, I could certainly get you into that course, even if it’s full at the moment. Just let me 

JS 

On 7:42 PM, wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I hope you are enjoying your summer. My name is            I am not sure if you 

remember me but I took History of the French Revolution with you last semester. I am 

emailing you because I noticed you are teaching a class this semester, History     Topics on 

French History. I thoroughly enjoyed your class on the French Revolution, and am very 

interested in taking this course as well. However, it seems to be a course geared more 

towards graduate students, and I am a senior undergraduate. I was just wondering if a) it was 

possible for me to even enroll in the class as an undergrad, and b) if so, whether it would be a 

wise decision as the course load would presumably me higher and the work more 

challenging. Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 



University of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill Class of 

@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, July 3 I, 2012 I I : 19 AM 

Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu> 
Re: Spring 2013 Schedule 

No she hasn’t, and yes he is 
On 7/31/12 I kin AM, Wallace, Wanda L wrote: 

ttas Moore taught for us in ti)e past? Palmer is teaching two classes, tl[ST 356 and !lIST 128-0077 

Thanks 
Wanda 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 18, 2012 4:30 PM 
To: Wallace, Wanda L. 
Subject: Re: Spring 2013 Schedule 

Wanda--it’s been a crazy ten days, and I’ve had to manage it from across the sea. Sarah Vierra quit on us, 

so we had Matt Andrews take her BIG section of 240 (you can look up the section number, right? sorry I 

don’t remember.) We then hired a new adjunct, Colleen Moore, to teach the smaller section of 140 that 

Vierra had been slated to teach. We also have hired Katie Otis to take over the section of 228 that Matt 

Andrews had been scheduled to teach. It’s the one that meets T/TH at 3:30, and has an enrollment of 110. 

Finally, David Palmer will now be teaching the 356 that had been assigned to Kelly Morrow. She quit on us 

too! I *think* that’s it. For now! Have a good vacation. 

Jay 

On 7/18/12 9:30 AM, Wallace, Wanda L wrote: 

Do you know of any changes to the instructors in Fall 2012 that I need to change before I go? 

I do not 

trust Adarn because he jumps tile gun and then does not Jet ale know until it is too late, 

Thank you 

Wanda 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edul 
Sent: Wednesday, 3uly 18, 20J2 4:J4 AM 
To: Wallace, Wanda L. 
Su~ect: Re: Spring 2013 Schedule 

Wanda--you forgot to attach. 

On 7/17/12 4:23 PM, Wallace, Wanda L wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

I am attaching the special topics classes. The honors department are asking for 



the 

Titles by August 3. Can you send me the titles for these classes. I thought I 

printed off 

The forms that had titles but apparently not. I am so sorry to bother you. 

Thanks 

Wanda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, July 3 I, 2012 I 1:20 AM 

Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu> 
Re: Spring 2013 Schedule 

yes 

On 7/3 1/12 I I: 14 AM, Wallace, Wanda L wrote: 

go, Matt is teaching two 1,10s? 140-6 and 140-7: 

Is this correct? 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:iavsmith(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 18, 2012 4:30 PM 
TO: Wallace, Wanda L. 
Subject: Re: Spring 2013 Schedule 

Wanda it’s been a crazy ten days, and I’ve had to manage it from across the sea. Sarah Vierra quit on us, 

so we had Matt Andrews take her BIG section of 140 (you can look up the section number, right? sorry I 

don’t remember.) We then hired a new adjunct, Colleen Moore, to teach the smaller section of 140 that 

Vierra had been slated to teach. We also have hired Katie Otis to take over the section of 128 that Matt 

Andrews had been scheduled to teach. It’s the one that meets T/TH at 3:30, and has an enrollment of 110. 

Finally, David Palmer will now be teaching the 356 that had been assigned to Kelly Morrow. She quit on us 

too[ I *think* that’s it. For now[ Have a good vacation. 

Jay 

On 7/18/~2 9:30 AM, Wallace, Wanda L wrote: 

Do you know of any changes to the instructors in Fall 2012 that I need to change before I go? 

I do not 

Thank you 

Wanda 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmith#email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3uly 18, 2012 4:14 AN 
TO: Wallace, Wanda L. 
Subject: Re: Spring 2013 Schedule 

Wanda--you forgot to attach. 

On 7/17/12 4:23 PM, Wallace, Wanda L. wrote: 

Hi Jay, 



I am attaching the special topics classes. The honors department are asking for 

the 
Titles by August 3. Can you send me the titles for these classes. I thought I 

printed off 

The forms that had titles but apparently not. I am so sorry to bother you. 

Thanks 

Wanda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             I1:27 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: checking in 

On 7:51 AM, wrote: 
> Hi, Jay, 
> Son? lhn lepl) ing so late No mternet in the apt we ~ented I ant taking 
a bleak front w~ithtg fltese t~ o weeks, but ant mulling trod seeing ff I have m~ epiplmmes I have twent~ pages at tbe moment, and 1 

smpfised iwself and went in tlfis No~oert Elias-esque direction mtd am talking about serf-control/control and time Is tlmt borderline 
emotio~ml lfistoty?] I dofft know 

From: Jay Smith [iaysmitb~acmall uric ¢du] 

Scnl: Tuesday,            9:04 AM 

Subjccl: checking in 

Hi       --don’t know where you a~e, t~all?, but just checking in to see 
how Ihings arc going 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Wednesday,               4:55 PM 

~emMl unc edu> 
Takeda 

:iust glancing through the opelfing pages of Junko Takeda!s Crown 
and Colmnerce (about Matseille hi tbe earl)" 17the) Seen~s like a book 
Iha/could be really helpful to you, selling oul some similar basic 
argmment s but in ways you could modLl~’, lefine, perfect, and nmke 
bigger Tlmt’s m) earl) impression an)~vav Have a look when you get a 
chance -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday, August 2, 2012 10:29 AM 

Forest, Greg <forest@unc edu> 
Frampton 

Hi Grog: It’s been a long tlmc since we talked 
Am’wa3, I wanted to sa3 flint I’m delighted that you and 

olhcrs have taken the initia/ivc to do somclhing about tiffs outrage wfih 
grmnpton Thot-p and Carny" ale quite the pair, in in> view Cowardly 
bureaucrats and sony exca~ses for leaders I wishthem were 
impcachmenl proceedings for chancellors and provosts 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               I I: 14 AM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: Bad news 

oy 
11:09 AM, wrote: 

True. I can put the US Open on mute; you do have a tv in your office right?! 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Thursday, 10:16 AM 
TO: 
Subje~: Re: Bad news 

Maybe you can write a chapter while you’re sitting in my office on 
me, who will be coming fi-om class) 
On 9:50 AM,              wrote: 

So, I have virtually 
no spaces of time to accomplish much. I am hoping that my mindset turns around quickly 
because being generally disgruntled (while my natural inclination) is unhelpful to everyone. 

(and 

From: Jay Smith [~tnil.h~ze~nai],t !!c edu] 
Sent: Thursday,             9:25 AM 

Subject: Re: Bad news 

Do it Without guilt BUT spend a little bit of time each day from now to the first day 
of classes "writing"--outlines, intro paragraphs, chapter prospectuses, anything Just to 
begin the process of "pulling it all together," which is the hardest thing of all Once 
you can see the pieces start falling into place, it just becomes a matter of finding the 
time to execute Wit takes a little longer than you hoped, that’s not a tragedy 
(Especially if the sacrifice pays off later, as it might) And of course, anytime you can 
steal a couple of hours to get back to the project, do so But accept the teaching and 
don’t self-flagellate for it 
On 9:00 AM,              wrote: 

I will make this short, but if you feel we need to talk we can. 
has offered me two se~ions of Western Civ this fall. For a variety of 

reasons, I feel obligated to teach them, but when I combine these two with the 
online course at UNC I will have virtually no time to write. I realize how far 
behind I am, and I know that I have accomplished nothing yet (not even a sniff 
of what writing a chapter for a diss is like), but I am compelled to do this. 
Frankly, I am pissed; I would much rather be writing, but this opportunity may 
not come around again. If I do not insert myself now at then there may 
not be another chance later. Any thoughts? 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, August 2, 2012 2:43 PM 

Wotthen, Molly <mworthen@unc edu> 

Re: Fwd: Re: spring course 

Molly, I’m sure you’re dud-proo£ 1 admit that i tend to be ever so slightly suspicious of courses witla dates in them 
these days Would it work just as well if you simply called it "Modem American Intellectual History"? Students 
don’t know what modern is anyway, but they think they like it! Just a thought Either way it will work, i’m sure 

if enrollments for your fall courses (and Mike’s) are lagging a bit, it’s only because we got them into the system so 
late Don’t worry In the end, the numbers will be healthy I’ll be very surprised if not -Jay 

On 8/2/12 2:36 PM, Molly Worthen wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

l spent yesterday working on the new syllabus to make sure I think it will work and I’m 
pretW sure it will I think I will call it American Intellectual History Since 1865 Do you think students 
will sign up for a course called that? it’s not as sexy as a course on liberalism and consetwatism but i’m 
confident that it will be a fun, more varied course (I’ll send the syllabus to Kathleen) and I really think 
nay lecture next year will benefit fiom test-driving it as an honors course first But please be candid with 
me if you think it will be a dud 

best, 
Molly 

On 8/2/12 2:31 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Molly--I’m afraid email follies may be continuing You’re probably not checking the gmail 
account any longer, I’m guessing [See my email from a few days ago] Anyway, Wanda 
asked me today about the title for your honors course I told her I would just have you 
contact her directly, in case you’ve further refined it since you since me this email now 
ahnost a month ago Sorry again that I let this drop Wanda’s email is: 
a/lace~cmai! uric ed~ 

Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: spring course 

Date:Mon, 30 Jul 2012 09:12:36 -0400 
From:Jay Smith 

To:Molly Worthen               ~!nai corn 

Molly I’m so sorry Just to be getting back to you on this. I filed it 
away in my head                         meaning to reply in a couple of days 
and then just forgot. Anyway, I don’t know if you’ve been in touch with 
Kathleen already, but if you’re simply proposing a change of topic for 
one of your courses, that’s perfectly OK, no problem. (I ass~mle you’re 
wanting to keep it as an honors seminar?) If l’m misunderstanding 
something, let me know. I promise not to wait three weeks to get back 
to you... 



Jay 
On 7/6/12 10:01 AM, Molly Worthen wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 
> 
> I~ve been pondering my spring 2013 
> courses and I wondered if I could propose a change. Instead of 
> offering the honors course on liberalism and Gonservatism, I wondered 
> if instead I could do "Themes in ~erlcan Intellectual History Since 
> 1865." This would be a broader course but Gover a lot of the same 
> material, and it would help me put together the sGaffolding of the 
> large enrollment ~i~erlcan intellectual history survey course that I~d 
> like to offer in 2013 14. Although it is a broader subjeGt I think it 
> would work fine as a seminar (especially singe the Gourse meets 
> 2X/wk), much in the same way that Ben offers a research seminar on 
> modern ~llerican political history broadly Gonstrued. ~d in the long 
> run I think the opportunity to offer this Gourse in a smaller, more 
> discussion based format would let me test some ideas and ultimately 
> result in a better lecture course when the time comes. 
> 
> If you think this is okay, I can send Kathleen a revised syllabus. 
> 
> best, 
> Molly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, August 2, 2012 4:34 PM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 

Fwd: Re: from Robbi Pickeral, ESPN corn 

Richard: I had an interesting exchange yesterday with Robbi Pickeral of ESPN, formerly of the N&O You can 
see how I answered her questions (I wish I’d caught those darned typos) The timing of her contacting me was 
fortuitous, since you and I had just talked That "Plessy v Ferguson" reference I threw in grew right out of our 
conversation Monday! I wish I had thought to add at the end that we should call our "alternative model" the 
"North Carolina Plan" or something like that I’ve suddenly become convinced that we--faculty and other UNC 
people--really should draft an alternative plan, give it a name, and start pushing it Maybe Taylor Branch would 
help publicize! -Jay 

PS Don’t worry, I have no illusions that ESPN is going to do much of anything with this little interview 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: from Robbi Pickeral, ESPN corn 

Date:Wed, 01 Aug 2012 15:18:28 -0400 
From:Jay Smith 

To:Robbi Pickeral 

Robbie--see my answers in caps I probably went on far longer than I should have Anyway, if you’d like me to 
follow up on anything, or if you need a telephone chat to clarify anything, let me know -Jay Smith 
On 8/1/12 10:55 AM, Robbi Pickeral wrote: 

Hi, Professor Smith I hope you are having a great week 

As part of a larger series about athletics and academics we hope to publish next week, I am 
working on a story for ESPN corn about the academic misconduct in UNC’s Af-Am Studies 
department involving athletes, the lingering questions, and why the NCAA doesn’t seem to want to 
get involved 

I know that you have been outspoken in your thoughts and beliefs about this issue, and am 
wondering if you would be willing to answer a few questions via telephone intetw-iew or email I’d 
most like to know, if you are willing/have the time to comment: 

I ) Now that the faculty report is out, what would you like to see happen next? AS THE RECENT 
FACULTY REPORT SUGGESTS, MANY OF US AT UNC WANT MORE "FORTHRIGHT" 
REMARKS PROM OUR UNIVERSITY LEADERSHIP, AND THAT’S AN OBVIOUS PLACE 
TO START MORE GENERALLY, WHAT I WOULD LIKE TO SEE IS AN HONEST 
CONFRONTATION WITH THE SYSTEM THAT NOW EXISTS AT UNC AND ACROSS THE 
BIG-TIME COLLEGE SPORTS WORLD WE’RE IN PLESSY V FERGUSON TERRITORY 
RIGHT NOW BECAUSE WE’VE ALLOWED FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF A TWO-TIERED 
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM--ONE FOR STUDENTS, THE OTHER FOR THE HEAVILY 
RECRUITED ATHLETES WE INSIST ON TREATING AS JUST ANOTHER SUBSET OF 
STUDENTS WE WANT TO PRETEND THAT THE EDUCATIONS WE PROVIDE OUR 
ATHLETES IS "EQUAL" TO THE EDUCATION THAT OTHERS RECEIVE NOTHING 
COULD BE FURTHER FROM THE TRUTH ALMOST ALL OF US WHO DO THE DAY-TO- 

DAY BUSINrESS OF THE UNIVERSITY--STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF--ARE BEING 
CHEATED BY THE SYSTEM ON SOME LEVEL, BUT THIS IS ESPECIALLY TRUE OF THE 



ATHLETES WHO ARE USED UP FOR FOOTBALL FODDER WHILE AN ARMY OF 
HELPERS WORKS TO KEEP THEM "ELIGIBLE" 

2) What lingering questions do you want to see answered, and why? THERE ARE SO MANY 
QUESTIONS THATIDON’TKNOWQUITEWHERETOBEGIN ALTHOUGH I WANT 
ATTENTION SHIFTED TOWARD ACADEMIC COUNSELING AND AWAY FROM THE 
AFAM/AFRI DEPARTMENT--BECAUSE ALL EVIDENCE SUGGESTS THAT THE 
DEPARTMENT AS A WHOLE WAS INNOCENT OF WRONGDOING AND THAT JUST ONE 
INCREDIBLY IRRESPONSIBLE FACULTY MEMBER WAS DRIVING THE WHOLE 
SCHEME THERE--I WOULD CERTAINLY LIKE TO KNOW HOW FAR BACK THIS 
FRAUDULENT SYSTEM GOES, AND WHETHER OTHER DEPARTMENTS MIGHT ALSO 
BE IMPLICATED THE UNIVERSITY, ITHINK, WOULD LIKE TO PRETEND THAT ALL 
PROBLEMS WERE INTRODUCED IN THE BUTCH DAVIS ERA IF THERE’S EVIDENCE 
THAT SOME OF THESE STRANGE COURSES WERE BEING SCHEDULED AND TAKEN 
BY ATHLETES 10 OR 15 YEARS AGO--AND THERE HAVE BEEN SOME TANTALIZING 
HINTS IN THAT DIRCTION--THAT WOULD SUGGEST A MUCH MORE PERVASIVE AND 
INGRAINED CULTURE OF PERMISSIVENESS AND CORNER CUTTING, ONE THAT 
WILL TAKE A GREAT DEAL OF WORK TO UPROOT 

3 ) At this point, it doesn’t look like the NCAA is going to be involved, that it has been deemed an 
"institutional issue" Do you think this should be an NCAA issue? I HAVE SO LITTLE FAITH IN 
THE NCAA THAT I’M NOT SURE IT MAKES MUCH DWFERENCE IN ANY CASE, THE 
NCAA OF COURSE DOES NOT WANT TO LOOK TOO CLOSELY AT A SITUATION LIKE 
THE ONE AT UNC IT EXEMPLWIES TOO VIVIDLY THE HYPOCRISY ON WHICH BIG- 
TIME COLLEGE SPORTS IS BASED INSTITUTIONS, IN PARTNERSHIP WITH THE 
NCAA, GO TO GREAT LENGTHS TO PRESERVE THE ILLUSION THAT REVENUE-SPORT 
ATHLETES ARE "JUST STUDENTS" WHO HAPPEN TO PLAY A SPORT THAT IJ~LUSION 
RATIFLES AND ENABLES ALL SORTS OF DECEPTIONS--E G, THE INSTITUTIONS’ 
REFUSAL TO EXTEND ATHLETES THEIR FULL RIGHTS AS CITIZENS AND AS DE 
FACTO EMPLOYEES, THE CHARADE THAT THE ’ACADEMIC PROGRESS RATE’ HAS 
SUBSTANTIVE INTELLECTUAL MEANING, THE CONSTRUCTION OF ’ACADEMIC 
COUNSELING’ FACILITIES THE SOLE PURPOSE OF WHICH IS TO KEEP PLAYERS ON 
THE FIELD OR ON THE COURT IN FACT, THE EXISTENCE, THE BUREAUCRATIC 
STRUCTURE, AND THE WHOLE PURPOSE OF A PLACE LIKE THE LOUDERMILK 
CENTER AT UNC PROVIDES LOUD TESTAMENT TO THE HYPOCRISY OF COLLEGE 
SPORT AND ITS GOVERNING BODY YOU THINK THE NCAA WANTS TO COME HAVE 
A GOOD LOOK? UH, NO 

4) And is there anything you would like to add? 1 LOVE TEACHING AT A VIBRANT PLACE 
LIKE UNC AND I HAVE ALWAYS HAD RESPECT FOR THE TRADITIONS OF THIS 
PLACE BUT I17 WE REALLY WANT TO SHOW THE NATION THAT WE KNOW HOW TO 
LEAD ON ISSUES OF IMPORTANCE, WE HAVE A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY TO DO SO 
RIGHT HERE AND NOW IT’STIMETOPROPOSEANALTERNATIVEMODELOF 
ATHLETICS AT THE COLLEGE LEVEL--ONE THAT WOULD FULLY ACKNOWLEDGE 
THE RIGHTS AND INTERESTS OF ATHLETES WHILE ALSO PRESERVfNG THE 
INTEGRITY AND HONESTY OF THE EDUCATORS WHO ARE AT THE HEART OF 
AMERICA’S INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING FOR STARTERS, LET’S DROP THE 
REQUIREMENT THAT ATHLETES TAKE FULL-TIME COURSE SCHEDULES LET’S 
FORGET APR LET’S FORGET "COMPLIANCE," AND WHILE WE’RE AT IT LET’S 
FORGET THE NCAA AND ITS DUBIOUS SANCTIONS REGIME (ONE THAT PUNISHES 
ONLY THE ATHLETES--USUALLY FORBEINGHUMAN) LET’S SIMPLY SAY THAT 
WE’LL GIVE ATHLETES THE OPPORTUNITY TO TAKE WHICHEVER COURSES THEY 
WANT TO TAKE AND TO PURSUE WHICHEVER DEGREE THEY WANT TO PURSUE--ON 
WHATEVER LIFETIME SCHEDULE IS CONVENIENT TO THEM IF THEY CAN’T KEEP 



UP, THEY CUT BACK THEIR SCHEDULES AND WAIT UNTIL LATER OR THEY JUST 

PLAY THE GAME WITH THE HOPE OF SOME DAY GOING PRO MEANWH3LE, IF THEY 

WANT TO CONTACT AGENTS OR PURSUE REMUNERATIVE OPPORTUNITIES OFF- 

CAMPUS, THEY SHOULD HAVE EVERY RIGHT TO DO SO WHO ARE WE TO PROHIBIT 

THE EXERCISE OF SUCH BASIC RIGHTS? THERE WILL UNDOUBTEDLY BE A 

FINANCIAL TOLL FOR MAKING SUCH COMMONSENSE ADJUSTMENTS, AND MANY 

WILL SAY: WHAT ABOUT THE CONFERENCES? WHAT ABOUT ALL THAT TV 

MONEY? WHAT ABOUT THE SKYBOXES AND THE PEOPLE IN THEM? HOW ARE WE 

GOING TO PAY COACH HIS SALARY? MY ANSWER: I DON’T KNOW, AND WE HAVE 

TO RECOGNIZE THAT THOSE ARE THE SECONDARY ISSUES WE CAN WORRY 

ABOUT THE FINANCES LATER FIRST LET’S GET OUR HEADS OUT OF THE SAND 

AND OUR INSTITUTIONS OUT OF THE SWAMP IN OTHER WORDS, TO RETURN TO 

MY FIRST POINT, IT’S TIME TO CONFRONT *HONESTLY* WHAT IT IS THAT WE DO 

I know you must be busy this summer, so I appreciate your time, if you are available 

Many thanks, 

Robbi Pickeral 
College Basketball Reporter 
ESPN corn 
cell: 
email:        @gmai! corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,               4:38 PM 

Hartness, Erin <ehartness@wral corn> 

Re: FW: wral question 

Erin--sure rll plantobethereabitbeforenoon -Jay 
On       4:36 PM, Hartness, Erin wrote: 

From: Jay Smith rmailLo:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:19 AM 
To: Hartness, Erin 
Subject: Re: FW: wral question 

My department chair Lloyd Kramer might 

be available. I imagine he would have the same reaction I did. Or Andy Perrin in Sociology... 

Jay 

On 10:00 AM, HaRness, Erin wrote: 

Thank you so much for helping provide some further clarity on this. We are likely doing a 

story about this today ol tomorrow (most likely tomorrow) Any chance you are available for a 

quick on-camera interview at some point today? We think it wotdd help people tmderstand 

Thanks again. 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edul 
Seat: Friday, 10:27 AM 
TO= Kerr, Randall 
Subject= Re: wral question 

Randall: 

It’s certainly possible for a student to develop a strong interest in some subject outside 

his/her major. The adventurous ones might actually have the courage to ask a prof in 

another dept to sponsor an independent studies in that subject, if there is no regular cou rse 

in which that academic interest can be satisfied. But yes, taking an independent outside 

one’s major would be a little unusual. What’s *really* unusual about this situation is the 

number of students enrolled (assuming this was only one section of the "course," and/or that 

one professor was doing all the supervising.) Independent studies courses are called 

"independent" for a reason i.e., they’re designed for an individual with very specific 



academic interests. To me, the presence of 6 people in an independent studies course, 

especially in the summer (when faculty are not interested in taking on additional 

uncompensated work), raises a red flag all by itself. Now, it’s *possible* that there are 

innocent explanations for this, but if the University isn’t providing those innocent 

explanations, you’re probably on to something. 

Jay 

On 10:19 AM, Kerr, Randall wrote: 

Jay, 

I’m working with Erin on the AFAM/athletes stuff. She’s off 

today and suggested I contact you with a question that has 

arisen during our research. 

As you know, we’re taking a harder look at these independent 

study courses. Is there any reason a student would take in an 

independent studies course outside of their major? Seems odd 

to me, but I’ve been out of the academic world for a while[ 

Basically, we have 6        players in AFAM    Summer 

Session and 6 in AFRI Summer Session 

There were only 5 AFAM majors on the team in and two 

of them were communications majors the previous years. 

Randall Kerr 

Senior Producer, WRAL Investigates 
Cell:              Office: (919) 821-8742 

rkerr~?wral corn or investi~ates~?wral corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 9:35 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 

Re: On the odd chance that you might be on email ....................... 

Nancy--another dropped ball? -Jay 
On 8/7/12 9:20 AM, Schoonmaker, Nancy C~ay wrote: 

Adam: 

ngs 

From: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 7:20 AM 
To: Kent, Adam S 
(:c: Whalen, Bre~ E; Gless, Darryl J; Kramer, Lloyd S; Smith, Jay M 
Subject: RE: On the odd chance that you might be on email ....................... 

Adam: 

Of course I am on line, and am not typing optimally 

The last fiscal year is closed The funds that were not requested and disbursed, which are quite 
limited, Brett has already incorporated in a ve~’y carefully planned and abstemious budget and 
submitted it to the Dean, who has probably submitted it to Mellon for approval 
Brett will need to take the lead on this; I cannot give you an account number without Brett revising 
his budgeting, as it creates a difficult situation for MEMS My projections for FY 2012 had 
allocated something like of       for Tania, but when Brett and I met with Tammy and compared 
our figures with hers, MEMS had to compile an explanatory list of allocations that weren’t showing 
up as outstanding commitments extending beyond the end of FY 2012 We did not include the 
allocation for Tania in the outstanding commitments for FY 2013, and it will be difficult for Brett 
to go back and find       in what I have taught him to think of as expired monies for this 

ngs 

From: Kent, Adam S 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 11:34 AM 
TO: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Subject= On the odd chance that you might be on email ....................... 

MEMS was supposed to pay a portion of Tania Strings Salary 

What account should we use. 

last year and the DO is coming to collect. 

Ak 

Adam Kent 



Depadmental Manager 
UNC Depar[ment of History 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919.962-1403 (Fax) 
akent@unc.edu 
IM: oasisadamkent 
http://history.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,               9:55 AM 

Reid, Donald M <dreidl@email unc edu> 
Re: French Studies Group 

Don--not really        would be a good candidate,                              Next year,     will 
surely have things to share -Jay 

On 10:19 PM, Reid, Donald M wrote: 

Hi Jay and Lloyd, 

Do you have any advanced grad students in French history who you think would profit from presenting their 
work to the French studies group? 

Thanks, 

Don 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,               12:52 PM 

Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu> 
Fwd: TA assignment for 

Wanda--see the last sentence by Cynthia there I have no such list of"classes, enrollments" handy Do you? 
Could you send me one if you do? -Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:TA assignment for 

Date:Thu,           12:19:06 -0400 
From:Cynthia Radding <raddi~g~iemail unc edu> 

Reply-To:</a d dirk<~rv email ~mc ed u> 
To:Jay Smith y~12t~!:gj!.hy_~)/~!~.~2d~t, Lloyd Kramer 2).}=91n~yjad~a~d~, "Jones, Joy Mann" 

2i~v~;~24i! u~i~du:, Konrad Jarausch <ia~us~paJ! ~k;~du~ 

Dear Jay and Lloyd: 

wrote earlier this week to say that "he just noticed" that 
his TA assignment in History conflicts, in its lecture 
time, with the required seminar for completion of his HA thesis this 
fall.          wanted to use this problem to take himself out of       and 
take Konrad’s        instead, which I do not allow. I suggested that he 
find someone to switch with or     at his suggestion     miss the 
lecture on Mondays. Konrad understandably does not think that is a good 
idea. I will write to again to tell him to look for someone via 
email to switch with, or Joy and I will 
find a way to make changes in the schedule next Tuesday. 

I write to beth of you to ask you whether there are needs for TAs in any 
of the courses for which you have had to find new fixed term instructors 
in the last couple of weeks. 

Jay, please send to Joy and me the names of the new fixed term 
instructors and the most up to date list of classes, enrollments, and TA 
assignments that you have, so that we are all working off the same lists. 

Thank you, 
Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,               4:46 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 
Re: TA assignment for 

C} nllfia--I’v¢ asked Wanda for Ih¢ la/esl lisl of cours¢s and 
e~roilments: ril send it as soon as I get it I don’t keep track of TA 
assignmenls, Ihough -Jay 

On      12:19 PM, Cynflfia Radding wrote: 
Dear Jay and Lloyd: 

wrote earlier this week to say flint "be .just noticed" 
that his TA assigmnent in         Histmy    CO~lflict s, ht its 

thesis this fail wanted to use tlfis problem to take himself out 
of    and lake instead, which I do not allow I 

tlmlk that is a good idea I will write to agahl to tell lmn to 

new Tuesda? 

I wrile to both of you to ask you whetber tllete ate needs for TAs hi 
am" of the courses for wlfich you have had to find new ftxed-tenn 
iitstmctors hi tbe last couple of weeks 

J a?, please send to Joy mid me tbe 1lames of the new fixed-term 

TA assigimlent s that you have, so that we a~e ail working off file stone 
lists 

That~k you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,               5:09 PM 

~live unc edu> 

article 

A Beckoning Darkness-The Beast, the Hyena, and the Enlightenment Aug docx 

Hi I’m takhlg the libe115" of sendh~g you a draft article I just 

about l\~et~as If you have a chance (no ptessme), look it over and 
let hie know what you thitlk Hope all is well 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,               2:32 PM 

N&O Gmail <dkane@newsobserver corn> 
Re: advising 

Dan--a quick follow up I understand that the rule NOW is that a student may not take more than 45 credit 
hours total (still 15 classes) in Afam and Afl-i combined I still have a feeling that the role was more relaxed in 
the late 90s, but I doubt that rll be able to confirm that for you in time 

Jay 
On 7:55 PM, N&O G~nail wrote: 

Thanks Jay That’s a biggie 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 

Dan--I’m 98% sure that PL means "placement," meaning he/she got "placed" out of the 
PE requirement because he/she was an athlete (or had se~wed in the militatT/, the two 
standard ways of placing out) Not sure about the "Team" thing, though that *could* 
refer to an advising team Will try to find out for you 

Also, I’ll try to find out from Beth Shuster myself if she remembers the rule on credit 
hours as I remember it 

Jay 

On 8/9/12 6:26 PM, Kane, Dan wrote: 

Jay, Thanks Would your adviser contact be able to confirm what "PL" 
means regarding that test transcript I showed you "PL" pops up for the 
exercise class that this ’student’ was or wasn’t required to take It’s listed as 

PHYA     REQUIP, ED ACTIVITIES in the section Also on the first 
page of the test transcript under Student Profile, where it says "Advisor 
SENIOR, TEAM," does TEAM mean this student has an advisor through 
whatever team he or she is playing on? I guess what I’m ttTing to show 
here is if this transcript has identifiers that show this is supposed to be an 
athlete, I want to report it 

I will tt3~ contacting Elizabeth Shuster, but a lot of people tend to get 
scared when I call these days So I’m hoping your fiiend can help on those 
points 

thanks again, 

Staff Writer 

On Thu, at 6: ] 6 PM, Jay Smith <laysJt)~/,f~z)ejtxail:ma;~ edtx> 
wrote: 



Dan--my contact who was an adviser isn’t willing to speak at this point, 
but he’s going to ask around to see if he can get confirmation in other 
ways And I have an idea on whom to contact about the credit hours 
limit rule we were talking about earlier T1?~ Elizabeth Shuster in 
academic advising You could even tell her that I suggested her name 
-Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,                7:20 AM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu> 
Re: transcript 

Jolu~lhan--Wcdncsday Ihrough F~iday should all be good Name the time -Jay 
On 7:17 AiM WeileL Jonaflmn D wrote: 

D¢ar Jay, 

When do you have time fl~is week’? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,                8:27 AM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu> 
Re: transcript 

onlin¢ v¢rsion 

Alpine it is 
On 8:20 AM, WeileL Jonaflmn D wrote: 
> Toda~"s N mid O? 
> 

> Alpine bagel? 
> 
> Sent from in) iPad 
> 

> On at 8:15 AM, "Ja) Slhith" ~ja) smllh[aenmil uric edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Sure Have you seen Ihc N&O? The3 ’re already gel a slou II’s             and il’s ugly: grade changes, all AFAM courses in 
spring and he was registered for SPCL Ihe summer before he had lakcn a real course!! [He did nol llnish, bul how did Ih¢ 
registration happen?] Dad,," Grind? What’s a good tdne? 
>> 
>> O11 8:12 AM. Weilcr. Jonaduln D wrole: 
>>> Want to meet on Wednesday monthig? 

>>> This is all vet5 depressing 

>> > Sent from my iPad 

>>> 
>>> On at 7:40 AM, "Ja~" Smiflf’ <ja~’snllth@emad uric edu> wrote: 

>> >> FYl--this is about to get much, much worse for tbe Ultiversity 
>>>> On 7:17 AIM, Weiler, Jmmtban D wrote: 
>>>>> D¢ar Jay, 

>>>>> When do you have time fltis week’? 

>>>>> From: Ja) Slhith ]ja)sihith@en~ail uric edu] 
>>>>> Scnl: Monday,               12:05 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,                8:46 AM 

t~aculty >> discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv unc edu> 

Tile N&O online and now CBS Sports conl (s¢e below) arc nmning willl 
stories about the              tml~script uncoveled by Dmt K~me To 
m5 mind, Ihis one is a game changer The scandal just gel worse, and 
more appalling, by several orders of nmg~tilude I hope tlmt our group 
can meet befoie tbe first Faculls" Council meethtg, because it ma? make 
sense for us to ha~e a slmlcgy on how Io approach Ihis Ibing AW 
cNmce of our meethtg Wednesday, during the first week of 
classes? Sa?, 3:30? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,                12:49 PM 

Orr, Robert F <rorr@poyners corn> 
Re: 

On       9:10 AM, Om Robert F wrote: 
> Absolul¢ly has and will conlinu¢ Io Major leadership and candor will b¢ required 

> On at 8:54 AM, "Ja) S~mth" ~ja) s~nith?~enmil unc edu> wrote: 

>> The UNC academic scmtdaljust got worse Muclk much woise 

>> Jay 

for the use of the trained tecipiem ff you ate not the httended recipient, you a~e prolfibited front dissenfinating, dist~ibuthtg or copyhtg 

telephone at 919 783 6400 m~d delete this conunuhication from your s) stem Thtmk you 

> To e~tsute compliance with requirements intposed by rite IRS, unless s~cfficall) indicated otherwise, ~m) tax advice contained in 

avoiding lax ~elated petmlties or promoting, marketing or ~ecommending to anoflter pat~ mr) lax ~elated matter addressed heteht 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, August 14, 2012 12:07 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 
Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu>; Jones, Joy Mann 
<j oyj ones@email unc edu> 

Re: on campus until 2 pm today and TA question 

l just checked, and tbe 159 Ms 129 smdems (with a nmx emollment of 
202--a number Ihat will increase later Ihis week) We can cap at 165. 
bill where we probably nccd Io throw llle TA is a/ 107, which now has 290 
[!] students--bow tbat lmppened I do not understand (Or we cat also 
cap Ihat course a/270 today, and I’m confident thai final numbers would 
get to about 275, wbele it sbould be with 5 TAs) 

On 8/14/12 11:58 AM, Kmmer, Lloyd S wrote: 
> Cynthia, 
> Thanks for fltis update Tbe most lecent figllfes for Ko~t~ad’s course do suggest that we ma) want to cap fltis class at thiee TAs, 
which would mean up to 165 students But the list of course e~trolhitent nuwbet~ tbat Wanda gave me yesterday sbow a current h~hit 
in his course at 163 So maybe II has alrcad~ been capped at basically a Ihrcc TA range Is one or his TAs lislcd as an AT? 

> If we do have an option to move one TA, 1 suppose we would need to see ff one of fire 140s Ires a walling list It ~higbt hat~l to fdl a 
hirge munber of additiotml seats in a 140 at fltis pohtt, but Jay Ires the best insight into the patlen~s atd I wall follow his 

> Thanks. 
> Lloyd 

> -----OfiN~al Message ..... 

>> Besl, Lloyd 

>> -----Original Message ..... 



>> Hi, Lloyd: 
>> Yes and I arrived tlfis a~ernooit and I telephaned Joy I’ll arrive int he Histoiy Dept a ltiXle before noon tomorrow (I have a 
medical appointment in Ihc morning) Yes, given Konmd’s acq~dcsccncc, l Ihink we can Ica~c where he is Joy and I will go over 
Ihc final TA list tomorrow, and she’ll send il ont 
>> 

>> Best. 
>> Cynlhia 
>> 

>> O118/13/2012 11:30 AM. Kmmcr. Lloyd S wrote: 
>> > Cynfltia, 
>>> I thank your for resolving this issue with Konmd I was Imvelhig on Ftiday and fell behind on emails, bul il looks like you have 
found a solution for file        issue, so that otlter assignments can also stay in place 

>>> Ate you now back in Chapel Hill? 

>>> Lloyd 

>>> -----Origtiml Message ..... 

>>> Sent: Ftida), Aubmst 10, 2012 10:22 AM 
>>> To: Jamusch. Konmd H 
>>> Cc: Smiflt, Ja) M: Kmmer, Lloyd S; Jones, Joy Mamt 
>>> S~jccl: Re: TA assignment for 

>>> Thank you. Konrad 
>>> Best. 
>> > Cynfltia 

>>> On 8/10/2012 12:47 AM. Jamusch. Konrad H wrote: 
>>>> Dcax Cynthia, 

>> >> fltmtks much for your effort 1 have bitten tbe bullet and let      ntiss rite Monda) leclmes, since be was an apprentice TA in 
Ihc co~trsc lasl year Bccansc his Polish class no longer conflicls wilh the TA mcclings Ihat I schedule in order Io make sure every one 
is on Ihe same page, [his seemed like [he leasl bad compromise 

>>>> Cmdiall), 

>>>> Kolwad 

>>>> From: Cynfltia Raddmg [mddmg@enmil unc edu] 
>>>> Sent: Thursda), Aubmst 09, 2012 12:19 PM 
>>>> To: Smirk Jay M: Kmmer, Lloyd S; Jones, Joy Mare1: Jamusck Koarad 

>>>> Subject: TA assigmnent fo~ 

>>>> Dcax Jay and Lloyd: 

>>>> wrote earlier this week to say that "be just ~oticed" 

>> >> fltesis tltis fall      wanted to use fltis problem to take himself 
>>>> oul of 901 and lake Konmd’s 924 instead, which I do not allow I 

>>>> to look for someone via email to switch with, since be is still ht 
>>>> Poland, or Joy and I will fred a way to make changes in the scbedule new Tuesda) 

>> >> atw of file courses for wltich you have bad to find ~ew fixed-term 



>~>> Jay. please send to Joy mid me the nmnes of fire new fixed-term 
>~>> htstn~cto~ and the most up-to.late list of classes, emolhnents, 

>>>> and TA assignmcnls [ha[ you have, so [ha/wc arc all working offlhc samc lisis 

>~ >> Tlmltk you. 

> Cynthia Radding 
> Gusseithoven Disthtg~ished Professor 

> Dilector of Gt-aduate Staldies, Histoiy 

> Univcrsily of Norlh Caroli~ul. Clulp¢l Hill Hamillon Hall 513 CB 3195 Chapel Hill, Norlh Carolina 27599-3195 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 12:23 PM 

Joe Nocera @gmail corn> 

Re: Peppers 

FEC subcommittee report July 2012pdf 

Joe, here’s the report (which was conducted after Richard Southag and I, and a few others, blew our tops in May 
when the scope of the AFAM fraud finally came to light) -Jay 
On 8/14/12 12:09 PM, Joe Nocera wrote: 

jay-- whaqt’s your phone number? 

On Mon, Aug 13, 2012 at 9:28 AM, Joe Nocera _ ~gk@_i~&c_~__n2> wrote: 
wow. thanks for sending. 

On Mon, Aug 13, 2012 at 8:54 AM, Jay Smith <!~:~,sr~.~t~;_el:]a,!lmcedll> wrote: 
The UNC academic scandal just got worse Much, much worse 

212-556-89 ?0 

Joe Nocera 
The NewYorkTimes 
212-556-8940 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 5:00 PM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 
Fwd: quick question 

Hi Adam--Do you know anything about this by chance? In the end, we weren’t giving Nocera an honorarium, 
but maybe there was a miscommunication somewhere? Or maybe some otber unit gave him some money? 
Any ideas? -Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:quick question 

Date:Tue, 14 Aug 2012 16:48:25 -0400 
From:Joe Nocera <noccr~ 2~rlvtimes corn> 

To:Jay Smith ~j~>~L~_~!y~_[:t_t[iv e!!~2. 

Jay-- I wound up getting--and cashing--a $1000 check after I spoke at UNC. Could you tell me who 
actually put up that money? something I need to know as I figure out whether to write a column about 
the latest problems. 

Joe Nocera 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 (office) 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 5:04 PM 

Joe Nocera <nocera@nytimes corn> 

Re: quick question 

It’s fine, no need to wonT It’s not like a department is going to ask for it back But if my dep’tal accounts 
person can track it, I’ll have him tell me what he knows (My department was collecting the various 
contributions to fund the visit) 

On 8/14/12 5:00 PM, Joe Nocera wrote: 

hmmm.., perhaps best to let it lie for now! 

On Tue, Aug 14, 2012 at 4:57 PM, Jay Smith ~ia~ sn~i~b@en%~i[ u~c edu> wrote: 
No kidding? I had no idea! I’ll see what I can find out 

On 8/14/12 4:48 PM, Joe Nocera wrote: 

Jay-- I wound up getting--and cashing--a $1000 check after I spoke at UNC. 
Could you tell me who actually put up that money? something I need to 
know as I figure out whether to write a column about the latest problems. 

Joe Nocera 
The New York Times 
2~2.;~.5.~_=~4R~.!2 (office) 

(cell) 

Joe Nocera 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 (office) 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                1:27 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-fomm@listserv unc edu> 
sporting news 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 9:20 PM 

Robert Rivers           @gmail corn> 

Re: Concerns over the Academic Fraud Situation 

Rob--I share the revulsion I promise you that, if nothing dramatic happens beforehand, there’s going to be a 
dramatic confrontation at the first Faculty Council meeting (which the chancellor always attends) on September 
7 I’ve already gut my talking points 

Jay 
On 8/15/12 7:43 PM, Robert Rivers wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

The recent developments (back to back front page stories in the N and O) regarding the academic 
scandal are becoming intolerable I never heard from Holden regarding my email below which is 
disappointing He used to respond within a day to emails I hope he is up to the task I sincerely 
hope you and the faculty council will redouble your efforts to force a full accounting of the 
situation and strong action to restore our academic culture I am at a loss as to what else I can do I 
have already suspended all financial support to UNC over this and am not left with many options I 
am considering protesting in fi-ont of South Building after the Fall Semester begins--a throwback to 
my late 60s/early 70s influence!! Maybe I can get the students energized over this since the value 
of their diploma hangs in the balance 

I would appreciate being kept informed of any faculty actions, and, certainly, if I can be of any 
help, please let me know 

Best regards, 

Rob 

On Jul 27, 2012, at 5:46 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Rob--you should read this faculty committee report It gives us real hope for the first 
time I’m vetay pleased with it -JS 
On 7/24/12 9:47 PM, Rob Rivers wrote: 

Dear Holden, 

I know the past two years have been very challenging and disappointing for you 

with regard to the football situation at UNC. I sincerely appreciate you r efforts 

to lead Carolina through this difficult time, and you know you have my profound 

support. However, I do not agree with all that your administration has done in 

the past two years. I also acknowledge that you serve many constituencies and 
must try to appease us all within the bounds of your best judgment. Since we 

have corresponded on this topic in the past, I wanted to provide input to you as 

a concerned alu mnus representative of many alumni in the wake of the litany of 

recent front page articles in the News and Observer and the tragedy at Penn 

State. On page 1J.5 of your book, Engines oflnnovation, you lauded former 

Penn State President Graham Spanier for his role in making Penn State one of 

the most popular universities in America. That he has fallen so far is a vivid 



lesson on the dangers bi~ time college spor[s now present to FBS universities. 

That the reputation of the football program at Penn State was deemed more 

important than the safety of young men by otherwise intelligent and caring 

administrators is a very sad testament to our modern collegiate sports 

landscape. What was also striking was a comment made by an ESPN football 

analyst shor[ly after the release of the Freeh Repot[. He actually stated on air: 

What happened at Penn State was a tragedy, but at least under Joe Paterno 

Penn State never had an NCAA violation or academic.fraud. The "academic 

fraud" comment was directly related to UNC’s issues, and the commentator 

opined that our situation was somehow on the same level or worse than the 

tragic circumstances at Penn State. The comment was silly and thoughtless, but 

it demonstrated the damage done to UNC’s reputation. 

The situation with the academic fraud just last summer in which 18 football 

players and a former player enrolled in a class that did not meet is appalling and 

unacceptable. Fur[hermore, it is disingenuous for UNC to suggest that this was 

not showing special treatment to football players. We were all students once. 

We all knew which classes were "slides." The word got around. Certainly, the 

fact that some non-football players also enrolled in those 54 suspect classes 

seems more likely due to the football players letting their friends in on the deal 

than to a situation in which football players were not being aided. The fact that 

some basketball players also took those classes is very troubling. I am sure you 

have had Roy Williams in your office by now to look you straight in the face and 

tell you that his team is clean. If not, I respectfully suggest that. 

In previous correspondence I have suggested to you that bold and decisive 

action is needed to reestablish the primacy of academics over athletics on our 

college campuses. We have not seen that yet. Speaking for many alumni with 

whom I have corresponded, we believe that UNC has not been forthcoming with 

details regarding the academic fraud situation and the NCAA violation issues. 

This may be an incorrect perception on our part, but it is our perception. Iwas 

pleased to see the Board of Governors initiate an investigation into the situation 

at UNC, but an independent investigative board such as the Freeh Committee 

would be a better approach. I respectfully suggest that. 

One aspect of the bold and decisive action that I previously suggested included 

establishing hi~her academic standards for incomin~ revenue sports athletes. 

Admittin~ athletes who clearly cannot succeed at Carolina is unfair to the 

unqualified athlete, the University, and the fully qualified student denied 

acceptance at UNC to accommodate unqualified athlete. I would like to 

reiterate the suggestion of increasing minimum academic requirements for all 

potential incoming athletes. One possible idea might be to set as a minimum a 

combined SAT score not lower than 200 points below the previous incoming 

freshman class average. Other possibilities cer[ainly exist. Hi~her requirements 

seem to be an essential step in the right direction. This would obviate the need 

for the Academic Support Center as it currently exists and would certainly seem 

to reduce the possibility of academic fraud if only serious students are 

admitted. UNC must also insist on not exceeding the NCAA limit of weekly 

practice and after practice hours for our athletes in order to allow them to 

devote the appropriate time to academics. Non revenue student athletes in 

most cases must be accepted academically first. These are the true student 

athletes. A fur[her indication that UNC grasps the seriousness of our current 

state would be to demand graduation rate goals and GPA goals be met as a 



prerequisite for retention of coaches, not simply wins. If this were in Coach 

Fedora’s contract, I missed it. 

I fully support the 

athletic component of a higher education. I am dumbfounded by what has 

happened at UNC with the football team, however. Few enjoy a lovely Carolina 

fall afternoon at Kenan Stadium more than I. Despite never living in North 

Carolina since graduation until 4 years ago, I made every effor~ to attend at least 

one home game each season. Yet, now I find myself thinking that Carolina 

should suspend football for a season in order to establish our athletic culture in 

a proper mode. As drastic as that thought seems, it is more troubling to see my 

11 and 13 year old sons who have lived and breathed Carolina since infancy now 

becoming ambivalent toward Carolina. 

It finally appears that the NCAA has grasped the gravity of the situation of the 
athletic tail wagging the collegiate dog. As I suggested to you almost two years 

ago, Carolina can become a leader in reforming a sadly broken institution, 

college athletics, gold action is needed. I have copied Professors Smith and 

goxill with the sincere hope that the faculty will bring to bear their considerable 

influence in helping lead, along with you and your considerable talents, the 

University of North Carolina to a culture where athletics suppor~ the academy, 

not drive it. 

With myverysincerest best wishes for you atthis very difficult time, I remain, 

Rob Rivers 

Class of 1973 

<FEC subcommittee repott July 2012 pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                8:02 AM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: -DTH request for inte~wiew 

Sure, I’ll call then 
On        11:34 PM,         wrote: 

Yes of course, I understand, and that would be fine Does 10:30 still work or is there a better time 
to contact you? ! can be reached at              thank you! 

On Wed, at 5:36 PM, Jay Smith <]a~, stnith ¢5~en~a{[ uric ed~> wrote: 
-could it be done over the phone? I was planing to finish a syllabus tomorrow here at 

home 
On 4:47 PM, wrote: 

Great, thank you so much Does 10:30 am work for you? I could meet you in your 
oftlce on campus, or you can come over to the DTH, whichever works better for 
you I’d love to get info r-ore you, Andy told me you’re really interested in all of this 
We’re actually meeting with Chancellor Thorp and some other administrators 
tomorrow morning, so I’m sure I’ll have a lot to lalk about after that Thank you 
again! 

On Wed, at 4:41 PM, Jay Smith <j/vsmlth~~etnail ~mc edt~> wrote: 
--tomorrowwould be great When should I call you? -Jay 

On 4:40 PM, wrote: 

Hi Mr Smith, 

My name’s                 I’m the               at the daily 
tar heel I’m writing an article about AFAM and the open questions 
left around the fraud (especially in light of this transcript discove~T), 
and I was wondering if you had some time to speak with me tonight, 
tomorrow or the next day? I know you’ve been at the forefront of this 
discussion, and would greatly appreciate your input Please let me 
know as soon as you can, thank you so much[ 

Thank you, 



Nicole Comparato 
University Editor 
The Daily Tar Heel 
(m): 561 809 i~Z24 

Nicole Comparato 
University Editor 
The Daily Tar Heel 

Nicole Comparato 
University Editor 
The Daily Tar IIeel 
(m): 561-809-8724 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday, August 16, 2012 9:l0 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 

Re: sports web 

Ihx you[ 
On 8/16/12 9:09 AM, Schooimmker. NancT Gray wrote: 

> Fmin: Ja.~ Slmth [jwsimth@enmil uric edu] 

> of lfis entail ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 10:15 AM 

Charlie Griffin @gmail corn> 

Re: UNC 

Charlie--I’m getting ready for the fall term and have less time for email this week, but in a nutshell, my 
position is closer to the "let’s pay players" side of the ledger than to the "let’s shut down the sports programs" 
side I don’t have any illusions about doing away with sports Too many people are attached to these teams 
But the system needs a radical re-working 

Two last points: you keep claiming that sports teams are important for student recruitment You went to a 
liberal arts school not known for sports!! Contradictu~’y, no? 

And finally, about my effect on UNC’s reputation 1 I hear from alumni evetay day who thank me for being 
one of the few voices of sanity in this whole mess You and others are mad at me, I know, but there’s another 
camp that expresses its gratitude in ways that make me feel humble and unworthy of them (and sad that they 
have to look to a random faculty member for public statements that don’t make them ashamed) 2 Read the 
papers, look at the blogs UNC is being pummeled Do you really think I have anything to do with that? I 
don’t I had nothing to do with this latest transcript disaster, and I sure have nothing to do with how the press 
has decided tu cover it rm j ust one more helpless person on the sidelines, expressing my frustration with how 
eve~3zthing has been handled And I’ll say it again: if the chancellor had been more sensitive to voices like mine 
a year ago, we would NOT be in this position today Trust me 

Go Heels -JS 

On 8/14/12 4:24 PM, Charlie C~iffin wrote: 

I’m sorry to hear you feel that you haven’t had much luck internally I still maintain that taking 
your argument to the media is more harmful than good for UNC 

As a recent college graduate that double majored in Business Administration and American 
History, and was elected to Phi Beta Kappa, I feel I made the most of my four years in college I 
would also like for as many students as possible to get this same opportunity 

What is your main complaint with the current system? I think in the worst of years, UNC might 
accept ~-20 "underqualified" student athletes At a school with 18,000+ undergraduates, I have a 
hard time believing this is ve~T dilutive to the overall academic quality of UNC Putting my 
Machiavelli hat on, and circling back to my arguments in my initial email, let’s suppose that 
winning sports teams help attract other strong students that might othe~w~-ise go to another school 
At the same time, revenue generated from high-profile sports allows UNC to fund soccer, 
swimming, diving, field hockey and other Olympic sports that attract superior student athletes 
Ultimately how is the university worse oft? 

Given your support of Branch’s perspective, what do you believe is the logical solution? I think 
you can take his findings in several directions On one end of the spectrum you could advocate 
doing away with big money sports On the other end you could advocate paying athletes 



On Tue, Aug 14, 2012 at 3:31 PM, Jay Smith ~%,s~ith~£cmail m:: c~h~> wrote: 
What makes you think I haven’t tried both? Going back more than a year, I have had no fewer 
than seven meetings with high-level administraturs and faculty power-brokers, who have always 
listened politely and then made empty promises before referring me to someone else 

In any case, I’m not t@ng to "expose supposed transgressions" I’m trying to get the University 
to acknowledge deep problems, which it has shown a remarkably stern reluctance to do Trust 
me when I say that the University would be looking MIJCH better today if administrators had 
done what I and others urged them to do from the start Again, I appreciate your point of view 
But I’m very close to the situation I know what missteps have been taken and who took them 

Finally, I want to point out that I have been converted to Taylor Branch’s perspective on the 
"student-athlete" I want what’s best for them--and the current system ain’t it 

On 8/14/12 3:21 PM, Charlie Griffin wrote: 
Thanks for your response I’m not suggesting you quit talking Rather, I’m suggesting you 
talk internally with UNC administrahon about how to change things going fo~-ard rather than 
externally with the media in an attempt to expose supposed past transgressions Let me ask 
you a question: which of these two approaches would be more beneficial to UNC? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 14, 2012, at 3:06 PM, Jay Smith <i,£,~rilh~.em~ri[ ~mc er!tl> wrote: 

I’m sorry you’re so angry It’s your anger that is misdirected I have no intention (and of 
course, no ability) to "take down" UNC football or basketball I’m only trying to get campus 
leaders to be honest, forthright people That should never be a controversial goal I’m sonT 
that so many on Inside Carolina have evidently become unhinged over this whole issue Let 
me ask you a question Do you think a t~aculty member who has taught at an institution for 
over 20 years, has taught thousands of undergrads, has been a dean and an associate 
department chair, and who se~w-es on the Educational Policy Committee to this day, does not 
have the best interests of the institution at hea~? And doesn’t care about the institution? 
And isn’t, maybe, just a little better informed about the inner workings of the institution 

than the typical alumnus? Let’s get a grip on reality here I will not stop talking, nor should 
I I appreciate your passion for UNC -JS 

On 8/14/12 2:44 PM, Charlie C~-iffin wrote: 
I’m angered by your frequent contributions to the negative publicity that UNC is currently 
receiving I am a life-long UNC fan from Charlotte who ultimately attended Washington 
and Lee University over UNC after a good deal of internal debate Even though W&L 
has a better academic reputation and offered me a full-tuition scholarship, I had an 
extremely difficult time passing up a chance to attend UNC My father (a Morehead 
Scholar at UNC) fostered a life-long love for UNC athletics in me from an early age, 
despite the best efforts of my morn, brother, and sister (all Duke graduates) With the 



monetmy aspect tipped in W&L’s t~avor, this love for UNC athletics was the main factor 
that drove me to still consider UNC 

While I understand your desire to maintain academic integrity at UNC, I believe that you 
severely underestimate the pull of UNC athletics in getting strong students to choose UNC 
over more highly regarded schools (eg Ivy League, top 15 liberal arts colleges, etc) In 
your crusade to investigate the AFAM department and any potential pre-2007 ties to 
football and basketball, I think you are more likely to bring about unintended harm to 
UNC and its ability to draw top students UNC athletics se~w-e as one of the university’s 
most effective advertisements and recruiting tools When comparing UNC to Harvard, 
Princeton, Williams, Amherst, etc, exciting, championship-level athletics    offer UNC a 
meaningful advantage in attracting students In addition, while UNC football and 
basketball are the most high profile sports and bring in the largest amount of money, they 
also are critical in meeting the budgetary demands of UNC’s other impressive Olympic 
sports, which help to bring in top quality student athletes I think you would be far better 
served to focus your attention on changing policies going forward, rather than highlighting 
historical mistakes that could harm UNC 

Regards, 
Charlie Griftln 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 10:59 AM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] 2 worthwhile editorials 

> From: Ja) Slmth Ija) s~mth@enmilunc edu] 
> S¢nl: Thursday, Augus116. 2012 10:19 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 I 1:30 AM 

Ca~er, Andrew <acarter@newsobsetwer corn> 
Re: UNC athletics/academics 

Sure, but no later than that, unless we wait until about 5 I’m at 
On 8/I 6/I 2 I 0:47 AM, Carter, Andrew wrote: 

Jay, 

I’m the reporter who covers UNC athletics for The News & Observer/Charlotte Observer We 
spoke back in December 

I’m working on a stot’y for tomorrow about the relatively low standards for athletes to keep their 
eligibility through college and that it seems easy for some athletes to sort of just pass through the 
system, academically That notion isn’t really new, of course, but you can imagine why we’re 
writing this now 

Of course, you’ve taken on a leadership role at UNC when it comes to some of these issues, and so 
I was hoping you might have a few minutes to speak with me today 

Thanks for your time, 

-Andrew 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                1:28 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu> 

EXSS 

(On my honor. I didn’l hav¢ a Ihing Io do with any of it) I nolic¢d 
fltat one of              came in EXSS in the second sunmter 
session of 2000 What’s your first impression? That fire grade is 

over tbe phane,              (Don’t worm’, I have no plmts to say 
am’firing to embarrass you or EXS S--it’s just that, as you know, this 
anonmlous cotffirms suspicions that n~m? migbt have about aflfletes and 
where Ihcy lend Io be dircclcd ) -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                4:41 PM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] big announcement? 

Lew--yes, hltet~sting discussiol~s I’m act~mll? encouraged by today’s 

good things Io Ih¢ media[) l’m more hopeful for the RaMings commll/c¢ 

flint) We MU ST be pro-active I’ll tt3 to secure a room for next 
Wednesday aften~oon 

On 4:35 PM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 
> J a), but just saw the mmouncement about Martin Is it tnle flint nobody among our colleag~les was co~tsulted 
about tbis? I assume Jan Boxill was, but tbe fact that no effort was made to leach out is troubling, to sa) the least I had ~eco~ded a 
co~mnent:uy for WCHL about the sub-conmtd~ee ~eport, directly on fire issue of file external commiltee, but tbey have not mn it yet 
httetesting discussion,s shauld be co~mng up, dofft you thit~k? 
> 
> From: Jay Smllb [jaysmllb~acmail uric cdu] 
> Scnl: Thursday, I: 14 PM 
> To: discussion 
> Sul~[ect: [facu Ig’--at hletics -fore m] big mmouncement? 

> Folks--l~’e just beard from a media outlet that UN C is set to make a 
> "big mmounceme]~t" about a panel that will be ]mined to ~eview UNC Does 

> adjust x. y, and z and all will b¢ dand) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,               8:49 AM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 
Re: FW: Chancellor Thorp’s announcement 

Richard--yes, I agree with everything you and Ellen say here That’s why I mentioned athletes in my email 
yesterday The thing is: the committee is not yet named (unless I’ve been lied to, a distinct possibility I 
suppose) That means we need to force our way up to the bar and let the bartender know what he’s se~w-ing! 
(I’m having fun with metaphors the last few days) This is our chance It will be fleeting, no doubt But this is 
it It" we let it pass, shame on us 

On 12:35 AM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

I wanted to fox.yard you some comments regarding the Chancellor’s announcement from Dr Ellen 
Staurowsky, one of the most thoughtful college-sport scholars in the country She a~iculates almost 
to the letter my take on the announcement and where things are CU~Tently 

It’s interesting and ironic that today I had some great conversations with individuals from the 
Brazilian MinistR¢ of Sport about their desire to increasingly integrate athletics into their university 
system They seem to recognize after just a short period of time the inequities and logical 
inconsistencies in our big-time college sport model; but we seem to have gone too far down the 
path to turn back now Maybe I’ll spend time trying to help develop a more j ust system in South 
America and leave the mess that is our big hme system to others:) 

I wish I shared your optimism about things moving forward, but I will reserve judgment until any 
panel members are appointed I was struck that it was deemed relevant the Mr Rawlings was a star 
athlete I guess that is relevant to give him some "street cred" with boosters: 

Look forward to meeting next week 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The Universit’f of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

UNC Spo~[ Administration website: 



Life is an obligation We’re not hcrc to die slox\l?, ~c’rc here to li~e full? 

From: Ellen Staurowsky @grnai[.com> 

Date: Thursday, August 16, 2022 8:31 PM 

TO: Richard Southall <soulh~ll~Ji:mai! u nc cdu> 

Subject: Re: Chancellor Thorp’s announcement 

Richard - a couple ofthoughts 

# I the university appears to be hiring more people to manage more bureacracy 
#2 there is no student or athlete voice represented here; this is a reaction to embarassment - not to 
welfare of students 
#3 the systems in place are designed to move and manage athletes as parts of a machine, not to 
acknowledge that they are human beings caught between the athletic and academic sides of the 
university 
#4 based on what I’ve read here, how could a student or athlete voice be included here? it doesn’t 
appear as if they have been engaged in any meaningful way - since I"m not down there I could be 
wholly wrong on this but it seems that there would need to be forums, confidential opportunities for 
athletes to disclose what’s up if they wished to 

Has there been any institutional apology to for being leaked? 

Hope to talk with you soon I won’t be in the office tomorrow I’m t@ng to get a manuscript done 
so I’ll be working from home tomorrow That number is 

Hope to talk with you soon E 

On Thu, at 5:12 PM, Southall, Richard Michard <southNk,2::em.-?il ~mc edu> wrote: 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

CSRI website: www.unc edu/csri 



CSRI Conference on College Spon[ website: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

Ellen J Staurowsky, EdD 
Professor 
Depa~ment of Sport Management 
Goodwin School of Professional Studies 
Drexel University 
Philadelphia, PA 19104 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, August 17, 2012 4:47 PM 

Reeves, Larry <lreeves@bdixon corn> 
Lauren Reeves < ~gmail corn>; Dayatra Matthews 
<dmatthews@bdixon corn>; ~att net>; Philip Collins 
<PCollins@bdixon corn> 
Re: The UNC Scandal 

Laro’: Thmtk you so much for rite wot~ls of support I wan to assm~ 
you that, with tbe exception of a few soft spots beie and tbeie, tbe 

flint I won’t be dissuaded from pushing for the l~pair woik that needs to 
be done The adnlinislmlion has been oddly slow-fooled, bul I don’l 

event~all? We’ll get through this episode, though I’m sot*) flint so 

mom¢nl II will pass Thanks for your conlinhing supporl nfUNC -Jay 

On 8/17/12 3:50 PM, Reeves. La 
> Professor Snfith: M? lmme is Lart) Reeves I have two degrees front UNC, one in Business Adihihistration (1975), tbe otber in law 
(1978) My daughter Lmuen has a degree in Political Science front UNC 

flint has infected our alma hinter Please do not let up As painful as the process of discovering and correcting all flint is wrong wiflt 
U NC has been mtd wdl continue to be, successfidl? executing tbat process is fire oo1? wa? UN C can become fire exemplar5 histitufion 

> I Ihank you for your coumg¢ and integrity Please kc¢p up tha good work 

> LarD" Rem’es 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Samrday,                I 1:07 AM 

~gmail com> 
Re: Response from Holden 

tn~ o boaMs I’nl hoping Holden will listen to some of tile critical 
voices oul Ihcr¢ (including mine!) 
On 7:27 PM,            wrote: 

> Received a race response from Holden t oda.~ He told me fltat he lms just asked former governor Jim Martin to lead ml outside 
investigation into tile acadmmc irrebmlarities He Ms also asked for outside support m stud? ing tile role of atl~letics at Carolina 

> Thlllgs nlay be Iooklllg tip Thoughl you should know 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                9:55 AM 

~live unc edu> 

review 

blurb docx 

Thc} won’t stop rcvi¢wing Ill} book So I can’l Icl you slop posling 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                6:44 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Syllabus 

oops, need to make it public .... 

Thanks 
Or 6:38 PM, wrote: 

Dear Dr Smith, 

I hate to email you first with a problem, but    does not show up as a tab on my Sakai page My 
other courses for the semester are there, but for some reason ours is not I would email the other 
students in class first, but I unfortunately do not have anyone’s contact information Sonny to trouble 
you right out the gate! 

Thank you, 

On Mon,              at 4:41 PM, ~(~2~.~e/:t;£0 ~ c#xo> wrote: 
To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Jay Smith 

Dear (sounds like you should be from Philadelphia): 

I’ve now posted the syllabus for    at the Sakai site, under Resources It’s the only resource 
tbere, so you can’t miss it I must tell you that I’ve had to scratch the Bennett reading for the first 
day, by the way, because I waited too long to get the book, which is checked out So DO NOT 
go to the libra~T looking for that reading) See you Wednesday, when we will not talk about 
Bennett 

This fo~,varded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
fiom the "HISJ site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages 
for this site: HIS’F 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 9:52 PM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu> 

Re: FYI 

Got it More later 

On 8/20/12 8:56 PM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 

HI Jay, 

I sent an email to your 

Jonathan 

account this evening. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Tuesday,               8:51 AM 

~liveuncedu> 
Re:    readings 

We’ll figure it out 

See you at noon? 
On        10:54 PM. wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
I was looking at the page numbers you assigned for some of the readings: what if we 
have different editions of, say, the Elias or another old classic like that? Is there a specific 
edition to get? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               2:05 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

plagiarism 

Honor stuff pptx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               2:13 PM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: Meeting 

--you might have misread my email about     The Bennett reading is canceled--no need to read it at 
all I was unable to get my hands on the book in hme to put it on reserve, so canceled! 

Let’s plan to meet around 12:15 or 12:30 tomorrow Is that OK? I don’t want to cause you to miss out on a 
class meeting by delaying It’it can wait until tomorrow, though, that might be the most convenient thing for 
both of us 

Jay 
OF 2:09 PM, wrote: 

Jay, 

I can meet anytime tomorrow before class I am going to a German course that is 9:00-9:50 and 
have nothing scheduled between that and I:00 when your seminar starts I would be happy to stop 
by whenever you are free 

I also wanted to ask about the Bennett chapter you have assigned for tomorrow’s class I went to the 
libra~ay and they couldn’t find either the book or the section on reserve anywhere There is a limited 
preview on Google Books that has a section of the chapter in question, but I was wondering if there 
was any other way of obtaining it 

Sincerely, 

¯ -if you’re free in about an hour, I’ll be around Or tumo~+ow before class? If neither is 
convenient, we can t~N to handle this through email .... 

Jay 
On 12:46 PM, wrote: 

Hello, 

Just following up after talking with            yesterday He said this particular 
course is much more focused on modern times and touches on l~astern l~urope, 
Russia, and Central Asia He said to feel free to take it, but that other classes he will 
teach in future would relate more directly The other two courses I was considering 
are             course on Russia in the 19th century (closer temporally) and the 
Intro to Military History course The later I was considering out of a more 
historiographical interest since most relations between France and Austria did 
involve military conflict I’m open to any of these three options and was interested to 
get your input 

Also let me know if you would rather I stop by to discuss I would be happy to do so 
this afternoon or sometime tomorrow 



Sincerely, 

On             5:15 PM, "Jay Smith" <i~vsuni~in¢#~s all unc ~du> wrote: 
Yes, l:30inHamilton564 SeeyouMonday! 
On 3:43 PM,               wrote: 

Oh now that you say that I don’t think they ever gave us an end time 
My Google calendar probably assumed it ended at 3:00 1:30 works 
great[ In your office? And TA training is in the morning on Monday 
so they scheduled it appropriately 

Thanks and see you Monday, 

On 3:23 PM, "Jay Smith" ~5_n23±~.L~a..t~unc ~5.!~ 
wrote: 

Oh, OK The reception runs 2-4:30, so a 3pm meeting wouldn’t 
work I’d be happy to talk at/during the reception if that’s easiest 
Or we could meet in my office around 1:30 and walk over together 
at 2 (I’m hoping that they haven’t scheduled TA orientation 
*during* the grad student welcome event[) Let me know I’ll 
work around your schedule 
On 2:36 PM,               wrote: 

Son7, no, I was talking about Monday The orientation 
is Monday afternoon correct? I’m moving into my 
apartment today so I can meet if Monday doesn’t work, 
but a dift’erem day would be better for me 

Thanks, 

On            9:16 AM, "Jay Smith" 
<]avsmith(ri,cm},i! unc c tu> wrote: 

-we’re talking about today? Let’s make it 3 
I’m in Hamilton 564 
On        9:14 AM,               wrote: 

I am meeting with            and her 
TAs at noon immediately following the 
second TA training session I’m not sure 
how long it will last but I could come 
meet you aftet~vards, say about 1:00? 
Or I could come after o6entation ends 
at 3:00 

Let me know what works best 



On             8:45 AM, "Jay Smith" 
<j~ smi~l:@emai! ~mc c&~> wrote: 

Welcome[ Of course, rdbe 
happy to meet with you (I have a 
little time later this afternoon if you’re 
free) Monday I have ameehng at I I, 
but I have time in the afternoon before 
the orientation event if you’d like to 
drop in and talk classes, etc I’m 
sonT you’re having trouble with 
registration, but I suspect that will be 
remember as a minor nuisance this 
time next week Let me know when 
you’d like to meet 

i Jay 

On 8:16 AM 
wrote: 

Hello, 

I was wondering if you 
were available for a 
meeting sometime this 
weekend or Monday I 
just arrived in Chapel Hill 
and am still having 
difficulties being able to 
register but I wanted to 
discuss classes with you 
anyway I am still unsure 
what to take for my third 
option 

Please let me know if and 
when you are available 

Sincerely, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,               I 1:3 I PM 

@gmail com 
Fwd: Poli 

3POL SYL doc 

--do you have a UNC email address at this point? That would be good to know! 

Anyway, I forward an email from a Poli Sci colleague whose course *may* be more relevant to you than 
anything in eastern Europe We’ll talk tomorrow 

Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Poll 

Date:Tue, 11:36:40 -0400 
From:Mike Lienesch 

Jay:    I’m offering the first semester of our history of modern political 

thought survey course for grad students this fall on Mondays from 

2 4:45. The course covers mostly 16th to 18th century writers, and 

includes, among others, Rousseau and Montesquleu.    I wonder if you would 

pass the word to any history grad students who might be interested. 

I’ve attached a syllabus. Thanks, Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                2:39 PM 

~gmail corn> 

DTH story 

-just a quick word to say Ihat you did a v¢~ 1fic¢ job wilh the 
stot7 in tbe DTH about tbe scandal You actually went out and fomld 
olhcr voices/people to lalk to! Good ones! And you got tllcm to say 
t~all) illunfinafing things (Bubba Cunldnglmm acknowledging flutt 
pla) et~ have a "full time job" is huge, absolutely buge) Am’wa) --keep 
up Ihc good wod~ I actlmlly don’l rcmcmbcr sayi~g tllosc things I’m 
quoted as sa~qng (it’s been a wltfle since we talked), but I trust flutt 
you got it rigbt 

Jay Smilll 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                3:06 PM 

~gmail corn> 
Re: Open slots in HistotT 

Syllabus docx 

-1 just tried to add you, but the site said your entail was an 
"invalid user name " l suspccl Ihis will lak¢ care ofilsclf by 
tomorrow AM If not we’ll tatk after class Hele’s the syllabus in the 

JS 
On 2:39 PM, wrote: 
> Hi Professor Snfith, 

> 1 have been able to e~troll in Histmy     however, I cmmot access 
> tile course page on Sakai or blackboard I was wondering what the besl 
> wa? to access the s? llabus would be fight ~ow 

> Tlmt~ks, 

> 

> On Mo~ at 11:04 PM ~gnmilcom>wmte: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 10:15 PM 

Frlga, Paul <PaulFrlga@kenan-flagler unc edu> 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; DeSimone, Joseph M 
<desimone@email unc edu>; Jones, Steve <Steve Jones@kenan-flagler unc edu>; 
Evans, Jack <EvansJ@kenan-flagler unc edu>; Templeton, Joe <joetemp@unc edu>; Jay 
KIompmaker <jayk@nc rr corn>; Didow, Nicholas <NickDidow@kenan- 
flagler unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Cooper, Coyte 
<cgcooper@email unc edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc edu> 

Re: Informal Focus C~oup on Carolina Athletics - Thu Aug 30 - 7:30-9:00 

I, too, will plan to be there -JS 
On 8/22/12 12:38 PM, Frlga, Paul wrote: 

Hello Colleagues, 

My name is Paul Friga and I am faculty member in the UNC Kenan Flagler Business School. I have been 
working with Bubba Cunningham this summer in the development of a strategic plan for Carolina Athletics. 

The task force has put together some draft ideas and we are in the process of vetting the content with 
different constituent groups. 

You have been nominated as a candidate for a focus group of faculty members. Details: 

<! [if !supportLists] >o <! [endif] >We invite you to an informal break[ast focus group session on 

Thursday morning, August 30 from 7:30-9:00 AM. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->The event will be held at the Carolina Inn, North Parlor Room. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->¥ou can valet park and your parking will be covered. 

<! [if !supportLists] >~ <! [endif] >The topics will be the draft strategy statements and 
implementation objectives and initiatives over the next 4 years. 

<! [if!supportLists] >~ <! [endif] >You will not be asked to do any pre work, wewilljustbe 

seeking your reactions and suggestions to the draft strategic plan ideas 

<! [if !supportLists] >~ <! [endif] >Matt Terrell, an associate athletic director within Carolina 

Athletic, who is leading the strategic planning task force will be joining us as well 

I hope that you are able to join us and I look forward to spending some time with you if your schedule 

allows. 

Paul Friga 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Kenan-F]agJe~ Business $chc~ol 

919-962-3786 - off’ice 

unf~unc.edu 
www.uaulfriaa.¢om 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday, August 23, 2012 8:30 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 
Re: FW: Thanks for your note 

We have an institutional subscription These things are different from what I was promised anyway, so I’ll send 
another note 

On 8/23/12 7:06 AM, Schoonmaker, Nancy C~-ay wrote: 

This is a link to an abstract of Allen’s talk, and if one is not a subscriber the option to purchase the 
full article 

I can’t get Powerpoint attachment to open on this computer; will ttT again at the office 

The Journal ~?[inlercollegiale Sport is pricey as well 

ngs 

From: Southall, Richard Michard [~)utha!l(~maLunc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:06 PN 
To: discussion 
(:c: Boxill, Jan; Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] Thanks for your note 

Jan, 

Thanks for your note regarding Allen. It reminded me I had not yet posted another good source for 
faculty interested in research on college sport: Journal oflntercollefliate Sports 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor = Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 



UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI website: www.,mc,edu/csI~ 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www csr ccnference o~g 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as n~,~n,y~,¢~ emad u~n, edu 
To unsubscrlbe click here: 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above ~ if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to lca~ e 32 )i,~7 / i- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday, August 23, 2012 8:37 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-fomm@listserv unc edu> 
models 

Tlfis is a good start, but I was l/oping there was someflmlg quite 

to semi-pro, with all fire implications for finzmces, goven~ance, etc 

web lickcly-splil -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                8:45 AM 

~email unc edu> 

CALL? 

you toda? ? And a munber? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                I 1:30 AM 

~email unc edu> 
Re: 

-thanks very much for this The classroom would be the same I’ll have 
registrar to make sure that won’t be a problem, but you can be sure it won’t More later 

Jay 
On 

double check with the 

11:28 AM, wrote: 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmith~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11 : 19 AM 
To: 
Subject: Fwd: 

--see this from Tuesday 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject 

Date:Tue,            14:19:02 -0400 
From:Jay Smith <iaysmith(~email unc edu> 

To: ~,email unc edu> 
CC: ?~em ail unc edu>, 

Dear 

Is there any chance you’d be willing to move your seminar this 

semester one hour later to 6pm? We apparently have not one but two 

TA’s who have a conflict between your class and a recitation to which 

they’ve been assigned.    If you run a reading course the way I do {no 

breaks!) you could still finish up before 8:30 most nights. I ask only 

because this would be {from the point of view of a bureaucrat, anyway} 

the "easiest" adjustment to make. Easier than re doing TA assignments 

or rescheduling recitations, which would cause great aggravation for 

many. Pi~yway...just let me know. 

Jay 

PS I understand that the students in might prefer to stay at 5, 



but .... chances are they don’t have a class to run to at 8:30! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                I 1:48 AM 

~email unc edu>; 
}email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu> 
some good news 

~email unc edu>; 

lime. which--I’m hoping/llfinking--will resolve at least one and perhaps 

iust double cbeck to nmke sure that tile romn, now booked for 5-8 is 
also available 6-9’?                 --could you confiml Ihal this is 
acc¢plabl¢ Io you and Ihe affected shtdenls’? Thanks -Jay 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ja5 Smith 5iassmith@email unc edu> 

Frida5, August 24, 2012 9:40 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nm~cys~a email unc edu> 

Re: Alhletics group? 

I don’t l, now about ~      I don’t even l, now who that is If he/she unsubscribes again, it’s for keeps! 
On 8/24/12 9:11 AM, Schoormaaker, Nancy Gray wrote: 

Andy and, had unsubscribed I reinstated them 

Nm~cy--could you please check to make sure Andy is still with us? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Athletics group? 

Date:F6, 24 Aug 2012 08:25:25 -0400 

Organization:Universi~ of Noah Carolina, Chapel Hill 

I’m wondering if something is wrong with the listserv     I’ve seen 
nothing in the past week or two. Any updates on what’s up with the 

Associate Professor of of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3210 USA    +i (919) 962 6876 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,               1:51 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 

Re: /Profile on website 

I hereby provide you with a list: 

Matt Andrews 
Joseph Caddell 

That’s it! (I’m assuming that the temporary/fixed term/visiting people are also in a distinct catego~7? I should 
know this) 
On 1:47 PM, Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray wrote: 

Works for me Please provide a list of who goes where 

From: Jay Smith riavsmith(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:45 PM 
TO: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Cc: Kramer, Lloyd S; Kent, Adam S 
Subject: Re: / Profile on website 

Yes, I agree that it makes sense to have the Lecturer?Post-Doc category They have very special 
roles, so it makes sense to set them off 

On 1:34 PM, Schoonmaker, Nancy C~ay wrote: 

Lloyd: 

Whatever you and Jay decide is fine with me Not a lot of bother either way 

Best, 
Nancy 

From: Kramer, Lloyd S 
Sent: Friday, 10:10 AM 
TO: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Subject: RE: / Profile on web$ite 

Anyway~ let’s go forward with the profile, 



From= Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Sent= Friday, 9:08 AM 
1"o= Kramer, Lloyd S 
Ce= Smith, Jay M 
Subject= RE: / Profile on web$ite 

I’ll send him the style sheets Should he go with our adjuncts? 
ngs 

From: Kramer, Lloyd S 
Sent: Friday, 8:52 AM 
TO: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Subject: FW: / Profile on website 

I received this message from our new post-doe,               I’d like to get his 
information on the web site, if we don’t have anything there now. He has attached a 
summary that could be used for this purpose. But you could also follow up directly with him. 
Many thanks, Lloyd 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:57 PM 
To: Ikramer@unc.edu 
Subject: Teaching in spring / Profile on website 

Lloyd, 

...the postdoc program recently asked me to create a profile of myself to post on their 
website and I thought it might be good to have a similar presence on the department 
website. Are you the pe~on I should contact about this? On the off-chance that you are, I’ve 
attached the profile for you to peruse. 

Chee~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,               3:27 PM 

~email unc edu> 
Re: Poli 

She seents quite smart (we wele delighted to land he~), but site nmy be a 

undergrad But I thi]~k you’ll be glad to lmve her -Jay 

On       I 1:36 AM, Mike Licncsch wrtu¢: 
> J a): I’m offering rite fiist semester of our bistoly of modern 
> political thought sur~-e) course for grad staldent s tltis fall on Mondays 
> front 2-4:45 The course covet~ mostly 16th to 18th centau5 writet~, 
> and includes, among olh¢rs, Rousseau and Monlcsquicu I wonder if you 
> would pass the wot~l to al~> ltistot5 grad students wl/o lrtight be 
> inl¢rcstud I’ve allach¢d a syllabus Thanks. Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 3:52 PM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Calif Senate Passes Landmark Athlete Welfare 
Legislation 

Yes, somethin is better than nuthin 
On 8/24/12 1:25 PM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

The bill was crafted so that only those schools that had the economic wherewithal to implement 
immediately were targeted Othetaxise, the bill would have stalled and not been passed I spoke at 
length with Rep Padilla’s office and advised on this issue 

Sometimes you have to get the door opened a crack! 

Dr Richard M Southal[ 

Associate Professor Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The ~Jniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office 919.962 3507 

Cell 

Fax 919.962 6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

Lifo is an obligation We’re not here to die slox\l?, ~¢’r¢ here to li~e full? 

From: Jay Smith <.ay~,mith~emai! uric e*.!u> 

Date; Friday, August 24, 2012 1:23 PM 

TO: Richard 5outhall <southall#~e~l~ail.~mc etu> 

Interesting indeed California may yet tumble into the sea (paraphrasing Steely Dan there), but 
once again they’re out in front of a big issue 

I will say that the Stanford AD does have a point, even if it’s a conveniently self-interested one 
Why should only the rich schools be responsible for providing rights? Shouldn’t rights be non- 
negotiable, and not subject to budgets? But at least they’re talking about it in CA .... 

On 8/24/12 1:16 PM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

Thought this might be of great interest to many of you 



Richard 

Dr Richard M $ottthall 
Assodate Professor Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office 919.962 3507 

Cell 

Fax 919.962 6235 

Life is at obligatio We re not I ere to die slo~xl?, ~x e’re here to li~ e full? 

You are CUlTently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: .iaysnfit~2¢~ ema]l ur,c edu 

To unsubscfibe click here: http ’qi sis unc edu, u> 

(It may be necessa~ay to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to 
48~97~57 ~5c)97791 b4b45b ~ gdC~ ~c 9522 a c99gc a9’~i~l_i~,Se~-~,!~2~ e~_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 5:08 PM 

Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email unc edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Calif Senate Passes Landmark Athlete Welfare 
Legislation 

great, thanks I was getting paranoid there .... 
On 8/24/12 5:07 PM, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

[ received the draft, It’s certainly a good start. [ jsst have not had a moment free to suggest revisions, 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email,unc,edu] 

To: discussion 
Cc: discussion 
Subject= Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Calif. Senate Passes Landmark Athlete Welfare Legislation 

Did eve~Tone receive my draft document t-ore yesterday? Curious that no one has said a peep 
And there’s evidence that the listse~ has been acting up 

Jay 
On 8/24/12 4:57 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

currently,’pro~ected? Thanks. 

From: Southall, Richard Nichard [mailto:southall@email.unc.edu] 

To: discussion 
Subject: [faculb/--athletics-forum] Calif. Senate Passes Landmark Athlete Welfare Legislation 

http://athleticbusiness.com/editors/blog/default.aspx?id 940 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Associate Professor Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 



Office 939.962 3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport Adrninistration website: 

You are CUlTently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: iavsmith~email unc edu 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists unc edu/u? 
id 4869985765997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998cag&n T&I t~acult¥--athletics- 
forum&o 32026066 

(It may be necessa~a£ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32026066- 
486998576599779 Ib4b45b38d9fO9522ac998ca9@listse~w- unc edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: wmfletch~a)email unc edu 

To unsubscrlbe click here: http://lists unc edu/u? 
id 4869989307ca43763f69abbbb8526663985856ec&n T&I facult¥--athletics- 
forum&o 32026083 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if’the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32026083- 
48699893 07ca43763 f69abbbb8526663985856ec(~blistserv unc edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday               5:56 PM 

~gmail com> 

draft 

-UNC Paper-2 docx 

-be sum to mad ALL of m? coimnents before you ab sol~o alk~ of them 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday,                5:56 PM 

~duke edu> 
Re: Ancien Regime seminar 

Histo~2¢ Old Regime France fall docx 

--I wasn’t sure whether you were still with us Yes, we met Wednesday and went over basic procedures 
and talked briefly about our book for next week: William Beik’s A Social and Cultural History of Early Modern 
France I’m attaching the syllabus I’ll see if I can add you to the Sakai site See you Wednesday at 1 in any 
case 

JS 
On 3:14 PM, wrote: 

Hello Dr Smith, 

I wanted to apologize for missing the first meeting of your Ancien Regime seminar It didn’t occur 
to me to double check whether UNC Chapel Hill’s tMI semester began at the same time as Duke’s 
I was wondering if you had handed out a syllabus, or if class resources were available on UNC’s 
Sakai site (I have a non-onyen log in but I don’t seem to have access to your course page) 

My apologies for any inconvenience, and I look fox.yard to class next week, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               9:05 AM 

~live unc edu> 

Re: draft #1 

Yes, Ipm I’ll only have about 30 minutes today, but that should be OK 
On        7:20 PM,             wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Attached is my time piece (pun definitely intended). It is a very draft-y draft. It’s written with 
whole sentences, of course; it’s not in bullet-point form or anything like that, but I’m not 
sure if I like my argument, and I’m prepared to revise a lot. 
I’m happy to print out the thing and give you a hard copy if you like. Are we still on for 
tomorrow (Tuesday at 1 )? It’s ok if you’re busy. I just had a couple logistics questions. 
See you Wednesday at any rate, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 12:16 PM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu> 

Re: meeting 

Lew--I’ll see about scheduling a meeting I think it’s really important that you be there (along with      and 
others who feel strongly about this one way or another) What are some good times for you? I’ll send out a 
general request about this too 

On 8/28/12 I 1:53 AM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 

Jay, I agree that a meeting to hash out these views is a priority. I don’t think email does it. I would suggest 

the word principle instead of premise. 

Lewis Margolis, M.D., M.P.H. 

Director, Master’s Degree Program 

Department of Maternal and Child Health 

UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 7445 

(919) 966 5974 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, August 28, 2012 12:40 PM 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 
McReynolds, Louise <louisem@email unc edu> 

Re: my 390 for spring 2013 

Right, just be prepared with a title when Wallda needs it for sighing up 

(about 5 weeks from now) 

On 8/28/12 12:29 PM, Duval, Kathleen A wrote: 
> Dear Louise. 

> Kathleen DuVal 
> Associate Pro lessor and Director of Undergradua/e Sludi¢s 

> Univcrslly orNorlh Caroli~l 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> From: Lohis¢ McR¢ynolds [Iouisem~a Cmait uric ¢du] 
> Scnl: Tuesday, Augus128. 2012 9:04 AM 
> To: Dural, Katldeen A; Smith, Ja? M 
> Subject: Re: my 390 for spring 2013 

> In ~W enflmsiasm, I had not begmn to piece together a syllabus 

> all, stick with the l~h centmy this yeai, and submit a crafted 
> syllabus for the next hine I I¢ach a 390, probably next yeaH 

> Best, Louise 

> On 8/27/2012 10:25 PM, Dm’al, Kafltleen A wrote: 

>> That sounds good to me I’ll cc’htg J a? on this message to see if he can change it in fire schedule And it" so, send me a syllabus 
when you gel II drallcd 

>> From: Louise McReynolds [Iouis¢m@¢mail unc edul 

>> Subj¢cl: m~ 390 for spring 2013 

>5 the Middle Ages 1 ant signed up to do a 390 on Russian histol? in 

>5 it’s not too late: "Medieval Russia: lco~ts, Mongols, and Ma? hem ht Moscow" 

>> Louise McReynolds 
>> Professor o f Hislo~3 
>5 U~tiversii~ of North Caroliim at Chapel Hill 



>> Hamillon Hall. CB# 3195 
>> Clmpel Hill, Norflt Caro[iim 27599-3195 
>> (919) 962-3968 

> Louise McR~’nolds 
> Professor o f Hislou 
> Ulfiversit) of Norflt Carolilm at Clmpel Hill 
> Hanlillon Hall, CB# 3195 
> Clmpel Hill, North Carolhla 27599-3195 
> (919) 962-3968 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               10:38 PM 

~gmail com> 

draft 

-UNC Paper-3 docx 

--found a few minutes toltight after all You’t~ gelting close[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday                9:17 PM 

~gmail com 
nomination 

com~es from me (includhtg a 500-level com~e as a        ) since her 
amval at UNC Shc’s whip smarl, dedicated, always a plcasurc to lu~v¢ 
m class 

Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 9:33 PM 

histo~?~-faculty <hi stol’y-faculty@li st sel~- un c edu> 

Matthew Andrews < @mac corn> 

Fwd: Race and Sport Discussion 

Case of Race Flyer pdf 

Colleagues: 
I’d like to pass on this announcement from Debby Stroman in the Exercise and Sport Science depa~ment about 
an even that some/many of you might find interesting This grows out of the ongoing sports "scandal" -Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:[faculty--athletics-fomm] Race and Sport Discussion 

Date:Wed, 29 Aug 2012 22:44:36 +0000 
From:Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(7~unc edu> 

Reply-To:Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(7~unc edu> 
To:discussion <facult¥--athletics-forum~?list serv unc edu> 

Hi All. I scheduled a joint meeting with the Black Student Movement 

(https://sites.google.com/site/uncblackstudentmovement/) and the Carolina Black Caucus (http://www.unc.edu/cbc/) 

to discuss the racial considerations of what is happening on our campus and beyond. Both groups are very excited about 

this discussion. Students and faculty comprise the panel and remarks will be made by Vice-Chancellor of Student Affairs, 

Winston Crisp, and Vice Provost of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, Taffye Clayton. 

See attached. (September 19 at 5:30 p.m. in SASB Upendo Lounge) 

Feel free to join us in this important dialogue. 



You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: ]aysmith~bemail unc edu 

To unsubscribe click here: h~p://lists unc edu/u? 
id 4869985765997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&I faculty--athletics-fomm&o 32057035 

(It may be necessa~?¢ to cut and paste the above URL if" the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32057035-48699857 65997791b4b45638d9f69522ac998ca9(a)listserv unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                1:23 PM 

~live uric edu> 
Re: 

Thanks--nice job yesterday The detail was useful Dung became the theme of the meeting ..... 
On        1:05 PM,             wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Attached is my summary. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday, August 30, 2012 1:46 PM 

Frlga, Paul <PaulFrlga@kenan-flagler unc edu> 
Re: Informal Focus Group on Carolina Athletics - Thu Aug 30 - 7:30-9:00 

Thanks again for inviting me to today’s session, Paul I’ll j ust share one other thought I appreciate all the work 
and reflection that went into the presentation, but the whole strategy struck me (an admitted cynic) as an 
exercise in public relations repositioning For example, the motto/slogan, ’We educate and inspire through 
athletics’ *could* be seen as a deliberate eff’ort to blur the lines between academics and athletics and thus to 
preempt questions about the tensions between them--i e, we educate within athletics, so how can there be a 
conflict? I know that’s not what you’re aiming for, but here I’m echoing what, I think, said this AM: think 
about how faculty are likely to receive this 

Jay 
On 8/28/12 4:01 PM, Friga, Paul wrote: 

Thank you to tbose of you who are abie to join us this week for the informal faculty focus group. I know 

that several of you are out of town and certainly understand, Bubba Cunningham, tbe Athletic Director, 

and Matt Terrell of the Rams Clu b who is the leader of the Strategic Planning Task Force will be joining us. 

Also attending will be two students from the Kenan-Flagler Business Schooi 

who have seved as student consu!tar!ts during this pr o[ect 

Our agenda is quite simple we w[[[ introduce ourselves (and eat some breakfast of course}, share some 
con[exk of the wolk thai we have done this ::u mme~ (including [he draft skrakegy skakemer~ts}, and then 

Thank you so mucb for you r time and please email me if you have any questions, I !ook forward to 

PS please don’t forget your valet stub the restaurant will vouch you for parking. 

Pau! N. Prima, 
Associate Professo~ of Strategy and Entlepieneurship 
Director of S.T,A.R. DBP and Consulth~g Concentrations 
The University d Noah Carolina at Chapel 
Kenan-glaglet Business Schc~l 



From: Friga, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, Augus~ 22, 2012 12:38 PM 
TO: Smith, Jay (History); Boxill, Jeanet~e (Philosophy); D~imone, Joseph (Chemistry) 
(desimone~email.unc.edu); Jones, Steve; Evans, Jack; Templeton, Joseph (Chemistry); Jay KIompmaker 
Didow, Nicholas; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spor~ Science); Cooper, Coy~e (Exercise & Spor~ Science) 

Ce: Terrell Ma~t (mterrell(~ad.unc.edu~ 
Subject: Informal Focus Group on Carolina Athletics - Thu Aug 30 - 7:30-9:00 

Hello Colleagues, 

My name is Paul Friga and I am faculty member in the UNC Kenan Flagler Business School. I have been 

working with Bubba Cunningham this summer in the development of a strategic plan for Carolina Athletics. 

The task force has put together some draft ideas and we are in the process of vetting the content with 

different constituent groups. 

You have been nominated as a candidate for a focus group of faculty members. Details: 

<! [if !supportLists] >o <! [endif] >We invite you to an informal break[ast focus group session on 

Thursday morning, August 30 from 7:30-9:00 AM. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->The event will be held at the Carolina Inn, North Parlor Room. 

<! [if !supportLists] >~ <! [endif] >You can valet park and your parking will be covered. 

<! [if !supportLists] >~ <! [endif] >The topics will be the draft strategy statements and 

implementation objectives and initiatives over the next 4 years. 

<! [if!supportLists] >~ <! [endif] >You will not be asked to do any pre work, wewilljustbe 

seeking your reactions and suggestions to the draft strategic plan ideas 

<! [if !supportLists] >~ <! [endif] >Matt Terrell, an associate athletic director within Carolina 

Athletic, who is leading the strategic planning task force will be joining us as well 

I hope that you are able to join us and I look forward to spending some time with you if your schedule 

allows. 

Best, 

Paul Friga 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, August 3 I, 2012 9:18 AM 

George S Baroff< ~bellsouth net> 
Re: Atthletics 

Gcorgc--Ihanks For Ih¢ ¢mail Would y ou like to join our group and/or 
be placed ontbe Fist ser~- we use to discuss some of tbese issues? 
Probably II1¢ bcsl way Io lend assislance is simply Io join Forces wilh 
us And we are tbit~khlg about haw we can roll) mote support mnong 
students and facult) So new ideas a~e very welcome 

Ja) Slrdth 
On 8/30/12 6:22 PM, George S Baroffwrote: 
>    Lewis Margolis suggested fltat I contact you ff I thaugbt that I could be of ml) assistance in the current quagnfite Please feel 

fltfltk fltat greater student support for change could be generated by tbeir ~ecogmzing that the degree fltat to which fltey aspire is being 
ch¢ap¢ncd by Ihc scandal Inslcad oF pride, Ihc dcgrcc now cam¢s wi[ll d a Irace OF ¢mbarrassmcnl What a price to pay[ I[!s really 

> G¢orgc S Baroff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, August 3 I, 2012 6: I I PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-fomm@listserv unc edu> 
NCAA 

Il’s a F~i&~y and we’re all lired, bul before my firsl vodka (I may 
need sm’eml), 1 have to sa? sometlmlg about what happened toda? The 
NCAA has lax ¢xempl slalltS because d bills dself as an "¢duca/ional 
orgat~ization" Yet the NCAA has, mddenfly, declared itset[’untroubled 
b? a scare the purpose of wlfich was to hand out flee credit s to athletes 
(al leasl for Ihe mosl pan) Because I know thai man} innocent Ta* 
Heels would s~fffer if mote sanctio]~s crone down fl~e p~ke, I’m of course 
teheved in a se]tse that the NCAA is done with us But cm~ m~x one on 
fl~e planet justJfs" the l\x pocfisv of tlfis non-move? 

S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,                  I 1:53 AM 

~live unc edu> 

Re: Think Piece Citations 

On 

--optional Not really necessary, but always a good idea if’you want to quote something/someone 

11:19 PM,                  wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I was wondering whether or not you wanted us to use in-text citations for the think piece assignments? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  5:15 PM 

Cramer, Richard <mrcramer@email unc edu> 
Re: a ve~T interessting conversation 

Dick--I think I can arrange it Let me get back to you tomorrow 
On       5:1 I PM, Cramer, Richard wrote: 

Jay, 

DO you think it is possible or wise for me to try to schedule an appointment with Martin (and his 
committee)? If you favor the idea, how do I ao about making the appointment? I would try to get the 
student to come with me. His name is and goes by 

Happy Labor Day. 
Dick 

Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 
Academic Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences, 

From: Jay Smith [iavsmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:32 AM 
"l’o: Cramer, Richard 
Subject: Re: a very interessting conve~ation 

I had not seen the letter until you just alerted me to it Great one[ 

On 11:20 PM, Cramer, Richard wrote: 

HiJay, 

weekend. 
but will get in touch with the student by the 

Don’t know whether you saw my letter to the editor in today’s Independent. It was in 
response to an article in last week’s issue. 

I’ll be back in touch after I’ve been in touch with the student. 

Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 
Academic Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences, 

From: Jay Smith [iavsmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:25 PM 
To: Cramer, Richard 
Subject: Re: a very interessting conversation 

Cheers, Dick 

Dick--this is interesting indeed Do you think there’s any chance this person would be 
willing to talk to Jim Martin? Martin asked me today if I might be able to put him in 
touch with some athletes When I told Martin our suspicions about the way students 
are "steered," he was ve~?~ interested to hear fi-om actual athletes He also was quick to 
assure me that no one will be linked to any specific finding in their report--in other 
words, your student would not be traceable as the source of this or that fact It" you 



could investigate and get back to me, I’d appreciate it 

Jay 
On 2:21 PM, Cramer, Richard wrote: 

HiJay, 

Thought I’d share an advising meeting that lasted for over half an hour 

with a former varsity (non-scholarship)       player. I won’t mention his 

name here, but I think he might be a great resource for us to meet with at some 

point. 

This student, who will be 

His experience and 

observations confirm how regimented and academically limiting is the varsity 

athlete’s world. Once he broke away from the spor~, he had time to study 

abroad and even take a year off from school. He can really speak to the issue of 

the rights of athletes. 

Dick 

M. Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 

Graduation Advisor, College of Ar~s and Sciences 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, September 4, 2012 I 1:44 AM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Holden 

has deteriorated to fl~e point where I could l~ot ask such a question 

flint r[1 get me/us matTgitmlized with such exasperation He may be 
right But that, too, I fred exasperating[ Exasperation seems like file 

On 9/4/12 9:37 AM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 
> Tlfis is indeed a curious statement It was origitmfly nmde after the filmr tlmt erupted following the Harflyn ~eport You seem to 
have a ~elationslfip with Holden Have you asked him wlmt he means by tiffs statement? 

> -----Origi~ml Message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 12:16 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu>; Dural, Kathleen A 
<duval@email unc edu> 
Re: Fwd: Re: Considerations on TA Assignments 

Sure Full disclosure! I wish they would get that principle in South building 
On       12:02 PM, Cynthia Radding wrote: 

Kathleen, Lloyd and Jay: 
FYI Veta£ good news I’ll answer    about abridging my response slightly to send to the full 
graduate student list, although I don’t think there’s anything in it that is overly compromising What 
do you think? 

Cynthia 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: Considerations on TA Assignments 

Date:Tue, I I : I 1:48 -0400 
From: ~2cma:l ~nc cdal 

To:Radding, Cynthia <rad@~/~emmlx~tc cdu: 
CC: 

Dear Professor Radding, 

Many thanks for your response and willingness to take into consideration our thoughts on the 
matter We appreciate the steps that you have suggested for making TA assignments in the future, 
and we think that they will help to make this process run more smoothly for all involved I’m 
wondering if there is a version of this document and your suggestions that we could share with all 
graduate students in our department? I certainly do not want to forward anything without your 
permission, so kindly let me know how you want to proceed when you have a chance 

Best wishes, 



On , at 12:25 PM, Cynthia Radding wrote: 

Deai 
Thank you again for the well thought out comments you synthesized from the 
Cabinet Please see the attached document with the response from me, after conferring 
with the Department Chair and Adviso~ Committee 

Sincerely, 
Professor Radding 

Cynthia Radding 
Gussenhoven Distinguished Professor 
Latin American Studies and Histo~N 
Director of C~-aduate Studies, Histu~?~ 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Hamiltun Hall 513 
CB 3195 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3195 

Recommended Priorities for TA Assignments doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 12:27 PM 

Dalesio, Emery <EDalesio@ap org> 

Re: FW: Associated Press on UNC athletics 

Emery--if possible, please call by 1:30 (919-962-3949) I’d forgotten that I have a 2pro coffee date! If you 
can’t, you could call me at home after 5pro or tomorrow morning 
On 9/4/12 9:28 AM, Dalesio, Eme~7 wrote: 

Great. You’ve given me a lot of options I have a couple of stories that need my attention this morning, and 

1’[I call you tNs afternoon= 

Best, 
Emery 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 03, 2012 5:37 PM 
To: Dalesio, Emery 
Subject: Re: FW: Associated Press on UNC athletics 

Tomorrow morning is out, I’m afraid. But I can be available between noon and 2:30, if that’s possible. (At 

the office number). If that’s no good, try me at home Wednesday morning between 9 32. The number: 

On 9/3/12 5:33 PM, Dalesio, Emery wrote: 

Prof. Smith, 

Any time soon that fits your schedule is fine by me, If you are available between 8 and noon 

tomorrow, that would be great for me. If speaking to you in your office would be best happy 

to do that. 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:(aysmith@email.unc.edul 
Sent~ Nonday, September 03, 2012 4:58 PM 
To~ Dalesio, Emery 
Subject: Re: FW: Associated Press on UNC athletics 

Dear Emery: 

Sure, I’d be happy to talk. The phone number would depend on when you would want to do 

this. Tomorrow early afternoon, for example, I will be available in my office (919-962-3949), 

but other times of the week it might be best to reach me at home. Let me know when to 

expect your call and I’ll try to be more precise about the number... 

Jay 

On 9/3/12 4:34 PM, Dalesio, Emery wrote: 

Hello Prof, Smith, 

I am a news reporter for The Associated Press based in Raleigh, I cover 



the university system and the UNC Board of Governors. Last week, I 

attended the BOG oversight panel on the academic integrity issues 

8rowing out of the recent NCAA probe of the football proBram. 

I read in the Faculty Executive Committee’s July report that you were 

among those interviewed by the subcommittee, and that you are a 
member of the Athletics Reform Group. 

If you would have time available in the next few days, I would appreciate 

the chance to talk by phone about your thouBhts on the recent events, 

For example, I would like to ask: 

How confident are you that Gov. Jim Martin and the consultants 

working with him will find and report exactly how broad or how limited 

academic integrity questions extend through university departments? 

Are you concerned now about any lasting damage to the 

university’s reputation or do you think what has been reported so far can 
be repaired, especially in liBht of the fact Harvard last week reported 

concerns that more than $00 students cheated? 

Is there a good phone number to reach you? When would be a 

convenient time? 

Best regards, 

Emery 

Emery P. Dalesio 

The Associated Press 

4800 Six Forks Road, Suite 210 

Raleigh, N.C. 27609 

Main Office: 919 510 8937 

Toll free in NC: 866 883 2272 

Mobile: 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use 



of the designated recipients named above If the reader of this 
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
prohibited If you have received this communication in error, please 
notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1-212-621- 
1898 
and delete this email Thank you 
[IP US DISC] 

msk dccc60c6d2c3a6438f0cf467d9a4938 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 6:13 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-fomm@listserv unc edu> 

one last NCAA word 

Hello--I promise to shut up about this after this email, but I just wanted to share the content of an email I 
received this afternoon from an alumnus I won’t name (tbe most recent in a long string this person whom I’ve 
never met has sent to me this summer) My great impatience witb the university isn’t shared by eve,?cone, I 
know, but when I read comments like this I realize a) I have no good answers for the hurting alumni out there, 
and that b) someone should be pushed to provide some: 

’Disappointed that the NCAA did not find any "problems" with UNC’s academic fraud Cannot see how it can 
be said that those 54 courses and likely many more were not designed to keep athletes eligible I hope that at 
the September 7 faculty council meeting that topic will be discussed UNC continues to embarrass itself 
nationally by insisting that athletes did not receive special consideration in those courses Certainly, the 

course listed two days before the summer session and filled entirely with players steered 
there by athletic department counselors refutes UNC’s claims 

UNC needs to come clean on this---and ve~?¢ soon I fear that we are quickly becoming a laughingstock’ 

Now, obviously we’re not a laughingstock, and most people around the countt3~ have no idea we’re even 
enduring a "scandal," but there’s a fundamental truth to what this person is saying There are many ways an 
institution can see its reputation suffer, and repeatedly saying things at variance with established facts is 
certainly one of those ways 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Tuesday,                 6:14 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Thinkpiece #1 

-there’s nothing attached here 
On 3:26 PM, wrote: 

From: ~J~mN~eel~ta;I,u!lc,e~u [jaysmith~ema!l,unc,edu] 
Sent: Sunday,                1:34 PM 
Subject: This week in French history... 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 
From: Jay Smith 
It’s rude to interrupt a holiday weekend with an unsolicited email about work, but 

You’re reminded that we’ll be discussing a Moli~re play on THURSDAY (see syllabus link to the 
online version), and you might want to get a jump on the reading (That is, don’t wait until 
Wednesday, 1 lpm) And 
Our Tuesday readings allow us to peak into Louis XIV’s governing strategies outside the court 
You can lightly read over the short piece from Colbert (which tells us something about 
"mercantilism") and focus especially on the documents about Auvergne and Burgundy 
Clearly, Louis and his deputies at court sometimes thought aggressive treatment of the provinces 
was appropriate, and at other times not Consider. based on what went on in Auvergne in 1665 and 
Burgundy between 1660-1663, these questions: 
What would you say were the most important variables in royal decision-making? 
When did playing tough make sense? 
When did negotiation make sense? 
Whose interests were being setwed by royal authority in the 1660s? 

See you Tuesday 

This fo~,varded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HISF site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: II[ST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 8:22 PM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: Book list assignment for 

-sure thing I will be around tomorrow late morning, and then again much of the day Thursday (though 
teach at 3:30) What does your Thursday look like? -Jay 

On 3:03 PM,              - wrote: 

HiJay, 

I hope you had a great long weekend I am writing to see if we can set up a time to meet sometime 
this week For the HIST    class we have been assigned to meet with our advisers and begin 
compiling a bibliography of approximately twenty seconda~’y sources in our field related to our 
topics Let me know what time would work with your schedule and I will begin compiling a 
prelimina~ay list of works I am familiar with already 

See you tomorrow, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, September 5, 2012 9:44 AM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] N&O 

very best use of our time We’ll see if othet~ seek clarification 

On 9/5/12 9:35 AM, Soutlmll, Richard MJcha~d wrote: 
Jay, 

I wdl gladl) discuss tbe pertinent NCAA bylaws tlmt ate the justification 
for tbe~e not being ml) tldng fur~ter for fire N CAA to im’estigate ~a today’s 
meeting, if you think it appmp]ialc 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Adminislm/ion 
Gmdua/c Program Coordinalor 
The U]m-et~il~ of North Camlitm at Clmpel Hill 
Direclor - College Sporl Research lnslilltle 
Woollen Hail 203C 
Office - 919962-3507 

Life is an obligation We’re not here to die slowly, we’re hcrc Io live 
fully 

O119/5/12 8:1 I AM, "Jay Smilh" <jaysmiill[aemail uric edu> wrote: 

>> click bet~: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  7:24 PM 

~gmail com> 

Re: paper 

-sony, I have not The period between late Monday and early Thursday afternoons will be impossible for 
me this term, just nuts I hoped to get to it this AM but did not have time Just submit I’m sure it will be fine 
On       6:23 PM,           wrote: 

Have you had a chance to look at that paper? If not, just let me know and I’ll submit it I’m heading 
up to New York tonight to get my visa for France, which has turned into the most annoying 
experience in the world Can just do the revisions on the train on my own if you won’t have any 
time tonight 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                9:17 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: This week in French history... 

Sure. 

7:37 PM, wrote: 

Hey again Professor Smith. 

Just wondering: would it be worth my while b/ping up answeB to the writing assignment that was supposed 
to be due Tuesday (in order to hopefully receive partial credit)? 

Thanks very much, and see you tomorrow for our discussion of L’Avare, 

From: Jay Smith [iaysmith~ern~ !.unc~rdu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:28 PM 
TO: 
Subject: Re: This week in French history... 

On 

-there was a writing assignment due today, too 
6:59 PM,              wrote: 

Hi there Professor Smith, 

I just wanted to shoot you a quick email to apologize for my absence in this af~ernoon’s HIST 
class. I felt pretty cruddy throughout this weekend and woke up this morning sluggish and 

with a splitting headache, and made it to my fi~t two classes but decided it would be in my 
best interest to rest up for the remainder of the day. I’m sorry to have missed today’s couBe, 
but want to assure you’ll I’ll be caught up and ready to go for our Thursday meeting. 

Se~t: Sunday,                 1:3~, PM 
Su~ect: This week in French history,,, 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 
From: Jay Smith 
It’s rode to inte~Tapt a holiday weekend with an unsolicited email about work, but 

You’re reminded that we’ll be discussing a Moli6re play on THURSDAY (see syllabus 
link to the online version), and you might want to get a jump on the reading (That is, 
don’t wait until Wednesday, I Ipm) And 
Our Tuesday readings allow us to peak into Louis XIV’s governing strategies outside 



the court You can lightly read over the short piece from Colbert (which tells us 
something about "mercantilism") and focus especially on the documents about 
Auvergne and Burgundy 
Clearly, Louis and his deputies at court sometimes thought aggressive treatment of the 
provinces was appropriate, and at other times not Consider, based on what went on in 
Auvergne in 1665 and Burgundy between 1660-1663, these queshons: 
What would you say were the most important variables in royal decision-making? 
When did playing tough make sense? 
When did negotiation make sense? 
Whose interests were being served by royal authority in the 1660s? 

See you Tuesday 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Messages flom the "HIST, ’ site To reply to this message click this link 
to access Messages for this site: }lIST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 6:55 PM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] today, etc 

Lew--thanks, I’ll make these minor changes And of course I agree with you entirely over Andy on this I tried 
to get across the point you make--that the question being asked is useful in simply being asked--in a later email 
to the group (I know they become dizzying) Tomorrow I’ll tlT to schedule another meeting for next week -Jay 
On 9/6/12 2:25 PM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 

[ ti~ink these are important points. Here are a few comments. !’1! be around this afternoon, if you want to 

discuss tNs. One reason that I wanted to meet yesterday was to have a discussion with Andy and others. 

Obviously that did not happen I agree with you that we should keep algu[ng and [ thh~k we do this the 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:iavsmith(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 11:00 AM 
TO: Margolis, Lewis 
Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] today, etc. 

Lew--thanks. No, I don’t see it as extra work. I want to get it right, and I’ve become so obsessive 

about these issues that I’m losing sleep over them. In an effor~ to liberate my conscience, I want 

to say some difficult things to the chancellor at the meeting tomorrow. If you have a moment 

today, would you let me know what you think of this: 

My entirely personal remarks: 

As I have already told you, Chancellor, I am very pleased by the recent steps you’ve taken 

to restore confidence in UNC and to put behind us this dark chapter in our history. I’m also 

grateful to Jan Boxill and the FEC for their prompt, forceful response to concerns expressed by 

faculty in May. gut it needs to be acknowledged publicly by someone here today that the summer 

of 2052 has been one long public relations disaster for the University. This disaster was not 

entirely of your making, and it happened for reasons many of which were beyond your control. 

BUT the University’s public responses to the ongoing crisis have been disappointing for 

two reasons. First, there seems to be, somewhere in the recesses of South building, a strong 

instinct to stonewall the press, to reveal as little information as possible as slowly as possible, 

leaving the university community blindsided by new revelations and scrambling to make excuses 



for incidents that ought to have been dealt with openly much sooner. Second, there has 

also been a marked tendency, by a whole range of University spokespersons, to say things at 

variance with the facts as already reported. The creation of this strange ’through the looking 

glass’ sensation, one shared widely throughout the state, has reflected poorly on the entire 

University, and it therefore affects everyone in this room. 

Foremost among the baffling assertions made in recent months is one expressed first in 

the Hartlyn/Andrews report and then amplified and repeated throughout the summer by a whole 

phalanx of ad ministrators: [I quote] "No evidence indicated that student-athletes received more 

favorable treatment than students who were not athletes" in the infamous Nyang’oro courses, 

and the university has added that this whole episode is therefore "not an athletics issue." 

Amazingly, this rhetoric continued even after it was revealed, through FOIA requests, that two- 

thirds of the students in those courses were athletes, and that the most infamous course of all, 

last year’s AFAM 280, enrolled 19 students--every one of them a Carolina football player. The 

existence of that course alone provides very powerful evidence that the Nyang’oro scandal is ALL 

about athletics. Yet Andrews and Hartlyn made their claim about "no evidence" and you and 

others have repeated and elaborated that claim for months. Chancellor, such statements-- 

whatever their value when talking to NCAA policemen--undermine public confidence in the 

judgment and honesty of UNC-Chapel Hill. Please make it stop. 

And back to my first point--the risks attendant on stonewalling--let’s turn briefly to the 

catastrophe. In your presentation to the BOG last week you blamed this embarrassment 

on two careless techies, one working in 2001 and the other in 2007. But that’s not the full story. 

The whole world knows about grades today because the University refused to take 

seriously the questions of Dan Kane, a dogged reporter whose name we should all be familiar 

with. Many weeks before he published his pivotal story on that "test transcript" he asked the 

U niversity to confirm or deny--through examination of student records--that the mock transcript 

belonged to a real student. He had the student’s date of entry, his SAT score, and he could point 

to some very peculiar notations on that transcript. In other words, he had all you would have 

needed to answer his questions within about an hour. But the University chose to hold Kane at 

arm’s length and to insist that there was nothing of interest here. Worse, for many weeks the 

University left that transcript on a publicly accessible web site, where it was available for 



publication by the N&O and for later plundering by NC State fans. reacted 

with equanimity and generosity to this remarkable failure, but others might have responded with 

lawsuits. There have been many other failures to reveal relevant information, but I I’m not going 

to pile on. I’ll conclude by saying that I think it’s beneath the dignity of a great public university 

to have officials complaining about journalists and wondering why the mean people in the press 

won’t leave us alone. (That pathetic complaint has resounded throughout Polk Place for months.) 

We should be telking to the press, airing as much of our dirty laundry as needed, and thereby 

proving to the world that there ere things more important to us than athletics success or the 

reputation of any individual: namely, truth, honesty, integrity, and the hard-earned reputation of 

a great university. 

Thankyou. 

©n fl/6/1 2 10:1 (5 ,\\I, \Iar~olis, l.ewis ~ rote: 

From: Jay Smith [maJltodavsmith~email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, September 06, 2012 9:54 AM 
TO= Margolis, Lewis 
Subject= Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Loday, etc. 

Lew--how’s this wording for #3? 

3. If it is determined that UNC’s athletics and academic missions ere compatible, the 

university will still need to address issues such as the legal, educational, and economic 
rights of UNC athletes, which are infringed in the current system. On what terms, 

then, can the institution reestablish a healthy relationship between athletics and 
academics? 

On 9/6/12 9:21 AM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 

Jay, I think that youl comments summarize the meeting well, especialiy the ARG 

(maybe we should call ourselves, Academics Rallying for Greatness). !P, my 

opinion, I wouid not be so sanguine about the premise in #3, What is the 

From: Jay Smith [maJlto:iavsmith~email.unc.edul 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 20~.2 :[0:57 PN 



To: discussion 
Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] today, etc. 

Thanks, everyone, for a very productive meeting today. The proud, the 

few, the...ARG. We agreed that a) we still have a lot in common, despite 

some differences, b) we want to try to have some impact on the 

"Rawlings review," and c) we want to say a couple of things Friday about 

the composition and purpose of that committee (since Jan confirmed for 

us, as I had begun to think, that the FEC subcommittee recommended an 

outside/independent review in part because they understood us to say 

that that’s what WE wanted.) I’ve quickly come up with a draft statement 

that I’m prepared to read. Here it is. Let me know if you have strong 

feelings about it: 

The Athletics Reform Group has heard from a very reliable source that 

the report drafted by the Faculty Executive Committee subcommittee 

(which I will henceforth refer to as the Maffly-Kipp committee) 

recommended an independent review of the relationship between 

academics and athletics at UNC because the Maffly-Kipp committee had 

the impression that our group had expressed the opinion that any such 

review should be conducted by outsiders--that is, by people 

independent of UNC influences. 

Our group is grateful for the fine work done by the Maffly-Kipp 

committee, and grateful for its responsiveness to many of our concerns, 

but we wish to clarify our thoughts about both the composition and the 

charge of the committee to be chaired by Hunter Rawlings. We certainly 

have no objections to the presence of non-UNC personnel on the 

Rawlings committee. Outsiders can bring fresh perspectives and 

knowledge about good practices from other places. But in our 

discussions with the members of the Maffly-Kipp committee we used the 

term "independent" in a way that may have been misunderstood by 

them. We meant that a review carried out by any such committee should 

be done with independence of thought and preferably by individuals 

without any clear stake in the status quo or in any particular structures or 

procedures likely to be reviewed. We believe UNC faculty can and should 

be part of the Rawlings review committee; indeed, we see the excellent 

report of the Maffly-Kipp committee as a prime example of the kind of 

clear-eyed and analytically rigorous work of which UNC faculty are 

capable in such situations. 

Whatever the exact composition of the committee, we ask that it give 

serious and sustained attention to three sets of inter-related questions: 

1, Are big-time sports and UNC’s commitment to its academic mission 

truly compatible? 



2. In light of all the evidence that suggests that UNC’s athletics mission 

and its academic mission are not compatible, what would be the most 

plausible paths forward for our sports programs if we decided to leave 

the big-time? 

3. In light of all the evidence that suggests that UNC’s athletics mission 

and its academic mission are compatible, on what terms should the 
institution reestablish the relationship between them? To raise one 

among many possible issues currently facing the sport world: what 

measures might be taken to secure the full legal, educational, and 
economic rights of UNC athletes? 

If answered honestly and with due consideration to all relevant concerns 

these three inter-related questions--compatible? If not, what next? If 
so, how so?--can help lead to a brighter future for our institution. 

You are cun-ently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
lew margolisUa)unc edu 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists unc edu/u? 
id 48699879ec81e5426c7196b056bt~g77694673152&n T&I f’aculty-- 
athletics-forum&o 32098281 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken 

or send a blank email to leave-32098281- 
48699879 ec81 e5426c7196b056bf~g77b94673152~?listserv unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                2:20 PM 

@duke edu> 
Fwd: Rescheduling Meeting? 

She stood ME up 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Rescheduling Meeting? 

Date:Fri,           13:09:29 -0400 

Reply-To: 
To:Smith, Jay M ~2~,~, ~a lo_~c 

Hi Professor Smith - 

I’m so sorry for the last minute notice but I completely forgot that I have an appointment this afternoon and will 
not be able to make our meeting today Is there any possible way you could reschedule for Monday? 

Again, my apologies for my oversight 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,                2:25 PM 

@gmail corn> 
article 

--Io prov¢ Ihat I’m not ycl senile (complclcly awway), I present: 

Frmlgaise 206 (1971): 481-501 It’s a little outdated now, but it still 
highlighls uscfid ways o f considering the problem o f ~mlional identity 
m the 18th c Give it a read stone dw 



As I have already told you, Chancellor, I am very pleased by the recent steps you’ve 

taken to restore confidence in UNC. I’m also grateful to Jan Boxill and the FEC for their 

prompt, vigorous response to the specific concerns expressed to them by faculty back in 

May. It seems that we may finally be turning a corner in this two-year saga, and that’s 

great. But since it’s a duty of the assembled faculty to speak truth to power when evidence 

suggests that power has been used inefficiently or ineffectively, I do want to offer a few 

words of critique. It needs to be acknowledged publicly by someone here today that the 

summer of 2012 has been something of a public relations disaster for the University. The 

disaster had many causes, some beyond your control, and 1 recognize that. 

But the University’s public responses to the ongoing crisis have been unsettling for 

two reasons. First, it has often appeared that the University is withholding information 

from the public, revealing as little as possible as slowly as possible. Indeed, for the last year 

the university community has been repeatedly blindsided by new revelations that left us 

scrambling to understand and explain evidence that might have been dealt with openly 

much sooner. Second, there has also been a marked tendency, by a whole range of 

University spokespersons, to say things that openly conflict with the facts as already 

reported. This has created a ’falling through the looking glass’ sensation for many alumni, 

supporters, and faculty of this institution. It reflects poorly on the entire University, and it 

therefore affects everyone in this room. 

Foremost among the baffling assertions made in recent months is one expressed 

first in the Hartlyn/Andrews report and then amplified throughout the summer by a whole 

phalanx of administrators: [I quote] "No evidence indicated that student-athletes received 

more favorable treatment than students who were not athletes" in the fraudulent 



Nyang’oro courses; the university has added that this whole episode is therefore "not an 

athletics issue." Amazingly, this rhetoric continued even after it was revealed, through a 

series of FOIA requests, that two-thirds of the students in those courses were athletes, and 

that the most infamous course of all, last year’s AFAM 280, a course Nyang’oro was not 

even qualified to teach, enrolled a total of 19 students every one of them a Carolina 

football player. The existence of that course alone provides very powerful evidence that the 

Nyang’oro scandal was ALL about athletics. Yet Andrews and Hartlyn made their 

statement about "no evidence" and you and others have repeated and elaborated on that 

statement for months. Chancellor, such statements--whatever their value when talking to 

NCAA policemen distort tt~e nature of the problems we’re facing and they therefore 

undermine public confidence in the judgment and honesty of UNC-Chapel Hill. Even a 

simple public acknowledgment of previous misjudgments or misstatements would have 

helped to repair the damage, but no such acknowledgment has been forthcoming. 

If we can return to my first point the perceived tendency to withhold information 

and to engage the public and the press only reluctantly and mistrustfully--let’s look at a 

recent event. In your presentation to the BOG last week you evidently blamed two careless 

techies for the fiasco. But technical carelessness is not the full story. The 

world knows about grades today because the University refused to take 

seriously the questioning of Dan Kane, a dogged reporter whose name we should all know 

by now. Many weeks before he published his pivotal story on the so-called test transcript 

he asked the University to confirm or deny--through examination of student records--that 

the transcript belonged to a real student. He had the student’s matriculation date, his SAT 

score, and he could point to some very peculiar notations on that alleged test transcript. In 



other words, the University should have been able to answer his questions within hours. 

But instead of confirming the reality of the record and then moving to protect that 

student’s privacy, the University ignored the N&O’s questions and left that transcript on a 

publicly accessible web site, where it was available for later plundering by NC State fans. 

reacted with equanimity to this puzzling institutional failure, but others 

would have responded with lawsuits. 

There have been other less-than-forthcoming moments in this sad story, but I won’t 

pile on. [ just want to conclude by saying that I think it is beneath the dignity of a great 

university for any of us to be complaining about journalists or wondering why those mean 

people in the press won’t leave us alone. We should be doing all we can to get out itlft~t~t 

of the press, to preemptively air our dirty laundry, so that we can prove to the world-- 

because we now need to prove it--that there are things more important to UNC than 

athletics success or the careers of individual faculty or administrators: namely, truth, 

honesty, integrity, and our hard-earned reputation as the University of the people. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                6:07 PM 

~gmail com> 

Re: Faculty Council statement 

Faculty Council remarks docx 

-here goes -JS 
On 5:50 PM. wrote: 
> Professor Smith, 



As I have already told you, Chancellor, I am very pleased by the recent steps you’ve 

taken to restore confidence in UNC. I’m also grateful to Jan Boxill and the FEC for their 

prompt, vigorous response to the specific concerns expressed to them by faculty back in 

May. It seems that we may finally be turning a corner in this two-year saga, and that’s 

great. But since it’s a duty of the assembled faculty to speak truth to power when evidence 

suggests that power has been used inefficiently or ineffectively, I do want to offer a few 

words of critique. It needs to be acknowledged publicly by someone here today that the 

summer of 2012 has been something of a public relations disaster for the University. The 

disaster had many causes, some beyond your control, and 1 recognize that. 

But the University’s public responses to the ongoing crisis have been unsettling for 

two reasons. First, it has often appeared that the University is withholding information 

from the public, revealing as little as possible as slowly as possible. Indeed, for the last year 

the university community has been repeatedly blindsided by new revelations that left us 

scrambling to understand and explain evidence that might have been dealt with openly 

much sooner. Second, there has also been a marked tendency, by a whole range of 

University spokespersons, to say things that openly conflict with the facts as already 

reported. This has created a ’falling through the looking glass’ sensation for many alumni, 

supporters, and faculty of this institution. It reflects poorly on the entire University, and it 

therefore affects everyone in this room. 

Foremost among the baffling assertions made in recent months is one expressed 

first in the Hartlyn/Andrews report and then amplified throughout the summer by a whole 

phalanx of administrators: [I quote] "No evidence indicated that student-athletes received 

more favorable treatment than students who were not athletes" in the fraudulent 



Nyang’oro courses; the university has added that this whole episode is therefore "not an 

athletics issue." Amazingly, this rhetoric continued even after it was revealed, through a 

series of FOIA requests, that two-thirds of the students in those courses were athletes, and 

that the most infamous course of all, last year’s AFAM 280, a course Nyang’oro was not 

even qualified to teach, enrolled a total of 19 students every one of them a Carolina 

football player. The existence of that course alone provides very powerful evidence that the 

Nyang’oro scandal was ALL about athletics. Yet Andrews and Hartlyn made their 

statement about "no evidence" and you and others have repeated and elaborated on that 

statement for months. Chancellor, such statements--whatever their value when talking to 

NCAA policemen distort tt~e nature of the problems we’re facing and they therefore 

undermine public confidence in the judgment and honesty of UNC-Chapel Hill. Even a 

simple public acknowledgment of previous misjudgments or misstatements would have 

helped to repair the damage, but no such acknowledgment has been forthcoming. 

If we can return to my first point the perceived tendency to withhold information 

and to engage the public and the press only reluctantly and mistrustfully--let’s look at a 

recent event. In your presentation to the BOG last week you evidently blamed two careless 

techies for the fiasco. But technical carelessness is not the full story. The 

world knows about grades today because the University refused to take 

seriously the questioning of Dan Kane, a dogged reporter whose name we should all know 

by now. Many weeks before he published his pivotal story on the so-called test transcript 

he asked the University to confirm or deny--through examination of student records--that 

the transcript belonged to a real student. He had the student’s matriculation date, his SAT 

score, and he could point to some very peculiar notations on that alleged test transcript. In 



other words, the University should have been able to answer his questions within hours. 

But instead of confirming the reality of the record and then moving to protect that 

student’s privacy, the University ignored the N&O’s questions and left that transcript on a 

publicly accessible web site, where it was available for later plundering by NC State fans. 

reacted with equanimity to this puzzling institutional failure, but others 

would have responded with lawsuits. 

There have been other less-than-forthcoming moments in this sad story, but I won’t 

pile on. [ just want to conclude by saying that I think it is beneath the dignity of a great 

university for any of us to be complaining about journalists or wondering why those mean 

people in the press won’t leave us alone. We should be doing all we can to get out itlft~t~t 

of the press, to preemptively air our dirty laundry, so that we can prove to the world-- 

because we now need to prove it--that there are things more important to UNC than 

athletics success or the careers of individual faculty or administrators: namely, truth, 

honesty, integrity, and our hard-earned reputation as the University of the people. 



As I have already told you, Chancellor, I am very pleased by the recent steps you’ve 

taken to restore confidence in UNC. I’m also grateful to Jan Boxill and the FEC for their 

prompt, vigorous response to the specific concerns expressed to them by faculty back in 

May. It seems that we may finally be turning a corner in this two-year saga, and that’s 

great. But since it’s a duty of the assembled faculty to speak truth to power when evidence 

suggests that power has been used inefficiently or ineffectively, I do want to offer a few 

words of critique. It needs to be acknowledged publicly by someone here today that the 

summer of 2012 has been something of a public relations disaster for the University. The 

disaster had many causes, some beyond your control, and 1 recognize that. 

But the University’s public responses to the ongoing crisis have been unsettling for 

two reasons. First, it has often appeared that the University is withholding information 

from the public, revealing as little as possible as slowly as possible. Indeed, for the last year 

the university community has been repeatedly blindsided by new revelations that left us 

scrambling to understand and explain evidence that might have been dealt with openly 

much sooner. Second, there has also been a marked tendency, by a whole range of 

University spokespersons, to say things that openly conflict with the facts as already 

reported. This has created a ’falling through the looking glass’ sensation for many alumni, 

supporters, and faculty of this institution. It reflects poorly on the entire University, and it 

therefore affects everyone in this room. 

Foremost among the baffling assertions made in recent months is one expressed 

first in the Hartlyn/Andrews report and then amplified throughout the summer by a whole 

phalanx of administrators: [I quote] "No evidence indicated that student-athletes received 

more favorable treatment than students who were not athletes" in the fraudulent 



Nyang’oro courses; the university has added that this whole episode is therefore "not an 

athletics issue." Amazingly, this rhetoric continued even after it was revealed, through a 

series of FOIA requests, that two-thirds of the students in those courses were athletes, and 

that the most infamous course of all, last year’s AFAM    , a course Nyang’oro was not 

even qualified to teach, enrolled a total of 19 students every one of them a Carolina 

football player. The existence of that course alone provides very powerful evidence that the 

Nyang’oro scandal was ALL about athletics. Yet Andrews and Hartlyn made their 

statement about "no evidence" and you and others have repeated and elaborated on that 

statement for months. Chancellor, such statements--whatever their value when talking to 

NCAA policemen distort tt~e nature of the problems we’re facing and they therefore 

undermine public confidence in the judgment and honesty of UNC-Chapel Hill. Even a 

simple public acknowledgment of previous misjudgments or misstatements would have 

helped to repair the damage, but no such acknowledgment has been forthcoming. 

If we can return to my first point the perceived tendency to withhold information 

and to engage the public and the press only reluctantly and mistrustfully--let’s look at a 

recent event. In your presentation to the BOG last week you evidently blamed two careless 

techies for the Julius Peppers fiasco. But technical carelessness is not the full story. The 

world knows about ]ulius Peppers’ grades today because the University refused to take 

seriously the questioning of Dan Kane, a dogged reporter whose name we should all know 

by now. Many weeks before he published his pivotal story on the so-called test transcript 

he asked the University to confirm or deny--through examination of student records--that 

the transcript belonged to a real student. He had the student’s matriculation date, his SAT 

score, and he could point to some very peculiar notations on that alleged test transcript. In 



other words, the University should have been able to answer his questions within hours. 

But instead of confirming the reality of the record and then moving to protect that 

student’s privacy, the University ignored the N&O’s questions and left that transcript on a 

publicly accessible web site, where it was available for later plundering by NC State fans. 

Julius Peppers reacted with equanimity to this puzzling institutional failure, but others 

would have responded with lawsuits. 

There have been other less-than-forthcoming moments in this sad story, but I won’t 

pile on. [ just want to conclude by saying that I think it is beneath the dignity of a great 

university for any of us to be complaining about journalists or wondering why those mean 

people in the press won’t leave us alone. We should be doing all we can to get out itlft~t~t 

of the press, to preemptively air our dirty laundry, so that we can prove to the world-- 

because we now need to prove it--that there are things more important to UNC than 

athletics success or the careers of individual faculty or administrators: namely, truth, 

honesty, integrity, and our hard-earned reputation as the University of the people. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, September 7, 2012 6:13 PM 

John Powell < @gmail corn> 

Re: hello 

Faculty Council remarks Sept 7docx 

John--I must tell you, I’ve never been so deflated in this whole two-year nightmare Yes, I was the one, the only 
one, who challenged Holden today And the room was full, well over a hundred faculty Not one of them said a 
peep (after I had read a 5-minute written statement, which I attach) I’m embarrassed by my colleagues, and I 
just don’t know what to say I’m dispirited -Jay 
On 9/7/12 4:20 PM, John Powell wrote: 

Prof Smith, 
The tweets from the faculty seem to reflect only ,/ou raising questions over the athletic/academic 
issues Is that right? 
John 

On Tue, Sep 4, 2012 at 7:28 PM, John Powell <           l£(i)Xm;,il c~>m> wrote: 
Thanks for the update and for caring I apply heat as I can, as well 

On Tue, Sep 4, 2012 at 5:32 PM, Jay Smith <iai, srnith/a:crnai[ ~mc cdu> wrote: 
Dear John: 
Just a quick word to say that I had a chance to chat with Bill Ferris at our histo~2~ department 
retreat a couple of weeks ago When we started discussing the sports situation he naturally 
mentioned you, and he also pointed out that 

Anyway, I wanted to say thank you 
for that and thanks, too, for remaining committed enough to complain when you see something 
has gone haywire, as it clearly has I plan to keep the heat on Holden and company, though of 
course the noisier I become the easier it gets for them to dismiss me as a crank It’s a fine line 
But I can assure you I’ll be making some administrators uncomfortable at the next faculty 
council meeting this Friday -Jay 



As I have already told you, Chancellor, I am very pleased by the recent steps you’ve 

taken to restore confidence in UNC. I’m also grateful to Jan Boxill and the FEC for their 

prompt, vigorous response to the specific concerns expressed to them by faculty back in 

May. It seems that we may finally be turning a corner in this two-year saga, and that’s 

great. But since it’s a duty of the assembled faculty to speak truth to power when evidence 

suggests that power has been used inefficiently or ineffectively, I do want to offer a few 

words of critique. It needs to be acknowledged publicly by someone here today that the 

summer of 2012 has been something of a public relations disaster for the University. The 

disaster had many causes, some beyond your control, and 1 recognize that. 

But the University’s public responses to the ongoing crisis have been unsettling for 

two reasons. First, it has often appeared that the University is withholding information 

from the public, revealing as little as possible as slowly as possible. Indeed, for the last year 

the university community has been repeatedly blindsided by new revelations that left us 

scrambling to understand and explain evidence that might have been dealt with openly 

much sooner. Second, there has also been a marked tendency, by a whole range of 

University spokespersons, to say things that openly conflict with the facts as already 

reported. This has created a ’falling through the looking glass’ sensation for many alumni, 

supporters, and faculty of this institution. It reflects poorly on the entire University, and it 

therefore affects everyone in this room. 

Foremost among the baffling assertions made in recent months is one expressed 

first in the Hartlyn/Andrews report and then amplified throughout the summer by a whole 

phalanx of administrators: [I quote] "No evidence indicated that student-athletes received 

more favorable treatment than students who were not athletes" in the fraudulent 



Nyang’oro courses; the university has added that this whole episode is therefore "not an 

athletics issue." Amazingly, this rhetoric continued even after it was revealed, through a 

series of FOIA requests, that two-thirds of the students in those courses were athletes, and 

that the most infamous course of all, last year’s AFAM    , a course Nyang’oro was not 

even qualified to teach, enrolled a total of 19 students every one of them a Carolina 

football player. The existence of that course alone provides very powerful evidence that the 

Nyang’oro scandal was ALL about athletics. Yet Andrews and Hartlyn made their 

statement about "no evidence" and you and others have repeated and elaborated on that 

statement for months. Chancellor, such statements--whatever their value when talking to 

NCAA policemen distort tt~e nature of the problems we’re facing and they therefore 

undermine public confidence in the judgment and honesty of UNC-Chapel Hill. Even a 

simple public acknowledgment of previous misjudgments or misstatements would have 

helped to repair the damage, but no such acknowledgment has been forthcoming. 

If we can return to my first point the perceived tendency to withhold information 

and to engage the public and the press only reluctantly and mistrustfully--let’s look at a 

recent event. In your presentation to the BOG last week you evidently blamed two careless 

techies for the Julius Peppers fiasco. But technical carelessness is not the full story. The 

world knows about ]ulius Peppers’ grades today because the University refused to take 

seriously the questioning of Dan Kane, a dogged reporter whose name we should all know 

by now. Many weeks before he published his pivotal story on the so-called test transcript 

he asked the University to confirm or deny--through examination of student records--that 

the transcript belonged to a real student. He had the student’s matriculation date, his SAT 

score, and he could point to some very peculiar notations on that alleged test transcript. In 



other words, the University should have been able to answer his questions within hours. 

But instead of confirming the reality of the record and then moving to protect that 

student’s privacy, the University ignored the N&O’s questions and left that transcript on a 

publicly accessible web site, where it was available for later plundering by NC State fans. 

Julius Peppers reacted with equanimity to this puzzling institutional failure, but others 

would have responded with lawsuits. 

There have been other less-than-forthcoming moments in this sad story, but I won’t 

pile on. [ just want to conclude by saying that I think it is beneath the dignity of a great 

university for any of us to be complaining about journalists or wondering why those mean 

people in the press won’t leave us alone. We should be doing all we can to get out itlft~t~t 

of the press, to preemptively air our dirty laundry, so that we can prove to the world-- 

because we now need to prove it--that there are things more important to UNC than 

athletics success or the careers of individual faculty or administrators: namely, truth, 

honesty, integrity, and our hard-earned reputation as the University of the people. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                  9:58 AM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: FW: Faculty Mentor Evaluations of Your Summer Research Accomplishments 

--OK, and as I recall I have to claim that I’ve seen written work of yours OK ifI say you drafted part of a 
chapter on something? What would you like me to make up? 

I’ve not met Mitchell, but yes, he’s someone you’ll want to talk to at some point He’ll be around for 2 years at 
least 

Jay 
On I 1:25 PM, wrote: 

Jay, 

The grad school wants you to do an evaluation of my summer research. I think it’s just a really short thing 
noting that I didn’t waste the money. Sorry to be the bearer of more busy work. 

Got my visa, by the way. Never, ever want to repeat that process, which easily ranks up there with most 
annoying things in the world. 

Also, do you know much about the new post-doc fellow, Matthew Mitchell? Seems like he does some 
company trading stuff (Britain, I think). Figured I might try and meet up with him when I am back in town 
the week after next. 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Saine, Deb 
Sent: Thursday, 1:50 PM 
To: 
Subject: Faculb/Mentor Evaluations of Your Summer Research Accomplishments ... 

Dear 

The Graduate School’s Summer Research Fellowship program is a remarkable collaboration - involving 

graduate students, faculty mentors, The Graduate School’s Office of Fellowships and individual donors who 

believe in generously providing opportunities to talented individuals like you. We hope you will be able to 

attend the reception honoring this truly exceptional fellowship program (and the achievements it supports) 

later this month. 

In your initial award letter, The Graduate School requested that your faculty mentor provide a written 

evaluation, by             of your academic accomplishments during summer      Please ask your 

mentor to send a written evaluation, in letter form, and send the evaluation to the attention of Ms. Julie 

Montaigne, The Graduate School’s fellowship and funding manager. The evaluation may be emailed to Ms. 

Montaigne at iulie montaigne@unc.edu. 

Please also send me a short (one ortwo paragraph) comment on the valuable experiences you had and 



the progress you made as a result of you r su tamer fellowship. We will share these comments with friends 

of The Graduate School and other individuals who support graduate education at Carolina. We might also 

share your comments in our newsletter and other Graduate School communications. Please send your 

email comments to me at saine@email.unc.edu, 

Thank you, and I wish you continued academic success. 

Best wishes, 

Deb 

Deb Saine ¯ Communications Manager 

The Graduate School ¯ The University of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

228 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962 6326 . saine~email.unc.edu 

Visit us~ ~radschool.unc.edu 

UNC 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith,~ajemail unc edu> 

Sunday, September 9, 2012 10:56 AM 

Brooks Ed\~m W <c\~brooks@li\,c unc cdu> 

Re: [f~cult3--athlctics-forum] Thc grcat dcprcssion 

I would s1~11 bc lmppy Io lllCCl for ltmch Do yott Ihiltk wc could wml on 
it m/ill the x~eek atler he\2 though? I’ve put myself t~libl¥ behind 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: doc 

Attach: G+ade changes etc docx 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                    12:45 PM 

@live unc edu> 

-absolutely, I think gov Martin would be willing and happy to meet with you I provide here the contact 
info for the woman (vetay nice, vetay smart) who’s helping him She recommends phone contact (And I’ll tell 
you what she will tell you--that is you give her a document, it becomes part of the investigative record and is 
likely to be published some day I see no reason for you to worry about that, but ) I’m attaching the revised 
draft, with a few added questions of my own! 

Raina Rose TaBle, Partner 

Baker Till,/Virchow Krause, LLP 

Baker Tills/Beers & Cut]eL PLLC 
8219 Leesburg Pike, Suite 800 

Vienna, VA 22182-2B25 

tel ?03 923 8251, fax 703 923 8092, mobi!e 202 255 9,491 



Questions to be asked about illeqal qrade chanqes and related matters: 

What is the number of grade changes? 

How many courses had grade changes? 

List all teams involved in grade changes? 

Were any of those grade changes in any of N’s courses? [Question of collusion/whether 
Crowder made changes without his knowledge] 

Which, if any, of the grade changes were in ’ghost’ courses? 

Did only N. teach ghost courses? If other faculty were listed, how many? [I feel a little 
dirty for even saying this, but rve read in two different newspaper "comment" 
sections--both the DTH and the N&O~that Tim Mcmlllan supposedly taught one 
of these no-show courses. This is pure hearsay, but the person sounded quite 
informed. Perhaps this could be mentioned discreetly, without putting it in 
writing] 

What is the number of athletes AND former-athletes whose grades were changed? [If all 
grade changes were for athletes or former athletes, the University no longer 
could claim that all that happened, even if to a majority of athletes, did not 
constitute an NCAA infraction because non-athletes also benefited.] 

What is the time period of all falsified grade changes in AFAM? [Might this pre-date 

, ,    years?] 

What is the number of courses with only athletes and former athletes? 

Who paid for courses in which the professor was not paid? [Am I reading you correctly 
here? Are you suggesting that     was getting a kickback somewhere?] 

Did the grade changes get corrected? Shouldn’t the University be required to disallow 
fraudulent grade changes? [I have read that the FEC report recommended that 
no corrections should be made. Why not? Implications here are huge, 
especially if those changed grades kept athletes eliqible--and when and in which 
sports.] 

Was anyone’s graduation affected by the grade changes? [Would the athletic 
graduation rate, an important criterium for the NCAA, have dropped if any 
athletes graduated but would not have done so if the earned grade was 
recorded?] 

If grade changes would have involved loss of eligibility or failure to graduate, has the 
NCAA been notified? 



List all teams involved in athletes-only courses. 

Do illegal grade changes constitute illegal activity that should be reported for possible 
prosecution? [I think the SBI is involved now partly for this reason.] 

Afew more I might add: 

The Andrews/Hartyln report curiously insists that students completed work in these 
fraudulent courses. ("No instance was found of a student receiving a grade who 
had not submitted written work," p. 1, and "students enrolled...completed written 
work," p. 4). How in the world could this be verified? In some cases, the 
instructor cannot even be identified--which means, by definition, that no 
meaningful work was performed. Temporary grades--which were given 26% of 
the time in N’s courses--were changed, again sometimes without authorization, 
on the basis of...what? It is not possible to know, and certainly not possible to 
assume, that grades were always given on the basis of submitted written work. 
Why, then, do they go to the trouble to make this point? 

Dan Kane of the N&O has written about a fall, 2005 "no-shoW’ class in AFAM. Should 
he be asked whether he would at least reveal the course number for the 
governor’s review? 

Has any effort been made to find out how the students in these courses, both the 
athletes and the non-athletes, found out about their availability? John Blanchard 
and Robert Mercer should both be questioned, but perhaps the most valuable 
thing would be to have the university provide contact info for some of the 
students enrolled. Surely FERPA would have no standing in an internal 
investigation of fraud; governor Martin should have access to student identities, 
and he should have the right to ask students why they participated in a crip 
course. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                   7:26 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Rescheduling Meeting? 

ok 
On 7:21 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

Sorry for the delay in response - it seems this email got stuck in my outbox and didn’t make it out to 
you 

Would 12 tomorrow be alright? 

Jay Smith -~a?’st~ti0l(:~,etr!ail mr, C ed~J> wrote: 
Early Tuesday afternoon? 

On       1: 09 PM,                       wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith - 

I’m so sorry for the last minute notice but I completely forgot that I have an 
appointment this afternoon and will not be able to make our meeting today Is there 
any possible way you could reschedule for Monday? 

Again, my apologies for my oversight 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

,lay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 8:03 PM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] today, etc. 

No sweat. It’s not like there weren’t plenty of bodies in the room (and Lew, Richard, and Dick Cramer came; Sylvia came 
late.) But the silence was deafening. Part of it was the strange, rushed dynamics. But mostly it was apathy. 
On 9/10/12 7:58 PM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 

I like this one: 

"This is the kind of faculty experience we aspire to provide for all of our students," said 
dean of the ~[!..c~!e of [.[te.~turc~):j~!~z~]~L~]]£ Art~. 

Indeed. 

By the way, Jay, I had to be off-campus Friday afternoon, so could not make the meeting. I am sorry I 
wasn’t there. 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 7:55 PM 
TO: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] today, etc. 

For example: 

CraNe added that Hagen [the teacher!] is not "really a gray who is work oriented, he’s not just 
bringing you in to write papers and all that stuff" 

I’m laughing through my tears!! 

On 9/10/12 7:50 PM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 

OK, just read the opener - "Hundreds" of independent studies?! Jesus H. Christ. 

From: Jay Smith [iavsnl]th~1~emai!.urlc.ed~] 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 7:45 PM 
To: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: Fwd: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] today, etc. 

Jonathan: I’m just using the link in Richard’s email here 

To answer your question: no The bigger the place the greater the taint, I’d imagine I 
would actually *love* to get up close and personal with the Stanford system, to tell 
you the truth 

........ Original Message ........ 
Suhje¢t:Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] today, etc 

Date:Fri, 7 Sep 2012 01:30:01 +0000 
From:Southall, Richard Michard <s~ ~’.rh~dl~, em,~d unc edu> 

reply-To:Southall, Richard Michard 
To:discussion 



Perry~ 

Thank you a great deal for your comments. I have 
purposefully stepped back from the conversations over 
the past few weeksj wishing to observe the discussion 
from arm’s length, but thought in light of tomorrow’s 
impending meeting, I might offer a bit of context and 
discussion. 

I greatly appreciate the need for thoughtful and data- 
driven analysis of college sport. While I won’t bore 
anyone with a lit review of the past 100 years of 
research into the institutions of higher education and 
intercollegiate athletics, if anyone would like to 
contact me offlinej I’ll be glad to share a recent book 
chapter I wrote on the historical context of college 
sport reform. I will also be glad to share of any the 
1/2 dozen recent articles colleagues and I have 
published dealing with competing institutional logics 
within the institution of college sport. 

Also, I hope you will take no offense at my providing 
this discussion list with a link to a 28@8 series by the 
Ann Arbor News staff that investigated a "situation" at 
the University of Michigan - that has many of the same 
characteristics as what has transpired on our campus. 

htt~ ; //ww~,~ ~ relive ~ ¢ oa:/wol ve ri~{] s/ac ademic s/ 

Unless everything in this series of reports is a The 
Ohio State University lie, something is not only amiss 
in the state of Denmark, but also Michigan~ Alabama, 
Florida, Montana~ North Carolina~ Colorado... 

To your paragraph in which you discuss the relationship 
of athletics and intellectual life...To say, "athletics - 
the physical activity of human movement - is or can be 
consistent with an intellectual life" is a perfectly 
reasonable position and one that has been researched 
extensively and validated. Howeverj this position is 
much different from ignoring strong empirical evidence 
that the basic assumptions~ central logic (material 
practices and symbolic constructions), or rules of the 
game by which the business of big-time college sport in 



the US is conducted are in conflict with the stated 
inteilectuaE missEon o~ universEtEes. CEearEy, an 
Enstitution’s central logEc molds and shapesj and is 
moided and shaped byj the actEons o~ EnstEtutEonaE 
members. Extensive analysis demonstrates the existence 
of a dominant commercial logic within big-time sport 
(What Mark Nagel @ USC and I have termed "jock 
capitalism")~ with a fundamental logic that is 
commercial in nature and revenue sensitive. 

It should be noted I emphasEzed stated En the previous 
sentence, sEnce there is also evidence many o# our 
universities have adopted what Sack (2@09) described as 
"academEc capEtalEsm" wEth Ets emphases on #unded R & D 
and grant acquisition. WithEn this model, the academy 
has become much more market driven. 

While I understand politics and most scandaEs are local, 
what is occurring on our campus is not an isolated 
incident~ but a re{lection og the past i@0+ years of 
institutional (which is different $rom 
athletic/intellectual) con$lict. I would not be alone 
among college-sport researchers to conclude there is 
strong evidence the NCAA and its members (perhaps in 
exchange {or billions o{ dollars in non-taxable revenue) 
have clearly entered an era in which big-time college 
sport has become hypercommercialized. This 
hypercommercialism may result in a loss o{ a {ocus on 
education, which is different than the granting o~ 
degrees, maintaining eligibility o{ athletesj or 
systematically denying some athletes less of an 
education, not based on ethnicity - but 
disproportionately a{{ecting athletes {rom lower 
socioeconomic and minority communities. 

I agree wEth your sentiment the bEg-tEme college sport 
traEn legt the statEon many years ago & it ain’t coming 
back! 

In my humble opEnEon, all that we can hope £or En the 
present climate is to be honest about the nature o~ the 
enterprise and address the aggregious labor practices 
and the pseudo-education being delivered to some o~ the 
laborers. 



But, then again, I could be wrong:) 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of NorLh taro![ha at Chapel Hill 

Director College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203¢ 

Office - 919.962-3507 

You are CUlTently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
To unsubscribe click here: 
id= 1869~-/85 7 05997~’91b~]b~Sb38~[9~?~9522~c998~g&~t=Tg~l=~;~cultv-. athlct~ s- 

(It may be necessaU to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to ]e~,, e-~21 ~807.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

yes 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                   9:55 PM 

@gmail com> 

Re: Satire paragraphs 

8:50 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I wanted to make sure that the class agreed to have the writing assignment (2 paragraphs on satire 
among courtiers) due on Thursday I believe that was the case, but I wanted to double check 

Thank you, 

On             at 3:37 PM, 
~fii! [£~g~i!: ut < _~du > wrote: 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Jay Smith 

Just a quick word about an abbreviation in one of the Beik documents for tomorrow: 

RPR refers to the "so-called Reformed Religion" [i e, the Protestants], which in 
French happens to be "Religion Prdtendue Rdform~e [hence the RPR] 

Sorry that was dropped on you without forewarning See you tomorrow 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Messages from the "HIST. " site To reply to this message click this link 
to access Messages for this site: HlS]- 







On 7:52 PM, wrote: 

The dummy event I did for the Fourth of 3uly really doesn’t need to be visible, or at 

least not in the form it is. If it had a past date along with the name we could be sure it 

wouldn’t confuse people. 

HaveawonderrulLaborDayWeekend! 
Nancy 

Sorry you got away before I had a chance to chat with you today! 

1 was just looking at the one event that I saw, on                It is an 

elegant system, but I would probably configure the pop-up when you hover 

over the calendar to include the speaker information rather than the series 
information. This raises a question or two. 

We like to hyperlin k at least the speaker’s name to a personal site for more 
information, and sometimes have an image or a list of important hyperlinked 

publications. Will we have those options in WordPress? 

Thanks for getting this under way so quickly! 



-jeff 

Sounds good to me. ]’11 probably just put 
here to help. I just met with (really nice guy) 
and ran him through the basics. 
] see youve already laid the groundwork for the history 
site! ]’11 let you know if there are any questions or 
concerns with getting this site up and running. 

Sentfrom myiPhone 

On at #’:#’3 PN, "3elf VanDrimmelen" 

Hey 

[ have the first migration prolect ready for 

us. [ need y’all to move the history 
department events from their old site 

(linked off from this 



do LhaL in the next week or so? Let me 
know what you think. (There are about 23 

items). 

ph: 919.724.4556 

Find answers and get help 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   9:21 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Random question about the nobility 

-good question I don’t think there was a rule against it, but in practice it would have been vet3~ rare Only 
foreigners who were naturalized French, or clearly intending to become so, would have been considered There 
were age and education restrictions, and in theory eve~3~ candidate was subjected to an "inqui~?¢ into [his] life 
and morals"--which would have landed "foreign agents" in trouble Anyway, anyone looking to buy an 
expensive ennobling office was probably planning to stay in France, and was therefore effectively "French" 
There’s a book on "French identity" in the 17th-18th centuries if you’re interested: Peter Sahlins, Unnaturally 
French -JS 

On 10:10 PM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I had a question a while ago when I was reading Beik, but I felt like it wasn’t exactly relevant to the class, 
so I figured I’d just ask you over email... Were foreigners allowed to buy offices and become robe nobles, or 
was that limited to only native Frenchmen? Sorry to bother you outside of class, but I was really curious. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 9:18 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Academic-Sports Story 

Tuesday and Thumday early afternoons are usually pretty good for me. That seems to be the case next week. 
On       4:32 PM,         wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

Sorry to bother you again. My professor asked if there was a later date you could possibly interview if this 
week is no good. Thanks! 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:24 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Academic-Sports Story 

-this week is just impossible for me You might think about Vin Steponaitis in Anthropology 
or Lew Margolis in Public Health 
On 1:41 PM,           wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I am a                        major, and I am doing a stoo/on the current academic- 
sports scandal for our student broadcast, "Carolina Week". I heard you have some strong 
opinions on the matter and I would love to do an on-camera interview with you if you are 
available any time this week. I would greatly appreciate it! Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                    1:3 I PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Kane, lunch 

FEC subcommittee report July 2012pdf; Academic Support Program for Student- 
Athletes - UNC report pdf 

[--see both ~eports a~acbed The FEC one is good readhlg! 

On 9/13/12 1:29 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

> Can you send me a cop) of tbe FEC ~eport (or tel1 me where to pick it oft)? 1 ~ead parts of it at the time, but want to ~eview 

fl~at available? Thanks 

exmnple tlmt tbe Chancellor just doesfft get it, and fl~at does wort) me 



Report of the Special Subcommittee of the Faculty Executive Committee 
July 26, 2012 

Executive Summary and Overview 

In this Report, the special subcommittee appointed by the Faculty Executive Committee 
(FEC) on May 14, 2012, sets forth its histo~?¢, procedures, findings of fact, and 
recommendations Unless stated otile~-ise, the Report obviously consists of tile impressions, 
opinions, and judgments of the subcommittee The first four parts of our Report describe the 
subcommittee’s work and the previous reports on academic misconduct prompting the 
subcommittee’s appointment Part I describes ti~e subcommittee’s charge Part II summarizes 
the subcommittee’s procedures, including the names of 31 University officials whom it 
interv, iewed Pa~ III summarizes the findings of official reports and recommendations made 
about the academic misconduct prompting the subcommittee’s appointment Part IV sets forth 
the subcommittee’s findings, particularly the issues that it determined have not been addressed or 
left unclear by earlier reports We have found (I) no fault witi~ or e~lors in any of the official 
reports we reviewed; (2) an absence of systematic or regular communication between the athletic 
department and the University Faculty as a whole; (3) no set or clear criteria for appointing or re- 
appointing department chairs; (4) uncertain~" over clustering in certain courses or majors 
(including the patterns of majors or courses taken by student-athletes); (5) uncertain~" over tiae 
extent and quality of the interaction between the different sets of people formally authorized to 
give academic advice to students (including student-athletes); (6) a risk that the current ratio of 
students to advisors on campus will be uneven and may undermine progress toward graduation 
for many students; (7) a significant risk tiaat, because of the special demands placed on them, 
students who are competing in Division I sports will face substantial impediments to being fully 
integrated into the life of the University; and (8) a likelihood that, with so many dift’erent 
committees investigating the academic misconduct tilat is ti~e subject of tiris report, there will be 
no autimritative, definitive resolution ofti~e problem across tile campus Part V sets forth the 
subcommittee’s recommendations These include (1) requiring all students to have their 
schedules signed off by advisors in Steele Building; (2) establishing more regular, systematic 
communication between advisors and counselors; (3) establishing and publicizing criteria for 
appointing or re-appointing department chairs; (4) identit~ving best practices at peer institutions 
for ensuring that students generally and athletes in particular are fully integrated into the life of 
the University; and (5) the Chancellor appointing an entity consisting of distinguished 
individuals from outside tiae University that will provide an independent, comprehensive analysis 
of the complicated relationship between athletics and academics at UNC, and propose 
recommendations for its management We believe that these recommendations will help the 
University to assure no repetition of the circumstances that prompted the appointment of this 
subcommittee We also remain confident ti~at the UniversiD" administration is committed to 
addressing the issues arising from its goals of ensuring excellence in 28 Division I athletic 
programs and its academic mission 

I. Subcommittee Charge 
Following release of ti~e Report on Independent Studies in ti~e College directed by Senior 

Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education Bobbi Owen, and the Report on the African and 
Afro-American Studies Department by Senior Associate Deans Jonathan Ha~lyn and Bill 
Andrews, a number of faculty communicated their concerns to tile FEC ti~at these reports did not 



fully explore all relevant issues The FEC contemplated how to respond to concerns that more 
investigation might be necessa~3/ Chair of the Faculty Council Jan Boxill then communicated 

the following to the FEC: 

"After significant discussion about what action the FEC might take, and with the Chancellor’ s 
encouragement, we have formed a subcommittee to look further into these matters Consisting 
of Professors Steven Bachenheimer (Microbiology and Immunology), Michael Gerhardt (Law 
School), and Laulie Maffiy-Kipp (Religious Studies), the subcommittee will be charged with 
three primary tasks FEC will then consider additional steps 

The subcommittee will: 
1 Review all reports relevant to this situation, including the review of courses in African 

and Afro-American Studies, the report on Independent Studies in the College, and the 
201 I review of the Academic Support Program for Student Atl~letes (ASPSA), and meet 
with the authors of those reports to discuss their processes and findings Review other 
relevant materials and summarize and characterize the work that has already been done, 
including new procedures or policies already put in place 

2 Based upon this review and taking into account questions you and others have raised, 
identi~" questions or gaps in knowledge that remain regarding events, systems, practices, 
or structures that might have allowed or facilitated the troubling breaches of academic 
integrity The committee should focus in pa~icular on those matters that have not been 
sufficiently addressed by procedures and policies already put into place 

3 Create a plan for next steps The subcommittee will consider what is necessaly and 
feasible to investigate further in order to respond to the unanswered questions; and will 
make recommendations for other actions that need to be taken to reassure faculty and our 
community that we fully understand the problem, and that appropriate safeguards are 
already or will be put in place to ensure the integrity of our academic ofi’ering to students 
and our academic standards going forward" 

II. Subcommittee Procedure 
Between May 21 and June 26, 2012, the special sub-committee met with thirty-one 

individuals from across the university, including the authors of the reports, the Chancellor, the 
dean of the college of arts and sciences, the dean of the summer school, the director of athletics, 
the head football coach, a varie~" of faculty, and advisors in both the Loudermilk Center and 
Steele Building Here is a complete list of our inte~wiews: 

Holden Thorp Chancellor 
Karen Gil (Psychology) Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences 
Bill Andrews (English and Comparative Literature, Senior Assoc Dean-Fine Arts and 
Humanities), Jonathan Hartlyn (Political Science, Senior Associate Dean-Soc Sciences) 
Bobbi Owen (Dramatic Art) Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Harold Woodard Assoc Dean and Director of the Center for Student Success and Academic 
Counseling (CSSAC) 
Jan Yopp (Journalism, Mass Communication) Dean of the Summer School 
Lan?," Fedor~Head Football Coach, Corey Holliday Assoc Athletic Director, Football 
Bubba Cunningham Director of Athletics 
John Blanchard Senior Associate Director of Athletics for Student-Athlete Services 
Robert Mercer Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes (ASPSA) 
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Wally Richardson Assoc Director of ASPSA 
Jenn Townsend Assoc Director of ASPSA 
Brent Blanto~Associate Director of ASPSA 
Amy Hero, an Associate Athletic Director for Compliance 

Joy Rennet (Allied Health Sciences), incoming chair of the Faculty Committee on Athletics 
(FAC) 

Lissa Broome (Law, Faculty Representative to the NCAA and the ACC) and Steve Reznick 
(Psychology, Assoc Dean for First Year SeminarsMpast chairs of the FAC 

Athletics Reform G~-oup: 
Jay Smith (History), Perry Hall (African & Afro-American Studies), Lou Margolis (Maternal 
& Child Health), Andy Perrin (Sociology), Richard Kramer (Sociology, Acad Advising) 

Richard Southall (Exercise and Sports Science) Director of the College Sport Research 
Institute 

Kenneth Janken African & Afro-American Studies 

Black Caucus members: 
Larry Campbell (Chemistry), Reg Hildebrand (Afi-ican & Afro-American Studies), Valerie 
Ashby (Chemistry’), Deborah Strohman (Exercise and Sports Science) 

Steve Farmer Director of Undergraduate Admissions 

IlL Official Findings and Recommendations Prior to the Appointment of the 
Subcommittee 

Prior to the appointment of this subcommittee, the Hartlyn and Andrews (May 2, 2012) 
and Owen (April 10, 2012) reports identified and rectified problems that had allowed 
irregularities to occur in the College curriculum They also made recommendations on how to 
avoid a repetition of the academic misconduct prompting the appointment of the subcommittee 
The Academic Support Sew, ices for Student Athletes (ASPSA) report (September 1, 2011) 
coincided with relocation of the ASPSA (https://cssacunceduiathletic-counseling-progratn) to 
the Center for Student-Athlete Excellence (the Loudermilk Center) and also took note of the 
uncovering in 2010 of agent-related activities and instances of academic misconduct involving 
members of the football team That report made recommendations about improving program 
evaluation, staffing and se~-ices of the ASPSA These reports and recommendations are 
summarized below 

A Official Reports: 
With respect to Independent Study (IS) Courses: 

Guidelines have been developed to standardize terminology and administration across the 
college, including a standardized formal learning contract (contact time, hours, regular 
meeting schedule, review of IS by directors of undergrad studies); the use of separately 
numbered sections for individual faculty members (for informational purposes); limits on 
the number of IS per faculty member per term (2 each); regular courses not taught as IS 
without unusual circumstances; special topics courses do not count as IS and cannot be 
offered more than twice; better articulation of a varlet?," of course numbers to designate 
service learning, special topics, and other courses; and the development of minimum 
guidelines across the college for IS that must still adhere to basic guidelines for all 
undergraduate courses 

In the case of improper courses in African and Afro-American Studies: 
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There was a clear finding that only the fom~er chair Julius Nyang’oro and Deborah 
Crowder, a former staff member, had been involved in problems with courses in the 
department; with the appointment of a new chair, Eunice Sahle, departmental culture 
seems to have changed re1?," much for the better, and a strong structure of governance has 
been put in place Although the Hartlyn and Andrews Report stated that student-athletes 
had not received favorable treatment compared to others, it should be noted that 
information has subsequently come to light that at least one of the phantom summer 
school courses put on the books by the former chair had only football players and one 
former player enrolled in it 

With respect to the ASPSA Report: 

It was recommended that the Faculty Advisor?," Committee to the ASPSAl be revitalized 

and more involved with issues related to academic support, that evaluation of athletes’ 
progress be conducted in coordination with the Facult?," Athletics Committee (FAC, 
http://faccoun uric eduicommittees-2ielected-committees/athletics-commi~tee/), that 
ASPSA take a stronger role in the admissions process, and that the tutoring staff be 
augmented and separated from mentoring functions The Faculty Advisotaj Committee 
has since been revitalized, one more tutor has been hired, and the ASPSA has phased out 
the hMng of undergraduate tutors (except in certain circumstances) 

B Additional measures that have been undertaken include the following: 
The dean of the summer school has adopted policies and procedures from the Owen 
Report where appropriate, and now will remain in conversation with the dean of the 
college on course policies and continue to report directly to the provost 
Each senior associate dean has reviewed teaching assignments for all facult?," members in 
the College over the three previous terms and the summer school This review of 
teaching assignments will now occur regularly 
The Educational Policy Committee has initiated a study of university-wide policies for 
course syllabi 
The new head football coach and director of athletics have stated their commitment to 
prioritizing educational time for student-athletes 
The incoming chair of FAC, Joy Renner, has been meeting with a large number of 
facult?,,, administrators, and students across campus and will be proposing changes to 
FAC that will strengthen its effectiveness in serv, ing as a liaison between the academic 
and athletic sides of campus 

C Additional Documents Reviewed by the Committee 

1 lhe a&’iso~3" commi*tee, consisting of tem~rc-track m~d fixed-te~n faculB’, ms well as some ,qppropn,qte tMl-tmle 

pro2?ssional a, aft (EPA non-faculB’) members has been in place since the late 1980s. Conm~*ttee members are 
appointed by the Senior Associate Dean for l/ndergraduate Education to staggered te~ns The curren* membe~ ~e: 
Kim Abels, Writing Center (2011-2014); Ke~meth Ianken, AfAM (2012-201~); Genna Rae McNeil, 1 lis*~" (2011- 
2013); Abigail Panter, PsI"chology (2011-2014); Eileen P,qrsons, E&lcation (2011-2014); Steve Reznick, 
PsI"chologv, Chair (2011-2012); Chloe Russell, Academic A&’ismg Progrmn (2011-2014); She~" Salyec EXSS 
(2011-2014); Iolm D. Stephens, IAM, Europem~ Sm&es, Poli**cal Science (2011-2013); mid Isaac l/nah, Poli**cal 
Science (2012 2015 ) O~ ganizational support is provided by tbc Dirccto~ ol A SPSA, Robc~ t Mc~vc~, who is an e v 
oj~fici~l (non voting) member Tbc e v oj~fici~l (voting) mcmbcrs includc tbc Associate Dcan and Dircctol ill thc 
Ccntc~ li~r Student Success and Academic Counseling (CSSAC), Harold Woodmd tbc Senior Associate Athletics 
Dirccto~ li~r Student Athlete Services John Blancbard; the chai~ ol the Faculh Athletics Committee Joy Rcnnc~; 
and the Scnio~ Associate Dean Ior l lndc~ graduate I~ducation, Bobbi Oxxcn 
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The subcommittee was provided with several documents describing athletics admissions 
The first was prepared by the Advisory Committee on Undergraduate Admissions (December 
2005) that was chaired by Bernadette Gray-Little, then Dean of the College It provides a 
fi-amework for admission policies for student-athletes The second outlines procedures used 

by the Subcommittee on Athletic Admissions in reviewing prospective student-athletes for 
admission and making recommendations to the Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
(January 2010) 

IV. Potential Gaps in Our Knowledge about Academic Misconduct on Campus, and Areas 
of Continuing Concern for the Faculty 

The subcommittee has identified four areas of continuing concern We examine each of 
these in detail below 

A. Advising and Counseling 
Repeatedly, all the subcommittee members have been struck by the potential confusion of 

roles of the academic counselors in the Loudermilk Center (a group that setwes student-athletes 
and reports to the College through Associate Dean Harold Woodard, but whose salaries are paid 
by the Athletics Department) and the academic advisors in Steele Building We heard multiple 
accounts of how the two groups are or should be related From some, we heard that the main 
role of Loudermilk counselors is to ensure compliance with NCAA eligibility requirements and 
progress towards degrees Others said that in practice, the relationship with student-athletes is 
much more complicated The location of the Loudermilk Center, its convenient hours for 
athletes, and its much higher staff to student ratio make it difficult to imagine that athletes would 
feel encouraged to use Steele Building staff for their academic advising needs Here are our 
main concerns about this system as it now functions: 

The last review of the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes (ASPSA Report) 
was headed up by Senior Associate Director John Blanchard and Dean Owen Given the 
likelihood of overlap in advising and counseling activities, we have wondered whether 
the program would benefit from more active faculty involvement, as well as periodic 
reviews undertaken independent from Athletics 

We believe that the huge difference in staffing of advising between Steele and 
Loudermilk makes it very difficult for student-athletes to use the Steele advisers on a 
regular basis The ratio of students to Steele Building advisors is over 500 to I, about 
twice the national average (according to Dean Owen); thus it seems unlikely that every 
student can meet with an advisor every semester, and in any event only first year students 
are required to have an advisor sign off on their classes We are concerned that this 
makes it nearly impossible for student-athletes to receive the personalized attention their 
complicated schedules demand, and that all students are unlikely to receive even a 
minimal level of assistance 
Our inte~wiews indicated that some student-athletes have complained in exit inte~wiews 
about receiving conflicting advice from Steele advisors and Loudermilk counselors We 
heard different accounts about who could actually sign off on student forms or indeed, 
if any oversight after the first year is even required We also learned that a student can 
have a Loudermilk counselor register him/bet for classes~ut the student has to sign off 
on it 
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Robert Mercer, the director of the ASPSA, reports on advising issues to Dean Woodard 
of the College, but has an additional reporting line to John Blanchard in Athletics for 
issues related to resources Both Mercer and Blanchard are paid by the Athletics 
Department This reporting system is ambiguous, lacks clafitT, and is likely not to be 
very" productive 
While there are several liaisons between Steele and Loudermilk (including Barbara 
Lucido, the Steele advisor who attends Mercer’s staff" meetings), we believe that the 
structure itself lends a perception of equalitT to the enterprises that may not be desirable 
or work in the best academic interests of athletes 
We received mixed reports about the usefulness and adequacy of the recently introduced 
online degree auditing and registration systems (it should be noted that these systems 
have not been fully implemented and have not yet reached their projected potential) For 
some counselors, by their own reports, paper forms are still the medium of choice We 
also learned that the online registration system is cumbersome and diffficult for students 
to navigate There also appears to be some confusion by counselors as to whether 
summer school courses are a regular part of the worksheet for Steele Building advisors 
The FAC only receives statistics on academic progress about student-athletes from the 
Athletics Department, if at all (sometimes the presence of media prevents this exchange); 
and they have no direct access to this information In addition, they do not conduct exit 
interviews without a representative from Athletics being present 

Why are these issues surrounding the advising system so important? Because theypoint to 
lhe place w~th the too.st potem~al tu exploit .slnwlural weaktlesse.s m lhe academic caree~;s ~?f 

.studenl-alhletes Currently everyone in the university community works in a system of 
competing demands on these students, and therefore we should not be surprised that some 
people, often with the best of intentions, find ways to exploit the ambiguities Here are examples 
from recent events that we believe bear this out: 

Although we may never know for certain, it was our impression from multiple inte~wiews 
that a department staff member managed to use the system to help players by directing 
them to enroll in courses in the Afi-ican and Afi-o-American Studies Department that 
turned out to be aberrant or irregularly taught We were told that athletes claimed they 
had been sent to Julius Nyang’oro by the ASPSA This raises the question of whether 
they could also have been sent to other departments by Loudermilk counselors 

It seems likely that someone in the African and Afro-American Studies Department 
called athletics counselors (who are professionally trained and hired by the College of 

Arts and Sciences) to tell them that certain courses would be available; it is less clear 
whether staff at the Loudem~ilk Center actually contacted departments to ask about the 
availabilitT of classes (eg, Nyang’oro’s Summer School class) While we do not know 
exactly what transpired, clearly there is considerable uncertainty in the relationship 
between academic departments and athletic counselors Further, athletic counselors have 
been discouraged from contacting faculty or questioning decisions about pedagog" For 
example, in 2002 Robert Mercer and John Blanchard met with the FAC to discuss the 
teaching of IS courses, and were told that faculty members have great latitude to teach 
courses as they see fit Counselors, then, concluded that it is not their responsibility to 
question decisions made within academic units about specific courses In practice, 
athletic counselors are left in a difficult position with less than complete knowledge or 
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authority about the specific requirements for courses We believe that this leaves too 
much of the burden for the selection of classes and knowledge about courses on 

individual student-athletes 

B. Departmental Supervision and Facul/y Conduct 
The reports on Independent Study Courses and on African and Afro-Amerlcan Studies 

suggested reforms that will make it more difficult for some of the recent aberrations to be 
repeated That said, we are under no illusions that any set of rules and regulations can 
completely prevent the exploitation of a system that depends, in large measure, on the good will 
and responsible conduct of t~aculty members in a wide range of disciplines Instead, we think the 
better approach is not simply to fill bureaucratic holes but to address the problems systemically, 
and to recognize that they are intrinsically and perhaps inevitably linked to the coexistence of a 

varlets" of academic cultures with a commitment to high-level athletics 

Looked at broadly, then, we see the need for closer interaction and better communication 
between faculty and other parts of campus Faculty must better grasp the particular challenges 
faced by various types of students (not just student-athletes, but also students with other sorts of 
circumstances that make the everyday navigation of a large university difficult), and they must 
be given greater say in the decisions regarding admission and advising of those students once 
they have matriculated 

C. A Campus with Two Cultures 
One might expect that the goal of the Athletics Department in mounting successful athletic 

teams, and that of the faculty in can?,’ing out the educational mission of the Universit?,’, can give 
rise to "Two Cultures" that work at cross-purposes However, our intew, iews with AD 
Cunningham, head coach Fedora and members of the ASPSA staff revealed a well-articulated 
appreciation of the demands of the cultures of athletics and academics that have to be 
internalized by our student-athletes From facult?," members, this understanding seemed less 
evident To our dismay there is increased distrust between ASPSA staff and faculty, especially 
since the revelations of academic misconduct We heard from several staff members in Athletic 
Advising that they had been cautioned not to contact faculty to discuss course offerings for fear 
of being seen as t~?,’ing to influence faculty with regard to student enrollment and pedagogy, and 
to let all communication mn only through the associate directors at the Loudermilk Center 

Conversely, some faculty reportedly are openly disapproving of having any student-athletes 
enroll in their courses; many more facul~ have little knowledge of how the Athletics Department 

is run, and have no contact with either counselors or coaches From the student-athlete 
perspective, a highly structured schedule and more specialized support systems in the 
Loudermilk Center leave them with few active incentives to join in the academic life of their 

fellow students on campus Some specific observations include: 

To the subcommittee, the conflicts and gaps created by the two cultures does not seem to 

be so acute between student-athletes in general and others on campus, but principally 
between men’s football and basketball players and other students This is, in a sense, not 

a problem with athletics per se, but with pa~icular revenue sports Because of the size of 
the team, the football program presents the most obvious point of continuing concern: 
this is where one finds the largest gaps with other students in terms of time spent on 
academics, academic preparation, and the ability to integrate into the life of the campus 
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The new AD and head football coach have expressed a desire to have informal faculty 
counselors This is an important step toward ensuring that more interaction occurs 
between faculty and athletics At this point, we do not know how their interlocutors will 
be chosen We hope that this would include many facult?," who are not invested in certain 
outcomes but who are willing to learn about the unique problems of students who 
pa~icipate in Division I athletics We are also unsure how all coaches’ continuing or 
heightened commitment to the educational experiences of their athletes can be monitored 
It is critical that communication across different parts of the universit5" be encouraged and 
the obvious barriers to such communication lessened 

The guidelines and procedures set in place by the Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

guarantees 140 recurr#~T recomme~datio~ls (recruiting slots) to the Athletics Department, of 
which no more than 25 ("committee cases") may fall below a threshold that requires review of 
their credentials and circumstances by a subcommittee of the Advisor), Committee on 

Undergraduate Admissions (http:iifaccoun unc edu/committees-2/appointed- 
committees/undergraduate-ad~nissions-committeei) The number of committee cases has 
declined since the adoption of the 2005 framework for admissions Over the past six years the 
number of committee cases has been distributed among 5 or 6 programs and fluctuated between 

14 and 21 in number, though the maj ority in each year involved potential recruits by football, 
and men’s and women’s basketball The Athletics Department each year receives an additional 
20 ~ncentive recomme~da~ions for students "who would significantly improve the average 
academic profile of our recruited athletes", and review of these applications would take the same 
form that all applicants to UNC would receive The 2010 Report of the Adviso~¢ Committee on 
Undergraduate Admissions lays out ve~¢ clearly the procedures to be used by tbe Athletics 
Depa~ment in presenting recurring and incentive recommendations 

According to Stephen Farmer, his office and the Athletics Department have increased 
efforts to discourage teams from presenting candidates that represent exceptionally high risks in 
terms of their ability to succeed academically at UNC There is evidence tbat these efforts are 
working In addition his office is accumulating data on the academic performance of admitted 
students so that looking fotaxard, they will have an improved basis for assessing and managing 

risk 

We have identified several issues based on our review of athlete admissions: 

While tbe number of"committee cases" is trending downward, it is unclear whether the 
caliber of students filling the other 120 or so recurring recommendation slots is 
improving or declining In addition it is not clear what oversight mechanisms are in place 
that might alter the distribution of recurring slots to reward academic success among the 
various teams 

While the overall quality of undergraduate applications to UNC has gotten much better 
we are concerned that the profile of the "committee cases" has stayed about the same 
This leads tbe subcommittee to conclude that there is a widening preparation gap bet~veen 
some groups of student-athletes and other matriculated students 

The Office of Undergraduate Admissions receives and reviews recommendations from 
the subcommittee with regard to admitting students who come under the "committee 

case" procedures It appears that Admissions can override decisions of the subcommittee, 
though a recommendation by the subcommittee has never been overruled since Farmer 

has been director What criteria or influences would be used in such cases? 
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D. Need for Institutional Transparency Regarding Athletics 
We were struck in general by the lack of sharing of information about athletics, athletic 

advising, and the relationship between athletics and academics, to various constituencies across 
the campus, including the facult?," The investigations that have already taken place are fine as far 
as they go, but they have had different, quite circumscribed charges and have been directed by 
the people with the most investment in particular areas We also heard reports, although we were 
not inforn~ed directly, about several additional investigations within various units Most 
recently, there appears to be another example of duplication of efforts with an investigation 
initiated by UNC System President Tom Ross and undertaken by the Board of Governors The 
result is, on the one hand, a sense of over-investigation by those called in for continual 
questioning, and on the other hand, little sense that the facult?," and administration as a whole 
have a clear grasp of the larger issues at stake Indeed this sub-committee report may also be 
subj ect to such criticism The piecemeal statements of the university in response to each new 
report ends up being imperfect, because none deals comprehensively with the larger issues, nor 
has the time been taken to confi-ont constructively and proactively the systemic issues around 
athletics and academics We believe two immediate concerns about faculty morale stem from 
this: 

These investigations have taken a major toll on morale in the Department of African and 
Afro-American Studies Much collateral damage has been inflicted on faculty in that 
department who were not only entirely innocent of any wrongdoing, but also performing 
their duties with the high level of integrity we expect fi-om our faculty 
A substantial number of faculty have been left feeling that they have no say in academic 
decisions taking place at the university, especially with regard to student-athletes A 
significant number of our facult?," are also concerned that revenue athletics are seriously 
compromising the academic mission of the university They have expressed a desire for 
the following: 1) more explicit monitoring of athletics by faculty; 2) no oversight by 
athletic advising on courses; 3) a study of athletes’ course selections over a longer period 
(eg, I 0 years); and 4) a broader, systematic approach to addressing issues of athletes as 
students Generally, they call for an external review of athletic advising, independent of 
the Athletic Department, as well as more forthright statements from the administration 
about the compromises made to host Division I athletics at UNC 

V. Subcommittee Recommendations 
We take as our guideline for making recommendations two documents: first, the mission 

statement of the university; and second, the list of principles compiled by the Athletics Reform 
Cn-oup, which we take to be a sound statement of principles 

Mission Statement 
Our mission statement provides that, 

The University oj 3?orth Carolina at Chapel Hill, the nation ’s jirst pttblic tmiversiO,, serves 
North Caro#.a, the U~tited States, a.d the world throttgh teaching, research, a.d pub#c 
service. ~ embrace a~t uttwaverit~q commitment tu excellence as otte qf the worM’.s great 

Our mZs~iotl is to .serve as a cenler ~)r research, scholarship, and crealivily and tu teach a 
dil’e~;sv commutliO’ qf utldergradmtle, gradmtle, atld prof!,.s~iomtl .studetlt.s tu become the nexl 
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generation qi h.aders. ]hrough the ejyi)rts q/our exceptionaljhctdiy and stq~ a.d with 
getlero*ta a*tpporl f!’om North Carolina’a citizen,s u’e im,e,st o*tr ktlowledge and reaource,s tu 

etthatlce acce,s~ to leatwitlg a~ld Io fo,sler lhe succe,s;s a~ld proaperily of each risitlg 

generation. We also exte.d ~tou h.dge-based services and other resottrces oj the Universiiy 
to the citize.s q/North (’arolma a.d their institutions to e.hance the qttaliiy oj lljo jor all 
peoph’ i. lhe Stale. 

g;ith lux, liberm~light and liberO~s itsjimndingpri~tciph.s, the {htiversio~ has charted a 
boM cou~;sg qf lead#tg chatlge to improve society a*td to help solve the world’a greatest 
problem.s: 

We believe that in considering any action taken with respect to the admission of student-athletes, 
their advising, and ensuring that they have the meaningful opportunity to progress toward 
graduation at tiffs University, tiffs Mission Statement should always be kept in mind and never 
compromised 

Athletics Reform G~-oup Statement of Principles: 
Institutional Openness. ]he Universiiy shottM co~o~tt openly the ma.y co~¢licts created by 

il~ commilme~t to wi~ming #~ lhe alhletic are~ta. ~he ~ ~t#ve~;sil)’ musl commil il.se~ftu ho~esl, 
open, re~dar com’e~;;a#o, aboul the divergent imperatives, a~td compei#tg va&e.s, that drh’e 
athleoc and academic sttccess. AH dam needed to totderstttttd the athle#cs deparmtettt, and 

to address the issues raised by its operaOons, shouM be readiO~ available. 

Educational Responsibility. ]he Universiiy shotdd commit itse(i to provid#~g a rigorous 

mean#t&~d echtcatiott to every student. All st~tdents shotdd be int%~ratedjidly into the l~fi. 
the campu,s; attd /hej’ shouM be well prepared for l!fe qfler college. All studetlt~ those 

who participate #t sport~ atld /ho,se who do ttot shouM be permitted atld etlcouraged to take 

./hll adva~ttage oj the rich memt qieducatio.al opportunities available at UNC. 

Mission Consistency. A/hletics mu.st be integrated into/he common enterprise of/he 

U~tiversiOz Facttlo~ committees and administration must be empou ered to oversee athletics 

and e~tm*re that it sttpports a.d remains ilt aligwme~tt u ith the U~tiversio!s core missiolts, lit 
times of hardship, the ~ /.ivet;siO’ must consLstently work to pre.svrve /hese core mLs;sions, 

even !f such pre.svrvation come.s at the expe..sv qf a/hletic ,sttcce~,s. 

Witl~ these principles in mind, we recommend the following: 

A. Advising and Counseling 

EveD" student should have an academic advisor in Steele Building sign offon courses 
every semester While we understand from Associate Dean Owen and others that this 
suggestion might be unrealistic, we believe that a full, candid discussion about ti~e risks 
arising from the present student to advisor ratio would be extremely beneficial for our 
faculty, the administration, and our students 

The director of the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes should only be 
reporting to tlae associate dean and director of academic se~w-ices in tlae College of Arts 
and Sciences 

There should be clearer lines of accountability for academic advisors and counselors 
Academic advising should be done in Steele and okayed by Loudermilk counselors, not 
the other way around These are both important units but tl~ey do not have identical 
functions at this University 
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We encourage greater resources be put into both athletic counselors and academic 
advisors 

There should be regular auditing of student registrations/transcripts There must be, for 
example, regular monitoring of the clustering of student-athletes into particular majors 
and courses as well as any anomalies in data There are many valid reasons why students 
might cluster in courses or majors, but academic deans need to ensure that there are 
legitimate reasons for any patterns found We are not sure that Tar Heel Tracker 
presently provides an adequate system for auditing students’ general progress towards 
meeting the requirements for graduation 

B. Departmental Supervision and Faculty Conduct 

There should be regular oversight of department chairs’ teaching activities (including 
summer school), as well as auditing of all teaching loads across CCO, summer school, 
and the regular academic year Deans should share data on clustering of any kind and be 
in touch regularly 

There is an obvious need to reframe the problem of Nyang’oro’s misconduct as an 
administrative problem not an issue of the entire department The Universi~" needs to 
vocally offer full and consistent support to that department 

There should be a widely publicized set of criteria for evaluating the performance of 
department chairs This is an area where it would be useful to see what best practices can 
be adopted here 

To improve communication and increase transparency, we propose regular publication of 
status reports to the facul~" detailing progress on implementation of all recommendations 

C. A Campus with Two Cultures 
The ASPSA’s FAC members need independent access to course enrollment and grade 

stats on student-athletes; currently the committee is more advisor?,’, but perhaps we need 
to change the charge to make it more of a watchdog We have been encouraged to learn 
that incoming FAC chair Joy Renner is seeking changes in the organization of the 
committee to better reflect its role in oversight of student-athletes and in its adviso~2¢ 
capaci~ to the Chancellor For example, while the FAC does an exit su~ey, someone 
from the Athletics Department is always present, diminishing the value of these surveys 
The Committee’s charge is voluminous and unrealistically all encompassing with regard 
to the campus intercollegiate athletics program We encourage the committee to better 
target its efforts to issues related to the academic experience of student-athletes 

We propose that a partnership between the Department of Athletics and the College be 

established to look for ways of integrating athletes into campus life "beyond the game" 

A closer partnership between faculty and officials within the Athletic Department would 
facilitate opportunities to talk privately and not in the press One salutary outcome would 

be an increased Locus on what is going right with student-athletes and not just what is 
going wrong 

We also encourage the academic advising program in the College to better publicize the 
fact that certain programs seated in the Loudermilk Center, eg supplemental instruction, 
are available for all undergraduate students, and that these programs be enumerated on 
the ASPSA Web page 
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We encourage the FAC to form a partnership with AD Cunningham to seek some 
transparent assurance that all team coaches are adhering to the idea of promoting the 
educational aspirations of student-athletes 

We encourage the Office of Undergraduate Admissions to develop clear guidelines and 
rationales for reversing decisions of the subcommittee with regard to admission of 
students considered under the "committee case" procedures 

D. Need for Institutional Transparency Regarding Athletics 
We believe that the cumulative effect of the proliferation of committees with limited charges 

to examine discrete areas of institutional governance has been more confusing than clarifying, 
and that their conclusions and recommendations will be viewed at best as not comprehensive and 
at worst self-se~-ing Further, the repeated revelations in area newspapers of infom~ation not 
previously or clearly reported in the University’s official statements and reports on academic 
fraud involving athletes on campus undermine the University’s assurances of the 
comprehensiveness of these reports We believe that the best and most credible approach is for 

the Chancellor to commission an outside entit?," or commission to examine the state of academics 
and athletics at Carolina We recommend the appointment of an independent panel, composed of 
individuals outside the university with experience in higher education administration that will be 
charged with the task of looking broadly at athletics and academics It is our hope that such a 

panel of distinguished experts will both highlight what we are doing right and identify areas of 
deficiencies in organization and procedure, point to best practices that can be brought to bear on 
these deficiencies, encourage buy-in by all parts of the University community in solutions and 
create a path fo~-ard towards implementation 

We believe the following questions could usefully be addressed by an outside commission: 

Is it possible to mount competitive teams that meet most of our educational expectations 
for student-athletes? Being in a NCAA Division I school entails certain kinds of 
compromises to successfully meld academics and athletics This does not make us 
unique as an institution; every" school faces this ]-he tremendous majority of Division I 
athletes never go pro, so how do we approach our responsibilities to care about them both 

as students and members of society following their collegiate athletic careers 

What is the goal of admitting student-athletes to UNC? Is it to ensure they have a 50% 
chance to graduate? To make sure that no one fails? Precise goals have not been 
clarified What would it mean during the recruiting and admission phases to do this 
right? 

Is it reasonable to expect that student-athletes not cluster in courses and majors? Why or 
why not? Is clustering an inherently a bad thing? If not, in what cases is it suspect? 
How can we encourage student-athletes to look broadly at options for majors? How can 
coaches, academic counselors, academic advisors and the facult?," participate in this goal? 

Why is there a separate center for support of athletes? We are aware that other schools 
do not follow this scheme What are the risks of continuing this scheme? Does it 
structurally segregate athletes even further? Is it inherently confusing to have advisors, 
academic counselors, and learning specialists in various locations, reporting to different 
people? Despite the construction of an impressive center for academic support for 

student-athletes, are resources housed in the Loudermilk Center under staffed and under 
funded? 
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How can we affirmatively integrate student-athletes into the broader undergraduate 
academic culture? What would it take to provide national leadership on this issue? What 
can the faculty actually do to achieve this goal, and how can they be better equipped to 
aid in the education of all students? 
NCAA rules have real unintended consequences in the choice of a major, and in steering 
student-athletes to a narrower range of electives than their non-student athlete peers 
What will be required in order to have honest conversations about these tradeofl’s and 
how they affect the academic culture of the universit?,’? 

The purpose of this Report is not to find fault with, or criticize, any of the officials who 
have investigated the academic misconduct that has troubled this campus for more than a 
year Instead, we wish to focus attention on several issues that we believe still confront the 

University pertaining to the complicated relationship between our commitment to excellence in 
28 Division I athletic programs and our standing as one of the nation’s premier academic 
institutions No doubt, grappling with these issues will not be easy But, we believe that the 
University should at the very least give more careful consideration to best practices at peer 
institutions addressing similar issues and, based on that analysis, devise significant steps to fulfill 

the Universit?,"s co~,-,it,nents in athletics and to protect its academic mission 

Respectfully submitted, 
Steven Bachenheimer (Microbiolo~" and Immunolo~’) 
Michael Gerhardt (Law) 
Laurie F Maffiy-Kipp (Religious Studies) 
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Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA) 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Planning Process 
September I, 201 I 

During the 2010-2011 academic year, a strategic planning process for the Academic Support Program for 
Student-Athletes (ASPSA) was led by John Blanchard, Senior Associate Athletics Director for Student-Athlete 
Se~ices and Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean of Undergraduate Education in the College of Arts and 
Sciences and the Michael R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art The relocation of ASPSA 
scheduled for August 2011 into a new 30,000-square-foot, state-of-the-art Center for Student-Athlete 
Excellence where student-athletes will have access to the space, technology, and support needed to excel in 

Carolina’s increasingly competitive academic environment, was the prime motivator for undertaking a planning 
process In addition, the July 2010 NCAA investigation into agent-related activities of several student-athletes 
on the football team was expanded in August 2010 to include an investigation into alleged academic 
misconduct This alleged misconduct involved student-athletes on the football team as well as a tutor/mentor 
employed at one time in the ASPSA making an assessment of the program, focusing on its mission, staff; and 
resources including space and budget even more timely 

The committee (see Appendix A) met on November 5 and December 3, 2010, and February 15, March I, March 
29, and April 19, 201 I Two sub-groups also met: Eileen Parsons led a group focused on support se~w-ices and 
Harold Woodard led one focused on staffing patterns in this and similar programs 

fellow student-athletes and shared information she received from 
them with the group The notes and draft reports from each of these areas may prove useful as implementation 

of recommendations by the planning committee is considered and explored in more depth 

Student-athletes play an important role in the University, but the time demands of participating in athletics and 
representing the University are significant The University has both a responsibility and an obligation to 
provide student-athletes with access to high quality academic support sew, ices In our discussions, we have 
recognized that there is wide variation in the academic backgrounds and preparation of student-athletes and that 
the se~w-ices needed by tbem differ Thus, one of our recommendations is that the ASPSA consider whether 
se~wices should be delivered based on academic preparedness, rather than exclusively on a team-by-team basis 
Some student-athletes require more attention than others and when that focus is needed may vary 

The following recommendations are meant to include student-athletes who are well-prepared for college as well 

as those less well-prepared for college and to strengthen an already strong program staffed by professionals 
whose goal is academic success for evet~i student-athlete at Carolina Our goal in setting fo~h these 

recommendations is not to be too prescriptive, but rather to suggest areas where we believe beneficial changes 
could be made In our view, ASPSA would benefit from the following: 

I Develop and share the vision. Developing a vision for the academic development and success of all 
student-athletes that is shared by ASPSA start; team coaches, the Department of Athletics, and student- 

athletes, among others; 
2 Collaborate vdth other units serving undergraduates. Actively participating in the University’s 

network of academic support se~w-ices to supplement what can be provided within ASPSA; 
3 Revitalize the Faculty Advisory Committee. Utilizing the ASPSA advisory" committee which should 

be revitalized with a commitment to systematic and on-going program evaluation and assessment, 
sew, ing as a sounding board for programming, and providing advice on day-to-day issues as well as 
long-tem~ planning; 



4 Increase the ASPSA Staff. Increasingthesizeofthecurrentstaffandconsideringtheunitstructureto 
be consistent with University guidelines and to more effectively support the academic development and 
success of student-athletes at all levels including special admission cases and selwices for those student- 
athletes who find themselves on academic probation or below some other academic performance 
threshold; developing a new approach to coordinating and supervising tutoring and menturing; 

5 Conduct a Program of Assessment and Evaluation. Developing and conducting annual assessments 
of all programming provided to student-athletes in coordination with the ASPSA Faculty Advisory 

Committee; 
6 Review Admissions. Clarif?ingm~dstrengthcningtherolcoftheASPSAintheadmissionofstudent- 

athletes as well as the relationship between ASPSA and coaches during the recruiting process 

Recommendations 

Develop and share the vision. Developing a clear and shared vision for the academic development and 
success of all student-athletes inespective of sport is important Degree completion, development of 
academic skills, attainment of learning goals, and the realization of each student’s academic potential is 
the University’ s goal for each student-athlete A shared vision for the academic development and 
success of all student-athletes involves a commitment by all parties in the University community, 
including faculty, staff; administrators, coaches, family members, fellow students, advisors and 
counselors, ASPSA personnel, and even fans 

Academic success for student-athletes must continue to reflect Carolina’s tradition of excellence 
(including but not limited to retention and graduation) when student-athletes are studying for class as 
well as when they are on the field Coaches and members of ASPSA’s professional staff" should have 
the same definition of academic success and recognize that it may be necessary at some specific times 
for some individual student-athletes to be m trami~g for classroom purposes instead of for their sport 
Put another way, in appropriate cases ASPSA-sponsored academic activities may be required, even if 
they occasionally interfere with athletic-related activities Coaches and ASPSA staff must be partners 
in this effort and reach mutually agreeable decisions In rare circumstances when this does not occur, 
the Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education and the Senior Associate Athletics Director for 
Student-Athlete Setw-ices will be involved 

This shared vision will be articulated in a policy that informs academic expectations and subsequent 
decisions with respect to student-athletes For example, some athletic departments in other research 
universities have instituted a point system If student-athletes accumulate a certain number of points for 
actions that undermine their academic progress (eg, missed tutoring session, failing grades on 
assignments) then time is made available in student-athletes’ schedules for them to rebound 
academically before such actions lead to undesirable academic statuses (eg, academic probation) 

A shared vision for the academic development and success of student-athletes might also involve the 
development of a completion-to-degree plan but al so an individualized academic development plan that 
evolves with the student-athlete’s progress A formal developmental plan could be created by 
generating semester, monthly, and weekly calendars to help student-athletes manage and monitor 
academic workloads over the course of four (or more) years Working with their academic advocate 
their ASPSA academic counselor who has adequate authority to negotiate with their coaches what is in 
their best academic interests, the academic success of student-athletes could be enhanced 



2 Collaborate v, ith other nnits serving nndergradnates. The ASPSA should utilize University services 

when and where possible to create a syslem or netu,ork of academic support serv, ices that could 
supplement setwices provided by ASPSA The University has numerous oft] ces and programs that 
provide academic assistance and support including the Writing Center, Disabilities Se~w-ices, tile 
Learning Center and its Academic Success Program for Students with LD/ADHD, an Academic 
Advising Program, the North Carolina Health Careers Access Program, the Carolina Center for Public 
Se~wice, and University Career Se~wices, among many others 

When time allows, student-athletes should avail themselves of the numerous opportunities provided to 
all students The professional staff of ASPSA should be actively engaged with these offices and centers 
to supplement what can be provided within ASPSA The demands placed on student-athletes make 
access to these other programs difficult, but changes could be made to help student-athletes become 
even more effectively integrated into the University environment 

a The Summer Bridge Program could be explored for ways in which it might be adjusted so 
matriculating student-athletes from small and/or rural communities in Nortil Carolina could 
benefit from it during the summer before their first year 

b The SCORES program for football student-athletes is conducted during the second summer 
session for first-year students The ASPSA and the Office of Student-Atiflete Development 
could collaborate on ways to focus the program more on academic skills, rather titan on life 
skills 

c The ASPSA, coaches, and the Depa~ment of Athletics should embrace the importance of 
student-athletes participating in oti~er University programs for undergraduate students, such as 
undergraduate research and international experiences, which are part of the Carolina culture 
The participation of student-athletes in these experiences should be tracked and publicly 
celebrated In so much as it is possible, the University commitment to having undergraduates 
participate in First Year Seminars, undergraduate research, international activities, experiential 
education, se~w-ice learning opportunities, etc should extend to student-athletes 

d The Office of Disability Services, the Academic Success Program for Students with LD and 
ADHD (housed in the Learning Center), and the ASPSA staff" should work together with student- 
atifletes to develop creative ways for them to advocate for tilemselves when a documented 
disability provides them witia access to the se~wices mandated under federal law 

e The professional staff members of the ASPSA are not academic advisors by job description or 
training which means that making use of the Academic Advising Program on a regular basis is 
critical As with all undergraduate students at Carolina, ti~e primal" academic advisor in Steele 
Building is assigned based on intended major, along with seconda~" advisors (in their major 
departments, for their minors and related activities) The professional staff in the ASPSA has 
related responsibilities to document academic progress for NCAA compliance purposes, but this 
responsibility is distinct from ti~at provided by ti~e p~ima~2," academic advisor 

f The ASPSA staff and coaches should encourage student-athletes to take full advantage of other 
programming provided by the Depa~ment of Athletics (for example, the Carolina Leadership 
Academy, Career Development, Life Skills Seminars, and compliance activities) 

Revitalize the Faculty Advisory Committee. There has been a faculty adviso~N committee for the 
ASPSA since the late 1980s which has been an important resource for the professional staff in the 
program In recent years, it has met less often and new members have not been appointed when 
depa~ures have occurred A vigorous advisory committee, consisting of tenure-track and fixed-term 
faculty, as well as some appropriate full-time professional staff (EPA non-faculty) members would be a 
useful asset The committee meetings should be posted and open as is the case for all otiler University 



committees Some members of this review committee have indicated a willingness to participate on an 
advisotT committee and it would be helpful to have them help guide the implementation of the 
recommendations in this report 

Committee members should be appointed by the Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education to 
staggered terms Organizational suppott should be provided by the Director of ASPSA who would be 
an ex officio (voting) member The Associate Dean and Director of the Center for Student Success and 
Academic Counseling (CSSAC) and the Senior Associate Athletics Director for Student-Athlete 
Services would also be ex officio (voting) members, as would the chair of the Faculty Athletics 
Committee The advisorT committee should define its role and expectations and hold meetings on a 
regular basis (perhaps twice a semester and once each summer for a total of five times each year) This 
format would be consistent with other advisory, committees at Carolina 

Among the items the advisotT committee could consider would be ways to address the impact of 
cu~licular changes for undergraduates such as ENGL 105 which will be implemented in Fall 2012, 
academic standards (for example, the impact of probation on student-athletes), and the mechanisms for 
program evaluation and assessment 

Increase ASPSA Staff. It is necessa~" to increase the staff size in ASPSA and consider its 
orgunizational structure The ASPSA is staffed with dedicated and accomplished professionals Their 
schedules require that they rotate through study hall on nights and weekends They are accountable to 
numerous constituencies: coaches, the public, faculty, start; students, current student-athletes and 
recruits They must also maintain a professional distance from the student-athletes they setwe 
Assiguing Academic Counselors team-by-team has advantages but may also lead to duplicative se~wices 
and complex repotting lines It is clear, however, that coaches for each team need a reliable and 
consistent contact within ASPSA This tension should be addressed in the light of the recent Bain report 
(now embodied in Carolina Counts) about efficient business processes that resulted in recommendations 
concerning spans and layers necessitating restructuring in many offices across campus to meet the 
recommendation of having 4-7 direct reports per supervisor 

In the context of ASPSA restructuring and redefining position descriptions, this approach might suggest 
a reallocation of staff resources based on the support needs of the students Some student-athletes are 
admitted to the University with academic deficiencies (for example reading level, writing experience, 

and computational skills) putting them at a disadvantage in classroom settings with other enrolled 
students at Carolina where the average academic credentials have improved dramatically in the past I 0 
years It is an injustice to these matriculated student-athletes if they are not provided with skilled 
professionals to help mitigate these disadvantages The academic support services provided to those 
students most in need should become more specialized and use the more varied approaches that have 

been shown to be effective in facilitating student learning The ASPSA staff should include 
Reading/Writing/Learning specialists who can assist with the development of coguitive skills 

National standards suggest that a ratio of 1 to 25 is the appropriate case-load for students who need the 
most academic support Therefore, to appropriately address the needs of the 100-125 current student- 
athletes who fall into this high-need categotT, it is necessatT to have 4 to 5 full-time professionals 
working in this area There are some members of the ASPSA staff who are already working with this 
group of students, but there are not 4 full-time professionals devoted to these students Although it may 
be necessmT to phase in new specialized personnel over time, at least one full-time professional should 
be hired as soon as possible Part-time staff may also be useful in this area The associated costs may be 



offset in part by using clerical support personnel for functions such as textbook and computer 
distribution, where appropriate and where advanced degrees are not required 

Professional staff members also need to participate in professional development activities as much as 
possible, to stay current with developments in their profession and for personal growth as well Some 
of this can occur on campus and some professional development would be on a regional and/or national 
1 evel 

In addition, the reliance on tutors for access to content-specific course material necessitates hiring a full- 
time tutor coordinator who is responsible for recruiting, hiring, training, supervising, and evaluating 
tutors In addition, the full-time tutor coordinator could help with access to the array of services 
available throughout the Universit?," and conduct exit interviews when tutors leave the program to ensure 
continuing compliance with NCAA regulations All full-time staff would continue to rotate through the 
hours of study hall with some night and weekend presence (and perhaps travel with teams) expected 
Pem~issible assistance by tutors on subject matter learning, test preparation, and assistance with writing 
assignments should be clearly outlined and consistent with UNC-Chapel Hill and NCAA standards 
Any disagreement over what constitutes academic fraud should not result in jeopardizing student- 
athletes’ athletic eligibilit?,, so this is an area worthy of considerable attention 

a Tutors Tutors should be people with relevant academic expe~ience, such as graduate students, 
retired University faculty, and/or current and former public school teachers who would undergo 
consistent professional development These skilled, knowledgeable, and experienced 
individuals would employ a variety of methods in one-on-one sessions, small groups, and 
whole-group instruction as well as offer targeted academic programming during summer months 
and during breaks The exhaustive training and supervision needed suggests that tutors who can 
work more than 8 or 10 hours per week provide distinct advantages Hiring tutors with 
considerable background in the science of learning as well as content knowledge would also 
increase the expertise necessat2~ to work effectively with student-athletes at all stages of their 
development This strategy might have an impact on the number of undergraduate students 
secv, ing as tutors The tutor coordinator should be in the best position to identify tutors making 
effective use of the budget allocated for this purpose In addition, the annual assessment and 
evaluation process should help guide these decisions Tutors should be hired across sports using 
their content expertise wherever needed It may be appropriate to hire both subject-matter tutors 
as well as writing tutors The tutors who assist student-athletes with writing assignments should 
receive essentially the same training as the staff of the Writing Center Appropriate ASPSA 
staff can implement the Writing Center tutor training model which the Writing Center will 
provide 

b Mentors Mentors assist with the development of study and time-management skills The 
current program, which uses primarily undergraduate Education majors as mentors should be 
redesigned It may be more appropriate to use graduate students, part-time staff; and others (for 
example retired faculty and staft) in this role than undergraduates Durlng the program’s 
redesign, it is appropriate to consider whether these mentors should also engage in subject 
matter tutoring and provide writing assistance Until a new format can be designed and 
implemented, many oftbe services provided by mentors could be absorbed by the full-time 
ASPSA start; by tutors, and by the Reading/Writin~Learning specialists Redesigning this 
program may also be an appropriate task for a new tutor coordinator to undertake 

4 Conduct a Program of Assessment and Evaluation. As with all units at the University, following the 
guidance of its major accreditation body, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS), the 



ASPSA should incorporate a system of program evaluation into its operation in order to retain sen’ices 
that work and revise those that are less effective At present, student-athlete eligibility, team and 
individual GPAs, the NCAA Academic Progress Rate, the NCAA’s C~aduation Success Rate, and 
degree completion rates selw-e as indicators of ASPSA effectiveness Though useful, these indicators are 
limited in providing information (eg, program strengths, areas that need improvement) that will inform 
program decisions Systematically collected data on program processes and outcomes are scarce 
making the eskablishment of a fom~al evaluation system useful Such a system would include, but not 

be limited to, (a) documenting clear goals for student-athlete academic development, (b) articulating 
program operations with respect to these goals, (c) setting program benchmarks and criteria for success, 
(d) systematically collecting data on services, service delivetT, and outcomes, (e) and the regular 
conduct of both fom~ative (eg, eve~?," two years) evaluations conducted by the professional staff of 
ASPSA and summative (eg, ever2," five years) by parties external to ASPSA 

In addition, the accomplishments of student-athletes should be tracked and compared to the student 
body Comparisons could be made concerning entering SAT, BE (by-examination credit based on AP 
or IB scores) credit, and class rank scores, as well as their progress toward graduation via GPA, 
retention and graduation rates, pa~icipation in Study Abroad and Undergraduate Research, etc These 
benchmarks would be helpful when requesting additional staff members and for legitimate celebration 
of the success of Carolina’s student-athletes 

6 Reviev, Admissions TheASPSAisnotdirectlyinvolvedwiththerecruitmentofstudent-athletes 
beyond informing recruits about ASPSA se~n-ices during visits to the facilities (and similar activities 
such as hosting a faculty breakfast on recruiting weekends) The ASPSA is involved, however, on a 
day-to-day basis with student-athletes once they matriculate Given this experience and expertise, 
ASPSA personnel can oiler a valuable perspective on whether a student-athlete being recruited is 
capable of succeeding academically at Carolina both to coaches and the Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions - and whether the University has the strategies and personnel in place to foster such 
Success 

To be effective, the role of the ASPSA in the admission of student-athletes should continue to be valued 
The Director of the ASPSA currently advises both the faculty subcommittee on athletics admissions (a 
subcommittee of the Undergraduate Admissions Advisor?," Committee) and the Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions, which makes the final decision about all applicants Partly as a result of this consultation 
the number of cases considered by the subcommittee and those approved by the Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions have declined over the last ten years This consultative role is appropriate and the ASPSA 
is encouraged to continue to provide detailed and unbiased advice about the capacity of prospective 
student-athletes to succeed academically at the University This advice should take into account the 
whole of the prospective student-athlete’s personal circumstances and educational profile, as well as the 
priority that his or her coaches will assign to academic pursuits and the capacity of ASPSA to provide 
appropriate support 

Student-athletes play an important role in the University and deserve access to high quality academic support 
se~wices regardless of their academic background and preparation ASPSA provides valuable se~wices to 
student-athletes and has the appropriate goal of academic success for every student-athlete at Carolina This 
report provides a set of recommendations formed by a group of faculty, university and athletics administrators, 
academic support personnel and student-athletes to make the ASPSA even stronger and more effective in 
providing academic support to student-athletes 
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Planning Group Roster 

Kim Abels. Director of the Writing Center 

John Blanch~rd, Senior Associate Athlctais Director for Student-Athlete Services (Co-chair) 
Lissa Broomc, Wacbovia Professor ofBm~king La\\ in the School of La\\, Faculty Athletics Representative to 
the NCAA and the ACC. ex-officio member of the Faculty Committee on Athletics. and ex officio member of the 
sub-committee on Athletics Admissions of tbc Undergraduate Admissions Advisor) Cormnittec 
Glynis Cowell. Senior Lecturer, Department of Romance Languages, member of the Faculty Advisor3" Committee 
for ASPSA, and member of the Faculty Committee on Athletics 
Lloyd Kramcr‘ Chair and Professor, Depamncnt of I~stor?, faculty member at large 
George Lensing, Professor, Department of English m~d Comparative Literature, member of the Faculty 
Committee on Athletics 
Bill McDiarmid. Dean, School of Education, faculty member at large 
Layna Mosley, Professor, Department of Political Science. faculty member at large 
Peter Mucha, Chair and Professor. Department of Mathematics, faculty member at large 
Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean of Undergraduate Education in the College of Arks and Sciences and the 
Michael R McVaugh Disth~guishcd Professor of Drmnatic Art, m~d chair of the Undergraduate Admissions 
Advisor) Cormnittec (Co-chair) 
Eileen Parsons, Associate Professor. School of Education, member of the Faculty Committee on Athletics 
Steve Rezmick, Professor, Department of Psychology, Chair of the Faculty Committee on Athletics m~d member 
of the sub-committee on Athletics Admissions of the Undergraduate Admissions Advisor3" Committee 
Deborah Stmman. Lecturer-advisor, Department of Exemise and Support Science, faculty member at large 
Harold Woodard, Associate Dean and Director of the Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
(CSSAC) to whom the ASPSA director reports 

Ex Officio Members (Colleagues and Resources): 

Brent Blanton, Associate Director of the ASPSA 
Joe Brcschi, Head Lacrosse Coach 
Beth Bridget Associate Director of the ASPSA 
PaulaGoodman, Administrative Manager. Undergraduate Education 
Susan Maloy. Assistant Athletics Director for Athletics Certification and Eligibility 
Robert Memer. Director of the ASPSA 
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Department of African and Afro-American Studies, 

College of Arts and Sciences 

Jonathan Hartlyn 
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and 
William L. Andrews 

Senior Associate Dean for Fine Ar~s and Humanities 

May 2, 2012 



Background and Context 

The University mrd the National ColIegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) began an 
investigation in June 2010 with regard to infonnatthn that indicated several football student- 
athletes had received impermissible extra beneilts. In that investigation, the University 
discovered and self-reported to the NCAA academic issues relating to a former studcnt-tuter and 

In November, 2010, the NCAA ruled a student-athlete permmaently ineligible to play 
football. On duly 1,2011, the student-athlete filed a tawsuit against the University and NCAA 
seeking reinstatement to the team. Attached to the complaint was a paper with a cover sheet 
kndleati~g that the paper had been submitted tbr a SwahiIi    class: Professor Julius 
Nyang’oro’s name was on the paper as the instructor. A week later, the media widely reported 
multiple exaxnples of apparent plagiarism in the now publicly available paper. 

In Augt~st, 2011, the Udiversity received a media request for information regarding 
student-alhletes and col~rses in the Department of Afi’ican and A£ro-Panerican Studies, 
particularly including the com’se AFAM    taught by Professor Nyang’oro, Chair of the 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies, in Summer Session II, 2007. As repotted in 
a subsequent news article, a reporter had received, fi-om an unnamed so~rce, Mint was said to be 
a partial transcript tbr a former lbotball student athlete who first enrolled at L’NC-Chapel Hill 
that tenn. The document published in the newspaper indicated that the student-athlete t~ad taken 
AEAM    in Summer Session 1I, 2007, and received a B ~. It also showed that he subsequently 
enrolled in English    Basic Writing, in ~’he Fall 2007 semester. 

Sorrier Associate Dean Jonathan Harllyn questioned Professor Nyang’oro about these 
issues. Proi’essor Nyaag’oro stated that he did not teach the Swahili    course. He conjectured 
that a fom~er depmlmen~, mmaager may have played a rdie in making that cottrse and possibly 
others available. 

The University notified the NCAA becm~se ~aew issues had been identified that involved 
student-athletes. An intemai working group composed of Jack Evans, former faculty athlefies 
representative, Jonathm~ Hm~lyn, and Leslie Strohm, University Counsel, was formed. It 
proceeded to review relevant documents, including records of student course work. It focused, 
in particular, on student-athle{es who lind taken multiple courses within the Department. The 
group also interviewed a sample of students and Department ~aculty. No instaaace was found of a 
student receiving a grade who had not subraitted written work. No evidence indicated that 
student-athletes received more favorable treatment fl~an students who were not athletes. In 
addition, no i**ibrmation was found to indicate that the Department personnel involved in fl~ese 
courses received a tangible benefit of any kind, beyond their standard L-niversity compensation. 
However, serious course anorrralies were identified. 
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The Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, Karen Oil, immedlal~ly launched a 
thorougJa inqui~, and requested that it cover the four-year period commencing summer 2007 and 
running thlough smnmer 2011. Dean Oi! charged Hatfiyn and Senior Associate Dean Witliam L. 
Andrews to conduct a comprehensive review of all courses taught in the Department of African 
and Al?o-Amcrlcan Studies during this tiraeframe. ’this report, and its findings and 
recommendations, conclude the review. 

At the same time as the department review began, Dean Gil also charged Bobbi Owes, 
the Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and tile Administrative Boards of the 
College to review College-wide policies and practices on independent studies and directed 
readings courses. Specifically, she asked tile comndttee to make recommendations regarding (1) 
expectations concerning student assignmants mad contact hours with professors or teaching 
assistants in independent study courses, (2) conditions and approval processes for a course 
approved as a le~ure or seminar course to be delivered in an alternative format, and (3) the 
process by which a course taken as independent study or directed reading is submitted to the 
Administrative Boards for review for approval as s permanent course with its own assigned 
number. 

The Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

The l)epartment of African and Afro-Americal~ Studies in the College of Arts and 
Sciences emerged in 1997 t?om the Curriculum in A[iican and Afro-American Studies. Tile 
Culxiculum was formed in 1979-80 by merging fl~e Curriculum in African Studies, estahlished in 
1969, and the Curriculum in Alien-American Studies, established in 1972. Julius Nyang’oro 
joined the faculty in 1988, chaired the Curriculum begim~ing in 1992, was appointed Department 
Chair in 1997, and was reappointed in 2002 and again in 2007, and served unril his resignation in 
2011. Evelyne Huber, Department Chair of Political Science, was immediately appointed as 
Interim Chair of the Department of African and Afro-Amerlcan Studies. On January I, 2012, 
E~mice Sable, a faculty member in the department since 2001 with a joint appointment in the 
Curriculum in Global Studies, was appointed as Depm’tmeot Chair for a five-yem" term. 

Tha departmem currenfiy has 15 tenured and tenure-track professors, including 4 
professors, 8 associate professors, and 3 assistant professors. In addition, it has 1 senior 
lecturer and 5 lecturers, one of Mlom holds tile title of adjunc’t assistant professor. 
During the period of this review the department had two staff members: Agatha Buell, 
the department manager, who joined tile staff in the summer 2010 and S. Travis Gore, 
student services specialist, who joined the department in August, 2001. The former 
department manager, Deborah Crowder, held various positions in the del~artmem lbr 30 
years, from her appoilttment as depattment secretary in 1979 until 

September 2009. Adam Kent served as 
interim department lrmnager between and Ms. Buell’s arrival. 
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T]~e department is m~ integral mad important part of the College of Arts and 
Sciences. Its talented and dedicated faculty make many contributions to the University’s 
researeh~ teaching, and service missions. The departu~ent has over 95 declarod majors 
and enrolls thousands of students each year in its curricula in the study of Africa, the 
Aft-lean diaspora and the African-American experience, and in its language programs. 

Review Process 

On September 2, 2011, Hartlyn and Andrews (the "review committee") commenced theh: 
comprehensive review of all courses in the Department of African and Afro-Amerlcan Studies 
fi’om Summer Session I, 2007 through Summer Session II, 2011. Dean Gfl’s charge was 

,, determine those courses in which anomalies or irregularities existed, if any; 
¯ identify possible patterns and explanations; 
¯ recommend folhaw-up actions and measures as approwiate; and 
¯ provide initial recommendations regarding policies and procednres to pre~,’enl may 

identified anomalies or irregularities from occurring in the fuatre. 

ttartlyn and Andrews ob ~tained from the Office of the Registrar all grade rolls and change 
of grade forms (COGs) for courses listed in the Department from summer 2007 tl~ough surrm~er 
2011, and sor~d them by instructor and term. The review hacluded courses taugb’~ in African- 
American Studies (AFAM), African Studies (AFRI), Sw~ili (SV~ AH), Lingala (LING) mad 
Wdiof (WOLO).~ It also included continding education course sections in these subjec’ts offered 
by the depal~ment’s main teaching t~aculty lhrough the Fr day Center lbr Co tt nu ng Education. 

Hartlyn and Andrews, or ha a few cases Hartlyn alone, thtcrviewed all 15 tant~red 
and tenure-track department faculty, as well a.s an adjunct faculty membm- wbo has taugN 
frequently in the department, the department’s senior lecturer, and its 5 lecturers. Current 
department staff were also asked to provide information. Several people were 
interviewed more than once to claril) questions that emerged during or following their 
initial interview~. 

Findings 

The re’,,iew committee made the lbllowing findings regarding courses offered in the 
Depm~ment of African and Afro-Amerlcan Studies fl’om Summer Session I, 2007 fl~rough 
Summer Session lI, 2011. 

Finding 1: OIIlce of the Registrar records indicate that a total of616 courses were 
offered by tbe Depnrtment fi’om sumroer 2007 tltrough summer 201 I, with a total of 14,234 
registered s~udents (as of census date). 

~rom smrmaer 2007 through summer 2009, 9 of these 616 courses (8 during sarmner 
sessions) with a cdilectix c total of 59 registered students were thuad to be aberrant: there is 

The depeaXmelat s~arted offerii~g Chichewa (CHWA) eoulses only recently, a~d enmllmer~ts remain l~w. 
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evidence that students completed written work in these coursas, submitted it to the department 
aJ~d received grades, but no evidence that the faculty member listed as instanctor of record or any" 
other faculty’ member actually supervised file course and graded the work, although grade roils 
were signed m~d submirted. The Sw,ahili    course referenced above trader "Background mid 
Context" was one of these 9 courses. 

In this same period from summer 2007 through surmner 2009, an additional 43 courses 
(29 during summer sessions) with a collective total of 599 registered stude*~ts were either 
aberrant, as defined above, or were taught irregularly, by which we mean: the instructor 
provided an assig~maent and evklcntly graded the rcstdtant paper, but engaged in Iimited or no 
alassroom or other instructional contact with students. Professor Nyang’ora was listed as the 
instructor of record or h.is name was listed on the grade rolls tbr each of these 43 courses. 

The review committee ibund no aberrant courses offered ’after Summer Session II, 2009. 
l’wo courses (1 during a summer session) with a collective total of 28 registered students may 
have been taught irregularly (as defined above) after Summer Session II, 2009. Professor 
Nyang’oro was listed as instructor of record for both courses. 

As noted above, the internal working group had lbund thin students e~olled in the 
aben’ant and irregularly tm~ght courses completed wTirten work, such as abstracts and ~semvh 
papers, and submitted this work for a course grede. The work in these cases was typically 
submitted to departmental administrative staff, ei*her in person or via email. Students who 
submitted this work received final course grades. No instance was found of a student receiving a 
~ade who haxt not submitted written work. However, because of limited records and lhe passage 
of time, it was not possible to review the work of all students in eveo~ course. 

Given the limits of availabIe evidence, we were unable to identify who evaluated the 
~itten wurk and submitted the assigned grades in the aberrant courses or in some instances in 
the irregular courses. 

Findlng2: From Smnmer Session I, 2007 through Summer Session II, 2009, grade rolls 
for 9 courses with 59 registered students, noted in Finding 1, were submitted to the Office of the 
Registrar with faculty sig~mtores that appear to be forged. The faculty members whose ~ames 
appear on those grade rolls stated that they did not teach the courses in question and that tbe 
signatttres on the submitted documents are not in their handwriting. In addition, several l~c~flty 
members also identified unauthofized change of grade forms submitted in com~.es for which the 
faculty member was listed con’ectly as instructor of record. No grade rolls with turanthorized 
facalty signatures were identified for courses taught after Summer Session II, 2009. Except for 
one disputed case, no unauthorized change of grade forms were identified by depamnent faculty 
for courses taugh~ after Smraner Session II, 2009. 

Finding3: Lax Departmental administrative oversight and practices enabled 
i~:egulatities in several areas, frustrating the review commi*tee’s efforts to reconstruci exactly 
what transpired. 
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independent .qtudy Coumes. It was the department’s practice to list m~der a single 
instructor of record on a~ official grade roll multiple independent study students who 
were presumably taught by different instructors of supervlsion. This practice made it 
diNcult ibr the review committee to delermine pracisely which faculty member 
supervised each independent study student in question. In a nmnber of cases, it was 
impossible to match definitively a particular studetu with a faculty member who 
remembered supervising that student’s work, even if the facu!ty member remembercxt 
working with other students listed on the official course grade roll. The department 
also had no policies limiting tire number of independent stady students a :[hcnlty 

member could work with in any given semester or defining how much faculty-student 
interaction was expected in courses taught in an independent study lbmrat. 

Temporary Grades. UNC-Ctrapel ttill instructors are permitted to assign temporaD" 
grades at the end of a semester when a student has made regular progress in a course, 
but, for reasons acceptable to the instructor, has not fully completed the required 
coursework by tim end of the semester. In such cases, the student is expected to 
complete and provide the com-se work to the instructor in a timely manner consistent 
with university policy. "l’hrouNa the smmncr 2009, grade rolls lbr independent study 
and other courses fisfing Julius Nyang’om as the official instructor of record and 
grade rulls with ins signature (authorized or not) had a strikingly high percentage of 
temporary grades (26%), which were subsequenfiy conver~ed to permanent grades via 
change of grade forms. We were unable to confirm in eve~ insta~ace who converted 
the grades or signed the change of grade forms, in addition, in acveral cases 
pe~aining to independent study grade rolls for which other faculty members were 
tisted as instructors of record, it is unclear who authorized fire conversion of 
temporary grades to permanent grades, as the instructors of supervision, when they 
could be identified, could not consistently attest to their having authorized the 
assignment of the permanent grades. 

Una~¢thorized Grade Changes. In reviewing official grade rolls for courses they bad 
taught or for which they were listed as o[llcial instructor of record, several faculty 
members disputed grade changes made on grade rolls submitted by the Department 
office for ~ransmittal to the Office of the Registrar. These faculty members stated that 
the3’ had not authorized such grade changes, ~or were they aware of who provided 
such authorization. No unauthorized grade changes on official grade rolls were 
identified ",tiler Summer Session 11, 2009. 

Finding 4: lnsuilicient mechmfisms of accountability within the department, the large 
nun~ber of students involved, poor record keeping, I]~e passage of time, and the absence of clear 
policies, such as a policy spelling out the responsibilities of li~culty members supervising 
independent study courses, stymied ~he review committee’s effuses to identi~, those responsible 
for unauthorized submission of grade rolls and unauthorized changes to grade forms. 

Findittg .q: Testimony from various faculty members suggested that, given lax 
departmental administa’ative practices, a departmeut administrator would have the means and 
opportunity to create firegular courses; to encourage and facilitate student em’ollment in 
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independent study or directed reading courses; and, prior to the Fall 2010 implementation of a 
new computerized student records system, to submit ollicial paper grade rolls to the Offtce of the 
Registrar. All key paperwork related to department course registrations and grade mlis flowed 
directly throt*gh the department administrator’s hands to the Ol~Sce of the Registrar. 

role in the irregularities identified here cannot be determined definitively. 
Ms. Crowder’s 

Finditt~ 6: As Departanent Chair and Ms. Crowder’s supervisor, Profi~ssor Nyang’oro 
gave Ms. Crowder extensive authority and respm~sibilities. The existence and persistence of the 
irregularities poit~t, at a mininmm, to his i~adequate supervision of Ms. Crowder and his failure 
to provide appropriate oversight or follow-up of departmental practices. 

Finding 7: No evidence emerged during the review thai directly implicates any faculty 
or staff other dian potentially Prolbssor Nyang’oro or Ms. Crowder in the creation of aberrant or 
irregnlarly tanght courses, or in recording or changing student grades in these courses. 

Personnel Matters and Recommendations 

Both members of the review co~mnlttee have been professors st the Ut~ivcrsity lPr over 
15 years and have served as department chairs in the College of Arts and Sciences. We are 
deeply disturbed by what we have learned in the course of our review. Our review has exposed 
ntmaerous violations of professional trust, affecting the relationship of faculty and students mad 
the rulationships among faculty coileagaes in tbJ.s department. These violations have 
undennil~ed the educational experience of a number of stodents, have the potential to gcnerate 
unfounded doubt and mistrust toward the depa~ment and its faculty, and could harm the 
academic reputation of the University. 

1. Personnel Matters 
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2. Recommendations with regard to policies and practices. 

, the faculty of fire 
Department of Al~ican and Al~o-_~nerican Stu~es, under Professor Hnber as Interim 
Departare~at Chair and cu~ently undar Professor Sable as Deparl~ent Chair, initiated and has 

continued a process of evaluating gaps in the departmetu’s polMes a~d procedures and of 
est~bIishthg and implementing new ones, in consultation with Senior Associate Dean Jonathan 
IIar~lyn. 

In the Fall, 2011, the department completed and began implementing a new set of 
requiremants and procedt~rcs regarding independent study coctrses and has implemented more 
~figorous procedures regarding the submission of grade rolls and change of grade forms. This 
spring term, the departmenl has continued a review of departmetual policies regarding 
departmental governance structures and instruction and instructors at al! levels, in light of 
universiL~ and college regulations and best academic practices, and in appropriate consultation 
with administration officials. The policies and procedm:es that have been addressed or ~e being 
addressed in the depar~mem’s review and revision ~f its instructional practices include, but are 
not limited, to: 

a. Grades and grade proxies; 
b. Authority and procedures for submitting change of grade forms; 
c. Cvrade protests and grade changes; 
d. The rise of tenaparmT AB and IN grades; 
e. Independent study courses during the academic year and summer sessions; 
fl Oversight of pedagogical formats appropriate to the size, leval, and nature of courses; 
g. Approval processes for providing courses in independent stud5, format; and 
h. Moultoring of departme~t course Iistings and instructors of record during the 

academic year and during summer sessions. 

The department’s review and revision of policles mad procedures are also focusing on *he 
following: 

a. Recogltizing and developing deparimental governance Nru~ures thst ensure faculty 
thvulvement, oversight, and accountability for decision-making; 
b. Prescribing the role and responsibifities of the Department Chair and other lhculty who 
assume leadership roles at the behest of the chair; and 
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c. Prescribing the roles and responsibilities of all staff in file department. 

The ~x~view comntittee recommends that the Deparlment Chair submit a state-of-the- 
department report to the Senior Associate Dean before the beginning of academic yea" in the 
Fall, 2012 tha’l summarizes the resuhs of the department’s review and revision of policies and 
procedures and that informs the College of any difficulties arising from departmental policies 
and procedures or any other problems with govenmlrCe, ihculD’ performance or instruction of 
which the College should be aware. 

As with all other units in the College of Arts mad Sciences, the department wil! also 
implemant recommendations put forward by the Dean of the College based on the review of 
College-wide policies and practices on independent studies and directed reading~ courses which 
took place under the direction ofBobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate 
Education, and the AdmiNstrative Boards of the College. 

Furthemmre, we reannm~end that the relevant findings in this report be shared with the 
Dean of the Summer School since all courses during summer sessions are adnfinistel~d through 
the Summer School, rather than the College of Arts a~d Sciences. 

Recommendations with regard to student work 

The review cormnittee recommends that academic credit and course ~ades assigned to 
students enrolled in the courses discussed in this report should not be changed. Given that 
almost three years have elapsed since the bulk of the irregularities described in the report took 
place, there is no fair and consistent way to reconsider the permanent grades assigned tu these 
students. University policies do not require that student work be preserved for more than one 
year. 

Conclusion 

While presenting this report in as cm-eful and impartial a maimer as possible, we carmot 
conclude without emphasizing "the acute dismay that we, as ~rC-Chapel Hill faculty, felt as we 
uncovered the practices sunmaarized here. We regret that we cannot assign with complete 
confidence the responsibility for the unprofessional and in some cases proii:ssionally unethical 
actions unan~,ered by our investigation. We are co~avinced that, in many instances noted in this 
report, the educafionat experience of some students as well as their access to facuity instruction 
and consultation was compromised for a period of several years, which could extend before 
2007, the sta~ of the period examined in oar report. The evidence we reviewed indicates that 
between 2007 and 2011 the vast majority of courses offered in the Dcpart~nant of Aft-lean and 
Afro-zMnerican Studies were not compromised in the ways outlined in this report. Yet the 
unprofessional or unethical actions noted in this report risk damaging the professional 
reputations of the facul~’ in the DeparLment of African and Afro-American Studies as a whole. 

We have been heartened, nevertheless, by the deterrnthation of anlleagues within fire 
Department of Alkican and Afro-American Studies to undertake the retbnzas necessar.v to ensure 
that mistakes of the past will not be tolerated. With new departmental leadership and support 
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from the department famdly, buttressed by new policies, procedures, and active faeulD. 

governance, this department, we believe, will emerge stronger in teaching, research, and service 
in this vital area of study. As College-wide policies and practices regarding independent study 
and related courses and issues are regularized following tt~e current review, all College faculty 

should understand the purposes and expectations of these kinds of courses. In s!~ite of the harm 
done, we applaud the many positive changes that promise to be the permanent legacy of dais 
invesligation. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                   2:51 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Class and Think-piece questions 

Email today, then hard copy later 

On        1:54 PM,        wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

Since I will be unable to make it to class today, I was wondering how 
you want me to turn in my think-piece. Would you rather me e-mail it to you or bring in a hard copy to class 
on Tuesday? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                   5:06 PM 

~live unc edu> 

here it is 

Thinkpiece #1 docx 

See attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,                  5:06 PM 

@gmail com> 
statement 

personal statement docx 

¯ -tl~is seems good to me I have an idea for bow to conclude Your 

of knowledge about France each tilne you go back It lmght be cool to 
end by poh~thlg out tlmt now you’t~ ready to grasp fl~e French einpim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday,_                    I1:30 AM 

Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] letter to chancellor 

Silvia--Ihal is odd indeed M3 guess is that the3 will soon find their 
wa?. out of your class, wltich means you can pmbabl?, affold to wait m~lll 
"academic supporl" contacts you Bul II would be good Io know how they 
wound up on your doorstep -Ja?. 
On 7:46 PM, SiNia Tomaskova wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 

> Please sign me as well 

going on (this is not the llorm in a    level upper division senfitmi on aichaeolog,~’[) -           pla?. ers usually do not slmnble 
upon a WMST class (Iheir firsl papers were a disaster) Should I conlacl Ihe academic adxisor for tile team or do I wail unlil they 

>> I’m attaching the letter I plan to send to the clmncellor on Mon&ly re: 
>> the Rawlmgs comnfittee I know of one other person who would like to 
>> sign ff am" othet~ want to joil~- just let me kltow over the weekend 
>> Happy Friday 

> Silvia Tomfigkovd 
> Associate Professor 
> D¢pt of Wom¢n’s and G¢nder Studies & Depl of Anlhropolog+~ 
> UNC Chapel Hill 



Sub.ie~:Rc: I~wd: RE Histo~5 276 schedule Sllrmg 2013 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                    10:12 AM 

Re: 

@uncedu> 

Thanks Yes, it is glouton What I found interesting, though, was that the text emphasized the play on words 
and stressed the animal’s appetite As for page 14 I’ll have to go back and look I’m not sure whose voice it 
is! 
On 6:59 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

It was a pleasure to attend your talk tonight. I had two comments that I forgot to bring up: 

-The "glutton" that was spotted in Siberia--was the original word "glouton"? I came across this word 
recently in one of my Algerian War documents and had to look it up. It also means wolverine in French, and 
glutton is apparently another word for wolverine in English although I’ve never heard it. 

-On page 14, at the beginning of the second full paragraph, I was unsure if the second sentence ("Hyenas 
almost certainly existed, and historical evidence showed that their passage into Europe was hardly an 
unthinkable occurrence.") was your summarizing of the Dissertation in indirect discourse, or if that was your 
own voice giving analysis. 

Good luck with this interesting paper. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                  2:26 PM 

@live unc edu> 
think piece 2 

Satire in the French Court docx 

See attached 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ja? Smith <ja5 sn~ith a~email unc cdu> 

Tuesday, September 18. 2012 2:37 PM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@cmail unc cdu> 

Re: [facultn’--athletics-fomm] Upcoming discussion of college-athlete graduation rates 

You. Debby why hax en’t I been asked to come on the program??? Ha! 
On 9/18/12 2:17 PM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

Hello all: 

Just a short note to let those of you who might be interested in listening, I will be a guest on UNC Athletic 
Director Bubba Cunningham’s radio show this coming Tuesday (9/25) Tbe show: "Inside College 
Athletics" airs on WCHL 979FM @ 8:00pm 

Here’s a link to listen online: htCp:iicbapelboro, omip~esiI ’i~30 i!![ ~ 

The segment is about 20 minutes and wc will be discussing college afl~lcte graduation rates 

Thanks, 

Richard 

Dr Riclmrd M South~ll 
Associate Professor 5po(~ Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

U NC Sport Administration website: 

Lit) is m~ obligation. We’Iv not here to dze slowly, we’re here ~o live fldly. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                  5:30 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 

Re: FW: Updated webpage 

Presumably he’s being co-advised? I think it’s OK to list him Classics and ancient histot3~ are like conjoined 
twins 
On 12:16 PM, Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray wrote: 

Can’t imagine a reason not to list an advisee in another department, but as this is outside the box I’m 
running it by you 
ngs 

From: Naiden, Fred S 
Sent: Tuesday, 
TO: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Subject: RE: Updated webpage 

9:26 AM 

Classics--that should be added 

Assoc Prof Fred S Naiden 
417 Hamilton Hall 
Dept of History 
UNC-CH 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
tel 919 962 3971 
fax 919 962 1403 

From: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:05 AM 
TO: Naiden, Fred S 
Co: Smith, Jay M; Jones, Joy Mann; Kent, Adam S 
Subject: RE: Updated webpage 

Fred: 

! don’t have listed as a graduate student in HistotT/ What department is he in? 

Thanks, 
Nancy 

From: Naiden, Fred S 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Subject: Updated webpage 

5:02 PM 

Dear Nancy, 

Pleased add the name of 
my dept webpage 

to the list of graduate students advised by me according to 

Thanks, 



Fred Naiden 
417 Hamilton Hall 
Dept of History 
UNC-CH 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
tel 919 962 3971 
fax 919 962 1403 

From: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Sent: Monday, 1:09 PM 
To: Naiden, Fred S 
Ce: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: RE: Updated cv attached 

Thanks, Fred Will t12¢ to get this done today 

Best, 
Nancy 

From: Naiden, Fred S 
Sent: Monday, 1:08 PM 
To: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Ce: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Updated cv attached 

Nancy, here’s a cv for my faculty page 

Assoc Prof Fred S Naiden 
417 Hamilton Hall 
Dept of History 
UNC-CH 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
tel 919 962 3971 
fax 919 962 1403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                  9:02 PM 

~gmail com> 

Re: Tomorrow 

Yes--and I’m sorry I haven’t been able to read your paper 
panel? 

On 7:53 PM, wrote: 

Jay, 

I just can’t keep up this semester What time is the 

Are you coming to the presentation tomorrow? Just want to know how much I am going to have to 
be on my game 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   3:43 PM 

~dukeedu> 
Re: missed class 

Reddy, The Logic of Action pdf 

-we missed you Your insights would have been appreciated The class generally thought it was an 
interesting but flawed book Like so many before it! 

A 1-2 page report might be a good idea, as much for you as for me Since you didn’t get the benefit of the 
discussion, it would be useful to get your thoughts down and have me react to them in some way See you next 
week -Jay 

PS Because the concept of"culture" came up in our conversation today, I recommended an article (by Duke’s 
Bill Reddy) that argues that culture does not exist Some are planning to read it for next week, but it’s not 
required I attach it 
On 2:13 PM,                    wrote: 

Hello Dr Smith, 

I wanted to e-mail to apologize about missing class today I ended up caught in a series of bus 
delays that prevented me from catching the                 shuttle Twice Rather than walk into 
class half way through, I decided that I would send you an e-mail 

I’m especially disappointed about missing this week because ! really enjoyed our Fumaroli 
readings, and was looking forward to hearing yours and the classes’ thoughts on them I’ll t~’y to find 
an opportunity to ask them about the seminar this coming week If you would like to hear my 
thoughts, I would be happy to write a brief reading report 

My apologies, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, 6:52 PM 

~gmail com> 

Fulbright Statement of C~ant Purpose doc 

I just took a stab at fl~e pat-agt-aph myself I’m sut~ it’s too long, 
you’ll probably dilch hall" or it or more. but I tllink I gel at some o1" 
wbat ~’ou’~e after 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay SmiN<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Thursday,                    10:53 AM 

~gmNl com> 

leueisin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                    I 1:08 AM 

Montaigne, Julie <juliemontaigne@unc edu> 

Report to the C.ad School on doc 

Dear Julie: My tartly t~port is attached -Ja~" Snfiflt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                  12:07 PM 

@live uric edu> 
Re: Menetra reimagined 

It looks like I’ll be in for a while Monday Noonish? 

! didn’t know your middle name was 
On        10:15 PM, 

--ve~?¢ French 

Hi Jay, 
Class was fun yesterday. About meeting up/talking: I’m currently going through the 
secondary lit you suggested, and I’ve got a mountain of midterms to grade for FIora’s 
class. Actually, it’s not too bad. She’s grading some of them for us. Can you believe that? 
Anyway, I don’t know if I have any more Menetra/thesis-related questions at the moment. 
After I grade, I’m going to work on him. Are you free Monday? 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith ~iaysmith@email unc edu> 

~gmail corn> 

Re: letter’s in 

Bon voyage(s) Don’t forget to pepper me with email updates when you get over there I ma3 not respond to evec, 
one, and I will almost surely be tard3 when I do, but I really am interested to hear about your progress 

Have I ever told you m?, stot?, ? When I was in France doing diss research in ’87-88, I wrote long letters with pen and 
paper [this is before email] to David Bien ever?, 2-3 weeks He never, ever responded to them--until the end of Ma3 (a 
month before I came home), when he said something like ’I knew I could trust you, which is why I never bothered to 
respond’ I promise not to be THAT bad (Though I do trust you) 

On I 1:52 PM, wrote: 

No problem, I’d looked it over a million times, aad di&¢t end up doing any chaages (like a corona here 
and there) As fair warning on a different topic: I met with Catherine Male3" tonight, aad it looks like she 
is going to ask you if you’re ok having your office phone as the contact number for the IFA next yea, and 
your office mailbox as the place where students send in applications I figured you’d be thrilled, so 
thought I’d drop the good news early 

I know you are off-campus tomorrow, and I head out Saturda?,, so I probably won’t see before I leave NC 
Thanks for coming to the talk. and good seeing you yesterd~ 

Best, 

On Thu,             at 10:50 PM, Jay Smith <5~ smill:~env~il artc edit> wrote: 
-sorry, I took aa extended email break aad just now got around to reading your final statement I 

think it’s great I really like the chaages in orgaaization that you made, aad the things you cut out were 
all safely cut So, I recommend no changes I’m guessing you’ve submilted by now anyway, but this is 
great Again, I caa’t believe they won’t support tlris We’ll keep fingers crossed -Jay 

On 3:11 PM wrote: 

Woohoo I’m starting to wish I could sa3 the same for m?, prQiect I’m prett?, much done 
with ever?, thing, and will submit some time tonight I know I have asked you to do this 30 
times, but can you take one last look at the prQiect summar3 ? I added part of the paragraph 
you wrote, and then moved another parauaph below it to sa3 empathically, and up front, 
what this work will do Made some changing to wording, too, to improve flow Looking 
for internal consistency here, a sense of pizza/z, and that a general audience would 
understand what I am s~ ing 

Last time. I promise Soon I’ll be in France and bother you for no more readings 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                  12:15 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Today’s class 

On 

¯ -bring a note if you have one 
9:18 AM, wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

T am sorry, but I’m sick with a fever and unable to make it to class today. If T bring a doctor’s note to the 

nex[ class, will my absence still count against my at[endance grade? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, 4:16 PM 

Catherine Maley < @bellsouth net> 
Re: details to check with you 

Cathy--Sure Hard to object to that 

What happens next is anybody’s guess .... 
On        4:10 PM, Catherine Maley wrote: 

Hello, Jay: 

What will happen next? I read in the TarHeel today that Bruce Carney has agreed to stick around until a 
new Chancellor is name., a very good thing to do. 

(his replacement), Lloyd and I had a meeting last evening. It was nice to meet 
her and from all reports she’ll be an excellent replacement for We discussed a lot of topics and came 
up with this one as follows: 

w need toget ~o things done and fast. One, up-date our website; we haven’t done that for a couple years 
and two, attend to change of address, phone number (we’ll use the depariment’s in both cases., approved 
by Lloyd .) 

Christine has agreed to take care of the IFA mail which we’re going to have sent to the History Dept:we need 
a Professor’s name on the envelope and are asking permission to use yours. It would look like this: 

Institut Francais d’Amedque 
Department of History CB 3195 
Att: Professor Jay Smith 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-3195 

The mail would not go into your box.. ’cause Lloyd has agreed for the IFA to have a box of its own.hristine 
will be in charge of that mail and take care of it. 

Is this OK with you? Hope so. 

Looking forward to having your response. 

Thanks, Cathy 

Dr. Catherine A. Maley, President 
Institut Francais d’Amerique 
formerly I’lnstitut Francais de Washington 
Professor Emerita French and Romance Linguistics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                    11:23 AM 

Hess, Jonathan M <JMt~SS@email unc edu> 

257 

I’m cbecking in to see what you may know about tbe scbedule for 257 next 

candidate evidentb needs a MWF scbedule (1 gafl~er you’ve heat~l about 
some of tlfis ah~ad~’?) Ate) wa>, I’m bappy to let your dept take fl~e lead 

PS Tbe lust-year student I mentioned to you last spring, 
came to UNC as we had hoped rm sure she’ll be ~eacNng out to 

She’s teall) smart 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                    12:04 PM 

~live unc edu> 
meeting? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, September 25, 2012 9:59 AM 

Michael J Mulvey < @gmail corn> 
teaching 

Miclu~cl--did you gel m) ¢maJl from yesterday? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay SmiN ~aysmith@emailuncedu> 

Tuesday,                  12:54 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re:Reminders 

we’ll figure it out 
On        12:52 PM,         wrote: 

Hi, 

Here is the emailed copy of my paper. 3ust to let you know, I am under the care of a 

¸ 
not try’ing to ditch class, I’m just in a lot of win. T can usually ignore it, but not today. If 
you will allow it, may T bring my hard copy on Thursday? 

Thanks for understanding. I still may be there unless he tells me to slay off of it. 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 
From: Jay Smith 
G~eetings: 
Just a quick reminder that I’m asking you to turn in both a hard copy and an emailed copy of your 
’think piece’ for today Also, please allow me to apologize in advance for not having your last think 
pieces ready ti turn back I’ve fallen a bit behind Will have them Thursday 

Second reminder: the midterm is on Thursday Bring a blue book 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST " site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: IIIST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                    I 1:15 AM 

@gmail com> 

Re:    exam 

--sure, we’ll figure it out Your performance has been exemplary so far, so I don’t suspect you’re trying 
to duck something here -JS 
On I 1:06 AM,                 wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 
I have had a 101 degree fever since Saturday and I can’t seem to get better Even though I’ve tried 
studying a li~le everyday so I wouldn’t fall behind, I don’t think I can be ready to do my best on the 
exam tomorrow Is there anyway I could make up the exam next week? I’m very sorry for the 
inconvenience, but I made myself take another exam yesterday and I didn’t do well at all If there is 
no way to make up the exam I understand 

Thank you for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   4:25 PM 

Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu> 

Re: FW: Requesting materials for the OflSce of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs 

I have no idea what this is, or what they’re even requesting 
On        2:29 PM, Wallace, Wanda L wrote: 

From: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:27 PM 
To: Wallace, Wanda L. 
Subject: FW: Requesting materials for the Office of DiveNity and Multicultural Affairs 

From: g~live unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:19 PM 
To: history@unc.edu 
Subject: Requesting materials for the Office of DiveNity and Multicultural AffaiN 

Good Afternoon, 

My name is             and I am sending you greetings from the Office of Diversity and 
Multicultural Affai!!! I am currently                                    Campus Visitations 
Coordinator, within the Of’rice of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs and I would like to request 
materials from the Histo~ Depa~ment 

We are organizing campus visits through our office for student groups and t~amilies and in order to 
give them a full picture of what Carolina has to oiler, I am requesting the most current information 
from all academic departments as well as university se~w-ices Your office has provided us with 
materials in the past, and as the year is progressing vastly, our materials from various areas are 

depleting Our next program will be held on Saturday,            Any information that you could 
provide for our office (i e pamphlets, hand-outs, business cards, etc) for this program and any in 
the future would be greatly appreciated We are located in SASB North Suite 2105, CB#9128 

If you have any questions about this request or any questions about our office in general, please feel 
free to contact me at my email address:        ~glive unc edu IfI have contacted the wrong 
person in my request, please send me the contact information for the correct individual Thank you 
for your time and have a wonderful day 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 4:29 PM 

gaan~er, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Radding, Cynthia <raddingla email unc edu>; Wallace. Wanda L <allace@cmail tmc cdu> 

Re: [histotT-faculb] [histotT-graduate] Course lists and TAships for Spring 2013 

Thanks for handling this one while I was in class! I’~ e now looked at the original course forms: I have scratched out 579 on 

Kasson’s request form and written in "372" So obviously I thought, at some point, that his course was being changed to that 

On 9/26/12 3:48 PM. Kramcr, Lloyd S wrote: 

From; Cynthia Radding [mailto:raddinqC~email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, September 26, 20J.2 3:43 PN 
To: Kramer, Lloyd S 

Dear Jay and Lloyd: 
I’ll leave this in your camp, and I thhtk that Lloyd is right about re[king with Wm~da This could sin~pl?, be an e~or 
that can be corrcctcd Jay, did John givc you that coursc in his rcquest [’or tcaching assignments [’or this coming 
spring? Or, do you think that it will not rcach more than 60 studcnts? For a small class. I think that we can assign 
hbn a gradcr on an hourly                         that is. thc rcscarch assistant might bccomc a gradcr 

BeSL 

Cynthia 

On 9/26/2(112 3:18 PM, Kian~er, Lloyd S wrote: 

Dear Cynthia. 

I don’t see my course on Poptdar Culture and US Histot5 on your list It shotdd bc 



Until the ads eat of the new Connect Carolina, in which not all Histo~? courses appem easily at once, 
this course invariably closed out willl all enrolhncnt of I I 0 students 

Tbc last two times, under the new aegis, it lind Fewer students tlmn tlmt 

But last spring’s cnrolhncnt was especially low because the course cnrolhncnt was arfilScally capped 
after prcrcgistration Originally, [ had bccn assigned two TAs. and Jay wished to kccp tbc enrollment at 
a nmxinmn oF sixt) so tlmt a single TA could lmndlc tbc load 

With the advice of Jay Smith, I renumbered this course, formerly HIST 579, as HIST 363 I also 
chmiged the meeting tmie flora MWF ~t 1 pro, to MWF at 12, to make it more attracfi~ e to 
undergmduates 

Now it a ppem’s that the course doesn’t qualifi" or an? TAs, whatsoever This is the first that I has e heard 
ol’it ] am at a loss to know how tlfis dctemrinafion was made 

[ cannot grade tbc papers for rift5 or s o students without aid 
More Fundamentally, [ do~Pt see how [ can tr3 to increase the course’s enrolhncnt iF [ do~Pt have 
departmental support 

So, I can either teach the course as a small discussion class without a TA or be given a TA to teach it as 
a lecture course, which I have done for nt least three decndes 

Tell me what is the pleasure of the department 
Yours. 
Jolm 
Jolm K,~ sson 
On 9/26/2012 1:38 PM, Cyntlria Radding \\rote: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   4:37 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Unable to Make Seminar, Slight Household Emergency 

-a one-page summa~ay of what you took to be the main contribution(s) of the Edelstein book would be a 
good idea 
On 12:02 PM,                    wrote: 

Hi, Professor Smith 

I j ust wanted to let you know that I will not be able to make it to class today 
is coming at 1 to have a look at it 

so I need to be here to give him access to the house and see what’s going on with all of this rm so 
son~ - please let me know if there’s a make-up assignment I need to complete to make up for my 
absence 

Sorl’y again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   4:38 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Unable to Make Seminar, Slight Household Emergency 

Do you prefer 
On        12:02 PM, 

Hi, Professor Smith 

I j ust wanted to let you know that I will not be able to make it to class today 
is coming at 1 to have a look at it 

so I need to be here to give him access to the house and see what’s going on with all of this I’m so 
sorry - please let me know if there’s a make-up assignment I need to complete to make up for my 
absence 

SonN agNn, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jolm 
On 9/26/2012 4:31 PM, Jay Smilh wrolc: 

So, i cma cilhcr leach the cot~sc as a small discussion class without a IA or bc given a IA Io leach il as 





Jolm 
On 9/262012 4:31 PM. Jay Smilh wrt)te: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                   5:14 PM 

I/.ramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Re: FW: Course list 

Good point I could pmbabl? get tlie approval of the hanot~ people for 
Ihis. bul since I converted II into a 290 ("Hislorical Problems") 
fronl a 292. ll!s probably more appropriate Iha/we leave as a regular. 

has slruclured II as an ahnosl grad-style reading seminal so I Ihhik a 
290 pitched to our nl~iors is Ihe bcsI mntc to lake -Jay 
On 3:15 PM, Kmmer, Lloyd S wrote: 
> Jay, 
> Thanks for Ihis follow-up I mighl ask Konrad if he knows anylhing more aboul Ih¢ HIST     I susp¢cl¢d d~al        would be 
unlmpp? abont tlie situation with tlie course assigmnents But I have l~ot yet lieard dilecfly from tier Tba~tks for tlie "lieads-up" on 
fltis situation As for Mitchell’s course, it is OK to have it as an lionot~ class? 

> 1 agree about He was arllc~llate and concise and pomeptive Too bad lie’s past ltis time to be a chancellor He could be a 
good one? 

> Best. Lloyd 

> -----Original Message ..... 

> Sent: Thursday, 2:39 PM 
> To: Kmm¢r, Lloyd S 
> Sul~iect: Re: FW: Comse list 
> 
> Lloyd- will go into the tbat was ahead> sclieduled But lie’s still deliberating h~ m~) case We nmy wm~t to call on 

for that    ff bails 

> Havcn’l heard.vel abont the , Ihough I believe II~al Ihe German depl is I~ing to reschcdulc II in order to allow him Io leach it l 

>             is not happ.~, by Ihc way I Iricd to explain our decision-making, bul I would nnt be surprised ir she shows up at your 
door Io complain--cilhcr aboul me or aboul our process 

> I liked today--he seems ve~3 smart -Jay On 2:35 PM. Kmmer, Lloyd S wml¢: 

>> I asked Wanda to give me a copx of tlie mlrrent comse list for file    semester; m~d it looks like we’ve p~ett~" well pulled it 
together But I noticed that is down only for Hist Did he ~ot want to teach Hist Do we need to ~ecnllt someone 
else to do fltis? 

>> Also, have you lieard am’flthig from      about Hist      And I saw that Mattliew Mitchell’s class is desiglmted as ml lionot~ 
class Can we simply designate a class wifl~ m~ H, or did we get appmvrd for this as an lionors class? 

>> Besl, Lloyd 
>> 

>> -----Original Message ..... 
>> From: Wallace. Wanda L 

1:52 PM 



>> To: Wallace, Wanda L 
>> Sulzject: RE: Comse tist 

4:03 PM 

>> A quick follow-up to our conversation Could you provide lne with an electmlfic cop)" of that list of courses for      wlitch we 
iust looked at on your cmnputer Is that your list or on Tbe site of the registml? I would find it useful to have a cop)" because of 

>> Thanks. Lloyd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                   5 : 16 PM 

Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu> 
Re:            Schedule 

Yeah, we’ll need grad tides too SonT 

On another topic let’s take the H off the Mitchell course (the 290) I’ll tell him it’s just too late to get Honors 
approval, which it probably is -Jay 
On 4:12 PM, Wallace, Wanda L wrote: 

Lloyd makes me nervous when he asks for the printed out schedule and i knew we 

can not get Sevea to tel! me his, Do we need tities for the graduate courses special 

Topics? 

Wanda 

From: Smith, Jay M 
Sent: Thursday, 4:10 PM 
TO: Wallace, Wanda L. 
Subject: RE: Schedule 

Wanda--rm hoping that I can tell you those ins[ruc[oB by tomorrow or Monday.    should be 
though we’ll see.     either 

From: Wallace, Wanda L. 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject:          Schedule 

3:17 PM 

Hi Jay, 

I have not bothered you today. I am attaching the schedule to send to you. 

I have two courses that I do not have Instructors? 

HIST 

HIST 

Thanks 

Wanda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                   5:26 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Just cotffirnfing that I put your course down for Monday’, 2-4:30 for nexX 

First, after lookhlg mot~ closel? at your syllabus, which is designed as 
a piett~" intensive leadings comse, I thaught it best to change tile 

course The nmnber cNmges from 
courses are designed to introduce undergrad students into 

historical debates on a specific subjecfi theme 
. and to proceed at a good pac¢. abnosl gm&ml¢-I¢vcl in 

taamie I tfihtk your course is a good candidate for that It will 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                  10:08 AM 

@live unc edu> 
letter is submitted 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                  10:53 AM 

@email unc edu> 
letter 

doc 

--see attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                  10:55 AM 

@email unc edu> 

letter 

doc 

¯ -see aRached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 10:33 AM 

Kent, Patrick <pkent@email unc edu> 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 

Re: Sp~ing Teaching 

Patrick--good catch There won’t be TA’s anyway, since there aren’t any available But rve now inserted 
Lecturer in the document I’ll check with Adam to see if this changes your pay in any way 
and then I’ll send a newletter for you to sign next week This is nothing urgent -Jay 
On 9/29/12 8:29 AM, Kent, Patrick wrote: 

Jay and Adam, 

After sending off my signed offer letter, I realized that there may be a mistake. I do not think I am 
supposed to be a Teaching Fellow. I have my degree (May 2012). As such, if it should prove necessary, I 
could have TAs assigned to my class. 

-Patrick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,                   2:30 PM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live uric edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] N&O 

good for me Otbemise, Tuesdays am best Ate you flee either of tbe 
ncxl Iwo Tuesdays? -Jay 
On 5:18 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

> Will 

> -----Original Message ..... 

fits me best (we’re out of town tlits Tbursda~" mid I have a literacy obfigafion on 
ate fine Earlier is better, so I hape     is good 

Does that suit you? If 

>> Will 

> By all means let’s resch¢dul¢ Is Thursck~y a good day For you? Grca/For mc -Jay On 9:08 AM. Brooks, Edhan W wrolc: 

>> 1 saw tbe Fot~l piece yeste~da) (who doesn’t read tbe N & O tbese ha) s?) Mostl) it re,rended me both tbat we nfight set up 

UNC nfight do to testmi~k slow, it" not ~educe atlitefic-acadenitc stmit~s For example, I have learned that    of flits year’s comnittlee 
decisiot~s admitted             I’d like to elhmnate cmmnittee adtmssim~s, but              Actually, I was surprised that 
football or basketball let tbem have tbem I do have otber dems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,                   2:32 PM 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 
Re: FW: Question about Teaching 

Kathleen--did I ever respond to this? I’m pretty sure this is a props discretion thing, but you could check with 
BO to be sure -Jay 
On 2:35 PM, Dural, Kathleen A wrote: 

Dear Jay, 
Do you know if there is a UNC policy on whether lectures can be recorded, or whom I should ask? Someone 
in Bobbi Owen’s office maybe? 
Thanks, 
Kathleen 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Duval, Kathleen A 
Subject: Question about Teaching 

2:31PM 

Dear Dr. DuVal, 

I have a question about an incident that happened in my course today. Do instructors have a right to 
approve or disapprove students recording lectures? A student has been r~cording my lectures, and I was 
unaware of it. When I told her she needed my permission, she disagreed. DO you know of a concrete 
policy regarding this that I can consult? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday,                   3:14 PM 

@live unc edu> 
reading, writing 

Sc¢ing th¢ days or         nmning oul. I’v¢ suddenly 
realized flint at tlfis point you probabl? need to work with some mgenc) 
on Ihc thesis I won) a bil thai, a couple orwccks since I shocked 
you with ~r0."        idea, you still havefft made it tl~rough the 
secondati+ lit I t~conm~ended (Well, at least as of Wechlesda? ) As you 
begin willing, we will find more and more anglcs/~ourccs you’ll need 
look at, so we better lmve a piece of writing to won with/from vet7 
soon Do ~’ou flfitik you can scratch out an intro b’," gfida~ ? Read and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                   2:43 PM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: makeup exam 

How about I I AM in my office Wednesday? 
On        1:27 PM,                 wrote: 

Dear Dr Smith, 
Would it be possible for me to make up my exam Wednesday or Friday this week? I only have 
class from I- 1:50 on Wednesday, but I have it from 9:30-4:45 Tuesday and Thursday, so I don’t 
know when else I could make it up 
Thank you, again, for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                   4:29 PM 

Brooks, IEdwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] N&O 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday,                   4:50 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-fomm@listserv unc edu> 
random thoughts on the latest 

Folks: 
Some tbougbts on a Sunda) I suppose we cmt all bope/expect tbat Jim 
Martin and his assislanl will detail the eligibildy games thai have 
been played in ]ecent years, but I wanted to poi]~t out what I see as 
hnportmtt new bits of hffonnation in today’s Kane/Cufliss article 

2 I’m Imubl¢d, offended. Ihat the       players would b¢ placed in 
SWAH    --mr accelerated 6-credit course This scant shoxx s contempt fm 
fire pla) ms as smdems, contempt for tbe lanbmage itself, mtd contempt 
for tbe Univet~its"s langmage ]equitemeN We’re to be sm~fised tlmt 

3 XVe also ]tow know that the        paNr--entirel3 plagiarized from 
wbatever someone could find in Google books--was not at3 pical but rather 
SOP in the UNC program It sure looks as tbough it’s what rite 
counselors were telling Ihc lulorS [o do has a powerful 
case agai]~st U NC, ff oral) he can get lds day in court 

My personal Oltirage-o-meler remains fixed at I l 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, October I, 2012 8:20 AM 

Waitman Beorn              @gmail corn> 

Re: Professor Lotchin’s Opinion Piece 

I’m sure we’ll be talking about this in our staff meeting this week 
On 9/30/12 7:05 PM, Waitman Beorn wrote: 

Dear Lloyd and Jay, 

I am writing to make you aware of the incredibly poor, historically disingenuous, and borderline 
racist editorial that Professor Lotchin has published in the Carson Star Tribune 
~:, trl!t cI~m/~iniI~n/cNumns~tb‘ere~-~e~c-r~o<~!nc)cn~at£on.c-~ in.~m~e~ic~a~rIicl~ !b1255fTI: 
dgh{~ 5627-gbca-~l#7[g~a274ON htm/) Obviously, he he has a right to his opinion, but as an alum 
of the excellent program m ~C, it pains me to see such polemical bad histo~N available to the 
public in conjunction with Noah Carolina 

This piece is typical of Lotchin’s views on race and World War II (which I suspect he continues 
to pass on to his students as he did when I TAed for him) It is in keeping with his prior statements 
such as his argument that the Rwandan genocide had nothing to do with race "because both sides 
were black" Lotchin has consistently argued against what he sees as a liberal bias in academia as 
he does at the end of this piece 

I would hope that someone from the depariment would write a statement or rebuttal to this 
prejudiced fringe position making it clear that this view is not typical or condoned by our program 
Thanks very much for your time and consideration and all the best to the department from a proud 
alum! 

best, 

Waitman 

Professional Website 

Fried Holocaust and Genocide Education Fund 

USHMM Holocaust Geoqraphies Project 

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><> 
...The reconstruction of ~orlds is one of the historian’s most important tasks. He undertakos it, not from 
some strange urge to dig up archives and sift through old paper, but because he ~nts to talk Mth the dead. 
By putting questions to documents and listening to replies, he can sound dead souls and take tho measure of 

tho societies they inhabitod. If we lost all eontact with the worlds we have lost, we would be eondemned to 
li~ in a two dimensional, time bound present, and our o~m world would turn fiat. 



Rober[ Darnton 
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Subjel~:Re: [fhculty alhlelics filrum] where are tile refilmls in I oudermilk? 

Date:Sal, 6 Oct 2012 10:50:49 -0400 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                10:01 AM 

Andrews, Matthew P <andrewsm@email unc edu> 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 

Re: Boyatt Study Abroad Awards 

rve just finished, and my rankings are almost identical to Matt’s The only difference: I would put at I 
(actual demonstrated need, and he also had, I thought, a more focused statement than also 
interesting, and worthy of a top 3 rating, but why do these people who are applying for Histo~3~ money keep 
getting non-History profs to write letters for them? It’s weird 

Second totally weird thing: Is eve~3z other Carolina female named 

On 

What’s up, 

8:29 AM, Andrews, Matthew P wrote: 

Hi Kathleen and Jay- 

Here are my rankings This is obviously difficult, as there are many excellent applicants I relied 
heavily on the letters I tried to account for financial need, as well, though I wasn’t sure what to 
make of so many "0" scores on a scale of 1-5 

My rankings: 

1 
2 
3 

As for how to split the money, is there depa~mental precedent? Maybe if there is something 
approaching consensus we could split it 50%-25%-25%? It’no consensus, maybe split it equally 
three ways? 

Best, 
Matt 

On , at 11:51 AM, Duval, Kathleen A wrote: 

The link is here: 
~//~;tudvab~ad,~nc,edu!s’:udyabload,cf~r~ 

From: Duval, K~thleen A 
Sent: Thursday, 11:49 AM 
To: Smith, Jay M; Andrews, Matthew P 
Subject: Boyatt Study Abroad Awards 

DearJay and Ma~, 

I just checked the Study Abroad website, and the financial aid information is not yet up for the 
applicants. They promise it will be up by tomorrow, so please look at the applications and send 
me your top three picks, ranked, by sometime next Monday, 

Some guidelines: 



Please exclude anyone who is not a History major (but don’t discriminate against those who 
list History as their "second major"). 

Please do take into account financial need. 

Let’s plan to give between $1500 and $2000. This is a bit less than usual because more 
students applied for Boyatt Research Awards than usual this 

Feel free to include explanations or ideas for how to split the money, along with your rankings. 

Thanks very much for your help, 
Kathleen 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith qiaysmith, a;email unc edu> 

Monday.               10:04 AM 

McReynolds Louise <louisem:a;email unc edu> 

Re: Fwd: HIST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                3:08 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Think Piece 4 

--could you email me a different version of this? A word doc that ends with doc? Thanks 
On        12:57 PM,                wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, October 8, 2012 3:35 PM 

George S Baroff        @bellsouth net> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] about our listserv 

Thanks. G¢org¢ I’ll k¢¢p tt3ing And I agree wilh you completely 
On 10/8/12 1:17 PM, George S Baroffwmte: 

athletic abdities: tbeir acadenfic interests, ff p~esent, at~ secondmy The ve~i~ natme of afltletic denm~lds linfits tbe time mid effort fltat 
fire? can give to acadenfics: bence tbe need for classes tadoted to nmhttain their eligibility" Tbe term "sta~dent-atblete" itmppropriatel? 

"system" fltat corrupts and will. htevitabl?, uhless flte~e is a willingness to alter the priorities and t~duce deNnden~" on athletic 
revenues as a source of fimding athletic activit~ within fire general uhivet~its" At the vet5 least, raising tbe bar for a&nission and 
expecting athletes to to participate in tbe same range of educatio~ml exNriences afforded file general sta~dent bod~’, moves tbe scale in 

is a long lfistot5 to buck and overhight change cannot be expected but thet~ must be a conumtment to revet~ing tbe priorities, to 

Univ¢rsily orNorlh Carolina 

> George S Baroff 

>> I’m about to turn to a stack of bhlebooks, but before I do so I wanted to ~espond to Debby’s passio~mte entail from yeste~da? 1 

wdl sometimes happen But it seems to me that one oftbe potentiall? usefid thfltgs about this listserv--wlfich has subscribers of both 
file "pro-afltletics" and "afltletics skeptics" persuasio~ to use very broad terms--is that we have tbe chtmce to eng-age in mutually 
ehlightehing argmment from time to time ff I or otbers comnnnficate a basic ~msunderstandhtg of an issue, I’d like to imdte otbet~ to 

mmtfllg bas been that the uhiversits" has t~sisted opehing up tbe can of worms fltat is "big time sport" mtd has i~tsisted, through deed 

to tbe uhivet~it~" leadem who at~ handling tbe "problem" ff our leaders wofft do it, can’t we, at least, do it in our thL~ corner of the 
etber? 

with tbe uhivet~it~"s "leaders" over the past t~ o yearn (1’11 give detailed blow by bhiws of each of my seven com-ematio~ts for 

politel?, to be sine, but tbey have ~epeatedl? passed tbe buck, nmde vagq~e pro~mses, or--even worse--have shown a shocking hmbilit~ 

because of tbeh actio~ts this past summer But with tbeh exceptio~k I nmke ahaolutaly no al~higies for impughing tbe leadership of 

frustration, tiffs would be a good place to start 

fire past 14 months, tbe pt~ssut~ should not be on critics like mehis to be always fair-nfinded and generous Ratber, file pt~ssme 
shauld be on tbe athletics program(s) to prove that our suspicio~ts me exaggerated or unfonnded Tbe ball is in flteir court It’s been 

can prove that acade~mc counsalot~ act independentl? of tbe wisbes of coacbes and AD’s? Tben wby on God’s green earth haven’t 

pack it in mid to give French lfistot5 ~m." undivided attention again -Jay 



From~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjcct: 

Jay Smith <ja? smithia;email unc edu> 

Monday, ()ctobe~ 8 2012 403 PM 

Matthm~ Andrews 

Begin foia~ai ded message 

From: edgeofsports.             .~[&£r,~a[! c:~l> 
Date: October 8, 2012 1 ~ :29:24 AM EDT 
To: mandrews19 ¯            :.@mac.corn> 
Subject: [E of S] The Smartest, or Dumbest, Tweet An Athlete Ever Sent 
Reply-To:             ~..~_~ L~?_n._~ 

1via n? allegedly grcaL lninds flora protkssors to school prcsidcnls have dcvolcd pctds of pages Lo the mtdli-billion 
dollar indust~T otber~nse knox~n~ as NCAA athletics Yet no one has quite put their fing~ on the contradictions 
frustrations, and t~agieomed.~ of being the labor in this industry a so called student athlete quite like ( gfio State’s 
third st~qng fieshman quarterback, Ca~dale .Jones (~ I- ~qd,¢, Jones *’~,eeted :’Why should ~e bax e to go to class if 
wc ctmac hcrc Io phi? FOOTBA]~L wc am’l come Io play SCII()OL, classes arc POINTLESS." 

The source of the contradiclions and confusion that create this moral cesspool is noL the riches earned b~ the I lrban 
Mcycrs of Ibis world II’s Iha~ Ihc players arc given nolhilng bu~ Ihc opporlta~t? lk~r an cducauon Ihcy of Ion have 
neither Ihc lime nor dcs~rc Io pk~rsuc. These ~rc 18-22 yc~r olds Ircalcd hkc a h~ b~d of campus L+ods ~md campus 
chalicl I OllCC had a lk~nncr All-Anacricma tell mc a stoxy of l~Llmg the books cmul an assist~llal coach stopped b~ 
Ids do~n room and said "You knm~ you don’t ha~ e to do that right?" Tlds pa~tieula~ athlete persevered and 
graduated and good fo~ him I can only sa?, that when I was 19, it" an autborit? t’igur e told me I didn’t have to smd.~, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                4:12 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Think Piece 4 

ok 
On 3:43 PM, wrote: 

I’m sorry! I forgette change the fermat before Isentittoyou! 

Thanks, 

Sent: Tuesday, 

Subject: Think Piece 

12:57 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 4:28 PM 

Michael J Mulvey @gmail corn> 

answer? 

Let me know ASAP -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,              8: I I AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 
Re: Kvetch 

> Fmln: Schoomlmker, Nancy Gray 
> Scnl: Monday, 9:25 PM 
> To: Slrtith, Jay M 
> Sul~iect: Re: Kvetch 

> Will b~ing you a cops 

> Jay Smith ~iaysmilh@¢mail ~mc edu> wrote: 

> Missed it! 
> On 9:22 PM, Schoonmak¢r, Nancy Gray wml¢: 
>> Did you see Ih¢ one in Friday’s DTH kvelch about the not jusl sleeping on the floor in class, bul snoring? 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitb <-jaysmitb@email unc edu> 

Tuesda}, October 9, 2012 11:30 AM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 

Re: [histor?-faculb ] Furniture Request List 

Adam--I wouldn’t mh~d a spif~ new chair, if there’s money falling out of your dra\~er d~at you dofft 1~o\~ \~hat to do wilh 

Jay 
Ca~ 10/9/12 11:26 AM, Kent, Adam S wrote: 

Good Morning All, 

To date this is the list of furniture requests. Please let me know of any additions/changes ASAP. Thanks in advance for 
your help. 

Adam 

Name Desk Chair 

Shields x x 

Raleigh X x 

Pennybacker x x 

Vargas X x 

Perez X 

LaSerna X X 

Watson X 

DuVal X 

Aydin X 

Worthen X 

Waterhouse X 

Kramer X 

Total 11 9 

Adam Kent 
Departmental Manager 
UNC Depar[ment of History 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3195 
919 962 2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919962-1403 (Fax) 
akent(~,u nc edu 

http flhistory unc edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You arc currently subscribed to 
</u[> 
histo~-:-faculb as: <a href "mailto:ia’,’smitb?~ email unc edu">iavsmitb D email unc edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, October 9, 2012 I 1:53 AM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 
Re: Chairs Ballot 

Interesting that there’s a clear leader Let’s see how things pan out with the remaining votes; I would be inclined 
to list the top 5 vote getters, with the objective of getting things down to three But if the top four are clearly 
ahead of the pack, maybe we just go with four 

We want the final list of three (assuming we can narrow down that t~ar) to be people who received more than 
50% support in the final ballot 

So until tomo~TOW ..... 
On 10/9/12 11:48 AM, Kent, Adam S wrote: 

13 votes 

votes 

votes 

votes 

votes 

votes 

votes 

Adam 

Adam Kent 
Depar[mental Manager 
UNC Depariment of History 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919.962-1403 (Fax) 
akent@unc.edu 

http://history.unc.edu 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 09, 2012 11:41 AM 

TO: Kent, Adam S 
Ce: Radding, Cynthia; Duval, Kathleen A 
Subject: Re: Chairs Ballot 

Adam in the past, we’ve eliminated those who got little suppor[, though I admit that I forget what the cut 

off has been. Maybe tomorrow we could have a look at the numbers (or you could tell us what the raw 

numbers are, with names unattached) and we can then reach an executive decision about where to draw 

the line? -Jay 



On 10/9/12 11:35 AM, Kent, Adam S wrote: 

Good Morning All, 

So far, I have received 28 ballots. I will send out a reminder later today about tomorrow’s 

deadline. The question that I have is for the next round should everyone who received a vote 

be on it or the top x number of vote getters. I can have the numbers tallied for anytime that 

you wish tomorrow and the next ballot in mailboxes on Thursday. 

Adam 

Adam Kent 
Departmental Manager 
UNC Department of Histo~ 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919.962-i403 (Fax) 
akent~)unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              4:59 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

here ’tis 

ThinkPiece4FINAL docx 





Institut Franr~ais d’AMERIQUE 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,               10:19 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Wikipedia project 

ok, I’orgol Ihat one 
On 3:24 PM, 
> ProFessor, 
> 
> 1 am il~tetested in j oimng 

> Tlmt~ks, 

onthetopic of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               I 0:22 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Dr Flatt’s Seminar Next Year 

¯ -I’ll be working this out with professor Flatt But if she wants a 
what she’ll be doing -JS 
On 6:34 PM,                        wrote: 

-level, chances are good that that’s 

Hr. Smith, 

I was talking with Dr. Flat~ about her seminar scheduled for I’m very interested in taking it but 
she said she wasn’t sure if it was a freshman seminar or a level course. I would need it as my .level 
to graduate that         She told me to email you and ask what it’s level will be, so that is my purpose 
in sending this emaih Any ideas or are you open to suggestions? Thanks for your time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 3:35 PM 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 

Andrews, Matthew P <andrewsm@email unc edu> 

Re: Boyatt Study Abroad Awards 

I, too, vote to give it all to 
On 10/10/12 3:29 PM, Duval, Kathleen A wrote: 

DearJay and Ma~, 

I, too, thought these three students were the top three applicants. It is strange to see less "need" than 
usual. Both ’ have no need (meaning, I assume, that they did not fill out financial aid forms), 
and no applicant besides received a 1 or 2 ranking in need. 

Since I like all three of these applicants and       ~ need is so much more (as evidenced in the statements 
as well as the numbers), my inclination is to give the entire $2,000 to (or $1,500 if we want to be 
conservative and save more for next semester in case there is more need), total unmet need is 
over $5,000, so our money would make a real difference although not the entire amount. In the past, we 
have wondered over whether it’s better to give one big amount or several smaller one, and I think we’ve 
generally concluded that it’s better to make a real difference for 1 or 2 people than to spread the small 
amount so thinly that it doesn’t mean much. 

Alternatively, we could give $1,000 and each $500. 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks, 
Kathleen 

From: Jay Smith [i~;mith~!~rn~il.~inc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 10:03 AM 
TO~ Andrews, Matthew P 
Ce~ Duval, Kathleen A 
Subject~ Re: Boyatt Study Abroad Awards 

Oh, sortT, I was so busy making fun of the applicants that I forgot to weigh in on money 

I’m in favor of        getting more money than anyone else, that’s all I’d say I could even see 
giving it all to him Otherwise, Matt’s breakdown seems reasonable to me And I totally trust 
Kathleen to make the call in the end 

On 10/8/12 8:29 AM, Andrews, Matthew P wrote: 

Hi Kathleen and Jay- 

Here are my rankings This is obviously difficult, as there are many excellent 
applicants I relied heavily on the letters I tried to account for financial need, as well, 
though I wasn’t sure what to make of so many "0" scores on a scale of 1-5 

My rankings: 



As for how to split the money, is there departmental precedent? Maybe if there is 
something approaching consensus we could split it 50%-25%-25%? If no consensus, 
maybe split it equally three ways? 

Best, 
Matt 

On Oct 4, 2012, at 11:51 AM, Duval, Kathleen A wrote: 

From: Duval, Kathleen A 
Sent: Thursday, Oc[ober 04, 2012 11:49 AM 
TO: Smith, Jay M; Andrews, Mat[hew P 
Subje~: Boyat[ Study Abroad Awards 

Dear Jay and Matt, 

I just checked the Study Abroad website, and the financial aid information is not 
yet up for the applicants. They promise it will be up by tomorrow, so please look 
at the applications and send me your top three picks, ranked, by sometime next 
Monday, Oct. 8. 

Some guidelines: 

Please exclude anyone who is not a History major (but don’t discriminate against 
those who list History as their "second major"). 

Please do take into account financial need. 

Let’s plan to give between $1500 and $2000. This is a bit less than usual 
because more students applied for Boyat[ Research Awards than usual this fall. 

Feel free to include explanations or ideas for how to split the money, along with 
your rankings. 

Thanks very much for your help, 
K~thleen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 7:42 PM 

Re: class today 
@uncedu> 

missed you, but not a huge deal Remember the reviews are due next week .... 
On         12:39 PM,                     wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I hope this finds, ou well. I regret to say that I won’t be able to at[end your class today. I have 

enjoy your class greatly and I am sorry to have to miss it today. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, October II, 2012 8:40 AM 

ecramer@alum mit edu 
Re: tarheel letter 

Yes, I saw this in the Tar Heel yesterday Glad they took it 
On 10/I 1/12 6:14 AM, Elliot M Cramer wrote: 

Letter to the gditor I OCT 10 I 

Elliot H. Cramer 

Department of Psychology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Websites 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                 9:26 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: HIST think piece re-sent 

On 

--see below 
I 1:46 AM, wrote: 

Dear Dr. Smith, 

Below is my think piece from Thank you! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, October II, 2012 10:1 I AM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 
duval@unc edu; Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu>; Duval, Kathleen A 
<duval@email unc edu> 

Re: Chairs vote 

Hi folks (still here for a while): 
My inclination would be to include the four highest vote getters 
On 10/11/12 10:05 AM, Kent, Adam S wrote: 

We received a total of 40 ballots and here are the results by numbers: 

person 24 votes 

people 14 votes 

person 12 votes 

people 4 votes 

people i vote 

Adam 

Adam Kent 
Depar[mental Manager 
UNC Depar[ment of History 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 

i (Mobile) 
919.962-1403 (Fax) 
akent~unc.edu 

htto://historv.unc.edu 

From: duval~unc.edu [mailto:duvalC~unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2012 7:30 AM 
To: Padding, Cynthia; Smith, Jay M 
Cc: Kent, Adam S; Duval, Kathleen A 
Subject: Re: Chai~ vote 

Cynthia and Adam, 

Yes, good. The numbers without the names (I doubt we’ll have enough 50 percent getters in the first 

round.) 



Kathleen 

Frown: Cynthia Radding <radding@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 21:2g:49 -0400 

To: Jay Smith<[aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Co: Kent, Adam S<akent@unc.edu>; Duval, Kathleen A<duval@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Chairs vote 

Adam, 

I think we said that we wanted you to send us three a kind of tally of votes cast for each name, but not the 

names, is that correct? You and I spoke in the hallway this afternoon, If we follow the 90% guideline, then 

the persons on the second ballot should have a minimum of d6 votes. Kathleen, do you agree? 

If no one reached that plateau, then we’ll need to put out a ballot with the top vote getters and plan on 

going to a third ballot. 

Cynthia 

On 10/10/2012 6:25 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Adam I’m sorry I didn’t get a chance to stop in to see you today. Unfor[unately, I’m leaving 

tomorrow to go to a conference in Canada and won’t be back in the office until Tuesday. I’ll 

try to give you a call in the AM--but....Iql let Cynthia and Kathleen handle this! 

My suggestion would be to try to limit the second ballot to five if there are clearly five "top" 

vote getters. If not, there’s no harm in having a couple of additional names, though the idea 

(at least, in the past this was the idea) is to have no one advanced who’s not named on 50% 

of the ballots cast. So, the more names, the less likely we’ll reach that plateau. But we can 

always do a third round of necessary. I trust y’all’s judgment. (I never actually say y’all but 

like writing it now and then.) day 

On 10/10/12 4:41 PM, Kent, Adam S wrote: 

Hi All, 

We have received 39 ballots as of now, how would you like for me to present 

you the information? Best, 

Adam 

Adam Kent 
Depar[mental Manager 
UNC Depar[ment of History 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919.962-1403 (Fax) 
akent~unc.edu 

htt D://historv.u n c.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, October II, 2012 10:15 AM 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu>; Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 

Re: FW: Chairs vote 

Yes, I agree I would guess that "the winner" is Lloyd, which isn’t all that helpful But we may have our other 
three people I think we still need a second ballot, though, so that we can be sure that the three names we 
advance (or four) have at least 50% support in the dept (Though we can finesse this if we need to) 

I suggest that on the second ballot we say "choose up to three" candidates Some will only choose I-2 of the 
four here listed 

But again I trust you folks to handle it See you Tuesday 
On 10/I 1/12 10:09 AM, Duval, Kathleen A wrote: 

Cynthia, 
Wow, it looks like we actually have a winner. We should probably keep that to ouBelves for now but 
consider pu~cing it in our report to Jonathan Hartlyn. Maybe we should put out a 2nd ballot with the top four 
people: 

That seems like a pretty clear break. What do you think? 

Kathleen 

From: Kent, Adam S 
Sent: Thursday, October ii, 2012 I0:05 AM 
"to: duval@unc.edu; Radding, Cynthia; Smith, Jay M 

Co: Duval, Kathleen A 
Subject: RE: Chairs vote 

Good Morning All, 

Once the numbers oil tile ne~ ballot are determined, I can get the ballot out pretty quickly. Please advise 

bow I can further assist~ 



Adam Kent 
Depar[mental Manager 
UNC Depar[ment of Histot~ 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919.962-1403 (Fax) 
akent@unc.edu 

hit p://histo n/.u n c.ed u 

From: duval@unc.edu [mailto:duval@un¢.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, O~ober 11, 2012 7:30 Air1 
TO: Radding, Cynthia; Smith, 3ay iv1 

6¢: Kent, Adam S; Duval, Kathleen A 
Subject: Re: Chairs vote 

Cynthia and Adam, 

Yes, good. The numbers without the names (I doubt we’ll have enough 50 percent getters in the first 

round.) 

Kathleen 

From; Cynthia Radding <radding@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 21:23:49 -0400 

To: Jay Smith<iavsmith@email.unc.edu> 

Co; Kent, Adam S<akent@unc.edu>; Duval, Kathleen A<duval@email.unc.edu> 

Subject; Re: Chairs vote 

I think we said that we wanted you to send us three a kind of tally of votes cast for each name, but not the 

names, is that correct? You and I spoke in the hallway this afternoon. If we follow the 50% guideline, then 

the persons on the second ballot should have a minimum of 18 votes. Kathleen, do you agree? 

If no one reached that plateau, then we’ll need to put out a ballot with the top vote getters and plan on 
going to a third ballot. 

Cynthia 

On 10/10/2012 6:25 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Adam--I’m sorry I didn’t get a chance to stop in to see you today. UnfoCcunately, I’m leaving 
tomorrow to go to a conference in Canada and won’t be back in the office until Tuesday. I’ll 

try to give you a call in the AM but....l’ll let Cynthia and Kathleen handle this[ 

My suggestion would be to try to limit the second ballot to five if there are clearly five "top" 

vote getters. If not, there’s no harm in having a couple of additional names, though the idea 

(at least, in the past this was the idea) is to have no one advanced who’s not named on 50% 

of the ballots cast. So, the more names, the less likely we’ll reach that plateau. But we can 

always do a third round of necessary. I trust y’all’s judgment. (I never actually say y’all but 

like writing it now and then.) day 

On 10/10/12 4:41 PM, Kent, Adam S wrote: 

Hi All, 



We have received 39 ballots as of now, how would you like for me to present 

you the information? Best, 

Adam 

Adam Kent 
Deparimental Manager 
UNC Depadment of HistopJ 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919.962-1403 (Fax) 
akent~unc.edu 

htt D://historv.u n c.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, October II, 2012 10:17 AM 

ecramer@alum mit edu 
Re: tarheel letter 

I also read your piece in the Herald, in which you cited Alice in Wonderland Coincidentally, when I spoke out 
at the Sept 7 faculty council meeting, I also faulted the administration for creating an Alice in Wonderland 
wofl d 
On 10/I 1/12 9:50 AM, Elliot M Cramer wrote: 

On 10/11/2012 8:39 Aivl, Jay Smith wrote: 

Yes, I saw this in the Tar Heel yesterday Glad they took it 
On 10/I 1/12 6:14 AM, Elliot M Cramer wrote: 

Letter to the Editor I OCT I 0 I 

You might look at the correspondence with Holden; it is so obvious that he retaliated for my asking 
Strohm for an apology 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                I 1:28 AM 

@gmail com> 

Re: Automatic reply: 

Statement of C~ant Purpose newdoc 

Look up titles by 

Statement looks good--I suggest 1-2 tiny changes/corrections 
On         4:58 PM,           wrote: 

Forgot to mention that I have a footnote in there tbat I haven’t filled out Any idea of a good book 
on                                that I can mention (something rather recent and, in a 
completely ideal world, short enough that’s title takes up only one footnote line) End of the day it’s 
not historians reading this, so could always use       or something like that, but I feel like he and 

in a creative sense 
Obviously doing something differently than I am, but 

Of course all of this is based on the hope that you’ll be back in your oft]ce 
before 

On Thu,             at 10:43 PM, Smitb, Jay M ~lr~’s~l~it]~?~l~il unc ¢d/1> wrote: 
I will be away until       and will check ernail only interrniL~ently. I will respond as soon as I can. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,                 4:32 PM 

@gmail com> 

Re: Automatic reply: 

Hard work is good But I took a few long weekends, too Also, I was there 10 months only; had to maximize! 
On         5:55 AM,           w-rote: 

Yeah, found those two right soon sending it to you Alright, gonna submit today; fingers crossed 

On the research end of things, by the way, I’ve had a really good first week That private collection 
in the AN has so far proven a treasure trove of intrigues, people sucking up, etc Gonna do a little 
bit today too because you said you worked 6 days a week while you were here, and I’m going to 
view that as the route to success 

On Fri, at 5:28 PM, Jay Smith <~aksmith@cmai[ ilnc cdu> wrote: 
Look up titles by I seem to remember both having done 
ove~wiews on 

Statement looks good--I suggest 1-2 tiny changes/corrections 

On 4:58 PM, wrote: 

Forgot to mention that I have a footnote in there that I haven’t filled out Any idea of 
a good book on the                          that I can mention (something 
rather recent and, in a completely ideal world, short enough that’s title takes up only 
one footnote line) End of the day it’s not historians reading this, so could always 
use       or something like that, but I feel like he and 

Obviously doing 
something differently than I am, but 

Of course all of this is based on the hope that you’ll be back in 
your office before 

On Thu, at 10:43 PM, Smith, Jay M <.jay mHh’g’en~:ibut~c,ed~> wrote: 
I will be away until and will check email only intermittently. I will respond as soon 
as I can. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,                12:12 AM 

@gmail com> 
Re: 

> Hi Professor Smilh, 

> Tlmt~ks[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,                2:5 1 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Class Today - 

Cbeck Sakai wben you get a clmnce, because tbe ntidterm 
has bc¢n poslcd Ihcr¢ And y¢s, happ~ to mc¢l Arc Wednesdays an~ good 
for you? -JS 
On 12:01 PM,             wrote: 
> D¢ar Professor Smilh. 

> Ulffortm~atel? I have 

so I will nol b¢ able Io attend class Io&~y I can provide a doctor’s hole ig n¢cessa~?, but just wanted Io I¢t you know I will nol b¢ a/ 
discussion I also wanted to know k[’tbele was a thne after         that I could meet with you As I am sut~ you know ~m." ntidtenn 
great was a bil lower tluln I ¢xpecled. and woldd like Io s¢11113 sell" on the righ[ collrse I’or tile rcs[ o1" Ihc sem¢sl¢r Unforlunal¢ly I ]la~¢ 
class during your normal office hour lim¢s Is there another lime during the w¢¢k where you would b¢ available? Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               6:3 I PM 

@live uric edu> 
Re: question 

--sounds to me like you’re ambivalent In that case, I would beg oft; claiming either that you don’t know 
him well enough (possible if he didn’t come too often) or that he would be better se~w-ed by having a faculty 
member write for him (this has tbe advantage of allowing you to play modest) He’ll find someone else 

Of course, if he didn’t even attend that often, maybe he’s using this as a pretext to flirt with you You never 
know Undergraduates do the strangestthings 
On 12:56 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
I have a not-really-urgent question: one of the students in my recitations last year is 
asking for a recommendation. But that was the student who hardly ever participated or 
showed up. On the other hand, he did do well on the exams. What do you think I should 
do? 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 g:ll AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Take Home Mid-term 

On 

-it’s on Sakai, under Assignments 
6:48 AM,        wrote: 

Dr. Smith. 

z need to come by your office and pick up a take home mid-term this morning. Will you be 
available right after 12:007 T am in class until noon. Or do you have an electronic copy 
that you can email to me? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 g:18 AM 

Brooks, l~dwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu> 
Re: Leader? 

Will--because I had to finish reading a book for a lpm class, I couldn’t come to the service yesterday But I saw 
it on TV! And I heard Hodding Carter David Kiel has been talking about arranging a lunch with Carter for 
some months now, and you’re right that he may be a person we want to rope in I will email David about 
brokering a meeting 

Jay 
On 10/17/12 7:33 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

Jay, 

and I went to the Friday Memorial service today, and while those who spoke in remembrance mostly 

spoke about education, Hodding Carter spoke almost only about the corruption of sports that Friday 

fought. Carter, whom you probably know, has a professorship (mostly arranged by Friday, as I understand 

it) with Leadership in its title. Has ARG thought of inviting him to talk to the group? Based on what I heard 

today, he could help in several ways, not least with guidance about leadership (maybe recruitment, too). 

Welcome back from the colonial northland. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, 10:08 AM 

~unc edu> 

doc 

--let me know kf am’thing looks amiss het~ -Ja? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, 2:50 PM 

Michael Mulvey @gmail corn> 
Re: 

OK 
On 2:39 PM, wrote: 
> D¢ar Jay, 

and I t~lked about       semester again last mght alld decided flint fin~mciall) it makes best sense for lne to lnove 
This means tllal I’ll bc unable Io teach African and World ]lisIot3 this :                     who mccndy 

defended a dissertation on may serve as an iimnediate leplacement for HIST    with Iris background in global lfistot5 

> Ja?, I waist to express hi? shlceie grati~lde to the department for tbe oppomnfiB." to teach between last                   I was 
pailicularly forluna/c Io be given the challenge of Icaching ABican histot3 Iha/aided me as I rethought m3 own research problems In 
all file courses, tbe intellectual cufiosit) of Caro[il~a undergt-aduates inspired me Teaching such soplfisficated students left hie with an 
incredible sense ofpcrsolull fulfillmcnl 
> 

> M3 apologizes for laking so long Io inform you of my decision I can assur¢ you llu~l it ~as nol lak¢n lighlly Tndy, I will miss 
being in a Camlitm classroom new semester Agahz ira." tkmks for your patience Plaase tell me ff I cm~ do m~) tNng to belp fred 

> 1’11 nmke sure to stop b) your office new week to sa) hello Also, a fiiendl) ~enfinder to 

> Best wisbes, 



From: Jay Sm~h [maJlt o ia ysmit h @em all unc edu] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, 6:36 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

projects 

you wouldfft lrdnd working on 
She’s 11ol a        bul she’s v¢~ intcrcsling[ (And we’ll be 

reading about bet AND seeing a movie about bet soon) Can you be persuaded? 

JS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,               6:37 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Take Home Mid-term 

On 

¯ -I should also have memioned that the due date on the midterm has been pushed to 
6:48 AM,        wrote: 

Dr. Smith. 

z need to come by your office and pick up a take home mid-term this morning. Will you be 
available right after 12:007 T am in class until noon. Or do you have an electronic copy 
that you can email to me? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,               6:38 PM 

edu> 

Re: Thesis Committee Invitation- MA student 

I’ll get back to you next week If I don’t, remind me ..... 
On         2:06 PM,              wrote: 

Dear Dr Smith, 

This is               I am a           MA student in the                         Studies 
Program here at UNC at Chapel Hill and am currently in the process of researching and writing my 
thesis as well as selecting t~aculty members to serve on my thesis committee 
Upon su~w-eying the various research interests and specialties of the Histo~N Department’s faculty 
found your specialization on Early Modern France 
corresponded nicely with my research topic dealing with 

I have attached a working draft of my thesis as well as a copy of 
my resume and was wondering if you wouldn’t mind looking over these attachments to determine if 
you would be interested in working with me on my committee                      ~ has 
graciously agreed to be my committee chair and was in agreement that your area of interests would 
be particularly well suited for my research endeavors 
At present ! am out of town for          but would love to meet with you when ! return to answer 
any questions you might have, etc I hope you are having a wonderful      yourself and enj oying 
this I look fot~vard to hearing back flom you and will respect whatever decision you 
arrive at 
All the Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,                 9:56 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 

Re: FW: Student Government Peer Advising 

I could do, oh, 10AM Tuesday Late morning Thursday also OK 

It’s the "Faculty by Field" thing I think the tab is in a weird place Also, I thought we were going to do away 
with all the "here’s an alphabetical list of" and just put the link there to stand for itself (e g, Emeriti faculty) 
Also, we need to figure out how to iterface the grad fields with the thematic clusters I’m working on (and should 
have by Tuesday) -Jay 
On 9:52 AM, Schoonmaker, Nancy C~ay wrote: 

What times work for you on Tuesday morning? Thursday? If you tell me what you noticed I will put it in the pre-me 
pre-meeting notes. 

Jay Smith <iavsmith~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Nancy--maybe I should attend (if I can) I noticed a couple of other things that I’d like to straighten 
out if we can -Jay 
On         8:25 PM, Schoonmaker, Nancy G~-ay wrote: 

For the last two days I’ve been vetting the pre-launch work       has done Her work 
is exemplary, and full of clever take-charge solutions, but she has not thought of a few 
things that she had no reason to think of What she has done is to work independently 
with minimal oversight and input to create a largely launch-ready site 

and I will be meeting next week to talk about some things that do or 
might need to be included and a few others that might better be rearranged Also I need 
to have her teach me how to do some things ! am not clever enough to figure out on 
my own 

If you have any thoughts, or yearn to attend our meeting, please let us know 

ngs 

From: Jay Smith [iavsmith(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 6:23 PM 
TO= Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Subjeet= Fwd: FW: Student Government Peer Advising 

Not sure I ever acted on this Probably not I guess I don’t have any objections to this 
being somewhere on our site But Kathleen and Matt should be in the know and 
should have final call on this -Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:FW: Student Government Peer Advising 

Date:Fri,           09:24:24 -0400 
From:Wallace, Wanda L <allace(i~email unc edu> 



To:Smith, Jay M <iaysmith(Z~,email unc edu> 

Thanks 
Wanda 

From: ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:20 AM 
TO: Wallace, Wanda L. 
Subject: Student Government Peer Advising 

Dear Ms Wallace, 

My name is and I’m a histol7 major 

I was recently appointed as                                for histo~T (and 
prospective history) majors I was hoping that you could include the following 
information in the histo~T listserve so that other students will be aware of the Student 
Government Peer Advising program 

"Interested in becoming a histoPy major? Have questions about all that the histoPy 
major entails? Feel free to contact , a histo~7 major with the Student 
Government 
Areas of Focus: Histul7 and Classics 
Email: 2t~live unc edu 
OflSce Hours: Thursdays, I-2 pm in the Student Union 
More Information about peer advising: http://execbranch web unc edu/cabinet!special- 
proi ect s/peer-advising/ 

Please let me know if you have any questions{ 

Thanks so much, 

Sociology and History, 
UNC Chapel Hill, Class of 

@#mail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,                 3:27 PM 

@gmail com> 

Re: Wikipedia Project 

I tentatively moved 

On 2:39 PM, wrote: 

Dr Smith, 

Whoops, we heard four groups of six Do you know which groups still have room for more people, 
so we can figure out who is joining another group, if necessmy? 

Thank you, 

On Sat, at 1:05 PM, Jay Smith <~aEslr![t’n[(~et~ai! t~,c:ett~J> wrote: 
--don’t think I’ll be able to keep all of you in this group I was hoping for 6 groups of 4-5 

people 6 a little too large 

On 1:20 AM, wrote: 

I would like to apologize, profusely, for the delay in getting this information to you 
I take full responsibility for this delay I originally wrote this email on Tuesday, after 
class I thought I had sent it, but I found the following message in my drafts box I 
double checked my sent file, and I apparently never pressed the sent button 

and I will be 
working together on the wikipedia project We would like to research and create 

Again, I apologize and take full responsibility, as I volunteered to email you 
regarding the project 

Sincerely, 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
B.A. Candidate, History and Archaeology 

(c; 
(e) 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
B.A. Candidate, History and Archaeology 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 8:14 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: change of plans for book wednesday 

OK Not sure Baker on Condorcet would be the best, but we’ll talk about it later 
On         7:17 PM,                   wrote: 

DearJay, 

I have been very much                                      I don’t know whether I’m even going to 
be able to come to class Wednesday, so I’m going to have to un-volunteer for the Wright book. Since 

gave up her claim to in switching to            can I do that one instead, on 
For the two-book review at the end, can I still do Wright, with Baker’s book on Condorcet as 

the other one (and perhaps with his MaNy essay from Inventing the French Revolution?)? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Monday,                 2:33 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re:Wikipedia 

Crap How did that happen? OK, stay with 
On         2:21PM,       wrote: 

Hey Dr. Smith, 

I hope you had a good      I am in two different groups. If it’s okay, I’d like to work with 
stay in that group and be removed from the other one? 

Thanks! 

so can I 

Sent: Monday, 1:15 PM 
Subject: Wikipedia 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 
From: Jay Smith 
Hello--I’ve just now posted the "Wikipedial group assignments" under the Assignments folder in 
Sakai Not eve~’yone got his/her wish, but I did my best When I couldn’t place you in your first 
choice of group, I tried to assign a topic close in spMt We’ll talk a bit more about these this week 

As you read Iota Kaiser’s essay for tomorrow (which we’ll spend 20-30 minutes discussing), think 
especially about how what he has to say about Mine de Pompadour fits in with what we already 
know about publicity and the growth of the "public" in the middle of the 18th centre’y, 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
fiom the "HIST ’ site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: II[ST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 8:12 AM 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] GSRfb’GR rates for UNC athletes 

That amazes me Afraid to have a conversation Wow 

Jan said she might be able to find some athletes Should I encourage her to look, too? 
On 10/23/12 10:54 PM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

I’ve visited with three players, but no one’s willing right now to talk I’ll visit with some more folks 
& see what I can line up 

Sent fi-om my iPhone 
Richard M Southall 

On Oct 23, 2012, at 21:46, "Jay Smith" <j_~)4i’Z~n ti~y_,’~.~_~!~.l.,±~l~±~_> wrote: 

Richard--thanks Any progress on the meeting-with-athletes fl-ont? 
On 10/23/12 6:18 PM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Jay, 

I’ve attached our latest Adjusted Graduation Gap (AGG) Report, that 
offers additional context for the numbers Steve supplied 

I would also refer folks to Mark Twain’s comments on statistics as well:), 
since it is helpful to clearly understand the research design and statistical 
analysis of any measure of graduation rates 

Here’s a link to CSRI’s research on graduation 
rates: h_r~,, ,c~:ss u.~;c,ec!~u’rcs¢~ rch-a~,:@ abaci ato flcs/co!legjz- 
institu’~eilesearc2# 

Richard 

Dr Richard M South~ll 
Associate Professor Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 
Cell 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 



CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www,csr[conference ol-g 

Life is an oblignfion We’re not here to die sloMy, we’re here to live full? 

I’ve just had an interesting exchange with Steve Farmer about admissions 
and athletes In the course of it, he provided data on the graduation rates 
of athletes Some of you already know all about this stuPi; but for those 
who don’t, I also include Farmer’s definitions of the two measures Note 
where the lowest FGR’s are (the measure that most interests me, since the 
GSR excludes precisely those athletes skating through on their way to the 
pros): the usual suspects are there, but also soccer, men and women alike 

’The FGR is the percentage of first-year student-athletes entering UNC- 
Chapel Hill on institutional aid in a particular year who graduated from 
UNC-Chapel Hill within six years This is the same measure for 
graduahon rates that the federal government uses for all first-year students 
entering all colleges and universities 

The GSR is the percentage of first-year student-athletes entering UNC- 
Chapel Hill on institutional aid in a particular year who graduated from 
UNC-Chapel Hill within six years, adjusted to account for student-athletes 
who left the University before graduating even though they were 
academically eligible to return’ 
Sport GSR 

Overall 88 
Baseball 93 
Men’s Basketball 89 
Football 75 
Men’s Fencing 100 
Men’s Golf 88 
Men’s Lacrosse 95 

Men’s Soccer 75 
Men’s Swimming 92 
Men’s Tennis 92 
Men’s Track 82 

Men’s Wrestling 75 
Women’s Basketball 85 
Women’s Rowing 100 
Women’s Fencing 100 
Field Hockey 93 
Women’s Golf 100 
Women’s Gymnastics 100 
Women’s Lacrosse 100 
Softball 94 

FGR 

74 
38 
67 

58 

78 
90 

91 
89 
67 

69 
79 
94 

87 
86 

100 

88 



Women’s Soccer 
Women’s Swimming 
Women’s Tennis 
Women’s Track 
Women’s Volleyball 

73 

IO0 94 

IO0 83 

89 84 
IO0 90 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
sou~’~t~l o~e~ ailu* cedu 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to 
48, ;99884 3cOd!O;~ 8, ;g952acddd59~aO,ge-g?223e6, i;.’;li~tset v unc ec/u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday                  12:28 PM 

@live unc edu> 
see attached paper 

review docx 

See you momentarily[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,                 3:14 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Take-Home Midterm 

On 

--yes, right Sonay I didn’t pass that on to you 

2:02 PM,              wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

Thank you again for meeting with me this morning. I should have asked you this while I was there, but 

wanted to quickly confirm. I missed class the day before fall break, and have heard some ru mors that the 

mid-term due date is N EXT Tuesday rather than tomorrow. I just wanted to confirm that with you. 

Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 7:16 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: News about midterm 

sure-dust not required 
On         6:50 PM, wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

T used footnotes as I’m used to being mandated to utilize Chicago s~yle for all major History writing 
assignments. Is that acceptable? 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 7:3 1 PM 

Re: Sakai site for ancien regime 
@dukeedu> 

On 

--it only took half (OK, half or so) of the semester to do it, but you’re on the Sakai site[ -JS 
9:03 AM,                  wrote: 

Hello Dr Smith, 

I’ve j ust double checked, and it looks as though I haven’t been added to the class on my non-onyen 
login My login id is 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 7:47 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: change of plans for book wednesday 

Sorry that I didn’t ask about your health today I take it you’re well on the road to recovetay? A dose of Van 
Kley is good medicine for eve~None! 
On 7:17 PM,                   wrote: 

DearJay, 

I have been very much unwell and spent much of today in hospital. I don’t know whether I’m even going to 
be able to come to class Wednesday, so I’m going to have to un-volunteer for the Wright book. Since 

gave up her claim to Vivian Gruder in switching to Sue Peabody, can I do that one instead, on 
? For the two-book review at the end, can I still do Wright, with Baker’s book on Condorcet as 

the other one (and perhaps with his Mably essay from Inventing the French Revolution?)? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, 9:42 AM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu> 
Re: Monday AM 

Willis--slighl hiccup here I drop ~U son off at school at 8:40 I 
flthlk l’ln going to have to drive stmigbt to tbe Ram’s bead deck, park 

SASB Nortb) So ma3be we’ll meet for a moment outside lfis office? (By 
file wa~’, 1 lind a vet3 long, nice, com’et~ation with Harold Woodald 

support program as best he can; but be also made it clear tlmt be bas no 

On 2:57 PM. Brooks, Ed\~in W wrol¢: 

appropriately Icsly 

> Willis 

> -----Ofigi~lal Message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, October 26, 2012 I 1:03 AM 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] meeting with MalT Willingham 

Riclmid---I know your position and I agree with it I was leaving it 

On 10/26/12 I1:01 AM. SoulhalI. RichardMichael wrOle: 

> In ~W ophtion (based on 13 yea~s of ~esearclthlg college sport) fl~e 
> ctedibdit~ of a "bill of rights" wdl be sm’e~ely affected by using tbe 
> term Using tbe term would be akin to calling a womeffs health-care bill 
> of rights a "Little Ladies’ Bill of Rights" I would be glad to provide a 
> lengql\x discussion ofwby not using tbe term is critical Pm acmall? in 
> the ~rtiddle of an article tracing tbe NCAA’s use of lmlgmage to as a 
> sociological pmpagm~da teclmique in ot~ler to nminlah~ its begemo~>, so 1 
> spenl a grea/deal of [illle Ihinking aboul Ihis specific issue:) 

> Richard 

> Dr Richard M Soutlmll 
> Associate Professor - Sport Admhtistration 
> Graduate Program Coot~linator 
> Tile UnivcrSily o f Nottb CAirolina a/Chapel Hill 

> Woollen Hall 203C 
> Office - 919962-3507 
> Cell - 
> Fax - 919 962-6235 

> UNC Sport A&nhtistration website: 



>> Some of us ha~c lalked about dm fling an "athletes’ [or is il 
>> studcnl-alhleles’?l bill of rights" One vahmblc person Io lalk Io 
>> before proceeding wilh such a documcnl is Mat3 Wlllinglulm, a Ionglimc 
>> academic counselor al UNC who has become vc~3 inlcrcslcd in Ihc 
>> legal/elhical/pcdagogical issues surrounding Ihe lil’c o1" a/hlelcs 
>> She’s a~ailablc Io meel wilh us ncxl wcck EIqTqlER al noon oll Tltcsdily or 
>> al 4pro on Wednesday I’m nol doodle-polling Ihis, since we ha~e jusl 
>> t\~o choices Bul an~ one who would like to come to Ihis 
>~ sute-to-be-hltetestmg conversation should let me !~ow if you can make 
>) one or mote offl~ese meeting times Just ]espond with a yes/no next to 
>~ the ~,vo listed times 1’11 let you know the whining time when 
>~ heard from a c~itical nmss of people (If you could let me know by 
>~ lind-afternoon today" that would be great) 

>) Tuesday" 12pm 
>) Wednesda3 4pm 

>> -- You arc currenlly subsctihad Io facully--alhlclics-fontm as: 
>> soulhall~acmail uric cdu To unsubsc~ibc 
>> click here: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, October 26, 2012 I 1:33 AM 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] meeting with Mary Willingham 

Crap, Richard I’ve gol I~o "can only do Tuesdays"--from L¢w and 
Silvia In a way, since you’re aheady an expert, I feel l~ke they NEED 

for part of the meetJng? Sk?pe in? 
On 10/26/12 11:02 AM, Souflmll, Richat~l Michael wrote: 
> Colleagues, 

> For me, Wednesday at 4:00pro would be great 

> Richard 

> Dr Richard M Soulhall 

> Graduate Program Coot~linator 
> The Universily o f North CAirolina a/Chapel Hill 

> Woollen Hall 203C 
> Office - 919962-3507 



>> -- You at~ currentl? subscribed to facull~ --atl~etics-fonml as: 
>> soutlm[l@emailunc edu To m]subsciibe 
>> click hcm: 

>> faculb--atlfletics-fonlnl&o 32348779 or send a bla]~ email to 
>> le~’e-32348779-48699884 3c0~D3868952acddd594a08487223e6@~st seg" unc edu 
> 

> -- You a[~ cur~]~ly subscribed to fa~fl~--atlflefics-fonun as: ja? s]mth@enmil unc edu To u]~ubsciibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday                  I:00 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-fomm@listserv unc edu> 

draft for which be is eligible (tltis yem’s?) Tbe lnan bas thilliol~s 

And if         gels suspended over Ihc plagiarism, which may well 
happen, il will be a Imgic farce Not because w¢ can or should ever 
accept plagiarism in our classrooms But because he wasfft broughi here 
Io b¢ in a classroom And cvc~3 one knows il 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 I 1:45 AM 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 
Fwd: response to listserv comment 

Oy vey 

Richard--I’d love to know more about this colleague of yours Let’s make it a point to catch up and share notes 
some day This has sparked an interesting little exchange with her 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:response to listseiw- comment 

Date:Sun,            19:07:38 -0400 
From:Osborne, Barbara <sporilaw~a)unc edu> 

To:Smith, Jay M <iagsmith(~email unc edu> 

Dear Jay, 

A friend forwarded remarks that were recently made about and his future career in the for my 

thoughts, ~feltcompelledtowr[tetOyOudirect~y~becauseI’mnotamemberofthat~[~tandbecause~feltthatyour 

comments were completely out of line for someone who is supposed to be an educator. 

First,            may have been recruited to play        , but it is the opportunity to receive an education that hooks 

most of our recruits. It is ou r job as educators to see that these students receive an ed ucation in the same way that we 

deliver to the fraternity boys, party girls, or any of the other students on this campus that might have competing 

interests besides the classroom. 

Second, advising    to sit would not "save" him for the    - it would likely harm his chances as the    scouts would 

thin k him too small and too high risk to play if he gets hurt this easily at the college level. Every practice and every game 

is a risk for every athlete. You can’t save him for potential future millions. 

Third, your thought that he will be making millions in the    is misguided as well. Very few players that are fortunate 

enough to be drafted actually make the final roster cut at the beginning of the season. The overwhelming majority will 

not survive their first year, and only a small percentage of prafessional        players make it through their third year 

and become eligible for the    pension plan. Research shows that the "average"    player would make more over his 

lifetime with a college degree than by going pro. Our student-athletes are better served by educating them while they 

pursue their dreams. 

Finally, I find the assumption that our revenue sport athletes don’t belong here to be elitist. Can you honestly say that 

the spoiled inner Beltline Raleigh student with great grades and SAT scores because his morn and dad provided him with 

the best of everything who parties every night, barely attends class, and rarely makes an effort because he knows that 
morn and dad will contact his professor and try to bully them into bringing up his grade, deserves to be here more? The 

sweeping generalizations about what and/or players are or are not is unfair to each and every one of 

them. 

Thank you for taking the time to read this response. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Osborne 



Exercise and Sport Science 

University of Noah Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: spo~law@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, October 29, 2012 5:29 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Re: the          issue 

Thanks. Jan T rcspeclfidly suggest that you sugg¢sl Io Holden Ihat he 
serve as the complaitmnt He’s a vet5 logical cboice, as tbe captain of 
Ihe ship and the one who has a responsibility for Ih¢ well-being of 
eveiyone on boaid (I’m ge~dng carried awa) with m) metaphors 
lately ) I know Willis is ~lso w~ithtg a leRer mghtg tlfis, and I plan 
Io co-sign il 

On 10/29/12 4:46 PM, Bo:dll, Jan wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 
> That~ks for email Yes, this is both hffuriatmg mid embarrassh~g i have talked to Honor System folks, but the issue isn’t easy for 

is Dan Kane’s report So a full htvestigation is needed 

> -----Origi~ml Message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 9:52 PM 

George S Baroff<gbaroff@bellsouth net~ 

Re: [faculty--athleti c s- forum ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 9:55 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Mid-term Question 

Well, I’d rather that you not quote parts of the text not included in the assigned material (Why did you use the 
alternative version?) If it’s a different version of the text you’re using, you’ll need to give the URL in a ’works 
cited’ page; t~2¢ to keep the additional material to a minimum 
On 9:46 PM         wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I am nearing the end of my paper on Rousseau and I realized that I have been using a different version of 
the text online which includes a dedication and a preface, both of which I have drawn information from for 
supporting details in my paper. I just wanted to make sure that it was alright to use this information since it 
was not in the text provided off of the syllabus and to see if you wanted me to cite that information any 
differently than the information from the body of the discourse. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                10:20 AM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: Make-up response and Review Topic 

--sure Turtle was originally on our reading list, but when I found that it was available only in hard 
cover for something like $60, I had to scratch it But Turtle is smart, and the book has been well reviewed I’ve 
not read it yet (I know I told you this about Jones, too, but trust me on the Tuttle) 

There’s a very recent book by Matthew Gerber [I think thaht’s the name] on bastards in the 18th c That might 
make a likely pair with luttle And perbaps those could be linked with the Bien/Kwass/Blaufarb articles, all of 
which deal with state policy from a ve~7/different angle We’ll see 
On 6:14 PM,         wrote: 

Dear Dr Smith, 

I have attached a brief response to last week’s readings It is pretty short since I don’t know how far 
you might want me to go with it If’it is not enough, please let me know and I will embellish! 

I also wanted to ask ifI could read Leslie Tuttle’s Conceivin~ the Old Regime: Pronatalism and the 
Politics of Reproduction in Early Modem France I am not sure what book would accompany this 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                10:31 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Midterm 

Hmm Maybe you can show me this in class See you later 
On         10:22 AM,                   wrote: 

Hey Dr. Smith, 

How are you? Here are both papers for the midterm. I didn’t know quite what to do with them, so I divided 
them up into two files. I hope that’s okay. I really enjoyed the Parisian/Troglodite comparison. I also figured 
out what I did wrong on that think piece that had to do with the Persian le~ers... I read the wrong letters. 
If you click the links for the specific le~ers underneath the Persian Le~ers title, you come up with different 
letters. Anyway, that could have been what happened to everyone’s papers for that batch. See you in class! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               5:50 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 

~gmail corn>; 
@live unc edu>; Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu>; Andrews, 

Matthew P <andrewsm@email unc edu>; Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu> 

Re: Student Government Peer Advising 

Sorry to be late to the conversation, but--yes, I think peer advising is a fine thing But probably not something 
that the department would want to have a formal, or event tacit, affiliation with That would necessarily imply a 
kind of endorsement, and since we can’t control what’s being communicated and in what ways, I think it’s best 
to remain in different worlds 

On 8:07 AM, Schoonmaker, Nancy C~ay wrote: 

Thank you for these answers I am including the Director of Undergraduate Studies, Professor 
Kathleen DuVal, and the Director of Advising, Dr Matthew Andrews, as well as some other people 
in the History Department who would be the ones to make the decision about participating in your 
program 

The History Department has a number of targeted listservs, but none that was created to convey 
information about events to non-departmental individuals An interesting thought! 

Please keep us apprised of your progress, and I will talk to the individuals copied here and get back 
to you as soon as possible My guess is that they will be reluctant to commit to a program that is not 
more fully developed, and will be leery in any case of endorsing non-professional individuals as 
advisers 

Best, 

Nancy Gray Schoonmaker 
nancvs~&email unc edu 
History Department Web Content Manager 
552 Hamilton Hall, CB#3195 
9199621109 
fax 919962 1403 

From:     _ 
Sent: Friday, 5:39 PM 
To: Schoonrnaker, Nancy Gray 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Student Government P~er Advising 

Dear Ms Schoonmaker, 

Thank you so much for getting back to me The Peer Advising program is a new system, so we’re 
still working out the kinks, but your questions can help us to make it even better 

1 Since I last spoke with you, we’ve started a facebook page that is much more informative than 



the website I sent Here is the link: 
[:ttp:iiwww t~zcebook 

2 This is a great question, and something that I hope to bring up at our next meeting with 
, the head of the peer advising committee As far as information goes, we were hoping to 

stay on top of "happenings" from each of the major list setw-es We haven’t yet discussed printed 
materials 

3 In temps of infom~ation/advice about the histo~3, major, I think that we were hoping to be a 
"friend" to freshmen and sophomores who might not know of any upperclassmen that they can get 
advice from While we still encourage people to go to professional advisors, we feel like we can 
provide insight into on-campus events, etc that might help them decide if a major is right for them 
or not 

4 The classics major has added me to their listset~,e so that I can be up-to-date on events and 
happenings, but I need to follow-up with them about supporting our initiative As far as other 
majors go, this is something that I can talk to the other peer advisers about at our next meeting 

Please let me know if you have more questions or concerns[ 

Best, 

On at 4:09 PM, Schoonmaker, Nancy wrote: 

We are in the proc~s of revamping the History Department web site, and your request was an 
agenda item for our meeting this morning. 

We do have some questions before we will feel informed enough to come to a decision about 
including it on our web site. 

I. The web link in your email does not have much information, but suggests that this is a very 
new initiative. How new is it? What is the purpose? 
2. Where do you plan to get the information/advice you will offer? Will there be printed 
materials? 
3. What information would/could a peer adviser offer "about all that the histo~2¢ major 
entails" that the History Department does not? 
4. How have other Arts & Sciences departments responded to the initiative? 

Best, 

Nancy Gray 8cboonmaker 
nancvs@email unc edu 
Ilistory Department Web Content Manager 
552 Ilamilton IIall. CB#:H 95 
919.9(;2.1109 
fax 919.962.1403 

From: [rancho; ~7~graaLI cont] 
Se~t: Wednesday,                 I 1:20 AM 
To: Wallace, Wanda L 



Subject: Student Government Peer Advising 

Dear Ms Wallace, 
My name is         and I’m a senior histo~ maior 
I was recently appointed as                                for histo~ (and 
prospective histoly) majors I was hoping that you could include the following 

information in the histo~N listse~we so that other students will be aware of the Student 
Government Peer Advising program 
"Interested in becoming a histo~N major? Have questions about all that the histo~7 
major entails? Feel free to contact , a senior histo~N major with the S~dent 
Government Peer Advising program~" 
Areas of Focus: History and Classics 
Email: 
OflSce Hours: Thursdays, I-2 pm in the S~dent Union 
More Information about peer advising: 

Please let me ~ow if you have any questions[ 

Thanks so much, 

Sociology and History, Minor in Spanish for the Professions 
UNC Chapel Hill, Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday                5:57 PM 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 
Re: FW: Student Government Peer Advising 

Kathleen--did I not respond to this? I can fill you in on a little backstotay if you’re interested I was brought in 
as "webmaster," though it probably should have been referred to you first Sorry I didn’t think of it ~ight away 
(I’ve ignored it for as long as I can) -Jay 
On 5:01 PM, Duval, Kathleen A wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
DO you know what’s going on with this and why Nancy is so involved? Did she send those questions 
because you asked her to? If so, I’ll gladly stay out of it, but if you’re as clueless as I am about all this, one 
of us should probably figure out what’s going on and take charge. 
Kathleen 

From: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Sent: Saturday, 10:01 AM 

(~c: Miller, Gary Alan; Duval, g~thleen A; Andrews, Matthew P; Smith, Jay M; Kent, Adam S; Wallace, 
Wanda L. 
Subject: RE: Student Government Peer Advising 

Thank you,          : I am sharing your clarifications with the people in our department who are 
the *deciders* in these matters 

Have a lovely, if overcast and rainy, weekend! 
Nancy 

From~ 

Sent: Saturday, 9:57 AM 
TO:     Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
I~e: Miller, Gary Alan 
Subject: RE: Student Government Peer Advising 

MS. Schoonmaker, 
AS MS. has already expressed, thank you so much for your willingness to respond and your helpfulness. 
Also, as mentioned, your que~ions are much appreciated and I hope to help resolve any lack of 
understanding you have about our program. 
1. AS Director of Peer Advising, I have changed the platform of our program from years past. In earlier 
academic years, Peer Advising was a stagnant program with little to no effect on campus. I intend to 
change this. 
I see a real disconnect in our school between class selection, career goals, and opportunities both on and 
off campus. For example, I never hear about all these amazing travel opportunities or internships with the 
Department of State many of my friends are in the know about via their public policy list-sew, because I am 
an English major. I don’t want to be a professor. Or a publisher. Or a writer. Or a teacher. I picked my 
major because I truly believed it gave me the best skill set to read, write, and think critically--but if I had 
known as a first-year the possibilities of being a public policy major, I may have double majored, minored, 
or both. It would have been a nice conve~ation to have. 
So this is where you come in. We do not presume to know any more about "all that the history major 
entails" because you, MS. Schoonmaker, are faculb/and we are still working on undergraduate degrees. But 
we see this as a opportunib/to have a conversation with freshmen, to guide them towards a major and 
career path and let them know long before they have to decide their major all that the history major has to 
offer, and what their upperclassmen peers are doing, how they’re combining it with/plan on using the 
degree for al’~er graduation. 



I hope this explanation helps! 
2. To get the information and advice we offer, this is where we must ask for your services! As I mentioned, 
YOU are the knowledgeable faculty and master of your subject. But once again, I see a real disconnect 
between class and life goals at Carolina. We all convene in academic settings for a short while, but often, I 
found myself leaving class as a first and second year even more confused about what I wanted to do. I 
draw on my own experiences again--studying Shakespeare is a wonderful thing, but how can I use this 
experience to get what I want from life a~er Carolina? Office hours and talking with professors is 
undoubtedly the best option. But sometimes, I think faculty forget what it is like to be a student, to be 
intimidated by your professor and surprised if they actually remember your name. For those meek, quiet 
freshmen who can’t initiate that conve~ation, or for anyone in general who would rather chat with a peer, I 
offer this program. 
3. I think I covered 2 and 3 in the same section, but in response to your question about printed materials, 
we would love to have permission to hang our contact information in the history department and a 

commitment on the part of your team to advertise to fi~t year semina~ and second year classes. PLEASE 
help us spread word about this initiative! 
4. The arts and sciences, like you~elf, have had a bit of misunderstanding about our program and what we 
seek to do. But like your program, I am confident in your willingness to work with us and make this school 
an even better one. I pose this question to you--how do you think I can be most effective in reaching out to 
other departments? 
I am CC’ing Dean Miller on this program because he is my new mentor and partner in shaping our Peer 
Advising agenda. Thanks again for your time and openness, Ms. Schoonmaker, and I look forward to 
hearing from you soon! 
Best, 

Sent: Friday, 5:39 PM 
To: Schoonmaker, Nancy 

Subject: Re: Student Government P~er Advising 

Dear Ms Schoonmaker, 

Thank you so much for getting back to me The Peer Advising program is a new system, so we’re 
still working out the kinks, but your questions can help us to make it even better 

I Since I last spoke with you, we’ve started a facebook page that is much more informative than 
the website I sent Here is the link: 

2 This is a great question, and something that I hope to bring up at our next meeting with 
, the head of the peer advising committee As far as information goes, we were hoping to 

stay on top of "happenings" from each of the major list serves We haven’t yet discussed printed 
materials 

3 In tom~s of infom~ation/advice about the histo~3, major, I think that we were hoping to be a 
"friend" to freshmen and sophomores who might not know of any upperclassmen that they can get 
advice from While we still encourage people to go to professional advisors, we feel like we can 
provide insight into on-campus events, etc that might help them decide if a major is 6ght for them 
or not 

4 The classics major has added me to their listset~.e so that I can be up-to-date on events and 
happenings, but I need to follow-up with them about supporting our initiative As far as other 
majors go, this is something that I can talk to the other peer advisers about at our next meeting 

Please let me know if you have more questions or concerns[ 



Best, 

On , at 4:09 PM, Schoonmaker, Nancy wrote: 

We are in the process of revamping the History Department web site, and your request was an 
agenda item for our meeting this morning. 

We do have some questions before we will feel informed enough to come to a decision about 
including it on our web site. 

1. The web link in your email does not have much information, but suggests that this is a very 
new initiative. How new is it? What is the purpose? 
2. Where do you plan to get the information/advice you will offer? Will there be printed 
materials? 
3. What information would/could a peer adviser offer "about all that the histo~j major 
entails" that the History Department does not? 
4. How have other Arts & Sciences departments responded to the initiative? 

Best, 

Nancy Gray Schoomnakcr 
nancys~?email unc edu 
I Iistory Department Web Content Manager 
552 Ilamilton Ilall. CB#:H 95 
919.9tl2.1109 
fax 919.9(;2.14(/3 

From:      [mail;o: 
Sent: Wednesday, I 1:20 AM 
To: Wallace, Wanda L 
SuMect: Student Government Peer Advising 

Dear Ms Wallace, 
My name is         and I’m a senior histol3z major 
I was recently appointed as                                for histol3z (and 
prospective histol2¢) majors I was hoping that you could include the following 
information in the histol~ listserve so that other students will be aware of the Student 
Government Peer Advising program 
"Interested in becoming a histoi~ major? Have questions about all that the histoi~ 
major entails? Feel free to contact , a senior histoi~ major with the Student 
Government Peer Advising program!" 
Areas of Focus: History and Classics 
Email: 
Office Hours: Thursdays, 1-2 pm in the Student Union 
More Information about peer advising: ~:i!exccbr~mchv,,eb~mcedt~/cabinctis!’,ccin~- 

Please let me know if you have any questions! 
Thanks so much, 



Sociology and History, Minor in Spanish for the Professions 
UNC Chapel Hill, Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               6:01 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: draft 

ok 
On 10:15 AM, wrote: 

I am making progress, but I could really use this coming weekend for work. I was in NY 
this past weekend, and luckily made it out before the hurricane! I was almost stuck there 
til 

Subject: Re: draf[ 

Whatever works best for you How is it going? 

On         6:40 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
My thesis draf{ for    is due . Is it all right if I got you the draft the 
same day? I can try for earlier, if you think that’s better. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 4:09 PM 

Brooks, l~dwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu> 

letter 

Thorpltr docx 

Willis: I’m happy to sign I m eaked a few tNngs, especially the end 

fl~et~ was no faculty" complal~mnt (since Nyang’oro, after all, was a 

sla ff--nam¢ly, Dick Baddour and Holdcn Thorp--r¢ fcrrcd lhc casc to Ih¢ 

Thorp’s lmnd het~ 

Made a few other cosmetic suggestioits, but in general I liked your 
I¢11¢r a Iol I would suggcsl cnlailing and Ihcn sending a hard cops 
over when you/xxe get a clmnce But you take the last crock at the draft .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 4:13 PM 

@uncedu> 

Get well soon 
On        11:01 AM, 

Dr. Smith, 

I am afraid I am going to have to miss our class today. I have been sick since yesterday, and I have to 
trudge to campus to give back blue books today, but I’m going to have to go home and sleep after that, 
and hope to be recovered by tomorrow. I really enjoy your coupe and I am sorry to have to miss it again. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                  9:33 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Peabody 

On 9:24 AM, wrote: 

> Attached is my Peabody review My apologies, I could~’e sworn I sent it out 

> From: Ja> S~mth [ja>s~mth@enmil uric edu] 
> Scnl: Thursday,                 9:09 AM 

> Subject: Peabody 

> --I don’t have a copy of your Peabody rcporl Could you send il 
>today’? Tlmt~ks -JS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  I 0: I 0 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: fi-ee anytime tomorrow? 

I is good If I Forget to call you, call me at 
On        9:24 PM,             wrote: 

Ok, that would totally work. I just wanted to ask you really quick about these fellowships. 
What is your number? Mine is . Oh, and is 1/lish a good time, or is some 
other time better? 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Thursday, 1:55 PM 

Subject~ Re: free any[ime tomorrow? 

On 

--Friday is usually my stay-at-home-and-get-work-done day Could we talk by phone? -Jay 
1:12 PM,                   wrote: 

Hi 3ay, 
Are you free for a few minutes Friday afternoon, maybe lish? I just wanted to 
ask you really quick about this Languages across the Curriculum teaching 
thing, and a summer fellowship at UCLA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, November 5, 2012 2:04 PM 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 
Matthew Andrews < ~mac corn> 
Re: 398 

Kathleen and MaR: 

would be higldy motivated people, and of course tbey would need to get 
fire approval oftbe facadt) co~tsultant/shadow achdser Ideally wellin 
ad~ ancc Would it be hard to gel people Io leach Ihe void-of-~:onlenl 
398? Heck, I’ll sign tip tomorrow! I Ihink Ihis would be ve~), very 
close to what we already do ht mat~) of our grad writing courses We 
would just be trying it out on a group of undergrads (The hat~ler firing 
nlight be gelling facully to agree to do Ihe "ad~ ising" Ihat would be 
necessary--though, ht ~m." case for exmnple, I would be happy to help this 

and wants to know mo~e about French histot3 ffflfis option were 

haur or two with lthn to t hiltk up an interesting ~eseamh topic mid some 

Maybe rite dept could experiment wiflt it a time or two? Let’s talk about 
Ihis la/er This could be anodler ofmy half-baked ideas thai will gel 
shot down immedia/ely, and for good reasons 

On I 1/5/12 12:41 PM. Dural, Ka/hlecn A wrol¢: 
> Hi Matt zutd 

> So, Ih¢ faculty member super~ ising thai 398 (you’re right aboul Ih¢ numbers) would gel credit for Ih¢ class, but the "adsisor" of each 
wouldn’t, as ht tbe hanors class, fight? I tlthtk it ~mgbt wink Tbete certahily ate potential co~mnon readings about writing etc, ~md 
even in my Colonial Encounlers one, I have them read arlicles from olher fields so thai Ihc3 focus on ils slntclure and slyle rather Ihan 
its substance So I can imagine a good group of conunon ~eadings tl~at aren’t sul~iect-based 

> I lend Io think thai Ihe 390s arc more aboul research and writing than Ih¢ specific ma/etial, so I can imagine leaching a class like 

> Logistic problems nmy be mo~e difiScadt Would it be trouble finding instnlctots to do it each semestec Jay? And would fltete be a 



beghming of fl~e term 

> 1 guess ibis speaks to Ihc puq~sc of Ihc 398 Is il Io gel slltdcnts Io produce a 25-page research paper, and Ihat!s all’/ Or is il Io bolh 
ground Ihem in lilt readings of a particular hislofical topic AND gel Ihem to wtilc Ihal 25-page research paper? 

> One mote thougbt--wben I tzdk to students about the upcoming 390-level courses, tbey seem impressed with wide range of offerings 

offerings 

> So I gn~ess I’m an~bivalent zmd interested to hear wlmt othet~ have to sa3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  2:37 PM 

’@live unc edu> 
Re: 

On 

--has the defense been scheduled? 
2:35 PM, wrote: 

Dear all, 

Please find at[ached the current draf[ of my thesis. It is still in progress, and so there are a couple holes in it 
where you will see maybe two or three paragraphs and two or three footnotes whose placeholders or 
summaries are highlighted in yellow that do not yet exist. Thank you all for reading it. I look forward to 
meeting with each of you to talk about it. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  4:03 PM 

Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard@email unc edu> 

Andrews, Matthew P <andrewsm~t~email unc edu>; Cassen, Flora 
<fcassen@email unc edu>; @live unc edu>; Duval, Kathleen A 
<duval@email unc edu> 
Re: HIST    and HIST 

Greetings Much as I would like to take credit for our categories (like George Costanza, I always wanted to 
pretend to be an ’architect’), the renumbering proj ect of     merely transferred the existing courses from 
ah-eady-existing categuries, which I had no hand in inventing 

But as to the broader question yes, we have used courses in multiple categories before (e g, any Russian 
course counted as either European or TWNW in the old system, depending on what the student needed) And 
these courses surely seem like good candidates for Anc/Med as well as Mod I don’t want to speak for 
Kathleen, who wields the power, but my guess is that she would see the logic in giving and dual 
identities 

And Matt--yes, the Renaissance is often seen as the birthplace of the "modern" -JS 
On        3:45 PM, Bullard, Melissa M wrote: 

Hi Ma~ and      , Thanks for youl message and very reasonable query, Both F[ola and I are classified as 

early modernists arnong the faculty, but in practice we are also [ate medievalists, a[[ depending on how one 

classifies courses and feels about where "modernity" begins, It can be argued effectively either way[ 
Myself, [ prefer "both/and", and there has been some energy behind considering late medieva!/early 

From: Andrews, Matthew P 
Sent: Monday, 3:32 PM 
TO: Cassen, Flora; Bullard, Melissa M. 
Cc: 
Subject: HIST and HIST 

Hi Melissa and Flora- 

I j ust met with a senior History Maj or,            , who was curious as to why HIST    (The 
Renaissance) and    (Mediterranean Societies and Economics in the Renaissance World) did not 
fulfill the Ancient!Medieval concentration In the Bulletin, they are listed as fulfilling Modem 



Europe 

Now, I realize I’m just a humble Ameticanist but shouldn’t these courses be in the 
Ancient!Medieval concentration? Or is my understanding of what qualifies as "Ancienl/Medieval" 
flawed? That is, is the Renaissance actually the beginning of the Modern European Age? Any 
guidance you could give me here would be appreciated 

I have cc’d Ms on this email 

Best, 
Matt 

Dr. Matthew Andrews 
Lecturer and Advisor 
Department of History 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
andrewsmO’cmail.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  7:42 PM 

@live uric edu> 
Re: draft 

an intro, conclusion, and middle pa~s Well dang! That’s pretty much the whole kit and kaboodle No need for 
hard copy (I don’t think) rll read soon 
On 7:39 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Attached is a copy of my 34-page draf[. It has an intro, conclusion and middle parts. I can 
print it out and bring it to you tomorrow if you like. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  9:35 AM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: Office Hours 

Sure, see you then 
On        8:28 AM,               wrote: 

Hello Jay, 

I was wondering if I could drop by office hours today to discuss books for the final paper in 
would prefer to come around I or 130 if you don’t already have somebody scheduled 

?I 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  7:38 PM 

Dural, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 
Fwd: FW: TA Arrangements 

Hi Kathleen--sorty that you weren’t copied in this original email from Dan (which I had to request again 
because rye misplaced) .... 

Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:FW: TA Arrangements 

Date:Thu,            18:15:18 -0500 
From:Cobb, Daniel M <dccbbi~mail tmc edu> 

To:Smith, Jay M " iaVSlnit.!!{yil~¢!.[~a_!l n¢ @222 

Dear Jay: 

Here’s the email again 

Best, 

Dan 

Daniel M Cobb, PhD 
Associate Professor 
Coordinator of American Indian Studies 

Depariment of American Studies 
227 Greenlaw Hall, CB#3520 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3520 

Twitter: @UNCIndigenous 

From: <Cobb>, Daniel Cobb <dcobb@ema[!.u!?c edu> 
Date: Tuesday,                12:26 PM 

TO: "Herman, Bernie" <b!!-:e:man@ennail unc eda>, "Kramer, Lloyd S" <lkramer@em~3il.~mc.edu>, "Smith, Jay M" 

I asked Theda about how the TA arrangements for ii0, 233, 234, and 235 have worked in the past, and this is what she 

shared: 

Histo~T has provided 3 TA’s for I l0 at an enrolhnent of 165 When I taught 110, Judith Bennett, the histo~T 



DGS, and I got Joy to pay 

for one of these TAs I am not sure what has happened since 

Histo~N has provided I grader for 233 at an enrolhnent of 90 

Histo~N has provided I grader for 235 at an enrolhnent of 90 

The same is true for East, West, and SE Indians (which I taught) 

Amelican Studies has paid for I TA for Cherokee language This is entirely an AMST course, so they have 
paid for the TA Except for 

, which was an error on my part, TAs have been from history, which is a kind of compensation for the TAs 

histo~2¢ pays for in I I 0 and the 200s 

Best, 

Dan 

Daniel M. Cobb, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Coordinator of American Indian Studies 

Department of American Studies 

227 Greenlaw Hall, CB#3520 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3520 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                 11:27 AM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu> 
Re: FW: Letter to the Chancellor 

Willis--ve~aj busy week I do want to respond, but won’t have time to give to this until this weekend 

Jay 
On I 0:18 AM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

I compiete[y agree= He sho~3ld have been talking about faculty respondb[lity, not autonomy= lie did not 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmitht~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:02 AM 
To: Brooks, Edwin W 
Subject: Re: FW: Letter to the Chancellor 

Willis--he disappoints me again, not that I’m really surprised. I see this argument as a smokescreen. The 

faculty member, after all, *did* report the incident and was told that it would be handled. She just 

reported to the wrong office. When Thorp claims that faculty autonomy must be protected, he’s using a 

bogus argument. -Jay 

On 9:45 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

Willis 

From: Thorp, Holden rmailto:holden thomC~unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:41 PM 
1"o: Brooks, Edwin W 
Subject: RE: Let[er to the Chancellor 

Willis and Jay, 

Thanks for your note, I understand the agony that the ongoing publicity around all 
this is causing for you (and us all), and I share many of your concerns about the honor 

system. Still, we need to be judicious in working through this. 

Because of student privacy rights under FERPA, I cannot discuss the case 
with you, 



I will make two observations, however. 

First, as you know, in the Spring of      the Educational Policy Committee conducted 
a faculty survey regarding knowledge about, and attitudes toward, the Honor System 

at UNC. The EPC-COSC "Honor Subcommittee," which Jay chaired, reviewed the 
sut’vey results and stated as follows in a Report dated                    : 

The existence of an image problem might help to explain one of the more 
surprising 

findings in the whole survey evidence of the reluctance of many faculty 

to engage 
the Honor System at all. Among those who had encountered only one case 

of 
suspected academic dishonesty in the last 5 years, for example, 72% did 

not report 
the infraction to the Honor System. Those who had encountered multiple 

cases had 
only somewhat higher rates of reporting. For example, of those who had 

encountered five cases of suspected dishonesty (question #11 in the 
survey), 72% 

reported none of them and only one respondent out of 32 reported all 5. 

Only 49% 
of faculty indicated that they would be inclined to report a new infl’action 

if it came to their attention. 

Responses indicated that whole departments and schools have developed 
a culture 

of avoidance with respect to the Honor System. 

The bottom line is that this is a multi-faceted problem that the University, including 

its faculty, must address. I concur wholeheartedly with you on that point. The 

answer is not, however, to have University administration step in and override an 

individual faculty member’s decision. That is not a good precedent in terms of faculty 

autonomy. In 8 months, I will be a full-time faculty member, and I can’t imagine 

welcoming at any point the intervention of an administrator in determining whether 

to refer one of my students to the honor court. 

Second, the procedures for processing all honor court cases involve possible appeal 

by the student to the chancellor, and I would be unable to fulfill that role if I made the 

referral of any individual student case. That precludes me from doing this even if I 

were inclined to do so. 

Thanks, 

Holden 

From: Brooks, Edwin W 
Sent: Friday, 8:17 PM 
TO: Thorp, Holden 



Subject~ Letter to the Chancellor 

Dear Chancellor Thorp, 

Professor Jay Smith and I met with Erik Hunter, your Judicial Prosrams Officer, on 

to discuss two related topics, the Honor Code and very public plasiarism. 

The meeting was cordial and I suspect informative for all parties. 

I spent several decades of my tenure at UNC working with the Student Judicial System, as 

member (and chair for a year) of the Committee on Student Conduct, as chair of many 

University Hearinss Board meetings, on committees that worked to revise the Code of 

Student Conduct in the late      and, as required by responsibilities as a faculty member, 

reporting charges in which I alleged academic cheating in my classes. I shared these 

experiences with Erik not simply when he acknowledged that he does not have the 

institutional memory that often is useful when addressin8 impo~ant matters, but also 

because the famous         plagiarism that has included documentation/parallel text that 

has been published widely (                 is but one example of a highly responsible 

newspaper that cannot be accused of local partisanship) apparently has not been addressed 

by UNC according to the obligations spelled out in the Instrument of Student Judicial 

Governance. Erik told us that his office "rarely" (his word) brings charges on its own 

initiative, and when we spoke with him he made it clear that he does not expect to do so in 

this case. 

Professor Smith and I explained our position: Erik Hunter is the only person on this campus 

who is paid to administer the Honor Code for graduates and undergraduates. In the absence 

of the concerned faculty mere ber performing the duty of reporting a suspected academic 

honor code violation to the proper authority, Hunter ousht to be the University’s next line of 

defense in a case that has piled another national embarrassment upon numerous prior 

scandals related to athletics in the past few years. Up to this point at least, this case offers a 

stark contrast with the University’s handling of the academic dishonesty allegations leveled at 

and in . Both of those cases were referred to the Honor 

System for investigation even though, in at least one instance, no faculty complainant was 

involved. "Staff" took on reporting responsibility in the absence of the involved faculty 

member. 

To be sure, the failures to deal with this case have involved several par~ies, but we are writing 
to you as Chancellor, "mere ber of the academic community" as defined by the Instrument, to 

ask that you take steps to bring this case to the Student Attorney General (or to Erik Hunter) 
for consideration of charges. Such action would be an important step to restore at least 

some confidence in the ability of the Honor System to address a blatant case of cheating. 

But one case will not have much greater effect than updated stories in the national and local 
press. In fact, as you must know, UNC’s system of student-run courts has many failinss of its 

own, and a recent task force has not come close to addressin8 the many chanses that are 

needed in order to gain--deserve might be a better word-- faculty and student respect. 

We would be happy to meet with you to discuss the issues we have raised, but we will be 

satisfied only when UNC has taken steps to show the public as well as the University 



community that changes are bein~ made to address exposed misconduct and to correct 

important weaknesses in system administration. 

We have heard you say that you will use your remainin8 time as chancellor to address issues 

where the system has failed with regard to the athletic scandals. We are addin8 that the 

system has failed with respect to enforcement of the Honor Code, and in a manner only 

partially related to the athletic issues. Your commitment to the sisnificant reform in these 

two important areas of the University community would have enormous and lasting 

consequences. 

Sincerely yours, 

E. Willis Brooks 

Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                3:07 PM 

~live unc edu> 

Re: Grad Course Question 

--if memory serves, we do try to offer the    eve~3~ spring The    only eve~a£ other year But to be safe, 
you might also check with Cynthia Radding and Miles Fletcher (convenor of the global field) to make sure this 
is their understanding, too -Jay Smith 

PS In another week or sc I should be able to tell you whether I’ve got someone penciled in for    in spring 

On 2:28 PM, wrote: 

Dear Prof. Smith, 

Hello, my name is              , a first-year graduate student in the department. I 
have a quick question about a course offering: is HIST    offered every spring? I’m 
curious because I want to take it this spring in order to round out global history as my 
secondary teaching field, but due to other constraints, I might have to delay it until next 
year if it will also be available then. 

Thanks for your help, 

PhD candidate, Department of History 
The Universib, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(~]ive.unc.ech.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                3:28 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Histo~N class recomendations? 

-wow, I see that the pickings are slim for that catego~N Revolutions in Latin America, however, would 
surely be a good course Taught by one of our charismatic younger instructors, who’s a really nice guy on top 
of it The Trans-Atlantic slave trade is also always a very popular course (though I’m not sure whether it counts 
as BN) I’m SO~Ty we have so little that’s both advanced and non "western" next semester--a little unusual, 
though there’s undoubtedly a western tilt in our dept If you wait until next fall, there’s likely to be more But I 
can recommend both and -JS 
On 2:10 PM, wrote: 

Hi! 
I’m trying to decide what history class to take nex[ semester. I need to take a beyond the North Atlantic 
thats aboce 200 level, and I was wondering if you had any recomendations for professors or classes? 

Thanks for your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday, November 10, 2012 11:25 AM 

Hall, Jacquelyn <jhall@email unc edu> 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 

Re: FW: Jacquelyn Hall Good to C~eat Video 

Thanks, Jacquelyn We do need to get this displayed more prominently .... 
On 11/9/12 10:19 PM, Hall, Jacquelyn wrote: 

Meant to mention that one of the main reason Moeser is doing these videos is for use by the schoo!s and 

departments featured. You will find much about the history department, [ hope useful 

From: Hall, Jacquelyn 
Sent: Sunday, November 04, 2012 9:49 PM 
TO: Nancy Schoonmaker (nancvs(~email.unc.edu) 
(:e: Jay SmiLh (iavsmiLh(~email.unc.edu/ 
Subject: FW: Jacquelyn Hall Good to GreaL Video 

Jay, good to see you the under sad circumstances, 

From: "Moeser, James" <iamesmoeser@unc edu> 
Date: November 4, 2012 4:18:52 PM EST 
To: "LowesT, Malinda Maynor" <mmagnor(-a)email unc edu>, "Pollock, Della" 
<pollock@email unc edu>, "Leloudis, James L" <leloudis@unc edu>, "Williams, 
Heather A" <hawill~)email unc edu>, Bob Korstad <rkorstad~)duke edu>, "Tom W 
Lambeth" <         ~triad rr corn>, "Seidman, Rachel F" 
<seidman(~email unc edu>, "Kramer, Lloyd S" <lkramer(-a)email unc edu>, "Williams 
II, Leonard" <willialw@email unc edu>, "Williams, Heather Trealyne" 
<htwill~)email unc edu>, "Millwood, Elizabeth A" <emillwooabemail unc edu>, 
"Ferris, William Reynolds" <wferrisabunc edu> "Rhodes, Terry Ellen" 
<RHODES@email unc edu>, "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <hartlyn@unc edu>, "Neal, 
Jocelyn" <ineal~)email unc edu> 
Subject: Jacquelyn Hall Good to Great Video 

The Good to Great interview that I did with Jacquelyn tlail is now finished. Jackie tells the 
story of the creation o[ Lhe SOHP its iole as a pail o[ the hi[storydeparLmerlt arid now CSAS 

~ the end, I asked her about her vision for t,~e future, For those of you who know the story, 

you will enjoy hearing her tell it; for those of you who may not know it, there is valuable 

information here. 

httu:flvoutu.be/XBtR8193a MI. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                   4:53 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: exam 

--I don’t have it I remember talking to you after class on       when you said you would get me the 
second half as soon as possible I assume you can fox.yard me the email that originally contained the rest of the 
exam? -JS 
On 3:00 PM wrote: 

Proffessor Smith, 

Can you please look in your inbox from      around 10 pm because I sent the paper to you then and I 
have been under the impression that you have had it since. It is in my sent folder for that time so I’m not 
sure how you never received it because I worked my but~ off to get it to you that night since you were 
doing me such a favor and extending the deadline. 

Thanks, 

From: N~,Nq.~!L-~D~.~!~_~e~ ~ [~a~%~:~h~em~!!~o_r 2d.u.] 
N~nt: Saturday, 11:20 AM 
Subje~: exam 

To: LXndisclosed Recipients 

From: Jay Smith 

--still waiting on the second part of the exam I’m aft-aid there will have to be a penalW at 
this point, but rm more concerned that the exam may never materialize What’s the status? 

JS 

This fox.yarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST    001FA " site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: H[ST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                   7:20 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re:    Project Meeting 

see you then 
On 6:08 PM, 

Professor Smith, 

Our wikipedia group, The Vanishing Children of Paris (1750), was planning on stopping by your 
office tomorrow, Monday the    , at 2pm Is that time still okay with you? 

Thank you Professor! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 5:09 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Wikipedia projects 

Another group I met with yesterday convinced me that I’d said 2000 max I’m OK with that, but if you have 
fewer than 2000 I will not complain I’ll send a mass email out on this .... 
On 5:04 PM,               wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

fly group is meeting today, and we can’t find the length of the project anywhere. How many words, 
approximately, should we shoot for? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,                  9:58 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: meet? 

Cheer up! Sccyoual 1 onThursday 
On        9:24 PM,           wrote: 
> Oh. sadness[ OK, Thursday a/ 1 will work 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmitb~acmaJl uric ¢du] 

> Sent: Tuesda),                   2:44 PM 

> Sul~iect: Re: meet? 

> Urn, it taints out rm not I’d forgotten about a dept meeting How 
> aboul Thursday? I should ha~¢ lois or lim¢ Ihcn. ¢sp bct\~ con 1-3 (my 

> O11 2:38 PM. wrote: 
>> Yes [ rm glad you’t~ flee tben 

>> From: Jay Smilh [jaysmilh@¢mail uric cdu] 
>) Se~t: Monday,                 9:16 PM 

>> Sul~iect: meet? 

>>       --do you have tgne after class Wednesda? to talk about your 
>> draft? You~:e done a lot of great thhtgs with it, but I thh~k there’s 
>> mot~ to add And I have some suggestio~ts for your argmment -Ja? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                  10:01 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Meeting to Discuss improvements? 

--I just don’t know what to do with all these options 2:55 (or even 2:56) would be fine Thursday If we 
don’t have enough time then, before or after the movie Monday would be good -JS 
On 7:47 PM,              wrote: 

Hi, 

Sorry for the late email, I just got home from class. I have class during your office hours, but I am free to 
meet at about 2:55 on ThuNdays before class. Additionally, next Monday I am free from 1:00 - 3:00. I am 
also free before or after the movie on Monday and after class on Tuesday. Would any of these times work 
for you? 

Thank you for the help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   6:08 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu>; Radding, Cynthia 
<radding@email unc edu>; Whalen, Brett E <bwhalen@email unc edu>; Kent, Adam S 
<akent@unc edu>; Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu>; Burns, Kathryn J 
<kjburns@email unc edu> 

Re: 

Great news, thanks 
On         2:53 PM, Schoonmaker, Nancy C~ay wrote: 

On behalf of Brett E Whalen, Director of the Program in Medieval and Early Modern Studies, it is 
a pleasure to let you know that have been selected to 
receive MEMS Research Travel Awards 

Best, 

Nancy Gray Schoonmaker 

nancvs@email unc edu 
MEMS Program Coordinator 

552 Hamilton Hall, CB#3195 
9199621109 
fax 919962 1403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                   9:40 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Office Hours, Wikipedia, etc 

You were never welcomed in this class? I have a hard time understanding what that means I stand by my 
assessment of all written work--for you and for eve,?cone else--this semester, though I understand how 
disappointing it can be to receive middling grades for work that took a lot of time I’m sympathetic, and will 
happily talk to you about anything you’d like to talk about But the suggestion that you were less welcomed 
than anyone else strikes me as out of line 

The breakdown of work that you’ve suggested sounds OK, though I would also urge the group to think about La 
Motte as a social "type" What does she represent about old regime society? What does her "career" reveal 
about the nature of court society, female power, the legal system, the nature of the nobility? Think about at 
least a couple of those larger questions 

And of course, you might want to either see the movie next Monday before you begin any writing, or see it 
early on your own this week so that you’re not delayed in writing The movie is really about La Motte more 
thananyone else -JS 
On 10:47 AM,                       wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

I work a minimum of 35 hou~ a week which means that my free time outside of class is severely limited. In 
other words, my work schedule does not usually allow for office hours. However, with the Wikipedia project, 
my group and I devised a rough plan of how we were going to carry it out to completion. 
thought of breaking it up like this: 

Also, I have a major issue with this "obje~ive" grading. 12 His[ory classes in, and I find it quite di~cult to 
believe that I’m this horrible of a writer according to your s[andards. Maybe it’s a general lack of effort in 
this class, but even so there are assignments that I have put time into where I simply don’t feel the grade 
was deserved. I’m not comfortable in this class, I was never welcomed in this class, but even with that 
being said, I would like a course review. So that I can maintain whatever C/D I have lef[ and not give up 
and slop coming to class all together. I will go over my work schedule for the nex[ two weeks and see 
where I can cut a couple of hours for office hour. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                   3:16 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Books for Comparative Review 

-did I stand you up? I guess I did{ I’m so sonay about that It’s been a most hectic day Crazy, really The 
fact that I had to fly out of class yesterday prevented me from making a mental note of our meeting, I guess 
(Excuses, excuses) Let me get back to you (I will, I promise) within 24 hours 

JS 
On 2:14 PM, wrote: 

Hi, ProfessorSmith- 

I couldn’t remember if we ac°Lually scheduled to meet today or not so I came by to meet with you at 11 but 
alas, you weren’t there. I figured I’d go ahead and email you about the books that I would like to do for the 
comparative. Assuming it’s alright to use the books the supplementary list, I was thinking Chartier’s Cultural 
Origins of the French Revolution and Farge’s Subversive Words. I was thinking of looking at the different 
ways they interpret rhetoric (our favorite word) and expression of thought in the public sphere. This is just 
the idea that has really caught my at[ention thus far but I would love to hear your feedback. 

Thank you! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 I I:11 AM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu>; Kramer, Lloyd S 
<lkramer@email unc edu>; Jones, Joy Mann <joyjones@email unc edu> 

Re: TA/GR change for 

Tlfis sounds good Tbe 128’s are all filling up fast all? 

Aydin is likely tu conv¢rl his course (slill with only 25 shtd¢nls) into 
a standaid lectme with 30 students Mote later 
On 11/15/12 3:01 PM. Cynlhia Radding wrtu¢: 
> Dear fiiellds: 
>              . met with IIle todily, and expressed his strong preference 
> fo teaching over grading In file Miustments that we made on Tuesday, 
> I moved him from 276 (Shields) Io Caddcl] (Sea Power), and     isked 
> to see me about it Since I have l~ot yet placed him hi a com~e in tus 
> field, Latin America, I feel that I want to acconunodate his inteiest 
> in tuaching He asked tu be transferred into Mall Andrews’s 128007, 
> and 1 offeied to do tbat May we open it agahl to 165, alld ...... ffeted 
> to find a substitute for himself in 212 if. in fact, Pearl Yomlg 
> decides not to teach ff 128007 does not fill, *lien fll switch 

> oppomnti~" to teach ff Sam does indeed find a substitalte who wmlts 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                  I 1:32 AM 

~gmail com> 

Re: State of Research 

The concept wasn’t new--16se-majest~ had always been punishable by death (and Richelieu followed through on 
more than one occasion) But it was certainly rare And yes, incompetence would have been a new and even 
unique standard Soubise sure wasn’t executed after Rossbach, for example Makes me think there must have 
been something to the minors 
On 2:42 PM,           wrote: 

Quick question, by the way: was getting executed for treason a common thing in the Old Regime 
days? Just wondering cause the comte de lally, the general in charge of Indian operations at the 
end of the 1750s, gets beheaded in 1766 for treason I’ve been looking at what people have said 
about him mostly to get at what constitutes acting the "wrong way" for company officials, but it 
does strike me as rare that someone would get beheaded for basically being incompetent (ok, there 
were some rumors of him being a British stooge, doing evet3:thing for profit [very interesting for 
me], etc, but the big thing is that he simply lost--or lost specularly more like) Since the idea of 
treason requires a nation for you to betray, is this a newish concept--one coming along with the new 
"cult of the nation?" 

On Mon,             at 5:20 PM,                   ~,[r_~.~i~co__r_t1> wrote: 
Yeah, that’s kind of what I’m thinking/hoping too Also hoping it hasn’t been overdone by people 
like Cheney or Shovlin, but I think there is still some room to run Have been in touch with a 
prof at Texas State who’s written on the final years of the company as it relates to new ideas 
about commercial liberty, and he hits on some similar themes, but not necessarily in the same 
way that I would 

Met with Zupanov for the first time today (she’s in Germany most of this year) Getting the 
feeling more and more that she’s a little bit ofa nutter, or at least a ve~?¢ absent-minded professor, 
but she’s still friendly and helpful enough 

Best, 

On Fri, at 9:36 PM, Jay Smith <]__aysmitl~@e~nsil t~ eda> wrote: 
-this sounds good rm beginning to think that "interest" may turn out to be a central 

category for you--and a place where you could combine intellectual, institutional, and 
economic histo~’y in interesting ways Much of this evidence, it seems, echoes the debates 
about the "passions" and the "interests" in moral philosophy and pol econ of the day That’s 
pretty cool .... 

On 9:06AM, wrote: 



Stayed up late to watch the election last night, and am now paying for it today So 
skipping the archives, setting up my library account at EHESS, and catching up on 
emails Anyway, figured I’d send you a little state-of-my-research email--one that 
doesn’t necessarily need a response (unless, I suppose, what I’m saying seems 
disastrously wrong!) 

I’ve given you bits and pieces of what I’ve found so far, but thought I should go 
into some more detail about the ideas floating around in my head, and the sources 
that I have found most useful For the first month, rve really been looking at only 
one collection: a mountain of material accumulated in the private collection of one 
of the company’s more prominent families (the d’Epremensils--one of the families 
I zero in on) Kind of a cool family on its own right: father is one of the early 
directors, and his two sons are major administrators in their own rights (one runs 
Madras when they take it from the Brits, the other serves in Mah~, Chandernagur, 
and, eventually, Pondich~ry) They write a ton, and they also have a lot of written 
material fi-om other company members Interesting as well, the younger 
d’Epremesnil gets disowned by his father for marrying the daughter-in-law of 
Joseph Dupleix, and, from his writings, it is clear he is in love with Dupleix and 
his policies (this d’Epremensil also writes a great memoir on Indian commerce that 
lets me pick out some interesting tensions and issues) 

So, what have I found? One of the most interesting questions for me, and one I’ve 
been dealing with one way or another since the summer, is how cheating, abuse, 
and self-interest work within the company Obviously, there are instances of clear 
self-interested abuse that are universally denounced by company administrators 
(captains overcharging passengers for their room and board, for instance), but 
there are other cases where abuse, back-channel maneuvering, and the like are 
more tolerated Indeed, d’Epremesnil, in a treatise on commerce, goes so far as to 
say that some cheating and self-interested action can be good This is all 
interesting, because one of my basic argument is that they ability of company 
members to work through personal support networks, to bend to the rules in ways 
that might be considered cheating and abuse, is actually fundamental to 
commercial success There is another interesting a~icle, also by d’Epremesnil, 
that talks about the need for credit in India (credit is all over the place) What is 
interesting is that he clearly switches back and forth between the two 
understandings of credit--as reputation and as a financial instrument--and that he 
seems to think that building good credit requires the flexibility to negotiate with 
local powers, to use local power brokers etc, that only "corporatist intrigue" 
could supply, but that too much corporatist intrigue is bad 

Been some interesting stuffregarding Dupleix, too He’s such a polarizing 
character, and his military exploits raise important questions about the role of 
warfare within commerce, and the need for people in India to act independently of 
the state (here, I think, is a really interesting question about what constitutes 
obedience and loyalty to the state: is it blindly following orders handed down fi-om 
Paris, or is disregarding them when you know that they won’t gel with the situation 
on the ground in India?) With some people writing about the need for commerce 
and war, and with Dupleix using commerce to raise profits (bringing in merchants, 
accruing credit with Indians by showcasing the strength of French arms), we get a 
view of commerce that challenges the idea of Doux Commerce, shows 
the ambiguities and tensions within credit, and, I’d imagine, raises broader 
questions about how company activities gel with emerging understandings of 
patriotism and private/public interest (being a patriotic merchant is different than 



being a patriotic soldier, isn’t it?) 

It’s obviously way too early to think about chapters, but I certainly do want to mull 
around how I’ll use all this material, and how I’d organize it Certainly would 
want to do a section on the ambiguous nature of"cheating" Also thinking that it 
would be interesting to look, in depth, at the three most famous trials of company 
members--that ofLa Bourdonnais, Dupleix, and Lally-Tollendal (the man who 
loses Pondi and, eventually, his head [are losing generals often killed by the state 
in the Old Regime, or is this exceptional in its own right]) What I think would be 
really cool about these cases is that, in studying what these figures are being 
accused oi; you can really get into the meat of where people draw the line between 
self-interest and company interest, abuse of responsibilities, the company’s 
autonomy vis-fi-vis France (in Dupleix’s case, for instance, there is a question of 
what, since he received his mandate from the Counseil de Pondi, the council’s 
political powers really are) And, of course, have the stuffI presented on in Sept 
to build oft2 

Interesting, and closing, side note that I’m trying to develop: people are criticized 
for being too Asian, for adopting Indian moeurs, at the same time as some 
company members push the need for their merchants and leaders to do so-- 
acquiring credit requires local knowledge and a good reputation among local 
power brokers, creating tensions between understandings of credit as they are laid 
down on the European side, and understandings of credit as they are played out in 
India 

Anyway, lot of stuff, and perhaps a lot of disparate threads My big fear, as 
always, is that I branch out too much and lose site of my argument, but I think all 
of this stufi; in one way or another, goes back to the main argument about how 
"privilege" and "personal interest" are recast--both physically, with the creation of 
new power brokers, new "sites of privilege," new uses of privilege, and mentally, 
with people beginning to question, challenge, etc privilege and private interest-- 
through company trade in India And I like the questions I’ve gotten to ask so far, 
so I guess we’ll see how it goes Have also been sending out emails to local 
academics, and found an archivist at the AN who specializes in the Compagnie 
des Irides Still have a ton to do, but all in all I think it’s been a reasonably 
successful month 

As I said, feel free to respond or not respond Just figured I’d let you know how 
things are going, what materials I’m using, etc Planning on doing the rest of Nov 
in the AN, and then moving to the BNF Will likely look at the d’Epremesnil 
collection till the end of the week, and then check out new stuff; it has so much 
good stuff" I could spend two more months going through it, but figure I’ll need to 
check out other materials too 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, November 16, 2012 I 1:50 AM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 
Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu>; Kramer, Lloyd S 
<lkramer@email unc edu>; Jones, Joy Mann <joyjones@email unc edu> 

139 

FoIks--I just spoke with Ceinil, and we’ve decided to cap his 139 at 30 
sludclllS. [bus freeing up I-2 more TA bodies One possibilily--shifling 
one Io Shields. since her course is filling up 

I’m also concerned aboul Mclnlosh’s 15g. which is slruggling at about 23 
students (out of 110 plqiected ) This is a httle unconffortable for me, 

offmed multiple sectim~s of 158 (a course Terr) invented) in role 

!rind ofdouhiful Thoughts? -Jay 
On 11/15/12 3:01 PM, Cynthia Radding wrote: 

> fo teaching over grading In file Miustments that we made on Tuesday, 
> 1 moved him from 276 (Shields) to Caddell (Sea Power), mid      tsked 

> in leaching He asked Io be transferred inlo Mall Andrews’s 128007, 
> and I offered to do Ihat May we open il again to 165. and affcred 
> to find a substitule for himself in 212 il2 in ~lct, Pearl Young 
> decides not to teach ff 128007 does not fill, then rll switch 

> oppommi~, to teach ff loes indeed find a substitalte who wants 

> Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 5:02 PM 

Waterhouse, Benjamin C <waterhou@email unc edu> 

Re: 2013-14 

> From: Ja?. Slmth Ija?.s~mth@emailmlc edu] 
> S¢nl: F~iday, Nov¢mb¢r 16, 2012 2:47 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,                5:03 PM 

Wallace, Wanda L. <allace@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: ASIA    component of the HIST 

Hi Wanda--hope you can help with this. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:ASIA    component of the HIST 
Date:Fri,            16:21:53 -0500 
From:Aydin, Cemil <c~ydin@emaii,uP, c ~u ~ 

To:Smith, Jay M 

Dear Jay, 
It seems that the history part of the class is now full with 30 students. One student is trying to register through Asia part. 
I will give him permission to add him to the class as a 31st student, but we may need to contact Asian Studies 
Department to close the enrollment there. 

Thanks, 
Cemil 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 3:15 PM 
TO: Aydin, Cemil 
Subject: RE: ASIA    Spring 

Professor Aydin, 

Thanks so much for your email and your permission to take your class. However, when I checked the HIST section, 
the class was closed, but the ASIA    is still open. What would your recommendation be at this point?Should I try to 
email Lori Harris and ask for further assistance? 

Thanks again for all your help! 

From: Aydin, Cemil [ca3din~Oe/qaiLu/c.edt~] 
Sent: Friday,                2:23 PM 

Subject: RE: ASIA    Spring 

Dear 
You are welcome to take this class. 
Another student asked this question and I am pasting the response of the Asian Studies coordinator for your information. 
You may first want to register as a History     which is open, and then switch to Asia later on, if you prefer. 

Cemil Aydin 



MEssage from Asian Studies Department: 
Dr. Aydin passed on to me your inquiry about enrolling for ASIA    this spring. I can help you with that, but let me star[ 

by calling your attention to a feature of our registration system that will be helpful to you both now and throughout 

your college career. 

If you look at the attached screenshots, the first one is the class search page which l’m sure you are probably familiar 

with. If you search for ASIA the second screenshot is what you get. On that page, if you click the section number 

link--here it says --it will take you to the Class Detail page, which is shown in screenshot #3. This is 

quite a useful paBe, and among the thinBs you can find on it is the section headed Class Notes. 

This Class Notes section is the place where departments can put any information that would be desirable for students to 

know. One frequent use is to explain any restrictions there may be on a cou rse. So if you had known to look here, you 

would have found out why you could not reBister for ASIA    and what you could do about it. 

Currently I would recommend just enrolling under the HIST number, since there seems to be tons of room left 

there. If you encounter any further problems, do let me know. 

Best, 

Lori 

Lori Harris 

Department Manager 

Department of Asian Studies 

919 843 5340 

919 843 7817fax 

CB 3267 

313 New West 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 3267 

From~ 
Sent: Friday, 
"l’e; Aydin, Cemil 
Subject= ASIA Spring 

12:00 PM 

Professor Aydin, 

Hello, my name is          and I’m a senior History major at UNC-Chapel Hill. I was looking around on Connect 
Carolina for a Third-World/Non-Western credit-fulfilling class for next semester that sounded interesting to me, when I 
stumbled upon your ASIA class offered in the Spring. I thought that it would be interesting to take a course outside 
of my concentration, which is Ancient/Medieval History, that also qualified as a class on a different era of history. In 
addition, I don’t really know much of the history of Muslim socieb/beyond the conquest of Constantinople and it’s re- 
establishment as Istanbul, so I thought it would be quite interesting to expand my knowledge base on the subject. 
However, Connect Carolina is preventing me from registering for your class because it says that the seats in the class are 
reserved. Being that I am a history major who could benefit from taking your class, I would very much appreciate it if I 



could have your permission to take this class. I look forward to any help or enlightenment on this matter that you can 
give, and thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                 5:10 PM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu> 
Re: UNC home page 

hldccd This might b¢ som¢lhing for us to talk about on the 291h How 
file NCAA and its nlember instit~tiol~s use the feel-good stories to 
disguise Ih¢ sordid reality 
On 5:06 PM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 
> 1 dofft flfit~k flleie ate ml? coincidel~ces in Division 1 sports 
> 
> -----Ofigil~al Message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Saturday                    10:08 AM 

~liveuncedu> 
Re: Books for Comparative Review 

Liz: SonTittookme48hoursinsteadof24, but for me that counts as a legitimate follow-through Cha~ieris 
a great idea I sort of think a Darntun might be better than a Farge, though Especially since Chartier wrote an 
article critical of Damtun back in the late ’80s Have you read that old classic The Literary Underground of the 
Old Regime? It lays out Darntun’s ’social history of ideas’ approach as well as anything he’s written And it’s 
very different from Chattier’s approach in Cultural Origins Both also very readable Sound OK? -Jay 
On 2:14 PM,                    wrote: 

Hi, ProfessorSmith- 

I couldn’t remember if we ac°Lually scheduled to meet today or not so I came by to meet with you at 11 but 
alas, you weren’t there. I figured I’d go ahead and email you about the books that I would like to do for the 
comparative. Assuming it’s alright to use the books the supplementary list, I was thinking Chartier’s Cultural 
Origins of the French Revolution and Farge’s Subversive Words. I was thinking of looking at the different 
ways they interpret rhetoric (our favorite word) and expression of thought in the public sphere. This is just 
the idea that has really caught my at[ention thus far but I would love to hear your feedback. 

Thank you! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,                   I 1:48 AM 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu> 

Re: UNC home page 

hi all sefiousness--dicht’t Bubba mtd co launch a pr leboot a few montlts 
ago’? Were Ihcy not detc~nined to counler the message orpcoplc like us 
hi the ARG? Tiffs profile, I venture to gmess, is a reflection of 
strategy" I’m hoping we cm~ start collecting and publicizh~g fl~e facts 

On 2:03 PM, Souflmll, Richat~l Michael wrote: 
> Seems as ff you’re suggesting that our atlfletic department & uiffversit) adliffiffstrafion are engaged in a strate~,3 of sociological 
propagan&~ 

> I’m shocked at such an idea 

> NOT 

> Scnl from my iPhone 
> Richard M Soulhall 

> O11 a/ 13:56, "Jay Smdh" ~jaysmilh~aemail uric edu> wrote: 
> 

>> l’l~l SUre she’s as great as Ihey say, lift[ she coiffd also be the posler child for Ihe NCAA’s "98"/o go pro Iff solnelhiffg Odler [hall 
sports" cmnpalgn Sometiffng tells me it’s no coincidence that UNC is Iffgblighthlg her fight now 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday, November 18, 2012 12:56 PM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu> 
Re: FW: FW: Thank you! 

Excellent Keep spreading the word 
On I 1/18/12 12:54 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

The foilow 

From: Shaun Byrnes [mailto:          Dgmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, November 18, 2012 12:52 PM 

TO= Brooks, Edwin W 
Subject= Re: FW: Thank you! 

Bravo! Keep up the good work! And happy Thanksgiving! Shaun 

On Sun, Nov I 8, 2012 at 6:48 PM, Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks(~9,1ive unc edu> wrote: 
FYI’ 

From: Brooks, Edwin W 
Sent: Sunday, November 18, 2012 11:35 AM 
To: mwillinaham(~uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: Thank you! 

The morning Jay and I met Eric Hunter in your building I told Jay that I had read your blog and 
thought that the Athletic Reform Group needed to speak with you Now I not only belatedly thank 
you for that gathering bur also for your intetwiews as reported by Dan Kane I also reminded Jay 
how impressive Hodding Ca~er had been in his comments about Bill Friday’ s commitment to 
athletics at the Friday memorial service So I am delighted that Jay already has had lunch with 
Hodding Ca~er, who has agreed to put Jay in contact with someone on the Knight Commission 
My hope is that Hodding Carter will join the Athletic Reform Group not just because of his 
comments but because I think he has the national visibility and the contacts and the leadership 
qualities to bring to good purpose the still fairly unorganized faculty here~and elsewhere 

Thank you, thank you The whole campus, not least the athletes themselves, owe you a huge 
debt Let me know ifI can do anything for you 

All the best, 

Willis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                   3:21 PM 

~live unc edu> 

Re: Affair of the Necklace screening time 

rll send out a reminder email 
On         3:02 PM,                  wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

I know that we’re supposed to watch the Diamond Necklace film sometime tomorrow evening, and I’m sure 
you mentioned this in class at some point, but what’s the final verdict on time/place of the screening? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 9:5 1 AM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu> 

Re: follow up 

Oops, afraid not The explanation: If you look at the context of the sentence, you’ll see that "legal action" is 
unthinkable in that context No student would sue a faculty member for failing to prosecute him/her To keep 
the "legal action," I would have had to rewrite the sentence, which would have involved more 
time/effort!energy I wasn’t sure was worth it 
On 9:43 AM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:15 AM 
To: Brooks, Edwin W 
Subje~: Fwd: follow up 

Willis--sorry, I should have copied you on this (I wound up omitting the "should there be legal 
action" phrase for reasons I can explain later ) 

Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:follow up 

Date:Sun,             10:24:09 -0500 
From:Jay Smith <iavsmith~?email unc edu> 

To:Thoq), Holden <holden thorp(Tt~unc edu> 

Dear Chancellor Thorp: 

Thank you for your prompt reply to our earlier message about the Honor system and the Highsmith 
case, which we understand you are unable to comment on Please allow us this rej oinder, 
however 

Although it is quite true that the EPC faculty sutwey of 2010 found that a large number of faculty 
are inclined to ignore the Honor system, capitulation in the face of obvious cheating is clearly not 
what anyone imagines as the answer to the problem of academic dishonesty at Carolina To the 



extent that any faculty members are shown to have ignored obvious cheating, it should be the 
University’s job to reprimand them for their irresponsibility and not protect tllem because of their 
putative "autonomy" Indeed, dishonesty in tbe classroom is frequently reported by individuals 
usually students otherthantheprofessorinchargeofaclass And the Instmment of Student 
Judicial Governance authorizes "any member of the University community" to report a suspected 
violation Academic freedom and faculty autonomy are important values, but a faculty member’s 
autonomy over his/her classroom does not extend to the operation of the honor principle, which is 
universal and inviolable 

We do not believe that it has ever been official policy at UNC indeed, it could not be official 
policy if the "Honor system" is to be anything more than a polite fiction~hat faculty have the 
option to report or not to report a suspected honor code violation To hear the Chancellor endorse 
the "optional" status of such reporting is disheartening to say the least 

But there are two other points, more pressing, that make this latest embarrassment a continuing 
priority for the University and for you and your oft]ce First, it is important to recognize that the 
failure to prosecute                 suspected dishonesty resulted NOT from a t~aculty member’s 
(unjustified) exercise of classroom autonomy On the contrat?¢, the failure came about because the 
faculty member reported the suspected violation, with words of urgent concern, to the wrong office: 
the ASPSA That office, unfortunately, seems to have acted on its vested interest in sweeping the 
issue under the rug (A more charitable reading of tbe situation would hold tl~at the counselors 
informed of the incident were unsure about what to do Whatever the exact explanation for the 
inaction, the investigation of           alleged cheating died before it began) Judging by the 
public record, to which she has contnt~uted as an inte~w-iewee for the N&O, the concerned faculty 
member in the          case would in no way feel that her"autonomy" had been violated if the 
case finally found its way to the Honor system where it belonged from the start 

We are guessing that Dick Baddour did not get permission from Julius Nyang’oro before pressing 
the case against in 20107 If Nyang’oro’s autonomy was not so precious as to 
preclude prosecution of there is simply no explaining the University’s dereliction of duty 
in failing to pursue 

The second point to add is that local and national news media have made the          case a 
well-known example of institutional failure at UNC In the face of this embarrassing breakdown, 
there are any number of plausible and defensible public responses that the University might have 
formulated Resigned silence and/or wishful thinking are not among them, however The faculty 
of UNC who care about integrity we would like to think this includes the vast majority should 
not be subjected to the continuing humiliations inflicted by an academic support system that so 
obviously tolerates the bending of academic standards 

More broadly, an athletics system that allows underprepared students to take courses in which tl~ey 
do not have the time or the academic ability to perform at a competent level is, in fact, more 
ethically challenged than the individual athlete who takes the occasional shortcut The act of 
singling out for punishment a student of            abilities one who was actively recruited to 
Carolina, even though he apparently leans on the borrowed writings of middle schoolers in some of 
his course wor~would itself be another kind of institutional disgrace We will be delighted if and 
when the University honestly faces up to that larger problem 



Rules and procedures that have been an integral part of UNC’s educational mission for over a 
centm2¢ were established for good reason We call on you to direct the Judicial Programs Oft]cer to 
pursue charges against            Alternatively, out of fairness to all students and other members 
of the University community, you should declare publicly that the Honor System has lots its 
purchase at Carolina and should be shut down immediately 

Sincerely, 
Jay Smith 
Willis Brooks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, November 20, 2012 I1:04 AM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 
Re: dean 

Perhaps you’d better nmke sure tbe plmts are stmigbt with rite whole 
dcpl’? I can ¢mail him direcdy, but ill had wailed to hear from 
smneone I gmess I would have just nfissed m) clmnce I wmlt to be sum 
flint othet~ in the dept understand bow tbe process is supposed to be 
working 

On 11/20/12 9:58 AM, Kent, Admn S wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 

> Ijusl met wilb Harllyn and h¢ does wahl you Io sel up a meeting to speak wilb him He d~oughl Ihal you were going to sign up for 

> Admn Kent 

> CB 3195,555 Hmmlton Hall 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
> 919 962 -2117 (Dirccl Line) 
>              (Mobile) 
> 919962-1403 (Fax) 
> akent~aunc edu 
> IM: oasisadmnkent 

-----O~igillal Message ..... 
From: Jay Smilll 
Sent: Monda?, November 19, 2012 11:10 AM 
To: Kent, Adam S 
Subject: dean 

Adam--an3 word yel on when I will be m¢eling wdh Hayllyn? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 2:50 PM 

~live unc edu> 

Re: gruder, defense 

.-Bless you, I had not begun reading I’m fi-ee pretty much anytime in those weeks except for the 
afternoon of (And I’d rather not do it on the 14th, but will do so if you put a gun to my head) -Jay 
On 2:09 PM, wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

Please find the appropriately short version of my Gruder writeup at[ached for circulation. Also, the defense 
needs to be scheduled. When during the week of the 10th or the week of the 17th would work for you? 

Thank you! 

PS: and I agreed to cut sec[ion 4, so the shorter version is at[ached--in case you haven’t started yet. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, November 2 I, 2012 9:55 AM 

Thorp, Holden <holdenthorp@unc edu> 
Re: follow up 

Holden--they’re two separate issues, the reform of the system (vetay much needed) and what to do in this case 
But OK, I respect your decision I may be reporting myself -Jay 
On I 1/20/12 3:40 PM, Thorp, Holden wrote: 

There is an honor cour~ reform effort underway. Fm going to !et it run its course. There seem to 

be sorne meaningful ideas working their way through= i ~ea[[ze youre not sat[stied with this. 

As far as the chancellor directing the referral of a case to the honor court, it is simply not possib!e. 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, November 18, 2012 10:24 AM 
To: Thorp, Holden 
Subject: follow up 

Dear Chancellor Thorp: 

Thank you for your prompt reply to our earlier message about the Honor system and the 
case, which we understand you are unable to comment on Please allow us this rejoinder, 
however 

Although it is quite true that the EPC t~aculty smwey of 2010 found that a large number of t~aculty 
are inclined to ignore the Honor system, capitulation in the face of obvious cheating is clearly not 
what anyone imagines as the answer to the problem of academic dishonesty at Carolina To the 
extent that any faculty members are shown to have ignored obvious cheating, it should be the 
University’ s j ob to reprimand them for their irresponsibility and not protect them because of their 
putative "autonomy" Indeed, dishonesty in the classroom is frequently reported by individuals 
usually students otherthantheprofessorinchargeofaclass And the Instmment of Student 
Judicial Governance authorizes "any member of the University community" to report a suspected 
violation Academic freedom and faculty autonomy are important values, but a faculty member’s 
autonomy over his/her classroom does not extend to the operation of the honor principle, which is 
universal and inviolable 

We do not believe that it has ever been official policy at UNC indeed, it could not be official 
policy if the "Honor system" is to be anything more than a polite fiction~hat faculty have the 
option to report or not to report a suspected honor code violation To hear the Chancellor endorse 
the "optional" status of such reporting is disheartening to say the least 

But there are two other points, more pressing, that make this latest embarrassment a continuing 
priority for the University and for you and your office First, it is important to recognize that the 
failure to prosecute_                 suspected dishonesty resulted NOT from a faculty member’s 
(unjustified) exercise of classroom autonomy On the contraq¢, the failure came about because the 
faculty member reported the suspected violation, with words of urgent concern, to the wrong office: 
the ASPSA That office, unfortunately, seems to have acted on its vested interest in sweeping the 
issue under the rug (A more charitable reading of’the situation would hold that the counselors 



informed of the incident were unsure about what to do Whatever the exact explanation for the 
inaction, the investigation of           alleged cheating died before it began) Judging by the 
public record, to which she has contributed as an interviewee for the N&O, the concerned faculty 
member in the           case would in no way feel that her "autonomy" had been violated if the 
case finally found its way to the Honor system where it belonged from the start 

We are guessing that Dick Baddour did not get permission from Julius Nyang’oro before pressing 
the case against in 2010? If Nyang’oro’s autonomy was not so precious as to 
preclude prosecuhon of there is simply no explaining the University’s dereliction of duty 
in failing to pursue 

The second point to add is that local and national news media have made the          case a 
well-known example of institutional failure at UNC In the face of this embarrassing breakdown, 
there are any number of plausible and defensible public responses that the University might have 
formulated Resigned silence and/or wishful thinking are not among them, however The faculty 
of UNC who care about integrity we would like to think this includes the vast majority should 
not be subjected to the continuing humiliations inflicted by an academic support system that so 
obviously tolerates the bending of academic standards 

More broadly, an athletics system that allows underprepared students to take courses in which they 
do not have the time or the academic ability to perl’orm at a competent level is, in fact, more 
ethically challenged than the individual athlete who takes the occasional shortcut The act of 
singling out for punishment a student of            abilities one who was actively recruited to 
Carolina, even though he apparently leans on the borrowed writings of middle schoolers in some of 
his course work would itself be another kind of institutional disgrace We will be delighted if and 
when the University honestly faces up to that larger problem 

Rules and procedures that have been an integral part of UNC’s educational mission for over a 
century were established for good reason We call on you to direct the Judicial Programs Officer to 
pursue charges against            Alternatively, out of fairness to all students and other members 
of the University community, you should declare publicly that the Honor System has lots its 
purchase at Carolina and should be shut down immediately 

Sincerely, 
Jay Smith 
Willis Brooks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   10:06 AM 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 
Re: comments on draft 

Kathleen (or Superwoman): You put me to shame! I’ve not even read this draft yet (In truth, I have never in 20 
years been *asked* to read a thesis draft for students other than my own advisees; do you Americanists do this 
all the time? Then your whole field puts the Euros to shame!) Seems like you’ve given him sounds advice I’ll 
see this weekend if there’s anything more I can add, but I doubt it 

Jay 
On 6:13 PM, Duval, Kathleen A wrote: 

Dear 



I have attached a pdf with furiher comments. Please let me know if you can’t access it. 

Kathleen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   4:12 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: gruder, defense 

--an impolite question for you Do you think you *need* or really *want* more feedback on the thesis 
dratt at this point? I see that Kathleen gave you helpful and detailed feedback, and I imagine the same is tree 
for Lloyd I want to be helpful and I’m not being lazy, but I am being as selective as I can about where I put 
my time in the next few weeks Of course I will read the thesis carefully before the defense, but if I could be 
spared two readings I would be grateful? (Alternatively, if there are certain sections you’d really like me to 
look at right away, maybe you could direct me to those?) 

Jay 

On 2:09 PM, wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

Please find the appropriately short version of my Gruder writeup at[ached for circulation. Also, the defense 
needs to be scheduled. When during the week of the    or the week of the    would work for you? 

Thank you! 

PS: Lloyd and I agreed to cut section 4, so the shorter veNion is at[ached--in case you haven’t started yet. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, 5:00 PM 

~gmail corn> 

@gmail corn> 

Re: Ma~?¢ Willingham 

Great, glad to bear it (Coincidentall?, I just purchased a couple of 
weeks ago tbe biogmpl\~ of Graham written around 1980--authar’s ~mme 

JS 
On 4:49 PM. wrote: 
> Hi Professor Snlidl, 

> That~ks so much for tbe entail You m~d I are on the stone page mgat~ling exactl? what tbe stray is brae, as well as its importance 
We’d be veiy inteiested in covering tiffs as you suggest it: this mobilization of supl~ort for leform of this system (M? Histot) 395 
senfitmr paper topic this semester is Frmtk Grabam’s attempt in fl~e nfid-30s to effectivaly amateufize college sports: you’re likely 
Panfi[im - ~f" not, I thit~k you’d fred it inteiesfing) 

> We’ve reacbed out to Ms Wi[lingham (or at least that’s in? impression; I’ve CC’d tbe U hiversits" editor to cotffirm that) and I don’t 
believe we’ve beat~l a resl~onse We would appreciate m~? tltfllg you can do for us as far as facult) soumes go As you nfight gmess, we 
get frustrated when fl~e N&O coitstantl? beats us on mat~et~ of our vet3" own campus, but tbey’ve reall? owned tbe stot) and we’re 
alwa? s ma@ to do the same 

> On a different note, don’t feel bad about contacting me h~ tbe Nmre The flow of information otfly balps keep me plugged h~ 
> 
> That~ks for evmything you can do, 

> Editor-in-Chief 
> The Daily Tar HeelI dhilytarheel corn 

> o: (919) 962-0372 

> On at 4:04 PM, Ja? Slrdth <javsnfith@email mtc edu> wrote: 

>> Hello 
>> I’ve reft-alned from contacting you so far tlfis year becmlse, well, I t hil~k journalists should be free to do tbeir jobs as fltey see fit 
But on Tbaitksgivmg eve (1 hape you have a lfice one), I’d like to put in a wind for Maiy Willhtgham and fire importance oftbe stot5 
sbe has to tell about tbe acadmrdc support program for athletes fm sure you saw by now the lecent front page N&O stray that 
depicted hec more or less accuratel?, as a wlfisflebhiwer Sbe does indeed have valuable ilffommtion to provide--tbe kind that 
*oughl* 10 prompl our instilulion Io lake a more aggressive and hOlleSl approach Io Ihe problems []l~tt have COllie IO ligh[ ill Ihese 
’scandal’-ridden Iwo yea*s Mm3 is not anli-alhlelics, nol by a long shot In rack she sees herself as an advocate for addeles who are 
being exploited and denied Ihe ¢ducalio~ml oppott unhi¢s Ih¢y dcse~ e and need (The same is trite ofmy facally reform group, in 
facl We are nol enemies of addcles or of add¢lics--only enemies of a warped sysl¢m that perpel~mles h) pocfisy, comtplion, and 
explodalion) Anyway, l’dlikelo g¢nlly urgeyoulocov¢rMau’sslm3,andlwanlyoulobeaware dmllhere arepl¢nly off, tully 



who sland read) to support her publicly and Io help the DTH contcxtlmlizc her sduation and wlullcvcr inl’o she provides you By 
Monday, l hope I can give you bunches o1" Faeully haines, should you want some o1" Ihem Io provide a quoit or 

>> Jay Smidl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, November 21, 2012 5:53 PM 

Staurowsky,Ellen <ejs95@drexel edu> 

Re: greetings to all 

On I 1/20/12 12:44 PM, StaurowskT,Ellen wrote: 

Dear Jay it is a pleasure to meet you as well, We share the same view that faculty should be pushing back 
on the encroachment of athletics in the operations of colleges and m)iversities. 

I’ll look forward to meeting you perhaps in April at the College 5polt Resealch institute Conference. 

Kindest regards ElJen 

Ooodwin Cd!ege o!" Professio~al Studies 
Drexel UMverslty 
One D~exd Plaza 
}~)01 Market Sgree~ Suite 109 
Philadelphia, PA 19U!4 
Tel: 215-895-6714 

eis95@d rexel.ed u 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:iavsmith@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 10:06 AM 
TO: Gerald Gurney 
Ce: Staurowsky, Ellen; Sack, Allen Sack; David Ridpath; Kadie OEO; Amanda Paule Paule; Richard M. 
Southall; Fritz polite; Frank Split[ Split[; Sarah Stokowski; Carla Winters; Weber, Jerome C. Weber; joel 
Cormier; Brian Porto; Charles CIotfelter 
Subject: greetings to all 

Thanks, Gerald, for including me in this email And I’m delighted to "virtually" meet the others 
you’ve included here My friend and colleague Richard Southall has been a valuable resource for 
me/us at UNC during our recent troubles, and I know and have had good conversations with 
Charlie Clotfelter at Duke, but the others I’ve not had the pleasure to meet I can tell you, though, 
that many UNC faculty are eager to plug into, and perhaps help further energize, a national network 
of faculty/administrators/counselors who wish to see root and branch reform oftbe system The 
challenges are daunting, and the dizzying and almost daily developments involving conference 
realignment are terribly depressing, but I think the time has come for faculty and natural pawners of 
faculty to begin pushing back hard, relentlessly, loudly, and with a well reasoned program of 
change I hope we can work together in the months and years ahead 

Jay Smith 



Histol"y Department, UNC-Chapel Hill 
On 11/20/12 9:41 AM, Gerald Gurney wrote: 

o Local News 
o Election 2012 
o C6me 
o Education 
o Politics 
o Nation 
o World 
o Weird 
o Special Reports 
o Obituaries 
o Blogs/Columnists 
o Data Center 
o Public Notices 

Sports 

o Carolina Panthers / NFL 
o Charlotte Bobcats / NBA 
o Blots/Columnists 
o High Schools 
o That’s Racin’ 
o College Hoops 
o College Football 
o Golf 
o Knights/Baseball 
o Checkers/Hockey 
o Sports Video 
o Other Sports 

Entertainment 

o Events 
o Movies 
o Contests 
o Celebrities 
o Dining 
o Arts Alive 
o Music/Nightlife 
o Videos 
o Television 
o Books 



o Comics & Games 
o Horoscopes 
o Blots/Columnists 

¯ Livin~ Here 

o Celebrations 
o Education 
o Faith & Values 
o Food 
o Health & Family 
o Home & Garden 
o Style 
o Travel 
o Livina Here Guide 
o Bloas/Columnists 
o Carolina Bride Magazine 
o Lake Norman Ma~azine 
o South Park Ma~azine 
o Morns 
o SciTech 
o Young Achievers 
o Smarter Living 

Business 

o ShopTalk 
o Market Summary 
o Bankina 
o Blogs/Columnists 

¯ Opinion 

o Kevin Siers 
o Blogs/Columnists 

¯ Shod 

o Dealsaver 
o FindnSave 
o Online Coupons 
o Newspaper Ads 
o SpeciN Sections 
o Buy Photos 

¯ Jobs 

o New Jobs in Charlotte Re~ion 
o Virtual Career Expo 
o Advanced Search 
o Freelance. Contract& Part-time 
o Job Seeker Toolkit 
o Post a Job 



o Houses 
o Apartments 
o Mortgages 
o Schools 
o Property Taxes 
o Newcomers’ Guide 
o Blogs/Columnists 

Autos 

o New Car Search 
o Used Car Search 
o Certified Pre-Own 
o Sell Your Car 
o Blue Book Values 

Classifieds 

o Leaal Notices 
o Create an Ad 

¯ Guest - logout Hello Guest Login 

[:~Contact Us 

o Advertise 
o Letter to the Editor 
o Issues with Website 
o Photo Store 
o News & Info Tips 
o Newspaper Corrections 
o Newspaper Account 
o Staff Eisting 
o E-Edition 
o More 

¯ "Home Dehvetw 

o Delive~ Problem 
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o Account Inquil"~ 
o Make a Payment 
o Subscribe to Newspaper 
o Subscribe to TV Maaazine 
o Newspapers in Education 
o E-Edition 



o Any Other Reason 
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o Online Media Kit 
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o Online Ads 
o Direct Marketin~ 
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The deeper scandal with college athletes 
Report raises questions about athletes ill-equipped for UNC 



Posted: Monday, Nov 19, 2012 
Modified: Monday, Nov 19, 2012 

As former Gov Jim Martin investigates academic fraud accusations at North 
Carolina’s flagship university, he has more reason than ever to look not only at how 
athletes took troublesome shortcuts to passing grades, but why such fraud was ahnost 
inevitable 

A (Raleigh) News & Obsetw-er report Monday detailed accusations from a UNC 
Chapel Hill reading specialist about how the school and its academic support system 
tolerated and participated in cheating to keep athletes eligible to compete The 
specialist, Mary Willingham, said numerous people in the academic support program 
looked the other way at plagiarism and knew of the school’s no-show classes that were 
billed as lecture classes but never met Those classes were frequently a favorite of 
athletes 

Willingham provided no documentation to back up her assertions, but previous 
reporting from the News & Obse~wer corroborates a culture of fraud at UNC that 
included athletes attending dozens ofthese"paper classes" and other questionable 
classes that seemed designed to generate an easy pass 

Even more troubling: Some athletes told Willingham they had never read a book or 
written a paragraph 

That detail illustrates the shift we hope the Martin investigation will take Martin, who 
was appointed last month by departing chancellor Holden Thorp, is tasked with 
examining the depth and details of UNC’s academic fraud He also should examine the 
true cause of the problem: a school that recruited athletes ill-equipped for college 
learning before failing them further by helping them cheat to get on the field 

All of which surely happens at dozens, if not hundreds, of NCAA schools that choose 
to trade integrity for the glory and dollars their sports teams can bring But this is a 
University of North Carolina investigation, and school leaders and alumni must ask 
themselves some difficult questions about the athletes they cheer for so passionately 

Here’s a sta~: It’s true that college can give them an academic opportunity they 
couldn’t find elsewhere But if a school like UNC admits athletes clearly incapable of 
succeeding academically, then emphasizes playing time over learning, who benefits 
besides the school and its sports fans? 

University presidents and conference commissioners have begun to take measures to 
address that question, including banning some teams from postseason play for poor 
academic progress and agreeing to include academic performance as pa~ of the 
calculation for distributing football revenue UNC is belatedly doing some of the right 
things on this issue, too, including separating the academic support program from the 
athletic depa~ment last month 

Martin and UNC leaders have an opportunity to do something even better explore 
guidelines for admitting athletes and ensuring they get a real education Idyllic as it 
might sound, a school’s mission should be to help athletes learn first, not play 

Copyright 2012 All ~ights rese~wed This material may not be published, broadcast, 
rewritten or redistributed 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, November 23, 2012 I 1:49 AM 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics- forum @li st setw- unc edu> 

Re: Some thoughts this day after Thanksgiving 

Thanks, Richard for your continuing work in uncovering the propaganda strategies of the NCAA and its 
members I guess it’s yourjob to point out their existence It’sthejoboftherestofustosubjectthemtothe 
contempt and mocke~?¢ they dese~we Time to fight fire with fire, I’d say 

On 11/23/12 11:19 AM, Southall, Pdchard Michael wrote: 

gay, 

I read Steve’s letter to the editor with great interest as well. 
It provides additional data ~or an analysis o~ our situation in 
particular and that oT big-time college sport in general. 

In addition, I would call your attention to today’s N & 0 

article re: the selection process o~ our new chancellor. Two 
very different views on shared and open governance expressed by 
Mr. Funk and Mr. Stevens. While one is not inherentiy correct, 
the distinction is 

By the way, I think it highly likely Steve wrote his letter 
prior to his trip to Maui ~or the EA Sports Maui Invitational. 
His job during that tournament and throughout the year, is to 
place UNC athletics in as ~avorable light as possible. 

To researchers such as mysel$, who look at the institution o$ 

college sport, one o~ hls duties as SID is to disseminate the 
athletic department’s institutional propaganda (Black, 2001; 
]owett & O’Donnell, 1992; Staurowsky & Sack, 2005). I would call 
your attention to a selection (p. 13) ~rom a manuscript (just 
submitted ~or peer-reviewed publication) I co-authored with DP. 
Ellen Staurowsky (Drexel University): Southa11, R. M., & 
Staurowsky, E. (2012). Cheering on the CoLLegiate ~odeL: 
Creat~ng~ D~ssem~nat~ng~ and Imbedding the NCAA~s Redefinition 
o~Amateu~sm. Submitted ~or publication. 



After establishing the one-year athletic grant-in-aid 
(GIA), a decision that effectively set up a system of pay for play that 
threatened the NCAA’s fundamental principle of amateurism, college sport 
leaders confronted the looming prospect that athletes would be identified as 
employees by state industrial commissions and the courts. "According to Walter 
Byers, the term student-athlete was created by the NCAA 
to convince workers’ compensation boards, as well as the general public, that 
scholarship athletes are students like any others" (Staurowsky & Sack, 2005, 
p. 105). Mobilizing a newly emerging staff of public relations professionals h~ 
athletic departments called Sports Information Directors (SIDs), Byers issued 
strict instructions that "student-athlete" was to be used whenever 
possible. 

In his memoir he wrote, 
We crafted the term "student-athlete", 
and soon it was embedded in 
all NCAA rules and interpretations as a mandated substitute for such words as 
players and athletes. We told college 
publicists to speak 
of"college teams", not football or basketball "clubs", a word common to the 
pros (Byers & Hammer, 1995, p. 69). 

This pattern of linguistic subterfuge has formed the foundation for a 
commercial institutional logic that 
drives what Brand (2006, 2009) has termed ’the big-time college sport enterprise’ 
in general and the NCAA’s approach to 
business more specifically (Southall & Nagel, 2008; Southall et al., 2008; 
Southall, Southall, & Dwyer, 2009). The most recent iteration of this is 
the case under consideration here. 

Placed within this context, Steve is just doing the job for 
which the university has hired him. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Prosram Coordinator 

The Universit,~, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - Collese Sport Research Institute 



Woollen Hall 203C 

Office 919.962 3507 

Cell 

Fax 919.962 6235 

CSRI website: www unc~eduicsH 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: ~,~ww csriconfelerlce.{lrg 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday, November 25, 2012 12:57 PM 

Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu> 
Re: Meeting Monday 

nleetmg, wlfich most of us can’t do 1 probably will be meethlg with her 

nfigbt tlmtk about a course of action for tbe new l:acadt~ Comlcil 
meeting, for exmnple 

On 11/25/12 12:53 PM, Tonmskova, Sihda wrote: 
> Monday noon winks 
> Slmth 211 sl/ould be available - Pll cbeck tomorrow mormng but do not fmesee a problem 
> Is Ihis conlingenl on Mat5 ’s availabilily ? a/Ihis poinl prolection and supporl for her should be our immcdialc ptiotily 

>S 

> On Nov 24, 2012, at 5:59 PM, Ja? S~mth wrote: 

>> I hesila/e to do a poll. bulif w¢ were to me¢l al 9:30 Monday, how many of you could come? If we were to m¢¢1 a/ 12pro, how 
mare’? Pm waiting to hetu front Mm5 about her schedule and preferences (she may well wtmt to attend our meeting, sbe may even 
want on¢ or more of us prcscn~ a/h¢r inlc~i¢w wilh Ih¢ DTH--I’II 1¢1 you know as soon as I heay) Wha/ev¢r Ihe parliculays, I’m 
pret~ sure if it would be best for us to meet by ~md-dav ff we can 

>> On 11/19/12 11:37 AM, Soutlm[1, Richard MAchael wrote: 
>>> To L¢wis’ point. I rcceiv¢d a phone call today Ihal Mm3 is being 
>>> considered for Tbe Drake’s Group’s mmual Robert Maynard Hutcbi~ts Awmd 
>>> Hme is a lit~k about the award The award is presm~ted at TDG’s ammal 
>>> meeting (held at fire Friday Center tit April) 



>>>> To: Smitk Ja~" M 



>>>>> ARG What I dofft feel I understand well el~ough is how flint statement 
>>>>> might be put into play--lettei to the editor? Op Ed piece h~ the N & 07 

>>>>> Willis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                   8:34 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Noblesse Commercante 

-amazingly enough, it’s never been translated (One of my far-offguals is to produce a translation 
myself, in fact) There are a few places where you can find decent summaries of Coyer’s main arguments: Jay 
M Smith (yes, immodest of me), "Social Categories, the Language of Patriotism, and the Origins of the French 
Revolution: The Debate over Noblesse Commerqante," Journal of Modem Histu~T 72 (2000): 339-374; John 
Shovlin, The political economy of virtue: luxmay, patriotism, and the origins of the french Revolution (2006): J 
Q C Mackrell, The attack on feudalism in eighteenth-centul’y France (1973) 

Yes, my thought was that you would turn in the page the day of the presentation -JS 
On         1:33 AM,             wrote: 

Hi, 
I’ve been looking for sources for my group’s Wikipedia projec[ on the Noblesse Commercante, and I was 
asked to write a sec[ion summarizing the book itself. Unfortunately, it seems that no one on the Internet or 
in our library system has ever bothered to provide an accessible English translation or summary, so my only 
information on the book comes from your lectures. It’s rather disheartening when Google of all things fails 
to deliver! DO you, by any chance, know of any such summaries or translations? At least something to point 
me in the right direction? Also, if my group’s presentation is on Thursday, is the page itself due then? 
Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                   3:46 PM 

~email unc edu> 

Re: 

We drop a LOT of balls around hele, so I’m sut~ tlfis is just mlotber 
Do pcslcr Adam to make sure he gol you "processed" cormclly (so Ihal 
you’ll, you know, rcc¢ivc paychecks and slufl2) BN y ou’r¢ safe [O order 

On 3:44 PM. wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 

> That~ks for file emait Tbele is (bopefully) no ldabo in iN." Nmle 1 actually emailed Adam KeN about tltis vely issue this morhing 
I subnfit~ed iN." papem ork about a month ago now, just after I t~ceived it from you I never heald back, so I assumed all was going 
accot~lingly, but when I cbecked this morhing noticed fltat I was still not assigned to tbe com~e on Com~ectCaroltim I waned to older 
file books soolk SO I wrote lfim to see what tbe stata~s was If I nfissed something or it" file paperwolk didfft come thi~uglk please let 

> From: Jay Smidl [jaysmitll~acmall unc ¢du] 
> SeN: Monday, 3:23 PM 
> To: Wallace, Wtmda L 

> Hi --iust cbecking to nmke sme tbat you’le still platming to 

>jusl an ovcrsighl and nol a sign Ihal you’ve decided Io drop oul of 

> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                   6:22 PM 

Opinion Desk <opinion@dailytarheel corn> 

Re: Letter to the Editor 

Shoot Could we get three in there? Brooks, Smith, Margolis, and seven other members of the Athletic Reform 
Group? 
On 6:16 PM, Opinion Desk wrote: 

Hi Mr Smith, 

We would like to publish your letter to the editor in tomorrow’s paper but unfortunately there is not 
enough room to include all 10 names Are there 2 main names that we could include and have the 
rest fall under "UNC Athletics Reform C~oup?" 

Best, 

Opinion Editor 

Hw Daily Tar Heel 

WORK: oallnion ~ rlall~ t m heel c< r0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                   7:07 PM 

@live unc edu> 

statement 

UNCStatementoPPurpose docx 

:iust a couple of suggestions on sgle (see ted notes), and 

and Poland, meNion someflfing specific fltat you tltfltk needs further 
exploration or that nmy have mt importance ~ot fidl) ~ecogmzed before 

JS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, November 27, 2012 12: I 0 PM 

Flora Cassen @gmail corn> 
courses 

course request form for 2013-2014docx 

Flora--did you not receive the course request form that was due, gmlp, 
in October’? Please fell this out and rclum ASAP l’m IDing to 
filmlize courses toda> or tmnormw, and l.just now realized that 1 
didfft have your requests (because for some mason your lmine had nm’er 
been added Io the standard spreadsheet) Thanks -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,                  12:12 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: thesis 

I’d sW 3 -4 dws should be fine (just ask if fltis will be acceptable 
when you approach Lloyd and Don) -Jay 
On 10:06 AM,            wrote: 
> Ok, currently wolkh~g on serLing date How late can I get a cop) to conur6ttee membet~ witbout it being ridiculous? 

> From: Ja) Slmth I ja~s~mth~a;enmil uric edu] 
> Sent: Monda),                   8:39 AM 

> Subject: Re: tbesis 

>    also a possibilily 

>> Hi Jay, 
>> Don said yes Wbal date do you Ildnk w¢ should pick? I will t~ to bare tb¢ draft done by 

>> From: Ja) Smith ]javsmitb~aemail m~c edu] 

>> Subjccl: Re: Ibcsis 

>~ He’ll mmwer quickly Let’s cross t~t bridge ff we come to it 

>>> OIk I should send Don an cmail~ Who do I ask ir Don can’l make 

>>> Scnl: Wcdncs~ly, 4:13 PM 

>>> Hi (in sunn} CA?): An3 progress on scheduling your defense 

>>> PS Happ3 Tlu~nksgiving 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, November 27, 2012 12:42 PM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: courses 

Yes, for spring 
On 11/27/12 12:32 PM, wrol¢: 
> Hi Jay, 
> No I didn’l receive it I mentioned Io Lloyd thai I wanted to lake lny junior I¢a~¢ in the filll and assumed thai was wh) Do you still 

> Flom 
> O11 Nov 27, 2012, a/ 12:l0 PM. Jay Smdh 

to fitmlize com~es today or tomorrow, and I just now t~alized that I didn’t have your t~quests (because for some t~ason your tmme had 
neverbeen added to the slandat~l spreadsheet ) Thtmks -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 2:08 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Course Drop 

Yes, my assumption was that you had dropped the course I don’t remember seeing you after the first week of 
classes 

Jay Smith 
On 1:49 PM, wrote: 

Hi professor Smith, 
My name is and I signed up to take your History    class at the beginning of the semester. 

However, af[er deciding to switch my major dropped your course- or so I thought. Today when I was filing 
out course evaluations I saw in Connect Carolina that I was still enrolled in your class. I jus[ went to meet 
with Academic Advising and apparently my online drop did not go through. I was hoping you would be able 
to respond to this email with confirmation that I attended the tint class and no future ones. If you need to 
meet with me to confirm this please let me know- I just need to get this straightened out. Sorry for any 
inconvenience this might cause, but thank you so much for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, November 27, 2012 2:45 PM 

Flora Cassen < ~gmail corn> 

Field business 

Dan Shem~an for Euros docx 

Hello again Flora: 
I’m embarrassed to sa) tlmt I foigot to send rids to you when I sent it 
Io Ih¢ olhcr Europeanisls lasl week It follows from the European field 
meeting we ha~¢ on Nov 7 If you could look Ihis over today or 
Iomon’ow and let Konmd or me know if you luw¢ Ihoughts, I’d appreciate 
il (And also--if you did not gel Ihc announcement aboul Ihal Nov 7 
EuroNan field meeling, you should lel Konmd know so hc can gel you 
added to Ihc lislscr~ ) 

Ihanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 5:28 PM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu> 
Re: Call made 

Willis: They did indeed make that change And nope, not a word (except from Lloyd, who seemed suppo~ive) 

I had a long talk with Matt Dankler(sp?) today, and will be calling back again tomorrow I increasingly get the 
impression that they will not call fraud anything that does not involve something egregious like false grade 
changes or no-show classes He seems genuinely interested in hearing why          is relevant, but I got 
vet?c, ve~?¢ nervous when he said: you know, I’m sure, that rampant plagiarism is a national problem, that all 
students do it, and that plenty of faculty don’t bother to report such things Me: "Yes, I understand that, but 
systematic encouragement and protection of fraud and dishonesty take the problem to a diff’erent level that one 
cannot simply ignore" Sigh -Jay 

On I 1/27/12 5:03 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

Jay, 

Just to confirm: this morning I talked Reina through the emails, assured her that you and I both were 

willing to have them on record, and she seemed happy to have me send copies of the five emails related to 

our meeting with          and exchanges with Thorp. Mailed this afternoon. 

Any feedback about the statement in the DTH? I wouldn’t be surprised if someone complained that we 

claimed to speak for all members of the ARG, but I assume that the DTH made that change. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ja? Smith <ja} smid~ a~email unc cdu> 

Wednesday,                    10:23 AM 

Kramer. Lloyd S <lkrmner a~cmail uric cdu> 

@live unc edu>: Dural, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 

Re: defense 

That would bc fine with me -Jay 
On         9:44 AM, Kramcr, Lloyd S wrote: 

Best~ Lloyd 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:41 PM 
To= Kramer, Lloyd S 
Cc: Duval, Kathleen A; Smith, Jay M 
Subject: RE: defense 

Lloyd, 

Yes, I set us up tentatively for noon that day, but I’ll ask Joy to move it to 11AM on the     I’ll rework some things 
according to all of your and Kathleen’s comments and get a revised version out to all of you Monday. 

From: Kramer, Lloyd S [Ikramer@email.unc.edu~ 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:33 PM 
To: Duval, Kathleen; Smith, Jay 
Subject: RE: defense 

Lloyd 

From: 
Sent: Tu~eday, 1:34 PN 
To: Kramer, Lloyd S; Dural, KaLhleen A; SmiLh, Jay M 
Subject: defense 

Dear all, 

Would the afternoon of Wednesday the work for eye.one? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, November 28, 2012 12:57 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Raleigh, Donald J <DYR@email unc edu>; John Sweet <jws@mac corn>; Naiden, Fred S 
<naiden@email unc edu>; Whalen, Brett E <bwhalen@email unc edu>; La Serna, 
Miguel Abram <laserna@email unc edu>; Fletcher, W Miles 
<wmfletch@email unc edu>; Worthen, Molly <mworthen@unc edu>; Lundeen, Liz 
<elundeen@email unc edu>; Domby, Adam <adomby@email unc edu>; Hale-Dorrell, 
Aaron <ahaledor@email unc edu> 
Re: Postpone GSC Meeting to Dec 6, l0 to 12 noon 

I can do it 
On 11/28/12 12:50 PM, Cynt fiia Raddmg wrote: 
> Dear f~icnds: 
> Please tell me if you can meet late monting, Decen~ber 6. 10:00 AM to 

> Cynthia Radding 

> O1111/28/2012 12:13 PM, Raleigh, Donald J wrOle: 

>> 12:30, but, as of now, ant m’ailable between 10 and 12:15 rm Wing 

>> -----Ofigitml Message ..... 

>> Se~t: Wednesda?, November 28, 2012 11:51 AM 
>> To: Joint Sweet: Smitlk Jay M: Raleigh, Dolmld J; Naide~t Ft~d S; 
>> Whal¢n. Brctl E; La Sema. Migu¢l Abram: Flelch¢r, W Miles: Worlhen. 
>> Moll?; Lundeen, Liz; Don~by, Adam; Hale-Dorrell, Aaron 
>> Subj¢cl: Poslpone GSC Meeting 

>> I ant in the difficult position of asking to postlmne our scheduled 
>> Graduate Studies Conmtit~ee Meeting for this Ffida? Nov 30, because 1 
>> discovered flint I double-billed m? serf with a conurtitment to give a 

>> fault, m~d I apoloNze, especiall? sil~ce Fred, Bret~, m~d Aaron lmve 

>> Thursday December 6 is Reading Day I ask Iha/w¢ meet thai Thursday, 

>> remaining il¢ms for INs year: (1) wording for a proposal Io the hdl 

>> process of famdt? seamhes and (2) our approval, as GSC, of the 
>> revised Gmdua/e Sludenl Handbook We can pres¢nl Ih¢ proposal Io I]le 

>> Ontbe first point, neitber Joy nor Miles lmve found am" Mnd of 

>> work up a smmnat3 of tbe discussion we began at the October meeting 

>> Please respond wiflt your best times for December 6, and again, please 



>> Cynlhia 

>> P$ 1 l~ope to see you this aften~oon! 

>> Gussmthoven Disfingmisl~ed Professor 

>> Director of Graduate Studies, Histut3 
>> Ullivcrsily o f Norlh Carolina, Chapel Hill Hamiltun Hall 513 CB 3195 
>> Clmpel Hill, Nortl~ Caro[i~m 27599-3195 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 4:53 PM 

Tomaskova. Silvia <tomas@unc edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Spring schedule 

Sure, thm~ks 
On 11/28/12 II :26 AM, Silvia Tomi~kovi~ wrote: 

Jay did you want me to rese~c-e a room in the Alunmi Bldg (Anthro Dept)? 
we have a lounge that is used for informal or small group meetings (it is larger than the WMST seminar 

room) Just let me l~mw 

On 11/26/2012 1:40 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

I think I may be losing my mind But that’s my problem Having indicated Tuesdays at 
3:30 are the best meeting times for the spring, let me NOW propose actual dates for 
meetings in the spring If we meet every second Tuesday of the month, these dates will be: 

January 8 
February 12 
March 12 
April 9 

This does not exclude the possibility of other ad hoc meetings, of course, but let’s count on 
these -Jay 

On 11/26/12 11:35 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

See the attached Mark your calendars I’ll see about getting a 
regular room at this hour 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 

i~,~sJnith~en~-ai! ii~tc edu To unsubscribe 
click here: bwiv/,qis~s tz!?acdt t~~ 

it~ 48(,9985765997791bXbXSb3gdgl~9522acgC~Scag&n r&l C~:~!~.- - 
Nhletic~-tbr~m~&o ?2465969, or send a blank email to leave-324659(,9- 
4869935 Z 1~ 59977~’ 1 [~4h45h 38d9R~9522ac99gca~(~ [~53~ep. x~m; eda 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: tontas@u~lC e&~ To 
unsubscribe 
chck here I~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Wednesday,                   4:54 PM 

~uncedu> 
Re: Class today 

On 

¯ -next week is fine, no penalty 
11:51 AM, wrote: 

Dr. Smith, 

I am afraid I won’t be able to make your class today. 
I’ve golten behind on my work 

and have not been able to write the review of Darnton’s book. Can I please present it in your class nex[ 
week? I will of course accept whatever penalb/you deem appropriate. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 8:21 AM 

John Powell             @gmail corn> 

Re: here’s a question that needs to be asked very pointedly 

John--when you come to town, if you have 5 minutes, it would be good to meet you 
On I 1/28/12 8:10 PM, John Powell wrote: 

yeah, like i said we’re being fed sweets when we need a hearty meal 
i’ll make one more trip to campus to tt2¢ to buck him up, but once i declared myrself "out", my 
leverage is shot other than moral suasion 
in the meantime, push on intellectual honesty there are still some on campus who care about that 
i have a bunch of ideas for putting together unarguable, simple info for the community some may 
take foia some i thing they’re proud of, unfortunately 
thanks 
john 

On Wed, Nov 28, 2012 at 8:01 PM, Jay Smith <]a~:smitlr, i~e,~aiL u~c ed~> wrote: 
John: 
I have two conflicting bits of relevant info here 1 Holden called me today and sounded quite 
sincere when he assured me that the "conversation" we will have in the spring will be free- 
wheeling, with all options on the table for discussion 2 Unfortunately, I think the "big" ideas 
w-ill never get beyond the discussion phase I think, in fact, that most university stake-holders are 
assuming your #1 below In September I was invited to a breakfast where the athletics dept’s 
draft "strategic plan" document was shared They had modulated their rhetoric a little, but it’s 
clear that they expect no real changes in the next five years and are going full speed ahead more 
or less along the same road They say they’ll strive for "balance" (a chief goal: have evetT sport 
finish in the top ten nationally "on the field and in the classroom" Yippeee) But they don’t 
even acknowledge how seriously out of whack everything already is, and how the drive to 
"achieve" on the field is precisely the source of the problem 

All of which means that Holden can commit to an open-ended discussion, in part because he’s 
thlly aware that the discussion will accomplish little except to pacify the many faculty who think 
discussion is an end in itself I hope I’m being unduly cynical, but I doubt it For now, I choose 
to be encouraged by Holden’s reafiSrmation of the importance of a no-holds-barred discussion 
Powerful arguments, once voiced, can sometimes take on a life of their own -Jay 
On I 1/28/12 7:16 PM, John Powell wrote: 

The university committed to an open ended, honest and thorough examination and 
discussion of the proper role of athletics on campus, to be led by Hunter Rawlings 
Until that conversation has been had and "baked in", how are you making decisions 
about the athletic department including ones like conference affiliation? 

I can think of three possible answers, in ascending order of acceptability: 

I) we’ve already decided the range of acceptable outcomes from that process and 
manage to it ie, the process is a total fraud 
2) we believe that we understand the likely range of outcomes from the process and 
manage to that ie we believe we can lead the process to our chosen outcome 
3) we have no basis for making such decisions and are therefore tt2cing to keep 
decisions "small" until we get the guidelines to minimize having hamstrung the 
university 



Actually, the "admit Louisville" decision today could fit with any of those strategies 
It fits #3 the best, actually, which encourages me despite my deep suspicion that 
thats not the reasoning 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay SmiN<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Thursday,                   9:22 AM 

~liveuncedu> 

Will you be in ClmNI Hill by clmnce? If so, flint would be a 

scheduledfor3:30 (Thet~wouldbem~)whet~from6-12ofus) -Ja) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, 10:11 AM 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 

Group grade 

~live unc edu>; 
~gmail corn>; 

Please be sure got/get this--not sure of their emails 

Mistresses 

Bravo mesdames! 

-It’s clear that you all learned a lot and did quite a bit of reading Nice 
-Nice organization~ood choices there, with intros to discuss the kings and separate sections for different 
mistress "regimes" Your presentation is also extremely well integrated; the reader doesn’t feel like he/she is 
reading a series of different enttles 
-Interesting that Maintenon taught Louis how to be a good husband Who would have thought? (Or even that 
she sought to portray herself that way not a normal association we have with mistresses, I think it’s fair to 
say) 
-In general, good j ob explaining your sources 
-Sometimes the presentation was a little too anecdote-y, sounding a little like a gossipy book from 1908! (I 
felt this a little bit during the de Nesle sisters and Du Barry~hough I know there’s a lot ofinfo to choose from 
with them ) 
-Not quite right that 1750 was the first negative incident with Pompadour (remember the theater in 1748), 
but nice Vanishing Children tie-in nonetheless 
-I do think your concluding paragraph needs a little more work, needs a little lengthening, as I mentioned 
-And no graphics?! For shame[ (Not really, but a sumptuous mistress or two would have been a nice touch 
Consider that fpr the actual page if you do it) 

I’ve added a few remarks, suggestions, corrections to the hard copy you gave me; please take a look when I give 
it back to you I DO hope that you’ll do one last set of touch-up revisions and post this to Wikipedia (You 
might tack on "in the old regime" to the end of your title) 

Excellem job all around: 96 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smitll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                   2:34 PM 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 
group grade 

Bubble John Law Wikipedia docx 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

Hello folks .... 

Mississippi Bubble 

-~hy were kings alwa);s in debt? Indeed! Nice set-up for the class presentation 
-Good organization, excellent graphics Love the Wikipedia-ready format 
-You spoke with confidence and sounded quite authoritative in the class presentation, which was generally well 
connected, well integrated Good 
-You did a very nice j ob connecting the Law sto~N to the topic of public opinion (and some other themes in our 
course) and to contemporary concerns/events that helped to keep the audience in rapt attention 
-The Legacy section: Good conclusion, witll an overarching theme 
-Not really sure that grain price inflation had that much to do with Law (or at least it’ s not clear to me why they 
would be linked) 
-The last paragraph needs a bit of work, and I’d suggest a quick summa~?¢ or conclusion (if you plan to go "live" 
with this) 

Your written text, which I’ve marked up a bit, had some problems A little sloppy, some unclear writing, some 
insufficiently documented or inaccurate claims And I ahnost jumped out of my office window when I saw 
However leading two sentences A final, thorough editing job by someone would have been a ve~?¢ good idea 

Very good work, but messy around the edges: 92 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                   2:37 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 

group grade 

~live unc edu>; 
~gmail corn>; 

Hello .... 

Vanishing Children 

-Vet2¢ clever use of Berryer there 
-Good research all around and vet2¢ nice contextualizing at the beginning 
-Of the three presentations Tuesday, yours had the most "coherence and connectedness" to it In part, that’s 
because you had a nice compact event with a good book to guide you, but in part it reflected your good choices 
and analytical panache (Yes, you have panache) 
-You came across as ve~T polished, impressively knowledgeable and quite thoughtful Anyone who had never 
heard of this crazy story before would have gladly listened to your account of it 

Also, I must say, your text is extremely well written, well and creatively illustrated and, I’d say, just about ready 
to go "live" I’ve made a few suggestions, and I’ll return it to you in class for your continued reflection .... 

Exemplary work: 98 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 I 1:39 PM 

Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email unc edu> 

Morgan Pitelka ~gmail corn> 

Re: 890 

Mdles-->ou’te fight, as usual SorD" about tbe comfi~sion Morgan does 
NOT ha~c to relum a fo~n (which, in rack he won’t be gelling!), since 
his course is a spbmg course And yes, tbe topics issue I raised 
earlier was exchishiel?, about undergtad courses In otber wot~ls, 
Morgan, an 890 would be jusl fine ir t]l~ll’s i]le direclion we choose -Jay 
On 11/29/12 10:32 PM, Fletcher. W Miles wrote: 
> Dear Morgan and Ja?. (see tlfird pamgrapb), 

> There is an Asian histot3 topics numhar at tha gmdtmle seminar level. Histohi 816, Topics fit Asian Hislot3 I would not. however. 
tecommelld ushtg tltis nun~ber it" you teach a semitmr focusing on nmterial ctdmle, because that course has tbe potential to altract a 
number of students from olher fields In thai case. offering the cottrse as a regular topics seminar (890) would be more effective 

> When you witle Ihat you understand thai "topics courses" are under-enrolled, are you referring Io the email message tlu~l Jay sent to 
Pacult?, membet~ in fire History Departme~t on Nov 16? If so, in flint message I believe tbat Ja?. was refemng to undergraduate topics 
courses and not topics cottrses at tha gmdtmle level Undergmdtmt¢ topics cottrses suffer from the lu~ndicap of nol being approved for 
fidfilling requiremenls for the general educa/ion curriculum (Nol Iha/our undergmdua/e studenls lake courses only to fulfill 
requirements ) At the graduate level, no such pmbhim exists 

> Jay, I believe thai Morgan does not have Io fill Olt[ a course [h~le folln by Dec 5, because Ihose forms are for courses ~o be offered 
fil Ihe ~itl, 2013, and Morgan would like to offer his gmdtmt¢ course in tha spring, 2014 

> Sincerely, 

> Miles 

> -----Ofigi~ml Message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 10:00 AM 

~umd edu 

FYI 

I’ve leally hit the big time now 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 10:00 AM 

Deborah Smith < @duke edu> 

yo 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith ~iaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 11:14 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancysCa email unc edu> 

Re: news re: Talbert 

Nanc.~--.~ es. I think ~e should feature this, ~ith graduation, as h~o ne~ items on our home page Let me get 
back to ?,ou soon on this -Ja?, 
On 11/30/12 10:39 AM. Schoonmaker. Nanc.~ Gra?, ~rote: 

Jeffrey: 

Thanks for sharing this! I am rutming it by Jay Smith, who determines all Histot3’ Department web 
content, for his input on ho~ ~e should use this 

Best, 

Nancy Gray Schoonmaker 
nancvsCa email tmc edu 
Coordinator 
552 Hmnilton Hall, CB#3195 
9199621109 
fax 9199621403 

From: Becker, Jeffrey A. 
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2012 3:20 PN 
To: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Subject: news re: Talbert 

Nancy, 

We posted a blog post today about Richard Talberi’s service as the inaugural Suzanne Deal 

Booth Scholar-in-Residence at ICCS-Rome; thought you might be interested for your website. 

irtlp:ilawmc.ul~c.ad’.l,’~’verdprass!blc, q12012!! 1/29irichard-talbert-serves-t~s-]n:~uqura!-suzanne- 

thanks, 

Jeffrey Becker 

Jeffrey A. Becker, Ph.D. RPA 
Acting Director 
Anc~,qnt Wadd Map~ojng Center 
CB# 8110; 5010 Davis Library 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8110 U.S.A. 
email: a’~r[’(IC~,[~{ J-!f)C.~-,~IU; (O): 1-919-962-0502 
Follow AWMC on Facebcak! 



Nu b jeer:Re: enga~=ment and you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                  12:53 PM 

Cramer, Richard <mrcramer@email unc edu> 
Re: an interesting discussion with an advisee 

ok 
On 12:37 PM, Cramer, Richardwrote: 

Jay, 

I think not. The information could make the student identifiable to a wider audience (the 
instructor or athletic program). And this could work to her detriment. I think we are already aware that 

there is a concentration of athletes in Portuguese language classes. Perhaps an inquiry could stem from 

that to see if they concentrate in certain sections and if the grading in those sections seems suspect. 

&nb sp; Dick 

M. Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 

Graduation Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:iavsmith(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 12:23 PM 
TO: Cramer, Richard 
Subject: Re: an interesting discussion with an advisee 

Dick would you mind sending this to the list? (Or would you mind if I forwarded?) 

On          11:58 AM, Cramer, Richard wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

The           senior has fallen behind because of illness and may not pass PORT 

(note this is third level) because of the Romance Language Department attendance 

requirement for courses. She’s hoping an exception can be made in her case because she has 

been doing fine in all graded work. She says she finds it ironic that she may not pass, but 

"the in the class are u nable to speak the language at all." 

There are many weak links in this un-naked city. 

Cheers, Dick 

M. Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 
Graduation Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, 2:38 PM 

~live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>: 

group grade 

La Noblesse Commer~ante Wikipedia Project touched up docx 

~live unc edu>; 
~live unc edu> 

Hello See below 

Noblesse Commergante 

-Good sources! (Ha) 
-You clearly did a fair amount of digging around in relevant seconda~2¢ sources, and your presentation had the 
advantage (over several of the others) of having a real, honest-to-goodness "thesis" of sorts I appreciated how 
you tried to frame the pamphlet and its importance 
-My one disappointment on substance: I would have liked a bit more on the aftermath in the 1750s and 1760s-- 
you might have used both John Shovlin and J Q C Mackrell for that, both of which talk about some of the 
other writings, and there were many, generated in response to Coyer Arc gets maybe more attention here than 
he should have 
-You sounded wise, but you could have been connected a little more smoothly in the oral presentation 
-The format of the page itself, and the images, are quite impressive I have made a few 
"corrections/suggestions" to the page, which I’m attaching You want to revisit some of your wording, and be 
careful not to be too bold in some of the claims you make But please do consider going back over for a final 
touch-up and actually posting this thing 

VetT nice work: 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,                 3:52 PM 

~email unc edu> 
Re: engagement and you 

--I’ve canghl up wilh Wanda, and I tlfink she was just thrown by 
fl~e somewhat e:ulier-tkm-usual haur Cutth~g into three class haut~ 
shouldn’t really be a larger disinccnliv¢ in late morning than in early 
or lind afiernom~ so I t~all? drift t fifltk it would make much dLffe t~nce 

So I would suggest jusl subslitnling a I¢clure course Or shaking 
with this as is and haping for fire best The probhim is tbat, in tbe 
past, we’ve been fomed to c:mcel classes that mdy had 1-3 students in 
fltem in tbe first week of classes If that wine to happen, we’d ~eall3 

have chosen a title like qesearch methads hi Native Anleficml histmy ," 
which is maybe too abstract for our undcrgmds ) -Jay 

> Hi Jay, 
> What i merest to ask, ~e: rite grader, is haw lfigh you’d set the mtm[hnent and if it leacbed tbe fltreshold of 65 or 90, kfyou thaugbt i 
could have a TA or a grader So Ih¢ ¢nmlhncnl is wha/I’m looking at really and wondering how. at this poinl, I need Io resmtclure a 
different class 

> lr you could follow up wilh Wanda on Ibis Ioday Ihen we can gel som¢lhing going I also dlink il would be worth consulling Wanda 
on fl~e time issue, as ske ofighmll? alerted me to the mtrolhnent problem and suggested that a time cbange migbt won 

so I am basically mmvailable, but will ny to cbeck entail later 

> Thanks. 

> 
>> --1 drift flhrik a grader would be in tbe cards, shrce mtmlhnent probably wouldn’t get above 20-30 at this stage 
>> O11 12:1 I PM. wrole: 
>>> Hi Jay, 
>>> I’ve cc’d W:mda hapmg flint ske still bas fl~e form I filled out with t~quests for tbe Spring; I’m pmW sine one of fl~em was a 
lectm~ that wasfft abeady being offered by other AIS facults’, an I drift have tbe paperwmk in front of me to kuow who’s doing what 
a/file momenl Can I slill gel a grader? 

>> > Thmiks, 

>>> On at I 1:21 AM. "Jay Smid~" <jaysmilh~a email uric edu> wrote: 

>>>> I tNtik denmnd for rite 390s tends to be pret~." "h~elastic" (i e having likle to do with tbe haur it’s offered), so ~na? be cm~celing 



would indeed be the bcsl Ihing Io do (Thanks for b~inging Ihis up--I had nol noticed Ihat the numbers were so low) Do you ha;c a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday, 2:14 PM 

~gmail com> 

statement 

Summer Fellowship marked doc 

-see attached 1 olfl3 caught a few t~ pos, basically In flint ot~e 
paragraph on the firsl page, I do think it would be belier to simplil~ 
in the wa3 you suggest in the nmlgiits 1 dofft fltit~k fl~e 
people are particularly sopltisticated, would likel3 smile on simpler 
prose -Jay 

PS The tiimng should l~ot be a pmblein 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday, December I, 2012 6:02 PM 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarme@admissions unc edu> 

Re: op-ed 

Thanks, Steve No, "public meetings" would not work I had hoped that there might be some middle ground 
between "public" and "closed," specifically--"open to faculty" Apparently not I’m not blaming anyone for 
this, just noting that I think it’s an unfortunate structure for sensitive decision-making We should probably 
have coffee one of these days, maybe in the second or third week of December -Jay 
On 12/1/12 5:56 PM, Farmer, Stephen M wrote: 

Jay, thank you. 

The subcommiEee has itself been working on changes for a while now. 

AS for the suggestion that candidates for admission should be considered in public meetings, I would 

welcome your thoughts about whether other admissions committees on campus should also operate in such 
a way. 

If you would rather talk than write, I would be glad to meet, either in one of ou r of~ces or over coffee. 

Steve 

From: Jay Smith [ja’¢~mith~ema !.u~c ed~.q 
Sent: Saturday, December 01, 2012 t:47 PM 
TO: Simmons, Kara E 
Co: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: Re: op-ed 

Dear Steve and Kara: 
I appreciate that you looked up and communicated these rules to me They seem to suggest that if 
the process is to be changed, it would have to be changed by altering the nature and composition of 
the committee itself’, since "transparency" is effectively offthe table My own feeling is that a 
small appointed committee should not be making such decisions behind closed doors, so I’ll see 

about how I might redirect my efforts Thanks 

Jay 
On 11/30/12 5:38 PM, Simmons, Kara E wrote: 

Dear Jay 

8texe I~’armer asked me to *espond to your question *egvlrdlng whethe* the meetings of the Special 
I alent Subcommittee a*e open to the public 

Mcmhcrs/if tlac public max" attend the mccdngs/if the Spcclal Talcnt Suhcommittcc The 
Sttbcommitcee may ~ into closed session, however, when the Subcommittee is disctxssing individual 



Oxq~://w\~\~ncle~net/CnactedLe~sla~on/Stamtes/HTML/BvSection/Chapter 132/GS 132 

lo: Smkh,jav M 
Subiecc RE: op ed 

Dear Jay: 

I hank you ~o* writing I hope you had a good holiday and we*e able m catch your breath be~ure 
the home stretch of the semester 

At the same time and I say this tespectflllly I do think that some of the lang¢lage that’s been 

used has had the ei±cct of s%gnatizu~g students, even if it has done so uxadvertentlv It seems to 
me tlxat we \v~ll got a better result if\re t~k about these issues in a caro±ul, measured, and 
congiderflte way 



I saw you* piece in the N&O today, and while I disagree wldl almost eve*ything in it [!j (especially 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                  11:35 AM 

~live unc edu>; 
~ ~live unc edu>; 

:@live unc edu> 

groups assessment 

~liveuncedu>; 

Hello folks See below (I’m not sure I have 
appreciate it) 

colrect email--if one of you would folw-ard to her, I’d 

La Motte 

(Most of my comments are about the presentation): 
Maybe a little too much narrative about her background at the beginning? 
Again, maybe a little too much narrative on the Necklace Yes, a bit less on this (since we know the basic sto~’y 
already) 

Great, exemplary, discussion of your sources and their reliability 

For presentation purposes again, because the class already knows a bit about this subject it would have been 
a nice touch to stress something new you might have learned about the Necklace Affair itself Did you come 
across a salacious detail, or a bit of absurdity, that the class doesn’t know about but might like to? 

Nice job the editing was good, the connectedness never in question Maybe too much narrative~ut in part 
that’s the "fault" of the subject, I realize 

After having looked at the text you submitted I’m mightily impressed by the clean writing and the trouble you 
took to make this sound like the product of a single "voice" Nice pics, too Great job[ My only challenge on 
organization has to do with where you put Pompadour and Bar~y Should they perhaps be discussed 0naybe in 
a shortened version) in a side-box? The chronology is oft; though I understand why you’ve put them here for 
thematic reasons 

On the Necklace I think you mean "under the false pretense" rather than premise 
Also, your footnote 2021 needs to be separated somehow 

All in all, though: terrific job I hope you’ll post this to after a correction or two 
Grade: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday, December 2, 2012 11:42 AM 

Email Support,       ~bellsouth net> 

Robert Kaplan <rkaplan@torreypineshealth corn> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] ARG meeting Dec 6 

In its CU~Tent configuration, the university definitely does not have the will Only fierce, relentless pressure 
from faculty and others can possibly make a difference Honestly, I’m not too sanguine about that, either But 
we can keep trying 
On 12/1/12 11 : 12 AM, Email Support wrote: 

Thanks, Bob. The question is whether the university has the will to accept the lesser 
athletic expectations associated with abandoning "exceptions." Duke has.! 

From: Robed Kaplan 
To: Email Support 

Well done George! 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 30, 2012, at 8:20 AM, Email Support < ~’bellboud~ net> wrote: 

My correspondence with the leader of the faculty group re: the athletic 
scandal... 
George 

..... Forwarded Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith <ja2~mitq@cn?ai! m?cJ~’d~> 
To: Email Suppod ¯ 
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2012 5:30 PM 
Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] ARG meeting Dec. 6 

Thanks, George Very thoughtful, very helpful I agree that Admissions should be job 
#1 (Or #2 after cleaning up that support program) 
On 11/29/12 4:42 PM, Email Support wrote: 

Here are are my suggestions for a "down and dirty" discussion of 
our athletic problems. 
1.Can we agree that the University has been hurt by the athletic 
scandal? The nature of the "hurt" pertains to our reputation as a 
distinguished public university; the Carolina degree has been 
tarnished and its diploma cheapened. In this respect, the entire 
student body, and especially, the Liberal Arts program, has 
suffered. The damage is not permanent and, presuming a 
commitment to athletic reform, we can assume that our good name 
will be restored within a few years. 
2. The nature of the problem lies in admitting students who are not 



prepared to succeed academically at this university based on high 
school performance and scholastic aptitude tests. The Admissions 
Office is careful in its selection of freshman applicants but that care 
is abandoned when "exceptions" are sought for athletes. Ill- 
prepared to succeed at college-level work, their only means of 
maintaining eligibility lies in various mechanisms for avoiding 
confrontation with their academic limitations. It is these evasive 
maneuvers that have produced the scandal, maneuvers that have 
involved faculty as well as students. 
3. In aspiring to national championships in the revenue-producing 
sports, we have created an atmosphere that "looked the other way" 
in the case of athletes who could produce such results. We’re told 
of students who had never read a book nor could characterize a 
paragraph. But what they could do was win games and earn large 
amounts of TV money for the university. It is TV that now calls the 
tune for our Athletic conferences and the price that we pay for 
sharing in that "beneficence" is the corrosion of academic values 
and the integrity of our academic programs. Can we free ourselves 
from the addiction to TV money? Are there universities that have 
not allowed the poison of TV money to degrade the quality of their 
academic offerings--that have insisted that their student athletes 
must be capable of performing in the classroom,m as well as on the 
field? It is such schools that should serve as our model and, were 
we to start over, we would be better served by competing 
athlethically with schools that share our academic standards. I 
presume that several schools in the ACC would meet that criteria 
and I can imagine an altered conference in the future. 
4. Our immediate task to tighten up admission standards. 
Applicants whose potential for success in the classroom as 
projected from high school grades and measures of scholastic 
aptitude is such that they would not currently be offered admission, 
should not be admitted as "exceptions." The University of North 
Carolina may be "the University of the people" but not all people 
have the academic capacity and interest to profit from what we 
offer. Let’s upgrade our admission standards, stick to them, and let 
the chips fall where they may. We can only emerge as an 
educational institution of whom we can be proud and whose 
diploma can be displayed with pride. 
George S. Baroff 

I hope I haven’t already forgotten how to do a Doodle poll but I think 
you follow the link below to register your time preferences Dec 6 is 
reading day, so I’m hoping that many of you are available to meet At this 
meeting, we will discuss (among other things) what, if anything, we would 
liketorequestofHolden I’ll send another message about this tomorrow 
or early next week 

I would like to invite you to the Doodle poll "ARG meeting" 



Please follow the link in order to participate in the poll: 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
[~be!!~o~!~ net To unsubscribe 

click here: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday:                  12:14 PM 

l@email unc edu> 
Re: meeting 

C~ n’l remember if I responded to Ihis. but Ihanks. I’ll b¢ in touch 
Tlfis is great news 
On        12:29 PM,             wrote: 
> Dear Professor Shrifts, 

> Sure. I’d be happ3 to lalk willl y’all and Ihal day woNs for me I look for~ ard to Ihe meeting 
> 
>Best, 

> Tile UniverSily o f Norlll CAirolina a/Chapel Hill 

> From: Jay Smith [iaysmitb~aemail uric ¢du] 
> Scnl: Thursday,                 9:25 AM 

> Subject: rattling 

> Hello 
> : lnentioned to me yesterda) that you, too, have served as a 

> a group of facuh) vei) hltetested in lefomfing fl~e swstem so that 
> afltletes will get teal educatiot~s (that’s one of our top priorities, 
> am’wa) ) But we crave mote and heifer information about haw the swstem 
> act~lall) woiks Would you be willing to join m) group for a 

> experiences? I’m t~yh~g to set up a meeting, if it’s com’euient for you 
> and tbe da~" before spring classes begin Tlfis would be Tuesda), 
> al 3:30 Will you be around and are you willing? Needless Io 
> sa), everything you sa) would be strictl) colffidenfial Tlmt~ks -Ja~" Snfifl~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                  12:15 PM 

@live unc edu> 

-did you get ira." email about 

Jay 

? I dofft tlthtk I beard back from 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday, December 2, 2012 12:16 PM 

pat gavin ~gmail corn> 

Re: read this 

Pat--I never got this article you refer to here Forget to send it? 
On I 1/29/12 12:04 PM, pat gavin wrote: 

Just sent you Luskin’s a~icle from 4 years ago Enron and Kmgman connection just as bad as 
anything that Mitt Romney did 
I just sent you that article to get your dander up but the FACT that he leaves out is that 
WRITERS write to provoke thought I love controversy Krugman should NOT change his style 
I find it funny that ill informed righties think that he is the anti-christ I just don’t agree w/him He 
also proposes HUGE cuts when times are flush unfortunately that NEVER happens, and you,he 
and I know it 

On Wed, Nov 28, 2012 at 11:45 PM, Jay Smith ~l.a.2tS_n_~’~,±~tikuncgAt,~ wrote: 
especially the part about Kmgman! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                  1:02 PM 

Re: Class absence 
~gmail corn> 

> l apologize for lnisshlg class toda> I have been M> intention had been to take a ~mp before class and tben 

available somethne Friday or am’day next week besides monday to go over somces for m) paper brier) I tbink rm doing alrigbt but 
I dofft want to nfiss out on something critical I appreciate your belp, and agahz I’m sort5 about nfissing class 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smdh ~jaysmilh~aemail unc cdu> 

Sunday, D¢c¢nlber 2, 2012 1:40 PM 

George S Baroff < ?t,hallsoulh ncl> 

Re: Fwd: [facult3--athletics-fomm] ARG meeting Dec 6 

Gcorgc-indccd. it rarcl) happens 1 undcrsland Ihal Ihal the mosl "al risk" calcgo~, (olhcr than foolball pla) crs. 1 suppose!) is made 
up of the juttior transfer sa~dents, so many of whom coine fiom comnnntity colleges and stn~ggle to make the leap up -Jay 
On 11/30/12 11:40 AM. George S Baroff\~role: 

George 

From: "George S. Baroff’ <       ~bOtsoJ[h.n~t> 
Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] ARG meeting Dec. 6 
Date: November 30, 2012 11:37:00 AM EST 
To: rjbcem < 

fluitk out because of lack of preparedness must be very lnodest the U mversits" has a long bistoiy of 

OnNov 30, 2012, at 11:26 AM, ljbcem wrote: 

- I mad your conunents and one question came to nfind - what am the cur tent and historic 
statistics around "flutaking" out for general population (not atlfletes) students? In other words, 

be able to handle tbe work Tlfis might be an inteiesting piece of data 

My correspondence with fl~e leader of the faculb, group re: the atltletic scandal 

George 

..... Foixx arded Message ..... 

From: Jay Smiih <iax lrdlh kcmtdl ul/c cdn> 

Thaitks, George Veiy thougbtful, vet5 belpfid 1 agree that Adinissions should 
be job #1 (Or #2 aflcr cleaning up that support program ) 

On 11/29/12 4:42 PM, Entail Support wrote: 

Here ale ale in} suggestions for a "down and diiw" disca~ssion of our 
alhlciic problems 



prepared to succeed academicalb m tlits umvet~it3 based on lfigh 

Office is ca~efid in its selection of fiesbman applicants but that case 
is abandoned when "exceptions" are sougbt for athletes Ill-prepared 

ehgibilits" lies in various mechanisms for avoiding co~ffrontation with 

produced the scandal, maneuvet~ that have revolved facult3 as well 

sports, we have created an atmosphere that "looked tbe otber wa?" in 

paragraph But what tbey could de was win games and earn laige 

tune for our Athletic conferences and tbe price that we pay" for 

the mtegrit) of our acadenfic programs Can we free ourselves from 

allowed tbe poison of TV money to degrade rite quarts" of their 

It is such schools flint should serve as our model and, weie we to 

aflfletlfically with scbools that share our acadenfic standaids 1 

I can imagine mt alteied conference m the fi~ture 

40urimmedial¢ task Io lighten up admission standards Applicants 
whose potential for success in the classroom as p~qiected front lfigh 
school grades and measures of scholaslic apldude is such Ihal Ihey 
would not currently" be offered ad~mssimk sbould not be admitted as 
"exceptions " Tile Univcrsdy of Nonh Carolina may be "lhe 
Umversits" of the people" but not all people have the acadenfic 
capacily and inlcrcsl Io profil from whal wc off-or Lcl’s upgrade our 
admission standards, stick to tbem, and let tbe chips fall where they 
may Wc can only emerge as an cducalional inslitulion o[ whom we 
can be proud and wbose diploma can be displayed with pride 

George S Baroff 

Senl: Thursday, November 29, 2012 3:14 PM 

SId~j¢cl: [facully--alhl¢lics-fontm] ARG mecling Dec 6 

1 hope 1 haven’t alrcad3 forgotten how Io do a Doodle poll bul 1 
tlitnk you follow the liJtk below to ~egister your time p~efe~ences 



Dec 6 is reading day, so I’m hoping thai many of you arc available 
meet At this meeting, we will discuss (mnong other tNngs) wlmt, 
anylhing, we would like Io rcquesl of Holden I’ll send anolher 

I would like to im’ite you to the Doodle pot1 "ARG meeting" 

Please follo\~ Ihc link in order Io parlicipale in Ihe poll: 

-- You ate currently subscribed to facu 1~,- -at l~letic s - fo nmt as: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday, December 2, 2012 10:38 PM 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 
Fwd: RE: COIA 

depressing 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: COIA 

Date:Sun, 2 Dec 2012 19:37:39 -0500 
From:Boxill, Jan <JMBOXH Lf~_~t,laH unc ed~J-" 

To:Smith, Jay M <ia\’smi/h~vemail u~c edu> 

Jay, 

Lissa Broome has been our representative. I am thinking of attending the Feb. 

Jan 

Jan Boxill 

Chair of the Faculty 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 

Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3125 

Office Phone: 919 962 3317 

Mobile Phone: 

Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 

Michel De Montaigne 

meetings. 

Hi Jan do you know who represents UNC at the meetings of COlA 

(Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics)? Richard has brought to my 

attention an upcoming meeting in February, and I’m just wondering who if 

anyone from UNC would be attending. The theme of the next meeting is 

"expanding the faculty role in athletics governance." 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 9:22 AM 

Catherine Maley <          ~bellsouth net> 

Re: recent articles both N and 0 and Tar Heel 

Thanks, Cathy And thanks again for that dinner, which was wonderful 
On 12/2/12 6:40 PM, Catherine Maley wrote: 

Hy Jay... 

Bravo! again for standing up to the ’big guys’.., and I was happy to see another couple replies to your N and 
O letter to the Editor and good interview with the student. Keep up the good work. 

Cathy 

Dr. Catherine A. Maley, President 
Institut Francais d’Amerique 
formerly I’lnstitut Francais de Washington 
Professor Emerita French and Romance Linguistics 
University of No~[h Carolina-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,               12:08 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: french revolution independent study 

How about Marisa Linton’s book with Wright? 

We may squeeze in an ’origins’ book or two. Certainly Tocqueville. 
On       8:20 PM,           wrote: 

Would we be open to any Old Regime or Origins books? And what were you going to recommend I pair 
Wright’s Mably book with? You slated David Bell’s Cult of the Nation for the same week. Will that do for the 
5-7pp. review? 

From: Jay Smith [.La~_~,~i£J2~£.~0~2#~] 
Sent: Sunday, :[:07 PH 
To: 
Subject: Re: french revolution independent study 

I’m not *huge* fan of the Walton book, but maybe As for Markoffand Shapiro and Markoff-- 
together they comprise something like 1400 pages We’ll need to strategize on that 
On         11 : 17 AM,                   wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

I would like to go through Furet again, and Tocqueville too if that’s OK with everybody else. 
The books that I had wanted to ~ead that deal with the ~evolutionary period itself a~e: 

Baker, Inventing the French Revolution 
Edelstein, The Terror of Natural Right 
Walton, Policing Public Opinion in the French Revolution 
Shapiro and Markoff, Revolutionary Demands 
Markoff, The Abolition of Feudalism 

That’s my two cents. What did everybody else want to read? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  12:09 PM 

~live unc edu> 

thesis 

distribute to ever5 one, OK? I tlthtk fltat’s what we were boflt plmmmg, 

for you in a ma~er of hout~ I dofft exNct that there will be much 
for you to do, but I just want to belp you make it as clemt as possible 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday                  12:12 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Letters of Recommendation 

-congrats on this As for attendance just show me your notes on the presentations and I’ll get you 
added to the "present and accounted for" list 
On 5 : 12 PM,                wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

On an unrelated note, I realized today that I never signed the attendance sheet on Tuesday. I didn’t have 
my computer with me, but I took notes on the group presentations by hand. I’m not really sure how much 
attendance matteN in the grand scheme of the course, but I did want to let you know that I was in class. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  2:15 PM 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] DTH on academic support 

Richard--how about some Tuesday afternoon in Janua~T? If you could find a day (other than Jan 8) at the 3:30 
hour, that might be ideal If, in addition to you could find one for whom academics has been a real 
challenge, that would be extra ideal -Jay 

On 2:05 PM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Jay, 

I think there would be several        players who would be interested in visiting now that the 
season is over I’ll be glad to reach out to as well as several other players Just let me 
know now that the season’s over 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Adrninistration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI website: www unc edl@:sri 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: wt~!w.csiicon[erence./)C~ 

Lifc is an obligation Wc’rc not hcrc to dic slowly, wc’rc hero to live fully 

From: Jay Smith <iaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Smith, Jay M" <[aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday,                1:53 PM 

TO: discussion <faculty athletics forum(~listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: [faculty athletics~orum] DTH on academic support 

I wonder if       would be willing to come talk to us His eligibility is done, what’s he have to be 
aft-aid oF? Schedule it, Dick! 
On 12/3/12 1:33 PM, Cramer, Richard wrote: 

The person with the highest Federal salary by far is the coach of the Navy football team. 

Maybe that can be cut as part of the budget deal. 



Another Tarheel ar[icle today that could have made us feel somewhat good about our sports 

program. The article about               could have pointed out that he is a pretty good 

student, besides being an outstanding player and nice guy. 

Cheers, Dick Cramer 

M. Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 

Graduation Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences 

From: Silvia Tom~gkov~ [mailto:tomas~unc.edul 
Sent: Monday, 1:19 PM 
To: discussion 
Subject: Re: [faculb/--athletics-forum] DTH on academic support 

My favorite set of facts (which tells me "something" about the priorities): 

"This year’s athletic budget proposed increases in spending for bigger categories like 
"salaries and benefits" and ’~direct sports expenses" 

The former saw a $27 million increase that equaled the amount of the department’s 
new revenue The latter saw $1 6 million in new spending while other areas, such as 
facilities and administration, saw cuts 

This year’s budget accords "academic support," a catego~N mostly made of tutoring 
spending, $120,000 less in department-generated money than last year That’s a nearly 
24 percent drop from last year" 

On I: 12 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

A badly written a~icle, unfortunately, but there are some nuggets worth 
pondeHng: 

http://www dailytarheel com/a~icle ~caa-funds-academic- support 

The Pell Grant and NCAA-dependency seems somehow unseemly 
Though maybe I’m missing something 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
tomas~?unc edu To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists unc edu/u? 
id 48699882dcd754977f3Paa254degl18ece6dd8e3&n T&I facultv-- 
athletics-forum&o 32496859, or send a blank email to leave-32496859- 
48699882 dcd754977f3 faa254de9118ece6dd8e3 (-a)listse~w unc edu 

You are CU~Tently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: mrcramerKa)email unc edu 

To unsubscribe click here: hup://lists unc edu/u? 
id 4869989194aa6dc8edbO8deOlcca2c6125bOccc5&n T&I faculty--athletics- 



fomm&o 32496897 

(It may be necessa~?¢ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32496897- 
48699891 94aa6dc8edb08de01 cca2c6f25b0cccS@listse~ unc edu 

You are cullently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: iaysmith~a)email unc edu 

To unsubscribe click here: h~p://lists unc edu/u? 
id 4869985765997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&I faculty--athletics- 
forum&o 32496975 

(It may be necessa~?¢ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32496975- 
48699857 65997791b4b45b38dgf69522ac998ca9@listserv unc edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: soutball(~,email unc edu 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists unc edu/u? 
id 486998843c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I facult¥--~thlelics- 
fomm&o 32497095 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32497095- 
48699884 3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223 e6(~a)listse~w- unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 I 1:35 PM 

pat gavin          ~gmail corn> 

more deficit hypocrisy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 8:21 AM 

pat gavin"         ~gmail corn> 

Re: more deficit hypocrisy 

I know that states contribute to Medicaid, but they have Medicare costs? What are they? I admit that I don’t 
know much about the operation of Medicare 

But it’s beside the point Paul Ryan and the deficit scolds tell us we must have austerity because the *federal* 
debt is now out of control Obama slices 16 trillion offthat debt, and they shrug and come back with a plan 
that slices 113 billion instead Huh? As Kmgman has always said, Republicans just like using deficit fears to 
push the slashing of Medicare and SS They don’t really give a damn about the deficit It’s the safety net they’re 
after 

I never saw the Enron article Re-send 
On 12/4/I 2 7:35 AM, pat gavin wrote: 

Two things notice the wording Federal Funds in regard to Medicare states administer the 
program And we both know that the 1 6 trillion is a myth sma~ rich guys will CHANGE the 
way they take income, defer income etc etc So again with a persuasion piece the "facts" fit the 
model It is such a canard to say that HIGHER Tax rates of the past MADE the boom times 
happen they are just a by product of a sound healtby economy 

Saw Krugman on BOOKTV over the weekend, decent talker but is whiny and sniffy to everyone I 
disagree w/him on markets, he totally thinks tbat he has them figured out, so we need for him to 
tell us where the next Apple, Wright Bros, Ford, Carnegie, Rockefeller is If he cant,’ then the 
mysterious hands of the market are certainly in play No one knows what the NEXT BIG THING 
is that will change the game I hope he doesn’t say it’s Enron whom he praised and took some 
dough from before the crash and the looting of the consumer I hope his conscience is clear on 
that one 

On Mon, Dec 3, 2012 at I 1:35 PM, Jay Smith <.ia}-sl~,i~h{g;el~!ai] un~ edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, December 4, 2012 8:53 AM 

~gmail com 
Re: Kmgman’s Posthumous Nobel 

ialkmg about l/ow markets lad evolved He sbould be fmdted for not 

profiting from? I don’t get it 

On 12/4/12 8:41 AM         "l;gnmil corn wrote: 
> Het~’s an item from NRO I tbougbt you’d like to t~ad: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 9:18 AM 

Matthew Andrews <            ~mac corn> 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

127 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 I 1:48 AM 

Owre, Max <owre@email unc edu> 
Re: Confidential information on students 

If there are no athletes, I just don’t care 
On        10:09 AM, Owre, Max wrote: 

Dear Friends, 
I’m just giving a heads up on the likelihood of two incompletes this semester an alarmingly high number 

for 19 students total. 
came to see me several times during the semester and discussed 

He is an incredibly intelligent 

student and an excellent writer, but he is facing some serious issues. 

More acute is the case of              She, however, has followed all proper procedures 

I have received notification from the dean to be as flexible as 

I can and see little problem giving her some time next semester to finish. 

I lust wanted to let you know. Besides these two, everyone else is fine. 

Please advise if there’s something else I can do. 

Best, 

Max 

Maximilian Owre, PhD 

Associate Director 

Program in the Humanities 

Lecturer in History 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 537-3520 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 11:48 AM 

Renner, Joy J <JoyRenner@med unc edu> 

Re: Joy Renner - change in venue 

Sounds good 
On 12/4/12 10:24 AM, Rennet, Joy J wrote: 

l low about we meet at tile back door to Lenoir dining (you r side of the building) at Z2 and we can decide 

much for lunch, 

919 986 5147Desk 

Ceil 
919-966-595:1 I:a× 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:iavsmith(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2012 9:57 AM 
TO: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Re: Joy Renner - change in venue 

Sure. Is there a place you like to go? I rarely venture inside. 

On 12/4/12 9:49 AM, Rennet, Joy J wrote: 

Tbat works would you like to grab a bite in Lenoir wbi!e we talk before your class? 



919 966 5147Desk 

9 ] 9-966-695~ Fax 

From: 3ay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2012 9:43 AN 
To: Renner, 3oy 3 
Subject: Re: 3oy Renner - change in venue 

Joy how about tomorrow (Wed) at noon? I teach at 1, but could come wherever for a noon 

meeting. 

On 12/4/12 9:14 AM, Renner, Joy J wrote: 

Otherwise, here are times ! cou!d make work this week 

Let me know what works with your busy schedule this week. I know it is a tough 

week to schedule anything, 



From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmith(~email.unc.edul 
Sent~ Monday, December 03, 2012 10:26 PM 
TO~ Renner, Joy J 
Subject~ Re: Joy Renner - change in venue 

Oops, forsot about faculty council. I’m open 12-2 on Thursday. 

On 12/3/12 10:22 PM, Renner, JoyJ wrote: 

Friday I have a final from 9 to 12 and a mt~ at 2 and faculty council 

at 3. 

Any time open Wed and Thurs? 

Sent from my iPod 

On Dec 3, 2012, at 10:18 PM, "Jay Smith" 

<iaysmith@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

Joy--better idea. Let’s reschedule. My afternoon is 

Iookin8 much busier than I anticipated. Are you 

around Friday afternoon, after, say, 2pm? Next week 

I should have lots of time. -Jay 

On 12/3/12 2:55 PM, Renner, Joy J wrote: 

Hi Jay! 

Any chance we can meet over this way 

inthe Beach Caf6 (behind Bondurant; 

beside Carrinston and Berryhill) and a 

little earlier in the day? If not, I can still 

make the orisinal 2:00 Bookstore plan 

work. Just a little tight with some class 

and student needs. I can work around 

times between 10:30 and 2:00. 

919 966 5147Desk 

Cell 

9 ]9-966-695] Fax 



EERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                 I:01 PM 

~email unc edu> 
Re: Early Modern l~urope TA 

-Cynthia Radding handles the TA assignments, but I do know that Lloyd Kramer is likely to need 
another TA for his (Western Civ) You might email prof Radding and request that assignment -Jay Smith 
On 12:35 PM, wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I am a           originally assigned to TA for Prof. McIntosh’s section of Early Modern Europe this 
spring. I saw him a few days ago and he said enrollment was so low that he wasn’t teaching it or that he 
wouldn’t need TAs. I know you are also teaching this course. Do you know whether I am being assigned to 
TA another course? Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday                 1:42 PM 

Re: page length question 
@dukeedu> 

urn, yes 
On 1:41 PM, wrote: 

10 sounds perfectly reasonable Double spaced? (I want to prevent myself from cheating) 

Best, 

On Tue,            at 12:30 PM, Jay Smith C~ snStt_[_~’,sa..~.n..~]~Nnc {~_t!> wrote: 
Gee You’ve reminded me that I never posted that "how to do this assignment" thing to Sakai 
Will do so now 

I won’t flip my lid if you go a little over 7 pages, but I do think that concision is a valuable, 
under-appreciated quality And since you’re talking about only 2 (or so) books, l0 pages or more 
sure would seem a bit excessive to me Since you also went over on the first one let me drop 
the hammer on you and insist that you keep it at no more than 10 Is that reasonable? 
On 12:04 PM,                    wrote: 

Hello Dr Smith, 

I’ve started drafting up my book review, and I’ve had a difficult time being vetT 
concise I don’t imagine rll be doubling your desired page length, but I’m concerned 
that I will certainly go over it 

I thought I should check in with you to find out how you felt about this Do you feel 
as though concision is an important part of your learning goal in this case, and so I 
should make sure to keep to 5-7 pages? 

Thanks, and all the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                5:57 PM 

~aol corn 
Re: Invitation to Texas for athletic and adademic ethics round table 

Joe--sounds great to me, though maybe we could talk briefly about it before I confirm I’ll try to give you a call 
tomorrow, late AM -Jay 
On 5:08 PM,        ~,g..o.]..~.o.22 wrote: 

Dear Jay, 
it was a pleasure to see you in Chapel Hill, even if rush!d! Hope the end of the semester is not too 
hectic 
I’m writing in the hope that we might get you to come to Texas for the Buttrill Ethics Roudtable at 

the Glasscock Humanities Center here on               , devoted to "Ethics, Athletics, and Higher 
Education in the US" You would be great for the event, given your role at UNC We can pay all 
travel and an honorarium 
I realize this may be a "sensitive matter" for you, so if you are interested in coming, we could chat 
on the phone to make sure you are comfortable with the scenario we envisage I can call you 
whenever you like, or you could call me: 
I look forward to hearing from you, and seeing you in CH later in April 
All best, 
Joe 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith 5iawmith(i~’~email tmc eltu> 
To: Catherine Maley < ~ bellaouth t?et> 
Cc: Mary Morrow < ’5;ear~h!ink net>; Laurel Sneed <lsne¢@5;~0prendfi~und o~>: Joe 
Golsan < ,’~gacl corn>: Marianna Chambless ~ ~tnc rJ co~n>: Margaret/Buck 
Flintom < ~SI’.emi~arq,x!NI corn>; Buckanne Williams < k)aoLcon~> ; Lloyd 
Kramer :[krame~.@c~riaikun~: edu> 
Sent: Fri,            10:28 am 
Subject: Re: Fw: Provence flyer and more 

I hate to be a complainer, but I can’t read this flyer Can only barely make out the date Is there a 
way to put another background in there? Or maybe it looks a whole lot better in print 
On 1:08 PM,                wrote: 

FYI Attached is the menu for the dinner post Beaujolais event at La Provence. You will need 
to call them            to make your reservation. Payment is made at the restaurant since 
none of this money goes to the Institut...but their price is terrific and just for ou r group. 

Dr Catherine A Maley, President 

Institut Francais d’Amerique 

formerly Plnsfitut Francais de Washington 
Professor Emerita French and Romance Linguistics 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
..... Original Message ..... 
From"        ~ao!.com 



Sent: Monday,                11:49 AM 
Subject: Provence flyer and more 

Bonjour, 
Based on the information I obtained from Thomas, I drafted an event announcement for the 
Provence optional add-on, and Christina designed an attractive poster, a[lached. We should all 
circulate as widely as we can, not only on email lists but also our web pages and wherever we 
can. Thank you[ 
Catherine, it occurs to me, re prizes, that you have an ongoing relationship with II Palio, since 
that is where you organize the IFA dinner, and that if you asked them for a voucher, they 
should be happy to accommodate? 
Susan, would you please look into the name tag business again? Elizabeth hasn’t responded 
about the name tags that wind around glasses, so I leave it up to your ingenuity to come up 
with an appropriate kind of name tag, either for glasses or for people to wea~? Grand merci[ 
Christina, would you go ahead and post the Provence flyer (second version) on the Beaujolais 
FB page? 
I’ve already sent it to Thomas and Elizabeth with a recommendation they post it on their 
websites and send to Provence to advertise. 
Any updates from anyone? 
Samia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 6:27 PM 

Joe Nocera <          ~gmail corn> 

Re: does anyone you know there .... 

I hope you crack it Next week OK for me Wednesday afternoon not great, but Thursday and Friday both 
pretty good Look fol~vard to it 
On 12/4/I 2 6:24 PM, Joe Nocera wrote: 

Thanks I need to crack the case for my book I will be there late next week Let’s have a cup of 
coffee 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 4, 2012, at 5:55 PM, Jay Smith qiaysmitb@cmaJ! ~nc cd~> wrote: 

I’m afraid the cone is real Lots of reasons for this-beginning with the fact that 
Nyang’oro was allowed to walk into retirement without ever having answered 
questions from people who knew which questions to ask And from what I’ve gathered 
r-ore my few conversations with Jim Martin and his Baker-Tilly helpers, the academic 
support people have not exactly been spilling any beans We may never know 
how/why it all happened If there’s a person who has to know more than he’s let on in 
public, it’s Robert Mercer (former director of the Academic Support Program) But he 
has no incentive to talk It" anything comes to mind, I’ll let you know 
On 12/4/12 5:10 PM, Joe Nocera wrote: 

.... really have a handle of the African American studies dept 
scandal? There seems to be a cone of silence, thanks, Jay. 

Joe Nocera 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 (office) 

’,cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 10:16 PM 

Joe Nocera <nocera@nytimes corn> 

Re: another question 

Sure It’s d~uo~i~’4unc edu 
On 12/4/12 6:51 PM, Joe Nocera wrote: 

do you have an email address for Deb Stroman? I met her at the luncheon earlier this 
year that you put together, thanks. Joe 

Joe Nocera 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 (oPfice) 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 12:29 PM 

Renner, Joy J <JoyRenner@med unc edu> 

Re: Joy Renner - change in venue 

will be there in a minute--I waited until 12:15 and left See ya soon I hope 
On 12/5/12 12:24 PM, Rennet, J oy J wrote: 

Hi Jay! I am at Lenoir but have not seen you I tried calling your office but did not get an answer 
If you receive this message I am still in Lenoir and will hang until 12;45 I have on red and black 
and will be sitting at one of the tables to the side or in the back left from you side of Lenoir 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 4, 2012, at 9:57 AM, "Jay Smith" ~iaysmithabemail unc edu> wrote: 

Sure Isthereaplaceyouliketogo? I rarely venture inside 
On 12/4/12 9:49 AM, Renner, Joy J wrote: 

929 966 5147Desk 

Cell 

919 566 6951 Fax 

From: Jay Smith [mailLo:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2012 9:43 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Re: Joy Renner - change in venue 

Joy how about tomorrow (Wed) at noon? Iteach at i, but could come 

wherever for a noon meeting. 

On 12/4/12 9:14 AM, Rennet, Joy J wrote: 



Will you be coming to the FAC meeth-,g today? We could catch Lip 

Hght before or right after that meeting as well It begins at 4:30, 

Joy J Renneb M,A., RT(R), FAEIR$ 

9:[9 966 5:[47Desk 

Cell 

9:[9 966 695:[ Fax 

From: Jay Smith [maJlto:iaysmith@email.unc.edul 
Sent= Monday, December 03, 2012 10:26 PM 
TO= Renner, Joy J 
Subject= Re: Joy Rennet - change in venue 

Oops, forgot about faculty council. I’m open 12 2 on Thursday. 

On 12/3/12 10:22 PM, Renner, JoyJ wrote: 

Friday I have a final from 9to 12 and a mtg at 2 and 

faculty council at 3. 

Anytime open Wed and Thurs? 



Sent from my iPod 

On Dec 3, 2012, at 10:18 PM, "Jay Smith" 

<iaysmith @email.u nc.edu> wrote: 

Joy better idea. Let’s reschedule. My 

afternoon is IookinB much busier than I 
anticipated. Areyou around Friday 

afternoon, after, say, 2pm? Next week I 

should have lots of time. -Jay 

On 12/3/12 2:55 PM, Renner, Joy J 

wrote: 

Hi Jay! 

Any chance we can meet 

over this way in the Beach 

CafB (behind Bondurant; 

beside CarrinBton and 

Berryhill) and a little 

earlier inthe day? If not, I 

can still make the oriBinal 

2:00 Bookstore plan work. 

Just a little tiBht with 

some class and student 

needs. I can work around 

times between 10:30 and 

2:00. 

919 966 5147Desk 

Cell 

9:[9 966 6951 



thi~ padi~ by an 
authorized ~te o~icia~ 

FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 4:56 PM 

Joe Nocera <nocera@nytimes corn> 

Re: Jack Evans 

Joe: 

Funny, just a month or so ago I had an interesting contretemps with Osborne She’s "all in" with the college 
sport model, in my opinion But she may be worth talking to Evans is certainly ve~T knowledgeable but 
similarly "buys in" Of course you need to talk to those people, too (And in fact, you yourself may "buy in" in 
some respects that are quite different from mine--it’s your book!) I’m guessing you know and/or have talked to 
Hodding Carter? He’s one of the "Knight commission" guys, with a perspective that probably reflects that, but 
he knows a lot and has been around the block I’m sure he would make time for you 

fla},_!cr uac edu 
(that’s Osborne) 

Jay 
On 12/5/12 12:59 PM, Joe Nocera wrote: 

Do you know I can reach him? I understand he is the retired faculty rep, and I thought he 
m~ght have some useful things to say. Also, is Barbara Osborne (sp) someone I should be 
trying to talk to? Not sure what her story is, but I was told she was pretty involved in 
looking closely at college sports, thanks, best, joe 

Joe Nocera 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 (oPi] ce) 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, December 5, 2012 5:05 PM 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Mattinez column 

> Life is an obligation We’re not here to die slowly, we’re hcrc Io live 

> On 12/5/12 11:46 AM, "Vin Stepoimitis" <vps?~email uric edu> wrote: 

>> Riclmt~l -- I’d be hltetested to hear your lake on Rick Marthtez’s colunm 
>> in Ioday’s N&O (see link below) Bcsl, Vin 



>> Professor of Anthropology 
>~ Clmir, Cumculum in Archaeolo~ 
>~ Director. Research Laboratories of At~lmeolog~ 

>> Mailing address: 
>~ Reseamh Laboratories of Amlmeolog9 
>~ U~m’ersi~ of Noah Camlitm 
>> Chapel Hill. NC 27599-3120 

>> Icl: (919) 962-6574 
>) f~: (919) 962-1613 
>> cmail: vin~a unc cdu 

> -- You at~ cursedly subscribed to fa~fl~--atlflefics-fonun as: ja? s~mth@enmil uric edu To m~ubsc~ibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 12:44 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Jones, Joy Mann <joyjones@email unc edu> 

Re: Fwd: RE: TA assignment spring 2013, changes 

Cynthia: 
The enrollment caps have been raised (one TA each) in Bryant’s 140, Lloyd’s 151, Palmer’s 358 [he goes from 0 
to 1 TA], and Andrews’s 127 

At this point, I’ve only put a fim~ cap on Mclntosh’s 158, taking his two TA’s I am, however, about to cap both 
586 and 278, fi-eeing two TA’s A further cap on 586 in a day or two may free yet another TA For now, 
though, you’re free to reassign Mcintosh’s TWO TA’s, and one each from 278 and 586 -Jay 
On 12/6/12 12:27 PM, Cynthia Radding wrote: 

How are the enrollments shaping up -- are there other possibilities for 
I don’t think I yet placed anyone in Chad’s 140 

, or is this the best fit? 

How long should we wait on Karen’s course to move 
would be a good placement for them,      as TA and 

I had thought that Chad’s 140 
as an additional AT 

We need to place someone with David Palmer, right? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: TA assignment spring 2013, change 

Date:Thu,           12:24:45 -0500 

To:Radding, Cynthia raddin~gsletv_all ~mc edu-"~ 

Dear Professor Radding, 

No, I don’t have any foreseeable conflicts. I realize that scheduling TA assignments is very complicated, but 
may I ask whether there are any other possibilities in European history for me? I would be interested in 
anything from antiquib/through the present. 

Sincerely, 

Sent: Wednesdav. 1:33 PM 

Co: Smith, Jay M; Jones, Joy Mann 
Subject: Re: TA assignment spring 2013, change 

1:54 PM, Gerolimatos, George wrote: 

Dear Professor Radding, 

I was originally assigned to TA for Prof. McIntosh’s Early Modern Europe class. He spoke with 
me the other day saying that enrollment was very low and that I would not be able to TA for 
him. Prof. Jay Smith, also teaching Early Modern, informed me that Prof. Kramer might need 



another TA for his Western Civ. I just wanted to touch base with you and ask what I should 
do. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Deal 

I will be happy to reassign you to Professor Kramer’s 151007 Do you have any class conflicts with 

his lecture hour MW I 1:00- I 1:50AM? 

Professor Radding 

Cynthia Radding 

Gussenhoven Distinguished Professor 

Latin ~erlcan Studies and History 

Director of Graduate Studies, 

of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Hamilton Hall 513 

CB 3195 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 3195 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  12:45 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Jones, Joy Mann <joyjones@email unc edu> 

Re: Fwd: RE: TA assignment            changes 

Oh, on Hagemann: she asked for additional time to promote in WMST I think we can wait until next week on 
that course 
On 12/6/12 12:27 PM, Cynthia Radding wrote: 

How are the enrollments shaping up -- are there other possibilities for George, or is this the best fit? 
I don’t think I yet placed anyone in Chad’s 140 

How long should we wait on Karen’s course to move 
would be a good placement for them,     as TA and 

? I had thought that Chad’s 140 
as an additional AT 

We need to place someone with David Palmer, right? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: TA assignment change 

Date:Thu, 12:24:45 -0500 
From: ?~craai~ unc edu> 

To:Radding, Cynthia ~" ,:~r~(d~.L~..ex/u ~ 

Dear Professor Padding, 

No, I don’t have any foreseeable conflicts. I realize that scheduling TA assignments is very complicated, but 
may I ask whether there are any other possibilities in European history for me? I would be interested in 
anything from antiquib/through the present. 

Sincerely, 

From: Cynthia Radding 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:33 PM 
TO: 
Ce: Smith, Jay M; Jones, Joy Mann 
Subject: Re: TA assignment change 

On 1:54 PM, wrote: 

Dear Professor Padding, 

I was originally assigned to TA for Prof. McIntosh’s Early Modern Europe class. He spoke with 
me the other day saying that enrollment was very low and that I would not be able to TA for 
him. Prof. Jay Smith, also teaching Early Modern, informed me that Prof. Kramer might need 
another TA for his Western Civ. I just wanted to touch base with you and ask what I should 
do. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 



I will be happy to reassign you to Professor Kramer’s Do you have any class conflicts with 
his lecture hour MW 11:00-1 I:50AM? 

Professor Radding 

Cynthia Radding 

Gussenhoven Distinguished Professor 

Latin ~erlcan Studies and History 

Director of Graduate Studies, 

of North Caro2ina, Chapel Hill 

Hami2ton Ha~ 513 

CB 3195 

Chape~ Hi~2, North Carolina 27599-3195 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 6: I I PM 

Hagemann, Karen <hagemann@unc edu> 

Re: TA/AT for HIST/WMST 259 

Karen--No, not tomorrow I said next week And we can even push that to Monday, Dec 17 (Maybe I 
misunderstood what I was agreeing to yesterday?) Wait and see, to me, means we’ll wait a bit longer before 
making a move But from my perspechve, it’s not tenable to have two graduate students assigned to a course 
with 30-35 students So at some point before we cross tile point of no return, we would have to either a) see 
numbers increasing at a great enough rate to justify keeping the staff there, or b) cap the course at 30 and run 
the course without TA’s What I thought we were talking about yesterday was the possibility of keeping a 
*second* person in the course assuming we could get enrollment numbers up in the 55-65 range I find that 
acceptable, and I’m definitely willing to wait a week to ten days further to see if the numbers move and you can 
keep the same staffing, but we can’t j ust close our eyes and hope for the best 

I understand that altering the course structure would be a huge pain (I had to do it some years back with NO 
advance warning--I was told on the first day of classes!) But it happens to someone just about evel?~ year, and 
this semester several are likely to have to do it (Terry Mchttosh is already doing it) If you’d like to talk about 
strategies, I’m coming in for the lunch tomorrow (For short-term publicity, you could send your flyer to 
Women’s Studies, the advising office in Steele building, and also to our own Histul?~ major listsel~s ) 

Jay 
On 12/6/12 4:28 PM, Karen Hagemann, UNC wrote: 

Deal- Jay, 

Do I understand you correctly? Yesterday, you said we can wait and see Now you want to make a 
decision until the end of this week, which is tumorrow? 

If the enrollment stays around 30-40, what do you plan to do? What are the options? 

If I do have the course alone or with an AT I would need to change the format fi-om M/W/F w-ith 50 
minutes to MAV with 75 minutes and tiT to get a smaller room I am not able to teach two 
recitation sections on my own on Friday and do all the grading alone too I also would have to 
change the syllabus and the assignments without a TA and a grader This all means lot of extra 
work for me for which I really have no time 

Best wishes, 

Karen 

Dear Karen et al: 
Let’s see what some publicity for 259 will do over the next few days in Women’s 
Studies, Histo~?¢ listselws, and Steele building Before the end of next week, however, 
we’ll need to make a judgment call on the enrolhnent prospects going fo~wcard There’s 
been no change this week, I’m afraid If the course is still hovering in the 30s a week 
or so from today, we may need to reassign the TA’s (capping the enrolhnent so that the 



total will fall to about 30 in the end) If, on the other hand, you climb quickly into the 
mid-40s (while students are still on campus and thinking about courses), I think it’s 
probably reasonable to assume that you would get 60 or so in the end In that case, we 
can probably leave things where they are I’m sorryfor the continuing unsettledness 

We want to make this work if we can, but for all concerned we need to make moves if 
the numbers threaten to wind up in a kind of’no man’s land’--too many to handle easily 
for the instructor, too few to justify TA assignments -Jay Smith 

PS As I’ve explained to others, this strange situation is afflicting a number of courses 
this semester 

On 12/5/12 9:03 AM, Karen Hagemann, UNC wrote: 

TA/AT for HIST/WMST 259 

Dear Cynthia, 

I talked yesterday with Jay Smith about the enrolhnent in my HistJWMST 
259 course, which is surprisingly not very good, similar to six other 
lecture courses -- as Jay told me We both have no idea what causes this 
situation 

We discussed what to to and agreed to promote the course, wait and see If 
we have to cut the number down to si,m~ ,~o ..rood that we would like to 
suggest to change the assignment for                a first year student 
who came with an BA and has no teaching expe~ence (similar to seven 
other first year student who came with an BA, see the list below) from a 
TA to an AT for the course This would guarantee that she is treated 
equally 

I also talked with 
agree with this suggestion 

(I CC them and Jay to this email ) 

and both very much 

We hope that you agree too 

With the very best wishes, 

Karen 

Fit’st Year MA Student TA/AT Assiffnments St~rin~ 2013 

TAs 



lIST 158 Earl) Modern - Mclntosh 
HIST 127 Mn Hist to 1865 - Andrews 

HIST 127 Aln Hist to 1865 - Watson 
bIIST 259 Womcn/Gen Europe - Hagemann 

ATs 
HIST 262 Holocaust - Browmng 
lIST 143 La/in Am Since - Chasl¢cn 

: HIST 140 The World Shlce 1945 - Fletcher 
lIST 150 Hisl orWesl Civ I - Kmmer 
HIST 161 Russia to 1861 - MeRe) holds 

HIST 107 Medieval Histmy - Wlmlen 
lIST 351 Global HisIoD - Lee 

Jmnes G Ketmn Distinbmished Professor of Histmy 

UniverSily o f North Carolina al Chapel Hill 

Hamilton Hall. CB # 3195 
Clmpel Hill, Nortl~ Camlitm 27599-3195, USA 

l~ttp://~v palgrave corn/products/title aspx?pid 278788 

James G Kcnan Distinguished Professor of Histm3 
U ~dvet~it~ of North Camlitm at Clmpel Hill 
HisloD Dcparlmenl 
Hmmlton Hall, CB # 3195 
Chapel Hill. North Carolina 27599-3195, USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, I 1:18 AM 

~gmail com> 

ok 

Summer Fellowship-2 doc 

-it reads well 1 nmde 1-2 cosmetic clmnges -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, 1:59 PM 

~live unc edu> 
@unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; 
~duke edu> 

~emory edu>; 

Subject: drinks 

~gmail corn>; 
~live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 

.... will be Wednesda),       at 6pm Sor~" 
oppommities (Or come a little late if you cmt) 

We’ll have other 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                10:53 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Re: Fwd: Updated TA Assignments for 

Cynthia--looking over this list, I realize/remember that Harry Watson asked that 
possible I’m sorry I neglected to mention this earlier -Jay 
On 10:20 PM, Cynthia Radding wrote: 

be kept with him if 

Dear Jay, Lloyd and Kathleen, 
Here are the adjustments that Joy and I have made to the TA assignments, following the changes in 
projected enrollments that Jay has indicated Before I send this to the full t~aculty and the students, 
I’ll email the students directly affected 

Cynthia 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Updated TA Assignments for Spring 

Date:Fri,           13:08:41 -0500 
From:Jones, Joy Mann <joyjonesfa)email unc edu> 

To:Radding, Cynthia <radding(?~email unc edu> 

Please see attached. I placed a hard copy in your mailbox. 

Joy 

Joy Mann Jones 
Graduate Coordinator 
UNC CH Department of History 

io viones(~ emaihunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Samrday,                  I0:10 AM 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 
question for you 

Richard: see tiffs blog posl I’rom J~m¢: 

Is it t~ue that trat~sfers hnpact a team’s APR? ffflley leave in good 
academic stmtding, tltis would not nmke seltse to me Canyou shed ligN 

pardcada~ Thmtks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday,                  11:51 AM 

~live uric edu> 

Time draft 3docx 

--1 oltl> lead t firough page 24 because I waned to get tiffs back to 
you tighl a\~ay The foolnolcs still need some cleaning up Especially, 
you wzmt to have correct citing fommt Use a shart title (e g, 
S~mth. Nobdit3 Reimagined, 54) when a tex~ is cited a~er tbe first 
lime Also, you always want to pu[ page numbers, even for Ibids (unless 
i[’s [lie cxacl same page being ciled--lllOltgh USluqlly yolt doll’[ lleed or 
want a second footnote for tbe same page cited in succession ) lzdso 
put space bleaks between your sections Mtd I touched up fire prose het~ 
and IIicrc, dlough il generally reads v¢~3 well 

You’re also technically supposed Io Imv¢ a bibliography --though you can 
te[1 Don and Lloyd flint you’ll bring tbe bibliogmpl\x to tbe defe~tse, 
and Ihat will b¢ fine 

I would send Don and Lloyd an cmail apologizing for tha la/cn¢ss, but 
lolling d~cm Ileal you’ll gel II~c finished and cleaned up draft to d~cm 
b> tiffs eveoing You can assure tben that it will save tbem thne in tbe 
long nm bccmtsc II~c finished draft will lucre fewer errors, tic Don’t 
won3, II~cy’ll undcrsland -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,                  4: I 8 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: revised draft and bibliography 

> From: Ja) Slmth [ja) slmth@email talc edu] 
> Sent: Satutflay,                   11:50 AM 

> and theie, though it genemll) leads rely well 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday, December 9, 2012 12:28 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-fomm@listserv unc edu> 
N&O’s latest 

answet~ It seents on the surface like a ~elatively benign article, but 

1 If Mercer. Blancba~d, mid Baddour ~ea[ly were to the FAC in 2006 with 
concerns about independent studies, what does Ihat say aboul our 
htsfitufional culture? Memer t~ported to Bobbi Owe~ Semor Associate 
Dean for Undcrgmdua/c Education Why were Owcn and Ihc Dean of A&S not 
Ihc ones alcrlcd to Ihis susp¢cl¢d problem? II bothers mc a grcal deal 
Iha/FAG would have bc¢n regarded as Ihc go-to commdlc¢ on a cumculum 
issue (1 was the A&S cumcuhim demt at the thne) I can tlmtk of m~" 

2 Actuall), on re-reading, I wonder whether Madeline Levine, inteFnn 
dean in 2006-7, is calling oul someone She says Io Kane: "I would ha~e 
expected them to go to a particular semor associate derek, or to have 
gone to me, or to shnpl) call file college and say, ~We’ve got a 
problenz’" said Levine, a Shivic literatme professor "ff it had gol~e 

derek, with sometlmtg as irregmhir as flint, would have let me know" 

have been, this thing skould not hm-e been allowed to die in FAC 
deliberafiot~s Tlmt smells terrible 

3 If Mercer was *tasked* to track independeN studies (p~esumabl) as 
part of his tracking of atldetes’ e~trolhnent s), wbatever came of that 
Imcking? 

first pubhc one that I’m aware of. that atl~letics does indeed keep 

exphinatimts for             ; deepl) m) sterious 428 smmner e~trollment 
bcfonz his freshman yca~ in 2007, and for ]         registration fo~ 

2008? They cafft chihn to have known (and to have t~ported) about 
troubling e~trollment patterns in 2006 but also NOT to have kuown haw 

csnic mighl even conclude IhaL after gelling Ihe "all clear" from FAC. 
athletics abused cumcadar hiophohis mine aggressively for a football 

Evidence suggests that acadenfics and atl~letics collaborated m 

6 Did Ihc FAC really conducl a review, as indica/ed in their minutes? 
Of what sorl? (I wahl Io go look a/Ih¢ FAC annual rcporls ) 

7 Given the probhims that *were* acted on arom~d 2006--fire number of 
AFRI independent studies--why did no one see a need to look more closely 
a/whal Julilts was doblg? Thai one jusl boggles file rabid Think orwhal 
we all ~mght have been spared ff there had been a serious intervention 



8 I have to sa?, m light of tbese revelations, that iW leading of 
UNC’s india12010 response Io Ihc academic side or Ibis 
scandnl--knowing, as Baddour and olhcrs knew, Ihal il involved al Icasl 
one of Julius’s courses--does noflfing to lelieve my cymcism How could 
file? have decided to refer tbe k~" matters to tbe student-rim hanor 
court inslcad or opening up a serious racully -led inqui~) ? (I called for 
one at tbe time, in a long letter to Holden; lie referred tbe nlarter to 
Baddour, who scheduled mc a rattling with Blanchard. who assured mc that 
all problents would soon be fixed mtd that be kuew of no facults" at UN C 

fllat tbe athletics people knew that hanor court proceedings ate 
prol¢clcd by ~RPA and cam~ol be discussed publicly? Could Ihal be wh5 
it was decided that the hanor s) stem was the way to go? Shame on me, 1 
know, for having such suspicioits 

9 Whal really aslounds me aboul Ihis ayhalc is the (apparenl) number 
of ilon-afllletes who weie benefiting front die independent studies 
arrangement Some 85% offltose 1433 e~rolhnents were NOT fo and bb 
play¢rs If many/mosl of Ihos¢ courses w¢rc watered down courses (hard 
to know, given tbe natme of tiffs article), tlfis plienomeilon lepiesented 
a real threat to the value ofa UNC diploma Sludcnls should b¢ up in 
arnts Wllv have sll~dents, as well as most faculi~, been content to watch 
Ihis slo~3 Ibom the sidclines? 

10 What in the world is going to be in thai Martin report’? Evc~3 lime 
Marlin speaks, he sounds as Ihough hc’s bccn caughl completely by 
sml~fise by Kane’s latest That does not bode well 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                   8:08 AM 

Re: Comps list 
~uncedu> 

--I’m planning to be in my office Wednesday afternoon, probably shortly before 3, and there until 5 
Would that be good? -Jay 

On             PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

Will you have once hours this week) If not, could I make an appointment with you? I was hoping to meet 
with you to work on the reading list for my exam in early modern history. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, December 10, 2012 10:46 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] N&O’s latest 

Kennelh--3 ¢s. I had Ihought of SACS, Ioo But I co-chaired the academic 
cmnpliance subcmnnfiRee wiflt CIwton Koelb, and we on tlmt conumttee 

By tbe wW, I looked at tbe 2006 FAC report to Famdt~ Council Sum 
enough, it says something like "no troubling paacms have been found al 
tiffs thne" h~ independet~ studies--following up on Metver’s "review " 
Boy, I wish we could lilt a buRon on a time ~mclfine and go back to tbe 
FAC meeth~gs h~ 2006 It ~m) weH be tlmt Memer was plwh~g them It 

~t 1 gmess we’ll nm’er know 
On 12110/12 10:25 AM. Jankcn. Kcnnclh R wml¢: 
> Dear Jay, 

> A couple of yeat~ ago, I was surprised wl~n m? motber, wbo is mote tlmn 80 ye~s old, said during a conversation about 

conclusion t~t the elites will never ~espect fire laws flint tbey don’t fike mtd will tt5 to ci~nnvent fltem wbenever trey cmt Tlfis 

htdepm~dent s~dies were declimng It shouldn’t be too ~d to test t~t l~x potl~sis As to wlmt caught Bobbi’s aReNion to cause her 
to suppress independent studies in ~RI, it does not lmve to be Robe~ Memer m~d tbe atNetic depa~nem Is it not possible 
flint tbe awmeness came from tl~ SACS accreditation process? Tl~t seen~ mote 1Nely to me 

> Kemteth 

> Kemteth R JatNen 
> Professor of A fro-American Stltdics 
> Dep~mem of ~fican and ~m-Amefican S~dies 
> 109 BaRle Hall, CB# 3395 
> University orNonh Caroli~m 
> Clm~l H~I, NC 27599-3395 

> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
> (919) 966-2694 (~lx) 
> Click on a litN for i~ffornmtion about m) pub~cafions: 



1~ pothesis (1 tlthtk Levine, m yestet~la¥’s article, was probabl? expressing l~er irritation with Bobbi ) Like lnost of us, l’ln not leally 
h~tet~sted h~ pumsl~g wmngdoh~g; I’m interested in understm~ding fl~e pressures tMt lead to wrongdoing But mfless and until we 
know Ihc whole slo~, we can’l really sec Ihe Full conlou~ oF Ihc problem -Jay On 12/9/12 9:18 PM. Jankcn, Kennelh R wmle: 

>> I took away some diffeient tNngs from theN&O a~icle, wlfich I tNtN ale complementat? rafl~er titan comradi~oD 

>> I tl~ the m~wer to why Baddour or Memer would go to the FAC is fahly obvious: h~ l~t~ wa?s fl~e FAC was fl~e ciea~ue of the 

depa~mel~ sat on the FAC So theie wasfft much of a watch-dog ~nctiolL m~d 1 flfitN tl~t FAC members continued to leceive tickets 

h~depel~dent s~dies h~ ~fican and ~ro-~nedcan s~Nes to tl~ FAC: wNle Memer al~d Baddour s~d they did, Lissa Bmome said 

and Memer knew about the h~dependent s~dies but approached the FAC h~ a general w~" about Auburn situation and without 
memiolfing am’firing specffic about IW dep~meN The~foie, the~ would be no leason for fl~e faculD menNet~ on the FAC to give 
anylhing bul a general response Baddour wanls Io acquil himself, bul cvcn if Ihc number ofindcpcndcnl slndies dccinc& Ihc) slill 

could ~ve done so 

courses ~te i~ornmtion is broken down, I tNtN, by footb~l, men’s basketba~, and othet~ Those others, I believe, were other 

>> Clmpel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

>> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
>> (919) 966-2694 



>> tbiltk of mt¥ number of officers/conmfittees better situated to handhi that issue 

>> have gone to me, or to simply call tbe college and sa), ~We’ve got a 
>> problem.’ " said Lcvinc, a Slavic litum/urc professor "If il had 

>> ha~c been, Ihis Ihing should nol ha~c been allowed tu die in FAC 
>> deliberatioits That smells terrible 

>> 3 ff Mercer was *tasked* to track htdependent slaldies (piesumabl) as 

>> Imcking? 

>> 4 Tbe Memer/htdependent studies discussion is an acknowhidgment, tbe 
>> first public one fltat rm axx ate of, that aflflerics does hideed keep 

>> expl~marions for ~ deeply iwsterious 428 sunmter 

>> leported) about troubling eitrolhnent patterns in 2006 but also NOT to 

>> clear" front FAC, atlflefics abused calmcuhir hiophales mote 
>> aggressively for a football team thai was then bringing in more "special talent" admits 

>> sustaimng a skadow cumcadum What does this do for UNC’s teputarion? 

>> 6 Did tile FAC really conducl a review, as indicaled in Iheir minutes? 
>> Of what son? (1 wahl tu go look al Ihe FAC anntkal rcpotts ) 

>> AFRI independent slaldies--wby did no ol~e see a need to look mine 
>> closel? at what Julius was dohtg? Tlmt one just boggles fire mhtd 

>> 8 I have to say, in light of tbese revehifions, flint my t~admg of 
>> UNC’s inhla12010 response to tile academic side of this 
>) scandal--knowing, as Baddour and otbers knew, that it htvolved at 

>) inquil? ? (1 called for one at tbe time, in a hing letter to Holdem he 

>> am ntu makhlg Ihis up) Could il be Ihal Ihe alhlelics people knew 

>> discussed publicly? Could Ihal be wh) d was decided Ihal Ihe honor 
>) system was tbe wa) to go? Shiune on me, I know, for having such suspiciolts 

>) 9 What ~eally astounds me about this article is tbe (appat~]~t) nun~ber 
>) of non-athletes wha wele benefiting front tbe htdependent slaldies 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,                 7:26 AM 

Re: final book review 
~dukeedu> 

¯ -it was great having you You added a valuable perspective, and your sense of humor was 
appreciated Best of luck, and I hope our paths cross again 

Jay 
On 8:39 PM, wrote: 

Hello Dr Smith, 

Here is my final book review for your class My apologies for not delivering it to you in person I 
had an overbooked day so I really appreciate your allowing me to deliver it to you over e-mail 
I’m sorry I won’t be able to make the class drink next week{ I really enjoyed your class this 
semester I have to admit that you fostered the most productive seminar environment that I have yet 
to experience in my time here in North Carolina (and I’m almost done my coursework!) 

Please let me knowi fyou have any trouble with the pdI; or if you would prefer it in a different file 
format 

I hope you enjoy the holiday!, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                  12:42 PM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: Paper 

No sweat I won’t be reading until tomorrow evening .... 
On         12:07 PM,         wrote: 

Hi Dr Smith, 

I have finished my paper, but will not be able to make it to your oftlce until after my office hours 
end at 3pro Just in case, I have attached a copy of my review here 

Best, 

On Mon,            at 10:14 AM, 
Thank you so much, Dr Smith! 

I will put it in your box tumorrow 

Best, 

~gmail c~ tn> wrote: 

On Mon, 
Nope, that’s fine 

On 10:04 AM, wrote: 

Dear Dr Smith, 

Would I be able to turn my paper in tumorrow instead of today? I am running a 
little behind and feel that it could really benefit from some more thought I have 
never written a book review of two books at the same time, so it took me a while 
to formulate an argument and now it’s taking equally as long to write it out 

Will that put you too far behind on grading? 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                  12:55 PM 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 
Re: MA thesis 

Exacflv! See you then (And by the way, I *really* think you need to stay on his committee ) 
On         12:46 PM, ~uva~l~c edu wrote: 

Well, that was our agreement, right? I told 
Nee you tomorrow! 
K 

I wouldn’t read this whole version 

From: Jay Smith ~a~,sm[~@cm~il unc edu> 
Date: Tue,             12:39:30 -0500 
To: Duval, Kathleen A<dtjvz:l @e~nt~i 
Co: Kramer, Lloyd S<lkr~m~er@cmaii uric cdu> 
Subject: Re: MA thesis 

Glad to hear it I wouldn’t know, since I didn’t crack open that earlier draft! 
On         12:15 PM, Duval, Kathleen A wrote: 

Dear Lloyd and Jay, 
I’m a few pages into thesis, and I’m pleased to see that he has modified his argument 
and portrayal of Americanist historiography along the lines I suggested. While I agree with Jay 
that there remain questions about definitions, etc., I think this is a much more subtle and 
defensible argument than the one in the draft. 
See you tomorrow, 
Kathleen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,                   10:21 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: tomorrow 

defeitse should end well before 1, so if you warn to come 
around l. I’ll b¢ Ihcre 
On 9:55 PM. wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 
> Oh wow, you’ve gol at I I and me at 4? Busy day! Non) I didn’t got Ihis ¢mail sooner: 1 am currently working on my 2-book 
review which I will gel Io you in a limcly manner 
> OK. I am Ii3 ing nol Io be nep, ous; I’m sure II will be fun I can mccl before 2 Are you available for a good while before 2. or jusl 
before 2? If you’re free. I would love Io lalk aboul sluff like classes. 
> Thanks for lllc lips! 

> From: Ja) S]hith Ija) s]hith@enmil uric edu] 
> Sent: Tuesda),                   5:32 PM 

> Subject: tomorrow 

>       --would you hke to talk briefly tomorrow (or b) phane totvghi, 
> for Ihat mailer) about tile procedures tic for lllc defense? As l Ihink l 

> llincml) and explaining how you gol Io lifts Iopic (You should, by all 

> still with the Jesulls--they dofft need to know you didn’t tinker with 
> the Yale fltesis that much--how this sununer I had you on fire vast subject 
> of "time," and how that enormous topic eventalall) scared me htte foming 
> sometlmtg fi]tite and nm~mgeable on you) One of the purposes of a 

> aboul Ihis? Did you read thai? Wh> didn’l you do X?--bu[ the) ’re 

> time jusl before 2 1 could also see youjusl before defense 
> al 1 I -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   I 1:01 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: missing powerpoint 

10:55 AM, "wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 12:29 PM 

Rennet, Joy J <Joy Renner@med unc edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Michigan faculty wake up? 

Joy--tlmt~ks, I’m finding soine j ewels in rite Micbigan student newsNper .... 
On 12/13/12 10:46 AM. Rennet, Joy J wmle: 
> The liming is good for UNC to lake a lead in these discussions and best pmclices Thanks for sharing the articles Jay 
> 

> Jo3 J Rennet, MA. RT~), FAEIRS 
> Associate Pm lessor and Director 
> Univcrsdy orNonh Caroli~l at Cl~lp¢l Hill 
> School of Medicine 
> CB #7130 ~C-CH Bonduranl Hall 
> 321-A South Cohunbia St 
> Clm~l Hdl, NC 27599-7130 

> 919-966-5147De~ 
> Cell 
> 919-966-6951 Fax 

> -CONF~ENTI~ITY NOTICE: TNs e-n~l message, incNding a~cNnems, if ate, is imended o~fly for fl~e -person or eniD to 
which d is addressed and may conlain confidcnlial an~or p~vilcged malefial An) ---unaulho~zed ~view. use. disclosure or 

dislfibulion is pmhibdcd lr you am not the intended mcipi¢nl, please conlacl the sender by reply e-mail and dcslmy all copies of Ihe 
original message 

> -----Original Message ..... 

> Senl: Thumday, December 13, 2012 10:27 AM 
> To: discussion 
> Subject [fi~cully--a/hlclics-foruml Michigan facully wake up? 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday, December 13, 2012 3:05 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med unc edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] more from Michigan 

Jay 
On 12/13/12 12:43 PM, Rennet. Joy J wrote: 
> Those lypcs or lldngs arc done wilh racully so Ih¢ players see a r~culty presence and coaches as well and to allow ~cully an 
oppommiB., to see the experience of our athletes fltrough fl~eir eyes mid with them Not so sine fl~at is a pe~k as much as a good will 
and promotion or underslanding b¢t~¢¢n both sides of Ih¢ courl/riald Knowledge and underslanding go a long way toward not 

> Thanks for sharing all Ihese Ihoughls and perspccbves 

> Jo? 1 Relmer, MA, RT(R), EAEIRS 
> Associate Professor and Director 

> School of Medicine 

> 321-A South Cohunbia St 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

> 919-966-5147Desk 

> 919-966-6951 Fax 

> -CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, includin[~ allachm¢nls, iraw, is intended only rot Ihe -person or enlily to 
which it is addiessed and ma? contain colffidential and/or privileged material An? ---m~aufl~orized review, use, dischisme or 
dislribution is prohibited lr you arc not the intended recipient, please conlacl the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

flfird parties by an authorized state official (NCGS ch 132) St~tdellt educatiol~al lecoMs ate subject to FERPA 

> -----Original Message ..... 



>> Joy J Reilner, MA, RT(R), FAEIRS 
>> Associate Professor and Director 
>> University of North Carolina a/Chapel Hill School of Medicine CB 
>> #7130 UNC-CH Bonduranl Hall 321 -A Soulh Colunlbia St 
>> Cllapel Hill NC 27599-7130 
>> 

>> 919-966-5147Desk 
>> Cell 

>> -CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including allachmenls, if an!, is inlended only for Ihe -person or enlity Io 
which it is addressed and lna? contain Cmlfidenfial and/or privileged ~naterial An? ---mlaufl~olized review use disclosm’e or 
dislfibulion is prohibited If you arc 11ol die inlendcd rccipienl, please conlacl die sender by reply c-mail and dcslrOy all copies of Ihc 

>> Email correspondence Io and from Ibis address may be s~jccl Io Ihc Norlh Carolina Public Records la\~ and may be disclosed to 
Ihird lXlrlics by an a~tlhofizcd sla/c official (NCGS ch 132) Sludcnl educational records arc sul~jccl to FERPA 

>> -----Original Message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                 9:16 AM 

~live unc edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Peabody 

review of Peabody docx 

¯ -son) this is so unconscionably late 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,                  I 1:20 AM 

~dukeedu> 

OK, stop rubbing itin 
On         11:16 AM, wrote: 

Alright, sounds great[ Thanks[ 

In a few days, I will be escaping to my mom’s home 

On Fri,             at 11 : 10 AM, Jay Smith 42~ sn~ith@erna [,~r~c2du> wrote: 
Yes, this rings a bell Don’t worry about further looking I’ll just plug in and be done with it 
Nice that you’ve already escaped to 

On         11:03 AM,                    wrote: 

Hello there, 

You did, in fact return it to me! I’m vetT sort2/to report that my hard copy of it is in 
my apa~ment in         and I’m currenly in 

If you’ll take my word for it, I recall the grade you gave me for it You wrote down 
or something of that sort- something in between a 

Does that sound accurate to you? 

Your comments on it were that I neglected to define the key terms that 
throughout her discussion 

uses 

If I ~ifle around my inbox, I should be able to send you a PDF of it I’ll send you an 
e-mail about this in a moment!, 

On Fri, at 9:04 AJvI, Jay Smith <j<_,’smitb~,_~ em~tbtmc,e0.~> wrote: 
An embarrassing question for you Did I read/grade/return your review 

of       ? I never recorded a grade for it, but I also can’t find it in any of my 
stacks of papers I *seem* to recall reading it But ifI never returned it to you, 
would you mind zapping me an electronic copy? (Word, not PDF--rd like to be 
able to write on it and edit before returning to you) -Jay 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, December 14, 2012 12:48 PM 

Matthew Andrews <            ~mac corn> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,                 2:42 PM 

Mulvey, Michael J <mulvey@email unc edu> 
Re: Athlete’s paper 

absohitel) MU ST be leported to the Honor system (in my bun~ble opti~ion ) 

we have learned to our amazement ht t~cent months, tbey do it all the 

a blind eye to tiffs practice is one season tbe athletics dept is able to 

Will you be around Monday? I’d be ha pp.~ Io lalk to you aboul il -Jay 
On 2:31 PM, Mulvey. Miclmel J wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 

> I have an alhl¢l¢ (      ) He wrole a final essay for Ihe class M5 TA called my a/Icnlion Io Ih¢ essay Ihis past w¢¢k W¢ relun~cd 
essays toda) during our fitml and I just discussed tbe essa) with lfim 

> The Slltdell[ admil/ed Iha/h¢ had an alhl¢lic lulor re-write [he [irbl 1"0 itr pag¢s of [he pap¢r The lone of Ih¢ paper breaks dramatically 
on page 4 wbe~e tbe student acknowledged tlmt be fufisbed tbe paper wifltout fire adviser revising it Do we do mr) thing? Is this just 
Ihe same as Ihe writing c¢nl¢r? Th¢ re-writing was subslanlial I asked ir he had som¢bod.~ edit his paper H¢ said yes, Ihal is wha/ 
fire) do I asked hint if somebo@ else wrote the paper and be I compared fire writing ht tbe essay" to one of lfis weekl) ~espo]tses 
asking if’it read like the stone voice He s~id no 
> 

> I’m guessing Ihis subject is not worlh doing anylhing abou[ H¢’II rec¢ive a on Ihe papzr b¢cause h¢ used no evidence Thoughl I’d 
[ust ask someone else 
> 

>Best. 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                 2:50 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-fomm@listserv unc edu> 
more depressing news 

htstn~ctor I know well Tlfis person was not sut~ l/ow to deal with 

The smdem admitted fltat he lind mt atlflefic tutor re-write the first four pages of the paper The tone of the paper breaks drmnatically 
on page 4 where Ih¢ sludcnl acknowledged thai h¢ finished the paper wilhoul Ihc adviser rcvishig il Do wc do an3 thing? ls Ihis jusl 
fire same as the writing center? The re-writing was substantial 1 asked it" he had somebod) edit his paper He said yes, fltat is what 
fire) do I asked hint if somebo@ else wrote the paper and he I compared fire writing m the essay to one of his weekl) respoltses 
asking if it read like the stone voice He said no 

We dofft lu~ow all the details, of course But I’m homfied, just 
honificd, Ihal lifts is still evidcnlly gohig on l find d ahnosl 

deset~-es to be puNshed for flits? UNC 



HIST I 391 001 MODERN LONDON THE PENNYBACKER R 200 4:50 HM 0423 
IMPERIAL METROPOLIS 

HIST 392 002 THE FIRST CRUSADE      BULL        ’ M    200 4:50 HM 0570 

HOW DID THE ROMANS 
CONTROL 

HIST 393 004 CULTURAL KING T 330 6:20 HM 0523 
ENCOUNTERS 
WESTERN TF~,V E L 
WRITING ON THE MIDDLE 
EAST, ASIA AND AFRICA 
FROM THE 19TH 20TH 
CENTURISES                             ’                     I 

HIST 393 005 L&TIN AMERICA LA SERNA T 200 4:50 HM 0570 
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES 

HIST 393 006 THE CONFLICT OVER SHIELDS W 500 7:50 ~ HM i 0523 
ISRAEWPALESTINE 

HIST 395 009 AFRICAN AMERICANS MCNEIL T 200 4:50 HM 0423 
AND THE LIVING 
CONSTITUTION 

HIST ~ 395 010 LEISURE TIME IN THE JACKSON R 330 6:20 SC 0201 
MAKING OF MOD AM 

~T 395 012 SEMINAR IN AMERICAN VARGAS T 500 7:50 HM 0420 

THE UNITED STATES AND AFRICA PM PM 
HIST 391 001 AGE OF THE ATLANTIC REVOLUTIONS K~MER 

REFORMATION 
HIST 393 004 IS~M IN MODERN AND CONTEMPORARY SEVEA 

SOUTH ASIA 

HIST 395 006 AMERICAN CIVILWAR, 1861 1865 G~TTH~R 

HIST 395 1008 AMERICANSATWARANDATP~Y: THE LOTCHIN 
RECREATION HOMEFRONT OF WORLD 



L L 
HISTI 395 009 

HIST I 395 012 

HIST 

HIST 
397 ! 010 
397 011 

HIST 490 001 

490 002 HIST 

HIST 490 I 004 

HIST 490 I 005 

WAR II 

SLAVERY AND THE LAW 

SPORT AND CIVIL RIGHTS 
"1968" 

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN 
INTEGRATIONS SINCE VVVVl 

THE REVOLUTIONS OF 1989 HISTORIES 
AND LEGACIES 

THE US AND THE COLD WAR 

EARLY MODERN MASCULINITY 

U.S. LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, AND 
TRANSGENDER HISTORY 

THE US AND THE COLD WAR 

WILLIAMS 

ANDREWS 

REID 

LARRES 

HUNZIKER 

AYDIN 

STRING 

PALMER 

LARRES 

HIST ~92 T00~ 

HIST 292 002 

HIST 292 003 

HIST 292 005 

HIST 292 006 

HIST I 292 007 

HIST 292 ~008 

HIST 292 009 

HIST 391 001 

HIST I 392 002 

BRITAIN IN WORLD AFFAIRS SINCE 3.945 LARRES 

AFRICAN AMERICAN AND WHITE MEMORY IN BRUNDAGE 
THE AMERIAN SOUTH 

SPECIAL TOPICS AYDIN 

SEX, VIOLENCE AND RELIGION: SEVEA 
REVOLUTIONARY THOUGHT IN MODERN SOUTH 

FRANCE AND AFRICA IN THE AGE OF OWRE 
COLONIALISM 

ISLAM IN SOUTH ASIAa FLATT 

MORGAN HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE MODERN WORLD 
NATIONALISM AND THE MODERN WORLD 

ANCIENT SLAVERY 

HIST I 393 003 REVOLUTION IN LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY 

HIST ! 393 ! 004 

HIST i 394 Ioo5 
HIST 395 006 

HIST 395 007 

~IST [ 395q 00~ 
HIST i 395 009 

HIST 395 010 

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS AND THE MIDDLE 

INTERNATIONAL & GLOBAL HISTORY 

THE CIVIL WAR AS A LIVED EXPERIENCE 
UNC and AMERICAN HIGHER EDUCATION 

SEX AND THE LAW 

SIN AND EVIL IN MODERN AMERICA 

BODIES ON DISPLAY PERSPECTIVES ON THE 
BODY IN AMERICAN CULTURE 

~ho£ethis helps~ 

From= ]ay Smith [mailto:iaysmith(~email.unc.edu] 

Sent= Thursday, November 10, 2011 8:09 AN 

Wallace, Wanda L. 
Subject= Fwd: hi there 

mzda--could I ask you to do me a favor? (in addition to ram]in8 that lelter today’.) Co/~ld you see who has tau~£ht 490. 

........ Original Messa~£e ........ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday, December 15, 2012 9:54 AM 

Reid, Donald M <dreidl@email unc edu> 
Re: 

Don--I don’t think an adjunct can be an adviser If’, however, the dept moves to give    joint status, then we 
would be able to do what you’re describing lhat won’t hapl)en until late spring at the earliest (and if at all), so 
for next year I think we should play it safe and assume that can’t be the adviser -Jay 
On 12/15/12 9:51 AM, Reid, Donald M wrote: 

HiJay, 

The emails from Cynthia about graduate applications remind me to ask you about            status in 
the department. Can a graduate applicant be admitted to work with    as his/her adviser? I realize he 
works with our students, but what I want to know is if there is an applicant whose interests would make 
him (not me or Lloyd or you or whoever) their adviser (and    is enthusiastic), can we admit him/her to 
work with    ? I haven’t looked at any files, but it would be helpful for me to know this before I start. 

Thanks, 

Don 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday, December 15, 2012 12:08 PM 

Michael J Mulvey < ~gmail corn> 
Fwd: Re: more support issues 

Michael--I hope you don’t mind that I brought your problem to the attention of the people in charge of the 
academic support system (see the email exchange here) I guess I should have asked your permission first 
(so~xy!), but I was so upset by the nature of the illicit help provided here--which mirrors EXACTLY the 
problems that caused our ongoing athlehc scandal in the first place--that I felt the need to act immediately I 
forgot all about you--but you’re used to that by now, I guess! 

Anyway, I’d like to ask that you comply with both of their requests It’s really important that faculty act on 
these things when they happen And they really are (I think) t~?cing to clean up that support program I’m 
guessing that you feel sympathy for the student and hate the thought of getting him in trouble (especially given 
the deformed support system in which he has been working), but it’s important that the University understand, 
and be forced to confi-ont the scale of the problem There’s also a chance, in light of recent developments, that 
the player could secure legal assistance that would ultimately sm~e to embarrass the university and make him 
look entirely blameless That is my fondest hope (There’s a pending case in the NC Court of Appeals that 
could blow the lid offUNC’s fraudulent athletics system) 

We can talk on Monday -Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: more support issues 

Date:Sat, 15 Dec 2012 10:51:58 -0500 
From:Bobbi Owen <owe~/boS~%adxlnc edu~ 

To:Jay Smith 2%v smith/~’i~m,~il ~mc e~k~> 
CC:Harold Woodard <b,~oodardlibemai! uric edu>, Bobbi Owen <o~etnbob~a tmc edu> 

Dear Jay 

Thanks for bringing this important issue to our attention as we are 

working diligently to provide appropriate services to student athletes 

and to restore confidence in them.    Please help us with two things. 

First, it seems necessary to refer the student who violated the honor 

code to the honor court and second, we ask that your colleague be put to 

into direct touch with one {or both) of us so we can obtain the name of 

the student so we can then identify the tutor with whom he worked. We 

need to review tutor contact notes, interview the tutor to verify the 

information you provided, and take appropriate action. There is a 

full time tutor coordinator who tracks interactions and is responsible 

for training and oversight for the tutors and Without knowing who was 

involved we cannot do as much as is necessary, including preventing any 

further contradiction of policy. 

ASPSA stopped using undergraduate students as tutors last year (except 

in very unusual circumstances adopting the UVA model) and now relies on 

graduate students, retired faculty me~ers, local public school 

teachers, and other corr@~unlty based professionals; rigorous training has 

been developed and principles for interacting with student athletes have 

been established.    Regarding assistance with writing assignments, ASPSA 

uses the model developed by Director KimAbels in the Writing Center. 

Tutor contact information is reviewed regularly. When we become aware 



of issues, such as you provided, more is done, 

Thanks again for letting us know about this matter. We hope to hear 

from your colleague soon.     I can be contacted via 843 7773 where a 

message can be left; no one can access messages on that phone except myself. 

Bobbi 

On 12/14/2012 3:23 PH, Jay Smith wrote: 

> Dear Harold and Bobbi: 

> I insert an edited version of an email I got today from an instructor 

> I know very well, one who wasn’t sure how to deal with what he had 

> just confronted: 

> 

> ’The student a~itted that he had an athletic tutor re write the first 

> four pages of the paper. The tone of the paper breaks dramatically on 

> page 4 where the student acknowledged that he finished the paper 

> without the adviser revising it. Do we do anything? Is this just the 

> same as the writing center? The re writing was substantial. I asked if 

> he had somebody edit his paper. He said yes, that is what they do. 

> asked him if somebody else wrote the paper and he I compared the 

> writing in the essay to one of his weekly responses asking if it read 

> like the same voice. He said no.’ 

> 

> I begin to wonder whether the institution has really learned anything 

> at all in the last two years. That this could happen this semester, 

> after all we’ve been through, is truly mind boggling.    Jay 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 35@4, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3504 

Phone: 919 843 7773 

FAX: 919 843 6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,                   3:08 PM 

Hagemann, Karen <hagemann@unc edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Re: HisffWMST    -- new syllabus 

The room cboice is all yours, so Gat~lner 209 sounds fine by ~ne 

On 12/15/12 3:03 PM. Karcn Hagcmann. UNC wmlc: 

> Dear Jay, 

> Attached you find my rcworkcd syllabus for H/WMST 
> I Ihink Ihis will work well if           would become my AT 

> The decision about tbe size and wiflt it tbe morn is now yore call 1 

> Gat~lener 209, because it is ~ewer m~d nicer 

> The options ate: 
> I    Gardner 209 seals 38 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                   I 0:46 AM 

Hagemann, Karen <hagemann@unc edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Re: HisffWMST    -- new syllabus 

Karen--I dofft get into fl~e particulars of a course sv[lakns (fltat’s for 

s) llabus in am" wa) As for the AT--I’ve suggested to Cyntlfia that 
be left with you -Ja) 
On 3:03 PM. Karcn Hag¢mann. UNC wml¢: 
> D¢ar Jay, 

> Attached you filld lm." reworked s) llakns for IqJWMST 
> I Ihink Ihis will work well if           would become my AT 

> compared the two roonts tlmt ate available and act~lall? prefer 

> I    Gardner 209 seals 38 

> Please let me know what else I have to do 

> Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                   I 0:57 AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu>; Dural, Kathleen A 
<duval@email unc edu> 
Fwd: HisgWMST    -- new syllabus 

H-WGEH- -Syllabus-                    .new pdf 

Lloyd--I j ust told Karen that it’s not my j ob to approve a syllabus (which is true of course--that’s for Kathleen!), 
but on looking at the syllabus I saw two things that are unusual for her revised     I) four canceled Wednesday 
classes because of fihn showings in the evening I know that when I show films, they are considered as 
"homework" done in addition to class, not in lieu of class (She also says students can bring popcorn--a 
violation of Undergrad librmT rules) 2) Also, there’s an "attendance and participation" grade tbat runs to 20% 
of the final grade The College recommends no more than 10% for participation, and prefers about 5% Mainly 
this is because the "subjective" nature of such grading causes uncertainty and anxiety for students 

I don’t think we want to do anything about this right now, but I think we need to keep these issues on our radar 
I even wonder if Undergrad studies, in the future, should consider periodically reviewing course syllabi for 
approved courses Structural drift over time can put us in violation of policy or College-recognized "best 
practices" (In other words, maybe the new policy requMng copies of syllabi can actually be used for useful 
self-regulation at the dep’tal level) -Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Hist!WMST -- new syllabus 

Date:Sat,            15:03:51 -0500 
From:Karen Hagemann, UNC 

CC:Lloyd Kramer 

Dear Jay, 

Attached you find my reworked syllabus for 
I think this will work well if would become my AT. 

The decision about the size and with it the room is now your call. 
compared the two rooms that are available and actually prefer 
Gardener    209, because it is newer and nicer. 

The options are: 
i. Gardner 209 seats 38 
2. New East 102 seats 44. 

I will not start to reorganize my Sakai site before I have heard from you. 
Please let me know what else I have to do. 



James G. Kenan Distinguished Professor of History 

and Adjunct Professor of the Curriculum in Peace, War and Defense 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

History Department 

Hamilton Hall, CB # 3195 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 3195, USA 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of History 

HISTORY / WMST 

Syllabus - 

Time of the Course: Monday &Wednesday & Friday 11:00 11:50 am 
Location:           Gardner 209 

Office Hours: Monday: 2:30 4:30 pm or by appointment in Hamilton Hall 566 
Emaih hagemann@unc edu 

AT: 

TBA or by appointment, Hamilton Hall 41 I 
~ livc.unc.cdu 

In this course we will study women’s and men’s lives in modcn~ Europe from Ihe era of Ihe late 
Enlightenment and the French Revolution to the period of the ts~o World Wars, the Holocaust. and the 
Cold War We will explore how the major political, economic, social, and cultural changes affected the 
lives of women m~d men from different social backgrounds, m~d how they responded to these changes 
One central theme will thus be the struggle of the women’s movement that emerged evetTwhere in Europe 
during the nineteenth centutT to improve the working and living conditions of women, achieve equal civil 
and political rights for women and increase Iheir social, cultural, m~d political h~fluence We will ask how 



HISTORY / WMST WO]k4EN AND GENDER IN EUROPE, 18 20 C ~ 

Ihe alms and forms of tiffs struggle for female emancipation varied between different groups and counlries 
and changed over time 

The course will cover tbe period bet~een tbe late eighteentb and late t~entietb centu~T chronologically, 
but as we move Ihrough thne we will concenlrate on fl~e following Ihemes: 

Gender images and how tbey affected women’s and men’s lives 

Women’s and men’s role(s) in tbe household, tbe family, and tbe workforce 

Women’s m~d men’s role(s) in the public spheres’ of civil society, nation, stale and feminist 
ac0vism 

Women’s and men’s experiences during wars and revolutions 

Given tbe diversiV," of tbe various regions of Europe. tbis course cannot achieve comprehensive coverage 
We will fl~erefore concentrate on Western Europe, especially BRITAIN, FRANCE, AlqD GERMANY Because 
Ihe latter played a dominant role in 201h centu~ Europem~ histur~ we will study the Gennm~ development 
here in more detail 

LECT~JRES AND DlSC~JSSIONS: Each class will combine lectures and discussions about tbe lecture and tbe 
assigned reading, which presume fl~at the students have read the required reading m~d Ihc primar? 
documents Lectures will be coordh~atcd wilh Ihc assigned rcadh~gs, but will not duplicalc fl~cm Inslcad, 
tbe lectures are designed to suggest emphases, to draw attention to especially important points, and to 
provide additional material on selected issues l~ower polnls q/each leclure will be available on Saltai 
after tbe class [t is recommended tbat students come prepared witb quesgons for each required reading 

documents, we will work with feature films, documentaries and images as representations ofhistot) The 
four feature films will be shown on Wednesday evenings at 6:30 p.m. You can bring friends and 
Popcorn! On those days we will have no class in the morning. All feature films are available on DVD 

The dates are: 

Wednesda}, Fcbruar~ 6, 2013, 6:30 pm, location: TBA 

Wednesday. Pebrua~-," 20, 2013.6:30 pm. location: TBA 

Wednesday. April 10, 2013, 6:30 pm. location: TBA 

Wednesda}, April 17, 2013, 6:30 pm, location: TBA 

BACKGROUND MATERIAL ON SAKAI: TO help you organize your coursework, learn more about European 
*~omcn’s and gender histot3 and keep Irack of Ihc diverse historical developments in Europe and 
important events and persons, you will find tbe following material on SaJzai: 

The most recent version of the syllabus and guides for Ihe prima~ document report and the fihn: 

Power points for all lectures (Ihey will be uploadcd after each lecture) 

All primary and secondary documents we will read for class; 

A timeline with links to information about important historical events and short biographies of 
important historical protagonists; 

Maps tbat document tbe change oftbe borders in Modern Europe; 
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A brief introduction to each movie wilh links to furlhcr flfformation on each feature fihn; 

Brief biographical information on most of the authors of the primat3 documents 

A bibliography with selected literature for further reading 

And additional useful links on the course subject 

BOOKS 

The following t~o books will provide you with a good overview of the course snbject We will read 
several chapters fi-om Ihese books in Ihe course as required reading, thus I recommend that you buy Ihem 

In addition you will have to read for fl~e midterm and Ihe final examination: 

You will find these three books in the Textbook Department of the UNC Student Stores. 

ARTICLES AND BOOK CHAPTERS 

Moreover, we will read some articles and chapters from other books as required reading You will fred 

them all as PDF files on Sal:ai 

PRIMARY DOCUMENTS 

Several times during fl~e semester, we will read and discuss primary documents They arc also required 
readings You will find them as PDF files on Sahai These documents are reprints fi’om the following 
source collections, which ~ill be on reserve in the Undergraduate Librao,: 

The follm~ ing books are recommended for further reading They will be on reset~’e in the Undergraduate 
Library: 
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General course pariicipation: 

Film report (due: Monday 

Midterm (Wednesday, 

PrimeD" document report (due: Wednesday, 

Final Examination (Wednesday, 

20% 

10% 

25% 

20% 

25% 

Class attendance and participation (20% of the final grade): 

Your participation grade will reflect your attendance and active participation in the class Read the 
required reading and primed documents carcfidly, bring them to class, and be prepared to discuss Ibem 
The seconder) source reading provides you wPh background information Ibat will help you to understand 
the primmT documents 

Please prepare fi)r ever3., class ~itll an assigned required reading rno question that you would hke to 

Film report (10% of the final grade): 

Eveo student will be responsible for writing a film report on one of the first two movies we watch in 
class, which should be no longer than 5-7 pages (including cover page m~d bibliography) on stm~dard 
paper and has to be typed double-spaced 
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Midterm (25 % of the final grade for each): 

The midterm will locus on tbe reading for tbe course until               and tbe following book, which 
gives you an excellent overview over fl~e development of d~e guropeml women’s movement: Ever} 

student will be responsible for reading Karen Often, European Feminisms: a PolJIical Hislor3. 1700-1950 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2000), pp 1-250 (until 1914) 

Report on a primary document {20 % of the final grade): 

Evc~ student will be responsible for writing an essay on one of the two assigned primary documents and 
Ihe related sccondar} reading assigq~ed on Ihe s?llabus This report should be no longer Ihan 8-10 pages 
(including cover page and bibliography) on standard paper and should be twped and double-spaced 

Students will find a guide to help prepare/i)r this assignment on Sakai Its preparagon will be discussed 

in class Please hand in one copy of the assignment. 

Final in-class examination (20% of the final grade) 

The final examination will focus on the reading for the course since                and the following 
book, which gives you an excellent overview over tbe development of tbe European women’s movement: 
Evc~ student will be responsible for reading Karcn Often, European Feminisms: a Pol~Iical HtsloO, 
1700-1950 (Stanford: Stanford Universit? Press, 2000), pp 251-298 (after 1914) 

WEEK I: 
Wednesday, 
Weh’ome and lntroduction to the Course 1 

Friday, 
Introduction lI: What is Women~ s and Gender History? 
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WEEK 2: 

Monday, 

Men and Women in the Period of the Enlightenment 

Wednesday, 
Enlightened Debates on tbe Women’s Queslion I 

llow did educ,qted women and men debate gender relations and tll~ gender order in tll~ late 18tb 

Who ~crc the main contributo~ s to this debate and ~by ~crc thci~ ~itings so impo~ rant’~ 

What ~c~c thci~ main m gumcnts mad demands? 

What is the impo~ tancc ol thci~ ~iting Io~ the discussion of middle class concepts of tbc gender o~dcr 
in late 18tb and early 19th centre3’~ 

Friday, 
Enlightened Debates on the Women’s Question H 

Historical SimMaiion: 

Studems pr¢pae a fiC~lOn,ql debate on ~he women’s question between Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712- 

1778), Mary Wnllstnncvraft (1750 1797) and Gn~lieb Thcodor vnn Hippcl (1741 17%), in which 

they present their main arguments Setting They mcct in a salon hosted in 1795 by baronesses Anne 

WEEK3: 

Monday, 
Marlin Luther King, Day - No Cha~s 
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Wednesday, 

Women in the Era qf the French Revolution 1 

Friday, 
Women in the Era qf the French Revolution H 

WEEK 4: 

Monday, 

Gentler, War, and Nation in Napoleonic Europe 

llow and why did the r~l~tions bet~ een the militanT, th~ nation and socie~" change d~ng d~e period of 

Wednesday, 
Early Feminist Voices in the Democratic Revolutions qf1830 and 1848/49 



Bell and Ol’lk:n, if’omen, vol I, pp 260 264 (Documents 77 and 78) 

Friday, 
Early Feminists in the Era qf Democratic Revolutions -- The Examph, qf George Sand 

WEEK 5: 

Monday, 
Marriage and Family L~[~ in 19tl’- and early 21~-Centuo~ Women’s Lives 

British Middle-Class Wamen s Li~es in an Earl) 19 -Centur) 2vovel Sense and Sensibility 

by Jane Austen (1 775-181 71 

Friday, 

Middle-Class Women’s Lives in the Early 19~h-(~,nturJ,- Realities, Fiction and Movie 

WEEK 6: 

Monday, 
Hausing, Household and Housework in 19 - and earl) 2t~ -Centur) Women s Lives 
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Wednesday, 
Reproduction aml ~$exuMity in 19 - aml earl) 2~/-Centu<~’ Women s Lives I 

Friday, 
Reproduction and S~ualio, in 19’~- and earl), 20th-(~,ntuo, Women’s Lives H 

WEEK 7: 

Monday, 

Working.for a Li~ ing - 19~ - and earl) 20t~-Ce ntu<l Female Emplo) merit 

What oppommities did working and middle class gMs and women have to earn a living? 

In what ~ays did these ol3portunitics dil’lE~ depending on their social status their age and their familial 
~tams? llow can we explmn J~ese di2~?r~nces? 

Ho~ did ~ orking opportunities change dm ing the 19th and 20th ccntL.~’~ 

Richer and f out, European IRomem pp 10-17 (Docmliems 3 m~d 4). 

I ables 7-13 mxd the related ~raplics on Blackbom’d 
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Marriage CoRflict~ in the late 19a’-CentuO, Drama "A Doll’s House" by Henrik Ibsen (1828- 

1906) 

"A Doll’s House," Britain, U.S., 1973, d~’ector Pa~ck Garland (95 mimltes) 

Friday, 

hlarriage Coq[lict~ anti Women’s Emancil~aiion in htte 19th-Century Europe Realiiies, 

Fiction and Movie 

WEEK 8: 

Monday, 

The Middle-Class Women s Movement in late 19 - and earl) 20t~-Centu~ Europe 

Wednesday, 

The ,~octttl st Women s Movement n late 19 - anti earl) 2ff -(~entur) Europe 

What wer~ ~he main aims otthe socialist women’s movement befor~ World War 17 

Hoxx can wc explain these dillcrcnccs and similarities? 
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Friday, 
The British St~[fragists Emmeline Pankhurst An AutobiographicM Account 

"Emmeline Pankhurst (1858-1928) and the Suffragists" Britain, 1994 (55 rain ) 

WEEK 9: 

Monday, 

Enemy Sisters: The Struggle over Women’s R~ht~ and Women’s Stgffrage in the early 20~h-Centuo, 
European Wotm, n’s Movement 

Historical SimMaiion: 

Strident s pr~par~ a fictional debae on women’s fi~hts and women’r stfffi’age, its best possible funn aid 

Wednesday, 

Friday~ 
Spring Break Begins - No Discussion Section 

WEEK 10: 

Spring Break 

WEEK 11: 

Monday, 
Home/Front: llte Gender Order of the First Worhl War 
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Wednesday, 
Women after World War 1: Gender and Politics in lnterwar Europe I 

Friday, 
Women after World War I: Gender and Politics in Interwar Europe H 

Histor&.al Simtdation: 

WEEK 12: 

Monday, 
The "New Woman", the Rationalization of Everyday LiJb, and the Gemler Order in the 

lnterwar Period 
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Wednesday, 

The Flapper Reaht) or Mass Media M) th. 

Friday, 

Haliday No Class 

WEEK 13: 

Monday, 

The Thlrd Reich and World War ll- An Overview 

"Master Race, 1933", U.S., 1998 (5(~ minutcs) 

Wednesday, 

Women in Ft~cist Century Regimes - The Example ~Nazi Germany I 

What coacept o~ fl~e g~ader order did th~ NSD~~ propagate? 

To ~hat degree did th~ Nazi Pm~v incoxporate this concept in flxex" concrete politxcs beg~een 1933 m~d 
1945? 

What role did women play m flxe politxcs of the Thx’d Reich? 

What opportunities existed lk~r women to become politically active in the ThPd Reich’~ 



Friday, 
Women in Fascist CentuO, Regimes - The Example qf Nazi Germany H 

WEEK 14: 

Monday, 

Gendered ~vil Courage, Protest, and Resistance against Nazi Germany I 

Gendered C~ d Courage, Protest, and Resistance ag m~t Naz~ German) 11 

Snphle Schnll The Final 1)a?s, FRG, A)05, director Marc Rothcmund (117 minutes) 

Friday, 

Gendering the Holocaust 
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WEEK 15 

Monday, 
Re-Gendering Post- World War H Societies I 

Re-Gendering Post-World War II Societies H 

Friday, 
Was there Women’s Emancipation bgfore the iV~v Women’s Movement? -- Debates, Realties 

and the Movie 

WEEK 16: 

Monday, 

The New Women’s Movement ~f the 1960s - 1980s 
Questions: 
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Wednesday, . 
FinaI Session: Do Men and Wotm, n Have Equal Right~ and Chances Today? 

Wednesday, time and room TBA 

I will be using S,qkai to m,qke cm~rse msteh,qls, a~motmcement s, and other essenmql fiffonn,qtlon ax’ailable to you You 

mc expected to check Sakai regularly mad arc ~csponsiblc Ibr tbc material that appears on it To access ,Salra¢ 

1 Go to t’~p://s0kai talc edu and wpe m the name you use for yotu" einail m~d fllen your password 

2 You will then r¢celx’e a li~t of all the courses tbr which you aie resisterCd this semester. Click on IIIS 1 

Ill V~4ST    (~bichcvcl you arc icgistcrcd Iol ) 

3 Please familiarize yourself with the cotu’se Web Pa~e. it is an essential tool tbr takin~ this course 

4 If you do not want to use your 1/NC elnail address, you must contact file i ielp Desk at 962-i IELP. 

5 A copy ol the syllabus is on Sakai under Syllabus It ma! bc updated periodically 

PLEASE NOIE: iI" YOU IIAVE DROPPED IIIIS COURSE, TIIE I~EGISTI(AR WILL lAKE ¥O1/ Old" TIIE 
COURSE EMAII IIST WITHIN 48 HOURS YOU DO NOT NIXED TO CONTACT TFIE INSTRUCTOR OR 
TAKI~ ANY OTHI~R ACTION 

Read this syllabus carefully. You should consid¢r it a coim-act between you, tile professor and tile teachm~ 
assistm~t Your e~rolllnen~ in the cotu’se signifies your agr¢ement to adher¢ ~ it Keep it for r¢ference 

No late papers or other ~rittcn work ~ill be accepted except in the case of documented dire 
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Plagiarism: t~ take or pass off as one’s own th~ ideas, k~y wfitin~2s, etc of mxother; to copy the exact words 
or to use key plx’ases tk’om another a/*thor; t~ steal k~v ideas, even ff you put them in yot:" o~,~ words, if 
you do any of these thin~2s, withom using a 2k~omot~ to mdic,nte yotlr som’ce, you are guilg" of pla~2i,nnsm. 
lhe exact words of another m~thor must be put m quot,ntxon m~ks. Be f~)r~wamed th,nt it is ex~’emely ea~3" 
to trace sot~rces of plagiarism with so2~w~e and on the web If you plagiai~ze a paper you will r~ceive a 
zero on that piece ~)f work, and you will be ~ubiect t~ prosecution mxder the l/NC ilonor Code. It is your 
r~sponsibilig" to fmnili,n nze yourself with the i ionor Cod~ (hap://m~m:nent mxc e&l). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Sunday,                   11:41 AM 

~live unc edu> 
gruder 

Gmder Reviewdocx 

Sony this is so ridiculously late 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                   12:54 PM 

Re: final book review 
@dukeedu> 

¯rve just finished your final paper, and it was a real pleasure to read You did precisely what I was 
hoping to see in this sort of paper--you drove down to the analytical essentials of each book, compared them 
usefully, and explained the interpretive value of each I accept your assessment tbat Farge offers a more 
persuasive argument The one thing I find frustrating about Farge, though (as with other Foucault-influenced 
cultural historians, myself excepted of course), is the directionlessness of her public opinion (and how telling it 
is that she stops in 1775) Darnton has the advantage of at least suggesting why the force of public opinion 
might have had political consequences in 1789--even if he’s wrong about it 

I wrote just a few remarks on the hard copy, which I’ll probably never get to return to you 9and the e-copy is a 
pdf, so ) My comments were Did Damton use Roland Barthes on myth? And it’s "based on" not "based 
ofi’" And don’tuse "However" at thebeginningofasentence 

That’s the extent of my critical feedback Great job -Jay 
On         8:39 PM,                    wrote: 

Hello Dr Smith, 

Here is my final book review for your class My apologies for not delivering it to you in person I 
had an overbooked day so I really appreciate your allowing me to deliver it to you over e-mail 
I’m sorry I won’t be able to make the class drink next week! I really enjoyed your class this 
semester I have to admit that you fostered the most productive seminar environment that I have yet 
to experience in my time here in Noah Carolina (and I’m almost done my coursework!) 

Please let me knowi fyou have any trouble with the pdi; or if you would prefer it in a different file 
format 

I hope you enjoy the holiday!, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                   11:38 AM 

~email unc edu> 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Re: HIST 

-I think Cynthia is in Mexico and may have limited internet access for a little while I appreciate the 
trustration of last-minute changes in assignments like this, and we’ll try to get it settled ASAP I’m not sure the 
Bryant switch will work, but I’m sure Cynthia will be looking at all possibilities -Jay 
On 11:25 AM,            wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith and Professor Radding, 

I wanted to follow up Professor Hagemann’s email about the changes to HIS]    and hope that I can be 
placed in HIS’I with Chad Bryant instead. If you could give me some confirmation of what I will be 
TAing, that would be very much appreciated. 

Thank you and best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                   2:13 PM 

Re: Grades etc 
~unc edu> 

Nope, you’re not the culprit 
On         2:12 PM, wrote: 

Dear Dr. Smith, 

Thank you for your email. I have this sinking suspicion that I might be the one from whom you have not yet 
collected a paper. I slipped my paper under your office door Saturday af[ernoon. I am indeed sorry to have 
turned it in so late. 

Best regards, 

From: j~,~smith@email.t~nc.e~u [jo2¢s~nith@emall.u~:.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:03 PM 
Subje~: Grades etc. 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Jay Smith 

Hello comrades: 

Within a few minutes, I’ll be placing in the mailboxes of all Histo~T students (with the exception of 
the one from whom I have not yet collected a paper) a brief evaluation of your work in my class 
this term, together with any and all graded written work that I have not yet returned to you I just 
wanted you to know that I hadn’t forgotten you (        --rll send yours through campus mail 

--come see me sometime) 

I really enj oyed the course Thanks for taking it I’ve got some of my own ideas for reorganizing 
(should I oiler this course again before 2020), but if you have specific thoughts to share some day, 
please do so Meanwhile, have a good break 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST776 001 FA12" site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: t]JST/76 001 FAI2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                   4:35 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Hagemann course 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                   5:01 PM 

@gmail com 

Fwd: Delive~ay Status Notification (Failure) 

Attached Message Part; Fo~vardedMessage eml msg 

Messed upwith the address again 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Delivet-y Stares Notification (Failure) 

Date:Mon,             14:24:55 -0500 
From:Mail Delivery System 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, 2:25 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
@emo13z edu>; 

@live unc edu> 

Hagemann course 

@unc edu>; 

Quick question, folks If I al+ange to have Karen Hagemann teach a grad 
readings course in *European* histo~T (not gender, etc) this coming 

would any of you take it? Do you know others who would? This 
is faMy urgent, so quick replies appreciated if at all possible -Jay 

PS This is unrelated to my independent, which I am still willing to do 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,                   7:33 PM 

’@live unc edu> 
Re: 

OK by m¢ But I had Io gel grades in Ioday--so you’ve got another 
from me[ ff you sla) on me (tiffs is sometimes necessmy) we’ll get the 

cleared before classes slarl 
On 2:46 PM, wrote: 
> Tlmt~k you rll lmve your paper in shordy I’m sort) to have forecast its arrival earlier When I smx you last, 1 fl~ought I was ge~dng 
belier but then I slarl¢d 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmilh~aemall uric cdu] 
> Sent: Sunda),                   11:41 AM 

> Subject: 

> SorD" tiffs is so ridiculously late 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, December 17, 2012 10:48 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Andrews, Matthew P <andrewsm@email unc edu> 
Re: TA assignment 

And Matt--did I teall? not ilfform you oftbe e~trolhnent cbange? 

fire associate chairslfip So~" about fltat 

On 12/17/12 9:13 PM. Cynlhia Radding wml¢: 
> Dear Mall: 
> Yes, your e~ro[lment has been raised to 165 In additio~ in ot~ler to 
> acconmlodate the graduate staldent s to wham we ate obligated to offer 
> assislanlships, w¢ have made Garret/W~ighi!s assignm¢nl Ihal of an 
> AT, since be is a first-? etu staldent You will have tltree TAs and one AT 

> That~k you for your patience and good cheer! And that~k you for your 
> prompl al/enlion Io [lie disk copies 

> BesI, 

> Cynthia 

> O1112/17/2012 8:40 PM. Andrews, Mahilew P wrolc: 
>> Dear C5 nlhia- 

>> That~k you for tiffs emad Because I may need to o~der some mine desk 
>> copies ormy books. I was hoping to clati[~ something I undersland 
>> that                will be one of lny TAs (which is great, 1 like 
>> her a lot) But in tbe last Excel spteadsbeet you sent me, I had 
>> TAs for HIST 127 ( ) Bul now I havl 
>> as TAs and is now an A 1’! Is 
>> Ibal corr¢cl? 

>> Like I said, rm just clarifs"ing for book ordebmg purposes rm 
>> happ5 wilb whatever TAs you assign m¢ 

>> O11 Dec 17.2012. 

>>> Dear 2 
>> > Due to the pattern of undergraduate e~trollment s we found it 
>>> n¢cessa~? to change your TA assianmenl to Hislo~ 127 006. wilh Mall 
>>> Andrews You will work wilb                          . TAs and 
>>>              as AT The lecture for tlfis class is scbeduled for 
>>> T/Th 9:30-10:45 

>>> Sincerely, 
>> > Professor Radding 



SU l~ject:Re: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 6: I 0 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Re: 890s 

On 12/18/12 6:09 PM. Kmmcr. Lloyd S 
> Jay, 
> Thanks for Ihis infonna/ion This lugs been quite a challenging "cnrolhncnl season" for our classes And w¢ hare some disgnmllcd 
I’acully Am you arailablc to speak on tile phone for a few minutes ~ighl now’? Could I call you al home? I’m still in m3 office in 

> Bcsl, Lloyd 

> -----Ofigiiml Message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   7:59 PM 

@live uric edu> 
Re:                 thing 

Jay 
On 

-that sounds great Better than         no? (Though I know you would have liked the proximity to 
So stay on top of the due date thing, and I’ll get my letter ready in 

3:20 PM, wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Guess what? I checked out the website to see if there was a course in 
paleography for French being offered this coming The one in is for 
Spanish or something, but there is one for French at the I contacted 
them and they said the grant award was very recent so they don’t know precise dates yet. 
But it’s this        and I can definitely apply by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, December 2 I, 2012 2:22 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email unc edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] First effort at rebuttal 

ntnnber to use rigbt aww? 
On 12/21/12 1:25 PM. Jankcn, Kcnnclh R wmlc: 

hlvestigafion for what be would say about ira." department, but I mn vet5 bappy flint someone with some authofit) EXONERATED the 
~acadt) ht my depa~ment L~e you al~d othet~, I find Iris statements about tbe atlfletics ether-prise not credible Tbe imm" bete is not 
lost on me: you thaught ~in would provide fire needed corrective but ate lmw dissatisfied with tl~ result 

> 1 ~’e some leactions to your written comments about it t~t you iN? find usefld as you go about revising what you’ve wfi~en 1 

> Professor of ~m-~nerican Studies 
> Dep~lnem of ~dcan and ~m-Alnefican S~dies 
> 109 BaSle Hall, CB# 3395 
> University orNonh Carolil~l 
> Cha~l H~I, NC 27599-3395 

> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
> (919) 966-2694 (fax) 

> -----Ofigil~al Message ..... 

> Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 12:06 PM 
> To: discussion 

> 1 wanted to get IW thaughts down in some o~deted form Tbe~e’s mote to sa? about tNs Matin tvaves~, but tNs is a beNl~ng at 

> (1 hape to publish a sha~er version ) 

> -- You at~ cut.rely subscribed to fa~d~--atlflefics-fonnn as: ~jatNen%enmil unc edu To m~ubscfibe click be~e: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, December 2 I, 2012 4:49 PM 

George S Baroff        @bellsouth net> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] First effort at rebuttal 

George--point taken Sonay I didn’t respond to your earlier email about literacy specialists, by the way You 
made a good point there, too, but given the reluctance of athletics to even *admit* that there’s a problem with 
the academic abilities of its athletes, the "trial" admission idea probably could never get off the ground -Jay 
On 12/21 / 12 4:46 PM, George S Baroff wrote: 

Your last line was the most telling! To find "no discernible motive" given the athletes who 
benefitted from these classes, is to remove oneself from the role of a serious critic He cannot be 
oblivious to the athletic nature of the scandal; he simply wants to protect the powers that be and the 
funding source that the University has come to depend on His seat at the games is safe 
George S Baroff 
On Dec 21, 2012, at 12:05 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

<Smith thoughts on the Martin report.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday, December 22, 2012 I 1:38 AM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 
Watson, Hamy L <hwatson@email unc edu> 

Re: REMAINING ANOMALIES IN TA LIST 

Cyntlda--the Talbert 226 was capped at 220, so he won’t need 5 TA’s (1 

me Both Haro"s 586 (sort5, Hart5 !) and Bill Barite> ’s 565 ate far 

flteir firm1 mnnbet~ down around a lnanageable 30 Apologies to Harts", 
espeaially since I just asked lfim to cook up a poster prmnoting his 
course Andit looks greal 

Where would you find Ihe olh¢r TA Hart3 needs for his 127? Righl now. 
we could easil> trmksfer one of Caddell’s graders We~,-e lifted the 
ceiling on his cap, bit[ could pu[ i[ back down SOllle day ncxl week. 
wbenever staff" ale back on campus 

efficient use of the TA staff -Jay 
On 12/21/12 7:28 PM. Cynlhia Raddin~ wml¢: 
> Thank you, Hart3, Ihis is h¢lpfid     is dafind¢ly assigned Io you 

> Jay, we need Io know Ihe ¢nrolhn¢nl figures for 127006 and 127007 as 
> well as 586 I moved to Otis’s 128, and I think it is not 
> wise to move bet again If Harts"s 586 leacbes 70 students and Haro"s 

> one TA, reducing its size front 165 back to 110 

>> Dear Cynfltia, 

>> Thanks so much for catcldng these ghtches 

>> as my TA in Histmy 586, ff I can have one at all If he camtot 

>> 127 lr    goes Io 586 and     goes Io 127. who else will won 
>> in m) section of 1277 1’11 be bappy to work with anyone ht that 

>> would be happ) to have her there My m0v hesitation is putthtg bet 

>> will be happy to work with someone else 

>> CB# 3195, Hantilton Hall 
>> Universily o f North Carolina a/Chapel Hill 
>> Chapel Hill. NC 27599 



>> telephone: (9193 962-0977 
>~ fax: (9193 962-1403 

>> -----Original Message ..... 

>~ Se~t: Friday, December 21, 2012 3:33 PM 
>> To: Smilh, Jay M: Kmmcr. Lloyd S; Walson, Hart? L 
>) Sul~iect: REMAINING ANOMALIES IN TA LIST 

>~ Dear Jay, Lloyd trod Hart3 : 
>> I cannol send oul Ihe lisl ~o Ib¢ general facully and grad~ml¢ 
>~ students, because tbele a~e still anomaties I ram." ltave accidentally 
>> copied over an older version inlo Ih¢ one I asked Joy Io formal I 
>~ need your help trod clabfflcation: 

>> HaW Wa/son’s lwo courses and shilling TAs Io Mall Andrcws’s 127 and 
>> 128: 

>~ We lmv~ assigned twice to 127006 (Andrews) and to 

>> 127007 (Wa/son) is corrcclly assigned Io Wa/son’s 127 If 
>~ 586 is capped at 70 students, wl~o will assist Hart3" tbe~e? We 
>> currcnlly have il blank 

>> tile assignnlent is likewise lmpp3 to work with David 
>> Pahncr in 358 

>~ Tlmtik you, Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday, December 22, 2012 1:05 PM 

discussion <faculty--athlerlcs-fomm@listserv unc edu> 
Martin and me 

My op-ed is online, in print tomorrow: 
~ a dde n ri~4= t~ih~s -o t" htu~l 

But I have also had blistering (and fascinating, I admit) email exchange with Martin himself Excuse me for the 
self-indulgence, but I wanted to share one exchange (about the existence of revenue sports) that I found vetT 
telling: 

MARTIN: My impression may have been mistaken, but I did sense that you did care about our task but were 
more interested in getting rid of maj or revenue sports than in uncovering the extent of fraud in the classroom If 

so, that is certainly your right Each of us has our prima~T objectives, and is free to devote energy and thought 
to it 

SMITH: As for the claim that I am more interested in getting rid of revenue sports than in getting fraud out of 
the classroom--I take strong exception to that, and I have no idea where you got the notion I am a passionate 
advocate for the athletes; I have befriended former football coach John Shoop 

and I am fully aware that commercial sports are here to stay 
My only concern is to create a system in which those sports can be pursued honestly, with integrity, and with 
t~airness to all EvetTthing in my public pronouncements over the past two years makes that clear; nowhere 
have I called for the abolition of revenue sports (though we could talk about what ought to be done with that 
revenue) My main objection to the tone and content of your report, which I’ve now read top to bottom, is that 
you simply shield athletics from any responsibility for our troubles 

MARTIN: I stand by my impression that you are more interested in getting rid of revenue sports, but accept 

your claim that it is not so In the same vein, I do not revise my interpretation of your opinion of the 
administration You did not use the word %ormption" about them but cleady charge them with manipulating 
the situation and us I pity that tactic 

To me, it’s now fairly clear that naysayers like us were discounted because of our assumed motives I think his 
dramatic "this is not an athletics scandal" announcement was a calculated finger in the eye, in fact He pities 
my tactics I pity his lack of self-awareness 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, December 24, 2012 9:35 AM 

Raymond H Dawson @mindspring corn> 

Re: your oped 

will join me I hope so 
On 12/23/12 4:00 PM. Raymond H Day, son wmle: 

Governor and, appareNl), 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                   12:46 PM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: well, well 

> Ugh, I hal¢ planning A1U possibility o1" lunch or mid-allcmoon d~ink tomorrow (r~iday)? 

> Sent: Thlusda?,, 12:10 PM 
>To: Ja?, Slrtith 
> Subject: RE: well, well 

> That was in? gnlt feehng as well I anl doing com~e tltrough so I an boping to get 

Hope is Ihc key word There seems Io be an undcrcumznl suggcsling thai ifI gel III3 Phd (well. when!) there will b¢ some 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmllh~acmail uric ¢du] 
> Sent: Wednesday,                   8:12 PM 

> Subject: Re: well, well 

> everything’s telative--e g, bow much time do you wtmt to im’est m 
> tltis piece? (If you subnllt elsewhere, it will tequtie revising and mote 
> revising, undoubl¢dly) Do you sc¢ any interest in having a publication 
> on your cv rigbt awa? (e g, would it look good to you~ 
> friends?) Ate you womed about never having time to write again in fire 

> questions, I’d say probabl? better to wait -Jay 

> PS Yeal~ Pll be around Look me up if you’~e in tbe vicirtll? 
> O11        12:23 PM,             wrote: 
>> Quick question: Is it worthwhile to altempt to publish tbe paper tbat I presented at fl~e     co~ffetence in fl~e 

wbole is mo~e fldl? developed? 

>> We arc going Io t~3 Io g¢l Io Chap¢l Hill somclimc Arc you going to be 

>> From: Jay Smith [jaysmllh@¢mail uric cdu] 

>> musical clmti~ is tlmt all tbe coacbes-even tbe fi~ed ones-end up with 
>> ~mllions m tbeh pockets, wNle tbe playet~ get zilch ExceN a lesson 

>> On 5:21 PM, wrote: 



>>> Subject: Re: well, well 

>>>> You would lmve been proud of n~v last quiz The average was appt2~ 70 Tlmt’s wllat they get for not doing file readings 

>>>> It’s beautiful here, just beautiful But l’nl grading 

file front Woke up to nlldtiple inches of snow and the knowledge of baln~v conditions in NC 

>>>>>From Ja~ Smi h [ja~smi h~aclnail riced ] 

>>>>> Al~vway--lots of babies me bald 

!~tlow wl~¥ exactly he was teptesellted as a little nlan h~stead of a tmditiot~al looking baby ~ One of the illmges even llas lmn baldhlg 

>>>>>> From: Jay Snfith [jaysnfith,~a email lnlC edu] 
>>>>>> Scnl: Sa rda~,                11:29 AM 











Meeting minutes don’t confirm Martin report in UNC academic fraud scandal 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, January I, 2013 1:37 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Re: FAC and the Martin report 

Thanks, Lloyd Yes, let’s catch up this week at some point It’s possible that Dan Kane of the N&O will try to 
get a comment from you this week (he’s been after all the faculty from the 2006 committee) Obviously, you 
should do/say only what you’re comfortable with I’m very upset by the way this sto~3zline has been concocted, 
though Another person you might tbink about contacting is Jack Evans, who seems to be the only faculty 
member present at those meetings who actually vouches for Mercer and Blanchard I’m wondering a little bit 
about his motives I copied Kathy Harris, Rachel Willis, and George Lensing on the last message I sent to you 
They, with tbe exception of Steve Reznick, were the only other faculty alleged to have heard the report in 2006 
(judging by the minutes for the meeting in question) -Jay 
On 12/31/12 1:28 PM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 

Jay, 
Thanks for this message. I’m in , where I’ve been working almost non-stop to finish the revisions 
on my huge textbook and hanging out 

It’s been nice and relatively warm, and I’ve been a little derelict about following e-mails 
while I’ve been here. But        and I are driving back to Chapel Hill tomorrow. 

I confess that I have not been following the details of the Martin report, but I’m glad to see the updates 

you’ve sent me. The idea that the faculb/athletics committee somehow discussed the huge number of 
independent studies couNes sometime in 2006 and then said there was no problem is simply not what I 
remember. I don’t have any recollection of a conve~ation about such couNes. It’s probably true that I 
occasionally missed a meeting in those yeaN, but still I don’t think the issue really surfaced as something 
we discussed. I do have some vague recollection of references to the Auburn case, which was roughly 
parallel to what we’ve been hearing about at UNC. 

I don’t have any time to follow up on these issues at the moment, but we can talk more about this nex[ 
week. I’m wondering if I should consult with Kathleen Harris about this. I think our terms overlapped. 
Steven Leonard was also on the committee for a time, but he had probably rotated off by 2006-07, which I 
think was roughly my last year as well. I’ll try to look more closely at the report when I get a chance. And 
I could also discuss it with Laurie, though she was never on the FAC. 

Meanwhile, I hope you’re having a good break. It looks like you’ve been keeping abreast of UNC issues 
better than I have as I try to collect my wits in                and get ready for another busy 
semester. I’m also heading to New Orleans on ThuNday for the AHA meetings. But I’ll try to check in with 
you at some point on Wednesday. 

All the best, 
Lloyd 

From: Jay Smith [L~mith~ernNl.~mc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, December 30, 2012 I0:54 AM 
TO: Harris, Kathleen Mullan; Kramer, Lloyd S; Willis, Rachel; Lensing, George 
Subject: FAC and the Martin report 

Dear colleagues: 
I doubt that any of you have followed the news of the Matin repott and its aftermath as obsessively 
as I have done (and this is a sign of your superior mental health), but the essentials--recapped in 
today’s N&O story, link below--are that Martin reaffirmed UNC’s official story tbat this whole 
thing "is an academic not an athletics scandal," and one of the prime props for his narrative is the 
story of FAC’s failure in 2006 to act on warning signs brought to its attention by Robett Mercer and 
John Blanchard (who pushed this explanation of events to Holden Thorp and to the Maftly-Kipp 



committee earlier in the year) Please read the N&O stot2¢, but that stolT only confirms my 
impressions from reading FAC annual reports and from talking with Lloyd about discussions that 
took place at FAC in 2006-7 I’m concerned about how this bit of faulty historical memory is being 
combined with a larger Martin narrative about how we do things at UNC 

If the encounter of 2006 is as fictitious as it seems, this is a pernicious story--both because it distorts the 
historical record and because of the way in which it assigns blame to some m~d absolves others Consider 
the context in which this most elaborate statement of Martin’s supposed ’causes" of the scandal is laid out in 
the report itself (pp 52-3 of the Marth~ report): a discussion of academic freedom m~d the im~ovative wa?s in 
which UNC facultylike to teach One wouldthink, on reading these pages, that we at UNC have the most 
unstmctm’ed and unbureaucratic curricular machine~3" in higher education Reed college on steroids That 
is not an impression that squares with the experiences of most UNC faculty (certainly not in the College of 
A&S ) If this myth is alloxx ed to stand, facult3" will ultimately sacrifice some of their pedagogical freedoms 
for no good rcason~xccpt to save the good nmne of the athletics department Meanwhile, a narrative 
about athletics innocence (they were the only ones with integrity!) will have hardened in ways that 
will make it difficult for us even to contemplate, never mind fix, some of the problems in ASPSA 
that have come to light in the last two years 

No matter where you stand on athletics and its place at UNC, I would hope that you would all agree 
that academics and the reputation of UNC’s faculty must not be sacrificed for the purpose of 
"closing the book" on our troubles This terrible book we’ve been living cannot have this for its 
final chapter I hope you will consider trying to set the record straight 

All the best and happy new year, 
Jag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, Januaq¢ I, 2013 1:42 PM 

Reid, Donald M <dreidl@email unc edu> 
Re: A couple of things 

Don--thanks for this email And Happy New Year We’ll figure out the schedule, but for me, too, fall would be 
much, much better than spring Finding a new 905 person and sacrificing your big 140 would be headaches I’d 
rather dowithout! Butwe’ll see howitplays 

Good on i -let’s talk soon about how to proceed (assuming the department agrees to proceed) 

Jay 
On 12/23/12 6:41 AM, Reid, Donald M wrote: 

HiJay, 

are visiting and they showed me your intervention in the USA Today article. I’m sorry that 
you got only a sentence, but your comment spurred a good discussion, taking us from the particulars of the 
UNC report to the "structural" issues of the effects of big money college athletics place within the college’s 
mission in theory and practice. 

I saw Lloyd yesterday. We talked about t~o things. I’ll help you write a report on            ~ for the 
department. I think it might also help if I came and participated in the department meeting at which his 
case is discussed. 

People often 
ask me how the university budget has affected the department. From your work administering the 
department, you are aware of the nuts and bolts issues, but I thinkthe opposition to the entry of new 
excellent membeN of the department who come to us through indirect paths (as in the US field last year) 
for fear that this will impede future hires in specific fields is another clear and sad effect. 

I also spoke with Lloyd about 

I know you are laying out the class schedule, so Lloyd said to mention this to 
you. The fall would make the most sense for me, however I understand that it might need to be in the 
spring. I don’t know that there is any[hing you need to do now, but Lloyd said to mention this to you. 

All my best, 

Don 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, 1:06 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

reading list French Rev docx 

~gmail corn; 
@live unc edu> 

A~ached is a 10-book fist to laul~ch us tNs semester 

[ikel? pair for meeting # 1), mid then lmve each of you w~ite papers on 

role) Tlmt will be a little later To save us from the dangers of 
-drill (’il’s 11ol a "real" course, so it will get less and less ormy 

time’), I do tbit~k we’ll want to have short wri~en assiglm~ent s for each 
meeting (Or ma?be each of the last four meetings) We can tan about 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~H 2, 2013 J:3k PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med unc edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] ARG spring meeting schedule revsd 

On 1/2/13 3:33 PM, Rennet-. Joy J wrote: 
> Hi Jay! 

> What thne is the meeting on Jmmat) 8? Tl~at~ks and hope your spm~g semester plamtfl~g is going well 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, 7:05 PM 

@email unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

meeting hour 

Dear 

W¢ originally scheduled out rattling (to loam aboul youT 
experiences as lulors) for 3:30 oil ls []lerc a c]~lnce Iha[ you 
could/would b¢ willing Io move Ihal Io Ihe 2pro hour? lr nol, we’ll deal 
with it But there’s a person from ttie Paodt) athletics conurdttee (the 

to leave by 4 So an eat’tier meeting *migtit* be ideal (1 would 
coml’trm tiffs for you over ttie weeke~ld ) Just let me know 

-Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, 9:23 AM 

@email unc edu>; 
@live unc edu> 

never mind 

-we’ll stick with the 3:30 hour for The lnos e 

Jay 
PS We’ll be meeting h~ Alumtai 313A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,              3:29 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: HIST Semester 

I just posted the syllabus on Sakai You should find the readings there 
On       3:25 PM,                     wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

Hello! My name is            and I am enrolled in your History    class for the upcoming 
seme~er. I was just a bit concerned because while purchasing my texLbooks, I’ve noticed that you haven’t 
yet po~ed the required readings for the class. Will you be let[ing us know the fir~ day of classes, or will the 
li~ be posted before then? If you could get back to me, that would be wonderful. Thank you so much and 
I’m looking forward to your class! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Samrday,                I0:12 AM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Re: one last adjustment?? 

Grca/--wc’ll wail I’or LIo3d to weigh in Did you gel my earlier ¢mail 
about grad applicatiolts Cynthia? 
On      7:05 PM. Cynlbia Radding 
> J a? and all: 
> The o1113 assistant we can move from Lelousis’s is 

> leassign him as a gt-ader for Bill Ban~ey 

> On 5:12 PM, Ja) Snfith wrote: 

>> Due to an oversight on my parl (T didn’l know that tile Civil War was 
>> a crosslistcd course), Bamcy’s 565 now has 47 studcnls in it (10 
>> from PWAD) and no TA support We~’e capped it much lower, so 
>> allrilion would probably gel him down Io around 40 in Ihe end, bul I 

>> ool3 111 seats taken in lfis                          Shouldwe 
>> perhaps consider pulting one TA from that course (assmmng tbe~e ate 
>> Alnericamst s there zmd some nfight be willing) and giving Barney a 
>> grader for I11¢ 565? II" so, we could mist Ih¢ cap again on Iha/ 

>> I’m just floating fl~e idea Neither wa3 ~eptesents a pardcuhal3 
>> efficient way to use grad assistants, but I tlthtk it ~rtigbt be tbe 

>> ~md-40s as a tree no-man’s lmld ~wself. zmd have always tried to save 
>> facult3 from windh~g up in that situation) Am" thaughts? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday, 10:52 AM 

Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu> 
Re: Message from 

I guess we just cancel the Wednesday class and notify them by email I sure hope she’s back by Friday .... 
On       3:02 PM, Wallace, Wanda L wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
just called and left a messase with me. She has and will 

Not be able to star~ teachin8 until Friday, 

Do you want me to send out a message to the students in her class or does she have 

Someone to replace her? 

Let me know what you want me to do. 

Thanks 
Wanda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Samrday,                I 1:24 AM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: 

squeezed two books out of it You’re probabl) seeing tbe British title. 
or sonleihing My cop)l just checked, and yes. the otlginal Btllish 
pnblication lind tbe subtitle you mention It’s tl~e stone book, so don’t 

I wdl vote agaiitst Monda) s, so I hope We&lesda) s ate good for evel5 one 

On 2:35 AM, wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 
> Having a little tronble with tl~e Allikess book: I fomld a Terror rifle but after tl~e colon, it was something like "tbe civil war in 

> To: ?i,gmait corn; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday, I 1:49 AM 

@gmail com> 

doc 

-1 tNltk it t~ads well, and I saw no problem with lepetitiousness 
I did~do propose one slighdy different way o f pilching your privilege 
angle (see m? co~mnent), but ofltenvise tltis is good to go 1 fltink 1 
wouldn’t worm" about "t~levance," by the way It shouldn’t be a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday,               2:05 PM 

Re: Can you help me with a paper? 

Sorry I never got back to you on this It slipped my attention and in the end-of-term rash I just forgot all about 
it 
On 8:19 PM,               wrote: 

Dr Smith, 

My name is               , and I am from          I am writing a final paper for a journalism 
class on the UNC-Chapel Hill Afl-ican and Afro-American Studies department I am t~TAng to look 
away from the athletic side and study the department’s history and the effects the scandal has had 

You have been vein vocal on the academic side, and I would really like to hear from you myself 
instead of from a newspaper I want to hear what is happening on the ground .... not on 
administrative decisions, which have been announced, but the perceptions and natural 
consequences that are out of the AFAM department’s control 

For example, 

have been studying how the African and African American studies movement began in the 1960s 
believe 1968 in San Francisco was the first university department 

This scandal could have happened in any depa~ment, but the AFAM movement in the 1970s etc 
took criticism that it wasn’t a legitimate academic pursuit Today, a small percentage of people 
want to see the UNC AFAM department go away so how linked are these comments? 

In other words, I am kind of all over the place and need to talk with someone to gain a bigger 
picture of the situation from those who are there 

! know it is finals week This paper is due              If you can spare 20-30 minutes, it would 
be greatly appreciated I can talk on the phone, I can drive to Chapel Hill, or I could do something 
else entirely 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                12:21 PM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: DTH request for interview 

Anytime, though before 2 would be best I’m at 
On       I1:54 AM,                  wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, what time would work best for you today? Thank you! 

On Fri,            at 3:52 PM, Jay Smith <ja~,smi~ en3.~l[ m~ e~t;> wrote: 
Early afternoon should be OK 

On 9:52AM, wrote: 

Thank you so much[ I will definitely ttN to talk to MatN as well Something actually 
came up and I won’t be available today, but does sometime Sunday work? Please let 
me know, thank you! 

On 2:20 PM, "Jay Smith" <~a,, s~n~ith ?2e~n~ai[ unc edu> wrote: 
--sure Maybe late tomorrow afternoon? (After 3?) Or sometime Saturday 

or Sunday even As you might imagine, I have strong feelings about the report 

The other person that I would urge you to talk to is Mary Willingham Mary 
knows better than anyone (anyone willing to talk, anyway) why the "not an 
athletics issue" grant of absolution was pure nonsense -Jay 
On       12:32 PM,                  wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

This is from The Daily Tar Heel I hope you had a 
great We’re getting back into the swing of things 
at the DTH For the first issue, I would like to write an article about 
how the UNC community feels about tbe Martin report and if they are 
satisfied with the results I would love to speak with you about it, as 
well as any other faculty members you think would be interested in 
talking to me I attended the Board of Trustees meeting over break 
and heard the results of the report, and am veta£ interested in your 
opinion Please let me know if you have any time today or over the 
weekend to speak with me, I really appreciate it! 

Thank you, 

The Daily Tar Heel 
(m): 



The Daily Tar Heel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,               2:26 PM 

Cassen, Flora <fcassen@email unc edu>; Bullard, Melissa M 
<mbullard@email unc edu>; Mclntosh, Terence V <terencemcintosh@unc edu>; 
Whalen, Brett E <bwhalen@email unc edu>; Bull, Marcus G <mgbull@email unc edu>; 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

inihal med/e-m rankings 

Dear pre-mods: 
I *think* I’m sharing convening duties for the Euros this year, covering especially the pre-modern part of the 
pool I’ve now had the chance to look through the 30 applications in medieval/early-modern and wanted to 
share my inihal impressions I think eight are ve~’y strong, and another six are worth a close look from several 
of us Medieval is particularly strong, and we’ll need to figure out how to proceed with our allocations 
Diversity of field is important, but I personally tend to think quality is even more important The convenors are 
meeting on        so it would be a big help if those of you with interests in the applicants listed below would 
go into the applications system and leave your comments in the next week (If I learn of any other med/e-m’s 
that got classified with milita~’y, gender, or global, I’ll let you know) 

And if you have thoughts about how to weigh our various objectives (most talented field vs most ’diverse’ 
field), be sure to let me know I’m guessing Europe (including modem) will get to advance about 6-8 names 
initially, so this is going to be a real challenge We’ll also need to decide whether any of the people from our 
part of the pool should be pushed for University fellowships We have some tough calls to make 

The obvious contenders are: 

Maybe worth keeping alive: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,               9:53 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 
Re: 

On 1:42 PM, Schoolmmke~. NancT Gray wrote: 
>Jay: 

was tile second o~e I’ve learned about wha never got tile letter we put into campus nmil 1 emailed him a sczm of the signed 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmitb~acmail uric ¢du] 
> Sent: Sunda),                 12:37 PM 

> Subject: 

> Nancy-- informed me a couple of days ago that be had never 

> for anotber grant when I asked lthn wby be was botbebmg So tlfis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,              ,9:56 AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 
Re: applicant 

rm happy to read some more--maybe all the French? You can list 

I wasfft plamdng to be on campus today, but I’ll be there tomorrow for 

On 9:36 AM, Kmmer, Lloyd S wrote: 

> That~ks for tiffs note rll tt5 to look at tlfis fde I havefft had 

you could work on tiffs wifll someone else, mahtl) to make sine that all of the modern Europeml applicatio~ts get looked at and that we 

weeks 

> Will you be on campus this afternoon? Should we talk again about eltrollments mid last ~himlte pet~olmel al~ifis? 

> Thanks. Lloyd 

> -----O~igh~al Message ..... 



>> sometNng we want to igl~ote? Maybe South Asia just isfft pro~msmg 

>> Hagemann’s 263H luls all of 5 slltdcnls in d (I don’l suppose 
>> you’ve heat~l am" mine from her about that unpaid leave idea?) 
>> Again--do we just hope for the best? 

>> understand it--plent) of these *sound* vet5 intelesthtg, and I dofft 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                12:06 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu>; Duval, Kathleen A 
<duval@email unc edu> 

Re: Leave of Absence,          time to meet 

Sure, 1 is fine with me tomorrow On         -as I mentioned earlier (I think), we could easily afford to take 
away one of graders, since there’s no chance he’s going to reach the full 300 (he has about 240 now) 
And really *needs* to lose one TA (We had thought about shifting to but that’s not 
absolutely essential) 

Jay 
On I h38 AM, Cynthia Radding wrote: 

Dear Lloyd, Kathleen and Jay: 
I can meet tomorrow at 1:00 or 1:30 I agreed to meet with grad student 
3), and I can tell him to meet me at 3 pm 

(between I and 

Best, 
Cynthia 

On 11:35 AM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 

As it happens~ tho~lgh, I’m involved with a final set of interviews (via skype) for the Central 

Asian position, These are scheduled for tomorrow morning between 9:00 and noon, So I 

would not be able to meet at our usual time of 10:30, Fm not even sure if tbis will be a good 

I’m siso copying both Jay and Kathleen on this message to see what they might think about 



From: Cynthia Radding [mailto:raddine~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,              10:44 AM 
TO: Smith, Jay M; Duval, Kathleen A; Kramer, Lloyd S 
Subject: Fwd: Leave of Absence, 

sent me this message last night! I find this extremely i~lesponsible; 
however, it is better that we replace him, if he cannot function this semester 

This means reshuffling again the TAs for the U S history field --     would have 
worked with                         Studies Kathleen, what is your suggestion? 

Cynthia 

........ Original Message ........ 

Sub.iect:Leave of Absence 
D~te:Sun, 20:48:29 -0500 

From: ~live unc edu> 
To:Cyntbia Radding <raddingN~email unc edu> 

Dear Dr Radding, 

I hope this email finds you well after the I’m writing to let you know that 

after much consideration, I have decided 
As per the instructions in the Grad student handbook, I have just unenrolled 

myself from courses for next semester and it says that i do not need to fill out any 
official leave of absence fom~ if it is only for a semester I will continue to read and 
study for comps in the meantime and fill out the appropriate re-enrollment forms when 
I return I wanted to let you know as the director of graduate studies and for TA 
replacement purposes I sincerely apologize about the late notice, but 

that I arrived at this decision 
The student handbook does not mention anything else that I need to do, but please let 
me know if I need to contact Joy or Wanda or anyone else besides my advisor as I 
imagine there might be other administrative issues to sort out Thank you vet2/much 
for your assistance and I wish you the best for the semester 

Best Regards, 

Cynthia Radding 

Gussenhoven Distinguished Professor 

Latin ~erican Studies and History 

Director of Graduate Studies, History 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Hamilton Hall 513 

CB 3195 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 3195 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,      .         12:33 PM 

Reid, Donald M <dreidl@email unc edu> 
Re: [history-european] grad applicants 

Thanks. Don Goodto know 
On 12:29 PM, Reid, Dolmld M wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 

> Though thet~ wet~ a couple of a&nissible candidates in none leally excited me 

> From: Ja> S~mth [ja>s~mth@enutil uric edu] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,               3:49 PM 

Jarausch, Konrad H <jarausch@email unc edu> 

Hagemann, Karen <hagemann@unc edu> 

Re: [histolT-european] grad applicants 

Great, that~ks 1 fibmted Gemmn would be strong as usual Medieval is 

vely interesting cmtdidates So we should be pleased about who’s 
applying, even if it means difficult decisions for us Just keep me in 

On 2:45 PM. Jamusch, Konrad H wrolc: 

included I have talked in person to and by phone with 

own hat wlfich I support And we are still in contact with about the ~mlilat3 pmsNcts 

> KHJ 

> Scnl: Monday, 12:56 PM 
> To: Smith, Jay M 
> Cc: Jamusch, Ko~wad H 
> Subject: Re: [histot3 -european] grad applicanls 

> That~ks for tiffs email and agreeing to flmctinn as a convener of the 
> European field 

> Ko~rad Jarausch alld I went tlFough the whole list of applicallts for 

> at1 apphcants that apphed for Modern Europem~/Gemmn nfililzuy 
> lfistot3 I also had a look on the apphcations for Europezm womeffs 
> and gender history I informed fire colleagmes, whom I spotted as 

> Konmd and I will come up with a shott lisl Our problem is Ihal we 

> The oaly problem is that the IAH teceptinn is in the stone 

> Best wishes, 

>> It looks like fm teclmically serving as convertor tlfis spring, in 

>> applications read and ranked and prepped for fellowship 
>> comNtilio~ts The Europezm applicants ale divided into four nlain 



>> Modern UK (Ulldoubtedly we’ll be alerted to a few more that have 
>> been iNegrated il~to tbe fltenmtic fields) I’ve at least looked 

>> handle thase ffyou find interesting candidates, please be sine 
>> that fltey get at least two ~eadings (with coimnents provided hi tbe 

>> application in otber subfields: fire mote we compare notes befotvhmtd 

>> U~m-ersit~ fetlowship deadlhle a week later) I would tbe~efote 
>> like fire field to com’ene nexX week Let me propose Tuesday’, 
>> at 3:30 I’ve alread3 seen a few applicanls that look like 

>> business will be to decide which snmll handful we ~mgbt wmtt to push 
>> for U felhiwslfips 

>> or send a blm~k email to 
>> leave-32589044-50181104 fTe 1916ee 158bd8839653135[x)e9b540@lislsel~ unc edu 

> University orNorlh Carolil~l at Cl~lpel Hill 

> Hanfilton Hat1, CB # 3195 
> Chal~l Hill, Norlh Camlhia 27599-3195. USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, Janual’y 8, 2013 9:25 AM 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 

Re: Automatic reply: [faculty--athletics-forum] reminder 

Richard--don’t know if you’re reading email, but 
On I/8/13 9:23 AM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

I will begin working from home the week of January 14and plan to resume my normal teaching and work 

schedule January 22. Thanks for your support and patience. 

Take care, 

Richard 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith,?~ email unc edu> 

Tuesday.                10:55 AM 

Hagcm~ml, Karcn <hagenl~ml~unc cdu> 

Re: Teaching 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, I 1:06 AM 

@live unc edu>; 
~email unc edu> 

today 

Dear 

I’m going to be m Hmrtilton tiffs afternoon If you are, too, we could 
walk over to Ahumff togefl~er around 3:15 or so Or we cm~just meet h~ 
Alunmi 313 A at the appoil~ted hour If I dofft hear ofl~em ise, rll 
assume that we’ll just be meeting theie 

It’s likldy Io be a vo) small group, maybe a half doz¢n or so facully 
W¢’r¢ jusl interested in I¢aming more about how Ihc syslcm achually 
funclions Thanks again for m¢¢ling wllh us -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              6:23 PM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu> 

misreadings 

Jonathan--your word about my bein~ misread and stereotyped reminded me on the way home of this email I got 
fiom Barbara Osborne back in        --after that email in which I suggested that it was in 
interest that he be made to sit on the bench and save himself for the NFL It’s notable both because she actually 
uses my pro-athlete position to accuse me of being anti-athlete in the class "intellectual elitist" mode and 
because she herself engages in some of the most outrageous stereotyping I’ve seen in a member of the faculty 
(By the way, she’s not on our list--someone fo~a~-arded my post to her I suspect this has been happening a lot, 
which may explain why I’m public enemy #1 in some campus precincts) 

Dear J ay, 

A fiiend fox.yarded remarks that were recently made about            and his future career in the NFL for my 
thoughts I felt compelled to write to you directly, because I’m not a member of that list and because I felt that 
your comments were completely out of line for someone who is supposed to be an educator 

First,            may have been recruited to play football, but it is the opportunity to receive an education that 
hooks most of our recruits It is our job as educators to see that these students receive an education in the same 
way that we deliver to the fraternity boys, party girls, or any of the other students on this campus that might 
have competing interests besides the classroom 

Second, advising    to sit would not %ave" him for the NFL it would likely harm his chances as the NFL 
scouts would think him too small and too high risk to play if he gets hurt this easily at the college level Eve~ 
practice and eve~’y game is a risk for eve~N athlete You can’t save him for potential future millions 

Third, your thought that he will be making millions in the NFL is misguided as well Ve~’y few players that are 
fortunate enough to be drafted actually make the final roster cut at the beginning of the season The 
ove~vhelming majority will not sm~ive their first year, and only a small percentage of professional football 
players make it through their third year and become eligible for the NFL pension plan Research shows that the 
"average" NFL player would make more over his lifetime with a college degree than by going pro Our 
student-athletes are better se~ed by educating them while they pursue their dreams 

Finally, I find the assumption that our revenue sport athletes don’t belong here to be elitist Can you honestly 
say that the spoiled inner-Beltline Raleigh student with great grades and SAT scores because his morn and dad 
provided him with the best of everything who parties every night, barely attends class, and rarely makes an 
effort because he knows that morn and dad will contact his professor and t~7 to bully them into bringing up his 
grade, deserves to be here more? The sweeping generalizations about what football and/or basketball players 
are or are not is unfair to each and event one of them 



Thank you for taking the time to read this response 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Osborne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, Januaq¢ 8, 2013 6:26 PM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live unc edu> 
Re: 

We missed you, but had a nice turnout The history tutors represented us well Get well soon 
On I/8/13 10:55 AM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

Jay, 

My King Rice 

tale, which has a post-event twist, will have to wait. I really wanted to make this meeting, and I wish you 

(all) the best in a continuing struggle that needs to be faced by the University and more than a few 

faculty. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              7:12 PM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email unc edu> 

Fwd: Re: response to listserv comment 

I was so pissed I couldn’t see straight Of course I responded[ You can see the whole exchange here, in reverse 
order 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: response to listse~w- comment 

Date:Mon,            I 1:32:26 -0400 
From:Jay Smith <iavsmith~a)email unc edu> 

To:Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw~t~unc edu> 

You sent me an unsolicited email It it you said tbat I was out of line, that I was an elitist, and that (you at least 
alleged) I don’t take my duties as an educator seriously I submit that that’s not the way to invite an intelligent 
exchange of opinions I’m perfectly open to other views, and I think my role in bringing this faculty group 
together is clear enough proof of that 
On 9:42 AM, Osborne, Barbara wrote: 

Everything ! say is not "wlong’~ - it is supported by personal experience and/or research. 

Barbara Osbome 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 
Urliveisity of Norl:h Carolina 

Phone: 919,9t~2.5173 

Emafl: sportlaw@unc.edu 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:13 AM 

TO: Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: Re: response to listserv comment 

Completely out of line? Here’s what’s out of line: a) that someone on this list forwarded a message that 

was directed not at you but at people who, by now, know my philosophy. What a cowardly thing to do. 

Whoever that was should have had the decency to respond on his or her own part; b) that you would 

impute all sorts of motives to me on the basis of a brief comment that was meant to be provocative. Your 

presumptuousness is pretty breathtaking. 



In any case, pretty much ever~r[hing you say is either plain wrong or the product of blinkered and/or 

wishful thinkinB. If you think that I~m the one standinB in the way of educatin8 athletes, I have to wonder 

where in the world you’ve been. 

On 7:07 PM, Osborne, Barbara wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

A friend forwarded remarks that were recently made about and his futu re career 

in the N FL for my thoughts. I felt compelled to write to you directly, because I’m not a 

member of that list and because I felt that you r comments were completely out of line for 

someone who is supposed to be an educator. 

First,            may have been recruited to play football, but it is the oppor[unity to 

receive an education that hooks most of ou r recruits. It is ou r job as educators to see that 

these students receive an education in the same way that we deliver to the fraternity boys, 

party Bids, or any of the other students on this campus that miBht have com petinB interests 

besides the classroom. 

Second, advising    to sit would not "save" him for the NFL - it would likely harm his 

chances as the NFL scouts would think him too small and too high risk to play if he gets hurl 

this easily at the colleBe level. Every practice and every Bame is a risk for every athlete. You 

can’t save him for potential future millions. 

Third, your thought that he will be making millions in the NFL is misguided as well. Very few 

players that are fortunate enoush to be drafted actually make the final roster cut at the 

beBinnin8 of the season. The overwhelminB majority will not su rvive their first year, and only 

a small percentaBe of professional football players make it throush their third year and 
become eligible for the NFL pension plan. Research shows that the "average" NFL player 

would make more over his lifetime with a college deBree than by BoinB pro. Our student- 

athletes are better served by educatinB them while they pursue their dreams. 

Finally, I find the assumption that our revenue sport athletes don’t belonB here to be elitist. 

Can you honestly say that the spoiled inner BelSine Raleigh student with great grades and 
SAT scores because his mom and dad provided him with the best of everythinB who parties 

every night, barely attends class, and rarely makes an effort because he knows that morn and 

dad will contact his professor and try to bully them into bringing up his grade, deserves to be 

here more? The sweepinB generalizations about what football and/or basketball players are 

or are not is u nfair to each and every one of them. 

Thank you for taking the time to read this response. 

Sincerel% 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email:sportlaw@unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              9:19 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Leloudis, James L <leloudis@unc edu> 

Re: 

Sorry I didn’t get this done today, Jim But we’ll cap at 110 tomorrow AM Sorry for the late change -Jay 
On      9:17 PM, Cynthia Radding wrote: 

Jay is planning to cap your course I’m sonT about the change, but we had an unexpected 
withdrawal at the last minute 

Best, 
Cynthia 
On 5:57 PM, Leloudis, James L wrote: 

Cynthia, 

I just heard from                 that you’ve reassigned him as a grader in 
another course. Noquarrcl, givcnthe fact thatenrolhncnt currently stands at 
114, but that lc:avc, s a to, am of thrc:c, white, guys staffing the: course not idc, ah 
Can we cap the enrollment at the current level’? I’ve always added students 
who ask, and will do the: same, this tc:rm. ,lust don’t want the: c:nrollmc, nt to gc:t 
away from us with the, cap still at 140. 

Professor of History 
Associate Dean for Honors 
I)irc:ctor, Tho ,lalnC:s M. ,lolmston Contcw for Llndc:rgraduatc: Excollc:nco 
College of Arts and Sciences 

225 Graham Memorial, CB# 3510 
l Iniversity of North Carolina 
Chapel IIill, NC 27599 3510 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, I 1:27 PM 

@live unc edu>; 
@email unc edu> 

thanks 

-tlmnks again for slmfmg your expefiel~ces with file 
group today and giving up some ofyour free time We all Ican~cd a 
Iol And like              I’m vet3 impressed by the patience and 
commilm¢nl you obviously show over in Ihe Loud¢nnilk c¢nler Ha~¢ a good 
semester 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                1:55 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 

Hagemann, Karen <hagemann@unc edu>; Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu>; 
Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu>;                          @live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Presentation of our own large international workshops and conferences on our 
History Department website 

How about: 
International Engagements: Conferences, colloquia, and otller events 
On       12:24 PM, Schoonmaker, Nancy G~-ay wrote: 

All: 

Karen raises an interesting point, and what suggests perhaps a simple solution requiring very little 
real estate to usefully forefi-ont the department’s far-reaching collaborative activities 

The depa~ment is co-sponsoring important upcoming international conferences We could plug 
links to these major department collaborations into the space where we advertised the AHA 
reception, perhaps with brief information about deadlines Karen’s point that items in our events 
postings are never seen until deadlines are long since past and they are about to happen is worth 
taking into account 

We’d need a spiffy title about upcoming international depamnent 
collaborations/conferences/events, but beyond that it would be quick and easy to do Your 
thoughts? 

Best, 
nancy 

From: Karen Hagemann, UNC [~_~ann~c~anc,e~] 
Sent: Wednesday,              9:20 AM 
To= Smith, Jay M; Kramer, Lloyd S; Kent, Adam S 
(:c= Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Subject: Presentation of our own large international workshops and conferences on our History 
Department website 

Presentation of our own large international Workshops and Conferences on our History 
Department Website 

Dear colleagues, 

I want to come back to a point I try to solve for quite a while: The question how we present or 
better hide from the public larger high profile international workshops and conferences on our 
History Department Website 

It is quite frustrating to see how little they are adve~ised on the homepa~e of our website Instead 
of advertising them proudly they are very well hidden between many other weekly lectures and 
only pop-up under "Upcoming Events", when the days come closer and the deadline for the 
registration is over I am not sure what the policy is behind this approach is 



I therefore again want to suggest a change here If we can advertise a reception on the AHA 
prominently on the homepage why then not also larger internationa6 workshops and conference 
such as the following two: 

htt~: wdlt webt!lncedui 

or the following event: 

All the best, 

Karen 

Jalnes G Ketmn Distinbmished Professor of Histot3 
and Adj ~mcl Pm lessor of Ihe Curriculum in Peace. War and Defense 

Ulfivet~it~ of North Camlitm at Clmpel Hill 
Histmy Departlnent 
Hamilton Hall. CB # 3195 
Clmpel Hill Nortlt Camlitm 27599-3195, USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,               3:12 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Hist otay 

On wrote: 
> H¢llo Professor Smith. 

> M? nmne is               (PID#             I am e~roIled in your class "Histot~                                        and 1 
amreally looking fomardloil[ Ifoundlh¢s311abusonSakaiandwaslookingoveril. andIhaveaqueslion Would il b¢ possible for 
me to lake the first quiz, scheduled for on a different din’? I took all of off 
school, and I was I will be in 

and I’m will~llg to take fl~e quiz befme or after 1 ~ecogmze 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                3:13 PM 

Re: list 
@unc edu> 

Sure, seeyou around 12:30 
On      4:40 PM, 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

I have another lecture to attend between 11 and 12:15, but I could meet you between 12:15 and when 
your lecture starts at 2. Would that work for you? 

Best regards, 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:07 PM 
To: 
Subje~: Re: list 

--are you free to meet briefly Thursday morning or early afternoon before class? We 
should talk a little bit about the    course and how we’ll proceed (As usual, I’m late ordering 
desk copies--but 1’11 be sure to have the ready for you on Thursday, while 
we wait for the others) Are you free around I I AM, for example? 

Jay 
PS I’ll respond later on the list thing ..... 
On       12:13 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

I hope you had a nice 

I have typed up the early modern      list that we discussed. Currently it is at 18 titles. Is 
that enough? If not, I think we had also discussed the possibility of 2 more political hi~ories of 
Germany and Spain, and perhaps another book on the Reformation. I’ve altached the list. 

I’m looking forward to your lecture this week, and working with you as a 
semester. 

this 

Best regards, 



On 

On 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, JanuatT 9, 2013 5:45 PM 

John Powell ~gmail corn> 

my perspective 

The Smith report docx 

Dear JoN1--I’~’e dashed off a counter-ieport, a "Smith t~port," mahfly 

lookh~g at it at some poh~t, so I’m attaclm~g it 

I heard from IdBO today Ma~) Willingham has heard from 60 Minulcs 
We’ll wahl Io proceed gingerly, and nolhing may come oril. bul Ihcrc’s 
a chance that the public disca~ssion will continue 

Jay 



I have ah-eady gone public with my frustration over one of the central conclusions of the Martin 

report that ’this was not an athletics scm~dal " I could continue the argument by contesting the report 

pohit by point (a refutation which I defer only for the time being), but I think it may bc more productive 

and helpffd in the long ran to react to the ;Martin report’ by offering a much shorter and, I believe, much 

more compelling ;Smith report’ i e, my all-encompassing explanation for what UNC has been through 

over the past two years (and the thirteen scm~dalous years tbat preceded it) My hypothesis about the 

origins and course of the UNC scandal has the adxantage of including all relexant evidence~botb hard 

and circumstantial There is no credible evidence in the Martin report that contradicts it: on the contra~T, 

a great deal of evidence in the Martin report confirms it Let Marthi’s narrative bc compared to my 

counter-narrative I am confident tbat mine offers the more plausible explanation ofwbat bas happened, 

but there is heuristic value in this exercise regardless of the conclusions one draws 



arid Debbie hved and breathed UN( ’ at[l]ei~cs ; their attachmer~t ~o the program ~4 cts ar~ impor~ur~t part 



know ho~4 He had to curtail his o{]~,rm~s ~f the dubious courses But the true inten~ons behind the 

have never been explained by a~!’one, bulJbr rea;on~ Ihal are easil3 gue;;ed clumsil3Jbllowed 

precedent and created, ~4 ith no prior ind~cagon and only 48 hours" b~fore the session was scheduled to 



be,~in, a sectgon ~f A ~3M    for the benq~t o/’the 77~is course, ’Blac/c~" in North 

The whole machineO’ of academ~c Jhaud came Io lighl in only because one 



made ~f UNC’s curriculum Onl), htter, thcm/~" to ~OIA requests b), the Rcdei,~h News and Obse~er, 

would the publle learn how wlde~pread had been the tolerance Jbr near-pl~t,~larlsm and Jar copy-and- 

paste compose#on techniques in the Loudermilk cfffices of the ASPSA 

When ne~4s ~f these realizes at last begum to sur[bce in when investgg~ttu)ns were htunched, 

the personnel wor~ng in cmd connected ~o A,g’P,g~ did what any persons ~4 ouk/ do who similarly fi~ared 

Jar their /obs, were ea,~er to save their reputation~, a~d were convinced q[ the uq[~irness 

invest~g~tt~on dTat resembled a se/[’se~ng search [hr scapegoa~v (~fier all, one o[’dTeir number, 

W~/~% had been immediatel), thro~4n under dTe bus) 7h~v denied any wrongdoing and tlu9, sought 

shift blame elsewhere The UHwersiO’, committed to the athletie~ pro,~ram Jbr its own reasons, showed 

that it was content to look the other wz0 a~ athletics worked to dts;~ulse the reall& of what had happened 

77~e May, 2012 Hartlyn ~ndre~4 s report,/hr example, somehow never men~oned that approx~matel), 60% 

of the students in the Jhaudulent courses uncovered in the years fl~m 2007 to 2011 were athletes, or that 

39% of the students were Jootball and basketball pl~ve~:s The report also neglected to mention the 

schecbding Q[ the AF~ ’ course that contained pl~vers only These overst~4hts 

knowing~v ben~/itin,~Jhom outrt~qht flvuc£ but onO Jhom absurdl3 eas3 courses ~heir el~im about 



treatment" in the courses, thereh), suggesting that athletics could in no ]4a), be held responsib/e /i~r ]4hat 

When Robert Mercer, d~rector of ASPSA, and,lohn Blanchard, the Associate Ath/edc Director to 

I scc no credible evidence in the Martin report tb~t counters this hypothesis An objective reader, 

taking account of all available evidence, would ultimately conclude tb~t the course scmn tb~t b~s stained 

tbe University would never hax e happened "but for" tbe needs of athletes eager to escape some oftbe 

academic dcmm~ds placed on them Any satis~ing explanation for wb~t occurred hcrc over the last 

fifteen years must take the full measure of the symbiotic relations[tip between an athletics enterprise that 

had urgent academic needs and academic leaders who were eager and willing to satisfy" tbe needs oftbe 



athletics program Athletics. in other words, cannot be lePt untouched by the ex~tensive repair work this 

University now needs to do 

University administrators l~ow this, of course If athletics bears none of the responsibility for the 

Nyang’oro scheme and the embarrassment it has inflicted, then much of the University’s behavior over 

the past t~ o years would appear to be inexplicable and even m~iustifiable Why did the University 

undertake a m~jor reorganization of its tutorh~g progrmn? Why did it relieve of their duties both the 

director of the Academic Support program (Memer) and the Senior Associate Athletic Director in charge 

of stadent se~ ices (Blanchard)? Why have academic counselors been stripped of their power to register 

athletes for courses? Why does the director of the ASPSA now report exclusively to the Senior Associate 

Dcm~ for Undergraduate Education in the College of Arts and Sciences, thus severing a reporting line tb~t 

once led back to athletics? Why has the Chancellor indicated that he sees a need to raise admissions 

requirements for athletes? Why b~s hc not demm~ded from the members of FAC whose alleged failures 

bulk large in the Martin report an cxplm~ation for their supposed negligence in 2002 m~d 2006? 

The basic answer to all of these questions is the same: our leaders know full well that athletics 

was deeply implicated in the scm~dal tb~t b~s stained the University, m~d they know tb~t the ~ official" 

account of the UNC scandal (~not at athletics scandak" but rather ~’an academic scandak but an isolated 

one") distorts and disguises reality But their commitment to the image of the athletics program is 

stronger than their willingness to acknowledge the truth openly, honestly, and publicly Hence we will be 

asked to swallow whole the misleading account of Jim Martin, the better to ~move on" and fix what needs 

15xing We’ll undoubtedly make a few changes that will lead to real improvements, but our inability to 

acknoMcdgc the real source of our troubles is a sad commcntar? on the state of University governance 

and on the moral effects arising from the current system of big-time revenue sports 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,              8:19 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Wednesdays? 

Oh, I see. Well...that could pose a challenge just because I often have 3:30 m~etings in or around Hamilton. And I don’t 
suspect you mean sitting under the sun in the quad. 
On 8:17 PM,           wrote: 

Oy vey, none of you do! I just think that m~eting off campus should be considered. 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:15 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Wednesdays? 

Hmm If you’re asking ME to "take it down a notch," I would have to ask where that notch is Do I 
strike you as the formal type? 
On 6:48 PM,             wrote: 

Can we opt for fun over formality in this? 

Thanks, 

From: Jay Smith [~Aysmith@~maihui~-.edLi] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:06 PM 
To: 

Subject: Re: Wednesdays? 

Got me rll get on the case 
On       4:02 PM, 

DearJay, 

Where are we meeting for 

From: Jay Smith 
~nt: Wednesday, 1:54 PM 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Wednesdays? 

This would be fine with me I’ll tell you *tomorrow* about those chapters 
in Baker 



On 1 0:3 I AM, wrote: 

Dear all, 

1PM Wednesdays is fine with me. Can we start on 
and Baker? 

with Maza 

From~ 
Sent: Tuesday, 

Subject= RE: Wednesdays? 

1:59 PM 
@,a~ail.com; Smith, Jay 

Hi, All 

I’m free until 5 on Wednesdays so 1 (or any other time) is fine 
by me 

........ Original message ........ 
From: !’~21ive u~c ed.~ 
Date: 
To: :~)g~ai! ce~=>," Smith 

Subject: ~: Wednesdays? 

Hi, 
I’m available Wednesday afternoons anytime. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:19 PM 
1"o= Smith, Jay 

Subject= Re: Wednesdays? 

Hello everyone, 

I am available Wednesdays between 12 and 5. I do 
have almost all of my classes on that day so if given the 
choice would prefer to meet a different day, but am 
available and willing if Wednesday afternoons work best 
for everybody else. 



Sincerely, 

On Tuesday,              3ay Smith wrote: 
Hello. Is there any chance everyone is available to 
meet (for the    on Wednesday afternoons? Say, 
lpm? I’m sure this idea will go down to defeat, but I 
wanted to try it anyway. Nothing ventured nothing 
gained. (I could also do a bit later in those 
afternoons where I don’t have department meetings.) 
I’m thinking we could have our first meeting next 

week (or the week after), with the ’assignment’ to 
discuss Maza and Baker (the chapters of which I will 
specify later today.) 

JS 

History Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday, January 10, 2013 g:51 AM 

~gmail corn> 
Re: my perspective 

John--f~i So rmessag¢go c off -Ja> 
On 1/9/13 ll:04 PM, Powell wrote: 
> Thanks I’ll Iook at il and gi~ c SOlllC feedback 
> 1 lmve a shnpler and more direct way to part of the answer 
> In the lust cohort of acadenfic fraud (forged grade sheets and/or grade changes), they hfiflally said 30 

> Sent front my iPhone 

> O t Jmt 9 2013 a 2 45 PM Jay Snfiflt ~iays n t(aenmi uric edu> wro e 

>> Dear Jolm--l’ve dashed off a counter-report, a "Snfith report," nutirfly for therapeutic t~asons I thought you might have an httet~st 

>> I heard from IdBO oda) Ma~) Willingham has heard from 60 Minulcs We’ll \~anl Io proceed gingcrl), and nolhing ma) come of 
it, but there’s a cl~:mce fltat the public discussion will conflm~e 
>> 
>> Ja) 
>) <The Smith report docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                 9:30 AM 

Re: list 
@unc edu> 

Let’s add J H Elliott’s Richelieu and Olivares to the list, and maybe Simon Schama’s Embarrassment of 
Riches Also, two books that look at educational processes in Germany, but from ve~T different perspectives 
and chronologies: Gerald Strauss’s Luther’s House of Learning (an old classic) and James Van Horn Melton’s 
Absolutism and the Origins of Compulsory Schooling in Prussia and Austria 

Finally, I often though not always include a classic Annaliste book (usually Le Roy Ladurie’s Peasants of 
Languedoc) on lists like this Are you game? That would get us close to 25, w-ith space to add I-2 titles as we 
move along I like your list, it’s pretty eclectic 

See you later today -Jay 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

I hope you had a nice holiday. 

I have typed up the early modern      list that we discussed. Currently it is at 18 titles. Is that enough? If 
not, I think we had also discussed the possibility of 2 more political histories of Germany and Spain, and 
perhaps another book on the Reformation. I’ve attached the list. 

I’m looking forward to your lecture this week, and working with you as a this semester. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday, Janua~T 10, 2013 10:47 AM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrew perrin@unc edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted 
graduation gap (AGG) report 

Ok ~ight 
On 1/10/13 10:45 AM, Andrew Pcrrin ~rol¢: 
> Tha/’s what I’ve been working on for Ihe pasl 10 yea~s! 

> ap 

>On01/10/2013 10:14 AM, Jay Smithwrote: 
>> Andy--you may be right Will you take the lead in the crusade to 
>> e]ffome--gemdnely e~ffotve--stm~dards of rigor tltroughaut the 
>> curriculum? I’ll follow lighl b¢hind, absofoing some oflh¢ spilballs 
>) from our colleagmes -Ja?, 
>> On 1/10/13 10:06 AM, Andrew Pemnwrote: 
>>> Jay. I achmlly think the laltur argument is the better one We know 
>>> that lots of students - atl~letes and ]lot - seek classes that they 
>>> exp¢cl tu b¢ easy, orpad their GPA, or whatuvcr All oF these 
>>> constitute perverse incentives and detract from educatio~lal qualib 1 
>>> Ihink we all assume that ASPSA works specifically tu find and exploil 
>>> these weaknesses, and that’s a problem, but the belier, s? stemfic fix 
>>> would be polic) to a~oid offering such disparate ¢ducalional q~mlily 
>>> and cxp¢cla/ions across Ih¢ Cltllicululll/Th¢ Carolina Conlcxlual 
>>> Grading policy, 



>>>> On 1/10/13 9:38 AM, Remler. Joy J wrote: 

>>>>> Jay, could you clabom/c on your last poinl a lillle more 
>>>>> "Graduation 
>> >>> is of course critical, but the~e is one other issue to consider: the 
>>>>> content of file degrees eanled I would submit tlmt degrees earned 
>>>>> through Following paths OF least resistance, paths cleared For the 
>> >>> aflfletes by their Nll-time counselot~, do not ltave the same value as 
>>>>> degrees earned Ihc old-Fashioned way" 

>>>>> The conlcnl oFa degree earned is dclcnnincd by Ihe Universily and is 
>>>>> am" tree for m~ student receiving tlmt degree 

>>>>> How are patl~s cleated for athletes by fl~eir full-time comtselot~? 
>> >>> If a 
>>>>> sludenl completes degree reqhircmcnls as set-Forth b3 Ihc 
>>>>> University 
>>>>> wltat is meant by degrees earned the "old-fashioned" way? 

>>>>> Would a sludcnl who balanced her schedldc wilh a mix OF courses she 

>>>>> ltad t~qutied for her major and courses tMt peaked her interests with 
>>>>> a Few classes she heard From classmales and saw on Pick a ProF and 
>> >>> wet~ easier tha~ othet~ but fiX1 ~equi~ements ltave a "less valued" 
>>>>> degree? 

>>>>> J% 

>>>>> Jo? 1 ReJmer, MA, RT(R), FAEIRS 

>>>>> Associal¢ ProFessor and Direclor 

>>>>> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>>>> School of Medicine 

>>>>> CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduranl Hall 

>>>>> 32 I-A Soulh Columbia 

>>>>> Clmpel Hdh NC 27599-7130 

>>>>> 919-966-5147Desk 

>>>>> Cell 

>>>>> 919-966-6951 Fax 

>>>>> -CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Tiffs e-nmil message, includhtg allaclunents, 
>>>>> iF any, is intended only For Ihc -person or cnlily to which il is 
>>>>> addressed and may coniain confidcnlial and/or privileged 
>>>>> All} 

>>>>> ---unaulhofized review, use, disclosure or disltibulion is 
>>>>> prohibited 
>>>>> IF you are nol Ihc inlended recipicnl, please conlacl Ihe sender by 
>>>>> :epl? e-mail mid destroy all copies of the oriNtml message 

>>>>> *Email correspondence to mid from this address ma? be sul~iect to rite 
>>>>> North Carolhia ihlbhc Recmds law and may be disclosed to tlKrd 
>>>>> paIflcs by an aulhofized sial� official (NCGS ch 132) SI~tdenl 
>>>>> educaliolltl[ records are subj ccI Io FERPA * 



>>>>> *Sent:* Thursday, Janum3 10, 2013 9:19 AM 
>~>>~ *To:* disCalSSiOn 

>>>>> *Sul~jccl:* Re: [~leully --a/hlehas- forunl] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s 
>>>>> baskelball adjusted gmd~mllon gap (AGG) rcporl 

>> >>> Richard. one would tlthtk that your conunent on the bottom of page 
>>>>> 4-1op 
>>>>> of page 5 in tiffs docalment would articulate the pm~cipled 
>>>>> posilion of 
>>>>> U~fiversit) facults" across the land, including those at UNC-CH 
>>>>> ll’s SO 

>>>>> sad that that will probabl) never be file case -Ja) 

>> >>> PS Graduation is of course c~itical, but there is one other issue to 
>>>>> cow,sider: the content of the degrees earned I would subnfit that 
>>>>> degrees ¢am¢d Ihmugh following pa/hs of least resislanc¢, paths 
>>>>> cleared for Ihe addcles by Ihcir ridl-lime counselors, do nol ha~c 
>>>>> the stone vahle as degrees earned fl~e old-faslfioned way 

>>>>> O111/10/13 2:56 AM. Soulhalk Riclulrd Michael wrolc: 

>>>>> Hello all. 

>>>>> Allaehed please rind a copy of Ihe 2012 College Sporl Research 
>>>>> h~stitute (CSRI) Ac~justed Gt-aduation Gap (AGG) report for NCAA 
>>>>> men’s and women’s Division I baskclball 

>>>>> I would be happy to dismiss file leport with am" of you 

>>>>> Bcsl regards, 

>>>>> Richard 

>>>>> Dr Richard M $oulhall 

>>>>> Associal¢ Pm lessor - Sporl Adminislm/ion 

>>>>> Graduate Program Coot~linator 

>> >>> The U~m-et~it) of North Carolitm at Chapel Hill 

>>>>> Director - College Sport Research hasfitute 

>>>>> Woollen Hail 203C 

>>>>> Office - 919962-3507 



>~>>~ Life is an obligation We’~ not lle~ to die slowly we’le hel~ to 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                 10:49 AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu>; Radding, Cynthia 
<radding@email unc edu> 

Re: FW: 

I’ll look at this cv soon 

On the courses--yes, I’m all for giving Malinda a grader (and the       switch makes sense to me--has she 
responded, Cynthia?) I’ll have Wanda raise Malinda’s cap and lower Caddell’s .... 

Jay 
On 10:21 AM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Thursday,                 11:47 AM 

@liveuncedu> 

Re: hist 

Act~ml~, we’m scafingbackto 90 But ffyou mal~ wmlti~ I’ll get 
youin 

> Arc yolt taking ill exlR~ students over 100? 

> *From:* JW Snlith Ijaysmith@enmil uric edu] 

> *Subject:* Re: hist 

> On        11:36 AM,               wrote: 

>> Hi Pmfessot~ 

>> be able Io get into it If at all possible could I come for today’s 
>> class just in case a spot opines up? 

Jay M Snlilh 
Deportment of Hislo~3 
University of Norlh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
jaysmith~a ¢mail uric ¢du 
919-962-3949 
919-962-1403 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                 1:06 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Pick up final? 

Hello      -I’d love to see you Unfortunately, I can’t give you your exam because University policy requires 
that we keep them for at least one year But we can talk about it if you’d like (I don’t typically write comments 
on the finals because few people ever bother to come back for them, but I can tell you what I thought In a 
word: good!) I hold regular office hours on Thursdays 10-12, but I can be available at other times if that doesn’t 
work 

Hope you had a nice break -JS 
On        I 1:05 AM, 

Hi! 

I hope you had a good break. I was wondering if I could get my final exam back to keep with my notes for 
the class. Is there a good time for me to come pick it up? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                 3:14 PM 

Wallace, Wanda L <allace@email unc edu> 
Re: FW: moving the Hist        back to 5 pm 

stratel,w with evet5 one else 
On 10:56 AM, Wallace. Wanda L wrole: 
>FYI 
> 1 hm-e aheady told her 11o[[[[[ But 1 gnle ss I have to now 

> Wmlda 

> -----Origiiml Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Tlnusda?, 10:37 AM 

> Subjccl: moving Ihc Hisl back Io 5 pm 

> Dear Wmlda. 

pm I have also sent out emails to that class and have gntten lesponses from about 3/4 of the class Apart from fltree students who 

get this move approved? That~k you so much for your helpfulness alld I’m sort5 to have to bog you down with mote work! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ja? Smith <ja} snaith a~email unc cdu> 

Thursday, Janua~3" 10. 2g 13 3:23 PM 

Brooks, Edwin W <cwbrooks a~livc uric edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum ] 

Willis--Good points You’ll be pleased to learn that--thanks to Andy Perrin. more than anyone--grades beginning this 
semester will actually be provided a "context" Contextual grade reporting (providing the average grade received in the 
course as well as the percentile stm]ding of the student whose transcript this is) was invented when the "achievement 
index" went down to defeat a few years ago That index, if I remember correctly, would hm,e actually recalibrated 
GPA’s based on degree of difficulty I was for it Many humanists were against it 

On your other point, I sec what you’re sa?ing (And this discussion is probably all academic anywa? ) But I would 
that if we had a "revenue sport" categot~,’’’ and a non-revenue sport categm3" (or profit and expenditure, as Richard would 
hax e it), we would hax e both a more accurate understanding of the experience of fb and bb players and a way of 
comparing the order reruns to them--which would put women’s bb m~d soccer in a very bad light indeed So the effect 
would bc the stone either way, it seems to mc Do you favor just going strictly with teams? 
On 1/10/13 2:26 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

been ou k oF it for ~he past week or so and I just read a bu nch of posts. T’~,o q uike diffelent thougbts popped 

From: Jay Smith rmailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edul 

Sent= Thursday, January 10, 2013 1:21 PM 
To: discussion 
Cc: discussion 
Subject: Re: [faculty athletics forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) 
report 

Richard--could you tell us hcrc on the list whether there is a cmnpaign undersea? nationally to insist on 
precisely what you’re suggesting here--doing away with the "student-athlete" terminology and discussing 
athletes with ana131ical categories that make sense, that illuminate more than they obscure? This. it seems 
to me, is one of those critical areas on which people of good will, m~d certainly faculty of good will, ought 
to bc able to agree Wc must use language that l~acilitates m~alysis, not language that impedes analysis Yet 
we know that the NCAA has a vested interested in impeding (witness its veiled threats to do a~xav with the 
annual conference where NCAA practices have recently come in for withering criticism) Look, I’ll admit 
that there’s a case for sa?ing openly m~d transparently that, from the perspective of the Univcrsiu, it’s 
actually OK if the profit-athletes [I like that tenn] don’t have the sane educational opportunities as cvct3 one 
else OK. let’s hear that argument There’s also, I’m sure. a case to be made that the profit-athletes do get 
the same basic experience as all other athletes Let’s hax e the discussion, and let’s hax e it evet~,¯ year 

What’s not OK is reliance on an analytical vocabular? that short-circuits the possibility for these discussions 
and arguments 



If there is no such campaign to do a~ay with the term student-athlete (or to make it only one of many), 
should UNC serve as the birthplace for one? 

On 1/10/13 9:48 AM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

I could not agree more with your assessment about the equal access to education Over the last 
three years I think our data strongly suggest "Profit-athletes"may - in fact - be denied (as a 
result of structural elements in the college sport enterprise) equal access to m~ education 
This is why it’s critical to compare full-thnc students with full-time athletes (especially the 
profit-athletes as opposed to expenditure-athletes) We are t~Ting to do rigorous analyses to 
move the discussion fi’om simply opinions to policy changes based on data 

You will note 2 different terms: the first profit-athletes and the second expenditare-athletes 
This differentiation of NCAA Athletes is critical Not all college athletes hm,e the same 

background, or experiences To tt3 to lump thcrn all together and report their graduation rates 
or experiences as being the stone is, in my opinion, disingenuous 
I hope this discussion and this report can help fi’ame this listserv’s discussion and discussion of 
the group In general 

Best regards, 
Richard 

Sent from my iPhonc 
Richard M Southall 

On Jan 10, 2013, at 9:19. "Jay Smith" <iavsmitb~;,email unc edu> wrote: 

Richard, one would think that your comment on the bottom of page 4-top of page 5 
in this document would articulate the principled position of Universitw faculty 
across the land, including those at UNC-CH It’s so sad that that will probably 
never be the case -Ja) 

PS Graduation is of course critical, but there is one other issue to consider: the 
content of the degrees earned I would submit that degrees earned through 
following paths of least resistance, paths cleared for the athletes by their full-time 
counselors, do not has e the same value as degrees earned the old-fashioned way 

On 1/10/13 2:56 AM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Hello all. 
At*ached please find a copy of the 2012 College Sport Research 

Institute (CSRI) Ac~iusted Graduation Gap (AGG) report for NCAA 
men’s and xsomen’s Division I basketball 

I would be happy to discuss the report with any of you 

Best regards, 
Richard 

Dr Richard M Southall 



CSRI website: v ,w t rv; edu/c.,ri 
CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www.c~:ricon fe ten ce:olg 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
iavsmitb ~;email unc edu 

To unsubscribc chick here: http://listsunccdu/u? 

id 4869985765997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&I facultv- 
-athletics-fomm&o 32604462 

(It may be necessaD" to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 
broken) 

or send a blank cmail to leave-32604462- 
48699857 6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9 a listserv uric edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: ewbrooks~a live unc edu 

To unsubscribe click here: http://listsuncedu/u’? 
id 54562879d37cf12dff35c61b6907f4f42ala2Po4&n T&l facultv--athlctics-forum&o 32607014 

(It may be necessary to cut m~d paste the above URL if tbe line is brnkcn) 

or send a blank email to leax e-32607014-54562879 d37efl 2dff35e61 b6907f4fq2ala2fb4~;,listse~ unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                 5:55 PM 

Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc edu> 

Re: Fac Council 

Thanks Silvia--I’ll include this in the written feedback I provide by on the draft report 

What really came through to me in that meeting was how *essential* it is to separate the revenue sports (maybe 
plus I-2 others) from all the rest I mean,         and [the guy Jan planted] barely even work with 
players     on the other hand, has a few hair-raising tales to share about her        experiences And she 
shared a couple of them, but they got diluted by the "these kids are great" vibe And the continuing pr assault 
from admissions (did you see the DTH today?) is clearly designed to make us think that the problems are 
minimal, and with one or two tweaks all will be well That simply isn’t true with the revenue sport players, not 
even close 

I must say, I’ve taken heat for a while now, but I’m genuinely surprised by the anger and resentment flowing my 
way lately Jan would barely even look at me Tuesday And I’m getting totally stonewalled by the 
administrators now They have adopted an "if we don’t acknowledge him he’ll eventually go away" strategy I 
feel like I’m in third grade again How any of us can accept that Martin report as remotely "true" is just beyond 
me Yet I’m rode for saying so? The wagons have circled We may never get through -Jay 
On 4:57 PM, Silvia Tomitgkovb. wrote: 

could you pass this on to the faculty council since it comes from your own discipline - relevant to 
our "strategic planning" 

Silvia 

I will respond to your request separately 

(I found some of the comments in Tuesday meeting SO infuriating that I am still tt2cing to cahn 
down) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                 5:59 PM 

Lowel3, Malinda Maynor <mmaynor@email unc edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu>; Wallace, Wanda L 
<allace@email unc edu>; Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Re: Capping HIST 

Malinda-Your com~e is at 90 (capped tbem), mid Joe’s has also been 
capped (a/260, though h¢’s a bil above that now, but wflhin tile 
pcnnissibl¢ mngc for graders ) Glad this woN¢d onl so well -Jay 
On 5:47 PM, Lowe~y, Malinda Maynor wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 
> What wifll swilthing               TA siltation around so quicldy, we should go allead mid cap the course emolhnent as it sltnds 
Lloyd recommends also capping Joe’s conrs¢ so no on¢ clsc can add. if you haven’t done thai alread5 

> Thanks. 
> Malinda 

> Malinda Maynor Low¢t3 
> Assistant Professor of Histot5 
> UNC-Chapel Hdl 
> CB# 3195, Hmmlton Hall 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 10:29 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu>; Kramer, Lloyd S 
<lkramer@email unc edu> 

Re: ExCom meeting time 

Folks: 
Out of the pure goodness of my heart, I’m teaching an 899 for four students this semester (Boy, I’d love for the 
dept to start keeping track of these things) We’ll only be meeting 5 times, but the time that works best for all 
concerned is Wednesday lpm I suppose the admin team could go with 12 or 1 on Wednesdays and have me 
catch up later on those meetings I miss Enrolhnents etc generally aren’t as pressing a concern in the spring as 
in the fall, so this would probably be OK Another possibility would be 2 or 2:30 on Wednesdays (because I 
hope these 899 meetings will generally not run too long) -Jay 
On 1/10/13 10:14 PM, Cynthia Radding wrote: 

Dear all: 
I can move our meeting time I have CU~Tently set my office hours on Weds I-3 pro, but I can 
change them This coming Tuesday Jan 15, however, we have set the Latin American field meeting 
for ranking grad applicants at 3:30pm, so I can’t attend a Ex Corn meeting at mid afternoon I teach 
HIST 900 at 5 pm on Wednesdays, othe~-ise I am free that day 

Cynthia 

On 1/10/2013 4:17 PM, Duval, Kathleen A wrote: 

Dear All, 

I’m sorry to make trouble, especially since I’m l~e one who suggested moving to later in the 
day, but I forgot that 

I can get home to 
Skype by 12:30 Tuesdays, or if you want me in person, I can get to campus by 1:30 or meet 
on Wednesdays any time. 

I have asked Wanda if the syllabi are all in and will follow up. 

Best, 
Kathleen 

From: Kramer, Lloyd S 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 10:21 AM 
To: Smith, Jay M; Duval, Kathleen A; Radding, Cynthia 
Subject= FW: 

Dear Jay, Cynthia, and KatNeen, 



Meanwhile, we seem to be imploving on oul enrollment numbers. [m going to ask Wanda 

for more updates over the nex~ couple of days, !lave we agreed that we’ll move a grader out 

of Caddel!’s course and give a grader to Malinda? [ hope this plan won’t overload Joe’s 

group. Maybe we could lower the cap to 250 or sorl~ethiv, g like that in his course so if people 
drop the course will shrink slightly? 

Finally, i’m wondering if the facu!ty have sL~bmitted their syllabi to Wanda. [ know a rem[nde~ 

has gone out, but we’ll need to monitor that as well 

Thanks to evelyone for getting the new semestel iau nched[ 

Lloyd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,               9:51 AM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: DTH 

Thanks, that’s helpful I’ll submit today No telling if they’ll even run it, but they can decide on the timing 
On        I1:38 PM,                  wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

We’re actually waiting to run anything about that until Monday because you said that it might be a 
topic at tomorrow’s faculty council meeting so we’re sending a reporter to that But of course you’re 
free to send in something whenever we want but it would probably be Monday 

Thanks, 

On 10:37 PM, "Jay Smith" <j2ay_~_~2~2a_il/~%:~£~0.> wrote: 
Dear 
Do you have an idea when the DTH sto[~ about faculty responses to Martin might ran? I ask 
because rm considering sending in an opinion column on this general topic and rd like to know 
if tomorrow would *not* be a good time to submit such a piece Thanks -Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,               9:58 AM 

opini on @dailylarheel corn 

guest op-ed? 

DTH op-ed        docx 

Dear 

Greetings I hope the DTH wdl consider miming this opimon piece 
sometime nexl week I I]link i{ {OltC]les on a vilal UniverSily iSStle, and 
it’s as limcly as can be Thanks -Jay Smilh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,               1:09 PM 

greetings 

~gmail corn> 

Hello      I hope your semester is offlo a good slarl Jusl a q~dck 
wot~l to say that it’s p~ett? wortNess being com~ected to me on 
Linkcdin sinc¢ I posl absohtt¢ly nolhing Ihcr¢! Happ) to b¢ connected 
am’wa) Drop in to say hello sometime -JS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, January 11,2013 1:12 PM 

ecramer@alum mit edu 
Re: What’s the formula? 

Don’t you know? They’ve found a secret formula that eliminates all need for transparency 
On I/I 1/13 11:54 AM, Elliot M Cramer wrote: 

re: 

AdmissR.~t~s adopts formula to re’edict academic success of athletes 

There has ALWAYS been a formula for predicting first year grades from SAT scores 

and class rank and it is reasonably accurate. It is well known that SAT scores 

over predict academic performance of African ~ericans ~who make up the majority 

of basketball and football athletes). 

Certainly the co~@r~ittee which deals with a~itting athletes who do not meet 

University standards has always had access to this formula.    As an expert in 

psychometrics, it is difficult for me to understand how athletic program can 

validly add to this prediction.    In any event, the "formula" should be public 

and the Tarheel should print it. 

I don’t see your article "how they stack up" from yesterday’s paper in the 

archives but I do see this completely different article which says nothing 

about athletic program 

Are they using a different formula for athletes than they use for other 

students? There surely is no basis for this 

Elliot H. Cramer 

Department of Psychology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Websites 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,               1:13 PM 

~live uric edu> 
Re: diss practicum freak-out 

A freak out may be a healthy thing We’ll see if we can get you de-fl-eaked Are you around on Tuesdays? I 
could see you between I I- 12 -Jay 
On 12:18 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Could we meet some time next week? I am kind of freaking out about the    class. I 
didn’t really know what to say when asked about my possible dissertation topic. 
Time...something. 
Also, are we meeting next week for 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,               5:21 PM 

opini on @dailytarheel corn 

op-ed 
DTH op-ed vsn 2docx 

@gmail corn> 

Dear 

Since I didn’t hear from you tuday, rm going to assume, wifl~ fingers 
crossed, that you haven’t yet decided whether to mn lm." op-ed On the 
off chance that you’]e still co]tsidering it, I’d like to substitute this 
ev¢r so slighlly rcvis¢d version, which mak¢s a rcrcrcnc¢ Io the 
chanc¢llor’s remarks a/tu&~y’s (vc~3 dcpr¢ssing) Facully Council 
meeting Thanks 

Jay Smllh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,               5:23 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 

Re: AHA Award 

yeah 
On 

I feel safe in j ust gotng ahead and posting this j ust reminded me 



To: 

Su~cct: 

Jay Smilh qiaysmdh@emall uric edu> 

Friday, Janumy II, 2013 6:35 PM 

George S Baroff        ?i,hallsoulh net> 

Re: [fac~dts’--at hletic s -formal 2012 CSRI Meffs and womeffs basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) 

On I/1 I/13 6:07 PM. George S Baroff wrote: 

Can Ihc "profil alhleles" really gel Ihe same educalional experience? Their a/hlcfic demands coupled wilh. al Icasl in 
some cases, inadequalc prepamllon for college raises douhls This is whal Ihe scandal has been all aboul! 
I have no problem with "profit athletes" whose educatimml lfistories would quahfs" them for adntission to UNC but 

they’t~ not fire ones that meated the scmtdal[ 
On Jan 10, 2013. al 1 : 21 PM. Jay Smidl wrole: 

Richard--could you tell us Item on the list whether there is a cmnpaign undem a? ~mtimmll? to insist on 
precisely whal you’re suggcsling here--dohig a\~ay wiih the "shtdenl-alhlel¢" lenninohlgy and discussing 
alhleles wilh analylical ca/egories Ihal make sense, that ilhiminal¢ more than they obscure? This, il seems to 
me, is one of those critical areas on wlfich people of good will, and ce~hil? faculty" of good will, ought to 
be able to agree We must use lmtgmage that facihtates atmlysis, not lanbmage flint impedes atml? sis Yet we 
know dial [he NCAA has a vcslcd inlercsled in impeding (wilncss iis veiled Ihreals to do a~ay Wd]l Ihe 
anmml conference where NCAA practices ha~e recenlly come in for wdhering criticism) Look. I’ll admil 
that there’s a case for sa? ing opmtl? and tm~spatenfly lhat, front the perspective of the U ~m-ersit~, it’s 
actually OK kfthe profit-athletes [1 like that term] dofft have the stone educatimml opportuhities as everyone 
else OK, lel’s hca~ thai argument There’s also, I’m sure, a case Io be made thai Ihe pmfil-alhleles do gel 
die Sal~le basic experience as all olhcr alhlclcs Lcl’s Ilaye [he discussion, and Icl’s have i[ evct3 year 

What’s not OK is lalimtce on mt mmlytical vocabulat5 that short-citvuit s the possibilti~ for these discussiol~s 
and argumcnls 

On 1/10/13 9:48 AIM. Southall, Richard Michael wrot~: 

I could not agree mote with your assessment about rite equal access to education Over the last 
Ihrec years I Ihink our daia sirongly suggcsl "Profii-aihlclcs"may - in facl - be denied (as a 

This is wit3" it’s critical to compme Nll-time students with Nll-thne afltletes (especially the 
profit-athletes as opposed to expendim~e-atNetes) We are ttsing to do rigorous atmlyses to 

You will note 2 dLffemnt terms: the fast profit -atl~etes and the second expendilm~-aflfletes 
Tlfis diffmentiation of NCAA Athletes is critical Not all college aflfletes have the same 

I hope tlfis discussion and tlfis t~port can halp frame tiffs listserv’s disc~ssion and discussion of 
the group In general 

Bcsl regards, 
Richat~ 

Richard M Soulhall 

Richard, one would thitik that your cmnment on the botlom of page 4-top of page 5 
in this domnnent would articulate the principled position of U~fiversits" facult~ 
across the land, including those at UNC-CH II!s so sad thai Ihal will probably 



content of the degrees earned I would subnfit that degrees earned tltrough 
following paths of least lesistance, paths cleated for the aflfletes by their fldl-thne 

On 1/10/13 2:56 AM Southall. Richard Michael wrote: 

Hello all. 
Attached please find a cop? of the 2012 College Sport Resemch 
Institute (CSRI) AOiusted Graduation Gap (AGG) leport for NCAA 
men’s and women’s Division I basketball 

I would be happy to discuss the report with any of you 

Best regards, 
Richard 

You ate currently subscribed to faculb,--atbletics-fomm as: 

broken) 

You are currently subscribed to facu lb,--at bletic s -fom~n as: _albel]seatl net 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,                 10:05 AM 

@live uric edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Council meeting 

--you would ha~¢ bccn aghasl yesterday, as I was Lloyd delivered 
an absolutel? devastating critique of Martin’s accomlt of what happened 
a/Ihos¢ m¢¢lings, and h¢ sugg¢slcd thai Facully Cmmcil rcgislcr an 
official note of dissent on gromlds that Martin (and, behind him, 
Memer and Blmlchard) was unfahly hnpugmng tbe facult3" For a moment 
I acl~mlly Ihoughl--ah hal something no s¢lf-rcspccllng ~cully m¢mhar 
could possibly say no to--mid tben Jmt spoke Jan: I believe flint 
Martin, m lds tepork actually refers to nrinutes from thase meetings 
shawing that thase discussio]~s took place So ma?be you just don’l 

fi3zzv And Lloyd is ceriaitfly entitled to Iris understanding of what 

Thet~ was a little morn back and forih, and--t hankfull? - -i~vo otber 
facully also spokc up to defend Lloyd’s posilion Bul il was clcar Ihal 
lhc alhl¢fics fircwall will remain inlacl And Jan and Holdcn would 
collapse under its weigbt raffler than let it come down 

> Wben is someone going to state tbe obvious--flint Jm~ acts mine 1Ne fl~e point person for fl~e atlfleflcs program titan fl~e ele~ed 
head or Ihc racully council? 

> -----OfiN~ml Message ..... 

> Sent: SatuNay, 9:41 ~ 
> To: discussion 
> Subject: [~cully--a/hlchas-goruml Council m¢cling 

~ke to give an accouN ofw~t happened--and w~t didn’t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                 5:41 PM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: op-ed 

JaySmith3 jpg 

On 

-let me know if this doesn’t work 
4:44 PM, Chelsea Phipps wrote: 

Of course! 

I just checked with photo desk and they appear to no longer have your mail photo They asked if 
you could come in or, if you can’t, you can email one in (to me, I’ll fol~vard it on) Just make sure 
it’s a clear headshot 

Thanks, 

On Sun, at 4:37 PM, Jay Smith <~x’sn~iil~%en ail ~lt,c edu> wrote: 
-no need to apologize I did an op-ed a couple of years ago and had a pic taken then I 

assume it’s OK to use that one? If not, I could easily come in for another Thanks for running 
this -JS 

On wrote: 

Hi Dr Smith, 

I apologize-- since Fridays and Saturdays are my only days offffom DTH, I don’t 
usually check the Opinion email account on those days 

I would like to run this on Wednesday (so, I’ll place in on Tuesday evening) Have 
you ever done a guest column for the DTH before and might have a photo on file? It" 
not, could you come into our office to have your photo taken to go with your byline? 
rve cc’d the Photo Editor so you can a~+ange that with 

Thanks, 

On Sun, at 3:30 PM, Opinion Desk <_o~;inion’r~.’d~’ilvta~hecl 



wrote: 

lhe Daily lt,~ Heel 

work: ~inion@dailvta r}~cel clam 

Fot~:¢arded message 
From: Jay Smith <L,%i:,mkhq~’)cmai!/*nc edit> 
Date: Fri, at 5:21 PM 
Subject: op-ed 
To: opinion@ d aiI ~’t~ heel corn 
Cc: Andy Thomason ~mai[ corn> 

Dear 
Since I didn’t hear from you today, I’m going to assume, with fingers crossed, that 
you haven’t yet decided whether to run my op-ed On the off chance that you’re 
still considering it, I’d like to substitute this ever so slightly revised version, which 
makes a reference to the chancellor’s remarks at today’s (ve~T depressing) Faculty 
Council meeting Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, January 14, 2013 9:41 AM 

Renner, Joy J <JoyRenner@med unc edu> 
Farmer, Stephen M <sfarme@admissions unc edu>; Mosley, Layna 
<mosley@unc edu>; Foster, Beverly B <bbfoster@email unc edu> 

Re: stats 

Thanks, Joy rll make every effort to come to some future meetings (do you have the schedule handy?) As you 
know, your last meeting on Jan 8 conflicted with the ARG meeting I had scheduled to discuss tutoring 

Speaking for myself, my general concern is to find statistical measures that stay away from the "student-athlete" 
categotT and allow us to understand how the revenue sport athletes compare to other athletes and to the student 
body as a whole Their experience, from recruitment/admissions to departure, needs to be understood and 
continually assessed in exquisite detail Overly large aggregates that actually combine different categories of 
student make it hard to see the detail 

Jay 
On 1/14/13 9:27 AM, Renner, Joy J wrote: 

I encoulage you to -3trend our ne×t FAC meetings, We may h~ve additional statistics to sbare and discuss 

from the office of Undergraduate Admissions. !t is best to discuss these statistics in context vdth the 

ur~derstanding of how admissions in general is done as well as the special talent admissions. This is why we 

used our Decembel meeting and some of our lanua~/rneeting to bring the entire committee up to speed 

on policy, actions, and generN statistics reiated to athletes and undergraduate admissions. It appears 

Steve has found a way to provide some further definitive statistics to inform our d[sc~lssion. A thorough 

knowledge of the entire process as it has been and as it currently stands will allow us to provide dire~ion 

for future admissions policies and ~rocedures. if needed. Some of the data you had originally requested 
will be included m the next set of stats that Steve will provide the committee. 

When I said in the Faculty Council meeting we would submit a year end review of what our committee has 

heard, read~ and further investigated and what we will suggest as possible enhancements to current policy 

Joy 

JoyJ Rennet, MA,, RT(R), FAE!RS 
Associate Professor and Director 



From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Monday, January 14, 2013 9:15 AM 
TO= Smith, Jay M; Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: stats 

Dear Jay (with a copy to Joy): 

Thank you for writing. I met with FAC in December and earlier this month and presented statistics about 

athletics admissions, subcommittee students, and athletes recruited by revenue and non-revenue sports. 

l’ve offered to meet with FAC again and to answer any other questions the members might have. l’d also 

be glad to meet with you, as I offered last semester. 

Thank you again and best wishes. 

From= Jay Smith rmailto:iavsmith~email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Saturday, January 05, 2013 1:11 PM 
To= Farmer, Stephen M; Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Re: staLs 

Steve--has there been any movement on the statistical front? Will you be giving the figures to Joy 
instead? I just don’t want to lost track of the issue 

Jay Smith 
On I 1/17/12 6:24 PM, Farmer, Stephen M wrote: 

Jay, thanks I think we can probably avoid the problem of small-group averages if 

you’d be ok with our aggregating the data either across programs or years or both It’s 
the year-by-year, sport-by-sport approach that would be challenging, since some of the 
teams recommend only a small number of students each year 

Would the division you’ve suggested -- revenue vs non-revenue -- make sense for such 
an aggregation? I am assuming that by "revenue" you mean football and men’s and 
women’s basketball -- correct? 

We have no existing reports that aggregate data in this way But if this approach makes 
sense to you, we will give it a 

If you’d like to talk rather than write, I will be in the office through Wednesday 

Steve 



Jay Smith <jaysmith~a)email unc edu> wrote: 

Steve--yes, your understanding of my use of’special admits’ is correct Thanks for 
collecting that info 

As for the other issue you mention--I think 1 see the problem, but surely there are ways 
of combining the numbers in large enough aggregates that individuals’ covers won’t be 
blown So if you have only three incoming basketball players in a given year, I guess I 
see why the institution would be hesitant to release an ’average’ for that year (though I 
would contend that even that figure should be accessible to faculty who want to know), 
but if there are 23 players over 8 years (for example), the dangers are significantly 
diminished In any case, I’m interested in general profiles and trends So, for example, 
if 62% of our non-revenue sport athletes have GPA’s, or SAT’s, or class ranks on par 
with the average Carolina first-year, but only 8% of revenue sport athletes have that 
profile, that would be vet3z telling for me I’m making up the numbers, of course, but 
you see what I’m after 

This does suggest that some comparative numbers (revenue vs non-revenue sports) 
would be ideal The athletics department, I want to add, quite publicly and loudly 
endorsed the ’statement of principles’ issued by my faculty reform group back in 
Februataj--the first principle of which was transparency I would like to think that they 
will do whatever is in their power to enable you to comply with a request like this I’m 
sure we’ll be making more and similar sorts of requests in the coming months We can 
and will happily also work through the Faculty Athletics Committee, but I was hoping 
that some of these stats could be supplied ~ight away, without having to wait for an 
April end-of-year report from the FAC 

Thanks for whatever you can do, 
Jay 

On 11/16/12 10:42 PM, Farmer, Stephen M wrote: 

Dear Jay: 

Thank you for writing I tlaink most of what you’re asking for has either 
already been published somewhere or provided to the N and O But it will 
probably be easier for both of us if I j ust pull evetajthing together in one 
email rather than hunt down all the links and point you towards tlaem I 
w-ill be glad to do so and send you what I can 

Here are two quick qualifications The first is that the only recruited 
student-athletes who are known as such by our office are those who have 
been admitted at least partly on the basis of their athletic talent - just as the 
only recruited actors and musicians we know of are those who’ve been 
admitted by virtue of tlaeir talent in drama or music, respectively These 
students are all "special" admits under the University’s admissions policy 
because none would have been admitted had they not been identified as 
having a "special talent" by one of these programs I’m guessing that you 
may intend "special" in a different sense - perhaps to refer to students 
reviewed and recommended by the faculty group that you and I 
corresponded about a while back? If that’s not the case, please let me 
know 



The second qualification has to do with small-group averages When a 
group of students includes only a few members, the University typically 
can’t report average credentials or results for the group, because our doing 
so might inadvertently reveal protected and personally identifying 
information for the individual members of the group ]-his can be 
frustrating, I know, but it’s standard practice for schools and other 
organizahons - for example, the College Board - which aggregate and 
report student data 

I hope this makes sense It will take me a while to hunt down what you’ve 
requested, and I will want to run anything that we haven’t previously 
reported by the public-records staff; to be sure that I’m not violating any 
student’s plivacy But I should be able to be back in touch this week or 
next 

Steve Farmer 

Jay Smith <iaysmith~?email unc edu> wrote: 

I’d like to get access to some admissions-ielated statistics for tbe 
foolball and baskclball Icarus over a period of. say, 5-10 years 
Specifically, I’m intcreslcd in a~ total admils; b) Iotal number of 
special admits: c) total munber of playet~ who fell below file "average" 
SAT, GPA, and class rank for cnl¢fi~g UNC sludcnls, all broken down by 

inteiested in aggregate figques, tbough tbe year-byqear bieakdown could 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 11:21 AM 

~live unc edu> 

Re: Hist 

Hist syllabus spring docx 

Hello--it should happen automatically by tomo~+ow Meanwhile, here’s the syllabus -JS 
On                             wrote: 

Mr. Smith, 

My name is                 and I just joined your Hist on Tu/Th at 2PM. I’m wondering how I 
should be added to the page for the course on Sakai. Please let me know what I need to do! 

See you tomorrow in class! 



History 
Early-Modern Europe 

T/TH 2:00-3:15 
Murphey 116 

Prof. Jay Smith 
Hamilton 564 
Office Hours: Thurs. 10-12 and by appointment 
Phone: 962-3949 
Emaih jaysmith@email.unc.edu [best to contact me via email] 
Graduate assistant:                                     ~unc.edu) 

This course considers European history between the 15th and the late-18t~’ centuries. The 
period began with the Renaissance, matured in the course of the Protestant and Catholic 
Reformations and a destructive age of religious wars, fitfully gave birth to the 
"Enlightenment," and culminated with a series of world-historical Revolutions notably 
the American, French, and Haitian Revolutions (all prefigured by the precocious English). 
Historians describe this period as "early modern" because it was clearly post-medieval 
(medieval institutions, ideas, and patterns of thought and behavior were decaying or 
collapsing) but not yet exactly modern ("free market" capitalism was not yet free, nation- 
states were not the focus of political life and organization, democracy was little more than a 
discredited idea, and individualism was celebrated by no one). In other words, the early- 
modern era was a distinctive hybrid--partly fading medieval, partly emergent modern, but 
with a unique character o[ its own. For those of us who specialize in the period, it is 
precisely the multi-faceted, hydra-like nature of the beast that makes it so fascinating. 
Bold, progressive, innovative, and eminently familiar thoughts and practices existed side- 
by-side with assumptions that seem to our modern sensibilities outdated, quaint, 
unfortunate, or bizarre. The period hints at the good, the bad, and the ugly of the entire 
European experience. 

We might think of ourselves as tourists on a chronological journey. Our itinerary will take 
us to many of the more famous attractions (you will read Martin Luther, appreciate 
Caravaggio, and see Versailles), but the journey has a theme the capacities of the human 
being that provides a set of questions we will ask repeatedly: What did Europeans 
assume to be the limits of human nature and human reason? What were the individual’s 
rights and obligations with respect to the powers-that-be, and how did those rights and 
obligations vary according to context, social condition, gender, place, and historical 
moment? As we watch time unfold, do we see Europeans becoming more "free," less "free," 
or something in between? 

Objectives: 
1. To write clear, convincing historical analyses (please see the Nine Easy Rules appended 
to this syllabus) 
2. To interpret historical documents with sufficient sensitivity to context, audience, and 
authorial intent. 
3. To appreciate the complexity, and non-linearity, of historical process 



4. To acquire familiarity with the landscape (or timescape) of early-modern Europe and 
understand some of its critical turning points. 

Assignments 
History     is a lecture course, and there will be seven quizzes on the lecture and reading 
material. The quizzes will measure your familiarity with the assigned readings (author, 
date and place of composition, and main themes or arguments) and your comprehension of 

I the lectures~ themes and main illustrative points. Your lowest quiz grade will be dropped 
before we calculate final grades. If you have to be absent from class during ANY of the 
quizzes, that grade--a 0%--is the grade that will be dropped. Make-ups are generally not 
permitted (a policy that is a function of the class size.) 

In addition to the quizzes, there will be three 250- to 300-word reflections on some 
assigned readings; two short (lO00-word) papers in which you have the opportunity to 
compare authors, their texts, and the perspectives conveyed therein; a paragraph "re- 
write" from the first paper; and a final exam. 

Grading: 
Quiz average: 15% 
Reaction papers: 12% 
Paper#l: 20% 
Rewritten paragraph: 3% 
Paper #2: 25% 
Final: 25% 

Books to purchase: 
Steven E. Ozment, The Burgermeister’s Daughter 

Moderata Fonte, The Worth of Women 
Cardinal Richelieu, The Political Testament 

Peter A. Morton, ed., The Trial of TempeI Anneke: Records of a Witchcraft Trial in Brunswick, 

Germany, 1663 

Lynn Hunt, Inventing Human Rights 
Other readings will be available through Sakai or through web links in the syllabus. 

Schedule of meetings and assignments: 

Thurs., 
Course basics; grading, assessment, the honor code and plagiarism; introduction to the 
early modern. 

Tues., 
Emerging from the Middle Ages 

Thurs. 
Humanism in action 
*For class discussion, read Pico della Mirandola, "Oration on the Dignity of Man," 
httD: //www.historv~uide.or~/intellect/Dico.html 



Quiz#1 
Humanism and Church reform. 

Thurs.,. 
The Lutheran Reformation 
*Discuss Martin Luther, "The Freedom of a Christian" in John Dillenberger, Martin Luther: 
Selections from his Writings (1961}, 42-85. On Sakai. 

Consequences of the Lutheran Reformation: social and political 
Begin reading The Burgermeister’s Daughter, (tW to read through p. 101 this week) 

Thurs. 
Consequences of the Reformation: religious. 
(Reaction paper assignment discussed). SeeNineEasyRulesatendofsyllabus!! 

Tues., 
*Discuss The Burgermeister’s Daughter 
Turn in reaction paper #1. 

Thurs., 
The disorienting 16t~-centuw 

Quiz #2 
Spain, the New World, "Universal" Monarchy, and the Dutch Revolt 

Thurs., 
The French Wars of Religion and their political afLershocks 
*Discuss Montaigne, "On Cannibals," in Complete Essays, 1S1-1S9. On Sakai. 

Tues., 
Economic change, military change, political change and_the aristocracy in crisis? 
Question for Paper #1 posted. Look ag those nine easy rules! 

Thurs., 
*Discuss Montaigne, "Of the inequality that is between us," in Complete Essays, 189-196 
(on Sakai), and Cervantes, Don Quixote, Part I, Chap. I. 
http://www.online-literature.com/cervantes/don quixote/S/ 

Tues., 
Quiz #3 
Art of the 17th century: Baroque spirituality, but also....surfaces, psychological depths, and 
selves; on self-fashioning and historical change. 



Begin reading The Worth of Women, pp. 12-22, 43-117 

The "Querelle des Femmes" (debate about women) and the witch craze 
Paper #1 due 

*Discuss Moderata Fonte, The Worth of Women, pp. 12-22, 43-117. 

Thurs., 
From Skepticism to Scientific Method 

*Discuss Galileo, "Letter to the Grand Duchess Christina." On Sakai 
During break, start reading The Trial of Tempel Anneke (see page assignments for March 

Tues., SPRING BREAK 

Thurs SPRING BREAK 

*Discuss The Trial of Tempel Anneke, xiii-xxxvii (xxxvii-xliii optional,) 3-35, 50-65 

Thurs., 

Quiz #4 
*Complete discussion of The Trial of Tempel Anneke, 71-94, 98-116, 140-141, 145-151. 

Centralizing authority (and a Thirty Years’ War) 
(Turn in rewritten paragraph from paper#l; reaction paper assignment discussed). 

Thurs., 
*Discuss Richelieu, Political Testament 
Turn in Reaction paper #2 
Video: Theodoric of York (and "missed opportunities" in history). 

http://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/theodoric-of-york/2888 
Question(s) for Paper #2 posted. 

Crisis of the 1640s and the English Revolution 
*Discuss "Agreement of the People" and "The Putney Debates," 

http://oll.libertyfund.org/index.php?option=com content&task=view&id= 1483&Itemid=2 
64 AND 
httD://www.thena~ain.info/Classes/Sources/Clarke.Putnev.html 

Thurs., 

Quiz #5 



Versailles, Paris, and the empire of French culture 

Tues., 
The Enlightenment, the Republic of Letters, and...a reinforcement of hierarchy? 
Paper #2 due 

Thurs., 
Quiz #6 
The first "information age" and the emergence of civil society 

Europe’s "old regime" feels its age. 
*Discuss Diderot, "Supplement to fl~e Voyage of Bougainville" [excerpts]. On Sakai. 
(Reaction paper assignment discussed). 

Thurs., 
Quiz #7 
The coming of the French Revolution 
Evaluations 

*Discuss Lynn Hunt, Inventin9 Human Rights 
Turn in Reaction paper #3 

Thurs., 
On the verge of modernity... 
*Discuss Marquis de Condorcet, The Tenth Epoch, (from Outlines of an Historical View of the 
Progress of the Human Mind) READ ONLY THE FIRST SIX PARAGRAPHS 
http://olhlibertyfund.org/index.php?option corn content&task view&id 712&ltemid 26 

Final Exam: Tuesday, 12PM. In our regular room. 



Nine easy rules that will improve your writing (and help you avoid penalties!) 

1. Use PAST TENSE in historical essays, almost without exception; this is important both 
because it will help you avoid tense mixing and because present tense pulls history out of 
the past where it belongs (and where you need to be thinking about it.) 

2. Don’t call any and every long book/reading a "novel." This is important. Novels are long 
works of prose fiction. Nothin9 else should be called a novel. 

3. Remember that the past tense of "to lead" is spelled "led," not "lead." 

4. Things NEVER to use at the beginning of a sentence: However, it, this, while. Why7 

-However means "whatever the case may be" at the beginning of a sentence. 
-It and this are impersonal (and imprecise) pronouns that, in 99.67% of cases, will 

leave readers asking huh? Who? What? Help? 
-While is one of those classic words (however is another, actually) that has two 

meanings and which therefore should only be used in those spots where its meaning will 
be unequivocal. "While the Baltimore Orioles..." Hmm, this sentence could involve a 
comparison between the Orioles and...the Yankees. Or, it could refer to the duration of the 
event during which the Orioles lost to the Yankees. Why introduce unnecessary confusion 
and doubt in your reader’s mind? DON’T DO IT! You want your reader focusing like a laser 
on your brilliant ideas, not wondering what you are driving at. What you should have said 
is: 
"Although the Baltimore Orioles lost to the Yankees Sunday night, they’re still the better 
team." 

’While’ could be used at the beginning if the temporal sense is clearly intended: 

"While the Baltimore Orioles sat in the dugout, they saw the game slip away." 

5. Aim for simple, concise sentences. A good rule of thumb: 20 or fewer words per 
sentence. 

6. Whenever in doubt, use the simplest and most familiar word available. 

7. Make sure the SUBJECT of every sentence/phrase is crystal clear to your readers. 

8. Vary your verb choices, avoiding bland, say-nothing verbs such as: described, said, 
wrote. 

9. It’s important that you remember that every apostrophe has its place. (Please, folks, 
know the difference between its and it’s.) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, January 14, 2013 1:42 PM 

Katy O’Brien ~gmail corn> 

’Nancy Schoonmaker’ @gmail corn> 

Re: <no subject> 

Katy/Nancy: 
I believe we adopted a pretty hard and fast rule some time ago NOT to allow access to individuals other than 
Nancy and her delegates There are a number of reasons for this, but the main one is about ensuring 
consistency 

So anytime Bill wants and update, or you’re ready to make one, you can just send it on to Nancy and she’ll do 
it pronto 

If the policy changed when I wasn’t looking, I’ll happily stand corrected But this still seems to me like the best 
way to proceed -Jay 
On 1/14/13 12:00 PM, Katy O’Brien wrote: 

update the information. Many thanks for your hell)[ 

best, 
Katy 

Katy Vinroot O’Brien 

Assis~mt Io ~c Scmor Associalc D~rcclor 

From: Ferris, William Reynolds [mailto:wferrist~unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 11:07 AN 
To: Katy O’Brien 
(:c: Nancy Schoonmaker; Smith, Jay H 
Subject: <no subject> 

DearKat~ 

I would appreciate your checking with Nancy Schoonmaker to discuss how to access both my personal and the 

History Department website to update their information on my work. Also copy Jay Smith on work you do on 

these websites. 

Many thanks, 



Bill 

William Ferris 

Center for the Study of the American South 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

43.0 East Franklin Street, CB # 93.27 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9127 

919-962-0519 (w) 

919-962-4433 (FAX) 

email: wFerris@unc.edu 

Give My Poor Heart Ease: Voices of the Mississippi Blues (www.GiveMyPoorHeartEase.com) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, I 0:23 AM 

@live unc edu>: 
~live unc edu>; 

Meeting 1 

@gmail corn; 
@live unc edu> 

OK, so let’s plan to meet         , in a place TBA, at I pin Then we 
will discuss Maza. Pfivalc Lives (OK to skip tile Rose Girl of Salency as 
far as I’m concen~ed) and Baker, Invcnling, Inlro, chaps 1-2, 4, 8-9 

A bient6t (sort of) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 8:33 AM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: op-ed 

-never mind, I found it by searching my name Is it in today’s paper or did it run yesterday? If today, 
I’ll pick up a copy later (I’d like to distribute to my distracted colleagues[) -JS 
On                               wrote: 

Thanks! I’ll let you know 

On Sun, 

On 

at 5:40 PM, Jay Smith <~a¥~,;lPch }5~*ai[ t~n,,; ed~> wrote: 
-let me know if this doesn’t work 

wrote: 

Ofcourse[ 

I just checked with photo desk and they appear to no longer have your tnail photo 
They asked if you could come in or, if you can’t, you can email one in (to me, I’ll 
forward it on) Just make sure it’s a clear headshot 

Thanks, 

On Sun, at 4:37 PM, Jay Smith ~j,~y,,sg~h2get~,~ij 2~7!c ~d!!> wrote: 
-no need to apologize I did an op-ed a couple of years ago and had a pic 

taken then I assume it’s OK to use that one? If not, I could easily come in for 
another Thanks for running this -JS 

On wrote: 

Hi Dr Smith, 



I apologize-- since Fridays and Saturdays are my only days off from 
DTH, I don’t usually check the Opinion email account on those days 

I would like to run this on Wednesday (so, I’ll place in on Tuesday 
evening) Have you ever done a guest column for the DIH before and 
might have a photo on file? If not, could you come into our office to 
have your photo taken to go with your byline? I’ve cc’d the Photo 
Editor so you can arrange that with Katie 

Thanks, 

On Sun,            at 3:30 PM, Opinion Desk 
<!~!iF.i.~)_l.yta~heel co~>> wrote: 

The Daily Tar Heel 

work: o~m~o~5~d aib t-’arl~eei c~m 

Forwarded message .......... 
From: Jay Smith <12_cvsmith@email ~mc ed ~> 
Date: Fri, at 5:21 PM 
Subject: op-ed 
To: opinion(a~/!aiD t m heal c ~m~ 
Cc: Andy Thomason (9!~?n:.i! co~l~> 

Deal 

Since I didn’t hear from you today, I’m going to assume, with 
fingers crossed, that you haven’t yet decided whether to run my op- 
ed Ontbeoffchancethatyou’restill considering it, I’dliketo 
substitute this ever so slightly revised version, which makes a 



reference to the chancellor’s remarks at today’s (very depressing) 
Faculty Council meeting Thanks 



class because off my 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 2:05 PM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: one last question 

Sure, of course Have a good trip 
On wrote: 

Dr Smith, 

It’s in the opinion section of today’s paper I apologize if it’s not online--I’m not the one who does 
that so you’ll need to contact the online editor,                     ~@i,,e ulc e~u, 

Please do keep in mind that we’re just students so classes are our first priority, and we turn 
the paper in eve~-yday at lain, so they might have just not gotten to posting it online I’m flying to 
New York today for a conference so I really can’t do anything about this at this moment 

Thank you, 

On Wed, at 12:35 PM, Jay Smith <l,.~,smtth~:emml ~mc e~!t!> wrote: 
Could you tell me which section of the DTH my piece appeared in, if not opinion? For 

tbose who read only online (including many of my colleagues), this piece would apparently not 
be found unless they were searching for it Since I wanted broad exposure for this point of view, 
at least among UNC faculty, I worry about its invisibility online -Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 3:09 PM 

@live uric edu> 
Re: my op-ed 

Thanks vein much Appreciated 
On wrote: 

Hi Prof Smith, 

Thanks for getting in contact The op-ed has actually been online since last night, but there was an 
error in its tagging that kept it from being seen That’s fixed now 

The URL is 
http:i,www dai{~,taxheel c~ mi~stlcle’2~.l !3iOliwh~re arc-tfLc-f~cu!t~ 

Thanks, 

On Wed, at 2:07 PM, Jay Smith <j~j_nailx9.2x~dkl> wrote: 
Dear Hello referred me to you I nohced that my op-ed in today’s 
edition of the Tar Heel apparently never made it online (at least not in the opinion section) I’d 
sure appreciate it if you could fix that at some point Many read the paper only online (especially 
my colleagues--the audience I really wanted to reach!) If you could add it, I’d be grateful 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 16, 2013 5:46 PM 

Veggian, Henry <      ~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Where are the faculty? 

Henry--ye~ indeed, I’ve gotten to know Mary Willingham very well. She’s a hero, a real truth-teller. And do you know 
that since that article came out not a single administrator--not Thorp, not Gil, not Owen, not Cunningham, not Farmer, 
not any associate dean--has sought her out to have a conversation about what she knows? On the contrary, they ignore 
her. THAT is a scandal. -Jay 
On 1/16/13 3:17 PM, Veggian, Henry wrote: 

DearJay, 

Thank you for your reply. I do believe it varies by department and I agree regarding the culture of those 
meetings. Since coming to UNC I have noted an aversion to debate and difi]cult questions. It may be an 
expression of Southern gentility, an institutionally specific culture, some combination of the two, or another 
problem altogether. This is why I was so happy to see your article - it finally posed the question I had been 
asking for years regarding this matLer. 

I hope our conversation will continue, but in the meantime, I wonder if you saw this piece in the N & O: 
h~.P:ll~ww,new:~;{iserver, omlL~O12iZ1!lTi2~,90476iinsidel~-u~¢-’~,;,[~rated- 

Sincerely, 
Henry Veggian 

Faculty Page: 

Series Editor, Dialogue Series: 

From: Jay Smith [ia~sm~ta@emaiJ.u~c.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 16, 2013 1:03 PM 
To: Veggian, Henry 
Subject: Re: Where are the faculty? 

Dear HeroN: 
Thank you for your note I suspect you have indeed identified one of the underlying causes of 
faculty apathy on these issues I hasten to add that practices vary by department I know that 
English fames out its "composition" courses (filled with athletes) to grad students, and other 
depa~ments also use grad students or fixed-term faculty for surveys In history, though, it is our 
policy to require every faculty member to teach at least one survey (or some other lower-level 
course with large enrolhnents) each year But that’s rare, I think And it is certainly the case that 
most faculty would prefer never to be bothered to have to think about athletics I happen to think 
that this also reflects our increasingly lopsided governance culture, in which administrators call all 
the shots and "report" to faculty on what they’ve done (Have you attended a Faculty Council 



meeting recently? They’re zombie-rests) 

I agree with you that most "student-athletes" are good students, and eve1T single one is a hard 
worker (even though some struggle mightily in class) The problem, as I see it, is that the term 
"student-athlete" obscures the nature of the problem by blending the experience of the revenue 
sport athletes in with a much larger whole, thereby diluting the critical data But that’s a discussion 
for another day Thanks for responding Thanks for caring! -Jay 
On 1/16/13 12:39 PM, Veggian, Henry wrote: 

Hello Jay, 

How are you? My name is Henry and I work in the Department of English. I wanted to thank 
you for writing the thoughtful op-ed piece published in today’s DTH. 
I am in full agreement with what you wrote, and believe faculty should be more involved in 
speaking on these matters. I would add that it is unlikely to happen given the current 
structure that favors research over teaching; in fact, the majority of student athletes enroll in 
courses taught by graduate students and contingent faculty (L~cturers)during their fiBt years 
at UNC. There are often invisible pressures and constraints (i.e. job security) that prevent 
Lecturers from speaking on such matters. The fa~ of the matter is that the senior faculty who 
teach fewer courses are largely unfamiliar with this student population; sadly, it is precisely 
the Senior Faculty who have the power (and job security) to act on such matters, whereas 
graduate students, part time and perhaps even young tenure stream faculty are unwilling to 
engage the matter. This is not to suggest that student athletes do not take HonoB-level 
courses, or are incapable of graduate level work. 

There is a curious paradox at work in this dynamic: the excellent faculty upon whom the 
school’s academic reputation rests generally do not teach the courses in which most student 
athletes enroll. The solution - and it is an unlikely one - is to have Senior faculty teach the 
lower-level classes. In doing so, they would likely become motivated to ask more questions. 
They would also learn that the majority of student athletes are not the miscreants portrayed 
by the media but that they are instead earnest, hard-working students who often thrive at 
UNC when given the skills and the chance to succeed. Sadly, the responsibility of providing 
those skills rests on the shoulde~ of instructors who stand to lose the most should they raise 
questions at Council meetings. 

Sincerely, 
Henry Veggian 

Faculty Page: 

Series Editor, Dialogue Series: 
http /iwww.r<’x~op].l!!iseni,asp?:SerieId-D ’~LOGHE 
hLLDs’ i iw~w.f~cebook,¢or liDioJooueSeries 
Fae~lty Advisor, ¢F¢ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@emall unc edu> 

Thursday, January 17, 2013 8:57 AM 

Gerald Gurney @gmall corn> 

Re: DTH 

Thanks The responses have been decidedly mixed Two faculty reached out to say ’I’m with you’ Two others 
posted to our "reform" listse~ to say ’how dare you’ For defenders of the basic system--and they are legion-- 
rve become quite the lightning rod Whenever I open my mouth, they want to shout me down They say, why 
can’t you just trust our leaders? Why don’t you see the good reforms already under way? 

I feel like saying--whom do you trust more? Jack Evans or MatT Willingham? Most would say Evans And 
that right there is our problem in a nutshell 
On I/17/13 7:51 AM, Gerald Gurney wrote: 

Jay, 
Your comments were excellent in the Daily Tar Heel Have you had much response? While 
reading this, I couldn’t help but wonder what JackEvans’ role was in this scandal Where was the 
FAR? He should have been held accountable for this and yet he faded into obscurity after all, 

................................................................................ 

I don’t recall reading anything about Jack Evans’ participation in this scandal 
Gerry 

On Jan 16, 2013, at 12:29 PM, Jay Smith <jab..?lith~q~.~n~a!! uric edu> wrote: 

Thought you all might like to see this, brief and obvious as it is 

!,~l~p:’,w,~,w d~:lwathecl comiarticlei2Ol3/Oli.,,,,hcre-~rc..the-f~scul:g 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                 9:17 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: NYT on athletics 

Thanks. 
fliends 

I’ll send this arlicl¢ on Io my (few!) lik¢-minded 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                 9:23 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Tuesday’s Lecture 

On 

-let’s talk after class 
9:51 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 
My name is and I am a student in your History    class that meets on Tuesday and 
Thursdays 2:00-3:15. During Tuesday’s lecture I was not able to copy the notes quickly enough to get all 
the information from the presentation. Could you please help me fill in the gaps in my notes? I am missing 
the information on the slide directly before the slide concerning Monoply on violence. I am also missing a 
secLion of the following quotss towards the end:"It was in the rubble of a collapsing medieval world that a 
rebirth a Renaissance occurred. First in Italy (by the 1350’s in some area), then in Northern Europe (by 

1500 area) then in Northern Europe (by 1500 almost everywhere). This Renaissance one of the foundations 
of the "early modern" world was greatly indebted to medieval thought and pratice, but it was distinguished 
perhaps above all, by quest for novelty (this all of the quote I wrote down)." The last section I am missing is 
the slide about the features of the Renaissance: I was only able to write down: Admiration for obsession 
with, the ancients. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, January 17, 2013 10:25 AM 

@gmail com 

thank you 

Dear Melmda: 

and I’or standing up on bchall" o1" pcopl¢ who n¢cd and dcs¢~ ¢ help This 
was the brave and absolulcly the righl Ihing Io do -Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                 I 0:26 A M 

Cramer, Richard <mrcramer@email unc edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Honor system follies 

was not a student at UNC until fl~e Fall of 2010 You croft believe ever)tNng you read 

Dick 

> Tlfis sounds fairly horfffic Now at least we know why Melinda Matming had her fill of UNC 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                 I I: I I AM 

~live uric edu> 
Re: Baker 

On wrote: 
> Y¢s Can I slop by in the arlcn~oon 1:30ish? Or is another time brttcr? 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmitb~acmaJl uric ¢du] 
> Sent: Thmsda?,                 10:33 AM 

> Sul~iect: Re: Baker 

> Yeah Are you around toda?? 

>> Hi Jay, 
>> I should ha~¢ ordered Ihe Baker sooner, bul I dloughl I would rind it al Ihe libml? [ I’m son) tllal I didn’l lake care or Ihis sooner 
Do you by am" clmnce lmve a spat~ cop3" I could borrow for a few hours or something? 

>> From: Ja) Snfith Ija~’snfitb~aemail m~c edu] 
>> Scnl: Tuesday,               10:22 AM 

>> Abientft (sort of) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                 I 1:30 AM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: NYT on athletics 

-By the way, in case you don’t read the Daily Tar Heel witl~ your 

> Hi, Jay! This nlighl inlcrCst you: 

> The Marthl report smlck me as a joke LiRle wonder he was not 
> interested ht talking with you [ 

>Best-. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                 7:01 PM 

~gmail com> 

Re: Fwd: you won’t believe this 

Better late than never on email responses That has become my motto I’m doing OK, busy as ever, and still 
weighted down by the sport scandal and my i~Tational compulsion to be the conscience of the faculty (What’s 
really interesting in the last month or so is that many faculty, too, now hate me) The saga will end this 
semester, one way or another, but it has been one wild ride And I may be writing a book about it (co-writing, 
with a whistleblower r-ore the academic support center 

Jay 
On 6:30 PM, wrote: 

So UNC is officially cutting the cord and deactivating my email account I’m going through all my 
old mail to see what I need to save, and I came across this The last sentence made me LOL It also 
made me realize that I miss you How are things? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jay Smith <j~vsmith@email.ur~c.edu> 
Subject: you won’t believe this 
Date: 10:39:24 AM EST 
To: @emai!=u[)c ed~i> 

I graded your student’s paper totally blind--in fact, I lost your graded copy of the paper 
for a while (a cause for mild panic for about 20 minutes) The grad I assigned: 81 
Yours (which I discovered after finding the paper in a pile on my desk): 80 Think 

he’ll be happy about that? That’s what he gets for having a name like 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                 7:54 PM 

Re: Comps list 

~uncedu> 

-I’ve manged to forget when we have decided to have meetings, and when we thought the first one 
should be Could you remind me? -Jay 
On                                      wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

Happy New Year. I hope you had a nice holiday. 

I have typed up the early modern comps list that we discussed. Currently it is at 18 titles. Is that enough? If 
not, I think we had also discussed the possibility of 2 more political histories of Germany and Spain, and 
perhaps another book on the Reformation. I’ve attached the list. 

I’m looking forward to your lecture this week, and working with you as a grader this semester. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, January 18, 2013 3:3 I PM 

@gmail corn 
incredible 

Mclinda--jusl a quick follow-up to ycslcrday’s cmail I read Ih¢ DTH 
today and couldn’t quite believe wlmt I was leading fm so sort5 you 
had Io put up wilh such garbage I hope your former superiors gel Ih¢ 
fate they deserve 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday, Janua~7/ 19, 2013 10:56 PM 

John Powell @gmail corn> 

Re: so now it’s your fault? 

Thanks, John Yes, this has become a recent ’meme’--thanks to Matin himself (who introduced it in his 1-3 
letter to the N&O) I understand that I’ve been attacked on Inside Carolina radio (never knew there was such a 
thing) for the same thing It’s hilarious to me, since a 60 second conversation with me, or anyone else who has 
held the office, would make clear why this couldn’t be the case But the stop7/se~w-es larger purposes, so no 
efforts will be made to verify it, of course 

I’m hopeful that a resolution Dora the faculty will be coming fo~,vard at the Feb 8 faculty council meeting I’ll 
keep you posted -Jay 
On 1/19/13 1:54 PM, John Powell wrote: 

The mindset behind that DTH letter no longer surprises me Offends me, but no longer surprises 
Hang in there 
John Powell ’77 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,                 10:12 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: HIST    Key word Quiz 

SyNbesis hltegrated wl/ole So thit~k about how the features of 

bow flint larger wbole begzm to come apart as a result of fltose nml~¥ 
crises I talked about) 

> Hi Professor. 
> I’m sludyhlg fire ke) wot~ls for tbe quiz on talesday, and i dofft lmve a solid definition for "medieval synthesis" Could you please 

> Tlmt~k you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitll <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, January 22, 2013 8:58 AM 

@yahoo corn> 

Re: Misguided targeting of UNC 

I don’t know you from Adam (and your email address doesn’t correspond to your signature), but I will give you 
tlle courtesy of responding, and I will even refrain from juvenile name-calling In a word: you seem not to have 
a clue what you’re talking about I suspect that I know more about how the University operates than you or any 
of your athletic booster friends That’s a simple fact Maybe you c~itics should show a little humility 
yourselves; has it ever occurred to any of you that those of us who are continuing to apply pressure to UNC 
might know what we’re doing? 

On 1/22/13 2:05 AM, wrote: 

Dr Smith, 

You should be ashamed of yourself Your repeated attacks on The University of North Carolina are 
reckless You pontificate righteous indignation nearly every time that you make love to the various 
media outlets that seemingly cater to NC State athletics and hate EVERYTHING that is UNC Like 
many other obse~wers, I percieve you to be driven by ego/arrogance/self-promotion 

I do not doubt that some small part of your soul is true to your honorable profession’s 
mission BUT YOU ARE BEING USED by agenda-driven media hacks and warped NC State 
"fans" who see Chapel Hill as some liberal toilet if you truely believe that you are actually helping 
student-athletes and upholding academic integrity then you are profoundly nieve You are 
unwitingly a friend/dupe of UNC haters and I do not exagerate when I describe these people as 
"haters" I suspect that most of the people that know you are cordial to your face, but actually see 
you as a self-inflated snob Very likely you percieve me to be just another jackass, cheap shot a~ist 
or whatever, but I believe my criticism of you is accurate I wish you no personal ill-will Good 
luck to you in the decades to come 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               9:01 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: meet? 

yes 

Hi Jay, 
Are we meeting at 3:30ish today (Tuesday)? Are you free? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,                1:39 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Class 

Thai should work 
On wrote: 
> Dr Smith. 
> 1 have class at 9:30 and 11 on Thurs&l? I will be done at 12:15 Is thele an?~vav I could come by then? 
> 1 apologize for the incom’emence and thaltk you for working with me 

> Sent from m? iPhone 

>> .-?ou can come to ~m." office Thursday, bet~ een 10-12, m~d make it up fl~en But you mustn’t look at the quiz/1~ class to&l? 
irvou makeil -JS 

unfortunately traffic was backed up 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               9:08 PM 

Re: study questions 
@uncedu> 

Yep, the number alone is fine 70, 80, 90 .... 
On wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

For the quiz, should T consider a 90 to be an A, 80 to be a B, etc.? Or should T just put the number grade on 
there (like 9/10) ? 

Thank you, 

From: J~vsnlith~i~emaiLt~nc.eau [j02¢s~n[th@emall.u~i:.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:32 PM 
Subject: study questions 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Jay Smith 

Hello--I’ve posted some study questions for the Luther reading under the Resources folder on 
Sakai i’ll also get the keywords from today’s lecture posted momentarily 

This fox.yarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST ’ site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: I{ISF 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, 8:43 AM 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

@gmail com 
today 

@live unc edu>; 

Folks--we’ll meet at in> office around 1 alld then find a rooin to squat 

jusl have to be rcsourccfill -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 6:00 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Quiz #1 

lifts is fin¢ 

On wrote: 
> Hi Professor Snlilh, 

> I just wanted to colffinn that I anl conmlg to make up file fit~t quiz for History    tomorrow hi your office (Hmnilton 564) at 11:00 
IOlllOITOWl~lOrlling Plcasclclmcknowiflhisdocsn’lworkandwcnccdloamlngcanolhcrlimc ThanksagaJnforyoltrflcxibilfly 

with this mid ailowhlg me to attend file 

>Best, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursda},                 11:20 AM 

Re: What’s the formula for prediction Ptrst year grades by alhletes 

Elliot--Farmer’s "secret formula" is clearly part of fl~e University’s full-smam-ahead propaganda campaigm to reassure 
University" communiB" (and all others with a passing interest in sports) that Carolina is solving all its problems, and that 
there is no need. none, to pay any further attention to the big-time sport machine We can trust the man behind the curtain. 
fl~ey’re saying It’s sad Ihat Farmer, fundamentalb a good man, has been reduced to such dishonest tocdcs -JS 
On 11:06 AM, Elliot M Cramer wrote: 

Farmer appears to be stonewalling me too He had said that he would contact me about meeting [ received 
no response to my email on         I will call him tomorro\~ and ifI get no satisfaction, I will make a public 
records request or \~ould d~e tarheel like to Assuming tbat he \~on’t meet \~ilh me, \~ould you ask your editor 
if he would consider a guest editorial on this 

Elliot 

On 2:59 PM, \~rote: 

I appreciate the steps you have token to get to the bottom of the story, li~e Daily Tar Heel is interested in 
anything you might uncover. Please let me know if Mr. Farmer responds to your request, or if you gain any 
more insight into ~e process. Let me know if I can be of any help. 
Professor Mosley’s email address is 

The Daily Tar Heel 

o: (919) 843-4529 

From: Elliot M. Cramer ~bellsouth.ueq 
Sent: Friday, 2:07 PN 

Thank you vetT much: [ understand that you did the best you could I presume you do not have 
the report that led to this [ will make a public records request and if [ don’t get a response from 
him, perhaps your editor will consider a guest article by" me 

On 1:31 PM, \~ role: 

Thank you for your concern. In reporting this story, I received almost all of my knowledge on 
the subcommittee from Steve Farmer. I am not at all mathematically inclined, so I will tell 
you exaedy what he told me, and I’m sure you’ll know better than I do if it’s accurate. 

He told me the formula was created by the admissions office in the fall with a small amount 
of help ~om            of the              When I called Mr.        he said he did 
not remember working on the formula, so it sounds like the admissions office created it 
almost completely independently. 

was m5 student in the Psychometric Laboratou I doubt Ihat am one in fl~c admissions 



office is competent to do such a study 

Mr. Far~ner said the formula is a regression analysis based on the first-year GPAS of 1200- 
1400 student athletes who have enrolled since 2010. I would assume, l~en, (though I could 
be wrong) that when they calculated the relationship between high school GPA/SAT score 
and first year college GPA for each student, they clustered their findings by team to find 
trends for each sport rather than for student athletes in general, since some sports are more 
demanding, time-consuming, etc. and it would be hard to expect the same results from all 
types of athletes. 

This is dumb: they dou’t have enough studeuts to break it dm~n except for football players I 
presume that most of the exceptions were football players 

Also, Professor Mosley, l~e chairwoman of the subcommiftee, pointed out l~at l~is also takes 
gender into account, since the teams are either male or female. She implied that there was a 
relationship lhere, as well, lhough did not say it directly. 

I’m sure there is because womeu aren’t football players, but this cuts the sample further What is 
her email address? 

To answer your question about if they use a different formula for athletes than regular 

students, they do. T~e athletic department has to recommend all of its recruits to the 

admissions office for review, so lhe athletes do not go through the normal admissions 

process -- they apply as athletes. T~at is when the ten’nula is used (or a variation of it, 

depending on their team), and when the predicted GPA is less than 2.3, that is where the 
subcommift~e on special talent comes in for further review. 

There is NO justification for using a different formula for alhletes, particularly given d~e sad 
history reported b? Ihe N&O 

I agree completely with you that l~e formula should be public and printed in The Daily Tar 
Heel. We delayed printing the article in the hopes that we could get it. Unfortunately, Steve 
Farmer is the only person I could find with access to it, and while he admitted that it is not 
protected, he persistently ignored multiple attempts from The Daily Tar Heel to request it, 
and to Ibis day he has not responded to any of the voicemails, emails, and notes to his 
secretary lhat I left. As I was working under a deadline, I was forced to publish the article 
wil~out it. I imagine he feels it could be a source of controversy for the admissions office to 

have a formula that expects less out of football players than lacrosse players, or less out of 
male athletes than female athletes. 

The article you found is an opinion column written as a response to my article. Mine is not 
under the "How They Stack Up" headline online, which is why you couldn’t find it. Here is the 
link: 

I’m sorry this is such a long response. I wanted to be thorough. We had to leave a lot of this 
information out of the final draft for space reasons, and I needed to explain everything as 
simply as possible b~cause our average reader could get tangled in lhe jargon and either 
give up reading it or not understand. 

Please let me know if you have any more questions about my repotting or if you want to talk 
about the formula with me. I am very interested in all of this, and I think there is a lot more 
to the story than I was able to delve into before my deadline. I barely scratched the sufface. 
Also, if you have any insight that you think The Daily Tar Heel would be interested in 
printing, please let me know about that as well. 



The Daily Tar Heel 

o: (919) 843-4529 

From: Elliot M. Cramer 
Sent: Friday, 

Subject: Wha~s the formula? 

re: 

Admission8 ado#ts formula tog rediet academic success of athletes 

There has ALWAYS been a formula for predicting first year 

grades from SAT scores and class rank and it is 

reasonably accurate. It is well known that SAT scores 

academic performance of African ~aericans 

(who make up the majority of basketball and football 

athletes). 

the committee whicK deals with admitting 

athletes who do not meet University standards has 

had access to this formula.    As an expert in 

it is difficult for me to understand how 

athletic program can validly add to this prediction. In 

any event, the "formula" should be public and the Tarheel 

should print it. 

I don’t see your article "how they stack up" from 

yesterday’s paper in the archives but I do see this 

completely different article which says nothing about 

athletic program 

Are they using a different formula for athletes than they 

use for other students? There surely is no basis for 

this 

Elliot H. Cramer 

Professor Emeritus 

Department of Psychology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Websites 



Elliot H. Cramer 

Professor Emeritus 

Department of Psychology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Websites 

Hill 

Blliot M. Cramer 

Department of Psychology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Websites 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                 I 1:21 AM 

Burns, Kathryn J <kjbums@email unc edu> 
Re: mobilizing 

> Dear Jay, 
> There’s been a lot ofPFN activib" on this since the DTH stoly calne 
> out, and it’d be great to have you as part of PFN 1 flfit~k fire person 

> kmbooth~a entail unc edu, and I’m sm’e if she’s not tbe rigbt person to 
> add you, sbe can tel1 you wha is[ 

> Jennifer Ho’s letter jusl appeared in today’s DTH A letter signed b3 
> ahnost 40 PFN folks wdl appear soon Enfily Bumll’s been especiall) 
> helpfal a/providing background in fo/conlcxl as 111¢ lisls¢l~, 

> specific’s planned for Ih¢ Feb 8 ~leally council meeting? 

> I’ll be around la/er dlis a flemoon (but no1 at die job lalk), so will 

> On 9:06 AM, Jay Snfiflt wrote: 

>> Oul of 111¢ blue. yeslerday I heard from 

>> tbe instit~tion; she called me from         She tben put me in 
>> touch wilh lEmily Burdll. who suggesled I get plugged inlo tile 
>> Progressive Facult~ Netnx ork and mentioned that you tnvo are alleady in 
>> that charmed circle I would indeed like to get on the listsetn" if 

>> tbe proper facult~ response to tbese explosive allegations There’s a 

>> whole--mtd not just the most liberal subset--needs to be prodded into 

>> an) tlfing Some "piep" work would need to be done, 1 flfit~k, befoie tbe 
>> facult~ as a whole migbt be moved to do sometlthtg worthxx lye 

>> undetnva) flint I should know about? Are eitber of you flee to chat 

>> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                 12:15 PM 

grades 
~uncedu> 

-incidentally, to enl¢r grades on Sakai, you click on Gmdebook, 
click on the All Grades tab at the top of the grades page, and then 
scroll sideways Io find file item (Quiz #l) Fil~llly, click oll Ih¢ 
’details’ lab light under the item tNs will take you to a page where 
you cm~ enter the grade for each student -JW 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                 12:47 PM 

Re: quizzes 
@uncedu> 

We’ll do il at the end of class--I’ll save 5 minutes or so We can 
divide thein hi hale (ffyou have the thne to alphabetize, fltat would 
be helpful) 
On wrote: 
> Hi Dr Smirk 

> Soriy for in? late response Yes, I got fltrough fltem all The pefforn~mce was piett¥ good The otfly question fltat really tlipped up 
most students was the sul~iect that humaoist s studied Most students chose "logic" iitstead of "poett5 " 

> Thanks also for the infonna/ion on how Io pul grades on Sakai I have a separate lisl of grades and I’ll upload Ihem Ionighl 

> l have llever handed back quizzes in a lecture hall before Should we do ilia/afler die leClltre is over’? Should Tjusl call Olt[ llallleS? 

> ~ Ires bi¢nlha 

> Fmin: JW Slmth [jwsimth@enmil uric edu] 
> Senl: Thursday,               10:44 AM 

> Sul~iect: quizzes 



One person’s challenge to the quamitative analyses and qualitative misstatemems of the Martin 
report I include hcrc my rebuttals to specific items/comments in the report, listed here in the 
order of their appcarm~ce, m~d I conclude with some general remarks about the ~ature of the UNC 
"scandal" 

i) 
"The Hartlyn~ndrews Report considered ~4 kether the instructional method qf courses varwd in 

independent sru@ course) and whether the instructor apparently engaged tn limited or no 
classroom or other instruc~ona] contact ~4 tth studen~ We did not undertake this same ant@sis, 

lecture courses " (p 3) 

As a statement of fact "instructors had wide latitude to offer courses" in any format they 
chos~this is simply false, no matter what hearsay evidence the authors of the report might have 
collected The College of Arts and Sciences (m~d every professional school) has m~ 
Administrative Board that approves newly proposed courses: these courses are approved only on 
condition that the instructor submit for review a draft syllabus of the course Queries m~d 
suggestions arc often made, m~d the course approval process frequently involves a several-stage 
dialogue be~xeen the instructor and the Board and its relexant subcommittees When a new 
course is ultimately approved, it is approved for teaching in subsequent semesters only in the 
basic form indicated by the draft syllabus (mutatis mutandis in succeeding semesters ) If this 
were not toJe. the course review process would be a nonsensical waste of time When an 
instructor is notified that his/her course has bccn approved, she/he does not find at the bottom of 
the memo the added note: "and you may also teach this course in all sorts of ways not considered 
by the Board Anything goes!" Ifm~yonc on the Faculty Athletics Committee ever said m~ything 
to this effect to anyone (i e, "wide latitude" to alter the format of a course,) that person was 
making up policy to fit the facts and/or revealing a surprishig ignorance about University 
procedures He/she would also have been dcmonstrathig why FAC has zero jurisdiction in 
curricular issues 

2) 

Here the Martin report boldly repeats a bold assertion that, it would sccm in light of the evidence, 
is incapable of being proven For some of the aberrant courses identified in Hartlyn/Andrews, 
the deans were unable to identi~" an instructor (In those cases, how were they even able to locate 
submitted materials? Submitted to whom m~d by whom? How cm~ this bc known?) Nor were 
they able to yetiS’, consequently, that the course featured anything approaching a meaningful 
teacher-student relationship To assert that students taking such courses all "performed written 
work" m~d thus earned their grades is tm~tmnount to vcri~ing that ’words wcrc placed on pieces 
&paper by someone, in fi.dl compliance with course requirements" In other words, the sentence 
s g ~ ties ~otb ~g Wh} ~as his assert on ~ E~,ans ntcrnal \aork ng group report 
repeated in the HartlyrdAndrcws report? Why is it here agahi? Is there m~ assumption that the 
NCAA is listening? 

3) 



This is confusing It says nothing about the number of tutor logs reviewed m~d says nothing 
coherent about tbe logic of selection Why would independent stadies "taught as lectare courses" 
dra~x attention? Why limit tbe kinds of tutor logs reviewed in any case? This is one of several 
statements in the report that assures readers that ccrtahi kinds of evidence were exmnincd but 
which shares little about tbe methods of analysis used and nothing at all about ~xhat was found 

4) 
"~ We reviewed both temporary and permanent grade changes, notin9 9rade change 
anomalies only in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies and identifying 454 
suspected unauthorized grade changes." (p. 8) 

This is factually misleading, since it understates the problem being addressed. The chart on 

page 7 lists 106 "unauthorized grade changes" in addition to the 454 "potentially 

unauthorized" changes listed here. There are also 373 additional changes about which the 

report can only say: "inconclusive." 

g) 
"In the case qf tbe Department of A/Hccm and dfro Americcm Studges, glere is evidence that 

certain ASPSA employees ~4 ere a~4are tbat certain courses within the Department were so called 
"Term Paper Courses, " and that lecture cotcrses i~’ere being taught in ctn tndependem stud)’ 

Jbrmat When these concerns were raised, the Facult3 Athletic Committee stated that it 
incumbent t~pon each Jnst~n~etor qJ record to determine ho~’ to teach hJs ber o~’n course and that 

it was tlTere/bre unnecessary /br A,5’P,5’A personnel to quesnon the tnstrucnonal metbodv used 

(p~) 

As noted above, tbe FAC has no atttbority, no jurisdiction in curricular matters Tbis issue, if it 

x~as raised in the x~ay here claimed should have bccn raised not at FAC but x~ith the Senior 
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education. ~xho chairs tbe College’s Administrative Board 
Tbe director of AS PSA had regular contact ~xitb that SAD, and witb tbe associate dean for 

undergraduate curricula throughout the lead-up to the curriculum change-over of 2006: he had 
ample opportunity to report tbese concerns to persons witb the authority to do sometbing about 
tbem Tbis statement in tbe Martin report is tberefore badly misleading; it implies that concerns 

x~ere pursued thi’ough proper cham~cls and it leaves the impression that the University’s proper 
faculty representatives endorsed and encouraged fraudulent pedagogy 

6) 

This statement confuses two issues um~cccssardy (and unhelpfully), but as for the point about the 
percentage of afl~lctes: Speculation? This is not spccuhitkin this is already confirmed in the 
Hartlyn/Andrews report. ~xhich stated tbat 39% oftbe students in tbe fraudulent courses were 
football m~d men’s basketball pla?ers Subsequent FOIA requests showed the number of all 
atbletes in tbose same courses to be 64% oftbe total Both sets of figm’es are far out &line with 



atbletes’ representation in tbe University and, most likely, in tbis major Is tbe report going to 
show such staggeringly lopsided non-athlete numbers in earlier semesters that they un-do the 
strong evidence about athletics concentrations in 2007-20117 That will be quite a curiosity, one 
tbat would need explaining all on its own 

7) 
"FaculO’ Athlelic Commiltee Per the University’s Faculty Code, the Faculty Athletic 
Committee is "concerned with informing the faculty and advising tbe chancellor on any aspect of 
atbletics, 
including, but not limited to, the academic experience of varsity athletes, athletic opportunities for 
members oftbe University community, and tbe general conduct and operation oftbe University’s 
atbletic program" When questions were brougbt fovtb by tbe Department of Athletics and tbe 
leaders[tip of the ASPSA in 2002 and 2006 rclatcd to the construct of ccrtah~ courses offered to 
stadents (including student-atbletes), tbe Faculty Atbletic Committee stated tbat it was incumbent 
upon each instructor of record to dctemfinc how ~o teach his/her own course m~d tbat it was 
therefore um~cccssar? for ASPSA pcrsom~cl to question the instructional methods used" (p 22) 

This repeats the misstatement from page 8 It is most interesting to see the amount of interpretive 
weight placed on this alleged encounter m~d the improper ’ finding" it allegedly produced 

"Course (’rear, on academic departments are responsible for designing and offering courses 
which contribute to students’ learning within tbat depamncnt’s specialized subject area As 
departments identify" gaps in tbe a~ ailable curricula, new courses are designed to fill tbe gaps (or 
expand upon the offerings available) Creation of a new course includes working with h~structors 
to identilk" tbe relevant sul~iect matter to include, developing a curriculum or syllabus detailing its 
academic aims, and receiving a series of approvals from across the University to fh~alizc the 
course as available for students" (p 23) 

Here the process described for course creation would seem to contradict the report’s statement, on 
page 3. about tbe "~xide latitude" for individual instructors Hoax wouldtbe report’s autbors 
reconcile tbese two statements? 

9) 

benefi~v the lihtversiO, financia/~v (p 24) 

This statement is at best dubious, and it is the most obvious case (of mm~y) where the report 
accepts uncritically and witbout question tbe self-representation of a University officer or office, 
in tiffs case Admissions Where is the hard, objective evidence that athletics bas a net positive 
value for the University’? Without such evidence, such statements mnount to propaganda and 
would seem to hax e no place in a report meant to be anal3~ical in tone and content 

~ o) 
"Howeve~ as described above, a han@d [q/ studenls] each year are offered admission only q/wr 

fltcul& review and approva{ These student-aehle~es ~nchMe a veo’./ew O~call3./ewer ehan five 
per year ~4 ho do not meet minimum course or admission reqtarements, as ~4 ell as others ~4 hose 



/~rs’t year grade point averages are pr(~]ected to fcdl below4 2 3 " (p 

This is a misleading and convoluted statement: a cynic would sa? that it was crafted with intent to 
mislead Statistics shared by Stephen Farmer himsalfhave shown that the "special talent" or 
"cormnittee case" decisions bavc ranged between 16 m~d 20 or so for most of the past decade In 

the paragraph that precedes the one in which this statement is made. on p 25. there seems to be a 
clear acknowledgment that up to 20-25 committee cases will be considered each year The 
admissions stm~dards alluded to hcrc arc evidently UNC system standards which have no real 
rele~ ance for the admission process at UNC-Chapel Hill How should we understand this 
document’s emphasis on "vel~," few" below-the-bar admits and the number ~ve? Could it be that 
the words ’ve~ few" m~d "under five" serve to minimize the concerns raised by Mary 

So the decision to put some courses in the "inconclusive" rather than "anomniou s" category bad 
to do in part with the percentage of stadents having their grades changed? Why? A perfectly 
fraudulent course might involve no grade changes at all This seems like a serious 
methodological error, one that the authors of the report should bc cbnilcngcd to explain 

eiTrollment ii7 all courses ojJered b3 the Deparm~em " (p 42) 

The first sentence in this paragraph, though perhaps not technically t~nisc (we would need to see 
the numbers, nowhere in sight), certainly has the effect of misleading ]-he question is not 
whether the number &grade changes for athletes was "consistent" with the number of athletes in 
the class, but whether athletes were getting disproportionately more grade changes more than 
the non-athletes in the same courses (This incomplete and misleading statement is simply 
repeated on p 43 with respect to the "suspected" unauthorized changes) Moreover. here as 
elsewhere throughout the report, the authors acknowledge no distinction between revenue-sport 
athletes and non-revenue-sport athletes 



Point # I is flat-ore wrong (few new courses were created for the new curriculum, and the 
precipitating t~actor in rcnumbcring was the crowding tbat bad bccn occurrh~g in our previous 
numbering system, which could not accommodate the courses wc had without resort to suffix 
tricks of various kinds e g, Histo~3" 102A) Point #2 is seriously misleading If the global 
decline in AFRFAFAM cnrolhncnts supposedly helps to explain the decline in independent study 
enrollments, shouldn’t that decline have been on the order of 14% (as was the case for all 
department courses?) Why did enrollments in independent studies drop by 85% in one year? 

It is important to note here that the report declines to mention the other publicly known 
hypothesis about this drop-off (that the College had instructed counselors in ASPSA to stay away 
from these courses as reported by the N&O) m~d opts instead for an obviously inadequate 
explanation of the same phenomenon 

For the third time now we see this explanation trotted out: Athletics tried to fix this problem, but 
the academics just wouldn’t let them This is a pernicious m3~h, pernicious both because it 
distorts the historical record and because of the way in which it assigns blame to some and 
absolves others The minutes of the 2002 FAC meeting, where the issue of independent studies 
was first brought up, show clearly that there was no discussion of independent studies being 
taught in odd or unorthodox formats, and no hint of suspicion that some instructors were 
exploiting ’wide latitude" to offer courses in questionable ways The focus of the 2002 
discussion was on the total number &athlete enrollments in independent stadies The report 
appended to the minutes, co-written by Senior Associate Athletic Director John Blanchard, 
downplayed the ~small number" of athletes h~volved in h~depcndcnt studies m~d even explicitly 
noted that there was "no examination of the syllabus" for the catego~3" of courses that would later 
be exposed as courses that bad minimal or no instruction h~ other words, the record shows that 
in 2002 the FAC discussed nothh~g controversial 

The insinuation tbat the "term paper" course phenomenon was discussed by FAC apparently 
applies to the 2006 meeting although neither the meeting minutes nor the FAC armual report 
hint at any discussion of questionable pedagogy and not a single elected faculty member has thus 



far recalled hax ing such a discussion A close look at the minutes from either 2002 or 2006 
mainly raises the question of why Jim Martin neglected to interview a single faculty member 
from either cormnittee, with the exception of the Faculty Athletics Representative (who is 
appohited by the chancellor and charged with representing UNC to the NCAA) 

Moreover, consider the context in which this most elaborate assertion of faculty culpability is laid 
out: a discussion of academic fi’eedom and the commitment of UNC faculty to teach innovatively 
One would think, on reading these pages, that wc at UNC bavc the most unstructured and 
unbureaucratic curricular machinery in higher education Reed college on steroids That is not 
an impression that squares with the experiences of most UNC faculty (and especially in the 
College ofA&S ) If this myth of FAC fecklessness is allowed to stmad, l~aculty may ultimately 
sacrifice some of their pedagogical fi’eedoms for no good reason except to saxe the good name 
of the athletics department 

15) 
"We ~oled the possibility lhal an eme~i~g departmenl l~ouhl be motivated to increase 

enrollment, pressure which could potentza@, howe con~zbuted m the iden~ed academic 

Here wc scc the grand explanation for the Nyang’oro course scmn: he wanted to increase 
cnrolhncnts in his depamncnt Assuming for the moment that that is true (i e, that "the 
possibility" they "noted" has any basis in fact), did it occur to the report’s authors just how 
inefficient independent studies arc as a method for increasing enrollments? Did it occur to them 
how unusual shockingly s~it is fbr tenured faculty members to teach multiple courses and 
independent studies in the surmncr sessions? Crucially did they even ask what other motives 
there might have been for doing so? They appear not to have asked basic questions about 
possible motivations for the scmn Instead, they provide speculation wrapped in guesswork This 
is not persuasive 

"The review team tdent~ed no cor!~rma~on for specula~on that ASPSA "s academic counselors" 

They "identified no confirmation" (is this not strange langnaage?) Think about what the 
University community is being asked to believe (and torget) in this statement It is a well 
established fact that academic counselors, until this seandol occurred, bad the authority to 
register athletes for their courses (indeed. the University has begnan a reform of the system 
because ofthi~ well establishedflwO; a few brave aflalctcs have said, mad bavc shared with 
members of the University community, they had no real choice in some of the courses they took 
we know that the instructor of the suspect NAVS course recruited athletes for that course in the 
academic counseling office mad that pla3 ers heard about the course from Wayne Walden: Mary 
Willingbam overheard counselors calling Crowder on the phone in their attempts to find ’paper’ 
courses that her athletes were capable of completing The statement that there is "no 
confirmation" for evidence of collusion if true can mean only one oft~o things: the 
investigative team did not look for said evidence or ~ere assured by multiple athletics persomacl 
that no such evidence existe~in direct contradiction of the considerable evidence a/rea@ made 



pubhc 

Wc already knew that athletics pcrsormel did not "offer" courses they have no memos, no 
institational mechanism, to do so Tbis does not mean that the courses were not "offered" first 
m~d foremost because athletes needed m~d wanted them Both Nyang’oro and Crowder had close 
ties to the athletic department Tbey were known to be ~fans ’ [Curiously, their degree of 
boosterism is nowhere addressed in the Martin report] In 1997, they had been given 
"departmental" status for their discipline m~d had a secure administrative partacrship (Nym~g’oro- 
Cro~der) assured for them Employing Ockham’s razor, do we not find here the most likely 
explanation for Nyang’oro’s strategy &offering IDST and paper courses on a large scale? 

17) 
"As previou@ menlioned when these concerns [about ’Term P~tper Courses ’] were raised. Ihe 

b~cul& A th/efic (’ommrttee stated that it ~4 as incumbent upon each instructor qf record to 

For the fourth time in the report, the FAC is saddled with the blmnc, and it is implied tb~t 
athletics personnel were even warned awa? from questioning what they might have suspected to 
be substandard pedagogy If for no other reason, the UNC faculty should be up in arms over the 
findings of this report 

18) 

Ihe areas cf readln,~, malh. and writin,~ " (p 57) 

This statement is, let us sa?, incomplete They provide no numbers, no stats, no anything on 
reading levels or an3~hing else Tbev just assure the world that they ha~ e looked at the diagnostic 
results Absent any detail, why even include this sentence? Again, a skeptical reader would 
assume it is hcrc only to provide the impression of thoroughness 

19) 
"We consldted with UntversiO, learning spectalis~ and were adwsed that it ts possih/e /br 

studen~v ~4 ith learning dzsabiht~es or other special needy to succeed ~f tlu9, hcrve st~{~cient 

support, and that, ¢omra0 to publictzed assertion~ that this was more prevalent, there are ve0 
[i,w studen~athletes who need such extensive remediat~on to enable them to be success[id 

academically " (p 57) 

Here is the great brush off to Ma~3" Willingham We have determined, they are saving, that the 
presence of these athletes in the progrmn presents no particular cb~llcngcs tb~t might encourage 
the taking of short cuts, ccrtahlly not on a systematic scale Besides, they arc also saying, wc arc 
talking about "vet~," few" people [repeating the language fi’om their false and misleading 
discussion of the admissions process[ Their use of imprecise a~[iectivcs such as ’sufficient" 
support and "extensive" remcdiation betra?s the tendentiousness of their overall assertion Note 
that there is no acknowledgment that the great majority of academically challenged admits are 



concentrated in the key revenue sports of football and men’s basketball a fact that underscores 
the systematic m~d intentional nature of the academic problems associated with the practice 

At this point, the haMiest skeptic might begin to wonder xxhether this repo~false and 
misleading in man? particulars is not dishonest by design 

20) 

7he resultv o/’our anal),sts qf "eas3, courses" dM not support sT)eculatzon that studen~ath/etes 

comprised a higher percentage qf enrollmen~v for these courses relatzve to the overall student 

Did anyone ever say that the existence of easy courses is a form of academic misconduct or that 
their existence is designed for the benefit of ~student-athletes’? Tbis seems like little more than a 
red herring that allows the authors of the report to tie eye.thing up h~ a rdce bow that says ’we 
have only a grad inflation problem, national in scope, not a UNC at[detics problem Move along 
now’ Note. however, the deceptive use once again of the term "student-athlete" (xxhich is used 
consistently throughout the report) and the complete lack of numbers especially by tcmn 

I can only assume that this was thrown in for comic relict The department had "reached out" by 
going to ASPSA? Basketball players are regarded as "student leaders"? By whom? Tbe 
department entrusted this "reaching out" operation to a part-time instructor who had never before 
taught the course in question? I assume that the strategy of "reaching out" can bc shown working 
in other classes and in subsequent semester within NAVS? The inclusion of this anecdote seems 
to betray an investigative strategw built on seeking and accepting excuses 

Tbe biases, blind spots, misrepresentations, and factual errors in this report make it an unreliable 
guide for understanding the "scandal" that has consumed the University’s time and attention for 
two years Governor Martin’s gucssx~ork about Julius Nyang’oro’s alleged long-term enrollment- 
boosting strategy is pure speculation, and the means he devises to minimize the "special talent" 
admissions process and the structunfl problems it creates shox~ intellectual sloppiness A less 
charitable interpretation of his discussion of admissions is that it shox~s a pronounced and 
disturbing bias Tbe general bias in fax or of the athletics department, the officials who support it. 



and the explanations it produces is demonstrated most clearly in the account given of that much- 
emphasized conversation tbat allegedly took place at FAC in 2006 (with its alleged preview in 
2002) There is no record indicating that the AFRFAFAM department was specifically singled 
out for review, there is no suggestion an3~x here in the minutes that the concept of the ’term paper 
course’ was ever broached, mad there is no indication neither m FAC manual reports nor in 
meetings minutes on which Martin claims to have relied that FAC ever afl]rmed the principle of 
~’academic fi’eedom" in defense of questionable or unorthodox pedagogy Tbere is evidence in 
what Martha reports at least as much evidence as that adduced to indict FAC to suggest that 
athletics personnel used a subtle and perhaps devious strategy in 2006 to secure a "green light" 
for a practice they knew benefited athletes greatly I do not want to impute such dishonest 
motives to any UNC colleagues, but it is clear from a close reading of tiffs report that the 
evidence does not support Martin’s insistent, and athletics-exonerating, interpretation of events 
Tbe evidence is. at best. inconclusive I think the evidence actively refutes the Martin 
interpretation 

There is no credible evidence in the Martin report that contradicts, mad a great deal of evidence 
that confirms, the following hypothesis about the origins and course of the UNC scandal: 

Julius Nyang’oro and Debbie Crowder wcrc known to be great sports fans and enthusiastic 
boosters of UNC athletics Julius taught, and Debbie managed, in a department that had 
relatively high numbers of athletes as majors mad many athletes as students in elective courses 
Debbic bad mmay contacts, hacluding dear friends, in ASPSA She bas a longstmading rommatic 
relationship with former                                    __iust one harmless sign of how 
inextricably connected with athletics she was throughout her years at UNC Both Julius mad 
Debbie are known to have worked closely with Burgess McSwaln, the former academic counselor 
for men’s basketball, and Dcbbie was so close to McSwain that she was the beneficiary of a large 
gilt fi’om the estate of McSwaln’s father in 2008 Julius got to know Carl Carey (the one-time 
academic counselor, future sports agent, mad representative of several UNC football players) so 
well that hc invited Carey to teach a course in thc AFRFAFAM depamncnt in the summer of 
2010 Julius and Debbie lived and breathed UNC athletics; their attachment to the program was 
ma important part of their professional and personal lives 

~Over the years at UNC. Julius and Debbie got to know well many of UNC’s athletes; they 
admired them, rooted for them, mad also felt understandable sympathy for them On Iris own 
authority, alter becoming chair of his newly established department. Julius began to offer courses 
that made athletes’ lives a bit easier courses that usually required only a long paper on some 
broad, prc-assigncd topic Cn-ading ’standards" in these courses would be so lax that Julius would 
not always even bother to read the papers~ an’rthing turned in of the appropriate length, and with 
nominal evidence of research having been completed (i e, with footnotes) would receive a B or 
better So little attention was given to the students in these ’ courses" tbat semesters would end 
without anyone hax ing bothered to assign a topic for the required paper, and without the student 
baying gotten around to writing one For this reason, students in a great many of these courses 
were initially assigned ’incomplctcs;’ permanent grades were filled in only after some form of 
reseamh paper composed how and by whom didn’t really matter ~xas turned in at Cro~xder’s 
desk 

With an implicit or explicit understanding be~x een them. Julius and Debbie expanded this 
shadow curriculum through the years, always careful to make courses available to all (or most) 
comers so as not to attract attention mad so that athletes would not appear as special beneficiaries 
to anyone who happened to come looking Julius e~ioyed the great fumiliarity with athletes and 



athletics that the scam afforded him (fi’ee tickets? fi’ee access? we’ll likely never know), and he 
enjoyed wielding despot-like power in his department a power tbat really could never bc 
questioned by his discmpowered colleagues and was ignored by administrators who did little to 
cultivate the AFRI/AFAM department and were happy not to ha~ e to pay it much notice 

~ASPSA counselors, meanwhile, were happy to take advantage of the courses being offere~ 
precisely because they knew them to be "easy" or "no-sho~C’ or "paper" courses that ~ ould not 
tax the athletes and ~ould assure them a good, GPA-boosting grade at the end of the term It was 

not so much semester-to-semester "eligibility" to play that ~as at issue, but rather academic 
survival for some and academic play-acting for others Counselors knewthat some athletes 

needed a regular GPA boost because they wcrc either literacy-deficient and therefore seriously 
challenged or because they were simply marginal stadents who would straggle under the best of 
circumstances, never mind 43-hour, physically exhausting work-week circumstances Other 

athletes ~erc placed in or pnlntcd to the shmn courses simply because thay bad little or no interest 
in academic achievement, had little inclination to ~ork hard in class, and wanted only to slide by 

until draft day Still others wound up nl tha classes simply to benefit from the relief and 
additional frcc time thay provided frcc credit hours were bard to turn down after all 

’Snlce academic counselors nl ASPSA actually registered many athletes for their courses, and 
approved every course they took, they frequently reached out to AFRFAFAM to find out about 
the next semester’s offerings; sometimes they even lobbied for offerings to be made available 
News of wbat was going on in the curriculum reached tha [fighest levels of ASPSA 
administration, m~d they looked into University policies and procedures to make sure that the 
academic windfall athletes were enjoying could be justified if it was necessa~3" to do so ]-hey 
found what they needed, and the seam continued for several more years It might still bc going 
on today were it not for the T~eet heard round the world the one by that set the 
NCAA investigative wheels in motion 

’After Dcbbic retired in      (perhaps coincidcnmlly, j ust one year after receiving her large gift 
from the McSwnln estate), Julius found himself hemmed in by the absence of administrative 
support and know-how He had to curtail his offerings of the dubious courses But the tree 
intentions behind the whole seam wcrc laid bare in the               session of      when 
Julius in cimumstances that have never been explained by anyone, but for reasons that are 
easily guesse~clumsily followed precedent and created a section of AFAM     for the benefit 
of the        tcmn This    course, Blacks in North Carolina,’ is a course tbat Julius, as an 
Africanist. is not even qualified to teach The exact course must have been chosen by virtue of its 
convenience for the athletes (either because it was a number not yet on their transcript or because 
the subject lent itself to relatively quick m~d easy research for the paper ) Enrolhncnt in this 
course was by permission only, and within t~xo days of the course’s appearance in the online 
system,           players (one former player included) were enrolled No other stadents 
enrolled, which is a crystal clear sign of tha course’s intent (as noted even by a member of UNC’s 
Board of Trustees when news of this course was presented at a           BOT meeting) Julius 
handed out Iris frcc grades in this course in which he did no teaching, m~d ha even collected 

snlar? for doing so, but by the end of the        ha sm~ his system crumbling 
around him amid unexpected revelations that had shocked the public 

’The whole mac[finery of academic fraud came to light in              only because one 
unwitting        player had insisted in court that he had been treated unfaMy by UNC and the 
NCAA, that hc bad played by the academic rules as hc understood them and as they bad been 
communicated to him by UNC pcrsom~cl Receiving extensive help from tutors was a common 
practice in AS PSA: he had relied on a generous tator to complete one of his papers in a "paper" 



course and got into trouble for it He was being made to bear 15.dl responsibility for actions 
nurtured in a system that had assured his academic survival m~d tbat of other players like him in 
the only way that it could by cutting comers and by accepting the reality of cheating When Ks 
paper became public as a court document, the embarrassing extent of Julius’s fraudulent courses 
was fully revealed to the world, because NC State fans quickly showed tbat the paper had been 
almost entirely plagiarized from outdated sources gathered on the internet Since no one had ever 
read the paper (which received a B), no one in a position to be shocked had ever confronted this 
evidence oftha complete mocke~ that Nym~g’oro, Crowder, and their accomplices had made of 
UNC’s curriculum 

’When news of these realities at last began to surface, when investigations were launched, the 
personnel working in and connected to ASPSA did what any persons would do who similarly 
fuared for their jobs, were eager to save their reputations, and were convinced of the unfairness of 
m~ h~vestigation tbat resembled a self-serving search for scapegoats They denied 
wrongdoing and sought to shiPt blame elsewhere Tbe University, committed to the athletics 
program for its own reasons, was happy to look the other wa? as athletics disguised the reality of 
what had happened The Ma?, 2012 Hartly~Andrews report somehow never mentioned tbat 
64% of the students in the fraudulent courses uncovered in the years from 2007 to 201 I were 
at[detcs, and it somehow neglected to mention the schaduling of that              AFAM 
course tbat contained               only That same report, building on an initial internal 
report authored in part by Faculty Athletics Representative Jack Evans, also insisted curiously on 
the invariable nature of the "written work performed" in the fraudulent courses as if to assure 
careful readers that athletes could not be accused of knowingly benefiting from outright fraud, but 
only absurdly easy courses Hartlyn/Andrews declared unambigmously that the scandal of 2010- 
2011 was "an academic scandal m~d not m~ athletics scandal" When Robert Mercer and John 
Blanchard floated their own explanation for the long-running academic fraud that a neglectful 
FAC was to bhanc, since it bad ignored urgent waraJngs from ASPSA pcrsom~cl Evans m~d 
chancellor Tborp quickly concurred, and governor Jim Martin would use the same sto~3" to 
exonerate athletics once more in December of 2012 All wcrc happy to "move along" and qook 
to the future," a future that preserved UNC’s athletics system in its entirety The costs in this 
bargain the reputation of UNC’s faculty, the University’s standing in the eyes ofol~iective 
thinkers, and the truth of the historical rccor~scemcd well worth the benefit of leaving UNC 
athletics unscathed and ready to do business’ 

I see no credible evidence in the Martin report that counters this hypothesis The course scam 
that has stained the University would not have happened ~’but for" the needs of athletes desperate 
to escape some of the strah~s imposed by their two full-time jobs ’ Athletics" cmmot be left out 
of any satisi~’ing explanation for what occurred here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, January 25, 2013 I 1:05 AM 

Kane, Dan <dkane@newsobserver corn> 
Re: additional data released in baker filly report 

Thanks, Dan I did not know this Eager to see it when it’s available 
On 1/25/13 II :02 AM, Kane, Dan wrote: 

Jay, 

Don’t know if you’ve heard about this yet, but there is some additional data released by baker tilly 
It is incomplete Does not list athlete/nonathlete breakdowns prior to tMI 2001 

Would be interested in your thoughts Baker Tilly will be talking about the additional data at the 
UNCBOG special panel review starting up momentarily 

I hope you are doing well, 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 
919-829-4861 oftice 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday, Janua~’y 26, 2013 9:24 PM 

John Powell 
Re: FW: Sending this letter with your name on it 

Jolm--I agree thai Ihe differhig reactions arc baffling I’m glad to 
see the prompt ~espoltse to the appat~l~t mishandling of sexual assault, 

On 1/26/13 12:50 PM, Jolm Powell wrote: 
> ProL Smdh. 
> Bill Ferns fore arded me the letter tegat~ling the treatme~t of sexqJal assmllt on the campus that was being circulated within 
Hislol3 dcparlmcnl For co-signing 
> Below is my response to him 
> H¢ says ll’s an inlercsling queslion Iha/h¢ doesn’l know Ihe answer to, olhcr Ihan Ihal Ih¢ rcccnl India rape case mighl have raised 
coltsciousness on that issue to a flashpoint 
> l remain Iolally baffled by Ihe faeully’s unwillingness Io challenge Ih¢ University’s on Ihe academic inlegfily and alhlclics issue 
and watch From ae~r wllh great inlercsl 
> Jolm Powell BA ’77 

> From: John Powell 
> Sent: Friday, Januat) 25, 2013 8:06 PM 
> To: Ferns, William Reynolds 
> Subject: RE: Sending this ]citer wllh your name on it 

> 1 ant fully supportive of fire message behtg deliveled An? suggestion tlmt am" smde]]t s’ well being is of less thtm u~most intportance 
must be paid inunediate and NIl attention An? shortcomhtgs on flds front camtot not be tolerated 
> This seems Io ha~¢ inspired much more widespread and ForceFul challenge From the ~¢ully than the academic inleg~ity/athl¢lic 
issues, which a~e evely bit as co~e to the mtiversit~ ’s essence An? idea wit3"? 
> Jolm Powell 

> From: Ferns. William Reynolds [~£ems@unc edu] 

> To: Sltields, Sarah D; Bunts, Kaflttyn J: Pem~.,backer, Susan Dabney; Olich, Jacqueli]~e M; Bullard, Melissa M; Bnmdage, Wilham 
Fllzhugh; Lindsay, Lisa; Wa/son. HaW L; S¢idman. Rachel F; Smith, Jay M: Bnmdage, William Filzhugh; Hagemann, Karcn; 
Lower5, Malhida Maynor; Flat~, Enmm; Kassolk Jolm F 
> Cc: F¢rds, William Reynolds; John Pow¢lk Ferds. Marcia C: Virginia Ferds 
> Subject: Re: Sending Ihis lefl¢r wllh your name on II 

> I am proud to join my dislinghish¢d colleagues in Ih¢ Hislo~) D¢parhnenl 
> in sig]mtg this letter Tlmt~k you for fire leadership you bring to our 
> deparhnenl and Io Ih¢ Universdy 

> Sincerely, 

> William F¢rris 

> Center for fire S raid> of the American South 



> entail: ~TCms~a uric edn 



>> mid a former emplo? ee desciibing tbeir tmatlnent in advocating for 

>> protecting st~ldents from sexmal barassnlem and assault We are deeply 

>> troubled to leanl that our students feel doubl? violated wben tbeir 

>> As nlembet~ of file UNC COlmnUlfits’, we ask for an inmlediate and rely active 

>> seclue hi tile knowledge that tile)" ale safe llet~ Possible approacbes 
>> ~mgbt be ml ad hac conumttee that includes facadt~ membet~ staf~ mid 

>> implement mole effective ovet~igbt oftbe policies calrrently existing; 
>> mid making mahtstt~am an existing acade~mc discussion about gender, 
>> violence and rope Invillng a wcll-rcspeclcd scholar like Bidd} Marlin, 

>> president of Alnberst College, wha has t~cenfly cleated a wide-mnghlg 

>> Bowman and GoMon Gt-ay Disfingndshed Term Professor 

>> CB 3195 
>> Ulfiversit) of North Camlitm 
>> C]lapc] Hill. NC 27599 
>> Phone: 919 962 -8078 
>> Fa x: 919 962 - 1403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                 1:48 PM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: FLAS 

How about Tuesday morning? Around 11? Or earlier if you’d prefer 

Happy to read about Montesquieu 
On wrote: 

Greetings Jay, 

I’m sorry I did not see your question about meeting until now I am free Monday from 12-2 or after 
3 and am free all day Tuesday if you would like to discuss it 

I was also wondering if you would be willing to read over the                  I wrote for Pro£ 
Lienesch’s class last semester Prof Lienesch gave me really good feedback about structure and 
style, but ! would love your feedback on the analysis and content !t is only about 12 pages and is 
not at all time sensitive of course 

Sincerely, 

On Tue, at 9:53 PM, Jay Smith ~lr, ysmitlr,~c~,’.ema~[ un~ ed,~ wrote: 
¯ -sona£ I was so slow to get to this I changed a few things, made some wording 

suggestions, etc Maybe we can talk about this tomorrow (or Thursday if you’re around ) 

History Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 10:29 PM 

@gmail com> 

Re: Please add me to Sakai 

sorty--I just tried it with you gmail account, let’s see if that works 
On        6:13 PM,            wrote: 

Prof Smith, 

If you get the chance, and it’s not too much trouble, please add me to Sakai so I can see the syllabus 
and readings 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               8:20 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Hist Possible l~nrollment 

Sorry, it’s just too late 
On        9:27 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 
I find myself in an unusual position in which I am required to enroll in another class this semester, 

particularly a hi~ory course to satisfy my major, and I would like to enroll in your course of Hi~ory     I 
realize that the situation is rather strange, being this late in the semester; however, I will work tirelessly to 
catch up and then maintain the expected assignments. That being said, I am unsure of the process required 
for me to actually enroll in the class, if you would have me. Any assi~ance in this matter would be greatly 
appreciated. Thank you for your time and consideration, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, Janual’y 29, 2013 10:58 AM 

Gurney, Gerald S <ggurney@ou edu> 

Re: Martin’s retraction 

Indeed he has And reading between the lines of the various reports that have come out since last May, I think 
it’s pretty clear that Evans is at the fulcrum of the cover-up He was the one, it’s clear, that made sure that the 
Ha~ln-Andrews report specified that "athletes recalved no favorable treatment," and it is also clear, 
embarrassingly so, that he’s the one who gave cover to the academic support people on this whole "we raised 
red flags" baloney Evans was the minute taker at the FAC meetings; I would be willing to bet a large sum that 
he’s the one who gave the "offline" advice to the director of ASPSA 

The question is: how can I or anyone call him out publicly? It’s a ve~’y sensitive issue I hope to keep raising 
enough questions that keep pointing back in his direction, and trust that someone else will innocently say ’hey, 
shouldn’t the FAR have prevented this?’ 
On 1/29/13 9:54 AM, Gurney, Gerald S wrote: 

Jay, 
Excellent article You are on the right track that the study fails to analyze the enrollments of 
football and men’s basketball It is a serious flaw I would also explore the role of Jack Evans in 
this FARs claim to safeguard the acvademic integrity of athletics, yet mn for the hills during 
scandals He seems to have evaded accountability in this 
Gerald 
Gerald Gurney, PhD 
Assistant Professor of Adult and Higher Education 
334 Cate Center, Room 308 
University of Oklahoma 
Norman, Oklahoma 73019 
Oft]ce: (405) 325-1522 
Cell: 

From: "Dr. Gerald Gurney’ ~!!)2~!!:~k~?> 

Date: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 8:39 AM 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jay Smith <2.~vs~d}~ ;2)e~ail i:nc edu> 

Date: JanuatT/29, 2013, 7:39:53 AM CST 
To: allen sack <         ~g~aSoo cot!,>, "Southall, Richard Michard" 
<~o~tha!!@emaiJ t~nc ed~.>, Ellen Staurowsky <cis95~r~,drcxeI cdu>, Gerald Gurney 
<            ~gmai] corn>, jonathan weiler <~weiler(rgcn~ailun~:cd~> 
Subject: Martin’s retraction 

Much more should have been made of this in the media Spread the word to anyone 
you think might care 



.lay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, Janual2¢ 29, 2013 5:29 PM 

Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard@email unc edu> 
Re: FW: Decommissioning of Histo~ Faculty Forum Listserv 

Haven’t a clue I’m guessing it’s the same basic objection--that we can’t be using a dep’tal list for other-than- 
departmental issues (Because, for example, your political enemies in the dept could fox,yard your sensitive 
email to a place you would not have approved) 
On 1/29/13 5:26 PM, Bullard, Melissa M wrote: 

From: bounce-32686906-60377904@listserv.unc.edu [9~ailto:bounce-32686906- 
60377904~listserv.unc.edu] On Behalf Of Kent, Adam S 
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 4:54 PM 
To: history-faculty 
Subject: [history-faculty] Decommissioning of History Faculty Forum Listserv 

Hi All, 

Earlier today an email went out regarding the creation of a new History Faculty Forum Listserv. 

UnforLunately, we will have to decommission this effective immediately. Please contact me with any 

questions. 

Adam 

Adam Kent 
Deparimental Manager 
UNC Depadment of History 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919.962-1403 (Fax) 
akent~unc.edu 
IM: oasisadamkent 
htt p://histo n/.u n c.ed u 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

history-faculty as: <a 
href-"nmil~o:n~bullard@enmil.unc.edu">mbullard@email.unc.edu</a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,                 8: I 0 AM 

@gmail corn> 
Re: Interview Request 

On 6:08 PM wrote: 

> The Dail) Tar Heel 

> On at 5:29 PM, J a) Slrtith <jaysmitb~a email m~c edu> wrote: 

>> Sine Will you be around Thursda) between 12-2 (1 teach at 2)? Or I could do it over the pbone tomorrow 
>> O11       3:08 PM,                  wrote: 
>>> Mr Smdh. 

D3ing to gel an idea of how exlensiv¢ Ihis school of dloughl is anlong ~lcully and he suggesled I conlacl you Would it be possible Io 
conduct an h~-person or over the phone (whichever works for you) in tbe nex~t couple of da?s? 

>>> Th¢ Daily Tay H¢¢1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 5:20 PM 

@gmail com 

letter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 5:27 PM 

@gmail com 

statement 

FLAS - Essay, -2 docx 

And bem’s a liltle feedback ontbe slatemel~t (act~mll? just a couple of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, 2:53 PM 

Michael Mulvey @gmail corn> 
Re: honor issues 

Bcsl or luck 
On      2:48 PM, Miclmel Mulvey wrote: 
> D¢ar Jay, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, FebnJat?¢ I, 2013 5:49 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu>; Jones, Joy Mann 
<joyjones@email unc edu>; Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email unc edu> 

Re: Family emergency 

Lloyd--I’m now scheduled to lneet with a member office Boat~l of Visitors 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 8:42 AM 

@gmail com> 

Re: MEMs 

--I don’t think they’ll care a bit So long as you’re working, it will be fine with them -Jay 

PS I love all the aristocratic hrtels in Aix 
On       8:38 AM,           wrote: 

Jay, 

Quick question about the MEMs grant They want us to give a budget for the summer travels, and 
more and more I am thinking that I will only need about a week to a week and a half in Saint Malo 
and Rennes Was wondering, then, if it’s not too shady to use pas of the grant for my last month in 
Aix, since my budget is really stretched as it is In that case, would cover one month in aix and 
then one month in S-M and Rennes Like you don’t think the MEMs people would think Iam 
taking advantage of them if I did this, do you? Technically I am covered for June by the Lurcy, but 
I know I am going to be really tight money wise by that point Plus I figure I’m still doing research 
What do you think? 

PS I am in Aix now And yes, now I see why eve~a/one gushes about it 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 9:12 AM 

~email unc edu> 
Re: fascist concepts of time 

On 

--if it’s not too long, I’ll try to get to it this week if you send it soon -Jay 
4:52 PM,                wrote: 

Dear Dr. Smith 

I am currently co-writing an article for a conference on "fascist concepts of time." The article is to be 
presented in March. My recollec[ion is that you have taught a course on historical concepts of time. I am 
wondering if you might be willing to read a draf[ of the article before it is submit[ed, and offer any 
comments that might occur to you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 10:03 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Office Hours 

-are you around this at~ernoon between 3-4? I’m in Hamilton 564 I have regular office hours 
Thursdays 10-12 -JS 
On 12:34 AM,                       wrote: 

Hello ! My name is            , and I am in your Hist- Tues/Thurs 2pm class. Last week I had a cold 
and needed to go to campus health to make sure it wasn’t anything like the flu, and I was wondering if it 
would be possible for me to make an appointment to come in and take the notes that I missed? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 2:35 PM 

@live uric edu> 
Re: meet 

Remind me--does our "class" meet at noon? 
On       1:56 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
I don’t think I can make it on Tuesday. I’ve got a lot of reading this week; am also 
reading the titles you suggested. But I’ll see you Wednesday, right? Do you know where 
we’re meeting? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 3:28 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: RI~ACTION PAPI~R 1 

In class Hard copy needed .... 
On       3:26 PM, 

Hi Professor Smith !: 

I am                  a student in your HIST       class. I have one quick question about the 
reaction paper that is due tomorrow? Will we be submitting that in class or are we to submit them online? 
Thank you in advance for your help! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 8:18 PM 

~gmail com> 

@live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

Re: oops--tomorrow 

@live unc edu> 

Oh, OK, sure, lpm it is 
On      7:09 PM, 

Don’t we normally meet at 1:00?       and I have our TA meeting with Pro£ Kramer at noon I’m 
sure we could talk to him if that is the only time that works though 

Sincerely, 

On Monday,                , Jay Smith wrote: 
I canceled my lunch We’re on for 12pm after all Let’s meet at my office again and go 
squatting .... 
On 5:26 PM,               wrote: 

1:30 or 2:00 on Wednesdays works for me 

Sincerely, 

On            3:43 PM, "Jay Smith" <~%,mitb@email urc edt~> wrote: 
I allowed myself to be dragged into a lunch with a job candidate tomorrow I may 
yet wiggle out of it, but remind me, is 1:30 or 2 out of the question? -JS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               5:59 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Absence from HIST 

¯ -you’ll be missing one lecture, but there’s not much to be done about that I suppose I’ll be sure to post 
key words for the lecture over the weekend, so you may be able to catch up a little on your own before the quiz 
The quiz will include some material from all class meetings since the last quiz -J S 
On 4:48 PM,            wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 
My name is and I’m in your HIS~T    class on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Although you don’t 

take attendance, I wanted to let you know that I will be out of town on Thursday for a family funeral, and I 
was wondering what I’ll be missing and how I might keep myself up-to-date in the class. I’ll be gone from 
tomorrow through Sunday, so I won’t be able to solicit notes from anyone in peNon before the quiz on 
Tuesday. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               8:50 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Class Today 

l’]n gmessing we have it 

> Professor Snfith- 

at all I mn lmving another student in class tam1 ht my reaction paper If you lmve the time could you just co~tgtrm tlmt you got it’? ff 
?’our bus?’ I m]derstand I just can’t make it to class to be sure Also please let me know it" there ate rely importm~t tlmtgs I nfissed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               8:5 1 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Reaction Paper Extension Request 

Remind me about this next week 
On       1:40 AM, 

Hello again! 

I’m so sorry for the inconvenience, but that would probably be ideal. Will it just be a similar response to 
another of the course readings? 

Thank you so much, and I apologize again for any problems this causea. 

From: Jay Smith [j~’¢~m[th@ema !.u~c edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:02 AN 
To: 
Subject: Re: Reaction Paper Extension Request 

--if you can’t turn in the Ozment paper, I’ll have to have you do another one later Reaction 
papers need to be written before the class discussion takes place -J S 
On 1:08 AM,               wrote: 

Hello, Professor Smith! 

I was wondering if I could possibly have an extension on the reaction paper that is due on 
Tuesday. The reason for this is that on Thursday I was 

This 
whole weekend I’ve been trying to recover my strength and rest up, so I didn’t really have 
time to work on the assignment to a large extent. 

need be. If an extension is impossible, I understand completely and will do my best to 
complete the reading and produce quality work. 

Thank you! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay. 

From: Jay Smith [mailLo:jaysmith(~email.unc.edu1 

Sent: Wednesday, ~ebmal~ 06, 2013 8:39 AN 

TO: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Subject: Re: SLudenL Success 

Bradley we’re hosting lots of job candidates in our dept over the next few weeks, and Fridays tend to be busy, but if I can make it I’ll come. 

I’ve read a 2011 piece of youls from Inside Higher Ed. While I appreciate your commitment to learning, and sel~ing tile athlete% I admit that I 

fail to see why it’s the duty of a University to throw out admission standards and educate those semi literate citizens who happen to be 

athleticallytalented. (Wecan’t doit foreveryone whyonlythosewhocanthrowafootball?) Idon’tthinkit’s"discrimination"foraUniversity 

to uphold its specific mission 

But perhaps these are things we can have healthy arguments about. I’ll try to make it March 

Jay Smith 

On 2/5/23 7:56 PM, Bethel, Bradley Richard wrote: 

ProfessorSmith, 

Bradley R.H, Bethel [ Reading and Writing Specialist 

U nivelsity of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Suppo~ Program for Student Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (959) 962 2237 

I F (919) 962 8247 

bradley bethel@unc edu 

From: Demetriou, Cynthia 

Sent: Nonday, February 04, 2013 20:53 AM 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

February 8th    Introducing the Carolina Higher Education Opportunities Programs Office 



Learning to Learn; Helping Students Develop the Ha bits of a Successful Learner 

What is the difference between a successful and an unsuccessful learner? Conventional wisdom may suggest the difference 

simply comes down to which students are %marker" than others Yet much educational research shows that tile difference has 

more to do with the way students conceive of learning and with the habits students develop around learning This workshop will 

provide a basic overview of selFregulated learning and academic motivation and will present methods to help struggling students 

become motivated, self regulated learners 

During Fall 2013, UNC Chapel Hill faced a number of untimely, tragic deaths of students When our campus commumty 

experiences loss and crisis, our entire culture is affected. In order for students, faculty and staff to rebuild, it is critical that 

individuals feel supported and the larger campus needs are addressed. Please join us to discuss what we have learned in 

responding to such tragedies We will talk about different resources for students and encourage general discussion of how 

tragedy affects tile college community 

In search of wisdom found in unlikely places, The Phdosopher Kings takes us on a journey through the halls of the most prestigious 

colleges and universities in America to learn from the staff membels who see it all and have been through it all: the custodians. 

This thought provoking, feature len@h documentary interweaves the untold stories of triumph and tragedy from members of 

society who are often disregarded and ignored, and seeks out tile kind of wisdom that gets you through the day and tile lessons 

one learns from surviving hard times, lost loves, and shattered dreams 

Bring a friend ! 

Forfurtherinformationorrequestsforfuturetopics, contact: 

Cynthia Demetriou, Office of Undergraduate Education, cyndem@email unc.edu 

Alice Dawson, Academic Advising adawson@email.uncedu 

Amy Schmitz Sciborski, Counseling and Psychological Services, sch mit zs@e mail.u nc ed u 

Cynthia Demetrlou, Director for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention, Office of Undergraduate Education 

3003/3002 Steele Building, CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, (929) 843 5015 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                 10:06 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Reaction Paper 

Too late for this assignment, but we may be able to come up with a substitute Talk to me after class tomorrow 
On       12:04 AM,        wrote: 

Mr. Smith: 

I 
was wondering if I could still turn in my reaction paper on Thursday? Also, I’m sorry this email is so late, 
I’m just geeing home. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                      PM 

@live unc edu> 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email unc edu> 

Re: sports site 

On 12:25 PM, wml¢: 
> Hey, 
> l was able to get it up? 
> Eve~3 thing mn fin¢ 

> From: Schoomnaker, Nancy Gr~" ltmnq’s@email uric edul 
> Scnl: Wednesday, 10:09 AM 
> To: Smilll, Ja~ 
> Cc: 
> Subject: RE: sports sfl¢ 

> Still only gel a blank pag¢ wilh 111¢ N&O header Pcd~aps brows¢r related? I use FimFox 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmilb~acmaJl uric ¢du] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 10:08 ~ 
> To: Schoom~er, Nancy Gray 
> Subject: Re: spots silo 

> Nancy--I~ Ibis [or Ih¢ Dmschcr pi¢cc: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, February 6, 2013 3:43 PM 

Bull, Marcus G <mgbull@email unc edu> 
Re: 

Also. Marcus--I’ve just been Iold Ihat I need a "shorl paragraph" for 
eveiy applicant file European field wants to adnfit Mahfl?, I’m quoting 
Cyntlfia, "starting with GREs and GPAs, who would be the principal 

fl~em" Ma3~oe 100 wolds or so? Could you do tlmt for r as well? 
On 2/6/13 12:35 PM, Bull, Marcus G wrote: 
> Dear Jay 
> Of course: will som¢[lling along the I[lles of Ih¢ 600-word case I did earlier for 

> Professor Marcus Bull FSA FRHislS 
> Andlew W Mellon Disfingmial~ed Professor of Medieval and Earl? Modern Studies 

> Hanfilton Hall CB 3195 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
> tel: 001 9199625544 
> enutil: mgbull@ema[l uric edu 

> From: Ja? Slmth [ja?slmth@enutil unc edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, Febmat~ 06, 2013 12:26 PM 
> To: Bull, Marols G 
> Subjccl: 

> Hi Marcus--could you help me out by writing up a MEMS nonfinafion 

> to Cynflfia (wl/o will be responsible for rmfldng the dep’tal calldidates ) 

be in order? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,                 3:46 PM 

Bryant, Chad C <b~ayantc@email unc edu> 
candidate 

Chad--I’v¢ bccn told by Cynlhia thai wc’ll nccd a "shorl paragraph" for 
each applical~l we want to admit Quoting her: "starthtg with GREs trod 
GPAs, who would b¢ Ih¢ principal advisor, brier statement of why the 
section chose then1 trod mt~ked thent" Could you do that for        ? 
By tomorrow afternoon? Thmtks! (Send to me) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 6:25 PM 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 

Re: Introduction 

thx, Richard 
On 2/6/13 1:46 PM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Brad, 

Hope all is well I wanted to get in touch and introduce you to two of our faculty who have been 
involved in the faculty reform group developed in response to our ongoing situation Jay and 
Jonathan are both well versed in college sport; we’ve had a number of great conversations 

I hope you’re going to be able to make it to the CSRI Conference this year, too 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southal[ 

Associate Professor Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The IJniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www.csiicon[erence./)rg 

Lifc is an obligation Wc’rc not hcrc to dic slowly, wc’rc hcrc to livc fully 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                 11:41 AM 

Bull, Marcus G <mgbull@email unc edu> 

Marcus--will you b¢ sending m¢ the       MEMS nomina/ion (I’d prefer 
flint) or lmve you sent it straight to Cynthia? rm just tt) ing to keep 
cv¢~lhing slmighl and in on¢ plac¢ ir possible 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                 1:24 PM 

Jones, Joy Mann <joyjones@email unc edu> 
Re: Names of students that you serve as an advisor for - Field Convenor’s Meeting 
tomorrow 

I advise: 

-Jay Smith 
On 1:09 PM, Jones, Joy Mann wrote: 

History Faculty: 
Please send me the names of the students that you serve as an advisor for. I ran the repor[s from Access, 
but they didn’t seem to be current. Dr. Radding asked that I compile this information for the meeting 

tomorrow. 
Thanks for your help with this, 

Joy 

Joy Mann Jones 
Graduate Coordinator 
UNC CH Del~artment of History 

Chapel Hdl, NC 27,~99 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,               8:11 AM 

@live uric edu> 
Re: mellon summer institute thing 

I did get the Getty stuff, though I haven’t really looked at it Will read this and get back to you in a day or two 
On       10:22 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Did you get the email I forwarded you from the Getty people? I’ve attached the little 
essay they wanted me to write on my research interests and primary source experience. 
It’s under 500 words as instructed. Do you think you could have a quick look at it? Should 
I mention Foucault? I will also print it out and bring you a copy on Tuesday if you’re 
available. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,               12:02 PM 

~live unc edu> 
draft 

Mellon Summer Institute essay docx 

Reads well Take another crock at it ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Saturday, February 9, 2013 2:52 PM 

Michael J Mulvey < @gmail corn> 
honor ct 

Hi Michacl--I hope Ihe on-campus wcnl well (where was it. by the way?) 
Tlfis is.just a gentle renfinder about file honor court issue 

You can fred the instructions for l/ow to do tiffs temotel) here: 

Tlmnks -Ja) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                  4:41 PM 

McReynolds, Louise <louisem@email unc edu> 

Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu> 

Re: Proposed dates for final thesis draft and defense- 

Yes 

On 3:41 PM, Louise McRcynolds wrolc: 

> 1 had left ber off intentiotmtly -- didfft want her to become at~xiou s 
> But tbaltks Abbi has class uNil 2 on Wednesda3,          but can do 

> 2:30 and an~ [illl¢ Ihcrcaftcr I’m open as well And so is Wayne Jay? 

> On          1:15 PM. Wa3ne Lee wrote: 
>> Sor~" Louise, just ma!dng sine you noticed tbat she wasn’t copied into 

>> [be convcrsa/ion :-) 

>> Wayne E Lcc 
>) Professor ofHistot3 

>> Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 

>> wlee~aunc edu 

>>wwwama/oncomAVaync-E-Lcc/cfB001KHRXKW/rc~nllathr dp~cl I 

>> O11 11:29 AM. Louise McReynolds 

>)>> Sent from m3 phane! 

>>>> To: McReynolds, Louise 

>>>> Subject: Re: Proposed dates for fuml tbesis draft zmd defe~tse- 

>>>>> day is Good Friday, bul wlu~l about Wednesday? I’m frc¢ after I 1 

>>>>> On         3:09 PM, Ja3 Snfith wrote: 

>>>>>> Is Iha/really Ihe only possible day? I agree Ihal, wflh a 3 -person 





>>>>>>>>>>> plmming to msetn’e a romn somewhere m Hairdlton lmll Please 

>>>>>>>>>>> kno~ if these dates, limes, and location work well for you 

>>>>>>>>>>> fon~ ard 1o ]lealillg from yoIt as well as ha,, illg die chance Io 

>>>>>>>>>>> you before the defel~se if your schedules allow Have a 

>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, Febmat2¢ I I, 2013 9:55 AM 

Bull, Marcus G <mgbull@email unc edu> 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu> 

Re: MEMS 

Tltis sbould work. I’d tbil~k 

On 2/10/13 8:42 PM, Bull, Matvus G wrote: 
> D¢ar Jay, cc C) nlhia 

> The s¢nlcncc mighl b¢ : 

> 1 hope this is OK 
> R¢gards 
> Marcus 

> Professor Mamus Bull FSA FRHist S 
> Andlew W Mellon Distingmisbed Professor of Medieval and Earl? Modern Studies 
> U~tiversit) of North Caroli~m at Clmpal Hill 

> entail: mgbull@emad uric edu 

> Frown: Ja? Slmth [ja?s~mth@enmil unc edu] 

> Mmcus--since you know bim best, could you lmil tbis down? If you can’t 
> get to it, 1’11 wlite up sometbing mote specific by tomorrow AIM -Ja~" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  2:10 PM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: Meeting? 

Let’s plan on 2:45 See you there Unless I forget Oust kidding, really) 
On        1:01 PM,               wrote: 

I am a coffee drinker and would love that! Let me know what time works best 

Sincerely, 

On Monday,                  Jay Smith wrote: 
That’s a relief Are you a coffee d~inker? Let’s meet at the Daily C~ind and I’ll buy you a coffee 
(or some other beverage) It’s the least I can do 

But let me get back to you about the hour 

On        12:40 PM,               wrote: 

Oh that’s okay, no special trip was made{ Wednesday would work I am free 
between 1:30 and 5:00 

On             12:18 PM, "Jay Smith" <]:~ysrnt~h@em~d! mrc e~[d> wrote: 
Oh no I had another appointment changed from               and forgot 
you! So sorry Will you be around Wednesday? I could meet any time that day 
except 3:30 I’m really sorry I hope you didn’t make a special trip for this 
meeting 
On 12:12 PM,               wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

hn not sure if we planned a meeting for this week but when I stopped 
by your office at noon you weren’t in Let me know when is good to 
meet again 

Sincerely, 



Kirsten L Cooper 

Histo12¢ Doctoral Program 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  3:05 PM 

@gmail com 

Fwd: Re: 

I’m pleased to know that I didn’t stand you up! But I’ll happily treat you to coffee anyway .... 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: 

Let’s make it 12 on 
On        12:59 PM, 

We’ll firm up the time for the other date later, if that’s OK 
wrote: 

In the spirit of having regular meetings why don’t we schedule times for both days? I could meet 
between 12:00 and 2:00 either day if that works for you? 

Sincerely, 

On Tue, at 11:32 AM, Jay Smith ~/A?~:~!n~i_l,j!~. C~!o> wrote: 
-throwing you a change-up here (love those sports metaphors, ya know) It turns out that 

I will definitely be on campus both Monday, and Monday, If you’d like to stop 
in either day, just let me know 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 12:38 PM 

Mitchell, Matthew David <matmitch@live.unc.edu> 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tentative course proposal for fall 2013 

Matthew-.                                  , but....I think you can breathe easy (!) until/unless Kathleen’s 
committee contacts you with ideas for refinements or changes. We’ve got some time (a month anyway) before we need 
to worry about fixing the time and day for the fall coupe before students begin registering. -Jay 
On 2/12/13 12:01 PM, Mitchell, Matthew David wrote: 

Jay and Kathleen, 

Regarding the proposed 290 on "World Economic Histories,"is there any~hing else you need from me at this 
junc~uretocontinue moving towards scheduling the class forthe upcoming fallterm? 

Thanks, 
MaEhew 

Dear Mal~hew, 
Thanks for the syllabus. I will circulate it to the committee later in the semester when I see if others come 
in. It seems like a great class. 
Best, 
Kathl~en 

From: Jay Smith [iav~rnltn~lemaJJmnc,edi~] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2013 3:37 PM 
To: Mitchell, Matthew David 
CO: Kramer, Lloyd S; Duval, Kathleen A 
Subject: Re: Tentative course proposal for fall 2013 

Dear Matthew: 
Thanks for the info on your upcoming course Kathleen and her committee can and will give you 
more feedback on this (when you give her the draft syllabus for the committee’s review,) but in 
general the topic looks great and the readings certainly seem appropriate I think it’s also nice that 
you’re giving students the chance to turn in a draft of their final historiographical essay They too 
rarely get the chance to revise in light of critical feedback 

The one thing I noted that you may want to revisit is the weight of the participation grade and how 
you plan to allocate points for that section of the grade The College, I know, considers a 
participation grade of 5-10% of the total grade to be a best practice, mainly because students have 
expressed anxiety about large chunks of their grade being determined on the basis of "subjective" 
judgments You might also want to develop and share ve~?~ specific criteria for your evaluation of 
discussion pevi’om~ance--again, students like certainty over uncertainty And I, personally, would 
not give students credit for showing up for class But I’m sure Kathleen and the undergrad studies 
committee will have their own thoughts on that and all these matters .... 



Jay 
On 1/23/13 3:21 PM, Mitchell, Matthew David wrote: 

Lloyd, Jay, and Kathleen, 

I’ve spoken briefly with each of you about the possibility of my proposing a course for the 
upcoming fall, so I thought I’d share with you my current thinking. I’m envisioning a 290 
organized much like the one I’m teaching now, but on the subject of "Global Economic 
Histories." Further details are in the atLached document. 

Thanks very much, 
MaEhew 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, Febma~3z 12, 2013 6:08 PM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrew perrin@unc edu> 

FAC 

And}: 
At rite ARG lneetmg toda?, the DTH article about tutoring came up (rite 

being asked to pa? for t~tors, etc), and someol~e (1 thil~k Lew) said: 
shauldfft the FAC be on tiffs? 

I told lmn I’d mention it you--maybe for your next meeting? To us ht 
fire room, it seemed a good exmnple of a) tbe possible moral faihue of 
fire Ulm-ersit~ in not following thaugh on a proimse; and b) a 

on some kinds of resources (often il~adequate al[~ wa~’) and ut~awate of tbe 

Hall) 

So consider adding that to rite list That~ks -Ja? 
On 2/12/13 6:01 PM, Pcrtin. Andrew J wrole: 
> Ok good - 159 Hamillon 

> Andr¢w P¢rtin. UNC Sociology 
> Sent from m? iPhane 
> 
> On Feb 12, 2013, at 5:44 PM, "Ja? S~mth" qia? s~mth@enmil uric edu> wrote: 

>> Andy’s office would certaioly be easy for me Stone buildin!! 
>> On 2/12/13 3:59 PM, Farmer. Stephen M wrote: 
>>> Glad to see you and fl~e work in progress Just let me know wbere Steve 

>>> -----Original Message ..... 



>>>> 2006 27 Iolal. 18 foolball 

>~>> 2007 22 total, 17 foothall 

>)>> 2009 16 total, 11 foothall 

>~>> 2010 14 total, 9 football 

>)>> 2011 21 total, 12 foothall 

>~>> 2012 21 total, 10 foothall 

>~ >> I think it’s hnperative that we fred a laitgnlage, and a set of unntovhtg 
>>>> calcgofics, Ihal allow us Io lalk clearly aboul Ihc problems we’re 
>>>> COllfrOllllllg See you Monday -Jay On 2/12/13 9:50 AM, Andrew Pcmn 

>~>>~ Withaut wanting to get intu tbe "kabuki dance" het~, let me just say 
>>>>> whal I’ve learned, briefly, from Nleve’s prcsenla/ions a/FAC, and 
>)>>) what I tlfiltk ~enmins concenfing front my perspective I do think 
>>>>> meeling on Monday will be helpfid, and given Jay’s rcaclion would 
>~ >>~ probably t~conmtend it be just tlte three of us 

>~>>~ 1 ) viml~lly all staldent-atbletes at~ "special a&nit s" in the sense 

>~ >>~ in tbe application process Tbe total lmmhar is 160 per year (rigbt, 

>>>>> 2) HOWEVER since Iherc is no specific formula evalualing 

>~>>~ Atltletic (and music and dmnm) prowess is, in a cert~ht sel~se, 

>)>>) 3 ) Until lecentl?, fltefe was a disthtct class called "conum~ee cases" 

>~ >>~ low-double digits Nr yeac ~md at~ ~11 atltlefics thaugh in principle 

>~>>~ tecNficalities (eg, not el~ough hrgb schaol maflt semestels), but a 
>~>>~ snmll but sigmfic~mt nun~ber is gemdnely academicall? inebgible 

>~>>~ chtmge by fire special adlmssiolts conumttee (Laytm Moseley is one of 
>>>>> Ihe members) so Iha/special-Mmil sludanls arc divided inl~ Tiers I. 

>~>>~ tecNficalities and focus on actual acadenfic proficient" Tbis is a 

>>>>> applicanls should be admdlcd 



>>>>> otbers feel diffeiet~tly But I do tl~Jnk we ougbt to be willing to 

>>>>> On 02/12/2013 09:36 AM, Farmer, SIcphcn M wrolc: 
>>>>>> Dear Jay (wifl~ a cop) to An~’): 

>>>>>> Tl~t~ you I do ~ecall fondl) our alp to Asheville mtd back several 

>>>>>> (as And3 suggcslcd a/one oflhc FAC mcclings I a/Icndcd) Idcs Io 

>> >>> > because I tl~ tiffs way of doing tlfings xxill give us fire best 



>>>>>> HoMen and a few othet~ ) Joy llas aheady heard most of it an)nva~" 

>>>>>> so I just hope I get the fion’s slmte of the time 
>>>>>> -Jay 

>>>>>>> On 02/12/2013 05:54 AM. Farmer. Slcphcn M 
>>>>>>>> Jay (and And} ), flmtk you 1’11 be ~ad to see you at 2p on Mon~} 
>>>>>>>> 211 g 
>>>>>>>> I wiH be glad to meet h~ eRher of your o~ces, ff flint would be 

>>>>>>>> and Lwlm Mosley to joh~ us -- JW as fl~e cMir of FAC, Lwlm as a 

>>>>>>>> but 1 flfitk fl~eir pmselEe would be helpful, asd I would be glad 

>>> Andrew J Pcmn - Associa/c Pmfcssor of Sociolog3 Univcrsily of Nooh Carolina - CB#3210, Chapcl Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  1:02 PM 

Re: 

@uncedu> 

--I haven’t yet putthe quizzesin yourbox, FYI I was detNned ~ along oIl:campusmeefing I’ll do so 
by 2pm, though-Jay 

PS Obviously I don’t want you risking illness to come to class This is just something we’ll need to monitor and 
adjust for as needed 
On I 1:03 AM,                     w-rote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

I am very sorry that I was not there to help you with the quizzes. Thank you for putting them in my 
mailbox. 

I was not there last Thursday. I apologize for these absences, and I will not miss lecture again unless I am 
very ill. 

Best regards and see you tomorrow, 

Subject: Re: 

--I can usually meet on Thursday afternoons 

I missed your help today handing out quizzes, but we got started by 2:05 or so and I managed to 
finish the lecture just in time I’ll put the quizzes in your mailbox late tomorrow morning 

Were you also not there last Thursday? I don’t remember seeing you I’m beginning to worry a bit 
about your unfamiliarity with lectures Students tend to draw on lectures in the longer papers, so 
this could affect how you grade Is there anything I can do to help facilitate your attendance? 

Jay 
On 1:00 PM, wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

I’m afraid I’m going to have to miss your lecture today. 

I will have all the papers graded by Thursday. 

And is it possible that we could plan to meet some time other than Wednesday morning to 
discuss comps books? I’ve realized that it’s a really bad time for me this semester. Would 
Thursday afternoon or anytime Friday work for you? I should be able to catch up quickly on 



my reading now that I am out from under the shadow of that incomplete. 

Thanks and best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  5:31 PM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: Rahe Article 

--yes, that’s it I remember now that it was an unpublished portion of M’s Considerations on the 
Romans Soyes, have alook atthis -Jay 
On 4:02 PM,               wrote: 

HiJay, 

Does this look like the right article on universal monarchy in Montesquieu? Just wanted to double 
check that it is the one you were thinking of 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  7:36 PM 

@email unc edu> 
Re: Comps question 

By Friday, I hope IfI haven’t responded then, just email again 
On        9:07 AM,            wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I am writing to ask if you have office hours or if I could set up a meeting with you. I am taking a comp with 
in Early Modern Europe, and he recommended that I ask you for suggestions on the France 

portion of my list (attached). If you have a few moments to spare, that would be great. 

Thank you and best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  7:36 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Reaction Paper 

Come talk to me after class next week 
On        12:40 AM,               wrote: 

Hello again! 

I’m just emailing you since you asked me to remind you about my reaction paper this week. Just let me 
know what I should do! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday                  I 1:42 PM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: meet 

Sure, come at 4:15 or so We’re overdue for a talk 
On        I 0:02 PM,             wrote: 

OK, I can come around then if you’re not too busy. Otherwise next week is fine! 

From: Jay Smith 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:34 PM 
TO: 
Subject: Re: meet 

--I do (Thurs I 0-12), but tomorrow is so bad that I’m wondering if we could meet around 
4:15 instead of in the AM? I have a call to make to a prospective at 4, but should be done by 4:15 
And I’ll try to get your essay read by then 

On        2:46 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
This week is turning out to be busy; I’m sure it’s the same for you, too. Did 
you get a chance to look at the revamped essay I sent you? It’d be great if we 
could meet just quickly to go over it because I would like to get that 
application in soon. 
When are your of~cial of~ce hours this semester? Do you have of~cial of~ce 
hours? Maybe that would be more convenient. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday                  12:58 PM 

reaction papers 
~uncedu> 

--just checking to se¢ wh¢ther reaction pap¢rs will be going back 
today I just entered m? 10 grades and noticed yout~ aren’t throe 
yct--bul I rOlllCmber ilia/wilh the quizzes you elllerOd grades after -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  3:36 PM 

~live unc edu> 

draft 

Mellon Summer Institute essay-2 docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                  5:41 PM 

Re: quiz thingy 

~uncedu> 

Cafltefine of Aragon question--two Brilish Nstmy buffs knew tlmt 

nmm" othet~ weie sinfilarly thrown) 
On       4:07 PM.                    wrote: 
> Hi Professor Snlilh, 

> Tlmt~k you for tbe beads up I will clmnge the grades And in response to your otber einail, I will lmve all of the grades on Sakai by 
tomorrow, for fl~e paper as well as tbe quiz 

> Does your "error" affect m~> one else’s grade’? 

> Bcsl regards, 

> From: Jay Smilb [jaysmilb~aemail uric cdu] 
> Scnl: Thursday,                3:38 PM 

> Subject: quiz Illing) 

>        -tn~ o students,                              sbould have theh 
> grades raised by 10 points because of an "error" I nmde on tbe quiz 
> Could you do thai? Thanks -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Thursday,                  6:23 PM 

~uncedu> 
Re:Hist    Reaction Paper 

--happy to talk about this after class Yes, it’s true, I call on past tense pretty much in all situations in 
which you’re talking about the past That literary present thing is something I distrust (though I concede that 
very accomplished writers can sometimes use it effectively) Rest assured that this, in itself, didn’t cost you too 
many points But we can talk later if you’d like .... 

JS 
On 3:55 PM, wrote: 

Professor Smith, 

After reviewing my rea~ion paper I have a concern I would like to discuss with you. On my paper you noted 
that the use of present tense is why the majority of points were taken away from me; however, I was 
always taught that while discussing tex[s it is proper to use the pr~ent tense. I am not saying you are 
incorre~ at all, but that is why I chose to use the present tense because I thought that discussing the 
narrative was one of the exceptions. I did review the nine points to a good essay before writing my paper 
and since the focus was to discuss the texL and not "history" in general I believed the present tense to be 
the correct form. If there are any ~eps I may take to further discuss my paper with you I would be much 
obliged. Thank you for your time and your insight. 

Humbly, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                9:12 AM 

~live uric edu> 
Re: FW: CORRECTION: Graduate School Summer Research Fellowship applications 
due Feb 8 

-no, this is a grad school tbing I’m talking about departmental money--probably Mow~’y endowment 
money Just email Radding and ask her 

Console and Classify 
On        1:25 AM, wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
This is the email I was telling you about, although it seems to be past the due date. Is 
this what you were talking about? 
Also, there were two Goldstein books that I found, though I wasn’t sure which you meant. 
Is it Console and Classify: French Psychiatric Profession in the 19th cent., or the Post- 
revolutionary self something 1750-1850? 

From: bo~mce-~2~7~555-50~28295~51isL~e~,~ unc.ebu [bot~’ce-32676555-60329295~)![st,~e~ ,m¢.e~lu] on 
behalf of Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray [nanc,~:em~i[.ur~c.ebu] 
Sent~ Monday, 8:36 AM 
TO~ history-graduate 
Subje~ [history-graduate] FW: CORRECTION: Graduate School Summer Reaearch Fellowship applications 
due 

The Graduate School is accepting applications for      Summer Research 
Fellowships More information about the fellowships and a link to the online 
application form can be found at 
l~t~ra:ls, ho~!~=ncedt~,t~mdimz/~ar!sc!~oolisurnmerresemch htmi The fellowship is 
intended for graduate students seeking to conduct dissertation research Students at all 
stages of the project are encourage to apply The Prize Committee will give preference 
to applicants planning to conduct research off campus 

The internal departmental deadline for application submissions is Friday,          at 5:00 
pro. (Note that this is several weeks before the official Graduate School deadline. This gap in 
time allows the Prize Committee time to read the applications and nominate a limited number 

of students to the Graduate School.) Please remember that let[ers of recommendation can 
only be submit[ed al’~er the applicant has submit[ed all of his or her materials online. 
Questions may be directed to the chair of the History Department Prize Committee, Chad 
Bryant 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
histo~-y-faculty as: <a 



Chad Bryant 

Associate Professor 

of History 

UNC Chapel Hill 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
histolN-graduate as: <a hre~"~nai!to:r!baue~@e~nail ~mc ed~P>@~auer@~mail unc eda</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                I 1:17 AM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: A quiz issue 

it will 
On 10:52 AM, wrote: 

Hi Professor Smith, 

This is                                            and I were the ones that brought the 
Catherine of Aragon question to you yesterday Just wanted to email you to see if my grade could 
be changed to a      Thanks so much[ Have a great weekend[ 

Best, 

On at 9:24 AM, <q~aysmith@ema ] tmc edu> 
wrote: 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Jay Smith 

It was brought to my attention yesterday that I had been a li~le careless with one of the 
questions from quiz #2--the one about Catherlne of Aragon She was married to two 
heirs to the throne (and one king) but not two kings So if you missed that question, 
and you can make a case for being confused about that option in that question, bring 
me your quiz and we’ll adjust the grade Clearly I need to brush up on my English 
royal genealogies ..... 

This fo~wv-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Messages from the "HIST " site To reply to this message click this link 
to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                12:13 PM 

@hotmail couk> 

Re: A quiz issue 

Historians tend to think that pickT is good when it comes to historical detail--no apologies needed We’ll get the 
grade changed 
On 12:12 PM,         wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

You did ask me to send a reminder about this - I forgot but here’s the reminder{ Thanks for the 
understanding, I know we were being pick’T! 

Best wishes, 

UNC PID: 

From: ja? ~trtith@etrtai[ ~c edu 
Subject: A quiz issue 
Date: Fri, 14:24:57 +0000 
To: 

To: Undisclosed Recipients From: Jay Smith 

It was brought to my attention yesterday that I had been a little careless with one of the questions 
from quiz #2--the one about Catherine of Aragon She was married to two heirs to the throne (and 
one king) but not two kings So if you missed that question, and you can make a case for being 
confused about that option in that question, bring me your quiz and we’ll adjust the grade Clearly I 
need to brush up on my English royal genealogies ..... 

This fox.yarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST " site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: ~i[SY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,                3:03 PM 

~gmail com> 

Ruggiu article 

Ruggiu, overseas nobility pdf 

--1 ina) lmve mentioned this before, but l’ln hmdng to m-mad this 

it *could* be mlevmtt for your argmment--as it concerns an old-stMe 
privilege mid its tt-ansfommfion (or not) ~hen trmtsported act~3ss rite 
clnpir¢ -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Stair1 <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday, Febma~-y 15, 2013 7:35 PM 

Reid, Donald M <dreidl@email unc edu> 
Feb 24 

dimler with Popkin mid I ahead? had a conmfitnlem Sunday file 

HI contact Popkin and set up a hmch with litnl HI read Iris papec 

Ioo But HI ha~c to miss Ih¢ group discussion Son3 -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Jay Stair1 <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday, February 15, 2013 7:38 PM 

Hagemann, Karen <hagemann@unc edu> 

Rose, Sonya <sorose@umich edu>; Stefan Dudink 
<db48@duke edu> 

Re: GWC workshop series -- Invitation -- Smith 

~xs4all nl>; Dirk Bonker 

Karen et al: Sure, I can do this -Jay 
On 2/14/13 5:38 PM, Karen Hagemann, UNC wrote: 

Prof Jay Smith 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Department of Histo~T 
Email: ia,,,smilk~cmai[ uric edu 

WORKSHOP SERIES "Gender, War and the Western World, 1650-Present" 
An Interdisciplinary and Transatlantic Project 
Main Co-Conveners: Duke University, German Historical Institute, Washington, DC 
University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill 
http:i~gw~ web ul3c e&~i 

Dear Jay, 

We are writing to you as organizers of the WORKSHOP SERIES "Gender, War and the Western 
World, 1650-Present" and editors of the Oxford Handbook on "Gender, War and the Western 
World since 1650" To be published in the Oxford University Press series of Histo~T Handbooks, 
this particular volume will be a reference work of over thirty essays that covers the period from 
1600 to the present Its central concern is the question how, over the last four centuries, gender has 
contributed to the shaping of warfare and military culture and was at the time shaped by them 
Chronologically, the project covers the key periods of warfare development since 1650 While its 
main geographical focus is on Europe and the Americas (including the Caribbean), this history has 
to include the long-term processes of colonization and empire-building originating from sixteenth- 
century Europe, and their aftermath in the Americas, Asia, Africa and Australia Thus the project 
allows for both, temporal comparisons that explore continuities and changes in a long-term 
perspective, and regional comparisons as well as an assessment of transnational influences on the 
entangled relationships between and among gender, warfare and military culture 

As part of the workshop series and proj ect we plan three workshops in 2014 and 2015 and related 
public events Thanks to the support of the three main conveners Duke University, German 
Historical Institute, Washington, DC and University of Noah Carolina in Chapel Hill along with 
other co-conveners they are already mostly funded The main function of these workshops is to 
create a space which allows an intensive discussion of the subject, the state of research of different 
sub-fields and the related theoretical and methodological questions, and thus helps to prepare the 
writing of the chapters for the Oxford Handbook "Gender and War and the Westerns World since 
1650" Especially important will be on the one hand, comparisons of long-dur~e developments, and 
on the order, of specific regional, national or transnational trends The paper presenters will present 
draft outlines of their chapters for the handbook for discussion 



We would like to invite you to pa~icipate in the first workshop in Chapel Hill, from 20 - 22 
February 2014 at the UNC Chapel Hill Institute for Arts and Humanities on the theme: 
"GENDER, WAR AND CULTURE: FROM COLONIAL CONQUEST AND STANDING 
ARMIES TO REVOLUTIONARY WARS (1650s-1830s) And THE WARS OF NATIONS AND 
EM PIRES ( 1830s- 1910s)" as a commentator for the panel III We hope for I 0-15 minute comment 

For your information we attach the preliminary program of the workshop series All authors of the 
handbook project, who are on the program agreed to come for the workshops 

We would appreciate it if you would let us know at your earliest convenience, if you are interested 
in participating 

We look fox.yard to hearing from you 

Sincerely, 
On behalf of 

Dirk B6nker (Duke University) 
Stefan Dudink (Radboud University Nij megen) 
and Sonya Rose (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor and Birkbeck College, University of London) 
Karen Hagemann (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) (general editor) 

James G Kenan Dislinguishcd Professor of Hislo~3 

Ulfivcrsily o f North Carolina al Chapel Hill 
Histoly Depart~nent 
Hmmlton Hall, CB # 3195 
Clmpel Hill, North Carolitm 27599-3195, USA 

Recenl publication: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday, FebmalT 17, 2013 I I : 16 AM 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email unc edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Recent article that deals with Special Admission processes 

Thanks, Richard This could not be better timed I’m meeting with Steve Farmer tomorrow 
On 2/17/13 10:37 AM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Hello all: 

This is a good a~icle to provide context for a discussion of "special admissions" @ UNC and other 
universities across the country 
In the first paragraph, the authors outline the study parameters: 

"The present study cxmnincs the decision-making process relating to special admissions for student-athletes 
The study’s four main considerations include concerns regarding the use of high school GPA m~d 
standardized test score as admissions criteria for prospective student-atbletes; pressure on the admissions 
committee to ax oid competitive disadvantage by effectively sending talented recraits to a competitor: the 
admissions committee’s desire to admit stadents believed to be academically prepared; and the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association’s (NCAA’s) changes to initial eligibility criteri~changes which allow 
universities to make admissions decisions independently" 

These four areas seem to be ones that appropriately should be examined and openly discussed 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southal! 

Associate Professor Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office 919.962 3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

CSRI website: www,~incedu/¢sri 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www cmico~lfererlce.or~ 

Life is an obligation We’re not hcrc to dic slowly, we’re hcrc to live fully 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 



(It may be necessalT to cut and paste the above URL if’the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to [eave..327f~8555- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday, FebmatN 17, 2013 7:43 PM 

Renner, Joy J <JoyRenner@med unc edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Recent article that deals with Special Admission processes 

Joy--did you mean for this to go to the group? Or just to me? (I think the lat~er happened) 

rm not sure I see how my post clouded an issue or provided a misleading perspective Are we getting away 
fi-om high school GPAs? I’ll be interested to hear And I know for a fact--I was in the room--that Holden said 
he had no interest in having UNC conduct its own literacy assessments So where exactly did I mislead? 
On 2/17/13 5:21 PM, Renner, Joy J wrote: 

I hope this group can become more informed about the process for spe~ial talent admissions at this 
University. Some of what you are discussing has already been acknowledged here and studies have been in 
place for several years to develop a more accurate and precise formula for these admissions decisions. FAC 
spent two meetings learning and discussing UNC’s process and plans for the future. Much of what you 
want, is already happening which I hope will be reassuring to you and your desire for change. 

FAC will continue fac[ finding and analysis and at the end of the year put all of our discussions together and 
put forth any suggestions we have for enhancements or needed clarification of all aspec[s of experiences of 
our student athletes from recruitment through graduation. 

Thank you for the discussions and raising of issues. I just ask that you perhaps temper your raising of 
issues with recognizing that mixing discussions of what is happening and needs to happen nationally with 
what is happening and needs to happen at UNC sometimes clouds the issues themselves and provides those 
outside our community confusing peNpectives and understanding of what we are doing and have done at 
UNC. 

Joy 

From: Jay Smith 

Sent: Sunday, February 17, 2013 11:42 AM 
TO~ discussion 
Cc~ discussion 
Subje~: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Recent article that deals with Special Admission processes 

Excellent Let’s live stream it fi-om the scoreboard at Kenan stadium 
On 2/17/13 I 1:39 AM, Soutball, Richard Michael wrote: 

CSRI will be having a panel discussion of just this issue at our conference in April 
Genaj Gumey, one of the authors of this article, is one of the panelists The panel will 
be videotaped and also live streamed I would urge colleagues to attend 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Sou~hall 

Associate Professor Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 929.962-3507 



Cell 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

southall(~errlaiL unc,edq 

Ld’e is m~ obligation We’re not here to die slowly we’re here to ]i~e fully 

To: Richard Southall <southa!l@email unc,edu> 

C¢: discussion <fac~!t~,--athletics-#orum@[ stserv.unc e:lu> 
Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Recent article that deals with Special Admission 

Thank you, Richard This excellent piece should be required reading in the admin 
ranks at UNC High school GPA’s are shown to be pretty worthless as predictors for 
the ’special talent’ population, and Universities are urged to "conduct their own 
assessments" of the athletes they want to enroll (To remind eve~7one--this was on our 
wish list sent to the Chancellor in December, after Mary made this ve~T suggestion 
The Chancellor evaded, knowing the idea was dead in the water around here) 

There should be a town hall discussion on this issue Not holding my breath .... 
On 2/17/13 10:37 AM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Hello all: 

This is a good a~icle to provide context for a discussion of "special 

admissions" @ UNC and other universities across the counttT 
In the first paragraph, the authors outline the study parameters: 

"The present study cxmnincs the decision-making process relating to special 
admissions for student-athletes The study’s four main considerations include 
concerns regarding the use of high school GPA m~d standardized test score as 
admissions criteria for prospective student-athletes; pressure on tbe admissions 
committee to ax oid competitive disadvantage by effectively sending talented 
recruits to a competitor: tbe admissions committee’s desire to admit students 
believed to be academically prepared: and tbe National Collegiate Atbletic 
Association’s (NCAA’s) chm~ges to initial eligibiliu ctitcri~changcs which 
allow universities to make admissions decisions independently" 
These four areas seem to be ones that appropriately should be examined 
and openly discussed 

Richard 

Dr Richard M Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 



Office 919.962 3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

sau tha’[&emai! u n,: edu 

UNC Spot[ Administration website: 

CSR! website: www,un,s edu/c!,ri 
CSR! Conference on College Sport website: v,,ww.c sr iconfe~encc.or#~ 

Lifc is an obligation Wc’rc not here to dic slo~l~ x\c’rc hcrc to li~c ruin 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
ia~s~ h@en~a r ~c ed 
To unsubscfibe click here: h!tp:iilists ~c e&> u? 
id:=486~_i9857 659£ 7791 b,/I- 45b38d’9~69522a c99~ ca’-?&la=T&l=t~ cult~2~ 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leaveG27(~8555- 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: Joy Rennerq~m~ d imc, du 
To unsubscribe click here: ~:iAists unc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                  7:43 PM 

@med unc edu> 
Re: A quiz issue 

> 1 have class dubmg your tebmlarl3 schedule office hours and I would like to bring you 

> 1 have class from 9:30 until your class at 3:15 T/Tlt Would you be free/willing to meet 
> around 9ran T/Th or at 10ran M/W? 

> Thanks[ 

> From: Jay Smllh [iaysmllh~acmail uric ¢du] 
> Sent: Friday’,                  10:12 AIVI 

> On        9:37 AIM,                wrote: 
>> I am leally glad tbat you addressed this I waned out of the room mid inunediatl3 asked the girl war!ring 
>> out with me why that answer was il~correct I will be coimng to "make a case for being confused" 

>> From: jay smllh~a ¢mail uric ¢du [jay smllh~a ¢mail uric cdu] 
>> Sel~t: Friday, 9:24 AIVI 
>> Sul~iect: A quiz issue 

>> To: Undisclosed Recipients 

>> From: Ja3 Snfith 

Cafl~erineofAlagon Shewasmarriedtotnvoheit~tothethione(andone!dng)butnottwokings So ifyounfissedtbatquestiol~, 
and you can make a case for being confused about that option in that question, bring me your quiz alld we’ll aOiust the grade Clearly 1 
need to bntsh up on my English royal genealogies ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <iaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  12:49 PM 

@live unc edu> 
letter 

iust leave it in your nmilbox? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, Februa~7/ 18, 2013 1:33 PM 

Greg Childress <GCH3LDRESS@heraldsun corn> 
Re: Thorp 

Greg--I don’t have much to say, really Except that I wish him well and that he deserves the chance to start over 
somewhere with a clean slate 

I worry tbat the good ship UNC is effectively rudderless at a critical time in the institution’s histu~’y, but this 
outcome was likely once he announced he was stepping down in September Jay 
On 2/18/13 9:29 AM, C~eg Childress wrote: 

Hey Jay, 

Can you give me a call at ? 

Thanks 
Greg Child tess 
The Herald Sun 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday, Febma~-y 18, 2013 6:04 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email unc edu> 
Radding, Cynthia <radding@email unc edu>; Duval, Kathleen A 
<duval@email unc edu> 
Re: Tuesday meeting 

Lloyd--I can do any of these times 

By th¢ way--tell      I gol confits¢d and, sinc¢ I won’l b¢ al dinn¢r 
(1 colffused her visit with the Wednesda) visit), 1 hope she lms a good 

On 2/18/13 3:58 PM, Kmmer, Lloyd S wrote: 

meeting thne I would thelefot~ like to propose a clmnge in our starring time for the Tuesday meeting 

> The oplions include: 10:30 AM, I I:00 AM, 11:30 AM Would an) of Ihcsc limes work For all of you’? We could use skyp¢ Io 

> 1 also have a meeting wiflt a King’s college delegation nexX Tuesday, Feb 26, at 11:30-1:00 So I’m wolldefing k[’we can make an 

> Bcsl, Lloyd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 12:47 PM 

allen sack           ~yahoo corn>; Gerald Gurney 
David Ridpath <ridpath@ohio edu>; Southall, Richard Michael 
<southall@email unc edu>; ERICSON. @msn corn> 
another critical voice 

@gmail corn>; 

speaks up at UNC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                5:53 PM 

test 

docx 

@uncedu> 

-Have a look Suggestioits? Are theie other people I should 
include in ¢flher of Ill) t~O groups? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                7:05 PM 

@uncedu> 

Yes 
On 7:03 PM. wrote: 
> PS- And should I add 10 points to               grade? 

> From: Ja?. Slmth Ija?.s~mth@enmil uric edu] 
> Senl: Tuesday,                5:53 PM 





........ Oliginal Message ........ 

~bjeet:RE Thank You 



have" for the pressures created by the presence of underprepared athletes, because that suggests that FAC like the deans in South 

building sees this whole thing the way Jim Martin saw it That’s a sobering thought, though I realize that I may be misinterpreting you 

As for the preponderance of the evidence, I refer here mainly to the nlountain of published literature (fronl Gurney, Ridpath, Sack, 

saurowsl/y, southall, a nd others) on the operation of aca d emic support systems a nd a nd the typologies of sport stand a l over the past 

d eta de or so I ca n give you som e references if you’d lille FAC to read up on this lit There are other U NC specific bits of d ata I could sh are 

to make clearer what i’m claiming, but that would best be done in person Jay 

On 2/18/136:09 PM, Renner, Joy J wrote: 

Jay, I would be very interested in including in FAC’s discussion any evidence you have supporting your statements in the 

email below Having as much information as possible as we have discussions of next steps is very helpful 

Specifically I would be interested in hearing nlore evidence to support: 

<! [if!support[ists] > <! [endif] >"theinstitution’sneedtoacconlmodatesuchstudentsinevitablyleaderstheir 

handlers to "game" the academic system in various ways, sometimes to the point of outright fraud" (are you 

referring to UNC, nationally or both) 

<! [if!support[ists] > <! [endif] >"Butthepreponderanceoftheevidence, atUNCandnationally, suggeststhat 

aca denlics are largely an afterthought in the revenue sports and that support structures prioritize eligibility over 

education Those who succeed in securing real educations do so, in some m easure, in spite of the efforts of 

academic support staffs" 

If these a re just your assumptions or thoughts, I understand, but you say them implying there is evidence to support them 

and I hope you will be willing to share that infornlation. 

Thank you, 

Joy 

Thanks again for trying to answer my questions, Steve And thanks for hosting, Andy I admit that I still think that a} 

establishing proficiency in basic skills would be a n appropriate and saluta~f thing to do, b) U NC should not be adnlitting 

people who lack such proficiency, and c) the institution’s need to acconlmodate such students inevitably leads their 

handlers to ’game’ the academic system in various ways, sometimes to the point of outright fraud 

I also und ersta nd the strong inclination to give people a chance, and I know there are surprising success stories But the 

preponderance of the evidence, at U NC a n d nationally, suggests that academics are largely a n afterthought in the revenue 

sports and that support structures prioritize eligibility over education Those who succeed in securing real educations do so, 

in some measure, in spite of the efforts of academic support staffs 

Whoever ultimately wins this argument, and I suspect it won’t be hie, we definitely need to have clear, accurate, and 

thorough information available to help us think through it all. That’s really nly whole point on the a dnlissions angle. 

I hope the discussion continues, and I appreciate the effort to accommodate my requests Jay 

On 2/18/13 4:01 PM, Farmer, Stephen M wrote: 

Dear Andy, Jay, and Joy: 

I rushed back to my office to fin d that my 3p meeting ha d been ca ncelled So I thought i’d take the opportunity 

to thank the three of you for getting together just now, and to tha n k you especially, An dy, for hosting us 

Thank you also for giving me a few minutes to runlinate on the strensths and weaknesses of all sta n dardized 

testing, not just the SAT and A,T These tests are useful tools, a nd their utility in assessment is one of the 

reasons (the insistence of UNC General Administration being the other) that UNC Chapel Hill hasn’t followed 

the lead of other colleges a nd u niversities in malting them option al But a ny of these tests is at best a crude 

tool an ax, not a scalpel 

If a ny of you should have any questions or suggestions, and especially if I may clarify a ny of the statistics or the 

summary of the changes in athletics admissions this year, please don’t hesitate to let me know 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday                  8:20 AM 

@live uric edu> 
Re: recommendation form 

It might be close to 2 for me, sorry 

On        1:37 AM,             wrote: 

Ok. I’ll be with 
Thanks, 

until 1. I’ll knock on your door then. 

Uh, no, I didn’t I should be in the oft]ce around 1, but you might want to email ahead to make 
sure 
On 4:40 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Got the letter. Thanks. Did you happen to include the stupid recommendation 
form that they wanted? Since I forgot to mention it to you, I’m guessing that 
you didn’t. Could I stop by with it maybe tomorrow (wed)? Are you free 
around 1? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 I 1:21 AM 

Magness, Jodi <magness@email unc edu> 

thanks 

Smith honor case doc; Honor committee final report Sept 201 I w edits docx 

Dear Jodi: 

pleasute--thaugh wait untd you have time to bum--I’m attaclfing a 
letter I wrote to JoimtNm Sauls 4 yeat~ ago after a siimlar travest~ ) 

~ac~dt~ nmst be im’olved in rite process It’s what I’ve been agitating 
for since 2009 lfl nmy nmke a suggestio~t please consider shabmg 

of tbe "Honor System Task Force" stands at fire moment That ad hoc 
group had bccn convened way back in fall of 2011 Io consider a set of 
reforms an EPC wo~khtg group had come up with (I’m attaching that, 
Ioo) Mclinda Manning had jusl rcccnlly lakcn charge of Ilull comlnil/cc 

Council’s ~ailute to act mote swi~ly on this HC problem I hape Jan 



UNC 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

Jo~thma SauIs 
Assistant Dean of Stadents 
Judicial Programs Officer 
University of North Caroli~ at Chapel Hill 
SASB North. 450 Ridge Road, Suite 1106 
Cmnpus Box 5100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5100 

Dear Dean Sauls: 

Following up on our brief e-mail exchange from a few days ago, I’d like to share with you 
nay concerns about the process for adjudicating cases of alleged academic dishonesty My 
most recent case. initiated with a complaint I lodged in mid-October, ended this past Monday, 

I understand that the case number is 

A general lack of responsiveness and accountability on the pari of the x arious officers 
involved ha the hmadling of the case forms the core of my complaint, but I believe these to bc 
symptomatic of broad and pervasive problems in the honor system as a ~xhole Before tt3"ing 
to diagnose those broader probhans, let mc recount nay experience and the mmay reasons for 
nay dissatisfaction 

I discovered an obvious case of plagiarism on a student’s paper ha mid-October (in nay 
Histot3"        course~ Histot3" of Western Civilization) Alter discussing my suspicions 
with the student, and explaining the process she would likely be going through, I reported the 
suspected violation on the Honor System wcbsitc Two days later, I sent to the office of the 
student attorney general a copy of the suspect paper, marked with ex~tensive marginal 
notations speci~’ing the plagiarized passages, along with the authors, tex~ts, and page numbers 
from which the passages b~d been lifted (I had found these with a quick Googlc search) 

I do not doubt the good intentions of all those who work in or with the office of the SAG, but 
from the moment I submitted my complaint, and until tha closing minutes of my appcarmacc 
at the honor hearing, I hax e been struck by tbe inefficiency, inattention, lack of consideration. 
and basic incompetence with which this case has been hmadlcd I share the highlights: 

--As of             I had heard not a word about the statas of the case (other than the brief 
automated response I received on the da3 the complaint was submitted) Only after I sent ma 
e-nmiI query to              subsequently forwarded to               did I manage to get a 
response out of the office of the SAG              told me that she suspected the hold-up 
came from the accused student, who had probably failed to schedule a meeting with a judicial 
programs officer Coincidentally, the stadent approached me in class two days later 

~, asking me why no judicial officer had yet contacted her The stadent was 



unsure about how/whether to prepare for the fi~al exam, and looked to me for guidance on 
the xxhole affair It was clear to me that both of us had been left in the dark for more than six 
weeks This is inexcusable I sent another e-mail asking her to do all she 
could to accelerate the process 

--On             I received an e-mail from                noticing mc that the case had 
entered the machinery of the courts In her attached letter, she explained that I would now 
needto provide copies of the stadent paper in which the alleged plagiarism had occurred In 
confusion, I responded seeking clarification I explained that the materials had been sent 
irmncdiatcly after the violation had bccn submitted online Soon after, she responded that all 
was well and that the materials had not been lost This did not inspire confidence 

--On I received an e-mail from in which he identified himself as 
"investigative counsel" and asked when I might be able to meet to discuss the details of the 
case (I had heard on from that the hearing had bccn 
scheduled for the evening of ) I was occupied with seamh committee business in my 
department for most of the nex~t week. and so we were unable to meet to discuss the case until 
Frida?,            After an cmbarrasshig number of annoying and unncccssm3 follow-up c- 
mails (1 had to correct the invesrigarive counsel txxice about the meeting time and place he 
evidently doesn’t kccp a calendar,) made m~ appointment to meet me at my 
Hamilton Hall office at 9:30AM on the I’m on leax e this semester, but I agreed to 
come in that da? to meet with him Hc showed up fifteen minutes late at 9:45, before leaving 
for his class at 9:56 During our brief meeting, hc asked whether I could send him the 
syllabus for the course as well as a special document I distribute to all of my Western Civ 
students, "Information about the Midtenns," which discusses plagiarism at length m~d 
explains my prohibition against use of the hiternet for the duration of the semester 
asked for no other specific information (such as the midterm question that the stadent had 
bccn m~swering, or the primar? texts that the students had been authorized to use in 
answering their questions), and he gave me no other instructions on how to prepare for the 
hearing (He did ask me if I had any questions) Of course, it’s hard to accomplish very much 
in ten minutes 

--At 2:30pm on that is, three hours before the scheduled hearing I received an 
e-nmil from In it hc asked "if you could cmail mc specifically the articles you 
found on the internet that showed plagiarism in the case" I was astounded both by the 
request and by its timing In the margins of the paper I sent to the SAG in         I had 
provided full bibliographical details about the texts that had been plagiarized, which I had 
taken from Google books All of the books are in our library;; all can easily be seamhed on 
Googlc I was surprised that I needed to provide this information again I was cvcn more 
surprised that the request cane this late I got out of a meeting at 2pm, and was headed to a 
’job talk" in my department at 3pm Lucklv, I used my flee 40 minutes to check my e-mail 
When I received the request from          I did the Googlc searches (agahi) and sent lhiks 
to four documents that had been plagiarized, one an html document adapted fi’om a published 
book, and the others all copyrighted books ax ailable on Google 



--I showed up at SAS B north at 5:17, two minutes late I had worried about my slight 
tardiness But tl/ere was no need for such cconcern There I found         hur[~;ing to copy 
documents for tl~c case Hc gave me a folder full of documents and told me wc would be 
ready to begin ~’in about five minutes" I stood bv tl~e copy machine glancing tl~rough tl~e 
file After ma?bc 2-3 minutes, a                approached and asked with evident disdain, 
’Cm~ I ask what you’re doing here? We’re all wondering why you’re standing hcrc when 
tl~ere’s a place to sit out fi’ont " [We’re all wondering?] Too flabbergasted to give 
the retort hc deserved, I simply said, ’put mc where you wm~t me" I was escorted to the 
waiting room 

--At 5:55, after I bod finally removed my laptop from nay briefcase to settle in for a longer 
wait,         cmnc up to mc and said, "we’re ready, just one marc mhiutc" Fifteen minutes 
passed, and I got the laptop out again Finally,         signaled it was time to go He told 
mc I could join in tl~c hearhig imn~cdiatcly or wait until my testimony was needed I said I’d 
prefer to hear all tl~at was said and would come right in Before I could get to my feet, 

the presiding judge, approached and said ~’actually, we’d prefer that you wait out 
hcrc until wc need you" (Behind tl~c judge and the counsel, I sm~ my student and her 
’~counsel" take their seats in the hearing room) I gm e my frustrated response: "Whatever" 

--After about ten minutes passed (during which, I presume my student gave some sort of 
opening statement tbat I was not supposed to bc privy to), I was called in to tcsti~ I was 
treated courteously m~d was asked to recap the case against my plagiarizing student When 
tl~e ~’defense" counsel took over, he opened up a specious line of questioning evidently 
intended to call into question both my honesty m~d my professionalism Hc asked, for 
example. "Did you modifi; tl~e syllabus tl~at you provided?" The question was insulting and 
also pointless for the purposes of tile case, but when I asked ~xhat, specifically, he was talking 
about, he responded tl~at ’it will come up later, when wc present our case" Alas, I never got 
to hear tl~e basis for this offensive insinuation He also asked, with regard to my grading of 
tl~e first draft of the student’s paper. "did you read the whole tltlng?" This question arose 
from a marginal note I inserted near tl~c end of her paper, ’ stopped reading," which I did in 
order to make a point about the importance of our word limits The student far exceededthe 
1000-word limit for the cssa?, m~d I feigned not to have read tl~c last 50 words or so of her 
conclusion (She received an F on the assigrtment, it’s word~ noting) Note tl~at the 
plagiarism I detected came on the second draft oftl~e essay, not the first There could be no 
other purpose for asking such a question than to suggest hi an indirect rammer tl~at, hi 
general, I fail to do a thorough and conscientious job as a grader It was demcm~ing to have 
to field such a question To top it off. the counsel then recycled the student’s complaint that 
the entire proceeding was somehow illicit because I had t:ailcd to give her a ’ warning" after 
this, her first, offense as a plagiarizer (I indicate in one of my bandouts tbat tl~c TAs m~d I 

t~3 to respond with gentle warnings when we see mild cases of inadvertenffunhitentional 
plagiarism) The lcvel ofthe student’s audacity bothinthesevcrityoftl~coffcnsem~din 
her attempt to deflect blame to her instructor was simply breathtaking This particular 
argument (~’how can I be guilty? He failed to give me my promised fi-eebie!") should never 



have bccn dignified by the counsel or the court And finally, I heard the counsel’s last 
question: ~Were you aware at the time you made this charge that [the student] suffers fi’om a 
severe case of ADH D?" I had heard no such thing fi’om anyone at Learning Disability 
Services, but of course that was not the point The point was to introduce, however 
surreptitiously, some kind of exculpatory; evidence Learning disabilitites do not cause 
plagiarism, as far as I l~ow But of course, wc had no expert witness on hand to explain the 
pertinence of the ADHD issue, an? wa? Why in the world was the counsel allowed to bring 
it up? 

--We approach the coup de grace After a series of follow-up questions from the judges, 
which mainly showed how thoroughly uninformed of the details they still remained, I was 
asked to go thi’ough the paper line by line explaining where the plagiarism had occurred, m~d 
pointing to the documents in the folder that substantiated my claims (I had noticed in the 
waiting room that the Google documents had not made it into my folder: I assumed 
had everything under control and entered the proceedings with naive confidence ) 
Fortunately, the html document had been copied for eve~;one, and I was able to show the 
student’s verbatim theft of that particular tex~t When I tried to explain the other three 
instances, however, I was told after it became clear that no one had copies of the texts that 
i could not go on with those accusations i couldn’t even pull up the tex~ts online because "ihe 
defense hasn’t sccn them " I in,mediately protested that ifI had bccn given sufficient 
ad~ ance notice. I would have seen to it that hard copies of those tex~t s made their way to the 
hearing When the judge asked         at what point he had contacted me to get the 
citations, and         admitted, ’this afternoon," the judge called a recess I repaired to the 
waiting room; the recess lasted for approximately thirty minutes 

--During the recess, no one--not          not any of the judges, heck. not even 
conferred with me to explain the exact natare of the ongoing discussions or the cause 

of the long delay In fact, all of the principals avoided eye contact with me I naively hoped 
that was rushing to his computer (or even to the libra~T) to find those tex~ts No such 
luck 

--When the hearing reconvened,            , after a perfl.tncto~T apology in which he said 
something about the need to get the official record in order, made his pronouncement: "Well, 
if wc have no furd~cr questions for professor Smith, professor Smith, thank you for your 
testimony You’re fi’ee to go" (Note that I was not invited to stay for the rest of the hearing, 
though I believe I was entitled to do so I never got to hear about the alleged distortions of 
my syllabus) Dumbfounded for about the fourd~ or fifth time that night, I responded, ’arc 
you not admitting any of my other evidence? .... sonT, we just hax e no way to 
substm~tiatc that" Smith: "Well, you’ve lost m~other faculty member" I don’t think I 
slmnmed doors behind me, but no one could mistake the depth of my displeasure 

As it turns out, after my departure the panel proceeded to find my student guilty of the one 
charge that was allowed to remain in place I’m gratified, but I’m also reasonably sure that 
this will be a Pyrrhic victot~; On appeal, the stadent would need to explain only one instance 



of plagiarism from a html source on the web I cm~ already hear the plausible explanations 
pouringfortb Given my long histot~," with tbe honor cou~l oncehadaconviction 
overturned by a cbancellor lobbied by distressed parents I resignedly brace myself for 
another slap in the t~acc 

To sum up, my experience entailed the following: repeated encounters with disorgm~izcd 
student staffmcmbcrs: multiple examples of miscommunication; long dela? s before essential 
duties were executed: absence of initiative and tboroughness on tbe part oftbose charged to 
carry out the investigation; wanton disregard for the time, concen~s, and status of a faculty 
member: rudeness and imn~aturity bordering on the comical: m~d fi~lly, a botched 
prosecution tbat increases tbe likelihood tbat one more student will get off scot fi’ee after 
violating one of the principal values of academic life 

An extremely furgiving person migbt be inclined to excuse tbese incidents as isolated 
exmnplcs of sloppiness on the part of a handful of individuals But this combination of 
mishaps and misfires is symptomatic of systemic breakdown This paRern has played out 
before my eyes over a number of years now, and it points unmistakably to a single 
conclusion: students should not bc in charge of honor court proceedings It’s not that they’re 
not smarl or xx ell-intentioned No one doubts their abilit3 or their values But the3 lack the 
maturity, the expertise, the experience, and (perhaps most importm~t) the time to give these 
cases tbe aRention, careful scrutiny, and informed analysis tbey deserve To restore faculty 
confidence in the system m~d to ensure the preservation of academic integrity t~oughout the 
Carolhia cotmnunity, I propose the following recotmnendations: 

1) Adopt procedures consistent with what the Center for Academic Integrity calls a 
"modified honor code," where faculty and administrators share witb select students tbe 
obligations of investigation and adjudication (See 
http://www academicint e~ritv or~educationalresources/honor codcl01 php) 

2) Acknowledge tbe special status oftbe accusing faculty member, who is much more tban a 
’witness" h~ cases of suspected academic dishonesty the nature, signs, m~d occasions for 
which are known best by tbe accusing faculty the presumption should be ~guilty until 
proven im~occnt ’ After all, l~owledge about the n~turc of honest intellectual work, and the 
wa?s in which dishonesty cm~ creep into the enterprise, is part of the "myste~" of the 
professors’ guild A panel of faculty members should hax e ultimate autbority in determining 
the guilt or im~ocence of the accused 

3) End tbe pseudo-judicial character oftbe honor hearing Many students evidently e~joy 
the opportunity to dress in business attire m~d pla? the role of attorney, but the format of a 
judicial proceeding is inappropriate to the decision-making process called for in cases of 
academic dishonesty The ~’adx ersarial" judicial paradigm reduces tbe faculty member to tbe 
role of witness whose credibility must bc tested, questioned, or cstablishad It also asks more 
of students tban tbey can reasonably be expectedto deliver on a consistent basis They are 
not trained Imxyers Why expect tbem to behax e as Imxyers? The legalistic posturing to 



which tbc procedure gives rise inevitably leads to Katkaesquc absurdities eg, excluding 
some or all of the critical evidence, exhaustive seamhes for liberating technicalities, the 
posing of inappropriate "gotcha" questions Pinally, this paradigm creates an artificial and 
stilted atmosphere seemingly designed to prevent free-flowing, cm~did, and probing 
discussion 

4) Force tbc accused to give a full and open accounting of his/her bcb~vior in tbc presence of 
the accusing faculty member These are not courts of law, so the FiPth Amendment should 
not hold sway Nor cm~ fear of intimidation bc used as a counter-argument here What’s 
more "intimidating," talking to a suspicious t~aculty member or facing suspension from the 
University? 

5) Allow tbc t~aculty member to question the accused directly, sul~iect to tbc supervision of 
the panel of faculty/administrators/stadents presiding over the hearing Only the faculty 
member involved cm~ know precisely what procedures should have been followed in studying 
for the exam, gathering evidence, or draPqng an essay Only the faculty member can know, 
therefore, how to counter and par~2," with a student who intends to deceive or disguise 

6) End the pretense of judicial "objectivity" Judges should become intimately familiar ~ith 
the details of the case, m~d tbcy should be permitted/encouraged to have discussions with all 
the principals and to examine any rale~ ant documents, long before the final hearing takes 
place 

7) No hearing should go fov~xard until someone has verified that all pertinent evidence has 

bccn collected, copied m~d m~de available to all who nccd it The responsibility for the 
collecting and copying must lie with the Honor System. not with faculty and~or departments 
focused on their many other obligations 

I look forward to discussing these proposals, and the details of my recent case. at some point 
in tbc near future I hope wc can agree tbat wbat transpired in this particular case should 
never be allowed to happen again Based on my o~xn shocking experience and mounting 
anecdotal evidence sbarcd by colleagues from across the campus I am convinced tbat only 
root-and-branch reforms can prevent similar scenarios from unfolding on a regular basis m 
the months and years to come 

Sh~ccrcly, 

Jay M Smith 
John Van Seters Distinguished Term Professor 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                  2:16 PM 

~email unc edu> 
Re: dissertation 

--For most translations, I’d say you don’t even need to wonT about putting the original in the footnote I 
only do that when the language is tricky, ambiguous, or open to multiple interpretations 

21 single spaced pages? What is it with you and the single spacing? And all those pages that aren’t exactly 
chapters? Hmmm I think it *might* be best for you to shape it into a chapter before I see it The more 
concrete the idea (even if it crumbles on contact), the more fruitful the exchange about it 

Nice that you’re writing! 
On       12:37 PM, 

Hey. How is everything in Chapel Hill? Anything particularly fun or terrible to report? All is well enough 
here. I am actually translating thoughts into words to a total of 21 single-spaced pages. I cannot tell you 
how great it is to finally be able to write and to think again about the 18th century. If you want to read 
anything to get a sense of what I am doing with the physiocrats, I can send you what I have. Otherwise, 
we can wait until I get the "chapter" done. Until then, how should I treat french translations. I have been 
translating most passages and puRing the original french in a footnote. Is that satisfactory? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, February 20, 2013 3:54 PM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu> 
commentators 

L¢w--       heard you on WCHL Ihis AM. bul I can’l find Ihe link al 
flteir site If you have it, could you send it? (I’d also lkke to Imst 
I0 Ihc [is[) -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, Februal’y 21, 2013 8:16 AM 

Rob Rivers @gmail corn> 

Re: Holden Leaving 

Dear Rob: 
I admit to having the same feeling Holden is leaving us to clean up a ve~’y large pile of mess for which he is 
partly responsible And it’s clear he’s as lame as a lame duck can get My colleagues and I are continuing to 
push, so the big fight is not over yet But much will depend, of course, on the new administrative team and its 
priorities We need both bolder and better leadership and a more consistently engaged faculty We’ll see 

Jay 
On 2/20/13 9:18 PM, Rob Rivers wrote: 

HiJay, 

I’m still stunned over Holden leaving Carolina. I feel really disappointed and let down, which may be 

selfish, but I feel like we need all of his attention directed toward Carolina and not Iookin8 forward to a 
new school. The NCAA is in a mess with the Miami investigation and the Penn State lawsuit. I feel like the 
NCAA and the Athletic Department really let us down. 

I’m involved in some tough issues with our local school board and superintendant. Looks like all of my 

academic connections are now being seen in a dimmer light. 

I sincerely hope you and your colleagues can keep up the good fight to reform the athletic culture at 

Carolina. I was really hoping Holden would come up with some bold action, but I seriously doubt that will 

happen now. 

Best regards, 

Rob 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  I 0:49 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: hist 

-yesterday was a vetay busy day, so I’m late with my email But yes, I’m here in my office and will be 
here until about I I’ll also have some time after class, and we could talk then You might want to email ahead 
if you’re coming here to my office, just so I can be sure to stay put -JS 
On I 0:03 AM,              wrote: 

Dear Professor, 
I want to talk about my reaction paper. Could you please give me an appointment? Will you be available 
tomorrow during your once hours ? 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, FebruaPy 21, 2013 I 1:38 AM 

Renner, Joy J <JoyRenner@med unc edu> 

Re: Joy Renner - a few moments to talk today 

I’ll aim for 1:30 
On 2/21/13 8:30 AM, Renner, Joy J wrote: 

HiJay! 

If you have just a few minutes to talk today, it would be much appreciated. I am in class 9to 12 and a 

meeting 12 to 1:30 and then again 3 to 3:30. You can reach me on my cell 

Thank you, 

Joy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, Februal~j 21, 2013 I 1:44 AM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] VERSION 3 

Gol il--I hare my own lu~ngups (splil infinitives, never beginning a 

sentence with however ) 

So is it "adnfit" or "adnfit that"? Does rite U adlmt that adlmssion of 
illitet-ates is a problem or ad~mt that the adnfission of illitet-ates is 
a problem? (Nol thai wc’ll b¢ using such stark lang~mg¢ ) 
On 2/21/13 11:30 AM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 
> Ja~, I think version 3 will keep the discussion gohtg Please stmtdardize the capitalization on mfiversit) 

I tlthtk it should be "umvet~ities," but when we t~fer to UNC it could be Umvet~its, Thanks for puslthtg forward wiflt this 

> -----Ofigi~ml Message ..... 

> Sul~iect: [faculg’--atbletics-fomm] VERSION 3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                  12:50 PM 

Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc edu>; Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J 
<collored@email unc edu>; Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc edu>; Tomaskova, 
Silvia <tomas@unc edu> 
DTH question for you 

Foiks--ff CNts Roush were to dnun up a DTH story about our htifiative 

and whal the ARG would like to accomplish, would you be willing to speak 
Io Ihe rcporlcr/Universily ¢dilor? (I Ihink Ihis would be 

who is really quile good at this sludcnl journalism sluff) 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Thursday,                  1:03 PM 

Andrews, Matthew P <andrewsm@email unc edu> 
Re: Hist otay    in 

Mall: There won’[ be a    nex[ year, I’m afnitd And yes, you can 
have a cop? of the schedule As soon as I’ve got one fimshed! (Tlmt 
should be vet3 soon) -Jay 
On : 4:31 PM, Andrews, Matthew P wrote: 
> Dear Jay- 
> 
> 1 received an emait from a and wrests to know it" HIST/MN GT 

is going to be offered nex~ yem Do you have m~? ilffommtion on this? 

> Also. wohid il be inappropriale to ask for a cop3 of llexl year’s schedule, IO help me wilh/’lllure qltCSlJOllS such as Ihis? 

> Thanks Jay 
> 

> B¢SI, 

> Matt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                  4:30 PM 

@email unc edu> 

Schoonmaker, Nancy C~ay <nancys@email unc edu>; Kent, Adam S <akent@unc edu> 

Re: Some good news 

Sounds reasonable to me 
On       2:44 PM, 

Hello, 

The New York Times Civil War Facebook Page featured a link to an article Clay Risen (editor of the NYT 
Disunion column) wrote for South Writ Large, an online magazine that I co-founded and co-edit with three 
other members of the UNC Global South Working Group. 

The link was posted yesterday (second from the top). Perhaps the Department’s Facebook account could 
"like" the NYT Civil War page and share the link on its newsfeed? The NYT Civil War Facebook page has 
33,000 followers, so it was good publicity for UNC and for the magazine. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday,                  5:24 PM 

@live uric edu> 

Re: Meeting/Office Hours Appointment 

12 Wednesday it is See you tben 
On       4:54 PM,                     wrolc: 

> I have work unlil 12:30 on Tuesday Bul, I am free al 12 on Wednesday ir Iha/works for you 

>>        --ate you free, by ckmce, late in the morning on Tuesda? ? I’d folgoi~en about a co~mmtiee meeting I have at 12:30 I’m 
also flee after 11:30 on Wednesda) -JS 

>>> On , al 4:28 PM, "Jay Smflh" ~jay smilh@cmail uric ¢du> wrolc: 

>>>>> Hello Professor Smitlk 

>>>>> 1 had discussed meeting with you to discalss m) reaction paper on this upconfing Monda), 1 ~un free at tbe following 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                  10:32 AM 

@live uric edu> 
Re: Furet 

First two chapters, not the chapters on Tocqueville and Cochin 
On        7:42 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
What parts of the Furet did you want us to read again? Part 1? Both parts? 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith<jaysmith@emailuncedu> 

Monday,                  8:31 AM 

~liveuncedu> 

Re: HIST    MidtermPaper 

Sure, I’ll be flee after class 
On       1:45 AM, 

Professor Smith, 

I was wondering if you would be able to meet at some point Tuesday aEer class for me to ask you some 
questions about my paper. Please let me know if that works out or not. 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
B.S. Biochemistry I Business Minor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,                  8:32 AM 

@gmail com> 
Re: oft~ce hours 

Tuesday al 11 would b¢ good I’ll plan oll seeing you in Hamilton 564 
On       9:28 PM,               ~x rote: 
> Dear Professor Smilh. 

> Hi, I am ht your Histmy class 1 have a few quesito~ts about my paper trod I was wondering it" you were going to be on cmnpus 

front 11-12:30 Just let me know and thtmk you so much[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  9:10 AM 

~live uric edu> 
Re: meet 

¯ yes, tomorrow after class? rm meeting with a student right after class (3:15), soImay be a little late 
getting to the office, but rll be there at 3:40 at the latest -Jay 

PS Howwasyour dinnerwith Popkin? 
On       12:15 AM, 

Hi Jay, 
Are you free some time this week? If not, it’s not urgent. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Monday,                  I 0:50 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Quiz Tuesday 

On       10:49 AM.              wrote: 

> Hi Professor Smilh, 

> I just wanted to check in and see it’we ate lmving a quiz h~ Histoi)    tomorrow        You didfft mention it h~ class on 

Thursday, bul it is lisled oll Ihe syllabus, so I wanlcd to dol~bl¢ check Tl~lnks for letting m¢ know[ Hope you had a good weekend 

> Tlmt~ks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday, Febma~-y 25, 2013 12:53 PM 

Bob Reinheimer              ~mac corn>; Patti Reinheimer 
~mac corn>; Deborah Smith <smith072@duke edu> 

intimidating that rapist 

Dear Reiltheimers: We had tim as usual last mght--tlmt~ks for havh~g us 
Thought I’d posl in Ihis lilll¢ slot3 on Ihc Honor Court outrage I 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <iaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  1:21 PM 

Re: Question from student 

@uncedu> 

--she can come see me if she’d like to rll be around most of the day tomorrow (But I won’t just mail 
her the ppoint ) 
On 1 : 19 PM,                     wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith, 

I hope this finds you well. 

One of your students, asked me if she might receive access to the Power Point that you 
used in your lecture on the Wars of Religion. She missed lecture because of an interview. I 
thought I should pass this question on to you. 

Thank you and see you tomorrow, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  5:16 PM 

~live unc edu> 
Re: Office Hours 

Does 11:30 work for you? I’m booked for the rest of the morning, but flee then 
On        3:47 PM,            wrote: 

Professor Smith, 
My name is and Thursday you mentioned that you were usually in your office on 
Tuesday’s from 10-12. Will this be a good time for me to ~op by and speak with you this week? 
Thanks, 
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